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Taylor, Andrew T.
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bore s has rosalted in their purchase; they
are marked ''sold." Leduc's ` 'Na title

eetaide.-

Morte,

1

Livres" (93); Miss Holden'

."Dence's lStool" (86);Mrs. Foss's "Queen's•

Further Review of t e Exhibi- "c Highway" (51.1), and Cote's "Sentier pies •
,de Chaville" (28), among the paintings, are
tion's Pictures.
similarly deeorated.
There is not a very large exhibit of water
colors this year, though there is sumo 4nod
work among those shown. Mr. Bell.Sinith

A Fair Attendance at the Gallery—Some
Senery of the Pictures Have Found

Purchasers—Reproductions of Some
of the Best Painting—Mr. William Bryinner's Entr'Acte,

THERE has been a

fairly good attendance at the Art Gallery
since the opening of the
noticeably on
Saturday afternoon; but
people are not in a hurry
to avail themselves of a
privilege which is open
them for such a length
4 '44 • oftotime;
they come when
$t happons to be convenient. The voting for
the popular picture has been brisk, most
ticket-holders having availed themselves of
the opportunity. A few of the pictures
have been sold, but not so many as one
would expect considering the number of
people in Montreal with ample means to
gratify their tastes. It often happens
though, that those who have taste and discrimination have little else; and, contra.
riwise, those who have means have either
no taste or not sufficient confidence in their
own judgment to dare to encourage honie
talent It would seem that there is enough
really good work and of sufficient
variety to tempt many to purchase. Among
the small exhibits are some which are
much admired by a majority of the visitors
notably Ahren'a "Little Mother" (3).
The tender protecting look in the face of the
child gazing upon the old doll clasped tightly in her arms, appeals to the hearts of all
who are possessed of one. "Mama Wants
Me" (34), by Mrs. Dignam, is another
pleasure to child-lovers. Cote's "Vaches
au Patrrage" (30), is very natural, the
attitude of the principal figure being
tremely lifelike, but there is a certain hardiness which is unfortunately emphasized by
its contiguity to Mrs. Dignam's picture,
with its richness and warmth of coloring.
Barnsley has three sea-scapes which are
exquisitely soft and pleasing, "Marine"
5 "A Wreck" (6), and "Bass Rocks,
Gloucester, Mass." (7). "Montreal from the I
Itiver"(99)MacMillawiDymmet's"Wharf Foot
of McGill Street" (45), and "Montreal from
the Island" (ii), Ifammex.isra .."hjelerdvlie.
(714,roOdCoOk's " Tutu= Tints' (146),Miss
Bell's " of Moorela,na" (11), and My.
Brymnel:',3111113.11er Skies" (20) ana
" Near Killarney" (19), are also worthy of
tiotice.
It was remarked on Saturday that the
pictures look much better by daylight, the
electric light probably giving them a
harder tone. It is"difficult in a 'few words
to give an Rica of the small pictures, some
of them being mere impressions or studies,
some of a more pretentious character ; and
It would be wearisome also to give a coinplete list even of thosepossessingconsideraIile
merit, among which might be mentioned.
Graharn's " Oxen Under Yoke' (63), and
'Woodcock's " Mail Carrier" (147).
•Mr. Tully has a very cleverly executed
I•iicture on exhibit called "Sketching,"'
ln). It represents a young girl scated
before a window with her book and
.
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C.. Tolling Homeward, by Mes. Graham.
moor's "Perce Rock, from the East (212),
and O'Brien's "August" (198) and "Grand
Falls, St. John River, N. B." (199). Mr.
O'Brien was the ,AseoCiaticin prize-winner in
water colors last year.
Mrs. McLennan has several little pictures
A. B. G. D.," by Miss Brooks.
of varying merit this year, perhaps the best M. le Rédacteur,
bas hem so fortunate as to sell three of • being "Brookdale, October" (186), and
Après avoir pris connaissance des
his ; "Paris, Street Scene :near Notre "Winter, Cape Breton" (187 b).
différentes critiques sur l'exposition
Dame" (153); "Paris, Street Scene, St.
Miss Maedonel and Miss Phillips, de peinture à la galerie du carré Phi- t t
Germain des Poes" (155); and "Au Jardin
lipp ; j'étais curieux d'y faire une
du Luxembourg, Paris" (156)—all of them
visite afin de voir par moi-même,
beautifully done, and showing remarkable
si vraiment tout ce qu'on écrivait
patience and skill. These qualities are parétait bien la vérité. Vous n'avez pas
ticularly pronounced in the last mentioned,
encore visité un quart des tableaux
the grouping of the crowd of people being
que vous vous apercevez que les
very incieed, although as a picmembres dujuré chargés du choix des
turc it is not so artistic and pleasing as
tableaux étaient complètement ineither of the other two.
compétents à remplir leur fonction.
Bruenech's "In Amsterdam Holland"
Le prospectus 'disait qu'il n'y au(159), is also one of the smaller pictures
rait que des tableaux peints d'après
that is nicely clone.
nature qui seraient reçus au Salon
Among the landscapes the most noticecependant, vous en voyez nu bon
able in regard to finish or general artistic
nombre peints- d'après des photogramerit are ; Two of ManlY's, "Now Leafy
phies, chose qui aurait (M'être évitée,
June a Summering Contes» (188), and t'A
mais les jurés ne connaissaient pas
Street in Point Levis, Quebec" (189), the
mieux. Il est *:- ialheureux qu'on ne
latter depicting a very picturesque bit of
old Canada ; "Late Twilight" (191), by
choisisse pas des gens capables de
comprendre certaines choses qui sont
Miss: E. May Martin, of Toronto ; several
of Matthews',,"Lake Louise; the Gem of
cependant l'enfance de l'art.
the Rookies (182),. "Van Home Range from
7k
Il y a certainement beaucoup de
Field Station" (195), "The Old House at
bons tableaux dénota,nt une grande
Home' (103) and "Pleatant it was when•the
amélioration sur les expositions préWoods were Green" (194); Revell's "Crossed Ready for the Quilt ing Bee, by Miss Plimsoll. cédentes, mais aussi il y a beaucoup
by Shades and Sunny Gleams" (209) ;Ver.
de mauvaises croates et je connais
ner's "Sunset on the Prairie" (215), showing Of Lite Victoria Art scbool, have des peintres de mérite
' dont les taalso
contributed
sonic
pretty
little
sketches,
a herd of bison feeding—a very effective,
bleaux ont été refusés et cependant
best
of
which
"A
Whittler"
(202)
the
are
bit of coloring; Grant's "Chateau Bigota
ces tableaux étaient de bien meilRuins" (173), and Godfrey's "Peabody opl "Virginie" (203), by the latter, and leure facture qu'un bon nombre de
"Stormy
Evening,
Cape
Breton
Coast"
(183),
River" (172 b).
! eceux qui ont été exposés.
Among those in which water figures ie,t the former.
Le critique du Star s'est plaint
Mr. Fowler lins half a dozen rather large
largely, the most worthy of mention are
avec raison de la mauvaise disposiwater colors showing much careful work,
tion d'un grand nombre de tableaux ;
lotably "Merl on Lite Moselle" (107), "Conc'est die encore au manque de conI nonce of Moselle and Rhine, Coblentz"
naissance des'personnes chargées de
(170), and "A Street in Bcrncastle" (170c).
Mr. Way's "Fisherman's Houe at Capri" ce soin. On devrait mettre de côte"
ces gens suffisants et choisir des per(217) also shows the benefit of foreign study.
The flowers in this room arc all good, and sonnes de l'art afin de faire cesser
lbelses.récriminations des exposants qui
sonie of them are partieularly admired, for
instance, Miss Cornelius' "Chinese Prim- sont parfaitement justes et raisonnaroses" (164), and Miss Laing's "Pansies"
(181).
j Je crois aussi qu'il y a dans cette
Mr. Howell's "Floats and Shells" (175) institution une certaine clique qui
should also be mentioned.
Oat disposée à toujours trouver mauUniversal comment has been excited by vais ce qui est bien (jalousie de méthe unnecessarily savage and undiscrimtier) parce que j'ai eu l'occasion de
Mating criticisms of the reporter of a city voir des tableaux peints par des gens
evening paper in connection with the Art de grand mérite, mais qui n'ont pu
exhibition. Real criticism given in a kindly trouver grace aux yeux de ces grands
spirit hurts nobody ; it is only an encour- • connaisseurs.
agement to further effort ; but such wholeNon, messieurs de la galerie des
sale condemnation,. although obviously unarts, si vous voulez que notre assotruc and unjust, cannot but hurt the growciation prospère, il faut des réforing interest in Canadian art which it is the
mes ; ayez des gens sérieux, des arobject of Lite Association to foster,
tistes qui puissent vous guider dans
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le choix des tableaux à recevoir,
• qui soient capables de les faire
Voting for the popular prize ($200) will placer d'une manière avantageuse
close on Saturday at 6 . o'clock. The result pour les exposants et lorsque vous
ivill be announced duni n the evening, also
décernez des prix faites venir de
I the Association prizes.4/4 74 §T 3
l'étranger des gens du métier sans
ART GALLERY, Spring E 2E „ préjugés, au dessus de toute inhibition. Voting for the popular ttuence et ne travaillant que
The Dunce's Stool, by Miss Holden.
prize ($200), will close on Sa,tur• pour l'art. Je suis certain qu'il
"Verner's "Ice Flow, Detroit River" (216); day at 6 o'clock. The result will y aura beaucoup de mécontents
Reid'g "Afterglow" (207)—a picture that be announced during the even. A, la distribution des prix parce que
lias the effect of a pastel; "Wolfe's Cove, in also the Association prizes.• j'apprends qu'on a choisi deux juges
. LINDSAY, Secy. complètement incompétents et ne
Quebec" (177) by Mr. Knowles; "A Misty
connaissant absolument rien en fait
Morning, Rotterdam (1 74) by Charles Paul
de dessin. Prenez les règlements suiGruppe, of Rochester, New York; Bellvis en France et votre association ne
Smith's "On the Coast of Cornwall" (158);
s'en portera pas plus mal.
Carter's "Montmorency Falls" (161); SeyVotre dévoué
—
Art Gallery—bpring Exhibition.

,

'

Entr'acte, by Mr. 13ryinner.
pencil. The muslin window .blind, the
hair, and her thin white dross are
specially well handled.
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ART ASSOCIATION CLASSES, 189 3-'94.

THE ADVANCED ART CLASSES.
THIRTEENTH YEAR.

The Session for 1893-'91 will commence on Monday, October
16th, and will close on Friday, May 18th, under the direction of
Mn. WILLIAM BRYMNER, R.C.A. The Studios are open for work
every week-day ; and the regular instruction will be given from 9.30
to 12.30 on the mornings of Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
The Course is, as far as possible, that adopted in the French
Studios, which assumes the fact until one step is well taken, it is
useless to proceed to the next. A thorough study of form being of
first importance, the Student will draw from the cast in light and
shade, proceeding from simple objects, parts of the figure, etc., to the
entire figure from the antique.
On the days when instruction is given, those Students who will
be benefited by doing so, will paint from the cast or from still-life,
and those sufficiently advanced will also work from the living model.
Subjects for composition will be given out occasionally during
the Session.
The Session for 1893-'94 will extend over two terms, the first
term being from the 16th of October to the 5th of February, and the
second term from the 7th of February to the 18th of May. It will be
optional to Students to attend by the Session, term or mouth.

Fees, in all cases payable in advance, have been fixed for the
full Session at $40 ; for the term at $25; and for the month at $10.

The classes are held in the Association's Studios, Phillips Square,
and the Students are granted during the continuance of their study all
the privileges of a membership, with the exception of the right to
vote or to introduce friends.
Two Association Scholarships will be offered for competition at
the end of the Session, each entitling the winner to two years free
tuition.
WATER COLOUR CLASSES.

The WATER COLOUR CLASSES, under the direction of
Mn. CHARLES E. Moss, will commence on Thursday, 14th September,
and continue until the end of October.
Instruction will be given on fqur days in each week, and will,
when the weather is favourable, be from nature. Students will be
entitled to attend on two of these days, on payment of $9.00 monthly,
or $12.00 for the term (six weeks), students to elect when joining the
class, the days they wish to attend, such election to be binding during
the time of study. Single lessons will be $1.25 each.
The days appointed for instruction are, Monday and Thursday,
2 p.m. to 5 p.m., and Tuesday and Saturday, 9.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.
ROBERT LINDSAY,
MONTREAL, August, 1893.

Secretary.

NOTE.—Intending Students should communicate their names
to the Secretary as soon as possible.
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rt ps6oeiatio9,
Tuesday, Deer, 12112, 1893.
At 8.15 P.M.

LECTURE
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
BY MISS PECK, of
"The Acropolis.'

Subject:
WITH STEREOPTICON VIEWS.

Not Transfen
SINGLE TICKET.

rt fissoeia tior)
Tuesday, Deer, 12112, 1893.
At 8.15 P.M.

L FCTUR
BY MISS PECK, of PROVIDENCE, R.I.
Subject:

"The Acropolis.
WITH STEREOPTICON VIEWS.

FAMILY TICKET.

Not Transfer

P880CiatiOr?
Friday, Deer, 15112, 1893.
At 8.15 P.M.

I,ECTUR
BY PROF. MORSE, of SALEM,
Mass.
Subject:

SINGLE TICKET.

-
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-

-

"The Art of the Japanese Potter

ILLUSTRATED BY EXAMPLES FROM THE
ELDRIDGE COLLECTION,
NOW ON EXHIBITPON IN THE GALLERY.

Not Transfers

The prt pssoeiatiop
OF MONTREAL

October i8th, 1 8 9 3

.

A Special General Meeting of the members of
this Association will be held in the Gallery, Phillips
Square, on Wednesday afternoon, October 25th, at
half-past Four o'clock, for the purpose of authorizing
the sale of the property number fifty-eight (58) on the
official plan of the St. Lawrence ward, Montreal.

ROBERT LINDSAY,

Secretary.

a

rt :aseociation of

ontreal,

Phillips Square,

12th September 1892._ 0

THE WATER.COLOUR CLASSES in connection with the
Art Association, under the direction of Mr, CHARLES E. MOSS, will
commence on Saturday, 17th September, and will continue until the
end of October.
Instruction will be given on four days in each week, and
will, when the weather is favourable, be from nature .

Students

will be entitled to attend on two of these days on payment of
$9,00 monthly or 1 2.00 for the term (six weeks), students to
elect when joining the class the days they wish to attend, such
electionto be binding during the time of study.

Single lessons

will be 1,25 each.
The days appointed for instruction are, Monday 2 p. mt.
to 5 p. m., and Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday 9.30 a. m. to
12.30 p.

1114

Intending Students should communicate their names to the
Secretary as soon as possible.
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PHILLIPS SQUARE.

November 9th, 1892,

PHILLIPS SQUARE.

December 12th, 1892.
A Special General Meeting of the Members of
:his Association will be held in the large Gallery, Phillips
Square,
)1 1 TUESDAY, December 20th, at 5 P.M.
,

To consider what action shall be taken by the Association in connection with
he property of the late JOHN TEMPEST, situated at Port Hope known as the
Tempest Block."

Meeting of the Members of
A Special General
Square,
in the large Gallery, Phillips
Dc i at o n will be held
at 4.30 P,M.
NESDAY, November 16th,
of the Court of Governors, referring to Mortgage
onfirm a Resolution
business.
St. Antoine Ward, and other
Lots Nos. 1171 and 1 172
ROBERT LINDSAY, Secy.

ROBERT LINDSAY, Seey.

fIrt Pssoeiatiop of Moptreal.
PHILLIPS SQUARE,

10th February, 1893.
The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
lof the Members of the Association, will take place on TUESDAY,
'February 14th, at 4.30 P.M.
BusINEss: To receive the Report, of the Council for 1892, and to elect
Officers for the ensuing year. After the Meeting there will be an AUCTION SALE
of the periodicals usually disposed of from the Reading Room.
ROBERT LINDSAY,
Secretary A. A.

April 20th. at 8.15

"The Story of an Illustrious Abbey"
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS

A. T. TAYLOR

R,oyal Carladian Academy
.
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Toronto, January, 1893.

Dear Sir,
beg to inform you that the next ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF THE
ACADEMY will be opened on the 28th February next, in the Gallery
of the Art Association, MONTREAL.
All Paintings, Drawings, Sculpture, Architectural Designs, and Designs in Stained
Glass, must be delivered, unpacked, at the Gallery not later than Wednesday, February
the 15th
All Pictures, etc , intended for Exhibition, are to be consigned to MESSRS. W.
SCOTT & SONS, 1737 NOTRE DAME ST., MONTREAL, who will deliver them
unpacked. at the Gallery, re-pack and return them to exhibitors
Artists are, of course, at liberty to consign their works to other agents, should
they so desire.
The Academy will pay freight charges on members' works Non-members' works
must be delivered free of charge
All works at risk of Owners, but an insurance during the Exhibition will be
effected by the Academy.
Artists or Sculptors desiring to be represented in the Canadian Fine Art Department of the World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, can send Pictures to the Montreal
Exhibition (whether exhibited before or not) for the Selecting Committee's approbation.
And all Pictures by Canadian Artists selected will be sent to the Chicago Exposition
and returned to the owners again (if not sold) free of expense.
Appended hereto is a printed form, which intending exhibitors will fill up, giving
full title of Picture, with lowest selling price for insurance.
The Title of Picture must be placed on the back of each frame with name and
address of artist.
Kindly return Form, as soon as possible, to address,
JAMBS SMITh, seeremry,
o o m 26, _Wank, of Commerce. TOW 0.4r2-0

Royal Cailadiali Academy of arts
ART

ASSOCIATION GALLERY, MONTREAL
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TO THE SECIZE'TAIZ. 17Please Receive for Exhibition, subject to the Conditions of your Circular.
No.

DESCRIPTION OR

Artist's Signature

ddress..

TITLE OF WORK SENT.

LOWEST PRICE FOR
INSURANCE.

COLLECTION

÷ OF

\l\hs ter uolo: Drg_wiNs

SkIc 7es

F. W. BELLI-SmITITH, I.G. (I.
ScN,s

»4,4,

04/

C44/40/44,
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4 /41/4
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MOUNT MACDONALD, B. C.
•

1•T 17 I E W AŒ T H E

Pt Rooms of R. J. Pell, Beauer? 5@1I,
MONTREAL,

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27TH,
AND FOLLOWING DAYS.
"

Free Press," Engravers and l'rinters, London.

THE * NATIONAL * PARILK

-

No. i Pontoon Bridge over the Bow River, Banff, N. W. T.
2.
3.

The Peaks from the River, Banff.
Falls of the Bow,

4.
5.

Below the Falls,

NO. 6.-BOW RANGE.

6.

Bow Range, from 40 Mile Creek, Banff.

7.

Vermilion Lakes, Banff.

THE KICKING *1 1011SE PASS.K
-

No. 8. Mount Dennis and Stephen, from Summit Lake.
9. Kicking Horse Lake, Hector, B. C.
so. Mount Stephen, Kicking Horse Pass, from the east.

-

•

No. ii. The Pass, from the west.
12.

Northern Peaks, from near Field.

40.1%

13. Van Home Range, from near Ottertail.
14. " Beaver Foot," or " Ottertail " Mountains, at Leanchoil.

44,1
'

i

k

n ll 11

J n'51

nn

4

NO. 9.-KICKING HORSE LAKE, HECTOR, B. C.

THE
No. 15. Mount Macdonald, Rogers' Pass.

16. The Hermit, from the Summit.
17. Glacier Mountain, from the Summit.

OR"'

No. 18. The Illecellewaet Valley.
19.

20. Ross Peak.
21.

Sunrise, Hermit Range, from Glacier Hotel.
1

-

22.

Cloud effect on
Hermit Range.

—

23. Cloud effect on

Cheops, from road
to Glacier.
24. Cheops, from road

to Glacier.

No. 25. The Day's Decline,
Glacier Valley.
26. Glacier Torrent.

.."•n••n

27. Source of the Illecellewaet.

28. In the " Loop."
29. Ross Peak.
30. Eagle Peaks.

No. 31. Cloud Effect, Glacier, B. C.

—

32. On the Illecellewaet.
33. Albert Callon.
34. On the Fraser, near Yale, B. C.
35. Cloud Effect.
1—micmo
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Rev. J. T. Duryea, D.D.
2. The Artist's Daughter.
3.

Portrait.

4.

Portrait.

5.

Portrait.

6.

Portrait.

7.

Portrait.

S. Portrait.
9- Head. (Pastel.)

to. (lathering Shells-Shelter Island.
r I. Along the Wharf.
1 2 . CI ITS

-

Murray Bay.

13. Old Barn -Murray Bay.
14. Fishermen ascending the Restigouche:
15. A New England Barn.
16. Mouth of the Saguenay.
17. Low Tide

-

Shelter Island.

IS. Gaffing a Salmon.
19. The Camp Cook.
20.

Poleing a Canoe.
s.

21. A Canoe Man.
22. The Sand Dunes-East Hampton, L. I.
23. The Lone Stalk.
24. The Downs -Shelter Island.
2

5 . Food for Contemplation.

s6. Jessup's Neck

-

Long Island.

27. The Last Struggle.
2S. A Gray Day- Shelter Island.

29. Migration of the Swallows.
30.

South Bay -Shelter Island.

34. In the Old Orchard-Shelter Island.
32.

Mic Mac Canoe.

33.

Hauled up for Repairs.

34.

Steadying the Canoe.

35.

Gathering Sea-weed

36.

A Light Breeze.

37.

Waiting for a Bite.

3 8,

Squaw's Cap.

39.

Victors and Victims.

40.

An Exciting Moment.

-

Shelter Island.

41. Junction of the Restigouche and Upsalquitch.
42.

Salmon.
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WEEK.
MONTREAL LETTER.

Monday evening a small but respectable audience assembled in an
upper chamber to witness the manoeuvres of the Archbishop's Guard. It
is composed of sturdy young French Canadians, who in tight white
breeches, long boots, short black .-;oats, and kepi, looked very picturesque
and handsome, if not very formidable. The most interesting work they
did was when under the command of Professor Legault—a maitre d'armes,
I believe, second to none in Canada,—the Guard went through the different movements required in fencing, now using the left hand, now the
right. As glittering foil-points came perilously close to our noses, surmising
what might be the result of a similar proximity under different circumstances
was scarcely pleasant.
After some preliminary fencing bouts among the men, the great attraction of the evening came forward in the person of Madame Jeanne
Camerone, maitresse d'armes Espagnole, as she styles herself. Such a
désignation calls up disagreeable visions of female prize fighters, so that it
was quite a surprise to find Madame Jeanne a lithe, graceful, modest little
creature, clothed in a dress, though short, essentially feminine. During
her contest with the Professor she evinced most astounding dexterity.
Indeed so easy was each movement, quarte, tierce, octave, etc., so eminently decorous the whole performance, that to any one who is happy
enough to be afflicted with a little less than the ordinary share of old
fogyism, such an exercise must commend itself as most beneficial to
both men and women. According to Mr. Roland, no other is better calculated to develop and cultivate bodily activity ; while another writer tells
tis_that "th MP of thA foil and the. broadsword d itfases ease, elegealee.,
grace over all the body, and imparts to the look and gesture an appearance
of intellectual vigou4 ; it teaches invaluable lessons of patience and selfcommand, and contributes to discipline the temper."
Far away in the dingiest, busiest, smokiest part of the city, where one
cart feel her great heart throbbing all day long, only perched high above
the multitudinous sea, in the brightest corner of a rambling attic, is the
studio of an artist, an artist in the truest sense of the word—William Brymner. This pretty, quaint little nook, standing amidst a hideous mass of
p tiblic offices, with the seething waves of sordid life beating about, shines
as it were, "a good deed in a naughty world."
The poor, smutty inhabitants of the attic look up like surprised cattle
as we pass the open doors of their tiny rooms. Our artist's studio stands
at the farther end of the gaunt apartment, and is partitioned off from the
rest. There are studios and studios: workshops where the most attractive
objects are the painter's works, curiosity shops to which every country
"from China to Peru" has contributed something, so that we wonder
whether after all we are not merely in a modern drawing-room. Mr.
Brymner's belongs to the first class, but I assure you, so thoroughly is our
attention occupied, so pleasantly are our senses flattered by his pictures
that we have no time to deplore the absence of exotic treasures.
Mr. Brymner studied in the French school, and every inch of his work
betrays it. We find here a counterpart of the very latest expression of
Parisian art, that art which joins with the life and unconventionality of
the " Impressionists " the sobriety of an older school. It is very curious
and very interesting to mark the result of French ideas sown in an AngloSaxon mind. Whereas with the French artist the mere conquering of
technical difficulties, the simple expression of new and curious effects, is
often in itself an end, with the English one it is more likely to be only a
means. Mr. Bryinner's style is French, but he has subtly infused a certain
something—soul—into his work that the artists with whom he would be
ranked with in France not seldom lack. IlJwever, I am sure this
" manner " is more suitable than any other for the picturing of Nature as
she appears to us. The great charm of our scenery is its unconventionality
and the most living French art is unconventional. It has taught us to find
interest, nay, and even beauty in the roughest scene, the homeliest figure.
To treat our wild, wayward country according to the dictates of the
English school would be certain death. Oars is not a landscape of great
trees, as tufted and prim as funereal plumes ; (embryo rivers, and velvety
fields ; but of unfinished aspect, akin to what one finds in a country lad,
to whose delineation must be brought quite a peculiar talent.
In "The Swing," perhaps the best of the work Mr. Brymner showed
us, is a group of delightfully natural youngsters, two looking on, two
"high in the air," and one pushing the swing. As you see, the subject is
simple enough, yet I assure you the bedizined mannikins of many a Conventional canvas have not for us half the interest that is in these childish
figures.
Very delicate and poetical appears a bit of road near the forest of
Fontainehleau. On one hand are some feathery trees, and across the deep
rutted way fall the sunshine and shadow of early spring.
Mr. Brymner is very fond of painting the light that floods through a
window into a room. It is real light, you know. Ile has such a picture
in the gallery at Ottawa, but I prefer the "Old Woman at a Loom," in his
studio. We now come to some Canadian scenes, one of which is peculiarly
admirable. In the foreground stands a half-mown cornfield, with sheaves
here ; then a great golden wave breaking against purple highlands. If
you have not the good fortune to see this particular piece of Mr. Bryniner's
w"O'rk,-you will doubtless meet other pictures of his, and then you must
readily realize what I have tried to show.
The time has come for this Canada of ours to be revealed by other
tongues, other pens, and in other language than that of the railway magnate or emigration agent.
Schemes for the city's improvement rain on us thick and fast. Those
for enlarging the parks and widening the street; are of course admirable.
LAST
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The same, unfortunately, cannot be said about the wretched proposal to
erect an elevated railway along one of our principal streets.
Pleasant news comes to us from France. Monsieur Fréchette's poem,
La Legende d' un Peuple, meets with ever-increasing success. Not long ago
Monsieur Francisque Sarcey, one of the first critics in Paris, lectured on it,
and the leading papers contain critiques of it. Finally, the Academy of
Rouen, the second in France, devoted two of its meetings to the study of
this Canadian work. It is when we are pronounced " poet " by an Old
World tribunal that we are really worthy to bear the name.
LOUIS LLOYD.

THE BALL AND T.HE STAR.
(AS ONE SPEAKS.)

Do I hold my life in my hand
To make or to mar,
To prize or let fall,
To round to the perfect ball,
To mould to the matchless star ?
Here has rolled to my halting feet,
From the nursery stair,
From the children's nest,
A rubber thing that is drest
With a gaudy patchwork air.
Its colours I may not admire ;
Bright red and bright green
Are not to my taste,
And their vulgar is not effaced
By the line of yellow between.
Still, 'tis a ball, and that's much,
Made fit to bound,
Made fit to stay
On a table—that is, away
From the edge—or upon the ground,
Even it, a ball, will fall,
That's nought of a fault,
As I see, in the ball,
But in the putter—in all
That becomes a ball, to vault,
To roll and rebound, how full,
How round it must be !
How smooth, without trace
Of ragged and jagged rough on its face,
To rebound so swiftly, so perfectly.
It does its work well, no doubt ;
Ah! yes, but then
It is well made,
Of its work not a whit afraid,
Though only fashioned by men.
Only fashioned by men, I think—
What do I know ?
What does it matter ?
Upstairs, a more divine clatter,
Hiding, hunting, the children go.
The truant toy has been missed ;
With ecstasy_
Mothers know how—
A child, with an innocent brow,
And eyes that will brim with glee,
Will gather to him the ball ;
The vulgar yellow,
The glaring green,
Will cosily, safely lie between
The pinky fists of the little fellow.
"Wanted," the ball is. Has its place.
The little hands
Are quick and kind,
And the little eyes are seldom blind,
'Tis a little child who understands
That the ball has rolled and rolled and rolled
Far from its home,
From the nursery stair,
Far from the innocent upper air—
Even a rubber thing will roam.
But does it suffer in roaming ? Not it.
It will return
Just as it came,
Not a whit broken, marred or lame ;
The ball, you see, has nothing to learn,
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OF A COLLECTION OF BEAUTIFUL

Water Colour Paintings,
BY WELL KNOWN ARTISTS,
S

1\T G

-

• Comprising

VT 1\T G S &c

-

-

A. Hill, S. Stephen, Henry Carter,

&c.,

and

representing scenes at Montreal, Bermuda, Torquay, Bar Harbor, Me., and other points
of interest, all taken from nature.

TO 13E SOLD

Saturday, March 24th, 1888,
AT 2 O'CLOCK,
AT

1821 and 1823 Notre Dame Street.
M. HICKS & CO.,
Auctioneers

.

C ATI 0 GT_T

1. Trinity Church, Bermuda
2. Bar Harbor, Me

A. Hill —

—

3. Garden at Salem, Mass

G-. Carter.

4. Bar Harbor, Me
5. Low Tide, Salem, Mass

A. Hill.
Gr. Carter.

6. "The Porpoises," Bar Harbor

A Hill. —

7. Mount Royal Cemetery.
8. Tower at St. Genevieve

•

Henry Carter ___
—

Interesting local scenes.

9. Misty morning near Providence,

R. I

10. Cane Brake, Bermuda
11. U. S. " Yautic " at Bar Harbor
12. Near Germantown, Pa...... ..............

13. View at Providence, R I

....A. Hill.

4
14. Confidences

Stephen.

A fine specimen of the English style.

15. An unspoken thought
A gem of colour.

E. Carter.
16. Innocence

1

17. Flowers
17a.

G. Carter.
A difficult study.

18.. View at Bar Harbor, Me
19. Beverley Wharf, Salein
20, Germantown, Pa.
21. Croydon Mt

A. Hill.
G. Carter.

—

E. Carter. b.,
Henry Carter. —

22. Flowers

G. Carter.

23. Chateauguay, P. Q

Henry Csrter.

24. Childhood's dreams

E' Carter.

--

%%we,

A very fine piece of work.

25. Bryn-Mawr, Pa
26. Loch Fyne
27. Farmyard, Devonshire

A. Hill. -44

28 Bar Harbor...

A. Hill.

29. "The Dolphins," Bar Harbor

7Carter. —
S. Stephen.

30. Flowers

A. Hill. —

31. St. James's Church, Philadelphia
32. Germantown, Pa
33. Palm Grove, Bermuda
34. Hamilton Bay, Bermuda

, rt
i

Carter.

MIMI

–....

The finest pair in the collection.

35. "The Dolphins," Bar Harbor
36. Garden at Germantown...... .........

E. Carter.

A beautiful color study.

Montreal, from Peel Street

38. Nayatt Point, R. I

Henry Carter.
E. Carter.

—

OW.

39. Low Tide at Salem
40. Bryn-Mawr, Pa
41. View in Dorsetshire

42. Flowers

A. Hill.
E. Carter.

Magnificent for color.

.

43. Old Bridge, Germantown

E. Ca rté4..'
'

Fine specimen of the French style.

44. "The Willows," Salem
D Ryer. *.

45. English Landscape
46. Bar Harbor, Me

E

Carter.

47.
48. Cromwell Creek, Me
49. Bar Harbor

64

50. Memorial Church, Providence
A fine interior effect.
4•144.

51. Still Life

52.. Will he come'?
53. Flowers
54. "Move eastward happy earth."
55. Pointe Claire, P. Q
56. Mount Croydon
Difficult sunset effect well caught.

57. Low water, Salera

Henry Carter.

—

7

58. Fruit (Oil Colour)

Cartel..
cc

59. Garden at Salem

NM.

60. Providence, R. I
61. Sunset
62. Coot Cove, Dorset
63. Bar Harbor
64. Nepouset, Mass
65. Fog, Bar Harbor
66. Bar Harbor

Ryer.
G.

Carter. --

cc

67.
68.

•

E. Carter.

Eniravings,

Att Ye Hostelrie of Ye Capital.
DAME

W. A. ALLAN, V

HOSTESS,

AND wrre NEIR DAMES ROWLEY, JONES, DEVLIN AND LEWIS.

Also

0

VVaitynge Maydens, Mistresses Richardson, Gilmour, Lindsay, Agnes Scott. Minnie Scott,
May, Roe, Stewart, White, Macpherson, Ethel White, and Taschereau.

COME AND GETT—Fresh

Flowers, Ice Cream and Cake, Tea, Coffee
and Chocolate, Lemonade, Ginger Beer and Ale.

COME TO YE SMOKING ROOM FOR

—Ye long Church-wardens and
Tobaccos, Cigars and Cigarettes with Ye Coffee,
or as you will.

ALL AT

YE

HOSTELRIE

OPEN DAVE AND NIGHT.

Ve Oftre Ortatiate Javrt
--:

+fELD

TO BIC

'rift MIL +hill,
--:

FROM

:-

Wednesday, the 18th April,
to Saturday, the 21st,
IN _Air) OF'

THE CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL AND
CONVALESCENT HOME
UNDER THE DISTINGUISHED PATRONAGE OF

THEIR EXCELLENCIES THE GOVERNOR GENERAL
AND

THE MARCHIONES OF LANSDOWNE.

FROG _ 41fINE.
WEDNESDAY EVENING.
'(Open at 3 o'clock,)

8 00—Opening of ye Fayre by Their Excellencies the Governor General and the Marchioness of Lansdowne.
8.30—Grand Procession.
9.00—Ye Dance of Ye Merrie Milk-Maids.
9.30--Ye Farce in one act,
" UP IN THE WORLD."
Mr. Mat Mudlark

Mr. J. A. Ritchie
Harry Mudlark (his brother)
Mr. Fred. W. White
Lord Lovelydale
Mr. G. A. Henderson
Philip Lester
Mr. C. W. Badgeley
C. White
Mr—T.
Servant
........... ..
Miss Millie White
Mrs. Mudlark (Harry's wife)
Miss Jessie Gordon
Annie (Mat's daughter)
.

.

-

Refreshments in ye Hostlerie.
THURSDAY (Open at 3 o'clock).
5.00

- Tea at Ye Hosilerie.

5.30—Ye Dance of Ye Merrie Milk-Maids.
8.00—Grand Procession.

8.45—Ye APOTHECARIES' REVEL,
Miss Schreiber, Miss Broughall, Miss L. Powell, Miss Walker,
Miss Jarvis, Miss Meredith, Miss Ogilvy, Miss Kaulbach.
'9.00—Ye Farce, "Up in the World."
9.30—Ices in Ye Hostlerie.

FRIDAY

(open at 3 o'clock).
.

5.00 —Tea at Ye Hostlerie.
5 30 — Ye dance of Ye Merrie Milk-maids.
8.00 — Grand Procession.
8.45—Ye olde Englishe Concert.
9.00—Ye Apothecaries Revel.

SATURDAY

(open at 3 o'clock).

5.00 — Tea at Ye Hostlerie.
5.30 — Ye dance of Ye Merrie Milk-Maids.
8.05 — Grand Procession.
8.30—Ye Apothecaries' Revel.
9.00—Ye Farce.

" WHITEBAIT AT GREENWICH."
Benjamin Buzzard

Mr. J. A. Ritchie.

William Glinecet

Mr. G. A. Henderson.

John Small

Mr. Fred White.

Miss Lucretia Buzzard

Miss Millie White.

Sully Miss
.

Agnes

Scott.

Dance on the Village Green.

PASTI MES.
Ye Talking Head.
Ye Punch and Judy.
Ye Poste.
Fortune-Telling by Ye Apothecaries.
Ye Stocks.
Tea, Coffe, Chocolate, Cigars, Cigarettes at Ye Hostlerie.
Music by Ye G. G. F. G. and Ye 43rd Rifle Regiment.

If-41 /IL IrWI
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—

OF

—

OIL PAINT=
AND

Water Color Drawings
—

BY

—

JO,RN 34. FRASER,
(Royal Canadian Academecian)
TO RE SOLD BY AUCTION AT THE

82 VICTORIA SQUARE,

Monday Afternoon, January lOth,
AT TWO O'CLOCK.

M. HICKS dc,
Auctioneers.

•

'

In looking through this Catalogue it will be seen
that the collection is not coned solely to the works of
Mr. Fraser, but comprises, as well, a few choice Paintings by such eminent Artists as L. R. O'Brien, C. J.
Way, Allan Edson, R. Harris, C. S. Milliard, F. A.
Verner, Matthews, D. Fowler and G. H. White, all of
.whom are members of The Royal Canadian Academy of
.jrtists, which should be sufficient to attract a large and
appreciative audience at the sale.
f, J-IICKS

& CO.,
Auctioneers.

•

WATER COLORS.
1. In Wales,

painted by C. S. Millard, R. C. A.
2. Campanion, — Mathews, R. C. A.
-3. A Bit of Woods,
L. R. O'Brien, R.C.A.
4. Toronto Bay,
Unknown.
5. Allegory,
F. C. Hassan.
101; 6. Venice,
G. Harlowe White, R. C. A.
Interior,
F. A. Verner, R. C. A.
8. On Rainy Lake,
9. The Matterhorn,
C. J. Way, R. C. A.
10. Harvest Time,
C. S. Millard, R. C. A.
11. Edge of the Wood,
D. Fowler, R. C. A.
12. Flowers,
R. E. Gagen.
13. Companion,
do.
14 Flowers,
D. Fowler, R. C. A.
15. Thunder Cape,
John A. Fraser, R. C. A.
16. Chaudiere Falls,
do.
17. Perce Rock,
do.
18. Montreal Falls, Lake Superior,
do.
19. At Flatlands,
do.
20. Gray Morning at Squantum,
do.
21. Murrary Bay,
do. 22. Junction Restigouche and Matapedia, John A. Fraser,
R. C. A.
23. Owl's Head, E. T.,
John A. Fraser, R. C. A.
24. Sur la Greve a Percé,
do.
25. Amongst the Glaciers and Mists of Ross Peak, U. C.,
John A. Fraser, R. C. A.
26. The Sun's Last Kiss on the Western Spur of Mount
Stephen, John A. Fraser, R. C. A,
27. Between the Showers, Lake Sunapu, John A. Fraser,
R. C. A.
28. Gathering Storm, Lake Sunapu, John A. Fraser, R. C. A.
29. A Sunny Afternoon at Nahant,
do.

'-

--

-

-
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^
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30. At Grand G-réve, Gaspe,
John A. Fraser, R. C. A. -31. On Sunapu. Lake, Storm Cloud,
do.
32. At Tide Head, Restigouche,
do.
33. On the Missisquoi,
34. Percé, from the Sea

do.

35. Late Afternoon at Rocky Nahant,
do.
36. Gray Day at Nahant,
do.
37. Sunset on a Gray Afternoon,
do.
• h
38. An Ocean Rampant,
do._
39. Peak Sir Donald,
do.
40. Freshet on Pipestone River, Rocky Mountains, John
A. Fraser, R. C. A.
41. Mount Baker, Rocky Mountains, John A. Fraser,
R. C. A.
42. Morning After a Storm at Nahant, John A. Fraser,
R. C. A.
43. A Showery Day,
John A. Fraser, R. C. A.
,

-

OIL PAINTINGS.
.,{044. Horses Drinking,
45. Study,
.4.zt 46. Swiss Scene,
4487 . Water
s er
.

by Adolph Vogt,
S. R. Percy.
Unknown.
Allan Edson, R. C. A. h.J. C. Wood.

49. In Wales,
50. Marines,
51. Companion, S
52. A Study,
53. A Trout Pool,
54. Mount Stephen, from Field,
55. At Hastings,
56. Floating Wharf,

Cole.
McAlpine.
R. Harris, R. C. A.
J. A. Fraser, R. C. A.

do.
do.
do.

gage-

CATALONI OF PAINTINDZ
IN

Oil Water?

CO1ORS

BY

CANADIAN AND FOREIGN ARTISTS,
TO BE SOLD

BY PUBLIC AUCTION,
AT

1\0. 1827 NOTRE DAME STREET,
ON

Yedllesday Afternoon, June 6th,
_A.'S 2_ 30 O'CT__, CIC -

M. HICKS (36 CO.,
Auctioneers.

CATALOGUE.
• ..01. •

DRAWINGS BY ALFRED REIMER.
[These drawings were executed for illustrating works on
which the Very Rev. J. S. Hewson, the late Dean of Chester
and Mr. Rimmer were for some years engaged. Some of
them have been engraved by London publishers, and the
Times, Saturday Review and London News have spoken highly
of them.]

1 From Renshurst Churchyard, Kent
2 Chiddington, Kent (supposed the most perfect spe•
cimen of an unaltered village)
3 Shady Lane, Harrow
4 Harrow Church
5 Chiddington, Kent
6 Farmyard, Harrow
7 Lane

in Middlesex

8 South Luffinham, Rutland
9 Lane near Rugby, Warwick
10 Lane in Rutland
11 Brownsover Mill Rugby (There was a fine swimming
reach to Brownsover Mill, "Tom Brown's School
Days.") 12 Harrow, from Cricket Ground
13 Manton, Rutland
14 Country Lane, Northampton
15 Ruins of Whalley Abbey, Lancaster
16 Ancient Dovecot, Luffinham, Rutland
17 Windmill, Rutland
18 At Harrow
19 Merton Coll Chapel
20 Rockingham, Northampton
21 Shop in Harrow Village
22 Old Farmyard, Pinner
23 Commercial Inn, Edenbridge, Kent
24 Interior Liverpool Cathedral
25 Eagle Tower, Carnarvon (Birthplace of Edward II.,

first Prince of Wales)

26 Whalley Abbey, Lancaster

OIL PAINTINGS BY A. F. LOEMANS.
27 Rocky Mountains

• 28 Harvesting
29 Landscape
30 Black and White
31
12
CC

33 Storm
34 Mount Farkard, B.C.
35 The Setting Sun
36 Moonlight on Lake Cino
37 Esoptus Creek, N.Y.
38 Sunset in Wisconsin
39 View in the Cascades Monutains
40 Moonlight
41 Marine -View in Black and White
42 Fort of the Sierra Nevada
43. Indians Hunting in Winter
44 Pastel—Mount Ararat
45
" —Vesuvius
46 View in South America

WATER COLORS
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Children—F. M. Bell-Smith, R.C.A.
At Sea—C. H. Hewitt
.—
Girl in Red—H. Sandham, R.C.A.
Home of the Pigeons—H. Carter —
LandscapeWatching—F. Houghton
Landscape—A. J. Pell

OIL PAINTINGS.
-54 Mount Lefroy—Fort:haw Day, Rt 2.A:
55 Camping Ground —M4 Mathews, R,C.A.
56 Canadian Landscape—T. R. McArthur
57 Landscape—NV. P. Scott
58 Lillies—S. Holden
44
59
60 Girl's Head "
61 Boy's Head—R. Harris, R.C.A. ••••
62 Reading Girl—M. Bemrose
63 Landscape—A. Boisseau, A.R.C.A.
44
,4
65 Lake Memphrernagog—Kimball
66
.-

—

g

WATER COLORS BY D. E. GRANT, R. C. A.
67 A Wet Day
68 The Village Pasture
69 The Sheep Pasture
70 Upper Lake St. Charles
71 Butternut Tree

—

WATER COLORS BY J. B. WILKINSON.
72 Cap a L'aigle
73 Blaie St. Paul
74 Lake Memphremagog

aft.

75
76
77
78
79

Below Murray Bay
Winter on the Ste. Anne Quebec —
Lake Tourment Summer
Lake Beauport Quebec .—
The Last of the Snow—Water Color by T. M. Martin,
R. C. A..
80 Lake ;tVluskoka—Oilpainting by T. M. Martin. I;. C. A.

OIL PAINTINGS BY A. BOISSEAU, A. R. C. A.
81 Montreal from St. Helen's
82 On St. Helen's Island
—_
83 Camp in the Forest
84 Cape Trinity, Saguenay -85 Chaudiere Falls, Quebec
86 The Wood Chopper

OIL PAINTING BY J. E. STUART, OF SAN
FRANCISCO.
87 Indian CAmp on the River Columbia, Oregon (valued
at $1,000

OIL PAINTINGS BY C. KRIEGHOFF.
88 Habitant Cottage, Ste. Anne, Quebec
89 Indian Camp, Moonlight
90 Lake Laurent, near Quebec

91 On the Ste. Foy Road, Quebec
92 Falls of Upper Ste. Anne
93 Winter in the Woods, Quebec
94 ice-boat opposite Quebec
.95 Ice Cutting on the St. Lawrence
96 Tobogganing from Citadel, Quebec
97 Council of Indian Brave §

WATER COLORS.
Woodland—A. Bourgeois
9 (Lake and Mountain—A. Bourgeois
Rocks by the Sea
101 Poultry, a Cock, Hen and Ducks—By Honderkooter.
[Bought at the sale of the effects of the late Hon. Sir
Robert Gordon, at Balmoral Castle, 1849-50, when the old
castle was pulled down and the present castle erected by
Queen Victoria.
102 Peacock and Flowers—" A painting of merit," suit.

able for dining room

OIL PAINTINGS.
103 Stag at Bay—Prof. Wey mas
104 Joan of Arc
105 Early Morning, Nipissing—Prof. Weyni,.

CJTIjOŒTLE
OF

-

-

OIL PAINTINGS
-

AND

-

WATER COLOR DRAWL\ GS
----

BY

-

ROBERT HARRIS, R. C. A.
TO BE SOLD AT SUBSCRIBER'S ROOMS, 212 ST.
JAMES ST., MONTREAL, Que.

ON TUESDAY, DECEVBER 21, 1886,
AT HALF-PAST TWO O'CLOCK.

WM. H. ARNTON,
_Aactioneer.

LIST OF PICTURES
BY

•

ROBERT HARRIS, R.C.A.
•

OIL PAINTINCS.
TITLE.

No.

4-0 - i An Old Soldier.
2.Entombment.-3 An Old Revolutionist.
00 4 A Mic-Mac Camp, P. E. I.
5 A. Fish Story. 6 Indians Making Woodenware.
yû 7 *Waiting to Confess (in a church, Rome). —
)4 8 Landscape, P. E. I.
agna.
Camp
of
the
9 -7-Italian
Yv,
To 1-Roman Model. —
I
II )4 Sympathy.'iJtJ
2 Love in Gaspé Bay.
13 AA Friar.
14 Père Jacques (Study). „

r
,

-

D

4
No.

TITLE.

15 ?I.

Sea Shore, Gaspé.
16 'AOne in the Pageant.
t r-- 17 ,i Fish Shed (Gulf shore).
7 ,18 'a-By a Fishing Station (Gaspé).
b k, 19 /Boats Hauled Up (Cove, Gaspé Bay). --V/
vœ2
idd‘zo The Color Sergeant Hard Pressed.
0 1 S' --1 ? —447,0 k% 21 'A Drop Too Much. 2
2..
,

/04

.,

(

22

'A Brown Study.

4A, 23 Snow-Shoe Girl.

;-

r/ 24 Garden Gate in Ecouen, France.
h b 25 ),'Run Off the Track.
j.10 26 Somebody's Grandfather.
27 /Cove near Grand-grêve, Gaspé.
44.028 The Way to the Spring Ecouen
et vicult ,29 Companions.
di.to 3 0 Chaff.
31 'Youth and Age.—
32 /An Ecclesiastic. —3'
33 /In Cloistered Calm.
Tired Out (Ecouen, France.)-,6t4jp„(4) 35 The Coming Squall (Gaspé).
36 The Studio Boy.


1

2.1

5
No.

TITLE.

37 XReliaious Procession in Canadian Town.m.--p.69 38 "Talitha Cumi."
k 39 Taking it easy. -7/5
)41)0 40 Abou Ben Adhem and the Angel.
41 Contrasts.
42 Le Jeune, the First Superior of the Jesuits in Canada.
fL,o '43 ,LMaisonneuve at the French Sortie from Montreal.
44 x,Adversity.

WATER COLORS.
No.

IA 45
46
f Y 47
48
49
50
51
52

TITLE.

In the Dumps.
Birds of a Feather.
An Old Man's Head.
Mount Goodsit, B. C. (Oil Sketch.)
On the Loaf.
In Gaspé Bay.
Hougomont, Waterloo.
Montreal.

6
No.

TITLE,

53 The Church, Gaspé Basin.
54 In the Park, Charlottetown.
55 Wharves.
56 Near Campbellton.
57 In Campbellton.
58 Peakes' New Wharf, Charlottetown.
59 Black Sam's Bridge, Charlottetown.
6o On Steamship "Coban," bound for Charlottetown.
61 In Charlottetown.
6 2 Beech Hill.
63 Pond in the Park.
64 Halifax, N. S.
65 In the Park, Charlottetown.
66 Pownal Wharf.
67 Near Hotel, Gaspé Basin.
68 Singers in London.
69 The Town Pump.
70 A Little Nigger.
71 Burd Helen.
72 Codfish Curing.
73 Lobster Packing.
74 Good-bye.

7
No.

TITLE.

75 We are Seven.
76 After Sunset (Gaspé).
77 Cape Bon Ami, Gaspé.
78 Morning (Gaspé Basin).
79 At Top of Peel Street Steps, Mount Royal Park.
80 A Grey Day (Cove, Gaspé).
81 Sun Setting in Banks.

t

t-

74\

(

A

#/t

)

(

Montreal, Nov. 29th, 1888.

Dear Sir,

The Pictures enumerated in this collection
comprise the entire collection of the Artist, and
will be sold WITHOUT ANY RESERVE.

Those living at a distance and wishing to
purchase, can have their orders executed free of
charge.

The Collection will be on exhibition one
week previous to sale.

Yours truly,

WM. H. ARNTON.
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The Prr pssoeiatiop
OF MONTREAL.

PHILLIPS SQUARE,

February 7th, 1894.

The Annual General Meeting of the members
of this Association will be held in the Gallery,
Phillips Square, on Wednesday afternoon, February
14th, at half-past Four o'clock.

Business—To receive the report of the Council
for 1893, and to elect Officers for the ensuing year.
After the meeting there will be an auction

sale of the periodicals usually disposed of from the
Reading Room.
ROBERT LINDSAY,
Secretapg.

PROGRAMME
OF

o/i/ccuf 'e,f/12,cfio vo,
Illustrating a Paper to be read by

Mr. JOSEPH GOULtD,
IN THE GALLERY OF THE ART ASSOCIATION,
ON

Dursday uerir, fflaret2 15 117, 1894.
+++

Subject

: =

RUBINSTEIN.

From the Compositions of _Rubinstein.

1. PIANO SOLO—" Barcarolle" (F Minor)
MR. ARTHUR LETONDAL.

2.

PART SONG—" Still do I think of thee"
On the (lancing wavelet or wild sea cast,
By the bright sunny shroud or the storm struck mast,
In the kiss of the breeze, mid the tempests blast,
Still do I think of thee.
When the sun in his splendour ascends the sky,
Reigning alone from his throne on high,
When sweet night in her beauty day's charms may defy,
Still do I think of thee.
When the land lies far, or I near the shore,
When around all is hushed, or the breakers roar,
Till the voyage of life itself be o'er,
Still do I think of thee.

3. SONG—" Oh when she sings"
MR. ALEXANDER.
0 when she sings, to ine her singing
Brings thought of some sweet heav'nly choir

I hear from angel voices ringing,
To sounds of some celestial lyre.
0 when she sings,

I faint with rapture,
So sweet, unearthly harp-tones float
No siren with her magic note,
E'er seiz'd the soul with such soft capture.
0 when she sings, her tones are bringing

Refreshment to my wounded heart
It bealeth all my sorrow's smart,
And unexpected tears are springing.

0 when she sings, I am her's wholly,

I hold my breath, I dare not stir
For fear of losing breath of her,
Or of her song's sweet melancholy.
0 when she sings, such grief and feeling

She cloth with all her accents flood,
That hearts with sorrow struck past healing,
Find it not hard to comprehend.

DUETT—" Happy Birds
MISS REYNER AND MISS MALTBY.

Ye are free from care and sorrow,
Happy birds in sunny air,
Never heeding for the morrow,
While ye build your nests so fair.
Swaying soft in bowers,
Dream of joy and verdant spring,
While the May his blossoms showers,
With the dawn awake and sing.
Soon the fragrant May will vanish,
Parched summer follows swift,
And the Autumn storms will banish
All that was of blooming left.
Days will darken, clouds will threaten
Happy birds then fly ye south,
Seek the sunny climes that beckon,
When the year is in its youth.
5. PIANO SOLO—Nocturne (G. major op. 69)
MR. ARTHUR LETONDAL.

6.

SONG

—

" The Asra

"

MR. ALEXANDER.

Daily walk'd the fairest, whitest
Sultan's daughter, going, coming,
In the ev'ning by the fountain,
When the waters white were plashing.
Daily stood the youthful captive
In the evening by the fountain,
When the waters white were plashing.
Daily grew he pale and paler,
Till one ev'ning stopt the princess,
Ask'd of him with sudden question,
" Tell me slave, what name tison ownest,
Where thy home is, what thy kindred ?"
And the slave he spoke
" My name is Mohammed,
I come from Yemen,
And my race is of those Asra.
Who love and die, who die with love."
7. PART SONG—" The awakening of the Ross"

The rose-bud dreamt of the sunshine bright,
The rustling of leaves in the greenwood's night
Of the voice of the brook in the flow'ry vale,
The plaintive song of the nightingale,
And of the swaying of breezes propitious,
And of the straying odours delicious.
The bud awoke to a rose one day,
And smiled through tears at a sunbeam's play,
Inhaled the fragrance, and listened long
To the brook and the leaves, the nightingale's song.
When thus fulfilled were all her dreams,
With sweet suprise she (lid tremble and glow,
And whispered softly, " Surely it seems
As though I had known this all once, long ago."

fi rt pssoeiatior, of ploDtreal,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.

MR. JOSEPH GOULD
WILL READ A PAPER ON

RUBINSTEIN,
WITH VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

09 TI2ursday, fflar0 15t12, 1894,
Family Ticket.

At 8.15 P.M.
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MR. JOSEPH GOULD
WILL READ A PAPER ON

RUBINSTEIN,
WITH
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At 8.15
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LECTURE
BY

PROF. JOHN C. VAN DYKE
, fORTIAIT fAINTING.

;SUBJECT

WITH

ILLUSTRATIONS.

09 (1101)day, Mar02 26 11), 1894.
Single Ticket.

at 8.15 P.M.
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PHILLIPS SQUARE,

April 25th, 1894.
A Meeting of Exhibitors at tile SPRING
EXHIBITION will be Field on FRIDAY Evening, May 4tn, at 830

o'clock, to appoint TWO of a Committee of FIVE persons to award
tne Prizes offered for competition by tne Association, those unable

to attend are requested to appoint a representative.
ROBERT LINDSAY, Secretary.

THE ADDRESS TO BE WRITTEN ON THIS SIDE.

TO THE SECRETARY

ART ASSOCIATION,
PHILLIPS SQUARE,

MONTREAL._

May. 189 4 .

Being unable to attend the Meeting of Exhibitors at tile
SPRING EXHIBITION called for Friday, May 4th, I hereby appoint

to represent me irt all matters connected witll the Exhibition,.
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iVIR. J. F. RAFFAËLLI.
IMPRESSIONISM.
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Or2 Tt2ursday,
Single Ticket.
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AT 8,1G P.M.
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LECTURE
BY

AFZ.L.Y ITALIAN

_AFT%

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

Or? Friday, December 7t12, 1894.
At 8.15

P.M.
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March 23rd, at 8 15
BY REQUEST

"The Monuments of Athens
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS

PRINCIPAL PETERSON, McGiii University

February 23rd, at 8.15
"

The Gothic of Northern Italy
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS

A. C. BUTCIIISON

Art Association of Montreal,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.

The pleasure of the Members' company is
requested at a Five o'clock Tea on Thursday
Afternoon, November 28th.
ROBERT LINDSAY,
Secretagy.

4.30 to 6.30.
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SIXTEENTH ANNUAL SPRING EXHIBITION.
1895.
of Original Vaintings, 13)rawtnos.
Sculptures, architectural 3Designs, Etchings, Desions in Staineb C13 tas antl China
The Zigteentb annual Sprtno Eghtbition

painting, will be opened on Monday, the 25th (lay of February next, in the GALLERIES or THIS ASSOC] ATION,
and closed on Saturday, the 23rd day of March.
Such of your works as you may send, which are approved by the committee, will be placed on
exhibition, and should you desire to exhibit for sale, a commission of 10 per cent , will be charged on any
sales effected on our account.
All works must be delivered unpacked at the Gallery not later than Saturday, 16th February.
Arrangements have been made on behalf of exhibitors, with Messrs. Scott & Sons, 1739 Notre Dame
Street, Montreal, who undertake to receive all works, deliver them at the Gallery, removing and repacking
them for return after the exhibition, at a charge of sixty cents for each picture up to 3 ft. by 6 ft., and one
dollar for those 4 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. exceptionally large ones will be subject to a special charge.
;

All freight must be prepaid, the Association holding the pictures, etc., insured while in the Gallery.
Artists are of course at liberty to consign their works to other agents should they so desire.
Appended hereto is a printed form which intending exhibitors will please fill up, giving full title of
picture with price. The title of picture should also be placed on the back of each frame, with name and
address of artists.
Kindly return forms on or before Saturday, February 9th, to this address.
I have, the honour to remain,

•

Obediently yours,

ROBERT LINDSAY,
'rc.retarp..

TI2e /Art Fissociatiop of plo9treal.
WORKS FOR THE SIXTEENTH ANNUAL SPRING EXHIBITION, 1895.
NAME OF ARTIST
ADDRESS OF ARTIST

TITLE OF WORK.

CLASS
OF
WORK.

SIZE.

WHERE TO BE RETURNED.

INSURANCE PRICE.

SELLING PRICE.

NOTE ANY HONORS AWARDED SINCE LAST EXHIBITION.
FOR THE OFFICIAL CATALOGUE, ARTISTS WILL PLEASE
NO WORK WILL APPEAR IN THE CATALOGUE NOR BE INSURED FOR WHICH A FORM IS NOT RECEIVED.
SECRETARY ON OR BEFORE SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16th, 1895.
THIS BLANK PROPERLY FILLED IN SHOULD BE SENT TO THE

OF MONTRE/112.

1895.

0 6atior)

o

/7701(pecv

1895
and gami4
SECRETARY.

1895.
ASSOCIATE MEMBER.

TI7e fIrt fissociatior?
OF MONTREAL.

PHILLIPS SQUARE,

February 15th, 1895.

The Annual General Meeting of the members
of this Association will be held in the Gallery,

Phillips Square. on Friday afternoon, February
22nd, at half-past four o'clock.

Business -To receive the report of the Council
for 1894, and to elect officers for the ensuing year.

ROBERT LINDSAY,

Seereht ly.

PROGRAMME
OF

MUSICAL SELECTIONS
ILLUSTRATING A PAPER TO BE READ BY

MR. JOSEPH GOULD,

IN THE GALLERY OF THE ART ASSOCIATION,
ON

Friday Evening, Feby. 15th, 1895.

SUBJECT:

Characteristics of 1VIendelssohn's Music.

FROM THE COMPOSITIONS
OF

FELIX MENDELSSOHN BARTHOLDY.
1. PART SONGS ....

(a) Presage of Spring.
(b) Autumn Song.

a.

0 balmy spring perfume !
With ecstacy thrilling,
My bosom filling ;

Soon will the violets bloom.
b. Genial spring, thou'rt gone and past,
All thy cheerful bloom has vanished !
Autumn's rude usurping blast
Every trace of thee bath banished.
Mournfully the cold wind moans
Through the forest, like one weeping !
Now like Nature's dying groans,
Through the wood its gusts are sweeping.
Ah, how soon another year
O'er my head its flight bath taken !
Breezes whisper in mine ear,
Is thy sad heart still forsaken ?
Forest murmurs, as a seer
Rightly ye foretell its sorrows !
For, with each returning year,
Trustingly new hope it borrows.
2. ANDANTE

from Sonata Op. 45.
MME. HEYNBERG AND MR. F. JEHIN PRUME.

3. SONG—" On Wings of Song." (Auf Fliigeln des Gesanges.)

MR. A. SABISTON.
On wings of song I'll bear thee
Enchanted realms to see ;
Come, oh my love, prepare thee
In dreamland to wander with me.
A garden I know of roses
By moonlight silvered o'er,
Upon the lake reposes
A balmy lotus flower.
The bending violets whisper
Their fragrant secrets there
Waiting for thee, their sister,
Still closed are the blossoms rare.
With wistful glances are peering
The bright-eyed slender gazelles,
The rushing tide is nearing,
Upon the breeze it swells.
And there we will sit and rest us,
Under the palm-tree's shade,
And dream that love bath bless'd us,
And joy will never fade.

4.

CANZONETTA

from First Quartette, E flat, Op. 12.

MR. F. JEHIN PRUME, MISS LA PALME, MISS BENGOUGH,
AND MR. DUBOIS.
5.

SONG—Zuleika . .(Ach

urn deine feuchten Schwingen.)
MR. A. SABISTON.

Oh, ye balmy western breezes,
Would you but your pinions lend me !
With the sigh that never ceases
Far away to him I'd send ye.
When your wings are stirr'd with showers
All my pains arise before them,
Hills and meadows, woods and flowers,
Stand in tears when you breathe o'er them.
But your soft and tender sighing
Goofs the burning eye of sorrow
Ah! I'd weary unto dying
But for hope of some blest morrow.
Hasten, then, and bring him gladness,
Softly whisper, love is waking ;
But forbear to speak of sadness
Tell him not my heart is aching.
Murmur low, that I am weary,
That I long once more to hear him !
Where he is not, life is dreary,
Rapture only to be near him.
6. TRIO, No. 2, for Piano, Violin and Cello—C

minor, Op. 66.

MME. HEYNBERG, MR. F. JEHIN PRUME AND MR. DUBOIS.

a.
b.
c.
d.
7. PART SONGS

Allegro energico e con fuoco.
Andante espressivo.
Scherzo.
Finale—Allegro Appassionato.
(a) Resting-place.
(b) The Nightingale.

a. When I see, at set of sun,
Golden cloud-hills rising o'er me,
Fain the thought would come before me,
Tears mine eye-lids swelling ;
Shall that be my dwelling,
When this weary life is done ?
b. The nightingale went far away,
But spring the lost one bring-eth
In absence learn'd she no new lay,
The saine lov'd songs she singeth.
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TOronto, January, 1896.

Dear Sir,

beg to inform you that the next ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF THE •
ACADEMY will be opened on Thursday, 12th March next, in the Gallery
of the Art Association, MONTREAL.
Works intended for Exhibition must be delivered, unpacked, at the Gallery not later
than Friday, February the 28th, 1896.
Pictures, etc., intended for Exhibition, may be consigned to Messrs. W. Scott 8z Sons, 1737
Notre Dame St., Montreal, who will deliver them unpacked, at the Gallery, re-pack and return
them to exhibitors, but the Academy pays no charges except on works of members.
The Academy will pay freight on resident Canadian members' works. Non-members'
works must be delivered at the Gallery free of all charges
Artists are, of course, at liberty to consign their works to other agents, should they so
desire.
All works at risk of Owners, but an insurance during the Exhibition will be effected by
the Academy.
Appended hereto is a printed form, which intending exhibitors will fill up, giving full
title of Picture, with lowest selling price for insurance,
The title of Picture must be placed on the back of each frame, with name and address
of artist.
Kindly return Form, as soon as possible, to address,
JAMES SMITH, Secretary,
Room 26, Bank of Commerce, TORONTO.

ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEIY OF ARTS
ART ASSOCIATION GALLERY, MONTREAL

Seventeenth Annual Exhibition
11,1v1i.11.11.111,1•11

TO THE SECRETARY
Please Neceire /or Er/did/ion, secjeel b The Conditions 0/ your Circular.
No.

DESCRIPTION OR TITLE OF WORK SENT.

•

Artist's Signature

Address

SELLING PRICE.

LOWEST PRICE FOR
INSURANCE.

2•Z

January 0.411, at 8 15

"The Egyptian Pyramids and their Builders"
VVITH ILLUSTRATIONS

PROFESSOR CAPPER,

-

licGin University
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LECTU RE
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MR. J. F. RAFFAËLLI.
IMPRESSIONISM.

SUBJECT:
Of)

TOursciay, may 29d, 1895.

1411-4Pro..." Ticket.

AT 8.15 P.M.
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ART ASSOCIATIO
1379 SHERBROOKE

Miss

Sanb,orn,
566 Roslyn

F.
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60X
.

PLEASE NOTE THAT
Annual fees are due on 1st January in advance.
Members are requested to take notice that their
membership remains in effect from year to year
until cancelled by written notice to the Secretary.
Such notice must be given not later than 31st January . ; otherwise the subscription for the year wil
be payable to the Association.
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WATER

OLORS
BY

if. fn. it3e11.--nutb, 111.C.R.
ON VIEW AT THE
GALLERIES OF

Matthews Bros. & Co.
VONGE STREET

114ovember 3th to 10tb, 1802

T

HIS collection includes all the latest productions of this
artist, and embraces i natty subjects secured in France,
Holland, and England, notably some characteristic
scenes from the streets of London and Paris.

This will be the only opportunity offered to see these
pictures, as several of them are destined for foreign galleries,
and will be sent away immediately after this exhibition closes.

CATALOGUE

boltanh

Paris
1—Place de la Concorde
2—Avenue, Luxembourg Gardens
3—The Madelaine (afer rain)
4—Promenade, Champs-Elysees
5—La Porte de Chatillon
6—Saint Germain des Pres
7—Pont Royal, Sunset
8—Notre Dame
9—The Seine at Pont des Invalides
10—Fruit Trees at Fontenay
11—Fountain in the Luxembourg Gardens
12—Fontenay Aux Roses
1011b011
13—Saint Paul's, from Ludgate Hill
14---The Thames at Westminster
15—Fleet Street
16—Hyde Park Corner
17—Whitehall
18—Apsley House, Piccadilly, where the " Iron Duke" lived
19—Rotten Row
20—The Thames below London Bridge
21--Kensington Palace, birthplace of the Queen
22—On London Bridge, the returned sailor boy
23 —Sunset, Hyde Park Corner
24—Westminster, from Lambeth Bridge
25—Saint Paul's Churchyard. Feeding the Pigeons

$ 73
100
75
60
75
60
50
50
40
45
50
45
125

75
50
75
45
35
60
300
65
30
45
35
75

26—The Maas at Dordrecht
27—A Bend in the River
28—Reflections
29—The Morning Milking, Rijsoord
30—Evening in a Dutch Village
3 1 —Rijsoord
32—Grey Morning on the Schulkedijk
33—Milking at Daybreak
34—Gleamy Day in the Dijklands
35—The "Nest," Rdsoord (Early Morning)
36—A "Slote." (Narrow canal used instead of fences)
37—Village Children (Evening)
38— A Ferry on the Vaal
39—A Road by the River
40—Willows
41 —Children in Sunshine
42 — A Dutch " Vrou."

$300
30
40
75
75
75
75
50
100
75
50
35
60
60
55
75
75

Englaii0
43 —Rough Weather at Land's End, Cornwall
44 —Martyn's Tower, Chepstow
45— -Windsor Castle, from Eton College Grounds
46—The Lizard, Cornwall
47—Heavy Surf, Sennen Cove, Cornwall
48 - Water Tower, Kew Gardens
49—Mount's Bay, Cornwall
50—Chepstow Castle, from the Wye
5 t —Tintern Abbey

200
30
60
75

75
30
85
100
75

THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
MADISON SQUARE SOUTH, NEW YORK

THE

AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
Madison Square South, New York

PICTURES and STUDIES
BY

;

Professor J. C. AÏVASOVSKY

PICTERES p__A STUDIES
BY

A. B.

_

AND

ART FABRICS BY J. KAWASHIMA

PMAN

FIRST VIEW
FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 9TH, 1892

First View
Tuesday Evening, November 22d,
from 7.30 to to o'clock
-

ROM

7.30 until to o'clock

Yourself and ladies are cordially invited to be present.

OURSELF and ladies are invited to be
present

TIIE

AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS

THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS

THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
Madison Square South, New York

ANTIQUE CURIOS
REPRESENTATIVE WORKS OF ART FRon CHINA
AND JAPAN
SELECTED BY

Otto

Fukushima,

of the Japanese Trading Company

FIRST VIEW
FRIDAY EVENING, JANUARY 6TH, 1893
From 7.30 until to o'clock
Yourself and ladies are cordially invited to be present.

THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS

THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES

THE

AMERICAN ART GALLERIES

Madison Square South, New York

Madison Square, South, New York

Yourself and ladies are invited to the

Yourself and ladies are invited to the

FIRST VIEW

FIRST VIEW

OF

OF

OS BORN CHAPIN THORNE
COLLECTIONS

THE BARON VON BRANDT
AND ROBERT J.

WICKEN DEN

COLLECTIONS

ON FRIDAY EVENING, JANUARY 20TH, 1893

ON TUESDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 14TH,

From 7.3 0 until to o'clock

From 7. 3o until 10

THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS
Please present this Card at the door

1893

o'clock

THE AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, MANAGERS
Please present this Card at the door

ft

The American Art Association
invites you to be present at the

First View
of a
Special Exhibition of Finished Pictures and Studies
contributed by

F. W. Stoles,W.

T. Smedley,
R. V. V. Sewell

W. Hamilton Gibson,
arid

Firnanda Brewster Sewell,
At The American Firt Galleries,
Madison Square, South,
On Tuesday Evening, December Eighth,
from seven-thirty Until ten o'clocX.
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I1E SPRING EXHIBITION.
me Notes and comments on the
Pictures nt the Gallery of the
4 41
. Art Association.pli L.

, 1r

A ethis is the last day of the voting for
e special prize at the Art galle y it
ay perhaps be well to add something
the numerous. comments which have
ready been published on the spring exebition. The attendance, so far, has
een fairly large, and it is quite clear
ia.t the public interest in these exibitions is increasing. The object of
ie special prize- is to encourage
'careful criticism, by all visitons, of the
lerits of the various pictures, and each
6itor is furnished with a voting ticket,
m which he marks the , number of ins
-orite picture. The result of the voting
.11 be interesting, not only as establishng which is the best picture, but also as
a criterion of the artistic taste of the city.
• The pictures may be considered froth
:various standpoints, always keeping in
• view that it is an exhibition of the works
of Canadian artists. It is not necessary
to enter into any claims winch Canadian
artists have to kindly encouragement, nor
the unpatriotic spirit, to use no harsher
term, which must prompt sweeping and
adverse criticism. Since this exhibition
was established it has steadily imProvel,
and to those who have followed it from
year to year, there is great cause for
congratulation. Every year there have
. Leen some new names, as well as works
from artists whose reputation is established. Some of the older artists have, not unnaturally, sought for larger satel
.. more remuii erative fields of work, but as a rule
they have not forgotten the gallery in
which they first exhibited, and the;,; noy,'
J$ tPbhW tikar fil ends What they
have been doing, and the success they
have attained. In this connection, No.
14, entitled" A B C D," by Marie Brooks,
may be noted. It is sufficient, merely
wentiOA the_ricture, which has already
' attracted great attention.,._
In the matter of progress, Mr. Wm.
Bryinner takes a leading place. His
work has always been careful and conscientious, but in some of the Irish pic'Aires which he exhibits this year he has
.aught an artistic quality and finish
q uite new to him. His largest picture is
No. 16, "In County Cork, Ireland." At
first glance the effect is somewhat lost or
. marred by the figure in the foreground,
which is hardly up to the standard of
FaKErer parts of the picture. The treatment
.f the light, however, is excellent, parti-ularly in the sky and middle distance.
;here is also good work in some of Mr.
drymner's other pictures, but the later
.nes, such as No. 17, "Champ de Mars,
• lontreal," are not equal to his summer
work in Europe.
Mr. Percy Woodcock, too, deserves a
sold of notice. There is still quite a
variety in the character of his work, but
le seems to be gradually settling down to
omething definite. No. 149, "Windy
;ay, Grand Nord," is a delightful piece of
work, and perhaps the best picture he exObits this year. Mr. Woodcock's work is
sometimes erratic, but-always shows the
mastery of technique which has resulted
:rom his years of study in Paris. He has
avidently been testing his skill in various directions, and seems now to be
on the right track. The most strik. ing picture in the exhibition, and
at the same time one of the best,
from an artistic point of view, is No. 4,
"The Last Rays," by Mr. James M.
Barnsley. The date shows that it was
minted several years ago, but it has
never been exhibited in Canada before.
Its great charm is the delightful treatMent of bright sunshine which comes
through a heavy nines of foliage. It has
been so generally admired that no special reference to it is necessary.
Amongst the younger painters, Miss
Holden has made rapid strides, and sends
two pictures. Nos. 85 and 86, which iadicafe that she is fulfilling the promise of
her first exhibits in the gallery. Mr.
James L. Graham is another young
painter of great promise and his So. 62,
" Toiling Homeward ", is one of the best
-

-

-

animal pieces of the year. Mr. Robert
Harris sends seven pictures, the best of
which are portraits, notably No. 79. The
large picture, No. 81, "The Sands of Dee,"
cannot be characterized as gaulaae,a.....
-

i
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ri4t4.4, ART GALLERIES.
the most interesting e ure of the
Perhaps
Mr. G. A. Reid has two large pictures, Woodcock, Brymner, Bo sl Y, Watson present show
is that as a whole this exhibit of
118 and 119. The first of these, "The
Harris and Leduc Among the Winners.
Canadian art shows a decided advance on preForeclosure of the Mortgage," is appaThere was a fair attendance at the Art vious exhibitions. Perhaps the numerous prizes
rently a companion picture to that exhinight to hear the re- offered this year have had something to do with
bited last year, called " Mortgaging the Gallery on Saturday
t e awards of prizes in connection the improvements, and if so the donors of the
Homestead." Of course, it ipssasses sult ofthe
exhibition
of paintings. An prizes and the Association itself are to be conring
many good points, but it is to be regret- with
of music was rendered by gratulated on the results.
ted that so much time and material excellent prôram
Among the landscapes Mr. Barnsley's " Last
should be wasted upon such a subject. Gruenwa d s orchestra, which was much
(4) is an easy first and is well deserving
As a matter of good taste it has small appreciated by the public. At 6 o'clock, Rays"
secretary of the Art of the pla.ce of honor which it occupies. Mr.
claim to recognition., and it is difficult to M r. R. Lindsay, the the awards of the Homer Watson's two works, hanging on either
see how such a subject could possibly at- Association, announced
" (140) with its Mauve-like
and ticketed all the successful .side of it, " Octoberand
accessories and " From
rendering of sheep
tract an artist of Mr. Reid's ability. Mrs. committees, the results.
pictures with
Shelter to Pasture" (138) are in their way exReid sends some delightful work, partiThe committees were: Mr, R. B. Angus cellent. And so also of Mr. Woodcock's works,
cularly No. 120, "Roses and Still Life," and Hon. Geo. Drummond, who were nomito our thinking, " The Mail
. which is, perhaps, the best "Still Life" nated by the exhibitors, and Messrs. W. C. more particularly,
Carrier" (147). Nor is Mr. Brymner behind with
in the exhibition.
Van Home and A. T. Taylor for the coun- his " County Cork" (16), and especially with his
Mr. Pinbey should certainly have a para- cil
" Champ de Mars" (17). Mr. Coté'. work is reof the association.
graph to himself. His picture, 107, "The
markable though somewhat caviare to the general
The following are the awards:public.
Mr. Erie's open-air impressionist effects
Sister Arts," well repays more than a
$200 for the best figure painting, awarded are clever
renderings after the new French school ;
passing glance. He is unfortunate in his to No. 145, by Woodcock.
and so is Mr. Harris's " Pastoral " (82), with its
figures, but in the matter of color he de$100 for the second best-to No. 21, by emblematic goose prominent in the foregroundserves considerable praise. Notice, for Brymner.
or, perhaps, it is an equally emblematic duckyinstance, the harmonious arrangement of
Honorable Mention to Nos. 107, Finhey, duck ! There is Mr. Reid's capital landscape
color in the shades of the drapery, and 42, Dyonnet, and 1, Ahren.
with figures " The Berry Pickers" (119) an easy
the painting of the tiger's skin, which is,
$200 for the best sea or landscape to No 4, second in this department after Mr. Barnsley's
work ; and Mr. Hammond's Turneresque
large
perhaps, the best piece of work in the by Barnsley; $100 forthe second best to 139,
are always interesting,even if they be not
picture.
by H. Watson; Hon. mention Nos. 74, Ham- studies
drawn from mythology, as the master's were, but
Miss Bell contributes several numbers. mond; 17, Bryrnner; and 148,Wecidcock.
from modern shipping and craft. Moreover,
the best of which is number 8, "Fairy
$100 for the best partrait to No. 79 by they are decorative, pleasant things to live with,
Tales," in which there is a great deal of Harris. Honorable mention; No 40, Dyon- and very modestly priced.
exaellent work.
net.
The exhibition is rich in portraits, chiefly of
We have not space to deal with the
$100 for the best still life to No. 22, by men. But truth to tell the male corpus of mapictures in detail, or even to mention Miss Reid; $100 for the best painting by ture years, clothed in modern costume, can
beauty. When
! such aid friends as Homer Watson, Ver- an artist under 30; not R. C. A. or A. 11. C. scarcely be esteemed a thing of
of life size, and more or less at full length,
ner and Wm. Raphael. Raphael is much A. to No. 93, by Leduc; $50 for second shown
down even to the very boots, it is certainly not
more successful than usual, especially in best to No. 85,by Miss Holden.
an artistic or even a paintable thing, and yet it
$75 for the best painting by a pupil or ex- is the thing of all others which the modern con-iNo. 117. We should also like to mention
to
.No.
62,by
graof
the
association
pupil
Messrs. Dyonnet and Cote, both of whom
n-dace-man desires and commissions. The old
are making good progress on legitimate ham, $50 for the second best to No. 106,by masters did not so paint the bulk of their best portraits, nor do the eminent moderns. The latter,
lines. There are many other pictures Penfold.
$100 for the best water color, to No. 156, when left to themselves, are content to depict
which deserve mention, and on the whole
the head and shoulders, sometimes adding the
t the exhibition is a creditable one, and by Bell Smith ; $50 for the second best, to hands. Having thus relieved our feelings we
No. 185, by Mr. MacLean. Honorable
indicates decided progress.
me free to say that in this department Mr.
mention, No. 188, Manly.
Eaton's clever presentment of the Principal of
f"
/ Art Exhibition.
The award of the committees appeared to McGill is an easy first. This artist is very happy
give entire satisfaction to both the exhibitors in much of his portraiture. His rendition
To the Editor of the STAR:
and patrons of the association.
.of the late Mr. Young, painted for the Harbor
SIR,--A correspondent in o your conCommissioners, and now hanging in their build It should be mentioned in this connec
temporaries complains of the lack of tien that Saturday was not, as has been sup. Mg. is in its way a masterpiece, and in the
appreciation which has been shown in the posed. the closing night of the exhibition. 'modelling of the head and general pose of the
case of the exhibition of paintings by
:figure the present portrait is equally noteworthy.
Canadian artists now open at the Academy It remains open for another week, during Mr. Harris's portrait of an elderly lady (79) is
which
time
the
pictures
that
have
taken
of Art in Phillips Square. The chief reason
also in its way masterly and eminently deserving
of this, no doubt, is the comparative ignor- prizes will be on exhibition.
of the prize which has been awarded to it. Anse, ance of art in this, as in all new countries
so of Mr. Dyonnet's portrait (40), in which an
and because people are afraid to admire lest
unpromising subject has been rendered with a
they might expose their ignorance. Much ART ASSOCIATION.
force and realism which are in every way comthat they see they like, but aie afraid to say
/j
mendable. At the opposite pole conic Mrs.
so. If Queen Mab's grotto were exhibited
kri
gtod, SPRING EXHIBITION.
Louise Van der Linde's nainiaturest on ivory (219,
without the catalogue stating that it was
•220, 221), dainty and clever to a degree. This
by Turner, there are many who could not
Result of the Prize Competition.
lady, who now resides at Peterboro, Ontario, exfail to admire it, but who would be afraid to
hibited at the Royal Academy prior to her deBEST FIGURE PAINTINGconfess their admiration lest they might
parture from England.
15t. Percy Woodcock, R C.A., No. 145
hear it pronounced a daub. But there is
There are numerous examples of still-life.
2nd. William Brymner, R.C.A., No 21
$100
little excuse for those who are fond of picRon. mention Carl Ahrens, A.R.C.A , No. 1
Mrs. Reid's flowers are superb, eespecially her
tures and have money to buy them. They
do.
Edmond Dyonnet, 42.
" Doses" (120) ; Mr. Tully's "Oysters and
must have seen the works of many
do.
J. C. Pinhey, A.R.C.A., 107.
Lemons" (131) ; and Mr. Leduc's " Livres" (93),
artists and must have formed some
SEA OR LANDSCAPEare full of promise for the future.
standard of excellence. They should
There are also numerous animal-pieces, chief
15t. James Barnsley, No. 4
$200
not stand aloof afraid to add their
2nd.
Horner
Watson,
R.C.A.,
No.
130
.
*$100
which, perhaps, are Mr. Graham's " Horses"
of
contribution of praise. Even commonHon. mention, Wm. Bryrnuer, R C A„ No. **
(62), which well deserves the prize it has resense will assist those who love art ana are
do
Percy Woodcock, R.C.A , No. 148.
ceived ; Mr. Ede's ‘,` Cattle (48) ; Mr. Verner's
without education in it, in forming a fair
PORTRAIT"Jersey Cows" (135) ; and Mr. Watson's
judgment, and a man who can afford it
"Fleecy Sheep" (140).
should have independence enough
Robert Harris, R.C.A., No. 97
$100
The figure pieces are, perhaps, the most imTO PURCHASE BY HIS OWN FANCY
ARTIST UNDER 30 YEARSportant feature of the exhibition. Mr. Reid, in
without, waiting the verdict of some onel,
lot. 0. Leduc, No 93
$100
addition to that already mentioned, has a monu2nd. Sarah Holden, No, 85
who, perhaps, knows no more than himself,
0 50
mental work, "The Foreclosure of the MortIn the present exhibition, which, by the
gage," (118) a pathetic scene of backwoods' life
STILL
LIFEway, shows great advancement in art for
in Canada-where the procedure is different from
Mary Heister Reid, No. 122
$100
Montreaethere are a number of exceedingly
that pursued in Ireland and in the Highlands,
meritorious works that any one might OQ
PU'IL OR EX-PUPIL ART ASSOCIATIONeven if the end be the same in both countries.
pleased to possess. There are some crude;
15t. James L. Graham, No, 62
Mr. Woodcock's "II m'aime" (145), to which the
010C1
and less praiseworthy, but even these are
2nd. Catherine J. Penfold, No. 106
$ 5e
first prize has been awarded, is a meritorious
interesting and their painters deserving of
work, injured rather than helped by its meretriWATER COLORSencouragement. It is a most creditable
cious framing. Mr. Grier has "The Three
15t. F M. Bell-Smith, R C.A., No 136
show, and if, as the correspondent I
SiOO
Fates" (68), and Mr. Pinhey " The Sister Arts
2no. Louise McLennan, N o. 135
have alluded to says, the showing
• $ 50
Hon.
(107), a very creditable work. Mr. Ahrens has a
mention,
C.
MacD.-Manly,
A.R.C.A.,
here is proportionately better than the
No. 188.
well drawn " Cradled in the Net " (1), and Mr.
exhibition in New York, the fact
Dyonnet a most striking " Last Crust" (42),
should induce those who can afford it to
POPULAR PRIZE, $200.
neither of which can be overlooked. Miss Brooks
lend their assistance to the further developAwarded to James Barnsley, 282 Votes. 244
is in evidence with her bright and clever little
ment of art in Canada by visiting the
spec "A. B. C. D." (14), and Mr. Brymner's
Academy and securing one or other of the
"Entr'act " (21) has been awarded a prize.
Paintings that please them most. Art Is ts I
d e
ie Association Prizfd././ 1-Imaginative art is not largely represented.
tender plant and requires nursing; where It
The prizes in connection with the an- Mr. Pinhey has a creditable and ambitious, if not
has done so well without fostering oar e
altogether satisfying " Christ in the Wilderness"
there ought to be many anxious to assist its nual spring exhibition of the Art associa- (108) ; and there is a most dainty and refined
growth. And it is not too much to say tha tion of Montreal were declared on Satur- example of
Mr. Alden Weir, entitled "The Open
there are pictures now for sale at moat. day night as follows :-For the best
prices whose author's naine will in future figure painting, $200, to No. 145, by Wood- ' Book'' (141) which will more likely be deemed a
' closed book to the enquiring visitor. It will be
years command very much larger fi gures.
ceck ; for the second best, $100, to No. 21, , remembered that, some seasons ago, at one of
purposely refrain from mentioning one beby
Bryrnner.
For
the
our loan exhibitions, this versatile artist had a
best
sea
or
landfore another ; all that is necessary is thest
the citizens of Montreal, many of whom c o scape, $200, to No. 4; by Barnsley ; for 1 powerful still-life- "Roses" - rendered with
not know how good an exhibition they the second best, $1:00, to No. 139, by It much realistic force.
Among the water-colors the ex-president of the
have in their nalast, should visit the gallery Wasson. For the best portrait, $100, to
Mr. O'Brien, is well represented, and
and select for themselves.
No. 19, by Harris. For the best still life, Academy,
Mr. Matthews, the secretary, is in full force.
Yours,
$100, to No. 122, by Miss Reid. For the Mr. Bell Smith has some clever Parisian street
COLORS.
best painting by artist under 30, $100, to scenes, and Mrs. Louise McLennan, Miss MacNo. 93, by Leduc ; second best, $50, to No. Donnell and others some sparkling landscapes.
85, y Miss Holden. For beOt painting by Architecture may be said to be unrepresented,
pupil of the Art association, $75, to No. there being only six exhibits, among which Mr.
iesign for a Campanile (224) is the
'62, by Graham' for second best, $50,,_ to MacVicar's
most noteworthy.
1C6:,-FY-Penfold. Per best water color,
In all respects save one the exhibition is an
$1CO 3 to No. 146, by Bell Smith ; for sec- artistic success. The fly in the ointment is the
ond hest 50 , to No. 185, by Mr. McLen- discouraging fact that the public does not buy
nan. Honorable mention to No. 188, by and the "Gold" tickets on the frames are conMenley. The $2C0 popular vote prize spicuous by their absence. We would again remind our readers that the only effective way
was warded to Mr. Barnsley.
whereby they may encourage Canadian art is to
purchase Canadian pictures.
PRIZES AT THE ART
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List of the Famous Tempest niettired on view
at the Art Gallery:
The Tempest collectiort of oil paintings
and water colora, which were left to the Art
Association of Montreal some time ago,.,are
now on exhibition at the gallery, Philip's
Square. The collection is a very good one,
including oils from such noted . artists as
Carat, France; Israels, Amsterdam; Mario,
The Hague; Pelouse; and, Troyon, Franop:
and water colors by Israels, Mario, Mauve,
Holland; and Penne, Parls.
A complete list Of the collection follows

PHILLIPS SQUARE.

74

GALLERIES CLOSED..
READING ROOM open to members 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
BARNSLEY

TAKES

THE $200.

Close of the Contest and Exhibit on at the
Art Gallery. ni
rA
The spring exhibition of the pictures at
PRIZES ALL AWARDED. the Art Gallery, Philips square, came to a
close on Saturday. There was a large atnerMusic on Saturday.
tendance of visitors and the prize pictures
were the subjects of much attention and
comment. The result of the voting in the
contest for the most popular picture was
made known. It showed that in all 1182
S
votes had been recorded, the highest number,282, being given to Mr. Barnsley's landscape picture, It thus takes the popular
prize of $200. The next two pictures were
Cotes "Iin County Cork," 135 votes, and
-OF- *
Brymner's stiLl lire "Books," 105 votes.
During the evening Gruenwald'e orchestra
rendered a varied and excellent program of
music, which was much appreciated by the
Prizes all Awarded. Music on Saturday.
visitors. On the whole the exhibition has
been very successful.
ne enfa
The '` Tempest bequest of pictures are
ART GALLERY SPRING E XUBITION.
being placed in position, and it is expected
The attendance continues very good, 'maim- that they will be ready for exhibition next
larly in the evening. The public are much interested in the prize pictures and quite a num- week.
-4
ber of sales have been made this week. Saturday
will be the last day, as most of the pictures go to H.f./A SUCCESSFUL ARTIST. fb".--'
Toronto for the exhibition of the Ontario Society
of Artists. There will be music in the afternoon Mr. McMillan Secures the Two YearS''
Scholarship.
and evening.
Mr. D. P. MacMillan, the jean ig MontArt Association Prizest7t2..
real artist, whose exhibits (including that
On Saturday evening the secrefa o the cleverly executed oil painting "Dawn,")
Art Association announced the awards of were so much admired by the visitors at the
the judging committees in adjudging the last annual exhibition of the Art association
prizes offered by the Association. There
this city, has just been notified by Mr.
was a fair attendance, and an orchestra per- of
formed during the evening. The coma it- Lindsay, the secretary to the association,
tees were composed of Mr. R. B. Angus and that he has been awarded after a severe
Hon. Geo. Drummond, W. C. Van Horne and competition the two years' scholarship in
A. T. Taylor:
the life class attached to the association.
seoo for the best figure painting, awarded to
Mr. MacMillan, who is only 20 years old,
No. 145, by Woodcock.
is
a pupil of Mr. W. Brymner, and lie has
best-to
No.
21,
by
Brym$100 for the second
been the recipient of many hearty connor.
Honorable mention to Nos. 107, Pinhey, 42, gratulations on his success from his numerDyonnet, and 1, Ahren.
ous admirers and friends.
$200 for the best sea or landscape, to No. 4, by
The old complaint that the wealthy
Barnsley; $100 for the second best, to 139, by H.
Watson; bon mention. Nos. 74, Hammond; 17, classes do not patronize the rising young
Bryineen and 148. Woodcock.
artists of this city, does not apply in the
$100 tor the best portrait to No. 19 by Harris. case of Mr. MacMillan, Who has disposed of
Honorable mention No. 40, Dynonnet.
$100 for the best still life to No. 22, by Miss several of his recent productions.
Reid.
The winner of the scholarship in the an$100 for the best painting by an artist under 30;
Sonne.
not B. C. A. or A. It. C. A., to No. 93, by Leduc. tique class was James

p ;ittit

THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
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OIL PAINTINGS.

Baird, William B., Paris. Born in Chi-

cago, 1847. 250-Cattle. 224 x 12.
Boggs, Frank Myers, Paris. Born in New
York, 1855. 251-Marine.' 1882. 191 x
23. 252-Effet de Matin. 1882. 22 x
15t.
Burmeister. 253-Freebooters. Panel,"
4.1 x 7t,
Chambers, Georao W., Paris. Born in
St. Louis, -U.S., 1°857. 254-Early Mornmg. 188'2. Panel, 91 x
Corot, Jean Baptiste CanAlle H. C.,
French. 1796-1875. 255 Ville d'Avray,
near Paris. Panel, 51 x 4.
Damoye, Pierre Emmanuel, Paris. Born
in Paris. 256-St. Denis, near Paris. 1882.
Panel, 23 1 x 12n.
Dias de la Pena, Narcisse Virgilo, French,

ART ASSOCIATION,
PHILLIPS QUARE.

'

LAST WEEK

-

-

iti4/2.
1

"

1807-1876. 257-Last Rays of the Sun Before the Storm. Panel, 3Rx4. 258-A
Forest Glade. Panel, 8- ix61.
Depre, Jules H. C., French, 1811-1889.
259 - Environs de Pontoise, Oise. Panel,

16ix121.

7.9 2_

$5 o for second best to No. 85, by Miss Holden.
$75 for the best painting by a pupil or ex-punil

of the association to No. 69, by Graham. $50 for
tile second best to No. 106, by Penfold.
$100 tor the best water color, to No. 156, by
ell Smith. $50 for the second best, to No. 185,
yMr. MacLean. Honorable mention, No. 188,
3110;

.0

. Art Gallery, SpringExhibition/
nn en ,
r
The attendance continues very go d, praare
public
ticularly in the evening. The
and
prize
pictures,
in
the
;
much interested
quite a number of sale have been made
!
as
last
day,
this week. Saturday will be the
most of the pictures go to Toronto for the
exhibition ot the Ontario Society of Artists.
There will be music afternoon and evening,
,-

The Most Popular Picture.44/41
attendance at th dig
' There was a large
of the Spring Exhibition held in the Art
Gallery. Phillips square, on Saturday evening. Dee result of the voting iii the contest
'

for the most popular picture was an-

i Pounced. In all 1182 votes were cast, 282
going to Mr. Barnsley's landscape picture.
1 The prize of $200 was awarded for this.
The next two pictures were Cote's "In
County Cork," 136 votes, and Brymner's
still life "Books," 109 votes. Gruenwaid's
orchestra disceursed a varied programme.
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follows :-In the life class, 1st, Mr. D. P.
5), hon. mention ; Mr.
Charles Smith (No. 7) and Miss Arnton
(No. 1). In the class from the antique1st, Mr. James Sonne (No. 9), hon. mention; Miss F. Hunsiker (No. 12). An exhibition of the students' work will be open
until Saturday, May 28th, in the class
rooms, free to the public. A
-
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bers 9 a. m.. to 6 p. m.
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Tempest Collection Now an EXIlibit10111
Admission, 25e. Members free.
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rent for the Ar

There will shortly be on xhibition at
the Art gallery a collection of specimens
of decorative pen and hilt and water color
paintings, of an excellence and variety
hitherto unknown to the art-loving public of Montreal. They are the work of the
pen and pencil of Mr. Walter Crane,
A.R.W.S., of London, Eng., one of the best
known decorative artists in the English
metropolis, and have been on exhibition
in all the larger American cities. The
sketches and drawings are so numerous
as to occupy three of the rooms of
the Art gallery. They arrived early
last week, and it was only yesterday that the difficult work of

The foundations for the new addition
to the Art, gallery on Phillips square are
completed, and the work of building has

been begun. It is expected that the work,

interior decorations, etc., will be ready
for occupation by January next. The
new annex will be used more particularly for receptions and special exhibitions
so as to preserve the present building for
the purpose of a permanent art gallery. )
.

Poigny, 211)(15. 278-Lamlscape,16x91.
Richet, Leon, Paris; born at Solesmes,
1847. 276 - Vieux Chene, Foret de Fontainebleau, 1867. Panel, 14x1 01.
Roche, Leo. 280-A Street in Algiers,
1890. Panel, 4x51.
Thompson, Harry, Paris. 281--Sheep,
30x18. 282-Girl and Pet Calf, 21ix 18i.
Troyon, Constantine, French; 1810-1865.
.

288 Vi1lageois a la porte d'une Chaumiere,
15tx13. 284 Moonlight. Panel, 81x71.
Yon, Edmond Charles, H. C., Paris, born
in l'aria. 285--Sur la riviere l'Eure, 24x15.
-
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Gardell, Anna. 288--Clair de Lune en
Suede. 1882. 14x10.
Hoppe, Bernhardt, Antwerp. 289-Corning into Port. 1880. 20x13/.
Isritels, Josef, Amsterdam. Born
at Groningen, 1824. 2.90-Lighting His
Pipe. 811(14 891-Coming from the
Boats. 1lix15.
Jones, Reginald, England. 292-In the
New Forest. 1883. 10x14.
Larasen, Carl, Stockholm. 293-The
Blind Musician. 1884. 14x221.
Loewe, Jules. 294-Little Hampton,

-
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At Oatlands in grrey. ;882. 15x111.

NOW ON EXHIBITION.
Admission, 25e. Members Free.
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9 WHI be Ready in January.

WATER COLORS ,

Galleries Open Daily, Sam, to 6 .

x 6.
Ziem, Felix Francois, H. C. Paris. Born
at Beaun, France, 1822. 308-The Storm.
3 x 31.
Zwardt, W. de. Holland. 309-Land.
scope. 9 z 14.

coming. The exhibit is one which will
be peculiarly grateful to fancy printers
and stained glass workers, although it
may be added that in the higher ranges
of art Mr. Crane's pictures in oils and
water colors show that he is an artist
capable of the highest flights. So versatile is his genius and so varied are the
subjects covered by his facile pen and
pencil, that it is impossible to do full justice in print to his work. The public will
miss a grand treat if they fail to view t4e
works of Mr. Walter Crane.

14 x
Matis, ,James, The Hague. Born at The
Hague. 272-The Bridge. Panel, 6. x 8.
273-On the Beach. 7 x 9.
Pasini, Alberto, H. C., Paris; born at

Buseto, Italy. 274-At the Mosque door,
1875; 6ix81.
Pater, Jean Baptiste Joseph, French;
1696-1736. 275-Fete Cliampetre; 10x71.
Pelouse, Leon Germain, French; died
1891. 276-Fosse au Teint, Rochefort en
Terre, 29ix211. 277-Chemin de l'Etang'

Boni at, Marmnme, France, 1821 205--La
recolte des pommes de terre. Une paysanne
en repos. (Paste!). I0 1 x151.
Maria, James, The Hague. Born at the
Hague. 296-Dutch Mill. 10 x 13. '297
-A Little Student. Ili x 161.
Fisherman. 6/ x 111.
Mauve, Anton. Dutch. 1,838.1890. 299
-Potato Diggers. net x 17. 300-7-Dutch
Cottage. 17 x 211.
Penno, Charles Olivier de, H. C. Paris.
Born at Paris. 301-Chiens Passe's, Hunt
lug Dogs. 17v 111.
Pyne, Thomas, R. I. London. 302View In Sessex, 1880. 191 x 131.
Sanclercock, H. Devonshire. :31)3--Sea
Shore Effect. 19 x 7f
Seghers, H. 304 - Becalmed. 8 x 12.
Tapir°, J. 305-Italian Girl. 10f x
Wyld. William. 306- Treinezzo. 191. x
ll. 307-Bagneres de Bigorro. 1872.

banging them was concluded. The public will not be asked to pass judgment on
the exhibit until the latter end of the
week, by which time it is hoped a properly arranged catalogue will be forth-

Ciceri, E., Paris. 286-Landscape. Ilx
SI.
Fox, Henry C. R.B.A. Londbn. 287

Phillips square.
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Graralsire, Eugene H. C., Paris, born at
New Orleans. 262-Sous-bois, Ville Parisis,
Seine et Marne. Panel, 15x10.
Gratz, C. Mayr, Munich. Born at Gratz,
in Bavaria. 263-Getting Ready for Dinx
ner. 1884. Panel,
Guillemin, Alexandre Marie, French.
1817-1880. 264-Treading out Corn. Panel,
81 x 61.
Henner, Jean Jacques H. C., Paris. Born
in Alsace, 1829. 265-Nymph Meditating.
Panel, 61 x 9.
Isabey Eugene Louis Gabriel, H.C.,
French. 1804-1886. 266-On the Beach at
Fecatnp, Normandy, 1840. Panel, 61 x 8.
Israels, Josef, H.C., Amsterdam. Born
at Groningen, 1824. 267--Moonlight. Panel,
14/ x 111.
Jacque, Charles Emile, H.C., Paris. Born
at. Paris, 1813. 268-Sheep, Panel, 6 x
2139-A l'abri. 13 x 8.
Joubert, Leon, Paris. 270-Environs de
Rochefort. 251 x 191. 271-L'ile ou est le
tombeau de Chateaubriand, St. Maio. Panel,
,

MacMillan (No.

4/02-
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The scholarships in connection with
the art classes were awarded yesterday as

GALLERIES CLOSED,

Ai'

Dupre, Leon Victor, French, 1816-1879.
260- andscape. Panel, 12/x61.
Ernst, Rudolphe, Paris. 261-In the
Study. 1882. Panel, 10x131.
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Laugee, Iriancols Desie, H.C.;%"Paris.

A GRAND COLLECTION.

,

OTION'

An Exhibition of Designs by Wallet
Crane.
Galleries open Daily 9 a. m.,

to 6 p. m.
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THE TEMPEST COLLECTION
AND AN EXHIBITION OF DESIGNS,
By WALTER CRANE.
open DWI, 9 em. k' 6 p.m

‘2.

A VISIT TO

THE ART GALLERY.

kgrok aliE WALTER CRANE EXHIBITION.
rt

Of the many disciples of Mr. Ruskin perhaps
no two are more notable and better known than
William Morris ri,rid Walter Crane. The two
men are singularly alike and at the same time
singularly unlike. Both are men of letters,
artists, and social reformers and both are prominent figures in London life at the present
time. Mr. Morris is first of all a man of letters ;
Lis writings, and especially his poetry, will continue to ho read and enjoyed while the English
language lasts. With him art comes next and
social economy last—the socialism, in fact, of the
New Testament. In a recent essay on "Society"
he argues that a new social order is rising to
replace the existing one.

'

Mr. Crane riF pictorial work, like his decoration, is chiefly of Italian renaissance motive,and
he takes much of his inspiration from Botticelli. His imaginative work lacks the simplicity
and force which are so characteristic of Mr.
Watts and the learned elaboration of Mr.
Burne-Jones, but they have a power and beauty
of their own, and it would have been well if we
had had some of these examples in the English
exhibition, when the works of the other two masters were shown in these rooms. The large allegory, " The Bridge of Life" (56), crowded with figures, perhaps too crowded, is his most important work. The "Amor Omnia Vinait" (55),
" -vhich has, at least, the distinction of having
been rejected at the Academy." is a most
cnarming example of modern medrievaliam. But,
as Mr. Crane plaintively says in the catalogue,
"this is au age that loves not allegory," and
the allegories remain unsold. Some of the
idyllic single figures, done in body-color and
about one-third life-size, are superb ; note especially "A Water Lily " (53), " Laura " (73),
and " Morringo " (100), than which nothing
could in their way be finer. Mr. Crane's views
on social science crop out in the " Chants of
Labor" (46), and "The Triumphed Labor"
(51), a procession of swains and wains celebrating a harvest-home or a labor day.
One of the contributions of Mr. Watts to the
last spring exhibition in the New Gallery was a
portrait of Mr. Crane, which was admirably reproduced in black and white in the Magazine of
Art for July of the present year.
Every art-workman and art-student should
visit and study this collection. As a decorator
and an illustrator Mr. Crane is pre-eminent and
it will be a long day before they will have another such opportunity of studying the moods
and methods of such a master.
The collection will remain on exhibition until
Wednesday evening next (Oct. 5), when the
room must be prepared for the opening of the
Art Classes ,

He says :—" We have learned how to combine for
production the new order will teach, us how to combine for equitable distribution. Or, we may say that
the modern order has shown us how to produce ; the
new order will show us how to enjoy. How will it do
this ? By putting general peace in the place of general war ?" "The tendency," he adds, "which is
growing, is a longing to substitute a socle y

of friends and neighbors for a society of enemies,
qualified by good nature ; a society of equal-

'

Perhaps the most striking feature of Mr.
Crane's art is its versatility. He designs a tiny
initial letter or a huge wall-hanging or frieze r
with equal facility ; he illustrates Ring Suckieboy's Party or the Golden Primer and paints an
allegory like "The Bridge of Life" with equal
success. He works in color, in monocrome,
in black and white and in relief, and appears to
adorn and beautify everything he touches.
His catalogue of the collection is interesting
reading and well worth preservation. It gives a
tolerably full account of his book work which he
began in 1865, when " This Little Pig Went to
Market," made its appearance, down to the
issues of the present year, "Queen Summer"
and "The Masque of Flowers." Sometimes Mr.

try for a society of inequality." Finally, he
prophesies that "we shall all be friends and neighbors
—civarrelling sometimes, perhaps, as friends and
neighbors ever will do, but on the whole working for
sach other, without any sense of inferiority or degradation friends and neighbors exchanging mutual
a
tiona, tand, therefore,
without organized
without m se of human
without
life, either by poverty or riches." Can any one—adds
a friendly editor—deny that these beautiful and
beneficent ideas art positively saturated with Christianity?

On the other hand, Mr. Crane is before everything else an artist, after that a social reformer,
and lastly an author. This is, perhaps, natural,
seeing he comes of an artistic family. His
father, Thomas Crane, of Chester, an old-time
stir-dent and medallist at the Royal Academy, was
in his day eminent, especially in portraiture, and
his elder sister, the late Lucy Crane,who devoted
herself Chiefly to educational work, was an accomplished artist, musician and writer, Her
translation of the " Hansmarchen of the
Brothers Grimm," her letters on "Art and the
Formation of Taste," and her editions of her
brother's colored toy-books are the works by
which she is best known.

A RT ASSOCIATION OF

Crane " penned and portrayed" and "lined and
outlined" with his own hand and at others he
drew illustrations to lines written by hi a friends.
Of his recent works we most love "Renascence,
a Book of Verse," in which the Poetry, designs,
type, paper and binding are alike delightful, and
we commend our readers to visit Mr. Picken and
procure a copy before the volume is "Out of
print."
In decorative work nothing can surpass Mr.
Crane's designs for wall hangings, from the
simplest nursery paper, " The Baby's Opera,"
and the "Sweet Margarete" with the text from
Chaucer which attracted so much attention at the
Philadelphia Exposition, down to the most sumptuous "Golden Age" and "Wood-Notes," than
which nothing more elaborate and effective has
ever been designed. Mr. Crane has also made numberless designs for painted glass, mosaic, tapestry, needlework, gesso and other plaster work,
metal work and furniture. In the Morris exhibit at the Boston Foreign Fair of 1883, there
was a fine example of arras tapestry—the goose
girl—woven on the high-warp loom at Mr.
Morris' workshop from Mr. Crane's designs.
This portion of the exhibition, while most interesting and instructive to artists and art workmen, is less so to the general public who are unable to judge of the general effect of a scheme of
-decoration or color by the examination of a
few square inches cf surface.
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elfarai-„, PHILLIPS SQUARE.

A Special General Meeting of the ,nem'berl of this
Association will be held in the large Gallery, Phillips

Square, on

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 16th, Al' 4.30
to confirm a resolution of the Court of Governors.

referring to mortgage of official lots Noe. 1171 and 1172
St. Antoine Ward, and other business.

ROBERT LINDSAY, Secy.

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL
SQTJA.Ftr0.

E/ft November 01h, 1 892.
A Special General Meeting of the members of
this Association will be held in the large gallery, 1-1 Blips Square. on WEDNESDAY,
November 16th, at 4.30 p.m
To confirm a resolution of the Court of Governors. referring to Moi tgage of Official Lots
Nos. 1171 and 1172 St. Ant-fine ward, and
other business.
ROBERT LIN OSAY, Secretary.
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—PHILLIPS SQUARE I, fa
A Special General Meeting of the e ers
of this Association will be held in the large

,

1

Gallery. Phillips Square, on WEDNESDAY, Nov:.
16th, at 4.30 p.m. To confirm a Resolution of
the Court of Governors, referring to Mortgage
of Official Lots Nos. 1171 and 1172 St. Antoine'.
Ward, and other business.
RORERT LINDSAY,

Seer,

Await TO BORROW $20,00,67
The Art Association Preparing r I Work.
A special meeting of the Art Associati
was held last night in the rooms of the as
sociation, Philips' Square. The chair was
taken by Mr. J. B. Greenshields, the vice
president, and the following members of th
council were present : Messrs. W. J. Mur
ray, John Popham, R. W. Shepherd, 'C. J.
Fleet, R. B. Angus, Rev. J. Edgar Hill. Th
other members of the association in attendance were : Dr. Morrow, Messrs. G.
Cheney, J. Fortier, J. Shepherd, J. Morgan, J. Torrance. W. Torrance, A. F.
Riddell, R. Herris, J. Gould, and the Rev.
W. S. Barnes.
The secretary read the notice convening
the meeting, and he was followed by Mr. E.
B. Greenshields, who briefly explained th
object of the meeting, This was to confirm
a resolution passed by tho council about
borrowing $20,000 On mortgage. The association some time ago had purchased the
two houses adjoining the gallery, for the
purpose of building an extension. The time
had arrived for doing this, and an exteAsion
was being erected at a cost of about $43,000.
Of this amount, it was expected that all
would be raised by subscription except $20,000. This it was suggested
to raise by mortgage and the
sanction of the Association was now asked,
to do this. Property had increased greatly
in value on St. Catherine street, and it was
thought that revenue enough could be raised
to buy off the interest on the mortgage, by
renting the stores ou St. Catherine street,
and the one now being put up, in the extension.
Mr. R. B. Angus moved that the resolution passed by the council be ratified by the
meeting. He also moved that the following
resolution, which is substantially the saine,
be adopted. The motioh was seconded by
Mr. J. Cheney and carried unanimously.
"Whereas, it is desirable in the interest
of the association that it be authorized to
borrow the sum of $20,000 and as security
for the said loan to be made to mortgage
and hypothecate certain of its real estate,
being official lots Nos. 1171 and 1172 St.]
Antoine ward, in the City of Montreal.
Resolved, That this association he, and it
is hereby authorized to borrow the said
suns of 40,000 and to mortgage and hypothecate its immovable property and premises
official lots Nos. 1171 and 1172, St. Antoine
ward, Montreal, as security for the said
loan, and that the vice-president of the association, Mr. E. B. Greenshields, and the
secretary, Mr. R. Lindsay, be, and they kr
hereby authorized to effect and carry out
the said loan and to sign and execute on behalf of the association any deed of hypothec
and mortgage upon the said official lots
necessary to secure the said loans; the whole
on such terms and conditions as they may
deem best in the interest of the association,
provided that the interest payable does no
exceed the sum of $1000 per annum."

examples are included, he - is quite
as brilliant as in those exhibitei,
and that even in those departments
PHILLIPS SQ UA.R
PHILLIPS SQUA.R.E.
which are represented many of his
1011
414 -L
masterpieces are not there. Would that
PAINTINGS.
we all could learn this one lesson that GALLERY OF
TIJ C1A_SSS
art should permeate our lives, even to the
Exhibition of Designs
—IN—
L
smallest detail; that nothing is too in- WALTER CRANE, A. R. W. S.
significant for her to put her seal upon,
and that the more we realize this the
Open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., 8 to 10 p.m.
brighter will be our lives. A careful per- Il tiring. Exhibition Week Admission
Under the direction of Mr. Charles E. Moss,
oil], commence on SATURDAY, September 17,
usal of the catalogue, which is written by
10 Cents.
'articulara can be obtained from the Secretary
Mr. Crane himself, will place the student in a position to intelligently study the
ART ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL
PHILLIPS
ART ASSOCIATION,
exhibit. Ile divides it into three classes.
Atidot_
1,
Book Designs ; No. 2, Decorations
No.
rie40 Phillips Square. 43102_
No. 3, Pictorial work in oil and water
color. A few words very briefly on
THE CLASSES IN WATER COLOR AWING,
N
N OF DE
each. Bois illustration and design
Under the direction of
has alway been a favori Cs one and pictures in a book still add to its interest,
Walter Crane, A. R. W. S.
Mr. Charles E. Moss.
not only to children but also to children
Open daily Ca. m., to 6 p. ni., 8 to 10 p.
WILL COMMENCE
of larger growth., The old missals and
During Exhibition week admission 10 cents,
liturgy books of mediteval times are
ON SATURDAY , SEPT. 17.
prized and treasured in museums anc1 4,
Aidd-Art Classes Soon to Open.JOAL
Particulars can be obtained from the Secretary.
collections. The old monks had more
For eleven years the Art Association of
time than we have to elaborate their ilhave been educating the hand and
ART ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL lustrations and it was a labor of love as Montreal
eye, and also the artistic taste of the art
PHILLIPS SQUAR
well as sometimes of months and even
students of Montreal, and now the twelfth
years.
year of its career of usefulness is about to
There came a time when children's
commence, namely on Friday, October 14,
eyes were feasted on the crudest of primwhen old and new students will alike be
ary colors and on the most extraordinary
UNDER THE DIRECTION OP
welcomed back after the summer vacation.
examples of anatomy. As Mr. Crane
The classes, which are held in the AssociaMr. Charles E. Moss,
tells us when he began work it was to a
tion's studios Phillips square, are conductWILL COMMENCE
"generation seeking magenta and emer- . cd under the French method, which aims at
green," but largely through his influfurthering the artistic education by first
On Saturday, Sept. 17. ald
ence and others, such as Miss Kate developing the taste of the pupil, and then
teach the hand and eye to obey the mind's
GI eenaway and the late lamented Mr.
articulars can be obtained Rom the Secretary
Caldecott, the rising generation are min- behest.
_
Incentives to pupils whose means are
istered to in more accurate forms and less
4. .ART GA.T...LERX
more limited than their ambition, are ofpositive colors. It makes one long to be
PUILLIPs SQUARE. .")
1
young again to see the treasures of art , fered in the shape of two association scholarNow on view a collection of Designs b
alter
ships, which are competed for at the end
and literature that are laid at the feet of
Crane.
213 tf
of the session and entitle the winner to free
childhood.
tuition for two ,'ears. .The studios are open
Where all are so good it seems inviWA! TER CRANE ETBITION
every week day and instruction is given on
dious to particularize, but the whole
.01
Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings
An witeresting Collecti 16'46w on View series of "Flora's Feast," where the
from 9.30 to 1230. Dining the coming sesat the Montreal Art Gallery.
flowers are called from their long winter's
sion there will, no doubt, be a large number
-sleep to attend her banquet, and come
of embryo artists working their laborious
There has come quietly into our midst
gaily in varied loveliness of form and
way upward on tbe, billy road to artistic
an unique and charming collection of color, call for special mention. The
fame.
designs dedicated primarily to the beaus series of drawings for Mrs. Mundi at
tifying of our houses and the brightening home are ,quaintly full of charming
RT ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL
and sweetening of our home life. These symbolism. The sketch of the "Four
I 1
PHILLIPSSQUARE
designs are steeped to the lips in art, feel- Winds Farm," entitled "He saw than the
ing and instinct with the truest quality four invisible sisters," would be difficult
Art Classes, 1892-91./
44 ffof art expression. This exhibition has to match for grace of line and beauty of
These classes will commence on FRIDAY.
been heralded with no blaze of trumpets, conception. But to come now to his
October 14, under the direction of MR. W.
BRYMNER, R. O. A. Instruction given three
but is in the line of procedure that the most important works, the pictorial exdays
in each week. Class rooms open daily for
Art association has endeavored to pursue, amples of which we may begin with the
study. Two scholarships for competition.
viz., of keeping up a constant interest "Bridge of Life." The stream bears the
The Water Color classes now in session,
under the direction of Mr. Charles E. Moss,
amongst its members and the public I young burden of new life to the shore on
will continue until the end of October.
generally by numerous exhibitions rang- the one side, and bears it away again in
students pleitSe communicate with
ing over the whole gamut of art and old age from the other. Between the theIntending
secretary.
Galleries
open
daily 9 a.m. till dusk.
showing the breadth and catholicity of two there lie tragedies and dramas in
art's aims.
Which we all bear a part. The legend
Mr. Crane is one of the apostles of art and story appeals to all and is ever old,
in the home. He dwells not apart, how- ever new. All Mr. Crane's pictures have
ever, in mystery and clouds, but enters a slightly antique flavor and have a jiLjZig&LIPS S Q41/.1.
our homes with an elastic step, a merry charm all their own ; as can be readily
A aasses 1892-93-Tues asses will
laugh and sunshine ; he is not too great understood, they are all somewhat deco- FA
commence on FRIDAY, October, 14th, under
to play with the children, brightening rative in character. In the " Amor 0m. the direction of MR. W. BRYMNER, R.C.A.
our nurseries with storied wall papers, nia Vincit," under the guise ot a Instruction given three days in each week.
rooms open daily for study. Two Scholarand when they tire of play introducing beleagured city the heart of woman Class
ships for competition. The Water Color Classes
them into a fairy land of wondrous surrenders to all conquering love, here now in session, under the direction of MR.
beauty and witchery : neither are the Mr. Crane bas an opportunity of showing CHARLES E. MOSS, will continue until the
of October.
old people forgotten, for in his serious his knowledge of costume and dress in a end
Intending students please communicate with
moods he is a preacher of life, and weaves charming way. "La Belle Dame Sans the Secretary. Galleries open daily 9 a.m. till
the mysteries of being in tapestries of Merci" is a pleasing piece, with almost dusk. 231
color that we can all feel and appreciate. pre-Raphaelite feeling. The frame of
rt is for the poor as well as ki r the rich
this is also charmingly decorated by the
RT, ASSOCIATION
Few can possess large and costly pictures artist. "The Masque of the Five Senses,"
t tOF MONTREAL,
it.
pd he is a benefactor to humanity who a charming water color sketch, is a beauPhill
square.
n bring the gladdening influence of tiful conception. Note, also, some clever I
ART CLASSES 1892.93.
art into humble homes at7a cost and in a symbolical figures of the seasons and the
These classes will commence on FRIDAY. October lith
way within their means, and create an at- times of day .
'under the direction of Mr. W. BRYMNER R.C.A.
mosphere of-grace and beauty there. There
Not the least delightful of Mr. Crane's ..struction given three days in each week. Class rooms
daily for study. Two scholarships for competition.
can be as true art in a wallpaper, a piece pr ductions are his designs for wall- open
The Water
Classes now in session, under the
of drapery, a chair, a footstool, a fragment papers, etc., his Wood notes, the Peacock direction of Mr.Color
Charles E. Moss, will contiAue until the
of October.
of window glass, a children's picture Golden frieze and the Corona Vibe; and end
Intending students please communicate with the
book, as in a collection of great paintings, he has laid us all under a, debt of obliga- secretary.
and there may he more art in a pretty tion to him in being ableto enjoy them on
Galleries Open Daily 9 a.m. 1111 dusk.
room than in some exhibitions so-called. our walls at a comparatively small cost.
His exhibition must touch everyone in Mr. Crane touches nothing that he does
the community at some point, 'and there- not adorn, and whether it be a title nage, ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL
fore everyone should make a strong effort a book cover, a printer's tail and head
ir/4--- Phillips Snuttre. 790/f2.---,
to see it. -All artists will appreciate and pieces, he puts his artistic stamp upon it.
ART CLASSE n.-S ES
94 - 93.
Under
the direction of Mr. W. liP YMNER, 11.0. A.,
enjoy it without the need of any words of
The exhibition will not be long with us,
will commence Priday. Petober 14th. Intending
mine, and to art craftsmen and all who and as we are not likely to have such an
students are requested to communicate with the
Secretary.
232 13
are designing for or are connected with one again for some time to come, this op11,tarts
in
their
artistic
aspect
industrial
the
portunity should be taken advantage of
it is an education. An artist's methods by all who care in any way for art.
ART ASSOCIATION of_ MONTREAL
PHILLIPS SQ HARE
of work are always interesting to follow,
A. T. T.
Crane
shows
us
in
this
exhibiand Mr.
tion his work finished, unfinished and In
Galleries Open Daily from 9 d ni., to Dusk.,
rir GALLERY
arogress. As all artists must be he is also
eater than his work, and after we have ,47.90W" Phillips Square.
An Exhibition of the work dono by the stn;
udied and enjoyed these expressions of
GALLERY OF PAINTINGS
(19its in the Water-Color Classes is
plea
the
our
midst,
there
is
is genius in
During Exhibition week open daily, 9 cm. to 6
now on View.
p.m., 8 to 10 p.m. Admission 10o.
it knowledge that his range is wider
221 6
ADMir.:ION, :23c.Saturdays FREE
ad greater than we have seen, and that
T ANTED-LIVING MODEL (MAN) FOR ART
t designs for stained glass, needlework
TO class, Apply Art Association. Phillips sousre,
L
aalafliakittare, of which. un fortunately r Friday morning, October 14th, at 9 o'clock. 24 L 2
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The Session to Open October 16
Association.
--

The present is the twelfth year

,

.

'

of the a

vanced art classes of time Art Assoc
tion. The session will open Friday, OctoL
14, and close Friday, May 12, under t
of Mr. William 13rymne
direction
The studios will be open dai
IL C. A.

for work, and the regular instructic
Is to be given from 9.30 to 12.30

Mondays, Wednesdays and Friday
The course Is. as far as possinle i tin
adopted in the French studios, which si.
mimes the fact until one step is well tak
It is useless to proceed to the next. A th
ough study of form being of first importah
the student will draw from the cast In lit'
and shade, proceeding from simple ohjec
parts of the figure, etc., tu the entire fig,
from the antique. On the days when
struction is given, those students
will be benelited by doing so, 'm
paint from the cast or from still-1 8
and those sufficiently advanced will a,
work from the living model. Subjects t
composition will be given out occaeiona,
during the session. The session of 1892 will extend over two terms, the first ter
being from the 14th of October to the 4th
February, and the second terni from the bi
of February to the 12th of May.
will be optional to students to atteie
by the session, term or month. Fees
in all cases payable in advance, have

been flied for the full session at $40
for the term at $25; and for the month at
$10. The classes are held in the Association's Studios, Phillips Square, and the

students are granted during the continuance of their study all the privileges of a
membership, with the exception of the right
to vote or to introduce triends. Two Association Scholarships will be offered for competition at the end of the session, each entitling the winner to two years free tuition.
Intending students must communicate with
the secretary.
The Art Association's Classes.

The Art association's advanced classes
are now entering on their twelfth year.
The session will open Friday, October 14,
and close Friday, May 12, under the direction of Mr. William Bry muer,
The tudies will be open daily for work,
and the regular instruction is to be givoii
from 9.30 to 12.30 on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. The course assumes
that until one step is taken it is useless
fo proceed to the next, thus ensurina
thoroughness. Form being a matter of
primary importance, toe student will
draw from the cast in light and shade,
proceeding from simple objects, parts of
the figure, etc., to the entire fiaure from
the antique. On these days when instruction is given, those students who
.ss ill be benefited by doing so, will paint
from the cast or from still-life, and those
sufficiently advanced will also work from
the living model. Subjects for composition will be given out occasionally during
the session. The session extends over
two terms, the first being from the 14th
of October to the 4th of February, and the
second from the 6th of February till the"
the 12th of May. Students may attend k,
by the session, term or month at
their own option, fees in all cases being
payable in advance. The classes are held
in the association's studios, Phil's os
square, and the students are granted (hiring the continuance of their study all the
priviles es of a membership, with the exception of the right to vote Or to introduce
friends. The association scholarships will
be offered for competition at the end of
the session, each entitling the winner to
two years free tuition. Intending students itettist crsinuaiets7 with the secretary. :ate-- Vat 1,4
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Galleries Open Daily, 9 aim,' to Dusk,
An exhibition of the work done
the students in the Water Color
Classes is now on view.

by

—o—

Admission, 25c. Saturdays free.

ART ASSOCIATION OF
MONTREAL,
ii/k0 PHILLIPS
7/1V12..
SQUARE.
•

Galleries Open Daily. 9 a.m. lo dusk.
An Exhibition of the work done by the students is
the Water Color Classes, is now on view.

Admission, 21e. • • Saturdays Free.

At the Art Association galleries there is
now on exhibition the work done by tip..

students in the walarjor classes.

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL,
PHILLIPS SQUARE).
—

Yi/0 3
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floyarCaPadian Academy Anati61 fxhibilion

ART ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL
A deHILLIPS SQUARE.'

u i

Royal Canadian Academy j
Annual Exhibitiou.
March let

MARCH let to 1SLh.

Open 9 a m. to 6 p.m. and 8 to 10 p.m . daily.

THE ART EXHIBITION.
—
A BBI.b,t' GLANCE AT SOME OF THE
70,04 PICTURES.

444
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It is noteworthy that the invitation to the
general public to visit the Art Gallery without
a charge on Saturday afternoons and otker occasions has been largely availed of.
There may be love without great knowledge.
There may ho a deep delight in beauty, though
the mystery of its production be unknown.
It has been a source of satisfaction to the
council of the Art Association to note the interest which the artisan class take in the pictures
upon the public days. They do not say a great
deal, but beauty makes its way, and the general
effect is undoubtedly educative.
It will be well to create as widespread au interest as possible in the present exhibition.
There are over 285 pictures now on view.
Many of them are old friends.
On the other hand, there are a great many

_

to 18th.

Open 9 a.m. Cog, and 8 to 10 pan. daily,

3

"The Visit of the ClOckmaker." by the same
' artist, received very friendly notice. The colors
are bestowed with beautiful effect. Tho stragglitg white hairs of the old man are as fine as
silk. It tells a story of wisdom and curiosity,
the solemn deliberation.of old age and the eager
desire of youth for knowledge. There might be
a suggestion toot of the brevity of things and
the seriousness or life in it : but in its thoughtfulness and careful finish it is worthy of the
artist.
"Lake Louise"' and "Lake Agnes" in the
Rockies are two characteristic subjects of Mr.
Brymnees. They are marked by groat freedom of
treatment, boldness of outline, and, fidelity to
the wilder aspects of nature.
"The heart of the Selkirks," by Mr. Day,

t

HERRING FISHING," J. HAMMOND.

" IN COUNTY CORK," WM. BRYNNER.

new eubjects. New and old are attracting attention, and the exhibition will doubtless enjoy a
large success.
' Naturally, the large and ambitious effects first
attract the eye. " The foreclosure of the mortgage," The visit of the clockmaker," by Mr.
Reid ; "Lake Louise." by Mr. Brymner ; "The
. heart of the Selkirks," by Mr. Day ; " The Fraser
River," by Mr. Hammond ; "A fairy tale," by
Laura A. Muntzare, among the chef-d'oeuvres
which, by reason of their prominence and breadth
of canvas, demand the early attention.
The "Foreclosure of the Mortgage" is a strong
picture, which may or may not be a sermon on
the National Policy, but which, in its truth and
hopelessness and desolation, presents the condition of many of our farmers with a vividity which

draws by its free beauty, its exquisite flushes of
'color, its clouds that seem to move, and the
deep glooms from which the mountains rear
tfieir heads.
"The herring fishing, Bay of Fundy," and the
" Great Illicilliwaet glacier, Selkirks," are two
noteworthy instances of Mr. Hammond's work.
The former, a scene at sea, has all the illusion of
haze and fog which would render the actual
scene vague and shadowy, while the latter is
equally marked by strength and care.
Mr. Harris is very much en evidence. His
portraits are always charming, and he shows
some of his greatest successes. The light and
color in Miss Peterson's presentment are beautifully wrought out. "The Venetian Bather," an
example of the nude, by the late Mr. Peel, attracts much notice. The realism which marks
the picture does not exclude an exquisite delicacy of treatment. A group of artists this morn-

"

.4n01 140
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ofailiat7 IfITV
"LILY POND," J.

"

THE NEGOTIATION," W. A. SHERWOOD.

lug pronounced the figure to be anatomically
exact, while a lovely softness is given to contour.
Mr. Forbes has some strong work. "The lily
pond" is a slight effort, but the way in which the
pellucid depths of water are portrayed marks the
observer and the artist.
/ Casual mention is made, for there is good
work throughout the collection, and a classified
notice is impossible.
The Lullaby" may suffer from inattention
owing to its position at the head of the stairs,but
it is one of Mr. Reid's gems. A mother is crooning her babe to sleep. In a loose wrapper she
lends over the cradle, half kneeling, half lean" AN AFTER-DINNER PIPE," F. PLIMSOLL.
ing over the child. There is the beautiful lightburns it self into the memory. The pathos of the of love in her face, but both mother and babe
a
that
sweet
little
re bathed in a light which is a triumph of color
if
scene worild not be complete
ffects. There is a sweetness and tenderness in
babe were not sleeping happily in the cradle,
he picture which cannot appeal in vain.
unconscious of the agony of its parents.

2 1)
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TI1E, CLOCKMARER," G. A. REID.

Mr. brandham's work is well-known to Montrenlers. "The founding of Maryland" is a large
subject, treated with great freedom and boldness. The general effect of the composition,
with its variety of figure and contrasts of coloring is striking, though there may be differences
of opinion as to the treatment.
Mention must be made of "A fairy tale," by
Laura A, Muntz. The figures are naturally
grouped, the light upon the central child, who
reads the fairy tale, has been skilfully managed,
while the whole effect is pleasing.
The water color collection is large, and there
are many notable pictures in it. The subjects
which attract the chief attention are " Indian
salmon catch on the Fraser River," by Mr. Matthews ; " The great peak of the Selkirks," " Niagara," by Mr. O'Brien : "St Clair March," by
Mr. Verner ; "The Creeping Sea Came In," by
Mr. Manly.
"Niagara" reveals careful study, sympathetic
treatment, truth in every detail, and general
effects of great loveliness. The spray which
rises from the churning and boiling waters is as
fine as point lace. An exquisite light falls upon
it, and gives it an almost unearthly beauty.
" The great peak of the Selkirks" is notable
for a noble strength and delicacy, while the "Indian salmon catch on the Fraser River" has the
warmth and prodigal beauty of the natural
scene.
Mr. Manly exhibits six pictures ; but "The
Creeping Sea Came in," has a particularly delicate beauty.
The water color collection suffers somewhat
from the smallness of the apartment in which it
is hung, and the fact that it is a mere off-shoot
of the main gallery. The public gathers in the
latter, and the pictures are shown to better advantage. Groups of two and three, however,
may be noticed quietly enjoying the beauties of
the little nook in which so much taste and delicacy and skill and imagination are hung.

C.

FONCES.

In this brief allusion many artists are not
noticed at ail.
The whole collection may be said to be a worthy one. In some instances mediocrity has
hardly been passed ; in others, the true artistic
conception and execution stand revealed.
There are pictures which will be pronounced
at once and without hesitation to be the work of
artists who have at once knowledge and fine
sympathies. There is ambitious effort which
will yet achieve results from which crudities
will be eliminated. And there is work by pupils
which, though it have no other significance hut
that of prettiness, may yet develop strength and
wisdom and gracious purpose, making the canvas tell of natural and moral beauty.
One should see the pictures, not once, but
half a dozen times. That is how their meaning
is obtained. Above all, that is how they are to
be made helpful and educative.

2
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Lerman, W. R.Willer, Samuel Coulson, P.

THE ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY
EXHIBITION.

Ili\

Vhat Is In Store for Those Who
Visit the Annual Exh1131-

tion at the Art
Gallery.

A treat is in store for those who will be
privileged to attend the private view of the
Royal Canadian Academy to-night. Once
in three years the R. C. A. Exhibition is
held at Montreal and this time it is of
special interest, as from these works are to
be chosen Canada's representation for the
art galleries of the World's Fair. Thus the
exhibition might be expected to average
higher than usual. Every artist would
naturally send his or her best efforts. This
accounts for the presence of a number of

excellent in modelling and coloring, by E.
Wily Grier. Just beneath it is an extremely Cheney, E. P. Bannaford, E. S. Clouston,
clever lamp-light study by Mr. Brownell, B. V. Meredith, Mullholland, Pangman,
conductor of the Art School, Ottawa. Mr. R. W. Alums, Forbes Angus, M. Schwob,
Pinkey has a large figure picture, "Joel." Professor Cox, James Moore, L. ThompA MOST AMBITIOUS SUBJECT
son, Badenach, Rouer Roy, Q.C. ; Norman
Is Mr. Henry Sandharn's founding of Mary- Rielle, J. McKay, W. Morris, McIntosh,
land, a large canvas with a number of Charles Hope, Cameron. McLean, Edfigures. Mr. Reid's "Foreclosure of the
ard Murphy, S. Finley. Angus Hooper,
Mortgage" hangs in the same place as at A. F. Dunlop, J. C. Hopkins, V.
the last exhibition. It has since then been
president of the

Bryrnner, D. R. Jacobi,

academy ; and A. C. Hutchison, vicepresident.
The first impression that strikes the
spectator on entering the Art gallery in
which the exhibition of the Royal Canadian academy is displayed is one of
astonishment at the remarkable strides
that Canadian art has made during the
past few years. This is visible, not so
much hi the larger and more pretentious
canvases as in the number and artistic
excellence of the small pictures, some of
which are veritable gems. The little
" Street Scene in Cairo," by Rossi, is
LAKE AGNES.—WM. BRYMNER.
worthy 'of Meisionier in its accuracy of
detail and masterly handling of color,
completed. Also in the same place as last
there is a study in still life
year is "Cradled in the Net," byCarl Ahrens. and
Leduc,
Miss Dell has two small canvases, sketches of " A Pan of Onions," by O.
of camp life, and a portrait, perhaps the that one could almost pick off the
most difficult subject she could have chosen canvas. Of the more pretentious pictures
and in which she has achieved some degree Mr. G. A. Reid'e " Foreclosure of the
of success. Among other figure studies Mortgage " naturally attracts attention.
worthy of note are "Satyr and Bacchante," It conveys a touching story, pathetically
by Brownell, the only classical subject told, and the grouping of the characters,
noted ; some children reading, by Laura
sick man's wasted figure in the
Muntz, of which the grouping is excellent; „from the
weeping
a negro woman and interior, by Miss Plim- bed to the bent frame of the
soll;"Ne otiation," by Sherwood; a Monk, mother, is full of artistic sympathy. On
by Miss B. Holden, and portraits by Miss the south wall' is a painting of equal excellence, but of widely different theme.
It is the "Founding of Maryland," by
Henry Sandham, a large canvas full of
life and vigor. It tells the story of the
adventurous life of the period of the
Stuarts, and will interest all those who
have studied the history of this continent. On the north wall the centre picture is a portrait of Miss Ca.wthra, by Mr.
Wyly Giier. It is ',beautifully executed,
and the handling of the flesh tints
through thë"black gauze was especially
admired by the cognoscenti.
The landscapes in the exhibition are
LAKE
HURON.
ON
particularly striking, and some are abA SEPTEMBER EILENING
MISS M. A. BELL.
: solutely startling in their effects. A
Strickland Pulley, A. R. C. A. Mention hsaveat scene by W. A. Raphael ; an
should be made of Mr. Harries' portraits. orchard bright with apple blossoms under
He has some four or five and they are, as which two rustic lovers are engaged in
usual, excellent. Among the landscapes telling the old, old story that is ever new ;
Homer Watson has three that on the loft two Canadian landscapes 1 sr Homer
hand wall seem preferable. Mr. Brymner Watson,,and a delicious bit of color in
has two large snow-capped mountain
of a Highland scene, by John
scenes, part of his work in the Rockies last the shape
summer—vast subjects, ably treated; a A. Fraser, are all well worth going to see.
snow scene painted In '91, and a French In the marines the only one worth menlandscape. This latter in the centre of the tinning is a clever sea-scape by Bellright wall is much admired. Charles Smith.
Alexander has a large landscape, eminently
Among the smaller canvases a clever
French, and good both in composi- picture of roses by H. E. Johnson is noWoodcock
is
reand
technique.
tion
and Dyonnet exhibits a well
presented by a small dreamy Corot- ticeable,
like canvas. Ede shows sonie clever work drawn and distinctly lighted interior of
introducing his favorite sheep and poultry. a sculptor's studio. Mr. T. G. Plimsoll
also shows an interior with a cleverly
Hammond has two Rocky Mountain scenes
and one of his favorite marines, always drawn negress as the central figure. A
recognizable by their peculiar coloring. study of buffaloes upon the prairie, by
The smaller gallery where the water-color EOESi, was much admired, and Mr. W. A.
drawings are exhibited, is better tilled than Sherwood's " Negotiation," in which two
usual. The skylight has beau eillargs4, newsboys and a terrier dog are the salient
and in consequence the pictures can be features, had a crowd around it all the
better seen. The work in this department
Is about up to the average, with the excep- evenh g. Mr. J. C. Pinhey contributes a
tion of Mr. Fraser's landscapes, which sur- powerfully drawn picture of an Eastern
beauty, and a large canvas painted by
pass anything seen here for some time.
the late Paul Peel, of a nude girl with a
—
much attention.
ECYAL ACADEMY EXHIBIT. kitten, attracted
Among the portraits, one by Harris of
Private View null Conversitziowe at the a boy in Highland costume, and one of a
lady by Miss Agnes Strickland Tully, are
41 Atli Gallery—A Brilliant
. beautiful bits of work. In still life there
Attendance.
Is
is a painting of two ducks by H. E. JohnThe conversazione and private view of i son, that for roundness, softness and abthe spring exhibition of the Royal Can- solute accuracy of detail, could hardly be
adian Academy of Arts in the Art Gal- surpassed. The water colors, too, are far
lery, Phillips square, last evening, was above the average, and a pretty little inauspicious for a successful exhibition. A tenor by .11townell is of great artistic
large number of invitations had been sent merit,
Hamilton McCarthy is the only Canaeut, and it seemed as if all the best people
in Montreal's society responded. The dian sculptor exhibiting. He shows a
I gathering was a brilliant one, including bust in bronze of Professor Williamson,
ladies and gentlemen prominent in every of Queen's university, and plaster busts
walk of life. There was a large number of Lieutenant-Governor Kirkpatrick and
present, but there was no crush, so that Miss Fraser, of Port Hope, as well as an
every person had an opportunity of equestrian group in bronze illustrating
seeing the pictures exhibited. There the legend of Herne the Hunter, in
was no formality whatever. The Windsor park. All are excellantly exeguests on arriving were left to cuted and do credit to Canadian art.
their own devices and found no difficulty in enjoying themselves viewing
AT THE ART GALLERY. 3
the excellent exhibits and conversing
Open
ing
Conversaalone and Private
of
with friends. The officers and council
the academy, however, spared no painsView Last Night.)25/0
to make their guests at home. Besides a
Some four hundred and fi fty guests
large number of the exhibitors and morn- thronged
the galleries of the Art Associahers of the academy, among those pre- tion, Phillips Square, last night on the
sent were noticed Rev. Dr. Campbell, Dr. occasion of the opening conversazione and
Hingston, Fred Massey, Samuel Massey, private view of the Royal Canadian
Eon. G. A. Drummond, G. E. Drummond, Academy of Arts. The proceedings were
Pr. Craik, A. T. Taylor, E. B. Green - quite informal. There was no reception

nobly dld the ono g as guide
.

who c
cicerone to the every-day mortalsR.
C. A.'s -;;;

to view the exhibition. The
present were: Mr. Jacobi, president; M.r.js
James Smith, secretary-treasurer; Mr.7
Ai
J. Mower Martin, Mr. George Reid,
Bell-Smith, Mr. Homo Watson, Mr. A. T.
Mr.
Watts,
V.
Taylor, Mr. ' G.
McCarthy; Mr. Hutchison, Mr. Dunlop,
Mr. Wm. Brymner, Mr. Harris, Mr. J. W.
Hopkins, Mr. James Griffiths, Mr. A. H.
loward, Mr. Forshaw Day, and Mr. W. A.
Sherwood, A. R. C. A. Among members of

THE OLD CURK..—MISS TULLY.
the Art Association and others were noticed: The. Hon. G. A. Drummond and Mrs.
Drummond, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. R. Molson,
Mr. and Miss Angus, Mr. Walter Drake,
Mr. and Mrs. Miller, Miss Van Horne, Miss
A. Van Horne, Miss Arnton, Mr. J. Try
Davies, Dr. Craik, Mr. and Mrs. Coulson,
Mrs. and Miss Cantlie,. Mr. and Mrs.
Greenshields, Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Fisher,
Dr. Gardner, Dr. Ilingston, the Rev. Mr.
Heine, the Rev.Dr. Robert Campbell, Mr.
and Mrs. John Macintosh, Mr. and Mrs..

I

-

R. C. A. EXHIBITION.

A Fragment from Sandham's "Founding of
Maryland."
pictures which have been exhibited in
Montreal on forrner occasions. On the
other hand, the date—at least six
weeks earlier than other years—
has been a disadvantage to which,
It is said on good authority, more than
one unfinished picture can testify. The
catalogue is not yet complete, so that a
I detailed description and criticism cannot
I be given to-day. However, by a glance
I round the walls, the work of the different
artists can be easily recognized. Mr. Homer

I

;

;

PORTRAIT.—E. W: GfirRo.
Fred Massey, Mrs. and Miss Wurtele, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Thompson, the
Misses Scott, Mr. Pemberton Smith,
the Hon. Mrs. and the Misses Wand ; Mr.
Frank Houghton and Miss Houghton, Miss
B. Evans, lqrs. G. A. Reid, Miss Stevenson,
Miss Derick, Miss Lindsay, Miss Ritchie,
Dr. Grace Ritchie, Miss Maude Abbott, the
Misses Fisher, Dr. MacPbail, Mr. D. P.
MacMillan, Miss Ellis, Miss Fourdriniere,
Mr. and Mrs. Putnam, Mr. and Miss
Finley, Mr. and Mrs. Power, Miss Power,
Miss Pangman and Mr. Robert Lindsay,

-

LAMPLIGHT.—BROWNELL.

Watson's lowering storm clouds, Mr.
Harris' portraits, Mr. Verner's buffalo,
Miss Bell's ultra-impressionist genre studies
welcome like old friends. To the right, as
one enters, hangs a life size nude study by
Paul Peel, quite the best figure painting in
the gallery. There is crape on the frame,
for a few months ago Paul Peel died, and
lost to Canada one of whom she was
justly proud in the past and from whom
she hoped great things in the future. On
the front wall, in the place of honor in the
centre, there is a full-size portrait of a lady,

,

ispall
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;

OF MR. JACOBI,
R.C.A.—HARRIS.
secretary of the Art Association. The
guests strolled up and down to the sweet
measured strains of Gruenwald or tested
the unwonted and frivolous things with
which the library tables were laden. It
was impossible owing to the crowd to
secure a position far enough away from the
pictures to see them properly. The exhibition will last three weeks. The morning
light in the gallery is excellent and ar t
lovers and patrons will have ample opporeach
Academician
and
exbut
committee,
tunity to study the pictures at leisure.
R. Ida:1M Fritneit3 MeEhisids,
cl
welcomed his own friends
hibitor
.

WISHING.—MISS TIOTTGITION.
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ART ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL

LIABILITIES.
Mortgage New
log
25,000 00
Art classes, 1892-93.
Fees in advance
.587 DO
Prize fund
100 00
Due bank... ..$032 60
Less cash In
31 40
hand....

p,r4,41.10141LLIPS SQUARE.

10Tti FEBRUARY, 1893.
The Annual General Meeting of the Members of the Association will take place on
Tuesday, February 14th, at 4:30 p. m.
Business -To receive the report of the Council for 1892, and to elect officers for the ensuing
year. After tho meeting there will be an Aimtion Sale of the periodicals usually disposed
of from the Reading Room.
ROBERT LINDSAY,
Secretary A. A. M.
_
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Association, will take place on TUESDA
Y, Fri,. 14th, at
4.30 p.m BusisEss - To receive the report of the
Council for 1892, and to elect officers for the ensuing
year After the meeting there will he an Auction Sale
, f the periodicals usually disposed of from the Reading
Poin

ROBT, LINDSAY, Secretary A.A.M.

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL.
PHILLIPS S Q IJ.A. R.13).
10th February, 1893.
General Meeting of the members
Te
of the Association will take place on TUESDAY, February 14th, at 4.30 p.m.
Business-To receive the report of the Council for 1892, and to elect officers for the ensuing year. After the meeting there will be
an Auction Sale of the periodicals usually disposed of from the Reading Room.
ROBERT LINDSAY, Secretary A.A.M.

THE ART ASSOCIATION.
--

Annual General Meetin 2: or the 01-emhers-The Retiriair 0111
) era

,4CiRe-electe4I./ryp

4

h e annual general meeting of the
members of the Art Association of Montreal vvas held in the picture gallery yesterday afternoon. The president, Sr
Donald A. Smith, occupied the chair, and
there were also present Messrs. E. B.
Greenshields, vice-president C. J. Fleet,
treasurer ; R. Lindsay, secretary, and
Messrs. R. B. Angus, W. G. Murray, A. T.
Taylor, S. P. Stearns, W. S. Paterson, T.
ham, Gerald Hart, D. A. Watt, John
Popham, J. Phillips, R. W. Raphael, A.
Macpherson, D. Morrice, J. Tasker, IL V.
Meredith, A. C. Clark, Rev. R. Campbell,
3. Torrance, W. F. Torrance, Mr. Justice
Wurtele and P. A. Petersen.
Mr. Lindsay opened the proceedings
by reading the annual report, which
said :,

*
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ART ASSOCIATION OF
ZINTILIELL, Phillips Square.
,40/
10th 'February, 1893.
The Annul General Meeting of the Members of the

Sir Donald A. Snail" paid a high tribu,
to the rneniory of the late Mr. Tempest. H
complemented the report by stating tha
the new building would probably be coin
pleted in Mae, and he hoped it would h
from debt from the beginning. Hi
free
/40, * 3
motion for the adoption of the report wa
A ',ROSPEROUS YEAR FOR A PRO- unanimouslyicarried.
The election of of
cers and life members resulted as follows
GRESSIVE INSTITUTION.
Governors-Miss Dow Miss Jessie Dom
Mr. James Burnett, Mr. W. R. Elmenhors
Mr. E. B. Greenshields and Mr. Jas. Ross.
members-Mr. H. J. Tiffin, Mr. W
Annual Report and Election of' OffiCePei L.Life
Maltby, Mrs. John McDougall.
.1 President, Sir D. A. Smith; vice-presi
-Review of the Work for i8924e nt, E. P. Greenshields; treasurer, Mr
Contributions and Donations
Fleet; secretary, Mr. Lindsay. Councillor
-Messrs. Angus, Clouston, 'Taylor, Watt
-Financial Statement.
Van Horne, Elinenhorst and Morris.
ART ASSOCIATION of MONTKE.AL.
The yearly report of the Montreal Art
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
Association as received at the annual meetAK-44-0a4.ing yesterday is a concise and interesting
The galleries are closed until Wednesday,
paper and gratifying to the local lovers of March 1, to allow of preparations for the
art.
Royal Canadian Academy Exhibition.
"The year 1802," it states, "is notahle In
the history of the Association for two imReading Room Open to Members as Usual.
portant events, namely, the Tempest bequest and the erection of the new addition R%YAL CANADIANe.DEHY
to the gallery. The late Mr. J. W. Tempest,
f
for many years a governor and councillor Thtla/ Annual Exbib oPaint
logs
at
the
Art
Gallery.
(,)
and always a kind friend to the Association,
whose death occurred in March last, has
Art circles and admirers of oil an
by his last act of generosity perpetuated his
name as a benefactor of art, and water color paintings are on the qui, vie
the influence of his gift in its cause will be over the forthcoming tenth annual exhi
felt not only in this city, but in the whole bition under the auspices and manage
Dominion. Besides his valuable collection
ment of the Royal Canadian Academy o
of sixty paintings and water-colors, valued
Art, which opens to-morrow evening a
-at twenty thousand dollars, which he has
given to the Association, he has created a the Art gallery, Phillips square, with a
trust fund of aboet seventy thousand dol- reception and conversazione. From
lars, the income from which, after paying
present appearances it will be the largest
an annuity of one thousand dollars, is to be
and most select display ever seen in Caninvested in pictures for the Gallery. The
ada. For some time past the members
Council will therefore have at their disposal of the council, amongst whom
are Presifor t.jLs purposely' the mean time about two
thousand five hundred dollars ($2500) per dent Jacoby, W. J. Brymner, Homer
Watson, Professor Forshaw Day and Mr,
annum.
As foreshadowed in last year's report and Watts, of Ottawa, have been making
fully explained in the president's speech at selections of those of high enough stan.dthe annual meeting, the question of proand for the exhibition. From those on
curing the neeessary funds to build an the walls the selection will be made for
addition to the present building was taken the Canadian art exhibit at
the World's
in hand early in the year. The success met
with was such as tojustify the Council in fair, which will take up 3,030 square feet
of
space.
Among
the
exhibitors,
howaccepting plans and giving contracts for the
building now approaching completion, at a ever, are Reid, of Toronto, who has the
total cost of about $45,Q00. The sum largest painting, the subject being " The
of $16,500 has already see
n
Mortgage of the Homestead." One of
and a loan of $20,000 provided for, Wylie Grier's portraits occupies a post of
leaving a balance of $8500, which honor, while among the
other exhibitors
it is hoped will be forthcoming this year, are
Harris, whose portraits are well
and the Council trust as many as possible
known,
and
Hammond's
Rocky Mountof those friends who have not already done
ain scenes. Mr. O'Brien, the late presiso will see their way to assist in this im
dent, has a fine collection ; Professor
portant undertaking."
After briefly reviewing the work of the Porshaw Day has nine works in oil and
past year and the history of the exhibitions, water. Toronto is well represented by
the report enumerates the donations made Messrs. Cruikshank, Walter
Manley and
during the year and gives a catalogue of inMathews, while among the lady exhibitcreases macle to the library, etc.
ors
are
Mrs.
Dignam
and
Miss
Tully. On
The financial position of the Association
Wednesday evening the Royal Academiis then set forth as follows:
dens
and
their
guests
will
dine
at the
Assets.

;

Excess of assets
213,410 44
Consisting ofGibb bequest
46,285 00
Art Association, prior
, 1,343 29
to Gibb bequest
Tempest bequest........ 89.075 00
16,279 93
Endowment lund
14,001) OU
New building fund
46,627 22
Capital account

'

$213,410 41

Sir Donald A. Smith, in his speech upon the report, dwelt upon the obligations
of the association to the late Mr. Tempest
for his munificent bequesii. The new
building would be completed in May and
judging from the way in which subscriptions were coming forward he believed it
would be free from incumbrance. He
proposed that the number of members of
the council be increased from twelve to
sixteen, as there were members who it
was desirable to keep on the council who
were not always able to attend. He
then moved, seconded by Mr. E. B.
Greenshields, the adoption of the report.
The election of the officers was next in
order and resulted in Sir Donald A. Smith
and Messrs. E. B. Greenshields and C. J.
Fleet being re-elected by acclamation.
The six retiring councillors were also reelected, and the vacancy on the board
caused by the death of Mr. J. W. Tempest
was filled by the election of Mr. David
Mon ice.

/f./#

-

ART ASSOCIATION MEETING

S

Flo rishing Statement of the &piety's
j. Business Affairs. /SA /t3

The Art Association held its annt(a meeting and election of officers yesterday with
Sir Donald A. Smith in the chair and a fair
attendance of members.
The annual report was presented by the
secretary, Mr. Lindsay. He stated that the
year 1892 was notable in the history of the
Association for two important events

namely, the Tempest bequest and the erec .
tion of the new addition to the gallery. By
the bequest the Council will have at their
disposal about $2,500 per annum to invest
in pictures, and $20,000 worth of paintings
and water-colors on hand. The new building now approaching completion will cost
about $45,000, of which $16,500 has already
been subscribed, and a loan of $20,000 provided for, leaving a balance of $8,500.
The results of the competitions in the
different classes were given, also the awards
at the spring exhibition, which have already
appeared in print.

The year 1892 is notable in the history of the
association for two important events, namely,
the Tempest bequest and the erection of the
new addition to the gallery.
The late Mr. J. W. Tempest, for many years a
governor and councillor and always a kind
iriend to the association, whose death occurred
in March last, has by his last act of generosity
•
perpetuated his name as a benefactor of art,
and the influence of his gift in its cause will be
ielt not only in this city, but in the whole Dominion. Besides his valuable collection of
sixty paintings and water-colors valued at
Real Estate:
twenty thousand dollars which he has given to
Site of Gallery $ 9,600 00
the association, he has created a trust fund of
Building
24,369 24
about seventy thousand dollars, the income
Site of New Building.
20,102 15
item which, after paying an annuity of one
New Building to date....16,893 00
thousand dollars, is to be invested in pictures
- $ 70,966 39
or the gallery. The council will therefore
PRESENTATIONS.
Works of Art :
have at their disposal for this purpose in the
Gibb Bequest
28,68,5 00
The followiug .donations were made durmeantime about two thousand five hundred
Subsequent Donations
28,175 50
dollars ($2.500) per annum.
ing the past year:
Tempest Bequest
19,975 00
As foreshadowed in last year's report and
---76,835 50
By
Mr.
H.
J.
Tiffin:
"The
Descent
from
fully explained in the president's speech at the
ernpest
Purchasing Fund
70,000 00
annual meeting the question of procuring the the Cross," Oil Painting, by H. Meyers,
Library,
per
Inventory
2.144 02
, necessary funds to build an addition to the
(after Reubens). Two models of parts of Furniture
825 62
present bubding was taken in hand early in
331 22
the year. The success met with was such as to the Palace of the Alhambra. Four brass Insurance paid in advance.
Electric Light Fixings ......
400 00
Justify the council in accepting plans and giv- ornaments, tray, flagon, bucket and bell.
13400
ing contracts for the building now approaching
By the Artist: "Il m'aime," Oil Painting, Open Accounts
-3,764 86
completion at a total cost of about $1 5,00u. by Percy Woodcock, R.C.A.
Cash in Molsons Bank S.D.,
The sum of $16,500 has already been subNo. 40,223
A valuable addition to the library was
1,010 39
scribed end a loan of $20,000 provided for,
in Molsons Bank S.D.,
leaving a balance of $8,500.
made through the generosity of Mr. H. J. Cash
No. 40,539
17,122 40

Tiffin. It consisted of 24 volumes, including some works now out of print and extremely rare. Following is the result of the
election of officers:
Governors-Miss Dow, Miss Jessie Dow ,
Mr. James Burnett, Mr. W. R. Elinenhorst,
Mr. E. B. Greenshields and Mr. Jas. Ross.
Life members-Mr. H. J. Tiffin, Mr. W.
L. Maltby, Mrs. Jelin McDoegall.
President, Sir 1). A. Smith; Vice-Pres.,
E. B. Greenshields; Treasurer, Mr. Fleet;
Secretary Mr. Lindsay. CouncillorsMessrs. Angus, Clouston, Taylor, Watt,
00
24
Van Horne, Elmenhorst and Morris.
15
The auditor's statement showed assets of
00
$ 70,966 39 $239,699.54, and liabilities of $26,289.10.

The report went on to deal with the
art and water-color claSses and detailed
the progeess made during the year. It
. showed that the membership was now I
25 governors, 70 life members, and 408
annual members, and that the endowment fund had reached $16,279, and the
subscriptions to the new building $14,000, besides $2,500 promised. The assets
and liabilities are as under:ASSETS.
Real estateSite of gallery
$ 9,600
24,369
Building.
20,102
Site Of new building
New building to date 16,895
Works of artGab bequest
Subsequentdonations
Tempest bequest ......

28,085 00
28,175 60
19,975 00

Tempest purchasing
fund
Library, per inventory. 2,144 02
82 13 62
Fuiniture.
Insulance paid in ad
331
22
ance
N
400 00
Electric light fixings...
6
4
00
Open-accounts
Cash in Molsons bank
1 ,01 0 39
S.D.. No. 40,223
Cash in Molsons bank
17,122 40
S.D., No. 40,539

76,835 60
70,000 00

COTTAGE FOR SALE.
No. 9 DI/ROCHER STRfET

4e.--o- tr:/J-43
The property of the late Mr. Tempest. Also
-

3,764 86

18,132 79
$239,699 54

18,132 79
$239,699 54
k

Liabilities.
Mortgage on New Building. 25,000 00
Art Classes, 1892-93. Fees in
advance
587 90
-Prize Fund
100 00
Due Bank $632 66
Less Cash on hand. 31 46
601 20
- -

Excess of Assets
Consisting of
Gibb Bequest
46,285 00
Art Assoc'n prior to Gibb
Bequest
1,343 29
Tempest Bequest
89,975 00
Enaewment Fund
16,279 93
Nee BI.:ilding Fund
14,000 00
Capital Account
45,527 22

.

AN ART OPENING:IA/4 3 17)
The annual exhibition of the Ro y al Canadian
Academy opens this evening at the gallery of
the Art Association of Montreal, it being Montreal's turn to enjoy the honor.
This exhibition differs from all previons ones
in that the rule which requires that no picture
shall be exhibited which has appeared in public
before has been relaxed in view of the approaching Chicago Exhibition.
The pictures to be sent to Chicago are to be
chosen from this exhibition, and, therefore,
every artist has been permitted to send his best.
As a rule the pictures are new, the latest being
ever felt to be the best, but there are some
twenty that have appeared before and they are
naturally such as can be easily remembered.
Probably neither among those which are new
or among those which have appeared before has
the artist always chosen that one which a jury of
connoissetirs would have selected.
We have, however, arrayed before us, those
which the artists deem their best, and the collection is peculiarly interesting for that reason.
The largest picture in the room is Mr. Reid's
"Foreclosure of the Mortgage," a scene vividly
true to nature, and all too Canadian.

Mr. Reid's clockmaker is another fine piece of

genre. Mr. Harries has some great portraits. Mr.

Sandham has want a historical work--" The
Founding of Virginia," which was so much ad213,410 44 1 mired in the States that he was asked to send
1 it to Chicago as an American exhibit, but he
1 patriotically prefers to give Canada the first refusal of that honor.
r This is not Mr. Sandham's first historical work
and not his greatest. An undraped figure by
26,289 10

$213,410 44

--Audited and verified,
P. S. Ross & Sons,
Chartered Accountants.
January 13th, 1893.
•
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The following were the members present

Paul Peel, which appears framed in crape is
perhaps, from an artistic point of view, the best
work of that lamented artist, too soon cut off,
ever shown in Montreal.
As for many years back, the Rocky Mountains
are still a standard subject with artists.
The
Canadian Pacific Railway is. we presume, easy
upon artists, AS, indeed, it can well afford to be.
Mr. Brymner's greatest themes this year are
from this source, and Mr. Hammond has had
his innings at the mountains.
Mr. Hammond shows also his choicest marine
piece, to which subject he has given long and

shops to let on St. Catherine street and who received the report :
Phillips square. Apply to
Sir Donald Smith (in the chair), D. A. Watt. R.'
B. Angus, A. T. Taylor, C. J. Fleet, E. S. ClousR. LINDSAY,
ton, E. B. Greenshields, J. Popham, D. Morrice,
C Clarke, J. L. Morris, H. V. Meredith,
17 PHILLIPS SQUARE.
It. 1 ,7. Shepherd, Hon. Justice Cross, Hon. Jus- assiduous study.
t,
he Wurtele,
,
Tasker, J. Torrance, W. F. Tor.
Among others, by the rapidly rising young
rance, Rev. Ti. Campbell, P. A. Peterson, C. Toronto artist, Mr. Ede, are
exquisite pasBy re .
toral pieces at the east end oftwo
the room. We

must , however, reserve further notice of this e
cellent collection.

THE ART ASSOCIATION.
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S:pccial Meeting of the Members in
Reference to the Mortgage.

Twenty Thousand Dollars to be Borrowed
for the Extension,

special meeting of the Art associahen 'sas held Yesterday afternoon. Mr.
E. B. Greenshields, vice-president, occupied the chair, and there were also prosent Judge Cross, Rev. J. Edgar Hill,
Rev. W. S. Barnes, Messrs. R. B. Angus
ELepherd,,
W. G. Murray, G. Cheney,
J. Fortier. Dr. Moreau, J. Popham, R. W.
Shepherd, J. Morgan, C. J. Fleet, J. Torrance, W. Torrance, A. F. Riddell, R.
Barris and J. Gould.
The special business for which the
meeting had been convened was to conhi m a resolution of the Court of Goverrors referring to a mortgage of official
lots 1171 and 1172 St. Antoineward.
In opening the proceedings, the chairman said they were all aware that some
time ago the
they association acquired by
purchase the two adjoining houses on
Phillips square. That was done because
it was thought that property in that
*quarter would improve very much in
value, and the association was anxious to
have the ground so as to be able to build
an extension to the present building.
That extension was now being made and
the association thought it saw its way to
provide enough revenue to warrant this
out of the rental it would receive from the
stores it Would let on St. Catharine street
and Phillips square. The bulding would
cost about $43,000 when completed, and
the association saw its *ay to provide
this SUM with the exception of $20,000,
which it was desired to borrow upon the
real estate belonging to the association.
It was believed that when the extension
was completed the association, even with
the additional charge of interest on the
mortgage, would be able to show a surplus in its financial statement.
Mr. B. I). Angus moved :—

At a special meeting of the Art Association held yesterday afternoon in the Association's room on Phillips square the resoby
lution of the governors to raise

—

G.

'

'Whereas it is desirable in the interest of the

ass.ociation that it be authorized to borrow the
sum of $20,000, and as security for the said

loan to be made to mortgage and hypothecate
certain of its real estate, being official lots Nos.
1171 and 1172 St. Antoine ward, in the city of
Montreal,
Resolved, that this association be and it is
hereby authorized to borrow the said sum of
$20,000 and to mortgage and hypothecate Its
immovable property and premises, official lots
Nos. 1171 and 3172 St. Antoine ward, Montreal, as security for the said loan, and that the
vice-president of -the association. Mr. E. B.
Greenshields, and the secretary, Mr. R. Lind:ay, be and they are hereby authorized to effect
and carry out the said loan and to sig. ,' and
execute, on behalf of the said association, any
of hypothec and mortgage upon the said
ial lots necessary to secure the said loan.
I whole cm such terms and conditions as
t. y may deem best in the interest of the association , provided that the interest payable does
not exceed the sum of $1,000 per annum.

,

mortgage was ratified. Mr. E. D. Greenshields, the vice-president, in opening the
meeting, explained the financial circumstances of the Association, which necessitated and justified this loan. The extension now being added to the present buildg on Phillips square weal& cost
$43,000. Of this about twohty4hree
thousand dollars could be provided for by
subscriptions, and the interest on the $20,000 loan would be paid by the rental of the
St. Catherine street property and a portion
of the new extension.
Mr. R. B. Angus thereupoh moved:.
Whereas it Is desirable in the intereet - Orthe

Association•that it be authorized to borrow the
town) of N O,t0004ttud as security for the said loan

and
certain
of it'snireale eostTte,
of
and 1172 St. Antoine ward, In the city of Montreal.
Resolved, that this Association be and it is
hereby authorized to borrow the sald - earn of
$20,000 and to mortgage and hypothecate: its
immovable property and premises, ()Metal lots
Nos. 1171 and 1172 Si, Antoine Ward. Montreal, as security Mr the_ said and east the
vice-president of the ASSOCRIt1011; Mr E.. B.
Greenshields, and the secretary. Mr. it; Lthcjsay,
he and they are hereby. authorized to ed and
carry out tile said loan and to sign and. exeente, on
behalf of the said Assomation; • any deed, of
atnod semc ou rr tegtlee uspac tlhoexasat&oefnwehtiaolielootas
geos
necessary
such terms and conditions as they may deem best
in the interest of the Association, provided that
the interest payable (Wee not exceed the 'suns of
$1 000 per annum.
This was seconded lay Mr. G. Cheney and
unanimously adopted.
.
.
• The chairman then stated.thqtt.it.wmas
-- 'expected to heiire"thLi - fieW barilding.ffaiihed
"lye, next spring •Atritoc:next 'exhibition
he in ilte.

1,11

st

RT ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL

"4044.t. PHILLIPS SQUARE
Galleries Open Daily
9 A.M. to DUSK.

Admission 25C.

5

SATURDAYS FREE
Reading Room open to members till 3 p. m.

HE ART GALLERY.',4/04:
6. cm. years ago' the Art Association
of Montreal foreseeing that they Would
e for their
entually require more spac
gallery, purchased for $20,000 an ad-

Jon jug property fronting

on Phillips
sqtare. It was not until.- this year that
the association was able to enlarge its
etarters. The council canvassed several members and friends, and enough was
raised to commence the work. The
principal subscribers were: Sir Donald
ln making the motion, Mr. Angus said A Smith, president, $5,000; Mr. R. B.
that the association would have coming ! bane, $2,500; Miss Dow, $2,000; Miss
in for rent from the old and new property °OHIO $2,000; Mr. E. B. Greenshields,
sufficient to pay this interest and doubt- vies-president, $1,000; Mr. W. It. Elmenless to create a sinking fund, and, in lionst $1,000; Mr. James Ross, $1,000;
addition to that, he had no doubt that Mr J. A. Drummond, $500; Miss Jessie
subscriptions would be coming in within Dc w $500; and Mr. J. Macgillycuddy,
a short time to help them to pay off the S5C0 . Other subscriptions are expected.
The new' building, which will cost
debt.
Die motion was seconded by Mr. G. about $.43,000, is now approaching completion It will contain a large galCheney and unanimously agreed to.
In reply to Mr. Angus, the chairman lery for loan exhibits of paintings, etc,
the
building
There will also be new class rooms and
said it was hoped to have
completed early in the spring and to hold studios, a large reading room front.
the new exhibition in it. It was hoped 0g on Phillips square, and a store to
next year to give the members of the be leased. The whole building will be
association a very fine exhibition of pic- reada• for occupation by the aarly apring
tures borrowed from owners in the city at latest. Messrs. Taylor & Gordon
who have lately been acquiring some ale the architects. The contractors are:
" masonry, P. Lyall; brickwork, Wand;
nice objects of art.
carpenter work, Win. Rood & Sons;
plumbing, Garth & Co.
The front of the building is of stone,
lii m,Ueomtly carved, and in place of
L,IPS SQUARE).
.
blank windows, as is shown on the
cid building, there are carved niches
Oat may at some future time be used
—
tot' statuary. The building will be
he attd by hot water - furnace. • a
.25e
Admission,
Fre e .•
Saturdays, •

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL.

94Ae

"fo Dusk.

Galleries Open Daily, 9

110'1:Wad 1 ng Room open to Members till

p.m.

A RT ASSOCIATION OF
44,taaaka
/P/,,/ a MONTREAL,

.L. _T.-

,

PHILLIPS SQUARE.
GALLERIES OPEN DAILY, 9 a m. to dusk.
A4.11188101 1 25

cents.

Saturdays Free,

Heading Room open to Members till 6 p.m.

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL.
PHILLIPS SQUARE).

14,41111/'31t/December

ROBERT LINDSAY,

Secretaryl

tr

A Graceful Act.

A Special meeting of the Art association
was held yesterday afternoon for the purpose of taking action concerning the
DECEMBER the 12th, 1892.
A Special Oeueral Meeting of the Members of this As- rights of the association to the Tempest
sociation will be held in the large Gallery, Phillips Square, block, in Port Hope, Ont. Mr. E. B.
on TUESDAY, December 20th, at 5 p.m.
Greenshields, vice-president, occupied
To consider what action shall be taken by the Associe'
510,, in cennectirn with the property of tbelats John Tam; the chair, the other members present
pest, situated at Port Hope, known as the "Tempest Block.'
being Messrs. R. B. Angus, W. R. ElmuROBERT LINDSAY, Sec.
horst, W. G. Murray, A. F. Taylor, C. J.
Fleet, J. Popham, Rev. Mr. Barnes, Capt.
ART ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL
Lawrence, W. Drake, W. L. Maltby,
L. Putnam, E. L. Thomson, D. W.
fra.44 4,-- PHILLIPS SQUARE /4 4
Gardner, Gilman Cheney, A. F. Riddell,
December 12, 1892.
W. F. Torrance and J. Farr.
in explaining the object of the meeting
A Special General Meeting of the members
of this Association will be held in the largo
Mr. Greenshields said that what is
Gallery, Phillips Square, on TUESDAY, De- known as the
Tempest block had first
cember 20th, at
To consider what action shall be taken by the been the property of Mr. John Temlest,
Association in connection with the property of father of Mr. John W. Tempest the benethe late John Tempest., situated at Port Hope, factor of the association. Through
an amknown as the "Tempest Block."
biguous clause in the will of John TempROBERT LINDSAY, Sec'y.
est, the association, as the residuary legatee of Mr. John W. Tempest,
12/eZ f4
might be considered as having
Phillips square has "'beimproved
a show of right to the propertv.
wonderfully during the last few years and
However, from the information given by
the erection of the addition to the Art
those who knew the Tempest family it
Gallery has still further contributed to the
appearance of that pretty little "breathing
was clear that Mr. John W. Tempest had
spot." The architectural features of the new
never considered the Port Hope property
building are the frequent subject of comment
as his, and the association could not be
from passers-by, and 1 believe nine 'people
considered as having a moral right to it.
out of ten will suggest that, "they ought to
Thereupon, Mr. John Popham moved,
put another tower on the corner of the old
seconded by Mr. R. B. Angus, that the
building to make the structure look uniassociation renounce all the rights which
form." However, it will be well for the
it might have to the property. The resopeople who thus commuent to admit that
lution carried unanimously.
.

those who "pay the piper" are entitled to
have the first say in such a matter. Apart
from all this, Montreal should be proud of
those citizens who take an interest in such
matters, and are giving their time and
money to establish a Whig home for a art in
this, the chief city of the Dominion.

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL.
PHILLIPS

Galleries ['pen Daily, 9 a,m, to Dusk,

--The new building, it is expected, will be
ready for occupancy March 1. Chatting the
other day with Secretary Lindsay, he
formed me that there will be no comparison
between the old and new quarters.
They will, of course be turned into
large art gallery, but,
:ut, of course, the
new portion will be mach finer in every
way. It will be devoted to loan collections,
Besides the new gallery there will be two
studios, class rooms, reading room, while
the ground floor will be given up for stores.
The cost of he improvements will be between $40,000 and $45,000. Those towers,
which people talk so much about, will be
covered with polished copper and will be
really tine when finished.

,

'Admission.25e.
Saturdays, - - •
Free,

/

—

ggi° Reading Room open to Members till

6 p.m.
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Galleries Open Daily
9 A.M. to DUSK.

Admission 25c.
SATURDAYS FREE
Reading Room open to members till6 p.m
UT ANTED —LIVING MODEL (MAN) FOR ART
V V class. Apply Art Association, Phillips Square.
Monday morning. Jan. 9th a5 9 o'clock.
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THE ART GALLERY.
Its Members Renounce All Claim ta Port Hope
"Tempest Block." 2a//21,02._
A special general meeting of the m iihers

0,44.64,

ILI=r11
'Ton A TERM OF YEARS

the Art Association was held yesterday
in the Art Gallery, Phillips Square, to conof

7

'41'

sider what action be taken by the associa- Store Corner of Phillips Square
tion in connection with the property of the
and St. Catherine street,
late John Tempest, situated at Port Hope,
known as the " Tempest Block."
60 X 35—
Entrance on both sides. Alterations to suit
Mr: E. B. Greenshields, the vice presidesirable
tenant.
dent, occupied the chair. The following
4apply. to Art Association.
members of the council were present • R. B.
Angus, W. R. Elmenhorst, E. B. GreenMr,F, M. Bell-Smith, R.C.A., has some
shields, W. G. Murray, Jno, Popham, A. new
water colors on view at the Art
T. Taylor and C. J. Fleet. The members gallery,
present were Rev. Mr. Barnes, W. Drake, scenes, including some Montreal street
4hare
said to be well worth
Capt Lawrence, W. L. Maltby, H. L. Putseeing.
44r
nam, C. L. Thompson, Dr. W. Gardner, /.
Gilman Cheney, A. F. Riddell, W. F. TorMr. F. M. Bell Smith, R. C. A., has now
ranee and J. Fair. After some little dis- on view at the Art Gallery some fine water
cussion on the subject of the meeting, the ncolors including Montreal street scene.,,,
following resolution was unanimously L which are well worth a visit./af.a. laia,/aa
adopted:
RT ASSOCIATION
Proposed by Mr. John Popham, seconded
OF MONTREAL
by Mr. R. B. Angus: that, whereas this
association may have certain real rights
kr:&a.,04
PHILLIPS
SQUARES 4 1
3
under the will of the late John Tempest and
John W. Tempest in the property situated
ART CLASSES 1893.
in the town of Port Hope, Ontario, known
The second terni of the Art Classes will commence
as the Tempest Block; whereas it is advis- MONDAY,
on
Febritipy 6th.
-

4

,

'

A

/,/,

able that the association relinquish and renounce such rights, if any, it has;
Resolved that the association do hereby
abandon, relinquish and renounce all right,
title and interest in the said property; and
Mr. E. B. Greenshields, the vice-president,
arid. Mr. Lindsay, the secretary, are hereby

authorized for and on behalf of the associ12th, 1892.
ation to become a party to and to sign any
A Special General Meeting of the Mein.
bers of this Association will be held in the document necessary to carry out and perlarge Gallery. Phillips Square, on Tnesdar fect the said relinquishment and renunciDecember 20th, at 5 p.m.. to consider whats ation, so soon as a full discharge is given to
action shall be taken by the Association in I
connection with the property of the late JOHN the executors of the estate of the late John
TEMPEST, situated at Port Hope, known as the Tempest by the interested parties.

"Tempest Block."

I dste .1.41.

A RT AASOCIATION

OF MONTREAL,
/ •410,,tet PHILLIPS :WAKE.
.

Two scholarships for coupeUtica. Intending students please communicate with
the
secretary.

GALLERY OPEN DAILY, 9 A.m. To DUSK.
SATURDAYS FREE.

HT ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL
HILLIPS SQUARE.

49//fra

Art Classes, 1893.

The Second Term of the Art Classes
will
commence on Monday, February 8th. Twa
Scholarships for competition. Intending students, please communicate with the Secretary.
Galleries open daily, 9 a.m. to dusk.
SATURDAYS, FREE.

f

WITH ARTISTS.

oils, among which the Royal Canadian
Academy is fairly represented. One of the
most noticeable specimens, and which has
few peer s, is a painting by Hy. Sandham,
Annual Exhibition by the Royal R. C. A., the "Founding of Maryland,"
illustrating a passage in Boyman's history of
Canadian Academy.
Maryland. Characteristic of Sandham, this
work displays freedom of execution, boldPrivate View at the Art Gallery Last Even- ness of treatment and careful attention to
detail. The harmony and coloring of this
ing—A Great Crowd of Picture Admirers
picture are worthy of the examination of
Present—Some of the Works Going to the students. The next pictures that attract
World's Fair—Catalogue Comprises Two special attention are those of Mr. Robert
Harris, R. C. A., especially his portraits.
Hundred and Fifty Pictures.
No. 72, portrait of Miss Peterson, is exceptionally fine. The lights are cleverly
The greater part of those who had disposed 1-stinging out wits powerful effect
every feature to the greatest advantage. No.
invitations for the private view and
69, portrait of Sir John Allan; No. 71, porconversazione of the Royal Canadian Ace- trait of O. R. Jacobi4No. 70, portrait of a

Await

0/?„

..;effrd
togrf1 •••
Vil

E. G. O'Connor, M. Schwob, Robt.
Mackay, W. L. Maltby, J. A. Cantlie,
Farquhar Robertson, L. H. O'Brien, Wm.
Brymner, D. T. Bell, E. H. Botterell, J.
H. Dunlop, W. Alex. Caldwell, W. J.
White, Lieut.-Col. Massey,Dr. McEcheran,
Captain Hughes, R. G. Reid,E. Wyly Grier,
W. A. Sherwood, H. J. Deforest, H.
Browne, J. C. Franchiere, J. L. Graham,
Robert Harris, J. C. Pinhey, Win. Raphael
and many others, including many lady exhibitors.
THE COLLECTION.

From this collection is to be chosen those
works which will form Canada's exhibit at
the World's Columbian exposition, and
therefore a special interest is centred in it.
Many a familiar picture which has been

•"/.4%

1'

fft,:4:/tZ.V

best represented by his picture, " Lake
Agnes," Rocky Mountains. There is a
grandeur about this pictuer which commands
attention at once, while a closer inspection
reveals deep melody of tone, which is delightful. There are other good specimens of
Mr. Brymner's work in the collection.
Mr. F. Day, R. C. A., has a good picture
in the exhibition, "the Heart of the Selkirks," which is carefully treated. Among
the portraits is a fine example of the work
of Mr. S. S. Tully, A. R. C. A., portrait of
Miss Louise Lefevre. There are many excellencies united in this. painting ; the
drawing is good, there is fine harmony of
color, and an exquisite finish to every de:
tail. It is worth a careful study.Mr. Homer
Watson, R. C. A., has a first rate example

THE FRASER VALLEY YALE. —JOELN HAMMOND, A. R. C. A.

demy of Arts last night accepted the invi-

l

tation, and they were well pleased with the
result. The Art Gallery was crowded from
eight till nearly midnight with the greater
part of Montreal's citizens who are artistically inclined,and the most of whom are subscribers to the gallery. The exhibition is
without doubt the best that the Academy
have ever given. The committee are to be
congratulated on the good taste they
showed in hanging the pictures, though
several that were "skyed" attracted considerable attention from that most capricious
critic, the private viewer.
The main hall was almost entirely devoted
to oil paintings, while the small atelier at
the end of the hall was filled with water
colors. Many of the exhibitors are ladies
who are residents of Montreal, and it must
have pleased or amused them te hear the

lady, are also fine specimens of his work.
No. 75, "Harmony," by the seine artist, a
simple little Picture,displays great thought.
Mr. G. A. Reid, R. C. is well represented, first by his splendid picture, "The Foreclosure of the Mortgage," about which so
many absurd things were said last year.
This is a picture that does not readily attract the eye, but a very short acquaintance
reveals a deeper beauty, that which, animated and dignified by intellectual grandeur,
is distinguished by its nobility. No. 71, by
the seine artist, " A Visit to the Clockmaker," could only have been produced by
one whose experience is based on an cc.
curate knowledge of human nature. The
expression of the aged workman peering into the intricacies of a Dutch clock is well
depicted, and the look of intense interest
on the part of the juvenile visitors is ex-

A FAIRY TALE. — LAURA A. MUNTZ.

the I ubject of criticism on previous l in "Early Spring." The composition is
occasions graces the walls and thus good, and in color it displays finer skill.
many of these if they hung there per- Mr. F. Browne 11's "Lamplight,"
marked
manently would do honor to Canada and
No. 14, is a clever study, though the compoits metropolitan art gallery. The catalogue
comprises over two hundred and fifty pic- sition of the picture is not as good as the
, tures, and, therefore, it is impossible to give execution of detail. His Satyr and BaccI anything like a detailed account of them at chante displays talent, but it would appear
the present. By far the greater portion are that _harmony of color had more engaged
the attention of the artist, than good drawing.
Mr. :Carl Ahern, A.R.C.A.., has a
fine conception,
" Cudled
in
the
Net," which is beautifully treated.
" Forty Winks," by Mr. Challence
is a clever little picture, but the somewhat
brilliant coloring mars its beauty. The
drawing, however is good. Mr. J. C.
Forbes, R.C.A., six pictures, all of which
display talent, but there is one little one,
" Homeward Bound," which in certain
points excells the majority. Mr. John
Hammond, A.R.C.A., is fairly represented
by his large picture " The Great
wart Glacier." It is treated in a bold, easy
manner, and is a creditable production.
Mr. John Fraser, R.C.A., exhibits a good
specimen of his work in a Highland November morning ; and this appears to be his
only work. There is a finis portrait of Miss
Mabel.Cawthra, by E. Wyly Grier, that
displays great care in treatment, that adds .
to the faine of this artist. Miss Sarah B.
Holden,"A Brittany Interior," reveals many
pleasing features, beyond mechanical excel.
lessee; the art of expression is evidently un-

t6

FOUWDING OF MA u YLAND.—SANDHAM.

criticisms clf the spectators, some of whom
could not have been aware of the artists'
presence. The refreshments tables, under
' the charge of Mr. Alfred Joyce, were well
patronised during the evening ; and in the
corridor, at the Inisid of the staircase, Prof.
Gruenwald's orchestra furnished au excel) lent program of music. Amongst those
! I present were noticed
Hon. G. A. Drummond, Messrs. E. B.
} Greenshields, W. P. Slessor, Dr. Craig, B.
A. T. Bell, Andrew Boyd, John Gault,
Chas. Morton, H. MacCarthy, E. P. Hann aford, P. A. Paterson, W. N. Evans, A.
W. Hooper, G. R. Hooper, Geo. J. Shepherd, Hy. Taylor, J. H. Taylor, J. M.
Paugman, A. Sherwood, F. M. Bell-Smith,
Geo. Cayerhill, Dr. H. Patton, J. C.
McDougall, John
Holden R.M.
'
I
Kennedy, S. C. Coulson, C. T. Slater,

cellently brought outiThe light, however, on
the face of the most prominent child does
not seem to be happily managed, and this
appears to mar the beauty of the conception. No. 122, by the seine, is a good piece
of work. The Venetian Bather, by the late
Paul Peel, R.C.A., attracts a great deal of
notice and worthily so. It is a figure in the
nude before a, mirror, well drawn, the reflection cleverly treated and the flesh tints
admirable. There are two works in the
collection by J. C. Phiney, A.R.C.A. The
first, "Imperia," shows the artist to be a
Insister of coloring. Tho whole of the coloring of this little picture is subdued, and
beautifully is the effect of the various tints
employed and brought out. " Iael," marked
No. III., is another good specimen of this

artist's work.
Mr. Wm. Brymner, R. C. A., is perhsi

derstood by this lady.
Miss Fanny Plimsoll has three clo CT'
pictures which exhibit talent and are hung
in a deserved position. Mr. Martin, R.A, C.
Mr. Matthews, R. A. C. ; Mr. Raphael, R. A.(
Mr. Fred , A. Verner and Mr. Woodcock,
R.A.C., have pictures in the collection, hut
space will not permit us to note their
merit in the preseut issue.

Id

WATER COLORS.

in the water color gallory there is some of
the very best talent displayed, and seldom
have we seen a better example or more
varied. Mr. O'Brien, R.C.A., is the largest exhibitor, having 10 pictures all hung.
His beautiful drawing of Canterbury cathedral from the meadows is amongst the best
of his work, and perhaps t he nearest to it,
viewed as a whole, is his masterly drawing
of Niagara. It painting falling water he

The general effect created by the exhibition is exceedingly rich and bright and
tlie arrangement o.f lights is such as to
afford each picture the unobstructed advantage of standing (or rather hanging)
on its merits.
It is hard to make a selection from so
many fine works to give special mention,
but of course there are great works and
yet many of a less prominent reputation
which speak with eloquence to particular
tastes and which in many cases have a
greater hold than the works that are
more universally conceded to be master-

.

•

pieces.

Miss Bell's " Eveningon Lake Huron,"
is a simple but remarkably effective piece
of work, and describes two children lighting a diminutive camp fire on the shore
of the vast lake.
I Among the water colors there are some
beautiful specimens, particularly E. Mary
Martin's "Late Twilight," a most beautiful scene of sunset through the trees,
and "Alarmed Canadian Elk," by Fred.
erick Arthur Verner, of the great animals
in a listening attitude among much foli-

age.

"Shot, but not got," by Daniel Fowler,
is a beautiful and plain life picture of a
rabbit dying out of sight and reach in a

PAR PEEL

"The old Cure" by Tully, as a study,
appeals more to the old-country French,
as the type of face is undoubtedly that
of a native of old France. The brightness of the eye and the calm of the pose
speak volumes of possibility.
Two very line oil pieces were there, by
O. Leduc, No. 93, "Etude a la Lumiere
d'une Chandelle," and No. 92, "A Dish
of Onions." The first of these is a most
exquisitely realistic piece of chiaroscuro
without developing any of the
objectionable features of modern
realism. It represents a candle on
a rough table in a cellar with
a few common utensils around it. It is a
very vivid piece of work and follows one
round the room, as it were.

FAIII513i9
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VENETIAN BATHER. —PAUL PEEL.

is eminently successful, though he is not so
happy in his coloring as in the former picture. His Grand River at Dover
is another grand piece of work,
"Spring" also is a beautiful little drawing
by the same artist.. No. 263, "Study," by
S. S. Strickland, A.R.C.A., is a good piece
of portraiture work, and is treated in a far
happier style than his No. 262, "Anticipation." Mr. F. R. Vanne exhibits two beautiful specimens in this collection. "Tho
C4eping Sea Caine In," by C. M. Manly,
A.R.C.A., is a gem, and there are
! several other good drawings by this
artist. "Indian Salmon Catch on the
Fraser," by Mr. Matthews, R.C.A., is
an excellent example of thisartist's work,
while t he "Selkirk's Glacier" hardly seems
to come up to his standard. Mr. Fowler,
R. C. A., and Mr. John Fraser, R. C. A.,
have very fine works, which will be noted
in a later issue, as well as the works of
many other artists on whom it would be unfair to make notes without a further examination of their work. The exhibition, on
the whole, is an exceedingly valuable and
interesting one, and if our galleries could be
always hung with such treasures of art our
students would more and more be encouraged to exert their talents towards the goal
I of perfection, and exhibitions such as this
would be regarded as the receptacle of
accumulated experience and thought, and
frequented by those in search of something
beyond that which merely pleases the eye.
In fact, a stimulus would be given to art,
and the Royal Canadian Academy would
nobly fulfil its mission.

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL,

"The Negotiation," by Sherwood, is
a beautiful example of street boy life.
The expressions on the faces of the two
boys, however, are hardly sufficiently
animated.
Harris' "Homely House" is a work
of rare beauty, portraying a quite scene
from the evening of rustic life.

—

Royal Canadian Academy Anntral'Exhibilin
MARCH 1st to 18th.

Open 9 a m. to 6 p.m. and 8 to 10 p.m. daily.
.

March 1st to 181h.
a.m. to 6 p.m. and 3 to 10 p.m. daily.

ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY.
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and refreshments ; but yesterday, after
competition no longer lent an
artificial excitement to the scene,
a few groups strolled from picture to picture and refreshed themselves with a
quiet hour of communion with art.

otIce
Fine Pictures On Vi
of Some of those Exhibited.

!

Yesterday morning the Art Gallery was
frequented by knots of artists, admiring,
criticising and discussing the Academy
pictures. Of the whole collection, Paul
Peel's "Venetian Bather" elicits the most
genuine admiration, and rightly too, for it is
one of the best things of its kind ever produced by a Canadian. Mr. Peel's "After
The picture, " The Negotiation," painted
the Bath" won high honors at the salon of b
A. Sherwood, of Toronto, and now oa
'90 and he was beginning to take his place
in the first rank of figure painters when his view at the exhibition of the Royal
career was cut short by his untimely death. Canadian Academy, has been purchased by
The picture in question is marvellous in the Royal Canadian Art Association, and
technique and composition. The flesh will be hung in the N'onal Art Gallery at
Is real flesh, not grays or yel- Ottawa. 11444$104. 15
lows. The pose ot the figure.
is graceful and perfectly natural. The background of mirror, with reflections, is extremely cleverly treated. The foreshortening of the left arm is perfect. In detail,
and as a whole, "The Venetian Bather"
evinces a high standard achieved by genius
and careful study. Mr. E. Wyly Grier's THE PROGRESS IN ART BY CANADA
portrait of Miss Cawthra, a Toronto lady,
OF LATE YEARS.
is one of the best pictures on view. The
rather daring introduction of a black gown
and chair enhances the harmony of the
coloring, which is excellent throughout.
The flesh is well modelled and true in tone. The Present Exhibition of Paintings
The artist has cleverly reprodaed the
a Proof of it- Some of the Fine Picsatin texture underneath the net. The
sitting posture is well expressed.
tures on Exhibition Referred
One feels that the figure is resting.
to in Detail.
Mr. Grier is from Toronto, but has spent
some years in the Paris studios. His portrait of a "Physician," No. 64, was hung in
It is encouraging to note the progress mad
the Montreal Exhibition of '92. Miss M. A. by Canada in art during the last few years>.
of
Bell has two small canvasses worthy
special note. In No. 10, "A September The founding of art associations, schools emit
Evening, Lake Huron," she has perfectly scholarships, has afforded inereased facilicaught the hazy twilight
ties for study, and there are \a surprising
summer. In No. 11, "Summer Time," there 'number of young artists producing work u:
is some delicious coloring. The girl's head
[
is nicely brought out against the back- great promise. Exhibitions such as that a
ground of yellow hay, and the ebony present being held are always an impetus
frame forms an effective setting. Miss and inspiration. The- e is no distinctive
and the picBell's pictures are strong and abound- Canadian "school" of
show a varied influence, that of the
ing in
t sentiment. Her portrait, tures
French
school predominating.
No. 9, is in an unusual scheme
and shows bettelr..1aLght, when the colors
appear less vivi e background gt, sun-

the Exhibition to th9 Public

;iii4ii-- Yesterday.
The art loving-public of IVIo deal had
thrown open to them yesterday the finest
collection of pictures that has ever
graced the local Art Gallery. The day
before they sighed for a place among the
alumni., who were feasted with a private
view with the pleasant addenda of music

AT THE ART GALL(
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ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY ANNUAL

Opening of

thoughts oftimes gone by.
The admission fee of Me is a bagatelle
to the amount of enjoyment to be derived from this fine exhibition, and all
art loving people will lose much by not
seeing them, and not only once. To
appreciate the pictures fully they should
be seen by daylight as well as by artificial light, as many of them have been
evidently painted by artificial light and
do not show well in the clay time, while
others are just the reverse, and its fact
the effects got by both kinds of light are
only an additional attraction and serve to
lend more variety to the beauties of the

THE ART GALLERY.

4/03 OF MONTREAL,
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dell.
Fra.ser's bit of "Ig.,liton Mote House"is
very idealized and a fine conception.
"The Bank of Montreal," by Bell
much admired. Fowler's
Smith
"`Stdfk" and "Dick" are fine shades, and
there are many more too numerous to
name.
Miss Houghton, a Montreal artist, has
throe pictures on exhibition which have
excited considerable attention, one of
them especially, "Wishing on the new
moon," which is a well executed picture
of two females, one of whom is watching
the rising of the new moon. The picture
is of a new school but to many is a touching picture of earlier days recalling

\
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lit foliage is in keeping with the diaphanous
draperies, but somewhat detracts from the
face, which is hardly carried as far as
might be expected in a portrait. The left
arm, too, is not strongly drawn. Mr.
Brownell's little lamplight study, No. 14,
is extremely clever. While keeping the
tone light throughout, he has paid strict
attention to his values, and has aptly
caught the reflection of the globe in the
window, and the touches of light on the
woman's arm and head. In "Satyr and
Bacchante" Mr. Brownell is to be congratulated on his choice of a classical
subject. He has surmounted some of the
greater difficulties, but has failed in minor
points. The feeling is capitally carried out
In the expression of both faces, which are
beautifully drawn. The flesh is, however,
!somewhat wooden, and the picture does
not hang together owing to mismanagement of light. Mr. Harris has five portraits. No. 70, of a lady, which won the
first prize in last year's exhibition, Mr.
Jacobi, Sir John Allan and two children.
These are all excellent likenesses, and free
from trickery of any kind. The two latter
are exquisitely sound and childlike.
Mr. Harris is not so happy in
his other pictures. "The Homely House
that Harbors Quiet Rest" lacks force and is
rather insipid. "Harmony" is a little musical
study in brown. Mr. Henry Sandham's
large historical canvas has elicited various
opinions. It certainly shows a vast amount
of enterprise and hard work. Each figure
in itself is better than the composition as a
whole. The figures in the foreground are
small compared with those in the middle
distance. The foliage is clothy in texture
and the foreground too yellow. It gives
one the impression of having been painted
piecemeal. Miss Sydney Tully's portrait,
No. 142, won for her an associate membership in the Royal Canadian Academy. She is
an excellent draughtsvvoman, as shown in
this and in "Le vieux curé," a sombre head
study which has already been sold. Mr. Reid
is very fond of subjects fa.om rural life such as
"The foreclosure of the mortgage" and "the
visit of the clockmaker." The former is a
sequel to "Mortgaging the old homestead,"
an oil painting of similar size exhibited
here some years ago. With regard to the
sentiment expressed therein there is so
much sorrow in every day life that to most
dispositions "Paying of the mortgage"
would have been more pleasing. The
listless attitudes are capital and the grouping altogether good, but the darks and
lights are in too marked contrast. Also the
shadows on the floor are warm and the
lights cold, while in nature the opposite is
the case. "Wishing on the Moon," No. 83,
by Miss Margaret Houghton, is founded on
the superstition that to those who first see
the new moon over the left shoulder their
wish will be granted. There is a nice feeling in this study and the pose of the standing figure is good. No. 113, "An After
Dinner Pipe," is the best work Miss Plimsoll has ever done. The background is
kept in its place, the pose thoughtfully expressed and the color on turban
and apron skilfully introduced. Miss
Sara Holden has a study of a
friar, "A Son Goat," well painted but
somewhat squarely set in the frame. No.
23, "A sweet penitent," by F. Challoner,
Toronto, is a child's head showing some
dainty workmanship. "His forty winks on
a Sunday afternoon" is a firelight study in
which he has cleverly depicted the warm
glow from the grate. "Jael," by Mr. Pinhey, is well named and shows some nice
drawing. The sash is a fine bit of coloring,
but the flesh tints are unnatural.

The portrait of Miss Cawthra, by Miss
Grier, will no doubt be familiar to many
Torontonians, and is a fine specimen of
that class of work.
A remarkably clever picture, and one
which is (as an exception) very badly
hung, is by the talented but unfortunate
young artist, James W. Kennedy, "The
Phantom Ship." It bears the Empress of
genius and is a fantastic conception. It
requires a rather exceptional light and a
close study, yet will reveal very many
beauties in the poetry of the treatment.
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LAKE LOUISE.—DRYMNER.

Among the landscapes, No. 149, "Village There are cattle subjects by Ede, Verner,
of Kilrenny, Fife," is a combination of cloud and James Graham. Mr. Ede Is a young
and sunshine, a favorite effect of Mr. Canadian, residing in France, who is workRomerWatson's,and in representing which bag his way up as an animal painter.
he has attained great suocess. The light on Nos. 39-41 are landscapes with sheep and
the fields in the middle distance is exquisite.
"Le Soir" is a marine of great beauty
by Bell Smith. The sea is calm, but as tho
tide slowly and persistently surges in the
hidden force of the ocean is ably suggested.
Landscape" and "Evening, Holland" are
two fine oils by the same artist. "Ander.

k
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PASTURES GREEN.—J. GRAHAM.

son's Garden" is a clever cabbage study by
Franklyn Brownell. Mr. Dyounet shows
two of his Montreal sketches. In that representing the city from St. Helen's Island
the surface of theriver appears rounded ow, ing to a mistake in perspective. Mr. Wm.
Bryrnner's "Forest of Fontainbleau" is a
charming autumn scene with any amount
of atmosphere. "Lake Agnes" and "Lake
Louise" are broad and vigorous and give a
good idea of the cold, lonely aspect
of the Rockies. The pine trees
in the foreground of Lake Agnes stand out
well against the snow and ice. "County
Cork" Was exhibited here last year. It has
some fine passages, notably the sky. The
geese are accurately drawn. "Old Bridge
Bord-a-Plouffe" is a winter scene, a field of
snow with the bridge in the distance.
"Gathering Plums" is a landscape of some
merit, by Charles Alexander. "Early morning effect on the Conway, Wales," and "Entrance to Dieppe," James Morrice, are painted in a broad, impressionistic and unconventional style. The latter is extremely
Dutch in coloring. "Herring fishing,
Bay of Fundy," is an extremely poetical sea-piece. The vessels appear to
slowly loom out through the haze that envelopes the picture. Mr. Hammond is from
the Maritime Provinces and has painted a
number of harbor scenes and marines. Be
portrays nature in her most ideal moods.
This may be noticed in" The Great Glacier"
and "The Fraser River, Yale." "Summer
is over," No. 110, by J. C. Pinhey, is a peenliar conception. It has its good points, notably the weedy foreground, but is somewha t suggestive of a pre-Adamite era,
!
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cattle, 44 is a clever little barnyard scene.
"At Sorques, near Paris" and "Near Fontainbleau" are two delicious bits of French
landscape, the former a spring effect, the
IlLitz-L
r .___n4._
latter breezy and rich in coloring. Mr. Ver4003E.:
ner's themes are essentially Canadian. Red
"'ea&
man, elk, caribou, bison, all corne to life
..-..
—
under his skilled brush. The action in
"Stampede" is marvellous, the buffalo
R. C. A. EXHIBITION, NO. 149 —VILLA G E OF KILRENNY, FIFE.
crowding on with a rush that is simply
overpowering. Perhaps his finest picture
is No. 140, "Monarch of the Prairie." In
"Pastures green" by J. Graham the cattle
are not faultless, but the landscape is good,
and the shadows, which lie long on the
grass, shows that the close of day is near.
Mr. Graham is just commencing his career
and his work gives great hope of success.
Mr. D. P. MacMillan, another young Montrealer, has three canvases on view, that ex- hibiting the most talent being "Dismal 4
Hollow," a landscape near Cornwall. In t
No. 118, "The Potato Field," is recognized
an old favorite, one of Mr. W. Raphael's
brightest efforts. "The Old Story," by J. 1
W. Foster,is a pretty little lyric,balacking
in force.
R C. A. EXHIBITION. — LANDSCAPE WITH R. C. A. EXHIBITION.—DucKs.—T,
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OLD STORY. —J. W. L. FORSTER.
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Another visit to the Art Gallery deepens the
previous impression that the average of excellence would be hard to surpass. Certainly
the Canadians who will visit the World's Fair at
Chicago will have no reason to be ashamed of
Canadian art as represented there.
There are altogether 199 paintings in oil and
water exhibited, so that many deserving of
notice must be missed, but among scone of the
more notable are "The Great Illicilliwaet
1 Glacier," Selkirk, by J. Hammond—a painstaking
piece
of work, the deep olive greens of the fore'
ground contrasting pleasantly with tbe greys of
sky and mountains, altogether a cool picture
pleasant to look upon on hot and dusty days.
1 T. Martin's "Evening after Winter" displays
1 knowledge of subject and poetical feeling.
' A little painting by Frederick S. Challener,
" Ma rechal Roses,' is worth observation.
E. Wyly Greer has two canvases, both good,
the portrait of Miss Mabel Caw thra being an especially tine piece of work.
"The Old Cure," by Sydney Strickland Tully,
A.1t.C.A., displays sound work obtained by legitimate means from a simple palette.
"In the Studio," a small study by J. M. F.
Adams, is true to nature and a clever piece of
genre work
"Wishing on the Moon," Margaret Houghton,
displays cleverness in color placing.
"Le Soir," by Bell Smith, should not be missed, it is a scholarly piece of painting, representing a piece of foreshore and bluff with the waves
breaking in. The seascape effects are particularly good and would indeed be hard to excel.
Forshaw Day, R.C.A., has a very pleasing canvas; "The heart of the Selkirks." " Afterglow,"—
Harvey, Geo., A.R.C.A., is a very effective piece
rf work; the sentiment is pleasing, the technique I
aid coloring good, and the general effect real;stir
A mong the water colors are several exceedingly
fine works and the general average is high.
"T wixt Aohray and Katrina," by f. L. Fraser,
R.01.A., is an attractive and skilful work in purpie, chromes and greens.
e Cleaning fish, Fermi," Knowles (T. MacGillivr ay) A.R.C.A., is a good representation of the 1
effe et of direct sunlight upon sky, atmosphere
andI foreground.
Cother fine works are exhibited by snob wellkmown artists as C. Macdonald Manly, A.R.C.A.;
E. May Martin ; M. Matthews, BALA. ; Lucius
Ric hard O'Brien, R.C.A. ; William Revell,
A.I1.0.A. ; G. Horne Russell ; Frederick Arthur
Vet.ner ; C. 8. Way, R.C.A. ; and H. J. de
Fmrest.
1Mie exhibition should be visited again and
1
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R.C.A. EXHIBITION.—WRGIDTIE.—PHILLIPS.
Mr. Daniel Fowler, R. C. A., is represented
by a number of drawings of landscape, game
masand flowers, which, in their way, arewas a
terpieces. He is now an old man and
contemporary and equal of Samuel Prout,
of whom Ruskin has written. He has a
thorough grasp of his subject,seeing clearly
what he wants and expressing it without
of
ado. His best work is in the possession reMr. Spooner, of Toronto. It is to be
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THE ART GALLERY.

1 ,Vyi 3
reviewing the Canadia . ca demy piaas get been made of

'1 Life in the Canadian Academy
Pictures. , 4ti t

, no mention has
3til1 Life. La Nature Morte, as the
a
ih call it, is interestingm chiefly fro
ical point of view. ,There are certain
eyed subjects that appear over and

WASH-HOUSE IN PROVENCE.—CuLLEN.

and O. Leduc. It will be recollected that
the latter's study of books won the prize
for still life at last year's exhibition. His
work is certainly wonderfully accurate, and
would almost stand a microscopic test. "A
/a lumière d'une chandelle" is killed by
being hung near a firelight effect in a
totally different scheme of color. Mrs.
Dignam's "Vineyard" is too decorative and
devoid of accent for serious work. Her
"Pumpkin" is better, but not an attractive
subject. "Clover," Miss M. Laing, and
"Japonicas," Miss Plimsoll, are two flower
studies by Montreal ladies. "Une Calèche,"

the line of the throat is hard. The dress,
too, is commonplace, and somewhat
detracts from the harmony of the whole.
There is a small study of a head In a
minor key by the same lady. "Cradled in
the net" is a genre picture by Carl Ahrens
that, as well as appealing to the public eye,
is highly thought of by critics. Mr. Ahrens
is peculiarly happy with his children. The
sleeping infant in the net has all the rounded
innocence of babyhood. The light in the
room seems warm for the gray sky seen
through the window. "Maternity' by J.
H. Egan, has some nice passages. There is
a good light through the whole and the
child's head is well indicated. "Imperia" is
a small head by Plnhey, thoughtfully expressed. To the left of the entrance to the
main gallery are a number of small landscapes, most of which are worth more than
a passing glance. Mr. Watts has three,
of which No. 152 is a little gem.
"In Showery Weather" is a rapid sketch by
Challenerr, in which he has aptly caught
the damp heavy atmosphere suggested by
the title. "October Sunshine," Mrs. Reid,
"Old Fishing Stage, Louisburg," Miss
Houghton; "In July, Metis," Harris; "Study
of a Cow," Graham, are all attractive canvasses. Mr. Homer Martin's "Evening
After Winter," is a mellow landscape with
a nice sentiment. Mr. Matthews has a
creek on the Fraser River and a large Selkirk scene. Mr. Forbes' style is somewhat
streaky. In "The Lily Pond" the reflections
are capital, and "Chalk Cliffs, near Dover,"
has a nice sunlight effect.

._

R. C. A. E XHIBITION. —FEEDING PIGEONS
ST. PAUL'S CHURCHYARD, LONDON.
—BELL SMITH.

gretted that the latter could not be induced
to lend it for the Chicago Fair, as it will
hold its own with the work of the
foremost water-colorists of any country.
Mr. John L. Fraser, another Academician,
shows some work which for strength and
simplicity is unequalled. "On a Blowy
Morn in June" is charmingly breezy. "By
the Meadow Stream" is an exquisite bit of
aarral scenery. The rolling hills in "Loch

THE ART GALLERY.
/0/.*
THE EXHIBITION OF WATER /C6LORS

A GOOD ONE.

Many Fine Specimens of the Work of
Members or Associates of the
JAEL —PINHEY.

Fain. • As usual, the Rose holds her
sign sway. Mr. Challener's "Marechal
Loses" is one of the most charming
f color in the Gallery and delightfully
• Mrs. Reid has two rose studies exein her usual facile style, and "Chryemums,"a large flower piece effectively
ed. Joseph Kidd, Miss Auerbach and
Johnson also exhibit roses. The lata young student of the Art Associahose work shows great talent. Her
y of Ducks" isa remarkably clever bit
odelling. T he inevitable canon is
scnted in two studies by Franehere

AN AFTER-DINNER PIPE.—MISS PLIMSOLL.

by Colin Scott, is a monochrome, evidently
painted in Quebec or its environs. Albert
Rossi's "Street Merchant in Cairo" is
Oriental in color and nicely explained, with
the exception of the donkey's head and
the chair in the foreground, which are out
of drawing. No. 1, "In the Studio," is an
interior by Adams, in its way clever
enough, but gives the impression that the
artist is "talking shop." Another interior
is by Miss Holden, painted in Brittany.
Miss Holden's full length portrait of her
sister is pronounced to be an excellent likeness. The head is skilfully handled, though

3 10

Royal Canadian Academy
on View.

In the water-color department there are
twenty-eight exhibitors, of whom seventeen
are members or associates of the R. C. A.
including Fowler, Fraser, Bell - Smith,
O'Brien, Forshaw Day, MacGillvray
Knowles, Griffiths, Manly, Matthews, etc.
I rt

.a

C. A. EXHIBITION.—SHIPPING.—J. M
BARNSLEY.

Etine Side" are powerfully indicated. His
pictures all through have the force of an oil
painting, while they in no wise lack the
peculiar brilliancy whith distinguishes a
good water-color. Mr. Bell-Smith has some
city sketches, chiefly continental. "Tho
Thames at London Bridge" is one of the
most noticeable and is effectively framed.
Just above it hangs No. 163, a spot familiar
to Montrealers. Mr. O'Brien is well repre-

R.C.A. EXRIBITION.—GOLDENROD.— SCOTT.
sented. In "Niagara," a favorite theme
with artists, the rush of water
and the foam are vividly expressed.
His "Summer" is an attractive little landscape. Forshaw Day's work is from the
Selkirks, introducing mountains, glaciers,
torrents and belts of scraggy balsam. Mr.
Matthews, too, has been on the C. P. R.

R. C. A. EXHIBITION.—GALFIERING KELP.—
MCGILtIVRAY KNOWLES.

among the mountains and shows some fine
British Columbian views. Mr. James
Griffiths has five finished flower studies,
"Gathering Kelp" by F. MacGiilvray
Knowles, is an effective coast scene painted
with some vizor and from a distance resembles a pastel. C. Macdonald Manly has some large mid-summer landscapes with gray 'skies and
a sea piece, rather woolly in treatment.
Montreal's representation in this department is small. There are three marines by
Mr. J. M. Barnsley. "East Gloucester,
Maine," is a sunny, spirited sketch, "Shipp ing," a dreamy little conception. Miss
acdonnell, Miss Phillips, Miss Plimsoll,
Miss Sanborn and G. Horne Russell are the
other exhibitors from this city. There are
three pastels, "Late Afternoon," a charming bit of rural scenery, by Mr. Reid, and
two well executed head studies by Miss
Tully.
In statuary Mr. Hamilton MacCarthy is
the chief exhibitor.
Miss Whitney, of the Victoria School of
Art, has an attractive display of china.

and properly subordinating the minor 1 which his mother sat, would have given
properties of a work, so as to add to 1 so much prominence to the back of the
the effectiveness of the central object seat on which Miss Cawthra is placed,
or theme. The skilful musician, in all the : and mould not have omitted the crossvariations of a symphony, will never per- board at the top ?
Portrait of a Lady (9), by Miss Mary
mit them to be in dis-accord with, or
abominate over, the melody he tries to Bell, painted en pleine air, is deserving,
illustrate ; the poet and dramatist will with a little oualification, a favorable
group the characters in a poem or drama verdict. The fair sitter is represented in
in due relation to the importance of the an orchard, during a summer's day, in a
hem or heroine, and using the former white muslin robe. The surroundings
merely to add to the effectiveness of the are full of light and atmosphere. The
latter ; so in the painting, il its aim be trees are solidly painted, and in good
merely to tell a story, which, by the bye, color. The portrayal of the right eye
should not be the highest aim for the and mouth appear slightly defective, but
painter:every figure on the canvas ought may easily be rectified. It is a work of
to unite in illustrating that story, and that much promise.
A small genre by the same artiste, "An
alone, not in telling on the same canvas
o or three, nor in muddling together a Evening on Lake Huron" (10), is very
variety of objects, having no common good. A boy and girl are carefully tendaim. Does the picture under review ac- ill a camp fire on the shore of the lake.
cord with this law of composition ? We Both are sketchily but correctly drawn,
think not. It attempts to tell two, indeed the attitude and expression of both are
three, stories, instead of one, and thereby quite natural, and the color is rich and
the pictorial effectiveness of all is weak- juicy. This charming little work should
ened. First., there is the dying man, on find, if it has not already found, a pura chair, and his wife by side, her head chaser.
A Satyr and Bacchante (13), F. Brownbowed with grief on the table, and
a child on her lap. Secondly, two ell, does not commend itself, either by
children, one of whom is looking out the fiesta tones of the figures, or the disof a window, and the other on a man proportionate length of the Bacchante.
looking more like a country farmer than Judging the size of the latter by the sura bailiff, who, with hat on head, roundings she would stand about twelve
stands, apparently reading very stolidly, feet " in her stockings," if one may supfrom a sheet of , note paper ; pose that her Bacchanteship ever wore
sublunary habiliments.
and, thirdly,
an old woman these
Lamplight (14), by the same artist, is
sitting by a cradle, and asleep. The a more
work. The effect of
name given to the picture is a misnomer. the lightmeritorious
on the faces is effectively renThe most prominent group consists of the dered, and
it is altogether a pleasing
sikk man, with his wife and children, picture.
anal the picture might, with greater proThe Founding of Maryland (130), by
priety, be called the dying parent than By.
merit this
the " Foreclosure of the Mortgage." Apart largeSandbam—Whatever
canvas may possess in a warm
from these objections the painting is not and pleasing
scheme of color and
without merit ; the figures are fairly whatever interest
at may posdrawn and solidly painted.
sess to the Marylanders in so
The Venetian Bather (109), by Paul far
as it commemorates the foundaPeel. Bow often that hackneyed saying
of the classic appeared to be confirmed tion of their settlement, it cannot fairly
by experience. "Whom the God's love, claim to be more than an ordinary &adie young."—In looking upon this pic- 1 matic representation of an historical event,
ture one cannot help grieving that one who ai d is lacking those attributes which
was without a peer hi his genre, among would elevate it above mere pictorial
Canadians artists, with the exception of dexterity to a work of art. Mr. Sand ham
Wyatt Eaton, should have died ere he has done better than this.
Portrait of a Lady, by Miss Holden (77)
attained to middle age. This girl, in
nude, whose body is also partly reflected —This is a near approach to a very
in a mirror, is so deftly drawn, so skilful- clever work. The color is good, the fealy modelled, so rich in color, and suggest- tures of the face are well drawn but the
ing in such a masterly man- neck is out of drawing, and the introducner, the existence of flesh and tion of light and shade in the gown would
blood, that it may be fervently remove its flatness and stiffness in the
Loped the picture will be bought by the pose. These defects may easily be reArt association to serve as a study for the medied, and if the artiste should be dispupils, and also as an example to some posed to remove them it would afford us
ut our Royal Canadian academicians. pleasure to see the portrait again.
e prejudice of the Spanish Jesuits to
LANDSCAPES.
the nude prevented Velasquez to exhiStorm Passing the Oak Glade, Homer
bit, if not to paint, an undraped figure, Watson (148). This is an average reprebut if one may judge by his portraits it sentative of the Landscapist school from
is no exaggeration to sa.y that had it been Ontario. It may not be unprofitable to
otherwise this picture of Paul Peel's enquire, before proceeding further with
would worthily compare with similar the features of this picture, into the leadwork of the Spanish master, and when ing rules which appear to have guided
time has applied its sanctifying hand, the masters of this branch of art. A
as it always does to a good and solidly student of Turner's works, especially of
painted painting, it may partake of all of those of his middle period, will have
that indescribable mellowness of a Rem- noticed that sun glowing afternoon and
brandt.
sunset aspects of nature were favorite
Portrait of a Lady (70) by Mr. Harris, themes. The solar luminary we usually
is one of the best, if not the best, we have made the central point of vision, and her
seen from his easel. Painted 'in a low effects on the surrounding objects, as they
key, in grey, the face is not lacking in appeared to his eye when looking at the
expression, the features are well draw-n sun, a ere the limitations which guided
and the values are carefully preserved. him for reproduction on the canvas.
But, truth compels expression of surprise, Corot and Constable, though
that the same artist could have given as selected other diurnal effects, theboth
first
he has done in (71) portrait of O. R. early dawn, and the latter with rainbow
Jacobi, the nestor of our Canadian school, and rain cloud effects,
both followed in
"Old Jack," as he was and is known the same road as this English
master.
among us for many years, such a hard So, also, did Daubigny in his more
s
and expressionless representation.
emn
and sombre-like aspects of nature,
- Miss Cawthra (ti3), Grier, which °eau- and Diaz, with his rich glow
of sunlight
Pies the place of honor, is a portrait in gleaming behind a mass of forest
trees.
life size: - It is an ambitious and not alto- Similiar characteristics
indeed, be
getber an unsuccessful attempt in black seen in the works of all may,
the truly great
and white. The drapery is gracefully ar- landscapists, and
has helped to give
ranged, and the pose is easy, the lace is them
the eminence they occupy. Not
delicately rendered, the modelling of the because
of any pre•eminent techniarms and hands (that experimentum cal skill,
but rather because
crucis in which some of his brother arblended skilfully their imtists so lamentably fail) are fairly well they
drawn and endowed with a semblance of agination with fact, and reprojoints and muscle.While gladly giving this duced what their eye, thus guided, saw
upon the central point
measure of praise, it may not seem un- when they looked
on their canvas ; making
kind to ask the artist, that if he has reproduced
every detail to converge upon, and subseen the portrait al Bobo de Comb o by ordinate
to, that central point or object.
Velasquez, at the Museo de Madrid, or
the no less able portrait by Whistler, of They did not paint with geological or
his mother, now at the Luxembourg, and botanical accuracy every stone or leaf but
both in black and white, amether the simply the impression that stone
Spanish painter, were he living, would or leaf produced on the retina
have painted the vermillion on the lady's collectively, leaving minuteness of
to the domain of photography.
face ia such a major key •, and whether detail
the American artist, who has so skilfully In so acting, they represented, as every
true artist does, not so much what apsubordinated the limbs pf the chair
-
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Criticism of Some of the Pictures Now On View.
'Wherein They Excel and Wherein
They are Deficient in the Quailties of Good Painting.

The following is an attempt to express,
without prejudice inclining either to undeserved praise or unmerited censure,
upon some of the pictures now exhibited
at the Art association under the auspices
the Royal Society of Canadian Artists
GENRE AM) PORTRAITS.

"Foreclosure of the Mortgage," Real.—
, t is a recognizeoLtruism that the chief aim
of pictorial art is to express emotion by
color, as music may by sound, and poetry
words, and sculpture in form ; and this
bjective unity carries with it a corresponding identity in the laws by which
thie purpose may be best attained. Composition is an import tnt element in a
picture and consists in unifying

,

on

peared on the surface, but the deeper reality. Art, said de Chesneau, is the attempt to "represent the invisible by the
visible," "The highest problem of any
art is to cause, by appearance, the illusion of a higher reality"—oare the true
words of Goethe." Lowell in one of his
poems, very pithily says
What we call nature, all outside ourselves.
Is but our own conceit of what we see,
Our own reaction upon what we feel..
"

When we see a comparatively bright
canvas, . wherein every detail is elaborated, from one extreme to another, we see, if technically
correct, the painter only, and not the ]
artist, or painting merely, but not a work
of art. Applying this test to the picture
under review, and to others in the extubtion, what is the result ? It proves them
to be merely, more or less mechanically
skilful, but no better than superficial reproductions of a tract of country. The
mast prominent and central object in
this landscape is a tree, apparently an
oak ; the sunlight shines behind it, ana
is reflected along a row of trees to the
extreme left. On the right is a larger
mass of trees of different shades, and in
the centre of this mass is a gypsy tent.
In the middle distance is a herd of cattle.
Now by the examples laid down it may
be assumed that had Diaz or Corot stood
ou the spot which Mr. Watson occupied
when he commenced his sketch they
would have made the sun-light behind
the oak stronger, the row of trees stretching along the left would have been
painted with far less detail and thrown
into greater distance, the mass of trees on
the right would have been scrumbled and,
the gypsy tent left out. These differences of treatment would fend to remove a
commonplace conception, and the lack of
depth and sentiment.
" Early Spring, Grand River
Valley " (147.) -liere
Mr.
Watson
has produced a better work. The
effect of rain on spring grass, and budding
leaves is painted in light greyish green,
milli judgment and feeling, and the color
and values are true. It is a pleasing
picture, and we, trust it may receivel
proper appreciation.
"Entrance to Dieppe" (106) and "Early
Morning Effect on the Conway. Wales,',
(1071) are two rather clever pictures by
James
ames W. Morrice. The atmospheric effects after rain, is well produced
it the first ; and while there seems to be
too much greenish-blue in the view on
the Conway, (should it not be called,
Llandudno ?) both works indicate that
the artist is on the 'right path to excel--•
lence in landscape painting.
"Evening on the Carron," Easter Ross,
Scotland, (1331), M. Seymour. Mr.
Seymour is unequal. He has done work
approaching to genius ; this example is
not worthy of his ability. No one knows .
better than he does that the colors in '
water are chiefly created by the condition of the overhanging sky. In this
case, they are in dis-accord, and the consequent lack of harmony is apparent.
The four largest landscapes in the collection consist of two by J. Hammond
and ta o by William Brymner, They are
scenes in our Canadian Rockies, and deserve especial notice. The first is " The
Great Selkirk Glacier" (67), by John
Hammond. How often painters fail in
their attempts to reproduce ice and snow:
how ofteD the former appears like green
glass, but without irridiscency and transpareacy, and the latter like
the form of soapsuds ; yet both
ice and snow are in nature full of
color. It is very pleasing to observe how
ably Mr. Hammond has succeeded in
this, not easy tack, of depicting truthfully,
yet poetically, the effects of large masses
of ice and snow, and in so skilfully harmonizing these with their surroundings, that no patchiness of whites or
greens is apparent, as is so often the case
in works of this character.
"The Fraser River, Yale," (68) by the
same artist, is less arctic in character, and
is fittingly painted in a different key. It
is a dignified representation of the grandeur of the scenery of Fraser River, and
commands from the art student both
study and respect. It must, moreover,
be confessed that the extent of scenery
and detail embraced by both these able
works necessarily gives them a slightly
panoramic character which, in an artistic point of view, is not an advantage,
yet, withal, they are works we may well
be proud of as the products of a Canadian
artist.
" Lake Louise" (17), Wm. Brymner, as a composition, defective. A scene
'patine is not always, from a surf
glance, beautiful. It is the functior
and lies witham„tlge province of, an___a

i
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Î -Os-Irt o make it so. Tile two masses of black

basaltic rock on each side of the outlet of
the lake, and the masses of grey rock half
way up the glacier apparently divide the
picture into three parts. It may be submitted that the color of these features
might be blended more in harmony with
the other masses, wtth advantage to the
picture, which otherwise possesses some
excellent properties.
"Lake Agnes, Rocky Mountains" (18),
by the same artist, is a more perfect
work indeed, a very excellent piece of
work, and perhaps the best we have seen
by him in the vallery.
"Table du Roi, Fontainbleau " (82), W.
Hope, is a work of much promise, and
"A View of Montteal from St. Helen's"
(37), by E. Dyonnet, shows good brus's
mcrk and rich color. It is a clever
sketch, and worthy of the walls of a con-

-,-

esoet of the be

work in this collection is from John L. Fraser, whose
" Meadow Stream" (192), is charmingly
effective, and might be quieter and yet
more effective, were the pink coat substituted for one of a more subdued color,
or rather if both man and coat were removed. " 'Twixt Achray and Katrine"
(202), by the same artist, is deserving
especial study, and it is pleasing to learn
that it has been sold. Here the masses
are well balanced, the colors melt into
each other ; it is an harmonious and dignified representation of a well known
scene in" The Land of the Mountain and the Flood."
rem) (203). We do not like. The
treatment is commonplace and conventional.
Mr. O'Brien's works range in number
from 235 to 244, and it may suffice to
limit our remarks to three of them.
The first, and apparently his most pretentious picture in this collection is " The
Great Peak of the Selkirks," (235.) It
should, as the French say—" Go, without
saying" that in selecting such objects,
the aim of the artist should be to give as
imposing an effect of grandeur, and
dignity, as his powers may be able to
produce. If Mr. O'Brien has, in this
picture, realized the limit of his capacity, it must be confessed to be somewhat
inadequate to the task he has undertaken. The peak, the pivotal object, lacks
a sufficient resemblance of height and
distance, and these defects are made
more prominent by the introduction of too many details of
foliage in the middle distance, and
the roelo-dramatic group of trappers, or
Indians, on horseback in the foreground.
These accessories the artist may deem
necessary to make his work saleable and
pretty. If this be so it is not a commendable pandering to an uncultivated public
taste and to which no true artist should
ever stoop. So often may these defects
be seen in the works of Canadian painters
that we would appeal lo them, old and
young, not to confine themselves to the
so-called "pretty" scenes of nature, for
they tend rather to feebleness of execution than to strength. The dreariest
swamp and the most arid cliff, under technical skill, guided by imagination, may
become poem. in color. In the hands of
a poet-painter (and all painters should be,
in a certain sense, poets) the simplest, as
well as the sublimest, aspects may be
transformed into things of beauty and
dignity. His representation of that
noblest of waterfalls, " Niagara" (236), is
very feeble. The liquid mass pouring
down the sides of these cliffs has not the
form of water, and is wanting in those
subtle and irridescent tones which, in
shade or sunshine, are there distinguishable. But we rejoice to be able to
utter a word cf praise, amid these utterances of perhaps unpleasant truths, in
referring to his sketch of "Lake Memphrennagog" (No. 238). Here there is
simplicity, the usual accompaniment of
artistic strength, and a dignified treatment, by not more than three half tones
of color, to reproduce, as it has, in poetical
and suggestive form, a sunlight effect
over over a range of mountains bordering
on this lake.
With regard to the other drawings in
this collection we must limit ourselves to
"Rainy Day at Field Station (233), which
we like the best of the drawings shown
by Mr. Matthews, to the "Creeping Sea
Came In" (220), by C. M. Manley, which
is quiet and not ineffective; to the"Roses,"
by James Griffiths (211), the texture of
which are leathery in appearance ; and,
last of all, to "Golden Rod" (258) by
Colin A. Scott, which is deserving of
praise for color and brush work, and the
lady is gracefully drawn, excepting the
hands, which are coarse and disproportionately large.
JOHN POPHAM.
–

THE R. C. ACADEMY.

7
The Water Corlors—Speehoons of Still
Life—Birds and Flowers.
—
It has been said that parsons and

preachers are the last to recognize the
impairment of their ability. Turner continued to paint long after he be,.'ame
color-blind, and after his death many of
his works w ere destroyed by his executors because they would have injured hie
reputation. Jacques would paint after
his sight became too dim to enable him
to mix his colors, and pictures bearing
his signature have been the result which
are unworthy his name. Josef Israels
the octogenarian whose pencil has so
pathetically described "the simple annals of the poor," and who, as
a painter, may be fittingly comnoieseur.
-" Pastures Green" (61), J. L. Graham.— pared to Goldsmith among poets, would
were he to consider his fame of more
This young artist, a pupil of the Art as
sociation, exhibited last spring two small value than his purse, cease now to produce
canvases of cattle, which were remark- feeble reproductions of t he noble works of
ably strong. indeed, they appeared to his prime ; and our octogenarian friend,
be the product of a mature and masterly Mr. Fowler, has not escaped the feeblehand. < It is to be hoped he has not now ness of eye and hand, inseparable with
made the mistake in supposing that age, if one may compare his pictures
quantity will compensate for quality. now on exhibition with those he sent
here about thirty years ago. Although
".1 his canvas, very much larger than the
fliers, -is much too large for the draw ing is fairly good the brush
he picture it contains. The two work is rether coarse and spotty, his
ows and calf in the centre former delicacy of touch has disappeared,
mild have appeared more effective and the blending of the many half-tones
ere they disassociated with the cattle existing in the plumage of birds and
cattered in the distance and a crudely leaves of the flowers in these examples
ainted landscape. There is, notwith- are lacking, with one exception, and that
ending, evidence of ability in parts, Isnt is a duck (191), which is in his old time
1 t him remember the school-boy's les- ability.
"The Morning Milking Hour," Holland
on—Festina lente—is as necessary to
e borne in mind by the young painter (167); Bell Smith. This partakes of a den the exercise of his profession as by fect so prominent in nearly all of the examples now on view by this artist,
a ny body else.
Admirers ofstill life will, no doubt, find namely, of feebleness in conception and
leaeure in the three or four examples of in color. His brush is not strong
ower painting by Mrs. Reid, and there enough nor his palette rich enough to
a re other works indicative of ability make good, realistic work ; nor is he sufhich space will not permit us to notice, ficiently suggestive in treatment to be
nd still others so hopelessly bad that it classed among the idealistic school. His
best color is in "Cape Trinity" (169),
ere a kindness to ignore them.
barring the sky, which is in disaccord
JOHN POPHAM.
Some observations on the water colors with the rock and the water, and, indeed,
is wanting in the characteristics both of
ay be made shortly.
sky and cloud.
;
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yal Canadian Academy Exiitbition,
41-felast Week of the—

March 13th to 18th.
-en daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and to 10 p.m. daily
Members free.
tdmission 25 eta.
_.,smairn••. _
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he Royal Canadian Academy Exhibition

a Alt Gallery closes to-day.
,

Last Week ot the Halo' Canadian Academy
ART ASSOCIATION OF
MONTREAL.

kirteedhl PHILLIPS SQUARE. i

73

Lai,t week of the ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY
EXHIBITION.

MARCH 13th to 18th.
Open daily 9 p.m. to 6 p.m. and 8 to 10 p.m.
Admission, 25 cents.

Members free.

lise Royal Academy exhibition at the
Art gallery closes this evening. It is well

worth a visit.-

•
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ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL
pH...,L.F.s

SQUARED.

GALLERIES CLOSED.
..r0406Ç-- ---

/4443

Beading Room open to members 9
6 p.m.

a.m. to

A RT ASSOCIATION OF

.1...1.47
.464rdioNTHEAL, Avit,,
PHILLIPS SQUARi;
GALLERIES CLOSED.

Reading Room open to members, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
RT ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL.
PHILLIPS SQUARE,

4A1440140-

1040

GALLERIES CLOSED.
Reading Room open to members
9 a.m. to 6 ).m.

44,irf.s410i

STAINED GLASS PICTUR.‘lf/
Among the pictures and statuary on exhibition at the Art Gallery is to be seen a window of
stained glass from the studio of Mr. W. Spence.
The painting represents two emblematical figures Peace and Plenty.
Beneath a small cherub-like figure representing the "Angel of Peace," is a female figure sitting upon a cannon ; at her feet are books, a
broken sword, cannon balls, etc. There is a
back ground of mountains overhanging a lake
in which are sailing vessels loaded with merchandise. At the right of the figure are doves
emblematical of Peace.
A second female figure representing "Plenty."
In her right hand are ears of wheat ; in her left
a cornucopia. The background is a field of grain
with reapers at work. Running about the
margin of the glass is a border of ears of corn
interwoven with olive branches.
The colors used are very rich in tone. The
dress of the figure " Peace " is blue ; that of
"Plenty "is ruby, mixed with white and olive
green. This window is intended to be sent to
the Chicago Exposition. The design, it will be
noticed, is very appropriate for the occasion.
Mr. Spence is also preparing a window representino- the Saviour blessing little children, also
intended
'
for the great exhibition. Both these
windows are prepared in the antique style, i. e.
they are made from separate pieces a colored
glass fitted together and afterwards shaded by
one or more pigments. This process imparts a
richer tint than where, as in the modern process, the colors are applied to a single sheet of
clear or muffled glass.'
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Cottage, No. 9 Duroclaer street. Easy

term.

i/477.:TO LET.4t5
Stop on St. Catherine street an hillips
Square for a term of years. Suitable arrange..
mehts for desirable tenants. Apply to

ART ASSOCIATION, Phillips Sçiiidré.

A RT ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL.
PHILLIPS SQUARE.,
prt
o3
FOR
SALE—Cottage No. 9 Duroch
44(
1/.: t 9eét;
1
ternis.
TO LET—Shops on St. Catherine Street and
Philips Square for a term of years; suitable arrangements for desirable tenants. Apply to ART ASSOCIATION. Philips salaam
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To-morrow will be the closing day of the
Royal Canadian Academy Exhibition at the Art
Gallery.
V YGatie'y.I'isj1iip,mS4nare,.grj,ijiy,93o

of active gaiety the Art Gallery would
conic in for a fair share of patronage,
especially now with the R. C. A. Exhibition. As a matter of fact, few people
do visit it. Really considering the size
of Montreal, and the numerous unemployed people one sees going shopping
and about generally, it does seem incredible that more society people do not
take interest in the A Galle wJth i
well supplied library.
/ 40$

Suitable alterations for desirable tmantS.
Apply to

04.5
cANADIANtA

TiTANTED–A MOREL (MAN). APPLY AT ART

.
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Shops on St. Catherine street and
Ititird4 Phillips Square.

—MARCH 13th to 1St 11.—
Open 9 a m. to 6 p m. and 8 to 10 p.m. daily.
Admission, 25c. Mcmber tre0.

I f
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PHILLIP'S SQUARE:I.

RTASSOCIATION of MONTREAL
PHILLIPS SQUARE.

1

.. 67.= 171eink that in the absence

I

R. LIN DSAY,' Art Gallery.

ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL.
PHILLIPS

At-kid

LET—Shops on St. Catnerine
J_ 0and
Phillips square. suitable
1

atipas for desirable tenants. Apply to
7It. LINDSAY ,

street
&Lies-
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ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.

Calledes Open daily, 9 al. to 6 pia?.
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25 ctS.

A RT ASSOCIATION
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PHILLIPS SQUARE.
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+Galleries
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Open Daily, 9 a.m. to 6 b.m.
Admission 25e.

tIVIICKLANCELO n 11APHAr1=1.2
'

ART ASSOCIATION/1,9 ,
of MONTREAL

I3

$0:1-1AFtE.

Galleries Open Daily, 9 am. to 6 pm.
ADMISSION,

25 Ors,

,

ARTSSOCItTION

y• / 03 OF MONTREAL,

. PHILLT

The classes In Water Color Drawing, under the di..
section of
Mr. CHARLES E. MOSS,
Will commence on THURSDAY, September 14.
Particulars can be obtained from the secretary.

THE ART SCHOOL OPENS.

ehE
.

•

„

ART GALLERY

'

.

,

Art Association Scholarships.

0NTREAL,

ART ASSOCIATION OF

A RE.
Galleries Open daily, 9 atm, to 6 p,m.
•

•

Admission,

25 cis.

MEMBERS FREE.

A RT ASSOCIATION
ki&t..40 4, Alps OF MONTREAL,
Pattuili

SQUARE.

GALLERIES OPEN DAILY,

5

9 Lm. to 6 p.m.

Admission, 25c.

and shade, proceeding from simple objects,
parts of the figure, etc., to the entire figure
from the antique. On the (lays when instruction is given, those students

Members Free.

Art Association of Montreal

who will be benefited by doing so,
will paint from the cast or from still-life,
and those sufficiently advanced will also

work from the living model. Subjects for
composition will be given out occasionally
during the session. The session for 1893:04
will extend over two terms, the first term
being from October 18 to February 5, and
the second term from February 7 to May 18.

PHILLIPS SQU6

ip

Vries P611 Daily, 9 a . to 6pM
lgemborsi Frep-

211e.
.

-

-

HE ART ASSOCIATIONVA
The ,alleries of the Art Assoc a
will be open during this week from 8 to
is p.m, to give our visitors an opportunity of seeing the pictures.

ASSOCIATION OF MONTR E AL,
.

HI
PLLIPS
SQUARE.43

ART CL ( SSES. SESSION 18 3.

ART ASSOCIATION
OF

/if

rt school °Dens,

OPEN DAILY, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
And during this week from 8 to 10 P.m.

0

Admission, 25e.Members Free»

ART ASSOCIAT)ON,
philliPs Square. 0/93

SCDUAIRE.

Galleries open daily 9 a. m. to 10 p. m.
and during this week every evening from 8 to 10.
— 25 ors.
ADMISSION,

A

)

The classess in painting in the A c loot
of Montreal, opened yesterday with a large
attendance of scholars. These classes,
which will continue till the end of October,
are under the charge of
Charles E.
Moss. Instruction is given on four days of
each week and will, when the weather is
favorable, be from nature. In regard th
the advanced art classes the session for
1893-'4 will commence on Monday. October
16, and well close on Friday, May 18, under

siormint,.

ird&441 PHILLIPS SQUARE...0/9y

HILL(

4

These classes will commence MONDAY, OCTOBER
16th, under the direction of Mr. W. BRYMNER, R. C. A.
Intending students please communicate with the secretary.
216
ti

1

44,414

-

-

151.

The scholarships in connection with
The Galleries will be Open from
the art classes were awarded yesterday 8 to 10 p. ni. during this week.
as follows : —The one in the life class to
Admission 25 Cents.
1545
Mr. S. Robertson, and that in the class
from the antique to Mr. William Edson.
An exhibition of the students' work is ART ASSOCIATION
open): the class rooms free to the pub„of MONTREAL
lic.
Owing to the delay in finishing the addition to the Art gallery in Phillips
square, the formal opening, which was to
have taken place this month, will be
postponed until the autumn, but so that
the travelling public may not be disap
pointed, and for the gratification of our
on poop's, the gallery will shortly be
cpened ç ith the ...regular collection of
•itintings on view.ftJ

Montreal, opened to-day, the attendance of
scholars being fully up to the average of
previous years. The classes are under the
direction of Mr. Charles E. Moss, and they
continue till the end of October. Instruction
is given on four days of each week and will,
when the weather is favorable. be from nature. In regard to the advanced art classes
the session for 1893 4 will commence on
Monday, October 16, and will close on Friday, May 18, under the direction of Mr.
William Brymner, &C.A. The studies are
open for work every week day. The course
Is, as far as possible, that adopted
in the French studios, which assumes the
fact that until one step is taken_ it, is
useless to proceed to the next. A thorough
study of form being of first importance, the
student will draw from the cast in light

:0:

the direction of Mr. William Brymner,

_

.

7

-------

the ,Ai .7t pallery
2/

Yalu ble Addition to
Library.

-IiIt
B. Angus has addeir' one more
to his many acts of generosity to the Art
.

'

set them in the proper way of thinking
and seeing. Yesterday was a great day
in the Art association halls, being the
commencement day of the water color
classes, and the number of students enrolled was fully up to the average, there
being over ten freshmen. These classes
ai e under the direction of Mr. Charles E.
Moss. Instruction is given on four days
each week and will be from nature when
the weather is favorable. 'Phe advanced
classes in art will not commence until
the 16th of October, the instruction being
given under the direction of the wellknown artist, Mr. Wm. Brymner, R.C.A.
The association is looking forward with
considerable anticipation to the opening
of the loan exhibition, which will probably take place towards the end of October. It is expected that the exhibition
will, by a long way, surpass anything in •
this line yet held. The Art gallery will
be increased in size by a beautifully appointed new gallery, communicating with
the old. Several new class rooms have
been added by the erection of the new
building. The antique class room is a
beautiful one, 60 by 35 feet, and is well
lighted, while the life class room ab we is
of the same size. The new reading room
facing on Phillips square is a very cheerful apartment, well adapted to its purposes, and contains the uncle of a very
good library. 14# if

A ASSOCIATION OF MONT2EAL,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.

—
The classes in water color drawing, in
connection with the Art Association of

/PHILLIPS SQU

tainly given the necessary training to
many, stimulated their ambitions and

/

15

ion Hatemintotioner
University..

.

Of FL n entirely different character is the
addition to the Art Gallery on Phillips
square. Some years ago the Art Association realizing that its quarters, though perhaps large enough for its needs at the time,
would be much too small in the futnre, purchased an adjoining property fronting on
Phillips square. The price paid was
$20,000 and the payment ; of this left
the Association without sufficient funds
to do anything more. Last year, however, a canvass was made of the members and their friends and enough money
was raised to enable the council to commence the work, Which was accordingly begun in June last. The building is now
rapidly approaching completion and is expected to be ready for occupation in May.
The new building has been designed by the
architects, Messrs. Taylor & Gordon, in the
Renaissance style. It is built of Montreal
limestone and is in many respects an improvement on the old building. The front
will be richly carved and in place of the
blank windows shown in the old building
there are niches which may be used at some
future time for statuary. Along the frieze
will be carved the names of celebrated
painters, architects, sculptors, and musicians, and on the face of the towers which
surmount the building will he bas reliefs,
one representative of painting and sculpture, and another of architecture and
music. In designing the new Structure it
was, of course, necessary to conform to the
main lines of the old gallery, but it has
been the architect's endeavor to give it a
character befitting a public building. The
interior arrangements are all that could be
desired. In the basement there will be
storerooms, an unpacking room, a large
vault for important pictures and cloak and
dressing-rooms for the students. On the
ground floor there will be a new reading-room
and two stores which may ultimately be
aken in by the Art Association, and at the
back a large class room. On the next floor
will be the new gallery running all along
the front and communicating with the
present gallery. At the back will be a
large class room for the work of the Association. The top floor will be fitted up as
nrtists' studios. The new gallery will be
shut off by steel rolling shutters, and will
be absolutely fireproof, and the rest of the
building will be nearly so. The total cost
will foot up to about $45,000.
_

The Art Classes Reopen,

Artists, like poets, are born, they say,
and not made, and yet they have to depend upon schools for a proper direction
of their talents. If the Art Assciation of
Montreal has made no artists it has cer-

41:3

AT CLASSES'. SESSION la% •

These classes will commence MONDAY, OCTOBER

16th, under the direction of Mr. W. BRYISNER, E C. A.
Intending students please communicate with the seemtstry.
2.1(10
_

ART ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL
Phillips Square.
ART SCHOOL, SESSIONS 1893.94.
The classes will commence in the Association's new
rooms, on Monday, October 16th, under the direction of
Mr. Wm. Bryninee R. C. A. Students are granted the
privileges of Associate members during the session. For
further information apply to the secretary. 225 30

Art Association of Montreal
L I F.' 5 SoUAREVAil

AR SCHOOL, SESSION I89344,

The Classes will commence.. in the A RROCitttiens new rooms OD MONDAY, OtTolitir

under the direction of .Mr. Wimaitm BRYM
R. C. A. Students lIre, grAtited thg.priVil
of Associate Members during t he iqlssiou.

further particulars apply to the Secretary.

AT ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL,

r?' PHILLIPS SQUARE.

ART SCHOOL—SESSION 1893-1591
The classes will commence in the Association's new rooms, on Monday, Oct. Itith,

under the direction of Mr. William Bryruner,
R.C. A.
students are granted the privileges cf assn•
elate members during the session. For further particulars apply to the secretary.

ART ASSOCIATION of MONTREAL
dew Phillips Square.sky
f
ART SCHOOL, SESSIONS 1593-94.
Classes will commence in the
Association's new rooms Monday,
,October 16th, under the direction of Mr. Wm. Bryinner,R.C.A.

Students are granted the privileges of Associate merehers during the session. l'Yvi) Scholarships, for
Competition. For Author infortnation apply to the
secretary.
22330

e

.AR ASSOCIATION ofZIONTREAL
Plhillips Square.

ART SCHOOL, SESSIONS 1
494.
Classes will heoin in the Association's

.

association in presenting for the library

s copy of the catalozus 01 the
celebrated Spitzer collection, in inE
royal quarto volumes handsomely

NEW tOQMS 9

Monday, October 16th, under thp
direction Of Mr. Wm. Brymner,
E.C.A. Students are granted the
privileges of Associate members
during the session. Two .cholarships for Competition. For further information applY to the

bound, published prior to the
eale regardless of expense aud elaborately illustrated. The collection con$isted if antiques, ivories, p)ttery, metal Secretary.30 _
_

'work, lapestiles, jewellery, etc., etc., ani

Was Wisp( sed of by auction in Paris List
ilune, realizing ti,e enormous sum of 9,1.'43,780 francs.

. of _being wlialy shut in. -It is fi cosy

nook, indeed, and with the art journal

/J

i•' or the bright magazine, the world might
t be well forgotten for a while. There ay(
oak tables littered with illustrated jour!nals and papers; and portraits and pic look down from the walls; and om
t feels, while resting here, like smilinr,

,

lN

•

'pityingly upon the men outside who
pursue ephemera and call them stab:,
and earnest.

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL'
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LLIPS SQUARE.

e New Gallery will Open with
Loan Exhibition ou Nov. .29th.

All are cordially invited to join the associa,.
lion. Membership Tickets-IAA:1111y, $7.50
single, $5.

A RT ASSIATION,
h.% piLLIPs SQUARE.
*4
The New Oa er will Open with
Loan Exhibition on Nov. 29th.

a

All are Cordially Invited to join the Association.
Membership Tickets.—Family, $7.50. Single,
0.00.
17

OPINED BY VICE-ROYALTY.

The Art hsociation of Montreal.
.

3

Sfr Arieph and Lksonickson;
Miss Prevost (En
), Mr,
RH.
Angus, Mr. For
the Misses
A
Angus,
Angus, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Greenshields,
Mr. and Mrs. Wanklyn, Mr. Hope, Mr. W.
Hope, Miss Hope, Mr: and Mrs. Charles
Hope, Mr. Ives, Mr. Peter Mackenzie, Mr.
O'Flaherty, Mr. Beverly Bogert, Mr. Nelles,
Mr. and Mrs. F. Stephein Miss Stephen,
Judge and Mrs. Wurtelo, Miss O'Brien,
Mrs. P. S. Stevenson, Miss Stevenson, Miss
Stevenson (Quebec), Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Rielle, Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Taylor, the
Bishop of Algoma and Mrs. Sullivan,
Mr. and Mrs. Alex. Macpherson, Miss
Macpherson, Mr. and Mrs. K. Macpherson,
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Stephens, Mr. and Mrs.
John Turnbull, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Turnbull, Miss Turnbull, Mr. and
Mrs. Riddell, Mr. and Mrs. Van Horne,
the Misses Van Horne, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Paton, Mr. and Mrs. Shaughnessy, Mr.
and Mrs. Lambe, the Misses Lambe,
Mr. and Mrs. Gillespie, the Misses
Gillespie, Rev. Dr. Barclay, Mrs. Barclay,
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Robertson, Miss
Robertson, Mr. Alex. Shearwood, Mr. and
Mrs. Peterson. Dr. and the Misses Nichol,
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Whitehead, Mr. and
Mrs. T. R. Greene, Miss Greene.

Brilliant gathering at the Art As-

/117/4---nociation. /f43

PHILLIPS SQUARE.

The New Gallery will be dp with
a loan exhibition on Nov. 2 0 .

THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL

All are cordially invited to join the
Association.

ovens the New Wing—litt
lity of Art from a Commercial and
Industrial Standpoint.

rormally

MEMBERSHIP TICKETS.

Family, $7.50.

;Single, $5.00.

THE ART GALLERY.
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Liso f Those Invited to the
„
ceremonie

Opening

3,

.

The new wing of the Montreal Art association's building was formally opened
last evening by His Excellency Lord
Aberdeen. The ceremony in itself was
a very simple function, but it proved
thoroughly enjoyable to the large gather.
jog present. The Governor-General,
Lnely Aberdeen and suite did not arrive
until after 9 o'clock, but for fully an hour
previous people poured into the building
and, after divesting themselves of their
wraps, congregated in the old
gallery, where they examined the
permanent exhibit of paintings and
stood around in groups engaged in con-.
versation. It was a most representative
gatheting of Montreal society, and the
spectacle was a brilliant and pleasing
one. As to the names of those who were
there, it would be impossible to give a
list, unless one had a complete directory
of Montreal's four hundred, or, to be more
accurate, thousand, at least. After
the formal ceremony the doors of the
new gallery were thrown open, and the
guests enjoyed a view of the excellent
loan exhibit . on. It was probably no
fault of the association that the
press were not afforded an opportunity of seeing this exhibition in the
afternoon and giving an idea of the
treasures of art displayed. When the
Governor-General and suite arrived they
were received by the president and directors in the reading room, A few minutes later the orchestra struck up"" God
Save the Queen," and Sir Donald Smith
was seen ascending the stairs, escorting
Lord Aberdeen, Lady Aberdeen following
under the escort of Mr. E. B. GreenEhields and Mr. R. B. Angus. Then
came Their Excellencies' suite and the
directors of the association. When Their
Excellencies had taken their seats
on a raised dais at the western end of
the old gallery and slence had been
obtained, Sir Donald stepped forward
and

The following is the list of those invited
to the opening of the Art Gallery last evening: Sir Donald and Lady Smith, Sir Wm.
and Lady Dawson, Mr. and Mrs. Reford,
the Misses. Reford, Miss Reford, Col, lien! shaw, Mrs. John MacDougall, Mrs. MacDougall, the Misses MacDougall, Mr.
I and Mrs. Hosmer, Mr. and Mrs. Ewan,
Miss Ewan, Rabbi and Mrs. de Soja,
Dr. and Mrs. Girdwood, the Misses Girdwood, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Millers Mr. and
Mrs, R. Paterson, • Mr. and Mrs. C. Mere, dith, Mr. Meredith, Mr. F. Meredith, Mr.
.1 11.4 and Mrs. Labatt, Mr. and Mrs. Wolfertan
Thomas, Miss Thomas, Mr. and Mrs.
George Hamilton, Miss de Rochblann,
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Cloustan, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmenhorst, Mr. and Mrs. Baumgarten, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace, Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Ogilvie, Mr. and Mrs. W. IL
Ogilvie, Mr. and Mrs. Playfair, Miss Arnton,
Miss Gault, Mr. Murphy, Miss Murphy,1VIrs.
Gemmil,Mr. and Mrs. Drink waters the Misses
Drinkwater, Mr. Leslie Gault, Miss Gault,
Mr. McLennan, Mr. B. McLennan, Miss
McLennan, Mr. .Watt, the Misses. Watt,
Mr. and Mrs. F. Redpath,Mrs. Howells,Miss
Howells, Mr. Howells,Prof. and Mrs. Bovey,
Mr. and Mrs. Fleet, Miss Bond, Mr. TryDavis, Mr. and Miss Crathern, Mr. de L.
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Fisher,
Mr. and Mrs. Eadie, Mr. Eadie, Mr. and
Mrs. Mills, the Misses Mills, Mr, and Mrs.
Kidd, Mr. and Mrs. R. Macdougall, Mr. Geo.
Ii ooper,Mr.and,Mrs. Cantlie, Mr. G. Cantlie,
Miss Cantlie, Miss Chapman (Hamilton),
Mrs. "Waddell, Miss Waddell, Miss Buchanan, Mr. Macnider, Miss Constance Macru der, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hampson,
Mr. and Mrs. George Caverhill, Dr.
and Mrs. Simpson, the Misses Simpson,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Tait, Miss Hampson,
.ludge and Mrs. Tait, Mr. Jesse Joseph, Mr.
flenry Joseph, Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Green,
Mr. and Mrs. Gilder, Mr. and Mrs. Hadrill,
Dr. and Mrs. Hingston, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis,
Mrs. and the Misses Lindsay, Mr. and
Mrs. Macintosh, Mr. Grant Macintosh, Miss
Macintosh, Mr. and Mrs. Massey, Mr. and
Mrs. Mitchel, Dr. Elizabeth Mitchel, the
READ AN ADDRESS
Misses Mitchel, Mr. and Mrs. Robt. Harris,
Mr. and the Misses McFarlane, Mr. and to His Excellency on behalf of the assocMrs. Beattie, Mrs. Pangrnan, Miss Mabel iation. It set forth that the councillor
Pangman. Misses Pangman, Mr. and Mrs. and members of the association felt highMaltby, Miss Maltby, the Misses Martin,
of Her MaMrs and Mrs. Irwin, Miss Irwin, ly honored by the presence
Mr. and Mrs. Routh, Miss Routh, jesty's representative, and were glad to
Mr. and Mrs. Rawlings, Miss Rawlings, take advantage of the occasion to express
Mr. Philip Scott, the Misses Scott Br. their loyalty and love for their sovereign.
They also felt grateful for the presence
Craik, Miss Symers, Miss Smith, Dr. and
liss Adami, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Gault, the
on such an occasion of Their Excellencies,
Gault,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.F.Gault,Mrs.
Misses
and ventured to express the hope that it
Colin McArthur, Miss McArthur, Mr. and
was only one of many such occasions. A
M Ts. Wyatt Eaton, Mr. Brymner, Dr. and
history of the associ stion was then given.
if Lockhart, Mr. McMillan, the Misses
Plyrnsoll, Mr. and Mrs. Alex. Cald- It was form ed on the 20th of January, 1S60,
well, Mr. and Mrs. William Angus. and incorporated in April of the same year.
L __
ate objects of the association were
Aliss Angus, Mr. and Mrs. Tyre, then
set forth, and reference made to the
Miss Tyre, Rev Edgar and Mrs.
Bill, Miss Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Muir, Mr. and bequests of Mr. Gibb and others. The
Mrs. R. Mackay, Mr. and Miss Macfarlane,
ssociation was opened in 1879 and
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Reid, Miss O'Nellsi
asses were formed shortly afterwards.
tr. and Mrs. E, .G.C'Cranor,Miss O'Connor,
-
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Sixteen loan exhibitions had bee Tilled,*
besides the annual ones, while a valuable
permanent collection had been accumulated, a valuable collection having been
donated by the late Mr. J. Tempeat
-

.

They were now to open a new buildinet
'which would give improved class roome
and an additional gallery for exhibition 1
purposes. In the thirty-three years of
its history it had carried out the views of
its founders, and they hoped for greater
prosperity in the future. Reference was
made to the connection between art and
industrial education, and a hope was expressed that something should be done
in this direction in Canada, which would
have the effect of spreading a love of art
and beautifying manufacture. Warm
thanks were tendered to Lady Aberdeen,
whose interest in these matters was well
known, and Their Excellencies were
wished happiness and prosperity in their
career.
Sir Donald Smith then supplemented
the address by a few remarks. It was
now fourteen years, he said, since they
had opened their association under the
auspices of Their Excellencies' august
predecessors, Lord Lorne and Princess
Louise. Since then the association had
been singularly fortunate in the countenance the association had received from
the representatives of Her Majesty. and
it was under great obligations to Their
Excellencies for consenting to become its
patrons. The association felt that under
such distinguished auspices it was bound
to go on to greater success and to be a
factor in Montreal, for it was felt that
'w ith' our Schools of learning and colleges
and such an association a knowledge and
appreciation of art would spread through
the whole country and be of great advantage. (Applause).
'

MS EXCELLENCY'S REPLY.

Sir Donald Smith, Ladies and Gentlemen,—I heartily recognize the kindness
and the cordiality of your address, and i
fully appreciate the loyalty and the courtesy which has prompted you, Sir Donald, and your colleagues of this Art
association to present this greeting and
welcome to Her Majesty's representative.
You have spoken, Sir Donald, in very
kindly terms of the visit of Lady Aberdeen and myself on this occasion—the
occasion of the opening of the new wing
of the Art gallery ; but I cannot help
wishing to remind you that we, on our
part. are undoubtedly indebted to this
association for the opportunity which you
are giving us of performing what
is not only a privilege but a duty,
under the most pleasing circumstances. I
mean the duty of making ourselves acquainted by all means in our power with
all that pertains to the culture and
development of this Dominion. (Applause.) Undoubtedly, this association
is to be much valued for promoting
education in this respect. I think, Sir
Lohald, many years ago there was a controversy between two distinguished
gentlemen as to whether the existence
of a Democratic system in a country
was favorable to the development of art.
This is a topic on which a
great deal might be said, but on
which I shall not enter to-night. But
whatever opinions may be held on that
subject we may all say with satisfaction
that so far as regards the colonies of
Great. Britain—which may be said to be
eminently Democratic—in all these colonies there is no want of appreciation of
art in the fullest respect, and this is more
particularly the case in regard to Canada.
(Cheers). But we must not forget that
this appreciation does not come to pass
of itself ; it is necessary that there should
be some special incentive—some reminder and stimulus to ensure its existence. And this is admirably furnished
by such au association as this ; and
when we meet together on festive occasions like this to celebrate any such event
as that to be celebrated to-night we will
do well to remember that the real wors
is done by those who often in the most
unostentatious manner carry on the work
of the movement. And on this occasion
I think we ought to refer gratefully to the
services rendered by Sir Donald Smith
and the Art association of Montreal for
the watchful care taken by them in the
work of culture and art, and which is so
fully set forth in the annual repart of the
association. (Applause.)
In a young country espec'ally there is
need of such an organization as this because the demands upon the energy and
-enterprise of the country made it difficult
For TrineoidaTe find time foi- the diva;
orment of the other departments of national life. Indeed, we do not sufficiently
record the. wonderful enterprise being
-

—

shown in this and other brtIOCtleS 04 ,
British Empire. Possibly because
ye do not wish to allude too much to
the difficulties to be overcome, but we I
may well admire the spirit, which is
not to be deterred by any obstacles in
carrying on the interests of the country
in a manner worthy of the people of
the country and of the country itself.
Only the other day the Lieutenant-Governor of M anitoba told me a story illustrative of this spirit. A traveller coming

r, : the

to a small hotel had a good sound sleep
the first night, and according to the custom of the country on coming to breakfast nest morning, was asked by his host
what he would order for breakfast. I
" Well," said he, " in the first place, I
should like a napkin." (Great laughter.)
The host presently came back to say,
" Well, we have no napkins this morning ; but if you like napkins for breakfast
I will undertak d to say you will have one
to-morrow if 1 have to go and
shoot it myself." (Loud laughter.) I
think the hotel-keeper furnished an admirable example of attention to his gue3t.
(Laughter.) But on this occasion I think
w e should also refer to the use of art in
Canada from a practical point of view and this reminds me that under the a
pices of an emigration society in Lond
there was some time ago an exhibiti
of Canadian pictures by Canadian artis
and these represented the advantages
Canada as an opening for energetic and r
industrious emigrants. It seemed to .
have a great effect. For instance, there
were harvest scenes and orchards and so
forth, and it was, 1 think, a very good
idea to adopt. Possibly there are persons
who are acquainted with only one aspect
of our climate, certainly it would be a
mistake, no doubt, to allow too much emphasis to be laid on the recreative side of
the Canadian winter, on the other hand
we may say that if the Canadians do enjoy their winter it is a sign that the bracing air leads them instead of cruching
around the fire and moping to go ont and
take recreation, and it is a credit to them
and the climate. (Applause.) But apart
from the utilitarian side of the
question we roust not forget that
general culture itself affords a claim for,
an association of this sort. A special re..
sponsibility attaches to the guardians of
art. Therefore we may rejoice that tho*
w ho bave the management of this institntion are so well qualified for such a
position. Like all good things art is capable of misuse. Just as there may be
cant in religion there may be cant in art
w hen dramatic or pictorial art is used in
a manner not calculated to refine, but in
the opposite direction, (Applause).
Therefore we may well rejoice w hen art
is conducted in the manner in which it is
conducted in this place.
There is one sentence in the address
referring to the entrance of art into the
homes of the people. We may well look
forward to the growth of a Canadiani,
school of art; there are the germs wal
nay hope already. I notice that a large
number of the loan collection are of the
Dutch school ; and why does it stand so
high ? Because those who painted were
satisfied to take their inspiration from
their own country. (Hear, hear.) And
certainly you may get inspiration fro
this country if it was obtained from Roi
land. (Applause.)
There is another point to be remem
bered. They took care that a good painting was bought and retained in the
country (hear, hear), and I am glad to
think that Montreal is well represented
by patrons of art. (Applause.) tess
Yu have with justice attributed to
Lady Aberdeen keen appreciation and
sympathy with the work of art, and for
myself may I say that having seen
many of the rooms of my old home in
Scotland decorated by the products of her
brush and pencil I can certainly understand the benefit of the prochicti of art in
the borne. ÇLoud applause.)
In conclusion, 1 congratulate you on
the opening of this new wing, and extend
to you my cordial wishes for this society.
It will be our greatest pleasure to undertak e anything in which we can co-operate with the association for the benefit of
this work. (Loud applause.)
At the request of Sir Donald Smith, he
then pronounced the new gallery open, in
a few graceful words, saying that the audience would more thoroughly appreciate
t he fact that this state of the proceedings had been reached because it was
hat, in college days, they used to call
"perpendicular." This name was applied because, as their principal never
sat down, at his receptions, they could
not do so.
The doors were then thrown open and,
headed by their Excellencies, the guests
fyled in to see the fine exhibits.
'
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There iiinother point fo be remembe
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whatever opinions may be held on that sub
)ought and retained in the country, (Ilea'
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tear) and I am glad to think that Mon
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far
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Colonies
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Aritain—which may be said to be eminent13 (Applause).
Earl Aberdeen Formally Opens the
Democratic—in all these Colonies there ia.•
l'ou have with justice attributed to Lad
New Art Wing.
no want of appreciation of art in the fullest Aberdeen keen appreciation and sy
respect, and this is more 'particularly the pathy with the work of art and fa
bers.
In 1892 a considerable legacy, including case in regard to Canada. (Cheers). But I myself may I say that .haring seen many o
The Association Building on Philwe must not forget that this; the rooms of my old home in Scotland decorlips Square the Scene of a Bril- i n interesting collection of pictures was re'eeived from the late Mr. J. \V. Tempest,' appreciation does not come to pass ated by the products of her brush and penliant Gathering—Addresses by the revenue fi-oui the investments being' of itself; it is necessary that cil I can certainly understand the benefit of
especially devised for the purchase of such there should be some special incentive—{. the products of art in the Home. (Loud
His Excellency and Sir Donald
works of art as the council might select, to some retninder and stimulus to ensure its applause).
Smith.
existence. And this is admirably furenrich the permanent gallery.
In conclusion, I congrittulste yon on the
We are now opening a new building, gi,r- nished by such an Association as this; and opening of this new wing, and extend to
The opening of the new wing of the Art ing a More commodious reading room DM ell when we meet together on festive oceasions you my cordial wishes for this society. It
o al like this to celebrate any such event as will be our11-eatest pleasure to undertake
4sshciatiot) Building last evening was one Unproved class rooms and an additi
that to be celebrated to-night we will do anything in which we can co-operate with
Of the mhst eMinentl y . successful social gallery for exhibition purposes.
It Will thus be seen that in the thirty well to remember that the real work is done
he Association for the benefit of this work.
;events of the season. At eight o'clock the three years of its existence, the Association by those whiaato, in the most unostenta- (Loud applause).
rilliantly lighted main gallery was crowded has carried out the views of its founders, tious manner carry on the work of the
His Excellency then formally declared
ith beautiful women, as beautifully beyond their anticipations. While very movement. And un this occasion I think' the new wing opened, and headed by the
thankful for the past, however, we hope we ought to refer gratefully to the services I Vice-regal party the colleetion was viewed.
;attired, and with faultlessly dressed men, still greater prosperity and usefulness will rendered by Sir Donald Smith and the The new gallery is beautifully arranged
and
Art Association of Montreal for the
who entertained themselves in conversation, attend its operations in the years to cchne.
is the realization of long cherished hopes.
It is to be hoped also that a closer con- watchful care taken by them ilasi4lier It. gives
or in viewing the works of art, until thra
an expansion, dignity, and educahour for the formal opening arrived. nection than at present exists will, ere ilwork of culture and art and which is so tional value to the Art Association which
long, be established between Art and Uni- fully set forth in the annual report of the
the latter previously lacked. Not only was
Gruenwald's orchestra lent additional versity education in Canada.
Associattem, (Applause.)
charm to the brilliant scene.
In a young country especially, there is there need for addition to the gallery proIf the example of Great Britain in providper, but for class rooms, for studies, and for
There were hundreds of the representa- ing Art professorships and lectures on the need of such an' organization as this be- I reading rooms.
tives of Montreal's best society present, in- cultivation of Art and its application to the cause the deman0 upon the energy and enThe pictures, which have been kindly
cluding Sir William and Lady Dawson, Sir industries of the country, cannot at pre- terprise of the country made it difficult for loaned by the friends of the association are
Joseph and Lady Hickson. Senator and sent be followed possibly a more intimate the people to finit time for the development arranged in schools. On the east wall are
Mrs. Ogilvie, W. W. Ogilvie, J. H. R. and alliance with cordial co-operation might be of the other departments of national life. exainples of the old Dutch School. On the
Mrs. Mulson, judge and Mrs. Wurtele, formed between the Canadian univessities Indeed, we' do noM sufficiently grecord the
south side English art of the 18th century
Judie and Mrs. Davidson, Robert L. and and such associations as ours so th t t the wonderful enterprise being shown in this is exhibited,
and the west wall is entirely
:Mrs. Gault. A. F. and Mrs. Gault, Dr. and time predicted might soon come when and other branches of !the British Empire. devoted to
the French School, while the
scholars will "teach also with the silent Possibly because we do'not wish to allude
Mrs. Hingston and Jas. A. Cantlie,
north
side
contains
a miscellaneous collecs
power of the Arts," and art with its i efining too much to the difficulties to be overcome,
TILE RECEPTION.
influence may permeate the land beautify- qiut we may well almire té spirit. which tion. The collection is not large, but what'
is
tacking
in
number
is made up in the
The vice regal party consisted of His ing its homes, improving its manutactures ;IS net to be deterred by anYobstaeles
Excellency the Governor-General and the and enriching the le of the people. It 'carrying on the finterests af the country value of it.
In addition to the valuable collection of
Countess of Aberdeen, Miss Wilson. Miss would not he too much to expect fi om the 44. 55 manner wettlgy of he peopje
pictures, there were some beautiful bronzes
Sullivan, Captain Urquhart and Munro progress that we see in other directions ithe country and of' tlfe ountry 'fit
Ferguson. They arrived at 9 o'clock and that the outcome of Such efforts would be Only the other day the Lieutenant-Governor resting on the marble tops of the two rawere received in the reading room by Sir the building up of our native school of art of Manitoba told me a story illustrativ of diators which occupy the centre of the new
Donald A. Smith, E. B. Greenshields, C. J. in Canada,6bringing with it material ad- this spirit. A traveller coining to a small wing.
After refreshments under the direction
Fleet, Rev. J. Edgar Hill,Hugh McLennan, vantages and enlarged patriotism.
hotel, had a good, sound sleep the first
David Morrice W. G. Murray, John PopWe tender our warm thanks to theroun- night, and according to the custom of the of Joyce had been served in the class room
ham, James Ross, R. B. Angus, E.
tess of Aberdeen for her presence among us country on coining to breakfast next morn- adjoiniug the new gallery, another the
Clouston, W. R. Elmenherst, A. T. Taylor, this evening, and extend to her a cordial ing, was asked by his host what he would tour was made of the galleries; and it was
W. C. Van Horne, D. A. Watt and R. welcome from the Association stall times. order for breakfast. " NVell," said he, "in nearly midnight before the last visitor had
Lindsay.
The well-known interest she takes in the the first place. I should like a napkin." left the temple of art.
Lady Aberdeen wore a gown of crushed education of women will, we know, ensure (Great laughter.) The host presently came
strawberry brocade, and carried a magni- her thorough sympathy with the work back to say, " Well, we have no napkins
ficent bouquet . of roses. Her jewels con- being done in the Art classes.
this morning ; but if you like napkins for
sisted of a tiara and necklace of asterias, a
In conclusion we hope and pray for the breakfast I will undertake to say you
stone found in the Gatineau Valley which continued happiness and welfare of Your haVe one to-morrow if I have to go tine
bears a close resemblance to the moonstone. Exieellencies; and for prosperity for the shoot it myself." (Loud laughter.) I think
The jewels were much admired by theses, country over which our Excellency is the hotelkeeper furnished an admirable expresent, and the delicate compliment paid4i Called to exercise the duties of yopr high ample of attention to his guest (laughter).
to Canadians by wearing native jewels was'.n office.
But on this occasion I think we should also
greatly appreciated.
refer to the use of art in Canada from a
•
SIR. DONALD A. SMITH,
At theiconclusion of the reception the
practical point of view and this reminds me
President,
Vice Regal party were conducted to a platthat under the auspices of an emigration
E. B. GREENSHIELDS,
form, arranged at the west end of the i nain
society in London there was some time ago
Vice-President.
gallery, Sir Donald Smith accompanying
an exhibition of Canadian pictures by CanaR. _LINDSAY,
His Excellency, and E. B. Greenshields auell - 1dian artists, and these represented the
Secretary.
R. B. Angus escorting Lady Aberdeen.
advantages
of Canada as all opening for
Montreal, Nev. 29, 1893.
THE ADDRESS TO ;HIS .EXCELLENCY.
Sir Donald added' that fourteen yeafa energetic and industrious ;emigrants. It I
The following'adess was then read :b3s ago the Art Gallery had been opened under seemed to have a great effect. For instance, 1
the auspices of Lord Lorne, since which there were harvest scenes mud orchards and so !
Sir Donald A. Smith
forth, and it was, I think, a very good
To His Excellency, the Right Honorable time the association had been singularly idea to adopt-. Possibly there are persons
the Earl of Aberdeen, P. C., Governor, fortunate in receiving the support of the who are acquainted with only one aspect
noblemen, who were incumbents at differGeneral of Canada;
ent times of the distinguished position now I of our certainly and while it would be a
May it please Your Excellency.
mistake no doubt to allow trio much emheld by His Excellency, Under such
We, the councillors and members of the patronage, the work of the society was sure phasis lobe laiel eat141w' recreative side of
the Canadian winter, on the other hand we
Art Association of Montreal, feel highly to succeed.
may say that if the Canadians do enjoy
honored by the presence this evening in oui
ot i :
HIS EXCELLENCY'S REPLY.
their winter it is a sign that the
Art Galleries, of te representative of
His Excellency's reply was as follows
bracing air leads them instead of crouching
Gracious Sovereign, and we are glad tis'
Sir Donald Smith, Ladies and Gentle- around the fire and moping, go out
have au opportnnity of expregsing our
hearty loyalty and love for our Queen.
men,—I heartily recognize the kindness and and take recreation; and it is a credit to
them and the climate. (Applause.)
We tha • Your Excellency :personally the cordiality
of your address, and I fully But apart from the utilitarian side
for the.ilt your presence and for yom
appreciate
the
loyalty
courtesy
and
the
of
the question we must not forget that
kindnits.A consenting to °pert the new
The new art gallery is an abode of beauty
gallery. Akto hope it will be only the ifirst: which has prompted you Sir Donald and general culture itself affords a claim for an
of many visits that this institution will be your colleagues of this Art Association to association of this sort. A special respon- worthy of its occupant. Not a few artists
siblity attaches to the Guardians of Art.
favored with from Your Excellency.
present this greeting and welcome to Her Therefore we nett :rejoice that those who from the United States who have seen it,
Art Association of Montreal had it
Majesty's representative. You have spoken, have the management of this institution ara give it praise unstinted. They say it is
origin in a publie meeting held on the 26t
Sir Donald, in very kindly terms of the so well qualified for such a position. Like superior to any on the continent, in point of
January, ,1860, and it was incorporated i
visit of Lady Aberdeen and myself on this all good things art is capable of misuse. general effect, as a home for pictures.
April of the smile year, •
occasion—the occasion of the opening of the Just as there' in cant i0.Religion Mr. Taylor, the architect of the new
The objects to be kept it yiew were,
new wing of the Art Gallery
there may be cant its art irfen dramatic ou- gallery, went to New York to instated at the meeting; the Atablisinnent o
an annual exhibition,..,the:',;promotion of, • but I cannot help wishing to remind you pictorial art is used in a manner not calcu- spect the leading galleries there with a
sound judgment in art bfitettni of lectures, that we, on our part, are undoubtedly in- lated to refine but in the opposite direc- view of noting the most modern styles of
etc., the establishment of talibrary, reading ; debted to this Association for the oppor- tion. (Applause). Therefore we may well interior architecture, particularly with reroom and gallery of ,:seutia14e, the forma- tunity which you are giving us of perform- rejoice when art is condacted in the manner gard to illumination. Nearly all these, he
tion of a permanenggalfery of paintings, ing, what is not only a privilege but a duty, in which it is conducted in this place.
found, were provided with reflectors, and
the foundation of a ,SlitInaol of art and design. under the most pleasing-„ciregmstances. 1 There is one sentence in the address re- the officials in charge of the galleries said
In 1877 a legacy of Money, paintings and mean the duty of making ourselves ac- ferring to the entrance of art into the homes that this system was very detective. But
the ground on which the first building was quainted by all means in our power with all of the people. We may well look forward one private gallery had adopted a system
that pertains to the culture and develop- to the growth of a Canadian School of Art, which seemed superior to any iakher Mr.
erected were bequeathed to the Associatim
ment of tins Dominion. [Applause.] Un- there are the germs we may hope already. Taylor had seen. This system has been inby the late Mr. Benaialt Gibb. This wa
doubtedly, this association is to be much
notice that a large number of the loan col- troduced hito the new gallery in Montsupplemented by other donations al
valued for promoting education in this re- lection are of the Dutch school; and why real. The lights are arranged upon wavy,
a home for the Association was bu
spect. 1 think, Sir Donald, many years does it stand so Ingh ? Because those who ornamental brass rods suspended from the
and opened on the 26th May, 1879. Short;
ceiling. A narrow fringe of creamy silk
go there was a controversy between painted wet-a satisfied to take their inspiraafter this the classes for instruction in
hangs behind the electric lights; and the
two distinguished gentlemen as tu tion from their own country. (Hear, hear). general
were formed and have since been an
effect is to diffuse the light almost
whether
the
of
a
existence
And
certainly
Democratic t
you may get inspiration from as uniformly as that
portant feature in the work of the instit
As to the hissystem in a country was favorable to the this country if it was obtained from Hol- tory and appearanceofofday.
Gott.
the building as a
development of art. That is a topic on L land. (APPlause).
whole, it may be said that

N ART GATHERING

Sixteen lean ei'libitions have been held
in addition to the annual exhibitions of
Jerks of Canadian artists and lectures have
Vim delivered each year by able exponents
if tilt' fine arts.
The permanent collection of paintings has
been largely added tu in recent years
through the generosity of some of our inent-
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Sir Donald Smith, Ladies
men,—I heartily recogn!ze the kind
and the cordiality of your address,
fully appreciate the loyalty and
courtesy which has prompted you,
Donald, and your colleagues of this art
association to present this greeting and
welcome to Her Majesty's representative. You have spoken, Sir .Donald, In
very kindly terms of the visit of Lady
.ebercieen and myself on this occasion—
the occasion of the opening of the new
wing of the art gallery; but I cannot
help wishing to remind you that we, on
our part, are undoubtedly indebted to
this association for the opportunity
which you are giving us of performing
what is not only a privilege but a duty,
under the most pleasing circumstances.
I mean the duty of making ourselves
acquainted by all means in our power
with all that pertains to the culture
and development of this Dominion. Undoubtedly, this association is to be much
valued for promoting education in this
respect.
I think, Sir Donald, many
years ago there was a controversy between two distinguished gentlemen as
to whether the existence of a democratic system in a country was favorable to the development of art. This Is
a topic on which a great eteal might be
said, but on which I shall not enter tonight. But whatever opinions may be
held on that subject we may all say
' with satisfaction that so far as regards
the celonies of Great Britain—which may
' be said to be eminently democratic—in
all these colonies there is no want of
'appreciation of art in the fullest respect,
and this is more particularly the case
, In regard to Canada. But we must not
forget that this appreciation does not
come to pass of itself; it is necessary
that there should be some special incentive—some reminder and stimulus to
ensure its existence. And this is admirably furnished by such an association as this; and when we meet together
on festival occasions like this to celabrate any such event as that to be celebrated to-night we will do well to remember that the real work is done
by those who often in the most unostentatious manner carry on the work ot
the movement. And on this occasion
I think we ought to refer gratefully to
, the services rendered by Sr Donald
Smith
and the Art Association of Monte
i real for the watchful care taken by them
in the work of culture and art, an
which is so fully set forth in the annual
report of the association.
In a young country especially there is
need of such an organization as this because the demands upon the energy and
enterprise of the country made it difficult for the people to find time for the
development of the other departments of
national life. Indeed, we do not sufficiently record the wonderful enterprise
being shown in this and other branches
of the British Empire. Possibly because
we do not wish to allude too much to
the difficulties to be overcome, but we
may well admire the spirit, which is
not to be deterred by any obstacles in
carrying on the interests of the country
in a manner worthy of the people of
the country and the country itself.
Only the other day the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba told me a story illustrative of this spirit. A traveller coming to a small hotel had a good sound
sleep the first nfght, and according to
the custom of the country on coming to
breakfast next morning was asked by
his host what he would order for breakfast. 'Well,' said he, 'in the first place,
1 should like a napkin.' The host presently came back to say, 'Well, we have
no napkins this morning; but if you like
napkins for breakfast I will undertake
to say you will have one to-morrow if I
have to go and shoot it myself.' I think
the hotel-keeper furnished an admirable
example of attention to his guest..
But on this occasion I think we
should also refer to the use of
art in Canada from a practical
point of view, and this reminds me that
tinder the auspices of an emigration see
ciety In London there was some time
ago an exhibition of Canadian pictures
by Canadian artists, and these represented the advantages of Canada as an
opening for energetic and industrious
emigrants. Tt seemed to have a great
effect. For instance, there were harvest
scenes and orchards and so forth, and
it was, I think, a very good idea to
adopt. Possibly there are persons who
are acquainted with only one aspect of
our climate. Certainly it would be a mistake, no doubt, to allow too much em74hasis. to be laid o tithe recreative sele
of the Canadian winter. On the other
hand , we may say that if the Canad:ane
do enjoy their winter it is a sign that
the bracing air leads them instead of
crouching around the fire and moping to
go out and take recreation, end it is a
credit to them and the climate. But
apart from the utilitarian side of the
question we must not forget that general
culture itself affords a clabn for an as- '
eciation of this sort.A special reeleibility attaches to the guardians
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The southn Ire devered to the works
of art, Therefore we may rejoice that
those whc have the management of this of deceased painters of the British
'institution are so well qualified eor etch school, an entirely new feature in Caa position. Like all good things art is nadian exhibitions and scarcely less imcapable of misuse. Just as there may portant than the collection of Dutch
be cant,In religion there snag be cant masters.
There is no example of Hogarth, but
in art when dramatic or Pictorial art
is used in a manner not calculated to ' there is an excellent landscape by Willong
-c-flue, but in the apposite direction. son, which was cloubtlees painted
or Constable or Corot
Therefore we may well rejoice when art before Michel
of
Wil.
exception
the
With
born.
were
• 3 renducted in the manner in which it
Representatiyes of the Work of Remon, the earlier Engdsh revivalists were
Is conducted in this place.
figure
painters and of these there are
brandt, Rouiney, Turner, Jules
There is one sentence in the a,c1dress
The Gainsborreferring to the entrance of art into the some superb examples.
Drelon and Delacrolv.
'Conthe
Reynolds
homes of the people. We may well ough portrait (31),
look forward to the growth of a Ca- templation' 65), and 'Miss Palmer' (66).
Wright' (71), are
neeian school of art; there are the and the Romney 'Mrs.
oerms we may hope already. I notice each in their way beyond criticism. Of
The public of Montreal are very much
that a large number of the loan collec- rustic genre there are three Morlaride
indebted
to the Art association for the
landscapes
there
is
Of
Wilkie.
tion are of the Dutch school; and why and one
opportunity offered of seeing the splendid
does it stand so high? Because those a fine Constable, an excellent Cotman,
loan collection of pictures now on exhiwho painted were satisfied to take their two characteristic Cromes, and the color
bition in the new gallery. It is decidedly
inspiration from their own country. dream 'Mercury and Argils, of Turner
the best exhibition ever held in Mont-(Hear, hear.) And certainly you may Two present day painters are repreby
two
Moore,
sented—the
late
Albert
real and reflects great credit on our city.
.get inspiration front this country if it
, of his inimitable color harmonies, 'A
Without at present going into extended
was obtained from Holland.
There is another point to be remem- Tale' (56) and 'The end of the story' (57).
criticism, reference may be made to a
bered. They took care that a good and Macalla,n Swan by three of his lion
few of the principal paintings.
painting was bought and retained in the pieces, one of which, 'Lions in the DeThere is a remarkably fine portrait of a
country, and I am glad to think that sert' (80), Is suggestively powerful and
lady by Rembrandt, the great glory of the
Montreal is well represented by patrons poetic.
early Dutch school. The face is made
The French pictures, tilling the long
of art.
beautiful by its bright, intelligent, exYou have with justice attributed to west wall, are mare numerous th-an
other
schools.
'The
First
either
of
the
and
Lady Aberdeen keen appreciation
pression, and the painting is lull of charsympathy with the work of art, and for Communicants' occupies the place of
acter and strong in color, and in the
,nyself may I say that having seen honor and its lilacs and laburnums are
aitist's best period.
many of the rooms of my old home in as fresh, its color harmonies as reNear it is a portrait by Franz Hals, of
Scotland decorated by the products of markable, and its blaze of light and
a colonel of the Artists of St. George,
her brush and pencil, I can certainly shade as subtile as when first exhibiwhich is a fascinating work. Its color
understand the benefit of the products ted in these rooms some years ago.
There are six Cocota, all of them noteand broad free treatment are worthy of
of art in the home.
worthy,
one
'Landscape,'
(8)
especially
on
In conclusion, I congratulate you
all admiration, and what a face to study !
the opening of this new wing, and ex- so. Daubigney's tine works differ from
As we look at it we easily transport ourtend to you my cordial wishes for this Corot's compoeed eanvaaes and
selves in imagination to the grand days
society. It will be our greatest pleasure ner's dreams, in that they are maniof Holland, and enter into the life of her
to undertake anything in which we can festly portrait landscapes, studied in
taint of imvictorious citizens, of whom . this colonel
co-operate with the association for the the open air, but with no
over-elaboration.
or
of
pression-lama
is evidently a typical example. What a
benefit of this work.
represented
are
his
moods
of
Three
At the request of Sir Donald Smith,
bold, strong face he has. and what humor
here, 'Spring,' (20) a large and brilliant
the
then
pronounced
Lord Aberdeen
in his eye ! As he pansies to draw on his
canvas ; 'Stacking Hay,' (19), and
new gallery open in a few grace- superb little 'Evening,' (21). At some
glove a merry look comes over his face,
ful words, saying that the auas some pleasant thought suggests itself
future time we may hope to see one of
dience would more thorongnty apto him. Surely, judging by his portrait,
preciate the fact that this stage of his poetic moonlights and one of his
20,'
a brave and clever man he was, but as
the proceedings had been reached be- seascapes. Of all the 'men of 18
artists'
surely would we hea” many a lively and
cause it .was what, in college days, they Delacroix is pre-eminently the
more
with
say,
painter.
Hypes-critics
interesting tale could these lips but speak.
used to call a 'perpendicular.' This
name was applied because, as their or less truth, that his drawing is often
Of the Dutch school there is also a line
the laws
principal never sat down at his recep- faulty, and that he violates
interior and courtyard scene by Peter de
of hydraulics and of gravitation. Be
tions, they could not do so.
Hooch, the great painter of sunlight.
masters
His Excellency's speech was received that as it may, he is one of the
In the English section, besides splenwith frequent and enthusiastic marks of his school. Two very diverse exhere shown,—
are
amples
of
his
work
did examples of Gainsborough and Sir
of appreciation.
Joshua Reynolds, there is a very attracThe guests then inspected the art 'The Disciples on Gennesaret,' (23),
are three
portrait, by Romney, of Mrs. Wright.
tive
treasures and spent a most enjoyable and an 'Ophelia,' (24). There
Menticellis—one ' The Terrace,' (63),
evening.
The catalogue does not tell us who Mrs.
treated with more reserve than is usual
Wright was, but charming she must have
with him, the other two being his
THE LOAN COLLECTION.
been. She lives on canvas through the
usual color phantasees, most fascinaThe leading feature of the opening ting. There is a powerful Decamps,
genius of the artist, and is depicted with
function is of necessity the remarkable two Isa.beys, two Ribots, representing
so much spirit that, while we look, she
loan collection of pictures which the two phases of the artist's work, one unalmost seems to move. There is a woncommittee has gathered together. All important Diaz, a head by Couture,
derful charm about this picture, and it
fine art is broadly divisible into three and a dainty example of Pantin, an
will certainly be one of the favorites
groups—the Classic, the Romantic and artist of whom we should like to see
the Realistic, and of these the Roman- more. Millet, Troyen, Rousseau, Dupre,
among the portraits. The English landtic is chiefly in evidence here; and there and Courbet, are unrepresented in the
scapists are well represented, headed by
Is the further division into old and room, but of the former two there are
Turner's grand dream, "Mercury and
modern masters.
examples in other parts of the buildArgue." This is one of the finest works
The generic term old masters le of ing. In addition to the Jules Briton,
of the master, and is repeatedly mensomewhat wide application. It includes the President's fine Henner is on exhitioned by Ruskin in terms of the highest
the great Italian schools of painting bition, and also several examples of
praise.
which flourished daring the sixteenth
Mottling, Cazin, Hervier, Harpignies,
In the centre of the French pictures
century and which are almost unrepre- and other modern Frenchmen. And the
sented in America; the German school gorgeous tour-de-force of Fortuny, full
is the fine painting by Jules Breton, "The
of Durer, Van Eyck and Holbein, the of careful detail and glowing with
Communicants," with its procession of
latter of whom spent most of his artis- color, should not be passed by.
children in white (and how wonderfully
tic life in England without, however,
Of the modern Dutchmen Iongkind's
these white robes are painted ! ) going
leaving behind him aught elee than a fine landscape 'On the Seine' (43) is by
to their first communion. This beautiful
series of remarkable portraits of pro- ail odds the most noteworthy. He occupainting has always been considered
minent Englishmen; and the echoed of pies middle ground between the imBreton's masterpiece. Near it is a rethe Netherlands. The latter is in two pressionism of Claude Monet and the
well-marked divisions, the one noble the poetry of Corot. James Maris, Bos-boom,
markable work by Delacroix, perhaps
other debased. The debased or Flemish Neuhuys, Mauve, Tholen and others
the greatest artist of France. Under a
school includes Van Dyck and Ruhens, of this school are also represented.
lurid sky vessel is seen tossed about by
whom Charles I. invited to England;
A few works by Canadian artists are the stormy waves of Lake Gennesaret.
after them came Sir Peter Lely and Sir shown, to wit, a landscape each by
The disciples have not yet aroused their
Godfrey Kneller, who were 'court paint- Brymner and Hammond, Eaton's masMaster, but the time has come for them
ers' up to the reign of William III. Of terly portrait of the president, rendered
to do so, and then the command will
England it can scarcely be said that
on a canvas monumental in size, and
issue forth and the waves be stillShe had of herself any school of paint- Harris's fine portrait of the late Mr.
ing until the advent of Hogarth and of Ferrier as chancellor of McGill,one of the ed. The scene is grandly depicted
Richard Wilson, during the eighteenth best examples of this able artist's work
by the great artist, and the action and
century. But the Netherlands had a which we have seen.
color are wonderful. We would like to
noble as well as an ignoble school durWe congratulate the association on tts refer to other paintings
and hope to do
ing the seventeenth century, and this new gallery Which is every way a -sucso later.
noble school is well represented by the cess, an-d the committee on their dhoico
Meantime it is hoped the public will
examples of the Dutch old masters in
selection of pictures well hung and
show their appreciation of the generosthe present exhibition. Chief of these capitally catalogued. The rooms will reity of the owners of these fine works of
eminent Dutchmen is Rembrandt and main open for a fortnight and every
the 'Portrait of a Lady' (64) is worthy one who can ought to pay them a visit.
art by going in large numbers to see the
even of hie masterly brush. Next In
exhibition, and by so doing encourage
eminence is, perhaps, Franz Hals of
the Art association in the good work it is
whom there are two most excellent
doing for the cikuse ot art in Canada.
portnait examples; then Peter de Hooghe
represented by an inimitable 'Interior' 1
4,
01000.ART ASSOCIATION.,p(e .
444 PHILLIPS SQUARE.
(40); Teniers by one of his kitchen or
Arrangements have been ma e for
butcher-shop interiors, and Ruys-dael
Exhibition in the New Gallery.
two lectures next week at the Art
by two landscapes. Of the allied school
Gallery, on Tuesday, Dec. 12. Mise
Many examples of celebrated painters, inof Spanish old mastens there are two
cluding
THE
COMMUNICANTS.
Peck, of Boston, will lecture on 'The
examples of Velasquez—one a most
Open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and 8 to 10 p.m,
Acropolis,' illustrated with stereopticon
etrelting 'Christ on the Cross" (89), and
Admission
25c
views. On Friday, Dee. 15. Prof. Moore,
of Ribera, 'the agony painter.' a
of Salem, will give a lecture on 'Th"
scarcely less striking 'Aaron the ProArt of Japanese Potters,' illustrated
phet' (67.) These works scantily till
with examples from the Eldridge colPhillips Square.
one panel of the east wall, but they
lection, now on exhib.tion in the ga'are the most important feature, of the
lery. It comprises about 1,200 examples
of all kinds and ages of Japanese tea
Loan Exhibition Paintings, including
pots, collected during the last twentyCOMMUNICANT'S.
five years by Mrs. Dr, mariag e.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
8 to 10 p.m.
Tokio, and is one of the ;nest complete
collections in existence,
ADMISSION, 25e.
281tC

A Fine Loan Collection Now On
View to the Public.
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t %tinge that' '10i5k like ivory;
ts
t cite areilMtbn s o are' aeOfff URI - II•lorS1VI
time and ut the beneficial inthiencit''..
Two by Jacobum 1
fi
d soft is the finish.
ed with only one aspect of our climate. I an
of such distinguished patrons. A warm
was btifit
Certainly it would be a mistake, no Marls, a consummate and vigorous artist,
1849. It has been found to he eulogy was paid to the memory pf
doubt, to allow too much emphasis celebrated for his strong landscapes ; also 1
too small for the increasing collection of the late Mr. J. W. Tempest, whose
ptctures and for the educational work car- munificent gifts have been received' to be laid on the recreative side ofj hy Hooch, and Hongkund. "A Critical
tied on by the Art Association. It was within the past year, consisting not only
the Canadian winter; on the other liandl Move," by Seiler, one of the great modern
we may say that if the Canadians do enjoy .1 masters who has been aptly called the
therefore determined to enlarge the build- of his valuable collectionof paintings, valued
ing and accordingly the adjoining property I at upwards of $20,000, but a trust fund of their winter it is a sign that the bracing air Meissonier of Germany,was much admired.
leads themSinstead of crouching around thes! The west wall is entirely devoted to the
was bought, the houses pulled down. $70,t100 created for the benefit of the Assoand the new addition was begun last 1 ciation. Sir Donald made a graceful allufire and moping, to go out and take recrea- French school. Here we have our old favoryear from the designs and under sion tu the presence of Their Excellencies tion, and it is a credit to them and the cli- te, Jules Breton's "Les Communiantes,"
the superintendence of Andrew T. Taylor, on this occasion, and spoke of the influence
mate. But apart from the utilitarian side j who seem so real amongst the fresh sweet
of the question we must not forget that lilacs and are ever a source of fascination
F. R. S. B. A., of Messrs. Taylor & Gordon, of art in the home, and its influence on eduarchitects. The building has been practi- cation generally. Sir Donald was repeat- general culture itself affords a claim for in their vivid realism. Delacroix, the chief
cally finished for some time, but the formal edly applauded duritig the delivery of the an association of this sort. A special re-1 spirit in the romantic movement in France,
opening was delayed in order to celebrate address and at its close. His Excellency sponsibility attaches to the guardians of whose work is tragic and sorrowfulai
art. Therefore we may rejoice that those is represented by "Christ on Lake Gems4
the occasion in a fitting manner, not only made the following happy reply :
by. the presence of His Excellency the Govwho have the managemens of this institst- saret," and "La Mort D'Ophelie." Corot.; ,
HIS EXCELLENCY'S REPLY.
ernor-General, but by the inauguration of a
tion are so well qualified for such a position. so harmonious and sympathetic in hial
Ladies
and
GentleSir
Donald
Smith,
Like all good things, art is capable of mis- treatment of landscapes, is represented by '1
loan exhibition of high•class pictures. The
new building is about 60x80 feet, or about men,—I heartily recognize the kindness use. Just as there may be cant in religion, six of his idyllic works. Corot was one of
, the same size as the old building, thus and the cordiality of your address, and I there may be cant in art when dramatic or She leading spirits of the French school of'S'd
•doubling the capacity. On the ground fully appreciate the loyalty and the cour- pictorial art. is used in a manner not calcu- 1830, in whose work may he traced much of I!
oor the fror.t portion of the building is at tesy which has prompted you, Sir Donald lated to refine, but in the opposite direc- the in fluence of the earlier English school .esseat arranged for shops for purposes of
und your colleagues of this Art Associa- tion. Therefore we may well rejoice when pecially of Turner and Constable. Ribot
the clever modern disciple of Rembrandt
venue, although it is expected that in tion to present this greeting and welcome art is conducted in the manner in which
is represented by two studies. There are
tint the whole of the building will be reto Her Majesty's representative. You have
IT IS CONDUCTED IN THIS. PLACE.
three
of Daubigny's "Stacking Hay," A
quired for the work of the Art Assospoken, Sir Donald, in very kindly ternis of
There is one sentence in the address refer- "Landscape Spring' and "Evening," all re-",'
ciation. A small portion of the front the visit of Lady Aberdeen and myself on
is utilized for a reading room and
this occasion—the occasion of the opening ring to the entrance of art into the homes presentative of this painter's peculiar:
library. At the back, on two floors, of the new wing of the Art Gallery; but I of the peoplo. We may well look forward charm; of the quiet of nature, in exquisite'
large and commodious class rooms are arcannot help wishing to remind you that we, to the growth of a Canadian school of art; coloring. There are three of Monticellis%
ranged for the educational work of the As- on our part, are undonbtedlyindebted to this there are the germs, we may hope, already. wonderful works, poems in color. Of;
sociation. The new gallery extends the shssociation for the opportunity which you ' I notice that a large number of the loan col- this great painter it has been said with
w hole length of the front of the first floor,
are giving us of performing what is not lection are of the Dutch school; and why much truth that there is no middle ground
lit from the top, and is 58 x 42. This is
only a privilege but a duty, under the most does it stand so high? Because those who in discussing him: "La Source," Henner's
largely fire proof and is shut off by steel repleasing circumstances. I mean the duty painted were satisfied to take their inspira- exquisite picture, is again in the loan collecvolving shutters from the rest of the build- of making ourselves acquainted by all tion from their own country. And certain- tion, and has been Criticised before, and
ing. On the top floor to the back are armeans in our power with all that pertains ly you may get inspiration from this coon-, always much admired. But two pictures
ranged studios, with a separate staircase to to the culture and development of this Do- try if it was obtained from Holland. of Velasquez, the great Spanish master,
saine. In the basement are store rooms,
minion. (Applause.) Undoubtedly, this There is another point to be remem- "Head of a Young Girl" and "C hrist on the
cloak rooms arid lavatories, a vault for pieassociation is to be much valued for pro- bered. They took care that a good paint- Cross," deserve, of course, especial mening was bought and retained in the country tion, as also one of Tenier's, the great genre
res, etc. The new gallery has an enriched
moting education' in this respect. I think,
1 1 ieze and a large Ove with lunettes. These
Sir Donald,many years ago there was a con- (hear, hear), and I am glad to think that painter ; "A Flemish Kitchen, a good exMontreal
is well represented by patrons of ample of his harmonious coloring auslmode
lunettes have the ground work bronzed
troversy between two distinguished gentleof handling all that pertains to peasant and
and flat ornaments painted on same, with
men as to whether the existence of. art.
You have with justice attributed to domestic life.
panels in which the names of the represena Democratic system in a country
The collection, although not a large one,
tative great masters of the various schools was favorable to the development of Lady Aberdeen keen appreciation and
are emblazoned.
art. This is a topic on which a sympathy with the work Of art, and for is choice and will be seen to advantage iu
The walls have been toned to a soft green great -deal might be said, but on myself may I say that having seen the new room. In addition to the picture
forming
which I shall not eater to-night. But many of the rooms of my old home in gallery are the new class rooms, reading
whatever opinions may be held on that Scotland decorated by the products of her rooms, studios, all exceedingly well
A GOOD NEUTRAL BACKGROUND FOR THE
subject we may all say with satisfaction brush and pencil, I can certainly under- lighted.
Last evening refreshments were served
PICTURES.
that so far as regards the colonies of Great stand the benefit of the products of art in
the home. In conclusion, I congratulate In one of
rooms adjoining the gallery,
Externally it was felt desirable, in order Britain—which may be said to be eminent- you on the opening of this new wing, and and duringthe
which their Excellencies chatted
ly democratic—in all these colonies there is
to give unity to the old and new buildings,
cordial
wishes for this with the different members who 'were inno want of appreciation of art in the fullest : extend to you my
to conform to the main horizontal lines and
society. It will be our greatest pleasure to troduced to them. Her Excellency gave
respect, and this is
features of the old building, but in detail
undertake
anything
ive
can
to co-operate great pleasure by wearing a tiara and
MORE PARTICULARLY THE CASE IN REand other respects the similarity ceases.
with the association for the benefit of this necklace of "asterias," a stone found in
GARD TO CANADA,
't he endeavor has been to obtain as monuwork.
the Gatineau Valley. These stones closely
mental a building as was compatible with
But we must not forget that this appreciaHe then formally declared the new Gal- resemble in certain lights opals, and again
utility; to this end it was felt that more
tion does not conic to pass of it- lery open. It is a happy privilege of high moonstones. But it must be a matter of
prominence had to be given to this than
self ; it is necessary that there should dignitaries like Royalty, Governors-General surprise and gratification to many people
was possible at the time in the old buildbe some special incentive — some re- and Bishops, that they may with perfect that such handsome stones are to be found
ing, and, therefore, the two towers were
minder and stimulus to ensure its exist- propriety pay very charming- compliments so near home. Lady Aberdeen's gown was
introduced with copper roofs. In a buildence. And this is admirably furnished by to their wives in public; no knight of old of handsome ashes of roses brocade, flowering distinctively for art purposes it seem
such an association as this; and when we could have made such a speech, with more ed in gold and pink, trimmed with lovely
fitting and proper that more symbolic carvmeet together on festive occasions like this courtesy and tender deference than did our lace. She carried a magnificent bouquet of
ing and decoration should be introto celebrate any such event as that tci be Governor-General to the lady who so nobly chrysanthemums and roses, tied with pink
Sdueed than on one for more commercial
celebrated to-night we will do well to re- shares with him the honors of the high p011- ribbons.
purposes, therefore the stone carving has
member that the real work is done by tion he occupies as well as its responsibilities.
About eleven o'clock the Vice-Regal part*,
been macle a special feature. In the towers
those who often in the most unosThe pictures, masterpieces many of them, and most of the other guests had gone
are bas-reliefs of seated figures over life size,
tentatious manner carry on the work of are arranged in schools, which gives addi- But the memory of a most entertaining and
representing painting, sculpture, architecthe movement. And on this occasion I tional pleasure and facility to the spectator. profitable evening will not soon fade away.
ture and music. Below these, along the
think we ought to refer gratefully to the On the north side is a miscellaneous collecThe popular painting by Jules Breton,
frieze, are cut the names of representative services rendered by Sir Donald Smith tion, chief amongst them and holding the
great masters in the fine arts, comprising and.the Art Association of Montreal for the place of honor, the portrait of Sir Donald The Communicants,is now on exhibition in
the
new gallery of the Art Association.
Pheidias, Michel Anglo, Giotto, Raffaelo,
watchful care taken by them in the work of Smith,paintedby Wyatt Eaton. Thelikeness
Xiziano, Rembrandt, Velazquez, Turner, culture and art, and which is so fully set is a speaking onethe massivehead and deeply Open daily 9 a. m. to 6 p.8 to 10 p.
There
are now on exhibition in the new
Millet, 'Wren, Handel. In the centre of the forth in the annual report of the association. chiseled features so expressive of determi• facade, on the parapet, is cut the arms of the In a young country especially there is need I nation and power and yet softened by the gallery of the Art Association fine examples
of
the
work
of Turner, Gainsborough, Rem
Art Association, supported by two winged
of such an organization as this, because the true impulses of human sympathy and brandt, Valazquez,
C orot, Daubigny
and
cherubs. Along the facade are four niches,
demands upon the energy and enterprise of kindly feeling for those about him, all ex- many other celebrated
men.
with shells in the cones '• it is hoped that the country made it difficult for the people quisitely delineated. As a work of
art
•these niches will ultimately be filled with
to find time for the development of the other purely, the painting is an important and
statuary. On the ground story, in the departments of national life. Indeed, we valuable addition to the gallery. A fine
" spandrels of the arches, are carved shields do not sufficiently record the wonderful en- pertrait of the late Hon. James Ferrier,
IsSith the representation foliage of England', terprise being shown in t•his and other painted by Robert Harris in
happiest
, Scotland, Ireland, Canada and France, re- branches of the British Empire. Possibly be- manner, is on the same wall his
and is well
spectively as follows : the rose and oak leaf,
cause we do not wish to allude too much to worthy of attention.
the thistle, the s ham rock and harp, the maple
On the south side are examples of the
THE DIFFICULTIES TO BE OVERCOME,
I and beaver and the lily. The date and other
English school. Here "Mercury
Ardevices are also introduced. All this sculp- but we may well admire the spirit, which is gus," that masterpiece of the greatand
ture and carving has been well carried out not to be deterred by any obstacles in carry- "One of the Seven Great Colonists" Turner,
.5
as
he
is
ing on the interests of the country in a
by Mr. Beaumont from the designs of Mr.
manner worthy of the people of the country termed by his ardent admirer Ruskin—
Taylor the architect. The Art Association
holds
sway.
"The portrait of Mr. Wright,"
Is doing a great work for the advancement and of the country itself. Only the other by the poetic Romney, who was
not loved
day the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba
of art in Montreal and the Dominion.
by
Sir
Joshua
Reynolds, and was always
told me a story illustrative of the spirit.
—
THE FORMAL OPENING.
A traveller coming to a small hotel had a called by him "The Man in Cavendish
Square."
11
The new wing of the building of the,
The private view of the Loan Collection of good sound sleep the first night, and
The
portraits
painted
by
his
great
Montreal Art Association was last nighe,
paintings on the occasion of the opening of according to the custom of the coun- rivals, Sir Joshua Reynolds and Gainsborthe New Gallery by His Excellency the Gov- try on coming to breakfast next ough, ought perhaps to have had precedformally opened by His Excellency Lord
morning was asked by his host
, ernor-General and the Countess of Aberence over Romney, who declared that Sir
Aberdeen, accompanied by Lady Aberdeen, was a magnificent success. The , what he would order for breakfast. "Well," • Joshua was
said
he, "in the first place, I should like a
deen.
•
main gallery was well filled by a brilliant
napkin." (Great laughter.) The host pre- THE GREATEST PAINTER WHO EVER LIVED.
Before the arrival of their Excellencies,
crowd, and au animated scene presented
itself when the Vice-regal party arrived at sently came back to say, "Well, we have no The latter is represented by two portraits,
soon after 9 o'clock, the rooms of the
napkins
this
morning;
but
if
you
like
napnine o'clock, escorted from the new readold building were well filled by reprekins for breakfast I will undertake to say one of "The, Hon. Mrs. Spencer" and "Miss
lug room, where they had been formally
you
will have one to-morrow if I have to go Theophila Palmer," and Gainsborough, ansentative people. including many wellthe
Governor-General
leading
with
r received,
other
great
favorite
of
Husking,
by
the
the President, Sir Donald Smith, followed and shoot it myself,' (Loud laughter.) I "Portrait of Anna Maria, wife of
known in the spheres of science and
think
the
hotel-keeper
furnished
an ad- Scroope Egerton,
by the Countess of Aberdeen. with Mr. R.
Bath," and all three
art. Sir Donald A. Smith read an admirable
example
of
attention
to
his
guest.
B. Angus and Mr. E. B. Greenshields. The
fine examples of the work of these
dress to His Excellency from the assosuite, consisting of Miss Sullivan and Miss (Laughter.). But on this occasion I think great masters. Many of England's
ciation, in which was given a brief
Wilson and Captains Urquhart and Munro we should also refer to the use of art in noblest painters aro also represented
Canada from a practical point of view, • and
erguson,were attended by Mr. E. S. Cloussketch of the history of the Art Assoaffiongst
tliem—Constable,
Crome,
Cox,
this
reminds
me
that
under
the
auspices
of
ton, the Rev. Edgar Hill and other official
Etty
ciation, and expressing thanks for the
,
Moore,
Roberts,
Thomson,
and
Sir
an
emigration
society
in
London,
there
was
dignitaries of the Institution.
David Wilkie, the three last named being
some time ago an exhibition of
patronage of the representatives of Her
When their Excellencies had taken their
Scotch.
places on a clais,arranged for the occasion at CANADIAN PICTURES BY CANADIAN ARTISTS,
Majesty.
The east side has the Dutch school. Here,
the west end of the old gallery Sir Donald
Sir Donald Smith supplemented the adamongst
others,are
a
"Portrait
of
a
Lady,"
a
and
these
represented
the advantages of
read an able address,giving particulars of the
fascinating
study
by
the
great
master
Rentdress
by a few appropriate remarks.
Canada
as
an
opening
for
energetic
and
in, growth of art in Montreal since the gallery
dustrious emigrants. It seemed to have a brandt,who was considered the Shak
was first opened by the Marquis of Lorne,
peare
of
painting,
with
the
same
uni
about twelve years ago. He referred to the great effect. E'or instance, there were har- sality of genius and as profoundly human
vest scenes and orchards and so forth, and
patronage extended to the Association by
two by Johannes Bosboom, that painter of
stUorsessive Governors4tsuarAl al nee that it was, I think, a very gookiskeAsS issadmistas Aga (:ifextk,gmd _da,Intv etherealized
inter
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The Seventeenth Annual Exhibition
is Equal if Not Superior to That
of Other Years.

Art Association i
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THE ATTENDANCE WAS BETTER
LAST EVENING.

SOME OF THE BEAulsitffiL PICs

The rooms of the Art Gallery presented
(mite an animated appearance last evening, the attendance being the best cc
fair this season, excepting, of course,
mon the opening night. The very at-

It is not often that a, city the Size of
Montreal has the opportunity oi seeing such magnificent pictures as are
new upon the walls of the new picture
gallery, forming the seventeenth loan exhibition of palstisgs in oils and water
colors. 'Osstside of New York and Boss
tore " says Mr. W. Brymner, R.C.A.,

TURES ON VIEW.

PHILLIPS SQUARE,

ExhIbition of Teapots;
of Eleven Hundred choice an
distinct varieties of Teapots, from Japan Zuni,.

A collection

China, many unique and of great value.

—
The multifarious duties of Christmas
time are the reasons alleged for the absence
It.
of a great throng of visitors at the Art Ex.
hibition. Some reason must exist else tractive and interesting collection of
Montrealers must plead guilty to the Old Drigligh, Dutch and Spanish masters
charge of indifference to art and to all is evidently beginning to command pub'such another collection could not be TUESDAY. December 12, by Miss Peck, ell,
things beautiful. The collection is equal in Lic attention and the attendance ought
every regard and in some respects superior to InereaSe rapidly as the worth of the
brought together on the continent of
Providence, R.I., the "Acropolis," yelties
illustrations.to those of other years.
America.'
becomes known and appreDecember 16, by Prof. Morse, •
" In presenting the catalogue of the collection
FRIDAY,
ciated. Some of the pictures which are
a privilege to behold such marIt
is
tite " The Art of the Japanese Potters.
seventeenth exhibition," the Council say great favorites with Montreal people,
art, which beget
painter's
of
the
rated
by examples of the Eldridg6i
vels
I
they "have great pleasure in congratulating notably
Jules Briton's 'Commenicantse
increasing admiration, as they reveal
ection now on exhibition at the GaLlersf4
the members on the completion of the new still prove
familiar
they
attractive as may be noticed
new beauties, the more
building. This satisfies wants that have by the groups
emnsai
who gather in front of
become. The collection is a credit to
been long felt, by providing larger and them The portraits
by the Old Engthe artistic taste of the owners, and the Achnbalon 25 cents,
1.1eseb
better art class rooms, library and reading lish masters Reynolds,
public owe the latter a debt of gratitude
Romney, Gainsroom, than the Association has had. in the borough and Laurence,
and the landfor their generosity in lending them.
past, and a new gallery for exhibitien pur- scares
of Oonstable,,Old Crome and the
Visitors will also have an opportunity
poses. The present loan collection coinaid disciples of Old Crome are
of seeing the new art gallery and acprises some very fthe eiamPles ''df the Pupils
cessories, with their appropriate deconot only beautiful and interesting in
celebrated Dutch school of the ',seventhemselves but aye more interesting as
rations and arrangements for the com4,441i PHILLIPS SQUARE/
teenth century, and representative paint- studies when seen side
by
side
arid
with
fort of the public.
,
47'
ings of the great English portrait
Turner's 'Mere try and Argus' as a
The present loan collection comprises
and landscape painters of the eighteenth centre of irratliancy and color they form
NEW84ALLERY NO* PEN.
some very fine examples of the celecentury, whose works, with very few ex- a galaxy of beauty and picturesqueness.
Loan Exhibition of' Paintings, in cluding
brated Dutch school of the seventeenth
ceptions, the Council have not hitherto had
The Art Association will next week
century (east v.all); representative
TEE COMMUNICANTS.
an opportunity of exhibiting. There are give art lovers
and students a chance
paintings of the great English portrait
9I also characteristic
a.
to
6
p.
m.
8 to 10 p. ra.
paintingsm.,
by the French to listen to an address
by Miss Peck,
and landscape ,painters of the eighteenth
artists of 1830, and by the best painters of of Providence, R.I., on
250
ADMISSION
century (south wall); characteristic
'The
Acronalls,'
to-clay:
with illustration, and a lecture
paintings by the French artists of 1830
Prof.
On the eastern side of the hall near the Morse, of Salem, on 'The Artbyof
ART ASSOCIATION LECTURES.
(west wall) and paintings by present
the
entrance of the room hang the works of the Jae
th pa:naelslry
e ,' illustrated by examples of
day artists.
TUESDAY, Dec. 12.—By Miss Peck, of Proviearly Dutch school. Most striking Japanese bronzes
east
on
the
paintings
are
four
dence, R.I., the "AcropoliS," with Illustra'There
now on exhibition at
among these is the portrait of Johann
tions.
wall that are equal to anything to be
Van Lod, colonel of the archers
FRIDAY,
Dec. 13. By Prof. Morse, of Salem,
seen anywhere, Nos. 88, 64, 33 and 67.'
4.
"The Art of the Japanese Potters." illnsof St. George (1643). It is a picture that a
wella
of
Such is the mature judgment
trated
by
examples of tire Eldridge Collecphysiognomist could read as easily as the
CE Lectures on Art.
known Canadian painter.
tion, now on exhibition at the Gallery.
face from which it was taken. It is in
No. 67, Ribera, 'Aaron and the BudTwo Interesting lectures have been ar- -Members Free.
Admission, 25c.
every feature the typical, masterful soldier ranged for in the Art Gallery next week. On
ding Rod,' Spanish school. A finely
of the eeicturesque period when curve and Tuesday, December 12, Miss Peck, of Bospainted head, about which much might
color were no more used by women than by ton, will lecture on "The Acropolis," illusEllXIBITION OF TEAPOTS.
be written, so full is it of masterly
men. The bristling moustache and trated with stereopticon views. On Friday,
workmanship—notice especially the
A Collection of eleven hundred choice
imperial beard, the frilled and lace- December 15, Prof. Moore, of Salem, will
of
wonderful work in the neighborhood
and distinct varieties of Teapots from
bedecked waistcoat and collar and, give a lecture on "The Art of Japanese Potthe eyes.
Japanan.d China, many unique and of
above all, the ruddy glowand fire of middle ters," illustrated with examples from the
No. 88, Velresquez, Spanish school, algreat value.
manhood beneath the corrugated counten- Eldridge collection, now On exhibition in so N. 89, two splendid examples of the
ance of old age—these are the most notice- the gallery. About 1200 examples of all
maAter, revealing his hand in every
able characteristics of a portrait so like a kinds and ages of Japanese tea pots, col- touch—simplicity and perfect truth, exliving military Dutchman that one would lected during the last twenty-five years by
quisite skill.
hardly be surprised to see the knotted mus- Mrs. Dr. Eldridge, of Tokio, go to make
No. 64, Rembrandt. Apart front the
cular hand raised in salute to the square this collection.
wonderful painting of the face itself,
skull cap,aud to hear the rattling of scabbard,
kir
ea,44
/1/12/0
the dress and ornaments will repay,
sword and spurs. The portrait of a "Mau in
much study.
FROM THE LOAN COLLECTION AT
Black" by the seine painter, Franz Hals, is
No. 33 and 34, Franz Hals. Exquisite
also the subject of much admiring comment.
THE ART GALLERY.
In their finish and truth, the garments
On the southern wall hangs a panel comare real, the figures are alive, while the
Phinins Squar e pl:»k
posed chiefly of old English masterpieces,
mellowness of age has clothed them with
pre-eminent among which is Sir Donald
a ripening bloom—decay they know not.
The painter's art is untrammelled by
Smith's celebrated "Turner." The almost
Note the flesh, expression, drawing and
dialect, its language is cosmopolitan
excessive richness of color in a vast variety
materials.
of
treatment
Loan Exhibition Paintings, including
and universal, nevertheless, (in the
of combinations is the distinguishing trait
No. 74, Ruisdael, a masterly piece of
'I"HE
CONI
TS.
of this picture. Of this work it is
sense of what has been achieved by
painting, full of atmosphere with a fine
9 a.m. to 6, pan.
8 to 10 p.m.
peculiarly true that distance lends enof
effect of space in the sky, the scheme
one's countrymen sheds reflected glory
ADMISSION, 25e.281if*
chantment to the view. At the farther
color is pleasing. No. 73, a very fine
upon one's self), a sentimental curioend of the hail, or even on the stairway,
example of this great master, dignified
sity, if not preference, will generally
the colors become sufficiently subdued and
in treatment of subject and rich, deep
the charm of the scene is strongest to him
olive tones.
be observed by the individual for the
who bath eyes to see—at that distance.
No. '2, Johannes Bosboorn. Do not
LECTURES.
work of his race. In this sense the
"A Lock on the Stour," by Constable, is
miss this splendid Bosboom, St will degreat English portrait and landscape
TUESDAY,
Dec.
12th,
by
Miss
Peck,
of
Providence,
also much admired, though to the lover of R. L
light you. You are in the interior of a
painters of the eighteenth century, now
modern methods the gloom of the color is
cathedral, with its dim religious light,
"TRE ACROPOLIS," with illustrations.
its effect of space, and tone poems of
too deep and all its shadows too dark for
represented on the walls of the
FRIDAY, Dec. 15th, by Prof. Morse, of Salem.
nature's school.
cold gray stone and warm dark oak.
"'flail ART OF TIIE JAPANESE POTTERS,"
new Art Gallery, will particularNo. 40, Pieter de Hooch. Will repay
To the votaries of the romantic school, illustrated by eXlmaples of the Eldridge collection now
on
ly appeal to the English-speaking visiprolonged study. It is a marvellous
however, a portrait of the wife of Scroope exhibition at the Gallery.
piece of work in its gradations of light
Egerton, by Thomas Gainsborough,
tors, as will the great French artists
ADMISSION 25c. Members free.
289 7
and shadow, the spaces denoted, espeis also very favorably discussed.
•
of 1830, appeal to those whose mothercially between the two glass partitions,
For smoothness or perfection of finish and
land is 'La Belle France.' The English
the suggestions of density—irf effect, its
technique, it will bear close comparison
school is represented by the mighty
air of reality.
with any picture in the room.
names of Reynolds, Gainsborough, ConNb. 81, David Teniers. The Flemish
But the average layman of to-day is most
stable, Turner, Old Crome, and Sir
kitchen of some rich old burgomaster,
attracted by the modern English and TUESDAY, Dec. 12 —By IS Ise Peck, of ProviThomas Lawrence, together with George
dence, ILL. the 'Acropolis," with Illustrawhose extensive periphery would proFrench works on the western panels. Here
Moreland, Cotman, David Cox, Etty,
tions.
claim to the world the size of his
can be seen some splendid specimens of FRIDAY,
Dec. 15.—By Prof. Morse, of Salem,
Romney, Sir David Wilkie, Richard
kitchen. Here are seen the servants
what the professionals call the impression"The Art of the J.:panese Potters." illusWilson,
and Thomson, and if the colbusily
preparing
a meal, surrounded by
ist school. Two works of Corot, "A Landtrated by examples of the Eldridge Colleclection is numerically small it is excepa choice assortment of food stuffs. On
scape" and "tine Symphonie," are more talktion, now on exhibition at the Gallery.
tionally
great in merit.
the east wall there is also a fine portrait
ed of than any others in this group. They ADMISSION 25c.
A large canves by Turner, No. 87,
of the late Hon. James Ferrier, by
will bear no scrutiny by the uninitiated at
- MEMBERS FREE,
'Mercury
and Argus,' which occupies a
Robert
Harris,
P.R.C.A.,
and a truthclose range, but at the proper distance the
central position in the collection, reful piece of work by Therese Schwartze,
eerfect naturalness of the scenes Is simply
presents
the
painter in what is geneespecially interesting to Canadians in
i)ewitching. Through the limbs and leaves
rally known as his 'cadmium period.'
being the portrait of a Canadian young
you see the limbs and leaves beyond, and
The Mythological story is subordinated
lady, Miss Elsa Elmenhorst.
the whole effect of "atmosphere" is more
to the landscape, but one feels that if
A notice of the examples of the Engpotent than in any other works in the
ever the hundred eyes of Argus were
lish and French schools in the gallery
buildings.
placed upon the tail of the peacock by
will follow. The exhibition will reA mixed panel of modern Dutch and
Juno, after the former was killed, while
main open until Dec. 20
English works near the door also draws
watching Io in the form of a heifee,
many admirers. Indeed a landscape with
by Mercury lulling all his eyes asleep,.
a Hock of sheep by Mauve is regarded and TUESDAY. December 12, by Miss Peek, of
with the sound of his lyre, the events 1
Providence, R.I., the "Acropolis," with
would doubtless he voted the most popular
would have happened in just such a
illustrations.
picture of the exhibition. Every detail of
ART
ASSOCIATION.
scene as the genius of Turner has deDecember 15, by Prof. Morse, of
perspective is faultless to the eye of the FRIDAY,
picted. Such a scene, too, might one
Salem, " The Art of the Japanese Potters,"
44:4r444 LECT SUES. /
amateur, and the truth, the fidelity to life
Illustrated by examples of the Eldridge
conjure up as the theatre of one's daywithout exaggeration or license is the
collection now on exhibition at the Gallery.
dreams—the castle is a real 'Chateau
TUESDAY, Dec. 12, by Miss PECK, of
secret of its splendid strength. It is rivalled
en Espagne.' 'Constable is one of the
Providence, RI.
only by a "Harbor Scene" from Tholen.
glories of the English,' wrote Delacroix.
Many other exhibits throughout the room Admission 26 cents.
The 'Acropolis,' with illustrations.
His 'A lock on the Stour,' represents a
Members free.
are favorites with individual visitors and
genuine English gloomy day, heavy sky
FRIDAY, Dec, 15, by Prof. MORSE, of Salem..
groups of visitors. Among them are the
and frowning foliage.
"Communicants," Mr. Bremner's "HayThe Art of the Japanese Potters.'
Apart from its merit as a painting,
ik.ELT ASSOCIATION,#1,45
field," the portrait of Mrs. Wright by Romwhich is great, Cotman's 'Landscape,'
Illustrated by examples of the Eldridge Collection,
PHILLIPS SQUARE. •
ney, and not least Mr. Harris' picture of Sir
No. 14, is interesting as a piece of real
now on Exhibition at the Gallery.
EXEIBITION OF TEAPOTS.
Donald Smith.
Norfolk scenery—flat country, with slug
;
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A collection of eleven hundred ohoios and distinct
varieties of Teapots from Japan and China Many
unique ant of great value.
9

Admission 22e. Members free.

gish rivers, ' breads' and 'meres,
abounding with fish and water fowl.

David Cox, who, in his lifetime obtained forty.pounds for works that have
necently sold for three thousand pounds,
is represented by 'Terrace of Haddon
Hall,' a 'small water-color.
Old Crome is seen at his best. 'The
Mill Pond' and 'Waterloo Farm' are full
of sweet color and beauty and the feeling of air and space. The gray, cloudy
sky against the luminous deep browns
and olive greens of the massed foliage,
the mill and :he water, create a feeling
of 'richness' difficult, if not impossible,
adequately to describe.
'Bivouac of Cupid and his Company'

is an unmistakable Etty, characteristic
In subject and expression. The flesh
painting In this composition is full of
charm.
Gaiusborough's 'Portraet of Anna
Maria,' wife of Scroape Egerton,. Bathe
is a gem of the purest water. It is 'a
thing of beauty' given to the ages by an
'immortal painter.'
A small 'Portewit of Lady Dover' is
all we have of Sir Thomas Lawrence,
1 once Court painter and president of !the
Royal Academy. It is well worthy of

attention.

George Morland is represented by three
works of characteristic of the painter.
The subjects 'A. Stable Interior,' 'The

Village Ale House,' and 'A Wayside
Inn,' are not elevated in charaoter, but
were the kind of scenes he particularly
affected and they convey a graphic picture of the 'low-life' amongst which he
spent a great part of his Life. From an
artistic point of view they are eminently
Characteristic of Mot'land's peculiar
genius.
Sir Joshua Reynolds occupies the pediment over the entablature of English
painters. 'One of the seven colonists of
the world,' says Ruskin, and the 'prince
of portrait painters.' He is represented
in the gallery by 'Portrait of the Hon.
Mrs. Spencer, as 'Coptemplation,' and
'Miss Theaphila Palmer.'
Romney, who divided fame and patronage with Reynolds and Gainsborough, and whose reputation as a brilliant
painter time has failed to dim, is brought
before us in the beautiful portrait of
Mrs. Wright.'
No. 93, 'Landscape,' is an exceedingly
fine Wilson. A peculiar charm hangs
about the quiet lake where the deep
shadows rest undisturbed. Over all, the
foreground, clothed with foliage, the city
en a hill and the distant plain, rest and

peace prevail.
! In 'A group from "The Vilage Festival,' Sir David Wilkie, there is much
to remind us of the 'Goldsmith of pa/Inters,' in its amiable humor. The abandon
and fun of the youngsters is well portrayed—it is easy to see that they are
having a thoroughly good time.
Thomson, the 'amateur Scotch painter,'
is represented by a pleasing landscape.
Stark, a pupil of Crome, by 'Hampstead
Heath,' a graceful little canvas depicting
miles of familiar English scenery.
Two decorative panels by Albert
! Moore, who has so lately died, will be
sure to receive attention. They are very
characteristic of this painter of lovely
women, pale harmonies and snowy dra' peries.
Several paintings by Canadian artists
will also invite attention, notably Wyatt
Eaton's 'Portrait of Sir Donald A. Smith,
K.C.M.G..; 'Kinderdkye, Holland,' by Jno.
Hammond, RCA., and ' ,Landscape,' by
William Brymner, R.C.A. The very excellent 'Portrait, the late Hon. James
Ferrier,' by Robert Harris, P.R.C.A.,
has received previous notice in our

I

columns.
The representative pictures of the
French school (1830), forming part of thé
loan collection in the new art gallery
number amongst them some very striking and able works.
Corot, 'the artist poet of the morning
and of the evening, the delightful painter of twilight, of rosy dawn and dewy
represented by six characteristic
eve ,
works atmospheric, romantic and
charming, beae:ng evidence of the mode
of Constable and Turner, artists who
exercised considerable influence over the
school of which he was the head. Each
of the eight canvases h-as a peculiar
beauty of its own, but Nos. 11 and 8 are
particularly pleasing in subject and na-

turalness.
Daubigny's 'Landscape, Spring,' No. 20,
is a wonderful piece of painting, over
which painters grow enthusiastic. The
artiet has chosen a most difficult subject, an orchard in spring-time, with the
frudatrees in blossom and the verdant
green of leaf and foreground, and has
treatel it in a masterly manner. It is
a work that laims careful observation
and thought, 'It is not,' as Mr. Brymner
said this morning (translating his comment into the language of mue:c), a ditty
to pick up and whistle in the street.'
!Here will be found wonderful effects
of chiaroscuro, color and perspective.
'Stacking Hay,' No. 19, by the same artist, is a charming piece of painting,
altogether different in subject and treatment from the former, it breathes the
quiet reposeful spirit of autumn grays
and browns. 'Evening,' No. 21,' is another Daubigny pregnant with peace and
ch. -i rm.

'Christ or. rake Genneseefete No. 23,
and 'La Mort d'Ophelie,' No. 24, are representative of the work of Delacroix
! (by many considered the greatest painter that France has produced), in their
wonderful color and conception and apparently imperfect drawing—the latter,
! however, having been done deliberately.
A striking instance is the hand of

A piece of deceifated Keyoleo, ntiefte

the elder Kozan (Makusa) grandfath

Opehlia.

Henner, who carries the mantle of
Corregio and Titian, is represented by
'La Source,' No. 38. It is an exquisite
piece of work, both in conception and
treatment, and at once appeals to the
spectator's sense of the beautiful.
'There is with M. Breton,' says Theophile Gauthier, 'a profound sentiment
for rustic beauty. He has comprehended
the grave, serious and vigorous poetry
of the country, which he expresses with
love, respect and sincerity.' He is represented at the gallery by 'Les Communiantes,' No. 2, an old favorite of the ert
lcving public of Montreal. Those who
have not yet seen these white-robed
communicants walking to church in the
riant spring-time, above them the fresh
lilac and opening leaf buds, should take
this opportunity of experiencing a new
Measure.
Couture, the French historical painter,
is represented by the 'Study of a Head,'
No. 15. It is a scholarly piece of work
effective in its disposition of color, light
and shadow.
'Vieille Marchande,' No. 22,by Decamps,
represents an old woman sitting, with
her basket, under the shadow of a porch.
Decamps is known as one of the most
varied artists of his time, with an eapedal fondness for Eastern subjects.
Other French painters represented by
! able and pleasing works are: Diaz de le,
' Pena, Fantin-Latour, Harpignies, Hervier, Isabey, Mettling, Monticelli, and
Ribot, the latter by No. 68, 'Young
Huntsmen,' and No. 69, 'Reading,' painted with his well known breadth of treatment and fine draughtsmanship—they
have a masterly originality.
Part of the loan collection (water colors) are hung in the apartment devoted
to the small but choice Tempest collection. Here will be found studies by
1 Aetz, Bosboom, Eyre (The Forest of Aro
den), Fortuny (A Morocco Carpet Warehouse), Mauve, Roberts (Westminster
Abbey), Roosebaum, Tholen (Impressionist), Weissenbruch and Swan, the latter
represented by three fine studies of lions.
On the north wall of the new gallery
is a small canvas by Karl Kronberger
called 'Content and Happy.' It is a
little gem in its delightful good nature.
On this wall is also a fine Mauve, No.
48, 'Landscape and Sheep,' representing'
a drove of sheep on a lonely road.
'The finest marine painter of the present Dutch school,' Mesdag, is represent..
ed by No. 50, 'Landing of the Boasts,'
and Ne 61, 'Evening,' bath being worthyof this hie marine painter. lea uhuys,
Maris, Seiler and Tholen are else well
represented.
A small collection of Chinese (15th century) and Japanese (.1.8th-19th century
bronzes will be found Interesting,
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of Maltuaa Kozan, now the great art
patter of Japan, is shown at No. 1. It
Is a teapot in the form of a white elee
pliant, with trappings.
No. 2, is the work of a later period of
KOZLD, who is still living but

nient. On the other side is Bentin, the
Goddess ef Love. the God of Daily Food
ths choice
fa Tai and the God of
with
Tat
R:ches with his hammer and 'hag upon
wlech, when he knocks, whatever his
rlevotees prey for le supposed to come
oil t.
No. 6, Chinese Cock In old blue, the

ANTJA A Rowe
very old, and likely to leave no worthy
successor. Teapot, dark green glaze
with decoration of flowers and leaves.
No. 3, Old Ninsel ware, very rare specimen of one of the patters of a hun-

base forms a field upon which the fowl
Stands. Date unknown, but very old.
N,o. 7, is a dingy piece of pottery, the

color of old Brown Bronze, but it has
an exceedingly curious hiseory. It bears
' the Imperial chrysanthemum crest and
the triple leaf of the Imperial family.
OLD NISISII These pieces were used for one day only
and then broken; It was treason, and
tired years ago. It is a charming Ilene, brought death to possess one in the old
piece of pottery, gray fishes on a warm days. How this piece escaped is not
known, but when a Japanese native sees
stone ground.
No. 4, Old. Satsuma, about eighty years it he regards it with a feeling of reverold, of the earlier decorative period, but- since 'and a bow.
Tale piece follows the fashion and
taste of the Imperial family, which was
then simple, although elaborately decorated pottery was used by the people beyond the pale.
Prof. E. Morse, the great authority upon -art pottery, will lecture at the art
gallery with special reference to tree
collection, on Friday, Dec. 15, at 8.15

The collection of Japanese and Chinese
pottery now exhebited In the new art
gallery is almost unique in the history
of ceramics. It presents a remarkably
complete series of the prodectIons of
Japan both in pottery aril porcelain,
collected during. the last twenty-two
years. Upon the teacup, a veosel found
in every household from palace to hovel,
the Japanese have lavished that exquisite skill el workmanship and dainty decoration that everywhere characterizes
tirer productIons, and ghich of late has
so extensively influenced the art of other
countries.
Although the present collection is
chiefly from Japanese furnaces 'e Ineludes a number oe speeimens of Chinese !
manufacture, among them many of !
value and interest, while the few examples of metal ware, adnetted because , terfiles and sprays of ficraver& ot., a white
completng the Illustrative series, are stone ground, highly glazed—very handsome.
generally cholee and old.
No. 5, iltird's-egg shaped teapot, ground
The term "teapot' has been taken
rather more broadly than as used, In pretty bird's-egg blue, Old Girlojin, the
its native equivalent, by the Japaneee God of long life, with head high where
themselves, who apply different words brans have extended it while str:ving
to the tea-containing vessel and to that, to grant long life to his worshippers
perhaps identical In form and materiel, ! the eeilele fleure Is the Go 1 of Ge-v,
from which the boiline water Is pouree the left hand Figure, the Gad of Content—
upon the leaves. The public of Montreal are exceptionaily fortunate in being able to examine teas collection, perhaps the largest and most varied in the
world, not even excepting the famous
OCIATION,
collection of the Emperor of Russia,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
which the owner of the present collecEXHIBITION OF TEAPOTS.
tian helped the collect. We take a few ,A collet:Con of eleven hundred choice and distinct
examples out of over a thousand dis- varieltios of Teapots from Japan and China. Many
played, for illustration and description. unique and of great value. 9
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ART ASSOCIATION,
Phillips Square.

NEW GALLERY NOW
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Loan Exhibition Paintings, including
TI-TE

CO MMUN IC AN TS.

EXHIBITION OF TEA.POTS.
A collection of eleven hundred choice and distinct

variet les of tea-pots from Japan and China, many unique

and of great value.

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

8 to 10 p.m.

ADMISSION, 25e. 200 1.r

ART ASSOCIATIOr4
LECT411ES.
TUESDAY, Deo. 12th, by Miss Peck, of Providence,

R.I.

"TUE ACROPOLIS," with illustrations.

FRIDAY, Dec. 15th, by Prof. Morse, of Salem.

"THE ART OF THE JAPANESE POTTERS,"

illustrated by examples of tho Eldridge collection now
on
exhibition at the Gallery,
ADMISSiON 25C. Members free.
289 7

walla h1d to have eovared all the is
ments which can agitate a soul. Styled fa,
most modern of all the great masters, man\
of his paintings are masterpieces. Su .1i • !'
instance, is the "Lesson in A:
which he painted when only twea
It made Rembrandt famous. Aruothei
masterpiece is the "Night Watch." All
other of Ilk+ famous works Is "The Syndics."
The 17th century made Holland as 'famous
in painting as in war, largely through
Rembrandt's work. Intended for law, it

AT THE
R ART GALLERY.

A_

a/ftyp

THE SEVENTEENTH ART LOAN
EXHIBITION.

t

at PAirmilnligt'illipTes,
the leader of the "Naturalisti," the
! of realistic painters. Contraste of
did shade and strong color Are the reable 'features of his works. Thos.
stiorough, R. A., is represented by the
f rit of Anna Maria, wife of Scroope
an, Bata. An observer and lover of
nature from his early youth, Thomas Gains-1
borough's art came to him as it did to all
great artists. It has been said that his .1
highest gift is that of color, 'which
was perfected by his early study of
Flemish works. Ruskin has said that, "his !
power of color is capable of taking rank beside that of 1-tubons. He is the purest
colourist, Sir Joshua himself not excepted,
of the whole English school." Gainsborough
excites the greatest admiration for the
purely technical part of painting. Though
his merits have been recognized. as a land.

-

Fine Specimens From the British,

.

French, Dutch and Spanish
Schools—Chinese and Japan-

•

ese Bronzes.

Just at the present time lovers of art in
Montreal are afforded a rare treat by the
; seventeenth loan exhibition of oil paintings
and water colors, made under the auspices
of the Art Association on the occasion of

AARON AND THE BUDDING ROD—BY JILSEI E
DE RIDERA.
was well that he was allowed to follow his
own- tastes, as he became one of the most
original painters of the world and the
greatest etcher who ever lived. Sir Joehua
Reynolds is represented in the collection by
the "Portrait of the Hon. Mrs. Spencer" as
"Contemplation," and by that of "Miss
Theophila Palmer," both of great merit.
The first and greatest president of the
Royal Academy, he became, as Ruskin
said, "one of the seven colourists
of the world and the "prince of portrait
painters." As a painter he was at the head
of his profession, and among his friends
were Dr. Johnson and Edmund Burke. He
-

.

BOROUGH.

the opening of the new gallery. A genuine
novelty, apart from the paintings, is the
collection of bronzes,Chinese and Jananese,
which has excited considerable interest.
The Chinese samples date from the fifteenth
century, and those from the Japanese
school are from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. They include vases
and flower pots and are well worth being
seen. In paintings the artists represented
are British, French, Dutch, Spanish, Scottish, Irish and Canadian. Ilhe British
school includes Constable, Cotman, Cox,
Crome,Etty, Eyre, Gainsborough, Lawrence,
Moore, Morland, Reynolds, Romney, Stark,
Turner and Wilson. The French, Breton,
Cazin, Corot, Couture, Daubigny, Decamps,
Delacroix, Diaz de la Perra, Fantin-Latour,
Harpignies, Henner, Harrier, Isabey,Monticelli,Ribot. The Dutch, Artz,Bosboorn, Hals,
Hooch, Jong-Kind, Maris, Mauve, Mesdag,

-

.

-

lives more faith in names than most
men dream of,' and truly some names
have mighty witchery and power to enthral. This is true of all that concerns classic Greece, and in a preeminent degree, Athens, and the Acropolis. It is little wonder that the Art

Gallery was filled last night by an
audience representing the art learning and literature of Montreal
assembled to hear Miss Peck
liver her lecture, 'The Acropolis, with
Illustrations.' And if their expectation
was high, surely their gratification was
great, for seldom has a lecture so full
of absorbing interest, from the first
word until the last, enchained'
the attention of an audience ; while the
g- raphis pictorial representations,
jured up the magic scenes in very
deed. As one by one rose the ruined
temples and noble statuary in startling
semblance to reality, in connection with
names whose very sound is an epic,
the feeling created by these 'pallid
stones,' was far from impotent, not all
the magic of their high reason had departed, not all the mysteries that in
them lie, hanging about them like a
garment, and clothing them In a robe
of more than glary ; as Poe has so
beautifully described the sentiments
that attach to noble ruins.
The Rev. J. Edgar Hill, who Introduced the lecturer, announced three
lectures to follow that of Miss Peck,
Prof. Morse, on Friday next, on 'The
art of Japanese potters,' with a speciai
reference to the splendid collection of
ceramics, now on view at the gallery
Prof. Vandyke to follow on 'Art for
art's sake, how to judge a picture,' and
Prof. Gould later, subject not announced. It is hoped that the large
and distinguished audience of last evening will be an augury of future good

de-

I

PORTRAIT OF A LADY—BY REMBRANDT.
scape painter, his success as a portrait
painter was complete almost from the first.
Having lived in the Stour Valley he used
to say that it was 'those scenes that made
him a painter. "Head of a ybung girl,"
is the painting by Diego Rodriguez de
Silva y Velasquez, of the Spanish school
as his name fully indicates. Born in 1599
ids advancement was rapid under Herrera
and Pacheco as at 24 he was appointed
painter to the household of Philip IV. It
was on the advice of Rubens that Velasquez
made his first journey to Italy. On his
return the painter was given a
studio in the Alcazar and he used
to receive daily visits from the
Sovereign. Tho 'Surrender of Breda,"
which is perhaps the nest historical pietare in the world, was painted by him in
1647. He was loaded with honors and died'
In BM respected and honored by all. He
ranks as the greatest figure in Spanish art,
and he more than any 'other anticipated
the art of modern times. It has been said
truly that in his interpretation of life, his
clear manner of expressing a subject,and in
his original treatment,he marks such an Advance on his own time that he seems
rather to belong to ours. His finest works
are in Madrid. A fine specimen of the
Dutch school is the "Portrait of Johann
Van boo, Colonel of the Archers of St.
FACE OF A GIRL—BY VALAZQUEZ.
George," by Franz Hals. Hats as a porWS a 'general favorite largely because of trait and genre painter is unenrpassed,
his'sweet disposition and affable manners. and he has been styled the VelasHe had great spirituality and insight into quez of the North. It was only in
character, and he painted men, women and the middle of this century that
children with equal grave and distinction. the true genius of Hats was appreciated
His rival, Romney, said Of him, in his im- ! though he lived from 1580 to MM. He led
pettietts way, "he la the greatest painter ! a Bohemian life and accepted charity in his
that ever lived. g ee in his pictures An. old age. A literary man as well as a painter
exquisite Charm which I see in nature, but he wrote a biography of eminent painters.
in no other pictures." "Aaron and the Bud He was also a poet and a translator of the
ding Rod" is the work of Jusepe de Ribera, classics. Though he had a great reputation
the Spanish painter. Ribera belongs by his while he lived his wbrks wore long neglectbii -1i and national style to the painters of ed after his death. It has been said of his
Satin, though his _life was spent in Italy. Works that they "will hold their own with
lie studied under Ribalta, at N alencia, those of Titian, Velasquez, Gainsborough
and Reynolds."

PORTRAIT OF ANNA MARIA, WIPE OF SCROOPE
EGERTON, BATH — BY THOMAS GAINS-

„ 4,404
/31710i
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LECTURE AT THE A RT r/ALLERY.
Shakespeare has declared that, 'There

{

•

attendances.

2Acropoiis at Ath ejas./

'1

The new gallery in the Art
.1 f, lery,
t3
3I
Phillips Square, was well filled last night,
when Miss Peck, of Providence, R. I.,
delivered a lecture on "The Acropolis."
The chair was filled by the Rev. J. Edgar
Hill, B.D. The lecture was exceedingly
interesting, both as a description of a remarkable historical place, and as a criticism of Greek art. The Acropolis and flue
many buildings included within its limits
were described and illustrated by fine !
stereopticon views. A vote of thanks was
passed to Miss Peck at the close of the lecture.

/..t

•

ALF: The A...ow, .',7*
The lecture delivered by Miss Peck, of
Providence, 11.I., on "The Acropolis," in
the Art Association's new gallery last,
evening, was well attended, and was in
itself a veryPpleasant treat Rev. J. Edgar
Hill presided, and in introducing Miss
Peck, announced that later in the week . C
a lecture would be delivered by Professor' .)
Van Dyck, author of "Art for Art's
Sake," and at a subsequent date one by
Mr. Gould. Miss Peck has a clear voice
and a good delivery, while the subject'

,;

matter of her discourse is well arranged.
lier style is pleasing, and she carried her
audience enrapture(' through the halls of
the Pantheon and the other famous
temples on the Acropolis. Her descriptions showed artistic insight and sympathy. The illustrations, which added
much to the interest of the lecture, were
excellent.

Art Association,,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.

43/ay ,g

The Art ,IssociatIon of Montreal,

IN THE NEW GALLERY.

PHILLIPS
L6an Exhibition of Paintings, in the

NEW
THE ARCHERS Or

1,100 distinct varieties; many
of great value

Sr. CiEORGE—BY

FRANZ HALE.

Neuhuvs,'Rembra ndt,Roosebaum, Rinsdael,
Schwaitze, Weissenbtich, the Spanish,
Fortuny, Ribera, Velasquez, the Scottish,
Roberts, Thomson and Wilkie, the Irish,
O'Connor, the Canadian, Brynmer, Eaton
and Hammond. Many of the paintings
attract very particular attention. ForemoSt
among these is the "Portrait of a lady," by Miss Trucornuaa Pafaann—By Sm Josnna
RaVNOLDS.
Rembrandt, which is an excellent work.
Rembrandt's work in painting has Olcre, he had been sent te acquire classical
been likened to that of Shakespeare • irning. At Rome he became one of th g
in literature. It has been s
'hug students of Caravaggio, arall
have been universal and tis

great value.

rare and

,

,

COLLECTION OF JAPANESE TEAPOTS
1,1C° distinct varieties, many rare and
ot

--

Collection of Japanese Teapots.

PORTRAIT OF JOEIANN VAN Loo, Cotofiar. OF

Lon rxhibitin of Pains 6

1....E7CTUIRE
Friday, Dec , 13th, at b.15
PROF, MORSE. of Salem, Mass.,
' rhe Art of tile Japanese Potter,''
Illustrated with examples from the colleetion
on exhibition at the Gallery.

HICT CTR H
-

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15TH, AT 8.15

BY PROF. PAUSE, OF SALEM, MASS.!

" The Art of the Japanese Potter," illustrated
with examples from the collection on exhibi-;1
lion at the Gallery.

the Imperial family: 76y of
JAN ESE A Dir7of
gods are also represented, among t h
being the god of long life, the god
glory, the god of contentment, as
ii&c.. CHINESE AR!r as the goddess of love, the god of daily fo
4

,

,.

vit.

and the god of riches. Prof. E. Morse
7 7recognized authority on art pottery, it
NOW ON EXHIBITION AT THE lecture at the art gallery with special /life
enee to this collection, on Friday evening,
ART GALLERY.December 15, at 8.15 o'clock.
,

THE ACROPOLIS.
One of the Most Important Collections
Yet Brought Together—Some

Interesting Lecture at the Art Gallery
by Miss Peck, of Providence.

Ancient Specimens from
the East.

EDGING froth the
attention given to
and the interest
taken in the Exhibition at the Art Gallery, art matters are
making headway in
Montreal. Perhaps
the most unique feature of the display is
the collection of Japanese and Chinese
pottery, a'hich marks a new departure in
the history of ceramics.. The great taste
,

Those who attended the lecture on "The
Acropolis," by Miss Peck, of Providence,
R. I., at the Art Gallery last evening enjoyed a rich literary and historical treat.
The Rev. J. Edgar Hill, who occupied t'u-e
chair, announced that on Friday evening a
lecture would be delivered by Prof. Morse,
of Salem, on "The Art of the Japanese
Petters."
Later on Prof. Van Dyck, anther of "Art,
for Art's Sake," and Mr.' Gould will deliver
lectures. Miss Peck, who is a very pleasing speaker, began by describing the position of the famous hill-top at Athens,
which rises 150 feet above the plain,
and proceeded to take her hearers through
the majestic and awe-inspiring halls of the
Parthenon, the Grechtheiou, the Propyhea
and the other historic temples which surmount the Acropolis. What an impression, deep and melancholy, is made on
'

The loan Chinese collection includes two
vases of the period Suen-tih A. D. 14261456 and the Japanese, vases of the. XVII er
18th century, another variegated, bearirig
the mark Bunkwa, A. D. 1804 -1818; vase hY
Sei Min, about A. D. 1760; flower pots, late
18th or early 19th century: the same by 'Po
Un; vase, old, boy breaking out of. waterlAr,
probably early 19th century; fire pot,
xviii century; vase by Kin-0, xviii; vase by

tildes are rigid mid monotonous, a sphyn
like smile is fixed upon their quaint faces,
the painted pupils of their prominent eyes
scorn to gaze forth vacantly into empty
space.. As the visitor stands in the
presence of the Parthenon everything else
is forgotten; the ruins strewn upon the
groinul, the empty pedestals, the stelre and
the capitals of the sanctuaries, half-buried
among the grass, form a magnificent and

To-Un, late xviii or early xix century; vase,
early xix century; vase, cylindrical, by ToUn, late xviii or xix century. Another valuable collection has been received which adds
more importance to the display originally
expected. Many of these specimens bear
splendid imprints of the Imperial chry‘santhemum great, and the triple leaf

colossal reminiscence of the past age of
Athens. The Erechtheion still retains a few
columns with capitals, which are marvels
of delicate structure, as are also the fine
caryatides of its portico of airy lightness.
One is charmed as one stands at the
feet of these marble virgins, bearing

.

displayed by the Japanese in such work is
here fully demonstrated, and as it
has been greatly appreciated in all
countries lately it cannot but prove attractive. The collection is said to be one of
the most, important in the world, and as it
is large it can afford any amount of choice.

the visitor by the Propyla>a and Parthrmon. Ruined and surrounded bv
debris though they be, mutilated yet
victorious, they occupy a battle-field sanctified by the presence of their fragments.
The Acropolis itself is bounded on the
south by the fortifications built at the
expense of Kunon, and on the north
by the walls hastily built up by
Themistokles, as a defence against an
invasion of the Spartans. The ancient
Parthenon, destroyed by the Persians, was
a purely mythological sanctuary, in which
primitive traditions were embodied in timehallowed conventional—sometimes enigmatical—forms, evidently of earlier date
than the time of the ItevelatiMi of
the Ideal. The !datum belonging to thik
period wl'eh have latelY been dug up in the
neighborhood of the Grechtheion, indicate
an art alike hieratic and realistic; their atti•

•
•

.

'

on their brada the ktigliet 1,11rn qua-

.

manta of 'Mystic Meaning and upholding,
apparenay without: effort, so graceful
is the harmony and rhythm of their pose—
the weight of the entablature. These courts
were but the home of the Goddess of
Athens; the protecting deity of the city
alone was unstripped amongst these
graceful colonnades, but the Parthenon, on the other hand, was the
centre of a cosmopolitan religion of the
Greek sages and artists, where the Greek
genius worshipped a god under the form of
Athena, the loftiest conception of pure reason. That most profane temple, the Propyhea,:was also referred to at some length,
as well as many other of the
marvellous ruins which speak to us of the
greatness of, bygone ages in this historic
sPet.
The lecture was profusely illustrated with
a large number of views, including the restored Parthenon. At the close a spontaneous and unanimous vote of thanks was
dered the lecturer.

,
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Notes on the Art Gal-

,

lery Exhibition.
J.

Fine opportunity for the

Study of
Masterpieces of Different
Sehools—Franz Hals
and Pieter de
Hooch.

The collection of pictures now on view
in the new gallery of the Art association,
recently opened by His Excellency the
Governor-General, is probably the choicest and most valuable that has ever been
shown in Montreal or in Canada, and we
bave no hesitation in adding that very
seldom has a better collection of its size
been seen in London, Paris or New York.
It is to the disadvantage of students of
art, professional and amateur, in Canada
that they can so seldom have free access
to great pictures by great masters, and
often considerable sacrifices are made
and self-denial practised to enable them
to visit galleries where such can be seen.
Through the generosity of our picture
lovers and buyers,who have been quietly
buying as opportunity offered choice pictures for the gratification of their cultured
tastes, the Art association has at consider
able expense been able to grace its new
gallery for a brief time withvaluable representative pictures of the various schools.
As an aid to these of the general public
who may not be very well versed in the
characteristics of the different schools of
painting, these pictures have been wisely arranged in schools so that they can
be readily compared. As these pictures
w ill very soon go back to their owners
and probably never again be seen together, if anyone who has even the
slightest aspirations after art and a feeling at times above the sordid drudgery
ami commercialism of life should fail to
visit, not Once but often, this collection of
pictures, they will be losing a golden opportunity and one which they may probably very much regret.
A careful study and analysis of any
one picture picked out almost at random,
would alone afford enough subject matter
for an article, and be deserving of it
and therefore it would be an impossible
task to attempt to take a comprehensive
view of the exhibition that would be in
the slightest degree adequate to the
occasion. We propose at present to glance
at the Dutch school and art of this to
elect two pictures only by two great
n. asters, viz., "The Portrait of Johann
Yen Loo," by Franz Hals, and "An
Interior," by Pieter de Hooch. These
are not selected because they are better
than anything else in the gallery, although we think they are not excelled
by anything else there ; and that is saying a good deal when there are so many
other noble pictures, but because they
are the work of great masters who have
never been represented here before, and
possibly may not again for some time,
as examples of them are scarce and
mirth sought after. At first glance they
appear to have little in common and to
be absolute contrasts, but a clear study
Will reveal points in common, and a
, harmony at once subtle and beautiful
I They show the wideness and breadth o
Dutch art, and at the same time the
u nity that runs through it all.
IC Franz Bala was born twenty-three
years before Rembrandt, and is on ly see.
OD d to him in tilt 41441,ieLY-OLSAillg and

thé rnanipelation telight01w:wet fashioned Dutch step ed gables, arbitliti,r
is often equal to him in foroe and insight open door shows the school over the way,
into character in portraiture. Like many - looking very pleasant and inviting. The
of his profession at that time and since, figures will well repay study. The 1
his hie was wanting in balance, and his .1 Dutch housewife, somewhat sad o6,
improvident habits led him into varying t Countenance and perhaps her ternticissitudes. This probably accounts for t per somewhat soured by the
the variety of his subjects, now painting trouble of keeping everything spotlessly
the guildsmen and officers of the time, clean, and by the autocracy and pervers-.
and anon tavern drinking scenes. At his :it) of her liege lord is exquisitely neat,
best period his works have a silvery her ample apron is gathered up on her
sheen and charm all their own, marking lap to take the loaf from which she has
them from the deep golden glow of just cut the top slice, and reveals a rich .
Rembrandt. Several of his best pictures lovely blue dress, braided simply round 1
may be seen in the Haarlem museum, the hem and just showing the toes of
such as the " Banquet of Officers," the warm red shoes. She wears the black
" Regents of the Company of St. Eliza- velvet headgear peaked on the forehead
beth " and others, but there is also his and has the long quaint earrings of the
celebrated "Flute Player" at Amster- time. The girl is delightfully demure
dam and various portraits at Berlin. , with her hands clasped over her wide
felt bat, and her hair hanging over her
Vienna, etc.
We cannot look upon this Colonel of : shoulders in contempt of curls. There is
the Archers of St. George without feeling a puritanic simplicity about her servicethat here is a veritable redoubtable man able dress, but she looks as if there was
of flesh and blood, and not of paint and lots of fun in her when authority recanvas. The fiery old Dutchman haunts taxed.
Only between 50 and GO of Pieter de
you, and holds you spellbound with his
potent eye, but no ruffling cavalier is lie. Hooch's pictures are known to be existThe crisis through which the Netherlands ing, and these are so much prized that it
had passed had made serious, strong, in- is rarely one comes into the market, so
dependent, grand specimens of men. that it is matter for congratulation that
How magnificent he is in pose, he is a in Montreal there is an example of such
man evidently equally at home in war or a characteristic one.
in council, ready to speak, act or fight,
THE COLLE'CTOR
somewhat ,isascible and capable of great
Most collectors on this side of the border know in a general way
wrath, but with a kindliness withal, one
that there are fine art collections in Canada. Exactly how fine
who Ti ould side with clemency rather
these arts are, however, few probably are aware. For choice
than with cruelty or revenge. He
quality, the great Canadian collections are conspicuous. Indeed,
is a good type of the men that made the
1 believe the leading collectors there get the choice of much which
little kingdom of Holland respected and
comes from Europe in the way of pictures before the invoices are
feared all over the world. But not only
in delineation of character, but in techbroken out for inspection in New York. It has been said that the
nique, this portrait is superb. It is
Canadians are more English than the English. They certainly are
painted with great breadth; there is no
thoroughly English in that sentiment which has made Great
finesse, but every touch of the brush
Britain the richest repository of private art collections in the
seems to tell, and the artist's keen insight
world. It was a Canadian collector, Sir Donald A. Smith, who
and knowledge marks every stroke.
created the era of high prices for Jules Breton on theWestern ContinFrom Franz Hala to Pieter de Hooch
ent, when he purchased " The Communicants" at the Morgan sale
is like stepping from the glare of public
for $45,5oo. I am reminded of this fact by the receipt of a cataactive life to the quiet serenity of the
logue of the Art Association of Montreal of its seventeenth loan
home, and yet both are equally characexhibition, on the occasion of the opening of the new gallery of
teristic of the national life at that time.
the association by the Governor-General and Lady Aberdeen,
Whilst the political life was seething in
"The Communicants" being one of the pictures loaned for the
activity and represented by men of great
occasion. There were in all 93 pictures, in oil and water-colors,
character and force there was a quiet
exhibited, loaned by Sir Donald A. Smith, the President of the
current of peaceful burgher life equally
association, the Vice-President, Mr. E. B. Greenshields, Messrs. R.
strong and equally potent. Franz Hals
painted the one, and Pieter de Hooch the
B. Angus, Samuel Bell, David Morrice, James Burnett, Samuel
other. We confess to returning again
Coulson, W. R. Elmenhorst, W. J. Learmont, Duncan McIntyre,
and again with the keenest pleasure to
Charles G. Hope, S. F. Morey, Frank Newby, John O'Flaherty,
this simple interior, with its common
George Olds, John Popham, R. G. Reid, C. E. L. Porteous, James
every day incident—only—a woman
Ross, Andrew T. Taylor, F. Wolferstan Thomas and W. C. Van
cutting bread and butter for a girl ready
Horne. Other contributors were the Hon. G. A. Drummond, Dr.
to go to the school, who can he seen jus
A. A. Browne, Dr. William Gardner, Dr. Francis J. Shepperd,
over the way. But how full it is of a
Laurie & Co. and W. Scott & Sons, the dealers. In addition were
charm almost impossible to describe and
shown some fifteen Chinese and Japanese bronzes of rare
which must be seen to be understoo I.
quality.
The proverbial Dutch neatness and clean**
liness is here, everything has been scrubbed to shining point. No painter can apThe exhibition was strong in pictures by the older Dutch masproach him in the skill and subtlety in
ters, of a superior order. There were two fine portraits by Franz
which he depicts the clear glow of sunHals, a beautiful interior by Pieter de Hoogh, a superb Remlight and atmosphere pervading the
brandt, a portrait of a lady, two exemplary works by Jacob van
various apartments and the gradations of
Ruysdael and a really great David Teniers. Of Velasquez there
light in one room after another varying
were two examples and one of Ribera. The older English school
with the medium through which the
came out with particular power, the examples including "A Lock
light passes, until through the open dooron the Stour," by Constable ; a landscape, by John Sell Cotman
way is seen the pure outer air. Some"The Mill Pond" and "Waterloo Farm," by Old Crome; a beautiful
times it is bright sunshine, just seen in
water color, by David Cox; "The Terrace of Haddon Hall
the distance, at other times we have reEtty's " Bivouac of Cupid and His Company ;" a portrait by
fleeted light from
m an open court, again
Gainsborough, another by Lawrence, three typical Morlands, a
reflected into one room after another with
water color of Westminster Abtey, by Roberts ; a landscape on
the most delightful skill and subtlety
until you feel you breathe the atmosHampstead Heath, by John Stark ; the "Mercury and Argus," of
phere and are mellowed by the soft light.
Turner a "Group from the Village Festival," by Wilkie a landThis interior is not one of the artist's
scape by Richard Wilson, a portrait by Romney and two by Reystrong sunlight ones, but is not the less
nolds, and a landscape by the preacher-painter, John Thomson, of
interesting. Study this well, lovingly,
Duddingston. The modern Dutchmen were represented in oils
and long, and then go to any other inand water colors by Adolphe Artz, Johannes Bosboom, Jongkind,
terior picture and you will feel the wonMauve, Jacques MTis, Mesdag, Mettling, Neuhuys, Tholen,
derful charm of Pieter de Hooch. Study
Weissenbruch, Margaretha Roosebaum and Thérèse Schwartze.
it with a magnifying glass if you will,
In addition to "The Communicants," of Breton, were seen works
and it will only reveal more beauties to
by Cazin, Monticelli, Hervier, Ribot, Isabey, Henner, the masteryou. The scene is in a kitchen with
piece known as "La Source," Harpignies, Fantin-Latour, Diaz,
red brick Boor, and walls of a soft greeny
Delacroix, Decamps, Fortuny, Daubigny, Couture and six Corots,
blue ; the door is wide open, showing a
passage way beyond, from which a steep
each a gem. Some modern English painters appeared, among
stair goes up, turning into the room overthem John Macallan Swan, with three examples ; Ernest Parton,
head, and with a cupboard under same.
an Anglicised-American J. A. O'Connor, of Dublin and Albert
Over the door a triangular space is found,
Moore. There were works by members of the Royal Canadian
which has a shelf holding an old brass
Academy, John Hammond, Robert Harris and William Brymner,
candlestick and some clasped books. The
an example of Wyatt Eaton, and others by Baron Gleichen-Russouter door of the house seen beyond is
wurm, Karl Kronberger and Carl Seiler. As may be seen, the sedivided in two in the height, the upper
lection, while limited as to numbers, quite well expressed the art
part being wide open and the lower ajar.
of to-day. The catalogue was well made, its only deficiency being
Note the careful drawing of the oldthat/it did not name the owner; of he pictures specifically. L..
fashioned wrought iron hinges and bolts,
and the clever handling of theIght
The Art Association of Montreal has added a wing to its building, and
through the chinks and under the door.
the house-warming was opened by the Earl of Aberdeen, Governor-General.
Between the kitchen and the passage is
Sir Donald Smith, whose Reynoldses were shown here last year at the
a large glass partition, with a curtain bewinter loan exhibition of the Fine Arts Society, made the address of welcome
hind it partially drawn and revealing a
as president. The Art Gallery was opened fourteen years ago, when Lord
o n e o of utth. e T
f ahmr of luf ga hr otlhde
sasns t a41xidsieriegn looking
Lorne was Governor-General, but the association runs back to 186o. It
two windows—and, therefore, double
received a legacy from Benaiah Gibb

,

;

;

;

;

-

pictures from J. W. Tempest in 1892.

in 1877, and a legacy of money and
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Outside of hir

tian their proper value in the harmed-order and cleanliness Irea vs aNivlee tIll, a Nsvli i elsriedae,s
oils whole. This whale landscape is a
the western potter worked in dirt incon'painter's picture' to be appreciated
/r/t2 13
/e44;.e- 3•
ceivable to the Japanese mind. The JapThe feature of the present loan eerie ., more artists than by the general pubanese potter was not socially ostracized; on
lic. Jules Breton's masterpiece 'The
the contrary he was courted by poets and
rlection which distinguishes it from alk
First CommunLon' (4), realizes to the full
philosophers, invited to their homes, visited
•previous exhibitions of the associa.tion extent Hamerton's eulogy that 'he is a
by them, treated in every way as the equa.la
iiis the panel of Dutch old masters on the true poet and a, true painter.' It is full
of the rich, if not the superiors of the idle
of
the
master's
subtitties
of
light
and
east wall of the new gallery. The place
rich. And so it is with every trade.
atmosphere and play of color, all which
But with us, said he, a man pulls a cross„of honor there is occupied by Mr. An.: seem to vibra:te through the
picture. The
cut saw for six months, making rough
• us's fine Rembrandt, 'The portrait of al work could not be better hung or seen
packing boxes of pine, and he is soon prooung la,dy' (64)—and a superb example than it is in this gallery.
moted to the honorable trade of a carpenThe two Montreal portraits, 'Sir Dont is of the great Dutchman, one of the
ter. Art is not allowed to enter into the life
ald Smith,' by Mr. Eaton, and 'Hon.
of the workingman.
greatest subject painters that the world James Ferrier,' by Mr. •
Harris, prove
UTILITARIANISM HAS KILLED IT.
has seen. His name gives trouble to in- conclusively that there is no need to
"How many of you," asked Prof. Morse
dexers. He was a younger son. go abroad when commemorating in that
"would invite these men to your homes t
Before him came Adriaen, the mil- way the lives Of cmCnent citizens.
The exhibition Will be 'open for andine with you as equals? There are obvious
ler; Gerritt, the sailor; and Willem, other week and as it is /most unlikely
reasons why you would not do it."
• the painter. His father's name in the i that such a collection of interesting picProf. Morse then proved himself an artist
, old Dutch fashion was Harman Gerrits- ! tures can be again brought together we
by illustrating on nie black-board the dif1 zoon Van Rijn and, in turn, his became I urge all our readers to visit It.
ference between a Japanese at werk and a,
. Rembrandt Ha.rmenszoon Van Rijn—or i
-.Cituchasian or EgYptittn:Iiis chalk ketches,
. perhaps more correctly Ryn (with a
drawn
with all the rapidity of his speech,
Among the JAP. Potters.
'.„dieresis over the y). Rembrandt is
were manifestly so true to life as
Despite
the
inclemency
weather
of
the
thus his given name, but whether Cato provoke repeated applause. They,
talogued under it or under his family yesterday evening, the lecture by Prof. showed the Japanese potter working
name he still comes among the Rs. The Morse, of Salem, Mass., on "The Art of scientifically, with steady body and
medern Dutch painter, eleidema, now the Japanese Potters," at the Art gallery, material firmly grasped. They showed

MORE NMI NOTES.S.
—

!domiciled in England, managed better.

1 Finding himself always down among
' the Ts, he bethought him to add the
prefix Alma to his name and now he
is catalogued up among the 'As. Rembrandt literature is bota voluminous and
,continuous. One of the present season's

was well attended, amongst those present being Sir Donald Smith, Messrs. W.
C. Van Horne and R. B. Angus. The
lecture, which was a most interesting
one, was illustrated by examples of the
Eldridge coil:
now on exhibition at
the Gallery.#5
1P x

414n,

,
Christmas books is a sumptuous illustrated edition of Emile Michel's life, edited and prefaced by Fred. Wedmore, the
' well known English art critic. There
are also a conple of papers in 'The
Century' for December with reproductions of two or three of Mr. Timothy
Cole's inimitable wood engravings rej
ductions from Rembrandt's best known
'works.
ITS WORKINGMEN, UNLIKE OURS,
The close connection between the British and French schools of roARE ARTISTS.
mantic landscape art is not very
. well brought out in the works shown.
In this connection Mr. Van Herries'
fine Michel, who was the father of the
French school, would have been an
Japanese Potters are the Social
aceeuisition. Its absence is, however,
Equals of Poets, Philosophers and
• compensated for by the presence of a
'example
xample of Richard Wilson, the
i
Princes, There:ore Their
grandfather of the British school, who
•died at a good old age when Constable,
Art Excels.
one of its acknowledged fathers (the
'other being Turner), was in his frocks.
Prof. Morse, of Worcester, Mass., in his
Apart from its historic interest, as belecture on "Japanese Pottery" in the new
ing a connecting link between the classic and romantic epoch, the example
Art Gallery last night, proved clearly that
ehown
'A Landscape' (93); is as pleasing barbarism exists
.
.•
in the centre of American,
. epicture as hangs on the walls. Wilson
British and Canadian "civilization."
„Wits the contemporary of Reynolds and
Gainsborough, the latter of whom, while
Nevertheless, Prof. Morse spoke to an
notable chiefly for portraiture, also
audience of cultured taste, in the
figures.
Indeed,
with
painted landscapes
Canadian acceptation of the term:
his great rival, Sir Joshua, at an AcadAnd it was also an audience that
emy dinner, toasted him, somewhat
spitefully, as 'thé first landscape painter
occupied almost every seat in the homelike,
shown,
while
Constable
of the day.' The
picture-hung hall. It was generous, too,for
a fairly good example of tas master,
it applauded Prof. Morse's most scathing
is not one of his characteristic carefully
satire of western art so-called. Dr. Morse
finished works, but such are extremely
prefaced his lecture on pottery by a disscarce in the market, and he, like his
quisition on Japanese art in general. His
great contemporary, Turner, has to be
evidence was to the effect that the
studied in national and public galleries
Japanese artists possessed pre-eminently
to be fully understood.
the power of reserve, of knowing just
• Besides the Norwich school of Crane,
where
to stop. Every line in their work
Cotman and Stark, good examples of has a meaning. To
the westerners it is
whom are here shown, and the distinctively English school of. Bonnington and perfectly inimitable. With all the modern
Occidental 'demand for their works of art,
Corista'Ae, there was a contemporary
westerners have never yet succeeded in
school of Scottish landscape art, the
counterfeiting
them. Similarly westerners
father of which was Alexander Nasmyth,
try to counterfeit nature. A Japanese artist
and after him his more famous son,
1 Patrick, much of whose work might be said to him : " Your artists attempt
to deceive and always foil." But in Japan,
signed with Rousseau's name without
he continued, every object of art was deattracting attention, their methods besigned appropriately to Its use. A flower
• ing much alike. Contemporary with
vase was
both and pupil of the former was the
ALWAYS CHASTELY 'SIMPLE,
Rev. John Thompson. parish minister of
Duddington, and a veritable 'son of the
not bedaubed, as ours are, with gilt gorgreat
grandfather,
his
grandmanse,' his
geous color which tried to rival the beauty
, fathee and his father having been minof the flowers. Their very modes of life
' isters of the Kirk of Scotland. Whe- *were more artistic than ours. They
ther the succession is still carried'on we
did not build their houses beautiare unaware. He was the friend of Sir ful only on the side that faced
Walter Scott and just missed getting
the street. Their most attractive adornthe Wavenley novels to Illustrate, the ments were in the rear of, the house where
painter Cade-U. having given the casting
every family looked out upon two beautiful
vote in favor Of , Turner, whom he afgardens, their own and that of their neighterwards entertained at the manse. 'Kit
bor's. From our back windows we usually
North,' who knew him well, gave him a see nothing but stables, clothes-lines and
page or more in the 'noctes ambrosianae.
play-grounds for cats and sometimes cockHe had Cor a second wife an accomroaches. From the rear of their homes they
plished widow, who, when chaffed about could see beautiful summer houses, flowers
'having married a poor parson, drily reand bases, nothing but art of that type that
marked that they 'just drew together.'
showed forth at a glance
His 'Landscape' (86), here shown is a
THE PERSONALITY OF THE MAKER.
very delightful and interesting work.
Then coming to the subject of pottery he
Among the French romantic pictures
showed that the superiority of Japanese
Daubigny is well represented by the three
works shown—better, we think, than in pottery over ours followed as a necessity
from ,the diflerence in the social treatment
any previous exhibition in these rooms.
Hie • landscapes are rarely composed of the potter in Japan as comparthe west.
pieees like thos of Corot or Turner. The ed with the potter
Prof. Morse in the most rapid, yet graphic
large work 'Spring' (20) might have been
scene
the
weth
sketches
presented
pictures
of
the life of
open
air
ain•ted in the
fore ham so little mannered is it and the potter in the land of the Mikado, contrue to nature. In this respect he is trasting them with pictures of the Americcord with such artists as Rousseau, can, European and Egyptian potters' lives.
ee lanes and Claude -Monet, but The latter, particularly the American
icarcely a • trace of the latter's Mi- and European, were tilled with squalor
Th4t, ., flowers and foliage, apd social suffering. The Japanese
nim.

OLD JAPAN
IS CIVILIZED.
/00

l

or

ve•séj.140 -ated, are nevertheless,

potter,

ma_ the contrary, was respected.

the westerner working awkwardly
with .vacillating body and material rocking
on the wheel. Then he contrasted the results of these respective methods.
What jug or teapot of western make
would be placed as an ornament on the parlor mantel piece? But the poorest little
brown jug from an humble farm house in
Japan sold high as an ornament here. Such
was the transcendant merit of Japanese
art; it had profoundly influenced and entered into Caucasian life.

THE LOAN COLLECTION.
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.uin nail Notes at the An tiallery
Exhibition.
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The Rill gush Representatives— 'Turner's "Mercury and Argus" —
Creme, Heynouisi.Gainsborengh and

Romney,

In the lunette and frieze of the compartment dedicated to English art, in the
new gallery, the names of Turner, Constable and . Reynolds are Inscribed. Of
all the three we have notable pictures in
the present loan exhibition ; a short notice of each of these, with a side glance
at GainsbJrough, Romney and Crowe,

will be all that the limits of this article
will allow.

The great English painters have naturally always been appreciated in England, but it is only in the last few years
that the merits of these masters have
peen felt to any extent on this side of the
Atlantic. As they become known so will
their claim become increasingly felt, anti
it is pleasant to think that already so
busby good examples are domiciled in
our midst. Turner's fascinating picture
of "Mercury and Argus," occupying the
central positi,on of the end wall, rivets
our attention at once. All those who
. saw it in the loan collection held in the
Art gallery in November, 1888, will welcome it afresh and appreciate the generosity of its owner in again lending it for
exhibition. The story of Mercury and
Argus has been often told—how Argus,
the hundred-eyed, was appointed by
Juno to watch the cow into which Io
had been transformed, and how, whilst
doing this, Mercury played him to
sleep on his flute and then killed
him. Turner was fond of dipping his
brush into classic story—dealing with the
actions of the gods, called for transcendent landscape and scenery worthy of the
gods ; and so we have the most daring
conceptions in composition and color—
such a heaving up of cyclopean walls and
towers and battlements, such a picturesque piling up of rocks, such bold treatment of glorified trees, as even Martin in
his wildest fancies could not reach. An
unsympathetic critic might find something to criticize, especially in the treatment of the animate objects and figures ;
but at times Turner was not careful to
spend time over what were to him
merely accessories. That he could paint
these sufficiently well when occasion demanded, other pictures demonstrate. A
would-be critic once said to Turner :—
" But I never see these effects and things
in nature." "Don't you wish you could."
was the ;crushing reply of the artist.
An artist is great in as far as
he elands as a great prophet andx,e_y_ealer
-

-

of rilftlie with a message for mantrIficr

' Had he no greater insight into the re-

galia and treasury of nature than his fellows, then would he be unworthy of his
position, and be only a false prophet.
Turner's compositions are always bold,
but his coloring is even bolder and more
sulendid and at the same time full of the
most subtle refinement and delicacy. In
his jewel-like brilliancy and skilfully
broken up lights and the luminousness
and lustre even of his shadows he is unapproachable and well earns the proud
position accorded to him by Mr. Ruskin
as "one of the seven great colorists of
the world."
Contemporary with Turner was Constable, who, though not so brilliant, had
j a much greater influence on the art of
bis age. Turner's art, like himself, was
entirely individual, and, although a reve 4
lation, could not be imitated. Constable's art was an inspiration as well as
a revelation, and led to a complete revolution in landscape painting, especially
in France. The very interesting and
able, though necessarily brief, notice appended to this painter's name in the catalogue renders it unnecessary to do more
than make a very short reference to him.
There is only one example of Constable
in the exhibition, but it well maintains his
reputation. It is called a " Lock on the
Stour," a spot, doubtless, that he knew
well, for he was born and brought up in
the Valley of the Stour, and loved' to
paint the quiet Suffolk scenery. An enthusiastic admirer and copyist of Claude
and Reysdael at one time, we can see in
this picture how far he had emancipated
himself from their conventionalism and
had drunk at the fountainhead of nature,
from which he was never afterwards to
depart. This picture is somewhat dark
and wants a strong light to reveal all its
beauties, especially of the foreground
but the magnificent daring and bold
handling of the middle and extreme distance shows very readily and unmistakably the splendid work of a very great
master. In the technique one is reminded of how Michael Angelo used to
hew out his statues, as with great gusts
of po si em, energy and genius.
But, whilst we are treating of landscape, we cannot help making a reference, if but a passing one, to Old Crome.
We have a charming example of him in
the picture entitled "The Mill Pond," and
which will, no doubt, endear him to
many who may not have seen his work
before. It is no tour de force, but a delightful bit of entirely quiet, good painting. The liquid, mellow, perfect beauty
of the whole composition and color attracts one more and more as it is looked
at. There is, perhaps, nothing in it quite so
masterly as the upper half of the Constable, but it is uniformly good from the
first ripple on the water at the edge of
the picture up to the tips of the wings
' the clouds. The composition is well
studied and composed, not with the stiffness and arbitrariness of Claude or Poussin. but so naturally and sweetly as to
conceal the artist's hand.
The other example of Crome, entitled
"Waterloo Farm," is a very strong imrest° picture, somewhat scumbly and
just a little hard, but very good in quality, although missing the charm of the
"Mill Pond."
To come now to the portrait painters
we have named we must, of course, begin
with Sir Joshua Reynolds, whose life
and career is so well known as to render
any extended notice unnecessary. There
are two examples of his work in the collection, viz., the portrait of Hon. Mrs.
Spencer as "Contemplation," and Miss
Theophila Palmer, the former being the
more important of the two.
It is greatly to be regretted that in order to get great brilliancy of tone Sir
Joshua experimented so much with all
kinds of pigments, varnishes and mediums, some of which proved very evanescent and fugitive in their nature, so
much so, even in the lifetime of the
painter, that he jokingly said at one time
that "he came off with flying colors."
This accounts for so many of his pictures
being but ghosts and reminiscences of
their former selves, although even in
their wrecks they are often so lovely that
one can almost endorse the remark of
Sir George Beaumont when he said, "
Ai
faded portrait by Reynolds is better than
a fresh one by any one else." Both of
his portraits in the gallery show more or
less deterioration in this respect, resulting, In the case of the Hon. Mrs. Spencer,
in a fading out of the original
color of her robe and a deepening of the shadows
to an opaque:,
browny-blackness ; and on that of%
ie8 Palmer to a
minute mellow spot.
'

el' ••
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like Co atMeer:all over the picture.
Windsor street station. The explanaIn spite of this, however, they are both
The Loan Exhibition Closed.
tion is that the first objects that I nomost beautiful, refined and tender, showticed upon my arrival were some beau- •
The seventeenth loan exhibition of oil
ing all the charm which Reynolds had
tiful Japanese vases, beautifying the n and water color paintings is over. This
place.' Another thing that delighted
week, the pictures, which have graced the
PHILLIPS SQUAR E
the peculiar gift of imparting to his picMorse was the splendid collection
Prof.
walls of the new wing of the Art Associatures. The period was one of sentinienale
/2. its
of
Japanese
ware
collected
by
sir
DonMons gallery since the opening on Novemtalism when beauties loved to pose and Loan Exhibition of Paintings, and Col. ald Smith and Mr. Van Horne,
and a
ber 29, will be returned to their respective .
i.e painted in the guise of the minor virlection of Teapots.
photograph showing a Japanese gateowners. The result of the exhibition has
way in pottery, sent him to-day by the
tues and to be handed down to posterity
CD FENJ COAL-Y.
been disappointing ; It has not been
masquerading in sublime qualities they 9 L. 414. 1o4 ; p. in.
visited by the numbers necessary to
b o 10 p. on o German Consul.
often did not possess. This gives a some'Here,'
he
said,
'is
do
a great railway
more than barely pay the moo_
Admission, 25e.
'what studied pose to both these portraits,
magnate, a banker and philanthropist,
ning expenses of the exhibition. Evelf
a consul, and I nave known a diversity
many of the members of the Association
tut Sir Joshua knew just w here to stop
of other men, under the spell of this
themselves have not seen it, while others
tefore sentiment degenerated into senti444- ,e_ZHE.i ART GALLERY?//,4i
wonderful art, and the longer and bethave gone again and again, ever finding
mentalism. The lovely mellow amber
ter
they
are
acquainted
with
it
the
more
new
beauties in the works of the old masThe splendid loan collection at the new
glow in " Contemplation " reminds one
enthralled they become.' Prof, Morse
ters. Yesterday being the last day, the ex- j
art gal,ery will remain open until Wedof Rembrandt in his lighter key.
was careful to warn his hearers against
hi bition was well attended, and in the even.
nesday, Dec. 27. Another opportunity
It is but a step from Reynolds to his
the so-called Japanese objects of art
hag it was kept open specially for the emwill thus be given to see this unique colgreat rival, Gainsborough, who is reprein
the
shops,
which
ar.-•
:
found
,t
the
ployes
of Colonial House, who had arranged j
lection of pictures.
seat thing, but spurious.
sented by only one example, viz., a porto visit the Gallery. Mr. Lindsay, the
trait of Mrs. Egerton. He was great, in
energetic secretary, expressed the wish
But to adequately describe Prof.
that other firms would follow the example
Morse's lecture would require several
,4 t.414APANESIF.n POTTERYn.4/
landscape as well as in portraitof Messrs. klegr,y_Morlan & Compauy in
columns of space and, even then, his
"11
tire, competig with Wilson in
Those who were fortunate 45
e ugh to rare charm of manner would be absent.
that respect. 2, in.,/¢ 3
the former and Reynolds in the
hear Prof. Morse, of Salem, discourse
latter, It ie told of Sir Joshua
upon 'The art of the Japanese potter,'
that be once toasted Gainsbourgh at a
at the Art Gallery recently, had a deART ASSOCIATION,
dinner as the greatest living landscape
lightful experience. That Prof. Morse is
painter. Wilson was present and ima thorough master of his subject goes
MUMPS SQUARE,
HILLIPS SQUARIV.12.193
mediately added and the greatest porwithout saying, but it was the charm
Collection of 1,100 Japanese Teapots.
trait painter also !" This portrait, alT e Loan Exhbition will loin on
and delightful humor with which hie (Imthough most excellent, can hardly be
Gallerles open daily 9 a.m, to dusk.
taken as a typical example of this painter. parted his knowledge to others that so re- THURSDAY, 28th Inst.
freshed the large and fashionable audiIt is colder in key than most of his work
ADMISSION, 25e.
Open until then from 9 a m. to 6 p.m.
and is, of course, entirely subordinate in
ence assembled to hear him.
size to his numerous full length ones, such
A rapid sketch of the origin and surADMISSION 25e.
roundings of the composite race known
as the Hon. Mrs. Graham and others. Yet
as
the
Japanese
(Sometimes
called
the
it admirably shows the artist's power in
Yankees of the East), a nation welded
grasping the character of the sitter.
together out of materials as heteroPHILLIPS SQUARE.
There is no sentimental simper here, nor geneous as our own, prefaced a humoraffectation of coyness, but she looks out
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
ous comparison between Japanese art
*/
Collection of 1,100 Japanese ea3pots.
of the canvas with clear, fearless eyes at
and that which obtains with the Cauidd
241
3
Galleries
open
the beholder, "Sans peur et sans re- casian; in which the latter got much
daily
from
9 a.m. to dusk,
The loan exhibition will el se n bursthe worst of it.
proche." There is strong presumption
Admission 25c.
day, '28th inst. Open until then from 9
Prof.
Morse
himself
has
a
chamber
of
that this picture has also somewhat ala.m. to 6 p.m.
into which he places his collectered in its color key since it came from horrors
tion of Western art atrocities and counAdmission 25c.
the painter's hand ; the hair and backsels attaching such a chamber to every
ground seems now too dark for the flesh art gallery as an object lesson in what
tints and dress, giving one the feeling of not to admire, possess, or imitate. One
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
such object he found it necessary to
being too much in silhouette.
in advance (they were selling like
Romney is the last we can touch upon order
—3/93
hot cakes), it was that of a youth,
at present and only in a word, the notes kneeling,
Collection of 1,100 .1 aplubse tea p
in a devotional attitude, upon
ki747,i/A!
PHILLIPS
SQUARE.)0q3
appended to his name in the catalogue a hard bronze mat, and balancing a
Galleries open daily from 9 a. in. to du
The loan exhibition will close on Thursday,
giving an admirable resume of his life kerosene oil lamp on his head; another
214th inst.; open until Lima front 9 a.m. to
Admission 25c.
was a butter-boat in the form of a flat- 6 p.m.
and work. He is represented by one
portrait only, but which fairly shows his iron, equally popular! Then there were
Admission
25e.10
sense of grace and the poetic treatment our receptacles for flowers, gaudily
301 I
painted and killing the beautiful obhe accorded his subjects. The flesh jects
they were meant to contain; our
tints are clear, transparent and delicate, coal hods
with a bunch of gaudy roses,
Wi'°4&11 ART EXHIBItTVOld
the accessories, however, are somewhat
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
or perhaps a. Scriptural subject on the
The exhibition of the loan collection
carelessly painted and detract from the lid; and numerous other examples
of
4
merits of the portrait as a whole. It is Philistinism. In Japan it was different, of pictures at the new art gallery closes
to-night at 10 o'clock. The time has
Galleries open daily from 9 a. 1. to dusk.
interesting to contrast the treatment of the keynote of .Ta panese art was appro- been
extended
from
six
o'clock,
the hour
ADMISSION — — 25 cents
the headgear and dress in this picture priateness, every object was of just the it was announced to close, until
ten
right shape and decoration for its purSATURDAY — — Free.
with that in Reynolds's portraitlof Miss pose
o'clock for the convenience of the emand could not be improved. There,
Reading
Room open to Members till 6 p. an
Palmer, to see Romney's defects in this articles were not turned out by ma- ployees of Messrs. Henry Morgan &
t mess
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We understand that the pictures will
be on view for a few days longer. As the
interest taken by the public in them is
increasing, it is desired to give the fullest
opportunity to everyone to see this intensely interesting and valuable collection.

fa4'I he loan
Montreal

2rbe Loan 2Ixhibiition.45

exhibition of paintinS, te.,
Art gallery, which it was
at the
intended to close yesterday, will, the
directors have decided, be kept open for
some days longer. The opportunity to
see Some of the best paintings in Canada—indeed in America—thus afforded
is one not often equalled.
t

ART

ASSCCIATION,
S4flJAR
E.

l'oEn [goblin of Paintings
AND COLLECTION OF TEA POTS.

Open daily, 9a.m. to 6 p.m., 8 to 10 p.m.
ADMISSION 25e.

ART ASSOCIATION
PhillipS Sqnare.We'L/1 .3

LOAN EXHIBITION of PAINTINGS
— AND —
COLLECTION OF TEAPOTS.
DAILY-9
a.m.,
0 p.m. 8 to 10 p.m.
OPEN
ADMISSION, 25e.
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ART ASSOCIATION.
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•

•Phillips square.
LOAN EXHIBITION OF

,kiii.e.‘ 72.-1 PAINTINGS

yo
.

AND — ' •
COLLECTION OF TEAPOTS.
OPEN DAILY. 9 am to 6 p.m. 8 to 10 p.m.
Admission. 25e.

chinery at so much per dozen, but reflected the personality of the workman.
Here, the workman saws planks by machinery for a brief space and is then
denominated a carpenter, or cabinet
maker; there, the apprentice serves seven
years, and is afterwards proud to say,
such an one was my master, the master
being equally proud of a deserving pupil.
Here, we out a bunch of gaudy flower,
separate the leaves, bind it up with wire,
and call it a bouquet, and then we stick
it into an equally gaudy vessel; there,
a flower-bearing branch, or a single
flower, in an appropriate vessel, shows
where true art and beauty lies.
In Japan there are no division-s into
decorative art, pictorial art, etc., as obtain with us; all is included in the one
term. Western artists, say the Japanese, attempt to deceive and do not deceive, their compositions are eaborate
and strive to realize complex conditions, but the result does not satisfy
the equation of truth. The Japanese
artist takes a natural spray of flowers,
a bird on the wing, a rising wave, and
produces results that are marvels of
truth and beauty.
One curious fact about this interesing
nation is that they speak in Japanese
and write in Chinese. Speaking, our own
language and writing in Greek wotild
not form an exact parallel, for the
Chinese language contains thousands of
characters, and some of the characters
contain as many as thirty strokes.
Prof. Morse sums up the character of
the people of Japan in four words: tranquility, sobnisty, hospitalitty and cleanliness. Some of the sentiments inscribed upon their pottery are sweetly beautiful, such as 'The fair wind blows, the
branchea turn green, and those upon
the south side blossom,' and 'The dew,
of bamboo makes a pleasant noise dropPing on the ground below.' 'Fancy,'
said Prof. Morse, 'a people like ourselves, in a hurry to catch trains, listening for the sound of dew falling
from the bamboo upon the ground; and
yet, how tranquil and pleasant it all
seems." Ruskin,' he said, 'describes
a railWay station as a place to get in
and out of. he could not imagine anyone passing a eie ,sant five minutes in
such a place, -t I did so it your

Co., who are anxious to see the pictures.
The collection now closing is the finest
ever brought together in Montreal and
great thanks are due to the owners for
their generosity in loaning them. The
attendance has been disappointing. Extensive patronage was anticipated in
view of the opening of the new art gallery and the unique collections, but the
attendance was not so large as at some
previous inferior exhibitions.

1

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL.
SQUAry/

Garvin Open Daily 9 airn.to
/ tusk
Admission, 25e. Saturday free.
Reading

Room open to members till 6 p.m.

-'

THE ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL is holding a
very attractive exhibition of paintings in oil and watercolors, on the occasion of the opening of the new gallery.
The examples of the old Dutch school, as catalogued, are
Franz Hals' "Portrait of Johann Van Loo, Colonel of
the Archers of St. George," and "Portrait of a Man in
Black ;" "An Interior," by Pieter de Hooge a " Portrait of a Lady," by Rembrandt ; "A Flemish Kitchen,"
by Teniers, and two landscapes by Jacob van Ruysdael.
The English old masters include Turner's " Mercury
and Argus," which was shown in New York last Winter;
a group by Wilkie from "The Village Festival ; " Romney's " Portrait of Mrs. Wright ;" portraits by Gainsborough, Lawrence, and Reynolds, and examples of
Constable, "Old Crome," Cotman, Morland, and David
Cox. Among many admirable French paintings
are
canvases by Decamps, Delacroix, Isabey, Fortuny,
Corot, Daubigny, Diaz, Cazin, Couture, Ribot, and
Jules Breton, who was represented by his very highpriced masterpiece, "Les Communiantes." With very
few exceptions the paintings are nearly all owned by
Montreal collectors. The success of the exhibition
is
mainly due to the able efforts of Mr. R. B. Angus, Mr.
E. B. Greenshields, Vice-President of the Art Association, and Mr. A. T. Taylor, who form the Executive
Committee.
;
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3o.
The season's lectures Vétrii - agrItiit
praised. The new lecturers for this year
were Prof. Vandyke and Mr. Gould.
Reference was made to the removal by
death of Sir A.T. Galt, Sir J. J. C. Abbott
and Peter Redpath.

(A ,
... he accounts for the year now present6d by I

e treasurer show a considerable increase in
rent ea penses and a deficit of about $1,1100
r the year. This is accounted for by the payent of renewal fire insurance premiums for

ree years and by the heavy incidental excuses in connection with the new building,
such as moving the classes into the new rooms,
etc„ and by the loss of rents and taxes from
several of the shops being vacant. An estihe Annual General Meeting of the members
rate. however. of the ways and means for the
of this Association will be held In the Gallery,
THE NEW BUILDING,
year 1 89 4, shows that the revenue should be
Phillips Square, ou Wednesday afternoon,
ample to meet the expenditure and probably
The new building and the efficiency of
February 14th, at half-past four o'clock.
Business—To receive the report of the Cou s - the gallery's equipment were alluded to. seduce the balance due to the treasurer.
The opening of the new gallery by Lord and
en for 1 80 3, and to elect officers for the ensulag
Grateful mention was made of the services
Lady Aberdeen was fully described.
3 ear.
The thirteenth session commenced on OctoAlter the meeting there will be an auction of members in the arrangement of the read14th, in the new class rooms, in charge of
:.ale of the periodicals usually disp)sed of tr.nn
ing room. Thanks were expressed to Their ber
Mr. Witham Brymner. R.C.A., who reports as
the Reading Room.
Excellencies the Earl and Countess ot
follows: This year begins a new era in the hisROBERT LIN O 4A.Y, Sacretary.
Aberdeen for consenting to become patrons
tory of the Art school, ample accommodation
having been provided in the new wing of the
of the Association.
Art gal cry to replace the rooms hitherto at the
E.
B.
Greenshields,
vice-president,
spoke
disposal of the association. Two fine large
about how carefully Sir Donald had spoken
rooms, each 36 x 51, commanding the northern
exposure
have been designed for the school,that
of the report and the affairs of the Associa$1141T7
on the first floor is now occupied by the Antition for the year.
in which all the casts are set up, inclass
que
cluding some which for lack of space eoutd not
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
FEBRUABY It , A94.
The upper room is especially
used
before.
te
W. S. Meredith and W. F. Torrance
The Annual Ckeneral Meeting of the Memarranged for the life-class with ample provision
bers of thk AsSoeiation will he held in the acted as scrutineers for the elections which
for artificial lighting for the night class. At one
Gallery, Pinning Square,
• • •
end a separate room has been partitioned off
were then carried on with the following
I, here still life composition may be left undisOn Wednesday, Feb. 14th, 1894, results
turbed for the pupils. The competition for
Mr. Torrance proposed that one ballet
AT 4,3 9 0'014)CX P. M.
scholarships took place as usual in the month
of Bay: the number competing was small,
only be cast.
BusiNuss—To reeeive the report of the
five entering tor the advanced and four for the
Council for 1893, and to elect • Officers for the
E. B. (ireenshields was announced as
elementary class. The work shown, however.
ensuing year.
having
been
elected
president
by
acclamawas satisfactory. It is with deep regret that I
After the meetiag there will be qh ;metiers
have to record the sudden death, near the
sale of periodicals clonally disposed of from the tion.
Close cl last session, of Charles Smith at the
W. C. VanHorne was unanimously electReading Room. •
age of eighteen. He perhaps gave more proTtopgwr LtiSTIDSAY, Sec.
ed vice-president.
mise of a brilliant future than any pupil thl.
Mr. Murray was elected treasurer: The
school has had. The number of pupils wh
attended during the last session (18 9 2-93) wa
councillors being as follows: Rev. J. Edgar
3 5, and up to the present date this session, 26.
Hill, Hugh McLennan, A - no. Popham, J no.
There were nine competitors for the Associa. Ross, D. Morrice, C. J. Fleet. They were
tion scholarships attise annual competition, the
-7-17c7L
A
d s7
successful ones being :—In the first section, S.
unanimously elected. Dr.-F. J. Sheppard,
Bobert FOB in the second section, Wm. Edson.
A Satisfactory Report Rea at Ye‘ter- was elected a member for one year.
Reference was made to the work done in the
water color class and to the increased use of
THANES TO SIR DONALD.
day's Meeting.
the reading room. Facts and figures were given
The following resolution was carried unto the triennial exhibition of the
lii - tEaid
„.,
Boyal Canadian academy and an account of
.Financial Condition of the Society animously: Moved by 1). A. Watt and
the seventeenth annual loan exhibition held
seconded by J. H. Joseph, that the thanks
last November. Reference was made to the
—The President, Sir Donald of this Association are due and are hereby
exhibition of Japanese pottery. The report
also states that” The Last Rays," an oil paintSmith, Expresses Dissatisfaction
tendered to the retiring president, Sir
ing by J. M. Barnsley, had been purchased by
A.
Smith,
for
the
signal
service
he
Donald
at the Fewness of the Members
subscription, and that the association is much
has rendered the Association and the cause
Indebted to the several members for their kind—The Loan Gallery.
ness in furnishing the new reading room and
of art during his term of office.
adding to the library.
A vote of thanks to gentlemen who had
The membership during the past four years
loaned pictures at the exhibition, was corhas been as follows : —

Art Association,
a, fit

mrs.7nAL REPORT AND ELECTION 0B.
Yesterday afternoon the annual general meeting of the Art Association was
held, in the gallery of the building. Sir
Donald A. Smith was in the chair, and
the following were present:—Messrs E.
13. Greenshields, D. A. Watt, W. G.
Murray,: D. Morrice, Dr. Gardner, Ed.
Holton, the Rev. J. Edgar Hill„G. Cheney, A. M. Gould, W. Drake, Professor
Penhallow, J. Torrance, J. H. R. Molson, G. F. Burnett. W. F. Torrance, the
Hon. Justice Wurtele, S. P. Stearns,
A. F. Riddell, H. C. Nelson, V. Meredith, W. R. Millar, R. W. Shepherd, J.
Tasker, J. S. Grant, Dr. Fisher, H.
Joseph, J. Kennedy, Dr. F. Sheppard.
The secretary read the annual report

substantially as follows:—In submitting
the report for the year 1893, the council have to congratulate the members
on the completion of the new building
containing a fine gallery available for
special exhibitions% commodious rooms
for the antique and life classes, and a
bright cheerful library and reading
room. The want of this accommodation
has been felt for many years, and now
that it is supplied the association may
lie considered in a position to carry
on its work successfully for some time
to come. The association has now three
shops on St. Catherine street and three
on Phillips' square, as well as two studios for artists. The amount subscribed towards the erection of the new
building (in addition to 116,279.93 previously subscribed, to purchase the property on which it Is built) is to date'
$16,100, of which $15,250 has been paid.
There remains an indebtedness on account of the building of about 834,000,
with an interest charge of about $1,700. which shall be met by • the rents
received from the ahops, estimated for
this year at $2,500. As, however, the
cost of the maintenance of the institution is considerably increased by the enla.gemen t of the building, it is neces1800. 1891. 1892. 1893. sary that this interest charge should
the meeting of the dially passed.
disappear as soon as possible, and it is
1921
26
23
Governors
SALE OF PAPERS.
72
70
70
70
hoped that those friends who have not
Art Association, held
Life members
384
400
408
459
Annual
members
already subscribed to the building fund
The sale of papers then kept the memyesterday afternomj,
In 1893—Family tickets, 353 ; single tickets, will see their way to do so this year.
bers busy for a short time. .Good prices
Sir Donald A. Smith
85 ; associate tickets, 21 .
The accounts for the year now presentwere realized for the magazines.
The number of visits to the gallery during ed by the treasurer show a considerable
presided. There were
the last four years have been: —
increase in current expenses and a defipresent the Council,
1891.
1892.1893. cit of about $1,600 for the year. This is
1890.
13,294
By members... . 14,714 14,616 13,214
accounted for by the payment of renewwhich consists of
1,242 al fire insurance premiums for three
1,632
Free
yisitors.... 1,738820
Paying visitors. 7,749 5,674 4,358 3,561 years and by the heavy incidental exE. B. Greenshields,
---The council have to regret the removal by penses in connection with the new buildD. Morrice, W. S.
death during the year of Mr. Alexander Buninto the
Watt,
A.
tin, Mr. Peter Redpath and Mr. W. P. Kay, ing, such as moving the classes
Murray, D.
governors ; and of the Hon. Sir J. J. C. Abbott, new rooms, etc., and by the loss of rents
and members of the association, as follows
Bon. Sir A. T. Galt, Mr. C. M. Acer, Mr. and taxes from several of the shops beArthur Allan, Mr. W. C. Munderloh and Mr, ing vacant. An estimate, however, of
Dr. Gardner, Edward Holton, Rev. J.
H. Storey, annual members.
the ways and means for the year 1894
Edgar Hill, G. Cheney, O. M. Gould, Prof.
Sir Donald Smith, in moving the adop- shows that the revenue should be ample
Penhallow, J. Torrance, J. H. R. Molson, Air. E. B. Greenshields President, and tion of the report, said he thought the to meet the expenditure and probably
the treasurer.
Mr. Van Horne Vies-presidentmembers of the association would agree reduce the balance due to
G. F. Burnett, W. F. Torrance,
The opening of the new gallery by
with him when he said that it was a satThe New Art Booms.
Stearns,
Hon. Justice Wurtele, S.
was
fully des
and Lady Aberdeen
isfactory one. A good work had been Lord
scribed.
A. F. Riddell, H. C. Nelson, V. Meredith,
past
year
and
it
was
very
done during the
The thirteenth session commenced on
W. R. Millar, R. W. Shepherd, H. Joseph,
to find that many had taken Oct. 14, in the new class room, in charge
The annual general meeting of satisfactory
J. Kennedy, Dr. Shepherd, Jas. Tasker, J.
association
by
becomin
the
interest
of Mr. William F3rymner, R.C.A., who
the members of the Art Associ- an
G. Grant and Dr. Fisher.
ing members, as there was a considerable reports as follows: This year begins a
Sir Donald opened the meeting by asking ation was held yesterday afternoon increase since 1890. There were so many new era in the history of the art school,
the secretary, Robt. Lindsay, to read the in the gallery, Sir Donald A. Smith people in Montreal who took an interest
ample accommodation having been proannual report. The statement was very presiding whilst there were also present in art that they had every reason to be- vided in the new wing of the art galB.
Greenshields,
D.
A.
Watt,
amount
Messrs.
E.
the
showed
that
to replace the rooms hitherto at
satisfactory and
lieve that the membership would still go lery
the disposal of the association. Two
subscribed towards the erection of the new W. G. Murray, D. Morrice, Dr. Gardner, , on increasing, for their art gallery would
fi ne large roams, each 36 x 01, commandbuilding (in addition to $16,279.93 previous- Ed. Flolton, Rev. J. Edgar Hill, G. compare favorably with any other gallery
been de, ly subscribed, to purchase the property on Cheney, A. Ill. Gould, W. Drake, Professor I on this continent. Arrangements have ing the northern exposure have the first
signed for the school, that on
which it is, built) is to date $16,500, of Penhallow, J. Torrance, J. H. R. Molson, also been made for lectures by the
floor is now occupied by the antique,
wilich $15,250 has been paid. There re- G. F. Burnett, W. F. Torrance, Hon. celebrated Professor -Van Dyke and
class in which all the casts are set up,
mains an indebtedness on account of the Justice Wurtele, S. P. Stearns, A. F.
Gould. Sir Donald, after com- Including some which, for lack of space,
H. C. Nelson, V. Meredith, W. R. Mr.
building of about $34,000, with an interest
could not be used before. The upper
menting on the sad loss Which room
is especially arranged for the lifecharge of $1700, which will be met by the Millar, R. W. Shepherd, H. Joseph, J. the association had sustained by
, class with ample provision for artificial
rents received from the shops, estimated for Kennedy, Dr. F. Shepherd, J. Tasker, J.
of
Sir
John
Abbott
and
Mr.
the
death
lighting for the night-class. At one end
this year at $2500. As, however, the cost S. Grant and Dr. Fisher.
Peter Redpatb, spoke of the many kindseparate room has been partitioned off
of the maintenance of the institution is conproceedings opened by the secre- nesses of Lord and Lady Aberdeen, who awhere
The
still life composition may be left
siderably increased by the enlargement of tary reading the annual report, which
had
graciously
consented
to
become
paundisturbed for the pupils. The compethe building it is necessary that this in- was substantially as follows :—
trons of the exhibition. The president tition for scholarships took place as
terest charge should disappear as soon as
In submitting the report for the year 1893, concluded by stating that there was no uusal in the month of May; the number
possible. and it is hoped that those friends the council have to congratulate the members
association should not competing was small, five entering for
who have not already subscribed to the on the completion of the new building, con- reason why the
the advanced and four for the elemenin the front rank of tary
increase
until
it
was
gallery
available
for
fine
special
exa
taining
building fund will see their way to do so
class. The work shown, however,
hibitions, commodious rooms for the antique similar institutions on this continent.
was satisfactory. The numiber of pupils
this year.
and life classes, and a bright, cheerful library
of
officers
then
took
The
election
place,
who
attended during the last session
and reading room. Tho want of this accommoSIR DONALD'S ADDRESS.
(1892-93) was 35, and up to the present
dation has been felt for many years, and now which resulted by acclamation as folSir Donald Smith then said that on the that it is supplied the association may be con- lows : President, Mr. E. B. Greenshields ;
date this session, 26. There were nine
a position to carry on its work
whole the report was a very satisfactory sidered lobe in
W. C. Van Home ; competitors for the association scholarsuccessfully for some time to come. The vice-president, Mr.
one. They hoped, however, for greater association
treasurer, Mr. Murray ; council, Rev. J. ships at the annual competition, the\
has now three shops on.
TS'
successful ones being:—In the first secthings; the assets were $43,000, against Catherine street and three on Phillips square, Edgar Hill, Messrs. Hugh McLennan, J.
tion, S. Robertson; in the second secwhich there were liabilities, including as well as two studios for artists. These are Popiaam, James Ross, D. Morrice, C. J.
tion, Wm. Edson. The membership durall rented for the current year except one. The
mortgage, etc., of $31,000, making $12,000 amount
subscribed towards the erection of the Fleet and Dr. Shepherd.
ing the past four years has been as foito the good. Last year there was a deficit new building (in addition to $16,279.93 pre.
It was then moved by Mr. D. A. Watt, l lows:—
of a large amount. It was confidently be- viously subscribed, to purchase the property seconded by Mr. J. H. Joseph :—
1890 1821. 1892 1893
which it is built) is to date $16,500, of which
lieved that the expenses of the association, on
19
21
25
23
"That the thanks'of the association are due I Governors
$15,250 has been paid. There remains au inLife
met
and
members
for the coming year would be fully
debtedness on account of the building of about and are hereby tendered to the retiring presiAnnual
members
408
459
for
the
0
7
0
38
1
400
0
7
Donald
A.
Smith,
signal
serof
$1,700.
7
dent,
Sir
interest
charge
over.
$34,000,
with
an
that there would be something
In 1393—Family tickets, 153: single
shall be met by the rents received from vices he bas rendered the association and the
The membership of the Association has which
the shops, e stimated f thi at $2,500, cause of art during his term of office."
, tickets, 85; associate tickets,
21.
been increasing. In 1890 there were 300 As, however, the cost of the maintenance of
After
Donald had returned thanks, , Trlise, number of visits to the gallery
members ; ,1891, 400; 1892, 408 ; and in the institution is considerably increased by the
during
the
last
four
years have been:—
enlargement of the building it is necessary that
Drake moved,
by the Rev.
93, 4,59.
this interest charge shoal disappear as soon
1890
1821,
2S22
1893
be pn rYealnerrlibtoe rrs
Sir Donald went on to say that there: as possible, and it is hoped that those friends s J. Edgar Bill, that a vote of
14,714 14,616 13,214 13, 0 94
who had
picshould be double that number. The loan who have not already subscribed to the build- tendered
1,738
820 1,562 1.2- 42
Pay
to
At the close
*tors— 7,749 5,67.4 . 44a 2,661
gallery compared favorably with any on ing fund will see their way to do so this year, ..
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Great Progress has BeeAlade Daring The Past Year.
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Mr.

this continent. He referred to the unforn.
thilvlop.as x I
Aur-tte 1089 of

I- !

Sir

seconded

thanks
to those
loaned
tures the association.
of
the meeting the annual auction sale of
tLe reading-room periodicals took place.
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The- cOuncil -have to tlgret the— removal by death during the year of Mr.
Alexander Boulin, Mr. Peter Redpath
. and Mr. W. F. Kay, governors; and of
the Hon. Sir J. J. C. Abbott, the Hon.
Sir A. T. Galt, Mr. C. M. Acer, Mr.
Arthur Allan, Mr. W. C. Munderloh
and Mr. H. Shorey, annual members.
In moving the adoption of the report
Sir Donald Smith said he thought the
members of the association would agree
with him in considering it a satisfactory one. During the past year good
work had been done, and it was satisfactory to find that so many had taken
an interest in the association by becoming members. So many in Montreal
were interested in art that the membership would doubtless go on increasing; at any rate this should be so
for their art gallery would favorably
compare with any gallery on the continent. After commenting on the
great loss the association had sustained
in the death of Sir John Abbott and
Mr. Peter Redpa.th, Sir Donald spoke
of the many kindnesses of Lord and
Lady Aberdeen, who had generously
consented to become patrons of the
association. In conclusion, Sir Donald
said no reason existed why the association: shoUld not increase until it was in
the front rank of similar institutions
on this continent.
The election of officers resulted as
follows:—President, Mr. E. B. Greenshields; vice-president, Mr. W. C. Van
Horne; treasurer, Mr. Murray; council.
the Rev. J. Edgar Hill, Messrs. Hugh
McLennan, J. Popham, James Ross,
D. Morrice, J. C. Fleet, and Dr. Shepherd.
It was then Moved by Mr. D. A.
Watt, seconded by Mr. J. H. Joseph :—
'That the thanks of the association
are due and are hereby tendered to the
retiring resident, Sir Donald A. Smith.
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RUBENSTEIN IN .MONTREAL.
LITERARY AND MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT AT THE

ART SSOCIATir

144
A
414Lecture by Mr. Joseph ould on
the Great Russian Composer
and Musician.

The Art Association of Montreal offered
one of is rare literary and musical treats
last evening to a large and appreciative
audience in the gallery of the Association.
.1\ir. Joseph Gould, known throughout
Canada for his musical
as compeser, conductor and connoisseur, read an able and comprehensive
paper ou Anton Rubenstein, the modern
•

'

four symphonies, four piano concertos,
four operas, an oratorio, works for strings

and a number of other pieces, making
more than fifty in all. These were written in nine years, of which more than
three were spent in concert tours,
when he never remained more
ti an a few days at a time in
any one place. Rubinstein, Mr. Gould
mentioned, played here in 1872, in the
old Queen's hall, during a concert tour he

OF MONTREAL

of the Rose," by ladies :mil
The Art association of Montreal announces that the fifteenth annual spring gentlemen from the Mendelssohn Choir.
exhibition of original paintings, draw- These numbers were rendered in admirable
ings, sculptures, architectural designs, style, Mr. Alexander especially calling
etchings and designs in stained glass will forth enthusiastic applause. Mr. 0001d was
be opened on April 20th next in the gal- introduced by the Rev. Edgar Hill. Before
leries of • the associ4tion at" will be closed touching on Rubenstein's life and musical
career, the lecturer endeavored to convey
on May 9. t‘t
to his audience ail idea of the universality
The library of the Art association has of soul, the magnitude of understanding
just received a valuable donation from and sympathy, and the true patriotic charthe Hon. J, K. Ward, viz : A_ complete acter of Oda genius of the age, who, in his
set of Jardine's Naturalists library, 41 musical creations, acts his own NI onderfal
vols., 8 vo. half morocco, ith eAutiful conceptions, and in his musical renderings,
ca rries his audience with him "to the
colored illustrations. AP/5'4
edge of the Infinite, and lets them
for moments gaze into it." Rubenstein has
7
i
DISTRICT OF
not the beauty of Apollo, lint his face
1. Montreal. .1%Io. 1713. Orteut Court. The
shows ruggedness and great strength of
Art Association of Montreal. plaintiff, versus
R. Hickson, defendant. On the 15th day of character. He describes himself as "simply
March, inst., et 2 of the clock in the afternoon,
much hair and little nose." Chapters cold
at No. 2174 St. Catherine Street. in the City of
Montreal, will be sold by authority of jus t ice, be written on his touch, its perfect legato
and crisp staccato, and on his magnificent
all the goods and chattels of the said de.
fendant, seized in this calise , consisting of virtuosity, carrying all before it in its overcarpets, tables, sewing machine, etc. s. C.
Whelming passion. He was born in Russia
Marsan, B4C. Montreal, 6th March, 189,1,
in 1$29 of Jewish parents, who
afterwards became Christian. He exhibited early signs of bis genius and
travelled as a boy prodigy over all Europe,
11/10N1- rE.0.1._,, meeting Liszt, Schumann and other great
h kLid
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
artists. Several years of his life were spent
in Berlin, Vienna and St. Petersburg. Like
Mr. Joseph Gould
many anothergenius, his early artistic career
Will read a paper on RUE' tifIN,
was spent amid great poverty and privawith vocal and instrumental Illustrations
tion, and it was not until 1847, when the
15th,
at 8.15 p.m. Grand Duchess Helena made him court acOn Thursday, March
companist in St. Petersbnrg, that his forA limited mimber of tickets will be sold
to non-members at 50c.
tune was assured.
His only season in America in 1872
brought him $40,000, but he does not remember this trip with any pleasure, owing
to
dictatorial character of his manager.
/47amr. PH ILLI1 SQ17A0REL.Tgo Thethebest
part of his life has been spent in
the cause of music in Russia. To him is
JOS E P H
chiefly due the credit of raising the Russian
will read a paper on RUBINSTEIN. with School of Music to the high standard which
vocal and instrumental illustrations, on itnow possesses. For years Ile has been direcTHURSDAY, March 15th, at 8.1 5 p.m.
tor of Russian Royal Conservatory of Music.
A limited number of tickets will be sold to Besides finding time to fulfil the
arduous
non-members at 500.
duties attached to this position, Rubenstein
has distinguished himself in every department of musical composition, symphonies,
operas, instrumental and vocal music, oratorios and stringed works. A list of forty
eight pages of closely printed catalogue.
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The life and work of Rubinstein, the
musical composer, proved a very intereeting subject last evening to the large
audience who bad assembled in the Art
gallery to listen to an address by Mr.
Jeseph Gould, Rev. J. Edgar Hill being
in the chair. He referred to the fact
that for half a century Rubinstein had
delighted the people of two continents,
hardly less with his own creations than
with his majestic skill in interpreting
the productions of others. After Liszt
was universally admitted that Rubin-,
stein was without a peer among all the
great pianists the world had produced.
Of Hubinstein's playing chapters might
be written to have heard him was
a privilege which could never
be over-estimated by the fortunate possessor of it. The delicacy and terrific
power of his piayieg, the breath and
grandeur of bis interpretation at times,
and the pathos and simplicity of them at
other times, and the coaxing, velvety
caressing of the keys were all recollections which came to one who had experienced the delight of hearing him play,
recollections, alas, by which one was very
apt to measure all other players to whom
he might listen. The lecturer then sketched the hie of Rubinstein, and said that at
twenty-five years of age he had written
-
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JOSEPH GOULD.
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himself. executed by Mr. 'Brymner and
Mr. Harris, hung behind the lecturer and
proved an additional and interesting feature
of the evening's entertainment.
Mr. Hill, referring to Mr. Gould's eminent services in the past and present and to
the regretted approaching decrease of the
Men:1088On Choir brought the proceedings
to a close with a motion of thanks from the
Association and all present.
king of patriotic musicians and comPbsers.

-- J/i94

mold Lectures o /Ifti ° Achievemerits before the Art Association.

Wr

of

The lecture was admirably supplemented by
a nusicial programme of selections from the
Tho Spring Exhibition.
com p oser' s works. Piano solp--"Barcarolle,"
The fifteenth annual spring exhibition of (IP Minor), Mr. Arthur Letogtal.
original paintings, drawings, sculptures, song—"Still 00 I Think of Thee," byPart
holies
architectural designs, etchings and designs and gentlemen from the
Mendelssohn Choir.
in stained glass will be opened on April 20
in the galleries of the Art Association of Song—"On! When She Sings." Mr. Alex mMontreal. Th exhibition will be kept open iler; d natl. "Happy Birds,"Miss Reyner and
Miss Maltby; piano cola, nocturne (G. major
until May 9.
op. 69), Mr. Arthur Lietondal; sono. , `` The
•
Asrai,"
Mr. .Alexander; part song, "The
Art Association's Exhibition.

—

katEAT liUTNATEIN.

close by giving a series of recitals,
seven in number, in all, con)prising
•one hundred and forty compositions. The
,task of memorizing these alone was gigantic, and probably had an ill effect on the
giant's powers in this direction in after
years. Rubenstein spends half his time in
St. Petersburg, and the other half with his
wife end family at his country residence in
Peterhof, where he receives his friends and
students in a simple and hospitable
manner, though surrounded by paleliai elegance and every artistic luxury. The principal ornatnents of his
lower room are his book-cases, his Decker
grand piano, and a sinister bust in bronze
of Mephistopheles, whom he laughingly
culls his inspiration. Rubinstein is an accomplished linguist, and writes profusely
on musical art and its•exponents. With regard to the attainments of the music-loving
countries of the world, he places Germany
first with fifty per cent.; France
sixteen per cent.• America coming
ahead ofEngland, which
country
lie damns with two per cent. He considers instrumental music a higher form of
expression than vocal' purge, because of the
limitations of the !Inman voice, and the re.
striction of word language. He has been
feted, ennobled, presented with addresses
"ad nauseant," and yet remains the generous, patriotic man and true artist. None
of his children have any musical
talent, liabianOsin ItaViag discouraged anit
inclinations in this direetion ou their part.
.Failarged drawings of the artist's home and

for thett signal services he- has render-

thelPassocia,tion and the cause of art
during his term of office.'
This was carried by acclamation, and
after Sir Donald returned thanks, Mr.
Drake moved, seconded by the Rev. J.
Edgar Hill, a vote of thanks to those
who had loaned pictures to the association. The annual auction sale of
reading room periodicals, took place at
the close of the meeting.

He urought his public career to a'

I

was making of America. Having referred
to Rubinstein's extreme generosity and
kindness of heart, the lecturer spoke of
the growth of the Russian school of I
music, which had been expanded by
Rubinstein, and said that after a growth
of little more than half a century it had
assumed an importance which compelled
the attention of the world and was calculated, in the opinion of many, to threaten
the supremacy of the German school. In
conclusion, he said that wherever Rubinstein's name was known it stood as a
synonym for the highest achievement,
the most loyal devotion and the purest
and noblest in the art he had done so
much to perpetuate.
In proposing a vote of thanks to the
lecturer, which was heartily accorded,
the chairman expressed regret at the'
disaprkearance of the Mendelssohn choir,
which had done so much to elevate l
musical taste in the city for thirty years!
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Lecture by Prof. Jokn C. VEn Dyke

Additional interest was given to the

lecture by selections being rendered from
Rubinstein's compositions by Mr. Arthur
Letondal, Mr. Alexander, Miss Reyner.
MISS Maltby and a chorus of ladies and
gentlemen.
,
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Subject—PORTRAIT PAINTING
414.1.
--I With Illustrations,
Pr . Van
D
Dyke Discoure/ ery InOn Monday, March 26, at 8.15 pan.
,terestingly ou this Subject
BeAdmission to Non-Members, 25 cents. \th !fore the Art Association.
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LECTURE BY PROF. JOHN S. AN
DYKE.
Subject :" Portrait Painting," with illustra,
tions, on Monday, March 26th, at 8.15 p.m.
Admission to non-members, 25e.
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A

ture on Portrait Pai;tiltin4. g‘

Dne cf the most delightful volumes do
luxe issued last Christmas was by Harpers, entitled, "The Child Christ in Art,"
the author of which, Professor J S Van

Dyke,

will lecture at the Art Association,

this evening, on portrait painting, with
illustrations by the aid of lime-light.
Pro essor Van Dyke has not only made a
reputation by his valuable contributions to
art literature, but has also been very succesi talas a lecturer on art at the universities of Harvard and Yale and in public lectur, halls.

-The last of the present winter's series
of lectures in connection with the Art
association was delivered last evening to
a very large audience, Rev. J. Edgar
Hill presiding. Trie lecturer was Prof.
John C. Van Dyke, of New Brunswick,
N.J., who dealt with the subject, "Portrait Painting," in a very interesting
manner. Be referred to the different
styles of portraiture from the time when
the Egyptians cut portraits in granite
down to modern times, and then went on
to say that art was not an imitation,
but an interpretation of nature. It had
been said that art was but a point of
view, and genius a way of looking at
things. Ail there was of realism or idealism in nineteenth century painting lay
in the point of view. The lecture was'
rendered the more attractive by being.'
illustrated by a number of stereopticon
views showing not only the different
styles of portraiture, but the characteristic styles of some of the world's famous

painters.

It
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on Portrait Paa(114 17
Those who attended the lecture on portrait
resting
An Inte-A
painting given on Monday evening by Prof.
guished Critic.John C. Van Dyke at the Art Association
Rooms will not be likely to let the fact slip
The last of the Art As.sociation's winter I from their memory. The way in which the
series el lectures was held last evening in ..4 subject was presented, made it not only lathe Art Gallery, the lecturer of the evening teresting to painters, but it must have
roved equally so to those who knew nobeing Professor John C. Van Dyke, of Rut- thing about portrait painting. Commencing
ger's College. N.J. The subject treated by with reference to the crude carving which
Mr. Van Dyke was "Portrait Painting," appeared in the early ages, he showed how
not how. to paint , a portrait, but seine • after a considerable lapse of time the first
things about portraits that have been school had appeared, giving only the general
of the race to which the inpainted. Rev. Edgar Hill introduced the characteristics
dividual portrayed belonged. How much
lecturer amid general applause and much this was the case was proven by
noise, the latter occasioned by the people the fact that statues which were erected
who will come late, and who always are to one person, had after their death
disturbers of the place of the iect tirer and the names erased and others substituted.
the audience. With masterly guidance Mr. Gradually characteristic features were
Van Dyke took his audience with him as shown until we come to those which gave
far back as the dawn of pictorial art, us a true and perfect reproduction of the
under treatment, showing not only
glanced at the style of portraiture in the Subject
the point of character, but Also all the destone age, indicative of a crude tails of the face, such as wrinkles and
realism, and then introduced his au- moles. Not till then did true portrait
dience to what he termed the Ideal painting appear, in which the painter tried
Phase. Here the portraits were of the to paint his model as he saw him in his
attributes of the race rather than individual mind's eye, developing those points, which
likeness and personal characteristics. For were most pronounced, and which enabled
this style of portrait we look to Egypt, him to produce a portrait although, perSyria and Greece before the time of Phidias. haps, not an exact reproduction, still one
'Following this style, came the Iconic or which brought the original so fordibly heSemi-Ideal, and then the true Realistic era, fore one that it would be called a true picThis school never held complete sway till turc ou account of one's seeing •there the
s which were most pronounced in
e
after the Renaissance began, and it natur- feature
th on anal, and which were really all that
ally had several divisions. There were first people ook at in a face. The lecture was
those artists who tried to reproduce with rendered still more interesting by being
fidelity the exact physical features and illustrated with lantern slides of many exmaterial elements of man, a matter of mere amples of the different schools. This
mechanical dexterity; for true art is not lecture 'closes the winter series for this
an imitation, but an interpretation of year.
were
ose painters
•ere th
nature. Secon
• ,th
who treated the physical nature, but in a
PrizeZ4/ 70,
broader more dignified manner, seeing man
Through the liberality:of several memup
of
wrinkles,
made
whole
and
not
as a
bers of the Art association, the council has
lace and buttons. Of this class, Franz Hals, been enabled to offer the following prizes
Holbein and Tin toretto are the best repre- k for competition at the spring exhibition:
sentatives. Then, thirdly, come those truest For the best figure painting, in oil .... $100
artists, who gave not only man's physical For the best sea or landscape, in oil
100
nature, but also his mental and moral char- For the best portrait, in oil
the best painting, in oil, by a pupil
acter. To be a true portrait painter, a For
or ex-pupil of the association (within
man must first be a good reader of charac50
three years)
ter—character as it is seen in the human For the second best painting, in oil, by
a pupil or ex-pupil of the association
face and hands and manner ;—he must
25
(within three years)
study his model's heart and soul as it comes For
50
the best water color. ....... ........
eut from his eyes and 'the amis of his brow
a
comThe
prizes
will
be
awarded
by
and the curve of his lip ; and the artist mittee of five of whom three shall be
paints the man as he sees him ; if he is a
associagreat statesman, but looks like a butcher, elected by the council of the Art
tion and two by the exhibitors. All
then the artist paints him as a butcher. artists resident in Canada. or Canadian
The great portrait painters of the world artists studying or residing abroad, may
are Titian, Rembrandt, Leonardo da Vinci
A special
Valasquez, Rubel's, Bellini, and Tinta- compete for these prizes.
prize
of
$200 will be awarded to the piccharacter
portThey
all
painted
the
retto.
rait. Van Dyck was of the royal court of ture obtaining the greatest number of
portrait painters, but was not one of the votes of visitors attending the exhibition,
or which purpose each ticket of admiscrowned heads.
ion shall carry one vote, each single
Professor Van Dyke' s brilliant lecture
was admirably sapplemented by a rich ticket of association membership two
votes.
series of photographic lantern slides illus- votes, and each family ticket three
trating all periods and stages of portrait This competition is open to all Canadian
paiting from 4,000 B.C. down to the artists without distinction, and may be
on by the recipient of any of the asmodern impressionist style of to-day. Prof.
prizes, it is hoped by this
Van Dyke is doubtless known to Montreal's liociation
artistic circles by his ever-growing reputa- means to encourage a more thorough
of the work exhibittion as art-critic and connoisseur, as well study and criticism
Canadian
as by his delightful books and articles on ed, which is almost entirely by
the subject. The impression already made artists. The result of the voting will be
has been amply confirmed by the masterly made known with the awarding of the
ease with which the lecturer treated his association prizes, one week before the
texWast evening. He displayed a thor- closing of the exhibition.
ough, kneWledge, strong convictions and
bold haa;alling of the matter and won his
THE ART ASSOCIATION.
audience by his grace of language and individual manner of treatment.
List of Prizes for the Annual Spring
Exhibition. .9
.
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For the best figurli Ti
moil ......
' For the best sea or landscape, in oil .....
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I 5th ANNUAL SPRING E I TION
--Will open with a-

Private View for 1VIembers
MONDAY EVENING, April 23rd.
All are cordially invited to join the Associahou.

p44,04e. T EXHIBITION. /

Fior the best portrait, in oil I

100

Fôr thp best painting, In oil; by a pupil or

751

...
•
In oil, by a pupil or
Tgreilre ........ best,

6

ex-pupil of.the association`( within three
i

ex-pupil cf the association (within threg..

years) r.
2
...
For the best water color
The prizes will be awarded by a conixnittee of Bye persons, of whom three
shall be elected by the council of the Art
association and two by the exhibitors.'
Bone of the committee shall vote in class- I
es in which they are themselves competitors. A majority of the votes of the said

committee shall be required to make the
awards, and its decision shall be final;
they shall also have the right of withThe '15th Spring Exhibitio f the holding any prize when they consider the
Art Association.
work in competition of insufficient merit.
For the first time in their new gallery, All artists resident in Canada, or Canathan artists studying or residing abroad,
the Art Association will hold their 15th may compete for these prizes. A prize
Spring Exhibition commencing Monday, shall not be awarded to any artist for the 1
23rd, and lasting until May 19th. it same class of work more than once in five
years, nor shall more than one prite be
promises to be a great success.
awarded to an artist at any one exhibiAlready Secretary Lindsay is busy ar- thon. The winner of a second prize
ranging exhibits. That it will attract large
may, however, compete for the first
numbers of the art-loving people of Mont- prize at subsequent exhibitions. The
real, and elicit warm encomiums from all
of artists who have gained prizes
cultivated critics goes without saying. The work
shall, during the period in which they
gathering will include pictures from the
leading R.C.A's of the Dorainical and should' are restricted from competition, be
marked "non-competing," and in the
be accepted as a pleasing demonstration of
the rapid advancement of Canadian Artists, catalogue each year shall be printed
and is an incidental proof of the gr4at- after their names "association prize,", 1
ly increased demand for their work. with date and class of work. A special
It is expected that Their Exeellencies Lord. prize of $200 will be awarded to the picture obtaining the greatest number of
and Lady Aberdeen' will attend privately.
Che opening will be a private eonversazione votes of visitors attending the exhibition,
on Monday evening, and the gallery will for which purpose each ticket of admisbe open only to members. Tuesday the sion shall carry one vote, each single
ticket of association membership two
public will be admitted.
Among the notable and beautiful pictures votes, and each family ticket three votes.
to be exhibited are J. M. Barnsley's This competition is open to all Canadian
artists, without distinction, and may be
"Dieppe Harbor." "London Bridge, by F.M.
Bell-Smith, R.C.A., of Toronto; "A Nibble . won by the recipient. of any of the association prizes. It is hoped by this means
at Last," by Miss M. A. Bell, of Almonte,
"A Portrait" by F. Brownell of Ottawa ; to encourage a more thorough study and
"Breaking a Road," by Win. Cruick- criticism of the work exhibited, which is
almost entirely by Canadian artists. The
shank of Toronto ; "Bereft," by E. Wyley
result of the voting will be made known,
Grier, R. C. A. of Toronto ; " Across the
Lea," by J. L. Graham, (R. C. A.) of our with the awarding of the association
own city ; "The Dulse Gatherers" and • prizes, one week before the closing of the
exhibition, and the details published,
"Herring Fishing, Bay of Fundy,"
thereby giving the public an opportunity
by J. Hammond, R. C. A. St. John,
N.B. ; "Widowed but not Forsaken," of criticizing the result, which will necessarily be extremely interesting, and it is
by Miss S. B. Holden, of Montreal
hoped will be fully taken advantage of.
Portrait of A. F. Gault and a Canadian
-

-

" Backwoodsman," by Robert Harris, President R.C,A., also his "Youth and Age ;"
O. Leduc's "Head of a Young Girl ;"
" Darkening," " A Morning Gleam," by
L. B. O'Brien, R.C.A., of Toronto. A
variety of work by G. A. Reid, R.C.A.,
of Toronto ; also the flower pictures of
Mrs. Reid.
Henry Sandham, R.C.A., of Boston, will
exhibit "Portrait of an Ancestor," and
others; there will be several by Miss Strickland Tully, R.C.A., of Toronto, and several
small landscapes by Homer R. Watson,
R.C.A., of Doon, Ont. Suzor Cote will exhibit two figures and a landscape, and there
will be some others by the Art Association
pupils.
Among the water-colors, many 'of the
sanie artists will exhibit, while among these
specially may be mentioned the young Toronto artist, Ernest E. Thompson,A.R.C.A.,
of Toronto, artist of the painting "Waiting in vain."
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_Preparations are at present in full
he Art Association of Montreal ha's of 'Swing at the Art gallery for the fifteenth
for
the
valuable
prizes
fered a number of
THE ART EXHAITION
annual spring exhibition, which takes annual spring exhibition of the Montreal
place from April 23 to May 19. The prizes Art association, which opens on Monday Opens This Evening at the Art mati are: For the best figure painting, in oil, evening next with a private view for
t o te.
$100; for the best sea or landscape, in oil, members, and on which occasion a con$100; for the best portrait, in oil, $75; for versazione will be held. So far as the
The fifteenth annual e hibition of oil
the best painting, in oil, by a pupil or ex- quality of the pictures is concerned the paintings, and watercolors at the Art
pupil of the Association (within three exhibition promises to be fully up to the Institute, which opens to-night, shows
years), $30; for the second best, in oil, $20, average, and in one or two cases some- for one thing a most gratifying progress
for the best water color, $50. A special
made on the part of the students. 7rhey
prize of $200 will be awarded to the, picture wbat better. All the leading R.C.A.'s seem, as a rule, to have attempted less amobtaining the greatest number of votes of . will be represented, and there will also bitious things and to have done much betvisitors attending the exhibition, for which be two or three new exhibitors who will ter work. Taking the exhibition as a
purpose each ticket of admission shall carry ,show some good work. There will like- whole it is ahead of those of the last twC
one vote each single ticket of Association wise be some pictures of the years. Several of the pictures on vies*
membership two votes, and each family Students of the art classes. The however, were exhibited in Ottawa up ti)/
ticket three votes.
of water colors will be about a week ago and have &read]
G number
somewhat larger than usual. The ex- received extensive mention in the STAR.
hibition will remain open until about The two that attracted most attention tiler
May 19, after whichi t is probable that will not fail to do so here. They are "Bereft
E. Wylie Grier, and "Widowed but nol
the new gallery will be hung with Cana- by
forsaken" by Sarah B.
The first is
1/41
dian pictures as an attraction for the a large canvas showingHolden.
15 h Annual Spring xhibit on
the edge of a swami
summer, the pictures being the best in in Cornwall with trees in the background
will open, with a prls ate view for members, on the exhibition, which opens next week. at the edge of
the pool lies a dead ewe with
'Through the liberality of several mem- two or three ravens hovering already over
Monday Evening, April 23rd.
the
carcass..
Near
by stands the roughlyr'
bers of the association the council has
SrAll are cordially invited to Join the been enabled to offer the following prizes clad, sad f5,ced shepherdess, holding tilt
-nolation.
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motherless lamb in her arms. It is one a
those pictures that cannot be passed with
out noticing it. The sentiment which thi
I ta ("\‘artist tries to
coz, the coloring and Lai
entire treatment

atttleexhi bitigt :
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HARMONY.

diss Hoklen's rig 'shows a young
w i dow alone in an almost bare room with
her child in her arms. The only light is
furn4shed by a candle, and the effect created
is excellent. It is a pkture that grows on
one the longer one looks at it. Anothin.
picture of much merit is Jas. L. Graham's
"Across the Lea," showing a litrd of cattle
slowly making their way home in the soft
dying sunlight. In all there are about
two hundred and forty pictures, of which
the three mentioned are the most noteworthy. Percy F. Woodcock exhibits a
delightful picture called "The Approaching
Storm," and Mr. Bryttiner has three good
paintings, one a study of a woman in Grecian dress and the others bits a scenery.
Homer Watson has a number of- very fine
landscapes on view, which, following the English custom, are covered with glass. D. P. MacMillan
shows a study of a head called "The
Dreamer," which shows good coloring and
is well executed. Helen G. Johnson is represented by two very nice things. A
bunch of chrysanthenums and a study of
fruit, both Very well drawn, with natural
coloring. Catherine S. Penfold shows "An I
Unwilling Captive." A little boy perched
in an attic window, through which
the fight enters, making a very good
effect. Robert Harris has several good
portraits Mt view and Mr. A. Reid shows
himself as clever as ever in his own particular 'genre. John C. Pinhey exhibits a
large canvass, the picture of a mother and
child, which shows a wealth of color, and
very good posing.
The collection of water colors in the
mailer room is very fair. L. P. O'Brien,
s usual, shows some very fine landscapes,
aid F. M. Bell-Smith has a large picture of
he Pont-Neuf, Paris, on view that is bound
o be admired. Its companion, " Westninster," lacks some of the brightness of
he other, but is well drawn.
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hibition Opening.
-----Harrnonies in Color—A Fashionable
Function—The Conversazione
a Notable Event—Local Artists
Well Represented—Great Ideas
Current In Paint and Pose. 1
The 15th annual spring exhibition of the !
Art Association, inTrig for the,firsttime
their magnificent gallery, was opened to
members and the press last night. The
people present„.n-ver 400 in numbers
eluded mostly'Montrel youth and beauty.
Large as the gallery is it was small for the
task assigned to it, Most of the crowd
hurried up stairs to the gallery, to the vast
area of differing lights and colors. The
strains of popular operas, and sonie of the
.

•

sweetest things R. Gruenwald could select
from Gounod, Verdi and Strauss, and
played under his direction by the orchestra

v

AT THE ART GALLV
3pening -- of the Spring x onion
Witnessed by a Large and Fashionable Gathering.

There was a large gathering of admirers
if art last night at the Art Gallery, on the
>cession of the fifteenth annual spring exfibition of the Art Association. It was the
irst time that the walls of the Gallery were
lung with the work of, the members, and
o judge from the crowd of critics,
lumbering fully five hundred, the
ifforts were not unappreciated. Gruenvald's orchestra discoursed sweet music
rom the Various popular operas.
among the ladies and gentlemen present
.vere noticed: Sir William Dawson and
\its. Harrington, Mr. Francis McLennan,
Morrow nod the Misses Morrow, Frank
tedpath, A. T. Taylor and Mrs. Taylor, C.
f. Fleet, Alex. Falconer, H. C. Nelson, J.
l'rv-Davies, Judge Wurtele and Mrs. Wurtife, Miss Plimsoll, N. J. White, Jas.
Taylor, the Misses Taylor,
lasicer,'Horaer
,
J. W. Stephens, Jr., Dr. Simpson, Mrs.
-;inlpson. and Miss Simpson, Rey. H.
Nlervyn, Jos. Bielle, C. E. L. Porteous,Mrs.
Porteous and Miss Porteous John Day, C.
Porteous, L. Morris
['overly and Mrs. Peverly,
ind Mrs. Morris, J. W. Mills, Miss Mills,
Hiss H. J. MaeDonnell, F. S. Lyman, Mrs.
Lyman and Miss Lyman, A. C. Lyman
tnd Mrs. Lyman, W. E. Lyman,
John Fair and Mrs. Fair, Robert Lindsay
rid Mrs. Lindsay, Mr. Stanley Ba,gg, sr.,
stanley Bagg, Albert C: Lewis and Mrs.
Lewis, Capt. J. Lawrence and Mrs. Lawa...nce, Henry Joseph, -Thos. Hiam, Mrs.,j
Hism and Miss Hiam, Rev. G: Colbornel
lleine, O. M. Gould, Walter N. Evans, Mrs.
Evans and Miss Evans, A. D. Durnford, J.
It. Dongall, Miss Anna Darragh, Dr. Craik,
Miss Symmers, Miss Smith, Edwin Cox,
;co. E. Cote, E. S. Clouston, M. B. Beth une,,
oho Beattie and Mrs. Beattie, R. B. Angus,
'l is s Maud Angus and Miss M. Angus,
tiss Cantlie, Dr. Sterling, Miss E. Arnton,
Dr. Tait. McKenzie, Miss. Peacock, the
SI is,es Bethune,. Mrs. Robert Patterson i i
Ms, I ingh McLennan, Prof. Couture, Mrs..
Van Horne and the Misses Van Horne,'
Miss iipackman ami Miss L. McI.
Spackinan, Mine. Cornu, Profess
Penhailo w and the Misses Bottak
Whas Bertha Cochrane, Mrs. Fisher,
Pisheisi. Miss Amy Fisher, H. L. Put
nd MrS.Putnam, Mrs. .Sewell, Miss Maeicar, Misa Rosie McLea, A. C. Hut eh insOn,
Stul T. Lafieur,Prof.•Carus-Wilson and Mrs.
Wilson, John L. Day, Miss Scott, Mr. MacPherson, Prof. Adatni; Miss Kate Campbell,
J. F. Mackie, Rev. W. S. Barnes; Walter
Drake, accompanied by Mrs. Dr. Appell, of
Nev. York, and his niece, Miss Porter,'
Hobert Harris,, P. R. C. A.; William Bi-yin-i, IL C. A.• M. Seymour, Henry T. Caries Percy Woodeock,.41.i.C. A., and Miss
Hoiden.
-

.

,

"REVERIE" (WM. BRYMNER, RCA.)
A.)

in admirable fashion, furnished stimulus for
the sauntering throng. The exhibition is
greatly the best the society has ever made.
Light refreshments were served under
the direction of Mr. Joyce during the
evening.
Among those present who were noticed
were ; Sir Wm. and Lady Dawson, Francis
McLennan, Geo. Boulton, Dr. Morrow and
Mrs. Morrow. Frank Redpath, A. T.
Taylor and Mrs. Taylor, C. J. Fleet, Alex.
Falconer, H. C. Nelson, J. Fry-Dawes, Judge
Wurtele and Mrs. Wurtele, Miss Plimsoll,
W. J. White, Jas. Tasker, Homer Taylor,
the Misses Taylor, Geo. Washington
Stephens, jr., Dr. Simpson and Miss Simpson, Jos. Riche, C. E. L. Porteus and Mrs.

"A STORY" (GEo. A. REIO, R.C.A.)
Craik, Dean of the Medical Faculty of
McGill, accompanied by Miss Simmers and
Miss Smith, Edwin Cox, Geo. E. Cote, E.
S. Clouston, Strachan Bethune, Jno.
Beattie, R. B. Angus and Miss
Maud Angus, and Miss M. Angus,
The Misses Cantle, Dr. Sterling, Miss E.
Arnton, Dr. Tait McKenzie, Mrs. Simpson,
Miss Peacock, Mrs. Robert Patterson, Mrs.
Hugh McLennan, Prof. Couture and
ladies, Miss Van Horne, Miss Angus,
Miss MacVicar, Miss Rosie MeLea, Misses
Mabel and Lilian Evans; and Mrs. W. M.
Evans, A. C. Hutchinson, Paul T. Lafleur,
Carus-Wilson and Mrs. Wilson,: Jno. L.
Day, Miss Scott, Mr. Macpherson,
Prof. Adam', Miss Kate Campbell, J. F.
Mackie, Rev. R. Barnes and Howard
Barnes, Walter Drake, accompanied by
Mrs. Dr. Appell, of New York, and Miss
Porter, her niece. Many prominent
artists were present, 'among these being
Robt. Harris, P. R. C. A., Win. Bryinner,
R. C. A. M. Seymour, Henry T. Carter,
Percy Woodcock, R. C. A., Miss Sarah B.
Holden.

the quality of the work generally is goo ,
there are few striking canvasses. There
are perhaps a half-dozen oil-paintings
which will attract inStant attention. Others
will win favor on closer inspection by reason of the excellence of their workmanship.
A feature of the exhibition is the grea.t preponderance of really earnest, faithful, pains-taking work. In a couple of instances the
artists have, unfortunately, allowed this to
. entirely outweigh considerations of
beauty in the choice of a subjeet„ . The result has been in these
cases that the subjects are unattractiV e"
while worked out in minutest detail with
artistic fidelity, and they will escape'atten.

tion.

The prevailing note in the coloring of the
pictures is brightness and cheeriness,
without any glaring combinations. As
a rule in individual cases the
coloring has been carefully studied and is
true to nature. The subjects are comprehensive in their range, landscape claiming
time greater number of examples. There
m'a a few portraits and numerous studies of
heads and figures: Of animal studies there
A GREAT SHOWING FOR CANADA.
There are 166 oils and 71 water-colors arc scarcely any. The seascapes, while
hung upon the wall, making a brave show- few, are all commendable, and include sonic
of the best work in the exhibition.
ing for Canadian art. The pictures have
The water-colors are of a meritorious
been chosen with excellent judgment, and
the manner in which they have been hung chanteter, and will obtain no small measure
shows judicious taste. The water-colors of publie attention. A noticeable FIT
both in oils and water-colors, is the smallare hung in the small gallery at the head
ness of many of the pictures. Many of
of the stairs, and the oils in the new galthese show the most careful attention to
lery.
The exhibition compares favorably with, details. Few of the pastels show much
merit.
former ones, showing in many cases satisThe work of the students evinces much
factory advance on past work. Although
honest endeavor, but none of the pictures
show special ability, being merely studies.
James L. Graham's "Across the Lea" is an
exception, being very well done. The exhibition of statuary, painting and china,
and pyrography is small, but good.
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"THE PICTURE BOOK,"
(TNO. C. PINHEY, R.C.A.)
Porteus, C. Peverly and Mrs. Peverly, Jno.
L. Morris and Mrs. Morris, J. W. Mills,
Miss Mills, Miss H. J. MacDonnell,
F. S. Lyman, A. C. and W. E. Lyman,
Mr. and Mrs. Robt. Lindsay and Miss
Lindsay, Mrs. Stanley Bagg. sr., Albert C.
Lewis and Mrs. Lewis, Capt. J. Lawrence
and Mrs. Lawrence, Hemy Joseph, Thos.
Hiam and Mrs. and Miss Hiam, Rev,
J. Colborne Heine, O. M. Gould.
Walter N. Evans, A. D. Durnford,
John Dunlop and Mrs. Dunlop, J.
R._ Jaotigall. Alias_ _Anna ___ Darragh,PrA
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"BEREFT" (E. WYLY GRIER, R.C.A.)
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THE SPRING EX MI TO

1 1 Members' Private viewnit 'the Gam
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of the Art Association Last

ill .tae _ Evening,
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The fifteenth annual spring

r's-FEW PICTURES.

6xhibition

of the Art Association of Montreal was

opened by a reception to the members.
1ite
) In sp
of the bad weather there was a
'
large attendance, and the bright groups
in the handsome galleries made a
brilliant setting for the paintings on the
walls. With such surroundings, aided
by the distant music of the orchestra,
there was nothing but kindly critcisim
and congratulations for the artists, many
of whom were present.
The association, which in some past
exhibitions has perhaps been a trifle dis-souraged, has this year every reason to
.!'feel that its persevering efforts are at
length bearing worthy fruit and that
Canadian artists everywhere are glad to
exhibit where they are sure of appreciative recognition. The work as a whole
is most creditable, and while some familiar names in past catalogues are missed
this year nearly all who are there show
progress and indicate that we may look
forward hopefully for greater things to
come. In some cases it is evident that the patient student has
been working alone, and such pictures
1 do not bear the hall mark of any school
or fad—some brilliant effect caught by a
master and weakly striven after by the
lesser lights—but they do show that the
artist is trying as best he may to copy
nature. na other cases there are traces
of study abroad, peculiarities of technique showing here and there but growing each year less pronounced as the
painter's individuality asserts itself.
The oils, with one exception, occupy
the new gallery, the exception being No.
..119, Canadian !Wonderland, by Marmaduke Matthews, R.C.A., which hangs at
the western end of the main gallery. The
w Etter colors and pastels are in the small
gallery in which the Tempest Bequest is
generally found, and there are a few
architectural drawings and examples of art work in wood on the
stair landing. The China painting
...is on a stand in this new gallery.
Many of Montreal's most prominent
people were present. Among whom were
noticed : Sir William Dawson, Judge and
Mrs. Wurtele, Miss Estelle O'Brien Mr,
B. B. and the Misses Angus, Mr. Wm.
Brymner, R.C.A., the painter of "Reverie"; Mr. and Mrs. Pilon Stevenson,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lewis, Mrs. Lindsay,
Miss Lindsay, 11Ir. and Mrs. Robert Lindsay, Prof. Couture, Mr. and Miss Mills,
Mrs. Sew ell, Miss Arnton, Miss Illam, Mr.
John Dey, Mr. and the Misses I3otterell,
Mr. J. Try-Davies, Mr. W. J. White, Rev.
Mr. Mervyn, Miss Van Horne, Mr. M.
and the Misses Bethune, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Lyman, Dr. Adarni Miss. Cant., and Mrs.
lie, Mr. Robert :Harris. R.C.A
Barris, Mr. and Mrs. Fair, Miss Bertha
Cochrane, who has a small oil on exhibiti o n; Miss Fisher, Miss Amy Fisher,
who bas also a study on the walls; Prof.
Paul Lafleur, Mr. and Mrs. Putnam, Mrs.
Bagg, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Ruffle, Miss
M. Buchanan, Mr. L. Ma. Spackman,
Mr.. >and Mrs. Hutchison, Miss Ritchie,
Mr. D. Durnford, Mme. Cornu, Mrs. and
the Misses McLea, Prof. and Mrs. Penhallow, Dr. Craik, Mr. K. McPherson,
Mr. Albert Day, and Miss Alice Livingston, who has some beautiful china and
an exquisite miniature of Miss Dorothy
Shepherd on exhibition.
..

.

!
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the Spring Exhibition oArt
Association.

The Works of E. Wyly Grier, William

MI/winner, James L. Graham,

Charles Huot, Marmaduke Matthews, Sarah B. Holden, O.
Lenuo,*.F. C. V. Ede, and Others'

The Art Association's spring exhibition is
being well patronized, and will, no doubt,
be visited more largely as time goes on.
Some more of the principal pictures are
reproduced in The Herald this morning,
and others will follow later.
A description of these and others of the
oil paintinge will be found below.

No. 69, "Bereft," E. Wyly Grier, R.C. A.

.--This canvas is by all critics admitted to
be the chef d'oeuvre of the exhibition. The
subject treated by the artist is in itself
rather gruesome, and the colors necessary
to depict the scene are sombre. A cut of
the picture appeared in Tuesday's Herald,
and will give the story of the picture at
once. A little shepherdess finds one of her
flock, a ewe, lying dead with its
head in a small pool, As she comes
up two carrion crows fly off through the
rank grass which surrounds the pool. The
girl bears in her arms one of the orphaned
lambs, while others sport about a short distance away. The treatment, accorded to
the subject, is broad and masterly, and the
details are painted in with a firm hand.
Greys are the prevailing colors, shading off
into sober browns and murky blacks. Even

;

ple and green.

the figure is devoid of high coloring. Never.
theless, the effect is striking, and the picture, though sad, is attractive. As a work
of art it places the artist distinctly several
niches above his previous high position.
No. 48, " The Cigarette," Edmond Dyonnet, A.R.C.A. — A large canvas, bringing in
a group of boys clustered round the steps of
a public building, One of the number has
been fortunate enough to get a package of
cigarettes, which he has shared with his
fellows. The expressions on the different
faces are ,pleverly portrayed, as is also that
of half-amusement, half-surprise on the face

PHILLIPS SQUARE.

/I/
PIZ INC= EX H mr rmig.
pen daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday and
-

'Friday evenings, 8 to lo o'clock.
A special prize of $200 will be awarded to
the picture obtaining the greatest number 01
votes.
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Open Daily, 9 .A.M. to 8 P.M.

TUESDAY 85 FRIDAY EVENINGS,
8 to 10 O'clock.

afrA special prize of $200 will be awarded to
le picture obtaining the greatest number et
tes.

No. 25. " Hell Gate, Rocky Mountains."
Wm. Brymner, R.C.A. Mr. Brymuer only
shows three canvases, but all sustain his
reputation. The view of Hell Gate, a
rocky chasm in the mountains, is a clever
piece of natural scenic effect. A torrent
tears through a narrow defile at the base of
the hills, while a little bit of civilizatiob
—
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No. 66, "r...cross the Lea," James L. j
Graham, A. R. C. A.—Mention has been
made of the comparatively uninteresting
nature of the students' work, but there is
certainly genius in- this picture of Mr.
Graham's. His work has earned him the,
honor of being elected an Associate, and he
is, doubtless, destined to rise still higher
as an artist. This picture represents
country scene. The tones are rich and
warm, and the sunset effects good. The
glow of the fast-disappearing sun seen on
the backs and flanks of the cows walking
home to the farm-yard is a noticeable fea-:
turc of the work, and is for ably eaif/wen
ted upon.
No. 87. "Moonlight Scene, Lower St.
Lawrence." Charles Eluot.—A really
clever piece of work, in which the moon
light on both cloud and water
has been skillfully painted. Thé
picture suffers very much in the
framing, owing to a broad, flat mat between the picture and the frame.
No. 102. "Liseuse." O. Leduc.—Though
a small canvas this picture shows consider6 WIDOWED, BUT NOT FORSAKEN. ' 5
able power, and the treatment is skillful.
(Sarah B. Holden.)
It is a study of a young girl rerding, and
village, for it is no more, nestling at the foot the face and hands are perfect in contour
of this Rockies, which rise up behind, pur- and coloring. The picture is one of those
-

:

-

"THE CIGARETTE." (EDMOND DYONNET,

"CANADIAN

BACKWOODSMAN."

(Robert Harris, P.R.C.A.)

Of a gentleman, coming down the steps.

M. Dyonnet has also a couple of landscape views, and a good portrait of
MOD& Ingres. A view of Yale, B.C., which
Is reproduced this morning, shows the little

which appeals at once to the sympathies of
the spectator.
No. 110. "Canadian Wonderland." Matmaduke Matthews, R.C.A.—This picture
is by far the largest in the exhibition, and
is hung in the permanent gallery. It
is a very good treatment of a
very difficult theme. The scene is
"OCTOBER DAY." (Homer Watson, R.C.A.)
presumably in the Rocky Mountains,'
in the foreground relieves the wildness and shows a veritabie. wonderland, Th
of the scene. The painting and coloring of coloring on the hillside is accurate an
the rocks, though quiet in tone, is excellent. carefully done, while the lichen-covere
"Reverie," is the study of a female head, rocks in the foreground are adtnirabl
the expression of the face being charmingly painten. The sky is soinFwhat clouded,
done. The colors are skillfully laid on ana but the general effect is very good.
the drawing is perfect.
No. 81, ''Widowed, but not Forsaken.*
Mr. F. C. V. Ede is a clever painter of Sarah B. Holden.—A sorrowful tale is told
landscape, and all the five pictures which in this picture, and the treatment is a spin
he has sent to the exhibition, show that he patheric one. Miss Holden is an exceedis keeping strictly to this line. There are ingly clever painter, as this picture abun-

two studies of catttle, both exhibiting careful work. Nos. 55 and 56 are clever delineations of woodland scenery, the silver birches
by a silvery stream being painted with
fidelity to nature.

I

dantly testifies, and was one of the medallists at the World's lair. The light falling from the candle on the widowed mother
and the sleeping baby is a charming effect,
hightened by the comparative obscurity in
which the rest of the room is shrouded.
The picture is well hung, and is one of
those which attracts general attention.

ft-

1113T GliLLERY JOTTINGS.
The Different Pictures Abry Criticised
—An Improvement on Former
Years.
Canadian art, as seen at the Fifteenth Annual Spring Exhibition, now open in the new
gallery of the Art Association, is perhaps
more satisfactory to those who follow the individual work than mteresting to the general
public, who look rather for striking pictures
than for artistic technicalities. The general
average of the work is better than last year
owing principally to the marked improvement shown by two or three artists, which
more than makes up for disappointing results
in others.
The largest canvas in the room is No. 69, by
E. Wyly Grier, entitled " Bereft." This was
exhibited in the Salon in 1889, obtaining a
third-class medal. It is a sombre picture and
a gruesome subject, but the work is excellent. In atmosphere, feeling and values,
there is nothing better in the exhibition.
No. 127,"A Story," by G.A.Reid, of Toronto, is one of the few Genré subjects in the Exhibition, which will appeal to public taste.
The interest depicted in the boyish faces is
capital, and we have seen nothing better by
this artist. Why he should have considered
it necessary to introduce the commonplace
ladder is one of those enigmas that artists
are constantly propounding; surely the public
might have been credited in ith sufficient imagination to realize that a hayloft is represented and that the usual means of mounting could be found somewhere, out of sight.

BEREFT—By

Wyly Grier, R.C.A.

A striking figure subject is No. 48, by E.
Dyonnet, Montreal. A number of boys on
the Posteflice steps smoking cigarettes ; an
old gentle man overlooking them, e‘idently
preparing to express his disapproliation, but
of whose presence they are sum eniely indifferent the little newsgirl in the corner has
apparently no interest in life. It is on the
whole uninteresting. He also shows a very
go id portrait of Mr. Ingres, No. 49.
Miss Holden's " Widowed, but not Forsaken," No, 81, just escapes being a very good
picture. The effect of candle-light is excellent, and the whole feeling harmonious.
;

Above the last, Pinhey's " Picture Book,"
No. 115, stands out well, and is a stiong piece
of wot k, which requires to be viewed from a
considerable distance. His two " Heads,"
Nos. 117 and 118, are good in color and
broadly painted.
Wm Brymner does not do -himself justice
in No. 24, " Reverie." The scheme of -color
is good, but the figure lacks all appearance of
animation, and the face expresses the most
hopeless despair. His two landscapes, Nos.
25 and 26, Rocky Mountain scenes, are both

There is something original in Carl Ahren's
figure suljeets, Nos. 2 and 5. The colors are
subdued and the feeling good, but they do
not improve on closer inspectiiin. His small
landscapes are more pleasing.
Our favorite, and alas! sadly filleted artist,
James M. Barnley, is represented by four oils
and five water-colors, and we have seldom
seen finer examples of his work. No. lois a
perfect little gem, with as fine quality as
many a modern Dutch picture, for which five
times the price would be asked, and withal
would lack its beauty of col, r. No. 9, " Dia large canvas, strongly painted, but
it is not hung to advantage, some of its
neighbors being unfriendly. ' •
Miss Bell's w ork is disappointing, though
clever in its way. The school she aspires to
admits of no mediocrity.
it must be very
„
good or else it is impossible, and as we cannot all be Manets, or Monets, or Renoirs,
the result is rather trying.
Franklin Brownell, Ottawa, has a very clever
portrait of Wilford Campbell, painted with a
freedom very seldom seen in portraiture. We
have not the pleasure of knowing Mr. Campbell personally, but are assured it is a good,
though not flattering likeness.
F. S. Challener, Toronto, is a promising
young artist. His large oil, No. 28, " Golden
October," is a bold piece of autumnal coloring.
Luzor-Cote, in his "Vieux Fumeur," No.
36. shows some clever work, worthy of a more
pleasing model, and No. 38, " Interieur de
Ferme," is also very good. The large landscape, No. 35, is crude and unattractive. We
understand he has three pictures in the Salon
this spring.
E. C. V. Ede is represented by five landscapes, showing decided ability, with quiet,
subdued coloring. They would appear to
better advantage viewed by themselves.
The work of the students-of the Association
Classes is grouped at one end of the room and
makes a very creditable appearance, Graham's "Across the Lea" being of course
much the best. This has been purchased for
the gallery at Ottawa, and the attist elected
an A. R. C. A.
Miss Plimsoll's " Stu ho Interior " and
little water color, "On the Sands " are good.
Also, Miss Johnson's " Pigeons" and Mrs.
Caldwell's " Low Tide."
In the large gallery is an immense canvas
by M. Matthews, entitled " Canadian Wonderland," a bold piece of mountain scenery,
which shows some strong painting , but the
question that suggests itself is, '' \Vhat will
he do with it?"
We must not forget to commend Mrs.
Reid's flowers, which are always plea-ing
Also Leduc's " Liseuse," characteristic of his
finely finished work.
There are at least two pictures whic 1 «
tainlv shmild not have been accepted. These
are No. 116 and No. 8. Besides being absolutely without merit, they are very trying to
the surrounding work.
The attend ince has been good so far, and
several pictures have been sold.
'Voting fir the popular prize goes merrily
on ; $200 is not to be despised in these hard
times. Who will be the lucky one?
-

THE CIGARETTE.--By

E. Dyonnet, A. R. C. A.

very good.
Robert Harris, President of the R. C. A.,
shows two capital portraits. No. 76, Mrs.
Peterson, one of Montreal's handsomest women, and No. 75, Mr. A. F. Gault. Also two
studies of heads, Nos. 78 and 79, both charming, as is the pastel, " Maple Leaves," No.
241. His " Canadian Backwoodsman," No.
77, is a strong piece of work, but not very

THE SPEING EXEIBITION.
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Attendance at tAte/ r Gallery
—Some or the Pictures.

The Art association has had another
urce of encouragement in the large at.endance at the spring exhibition. The
galleries have been well filled and much
appreciative interest taken in the pictures. The voting for the most popular
picture is an excellent idea, as everyone
visiting the gallery feels bound to make
a critical examination and selection so
that the prize may be fairly awarded. It I
is, of course, impossible to tell how the
vote is going, but some idea of
the relative popularity of the pictures
may be easily obtained from the
open and off-hand criticism of the visitors. Naturally, an attractive subject
catches the popular attention, and for
this reason, 123, `.‘A Story" by George A.
Reid, R.C.A., has had more than a fair
share of notice. It represents a group of
boys in a bay-loft, one of whom is reconktiu tso4te adventure. The
spectator

!

-

pleasing.
J. C. Hammond has fi ve large canvases,
marines and landscapes, in his own particular
style, which are very fine, but perhaps a little
beyond the average appreciation.
To Homer Watson must be given the credit
of showing the greatest improvement since
the last exhibition, the quality of his landscapes is unsurpassed by anything in the
exhibition. His work is distinctly original,
and the color and composition charming.
He may fairly be called the Canadian " Rous-

/.1;11',.

A SToRY—By G. A. Reid, R.C.A.
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NO. 14, IN THE ORCHARD; MARY A. BELL, A.R.C.A.
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PICTURES AT THE GALLERY.
14/
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Exhibition.
The first week of the fifteenth annual
Spring Exhibition of the Art Association
of Montreal has been a successful one. The
exhibition has been visited by many of
those who appreciate modern art and have
faith in the work of Canadiau artists. hi addition to the pictures already mentioned in the
STAR there are several, in front of *fileta the

EXHIBITION.
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the spring exhibition increases in popularity as its beauties become better known to
the art loving public. Entering the principal room, an imposing canvas, filling
he post of honor at the end of the room,
will at once attract the attention of the
visitor. 'No. 69, 'Bereft,'; E. Wyly Grier,
R.C.A. The picture is a remarkably
fine piece of work. The subject is inentire treatment
teresting, and the
clever. The artist has been wonderfully
successful in obtaining a drear environment to the central figure—a shepherdess
with a lamb in her arms, at her feet,
near a pool, the dead mother sheep. The
landscape is of Cornwall, England. The

bieture will atipeal strongly to

–

critics pause in admiration. mn Harris'

portraits of Mrs. P. A. Peterson and Mr. A.
F. Gault are worthy specimens of this
artist's work. His "Canadian Backwoodsman" is one of the prominent pictures on
the wall on the east side, and represents a
grizzled pioneer, his face lined with the
furrows of care, and carrying an
axe slung over his 'shoulder. Miss
Blanche B. Evans has only one picture,
"Sweetheart," the head of a .girl, and the
face shows not only the sweet content of
love, but resolute purpose to sacrifice for
love if necessary. Edmond Dyonnet, A. R.
C. A., exhibits a good picture, the scene of
which is laid in front of the Montreal Post
Office. A crowd of boys have divided a package of cigarettes' between them and their deligh t at the unexpected treat is verymanifest.
Six pictures from the brush of George A.
Reid, R. C. A., of Toronto who obtained a
medal from the World's Eair, are exhibited.
The largest of his works "A Story," is the
property of Mr. E. B. Osier, of Toronto, and
was exhibited at the Salon of 1890. The
narrator is in a hay-loft, surrounded by a
group of boys, whose faces betray the interest they feel in the story. His painting of
the Hon. Edward Blake is a striking likeness. The exhibition will remain open until May 19.

many

'sympathies.
No. 5. 'Dutch Rag Pickers,' Carl
hrens, A.R.C•A. The artist is especially happy in his portrayal of child life
and gains some clever atmospheric effects.
No. 14. In the orchard. Mary A. Bell,
A.R.C.A., one of the best pieces of work
of this talented artist. The drawing of
the figure is correct, the pose natural; altogether a careful and effective work.
No._123, 'A $toryLLG.
Another remarkable canvas. The rapt
attention of the boys is well expressed.
The coloring and general arrangement
'are such as to be expected of the well
known artist.

'g'

some of' the Pictures at t e

MORE FEATURES OF THE SPRING
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HELL GATE, ROCKY MOUNTAINS." (WM. BRYIYIF.R.
NO. 5, DUTCH RAG
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ART ASSOCIATIr,
Phillips Square.

SPRING EXHIB TrON
Open Doily, Sam. to p.m.,

Tuesday and Friday Evenings,
8 to 10 O'Clock.

A prize of $200 will be awarded to the picture obtaining the greatest number of votes.
97 20

L'association artistique, Art Associa floe, de Montréal tient actuellement sa
15e exposition de printemps, son quinzième salon, pour employer une expres,
sien bien parisienne.
Cette institution est trop f eu connue et
trop peu fréquentée de la masse de nos
compatriotes français, aussi pensons-nous
Qu'il est de notre devoir d'insister sur
l'oeuvre méritoire qu'elle accomplit pat'.
mi nous.
Ce n'est pas une petite affaire do
créer, de toutes pièces, une éducation
artistique . même un sens artistique, au
sein d'une population qui a tout à apprendre à ce sujet. Les nations européennes qui ont une histoire, taudis que
nous, nous n'avons qu'une légende, ont
cet matheuse avantage de voir leur jeunesse s'élever d'elle-même au goat de
l'art, en sucer les inspirations -avec le
lait maternel. Les premiers pas de
leurs jeunes enfants se font dans dim'
menses jardins où chaque coin recèle
des trésors de sculptures ou de bas-reliefs; la première messe qu'ils entendent
se dit dans de grandioses cathédrales
boudées d'objet d'art ; leur première promenade a pour but un de ces musées
où le monde entier accumule ses trésors.
Qu'avons-nous ici pour suppléer a, ces
grandes leçons de choses, ces leçons des
ye ux 1
Rien, absolument rien, Montré il est
nu comme un discours d'académicien,
aussi ne devons nous pas médire de l'availle de nos compatriotes à l'égard des
démonstrations artistiques; mais il nous
est bien permis de secouer cette apathie,
qui d'ailleurs n'est pas l'apanage de la
population canadienne-française, seule.
Nos compatriotes anglais ne sont gue.
re plus excitables a ce sujet.
La Gazette de Montréal faisait hier
cette doulourease réflexion " le public
ne devrait pas se laisser détourner de
l'idée de visiter l'exposition artistique
par les illustrations des tableaux qui ;.1)
paraissent dans la'presse locale. Il y a
réellèment do bonnes peintures a voir
dans la galerie. "
Eh oui, c'est encore un fait triste
constater, bien des gens vont se contenter des infectes reproductions dont la
presse est inondée depuis quelques jours,
reproductions assez peu attrayantes,
d'ailleurs- pour décourager même les
audacieux.
Ekles ne lui rendent guère justice, a
cette jolie exposition, les vignettes barbouillées de nos confrères, car il y a de
très jolies" choses dans la salle de l'Art
Association.
Evidemaient, il n'y a pas que des
chefs-d'oeuvre niais il y a de belles et
bonnes toiles et l'ensemble est amplenieja_Ls_usaut pour permettre de per
-

une saiue et reposante journée dans 1
l'examen de ce consciencieux effort de
l'art canadien.
'fout le monde, qui est un peu dans le
mouvement, connaît les salons de l'Art
Association, sur le carré Philippe, eu
face des grands magasins de Morgan.
L'exposition actuelle comprend près de
400 toiles, aquarelles, sculptures et desseins. Il y a 166 ,peintures I l'huile et
71 aquarelles, dont la revue sérieuse
sortirait certainement du cadre de cet
article dont le but est surtout d'encourager nos compatriotes à venir juger per
eux-mêmes des oeuvres exposées au publ c. Les noms français y sont dignement représentés et y font excellente
figure a côté des chefs de l'Ecele Anglaise, des Brymner, flarris, Wstsou,
Reid, Greier, Ahrens. Nous avons vu
plusieurs Dyonnec, Huet, Côté, et autres.
La toile qui attire le plus l'attention
du publie est due au pinceau de M.
Griet et elle est désignée au catalogue
sous le titre de Bereft. L'ensemble,
d'une tonalité grise est touchant, la bergère qui porte dans ses bras Fagne itz
nouveau-né s'approche d'un petit étang
où elle aperçoit la brebis la tête .noyée
dans l'eau stai;nante. Un corbeau s'6
chappe à 1im (t'aile. Tout cela est traité
dans une laits grisâtre qui intensifie
encore la tristesse. d u sujet et produit
un effet sympathique. C'est la toile la
plus popiaaire du issalon.
Très remarqués aussi les Fumeurs de
Grgarettcs de M. Dyounet. Quelques
petits marchands de journaux ont trouvé
sur Lee marches du bureau de poste un
paquet de cigarettes qu'ils se partagent
à la vertueuse indignation d'un noble
vieillard évidemment de mœurs rigides.
C'est bieu traité avec de la couleur et
de la vie le sujet plaît et fait sourire.
Dans le vergn. de Mary A. Bell,
L'Histoire de iSeid, Les petits chiffon
niera allemands de Carl Ahrens sont au
nombre des toiles les plus remarquées.
Nous ne sabrions trop insister sur la
très haute valeur de cet effort artistique
et sur la nécessité de l'encourager.
L'art m'a pas de patrie et nous sommes heureak de donner à l'Art Association le même appui et le même
encouragement-qu'a la Société des Arts
qui fait aujourd'hui sa première distribution de Prix aux élèves de son
école de peinture.
Plus il y aura chez nous de mouvements de ce genre plus notre peuple se
polira et s'ailatinisera, car, il n'y a pas à
dire, nous ne sommes guère athéniens.
Nous sommes d'un positivisme très pratique mais pen relevé.
L'exposition de l'Art Association.
duresjusqu'au 19 mai; que ceux qui ne
l'ont pas visitée, s'y rendent, sans faute.-,
-
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is within it 1 yfeet of the 064,1 it DM
he might be Standing on a rung Of the
very often very obtrusive and unsightly
ladder which defaces the left foreground ;
certainly he is near enough to disturb
the boys and make the scene impossible.
Clearly these youngsters had retreated .
to the hayloft to be quiet and unobserved,
and we should have had a view of them
from a discreet distance and not feel
called upon to reach for the nearest ear
or otherwise break up the conspiracy.
Artistically the drawing is good and the I
coloring pleasingabut the mistakes suegested are characteristic of Mr. Real's
work, which is rather over-sized.
It is a good thing to have such a picture as 69, "Bereft," by E. Wyly Grier,
R.C.A., in this exhibition. It is in
marked contrast with most of the work,
ats/ illutrafes_asphase of the modern
French' school. 'Me inscription, "IVIedaille 3eme classe $ indicates that it has
been approved I* the jury of the Paris
Salon, and we mtipst be cautious in commenting upon it. There is probably no
work this year which will so well repay
a careful study; note the complete expression of the artist's thought, the harmonious selection of the accessories of
time and place, the suggestion of a long
day's search in the figure of the mercy
little shepherdess, the skilful suggestion
of the evening mists and shadows, and
the atmosphere of France which can be
seen and painted and which our artists
miss so much when they first come back
to the clearer air of Canada.
Our old friend, Percy F. Woodcock,
R.C.A., who now domiciles himself in
New York, still paints Canadian scenery.
He is SO well trained a draughtsman that
one never doubted his success, even
when he was playing to the connoisseurs
with weird fancies and quaint effects of
color. Now he has come back to nature,
and although we shall perhaps differ
from high authorities, is seen to best advantage in 166, "Farm at Berthier." 164,
"Cleaning up, Old Home at Lachine,"
will probably be the choice of "those
who know," but while the foreground and
middle distance are in the artist's best
style, we cannot concur in the cloud
effects, which, from the title, should be
the key to this subject. There is undoubtedly a great amount of breeziness
and dash in this effect, but the Berthier
farm also has these qualities without the
same objections.
John Hammond, R.C.A., has some excellent work, notably 72, " Windmill,
Holland," one of the most suggestive pictures in the exhibition. This artist has
a characteristic style, forcible and bold,
yet highly poetic in its manner of appeal-

mg to the imagination ; 70, " Kerlin
Fishing," is a particularly skilful fo

-

effect.
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Perhaps no one has been so uniformly.
successful this year as Mr. Homer Wati
SOD, R.C.A. His work is thoroughly conscientious, and there is no striving after'
easily gained effects. His trees are particularly good, and his landscapes generally very satisfactory.
1 Another really meritorious work is 143,
. "By the River Mimico Creek," by
Gertrude E. Spurr.
Mr. Leduc's " Liseuse" is also admirable in its thoroughness and care.
Mr. Charles Huot, a young Quebecker,
who has studied at Paris, has a very
successful moonlight scene on the
Lower St. Lawrence. His work is of
great promise, and Indeed of considerable achievement.
Mr. F. C. V. Ede, of Toronto, another
Paris student, shows the influence of the
French school very strongly, but is very
clever and exhibits a fair amount of originality. Mr. James L. Graham,
A.R.U.A., has some very promising work,
and bas, evidently, a remarkable gift in
painting cattle. Mr. F. S. Challener,
A.R.C.A., has made a bold attempt to
catch the glorious tints of the autumn
woods. Bis "Golden October" has been
much admired, and it is undoubtedly a
clever piece of work, though, perhaps,
not entirely successful. It is a question
whether his "Hay Field," which will n
probably attract much less attention, is .
not really more creditable. Miss Fanny
Plimsoll's " Novene Pour la Pluie" is il
good in conception, but the execution
falls below the mark. Miss Plimsoll
would be repaid by greater care and
thoroughness in working out her ideas,
which are often exceedingly good.
A very different fault is to be noticed
in Mr. Edmond Dyonnet's "Cigarette."
Here we have careful work, but a choice
of subject which is a fatal obstacle to success. His portrait of M. Ingres is very
gocd. Mr. Robert Harris, P.R.C.A., has
two excellent portraits and some beautiful bead studies. Mr. Sandham's portrait
work is also good.
Mr. Cote has some splendid work,muche
of it done in and about Paris. His figures
ale, perhais, better than his landscapes•
Lut his work is always thorough, and
bears examination. His " Vieux Fre.
incur," not a very attractive subject, is an j
admirable example of the care and th )roughness with which he works.
In still life, Miss Helen Johnson shows
some excellent work, and special mention should be made of a capital exhibit
on this line by Mr. George Del fosse.
Mrs. Reid's flowers command universal
;
;

,

CANAMAN WCNDERLAND, — By M.

Matti: ews, R. C. A.

admiration.

Briefs.

:

spring exhibition prizéa will be
awarded on Saturday and the galleries
L kept open in the evening in order that
!the public ma.y know the result.
t ...„._,
.
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, Tho art gallery will be /kept open on
' faturday evening In order that the public

For the best painting by a pupil—Awarded
to Miss C. S. Penfold, (No. 113).
RESULT OF POPULAR PRIZE VOTE.
I. — No. 24, by Wm. Brymner
, 97 votes-

2.—No. 123. by G. A. Reid
87
1,13.—No. 81, by Sarah B. Holden
61
1 A.—No. 84, by Margaret Houghton 41
5.—No. 73. by J. Hammond 28
5.—No., 69, by E. Wyly Grier 69

L
,

40
• ,4714....Art AssoolAtion Awards.*

The award of prizes of the tif e rft}{
Spring Exhibition of the Art Association of
Montreal was made on Saturday evening.
The popular prize was won by Mr. Wm.
Brymner, R.C.A. (No. 24). In this competition ninety-three pictures received 686 votes
or 7.4 each. The following pictures received
the greatest number of votes for the popular prize:
1.—No. 24. by Wm. Brymner
97 votes,
2.—No. 123, by G. A. Reid87
3. No. 81, by Sarah B. Holden
"
4.—No. 84, by Margaret Houghton
41
5.—No. 73, by J. Hammond
'28
9.--No. 69, by E. Wyly Grier
23
The following are the results of the
aWards:
For the best sea or landscape, $100—Awarded
to Homer Watson, R.C.A. (No. 159).
—

For the best figure—Awarded to G. A. Reid, R.
C.A. (No. 123); honorable mention to Miss Holden (No. 81i.
For the best portrait, $50 each, tie—Awarded
to F. Brownell, A.R.C.A., and E. Dyonnet, A.R.

,

Association.

04,
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The prizes of the Spring Etch ition eif

the Montreal Art Association were awarded
Saturday evening. The attendance at night
was by no means as large as during the
afternoon, and the voting contest was very
, evenly divided amongst the many artists in
competition.
The prize winners are : For the best
figure painting in oil--G. A. Reid, R.C.A.,
$100, No. 123; the best sea or landscape in
oil--Homer Watson, R.C.A., $100, No.
149; the best portrait-F. Brownell, A.R.
C.A., and E. Dyounet, A. R.C.A.,$50 each;
the best painting in oil by a pupil or ex
pupil of the association (within three
years)-Miss C. Penfold, $50, No. 113; the
best water color, Jno. A. Fraser, R.C.A.,
$50, No. 183.
The special prize of 8200 went to Wm.
Brymner, A.R.C.A., by 97 votes; picture
No. 24. There were 93 pictures, and 686
votes cast, on an average of 74 each.
The first six pictures, according to votes,
are: Ist,No. 24,by Wm. Brymner,97 votes .;
2nd, No. 123, G. A. Reid, 87 votes; 3rd,
No. Si, Sarah B. Holden, 51 votes; 4th,
No. 84, Margaret Houghton, 41 votes; 5th,
No. 73, J. Hammond, 38 votes, 6th, No.
19, E. Wyley Grier, 23 votes.
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SPRING EXHIBITION /
WILL CLOSE ON
SATURDAY, May IS, at 6 p.m.
OPEN IN THE EVENING ON
TIIIES21/AV and FRIDAY,
from 8 to 10 o'Cloth.
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Will close on
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Saturday, May 19, at 6 p.m.
Open in the Evening on

TUESDAY AND rRIbAY
iirrotil tici 10 O'clock.
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Open Daily, 9 a.ni. to 6 p.m.
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(To the Editor of the ' Witness.')
Sir,—It is to oe hoped the public will
not suppose the awards made by the vis-

/6 Art Association
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Th classes In Water Color Drawl g, under
the direction of Mr. CHAS. E. MOSS, will corm.
Teepee on Sal nrdny, September 15.
Galleries open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ADMISSIO1-25 cents.

D

C7:t ASte

EXHIBITION OF

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS
WILL BE OPENED 1V/T/1

A PRIVATE VIEW
On Thursday Ev'e,;, the 4th Inst.,
AT EIGHT O'CLOCK.
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Art /Association, gi-41/1-THE CLASSES IN *tot
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WATER COLOR: DRA6V111
/

PHILLIPS SQUARE.
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Under the direction of

911-/C__.

Galleries On Dal 9 aa, to 6 pint

MR. CHAS. E. MOSS.

Will Commence on

o

Saturday, Sept. 13„

Galleries open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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Ar:onnieic:i•N Art Association Scholarships.
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ation of Montrea l invited the
mem bersof the association last night t)
a conversazione on the occasion of the

sat.u.c..i=te

-

t-r-•

opening of an exhibition of architectural
drawings. under the auspices of the Province of Quebec Association of Architecte.
There was a large and fashionable lot of
pc ople present, amongst whom were Sir
Wm, Dawson, Judge Archib Id, J.Fenne,
Rev. Dr. Barclay, W. Drearie, Norman
Kingsmith, W. G. Beach, Dr. F. W.
Campbell, J. B. Mortimer, Judge Sicot'e,
A. C. Hutchison, A. Flockton, Ge W.
Wood, E. G. Bird, W. McLea Walbank,
Theo. Daoust, John Kennedy, Mrs.

The Art association scholarships in
0
connection with the advanced art classes /
Kennedy, Mrs. Ames, Miss Penfold, M isf
were yesterday awarded as follows r-In
MI Association to Hold an Evans, Dr. D. J. Evans, Mr. and Mrs.
the life class, to Miss Lilian Tucker (N0.1
Barris, Miss Lamb, J. R. Gardner, A. T.
Exhibition Here.
2); in the antique class to Miss Alberta
Cleland (No. 6). Honorable mention was The next annual meeting of the Province Taylor, Jas. Nelson, Prof. Penhallow,
given to Murray Pr
euast yr his gen of Quebec Association of Architects for the Prof. McLeod, Samuel Finlay, jr., Mrs.
eral work (No. 10). II
t 17, ,,yelection of officers and other business will Finlay, Prof. Carus, Wilson and others.
be held in this city on Thursday, the 4th Groenwald's orchestra enlivened the
October, at 10 o'clock a. m., in the rooms of occasion with a choice selection of musc.
The new hall of the Art gallery was
th,e, th.: coicaca
ti os ti , riNoefw my os r1.1
1
Building.
rt Rssociati on
hung with perspectives, elevations, etc.
m eeting
9n
bition of architectural clrawhigsg awnilel x
A student exhibited a very pretty piece
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
held in the r oms of the
o Art Association, of coloring as
"A Chamber of ComPhillips square.
2f5(51 4.
•
merce." Taylor & Gordon had a perThe exhibition will be opened on the spective
of the Bank of Montreal, VanART CLASS COMPET I TIONS, ze vi oennei g of the 4th October by a conversecouver. Brown & McVicar's drawing of
Work now on Exhibition in the Class rooms.
the
new Masonic Temple was much adThe following programme for the pro
Galleries Open Daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ceedings at. the annual meeting has been mired. A very fine Moorish piece of
ADMISSION 260.
prepared.
architecture was loaned by Mr.
Thursday, Oct. 4th - 10 a.m., Annual R. B. Angus. A fine
piece of
meeting, election of officers and routine coloring represented the
interior of the
ART + ASSOCIATION, business in rooms of Association. 5.30 Bank of Montreal. This was
executed by
p.m., Reading of papers in same place.
PHILLIPS SQUARE 8 p.m., Opening of Exhibition and Couver. Taylor, Gordon & Bonsfield. Siddell &
Baker,
of
Toronto, were represented by
sazione.
-
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Friday, Oct. 5th-1.30 p.m. Visit to the

ib
Lrary,
Erskine C'hurch, Chapel
A ET CLASS COMP ITfietiS Bedpath
of the Sacred Heart, Power House of the

a very fine perspective of the Government buildings at James bay. A. C.
Eutchison's drawing of the Cote St. An-

Street Railway.
toine academy was much admired as
The exhibition of architectural drawings was Roy &
Gauthier's design for a mein connection with the annual meeting will
morial front. The
Galleries Open Daily - 9 am. to 6 p.m, last from the 4th to the 11th day of October. oughly enjoyable evening was a thorone, and the three
A committee has been appointed for the
/
selection and hanging of drawings, consist- hundred people seemed to enjoy themAdmission, 23,selves
they walked through the ading of two members of the Council, one representative from the Art Associatio
n,
d mirable rooms of the Art association.
two members of the Royal Canadian Academy who will have power to reject any
drawing which in their judgment does not
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
possess sufficient merit to entitle it to a
f
rpsk ?DILI IFS SQUARE
ulace on the walls.
_
,7S7- 7s"
The drawings are to be pen and ink or
JD fior perspectives or elevations of modern
TO 1_1
nceel
6,500
Art Classes.Session 1894.05.
ginal designs or sketches in ink or color
The claases will co =nonce on WEDNESDAY, 17th
On impioved city property. _A pply
,
October
under
the direction of Sir. Wm.
Id work, and in all cases the drawings
RO. A. Students are granted '..he privileg of Brymner,
Associate
It I,INDSAY, Secretary.
to be suitably trained.
Members durin gibe sossio
n. '.2 , o
Work Now on Exhibition
in the Class Rooms ..
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Art Association of Montreal
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of Arch
itectural
Architectural
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on THURSDAY Evening, t.,
at 8 o'clock.
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Art association

,

25 cts.

A nhibition

LI

ings will be opened with a private view

tiltS OF FNTINGS
A

Open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

—
ADMISSION-25 cents.

JOHN POPH.AM.

Admission

PHILLIPS SQUARE.
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itors at the present exhibition, represent,
in every case a judicious estimate of the
artistic merit of the pictures in the collection. With the exception of the prize
awarded Mr. Homer Watson for his landscapes, which are worthy of a place among
the choicest collections of modern art, and
a prize given to another artist, whose
name at present I leave to conjecture as
Stockton has done in his story of the
Lady and the Tiger, most of the voting
appears to have been influenced by personal friendship, or by a very limited
knowledge of art.
That two of the best pictures in the
collection, namely, one of John Hammond's, the other by E. Wyley Greir,
should have reached only the fifth and
sixth place in the list of votes, is enough
ro make me wish that no more ' popular '
prizes may be offered, as such verdicts
are misleading to the outside public and
discouraging to any meritorious but
friendless competitor.

-

—
At the Spring Exhibition of he Art ,

./touga#4. .

ings have considerable pictorial merit, but
the majority, of course, are pure and simple
perspective elevations, and all are original
, work-. The careful and exact working out
9 A. M. TO 6 P. M.
of details in some of the more elabor-,
' ate ones deserve special attention. +
Admission,
".25 cents
Not a few of our finest buildings
,' ; now completed will be recognized and there,
are several made for outside competitions,,!
'resulting in more pr less success for the
aspirants. That so much material of such
high average rnerit should be available,'
more than Justifies this first attempt of th e.
Canadian architecta at holding an exhibi-i
mom T EA LL.
A curiosity in the way of wrought,
iron work may be seen in some very old;
,
Chinese designs in flowers
grasses,'
GALL[EiltS
& Ili viLioi;is, ibc leattitfLlrtintideeysi ganr ,a n4 mofosand
stcahs dfleel xi ei tti e
li as in nature. Hie exhibition will be open
in the daytime only, for about ten days.

Galleries Open Daily

P.31.

fiRT

0

Thursday of this week with a private view
and conversazione. Many of these draw-

•1/I/91/
-

From 8 to 10 o'clock.

For the best water color, $50—Awarded to Jno.
A. Frazer, R.C.A.
For the best painting by a pupil—AWarded to
Miss C. S. Pentold (No. 113).
PRIZE PICTURES

May 19,

.

A v pt. arations are going on at the
Art Galler y for the exhibition of architectural drawings which will be opened on

PHILLIPS SQUARE

EXHIBITION
WILL CLOSE

-

PRIZES. .--For the best sea or landscape. $100—Awarded to Homer Watson. R.C.A. (No. 149).
For the best figure—Awarded to G. A. Reid,
R.c.A. (No. 123) ; honorable mention to Miss
Hoiden (No. 81).
For the best portrait, $50 each, tie—Awarded
to F. Brownell, A.R.C.A., and E. Dyonnet,
A.R,C.A.
For the best water color, $50—Awarded to
John A. Frazer, R.C.A.

7

f

OPEN IN THE EVENING ON

pictures received 686 votes, or 7.4 each.
The prize of $50, offered for the best portrait, resulted In a tie between Messrs.
1 F. Brownell, A.R.C.A., and E. Dyounet,
A.R.C.A. each gentleman being awarded
$50. Follo
wing are the results :-

-

QUARE •

-I
C ITECTURABITION
/4/

T'UESDAY AND FE

Te
G n 7.7. the i pz e
it1
rizewl
the competition of the 15th annual
spring exhibition of the Art Association
of Montreal. In the voting for the most
popular painting, No. 24, "Reverie," by
W. Brymner, R.C.A., won, and the next
five pictures following in popular favor
are given, hi this competition, also, 93

)

s

S IWG :

SATURDAY,

ray hear the result of the prizes which
rill be awarded that day,.
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petition. Intending students please communicate with
the Secretary.231 20
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Ticking takers Cif the sweet savory hay.
Nor is pathos absent. Look at No. 11 The
Empty Cradle." It may be a matter of tears
—idle tears—but often a heart is made better
for being made sad. But a new mood comes
when one sees the fishermen " Redding the
Nets," presumably "aboon Sweet Rothesay Bay." And a fresh phase of fancy is
excited by the clever "Coming Storm in the
Ad irondacks."
Then comes the Loan Collection, well
worthy of half an hour's delay. Water colors, etchings, crayon drawings, chiefly by
Canadian artists, command attention. If
any man or woman can go round the room
containing the pictures of the Tempest
Bequest and not go away happier in heart
and better in soul, such a one can have
neither heart nor soul. Specimens of
the work of Chambers, Corot, Diaz, Gratz,
Joubert, Pater and Troyon testify to the
fine artistic taste of the testator.
And a good education too can be got in
water color drawings. For, after all, any art
or science can be learnt only by studying
carefully the apprized models of the work
of others. The collection of water colors in
Phillips Square is not very large, but it is
very representative. some of the sketches
seem rather prosaic,but looked at from the
proper point of view, they are full of hints
of humor and points of pathos. In looking
through the pictures in these galleries, one
cannot fail to observe that the artists are
chiefly of the other side of the world. In the
history of painting there is an Italian school,
there is a French school, a Dutch school
and so forth. But is there no Canadian
school? Some people may think that the i
time has not yet come to put in a plea for
the public
—

Association. of Montreal. There are large
rooms there finely arranged and on the
walls visions of every country, from
the bleak North to the sunny South,
full of domestic pictures of love, joy
hope, happiness, memories glad and sad,
fear and grief—the whole range of human
life from the cradle to the grave. These
fine galleries are but too little known of the

A VISIT TO THE GALLERY ON
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
The Work That is Being Bone in
the Art Classes---A History of
the Gradual Accumulation of
Valuable Paintings.
:

In the evolution of a nation or a community nothing more correcctly marks its
era of emancipation and leisure than its
attention to the Fine Arts. In that evolution there are always three stages—War,
Trade and Commerce, Peace and Pleasure.
It may be safely asserted that when a people have established in their midst an association for the exhibition of works of
art and for education in aesthetics they are
in the highest plane of civilization. But
further, without contradiction the observation may be made that its a rule, and speaking of the multitude, the best things in a
city are best known by strangers to it.
The year is passing and stark winter
comes apace. And to many a one will
come the question where can he spend
Saturday afternoon? The country is dead.
Ilandreds of people cannot indulge in the
boisterous and invigorating winter sports.
And there are many kind souls in ivery degree of existence who long for relaxation.
The creeper crimsons on the garden wall,
The last pale rose upon the gable gray,
'Fair but funereal, decorates decay.
The rounded apple reddens to its fall,
And autumn winds her mist to weave the wintry

pall."
What better entertainment for tired eyes
and perhaps tired hearts than to be transported, for ever so short a time, away from
bleakness, physical and mental, to the deliclous atmospheres of other climes? What
time that insupportable feeling of tiredness
of life comes, when the weary mind echoes
to the cynical lines:
"Oh, to be wafted away
"From this black Aceldama of sorrow,
"Where the dust of an earthy to-day
"Is the earth of a dusty to-morrow,"

then leave squills and pills and potions
alone and, as the doctors prescribed. "go for
a change of scene." You need not go to the
slarth Pole nor to the Azores. Just go up to
Phillips Square. to the galleries of the Art

PATRONAGE OF CANADIAN ARTISTS.

community of Montreal. It is one of the
nicest ways that a man can add to the happiness of his contemporaries or of posterity
to put works of art within their reach.
Paintings are but poetry crystallized. The
life that knows no poetry is not worth living. The successful citizens of the past and
the present Montreal have fully recognized
this, and they have generously founded,
furnished and fitted a
PALACE OF THE PUREST PLEASURE

for their less fortunate fellows. Here is the
gallery of the Gibb bequest, full of rarely
well chosen selections from the works of
continental artists. The eye dwells upon each with refreshing delight, and
the spirit can in imagination enjoy
the meadows and the groves and the
streams, the pomps and splendors of the
great and the simple annals of the lowly
poor. You can go to Switzerland and gaze
on the famous Lake of the Four Cantons.
You can see depicted courtship, maternal
joys and family cares. You can walk down
the streets of the old town of Hoorne in Holland, or climb up the famous Welsh mountain of Llyn Idwal, sacred to the memory of
weird witches. "A Sabbath day's rest" finds
many admirers, and "Grandma's Pancakes"
are appreciated by many a young mind.
here is another frame, "the lowing herd
winds slowly o'er the lea," and next to that
a skating scene in Holland, quite commanding the sympathetic attention of the Canadian mind. Then in striking contrast an
English Jnerry-making among the frol-

,

sculpture, and he left a large sum ut
money to establish an annual exhibition,
to promote sound judgment in art by means
of lectures, etc., to establish an art library,
a reading room and a gallery of sculpture,
and means to give a good foundation to a
school of art. It is gratifying to be able to
say that in this last quarter of a century
nearly 400 works of art have been amassed,
and that in addition to that sixteen loan exhibitions have been held
IN ADDITION TO THE ANNUAL EXHIBITIO1IS

of works of Canadian artists. And lectures,
also have been given every year by able ex-I
ponents of the flue arts. The success has
been so good that the trustees and patronal
are already active in their endeavors t
establish a connection between ordinary
University education and Art education
in Canada. The Art Association of Montreal has done more than much to foster and forward the works of culture and of
art. The country is yet young.
And what of young Canada of artistic and
ardent temperament? Need such ingenuous
youths cross the wide, rolling sea to learn
the art of arts? It is a characteristic of
Canadians to be enthusiastic in what they
undertake. The Association spends money
every year over its Art Classes. This is the
true way to get an entrance for art into the
homes of the people. It is the desire of the
Association to foster the growth of a Canadian School of Art. And surely the Dominion is as full of inspiration as ever war
Italy or Holland. The classes are under
the direction of Mr. William Brytuner,
R. C. A. himself an artist of goo p
renown and who has had the advantage os
studying for many years in Paris and
has been "well hung" both in the Pari.E.
Salon and in the London Academy,
The present year is the fourteenth of thest
classes; and the number of the pupils keeps
on increasing. Two particular class rooms
are worthy of note. Down stairs there il
the Antique room, filled with excellent
models of the Statuary of Greece and Rome
Not merely to students are these models in
teresting. They prompt to a knowledge e
literature, of myth and of fable as well a.
of beauty of form. The chief figures, sc
famous in the world of art are: The Disk
Thrower, Antinous, Laocotin, The Apollo
Belvidere, The Venus of Milos, and Diana
the Huntress. It is a very

The more that Canada encourages native
art, the more she shows her development
and her coherence. Canadian artists exhibit
in the old country and get their pictures
bought. Is there, at the present moment,
any part of the world that is more suitable
ground for illustration of all sorts than the
Dominion of Canada? So far Canadian
artists have not been slow to take advantage of European, and especially of French
sentiments and traditions. In their exhibits
across the ocean Canadian artists have
shown great technical accomplishments.
Canadian artists both in France and in England are ever welcome. Art in Canada is a
FINELY ARRANGED ROOM.
subject already attfacting the attention of
British art circles. The Dominion is itself And here again Pathos in the solid. Wise
a fine field for pioneering. The Magazine of has not read Hood's "Song of the Shirt."
Art was so well pleased with Mr. R. Harris's Marshall Wood gives a statuary picture et
"Meeting 'of the Trustees" that it obtained the hard worked woman in the attic whos
permission to reproduce it. The same maga- refrain was
zine was somewhat severe in its terms of "Stitch,stitch,stitch in poverty,hunger and dirt
criticism of other Canadian exhibits. The
Mr. Brymner's method of conception an
same number gave good praise to Mr. Wm.
Byrinner's work, and in conclusion remark- tuition is of the order thorough. His cours
of
study is as far as possible that adoptes
ed, "His most important canvas, A wreath
of Flowers, shows him to be a skilled .in the !Trench studios. A thorough stud
draughtsman and an artist well versed in of forms is of the first importance. To be
the mysteries of suggestive handling. The teacher or a leader a man must have soin
same artist received the highest commenda- individuality and originality. Mr. Brymtion for a small sketch of a cornfield, en- ner has both. He is in touch with the most
advanced of the European teachers. Here,
titled, The day is done."
Bet to hark back. It is getting on for is a paragraph which he endorse as the
thirty years since the present fine buildings opinion of one of his intimate friends. P'
of the Art Association of Montreal were refers to the teaching of drawing customar)
.
built. The first founder—for there have in Parisian studios.
been many fotanders since 1877—expressed
his wish that there should be a central
building for all lovers of painting and

,
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the new gallery,
e walls of which were fairly well covered
each side of the two doors are examples of
i 42
by the Are itects Assoelow
old Chinese wrought iron sent by Hon. G. A.
lion at the Art Gallery.
PHILLIPS
Drummond. They are all four floral studies
: Beauty as well as fashion in no small • of chrysanthemums and lilies ; most inter4,70
degree, reigned once more in the rooms esting and perfect in their design and fin t
i s st week of the Fithilbi on of irchl.
of the Art Association, Phillips Square ish. Some models of exquisitely fine Moor- tectoriti Drawings.
a
study
in
ish
architecture,
the
coloring
‘ , last evening. The occasion was an inferGalleries open Daily, 9 a.m. t ditSk.
Ansel cunversazione on the opening of an itself, contributed by Mr. R. B. Angus, are
Admission-25 cents. Saturday Free.
and
scattered
also
near
the
entrance
:exhibition of architectural designs. Over
amongst the more utilitarian work are some
S300 rissponded to the invitation tendered fine water colors, sketches of bits of noted
RT
SCHOOL CLA
1 by the President and Council of the Proarchitecture, from Italy chiefly. These are
The autumn session of t e
vince of Quebec Association of Architescts. by Mr. A. T. Taylor, Miss: M. P. Taylor, Mr.
, The exhibit partook of the Art Loan char- MacVicar, Mr. Gardiner and Mr. Venne. tion opened this morning under the direcacter and the many hued drawings exhib- From J. C. Spence and Sons there is a tion of Mr. Wm. Brymner, R. C. A. This
sketch of a memorial window Trinity is the fourteenth year of the Association,
ited were very much of the pictorial char- Church, New Orleans, La. A beautiful and the opening this morning was one of
1 , a cter, many Using highly colored and !, piece of color is the sketch sent by Messrs. 1 the most successful since its inauguration.
I touched with landscape. The pictures in Perreault, Mesnard and Venue, entitled The studios are open for work every day,
the art gallery looked unusually well, and " Essai de Façade d'Eglise. Inspirée du but the regular instruction is only conducted on Mondays. Wednesdays and Frithe strains of sweet music by OrneniSahl S Grec."
Several fine sketches were contributed by days. The class of work is macle as simple
' orchestra lent additional harmony to the
Rasa, and there are some isely
pi
Chateaux en as possible for the beginners, and, of
• scene.,
Espagne sent in principally by the younger course, as they advance the work be
Some of the neticeable drawings w,ere
men. One charming country house is a comes more difficult. A thorough atudy
The Masonic Temple, by Brown and Mac- "Suburban Residence," designed and drawn being of first importance , the student
Vicar, Bank of Montreal, .Vancouver, by by T. C. A. Heriot.
will draw from the cast in light
An exhibition of this kind is valuable; it shade, proceeding from simple objects,
Taylor and Gordon; Government Officzss at
not
only
shows
what
is
being
done
at
home,
parts of the figure, etc., to the entire figure
James Bay, B. C., by Siddell and Baker,
from the antique. Advanced students will
Toronto; the Interior of the city Bank of but gives an idea of the
paint from, still life, and those sufficiently
PROGRESS Or ARCHITECTURE
Montreal, in rich coloring, by Taylor,
advanced will work from living models.
Gordon and Benefield; residence of R. B. throughout the country; as a factor in edu-' The classes are held Association
Angus, by J. W. & E. C. Hopkins, Cote eating people generally it must be felt, and studio, Phillips square. o
may hope that the Architectural Exhibiwill be offered for competition
St. Antoine Academy, by A. C. Hutchi- we
tion of drawings will be a regular feature scholarships
, at the end of the session which entitle the
son; Eglise Sacre Coeur, Ottawa, by Roy of the year's work at the Art Gallery.
winner
to
two
years free tuition.
St Gauthier; a design for memorial front
Gruenwald and his merry men as usual
of monument for St. Michael's Mission, discoursed sweet music comfortably seated
ifse5-44..Association Classes/,
by P. B. Williams. There were about 130 at the head of the stairs. Refreshments
TWe autumn session of toe fou tey
architectural designs exhibited, and prob- were served during the evening in the year of the Art association classes
ably the most noted was a fac-simile large class room.
Amongst those present were: Sir William opened yesterday under the direction of
sketch of the great Alhambra palace of Dawson accompanied by his daughter, Mr. Mr. W. Bryrnner, R.C.A. The classes
Spain, a ' type of Moorish architecture; E. S. Clouston, Mr. A. Hutchison, Mr. are held in the studio in the art building.
some antique Chinese iron work was sin- and Mrs. Hopkins, the Misses Hopkins, Regular tuition will be given on Mongularly artistic and was loaned by Hon.' Mr. and Mrs. George Hooper, • Miss Grace days, Wednesdays
and Fridays,
G, A. Drummond. Mr. Lindsay the sec- Robertson, Miss Panghinan, Mr. and Mrs. although the studios are open for work
retary, kindly looked after all guests R. Lindsay, Miss Lindsay, Mrs. Lindsay, each day. Two association scholarships
the Misses Lindsay, Miss Bagg, Mr. and
with sere and attention.
Mrs. Lewis Skaife, Mr. Wilfrid Skaife, will be offered for competition this ses' ---e---Madame Cornu, Mr. J. L. Morris, Professor sit n.
and Mrs. Penhallow, Mr. and Mrs. Harris,
AT
the Misses Lambe, Professor and Mrs.
ro fh
Cox, Mr. A. T. Taylor, Mrs. Taylor,
Sue e rtirConversazion Last Even- Mr. Huntley Drummond, Mr. and Mrs.
lug —A Large Attendance.
Andrew Drummond, Mr." and Mrs. ClarrHILLIPS SQ1172ii.
ence Lyman, Mr. Henry Lyman, the Misses
st,5
A delightful conversazione was given Lyman, Miss A. Taylor, Miss ham, Miss Ad need Art Classes—Ses
lo S94-95.
last evening by the President and Council Leger, the Hon. Mrs. Wand, the Misses
Commencing
October
17th.
of the Art Association of Montreal in Wand, the Hon Mr. Herbert 1), Court, Mrs.
Intending students please communicate with
honor of the exhibition of architectural Herbert a Court, from Virginia; Mr. and the
Secretary.
, drawings under the auspices of the Pro- Mrs. Horace Joseph, Mr. H. Joseph, Miss
Galleries open Daily, 9 a• 131 , to dusk,
vince of Quebec Association of Architects. Arnton, Dr. Johnson, Mrs. Johnson,
Admission-25 cents. Saturday Free.
This is the first exhibit of the kind the Misses Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
in Montreal, is much larger than the Durnford, the Misses Durnford, Miss
members had hoped for, and may be Fisher, Mrs. and Miss Simpson, Judge and
taken as a favorable augury of what will Mrs. Archibald, Miss Archibald, the Rey.
be accomplished in thç future. Most of the Dr. Barclay, Mrs. Wyatt Eaton, Mr. and
drawings are from the province of Quebec, Mrs. W. S. Barnes, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
F.1-11L.L.1 CD:(4.;,f4;
principally, of course, from Montreal men, Turnbull, Miss Turnbull, Mr. Decarie, Mr.
and some twenty from Toronto. Amongst J. B. Mortimer, Judge Sicotte, Mr. and
the latter. Darling and Curry show some Mrs. McLea Walbank, Mr. and Mrs. Eric
fine drawings, notably one of the Church of Mann, Miss Mann, Mr. Putnam, Mr. and
St. Mary Magdalene, which is in course of Mrs. Robert Harris, Mr. and Miss Spence,
180,1 • 9 5—SESNION-1S941-5.5,
erection. Siddall and Baker have a much Mr. and Mrs. Hadrill, Mr. and Mrs. Kenadmired perspective of the Government nedy, Mrs. Ames, Professor and Mrs. Mc- Commencing Octobei• 17.
BuI'dings, St. James Bay, B. C. W. Lang- Leod, Mr. Samuel Finley, the Misses Fin(3 "Intendirig students please communicate
ton, another Terontonian, has a charming ley, Dr. J. D. Evans, Miss Evans, Mr. and with
the secretary.
sketch of St. Hilda's College, Toronto, a Mrs. Roswell Fisher, Mr. and Mrs. D. S.
GALLERIES OPEN DAILY
; very scholarly, quaint, peaceful looking Ma,cintyre, Mrs. Douglas, Mr. R. Findlay,
9 a.ni. till . dusli.
r place.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner, Miss McLea.
The Bank of Montreal is well represented,
Idmission, 25 Cents. Saturday, Free
, there are numerous sketches of its banks,
'7
The Meudelssohn Choir.
very fine; there
\ the one at Vancouver isthe
Mr. Robert Reid has for some time
General Manlare colored sketches of
been engaged on a life-sized bust in
ager's house on Peel street, both exterior
an interior, and a splendid piece of colorwhite marble of the great master, MenF'HILLI
e•CtuAlzta
ing, contributed by Taylor Gordon and
delssohn. The work of art is now nearly
Bonsfield, of the interior of the Parent
completed and as soon as it is it will be
, Bank.
iXHIBITION OF
handed over to the former members of
' A. C. Hutchison's drawings of Erskine
the Mendelssohn choir to be presented
Church were much admired.
by them to the Art association, in whose
The sketch of Almshouses at Chiselhurst,
gallery it will be accorded a place with a
A. T. Taylor, makes one desire to go into
brief inscription giving the dates of exsider.ce there at once. Dunlop and
view,
0:::)F3 aNi [DAILY
eriot have many tine drawings on
istence of the Mendelssohn choir. There
One attracting much attention, was ''St.
has been some talk of re-organizing the
9 a.m. till dusk.
George's New 'Tower," a beautiful piece of
choir, but Mr. Gould has finally anwork.
-25 Cents. nounced entire inabil77;nduct
Mr. Rhind shows beautiful designs for
any longer.,,f/ a4__. p
the Masonic Temple and the Montreal Protestant Orphan Asylum. Very picturesque
ART ASSOCIATIOVN
4z TES.
the latter is, not the plan accepted by the
Committee. The Church of St. John the DiPHILLIPS
SQUARE.
The
Rev.
Mr.
Barnes
ha
also.
Robt.Find-,
fine
flit consentvine,New York,is very
ed to give a lecture at the Gallery on Friday
lay is represented by a much admired draw.
evening, December 7. Subject : "Early
ing of Mr. James Morgan's house at Ste.'
ION F
ECTURAL DRAWINGi Italian Art," with numerous illustrations.
Anne's. The stones are to the life, all in '41//BIT/ON
their natural state, neither cut nor polThere are several very interesting loan
Open Daily, 9 a.m, to dusk.
pictures now on view . in the new Gallery,
ished. It is a ,beautiful house and a fine Admission-25 cents.
including a large Turneresque Yachting
drawing.
Scene by Pine,two large examples of Tholen,
Edward Maxwell has innumerable
sketches. There is a good view of Mr. Vina fine animal painting by Ward, also a fine
Meredith's new bouse, now in course
Monticelli and Swan.
of erection at the corner of Pine avenue and
Art Association Lectures.
Peel street; the position is so commanding
.t=tuAFia
that when completed it will be one of the
The-Bev. Mr. Barnes has kindly conented to give a lecture at the Gallery on
finest houses in the city. Messrs. Perrault,
FHi„
Mesnard and Venne have a sketch of thair
Friday evening, December 7, subject,
Last
Week
of
the
Exhi
ition
new Banque du Peuple and the new Laval
'Early Italian Art," with numerous
University, being now built near the corner
llustrations There are s
1
3
of St. Denis and St. Catherine streets.
(I Testing loan picture's now (31_1 in
view in
are
and
E.
C.
Hopkins
W.
' The Messrs. J.
e
new
gallery, including a large Turrepresented by sketches of many of our well
reresque yachting scene by Pine, two
known public institutions and handsome
GALLERIES
OPEN
DAILY
large
example
of Tholen, a fine animal
private residences. Of course their latest
9 a.m. till (lush.
:minting by4.447e
,/
ab ild, a
11 lYlonticelli
erection, the store of John Murphy, is in
94
_
' videnee. Mr. Eric Mann has a fine piece Admission, 23 Cents. ha turnrty Free 'Id Swan.
—
so. .1 1 .awing without a name.
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To be Held at the Art Gallery on
Monday Next.
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LECTURE BY REV. W. S. BARNES
on EARLY ITALIAN ART, with illustrations,
FRIDAY, December 7th, at 8.15 p.m.

Art Association
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ART GALLERY.

Sq,

Governor-General's secretary.

•

-

y

Their Excellencies the Governer-General
and the Countess of Aberdeen, will hold a
drawing-room at the Art Gallery on Monday, the 10th December, 1894, at 9.30 o'clock
p. m. Each lady and gentleman is requested
to be provided with two cards with their
names and titles legibly written thereon.
One card to be handed to the Orderly at,
the door of the reception room, and the
other to the Aide-de-Camp in waiting at
the foot of the dais. Gentlemen will wear ;
full dress uniform or evening dress. Ladies,
evening costume, (veils and feathers optional); court trains not required. Special
cards will be issued to those ladies and gentlemen entitled to the private entrée.
By command

144 4:00 a rly Italian Art. AS",,, s
ThA
e re was a crowded audien *V1Phe
-

—

,

(

Art association rooms last night, when
the Rev. W. S. Barnes delivered a lecture
on" Early Italian Art," the Rev. Edgar
Hill presiding. Mr. Barnes pointed out
the distinction between Ureek or Pagan
and Italian or Christian art, the former
being sensuous and inclining to the glorification of the body, while the latter
was religious and tended towards transcendentalism. He showed how the two
were mingled in the catacombs, and
after a glance at Byzantine art, which

made its way into Italy through
Ravenna and Venice, gave a brief sketch
of the Renaissance movement in Pisa,
Siena and Florence. The leading painters from Cimabue to Michael Angelo
were spoken of, and the characteristics
of the chief schools indicated. A large
number of photographic reproductions of
their best works were then thrown on a
large screen with the aid of the electric
light, and were commented upon by the
lecturer in illustration of the points
advanced. A number of pictures
taken by flash light in the
catacombs at Rome by a Canathan photographer proved of very
great interest, and the examples of the
early Italian masters were also much
admired, many of the slides being exceedingly beautiful. Mr. Barnes urged
the necessity of approaching the masterpieces of Christian art in a reverent
spirit. They were not meant to be exhibited in picture galleries, but to be
placed in a church, monastery or convent for the religious education of the
people, who had no books or could not
read them and therefore learnt largely
through the eye. In fact these pictures
vim "the Bible of the common people,"
and one could only appreciate them
rightly on approaching them in a religious spirit.
',-

,,,

V.' !

BittNI.C.1 ES.

s?
"Early Italian Art" was le dfject of an 1 1
interesting address, delivered by the Rev.
W. S. Barnes, at the Art Association Hall,
Phillip's Square, last night before a large 1
and [mice.
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will be CLOSED until Wednesday, the 12th instant.

F— Capt. J. A. Firilayson,— Prince of Wales
Billes; (apt. W. H. Featherstone Montreal
Frost,
Garrison Artillery; M. S Foley,
J. Ferguson, Sandford folemlng, W. A. )
Capt.
Erenette,
staff
of
Aontreat
} 1,1tling ,
Arthur D. Fry, Lieut. W. F. Forbes, Ryal
Scots; Olivier Faucher.
G-114 ajor C. E. Gault, Royal S cots; S. Raoul
Gauthier, C. H. Godfrey, Gustave Greater. Arthur Gellnas, Mount Royal Rifles; Dr. Guerin,
J. M. Guerin, Le lie H. Gault. Lieut.-Colonel j
Gray, District Staff, Montreal ; J. E. Gravel.
Mr. James Gillespie, Dr. Alex. Germain, Parr'
tival R. Gault.
H—Lieut. Gordon J. Henderson, 6th Fuiliera; Lieut. R. B. Hutchison, Prince of Wales
Rifles; Capt. Arthur Hamilton, Victoria j
Rifles ,• Capt. F. W. Hibbard, Montreal Gar- J
rison Artillery ; Charles M. Holt, Mr Justice
Hall , Lieut.-Col. Houghton, deputy adjutantgeneral ; Capt. 0.11. Hooper, Montreal Field
Battery : Robert Harris, president of Royal
Canadian academy Victor Hudon, Sir Josepti
Dickson, Kt.; James Harper, president or the
Caledonia society, Herbert W. gaggison,
Frederick L'Estrange Hart. M. Hutchinson,
Alex. C. Hutchison. George Hadrill.
I—Major E. B. Ibbotson, Royal Scots Capt.
J. S. ibbotson, Royal Scots of Canada ; A.
Frank I bbotson.
J—Dr. Jaekson, Beaumont Joubert. R. H.
Jamieson, Walter J. Joseph, N. W. Janet,
Chicago.
K—Count Alfred Kleczkowski. consul gen.
rial of France ; James Keaton, Dr, Edward J.
C. Rennedy, W. M Kirkpatrick.
L Dent -Col. Theodore Lyman, R. L,: Lansing Lewis, Hon. Mr. Justice Loranger, superior court ; Chief Justice Sir Alexander Lacoste, Dr. Jur. Albrecht Lentze. Imperial German acting consul ; Walter E. Lyman, L. 5.
Loranger, Eugene Lapierre, Lieut. C. St. Louts.
Mount Royal Rifles ; Albert E. Lewis, C. B.
Lanctot, Clarence Lyman, Campbell Lane. W.
P. List kin. Capt. Landry. H. H. Lyman.
M —Lieut.-Col. Massey, R L.; Dr, J. W.
Mount, Grant Macintosh, E. F. Malcourenne,
R. Faisal aw Morkill, 5th Dragoons; W. M.
Mailer. Mr. Justice Mathieu, P. B. Mignault,
W. A. Munn. Stewart M. Munn,Stewart Munn,
Count L. Duchastel de Montrouge, vice-consul
of Fiance ; Hon. L. R. Masson, Rev, Professor
Macadam, Edward Moreau, G. A. Marsan,
Capt. F. S. Mackay,Mount Royal Rifles : Major
J. P A. des Trois Maisons, 85th Batt.; J. Donald Morrison, John L. Morris. H. W. Mayrand,
Bev. W. A. Mervyn, Capt. V. Evelyn Mitchell,
0th Fusiliers.
Me—Alex, McFee, Anson McKeen, John McDonald, Dr. D. C. MacCallum, Dr. J. Bradford
McConnell, A. D. MacDonald, J. D. M. MaeBurnie, Ewan MacLennan, Lieut.-Col. C MacArthur, Duke of Connaught Royal Canadian
lillEkaTS, Andrew A. McCulloch.
N---Frank W. NeVes, Rev. Canon Norton.
rector of Montreal.
0--Captain A. T. Ogilvie, Victoria Rifles •
Major John Ogilvy, Montreal Garrison Art:illery ; Captain J. T. Ostell, Mount Royal
Rifles ; T. C. O'Brien, Count Julian Segurido de
Ovies, 1h D., J. Macdonald Oxley, Senator
Ogilvie, Mr. Justice Guimet.
P---C. E. A Patterson, Enrique de Perera,
vice-consul of Spain ; Candido de Pedrovena,
consul-general ol Spain ; Dr . E. Peltier, James
Pangman. T. H. Prissick. P. A. Peterson, Dr.
A. Proudfeot, Professor Penhallow, McGill
collets: Viscount Raoul de st. Phalli°.
It—F. F. Rolland. C. E. Reiffenstein, H. D,
Reid, Major A. Roy, brigade major ; Joseph R.
Roy, John B. Rose.
S—Lient-Col. G. It. Starke, Victoria Rifles ;
R. Stikernan, Major David Seath, 6th Fusiliers ; E. Stranger, Henry Sweeney, Philip
Scott, Colonel Sweeney, D. Morgan Sexton, R.
W. H. Smith, Dr. A Lapthorn Smith, Mr.
Lewis Seal geant, Lient..-Col. A. A. Stevenson.
; Mr. Lewis J. Skaife. Edward Surveyor,
Rene de Salaberi y, Lieut. Robert Starke, Victoria Rifles.
T—Lieur-Col Turnbull. Acting Chief Justice
Tait, Douglas T. Taylor, Ernest D Tetreau, W.
McLaren TrenhOhaie, Dr. Norman W. Teenholrne, dean of the law faculty, McGill; Andrew Taylor. Lieut. De Blois Thibaudeau, Mount
Royal Rifles.
V—Villeneuve, His Worship the Mayor ;
Rabbi H. Veld.
W—Hon. Mr. Justice Wurtele, Court of Appeals ; Hugh W. Wonham, Hermann H. Wolff,
Royal Danish consul- David A. P. Watt,
C. de St. Denis Wotherspoon, A. T. Warren, I
Arthur B. Ware, Reginald R. Wallace, Thomas
Wilson, Frederick L Wanklyn, Arthur Weir,
J. Bickerton Williams.

THE DRAWING-ROOM
LAST NIGHT.
A BRILLIANT FUNCTION AT THE
ART GALLERY.
1E drawing-room
xhich has been the
almost universal
topic of conversation at lunches,teas
and dinners, and
at street corners
/ where one caught
fragments such as
" been practising
your courtesy I" I
have; we spent all
last evening at
and so forth— Well,
this function which
b as been all absorbing with quesCons of
veils and feathers " and
"private
entréos, is a thing of
the past.
And it will be safe to say
Chat the next drawing-room Their Excellencies hold he be a much
"

to

I..

"Let me explain in 'Pia way Ms -Syttem-.differed from those of the Academy and South
Kensington. The idea of the latter is to require
of the student at the very outset a highly finished
copy of some antique figure. Ho is required, I
that is to say, to finish before ho has learned to
begin. He is encouraged in that vice of tho
beginner, which is to notice the little things and
to be blind to the large things. The business of
a real teacher of drawing may be summed up in
the effort to make the beginner attend to the
large fact first, the smaller next and the smallest
last. The effect of the official idea is the exact

contrary to this. and keens the besniner's ere
glued to some tiny fact of superficial texture,
while everything important remains unperceived.
It 18 to put the cart before the horse and spend
all day in polishing the harness in the hope of
moving the load. Let the un technical reader consider. Supposing one has to draw the figure of
a man standing withoutstretched arms;themain,
the elementary fact is that figure,thefactin which
all its action depends is expressed by two lines
crossing one another, the line of the body and
that of the arms, Note that angle correctly, hit
the characteristic swing of those two lines and
you have set up a scaffolding on which all the
smaller facts can be correctly hung, the smaller
contours of the single limbs, the still smaller contours of the several muscles, and 80 forth. But
miss the elementary fact, and no smaller fact can
be rightly stated because of this mistake at the
outset."
And that is the opinion also of Mr. Brymner. And now to speak of the Life School.
Like all good things art is capable of misuse.
To be accurate is one of the

The Art Association.
To the Editor of the Herald:
Slr,—While 1 claim to be se a to no
one in feelings of respect for Lord alai
Lady Aberdeen, 1 notice with regret that
the galleries of the Art Association have
been granted for the "Drawing Itoom"
to be given by them on Monday next.
Because, in the first place, 1 believe
that under the Act of Incorporation, the
rooms cannot legally be leased, except
for the purpose of teaching or exhibitin g art, and it cannot fairly be said,
that a "drawing room" comes within
this category. A legal Mena informs
me, that an isdunction might be obs
tamed by any member of the association
Tor any 'similar mis-application of the
rooms; and such an unpleasant proceeding ought not to be courted in any way,

,9" /04

by the Council.
Secondly,—A dangerous precedent is

thus created. lf the rooms may be leased to the Governor-General for a drawing room, there may be others, who may
be members of the association, who may
claim, with no less cogency, the right
it o lease them for other social gatherFIRST FOUNDATIONS OF ART.
Trigs. It is quite within the region a
The study of the huirsan form divine is :probability, that in a city like Moat,
essentially necessary. Every one is bent real, such appeals may he made, and a
upon honest observation, honest work,
refusal will create ill-feeling, and a poshonest experienbe. Here are some two
sible loss of support to the association.
dozen students— nay, not only novIn the third place, It must be rememices, but men who have already made
bered:, that in addition to the valuable
their mark. There is absolute silence.
The "pose" is perfect, stolid as a Sphinx. It 1 collection of paintings now owned by the
is a case of drawing from the nude. The astsociation, there are now on loan, sevtrue spirit of art is here. The artists are eral valuable works of art belonging to
wholly absorbed in their study. Walking others. During the conversazionies
given
around to the various sketches from this
angle and from that we can see the different by the association to the members, great
"catches" of the subject. If pictures and watchfulness is needed to prevent visitors from insuring the paintings through
statuary cannot conduce to pleasure then
let there be 210 pleasure.
needless crowding. If that difficulty is
In a sentence, the rooms of the Art Associ- experienced with an audience which, 1
ation of Montreal, which are to be next believe, never exceeded rive hundred perMondaythe scene of a brilliant Vice-regal
sons, how much greater will be the danreception, are certainly, at other less luminger when a thousand persons are crowdous occasions, regions of delight,
d into them, as 1 am told will be, on
Monday next. An expectation of a repetition of such risks will not encourage
others to lend valuable works of art
An illustrated Lecture by 4ae Rev. to the association in the future.
A MEMBER.
W. S. Barnes.
Montreal, Dec. 7th.
A fashionable audience assembled on
e Guard of honor.
Friday evening in the largest of the Montont real Garrison
real Art Association galleries to listen to a f
lecture by the Rev. W. S. Barnes on Early : brough the inability of the 65th BatItalian Art. The Rev. J. Edgar Hill took L alion to fill the position, will turn out the
the chair. The lecture covered a large g uard of honor for the Governor-General
ground, starting from the pre-Christian a na Lady Aberdeen on Monday evening,
period and showing the way in which ideas while the Duke of Connaught Royal
ha art, both in painting and sculpture, were Canadian Hussars will form
the mounted
transformed by Christian theology. Greek e score The M.G.A. will
parade one
art was at the best Pagan. It was devoted h
undred strong, not counting the band,
to a grand glorification of the human body.
will be the first full guard that has
What might be called Christian art began which
,
in the catacombs at Rome. Gradually the " sen turned out for years. If possible
minds of the painters became fixed on the t bey will parade in winter headgear,
spiritual side of life.Fpr the best painters Art which has been recommended to be
became almost a religion. In early Italian i &sued by Lt.-Col. Montizambert. It is to
Art the pictures were almost wholly re- , b e hoped that the weather will be favor, ligious ones. Satyrs and the ancient mytho- a
ble, and if it is, one of the prettiest
logical figures, however they might have
served as models, no longer occupied the military spectacles that has been seen
/place
)
they had done for Greek and Roman., -u ere for years will be seen.
)
The Deputy Adjutant-General will
0
The Madonna and the incidents of the
1 ! Saviour's life were the chief chosen sabjects h ave as his staff at the Governor-Ganof artists. Mr. Barnes gave a most lucid e runs Drawing room, on Monday night,
description of how each Italian "school" t he commanding officers of the city corps
arose,here in Venice,there in Ravenna, now a nd three officers of each regiment. Two
in Pisa and Sicua and again in Florence. s ergeants of each
corps have also been
The lecture was in itself an education— d
etailed for duty, to report to the A.D.C.
or rather an excellent stimulant to the
study in detail of the history of painting. i n waiting at 9 o'clock at the Art gallery.
Particularly interesting was the lec- XfJAE REGAL DitAWINGR001.01
turer's rapid sketch of the rise and
growth of the Renaissance Period and
hose to Whom the Privilege of the
how the widespread expectation of the end
Private Entree APPliee — Ideut.of the world affected all men's minds.
4
Straitly an
Specially interesting, too, was the position
h
of that grand past master in painting and
'We are authorized to state tha
ha t,' 'a&
in sculpture, Michael Angelo.
After his description, Mr. Barnes had C, ordance with the practice which has
thrown on the screen a number of n itherto been adopted at all State recepillustrations, shown up most clear- t ions at Ottawa for many years past the
ly by the electric light. These repro- privilege of the private entree at the
ductions of famous works of art were ex- Drawing room to be held:to-night applies
cellent substitutes for those whb have to those holding the following
official
! no means of viewing the originals. Unfor- positions in the
Dominion :—
tunately the lantern got too hgated just
Archbishops
and bishops.
when some of the finest illustrations had yet
The Chief Justice of the Supreme court
to be shown. Every one was disappointed
of
Quebec.
and none more so than Mr. Barnes himself.
Members of the Privy council.
It is to be hoped that on another occasion
the audience will be more fortunate. The
Members of the Senate.
lecture was a great success and well worth
Puisine judges of the courts of law
rehearing. A hearty vote of thanks was and equity.
passed to Mr. Barnes, and the rest of the
In order to facilitate the correct
evening was spent in an improvised converbazione, the galleries being brilliantly ennun elation of the names of ladies and
gentlemen attending the Drawing room
lighted up.

EARLY ITALIAN ART.
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Senator Desjardins, Mde. and the Mlles.
Desjardins, the Hon. Senator Massonj
Mde. and Mlle. Masson ; Mr. Justice'
Wurtele and Mr. Justice Hall, of the
Court of Queen's Bench ; Acting Chief 1
The Art Gallery Crowdea with a Justice Tait, Mr. Justice Jette, Mr. Justire Taschereau, Mr. Justice Gill,
Brilliant Throng.
Justice Mathieu, Mr. Justice Loran
Mr. Justice Ouimet, Mr. Justice Da v
son, Mr. Justice de Lorimier, Mr. Justice
LAP IV ABERUEEWS GOWN. Pagnuelo, Mr. Justice Doherty, and Mr.
Justice Archibald, of the Superior court.
Lieut.-General Montgomery Moore
Royal Canadian Hussars Act as an Es- unable to be present at Their Exce
dies' drawing room owing to illness

THE FIRST DRAWING ROOM

cort-1 be 31.0.A. Form a Guard
of Honor—Full List of
Those Present.

member of his family.
Following is a complete list of those
present :—
LADIES' LIST,

A—Mrs, J. S. Archibald, Mrs. Archibalcl,Mlss
Archibald. Miss Angus.
B—Mrs. Brakenridge, Mrs. William Bentham,
Miss Blackader, Miss Butler, Miss Boyd, Miss
Florence Botterell, Mrs. J. P. Butler, Mrs..
Edward Bridgman, Miss Bridgman, Mrs. Geo ,
F. Burnett, Madame Leblonde Brunette, miss'
JnezR Botterell, Mrs. George A. Brown, Ma.
da me Edouard Lefebvre de Bellefeuille.
C — Mrs. Cox, Mrs. J. J Curran. Miss Curran,.
Miss Bachel Curran, Mrs. Granville Cunningham, Mrs Warwick Chipman, Mrs. Bernard
Coghli_,
11 Miss Coghlln, Miss Campbell, MIsS
Cr ok . Miss Chandler.
D—Madame A. Desjardins, Madame Hubert'
Desjardins, Miss Clara Donahue, Mrs. Henry
Dolby, Miss Pow, Madame Joseph Doutre, Miss
Doutre, Miss Virginie Desjardins, Miss Degjar.,
dins, Miss A. Ducharme. Miss B. Ducharme,
Miss Donahue, Mrs. Graham Dunlop.
E,— Mr. R M. Esdaile.
F—Mrs , M. S. Foley. Madame Oliver Faucher.
rs. James Gillespie, Miss Margaret GUIespie. Miss Edythe Gault, Miss Gauthier, Mrs,
(Cr.) Alex Germain, Madame J. E. Gravel.
H—Lady Hickson, Miss Hickson, Mrs. Bingston, Miss Houghton, Mrs. Hall, Mrs. J. R.
Hutchins. Miss Hutchins, Miss klutchi , war
Miss Mar garet Hutchinson, Mrs. George Hardrill. Miss Mart, Miss Edith Hart, Mrs. Robe) t
Hai ris.
I—Mrs. E. B. Ibbotson, Miss. K. Eliza Ibbotson.
3—Mrs. John Fen Miss Helena Johnson, Miss
Edith J. T. Johnson Brotton, R.S.O. Eog. ;
Miss James.
I—lady Lacoste. Miss Lacoste. Madame
Loranger. Mirs Loranger, Miss Annie Lambe,
Miss Agnes Lambe, Mrs. Eugene Lapierre, NlisLanclot. Mrs. Albert E. Lewis.
M—Madame Mathieu, Mrs. George Marier,
Mrs. F. Massey, Madame Masson, Mrs. Stewart
Mum, Mrs. W. A. Munn, Madame P. B. Miguault. Mrs. John L. Morris, Mrs. E. F. Malccurenn e, Miss Mount, Miss Ae. nes Murray.
Mc—Mrs. Anson McKim, M
iss Ma m,
Miss Macintosh, Miss Maria Macpbe;seoant Otlawa ; Miss Elizabeth lMcLea.
0—Mrs. A. W. Ogilvie, Mrs. Ouimet, Miss
Cuirnet, Mrs. T. C. O'Brien, Miss Estelle

The Art 'gallery last evening was a
scene of splendor in every sense of the
word, for not only were the beautiful
works of art on the walls admirable, but
at nine o'clock, when the rooms filled up
for Their Excellencies' drawing-room, lite
was given to the scene by the lovely
gowns and more lovely wearers. Among
the eeven hundred or more present were
to be seen representatives of every walk
in life in the city; the clergy, in their
clerical habits ; our citizen soldiers, in
their brilliant uniforms ; the members of
the faculties of the universities of McGill,
Bishop's and Laval, in their academic
robes ; plain ordinary citizens, in their
regulation suits of black.
There were not so many n as
was generally expected, many thinking
that the formalities would be arduous.
Instead, they were very simple. Their
Excellencies stood on the raised dais in
the centre of the large gallery, while immediately facing them were the Deputy
Adjutant-General and his staff of forty
officers, and those to be gresented passed
up the line of officers, handed their
cards to the A.D.C.'s, who called out their
names. After the usual courtesies the
guests retreated to the other gallery.
Their Excellencies arrived at the Art
gallery sharp at 9.30, their carriage being drawn by four horses,with postilions,
and escorted by the Montreal troop of
the Duke of Connaught's Royal Canadian Hussars, under command of Captain Clerk, and were received by the
guard of honor, consisting of 100 men C'PF—riM(nis D. P. Penhallow, Madame E. PelleMrs. C. E. Patterson, Miss Paull, Ilmiuand the band of the Montreal Garrison t' eer
rL. m
E uagd.a m
Artillery. They at once proceeded to the stn
e F. F. Rolland. Mrs. Tames Ross ,
Mrs A. F. Riddell. Miss Ready. Miss de Rochereception hall, and the function began.
Nave. Mrs. R. G. field, Mrs. FI. D. Reid, Mrs.
The Viceregal party consisted of His John
B Rose, Miss Roe, Miss Mary M. Ryan,of
Excellency the Governor-General the
,
Sergeant. MiSweee
Earl of Aberdeen, who wore the full 1°si
rir s. Lewis
S t ss
Ghetta
Miss Gertrude Sweeny, Miss:Beatrice Bweedress of a privy councillor of the first ny,
Dy. lilies thanuon, M,s.
grade, dark blue coat with gold em- Edwin Sn3der, Mrs. Thomas
Simpson,
G. WitT,TglirasirA"
broidered facings knee breeches, and the Stanger, toiss Henrietta Swete, Miss' Smith ,
11/liss Scott. Mrs. Lewis J. Skaife, Miss &Ake.
usual orders and decorations on hie men,
Miss Therese de Salaberry.
breast.
T—Mrs. Tait, Mrs. Thomas T. Turnbull, Miss
Her Excellency wore a very handsome Ethel Taylor. MTS. Norman W.
Trenhohne,
AInp dd raemw
y__N
decollette trained silver black satin gown Mrs.
ejO.
Taylor.
Miss
R. Villewith an unieue silver embroidery down neuve. Miss Van Horne.
the face taken from an old book of Irish
W--lira. Wurtele. Hon. Mrs. Wand, Miss
patterns known as "the Book of liens," Wand, Mis Gertrude Wail& Mrs. Wigmore,
Maude WI.) tehead, Miss Watt, Miss
the work being done in Ireland by the Miss
hiteaves, Mrs. Frederick L. Wanklyn.
ladies of the Irish Industry association,
GENSFLEBIF.N'S LIST.
Ron. Archie Gordon, her son, acted as
-Lieut.-Col. A. D. A ubry. 85th Batt ; F. Wei
page. On her brow was a handsome A Ashe,
Mr. Justice Archibald. Dr. Anderson,
irara of beryls, diamonds and pearls. consul general of the United S t ates; J. ParArnold, C. J. Angus, Dr. J. G. Adami,
Her Excellency also wore a handsome teous
professor of McGill college ; Duncan P. Audernecklace of pearls and diamonds.
SOP.
B D
,
Mrs. Shirres, Hon. Miss Colborne, Miss
Ad ri _ _(1.13 __e
(1;11d
H. dinKiaudner
at Dr. Geo .
Wilson were the other ladies who ac- terell.
Brown, William Bentham. Achille Bergevin.
companied the viceregal party, Miss Monongahela de Beauieu, Dr. Bud.iipti B mist,
Wilson wearing silver grey poplin trim- J. E, Botterell, W. B. Biackader, Major W. M.
Biaikiock ,ftoyaçots ; Major E. B. Bus tiia:
med with cocue velvet.
Victoria Rifles; Lieut.-Col, Borland, 6th
The Governor-General's staff comprised Fusiliers;
J.
Brakenridge, registrar of McCapt. Urquhart in the full dress uniform Gill ; Geo. B. N.
Burnett, Lieut.-Col. T. P. Butler,
,

-

—

.

---

of the 79th Cameronian Highlanders
arid wearing the Egyptian medals ; Hon.

A. Marjoribanks and Mr. Erskine in the
green uniform of the Scottish Archers ;
Mr. Gordon in court dress and wearing
the order of the C.M.G.; Mr. Hewett in
the staff uniform with St. Patrick's blue
facings, Lieut.-Col. Strathy in full uniform of the Royal Scots of Canada; Lieut.Col. Prevost in the full uniform of the
Mount Royal Rifles.
THE :PRIVATE ENTRÉE.

The following were the invited guests
who had the privilege of the private
entree: -His Grace the Archbishop of
Montreal, the Lord Bishop of Montreal
and Miss Bond, the Bishop of Moosonee,
Mrs. Newnhana and Miss Newnham,
Chief Justice Sir Alex. Lacoste and Miss
their names should be written clearly on Lacoste, the Hon. Peter
and Miss Mitlarge cards, in preference to using ordin- chell, the Hon. Mr. Justice
and Mrs.
ary visiting cards.
Baby, the lion. J. J. Curran,
and
Strathy, of the Royal Scots the Misses Curran, the Hon. J. Mrs.
R. Thibaof Canada, has been appointed to the dean, Mils.. rd Mlle, Thibaudeau
stall of His Excellency the Governor- Hen. Senator and Mrs. Ogilvie, the
the
General as an extra ade-de-camp. The Hon. Senator Murphy
and the
appointment will appear in the Officia/ MiESCS Murphy, the Mrs
Hon. Senator
Gazette.
aa Tasse, Mile. and Mlle. Tasse,
the Hon.

Prince of Wales Rifles ; Edward Lefebvre Belle-

f euille, Alex. Brodie, Dr. William Barnett, Mr.

Frank Burton ,

C — Captain J. S. Cantlie, Royal Seats;
Augustin Comte, Lieutenant R. Costigan,
Montrea l Field Battery; C. R. Christie, Hon.
JJ C
•
genera , LieutenantColonel J. M. le,
6o Montreal Garrison Artillery ;

Granville Cunningham, Lieutenant
W. B. Converse, Sixth Fusiliers ; Warwick
Chipman, Howard M. Church, Chas, H.
Church, Rev. D. Coussirat, McGill college ;
Msjor Cooke, M.L.A , Prince
Wales Rifles ;
J. P. B. Casgrain, Mr. James of
A. Cantlie. Rev.
J. Miles Cromble, Professor Cox. McGill
college ; Lieutenant W. A. Collins, Montreal
8 arfiscn
i
Artillery ; Rev. Dr. R. Campbell,
a l 21
CCarrasick.
dean
n , 1"naO
„ e,
jSurgeon-Major
.S.urg°ogon-i t'
.
Campbell, Royal Canadian
Regiment of Infantry.
D—Captain Dobbin, Prince of Wales Rifles
Senator Desjardins, Leonard Dobbin, Henry
Dalby.Eudole Dubeau, A. J, H. 8,/,. Denis, Alphonse Desjardins, mayor of Maisonneuve ;
'Gustave Delorme, captain E. Desnoyers,
Mount Royal Rifles; Dominique Duehaarme,
J. A. Dawson, J. F. Demers, Augustus D. Dura-r dna,Lieut.: -C
,.:_l .t.H
.. enry G. Si, Dixon. fidth. Throe
Rivers Battalion of Infantry ; Lieut.
Graham
L, Dobbin, Prit-ce of Wales
Rifles ;
Try
Davit s Grebe Dunlop.
E- Cc romis:ary General Elliott, R. M.
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ARTASSOCIATIONNONTREAL
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r1R. JOSEPH 061gD
—Will read a paper on-.

Characteristics of Nendelssohn's Music,
With Vocal and Instrumental
Illustrations ....
On FRIDAY, FEU. 15, '95, at 8.15

Admission-25 Cen.ts.

TASSOCIRTIONNUNTREAL
1
71_,

11-1-11P, 83 sEiGiU.a.Ft

Y-644t41--

February 16th, 189

The annual general meeting of the members
of this Association will be held in the Gallery .
Phillips Square, on Friday afternoon, February
22nd, at hall-past four o'clock.
BusniEss—To receive the report of the
Council of 1804, and to elect officers for the
ensu year
ROBERT LINDSAY,

Secretary.

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL,
An. pi-LIPS

SOU/0

T e7dnual general meeting tbJthembera
of this Association will be held in tile Gallery,
Phillips square, on Friday afternoon, February22nd, at half-past four o'clock.
Business—To ieeeive the report of the coancll
for 1894, and to elect officers for the ensain4year.

ROBERT LINDSAY, Se3retary.

A BILST OF MENDELSSOHN
Fresenitd to the Art Association by
the 01u Mendelssohn
6 C hoir.

el%•,-‘4
r. Joseph Gould last ebitig road a
,-
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.....--
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ailery Exhibition- /

euth annual spring ,e
ti n o paintings, etc., under the u picer
of the Art association of Montreal, will be
opened on the 25th of February in the
galleries of the association and will be
closed on Saturday, March 23rd.

-

40,5

ART SSOCIATION OF7(ONTREAL.
-The Annual Spring Ar AChibition,

The sixteenth annual spring exhibition
of original paintings, drawiags, sculptures, architectural designs, etchings,
designs in stained glass and china
painting will be opened on .onclay, the
25th day of February next, in tne Galleries of the Art Association, and closed on Sa turday, the 23rd day of March.
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ART ASSOCIAHON OF MONTREAL
ftii
Art association the following rego iion
ate Mr. Poulusin.,t0

Iltt7dVaeetin2 of the counci

unanimously adopted :—" Resolved,
that we, the members of the council -of
the Art association of Montreal, have
learned with deep sorrow of the death of
our late friend and colleague, Mr. John
Popham, a governor and for many years
a councillor of this association. We
recognize the great obligations under
which the association lies to Mr. Popham. Deeply interested in art before
this association was organized, he exerted himself energetically in its formation
and became one of the original members
ever since he has manifested an enthusiastic interest in its affairs. We desire to
record our sense of the great loss 808tamed by the association and his friends
generally in his death, and to express
our deep sympathy with Mrs. Popham in
her bereavement." s_
was

.

PHILLIPS SCWAFIE

RT CLASSES — The Second Term of the
Art Classes will commence on Wednesday,
February 6th. Two scholarshIpi for compettiitn. Intending students please communicate
with the Secretary.
Galleries open dolly-0 win, to dusk)
Saturdays Free.
Rust of Itlentlet;sohit.
fitting and fashionable culm
t
f
the Mendelssohn choir of this city wifi take
place on the night of February 15th, at th,
Art Gallery. The occasion will be the unveiling of a magnificent Italian marble bu,s,i
of the great master Mendelssohn, the crop.tiou and gift of Robt..Reid the sculptor.
The gift will be tendered Joseph Gould
who,since the year 1863, has been the leader
of the distinguished musical organization
known as the Mendelssohn Choir.
Immediately after the unveiling of the bust
Mr. Gould will pass the gift over to the Art
Gallery, where it will remain a memento to the success, culture, stability and popularity of the Choir.
Many distinguished names have been suggested in connection with the unveiling,
and it is likely that if Sir Wm. Van Horne

(ts,

PHILLIPS SQUAF-IE

A444---
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SHOP TO L .

On St. Catherine Street, Next door to
John Watoton's.

Rent, $100 ami taXes. Heated.
Apply to Secretary, at the Gallery.

Art Rssocioation,
PHILLIPS SQU

tAc-t/,

8 140PTo
'

/

tit

On St. Catherine street, next door to John
Watson's. Rent $400 and taxes. Heated.
Apply to Secretai y at the Gallery.
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very interesting paper before the members of the Art association on "Characteristics of Mendelssohn's Music. Rev.
J. Edgar Hill presided, and the great interest taken in the subject was shown
by the fact that every seat was occupied.
The lecturer glanced hastily at some
of' the dominant 'characteristics of Mendelssohn's works, and then went on to
say that we knew the nobleness of the
man, and that nobleness was reflected in his music. We could not
associate Mendelssohn wilat anything
unworthy of the true man. tlis music
was the work of a high-minded, highly
cultivated gentleman ; no man but a cultivated one could evolve such thoughts,
ard no heart but a good and noble one
could give expression to such emotion.
he extraordinary enthusiasm Mendelssohn created in his short life, and which
was intensified by his death, was in time
followed by a reaction of feeling which
threatened to sweep him quite out of
memory. The truth in art, as in everything else, must prevail, and to-day it
was safe to assert that his music had
taken a stronger, deeper and more lasting hold upon the musical world than
ever before, and the immortal strains he
had bequeathed to us would grow dearer
to every heart the more we discerned
and appreciated the genuine beauty and
conscious adherence to all that was best
in true art which pervaded all his works.
At the close of the lecture a genuine
treat was afforded the audience, a number of selections from Mendelssohn's
compositions being given with an excellence the like of which has not been
heard in Montreal for a long time. The
instrumental numbers were rendered by
Messrs. F. Jehin Prume and Dubois, dirs.
lieynberg, Mies Bengough and Misa La
Palme, Mr. A. Sabiston contributed a
couple of solos, and the, part songs were
given by a choir of some forty voices.
7 Prior to the last of the musical selections being rendered, Mr. Gould, on behalf of the old Mendelssohn choir, which
was disbanded in April last, presented
to the Art association a finely sculptured
marble bust of Mendelssohn. The work
had been executed by Mr. Robert Reid,
who was one of the earliest members of
the old Mendelssohn choir and a life
member of the Art association.
Rev. J. Edgar Hill, in a few appreciative remarks, accepted the gift on behalf
of the Art association.
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NTATION TO THEIR EXCELLENCIES.
more largely attended affair. Another
thing safe to say is: That veils and feathers
have come to stay. They were very much
In the majority last night, and they certainly impart an air of distinction to the
wearer and a courtly tone to the ceremonial, and they are becoming and simple
to put on. Vhat other bugbear, "Private
entrée," will have no more terrors, for all
know what it is, and nobody's self-esteem
or vanity or anything else that is weak and
piny need in the the slightest degree be
hurt. A great number of people were undoubtedly deterred from attending by the
fear of a huge crush.
The scene was brilliant and really beautiful. The pictures on the walls, the bright
uniforms and the ladies' dresses, with the
dais and its regal-looking occupants for the
entre of the picture, formed a most artistic
wise en scene, worthy of an artist's approbation.
At 9.30 punctually Their Excellencies arrived at the Art Gallery, their large carriage
drawn by four horses, with postillions, and
escorted by the Montreal troop of the Duke
of Connaught's Royal Canadian Hussars,
under Captain Clerk. They were received
by the guard of honor of one hundred men
and th.e band of the Montreal Garrison
Artillery. Shortly after the Vice-Regal
party entered the Gallery, and in a few moments the function began.
The Vice-Regal party consisted of His
Excellency the Governor-General of Canada,
kni the Countess of Aberdeen, and thelloni'
Archie Gordon and they were attended bY
the Hon. Miss Colborne, Mrs. Sherris, Mrs.
Wilson, the Hon. A. Marjoribanks, wearing
the uniform of the Royal Scottish Archers,
Dir. Arthur Gordon in the staff uniform,
with his orders of C. M. G., Captain
Urquhart, A. D.C. to His Excellency, in the
full dress uniform of the 79th Cameronians,
and wearing Egyptian and other medals.
Mr. Erskine in the uniform of the Royal
Scottish Archers, and Mr. Hewitt in the
staff uniform, wearing the St. Patrick's
blue facings. The extra aides were Colonel
Prevost in the full uniform of the
Mount Royal Rifles with the staff epaulettes and gold cord; Lt.-Colonel Strathy in
full uniform of the Royal Scots of Canada.
His Excellency wore the official Court
dress of a Privy Councillor, the same uniform in which Her Majesty's ministers appear at court in London or elsewhere, a
blue cloth coat literally covered with gold
embroidery and lace, with epaulettes and
cords, white satin knee breeches, silk
stockings and shoes with buckles.
Her Excellency looked pre-eminently
well. She wore a very handsome gown of
black Irish poplin with antique embroidery in silver on satin, forming
the front of skirt and bodice. This
embroidery was faithfully copied from old
Celtic designs found in the book of Kells,
the whole being carried out by the workers
of Her Excellency's Irish Industries Association. The Court train of black satin

hung from the shoulders, and of course
was the regulation size, three and a half
yards long and two wide; a tiara of ancient
beryls and diamonds (very unique and valuable), necklace of diamonds and pearls,
bracelets of diamonds, diamonds on the
corsage, a fan of Irish point lace; a bouquet
of white roses and white veil and white
feathers completed this most beautiful costume.
The Hon. Archie Gordon acted as page
:ind carried the train most deftly. The Hon.
udley Gordon, who was to have assisted
is brother, is now ou his way from England. The page's dress is an old French
Court dress of the time of Francis 1st, of
dark blue plush, lined with white satin,
edged with beaver, lace ruffles, knee
breeches silk stockings shoes with buckles, ribbons at the knee, large plush hat
with long white plumes, sword.
Miss Wilson wore a gown of silver rally
Irish poplin, very prettily mixed with cerise
rose velvet and chiffon trimmings. She
carried a bouquet of white roses. The Hon.
Miss Colborne wore yellow satin brocade
with petticoat and trimmings of vieux rose
velvet, jet and lace on the bodice ; ornaments, pearls and diamonds. Mrs. Sherrie
was in white satin and lace with bouquet
of white roses. Mrs. Alex. Strathy wore
ruby silk velvet, yellow brocade sleeves and
bertha. with Honiton lace ; bouquet of
white roses and white hyacinths.
The following guests received cards for
THE PRIVATE ENTREE:
His Grace the Archbishop of Montreal, the
tivrasl. redwilli se Bond.
d. 341ra
r cllo BlosPI,ot,311oen
si
"ewn am, Chief Justice Sir Alexander Lacoste,
ady and Miss Lacoste, the Hon. Peter and Miss
itchell, the Hon. Mr. Justice and Mrs. Baby,
ha, Hon. J. J. Curran, Mrs. Curran and the
M isses Curran, the.Hon. J. R. Thibaudeau, Mrs.
and Miss Thibaudes,u, the Hon. Senator and Mrs.
Ogilvie, the Hon. Senator and Mrs. Murphy, the
Misses Murphy, the Hon. Senator Tasse, Mrs.
and Miss Tess, the Hon. Senator Desjardins.
Mrs. and the Misses Desjardins, the Hon. Senator 1Vlasson. Mrs. and Miss Massoh, the Hon. Mr.

V

Justice Wurtele, Mrs. Wurtele, Miss Estelle
O'Brien, the Hon. Mr. Justice and Mrs.
Hall, Acting-Chief Justice and Mrs. r Tait,
the Hon. Mr. Justice and Mrs. Jette, the Hon.

Mr. Justice and Mrs. Taschereau, the Hon. Mr.
Justice Gill. the Hon. Mr. Justice and Mrs.

Matthieu, the Hon. Mr. Justice and Mrs.
Loranger, the Hon. Mr. Justice and Mrs. Guimet,
the Hon. Mr. Justice and Mrs. Davidson, the
Hon. Mr. Justice and Mrs. de Lorimier, the Hon.
Mr. Justice and Mrs. Pagnuelo, the Hon. Mr.

Justice and Mrs. Doherty, the Hon. Mr. Justice
and Mrs. Archibald.
A line of officers extended from the
small gallery door around to the main
door almost. They Were:
Colonel Houghton, D. A. G., Brigade-Major

Boy, Lt.-Col. Butler, Lt.-Col, Starke, Lt.Col. Cole, Lt-Col. Berland, Lt.-Col. Turnbull,
Massey, Lt.-Col. Aubrey, Lt.-Col. Gray,
Lt. - Col. Lyman, Major Seth, Major, Ibbotson,
Major Destroismaisons, Major Hobert, Major
Cooke, Major Bustecd, Major Gault, Major
lilaiklock, Major Tp Ogilvie, Captain G. R.
Hooper, Captain Mitchell, Captain G. $.

Cantlie. Captain Arthur Hamilton, Captain T.
Ogilvie, Captain Coeverse, Lt. Henderson, Lt.
Costigan and Lt. Dobbin.

t ic

'
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All the Consuls-Generals and Vice Consuls
were In full dress uniform,as also the Deans
of the Universities, and the bright hoods
and gowns were very effective with all the
gorgeous uniforms.
The management all through was admirable, in fact, everything was perfect; and
at the close of the function His Excellency
called on Mr. Lindsay and expressed his
thanks to the Association for the use of the
gallery, and for the very satisfactory
arrangements which had been made and
carried out.

THE DRAWING ROOM
A

BRILLIANT SCENE ASV THE
GALLERY OF THE ART
ASSOCIATION.

IIIIONI'REALERS PAY THEIR RE.
SPECTS TO THE GOVERNOR-GEN.
ERAL AND LADY ABERDEEN.

The Art Gallery was the scene of an
unusual social function for Montreal last
night, when the first drawing-room in many
years was held there by the GovernorGeneral and Lady Aberdeen. In social

circles it had been looked forward to with
the utmost interest.
Shortly after half past eight a large
crowd had gathered about Phillips Square
and St. Catherine Street to see the arrival
of their Excellencies. The road was kept
clear by a force of police under Captain Frank Love, of No. 5 Station,
and a detachment detailed from the
Victoria Rifles, Carriage after carriage
dashed up to the door in quick succession,
to the merry music of sleigh-bells. At half
past nine promptly Their Excellencies
arrived, accompanied by Hon. Archie Gordon and Mr. Erskine. The assembled crowd
welcomed them with hearty cheers, and the
band of the Montreal Garrison Artillery
played the National Anthem.
The guard of honor was furnished by the
Garrison Artillery, and was in command of
Major McEwen and Lieuts. Winters and
Barton. The escort was furnished by thirty
troopers of the Duke of Connaught's Royal
Canadian Hussars, in command of Captain

Clerk.

Captain Urquhart, A. D. C., had charge
of all the arrangements, which were simply
perfection. The scene in the hall and corridors of the building was an animated one
as those about to be presented arrived.
The members of the consular corps
were among the first to arrive, resplendent in their Court uniforms, Lieut.Colonel Houghton, D. A.G., and his
staff, as well as the majority of the officers
on the local corps were also early.
It was about 10 o'clock when the presentations began, and no time was lost. Their
Excellencies received in the old gallery,
where they were placed on a slightly raised
dais, surrounded by their household and
staff. Lady Aberdeen was attended by the
Hon. Archie Gordon as page.
The scene in the Chamber was a brilliant
one. The gorgeous uniforms of the military,
the splendor of the Court costumes, and the
beauty of the ladies' gowns were added to
and enhanced by the works of art on the
walls. Between a double line of officers the
stream ot citizens passed, saluted the representatives of Royalty, and vanished. It was
only the work of a minute, but it meant a
great deal to them. By eleven o'clock the
function was over, and Their Excellencies
departed amid..
cheers.
_
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IN MEMORY OF
MENDELSSOHN.

VIM

N INTERESTING LECTURE AT
THE ART GALLERY.
Mr. Joseph Gould on the Characteristics of Mendelssohn's Music
---A Bust of the Composer Presented to the Art Association.
The gallery of the Art Association, on
Phillips square, was well-filled with members of the Association and their
friends last evening, who had gathered to hear a paper from Mr. Joseph
Gould, late 'conductor of the Mendelssohn Choir, on "The characteristics of
Mendelssohn's music." In addition to this
a number of the composer's works were
rendered, illustrating the true dramatic and
religious instinct with Which this man had
embued his compositions. The large audience was intensely interested in the subject.
Mr. Gould was introduced, in a few kindly and appropriate remarks, by the Rev. J.
Edgar Hill, president of the Art Association. In commencing his lecture Mr. Gould
stated that he would simply enumerate a
few of the characteristics of Mendelssohn's
music, and would leave to others the task
of bringing out its beautiful harmonies. In
the first place it was necessary to establish
the standpoint from which they viewed
music, whether it was looked upon as an
expression of human emotion or as a rudimentary of science. For his own part he
regarded the compositions of Mendelssohn
as among the greatest in the
-

(L,

rendered were "Presage of Spring," instrumental music of the inspired com"Autumn Song," "Resting Place," and the
"Nightingale. " Mr. A. Sabiston pleased poser's composition. It was indeed a most
enjoyable evening to all lovers of music. and
the audience with a couple of tenor solos.
The instrumental portion, consisting of a more especially of those devotees of
trio and quartette, was ably performed by
Mendelssohn who have such a keenapprecia:Madame ilevn berg, Miss La Palme, Miss
don and love of MS work. It was evident
Bengough, Mr. F. Jehin Prurne and Mr.
that there was a large number of these last
Dubois.
present, and they are not likely to forget
Mr. Gould said that before closing the
concert he had a few words to say and a an evening spent so agreeably.
pleasant duty to perform. Sonie weeks
Rev. J. E. Hill introduced Mr. (3( uld by
before the dissolution of the Mendelssohn
Saying that it was most appropriate
Choir, in April last, Mr. Robert Reid, who
that the conduelor of the Mendelssohn
had been for many years a member, offered
to present to the choir a bust of the eminent Choir should deliver an address of that
character, and paid a compliment to Mr.
composer from whom the choir had derived
its name, in order that it might serve as a Gould by saying that the room was always
memento of the happy years which they crowded when he lectured there.
had spent together. Mr. Reid had hoped to , Mr. Gould said at the I j outset that he
complete his task in September last, but would simply point out to them the charan unavoidable delay had •• happened,
ttcteristics of Mendelssohn's music and
and it was not until a few weeks
leave to others to demonstrate its charago that he had been able to acteristics in a more practical form.
carry out his intentions. The bust had recently been presented to the choir by the In the first place it was necessary to establish a standpoint from which they viewed'
sculptor.
music,—whether they looked upon music as
Mr. Gould was therefore pleased to acquiesce in a suggestion of the choir, to the an expression of human emotion or from a
effect that the bust should, if possible, be scientific! point. For his own part he replaced in the gallery of the Art Association. garded Mendelssohn's compositions as great
He asked the Art Association therefore to ,avorke, and considered music was the
accept the bust as a memento of the Menlanguage of the emotions as speech was
delssohn Choir.
of the intellect, and
The Rev. J. Edgar Hill, accepted the gift the language
on behalf of the Art Association, and ex- , further there were physically and morally
pressed the hope that the gift of music marvellous relations between a song and
the soul. It was evident that the composer
would be always recognized and appreciated
frem the character of the music had assist.
as one of the fine arts.
He was sure the Association would find a
ed his art with the•profoundest tributes of
home for the bust in their gallery, where j his hand. A characteristic of all his music
they aimed at encouraging 'and sustaining I was a marked religious feeling. In his
music as a fine art among the citizens of oratorio of Elijah there was a depth of
Montreal.
feeling, and St. Paul was only second
•

•

MENDELSSOHN.
AN INTERESTING ADDRESS ON THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF HIS

R

A-41-4-

Unfolding of a Rust of the Composer
and Presentation orit to the
Art Gallery.

WHOLE REALM OF MUSICAL ART.

He considered music as the language of the
emotions, as speech was the language of
the intellect, and that there existed certain
marvellous relations, physically and morally, between a song and the soul. The audience all knew, to a large extent, the nobility of Mendelssohn's character, and this
nbbility had been reflected in his music.
One of the chief characteristics of
the latter was the strong religious
feeling with which it was marked.
It touched every note, and, in doing
this, it had breathed its benign influence
through the music, to the soul of every person who had listened to Mendelssohn's harmonies. This music was the work of a highminded, highly-cultured gentleman; in fact
no man but a cultured one could evolve
such thoughts, and no heart, but a noble
and good one, could give expression to such
emotion. It was a warm tribute to the
memory of Mendelssohn to assert that in
the present day his music had taken a deeper, stronger and more lasting hold upon the
musical world than ever before. In his
oratorios of St. Paul and Elijah, the
composer was at his best. He was
particularly effective in arranging the
sacred writings to harmonies of music, and
this was a labor of love he greatly enjoyed.
In his setting of the Psalms, the religious
strain was again apparent, making these
pearls of precious truth the happiest of inspirations to be found in sacred music. In
secular and sentimental music Mendelssohn occupied a high standing. Some of
the sweetest and most elevating of the
songs which the people of to-day enjoy,
emanated from

j

A large number of the members of the
Montreal Art, Association, together with a
number of friends, spent a most enjoyable
: and interesting evening in the Gallery of
the Art Association, Phillips Square, last
night. Rev. J. Edgar Hill, President, in
tile chair, and a paper was read by Mr.
Joseph Gould on '"I'he Characteristics of
Mendelesolin's Music," which was illustrated with a programme of vocal and

.
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THIS ILLUSTRIOUS COMPOSER.

In everything he undertook, Mendelssohn
wrote what he felt; and It was in these
beautiful cadences of secular song that the
music-loving citizens of the world had been
brought, so to speak, into closer contact
with nature, and to realize its beauties,
l\lendelssohn had been gifted With a good
training and artistic instincts, and a lote
of law and order; nature had gifted him
with true inspiration and beauty of
form. He began as a child and ended a
genius. His compositions were beautiful
and lofty in tone, and breathed a high
poetic spirit. The immortal strains which
he had bequeathed to the world would grow
more and more as musicians of every phase
discerned and appreciated the genuine
beauty and conscious adherence to all that
was best in true art which characterized all
his compositions.
At the conclusion of Mr. Gould's address,
a delightful programme of vocal and instrumental music was rendered by local artists.
About thirty of Mr. Gould's former Mendelssohn choir sang a number of part songs
in excellent style, the phrasing and coloring being exceptionally good. The sontesd

to Elijah in that respect. A.feature of the
productions was the introduction of the old
German carols, which, perhaps, was not
' Mendeissohn'a own idea, and others- since
had attempted it, but not to the same extent. The religious strain was not only apt parent in his oratorios, for his setting of the
the
happiest of
' Psalms was
in: spirations found in sacred music.
He wrote What he telt and knew how to say
it in the best possible way. Fate had bestowed upon him a good training and
artistic instincts and an almost childish
love of law and order ; Nature had gifted
him with a true inspiration of the beauty
•of form. He began as a child and
ended as a genius, while in our days
we sometimes began as geniuses and ended
in a foundling hospital. (Laughter) . His
instrumental compositions were all beautiful and lofty in tone, and of a high
poetic character.The most important
characteristic was the suppleness which lay
in all his writings.
At the conclusion of the address about
forty members of the defunct Mendelssohn
Choir, conducted by Mr. Gould, sweetly
'rendered part songs, (a) "Presage of Spring"
and (b) "Autumn ,Song." Instrumental
selections from great composers' works were
performed by Mdme, Heynberg, Miss Ls
Palme, Mies Bengough, Me. F. J. Prume
and Mr. Dubois , Mr. A. Sabiston, who
was in excellent voice, sang two tenor solos,
and the musical portion concluded with
part songs, (a) "Resting Place," and (b)
" e nightingale."
Mr. Gould then said that a few weeks before the dissolution of the Mendelssohn
choir in April last, Mr. Robert Reid, who
for many years had been a metnber asked
to be permitted to fashion with his own
hands a bust of the composer as a tribute
to the society. He hoped to complete this
work in December last, but owing to unforej seen circumstances it had only just been completed. The bust had been handed over to the
Choir by the sculptor with the following
letter : "To Joseph Gould, Esq., organizer
and conductor of the Mendelssohn Choir,
Dear Mr. Gould,—Giving material shape to
the desire expressed by you some time ago
to preserve a memorial of our dear old
Mendelssohn Choir in a more substantial
form than simply that of fond recollections,
I now have the pleasure of asking you
to accept for yourself and the Choi r
this marble bust of the inspired composer.
Perhaps it will not lessen the interest which
you may attach to the gift to recognise in it
the work of one of the earliest members of
the choir. You will please dispose of it in
whatever way according to your judgment
will most satisfactorily accomplish the idea
in view. With pleasant memories of the
instructive evenings spent under your
musical direction and guidance, I remain,
yours fa.ithfully, R. REBID."
Continuing, Mr. Gould said that the Choir
had deemed it most appropriate to hand it
over to the Art Association to be placed in
the gallery as a lasting memento of the
Mendelssohn Choir, and he now had
pleasure in presenting it on his own and the
Choir's behalf to Mr. Hill for the object
•,

.

r named.

The bust, whiiih was a beautiful specimen

of the sculptor's work, end which occupied
a prominent place on a pedestal on the
platform, was then formally handed over.
The Rev. Mr. Hill accepted the gift ou
behalf of the Art Association. The Association had always recognized and appreciated
the importance of music as one of the fine
arts, and the founder of the institution had
been as passionately fond of music' as he was
devoted to pictures. It was fitting, therefore. that the choir, which had just expired,

should find a home for tile bust in their
gallery; where they aimed at encouraging and
sustaining music mis a fine art among the
citizens 01 Montreal. The city was under
a great debt, of gratitude to Mr. Gould for
his musical work during many years, and
the Association were also under a debt of
gratitude to him and all the ladies and
gentlemen who had assisted him,
and he gratefully accepted the
gift on behalf of the Association.
It was a beautiful bust, and had been
fashioned by one w ho was a sculptor and a
musician, and who had rendered much
service to the Choir, and the bust of one
who had been described as "The Mendelssohn while he lived," would be
treasured by the members of the Association.
Much applause followed, and a hearty
vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Gond for
his address, and to the performers, and the
proceedings th en terminated.
j

THE ART ASSOCIATION.
The Annual Meeting Held Yesterday
Afternoon.
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The annual meeting of the A Associathon of Montreal was held in the Art Gallery, on Phillips square, yesterday afternoon. There was a good attendance of(
members. In the absence of the President,
Mr. Hugh McLennan was in the chair., 1
Among those present were Messrs. A. T. -i
Taylor, J. Ross, Dr. Shepherd, C. J. Fleet, j
D. A.Watt, Rev. J. Edgar Hill, W. G. Mur-1
ray, George Graham, James Tasker, Samuel
Bell, W. F. Torrance, J. Torrance, Dr. Wm.
Gardner, Walter Drake, Rev. W. S. Barnes,,
A. V. F. Vibert, E. Harris, R.W. Shepherd,
H. C. Nelson, H. V. Meredith, David McPherson and Robert Harris, P. R. C. A. 1
The minutes of the last annual meeting
were taken as read. The secretary, Mr.
Robert Lindsay then read the annual report, w year a.s sane.
le progress. A very considerable re-,,
duction had been made on the debt of
Association, although on account of
new buildings and the non-accrual of
therefrom,there was an actual deficit for
year, which the Council think is not
•-to-occur
The report of Mr. William Brymner,
C. A., on the advanced art classes was very
satisfactory. Attention was called to the
interesting lectures given during the year.
On "Rubinstein," b
Joseph Gould, on
"Portrait Painting" by Prof. C. Van Dyke,
of New Brunswick, and on "Early Italian
Art" by the Rev. W. S. Barnes.
The number of visitors to the Gallery
during 1894 was
A THOUSAND MORE THAN IN 1893.
The Obituary contained sympathetic reference to the deaths of Mr. John Popham,
Mr. W. R. Elmenhorst. Mr. James Burnett,
Rev. Dr. Cordner, Sir Francis Johnson, Mr. 4
Alfred Pennell and Mr. J. Murray Smith. 1
• The chairman formally moved the adoption of the report and the motion was carried. The next business was the election
of officers' which resulted as follows: President, Mr. E. B. Greenshields; Vice-President, Sir William Van Horne; Treasurer,
Mr. G. W. Murray; Councillors elected for
two years; Messrs. R. B. Angus, E. S.
Clouston, Dr. F. J. Shepherd, A. T. Taylor,
D. A. Watt, Dr. Wm. Gardner. Messrs. H.
V. Meredith and W. F. Torrance were appointed as scrutineers, but their services
were not required,as all the various officers I
were elected by acclamation.
1
Two valuable donations were announced.,
Mrs. Elinenhorst presented to the AssociaJ
tion a valuable picture by Zugel, and Mr.',
James Ross has given a fine painting from
the brush of the late George Innes, of New
York. These gifts make a valuable accession to the Association's collection. Altogether the members have good reason to V
satisfied with the condition of the Art 1,
Association of Montreal.
A motion of the Rev. W. S. Barnes was
carried unanimously to the effect "That
Mr. D. A. Watt, having for many years
acted as Councillor and having rendered i
signal services to the Association be,
and is hereby, on the nomination of
the Council, elected a governor, and that
Mr. Joseph Gould, having rendered signal
services to the Association, and Mr.Andrew.
T. Taylor, being duly qualified, be and are
hereby, elected life members in accordance
with by-law No. 8."
For a week or two there will be held the
annual spring exhibition. The pictures are j
already coming in, oils, water colors and
pastel., and those qualified to judge are
already willing to say that the coming exhibition will be decidedly an advance on
those of former years. '
•

•

--

y

The following officers of the association
were then elected by acclamation :—
President—Me. E. B. Greenshields.
I) Satisfactory Reports Presented at the
PHILLIPS SQUARE,—
Vice-president—Sir Wm. Van Borne.
Annual Sleeting—New CouncilTreasurer—Mr. W. G. Murray.
Elected..z yti j —
The Sixteenth Annual SprinViihtljtion
itl atars _
Councillors—Messrs. R. 13. Angus, E. S.
—
p members
Will o en with a private view for
Th annual general mea in of t he Clouston, Dr. F. J. Shepherd, A. T. TayON
members of the Art Association of Mont- lor, D. A. Watt and Dr. Wm. Gardner,
real was held Yesterday afternoon in the who is elected to fill the vacancy caused Wednesday Evening, March 6th.
Gallery. In the absence of the president by Mr. Elmenhoret's death.
It was also stated during the meeting
and vice-president, Mr. Hugh McLennan
occupied the chair. Of the councillors of that in addition to other donations and
the association there were present: bequests the association had received a
Messrs. A. T. Taylor, James Ross, Dr. valuable painting from Mrs. Elmenhorst
PHILLIPS fk:ettilARE.
Shepherd, C. J. Fleet, D. A. Watt, W. G. and were about to receive another from
Murray and Rev. Edgar Hill. The fol- Mr. James Ross.
The annual spring exhibition will be
lowing members were also present :—
THE tx-reeN
Messrs. George Graham, Samuel Bell, W. held this year in March, opening on the
F. Torrance, James Torrance, Alex. Hen- 6th instant with a private view for mera•
dereon, Dr. William Gardner, Walter bers. This year's exhibition promises to
'Drake, Rev. William Barnes, A. Vibert, be even more successful than usual.
—Will 000u with a—
Ernest Harris, R. W. Shepherd, sr., H. C.
B M
•
and D. B.
Nelson, H. N Meredith
Private View for Members.
Pherson.
ART ASSOCIATION.
The annual report was read by Mr.
Ou Wednesday LVerring, March 0th.
Robert Lindsay, the secretary. It said
Élec•
L
2
The Annual Ileetiax, Repo 5
s//
' in part that after the very successful
lion of Officers.
loan exhibition which had been inaugTHE SPRING EXHIBITION.
urated by Their Excellencies at the end
The Art Association yesterday afternoon
held its annual meeting. The gentlemen Many Fine New Pictures will be
of last year the council could not expe :t
Hung this Year in the Art
that the year of 1894 would show any present were: Messrs. Geo. Graham, Jos.
marked features, but they were glad to Tasker, Sam. Bell, W. F. Torrance, Jas.
rociation
aGls757
4 4" .e i
year
of
quiet
Torrance, Alex. Anderson, Dr. Gardner,
report that it had been a
annual s i g txhibition
tsixteenth
Ernest
ii
The
wisdom
of
the
steps
Walter Drake, Rev. W. S. Barnes,
progress.
taken to increase the usefulness of the Harris, Mrs. Murray, R. W. Shepherd, Sr., of the work of Canadian art sts will open
the Art gallery and afford the much H. C. Wilson, A. V. Meredith, A. F. In the galleries of the Art association,
hillips square, on Wednesday evening,
needed accommodation by the erection Taylor, James Ross, Dr. Shepherd,
of the new buildings had been amply C. J. Fleet, D. A. Watt, Rev. Edgar March 6th, with a private view for membets on that evening. A brief outline of
proved. The report goes on to say :—" It Hill, Hugh McLennan and Dr. Murray.
Mr. Hugh McLennan was called to the the work of the more prominent artists
Is most desirable that the debt should be
who will exhibit will be interesting.
reduced arid even paid off as soon as pos- chair in the absemte of the President.
After the reading M the minutes Mr.
Probably the most attractive work,
s i ble. It amounts to $35,000, with an
interest charge of $1,675 per annum. As Robert Lindsay, Secretary, read the annual from the interest attached to it, is a
the past year has been a transition per- report for 1894, which says in part :
large life size portrait of His Excellency
After the important ceremony of the the Governor-General, by Robert Hamiod in the history of the association dur- opening
of the new gallery by Their Excel- ris, P.R.C.A. It is taken in the scarlet
ing which the full benefit of the rents
honorary
has not accrued, the council have to re- lencies the Governor-General and Lady robe of one of His Excellency's
Loan degrees. There are also several porport that the expenditure has unavoid- Aberdeen, and the very successfulin
the traits by Robert Harris, a very pretty
Exhibition which they inaugurated
ably exceeded the revenue, and that end
last year, the Council could not ex- moonlight marine scene and an ideal
there is a deficit of about $1,650 for the pectotthat
the history of the year 1894 would head.
year. With all the shops rented, this
any marked features, but they are
Carl Ahrens and James Barnsley have
council see no reason why hereatter show
glad
to
report
that it has been a year of some very good work this year, while
revenue
should
not
only
meet
all
tue
progress.
Mary A. Bell has some very nice work in
necessary expenditure, but they hope quiet
The wisdom of the steps taken to increase the modern French style of coloring that
past
two
years
will
be
of
the
the deficit
the usefulness of the An IGalory and afford
, gradually paid off from the surplus." In the much needed accommodation by the is particularlyispretty.
buzor Cote showing several portraits
i• the art classes in charge of Mr. W. erection of the new building has been amply
in pastel and Edmond Dynnet some
Bryn men R.C.A., the number of pupils proved.
small but very pleasing landscape:.
who had attended during the session
As the past year has been a transition
is a Ere cattle picture of James L.
1893-94, was 32, and up to the present period in the history of the Association, There
on view that is bound to atdate this session, 25. There had been during which the full benefits of the rents Graham's
tract attention, which will, doubtless, be
thirteen competitors for the a,ssociation have not accrued, the Council have to report the
case also with the work of John
scbolarships at the annual competition, that the expenditure has unavoidably ex- Hammond,
executed in his characteristhe successful ones being :—In the 1st ceeded the revenue, and that there is a
style.
section, Lillian Tucker ; in the 2nd sec- deficit of about $1,650 for the year. With ticThe
work of Margaret Houghton shows
tion, Alberta Cleland. The work oh Mur- all the shops rented. the Courted see no reaadvance this year, and one speciray Prendergast received honorable son why hereafter the revenue should not great
men particularly, a landscape with sheep,
mention.
only meet all necessary expenditure. but
Mention was made of the spring exhi- they hope the deficit of the last two years is very good.
O. Leduc will have on exhibition one
bition of 1894, which had been most suc- will be gradually paid off from the surplus.
of his matchless pieces of still life, and
cessful and of the exhibition of arcbitecin closing the report there were notices D. P. Macmillan a large and ambitious
tural drawings in which special interest of the deaths of Mr. JohniPopham,a Govermerit, the subject
had been taken. As regarded the estate nor and Councillor; of Mr. W. R. Elmen- Canvas or considerable
of the late John W. Tempest, having horst, a Governor and Councillor, and of being the death of Abel.
One of the best things that John C. Pinbeen handed over by the executors to Mr. James Burnett-, a Governor; of the
hey
has ever done is a large and pretty
stated
that
association,
the
report
the
Rev. Dr. Cordner, a life member, and of combination of figure and landscape.
bequest,
two
tige
of
terms
the
under
Sir Franceis Johnson, Mr. Alfred Pennell
A modern Madonna and several other
paintings had been purchased, a land- and Mr. J. Murray Smith, annual members.
canvases,
all in the light key and runscape, "Sand Dunes, Scheveningen,"
During the year 1894 there were 475
are shown
Holland, (33 x 43), by Willem Bastien annual members as compared with 400 in nine into the French school,
Reed, while several paintTholen, Antwerp, a rising artist of the 1891 ; 14,210 visits by members as com- by George A.same
strain and very pretty
Modern Dutch school, which was offered pared with 14,616 in 1891 ; 2,306 by free irgs in the
for the gallery at a specially low figure, visitors as compared with 820 in 1891, and are exhibited by Mary Hester Reed.
Some landscapes of really very fine
viz. $500. It was undoubtedly a valu- 3,251 by paying visitors as compared with
are the work of Homer Watson,
quality
able addition to the collection.
do
figures
the
whole
On
the
1891.
5,674 in
An opportunity having occurred to ac- not show a marked progress in the popu- who will exhibit several.
L. R. O'Brien seems to have forsaken
quire an example, in good condition, of larity of art amongst Montrealere.
number of
the comparatively rare work of Pieter de
The Chairman announced that the Asso- water colors, for he shows a
Hooch, one of the old Dutch painters ciation had been presented with two landscapes in oils only.
Mrs. Watts, who exhibited her work in
who flourished more than 200 years ago valuable paintings, one by Mrs. Elmenhorst
(1632-1682), the council decided to pur- and the other, a work of the American the Paris salon as Miss Fullerton and
chase the painting for the sum of $6,50, painter, Geo. Heimes, by Mr. James Ross. who DOW resides in Montreal, will have
of her canvases on view. Mrs.
feeling justified in anticipating their revMessrs. D. A. P. Watt, Joseph Gould I
enue to the extent of half that amount were electeti governors for signal services Watts' work is very fine altogether and
rendered, and Mr. A. D. Taylor was elected will, no doubt, attract attention.
in order to secure it.
Three interesting and instructive lec- as a life member. Two large landscapes, the work of
tures had been given during the year on
The following officers were elected by William Hope, will also be on exhibition.
"Rubinstein," by Mr. Joseph Gould: on acclamation : President, E. B. Green-1 The exhibition of water colors is ex" Portrait Painting," by Prof. J. C. Van shields; Vice-President, Sir Wm. C. Van pected to be ahead of other years. It
Dyke, and on "Early Italian Art," by
Horne; Treasurer, W. G. Murray ; Coun- will consist of work by Barnsley, Moss,
Rev. W. S. Barnes. On the occasion of cillons, R. B. Angus, E. S. Clouston, Dr. , Verner, Brymner, Manly, Miss Ptulips
the decease of the late Mr. John Popham F. J. Shepherd, A. T. Taylor, D. A. Watt I and many others. There will also be
l' large exhibits of decorative china paintthe council had adopted a resolution of and Dr. Wm. Gardner.
The annual spring opening will takel lag and architectural design. Taking
deep sympathy with his friends and
place on the 6th of March, with private, the pictures altogether they promise a
Mrs. Popham.
The council had also to regret the view for members. It promises to eclipse spring exhibition that will surpass all
deaths of Mr. W. R. Elmenhorst, a gov- all the former openings. Lord and Lielyt others held. 6
ernor and councillor, and of Mr. James Aberdeen have been invited to be present.,
Burnett, a governor ; of the Rev. Dr.
41,0-44/_Art Association. fr
,V to the Art Assoellz
Cordner, a life member ; and of Sir FranR. Elmenhorst haef kited
The members of the Art A so a ion of
M s.
cis Johnson, Mr. Alfred Pennell and Mr.
a large valuable painting to the Art gal- Montreal enjoyed last night a private view
J. Murray Smith, annual members.
After the unanimous adoption of the lery in remembrance of her late hus- of the sixteenth annual spring exhibition of
report Rev. Mr. Barnes proposed the band's connection with the association. oil paintings, water colors, eta. There is a
election of Mr. ii. A. Watt, who had act- 'I he subject is—" Sheep Returning from very good showing of familiar names, partied with great ability for many years as a Pasture," by Heinrich Zugel, of Munich. cularly among the oil paintings, and the
exhibition on the whole is in advance of
councillor, and Messrs. Joseph Gould and
former years.
T. Taylor as life governors. They were
;weed,
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WEBERS' PRIVATE VIEW.
The Sixteenth Annual Spring
,44 Exhibition,

9

)

OF THE ART ASSOCIATION.
Some Fine Work on View—The Opening Attended by Large Na tubers
Only Two Sculptors Ethibit,

The sixteenth annual spring exhibition
of the Art Association of Montreal was
opened last evening with a private view
to members and their friends. If the
exhibition, which lasts until the 30th of
the month, is as successful as last night
it will certainly prove a great success,
for never was a private view better at-

tended than that of last evening. From
shortly after 8 o'clock until well on
towards midnight the handsome galleries 'were filled, even crowded, with
an audience composed of many of the
representatives of Montreal's artistic
world. The scene presented last evening
in the galleries, as the ever moving and
handsomely dressed assembly passed
from picture to picture, admiring what is
this year, perhaps, the best spring exhibition of any held for a long time, was a
brilliant and quite picturesque one.
Gruenwald's orchestra was stationed in
the hall and rendered some delightful
music during the evening, while the life
class room had been set aside for refreshments.
Among the canvases in oil, those attracting a great deal of attention were
two portraits, one being of His Excellency Lord Aberdeen, by Robert Harris,
P.R.C.A. ; two portraits, one of Master
Hobart Molson and another of Mr. C.
Sobeski, by Edmond Dyonnet, A.R.C.A.
A very fascinating piece of work was
" Isabella," by William Brymner. Two
very pretty seascapes, by John Hammond and Lucius O'Brien, and ?non partrait by Joseph St. Charles were much
admired.
Etta Watts had several very fine canvases on view, her Garden in Bavaria"
(exhibited in the Paris salon), attracting
very much attention.
In the water colors an exquisite marine
scene, by James Barnsby, several by
William Bryrnner, Blanch Evans, C. M.
Manly, Frederick Verner and others
ruade up a fine exhibition, while in the
pastels, a study by Sydney Tully was
much admired.
In the china there were some really
exquisite specimens. Alice Livingston,
Harriet McDc nnell, Elizabeth Torrance,
Elizabeth Whitney, as well as others, exhibited in this class.
Harriet McDonnell was the only exhibitor in pyrography,while a number of
specimens were on view in architecture.
In statuary Phillipe Hebert and G. W.
Hill were the only exhibitors.
Among those present were Mr. Hugh
McLennan, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harris,
Mrs. John Hope, Mn William Hope,
Prof. and Mrs. Carus-Wilson, Mrs. Lindsay, Miss Lindsay, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Lindsay, Mr. T. Bell, Miss Mary Bell, Mr.
R. B. Angus, the Misses Angus, Mr. and
Mrs. Wankiyn, Mr. J. Try-Davies, Mrs.
and the Misses Simpson, Mrs. Lewis
Skaife, Dr. Craik, Mr. Peter Peterson,
Mrs. E. Watts, Mr. and the Misses
Lambe, Mrs. and Miss Archbald,
Mr. Brymner, Mr. Philip Sartre
the Misses Scott, Miss Durnford,
Miss Bertha Cochrane, Hilllaurst; Mr.
and the Misses Pangman, Mrs. Hal. Putnam, Miss A. Howard, Miss Sullivan,
Sault Ste. Marie; Mr. and Mrs, S. Coulson, Rev. Dr. Campbell, Miss Campbell,
Mr. B. Buchanan, Miss M. Buchanan,
Mr. and Mrs. S. Coulson, Dr. and the
Misses McCallum and Miss Ball, Mr.
and Mrs. Godfrey Weir, Mr. and Miss
Macintosh, Miss Bertha Stephenson,
Mrs. Dunncan McIntyre, Mr. and
Nies Small, Mr. and Mrs. S.
' Finley, the Misses Finley, the
Misses Botterill, Madame Cornu,
Mrs. M. H. Gault the Misses Gault Mr.
K. McPherson, Mr, L. Gregor, Mr. and
Mrs. Fair, Mrs. Murray, Mr. A. and Miss
Howell, Miss Cassils, Mr. and Mrs. Stethem, Mr. C. Holt, Mr. Eug. Lafleur, Prof.
Lafleur, Rabbi and Mrs. de Sola, Miss
Evans, Baron Holm field, Miss Houghton,
Mrs. D. Crawford, Mr, and Miss Sumner,
and many others.

r
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Mr. William Hope has two large canvases, 61, "Moonlight on the Loing,
France," and 62, "In the forest of Fontainebleau." They are both good, and the artist
has improved immensely since he last exhibited. 62 is a very pleasing picture; one
gets the feeling in looking at it that the
forest of Fontainebleau would be

.

A DELIGHTFUL RESTING PLACE

It is solidly painted, the balance in color is
good and the contrast between the greens
and browns harmonious. The composition might be regarded more as a study
than a picture whilst "Moonlight on the
Loing" is more of a picture than a study.
The time is apparently a warm September
evening, the conception is poetical and is
well developed, the color in the water is
very fine, much nicer than ID the sky which
is rather hard and blue, and, compared with
the rest, lacks the airiness of the other
parts. It is, however, a very fine work.
A very clever picture is 24, "La
Vielle Victorine," by Miss Carlyle, Paris,
which was hung on • the line at
the salon last year. " Victorine" is
quite a celebrated old woman and was
the stock model at Brabagon, Millet's old
camping place. She was one of the models
for the "Angelus." Victorine is a very
decided old lady and cranky, and will not
sit for everybody, so that Miss Carlyle was
particularly favored. The painting is full
of force ; its strength is its strong point
which appeals to one at once, but the painting is also full of tender feeling
about the face and eyes. The whole
figure was painted with a palette
knife, except the face and hands. Miss
Carlyle is a native of Woodstock, Ont.; at
present she is in Paris, a student of Constants. She and Miss Holden, of Montreal,
are together. She has had several pictures
accepted at the Salon. Of the first a curious story is told. She had painted a picturc into which she put a great deal of
work. When it was finished she took it to
Bourgereau, her master at that time. He
condemened it, and the disappointment
almost killed her ; but after the first shock
was over she went home, took a fresh canvas
began all over afresh, finished her picture
by the next day and it was accepted. Lady
Dufferin takes a great interest in Miss Carlyle's work and has visited her several times
in Paris.
Mr. Lucius O'Brien comes out in quite a
new character - he has nothing but oils
this year in the exhibition. he has ten
pictures, nearly all sketches from the Gaspe
country, that land of picturesque delight
to the artist. Of these it is difficult to say
which is better than another, 87, "Morning
mists, Bay of Fundy ," 88, "Lifting of the
Fog, Grand Manan, and 89, "The Beach,
Slrand Menem," are especially charm.
ing. They are so soft and tender, and so
smooth that they might

Miss Harriette Maeclonnell showed a finef
. pictures have a fascination all their own.
Ho exhibits: 48, "Fishing Boats, Bay of collection of PyrogrAphy: a mirror, bread
Fundy;" 49, "Windmill, Holland;" 50, "Aim- plate, key rack , bon-bon box, watch stand
paper knife, salai fork and spoons and
rise, Bay of Fundy," and, 51, "The Old and
other articles.
j Barn."
orchestra played during the
Gruenwald's
Homer Watson, another fine painter,
whose landscapes are full of breadth and evening, and refreshments were served in
the class-rooM adjoining the new gallery.
harmonious coloring, shows 133, "An Old
The gathering was a brilliant one and a
Sheep Farm;" 134, "The Farm in the Wood,"
more
representative one than it has been j
and two unnumbered, one a delicious bit of j
for many years.
wood with some famous trees, the other a
Amongst those present were: Mr. R. B.
sylvan study.
Angus, the Misses Angus, Mr. aiid Mrs.
Miss Theresa Wing has a fine group of
Wanklyp, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Clouston Mr.
miniatures, painted on ivory, exquisitely
tt,
and Mrs. G. W. Stephens, Mr. Philip Sco
soft in finish and true in tone. They atMiss J. Scott, Dr. Craik, Miss Sytnnsers,
tracted much attention.
and
Mrs.
Godfrey
Weir,
Miss Smith, Mr.
Verner has several pictures. One, 204,
Mrs. Drayner, Quebec ; Mr. and Mrs.
"Harvest time, Stratford-on-Avon," was
A.
Dunbar Taylor, Miss Taylor, Miss Sullisold last eveffing; also Barnsley's "Windmill in Holland," and one of MacGillivray
Knowles', No. 70, "In Fort."
Franklin Brownell has, 19, "A portrait,"
which is capital ; 20, a -decorative panel,
Autumn, and 21, "Snow thawing," which
are all excellent. The decorative panel is
very clever, the figures are exceedingly well
, drawn and the coloring fine.
Ahrens has a great many studies in good
color. "Ripe Corn Time" is very pleasing
and artistic. "A Wet Evenlug at the Village is effective and daring in its vivid
tones of green skies and red reflections of

THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
"Victorine," Mies Carlyle.

very clever animal studies. "At the Close
of Day" shows horses drinking at a trough,
"By the Birch Grove" is a tender bit of
landscape with some cows. Mr. Graham
evidently has his whole subject in his mind
at once. He does not paint portraits of
animals only, but water, trees and living
creatures are blended • in one harmonious
.

LIGHT FROM THE HOUSES.
THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
"At the close of day," Graham.

van, Sault Ste. Marie; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Harris, the Misses Van Horne, Mrs. P. S.
Stevenson, Miss Stevenson, Mr. W. Murphy, Miss Grace Murphy, Dr. MacCallum
and Miss MacCallum, Miss Ball, Mr.
and Mrs. Stanway. Mr. and Mrs.
Riddell, Mrs. Frank Rolland, Mr. Lewis
Skaife, Mr. and Mrs. Turpin, Mrs.'
Stanger, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lindsay, Miss Amy Lindsay, Mr. W. Brymner,
Mr. and Miss Howells, Miss Bertha Cochrane, Mr. Carlyle, Mr. Frank Houghton,
Mr. J. Try Davies, Mr. and Mrs. Durnford,
Mise' Durnford, Mr. Haig Sims, Mr. and.
Mrs. Putnam, Miss McLea, Mr. Peterson,
the Rev. Dr. Campbell, Miss Campbell, Mr.
and Mrs. S. Coulson, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Macmaster, Mr. C. Godfrey,
Miss Godfrey, Mr. F. Drummond, Miss
Drummond, Mr. and Mrs. K. Macpherson,
Mrs. David Crawford, Mr. and Miss Sumner, Baron Holmfield, Mrs. M. H. Gault,
Miss Gault, Miss Cassels, Miss Jackson,
Mr. and Mrs. S. Finley, Mr. Finley, Miss
Finley, Mr. A. Browning, Mrs. John Hope,
Mr. W. Hope, Mr. Lawrence Williams,
Miss Williams. Dr. Stirling, Rabbi de Sole
and Mrs. de Sole, Miss Cohen, England,
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Morris, the Misses
Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. Ferguson, Mr. and
Mrs. S. C. Stevenson, Mr. and Mrs.
Macintosh, Mr. Grant Macintosh, Miss
Macintosh, Mr. and Mrs. Watt, Mr. and
Mrs. Hebert, Mn Thyonnet, Mr. Macmillan, Mr. Matthews, Miss Pangman, the
Misses Macdonald, Miss Phillips; Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Turnbull, Miss
Turnbull, Mr. Wentworth Buchanan, Miss
Buchanan, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Miller, Mr.
and Mrs. Cowens, Mr. and Mrs. Robert j
Reid, the Misses Reid, Mr. and Mrs. San- I
deman, Mr. Charles Holt, Mr. H.
Springle, the Misses Plimsoll, Miss
H. Crawford, Mr. Eugene Lafleur, Mr.
Paul Lafleur, the Misses Ducharme,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Townsend, Miss

,

,

AL M OST PASS FOR WATER COLORS.

Mr. O'Brien is a great favorite, and his
pictures always attract a great deal of attention.
Dyon net has several pieces, all small and
all good; he has three portraits, one of Dr.
Molson's little son, Master W. Robert
Molson, one of an old lady and one of Mr.
Sobeski, which are all excellent; 35, "Autumn Tint s," is a nice bit of coloring; 36,
"The Old Windmill," and 37, "The Lower
Lachine Road," are both exceedingly pretty.
George A. Reid, Toronto, has seven pictures, some of them very good, notably the
portrait of his wife. "A Modern Madonna"'
is a genre picture, good in conception and
handling; it is treated with much tenderness without any striving after effect, but
the picture is altogether too large.
Mrs.
Reid has five pictures. Of these,
'
; 117, "Pansies," is the most pleasing;
116, "A Studio Corner,"is a bit of good coloring and une work in detail. Mrs. Reid is
much more successful with flowers and
still life than with figures.
Mr. Joseph St. Charles has five pictures.
Of these, "Mon portrait" and a genre picture
"Rémouleur" are the best and are exceedingly good, excepting perhaps for a little
too much smoke from the cigarette. Mr.St.
Charles' portrait looks like one of the French
salon portraits.
Miss Mary A. Bell has three pictures, 12,
"Moonrise;" 13, "Treasure Trove:" two little urchins playing on the sands after their
bath have a crab between them, which appears to be undergoing a scientific scrutiny,
and 14, "Between the Lights." All three
are original in treatment.
Miss Margaret Houghton has 63, "A
Bleak Pasture," 64, "Giving Salt to
the Sheep," and 65, "Morning." Miss
Houghton has made good nrogress since the
last exhibition. Her work is more definite
and more complete as to finish; the coloring
is delicate and the treatment artistic.
Mr. Pinhey has four,pictures. 98, "A Man
Mowing Hay," is a landscape, and particularly good. The hay is especially noticeable,
and it is well painted. The back of the man's
head is fine, and the tone of the picture is
good. The mower is, perhaps, just a little
TOO MUCH IN THE FOREGROUND.

46, "By the Birch Grove," and 47, "At the
Close of Day," by James S. Graham, are

THE SPRING EXHIBITION-"THE
whole. A r ay Of sunlight falling across
the grass is good.
Some of Mr. Brymner's students show
good work the strongest of which is a classical landscape by Macmillen, No. 79. "Death
of Abel." The subject is an ambitious one
and the conception entirely new. Cain has
never been depicted as sorrowing before;
and it is a difficult matter to
make a man of his large physical
proportions show grief. Abel is lying on
the ground dead, so that all gruesomeness
is eliminated. The perspective is good, and
the landscape has a weird, desolate appearance. A flock of sheep are browsing in the
distance.
Mr. S. Robertson, another student, has
No. 118, "A Rain Cloud;" 119, "In the Garden," and 120, "Country Road," all very
pretty, good in color and true in tone. Mr.
Robertson sees something in nature, and
has the faculty of making others see it.
Mrs. Etta Watts, who has lately come to
Montreal from Paris, has several pictures
on view. Her principal one, "A Garden in
Bavaria," was hung in the .Salon in 1892.
This belongs to the French school. The
coloring is vivid and the contrasts strong.
The roofs of the houses are very fine; there
is a great deal of faithful work in the composition-"A Gleam of Sunshine."
Hammond has some lovely work. His
- -

DEATH OF ABEL," MACMILLAN.
The china exhibited by Miss Livingston's
class and Miss Whitney's is very fine. The
respective work was arranged on two tables.
Miss Livingston exhibited some exquisite

•

THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
"Isabella and the Pot ot Basil," Brymner.

Dresden and Sévres (blue), a Coalport
cup, bon-bon dish and several pieces. Mrs.
David Crawford exhibited a very fine collection, amongst them a pitcher (Rococo
design), chrysanthemum fruit dishes with
bronze border, pair of pink Rococo candlesticks and a blue vase (under glaze) very
fine. Mrs. Frank Rolland exhibited a lovely bon-bon dish very dainty in design and
beautifully painted. , Mrs. Hugh Brodie
showed a very fine jardiniere handsomely
decorated. Mrs. B. Coulson showed
a very pretty tea caddy and frame.
Mrs. T. Darling, Dresden China basket, jardiniere and cups and saucers.
Miss Cecilia Jackson exhibited a plate and
bon-bon box in very fine work. Miss Grace
Livingston a toilet tray and boxes, tea cup
and tea caddy of Dresden. Miss Harriette
Macdonnell had a very fine collection of
china, amongst it a tea caddy, rose plate,
chocolate cup and saucer, cup and saucer of
Dresden and match box. Miss Sumner
exhibited a toilet tray. Miss E. M. Torrance
has a tea caddy,plates and bouillon cup and
saucer; Miss Ray White, a tile for teapot
stand; Miss Whitney has a large quantity
on exhibition, a magnificent punch bowl,
vases,trays, small bowl, twelve fish plates, 6
dessert plates and 0 dessert bowls in Boise '
naian glass, tea caddy and howl. 1.;
,
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THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
"A country lane," Robertson.

Townsend, Mr. and Mrs. K. Macpher-

son, lire, and Miss Havvell, Mr.
Howell, Pra: asses and Mrs. Carus Wilson,

Professor and ales. Cox, Mr. and Mrs.
George Marlon Mnde M. Marier, Mrs.Jarvis,
Mr.s2.Tohn Coates, Mr. Coatne, Miss Cate,

Mr. Lotondal. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smith.
Mr. Hugh McLennan, Miss McLennan,
Mr. T. Bell, Miss Bell, Mr. and Mrs. Fair,
Mr. and Mrs. Notrnan, Mr. and Mrs. A. F.
Dunlop, Mad.Cornu, Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner,
Miss Evans, Dr. W. Gardiner, Mrs. Reuben
Taylor, the Misses Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
Srnithers, Mr. and Mrs. Learmont, Miss
Cooke, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Miller, Mr.
Lyman, Mr. and Mrs. John Grant, Mr. T.
Reek.
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loving care - which made steps for it; a
rough cradle, out of which the child has
been taken; love shines in the mother's
eyes. The scene is truthful, and expressed with a realism which makes it
live.
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GALLERY.
The spring exhibition of the Art Association, to which the public will be invited to-morrow, reflects credit upon our
Canadian artists. The pictures, of which
Witness ' representative obtained a
private view this morning in the Art
Gallery, are characteristic of the several
leading traits which mark Canadian art.
They are, for the most part, local in subject and motive, and illustrate the simple
islet of our Canadian life rather than
deal with great themes or passions on
the grand scale. Seascapes, the Canadian
hayfield, with its simple idyllic story,
fisher life along the coast, typical scenes
snatched, in a happy moment, from our
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M. Il. REID, A.R.C.A.— . 1 ANSIES.'
Mr. D. McMillan, Montreal, has essayed

the 'Death of Abel,' on a large canvas.
The fatal blow has been struck; Abel
lies still where he fell; Cain, who is thus
' brought face to face with death for the
WM. RAPHAEL, R.C.A.—LAKE ST. LOUIS

The left hand in the vest pocket, which
dissipates all sense of constraint, is characteristic of Lord Aberdeen, while the
artist has managed his colors so well
that the scarlet over the black coat expresses a quiet dignity, rather than the
violence of a flagrant red. Mr. Harris
also exhibits the portrait of Mr. Eddy,
and a gem of a landscape.
Mrs. Watts, Montreal, exhibits five pietures, and each has a distinctive merit.
'A blacksmith's shop,' is the serious
study, arresting attention by the fidelity
of treatment which compels one to say,
'this is all as .1 have seen it.' The blacksmith is standing before his vise, working. All around are the evidences of his

jaeltgl%
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D. McMILLAN—'THE DEATH OF ABEL.'
first time, gazes upon the figure with
terror; the wilderness all around is bleak
and sombre, while the clouds mass themselves in wrath. The picture is suggestive, and has been treated with considerable dignity.
'Darkening,' and 'Lifting of the Fog,'
by Mr. O'Brien, Toronto, evidence an intimate acquaintance with the aspects of
sea and clouds. Both are gems in their
way; the latter, showing the rift of blue,
I the suggestion of light and warmth, the
, feel of a more genial atmosphere, being
particularly well done.
Man mowing hay,' John C. Pinhey,
Hudson, Que., is a simple scene representing an old man mowing with the
old hand scythe which is now so antiquated. There is a stretch of river and

winter environment, touched with humor, or significant with simple pathos--

tile oldest book.
A mere glance is all that can be given
o the more prominent pictures which

IrreSt the eye upon entering the gallery.

W. GRAHAM—'AT THE CLOSE OF DAY.'
The portrait of Lord Aberdeen, in scarlet academic robes, by Mr. Robert Harris,
is conceded to be one of the happiest efforts cf this well-known artist. The portrait is a full-length one, and' the Governor-General, in easy attitude, with the
flowing robe, which lends a fine dignity
to the figure, is bodied forth to the very
life. The candid blue eye, the features
which express benevolence, the graceful
ettitude. have all been managed with skill
and the wisdom of art for the best effects.

MRS. WA.11TS—'A GLEAM OF SUNSHINE.'

handicraft. He is a middle-aged, serious
personage, with a quiet dignity, which is
realized in eye and face and figure. 'In
Mischief,' represents pussy with hunger in
her baleful eye for the canary which is
beyond ber reach in a cage. In her passion for the bird she has all unwittingly
overturned a bowl filled with flowers, with
the result that the water has destroyed
the table-cloth. Pussy sits with all her
greed in her green eye. This is a clever
study, as is the companion picture—
'Doubtful,' which represents pussy raising herself to a vase of wild flowers. 'A
gleam of sunshine,' is a sea piece of docided merit, while a 'Garden in Bavaria,'
glows with all the florid wealth and all
the trim method which mark such in that
country.

THE SPRING
EXHIBITION
OPENED AT THE ART GALLERY
LAST NIGHT.

WM. BREMNER, R.C.A.—'ISAI3ELLA.'

these are the subjects in which our young
artists have essayed to show forth their
sense of truth and beauty.
There are nearly two hundred pictures,
from the humble counterfeit of the wild
flower blowing in the wind, to the ambitious study of the first tragedy recorded

ASSOCIATION,

Phillips square.
THE SIXTEENTH ANNUAL
EXAIIBITION(y43

Last night's private view at the Art Gallery of the sixteenth annual spring exhibition of the work of Canadian artists was
most successful. The beautiful rooms were
filled with an interested crowd of people
who were busy trying to see the different
pictures.
The exhibition is really much better than
last year's, although there are fewer pictures and most of them smaller, but the
quality of the work is decidedly improved
and the general tone pleasing. Many of the
students show good work, original in composition. There are numerous sketches
of local bits of prettiness; the old
windmill, Lachine, is a favorite spot with
artists, and Mr. Dyonnet has a charming
small picture giving a good view of it. Miss
Annie Stikeman has a clever water color
sketch of "Bushy Island," with a large
yacht at anchor and several small craft near
it.
Mr. Robert Harris has six pictures, four
of them portraits, "The Wharf by Moonlight" and a "Landscape." The portrait, of
His Excellency the Governor-General in his
scarlet academic robes, is a striking
featnre in the gallery. It is full
length, the likeness is good and
the picture impressive. Mr. Harris
has handled this large composition with
much skill. Mr. Peterson's portrait is perhaps the finest work yet done by Mr. Harris,
the figure is natural and intensely life like.
The position easy and unconstrained and
reality seems to dominate thepicture which
is full of forceful vigor; the color is true
and harmonious and the treatment of the
whole subject is masterly.
Mr. Brymner has two pictures in oils 22
"Isabella and the pot of Basil" aud 23 "Winter." The latter
AN EXQUISITE LITTLE SNOW SCENE.

J. C. PINHEY, A.R.C.A.—' MAN MOWING
HAY.'
sombre hills in the distance, but note

the pathetic wrinkles in the neck of the
bent, patient figure. This is truth. The
poise of the figure, as the man bends to
his task, the truth of dress and hat and
field, are all vividly expressed.
Mr. George A. Reid, Toronto, exhibits
several pictures. 'A modern Madonna'
is his largest work. A comely young woman is holding a child to her breast in
a room in a country house. There is a
flowerpot, and a green running plant,
rhich has been taught to grow by the

"Isabella" is his larger work, the dra wing
and composition are thoroughly strong and
full of fine feeling. The accessories are carefully worked out; the tiled floor tapestried
walls are in keeping with the antique carved
table; the light and shade are very good.
Tho despair and heart-broken sorrow expressed in the face and pose are real. This
picture will have an especial interest for the
lovers of the sweet singer Beats. The
story as told in one of his poems is a
melancholy one and is briefly as follows:
Isabella and her brothers, ;'enriched from
ancestral merchandise," did dwell together
and with them, "Lorenzo, a young
palmer in love's eye," who fell in love with
Isabella and she with him, but her brothers
having other ends in view, invited Lorenzo
to take a friendly ride, and returned withOut him, telling their sister he had "ta'en a
ship for foreign lands." She pined and
pined: finally Lorenzo appeared in a vision,
told her of his having been murdered, of
where he was buried, and implored her to
visit his grave.
"Shed one tear upon my heather liFloom,
And it shall comfort me within the tomb."

•-

Last evening the members of the Art
Association and their friends were admitted to a private view of the spring
exhibition of the association at the Art
Gallery, Phillips square.
This was the opening of the sixteenth
annual spring exhibition and in none of
the previous years was the openink
largely attended. The galleries were
crowded from eight o'clock until midnight, making a bright and pretty scene.
During the evening delightful music was
rendered by Gruenwald's orchestra and
light refres , •ments were served in one of
the claw'oorns. The exhibition will be
open dal ntil the end of the month.

Isabella and her nurse found the place,
they severed the head, buried it
in a garden pot, covered it with
soil, and planted over it "sweet,
Basil, which her tears keep ever wet."
Then her brothers seeing that she wept
beside the pot all day, stole it, discovered
its ghastly contents, were horror stricken
and fled from the country. Poor Isabel
wandered about forlord, asking always for
her Basil pot.
"And so she pined and so she died forlorn"
Imploring for her Basil to the last.
No heart was there in Florence, but did mourn
In pity of her love so overcast.'

Mr. Brymner has also four charming
water colors: 140, "Dart:" 150, "Chateau
Landon;" 151, "The Loing at Nemones," and
152, "Old street, Nemones,"—a very quaint
bit.

CANADIAN ART.
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NOTES OF THE SPRINGAXHIBITION.

P. Brownell's decorative panel 'Autun,n'
is in sharp contrast.. Oid Vietorine's
winter is without the sumptuous ease
which marks the panel figure—no flow-

The Art Association's spring exhibition is being well attended. The gallery
on Phillips square is well worth a long
visit.
Miss Margaret Houghton, of Montreal,
has done good work, and her 'Bleak Pasture' is most favorably spoken of. One
has seen this brown pasture, 'close-cropped, barren, from which the half-famished sheep in vain try to snatch a living,'
before now in many a farming country.
The brown earth almost shows through
the wretched covering which is not grass,
as the sheep know to their sorrow, while
the dun hills and the sombre sky add
fitting elements to the scene. The subject has been thought out with care, and
Its fidelity sugg&sts the inerrancy of a'
photograph, so well have the colors been
made to give a bit of bare hill-side.
In a bright piece of work Mr. Larose,
Montreal, has managed to make a lamp
with the aid of which mother and child
F. BROWNELL, A.R.C.A.—DECORATIVE
are poring over books, put such a glow'
PANEL, 'AUTUMN.'
in their faces as arrests attention by its
simple fidelity. Mr. Larose's 'Tunisian' ers, no fruit, no pictures, no brightness—
nothing but old Visionne.
'Winter,' is a characteristic picture
by Mr. W. Brymner, Montreal. The habitant is traversing a winter road sitting in
one of those old box sleighs, which afford the maximum of comfort with the n
minimum of instability. It is Jean Baptiste to the life. The great coat, the red
muffler round the neck, the features
buried beneath the collar, the shambling
horse, are all, a lively presentment of a
familiar .sight in the province of Quebec.

attracts a share of attention, the coloring
being rich and deep as befits the subject.
The ' Forest of Fontainbleau ' and
Moonlight,' by Mg. W. H. Hope, Montreal, are cleverly done, and this morning
provoked the praise of a number of conoisseurs who were present. The treatnenrt of the former is bold and robust,
while the latter has soft tender tone.
t hat make the visitor linger. Upon the
stream the moon sleeps, and the light is
not mere pigment, to the ready fancy,
but such is the verisimilitude that the
silver light breaks and shimmers and
Inds that pathos to the river and hill,
and the ghostly trees along the bank
,v blob we look for when it is nature herif who is eloquent.
Miss Florence Carlyle exhibits 'La
Vielle Victorine,' aged and withered. Mr.

-
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THIRD NOTICE

L. LAROSE—'A TUNISIAN.'

Quebec" is a pretty artistic bit of work with
good lighting. The reflection on the water is
capital. "Skyed"and numberless, but with
a charm of its own in spite of haying no
status in the catalogue, is a picture which
on enquiry proves to be the "Cliffs of
Dover," a very fine piece of water and
masses of rock, with sea gulls flying near
the water; the white cliffs are well brought
out, and the light and shade admirably
managed. It is really hung in an excel-

THE SPRING
EXHIBITION.

SOME MORE OF THE PICTURES
WORTHY OF NOTE.

The Work of Some of the Young
Artists Very Good—The Quiet
Days After the Brilliant Gathering at the Opening.
The quiet days following the private view
of an art exhibition are really the best for
seeing the pictures, and one cannot find a
more delightful spot to while away a spare
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THE SPRING EXHIBITION.

A Landscape by Frauchere.

hour in, than at the art galleries at the
present time. There are lots of quiet little
pctures which appeal to us from amongst
RANDOM NOTES ON FLOWERS AND FACES.
their more pretentious neighbors, and
A Jacqueminot rase in a tumbler of
claim our attention. Only it is well to rewater. This is a little gem at the spring
member that much of the work exhibited
exhibition. The `Jack' is a rich rose, and
is by very young artists and necessarily
Dobit is here richly treated. Austin
crude, work to which it would be unfair,
son has celebrated the 'Jack' in a little perhaps even cruel, to apply criticism in its
scrap of society verse, a triolet :—
fullest sense.
Of course there is a large number of picMyrtills. to-night
tures by professionals men who are well
Wears Tacquemirmit rases
known, but apart from these, there is a
She's the prettiest sight,
number of excellent compositions shown
to-night !
this year, especially in landscapes by quite
young unknown men, in fact, some of them
Correspondingly light
only students.
ilidy pocket book closes,—
J. H. Macnaughton's "Old Woman SpinMyrtilla to-night
Mg," No. 801,is a very pleasing interior, soft
Wears Jacqueminot roses.
in tone and with good light and shade.
It is a single rose, but it is warmly The old woman is very natural and quite in
keeping
with her surroundings, which are
colored with feeling, and enhanced by a faithfully portrayed. 56, "A Head," by
work
of
Elizathe
It
is
style.
certain
Harris, is very fine work; the flesh is lovely
and soft in texture, with good coloring, and
beth Torrance, of Chateauguay.
Miss Blanche Evans has a watercolor of the fluffiness of the boa is well portrayed. The
lace
and pearls are also good. Mr. Harris'
'My Lady.' 'My Lady' loves to look at "Wharf by moonlight"Isla very picturesque
the
mirror
into
which
if
bit,
with
good moonlight effect. Pendera pretty picture,
she is gazing tells us anything. The fact. gast has two pictures; one, the "Chaumière
Canadienne," although a little stiff, is very
that the face is 'scarcely visible only adds good in composition and coloring; the light
charm to the pretty conceit.
and shade are good, the high lights being
Miss Auerbaoh's 'Violets' have already well managed.
Homer Watson's "Old sheep farm" is a
been ticketed 'Sold.' They are in a little
small picture, excellent in design and
dish, as all sweet violets should be, and finish; the trees are very fine. Miss Gerlook as all sweet little dishes of violets trude E. Spurr's "Bright November' day"
sh6uld—dainty and almost lovable. With and "In Russet, Mantle Clad" show some
good coloring. The autumn tints are well
a dash of violet scent one might mistake managed. In "Russet Mantle" they are
--but one oan nearly smell them as it is
more intense than in the other; the yellow
A pastel by Mr. Tully, of Toronto, is and red foliage on the slope of the mountain and the little stream of water are very
striking. It might be called the girl harmonious in tone. Another nice study of
of the storm, but it has no name. It autumn coloring is Dyonnet's "Autumn
Tints," it is a beautiful bit of cultivated
has, however, an inscription :—
woodland, with some fine old trees. The
A 'wind came up out of the Sae., /‘ effect is soothing and mellow. Autumn
And said, 0 mists make room for me'f J.j seems to have been a favorite subject this
There is a great deal of merit in Mr. year. Baron Holmfield has a very nice picture, "Morning in Autumn, Brome Lake,"
Tully's picture. The face is rather more which takes more after the English school.'
The perspective is good and th if celorin g
inspiring than winning.
The carnations in the 'Still Life' con- clear and incisive.
Ludger Larose shows two pictures. In "La
tributed by Miss Bertha Cochrane. of Leçon Maternelle" the light, is very well
Hillhurst, are capitally done. The plate managed, making a strong contrast
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THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
"Old street at Champigny, France," Cote.

.

and vase are not bad, but the carnations
are desirable and admirable.

TO THE SURROUNDING GLOOM.

The figures of the mother and son are well
brought out. The other is a character
sketch, "A Tunisian" (No. 73). Both are of
the continental school. Barnsley is well represented. One little bit is most fascinating,
the color is so tender and subdued. There
is a pond with white lilies and bulrushes
and trees and sky so evenly balanced that
it is like a dainty poem with a musical
cadence. Franchere has two portraits
and two landscapes which are very
good. No. 45 is a nice composition
well worked out. Jeffery 's "Afternoon at

.

lent place, for the light strikes on it most
effectively. It is by Mr. Lucius O'Brien,
Toronto, who is well represented, having in
addition ten which are all numbered.
"Cape Gaspé" is a shadowy picture: one
catches a glimpse of where the cape may
be, and the light-house, which is stch a
speck up on the heights, is a little more definitely indicated, the water is faintly suggested below and there are gulls. The effect
of the fog is cleverly worked out. "Eventide" has the rosy after-glow of the sun,
and the reflections in the water are of the
same warm hue. It is a very pretty bit of
pastoral beauty. Mr. O'Brien's oils are
very suggestive of his water colors, they
are so smooth and soft.
Hammond's "Marine Views" have all the
foggy, hazy effect which makes one think
of happy,,idle summer afternoons when to
drift passively in a boat is all that one
wants. What a gift it is! 11-ow little it requires to complete the picture. A boat or
two with set sails; a figure, or perhaps
more, not always distinct, water colored
by the summer sky without wind
enough to ripple it. And then the soft,
hazy atmosphere which is not tangible
enough to be fog. How simple it seems,
but without the divine gift to give them
life how dry the bones.
Miss Constance Howell has a "Wharf at
Gloucester," which is exceedingly picturesque and interesting in treatment. There
are several pieces of "still life." Leduc's
No. 74 is worked out in a most minute conscientious manner. The texture of the bright,
red cloth is wonderfully fine, it looks like
real cloth, one wants to lift it off. The
skull is to the life,the books and papers are
admirably done and the map covered with
the signs of the zodiac is a study. One cannot help marvelling at the patience required to paint it. Delfosse has a fine piece
also of "still life," in which books,open and
shut, an old-fashioned glass cover like in
"old times" the wax flowers are covered
with, are the subject.
Miss Bertha Cochrane has a very pretty
bit of still life. There is a China plaque or
saucer in soft tones foi a background, a
bright harmonious vase and sonic lovely
pink carnations which are real enough to
gather. It is a very dainty little picture.
Miss Elizabeth Torrance has a lovely
jacqueminot rose. "The Sanctuary, Westminster," by A. Holton, is a fine piece of
church interior; the coloring is very good
and there is plenty of work in the picture.
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THE SPRING EXHIBITION—"ST. PAUL'S FROM LUDGATE HILL," liErMITH

THE SPRING EXHIBITION—"A GARDEN IN BAVARIA," MRS. WATTS.

THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
" Mon Portrait," Sr. Charles.

THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
Portrait of the Governor-General, by Harris.

THE SPRING EXHIBITION—" MO ON • LIGHT ON THE LOING, FRANCE," HOPE.

THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
"Chaumiere Canadienne," Murray Prendergast.
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fAT THE ART GALLERY—No. 37—"The Lower Lachine Road."—By Dyonnet.
,
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AT THE ART GALLERY—No. 136—"A Blacksmith's Shop." Flic. Scotland. —
By Mrs. Watts.

THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
"The Village under the Hill," Homer Watson.

f

THE

Aer GALLERY.
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OIL AND WATER COLOR PAINTINGS
ON EXHIBITION.

SOME OF THE BEST PICTURES DE.
SCRIBE».

Above Ni. 114 hangs th'e most interesting
,f a number of pictures by Watts, a sea view,
most of his work exhibited being either uninteresting in subject or crude in color. MacILLIPS SttITARE,
millan is represented by a canvas of ambi^/,;
t ious subject and size, "The Death of Abel,"
Fz Ea
L.E
but it shows originality and is also a I
—UT-'decided improvement on his late picture, I
''Dawn."
The water color exhibition seems smaller
than in former years, but contains some
good work. Brym»er has four interesting
pictures here, 152, a' narrow street scene
Saturday Evening, March 16th, at 8.15.
being the best. Bell-Smith's "St. Paul's I
from Ludgate Hill" is a fine piece
of work in rich coloring, quite in contrast to the light tones he has often em8 to 10 p.m.
ployed. No. 189 is "Mistress Prue," by 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Charles E Moss, is also worthy especial
notice. Miss Phillips, Miss Macdounell,
Miss Evans and a number of others are well
represented among the water colors.
A very small but pleasing picture is No.
120, "A Country Road," by S. Robertson;
the color in this is very good. Another

..Art Association..

rIPMINOPRindings

The Art Gallery exhibition has opened at

but, despite this fact, there is a very good
shawing of familiar names, particularly
among the oil paintings, and the exhibition
as a whole is in advance of former years.
On entering the door one notices at once a
portrait of Lord Aberdeen, painted by
Robert Harris lde- h oecupies a commaud -

,

PROF. J. C. VAN DYKE/
The Great Venetians.

"THE GREAT
VENETIANS."

PROFESSOR VAN DYCK'S LECTURE
ON SATURDAY EVENING.
A Large Audience at the Art Gallery
—Venetian and Florentine Art
Contrasted—The Preference of
the Former for Color.

AT TFIT ART GALLERY— No. 114—"An Idle !
HoUr."—By Mary H. Reid.
of local interest is No. 37,
"The Lower Lachine Read," by Edmond
Dyonnet. Dyonnet also shows a number of
portraits, one of Master W. N. Molson.
L. R. O'Brien has ten oil paintings this
year, all of them being of interest; 87 and
88, "Morning Mists," "Bay of Fundy,"
being particularly pleasing. Raphael has
two canvases, 104 and 105; the first mentioned, 104, is called "A Peep Through the
Woods" and is a charming vista in warm
greens and greys.

small canvas

AT THE ART GALLERY — "Portrait o
W. H. Ivlaion."—Dyonnet.

log position at the right, and is a full length
and life-like portraiture. Hammond has
several of his opal mist sea views,
and a landscape, No. 51, which is particularly worthy of notice, both as a depot'
ture from his usual subject and because as a
quiet country scene it disrlays much feeling in color. Next it is one of the lareest
paintings in the room, by G. A. Reid, a
mother and child; the subject is certainly a
great improvement on the strained pathos
of " Foreclosure of the Mortgage," by the
I sanie artist, and is sympathetically treated;
this artist is represented by a large number of canvases. A very attractive piece
of eere painting is No. 114 by Mary
H. Reid, and another of nearly equal interest by S. Strickland Tully.
Near this hangs a large canvas by Mrs.
E. Watts, 135. This and the smaller one
next it are the most interesting of the
artist's work. 135 represents "A Garden in
Bavaria," and was exhibited at a l'aris salon,

VIteeran

A delightful and instructive lecture was
given, under the auspices of the Art Association, at the Art Gallery ou Saturday
evening, on "The Great Venetians," by
Professor John C. Van Dyck, of Rutgers'
College, New Brunswick, N. J., and lecturer
at Harvard and Columbia Colleges. Professor Van Dyck is also well known in the
world of letters. He is the author of a
number of valuable works, chiefly relating
to Art, amongst them : "Art for Art's
Sake," "History of Painting," "Principles
of Art," "How to Judge a Picture," etc.
The lecturer began by saying that as a
setting for his characters —"' 'The Great
enetians"—Titian, Tintorretto, Giorgione
and Paolo Veronese, he would indulge in a
few staccato sentences. The characters
were the greatest painters known to history; the place where they produced,
Venice; the time, the sixteenth century,
I was the sunset of the Renaissance—the
t w ilight of the gods of painting. The great
wave of light called the Renaissance which
illumined Italy and awakened it, began to
appear at Florence as early as 1400,
and aroused all Central Italy. It was,
the lecturer said, the revival of ancient
literature, of philosophy and art, and of the
founding of academies—in short the restoration of the classic past and the mastery of
the scientific present. Before 1500 this great
wave of light began to move northward, it
reached Venice and aroused that city to
activity in art. For a hundred years this
activity continued,and then before 1600, the
wave had passed on to Northern Europe,
and Italy was once more in comparative
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Two Exalt),

3—
was darkness.
TIIE DARKNESS OF THE DECADENCE.
made in the report of the o e I n• of the
spring exhibition at the Art gallery ol Venice was much later in the awakening
some really fine work in the statuary than Florence—she was the climax of the
oug an oversight

.;

class by Mr. Frank F. Stone, of this city , Renaissance, the final reverberation of
Mr. Stone has more work on exhibition Italian splendor. And, owing to the disof her people, the same enlightin this class than any other exhibitor, position
produced a different art result in
A bust of the Rt. Hon. W. E. (-Hailstone ment
Venice, from what it did in Florence. As
and two medallions, one of H. M, Stan-) the lecturer very epigrammatically said:
ley and the other of John Raskin, ara "The light of the Florentines enabled
one and all highly creditable.
them to see the truth of the world;
.

the light of the Venetians enabled
them to see the splendor of the world."
.L3I RT ASSOCIATION, 7) Florence was devoted to truth; her theolomilitias square.
gians, her scholars, poets or sculptors,were
positive, scientific, learned. The intellec44.444.1_,ECTURE/fr•
tual and the logical predominated over the
By Prof. J. C. VAN DYK
imaginative and sensuous. The works of
her painters show this. Florentine art was
ON THE GREAT VENETIANg.
a bit dry, a trifle austere, somewhat lacking
Saturday Evening, March 10, at 8.15.
in the luxurious and sensuous; it uses color
SPRING EXHIBITION,
Opel" Daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.. 8 to 10 p.m. enough, but not feelingly. It rather despised the brilliancy of oil painting in
MUSIC ON SATURDAY AFTERNOON.
favor of lustreless frescoes and neglected color-harmony and shadow-mystery for
strength and grandeur in composition. The
lecturer spoke of the existing conditions of
life at Florence at that time, its ecclesiastiL L I PS SCILI/V74
cism, classicism, humanism —all these
things tinged the painter's palette. Art
E TiT RE by PT o1. J. C. Van yk‘a on " The always reflected its surroundings.

Mrs. Watts has had the advantage of a ten
years' sojourn in the artistic atmosphere of
Paris, where she studied under such able
mestere as Courtois, Colin and others. A
glance at the works of her brush show her to
be possessed of grvat versatility of style and Glea
Saturday evesitng, March
enetias,
n
subject. Mrs. Watts is a further addition 18th, at 8.15.
Montreal's
artists,
of
to *the is ilia
SPRING EXHIBITION.
Canada being her native land, and the
daily,
9 a.m. toG p.m.; 8 to 10 p.m,
Open
bai
AncientLepital

rt Association
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different, and the Venetians were aimas
as opiteasite to the Florentines . as, allot
race ; they 'Were not religismots in t
same sense. Christianity was a faith believed in rationally. The church was strong
enough at one time to claim independence l
of the Papacy at Rome, and was strong
generally; religion was more a matter of 1
duty than love. It was sincere in its way
and the painters' portrayed its subjects :
with honesty. Tho Venetians were too !,
self-proud to take anything very seriously
except their own splendor. Religion was a
theme hallowed by tradition; and with the
late Venetians it was a skeleton for their
art to build on.
The lecturer contrasted the
-

Spring EthIbition—Open Daily

a date much earlier than usual this year;
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of Venice were entire

!
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FLORENTINES AND VENETIANS

at some length. The former devoted to religion and humanism, the latter to commerce. They were merchant princes of the
sea, from whence came their wealth and
splendor. They took a material luxurious
view of life. He described the color nod
splenor of Venetian art, which was but the
reflection of the material life. Color
came to Venice from the east, through
their commercial relations with Moslems. A city of nobles, princes and
merchants expending money lavishly for
the beautifying of their island home, they
were not the people to rave over Greek texts
or quarrel over the respective merits of
Plato and Aristotle. Although the Scholastic Medici might do so, but never the pleasure-loving Monchenigo, and although they .
harbored exiled Humanists, received the
influx of Greek scholars after the fall of
Constantinople, and the celebrated Aldine
press was establised there, still classic learning was never a passion with the Venetians.
Florence was the centre of learning. What classicism found its way
into Venetian art was not nati
but probably imported from Padua
through the Bellinis , the brothers-in-law of
Mantegna, but it did not linger long. Even
in the early days its natural impulse and a11
other influences were soon lost in the glory
of color.
In speaking of the conception of art held
by the Venetians, Professor Van Dyck said
they did believe in its being a
mere teacher of religion, nor an illustration of classicism or literature.
It was something that should show
the beauties of the world around
them, that told of life harmonious, wellrounded, complete. In realizing these ideas, 1
no matter what the subject, they were
always for pleasing tile eye with something
rich, sensuous, alluringly languorous. In
this respect their painting was a perfect reflex of Venice when, as Queen of the Adriatic, her commerce
HEAPED RICHES IN HER LAP

and the disposition of her people made her
"the revel of the earth, the masque of Italy."
Both the city and art lacked spirituality.
Existence was a love and worship of proud
splendor, a calm content with supremacy, a
majestic living, because life in the sovereign
City of the Sea was a pleasure in itself. Alle
this luxurious materialism had a goodi
foundation. Venice, unlike Florence, was'
torn by contending princes within anclA

foreign foes without. Her wars were gen.
erally on distant seas. All the convulsions
of Renaissance life threathened, but did not
harm her; nothing in her disposition'
on education called for a severe or intellece
tuai art. It was not strange, therefore, that
with the sensuous spirit of the Venetians
they should have created an art in keeping
with their lives. Line and composition 74
were not suited to them; but color, the mus
sensuous of all ant means, was their
representative feature. There was nothin
in Venice to show a fondness fo
line; compared with Florence her architee
ture was dumpy and rambling, with a
beauty of its own which comes from a
picturesque irregularity. The round sweeps
of her silver domes are graceful—rarely
grand. The Gothic and majestic Renaissance do not appear at their best, but in
their stead the low Byzantine with Oriental
features, or the Venetian Gothic---an odd
amalgamation of Eastern and Western
elements. Even in this mixed architecture
the color element is interwoven until every;
thing is tinged with the line of mosaics, and
parti-colored marbles, and rich green
and red porphyries. Color is everywhere. The city to-day, after centuries of decay is still a marvel of
color, it rises from the opalescent water
sparkling with a thousand hues; the Guiclecca is alive with red and blue and orange
sails; the Rialto bridge is a blaze of contadina finery; the Piazza flies the Italian
flags; the bronzes and mosaics shine, and
"Before St. Mark's still glow his steeds of
brass, their gilded collars glittering In the
sun."
The gallery was crowded with a most
appreciative audience, and at the Close
Professor Van Dyck, who is well known in
Montreal, received many congratulations
on the success of his lecture.
.
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• scholarly Address by Prof. VanDybe
at the Art Association.

The devotees of Art in Montreal are not
gions; but all of them who can spare the
nie do not fail to attend when Prof.
Von
e is advertised to lecture on painting.
s it was on Saturday evening, when the
ecture Hall of the Art Association was
inpletely tilled by the elite of Montreal
ociety. Prof. Van Dyke had chosen as his
subject the Great Venetian painters,
and he treated it with all the warmth
of au enthusiast, finding ample apology
for the imperfections cf the school, and
calling attention with endless encomiums to
its strong points. That perhaps tended to
v make the lecture a little monotonous to
those who were not as enthusiastic, but it
was nevertheless a very scholarly and instructive essay.
Prof. Van Dyke offered the apologies first..
The Venetian school, he admitted, did not
show n very superior intellectual development. Venice was not even, during the
period of its greatest prosperity, noted for
elassical learning, like Florence or Padua.
Venetian painters were specially remarkable
for the splendor and glory of color which
distinguished all their works. In their
paintings they did not aim to teach
religion, to express lofty mystic sentiments,
but no matter what their subject is they
always take care and find means to spread
on the canvas a rich, sensuous, decorative
ilisplay ef colors. Venetian art was in this
respect a perfect reflection of the condition
of Venice, when she ruled in splendor
over the Adriatic and inspired respect from
all the countries of the Mediterranean. In
those days the existence of the Venetians
was marked by contentment, and a luxurious
materialism akin to that of the East, with
which they carried on a prosperous
trade. Tho tastes and ambitions of
this people were characterized by a
sensuous spirit, which did not trouble itself
, with abstract difficulties. Hence Venetian
painters aimed more at a decorative effect
than at intellectual conceptions, and they
devoted their attention to the study of
color, the most sensuous of all the art
means.
In this they obeyed the same influence
which ruled the architects and the whole
people around them. To-day Venice is still
remarkable for the brilliancy of the colors
displayed in its palates and its streets. In
the days of its greatest glory what must
have been its splendor? Life must have
been like a chapter of the Arabian Nights,
everyone taking a prismatic view of
existence.
And this becomes plainer still, when we
remember that the most intimate relations
of Venice were with the East, with the
I Byzantine and the Saracen Empires, the
' people of which looked to a paradise of
sensuous pleasure and brilliant colors.
While Venetian painters have reflected
the gaiety and lightness of heart of those
who surrounded them, they have not, however fallen into triviality. Nothing could
be farther removed from triviality than the
skiii with which they group masses of color,
producing gorgeous and mellow effects of
infinite beauty. It would be moreover, a
great mistake to believe that the Venetian
masters lacked skill in drawing and composition of lines.
Passing from the school to the master;
the lecturer declared that Titian for example was the greatest artist, not excepting Raphael, in handling of the brush. His
works were characterized by wonderful
strength, harmony, majesty. Les rued,
lofty in thought and feeling, he elevated
everything, He painted real, frank and
noble human beings, not Greek Gods. He
realized the epitome of all the excellencies
r of painting, was the crowning genius of the
Renaissance, gifted with infinite knowledge
of natnre and infinite mastery of art. He
was the Sharkspeare of painting, genius full
rounded; complete, universal.
Tintoretto was in turn described as possessing the command of drawing of Michael
Angelo, with the color of Titian, and the
most rapid worker that ever lived, Painting
elways in the white heat of passion, his
impositions were most dramatic. He
possessed marvellous invention and was a
profound thinker. Veronese, the audience
was also told carried the splendor of Venetian art to its highest pitch and produced
works which on the whole were never excelled.
Bellini and other minor lights also received
their due share of praise. The principal
works of the several painters were also presented to the audience and their beauties explained with the assistance of a stereoptican.
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RAFFAELLI TO LECTAJ RE.

Professor John C. Van Dyie, t of Rutgers' college, New Nrunswick, N.J., and
—PH ILLIPS SQUARE—
lecturer to the Harvard and Columbia
colleges, delivered a most delighr ful and spring Exhibition will close on Saturday M arch
O ipEN301, aAt x
y .o 154)LI vs
highly instructive lecture in the Art association on Saturday evening on the great
Venetians. There was a large audience 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. —Evenings, 944 10:
present, who showed their highest ap- Music Saturday Afternoon.
predation of the lecture itself and of its
many illustrations in the form of Role
light views, Prof.
Van
Dyke is the
author
of several art works, among them "Art9
for Art's Sake," "How to Judge Pictures , " PHI LLI PS SQUA E
Ilistory of Painting" and" Principles of
Art," and is eminently fitted to speak on 1-101=:'
such a subject as the great Venetians.
Iiis lecture of Saturday was a very (I(1 A 2172 St. Catherine street. $400 and taxes:
one. The four great Venetians were, Heated.
Apply at The Gallery,
Georgione, Titian, Tintorrecto and Paolo
23 l'1.6111pk8quare.
Veronese. He first spoke of the contrast
between the Florentine and Venetian
painters. The first were devoted to religion and humanism, while the
Venetians were independent and lovers
of splendor and wealth. They took a
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
material and luxurious view of life.
Their painters described Venice in its
splendor, and its color was but a
reflection of what they delighted in.
Ile spoke at length of the four great
2172 St. Catherine Street.
painters. Titian the supreme painter of
the Renaissance had his chief charm in
Heated.
color. Georgione was sometimes spoken $400 and Taxes.
of as half a myth, he had died youa4
Apply at the Gallery,
and the few remaining pictures of his
23 F2 1-111-L-IPEI €30-1JARE.
bave been so torn by adverse criticism,
that sometimes it was doubted if he ever
bad been. Tintorreeto was not charac4.1.AF1ESSIONIS, I.T/015
ter-ized with the calmness and strength
'object of a Leetnre/b(y,MS(ffaelli,
of Titian. He had tried to combine the
the Noted French Artist.
boldness of Niched Angelo with the
color of Titian but without success.
Mr. J. F. Raffaelli, the celebrated
Paolo Veronese had a great love for
architectural effects. Like all the others French artist, and one of the leaders of
the subject was of no concern, everything the new school of impressionists in
being in the color. The lecturer also France, last evening lectured to a large
spoke of such men as Patina Vecchio, audience in the Art gallery on "ImpresVonifazzi. Marconi, Bordone and many sionism," Rev. J. Edgar Hill presiding.
others. The four great giants, he said, Mr. Raffaellf pointed out that our conhad dwarfed a multitude of other paint- ceptions of physical beauty and ugliness
v s-re formed upon ideas put before us in
ers whom, had they lived in any other it
youth. It was to the Greek and
period or country, would have been great. ournan
a
renaissance that we owed our
Over thirty-five beautiful views of the
ideas
of the present day ; but there could
principal pictures and illustrative of the
be,
be
said,
only one ty pe of beauty, inprogress of Venetian art were shown
tellectually and morally, and that was
during the lecture.
,
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Sunrise in Florida.

The art loving public of Montreal will
End a very valuable addition to the Art
association's gallery in the shape of a
very beautiful landscape by the late
George mues, entitled " Early Moonrise
in Florida," the gift of Mr. James Ross.
It was purchased at the recent studio
sale in New York by Mr. Ross and Presented by him to the association, in

whose gallery it has just been hung.
There is a wonderful charm of color in
tbe picture, ai4it is suryo/auee great
admiration. t-t---1/-
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Evenings, S to 10

O MIT. to 6 p.m.
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found in the individual and characteristic traces which the ambition of our
time left upon our individual being.

This then was our model. There for e
Jet those in authority cease to place before us the models of Greek art, which
were foreign to our times and surroundings, as models to be slavishly followed
by art students. He alluded to the fact
that until Millais' time the peasant and
the country w ere despised as subjects by
ariists. Millais painted rustic scenes as
he found them, and now the peasant and
his country surroundings had come to be
in great favor. He spoke of the necessity of putting character into works of
art, argued that there was no place for
the specialist In the art world, and then
eut on to speak of the formation, some
twenty-five years ago, of what was now
Inown as the impressionist school of art,
and touched upon the ridicule which
was then heaped upon the promoters of
the new departure. We could never, he
said, be truly inspired, but by that
which moved ourselves, and we could
never be sensibly moved, but by the passion and feeling that stirred our own
souls. For a Frenchman to hesitate in
his choice between Greece and France
was to hesitate between life and death,
and the impressionists had chosen life.
At the time the so-called impressionist
school was formed none of its promoters
would acknowledge the name, and he
(the lecturer), some fifteen years ago,
launched the word "characteristic" as
being expressive of what they
were striving for. He had now
abandoned the word "characteristic."
It was enough for him that the
school existed, and that the whole artistic movement w as going the same road,
pursuing the search for what was characteristic. "Let them , " he said in conelusion, "call us 'impressionists ' if they
wish-a name that never meant anything for anybody, and certainly never
for us-but let us be characteristic, that
is, artists who employ their talent in
lifting up the beauty of men and of
nations, and thus aid in establishing on
our planet an equality among men which
will be for the highest among us as for
the lowest, the source of that more perfeet happiness towards which all that is'
noble in us for ever has pined."
-

The lecture to be deity d

the Art

Gallery on Thursday evening, t ri e 2nd of
May, on "Impressionism," will be of
especial interest, as the lecturer, Jean
Francols Raffaelli, a Frenchman, in spite of
bis Italian name, is the leader of the new
school efeimpressionists in France; a celebrated artist and an intimate friend of such
men as Zola, Manet, Monet, Degas, all of
the new school, men who, as Ratfaelli said,
chose "France instead of Greece; for the
former meant life, the latter death" An exhibition was recently held in New York of
Raflaelle's works; his paintings, pen and
ink sketches and statuary attracted much
attention and were most favorably criticized. Ile aims at depicting real life, the
beauty of Paris as well as the wretchedness;
he is a painter of actual life, and, in particular, of life and character. As an impressionist he aims to convey the impresskin of the moment, but his "Coup
d'iEll" is that of the master, the
details are in his mind. Amongst his
well known pictures " Repose " in the
Fairmount Park Museum, Philadelphia, is
described as a masterpiece in foreshortening; in values, lighting and texture." It is
a study of a young woman asleep in bed,
the- novel which she has been reading lying
beside her on the bed, the figure, though
life-- size, occupies but little space in it,
Uri- arms, neck and face alone show»
ing; It is largely a study of white
bedelrithes, which one might suppose
thaeleast interesting study of still life. Yet
to'ehe student of draperies, it is so fascinating. he can scarcely take his eyes from it."
IiIntaffaelli has great charm of manner,
ea his lectures are delightful "talks" on
arte the countries he has visited and the
great mere of his profession.
-
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RAFAELLI ON
IMPRESSIONISM.
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AN INTERESTING LECTURE AT
THE ART GALLERY.
The Leader of the Impressionists in
France Tells How the Movement
Originated and How it Has Succeeded—Early Associations.
Last evening Jean Francois Rafaëlli one
of the great leaders of the "Impressionists"
in France, lectured at the Art Gallery to a
very large audience on "Impressionism."
He was introduced by the Rev. J. Edgar
Hill, B. D. in a few suitable words.
M. Rafaëlli is of dignified appearance,and
a scholarly looking man; he speaks with a
decided accent which to the ordinary listener is a little puzzling at first, but one
soon gets used to it and it is certainly
wholly fascinating.
The lecturer took his seat-a comfortable
innovation-and began: "Our art of to-day
in France-'Impressionism.' When I landed
on your shores, a few weeks since, after an
uncomfortable ocean journey I had a bad
quarter of an hour. I had bought my ticket
in Paris by La Gascogne, and it was only
the day before sailing that I found I could
save a little time by taking La Touraine,
so I changed my ticket and sailed by the
latter, but my pictures, my sculptures and
my few effects were on "La Gascogrie,"
and these represented five years of my life
and my small fortune. At my age a man
may easily make up the loss of a small fortune, five years of life can never be replaced. I was anxious, but my anxiety is
over. In each of your cities there is found
a group of men of taste and discernment
who interest themselves in affairs of art and
who bring to these pursuits that passionate
activity which is one of the most striking
of American characteristics. You love to
understand and know everything and a
brief sketch of the improvement and
naturalistic movement in France, made by
a man who has himself taken an active part
in the war, will, no doubt, be interesting to
you. I shall jot down a few random notes
such as one might gather from a
talk
among friends. And first we will talk a
little of what we call the school
of 1830.
The first objection
is made to writers
and artists of thiswhich
school and of ours, is
this: 'Yours is the school of the ugly, and
it is only

/
THE COLT' THAT I NtERES
•-•410/kr
•

When the t ublic, little used to sesthetic
terms, speaks of the 'beautiful' and' the
'ugly,' it always means 'physical beauty '
and
'p
hysical
ugliness.' Now, for us—and
I regret that it is necessary to be all the
time saying it—physical beauty or physical
ugliness count for nothing when we are
speaking of the beauty of a work of art—
and twenty masters have proved it. Beauty
is not limited to any absolute type, to any
class of persons, to any flora, to any country. Beauty is in the charaeter and not in
a type, and there is no hierarch in beauty.
Neither the Greek type, the Italian type
nor the Arab type is a
n absolute type of
beauty. The German, the American or the
Frenehman has each in his turn a right to a
type of beauty of his own. The climate of
Greece and Rome call for loosely flowing
garments, but we inhabitants of a cold .
country must dress in a manner totally
different from the older peoples. Individuality has received an immense development in modern times. We have not the
grace nor the splendid physique of these
ancient heroes, but we have all the intelligence. In holding up always the Greek
type of beauty before our eyes, in all our
schooln and colleges either in Paris, at
Athens or at Rome we teach aesthetic principles

,
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IN FLAGRANT DISCORD

with our modern ideas. In an epoch of
intelligence and liberty there can be but
one beauty; a moral beauty found in
dual taste's. This then Is our demands,
that those in authority cease to place
the remains of Greek art as models
to be followed by our students,
so only can the old unequal idea
of physical beauty be dispelled from our
minds to be replaced by the higher ideals
which constitute for us moral and intellectual beauty."
"As for our subjects we take them anywhere and everywhere, and if we happen to
find them among the lowest people it is because the attention of the public is just now
strongly drawn in that direction. M. Raleigh related several very amusing anecdotes of great painters and their odd clients,
experiences of his own amongst them which
caused a good deal of laughter,
"And now for impressionism," said
the lecturer. "and M. Relearn described
the life of twenty-five years ago,
when he was young and enthusiastic
and lived in Paris in a studio no larger than
his hand and in chambers so small that he
could neither lie down at full length nor
stand up; but he looked out from his attic
window on Paris, and, as Zola has described, 'I, too, dreamed of conquering it
and becoming one of the 'intelligents' of
that proud city.' He was one of a small
band of men since become famous; Emile
Zola, who then wore his hair cut short and
his beard long; Manet, with his tine ironic
smile; Duranty, the sestheticiane of the
group; Fautin-Latour, Degas, Claude
Manet, Desboutins and Raleigh. What
happy evenings and discussions! Zola was
sure of his triumphs, Manet always longing
for fame, dreaming of the glory which was
to come, but came only after death. His
masterpieces are to-day shining landmarks
to point the way to students wandering
from the truth.
"At this time the Institute was full of
men who always looked behind them. In
the thought of Greece they forgot that they
were Frenchmen. We can never be truly
inspired but by that which moves ourselves.
A painter, to make enough to live on, must
paint a number of small pictures. He then
may hope to be able to conjugate the verb
`to have.' Thus for twenty years we have
been hearing everywhere, 'I have a corot.
Thou hast a eorot. He has a corot. We
have a corot. They all have a corot. And the
corots circulate like bank-notes, because
they are small, abundant and excellent!
"The word impressionist' created great
rage when it was first applied to the coterie.
It wasduring one of their exhibitions that
a facetious critic said, 'These pictures are
only impressions, and the painters are only
impressionists.' Then they were unmercifully lampooned at the theatre La Cigale.
Manet was furious, but Degas only
laughed. They never acknowledged the
name 'Impressionist' and there never Wee
an impressionist school. All that can ta
said is that there were a dozen artiste or so
who came together by natural affinity,
whose only watchword was this, 'One
ought only to paint what he sees about
him.'
"Impressionism is, if one may say so, a
school where all may enter without the
least lowering of his flag; where each is hie
own master. It represents the complete
development of each artistic temperament,
and a perfect liberty to say what we have to
say in our own way."
-
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ART CLASS COH ITIONS.
Students' work on exhibition in the Class

Rouans, May 20th to 20th.

Admission Free.
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prevsionism. --

the rcsims of the Art Association of

Montreal on Phillips Square, Mr. J. I.P.
Rafraelll delivered a lecture last night
on "Impressionism." The lecturer was
i ntroduced by Rev. Mr. Hill, who explained that the lecture was one of the
regular series to be delivered before the
association this season.
Mr. Raffaelli, who is a Frenchman
with a pronounced accent, prefaced his
remarks with an apology for coming before his audience minus his charts and
sketches, which were inadvertently
shipped upon another vessel. His lecture
was mainly in explanation of the differeinces between the conventional idea of
beauty and the endeavors of the realistimpressionist school to convey the impression that beauty is of character, and
not of form. A large and fashionable audience greeted the lecturer.
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SHOPS

St. Catherine St and Phillips Square.
Rent $400, T xes ; Heated.
APPLY AT THE GA.LLERY.

association. The scholarships are
given by the Art Association, and are
competed for at the end of each achoo lt
year. Each scholarship entitles the
winner to two years' free tuition at the
school. One is given to the antique,
the other to the life class. The come
Petition is decided by the best drawing'
done in a given time and without au-,

pervision, at the end of each session, together with the general prokress showni
by the session's work. The head of
Michael Angelo's Brutus was given this
year as a time drawing to the antique
Ideas. The life class drew from a
semi-nude figure of a man. The competition was decided as follows : Antique class—Scholarship, Ethelwyn Hammond; hon. mention, Ada Kelly. Life
class—Scholarship. Lilian Cameron,'
Kingston. The competition drawings
and other work of the school will be
on exhibition free until next Saturday
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ONS,

STUDENTS' WORK

On Exhibition in the tlasS rooms,
May 20th to 26th.

SHOPS TO LET,

ADMISSION —FEUE.

St. Catherine Street and Phillips
Square. Rent, 54 00 and taxes.
Heated.
Apply at the Gallery.
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WON THE SCHOLARSHIPS.

4/:5-4/

The Successful Students at the Art
G-gallery. .0
-

!

'The' session of the advanced art classes
for 1895-96 will commente on Wednesday,
October 16th, and will close on Friday,
May 15th, under the direction of Mr. William Brymner, R.C.A. The Studios are
open, for 'work every week day, and the
regular instruction wŒll be given from
9.30 to 12.30 on the mornings of Mon-

day, Wednesday and Friday. The course
L's as far as possible that adopted tin
'the French studios, which assumes the
fact until one step is Well taken it is
useless to proceed to the next. A thorough study of form being of first 'importance, the student will draw from
the cast in light and shade, proiceeding

frost simple objects, parts of the figure,
etc., to the entire figure from the antique. The water color classes, under
the direction of Mr. Charles E. Moss,
commence on Saturday, 14th September, and continue until the end of October. Instruction will be given on four
days in each week, and will, when the
'weather is favorable, be from nature.
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kirligo Stsuly of Art.pit.?ii "

A
The Art Assotiation of Montreal noW
r preparing
for the re-opening of classes.

Imgoelo °citation ClasseS-AVi i .

The a x h annual award of ;Erships in these classes was made yes-
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al eries of Painting. Open ally.
---

9 AM. TO

6 P.M.

Admission

25a

squAur,.

'C /O. .
,

During Exhibition Wee

'

The Galleries of Paintings,
Statuary, etc., will be open
daily front 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
and in the evenings from 8 to
10 o'clock.
Admission will be 10 Cents.

KT fiSSOGIATION

9

SOUARE..1
#4 1-e--PHILLIPS
Galleries oil
Week

the
During Exhibition
Paintings, Statuary, etc., will be open daily
from 9 a.m. to 6 rem., andin the evenings from
8 to 10 o'clock. spe ///
Admission `‘tili(liee 10 ets.
•

For the past six years th Art Association of Montreal has given two scholarships
annually, each one consisting of two years'
free tuition in the art classes by
Mr. Wm. Brymner, R. C. A. This
PHILLIS9UARE.
flia41
1:=1=JARE.
/
I
morning the judges awarded the
scholarship in the Antique Class to
OF
Miss Hammond, daughter Of Mr. Henry
Hammond, and the Life Class to Miss Lily
Open Daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Cameron, of Kingston; Miss Kelly, of L'Assomption, received an honorable mention in
Admission during Exhibition Week, 10e
OPEN DAILY, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
the Antique. The scholarships are for the
best drawing of a given subject, also
ADMISSION-250.
for the excellence of the year's work.
The subject of the prize drawing in the
antique class this year was a mask of
Phillips
Michael Angelo's Brutus; the subject,of the
life class, a Male model.
When one sees the really clever work
which is done in these classes and the pro, 1"Pfl'ILLIPS SQUARE.
gress made, it seems a pity that some genClisses in Water Color Drawing, under the
erous friend does not supplement these two direction of MR. CHAS. E. MOSS, will comyears by a scholarship to send the succesful mence on Saturday, September 14th. For parstudents to study abroad. We have now a ticulars apply at the Gallery.
three years' scholarship at the London ColCALLERIES OPEN DAILY, - 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
lege of Music, it seems only fair that art
Admission, 25e.
students should also be given a chance of
OPEN DAILY 9 A.M.to 6 P.M.
showing what they can do. Since
the opening of the Girls' Art Club in
Paris, the difficulties in the paths of
foreign girl students have entirely disapPHILLIPS PMEARF..
peared, and now they can share with the
men the advantage of an Art education in
Classes
in water color drawings,
that city.
under the direction of Mr. Charles
The drawings will be on exhibition in the
hi H H' s P- are.
E.:Mess, will commence on Saturclass rooms until next Saturday.
These classes will commence on Wednesday
day, September 14. For particulars
16th October, under the direetion of Mr. War.
BRYNN ER, R.C. A. Class rooms open daily for ine
apply at the Gallery.
• struetion and study. Students are granted ther
Si th annual
GALLERIES OPEN DAILY.
privileges of associate members during the sesl
ua
S el 12 award
h ofs
P
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GALLERIES

PAINTINGS, STATUARY, ETC_

..Art Association..
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GALLERIES 01 PAINTINGS,
STATUARY, ETC.,

Admission During Exhibition Week, 10n,
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sion, Two Scholarships for competition. Inships in the Montreal Art association
9 a.m. to lt p.m.
tending students please communicate with the,'
classes was made yesterday morning by
Secretary as soon as possible.
ADMISSION-250.
the council of the association. The
scholarships are given by the Art association, and are competed for at the end of ADVANCED ART CLASSES
each school year. Each scholarship en—
Fillips Squar
tities the winner to two years' free tuition Of the Art Association of Montreal to
Open October 16. Li/4216
at the school. One is given to the antique,
ADVA.NCED ART CLASSES.
the other to the life class. The competiSESSION 1895.96.
/
Tlie
fifteenth
year
of
the
advanced
classes
tion is decided by the best drawing done
Theses classes will commence on
Art
Association
of
Montreal
for
the
of
the
in a given time and without supervision,
WEDNESDAY, 16th OCTOBER,
at the end of the session, together with session of 1895., 96 will open on October 16th, under the direction of
MR. WM. BRYMNE11,
and
15th.
Mr.
will
be
continued
until
May
the general progress shown by the sesR.C.A. Class rooms open daily for instruction
sion's work. The head of Michael William Brymner, R.C.A., will be the and study. Students are granted the priviAngeles' Brutus was given this year! as a director this year as formerly. The classes M oktgAIVIgiVsel,sot
iLUNTTslega. .
time drawing to the Antique class. The have steadily increased and it is expected, Intending
students please commtinicate wit h
life class drew from a semi-nude figure judging from the present number of appli- Secretary as soon as possible.
of a man. The competition was decided cants, that this will be a banner year.
The session of 1895-'96 will extend over
RT .ASSOCIATION,
as follows
4.1&40„," PHILLIPS SQVARE.
Antique class scholarship—Ethelwyn two terms, the first term being from the 16th
of October to the 3rd of February, and the
Hammond ; hen. mention, Ada Kelly.
ED ART °LASSES.
.ADVANC
Life class scholarship—Lillian Cam- second term from the 5th of February to the
SESSION 14 95-06.0.5May.
It
will
be
optional
to
students
15th
of
eron, Kingston.
These classes will commence on IN ednesday, 16th October, under the direction of Mr,
The competition drawings, which are to attend by the session, term or month.
classes will be under the
water
color
WILLIAM BRYMNE1‘, rt.e.A. Class roome
The
are
viewing,
now
on
view
well worth
and
open dolly for instruction and study. Studirection of Mr. Charles E. Moss, and will
will continue to be until next Saturday.
dents are granted the privileges of Associate
September 14, lasting until the end
on
begin
Members
during the session. TWO SCHOLfree
of
is
The exhibition
charge.
.

..Art Association..
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of October.
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ARSHIPS FOR COMPETITION. Intending
students please communicate with the secrotary as soon as possible.
23

O
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A Loan Exhibition.
About the middle of next month the Art
association intend having a Loan exhibition.
phim». square.
It is now about
years since there was a
CLASSES---ASSIO 1895-9G. similar showing two
of the best works in the posThese classes will commence on Wednesday, 16th Octo- session of Montreal's merchant princes.
ber, under the direction of Mn. Wm. BRYSINER, R. O. A. A mong those contributing are
Mr. R. B.
Class rooms opsn daily for instruction and study. Students are granted the privileges of associate members Angus, Mr. E. B. Greenshields, Sir Donald
during the session. Two Scholarships for compettium. In- .Smith, Dr. F. J. Shepherd,Dr. A. A.
Browne,
tending students please communicate with the Secretary Dr. W.
Gardner, Mr. C. G. Hope, Mr. W.
as soon as possible. 225 25
J. W. Learinont, Mr. E. Holton, Mr. James
Ross, Hon. G. A. Drummond, Mr. David
THE ART GALLERY.
Morrice and the Art association, The fol—
he Art Association is t d' y' the re-. lowing masters will be represented :—Rey0.1 Leipient of a Large photograph of Rem- I nolds, Gainsborough, B,omney, Crome, Con,' Rarandt's celebrated picture, "The Syn- stable, Linnell, Franz
Hals, Peter du boche,
dics," handsomely framed in oak. It was Velasquez,
Corot, Decamps, Daubigny, Rouspresented by Mr. George Hague, who has
Monticelli, Baron Leys, Alma Tadeina,
ai lways taken a great interest in the 'seau,
Ribot, Damnier, Royb# Mavis, Bpsboom,
.gallery.
',..Thoten and others. 9 .30/e)/9.5
1.Irif
414eA ssociation Classes.p/feiOn Wednesday, the 16th of this month,
be fifteenth year of the Art association
lasses of the Art Association of Montreal
Philli s Squai /
*ill commence. The session for 1895-96 will
t--e xtend over two terms, the first from the
6th of October to the 3rd of February and
G
i
he second from the 5th of February to the
05th of May. The advanced art classes will
of Paintings, opening
e under the direction of Mr. Wm. BrymMONDAYEVENING, Nov. 18th,
her, R.C.A.
. The water color classes, -which started on with PRIVATE VIEW for Members only.
the 14th of last month, will continue to the
All are cordially invited to join the Association.
end of October.
atWhat
the
impossible
to
say
yet
it
is
As
MEMBERSHIP TICKETS..
tendance at the advanced classes will be,
, but the year is expected to be a prosperous FAMILY, $7.50. - SINGLE. MOO
ne.,
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..Art Association.

z
H LOAN EXidEfITION

e other paintings are works by
Berghem, Bosboom, Boudin, Bright, Chain.
bet s, Constable, Cooper, Corot, Crome,
Cuyp, Danbigny, Daunaier, De Bock, Dechamps, Dupre, Goyen, Hals, Hargitt, de
Hooche, lunes, Jacque, Lely, Leys, Linnell
Lockheed, Maas, Maris, Marlow, Mauve,
Nasmyth, Neuhuys, Ribot, Richet,
Romney', Rousseau, Roybet, Ryder, Shayer,
Thomson, Toi, Van de Velde, Ziem.
Am hg those who are lending paintings for
the exhibition are Messrs. David Morrice,
E. B. -Greenshields, R. B. Angus, W. F.
Loi(nz, Dr. F. J. Shepherd, W. G. Murray,
Sir William Van Horne, Hon. George A.
le Lunn:end, E. Holton, Mrs. M E. David,
W. J. Learmont, F. S. Morey, Dr. William
Gai (bier, Dr. A. A. Browne, Samuel Colson,
Jrnies Ross, Mrs. Reclpath, C. G. Hope, Mrs.
Lein Macdougall, - E. Lusher, E. W. Parker
A. T. Taylor.
The private view for members, this evening, will take the form of a conversazione,
music and refreshments being supplied.
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I Large Crowd at tlie Opening of
the Loan Exhibition.
WORKS OF ART BY SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS AND TROYON.
The eighteenth loan exhibition of paint
hugs was held in the new gallery of the
Art Association last evening. It was
in the ustial form of a conversazione and
not only was it a success from an artistic and aesthetic point of view, but the
subtle illusioniug of the oil colors and
carving of the marbles vied -with the
gathering of beauty and fashion present.
The new gallery was a fascinating maze
of light, color, paint, gilt, and effect, and
when to this -was added the indescribable charm of animated beauty and the
strains of delightful music as interpreted
by Gruenwald's orchestra some idea of

AT THE ART GALLERY OPEN
TO-MORROW.
A Private View for Members Only
ART ASSOCIATION,
this Evening
The Valuable
" ae hillips Square. /4,
Pictures on View and the Names
'E ighteenth Loan Exh bition
of Their Owners.
of Paintings, open MONDAY EVENING, No

eeeeee

.

THE LOAN
EXHIBITION

NOW THE

---

p

The Art Gallery Next
Month. 3,9/44,
---

The Art Association of Montreal intend
Living a Loan Exhibition at the Art Gallery about the fifteenth of November. It is
two years since a similar exhibition was
eld here and no doubt the art-loving public will be glad of an opportuuity to see the
gems from the private galleries of the con-'
noisseurs of Montreal. Among those contributing are Mr. R. B. Angus, Mr. E. B.
Greenshields, Sir Donald Smith, Dr. F.
J. Shepherd, Dr. A. A. Lrowne, Dr. W.
Gardner, Mr. C. G. Hope, W. J. W. Learwont, Mr. E. Holton. Mr. James Ross,Hon.
W. G. A. Drummond, Mr. David Morrice
and the Art Association. The following
masters will he represented: Reynolds,
, Gainsborough, Romney, Crome, Constable,
Linnell, Franz Hals, Peter de boche, Vel. asquez, Corot, Decamps, Daubigny, Rous: seau, Monticelli, Baron Leys, Alma Tadema, Ribot, Damnier; Roybet, Maris, Bos. boom, Thoten and many others.

vember 18th, with Private View for members
only, All are cordially invited to join the AssoThe Loan Exhibition of Paintings held
ciation
lay the Art Association of Montreal at
MEMBERSHIP TICKETS

the Art Gallery will open to the public
to-morrow, the private view, for mem,bers only, taking place this evening. The
0AN EXHITTION. _AO exhibition is a very fins one this year,
it/A45
The Art Association's el h
.., th1
loan a number of new pictures having been
exhibition of paintings opens this even- , lent. The ladies and gentlemen who
lug with a private view to members,
have kindly contributed are : Mr. R.
which will take the form of a conversa - B
zionee music and refreshments being pro
,,.... Angus, Sir Willia.na Van Horne, Hon.
vided. Many very fine examples of the Mr. Druramon.d, Mr. David Morrice,
works of the masters have been loaned . Mr. C. G. Hope, My. W. J. Learmont,
this year, and the exhibition is expected Mr. James Ross, Mr. E. B. Greenshields,
to prove a very great success.
Me. E. Holton, Mr. W. F. Lorenz, Mr.
Moray, Mr. W. G. Murray, Mr. E.
THE LOAN EXHIBITION. 1 : S•vir..E. Parker,
V.3 , Ar . S. Coulson, Mr. E.
-s
Lhep
us hheerr, d,Mr. A. T. Taylor Dr. F. J.
Some Fine Examples of the Works of
Dr . W Gardner Dr . A A
the Masters-A Private
Browne, Mrs. M. E. David, Mrs. D. Lorne
Gccd Loan Exhibition Promised.
A
View
To-Night. i."7/
MacDougall and Mrs. Redpatle.
'" // 6' The following is the catalogue : "The
The loan exhibition which the Art
Association of Montreal intend holding about he eighteenth loan exhibitionof intines -Emperor Vespasian and Council," Alma
Montreal,
wide% Tadema, RA,; "Landscape, with figures."
to
the
Art Association of
the middle of the present month promises to
be one of the finest, if not the finest one, ever opens this evening with a private view to .e.Bergheril ; "Interior of Dutch Farm
embers, this
promises year e
to be on
of the 'it;.-0=" l'ainteriaor ofBouadiB6ord
held in Montreal. Some of the finest paint- m
ings from the leading private collections in most successful ever held. The beautiful, mum : 113rigll • ".11.ather and ; Child," Casnew gallery of the Association h as its walls.
Montreal will be on view, and the event is
Ba
ck," Cham.berse
vered wcoth some of ithe finest paintings'-tteh
Ina
Wr
being looked forward to with much interest.
"Deam"After
Vale,"
landscape,
Constable
contained
in
many
of
the
most extensive- "Landscape, with Cattle," Cooper ; "The
One of the most interesting features of the
enivate
collections
in
Moats
e
el.
The
calaWiLow
first
Walk,"
"Landscape,"
Cordt
for
the
the
showing
, exhibition will be
I time in Montreal of a number of examples logue contains eighty-three paintings by the - "Moonlight," "Moonlight on the Yare,"
' hem the extreme Impressionist school, most famous masters and an opportunitye"Moenlight," Crosne-; 'Moonlight," J. B.
among them being the works of Miss Cassat, will be given of seeing the work of men tj.T°Ble ; Stable Interior Cuyp ;
A Ma '
: iprauqgutY-:
Claude Monet, Pissarro and Renoir. These whose very names are a household word. , Sehaedey fn: rn
dsca " De Bolclks;
A synopsis of the catalogue, with its array of
-names are among the leaders in this school.
elkentinel a at nacoor
!D
of 1-)the Harem,"
arena.,
The public will have an opportunity for the famous names, will be interesting. "Em.- pea,plP
"Sea-piece," Dupre ; "Landperor Vespasian Receiving Courier With the eeape'I', ' ;Portrait of the Hon.Mrs, MolyI first time of judging of what the extreme
News of the Taking of Jerusalem by His eux," "Landscape," Gainsborough ;
Impressionist school really is.
Among those who are lending their pic- Son, Titus," is the title of one of the 1•'Landseape," Goyen.
tures km this exhibition are Mr. R. B. best of Alma Tadema's smaller paint- "Portrait" "Portrait of a Gentleman"
Angus, Mr. E. B. Greenshields, Sir Donald inns. It is the only example of this PT 11 li9.}..e family" Hals. "On the Water
A. Smith, Dr. Shepherd, Mr. David Morrice, famous master shown and is from the ., ,_ Haegitt. The Young Mother"
• "Duteh Interior
de boche,
Early I
a
Dr. Browne, Sir William Van Horne, Mr. lection of Mr. David IVIorrice. There
ples of Gainsborough, two laZle Moonrise in Florida," "A Land Storm,"
W. J. Learmont, Mr. Hope, Dr. Gardner, three exad-1
ioness; "Feeding Chickens" "Stable InMr. James Ross, Hon. Geo. A. Drummond scapes lent by Messrs. David Morrice ami terior," "Portrait of a Boy" Lely; "Flir...
find Many others. There will be seen ex- James Ras, an d a portrait of the Hon. Mrs. eetion," Leys; "Wood Cutters," Linnell;
y lent by Mr. W. J. Learmont. "Landscape," Lochhead; "Portrait of an
tripies of Constable, Crome, Carot, de Mol neux,
°ode Gainsborough, Franzhals, George Two exquisite portraits by Sir Joshua Rey- 0,1d Woman," Maas; "Coast Scene,"
/mess, Jacques, Baron Lays, Marris, Mon- nolds, are on view, being lent by Mr. W. J. Jac° Maris; "A ,»Telcome Re.
eelli, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Romney, Ryder, Learmont. There are five examples of the treet" Willem Maris; "Landscape," Mar"The ('ow -Herd," On the Beach,
holeu, Thomson, Alma Tadema, Troion, extreme impressionist school. One is en- low;""1
'"Landscape," Michel; "A Poppy-1
and many others of the best known artists. titled "A Poppy Field," and is by Clafiale Ma.uve;Alonet;
"Causerie," "The F stival
e of Hon. Geo.
As usual the exhibition will open with a Monet, and the property
A.
of
Isis,"
"Group of Figures," Fete Champrivate view for members. This will take Dimnmond. The other examples of - this Detre; "alone' Monticelli; "Landscape,"
the form of a conversazione. Music will be ' school are by Pissaro, "Old Chelsea Bridge," N asmy th ; "Both Father and Mother,"
provided and refreshments served. This lent by Sir William Van Horne; a study by le'ewhuyse "Oia Chelsea Bridge," Pissan;
rivate view is looked upon as one of the Mary Cassatt, and two by Renoir; also the An Idyl," "Head of Ycung Girl," Ran_rent events of the season. The public ex- property of Sir William. These pictures one Rob.eiette Portrait of Sir John
iibition will remain open until abou the m ill undoubtedly attract the greatest at. Eardley Wilmot," Reynolds; "Figure of
tuition. Younie Gael" "The Flower Girl," Ribot;
niddle of next montleieeee atC.. 10e fei
l'here are four paintiugs, by efonticello, "Landeeepe." Richet; Sunset," Rousseau;
-a
—
—
The Brigand," "Wounded Arab," Rey7from the
collections of Messrs. E. B. G
reenbet; "Siegfried," "Moonlight on the Sea,"
R ASSOCIATION,r0 y
shields, James Ross, R. B. Angus and
Dr. Ryder; "English Wayside Inn," Thayer;
4444 FIR U,MPS
Ai thur Browne. There are four of Tholen's ae. Quiet Evening," "Dutch Canal, "The
lent
EIGHTEENTH LOAN EXHIBITION mee ks, tel.() of them being
by Drs. jaiaal," "Sand unese."Tholen; "The West
D
William Gardner and Frank Shepherd. One Coast of Scotland," Thomson; "The SumOf Paintitts, opening MONDAY EVENING,
NOr. IS; with Private `view for Members only.
of Troyon's most magnificent paintings, " A mer Storm," "La Mare," Troyon; "View
Summer Storm," is lent by the Hon. G. A. on the Detect Coast,:' Van de Velde;
All are cordially invited to min he Association.
ummotal, and is particularly well lighted. } lead of a lonng Girl," Velasquez
ldEMBEIRSilIF TICKETS,
Venettee Porch,"
i
sillgle . s eem A study by Velasqnez is lent by Mr. C. G.
ratllily. 57.50."

I

Family, $7.50. Single, $5.00.
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PORTRAIT-OF A GENTLEMAN'-FRANZ
HALS.

(Lent by Mr. James Ross.)

the pleasures of the evening may be h ,
It is estimated that over six hundred r
sons were present.
While many
gone to the exhibition to enjoy its se
cial aspects, there were also many ho
went thither from a truly artistic point of
view and these toned amp* canonnent
studying the beautiful -results of the artistically handled brush and chisel to be
seen on every side.
The centre of interest was the Troyon, lent by the Hon.
G. A. Drummond.
Portraits by Sir
Joshua Reynolds and Gainsborough were
also greatly admired.
A portrait sketch from the brush of Sir
Joshua Reynolds rich in coloring and exquisitely ideal is 'Robinette,' a likeness of
the Hon. Mrs. Tollemache. The robin
idea is carried throughout the picture in
the timid piquant face and warm curls
of the beautiful girl who looks caressingly at the pet bird on her shoulder. There
Is a large painting of Sir Joshua's in the
National Gallery, the outcome of this
s ke
A
Aer
n other
portrait differing widely in age
and school from the above is by Franz
Hal, a Dutch master of the sixteenth

i

,

LI.
4401111110s
leowerhcc .
,
s.yftr fsli hat and diets

T LOAN EX
13
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At the Art Gallery Open

11 brings to mind some bygone bur -

ii 40

,

fist Night.

Montreal's favored few turned out en
master of old Holland. This picture
masse to the private view of the Loan
ts i he property of Mr. Jas. Ross. Among
Collection at the Art Gallery of the Art
tho landscapes those of Tb.olen, a young
Association last night. They appreciatDO,tch artist, who has rapidly reached
ed the pictures upon the one hand, and
the first rank as a landscape painter, at
listened to the dulcet strains of a string
once attract and rivet the attentidn. His
orchestra. Among the contributors to
this collection of 83 pictures are: B. Anpictures abound in sunlight and depict
gus, Sir 'William Van Horne, Hon. Mr.
nature in her sweetest moods. 'A quiet
Drummond, Mr. David Morrice, Mr. C.
. \ fling,' shows a canal scene with sunG. Hope, Mr. W. J. Learmont, Mr. James
sp. sky. A harge towed down the stream
Ross, Mr. E. B. Greenshields, Mr. E.
' AS reflected! in the still water. At
S. F.
first
Holton, Mr. W. F. Lorenz,
‘. glance cne is struck with
Morey, Mr. W. G. Murray, Mr. E. W,
the yellow tone
Parker, Mr. S. Coulson, Mr. E. Lusher,
of the whole, which perhaps in the hands
Mr. A. T. Taylor, Dr. F. J, Shepherd;
of another than Tholen would seem unDr. W. Gardner, Dr. A. A. Browne, Mrs,
natural. As it is the effect is perfect.
'M. E. Davis, Mrs. D. Lorne MacDougall
The' ,executive committee of this year's
and Mrs. Redpath.
lean exhibition are Messrs. R. B. Angus,
England, France, Belgium, Holland,
E. B. Greenshields, Dr. F. J. Shepherd
Scotland, America and Spain are represented, and the exhibit is well worth
and A. T. Taylor, all gentlemen who have
' A QUIET EVENING'—THOLAN.
going to see, as some of the most fam' leaned. paintings.
(Lent by Dr. Gardner )
Ail ous masters' canvasses are there.
Among those noticed in the gathering
'THE LOAN EXHIBITION.
last evening were Mr. and Mrs. James
Among those noticed in the gathering, last
Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harris, Mr.
evening, were Mr. and Mrs. James Ross,
A Big Crush at the Private Members'
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harris, Mr. and Mrs.
Li
and Mrs. E. B. Greenshields, the Rev. J.
4
t View.
E. B. Greenshields, Rev. J. Edgar Hill,
. Agar Hill, MiSS
Hill, Sir William Van
/
Miss
Hill,
Sir
William
Van
Horne
Lady
Horne, Lady and Miss Van Horne, Mr.
The eighteenth loan exhibition of paint- end Miss Van Horne, Mr. and Mrs. ' W. J.
and Mrs. W. J. Learmont, Mr. R. B. ings to the Art Association
was inaugurated, Lealmont, Mr. R. B. Angus, Mr. and Mrs.
'Angus, Mr. and Mrs. George Hooper, last evening, with the customary private
George Hooper, Miss Cochrane Hillhurst;
Miss Cochrane, Hillhurst; Mr. and Mrs. view for members. This event usually takes Mr. and Mrs. William McLennan,
McLennan, Mr.
William McLennan, Mr. Francis McLen- the form of a conversazione, and each year Francis McLennan, Miss McLennan,
,
becomes more and more a fashionable func- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lindsay, 'Mrs.
nan, Miss McLennan, Mr. and Mrs. Robtion. It is, certainly, one of the most enjoy- Bag, ' Mr. Eadie, Mr. and Miss
Lindsay, Mrs. Bagg, Mr. Radie, Mr. and able functions of
the season, and one that is
Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey Weir, Mrs.
Miss Eadle, Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey Weir, attended by a large number of the most
Williams, the Misses Williams Mr. Myles
Mrs. Williams, the Misses Williams, Mr. i ,prominent members of Montreal society. Williams, Dr. and Mrs. Wylhe, Mr. and
Myles Williams. Dr. and Mrs. Wyldei The beautiful new gallery of the association, Mrs. C. G. Hope, Mr. Budden, Miss Budden,
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Hope, Mr. Sudden, with its wealth of the very finest of paint- the Messrs. Pangina.n, the.Misses Pangman,
W
, Miss
ary,
Miss Budden, the Messrs. Pangman, the ings on its walls, is certainly a most attract- Mr. and Mrs.. Charles Shorey
ive place, and there can be but few Mr. Graham Dunlop, Sir Joseph and' Lady
Misses Pangman, Mr. and Mrs. Charles who would not take
more than a Hickson, Miss and Mrs. C. Hickson, Mr.
Shorey, Miss Drury, Mr. Graham Dunlop, passing interest in the works of great
and Mrs. Charles Holt, Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
Sir Joseph and Lady Hickson, Miss ana masters hung on its walls. The new gallery, Milner, Mr. Bartlett McLennan, Mr. and
Mrs. C. Hickson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles -where the loaned paintings are all hung, was Mrs, Geo, Maxim, the Misses Fleet, Mr. A.
Holt, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Miller, Mr. a brilliant blaze of light and a scene of the A. Brewne, Min Labatt, Mrs. Richard
greatest animation, last evening. With the Anderson, Miss Ludington, Mr. LanSing
Bartlett McLennan, Mr. and Mrs.. Geo. J
constantly moving and changing throng it Lewis, Mr. Gordon MacDougall, Lady Galt,
M‘rler, the Misses F.eet, Mr. A.A. Browne, was, perhaps,
impossible to give the attenThe private view of the eighteenth
Miss Labatt, Mrs. Richard Anderson,1 tion one would wish and ought to give to the Misses Galt, Hon. George and Mrs.
Drummond, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Caverhill, Loan Exhibition tcok place at the Art
Miss Ludington, Mr. Lansing Lewis, Mr. the exhibition itself.
Miss Drury, Miss Smith, Miss Lillian Smith,
Gallery last evening, and was a brilThe crowd in the new gallery was, Mr. and
Gordon MacDougall, Lady Galt, the Misses,
Miss Macintosh, Mr. and Mrs.
liant artistic and social success.
The
Galt, Hou. George and Mrs. Drumtruond, throughout the evening, a very large one. Noi man Riche, Miss Lindsay, Miss Edith
..
One had to move with it, and a casual glance Lindsay, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Caverhill, MissDrury,
Boucbette, Mr. Fred Mere- pictures, eighty-three in number, are
w'as, sometimes, all that could be had of a dith, Mr. Angus Hooper, Mr. H. Scott, Miss hung in the new gallery, where they
Miss Smith, Miss Lillian Smith, Mr. and painting, that would bear almost hours
of
show to great advantage. There have
Mrs. J. C. iSinton, Miss J. Hicks, Miss study. Although the affair, last evening, Scott, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Putnam, Mrs. and
Miss Simpson, Mrs. Ernest Judah, Mr. and
been larger exhibitions at the gallery
Ruth Hill, Mr. and Miss Macintosh, Mr. partook more of the society event, it was yet the Misses
Kerry, Mr. and Mrs. Skaife, than this, but not more interesting
ones
and ildrs. Norman Rielle, Miss Lindsay, an artistic gathering. Those who had come Dr. and the Misses Martin, Mr.
Miss Edith Lindsay, Miss Bouchette, Mr. were, for a large part, really and earnestly and Mrs. McLea Walbank, the Misses from am artistic standpoint,. The great
taken up with the magnificent paintings. McLea, Mr. and Mrs. John Gault,
French, Dutch and English artFred 'Meredith, Mr. Angus Hooper, Mr.
Mr. and modern
The other galleriei were also thrown open
ists are represented, as well as the old
H. Scott, Miss nScott, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. for the occasion, and, being less croWINI - Mie. Geo. Burland, Mr. J. H. Burland, Dr.
masters; there are too, acme interesting
and Mrs. McPhail Mr. and Mrs MacTier ,
of impressionism. The pictures
Putnam, Mrs. and Miss Simpson, Mrs. than the new one, made a very
Mr. Macpherson, the Hon. Mrs. Wand, examples
have been divided as far as possible into
Ernest 'Judo:h, Mr. and the Misses Kerry, nice place for a promenane or rest. At the I Miss Wand, Miss Pangman, Mr.
and Mrs. ' groups, each group representing a difMr. and Mrs. Skaife, Dr. and the Misses bead of the stairs, and between the galleries, Walter Townsend, Mr. Alex. Ewan, the ' repent phase of art.
an orchestra was stationed, and, during the Misses and
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. McLea Walbank,
Mr.
Ewan,
Mr.
John Dunlop, ' Facing the entrance are the pictures
evening, contributed a number of lively the Misses Dunlop,
Mr. Dunlop, the Rev. belonging to the French school, the centhe Misses McLea, Mr. and Mrs. John
1 pl easant
tre or which, and occupying the place
Gaujt, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Borland, Mr. the new gallery was thrown open about 9 Dr. and Mrs. Scrunger, the Misses Montgomery, Mrs. Dobbin, Mr. R. Dob- of honor is Mr. Drummond's magnificent
J. H. Borland, Dr. and Mrs. McPhail, o'clock, and here light refreshments - of a bin, Mr. Herbert
and Miss- Mol- Troyon., "A Summer Storm." This is cne
of Trcyon's
landscapes, and is full
Mr. a_nd Mrs. MacTier, Mr. Macpherson, good and inviting description were served son, Professor and Mrs. Cox, Mr. and
Mrs. of dramatic finest
power. The summer day is
the Hon. Mrs. Wand, Miss Wand, Miss throughout the evening. The guests began Watts, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Warrington,
darkened by the rising storm and one
to arrive shortly after 8 o'clock, and not long the Misses Fisher, Mr. and Mrs.
Pangmstn, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Towns-1
Fred.
feels the wind sweep past over the cow
after that hour the galleries were quite
end„ Mr. Ale; Ewan, the Misses and Mr. crowded, in fact, at times there was almost ' Massey, Mr. Cook, Mr. and the Misses ering cattle and through the - swaying
Botherell, Miss Symmers and Miss Smith, trees. In marked contrast is the small
Ewan, Mr. John Dunlop, the Misses Dun- a crush. The excellent lighting and arrange- Mr. and
Mrs. George Durnford, Miss Darn- Troyon near by, "La Mare," belonging
lop, Mr. Dunlop, the Rev. Dr. and Mrs. ments of the paintings made it a very pleasant ford, Miss Mitcheson, Dr. and
Mrs. William to Mr. James Ross It is, although comScrimger, the Misses Montgomery, Mrs. occupation to view them. The magni-, Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. A. Taylor, Mr. E. S. paratively small, a very beautiful exDobbin, Mr. R. Dobbin, Mr. Herbert and Scent Troyon, belonging to Hon. George Clouston, Mr. and Mrs. W. Murray, Mr. and ample of the master. The peace of the
Drummond, was, of course, the centre of in- Mrs. Stancliffe, Mrs. Pilon Stevenson,
late afternoon LS restful after the agiMisa Molson, Professor and Mrs. Cox, Mr. terest.
tation of the other. Along side is a
The portraits by Sir Joshua Reynolds Stevenson Miss Pe molds Mr. WaiterMiss
L
and Mrs. Watts, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. and Gainsborough were, also, among the .
man, Mr. and Mrs. Southam, Mrs. and Miss landscape by Corot, (13) lent by Mr.
Morey, of Sherbrooke, full of tender gray
Warrington, the Misses Fisher, Mr. and others, most admired. It is an ex- Linton, Rev. Dr.
and Miss Campbell Mr.
Mrs. Fred Massey, Mr. Cock, Mr. and ceedingly diff1cult task to speak of and Mrs. Shearer, Dr. Shepherd, Mrs. John light. Note the beauty of blending Elcy
and tree near the centre. lit is strong
the Misses Botherell, Miss Syrnmers and this beautiful exhibition in a few words. Savage, Miss and Mr. Savage, Mr. and Mrs. and vigorous as well as graceful.
To the
right of the Troyen, on the line, are
Miss Smith, Mr. and Mrs. George Dorn- It is not often that the public here get such Reid, Mr. Holton, and very many others.
an opportunity as is now afforded, of seeing
three Montic,ellis, "Fete Champetre Sunford, Miss Durnford, Miss Mitcheson, Dr.'
a collection of the finest paintinge in Montset," (Mr. R. B. Angers), "Causerie"
and Mrs. William Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. real, in Canada, it may be said. There is no 1,
(Mr. E. B. Greenshielos) and "The FesA. Taylor, Mr. E. S. Clouston, Mr. andl place in Montreal in which an afternoon can I
tival of Isis" (Mr. James Ross); above is
a smaller picture "A Group of Figures,"
Mrs. W. Muiiyay, Mr, .and Mrs. Stanclffe,'I be spent as enjoyably and with more instrucPhillips Square
(Dr. A. A. Browne). "The Festival ut
Mra. ilekliciadatteverritiar, 'Mita - StSonM tion than the Art Association, during this
Lsis," is beautiful in design, rich in col'Mies Reynolds, Mr. Walter Lyman, Mr. Loan exhibition, and it will, indeed, be
oring
and very gracefully drawn. The figand Mrs. Southam, Mrs. and Miss Lin , strange if the public do not take the full adures in the "Causerie," are larger and th.'
vantage of it. It is a subject of congratulatreatment altogether of a broader kind.
ton, the Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Campbell, M. tion that there is such an institution in
OF PAINTINGS.
The "Fete. Champetre" is more like the
and Mrs. Shearer, Dr. Shepherd, Mk Montreal, and that there are citizens who
"Festival" with the coloring intensiNOV. 19th to DEC. 7th,
John Savage, Misa and Mr. Savage, Mr. have so kindly lent these almost priceless
fied.
Two Roybets come next, "The dead
Open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and 8 to 10 p.m.
and ' Mrs, Reid, Mr. Holton and very paintings to it.
Arab" (Mr. R.. B. Angus), and. "The BriThe Executive Committee of this year's Admission 25e.
many others.
Members Free.
gand" (Mr. W. J. Learmont). In, tieLoan exhibition are Messrs. R. R. Angus,
former, the beautiful horse, with disE. B. Greenshields, Dr. F. J. Shepherd and
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THE PRIVATE VIEW AT THE
ART GALLERY.

A Brilliant Gathering Last Night
--Only One or Two of the
Eighty-three Pictures Have Been
in Former Exhibitions.

..Art Association..

.5

s—
EIGHTEENTH LOAN EXHIBITION

ART ASSOCIATION,
Phillips Square.

d

IITIENTH LOAN EXHIBITION OF' P I INCS,.,
November 1911e to December 7th.
)pen daily, 9 a.m, to 6 p.m., and 8 to 10 p.m.
Admission,
•
25 eta.
MEMBERS FREE.
-

A. T. Taylor, all gentlemen who have loaned
paintings.

1

tended nostrils and eyes full of feat
s an s over his master, trying in vain
to awaken him. The picture is full or
life and energy. "The Brigand," t),,
EIGHTEENTH LOAN EXHIBITION'
tense figure to: a man carrying his iii'
OF PAINTINGS,
in his hands, is skilfully drawn. Roy November 19th to December III,. bet won the medal of honor at the Salon
a year ageli Ribot's "Flower Girl", (Mi.
Opo Daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., and 8 to 10 p.m.
James Ross) is of his best period. TI)
'mission. 25e.
strong modelling and violent,Untr
Members Free.
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Int light anti shade aiii'all mbit r`characteristie of this nineteenth century "old
masters." The "Venetian Porch, by
Ziens, lent by Mr. Angus, shows, him at
' his best. The brilliant sunlight seen
through the archway is happily rendered, and excuses the indolence of the figures. Very different is the soft
light of the landscape_ by h.eseelinyhich
belongs to Dr. St epherd. Miehel, -Tacque
and Richet conclude the French school.
On the east wall are arranged the pictures belonging to the old and modern
Dutch painters. First in importance is
the "Portrait of a Gentleman," by Franz
Hals, lent by Mr. James Ross, which was
exhibited at the Royal Academy Exhibition in 1887. It shows his certainty
cd drawing and his astounding facility
et execution. His power in this respect
was so great that it has been said of
him that he was not ae man but painting incarnate. His "DutchFamily" (Mr.
1 Angus) is painted with an expressive
Iletouch; the children are especially quaint
rand charming. Peter de boche, that
, painter of interiors and sunlight is seen
to advantage in a "Dutch Interior" and
1 "The Young Mother" (Mr. W. J. Learmont>. The former is well known, as it
' belongs to the Art Association. The portrait of an old woman by Maas, who was
a pupil of Rembrandt's, is full of charac.. er; it is lent by Sir William Van Horne,
1andscape, by Van Goyen, lent -by Mrs.
path, is very fine. He was the first
itchrnan to understand the melanc.holy
etry of the low horizons of his native
.ountry. "The View on the Dutch
`oast,' belonging to Mr. James Ross, is
y Van de Weida, the finest marine
painter Holland has produced. A "Stable
Interior," by Cuyp, belonging to Sir, W.
C. Van Horne, and a landscape, by Berghem, belonging to Mr. W. F. Lorenz, are
others of the old Dutch masters. Hanging with these pictures is "The Head of
a Girl," by Velesquez (Mr. G. C. Hope).
It is full of charm and is the only representative of the Spanish school.
Amongst the modern Dutch are two
paintings by Mauve, "The Caw Herd,"
(Mr. W. J. Les,rmont) and "On the
Beach," (Mr. James Roes), which are fine
in tone as are all Mauve's pictures. Jacobus Maris is remarkable for his fine
cloud drawing, and these two pictures,
"Marine," (Dr. A. A. Browne) and "Coast
Seem," '(Dr. W. Gardner), fully exemplify this and make one feel the breeziness
of the coast. Tholen, though still a
young man, takes high rank among landwane, painters. "A Quiet Evening,"
lent by Dr. W. Gaiiiiiii, rs—pervaded with
warm light and the whole treatment
gives one the idea of repose and peace.
"The Canal" belongs to Dr. P. J. Shopherd; it is a clever study. Two small 1
water color sketches by Bosboom, lent .
by Dr. Shepherd, show great strength
and poeser, and are characteristic of his
later work. "Both Father and Mother,"
by Neuhuys, lent by Mr. E. Holton,
is a picture of lowly Dutch life ; the
figures of father, mother and child are
litelike.
On the west wall are hung pictures
of the English school. The most interesting one is probably "Robinette," by
Sir Joshua Reynolds, belonging to Mr.W.
J. Learenont. It is a replica of the well
known picture in the National Gallery
and is said to be a portrait of the Hon.
Mrs. Tollernanche. It has wonderful
charm of color and light and shade, and
is painted with great liveliness of ex c .
cution. Two landscapes and a portrait 1
by Gainsborough come next in importance. The portrait lent by Mr. W. J.
Lew-mount is exceedingly attractive.
Of the two , landscapes the one with cattle, lent by Mr. Janaes Roes, is to be .
preferred.
There, is a portrait of the Hon. Mrs.
Harrington, attributed to Romney, and
lent by Mr. David Morrice, and the
" Portrait of a Boy," by Sir Peter Lely,
belonging to Mr. E. W. Parker. A
Landscape, by Patrick Nasmith, lent
by Mr. E. Holton, is a beautiful and
characteristic painting. The distant
water and sky are especially fine in
"The West Coast of Scotland," by the
Rev. John Thomson. There are three
Moonlights by John Crome, commonly
called ` Old Chrome," and one by his
eon, J. B. Crome. Two powerful sketches
from nature, "Dedham Vale" (Mr. E.
Holton), and Landscape (Sir W. C. Van
Horne), represent Constable. A good example of Alma . Tadema is a small picture belonging to Mr. David Morrice,
" The Emperor Vespasian Receiving a
Courier." Above it hangs a painting
y his master, Baron Leys, lent also by
r. Morrice.
Modern impressionists are not very
fully represented, and are more or less
isolated and far from home in their
present surroundings. But tin five examples should interest all those veho
' follow modern art movements. • The
most important is perhaps "The Old
Chelsea Bridge," by Pissaxo, lent by Sir
William Van Horne. "The Head of a
Young Girl," by Renoir, is very delicate in tone and color; his " Idyll " will
probably provoke much discussion.
-

g)

Kaffir
also belongs to Sir William Van Horn
The natural movement of the ehil
reaching up to caress its mother and I
her return of affection are finely observed and rendered. The " E. oppe
Field," by Monet, lent by Mr. Drummond, represents truly a rather extraordinary effect of nature.
It will be worthy of observation to
note that of these 83 pictures only one
or two have appeared in any former exhibition, showing very conclusively that the
patrons of art in Montreal are keeping
up their interest, and are constantly
increasing their collections.
Gruenvvald's orchestra was stationed
at the head of the staircase, and added
greatly to the enjoyment of the guests.
During the evening refreshments were
served in the Large class room.
Amongst those present were Sir
William and Lady 'Van Horne, Miss Van
Horne, Sir Joseph and Lady Hickson,
Miss Hickson, the Misses Dow, Mr. and
Mrs. Jas. Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hooper,
Mr. Angus Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
Miller, Mrs. John Hope, Mrs. Benson,
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Benson, Mr. Philip
Scott, the Misses Scott, Mr. Brymner,
Mr. W. Dobell, Mr. and Mrs. G. B.
Greenshields, Miss Cook (Quebec), Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lindsay, Miss Lindsay,
and Mrs. W. .McLennan, Mr. B.
McLennan, Miss McLennan,Mr. H. C. !,
Scott and Miss Scott, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Rielle, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Harris, Mrs. Miles Williams, Mr. L. M.
Williams, the Misses Williams, Lt.-Col.
and Mrs. Strathy, Miss Strathy, Lieut.Col, and Mrs. Caverhill, Mr. and Mrs.
George Caverhill, Mr. and Mrs. Goslfray Weir, Mr. and Mrs. I. Logan, Mr.;
and. Mrs. C. Lyman, Mr. and Mrs. Fred. l
Lyman, Mr. H. Lyman, the Rev. W. S. I
and Mrs. Barnes, Mr. and Mrs. Watt,
Dr. Adami, Mrs. Wyatt Eaton, Professor and Mrs. Penhallow, Dr. Ratan,
Dr. Tait McKentie, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Holt; Miss Cochrane, Hillhurst; Mr. and
Mrs. Mulholland, Mr. and Mrs. Ferguson, Mr. and Mrs. W. Townsend, Miss
Townsend, Mrs. P. S. Stevenson, Miss
Stevenson, Mr. and Mrs. H. Duggan,
Principal and Mrs. Peterson, Miss Mitcheson, the Rev. Canon and Mrs. Mills,
Mr. and Mrs. R. McDougall, Mr. Gordon McDougall, Miss Plimsoll, Miss
Pangman, Mrs. R. McDonnell, Mr. and
Mrs, P: G. Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Turnbull, Miss Turnbull, Mrs. A. A.
Browne, Miss Labatt, (London, Ont.),
Professor and -Mrs. Cox, Professor and
Mrs. Carlyle, Mr. H. Taylor, the Misses
Taylor, Mr. I. Abbott, Mrs. Gillespie,
Miss Gillespie, Mr. Harold, Eadie, Miss
Eadie, Mr. S. P. Stearns, Miss Stearns,
Mr. Fred. Meredith, Lieut.-Col and Mrs.
Massey, Miss Nash, Mr. de M. Marier,
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Marier, Mrs. and
Miss Hutchins, Mr. and Mrs. K. Macpherson, Mr. O'Flaheety, Miss F. Macintosh, Mr. C. Macintosh, Mr. and Mrs.
G. B. Burtand, Miss Cooper Cox, Mr.
and the Hon. Mrs. Waud, the Misses
Waud, Mr. W. Murray, Mrs. W. Murphy, Dr. and Mrs. Simpson, the Misses
Simpson, Mr. W. Learmont, Mr. Holtan,
Mr. Beacka,der, the Misses Blackader,Alr.
and Mrs. Stanger, Mr. and Mrs. David
Macpherson, Miss Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
Kennedy, Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Riddell, Mr.
Dyonnet, Dr. MacCallum, the Misses MacCallum, Mr. and Mrs, Pennington,Mrs.
Fred Warrington, Mr. and Mrs. Warrington. Miss Warrington, Miss Evans,
the Misses Lyman, Mr. and Mrs. Jamieson, Miss Jamieson, Dr. and-Mrs. Wylde,
Mr. Budden, Miss Budden, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Shorey, Mn, and Mrs. G. Coignhoun Dunlop, Mrs. Drury, the Misses
Galt, Mr. Durnford, Miss Durnford, Miss
Penner,Kingston; the Rev. Dr. and Mrs.
'Scrimger, the Rev. Dr. and Miss Campbell, Mrs. Savage, Mr. and Miss Savage,
Mr. and Mrs. George Durnford,
Mips Durnford, Mrs. Dobbin, Mr.
R. Dobbin, Mr. Herbert Molson,
Miss Molson, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Dunlop,
Mr. Roswell Fisher, Mrs. Fisher, the
Misses Fisher, Miss Lindsay, Mis Edith
Lindsay, Miss Bauchette, Miss Smith,
Miss Lilian Smith, Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
Putnam, Mrs. Ernest Judah, Mrs. Martin, the Misses Martin, Dr. Martin, Mr. Kerry, the Misses Kerry, Mr. and Mrs. W. Kerry,
Dr. and Mrs. Ma,ephail, Mr. and Mrs.
MeTier, Dr. F. J. Shepherd, Dr. W.
Gardiner and Mrs. Gardiner, Mr. and
Mrs. John Gault, Mr. and Mrs. Granville
Cunningham Mr. and Mrs. Stancliffe,
Mr. and Mrs. Southern, Mrs. and Miss
Linton, Miss Reynolds, Mr and Mrs. Toipen, Mr. Sprin.gle, Mr. 'Matthews, Mrs.
Richard Anderson, Miss Luddington,
Mr. and Mrs. Botterell, the Misses Dotterell, Mr. and Mrs. MeLea Waibank,
the Misses McLea, Mr. and Mrs. Ives,
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Taylor, Miss Symmers, Miss Smith, the Rev. J. Edgar
Hill, Miss Hill. Mr. and Mrs. David
Donne, Mr. Lansing Lewis, Mr. Richard
Smith, Mr. and Miss Strachan, Mr. and
Mrs. Shearer.
'
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THE PAINTINGS.

ing with 'black ominous, clouds and rush-

to/,46—

ing wind. It Is the property of the H.on.1
G. A. Drummond, and this is the first op..
nortun1ty offered to the Montreal public

Lovers,of Art View the 'Works of
Great Masters.

to ses it.
On the same wall are other examples of
the French school Which Is not perhaps
TROYON'S GREAT PICTURE 'THE SUM- so largely represented in this as in for.4
MER STORM.'
mer similar exhibitions. A small Troyen,

•

' , La Mare,' shows a pool with cattle.
Daubigny,'The Sheepfold,' which
Notwithstanding the cloudy weather There is .a
perhaps,
co luminous and dreamy
not,
Is
the
Yesterday numbers of visitors attended
familiar
,river sceises of this
as
are
tho
loan exhibition at the Art Gallery, where
two Carats, with the 'wonderone of the choicest collections of pie:- artist; and
atmosphere which characterizes
turcs ever got together in Montreal is

his works. Jules Dupr6 is represented
by a fine marine with movement in every
line of sky, sea and ships. There are
four Monticellis, oe which the megt beautiful is the ' Fete Champetre.' He Is
famous for the amazing splendor cf color
and feeling of mystery with which he
invests bis pictures. He 'revels in color for color's sake,' and one must remember this when looking at gorgeous
pageants and 6,,rest fetes which are the
usual 'motifs' of his magic brush.

now en view. To see the large Troyen,
'The Summer Storm,' which occupies the
place of honor en the south wall is alone
worth more than the small admission
fee. This,J2icture shows best at night
by the special electric light which is provided. By day reflections in the glass
over it somewhat' interfere with its effect.
Constantine Troyon, 1810-1865, was one
of the greatest of modern French landscape painters and a leader cf the romantique inovejnent His work is noted for
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MOTHER AND CHILD—CASSATT.

Lent by Sir William. Van. Horne,

A HT _ASSOCIATION,
PHILLIPS SQUADY,.

EIGHTEENTH LOAN EXHIBITION
OJ PAINTINGs,W90 November 1901 to December 7t1i.
pen Daily, 9 a.m. to Gem., and Ste 10 p.m.

"Plate Saturda y Afternoon.
Mentln , rs
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010'haritn on y and cocl tones. Of him, an
Eilglish‘ -scritic says :—'He had the true
pictorial 'Sense. . . . His manses are
perfectly proportioned, his values are admirably graded,' his -tonality is faultless.
his effect is ah'solute in completeness. His
method is the serene and large expression of great craftmanship and with the
Interest and grace of arrhis
unilites
the charming individuality.'
'Phis is
borne out in the above mentioned ,painting which is pronounced by connoisseurs
to be as fine a T'i-oyon as any in the Euro-

' Mothey and Child;' by Miss Mary Cicati, is an example of the 'Impressionist
School. It is painted in a very high key
and the values are good throughout. The
child's face and limbs are exquisitely
modelled.
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Art Atirsortation of Montreal.
The Gallery will be open on Thursday, Thanksgiving Day, so that all may
have an opportunity of seeing the Loan
Exhibition. On Saturday afternoon there
will be music by Grpe/wald's orchestra.
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SEA-PIECE-DUFRE.
Lent by Mr. R. B. Angus.

T14 LOAN E44,IliakON—Venetian 2or9/1, by
.
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THE LOAN EXHIBITION—PORTRAIT OF A GENTLENAN, BY FRANZ BALS.

WITH BRUSH AND PENCIL.
'At
THE LOAN EXHIBITION—"Robinetta," Portrait of Hon. Mrs. Tallemache,
by Sir Joshua Reynolds.

Some of the Pest of the Pictures nt the
Art Gallery 1.1$71n Exhibition
titrulleo ist Color.

The loan collection of pictures this
week at the Montreal Art Association's
Gallery has not been as well patronized
as the merits of the exhibit warrant.
There are some of the best names on the
catalogue. Although as in every loan
collection of this kind there are blemishes, still the good most assuredly
transcends them. It is very difficult
in a large gallery to please the donoris
and the public in the way pictures are
hung, and this exhibit is no exception
to the rule; but it does credit to the
hanging committee, and is arranged far
above the mediocrity, which is more
tiir can be said ol a greati many collections trial have been seen in Montre i during the past ,cwade.
,

This extiitatiOn goois to prove that 1
Canadian talent is not appreciated, for
out of 83 pictures there are no Canadians represented. It seems strange
wita Such ;lungs as Shannon,
Fraser, Edson, Niogt; •Sandland; Forues;
Ede, Jacobi, Fowler, kiridgeman and
many enters to select from.
Tne generous men wno lent their
pictures are evidently honestly
aeavoring to educate the public, whle7
too otten resent such proffered kindness.
The "Dutch Interior," by Hooch,
shows the ability of the painter as a
draughtsman, but the time it took him
to produce tnose lines in the perspective
and such good tecnnique could have
been put to ibejgditt advantage.

.2

enter4 is a
Alma 8,, ''Emperor
n Reteiming-qt- Alourier with.
News of the 'leasing of Jerusalem by
His Son, Titus." As is usual with his
ork, it is refined in sentiment, beautiful in color, good in perspective and
true in drawing. In soi ne of the folds
PHILLIPS;QUARE.
of VESPrte-an's robe the color is a little cold and hard. Many of the oil paint--OPEN DAILY
ings have glasis over them, relledtinaf
9 a. m. to 6 0. nt. Wednesday Evenings,
sold Ira-toes upon the opposite wall of the
8 to 10.
gallery, and the consequence of the
ADMISSION 25c,
change di position necessary to appreciate its values is thus everything,
Music
on
Saturday Afternoons.
278 II
as in "The Sheepfold," by' lasubiginy,,
looks out of drawing, when in reality it
Is a capital picture. The Dutch school
AssocIATIozyrms.
is represented by Hals, Boseeom, Cuyp,
—
Goyen, Hooch, Maas,. Mauve and Van
A five o'clock tea will/ g4ven to the
De Veldt, all strong names. The last
members of the Art Association at the
artist died in 170'1, but "View on the
Dutch Coast During Cahn," from his gallery to-morrow (Thursday) afternoon from 4.30 to 6.30. A number of.i
rush Is quite trees and a good exla.dies have kindly offered to take chargel
ample
of his work..
rn Troyens
"The Sumof the tea table. Both ladies and genmer Storm" is. strongly and vigorously. tlemen are included
in the invitation.
handled, the rolling wends, with the
.By request tea and coffee will be sercattle in the foreground, Snaking a ved on Saturday afternoons during
the
pleasing composition, but the picture is Loan, Exhibition, for which a small
a little dark in colOr on the left. "Early charge will be made. This is
a custom
Moonrise in Isloricta," by lunes, shows in many of the English galleries, and
the mystic hour or twillght when the will no doubt be appreciated here. Five
sun awes sunk below the horizon, and o'clock tea is such an institution 'that
a ric ii warm alter-glow perrniates the even the finest pictures lose their atwhole work, white is goon in perspective traction when the time arrives for a
broad in its L1404111001 and pleasant in cup of one's favorite Ceylon or Japan.
Tea and pictures together will, inits atmospheric effects.
Hargitt's "On the Water of 'Leith at deed, be a boon. The band usually
Colinton," 4.s a beautiftil, limpid stream, plays 'on these gala occasions. The gal,
has been open every evening since
cool and bright, a veritable fisherman's lery
the opening of the Loan Exhibition; in
paradise. "A Courtier Fliirting," 'by future,
it has been decided, to keep it
!Leys, and ITadema's picture are the two open only on Wednesday evenings. Li_
academic ones of the collection, both being rich in color, the figures well drawn
AN ART TEA.
and the draperies attuned to minuteness.
A "Landscape," by 'Michel, has too much An Afternoon Gathering at The Art
sky, and it is too light for the dark
Gallery. 6—
foreground of the picture. A "Portrait,"
-Yesterday the Montreal Ar Associaby itomney, of Hon. Mrs. Harrington,
tion
was
"At
Home"
to the members;
is fair in color and the drapery crisp and
possibly' exaggerated. A charming pic- five o'clock tea, Gruenwald's band and
ture is •Tholeu's "A Quiet Evening," but the pictures attracted an immense crowd,
it must be seen in daytime, as tue soft which filled the beautiful gallery almost EMPEROR VESPASIAN RECEIVING COURIER WITH NEWS OF TAKING
excess. This first afternoon tea was
and subtle yellows are completely lost to
OF JERUSALEM BY HIS SON TITUS.—ALMA-TADEMA.
certainly a brilliant success, and will
at night.
probably be the precursor of many more.
The Three Monticellis are smudges of Unlike most society afternoon events, a'
ASSOCIATIONJW0
feel somewhat sad in that their presence
4PH ILLIPS S A itt.
there is resented by ninety-nine percent
beautiful cplor,„daxterously displayed on large number of men were present. Thei
canvas. They 'art) infantile conceptions ,, scene was a gay one, and the effect of I EIGHTEENTH LOAN EXHIBITION of those who see them. They are the
modern impressionist school', represented
which, however excusable they might be the soft mellow light shining on the picOpen Daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p. m.,
by Claude Monet, Pissaro, Renoir and,
in the childhood of a,rt, are entirely out tures, and on the bright, smartly dressed
Mary
Cassatt. Impressionism, as Mr.'
guests
was
fine.
WEDNESDAY EVENINGS, 8 to 10.
of harmony with its ripe, old age, with
Rafaelli explained in his lecture last
In such an environment people talk
the exception Of "Festival of Isis,"
Admission,
25e.
I spring, dates farther back and covers a
which is good. When One has seen a happily and naturally, some even learnMUSIC ON SATURDAY AFTERNOONS.
wider ground than is commonly supposed.
edly; and yesterday there were many
number of Manet's paintings, "A Poppy
The impressionist's watchword is to paint
groups
studyisg
the
different pictures;
Field" (No. 51 in the catalogue), does here a
what he sees, not what he thinks should
Fran Hals; there the great Trcyon
not do that master by any means Justice. or the little Troyen
be. The whole movement is the outcome
'engrossed attention.
Jacque was invariably good in his A group in front of the Alma Taderaa
of more than half a century of grand rehappy moods, and 'Feeding Chickens' listened attentively to the words of wis- THE PAINTINGS STIL
W MANY volt against conventional work and it is
and "Stable Interior" are in his best dom from the lips of a young artist;
erroneous to narrow dawn the term imADMIRERS.
style, the wool of the sheep being splen- others y. cre attracted by the "imprespressionist to these artists who resort
to the use of unmixed color to. gain atdid 'in texture. The latter picture is a Stenie;," group of pictures, which were
mospheric transparency such as the
severely
handled
by
many
of
shade on the cool side, which is quite
the amaTte
loan
exhibition
the
Art
Gallery
at
abovementioned tour. In Monet's 'Poppy
unusual in this master of color. Franz teur critics.
Bur everywhere talk more or less ar- still continues open and many members, Field' the scheme of color is one to which
Hal's "Portrait of a Gentleman," and
tistis
was
going
on. Tea and coffee were strangers and visiting citizens are daily people on this side of the Atlantic are
No. 62 in the catalogue, by the first preserved in the class room adjoining the attracted thither to see
unaccustomed. But looking at it for
sident of the English cItcryal Academy, gallery. The
the pictnres. On;
table was prettily decora while one sees that the artist has preis the best portrait in the room. An ated with chrysanthemums
,Thursday
afternoon
music
and tea were (:uce1 -11 to perfection in his own way tho
an d colored
"Old Nun," by the English painter, fairy lamse.
Included in the programme and Se same' hat dazzling sunshine of a midsummer
Bright, -Is sweet and refreshing in color,
The following ladies acted as a recep- is announced for to-day.
low.
'Old Chelsea Bridge,' Pissaro, is
and the houses are artistically grouped, tion comenittee: Lady Van Horne, Mrs.
The class of work in this collection is treated in the prismatic principle with
with their red tile roofs and rough stone E. B. Gresenahields, Mrs. J. Edgar Hill,
the paint put on in spots of clear color.
not on the whale so popular as that Involuntarily one recalls
gables. The .mill wheel in shadow, with Mrs. James Rosa, Mrs. R. B. Angus,
the poet's 'sunthe little eddies here and there in the Mrs. G. A. Drummond, Mrs. E. S. Clone- shown in former ones, the number of shine painted with a squirt.' And yet
ton, Mils. H. Vincent Meredith, Mrs. A. paintings
stranelucent water in the foreground
which appeal to human sympa when viewed from a proper distance it la
a capital piece of work, perhaps a little T. Tallest., Mrs. W. Gardiner, Mrs. Penthy or suggest any story being small full of excellent qualities. The beauties
of the two small Reneirs are less dislabored. A "Venetian Porch," by Ziem, hallo, Mrs. R. Reford, Mrs. S. P.
compared with portraits and landscapes, cernible to any but an artist's trained
is a strong study, and the shadows are Stearns, Mrs. Walter Drake, Mrs. R.
Harris, Mrs. R. Lindsay, Mrs. W. Mc- many of which can only be fully appre- eye. Mary Caesatt's
'Mother and Child'
transparent, which is more than can be Lennan, Mrs. A. T.
Riddell, Mrs. Wurhas been already noticed in these col- ,
said of some of the pictures. As a \whole, tale, Mrs. F. S. Lyman, Mrs. Cos,
Mrs. ciated as works of art by artists and art umns. Year by year these 'pure colorit is a good collection, and there is no W. R. Miller, Mrs. Wheeler and Mrs. connoisseurs. There are some, however.
ists' seem to be growing in favor and
doubt th,at 'the art-loving folk of 'Mont- G. W. Stephens.
Among the modern Dutch, to the left as they only need to be better understood
real will all visit it before the owners
Among the young ladies assisting at
be better appreciated,
mar so bright a vision by taking their‘ the tea table were: The Misses 'Van one enters, is a little firelight genre study to-Since
orne, the Misses Angus, the Misses by Neuhuys. The busy housewife pre- took up1879, when the Art Association
pictures home.
a local habitation en Phillips
Wheeler, the Misses Scott, Miss Wolfer- paring the evening meal, the father just
stan Thomas. the Misses -Ramsay, Miss returned from his work and paring an square, it has done a grand .work toRae, Miss Lindsay, the Misses Mc- apple for the child who sits happy ami wards popularizing art by means of its
Lennan, the Misses Roy, the Misses Re- expectant on his knee make up a scene loan exhibitions. It has been ably secford, Miss O'Brien, Miss Stearns, and so natural and so human that one cannot onded by Montreal's private collectors
Phillips Square
ho have responded in a public spirited
Miss Porteous.
but linger lovingly over it even before man-nor in
lending their treasured picone knows that he who painted it is, tures. Through
its medium stitch masterwith perhaps one exception, the mast pieces
as Gabriel Max's 'Jairus''s Daughartistic figure, painter of to-day in Hol- ter,' Jules
Breton's ' Lee Communkantes,'
.1-,--land.
Turner's 'Mercury and Argos,' Henner's
Open daily 9 a.m, to 8 p.m.
Aarydne familiar with German legend 'Source'
and
Millet's immortal 'Angelus'il
and with its musical interpreter Wagner have been
Wednesday Evenings 8 to la
put before the public. In 1888`e
-will not fall to be charmed with Albert an exhibitimi of
etchings was held and
4164--'—‘5#
ADMISSION 25 CENTS.
P. Ryder's weird little picture 'Llegfried' in 1889 the
memorable English exhibition,:
and 'The Rhine Maidens.' Mr. Ryder is
Music on Saturday Afternoons,
AtLERIM 6-Solomon's beautiful 'Niabe,' Watt's
an American. He paints from his im- when
Phillips Square,
'Love and
agination `spelt with a big I,' as a critic Brass' and Life,' BurneeJones's 'Tower of
other fine paintings were
of him, and his work cannot there- brought over
OPEN DAILY 9 a.m. to 6 P. m said
the water to delight Montfore be judged from an ordinary stand- , retailers.
Two years ago extensive addiNVednesday evenings, 8 to 10.
point..
Dautnier's Attractive Window' ' tions were
SqUa re*/9c5
has a special charm- for the children and Mg the made to the building, inolud-'
handsome new gallery which is
Js e EIalTEENTH LOAN EXHIBITION
it is to be regretted on this account that used exclusively
ADMISSION. 25e.
for special exbibition
it is hung so high. The brightly lighted and leaves
Open daily, 9 isni, to 6 p.m.
old gallaterVee for the
Musk on Saturday Afternoons.
Panes and the people gazing in from out- permanent the
art colection. The Art As...ide have a pleasant suggestion of our sociation holds
Wednesday evenings, 8 to 10.
an annual spring, exhilet
own shop windows in their Christmas tien
25 cis.
Admission,
of
Canadian
work. 'Meese are indress.
teresting
to
follow
up from year to year
on Saturday afternoons.
On the west wall is a- small group of as
showing the progress of home art.
pietureswilleli, ePtild they knovA Jur
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Tam lecturer spoke of the story o
Sappho's supposed love for Phaon, and»
its disastrous aiding. She never baciS
a lover of that name, but rather had.
in life married a wealthy man named,
Kerkylits, by whom she had a daughter'
called Kleis,, after her mother. She re-:
fers to this child in the lines beginning:
"I have a little maid as fair, as any golden flower." Sappho lived td a good old
age, and died leaving a name which
the Gree,ks with one accord rank next
to Homer.
Mr. Davidson concluded his charming
lecture, full of learning and poetry, in
these words, after saying that the ancients had named Sappho the tenth
musc: " Take Homer's unstudied directness, Dante's intensity without his mysticism, Keats' sensibility without his
sensuousness, Burns' masculine strength,
and Lady Nairnes exquisite, tender, womanly pathos and humor, that go
straight and irresistible to the heart
and stay there, and you have Sappho."
At the close of the lecture, the Rev.
J. Edgar Hill moved a eulogistic vote
of thanks to the lecturer, which was Deceived with much applause. The reverend chairman invited the audience to
visit the loan collectien in the adjoining
gallery, and reminded them that it
would close this week.

!,

— —
A Lecture on Sappho.

The course of lectures, now being given in
the city, by Mr. Thomas Davidson, has become very popular. On Wednesday night,
Mr. Davidson entertained his hearers with
a lecture on Faust, in such a manner that,
last evening, the Art Gallery was crowded
with a fashionable and appreciative audience
to hear him lecture on 'Sappho. Rev. J.
Edgar Hill presided, and, at the close of the
lecture, Mr. Davidson was a7or ecl a hearty
vote of thanks. ,57,
5

SIEGFRIED '—ALBER f P. RYDER.
(Lent by Sir W. Van Home)

..Art Association..
Phillips Square.
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L.ECTU

• Subject, "Sappho."
On WEDNESDAY. Dec. 41h, 1805.:
At 8.15 P.M.
ADMISSION, 25 CENTS.

ART ASSOCIATION,

atc:Phillips Square.$
OtiLe
Ec AriT
BY MR. THOMAS DAVIDSON, OF NEW YORK'.
Subject, "SAPPHO."

On Wednesday, December 4, 1895,
At 8.15 p.m.
Admission, - 25 cts.

ART ASSOCIATION ,
S

SquarerA5 --

ECPILII -4
DAVIDSON, 01: NEW
THOMAS
BY
MR.
7

K.

"SAPPHO."

' On Wednesday, Decembar 6, 1895,
At S.15 p.m.

it 61 mtssion, - 25 c.,t.s.
SAPPHO.

Lecture on the Greek
Poetess.

1.

j-/a/7/0 ,5

---

Last evening Mr. Th m ilDavidson
delivered a most scholarly lecture on
Sa pho, the great poetess. A large
aualence was present. The Rev. J. Edgar Hill introduced the lecturer who
Is already well known in Montreal.
He began by saying "Twenty-five hundred years ago, almost to a year,
there was born at Eressos, in the Island of Lesbos, a child called by her
parents in their strong Aeolic dialect
Psapplia, or in its Ionic form Sappho,
a name which still rings in the world's
ears; carrying with it a weight of
sweet, weird curiosity. In the world
of art the name of Sappho stands beside that of Helen, making an ideal
which poet and painter and scutptor,
age after age, try to grasp and fix
in form. And yet how different are
the two ideals and how different the
consciousness which they mark! Helen
is the ideal of beauty, sweetness, graciousness, queenliness, of all that makes
men forget themselves in absorbing
passion—all that lulls thought to sleep
and cradles the moral nature in a
warm clasp of complete forgetfulness.
She is calm, self-possessed, glad to be
courted, but never making advances.
Men will die for her. Peoples will be
rained for her. She will think kindly
of them, and go on spinning in royal
unconcern. She was made to be loved,
not to love.

11-
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MIL THOMAS DAMSON, ofynIv

Mr. Davidson's

1,6

The Loan E,xlilftbiVon
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jubject,

"Sappho on the other band is the
ideal of a strong, stirring, inspired
loving nature that gives and gives and
cams not how; calm in her way, but
only with settled passion. Beauty is
RT ASSOCIATION,
her God, the worship of beauty her
religion.
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
"ii leather in heaven or earth, in nature
or in art, there she is ready to
kneel dow n and offer heartfelt prayer
Will close on 1
in sweet long reasoning words, all
SITT EDY,
A DECEM E ith.
her own, which the world refuses to
forget. She is one of the mighty, and
Open Daily from Sou, to 6 p.m.
lives out her own life in her own way.
ADMISSION - - - -25 cents.
The words "play-actor" and "lsypocrite"
Mane on SatuBk,y Afternoon.
have no application to her. She has an
intense belief that her own nature is
an expression of the divine, and Bo she
expresses it as a divinity might do,
without fear or bashfulness. She is ot
Phillips Squar
the elect. No one is more original than
she. You cannot steal a line from her.
5;42. f
and if you did the theft would at once
recognized. rnVhat we know of Sappho's external history is not much. but
Will Close ou
the little we know is creditable to her."
SATURDAY, December 7th.
According to the best authority SapOpen daily from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
pho was born in the year 612 B.C., in
Eressos, of a noble family. Her father
ADMISSION, 25 CENTS.
was Skaraandoonymos, and her mother
Music on Saturday afterncon.
Kleis. She had three brothers, the
younger so beautiful that he was chosen as cup-bearer in the prytaheurn, or
public banquet hall, at Mitylone. In a
A4Phillips Square.
still extant fragment Sappho says to
him :
E toAN EXHIBITION WILL CLOSE ON SATURDAY
"Stand kindly there before me and
EVENING, DECEMBER 7TH.
unfold
Open daily from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and,
The beauty of thine eyes."
Mr. Davidson gave a most interesting Saturday from 8 to 10 p.m.
Admission, - 25 etc.
description of Sappho's life and her surMusic on SATURDAY afternoon.
roundings, born amongst a people of
strong warm feelings, highly cultivated in the arts of poetry and music, livART NOTES
ing a free glad life, ever ready to strug—
gle for liberty. Although loving the
In
view
of
the present exiaibition at
sweet and the elegant in life, she enjoyed the Art
Gallery,
it
out of
may
not
be
to the utmost all the advantages of the
to turn our attention to a few facts
culture of her day, and the Lesbian place
in
regard
to
the life-work of some of
woman of twenty-five centuries ago was those masters
whose pictures we look
as independent intellectually and mor- at with so much
pleasure, satisfaction,
ally as the American woman of to-day. and, in many cases,
affection. It is imShe made a visit to Sicily, yhere she possible to speak of all
the painters reprehad an opportunity of heconaing ac- sented in the gallery, so
quainted with two of the great- ourselves to two of the we will confine
Dutch schools—
est pcets of her time, and it is certain De Horch and Macs. Surely
these old
that here she had every advantagsf in Dutchmen must haire
been men of vgry
the *ay of instruction In the art§ which
human
attributes,
men
who
had
an inshe made her life work, poetry and Mu- structive love of home and
who dwelt
sic. Sappho is described as slight, dark- with delight on
every picturesque dehaired, dark-complexioned, bright-eyed, tail of great or small
importance in the
and high strung. The beautiful gifted every-day life which surrounded
them.
woman had many admirers. Her noble They loved their own kind
and their own
simplicity and the directness of her homes, and took a keen delight
character are shown by her poems, of ducing their daily experience. in reproThis is
which there are only some one hundred in part accounted for when we
reflect
and twenty fragments of one to five on the period in which
they
lived;
lines each, and two whole poems, extant. ly after,the rising against Spain.directDurAmongst numerous beautiful specimens ing those long years of
struggle and
of this fragmentary verse, translated misery, when the
life of the nation was
from the original by the lecturer, the in the camp,
when every man capable
following shows the pathos which per- of wielding a sword
pressed forward to
vades so many of her poems:
emancipate his country, the love of the
homes from which they were so cruelly
" The moon hath set;
The Pleiades are gone,
divided must have been constantly be'Tie midnight, and the time goes by,
hind all their thoughts and feelings.
And I—I sleep alone."
With what a deep satisfaction must
those veterans have regarded their homes,
and everything connected with them,
for the freedom of which they had been
fighting, when at last the yoke of the
Spaniard had been thrown off. How
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ten must they have thonkhf of the'
ifference between the weary years of
ar and carnage and the peacefulness
home. And as the art of a people i
l ways the outcome of the predominan
tional feeling, it is this love of and a
eciation of home and its trivial detai
hich has so deeply influenced the Bute
school. The two eeamples of Pieter cl
Horeb in the exhibition are both of tin
character, whether it be the peasant mo
ther in her orderly kitchen soothing th
baby, or the lady playing the spinet in
her richer home.
Both breathe forth a
spirit of quiet restfulness and peace.
In both the sunlight, which de Horch aiways loved to paint, streams in throughs
windows and doors, giving a feeling of(1
warmth and happiness and remoteness
from the world ot bustle and noise. The
single example of Maes is full of the
same spirit. The old woman in her
spotless cap and ruff has led a quiet
every-day life in which nothing of any
great moment has occurred to disturb
the daily routine with its accustomed
toil, not too anxious or pressing, but
just serving to keep her healthily emplayed. She looks as though she were
resting quietly after her work and thinking ()vier the little events of interest which had taken place.
Oe the life of the first of these mastersi
Pieter de Horde, very few faces are,
known. He appears to have been horn
at Rotterdam about 16 0. was married at
Delft in i614, and apparently settled
there, for in 1655 the following inscription was made in the registry of his.:
guild—"Painter: as master, Pieter de
Horeb being a stranger. For his duty:
he was paid three. florins." He ,died in
1681, probably at Haarlem. This is aimost all that is definitely known of his
life. He is thought to have been a pupil 1
of Rembrandt, but no proof of this ex- I
ists. There is in the museun of Anus- I
terdam a portrait of himself, a small (
ranci, from which a slender grave face I
looks out, and as early aS 1638 his art:I
had reached perfection, for this is the
date on one of his masterpieces in the
Peel Callec ion. "De Horch " says Fred-'
rick Wedmore, who has made a special
study of the Dutch School, "was not sal'
draughtsman of the human figure, he'
was a student of light. To him—though
in his paintings he often, in reference to the days tastes, professed to tell a
story---peoele and things had value or
uselessness as they helped or otstructed
him in his unparalleled pictorial expression of the subtleties of su,nshiiae * •
of light in its intricate charm and in-'
tricate pleasantness. De Horch is the re,
vealing master." De Horch is among the
few Dutch masters who is not to be
seen at his best in his native land, the
finest examples of his work being rather
in the Louvre and the National.
Nicholas Macs was born at Dordecht
in 16.2, and entered in 1650 the studio
of Rembrant at Amsterdam. Like his
master he was a painter of the grave
rather than the gay. From Amsterdam
Macs went to Antwerp and as he passed,,,;
from the direct influence of Rembraudt'i
we notice a change of style which grows
ever greater, till so different is it from
that adopte i in his earlier days that
the question has been raised whether the
portrait painter of these latter years
was not another artist bearing the same
name.
He died in 1693 at the age of sixtyone. Some of his finest work is to be
seen in the museum at Amsterdam, but'
good examples are to be met with in
La Laitiers, of the Van Loon collectio
La Eenedicite, of the Lacage Collectio
the Dutch Magistrate of the D'Arenber
Gallery at Brussels; The Idle Serve,
in the National Gallery, and the Listens
which sis the property of the Queen, 928
Among the works of the English ma
ters exhibited in this season's loan co
lection, Old Crouse, as he was called, *t0
distinguish him from his painter sons,
is represented by two small examples.
An admirable draughtsman and colorist, with a deep love of nature, one
of the great English painters of the
early part of this century, he owes his
greatness to his own unaided efforts
and perseverance. He was born in Norwich in 1760, and, owing to the poverty
of his parents, his art education was
of the most meagre description. He
served an apprenticeship to a coach and
sign painter, worked for a time as a
house painter, and finally, on the ad-,
vice of friends took up the teaching of.,
drawing as a means of livelihood. Like
many another artist, his works were not,
appreciated during his lifetime — flora l
indeed, for nearly half a century after-'
wards. The view of Household Heath,
which now hangs in the National Gallery, was originally sold for £12. After
the International Exhibition of 1862, the
value of Old Cromes rose steadily, and
a few years ago one of his lan&capes
realized close upon £1600.
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WITH THE
MEN OF ARTS.

MR. JOSEPH G9ULD
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,-- Well-lighted Class
rcoms are foun
e in every way suitable quarters, it work being done is
thorough, and, al ogether, the school Is
In better condition than it has ever oeen
before. It is to be regretted, however,
that the number of pupils attending does
not. increase, and that the classes do
not quite pay expenses.
The number of pupils Who attended
during the last session was 28, and up
te the present date this session 23.
Out of the 15 competitors for the assedation's scholarships at the annual
competition ftverelet section, Lilian
Cameron; 2nd. section, Ethelwyn Hammend. The work of Ada Kelly received
honorable mention.
The seventh session of the Water
color drawing classes commenced on September 14th, under Chas. E. Moss, and
closed on 10th October. 'The attendance
was smaller than last year.
The 16th annual exhibition of Canadian
art opened on Wednesday, March 6, and
closed on Saturday, March 30. There
were exhibited 142 oils, 69 water coiors
and 4 pastels; also some architectural
drawings and statuary and a quantity
of decorated china.
At the 18th loan exhibition, which
opened on November 18 and closed December '7, 8 3 paintings were exhibited,
Including fine examples of the 'old
Dutch masters, Cuyp, Van Goyen,Franz
Hais, Patter de Hooch, Nicholas Maas
and Van de Velde; and of the
modern Dutch, Bosboom, Maris, Mauve,
Neuhuys and Tholen. The early English school was represented by works
o Constable, Crorne, Ga ns.orcugh, Reynolds, Romney and Shayer, and the
French artists by paintings by Corot,
Troyon, Daubigny, Di:camps, Dupre Daumier,Ribot, Monticelli and Roy bet. In i
this exhibition there was aiso shown
a small but interestin,g collection of
pictures by the modern French Impressionists, Mcnat, Pissarro, Renoir and
Miss Cassatt. The galleries were crowdcd, and the exhibition was a very successful one.
it h report then deals with the ltrary,
showing its contents, catalogues bought
and reports and catalogues received.
Four interesting and instructive lcturcs were given during the year: On
"Mendelssohn," by Mr. Joseph Gould,
February 15, with vocal and instrumental examples. On 'The Great
Venetians," by Prof:. John C. Van
Dyke, es: New Brunswick, N.J., March
16, with numerous lantern views. On
"Impressionism," by Monsieur J. A. Ratfaelli, of Paris, France, May 2. On
"Sappho," by Mr. Thomas Davidson, of
New York, December 4.
A lengthy account then followed of
the presentation of Mr. Gould.
The thanks of the association were
tendered to the morning papers for free
copies received during the year.
The number co.' visits to the gallery
during the last year were: By members 17,212, free eisitors 1,151, paying
visitors 4,624; 200 visitors visited the
galleries during fair week.
OBITUARY.
The council have to regret the removal by death during the year of Mr.
R. W. Shepherd, a governor and councillor,' Mr. Justice Cross, Hon. Edward
Murphy, life members; and of Mr. E. F.
Ames, Mr. S. Davis, Mr. R. L. Gault, Mr.
E. M. Gibb, Mr. Warden King, Mr. Jas.
Maclean. Mr. W. H. Meredith, the Rev.
-

-

an Interestiv/
re on the
Characteristics of Music.
I
OF
—
Under the title of "Some Characteristics of
Open Daily, 9 a.m. to Dusk.
Music," Mr. Joseph Gould, who, is so wideThe
Association
ly known as an authority on musical matters,
Admission, 25 ets. : : Saturday Free.
delivered a very interesting and instructive
Reading Room open to members till 6 p.m.
lecture, last evening, to a crowded' audience,
in the gallery of the Art Association, Rev. J.
Edgar Bill presiding. Mr. Gould started out
by asking what was that familiar, but mysterious, indefinable, influence which so capPhillips Square.
tivated and swayed our senses ? Assuredly,
he said, it was no ordinary, no insignificant
thing; and when we would analyse this
influence, all our eflbets failed, and
Success Marks Every Department—
we could only turn to the point
Open Daily from 9 a.m to Dusk'
The Finances and Election of
from which we started, and say,
"It is music." Comparatively few people
Admission 25e. Seturdsy Free.
Officers.
seemed to grasp the thought that musical
Reading room open to members till 6 pan.
ideals were of an independent order, and
were incapable of -being expressed through
any other medium; hence the common tenThe annual meeting of the Montreal
dency to translate into words, or, as Spencer its Assn.:WS:in was held yesterday afhad said, "the language of the intellect."
ternoon In the board nosrn of the as4124illips Square.
144:
Under its influence, the emotions of the lisro iation, Phitip'S Square, th3 followtener were worked upon, not by distinct
positive ideas, such as language could corning councillors and members being presMR.
mand, but by a vague and wholly indefinable ent:
agency, existing nowhere outside the reslm
Will road a paper entitled
Councillors—TV. G. Mu-ray, R. B. Anof music. The general misconception of the
"MUSIC—WHAT IS IT P"
gus, C. I. Fleet, E. B. Greenshields, D.
proper function of music was largely due to
With Vocal and Instrumental Selections,
our attributing the abstract and definite
A. Wait, A.T. Tayior, lie/. Ed. all, Jas,
AN FRIDAY, JANUARY 31.1, 1896.
ideas conveyed by the words of vocal music
Ross, 1)r. F. W. Shepherd.
At 8.15 p.m. Ad missiou-50v,
to the music itself, instead of to the
Members—W. L. Malby, Ed. Holton,
words, and, upon this error, basing
G. 1,1. Kinghorn, A. C. Clarice, 'R. W,
a claim for instrumental music alone
Miller, G. M. Gould, G. Cheney, J. 'Try.
with the same kind of power vocal
aJ1iDiPsSnare
music possessed. Having stated that music
.Turpin, G. C. Durnop,
did not aim so much to engage the under:
El lott, H. C. N.leon, Foster Brown, Dr.
ik116,. JOSEPH GOULD will rea a
standing as the emotions, he went on to
entitled,
W. S. Morrow, Pro. F. Scrimger, S. Bags,
speak of the effect that music had upon the
• •MUSIC—WHAT IS IT"
A. Balle, L. P. Slears.s.
human
character,
and
said
that
it
was
imwith Vocal and Instrumental Selections,
Prcsident E. ES Greenishelds oicupled
possible for music to exert a bad or unholy
On Friday, Jan. 31, 1896, at 8.15 pane.
influence; music was utterly powerless for
the
chair aml called upon Secretary
Admission, 50 cents.
evil. In this respect it stood, among the
Lindsay for the annual statement; who
am is, alone and unapproachable. The
said:
eh 2 coanci have onc.e more th plcasu
MR. GOULD'S LECTURE.
musician did not always exert a good influof submitting to die mernb...r.i of the a.,
An Interesting Evening at the Art ence; but that was the worst he could do,
..o.fatio.i their report for the past year
for he could not exert an evil one.
Gallery.
and the tioasuinr a financial statement.
An enjoyable programme of vocal and inThey are very giad to led able (io say
Last evening at the Art dallery Mr. strumental selections was rendered, The
that the asso.iat.oa haelaigety incrtised
Joseph Gould delivered a lecture on usual votes of thanks terminated the otherid1
its membership and they are much
"Music ; What Is It ?" He was assist- Mg.
pleatee.d to see this evidence To its steady
ed by some of the members of the old
growth in the public favor, and of he
Mendelssohn choir. As the Rev. Edappreciation shoWn of its work in the
gar Hill said, Mr. Gould did not need
(algae of art, In 1591 the annual memto be introduced. Of all Montreal lecbers were 40); in 1895 they were lien
turers, there is none whose readPhilli:ps Square.
ing of a paper is more fully appreciated
This is a very gratifying increase and
than that of Mr. Gould's.
it is hoped that next year it will be
He began by asking what is that instin. greater. The private view evenirg3
AFrr
definite sense called music. While artPhis year were even more largely attendThe second term of the Art Classes will
ists have glowing canvas, architects
ed than in the past, and were evidently
rows of arches, etc., and sculptors fine commence on Wednesday, February 5th.
Much appreciated by the numbers who
statues to show for their art, music Two scholarships for competition. Inthronged the galleries.
has nothing material, only ideas and tending students please communicaitThe change of the date of holding
emotions, which find vent in music only. with the Secretary.
the
spring exhibition, alluded to in laet
Galleries open daily 9 a.m. to dusk.
Herbert Spencer says that "music is the
year's
report, has been a decided imLe language of the emotions just as speech 'Admission 21e.
'Saturday
free.
piovernent, htter r. Stilts biing
_
j is the language of the intellect." An
ed. Taking the spring and loan exhibiartist before commencing a picture must
t:Ems together there is a surplus insttad
see in his brain a perfect image of
of the usual deficit, and owing to the 'libwhat he is about to paint ; a musician
erality of friends of the association, and
Phillips Square,04
cannot see, he can only grasp, his
to
the important donations they have
thoughts are musical thoughts, nothing
ma:le,the avsofatfoi has been enabled to
else, and ranst therefore find expression
in music. A poet puts before us a
The Second Term of the Art Classes will com- hoid a loan exhibition in November and
distinct idea, but ae musician only a mence on Wednesday,
February 5th. Two December, the pictures being of a very
Ingh class. Special attention is drawn
vague one. k Most people fail to recog- scholarships for competition. Intending stunize the difference between vocal and dents please communicate with the Secretary.
thie yar to 1 h3 donat ois to the gal e y W. A. Liervesat Mr. V. H. Reynolds, Mrs..
instrumental music, and form their idea
of a very fine example of the great
Galleries open daily 9 a.m. to dusk.
Rifehle and Mr. G. R. Robertson, annual
from songs, while the principal thoughts
Admission, 25c. Saturday Free.
American landscape painter,
members.
suggested by songs are not in the music
Inness, by Mr. James Ross; and George
On behalf of the council,
a large
but the words. Music's function is to
0.nd characteristic painting by the GerE. ES GREENSHIELDS,
suggest not definite but indefinite ideas,
man
master,
Prof.
H.
Zugel, by Mrs. W.
President.
but a definite idea expressed in words
R. Elmonhorst. She tire;o 1st on a
Phillips Square,
ROBERT, LINDSAY,
so remay be intensified by music.
February
ceived
presentation
of
15th,
1896.
a
marble
bust
of
Before touching on the effect of music
Secretary.
he Annual General Meeting of the members Mendelssohn from the Mendelssohn Choir,
on the human character Mr. Gould said of this
UBSCRIPTIONS TO THE ENDOWAssociation will be held in the Gallery, as a memento of the
choir and of the
he would call upon the choir for the Phillips S q uare. on Friday afternoo.i,
SSENTI FUND.
February labor of love of its
leader, Mr. /Joseph
first number on the programme, being 21st. at half-past four o'elock.
Sir Donald A. Smith. K.C.M.G., $6,000;
Business—To receive the report of the Coun- Gould, who has done so much for this
a madrigal by Henry Leslie, "My Love
r
R. B. Angus $4,500; Miss Orkney,
for 1895, and to elect officers for the ensuing.' asFociation and for the cause of
is Fair," which, though very pretty, did cil
music
4,000; proceecls of Art; fair, 1887, $ 2 . in Montreal. 'The bust of Mendelssohn 9 49.91;
ot go as smoothly as the other numbers. year.
ROBERT LINDSAY.
Miss Dow, $2,000; Mr. John Macevas exe;uted by Mr. Robert Reid, for G
Mr. Gould, continuing his lecture, said
Secretary.
illycuddy, $1,500; Mr. Hector, McKenzie,
many yeats a mEmber of the asso iatioa.
hat art, poetry an tscuistsre all had
.A line photograph of Rembrandt's paint- Mr. W. G. Murray,, Mr. J. W. /Tempest,
()vier of Sleingstidlas warm, but music
ing "The Syndics" was presented by Ma. Ur. W. R. Elmenhonst, The Robert
ad not, and &musician had to look elseGeorge Hague and It is hung 4n the lib- 'mood Studenshiiip, peS Mr. W. Drake,
where for such a purpose. Music
:::4,1n,U,9.R!:.
rs. Dow, Mr. James, Ross, Mr. E. B.
rtouches the heart, the heart once touchrary, where It is seen to mu .h advantage.
reenshicida, $1,000 each; Men 3. H. R.
The WA: 14.y epaag,ics of the4asoiitticeta
ed moves our whole being. It elevates
February
15
aie
th,
oison,
1106
.
Mr. F. Wolferetan Thomas, Miss
eue lb ffie. SWIM'S toe th, se Sealable gifts.
the soul. In conclusion the lecturer
The annual general meeting of the memeasie Dow, Mr. James Burnett,
read a selection from "Music and Mor- bers
The
Hon.
council
'wish
to
draw
of this association wid be held in the
the atten- G . A. Drummond. $500
als" (Hauser).
each; Mr. A. !T.
Phillip<.: Square, on Friday after- tion of the members to the
on the
aylor, $275; ikir. John Harris,
Mrs. Shaw played (a) "Pastorale," (b) noon, Febtruat y 21st, at hall past four building, and would be verydebt
James
glad to reloore, Mr. S. Carsley, Mr. A. Mr.
"Capriecio" Searlatti, smoothly and del- o'clock. Business .—To receive the re-, ceive any nubseriptions
Riddell,
this account
r.
W. R. Miller, Miss Ethel F.
icately, showing much study. In res- port of the Counkil for 1895 and to elect that the members wish toon
Frothinggive.
ponse to an encore she played a Hun- officers for the ensuing year.
The 15th session of the advanced art h am, 'Mrs. W. R. Miller, Mrs. John Mcourgall, 'Mr. Donald F. Angus, Mr. F.
garian dance by Brahms. Mrs. Laing,
ROBERT LINDSAY,
classes commenced on October 16,
. Wanklyn, Mr. Edgar Mill McDougall,
contralto, and Mr. Dubois, cellist, were
charge of Wm. Brymner, R.C.A., in
Secretary.
•
who
r. Hugh Paton, Mr. W.
extremely happy in the rendering of
reports
the
usual
annual
competition
L. Maltby, $100
for
their respective solos, the latter having
Very Rev. Dean Norman, $25; Mrs.
scholarships had taken place in April Gach;
s
to respond to a hearty encore.
.
$5,
making
and May and resulted satisfatorily.
ai total of $33,054.93.
The
To say that the choruses were conductuit, receipts of the past year wore
sketch class on Wednesday afternoons
ed by Mr. Gould is equivalent to saying
$2 ,898.71, and the
expenditure ;2,225,
is always well attended, and a course of le
they were a great SU-Mess.
avinga cash balanoe in bank of
lessons in prospective has been begun
1871.71.
?The capital account totals up
this winter, and is held immediately after
$67;464.45.
'he sketch class disys.,
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THE CAUSE OF

Real re.--,-tate-

gellorY
l... 59,600 00
Luilci;o3. .
25,000 00
Sue of new building 20,102.15

New building complete
44,69L86
Works of Artieibb bequest ...;
$28,685 00
Subsequent
Ooria-

.U/Zif

•

And What the Art Association
Has Done For it.
1111144,

$ 99,394

tions
28,175 50
1 Tempest bequest
19,495 00

Tempest purchasing fund
Library, per inventory
2,337 72
Furniture 776 81
insurance, part!' in
advance
450 00
Cash in Molsons
tlowinent fund)

3,564 53
239 90
$253,553 94

Liabilities.
Mortgage on ,iiinew

\

bui,iii ne

525,000 00

Loan from Tempest
estate
7,500 00
i Art classes, fees in adj.: Vance
. ..... e.139 90
jj.Open accounts ......,
- 5 '49

L-balanee due.
: Maisons 1344,716 11

Less cash
on hand. ... ,7545

4,610 66
37,285 69,

Excess of assets
1216,268 25
Consisting of
(.bb bequest ...
$46,285 00
Tempest bequeste
53,495 00

Eadowment iund-

33,054 94
43,433 32 ,
------ $ 216,268 25

Capital account

Audited and verified.
P. S. R,OSS & SONS,
Chartered Accountants.
Maintenance account) for 1895 shows receipts to be $6,958.26, and expenditures
$ 7.293.35, leaving a deficit of $3l.6.69 to
be charged to profit and loss account.
In moving the adoption of the report,

President Greenshields said the record
of the association had bee rt a remarkable
one, and it was gratifying to see so
many new members. If each member
tried to secure os.e member they Would
soon have the 1,0 'members which was
necessary to carry out their, plans. He
referred to the benevolence of Mr. Gould(
and to the financial condition of the association, and although they were in
debt it did not show that progress was
not being made. The association might
be comparedi to a tree which grew Aseeir
year. The debtt'of the building,,muSt be
paid off, and he drew alaentioil of t
council to the e sappeal ninde
liattse-leeltng egierstionside
Idss
association had Stiffered through death,
he said the dbjecit was to make this
association the best in the country, and
eald that it was well equipped for the
, work in this respedt, and might soon
I expect to have some of the masterpieces
k of the greatest artists in the world.
I Landscape scenes might often be bought,
and it would be of great benefit to the
, association to have such a collection.
Mr D.A. P. Watt-seconded the adoption
and, in speaking of the canvass, said
that unless the membership was increased they would not be able to follow
the programme they had lead out. The
subscription was very small for the advantages Which the school afforded.
The report Was unanimously adopted.
Messrs. Dunlop and W. R. Miller acted
as scrutineerg for the election of officers,
which resulted an follows: Hon. Geo. A.
Drummond. president; Wm. Van Horne,
vice-president, and J. A. Murray, treas,

.

urer.

l

THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS

then tools place, and resulted as under, the
scrutineere being G. C. Dunlop and W. R.

hoped they will now consider the matter,
carefully, and send contributions for this
object.
The number of pupils who attended the
session of the advanced art classes was 23,
and, up to the present date this session, 26.
There were fifteen competitors for the association scholarships at the annual competition, the successful ones being:—In the 1st
Section, Lilian Cameron; in the 2nd Section, Ethelwyn Hammond. The work of
Ada Kelly received honorable mention.
The attendance at the water color classes
was not so good as in the previous year,
probably owing to the weather being less
favorable for out-door work, which is generally preferred. Some very creditable
sketches were made.
The sixteenth annual

Van Horne Vice-President—Miss
Cameron and Miss Hammond
Win Scholarships.

The annual meeting of the Art Association
was held, yesterday afternoon, in the Art
Gallely, the President, Mr. E. B. Greenshields, in the chair. There were also in attendance Messrs. R. B. Angus, C. J. Fleet,
W. G. Murray, D. A. Watt, A. T. Taylor,
James Ross, Rev. J. Edgar Hill, Dr. Shepherd, Rev. Prof. Scrimger, W. L. Maltby,
Ed. Holton, G. M. Kinghorn, A. C. Clark,
W. R. Miller, O. M. Gould, Gilman Cheney,
J. Try-Davies, W. J. Turpin, G. C. Dunlop,
Lieut.-Col. Elliott, H. C. Nelson, W. Foster
Brown, Dr. Morrow, R. Stanley Bagg, A.
I3aile and S. P. Stearns.
The report of the Council was submitted.
It stated:—
They are very glad to be able to say that
the Association has largely iucreased in its
membership, and they are much pleased to
"see this evidence of its steady growth in the
public favor, and of the appreciation shown
of its work in the cause of art. As the many
advantages it offers—among which are the
. well furnished and cozy reading room, where
many of

__
advantage to the student of arc, and It woe
a delight to every one, and would attract
ert at Lumbers of people to the city. In the
meantime, they must keep before theta th
same high aim as had been shown by th
Council in the past, and must work for it
accomplishment.
The motion for the adoption of the re port . kfinancial statement was seconded by Mr.
D. A. Watt, who said that, if they could
get 1,000 members, they could go ahead and ,
niaise a good show.
The motion was agreed to.
-

THE DEBT ON THE BUILDING,

82,855 10
68,000 00 Elected President, and Sir William

Bank (en-

I

and would be very glad to receive any subacriptions, on this account, that the members
wish to give. When the new building was
erected there was no general canvass -of the
members made for subscriptions, and it is

IICN. GEO. A. DRUMP/IOND

I

Tempest bequest purchases
6,060 00

The Conned regret that, for a portion of
the year, two shops have been vacant. Oie
of these, however, has just been rented to a
I good tenant. Notwithstanding these vacancies, the financial results are fairly satisfactory, and the deficit, this year, in the m ain•
tenance account, is only $350.09. The
Council wish to draw the attention of the
members to

President—Hon. G. A. Drummond.
Vice-President—Sir William Van Horne.
Treasurer—Mr. W. G. Murray.
Members of Council (elected for two
years)—Rev. J. Edgar Hill, Messrs. C. J.
Fleet, E. B. Greenshields David Morrice,
nnan
Jas. Morris and Wm. McLe

Jiro,

Work.
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ts annual
meeting yesterday afternoon, Mr. E. B.
Greenshields, the president, in the chair.
and among those present were Rev. J.
Edgar Hill, Messrs. James Ross, R. B.
Angus, C. J. Fleet, W. G. Murray, D. A.
Watt, A. T. Taylor, Dr. Shepherd, Rev.
Prof. Scrimger, W. L. Maltby, Ed. Bolton, G. M. Kinghorn, A. C. Clark, W.
R. Miller, O. M. Gould, Gilman Cheney,
j. Try Davies, W. J. Turpin, G. C. Dunlop, Lieut. Col. Elliott, H. C. Nelson, W.
Foster Brown, Dr. Morrow, R. Stanley
Ba,gg, A. Beale and S. P. Stearns.
The annual report of the Council is
as follows:

EXHIBITION OF CANADIAN ART

opened, with &private view for members and
exhibitors, on Wednesday, March 6th and
closed on Saturday, March 30th. There
were exhibited 142 oils, 69 water colors and
4 pastels; also some architectural drawings
and a quantity of decorated china. The
attendance was good, and a number of sales
were effected.
The eighteenth Loan Exhibition opened on
Monday, November 18th, with a converseThey are very glad to be able to say
zione an private view for members. Eightythat the Association has largely increased in
its membership, and they are much pleased
three paintings were exhibited, including
see this evidence of its steady -growth in
THE ART PERIODICALS
fine examples of the old Dutch masters, and to
the public favor, and of the appreciation
of the day can be seen and dnjoyed at leisure, of the modern Dutch. The early English , shown of its work in the cause oi art. As
and free entrance for its members to all prischool was likewise represented. In this the many advantages it offers — among
Which are the well furnished and cozy readvate views and exhibitions held during the I exhibition there was also shown a small, but room,
where many or
year—become better known, the member- interesting, collection of pictures by modern
THE ART PERIODICALS
-ship must continue to increase. To promote French impressionists.
of the day can ne seen and enjoyed at leisand hasten so desirable an object, the GiunThe following donations have been re- ure, and free entrance for its members to
all private views and exhibitions held dur_mil would, this year, ask as many members ceived during the year : From Mrs. W. R.
the year—pecome better known, the
as possible to use their best efforts to secure Elmenhorst, oil painting, "Sheep Returning ing
membership must continue to increase. To
even one new subscriber each. A great many from Pasture," by H. Zugel; from Mr. Jas.
promote and hasten so desirable an object,
the Council would, this year. ask as many
new members could be got in this way. In Ross, oil painting, "Early Moonrise, Florias possible to use their best ef1891 the annual members were 400; in 1893 da," by George Inness, N.A.; from the members
forts to secure even one new subscriber
they were 527. This is a very gratifying in- Mendelssohn Choir, marble bust of Meneach. A great many new members could
be got in this way. In 1891 the annual
delssohn, with pedestal, by Robert Reid
crease, and it is hoped that next year it will
merners were 400; in 1895 they were 52
from Mr. George Hague, photograph of This
be still greater. The "private view" evenis a very gratifying increase, and
Rembrandt's painting, "The Syndics."
ings this year were even more largely atis hoped that next year it will be still
After referring to the lectures which had greater. The "private view" evenings this
tended than in the past, and were, evidently,
year were even more largely attended than
been given during the year, the Council exmuch appreciated by the numbers who
In the past, and were, evidently, much apthronged the galleries. A new departure pressed its regret at the removal, by death,
predated by the numbers who thronged the
of Mr. R. W. Shepherd, a governor and galleries. A new departure was made in
-was made in having an afternoon tea during
an afternoon tea during the loan
the loan exhibition, and this friendly gather- councillor; Mr. Justice Cross, Hon. E lwa,rd having
exhibition, and this friendly gathering
ing proved very successful. It is the desire Murphy, life members; Mr. E. F. Ames, Ur.
proved very successful. It is the desire of
of the Council to do all in their power to at- S. Davis, Mr. R. L. Gault, Mr. E. M. Gibb, the Council to do all in their power to attract the memPers, to make the rooms a
tract the members, to make the rooms a Mr. Warden King, Mr. James Maclean, Mr.
place or resort, and to cause the
W. H. Meredith, the Rev. W. A. Mervyn, pleasant
pleasant place of resort, and to cause the
Association to occupy a prominent place
Association to occupy a prominent place in Mr. F. H. Reynolds, Mrs. Ritchie and Mr.
in public favor, for they feel certain, when
attention is once drawn to paintings or
G. R. Robertson, annual members.
public favor, for they feel certain, when atart matters, wherever there be any latent
The maintenance account showed there
tention is once drawn to paintings or art
taste, it will surely be developed, and the
bad been received 80,958.26, and paid out cause of art benefitted by the addition of
matters, wherever there be any latent taste,
new votaries at its shrine.
it will surely be developed, and the cause of *7,293.35, leaving a deficit of $335.09.
The change or the date of holding the
art hex mated by the addition of new votaries
THE PRESIDENT'S REMARKS.
spring exhibition, alluded to in last year's
report, has been a decided improvement.
In moving the adoption of the report and
at its shrine.
results were realized at this exhibiThe change of the date of holding the
financial statement, the President said that Better
than hitherto, and the Council are
spring exhibition, alluded to in last year's re- the record of the Association, for the past tion
glad to be able to repeat that, taking
Port, has been a decided improvement. i year, was, in many ways, an interesting one
THE SPRING AND THE LOAN EXHIBItetter results were realized at this exhibi- There had been no burning questions
TIONS
Council
are
and
the
glad
than
hitherto,
brought up which required discussion at a together, there was a small surplus of retion
venue this year, in place of the Usual despecial meeting, but, at the same time,
to be able to report that, taking
ficit. Owing to the liberality of certain
there had been steady and quiet progress
THE SPRING AND THE LOAN EXHIBITIONS
friends of the Association, and to the lange
all
through
and important additions they had made in
the
year.
He referred, with sattogether, there was a small surplus of reth,e
last two years to the galleries, the
isfaction
to
the increased membership, and Council
venue this year, in place of the usual deficit.
were enabled to hold a loan exhiOwing to the liberality of certain friends of said that if each member would bition in November and December. The
were et a very high class, and
the Association, and to the large and im- ear/ y out the suggestion contained in pictures
were very mucn admired,' and the exhibipoi iant additions they had made in the last the report, and try to get one tion was one or the most successful
ever
two years to the galleries, the Council were new member during the coming year, it held here. Special attention is drawn this
would make a very large increase, and the year to the donations to the gallery of a
enabled to hold a loan exhibit-ion in Novemvery fine example of the great American
ber arid December. The pictures were of a Association would be getting near the num- landscape painter, George
Inness, by Mr.
very high class, and were very much ad- ber that it had always looked forward to James Roes, and a large and characteristic
painting
by
the
German
master, Prof.
mired, and the exhibition was one of the 'laving, viz., 1,000. He said that the Coati- H. Zugel, by Mrs.
W. R. Elmenhorst. The
ni had always kept a high aim before it,
most successful ever held here. Special
Association also received presentation of
today,
and,
the Association stood very well a marble bust of Mendelssohn, from the
tention is drawn this year to the donatons
:-euipped for its work, having fine buildings, Mendelssohn Choir, as a memento 'of the
to the gallery of a very fine example of the
and of the labor and love of its leader,
galleries
and
pictures, and most modern art choir,
great American landscape painter, George
Mr. Joseph Gould, who has done so much
Inness, by Mr. James Rosi; and a large and studios for the classes. But they must not for this Association, and for the cause of
music in Montreal. A fine photograph of
characteristic painting by the German master, imagine- that they are to stand still here; Retnbrandt's
painting , "The Syndics," was
Prof. H. Zugel, by Mrs. W. R. Ehnen- they must continue to progress, and he presented by Mr. George Hague,
and it is
horst. The association also received pre- thought that the time had come when they hung in the library, where It is seen to
advantage.
sentation of a marble bust of Mendelssohn, might look forward to having on the walls much
The Couneil regret that, for a portion
from the Mendelssohn Choir, as a memento of the galleries some representative works of of the year, two
shops have been vacant
of the choir, and of the labor and love of its the gteat masters. He did, not think that One of these, however, has just been rented
to
they
could
hope
to
a
good
tenant.
have
a
collection repreNotwithstanding.
leader, Mr. Joseph Gould, who has done so
these vacancies, the financial results are
much for this Association, and for the cause si wing the great Italian painters, from whom
fairly satisfactory, and the deficit this year
the
early
Florentines
first
rediscovered
of music in Montreal. A fine photograph of
in the maintenance account is only $350.09.
The Council with to draw the attention
Rembrandt's painting, "The Syndics," was Painting up to the time of Raphael and of
the members to
itihn,
but,
he
thought,
that
they
might
presented by Mr. George Hague, and it IS
hung in the library, where it is seen to much have a collection which would illustrate the
growth of landscape art. It could hardly be
Avantage.
imagined what an advantage such a colleeion woujti ,_he to Montreal: it would__ be an
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The Art Association held

!

The sit councillors elected were: Rev.
Edgar Hill, E. EL Greenshields, Wan.
McLennan, C. F. Fleet, James Ross, and
D. Morrice.

z

THE ART ASSOCIATION.
Interesting*
Review of' the P s 21
u,

;
;

a/
TREl 15ni-3T 75x nin Btatitga"
-

-

ll,itsiThe -g-iiirery
--- one of the finest

-

; and would be very glad to receive any
subscriptions on.- this account that the mein..
bers wish to give. When the new building was erected there was no general canvass of the members made for subscriptions, And it is hoped they will now consider the matter carefully and send contributions for this object.
The number of pupils who attended the
session of the advanced art classes was 28,
and , up to the prescrit date this session, J.
There were fifteen competitors for the Association scholaishins et the annual corn-1
petition, the suceeSsful ones being: In
the 1st Section, Lilian Cameron; in the 2nd
Section, Ethelwyn Hammond. The work of
Ada Kelly received honorable mention.
The attendance at the water color classes
was not so good as in the previous year,
probably owing to the weather being less
favoratle for outdoor work, which is generally preferred. Some very creditable
sketches were made.
The sixteenth annual
EXI-IIBITION OF CANADIAN ART
opened , with a private view for members
an/exhibitors, on Wednesday, March 6th,

ftclescd' on Saturday, March BOth. There
'were. exhibited 142 oils, 69 water colors and

1-4 pastels; also some architectural 'drawings
and a quantity of decorated china. Trie
attendance was good, and a number of
sales were effected.
The eighteenth Loan Exhibition opened
on Monday. November 18th, with a conversazione and private view for members.
Eighty-three paintings were exhibited, including fine examples of the old Dutch'
masters, and of the modern Dutch. The
early English school was likewise repre sented. In this exhibition there was also
shown a small but interesting collection
of pittures by modern French impressionists.
The following donations have been received during the year : From Mrs. W. R.
Elmenhorst, oil painting, "Sheep Returning from Pasture," by H. Zugel; from
Mr. James Ross, oil painting, "Early Moonrise, Florida,' by George Inness, N.A.;
r from the Mendelssohn Choir, marble bust
of Mendelssohn, with pedestal, by Robert
Reid, from Mr. George Hague, photograph
of Rembrandt's painting, 'The Syndics."
After referring to the lectures which had
been given during the year, the Council
expressed its reg ret at the removal by
death of Mr. R. -W. Shepherd, a governor

CANADIAN
ARTISTS WORK
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th6r. : 41.1ildesxcri painter,
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The

btahsey s eavreen all
Pi4full
history of the Association.
The larger hall, to the left of the et* p to this artist's high reputation.
Mr.
E.
Wyly
Grier,
R.C.A.,
has
trance, Ls, of course, devoted to the or.1
exhibits, while the smaller room, in this! inking study called "A Pastoral Sa- rn
bony." The canvas is a large one, and
centre, in taken up by the water colors.
a picture of Arcadian days. It is,
In point of numbers the exlatintIon
aid that this canvas will form Mr.
fully' bp to prèVious ones, while Ph
rier'
s diplioma picture, as he we
reliance of work it is, perhaps, the finest
display the Academy has ever had at its elected a member of the Academy las
annual exhibition.
"Th e Tillers of the Soil" by lafra.J.ii
ready
Several of the
t'n s have al
been exhibited in the Paris Salon. Among Graham is a canvas which is being fayA
I
orably
commented upon. It is a farm-:
these might' be mentioned No. 48,
Portrait, by Harriet Ford, A. R. C. A., scene and the action represented in the 4
which was exhibited in the Salon i n: pair of old farm horses hitched to a
hHeisnriynos
satndlife-like
lihfam, it,cA
and onatural.
fB
oston,
1890; also a canvas by Miss Sarah B.
Holden, A. R. O. A„ entitled, "I am Hunwho
is
well
known
in
Montreal,
as
st
year
a
gered," which was exhibited l
No. 82, which is called; fact he is a former Montrealer and at
in the Salon.
Mi
es
,
one time had a by
studio in this in
city, h
is
also
"The hour of service,"
Holden, and is one of the gems of the two large canvases. One of these is th
f
picture
of
l
w
a
young
l
g
gir
entitled
re
lu
e
t
fol
collection. The picture shows a
feet,
on their way
hercild
land mother and
e moo an ser meet.
to devotion. The picture was painted: TheWhere
other is a Toiler of the Sea.
in Holland in 1895.
Mr. D. Park MacMillan h as on exhibiOne a the best portraits of the exhibit and one of the most striking tien a 32 by 38 canvas entitled "Mother' '
paintings of the collection is a life- which is accounted the best work he has
sized portrait by Mr. W. Bryraner, R. yet executed.
I C. A. It is of a fair-haired roung lady, Mr. Robert Harris, P.R.C.A. has eight
dressed in a black frock. She holds in oil canvases in the gallery. One of these
one hand a fan which is streaming a; is a most life-like portrait of Dr. Francisi
bunch of yellow ribbons. J. Shepherd. Another of Mr. Harris',
The likeness is strikingly like the 01.42 which is worthy of special notice is
ginal, who is well known in Montreatling in-Gulfshore fishing boat. It is a'
Mr. W. Cruickahank, R.C.A., has three`picture of a fisherman and a golden.;
oils on exhibition. "Breaking
theo haired boy coming in to the harbor ore)
Road," No. 28, has attracted a great) the incoming tide.
cleat of attention.
It was first hungk,
in Ottawa last year. It is a Canadian
winter scene, in which the heavy snow
is being beaten down by two pair of
oxen which are being urged forward by
the drivers,
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THE EXHIBITION AT THE ART'
GALLERY
To be Formally Opened This Evening—Some of the Pictures of the
Royal Canadian Academy of Arts,
Which Are on View.
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The seventeenth annual exhibition of
the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts
will open this evening in the Art Association Gallery, on Phillips square. The
hanging committee, Messrs. L. P.
O'Brien, John Hammond, Homer Watson
and M. Mathews, have certainly had
their hands full for the pa.st few days.
These gentlemen, with Mr. Robt. Harris, the president of the Associ'ation,
and Mr. James Smith, the secretary,
have been able to place upon the walls

n

and councillor; Mr. Justice Cross, Hon. in..,

.,,
.
ward Murphy, life members; Mr. E. F.
,,,,4.•........—,, .........id . . n
n
Ames, Mi'. S. Davis, Mr. R. L. Gault, Mr.
5,4,
;
F M. Gibb, Mr. Warden King, Mr. James AN r.,-. -.pl., .0„h, ,7--">'-',,, .V., <,,
'S: 4- ro,-A
'
h li 1 ipll '
'Maclean, Mr. W. H. Meredith, the Rev. W.,,s,....li0 f;,-4) • 4....1.,!..vi--•ri:
'
A . mervyn, Mr. F. H. Reynolds, ells. Rit-'
d Mr. G. R. Robertson, annual mem-i
,,,..
........,,e1 ....„..., „ h
L chie an
pers.
The maintenance account showed there I
"-• Ir.ffe 7 1
had been received $6,958.26, and paid out I
$7,293.35, leaving a deficit of $336.09.!
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The president, in moving the adoption
of the reports, stated that satisfactory;
progress had been made during the year.i
The membership had Increased, and if
each member did what was suggested
in the report, of getting another member, the membership would soon attain
one thousand, which was the number
looked for. They were now well equipped in every respect, but they must
41isassasSi m
not stand till. If they could not hope
--•••••
9itsis
•4
s es a
to have a collection of the great Ital-4T1S1.1
ian painters, they might have a collection which would illustrate' the growth
of landscape art. Mr. D. A. P. Watt
seconded the motion, which was adopted.
Messrs. G. C. Dunlop and W. R. Miller, having been chosen as scrutineers,
t he election. of officers was proceeded THE ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY OF ARTS EXHIBITION.-"TILLERS OF THE SOIL," BY J. L. GRAHAM
with, and resulted as follows;
iv by
he majority of visit ors had, arred
President-Hon. G. A. Drummond.
9 o'clock, and for a time the new gals
Vice-president - Sir William Van
lery
was
crowded.
The
lights
were
well
TT
arranged, and the pictures appeared, as
Treasurer-Mr. W. G. Murray.
a rule at their best, Among the many
Members of council., elected for two
present were:
years-Rev. J. Edgar Hill, Messrs. C.
Members of the Academy-Robt. Harris,
"Royal Canadian Academy P-034-a--•
J. Fleet, E. B. Greenshields, David MerP.R.C.A., and Mrs. Harris; Forshaw Day,
rice, Jas. Morris and Wm. McLennan.
Annual
Exhibition.
R.C.A., Kingston; James Smith, R.C.A.,'
_.
The
of A. Opens Its Seven-, 'Toronto; M. Matthews, R.C.A., Toronto;
Homer Watson, Doon, Ont.; S. C. Curley,
A.R.C.A., Toronto; L. R. O'Brien, R.C,A„
Exhibition.
Toronto; Wm, Brymner, RCA.; Miss S..
1 4ket‘_ Phillips Square
Holden, A.R.C.; A. F. Dunlop, RCA,;
A. T. Taylor, R.C.A. and Mrs. Taylor;
The rooms of the Art Gallery, which were
Hutchison, R.C.A.; E. Dijonnet,
A.R.C.A.;
'
recently occupied by the pictures comprising
Other exhibitors present were: D. P.
the Loan Exhibition, are now adorned with
McMillan,
'Miss
Tucker,
Miss
Macdonnell,
PREPARATORY TO THE
the fine collection that will constitute the
Miss Penfola, Miss Stikeman, Miss AurRoyal Canadian Academy Exhibition, which
bach, E. Fosnery, Ottawa; Miss Alice
will be opened, tonight, with a members' re- .&
Herald Critic Tells What He Thought Livingstone, R. R. MacPherson, Miss,
ception, and will be opened to the public, toReadh.g Room open to Members.
Sanborne, Mrs. Watts.
morrow. The Exhibition embraces rather
Among the members of the association
of the Great Collection.
more than the average number of pictures,
were: E. B. and Mrs. Greenshields,
and in the quality of the work there is a
Miss Thompson, Quebec,; Miss Jarvis.
step in advance. With the exception of a
Miss Cassils, Col. and Mrs. Oswald, C.
The inh annual opening of the Ex-) J. Fleet, E. S. Clouston and Miss Clousfew architectural designs, the exhibits are
LAPS SbelA IIE.
oils and water colors, which embraces land- Whitton or the Royal Canadian Academy ton, Mrs. T. C. Radford, W. McLennan;
scapes, seascapes, domestic scenes, portraits of Arts, in the Art Association building and the guests: Judge Wurtele, Rev.
Arthur French. and Mrs. French' Prof.
and specimens of the impressionist school. last evening, was, as it has been on for
Preparatory to the
The pictures have all been hung with a due mer occasions, a brilliant society event. Cox, Prof. and Mrs. Penhallow, Mr. and
ROYAL CANADIAN
regard to a light, and each, consequently, is Hundreds of trie elite of Montreal society Mrs. R. Stanley Bagg, Mr. and Mrs.
to the best advantage. The Hanging thronged the spacious galleries, on whose Forbes Angus and Miss Angus, Mr. and
ACADEMY EXHIBITION. shown
Committee, which is to be congratulated on walls hang trie best productions of Can- Mrs. Ewing and Miss Ewing. Mr. and
Mrs. R.
the success of its work, is domposed of adian artists. Unqualified admiration, Lindsay, Lindsay and the, Misses
Reading Room open to members.
Miss l)litcheson, Mr. and Mrs.
Messrs. John Hammond, L. R. O'Brien, sweet to the ears of those exhibitors S. Ceulson; Mr. and Mrs. J. Mulholland,
Homer Watson and M. Matthews. Others who happened to be present, and now Mr. Roswell Fisher, Mr .Francis Mc-'
then a severe criticism, intermingl- Lennan, Mr. M. Bethune, Mr.
ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY who have, also, taken an active part in ar- and
and Mrs. J.
Robert ed with congratulations, met the ear. H. Peck, Mr. Alex. Mitchell, Mr. W.
Messrs.
the
Exhibition
are
ranging
EXHIB7
7. /11th ANNUAL
while
the
eye
was
at
once
delighted
by
Harris, President; A. C. Hutchison, ViceRobertson, Mrs. and Miss Wilfrid Nila swaying crowd of the brightest and son, Mr. and
re44 PICTURES . Etc. h•I'
President, and James Smith, Secretary.
Mrs. G. C. Dunlop, Mr.
'aires', that Montreal produce gazing OR W. J .Learmont, Mrs. Dr.
Art Assoelailou Gailerioli,
Bell and Miss 4
Phillips Square.
trst this ana then that painting from Archer, Mn, and Mrs. Godfrey
Weir, Mr.
ee brush of those 'who have combined and Mrs. W. Watson, Rev. E. D. RexMarch 13, to April li, 9 si.ns. to 6 p.m.
25e.
bring Çanadlan art to a high excel- ford and Mrs. Rexford, Rev.
ADINlissION
lence.
wednesday Evening from 8 to le.
Barnes and Mrs. Barnes, Miss Patte
12
and Miss Wilkes, Major Haig Sims an
:,,
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and Mrs. A. P. Lewis, Mr. W. D. Mailer,
Mr. Philip Scott and Miss Scott, Mr. I
and Miss Edy, Misses Galt, Misses Dow,'
Mr. and Mrs. Stearns and Miss Stearns,
Misses Irwin, Mr .and Mrs. Campbells
Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Claxton, Dr.
and Misses Simpson, Mr. and Mrs. Turnbull, Mr. and Mrs. Richard White, Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Trenholme, Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Costigan, Mr, and Mrs. Ives,
and 'Mrs. Barnard, Mr.
and
Mrs. W. Ruthven, Mrs.
I3arns1ey Mr. J. H. Eagan, Mr.'
and the Misses Macdonald, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Irwin and the Misses
Irwin, D.M. Gould and George Delfosse.
THE PICT,U'RES.
Homer Watson's picture, "The Village
Woods," is charming in color, with its
limpid rool in the foreground, and the
village thioigh the trees, with quaint
loots and gable ends. His "Woods in
Autumn" is full ot outdoes life and
.1 ows this artist to. be strong in Color
amt handling. The collection abounds in
good portraits. (131) of Homer Watson
I s a clever sketch, a good portrait
and capital in col or. His Justice Burton
9.1..o does this artist great credit.
KT o wles portraits, (94 and 94), show vast
strines since his cojourn abroad and his
)careful study with Herb ° Der. Westminster by this artist is a daring piece
of. work, with the moon up arid the gas
turning o the bridge through the mystic
haze. "1 cool of London," is a particularly well gioiped picture, carefully
drawn, but lacks strength in coOr. He
more than makes up for this in Ills
smiller pictures On the same wall.
Jaco'oi has some fine pictures, all good
In color. "Fort William at Sunset" probably being the best.
Reid has sent no large canvases this
year, and his small ones lack vitality and
originality, which is the indelible mark
of genius. "Busy," by this artist, is
catchy and clever, but certainly not up
to the standard of his work.
Brymner has a good water color in
"Francie," but it is marred and robbed
THE, ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY OF ARTS EXHIBITION.—"MOTHER," BY D. P.
of a good deal of its subtle qualities
MACMILLAN.
by being framed in black. (18) "A Girl's
Head," of his, is a vigorous head and
good solid painting.
Dyonnet's ''Harvest Time" shows him
to be a close observer of nature, the
mother of all art.
Mrs. Dignam and Mr. Muller send two
life studies, rich in color and particularly
well drawn.
Montague Castle has a decorative
panel of "Purity," which is a little cold
In the drapery and back ground.
Miss Ford's "Hay Field," for mural
decoration, is full of sunshine, and the
shadows are carefully handled.
Graham's "Tillers of the Soil" is splendidly drawn and strongly painted.
Grier's "Jessie,' (No. 62), Is a very
quaint and charmingly posed child with
bright hair, and the tones and values
LA PLAINE ANGLAISE—Forest of
are well sustained throughout. His "PasFunttainbleu.
toral Symphony," although one of the
By E. layoUrnet, A.R.C.A.
largest pictures in the gallery, is unfortunately disappointing.
Hammond has a number of pictures
that savour very much of Teirner, but
they lack in breadth, but are good in
composition and color.
Panaam in "The Fisherman's Home"
gives us a picturesque bit ce. coast, with
THE WEARY :..-TINNE11-13arbizon.
them sea gulls in mid air. it is clear in
By Fannie G. Plimsoll, Parts.
Its washes and bright in color,
Cririkshanks' "Breaking the Road" is
alb of the best snow pictures we have
seen on the walls since the time of
VO Yt
Raphael also excelsl In this respect in
his winter number (141).
Mrs. Reid is always good in her irter:ors., and her "Studio Interior" is
well up to her best work, being goo&
in drawing, perspective and color.
MilSs. Spurr shows to advantage in her
"Old Dutch Farm," and has ro', lost
the touch of her master.
lvianly has two very clean and crisp
water colors in "The Wiltshire Avon"
"Octo'oer, Devon," is particularly clever.
"Evening in the Co ge," by Matthews,
and "Shadow River, Muskoka," by
O'Brien, are gdoci representations of
these artists' works.
Verner, as usual, has three buffa;o
pictures, which have been seen befo e on
divers canvases. His "Cheswick Church"
Is a quaint and picturesque bit of English scenery, but his handling is a little
woolly and his color a trifle weak.
GOING FOR WATER.
One misses sucks names as Ede, Forbes..
Jas. L. Graham.
Fraser, Brictgenian, Bell-Smith,
and Woodcock, whosel canvas always enROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY.
hance an exhibition of native art work.
Tasce and Taylor have the best archio— /.3/3//1 6
t
Annual
s'éVteenth Annual Exhibition Pictectural drawing, the 277 by Sasce and
The Royal Canadian Academy of Arts
289 Os Taylor being bright and clever.
lures, etc.,
F'ICTUFRE./
Exhibition—Portrait Wilfrid, son of
As a whole, the exhibition is a decided
I
ART
ASSOCIATION GALLERIES,
Prof. Mayor, by A. D. Patterson,
success over previous years, not so much
R. C. A.
Flinn,. square,
in this number er:cinviteriik
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
merit 01 the work. The Hanging Corn-,
13th MARCH TO 11th APRIL.
mittee deserves great praise, as there
13th of March to 11th of April. 9 a m. to 6 p.m. Admission, 25c. Wednesday
seems to be no partiality shctwn to any,
Admission 25e, Wednesday Evening Evening, 8 to 10.
One, the best pictures being hung in the!
from M t 50.
0st important places, and rightlY sp.
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The Opening of the Seventh
Annual Exhibition.
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MANY FINE PAINTINGS.
A. LARGE ATTENDANCE OF LOVERS
OF ART.

THE R. C. A.
/3/7HIBITION

The seventh annual exhibition of the
Royal Gamadian Academy of Arts was
opened to the members of the Montreal
Art Association last night; they being
privileged to obtain a private view of
the pictures previous to the admission of
the public in general. The visitors began to arrive soon after eight &clock,
and between nine and ten o'elock the
galleries were crowded with the members of the Academy and the elite of
Montreal scciety. Gruenwald'e orchestra

A LITTLE SCULPTOR—MARY BELL.
stationed at the head of the staircase,
rendered a choice programme of music,
which contributed much toward the
pleasures of the evening. Light refreshments were provided in the class room
drng the puree of tap evening, . Thal
of spectators dwindled about
..even o'clook and at half-past eleven the
proceedings were brought to a close.
Among those present were Mr. Robert
Harris, P.R.C.A., and Mrs. Herres, Mr.
Forshaw Day, R.C.A., Kingston; Mr.
James Smith, R.C.A., Toronto; Mr. M.
Matthews, R.C.A., Toronto; Mr. Homer
Watson, R.C.A., Doon, Ont.; Mr. S. C.
Curry, R.C.A., Toronto; Mr. L. R.
O'Brien, A.R.C.A., Toronto; Mr. Win.
O'Brien, A.R.C.A., 'Toronto; Mr. William
Brymner, R.C.A.; Mr. E. Dyonnet, A.R.
C.A.; Mr. J. W. L. Forster, R.C.A., Toronto; Mr. A. F. Dunlap, R.C.A., and Mrs.
Dunlop; Mr. A. T. Taylor, R.C.A., and
rs. Taylor; Mr. A. C. Hutchinson,
11.CA.; Miss S. Holden, A.R.C.A.; Mr.
D. P. Macmillan, Mize Lillian Tucker,
Miss Pertfold, Mr. H. and :Naas atikeman,
Mas Auerbach, Mr. E. Fceberry, Cetawa;
Mies A. Livingston, Mr. K. R. Maepher'son, Misettreardon, Mrs. Watts, Mr: and
-Mrs. Et greeitiihields, Miss Thomson,
1Qttebec; Mrs. Jarvis, Miss Cassils, Lieut.Col. and Mirs. Oswald, Mr. C. J. Fleet,
Mr. and Mis. E. S. Olouston, Mr. and
4 Mrs. Wm. McLennan, Miss Olaphaan and
Miss Welch, of Quebec; Mr. Justice Wurtale, Rev. A. French and Mrs. French,
tarrof. Gox, Prof. and Mrs. Penhallow, Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Bagg, Me and Mrs.
Richard White, Miss White, Mr. Geo.
Durnford, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ross, Miss
wisher, Miss Ethel Fisher, Mr. Edgar
tdge, Miss Ludington, Miss Walton, Mr.
d Mrs. Forbes Angus, Miss Angus, Mr.
Mrs. Ewan. Miss EWAII, Mr. and Mrs.
art Lindsay, the Misses Lindsay, Miss
eson, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bond, Miss
Bond, Mr. and Mrs. Sadie, Mr. and
too. Claxton, Mrs. Wolfred Nelson,'

r

a eriiron /reetùairllric of
pled. At -treifti
the Council retired by rotation and successors were appointed. Tho election of
officers also took place. This evening the,
members of the Council, offices* and
friends will sit down to a fraternal dinner at which the following amongst
others are expected to be present:—
Messrs. Robt. Harris, L. R. O'Brien, M.
Matthews, A. T. Taylor, H. R. Watson,
James Smith, A. C. Hutchinson, D. B.
Dick, J. W. Hopkins, Forshaw Day,
A. D. Patterson, A. F. Dunlop, J. L.
Graham, E. Dyonnet, S. C. Curry, jas.
Nelson, J. W. H. Watts, T. Fuller, J. W.
L. Forster, and Hami?ton MacCarthy

INAUGURATED BY A PRIVATE
VIEW LAST NIGHT.
Opening
Largely Attended by
The
a Fashionable Crowd — More
About the Pictures--Some of the
Charming Water-colors.

'PORTRAIT' NO. 15-W1 LLIAM BRYMNER R. C. A.
Miss Nelson, Dr. Simpson, and the Misses
A second vieit to the gallery increases I
Simpeon, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hooper, Miss ' one's admiration -of the pictures and of
Bertha Cochrane, Hillhurst; Mr. Frank th e wo re of the hanging committee. Each
picture is hung in the most suitable posiHoughton, Miss Margaret Houghton, Mr.
tion, both with respect to light and juxand Mrs. S. Coulson, Mr. and Mrs. J.
taposition, so that while the general a Mulholland, Mr. Roswell Fisher, Mr.
Faunas McLennan, Mr. M. Bethune, Mr. feet is excellent, the—parts display their
and Mrs. J. H. Peck, Mr. Alex. Mitchell, proper values.
'The ministry of love,' by J. W. L. ForMr. and Mrs. S. H. Ewing, Mr. and
Mrs. G. C. Dunlop, Mr. W. J. Learmont, ster, A.R.C.A., is pleasing in subject and
excellent in technique. The grouping
Mrs. Bell and Mrs. Aruaton, Ma'. and Mae.
Godfrey Weir, Mr. and Miss. Ives, Mr. and and expression are appropriate, the light
Is treated with knowledge, the fleset tones
Mrs. Watson, Rev. Principal Rexford and
are true to nature and the management
Mrs. Rexford. Rev. W. S. and Mrs.
of a large body of white, with its reflecBarnes, Mr. and Mrs. Haig Sims, the
tions is a scholarly performance. The '
Misses Clay, Mr. and the Misses Pangpicture tells its own story.
man, Mr. and Mrs. Lansing Lewis, Mr.
The landscapes of John Hammond, A.R.
and Mrs. A. E. Lewis, Mrs. T. G.
C
a..
a re . we raw tha artier.* b T.1, rep
Shaughnessy, Mrs Gasooigne, Mr. W.
utation. In 'Tantramar Marsh, N.B.',
De M. Marier, Mr. Philip and the Misses
the effect of loneliness and space is very
Scott the Misses Galt, Ma and Mrs. S.
line; the sky, water and cattle are adP. Stearns, the Misses Daw, Mr. and
mitrabila managed. 'Sand Dunes, Holland,'
Mrs. Campbell Nelles, Mr. and Mrs.
and 'Summer' will repay attention. 'Early
Turnbull, Mrs. and Miss Mackedie, Mr.
morning, Bay of Fundy,' and 'Evening,
and Mrs. David Macpherson, Mr. and
Bay of Fundy,' have a Turneresque
Mrs. LHly, Misa Ferguson, Miss Finkel,
&arm,.
Woodistook; -Mr. and Mrs. MoCuaig and
The largest and one of the most strikMiss Dranan, Toronto; Dr. Ruttan, Miss
ing oanvasses in the room is William
Bertha Stevenson, Mr. W. F. Robertson,
Brymner's 'Portrait' No. 11. The blacks
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Fairbanks, Mrs. C.
of the dress are manipulated with great
E. G.oult, Mr. F. Fairbanks, Misses Irjudgment and the fleeh tones are very
win, Miss Mara, Rev. A. E. Lewis, Mr.
true to life. The background is chosen
and Mrs. Lyman, Miss Lyman, Professor
walla effect and the orange ribbon is a
Hovey, Mr. and Mrs. Ferguson, Mr. and telling piece of color. Three slight studMrs. Hutchison, Mrs. Charles Porteous, ies in oil, named respectively, 'Old buildMr. A. P. Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. Walter ing, Lower Laohine Road,' 'Study of a
Drake, Mies Porter, the Misses Lamb, the boy's bead', and 'Girl's head' will repay
Misses Martin, Mrs. G. H. Flint, Miss attention. In waiter color, Mr. Brymner
larysone Mae Lawlor, Misa lakrleata exhibits 'Fiancee,' a study in browns and
Lawlor, Misses James, Mr. H. C. Nelson, greens shearing admirable scholarship.
Dr. Nelson, Miss Ben Quel, Mr. Savage,
Mr. Robt, Harris, P.R.C.A., contributes
Rev. Professor Serimger, Mrs. Watt, Lt.- seven canvasses, of which the portraits
Gol. Sinton, Mrs. Sinteu, the Mies
of Mrs. P. A. Peterson and Francis J.
Miss Hunter. Miss Derica, Mr..1tobert ShePherd, M.D., display all his knowTorrance, Miss Mussen, the Rev. iara ledge of technique and insight into charLewis, the Rev. J. B. Pyke and many acter and will be especially remarked.
ethers.
Mr. Harris also contributes some aha'rmMessrs. L. R. O'Brien, John Ham-1 ing little seascapes, dainty, and tender in
m e nd, M. Matthews and Homer Watson, 1 tone and sentiment.
who constitute the hanging committee
'A little sculptor,' by Mary Beal, A.R.
deserve praise for the perfection or their C.A., has a quaint -charm; the subject is
arrangement -of the works of art. Credit unusual an-d the treatment is original
is also due Mr. Hobert Harris, the pre- and pleasing. The green, blue and gray
sident of the astam, and Mr. James are effectively contrasted in their values
Smith, the sec
for their efforts in I with the orange.
making a reeve
he entertainment.
At the meeting of Council this morning
-Wyly,Grier's diploma picture was ac-

The seventeenth annual exhibition of
the work of Canadian artists was opened last evening with a private view in
the new gallery of the Art Association,
under the auspices or the president and
members of the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts.
The beautiful gallery where the pictures were hung was filled to overcrowding with a great many smartlydressed people, and the changing groups
of living pictures were nearly as inter!sting, as they laughed and criticized
ind appreciated, as the pictures themselves. There is no doubt that this
year's exhibition is the finest yet held,
which must be a great encouragement
to the peoplo who have interested themselves in the growth of art in Canada.
'Many of the pictures are ambitious; indeed, very successfully so; while a number of the water colors show strength
of drawing as well as delicacy of coloring.
A good orchestra added its quota to
the evening's enjoyment and refresh meats were served in the large upper
class roona.
Amongst those present were Mr. and
Mrs. E. B Greenshlelds, Mr. and Mrs.
E. S. Clouston, Lt-Cal. and Mrs, Oswald,
Mr. Stikeman, Miss Stikeman, Mr. and
Mrs. Godfrey Weir, Mr. and Mrs S. P.
Stearns, Miss Stearns, Mr. and Mrs F.
Angus, Miss Margaret Angus, Mr.Phillip Scott, the Misses Scott, Mr. and Mrs.
Tames Peck, Mr. T. Peck, Mr William
Brymner, R. C. A; Mr. Homes
Watson, R. C. A. of Doon, Ont; Mr.
and Mrs. W. McLennan, Mr. E. Dyonnet, A. R. C. A.; Judge Wurtele and
Mrs. Wurtelo, Miss Estelle O'Brien, Mr.
A. Dickson Patterson, R. C. A., Toronto;
Dr. and Mrs. Bell, Miss Arnton, Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. Watson, Mr. and Mrs.
Mulholland, Mr. and Mrs. Eadie, Miss
Radie, Mr. H. Radie, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lindsay, Mr. Pen-fold, the Misses
Penfoll, Dr. Simpson, the Misses Simpson, Professor and Mrs. Penhallovv, Professor and Mrs. Cox, Mr. Kenneth Macpherson, Lieut.-Col. and Mrs. Bond, Miss
Bond, Mrs. Nelson, Miss Nelson, Mr. and
Mrs. G. Brooke Claxton, Mr. W. F.
Robertson, Mr. Robert Harris, P. R. C.
A., and Mrs. Harris, Mr, J. H. Plummer.
Toronto; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Turnbull, Mr. Lucius O'Brien, R. C. A., Toronto; Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Dunlop, Mr.
F. Fairbanks, Mr. and Mrs. Ewing, Miss,
Ewing, Rev. A. French and Mrs. French,
Rev. W. S. Barnes and Mrs. Barnes,
Mr. and Mrs. Watts. Miss Harriet Ford,
A,C.R.,Toronto; the Misses and Mr. Holden, Miss Alice Livingstone, Mr. P. Day, 1
R.C.A.; Mr. A. F. Dunlop, Miss S. Holden,
R. C. A.; Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Fisher,
Major Sims and Mrs. Sims, Mr. and Mrs.
A. J. Ferguson, Dr. and the Misses
MacOallum, Mr. J. Dunlop, Miss Pangman, Miss Grace Robertson, Mr. W.
Robertson, Mr\ E. Featherstonhaugh,
Mr. C. Mitchell, Mr. Frank Houghton,
Miss Houghton, Mr. B. Springle, Air. J.
Pan gman, Dr. Wilson, Dr. Ruttan, Mr.
Browning, Mr. and.' Mrs. A. T. Taylior.
The exhibition will remain open for a
month.
'
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THE ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY OF ARTS
EXHIBITION—BREAKING A ROAD, BY W. CRUIKSHANK, R.C.A.
'

THE ART EXHIBMON.
twis

JO/9 6

Deantifnl Landscapes on new,
At the general assembly of the Royal
Canadian Academy of Arts, on Saturday,
all the officers were re-elected and are as
follows: Robert Harris, president; A. C.
Hutchinsan, vice-president; James Smith,
secretary-treasurer; H. Langley and D.B.
Dick, auditors. The eounoil was declared as follows, from the list of rotation:—
Wm. Brynaner, H. MacCarthy, Wm.
Cruikshank, Forallas.w Day, A. F. Dunlop, E. W. Grier, J. W. Hopkins, H.
Langley, M. Mathews, A. T. Taylor, Homer Watson, and J. W. Watts.
Canada, in painterS and among the
poets, seems to induce and foster a love
of nature and much of the best work
in the present exhibition is landscape.
The portraiture is unusually fine, some of
the genre pictures tell a story with dramatic effect, and the still life work
though small in quantity it distinctly
above the average.
There is much careful work in 'Still
Life,' by Ernst Muller. The peaches and
grapes are very true to nature and the
light Is ad/nimbly managed. A Blue
Bill Duck,' by T. Mower Martin, R.C.A.,
is an excellent piece of realism. Other
still life WOrk 'worthy of attention is No.
55 by Ernest Forsbury. The lobster is
an exceptionally fine piece of coloring.
'Olirilstmas Eve,' by Ludger Larose, has
a regastically painted turkey and access,rs,ss. The 'Noix' of Saler Cote, has
already been commended.
Four landscapes by James M. Barnsley,
Lave all his well known charm of feeling
and manner. They are very quiet and
euessuming, but they repay attention
and are pictures one would like to live
with. 'Misty Moonlight' is a charming
• nocturne.
W. E .Atkinson, A.R.C.A., exhibits five
canvasses, of which 'Old Stage Days, On' tario,' will recill many
, vromantic and exciting memories,
'Breaking the Road' by William Cruikshank, R.C.A., its a dramatic and scholarly performance. The action of the anteases is well represented and the landscape Is very convincing.
'Du tch Interior' by Fanny Pliinsol
conveys a pleasing sense of quietude and
e ace. The old-faShioned flre-place is
very realistic. 'The weary spinner'
ie pose and expression.
Franklin Brownell, A.R.C.A., exhibits
three paintings diverse in subject and
treatment. 'The Photographer' is an attractive work,the apparatus, especially the
bottles and developing tray, being admirably painted.
J. 0: Fnanehere's two studies of plaster casts are clever and amusing. The
.silk draperies are well rendered.

I

THE ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY OF ARTS EXHIBITION—COMING IN—
GULF SHORE FISHING BOAT; BY ROBT. HARRIS, P.R. C. A.
'Cariboo Road, B.C.,' will be a novel
scene to most spectators. It is a good
[Piece of work, espeofely the baokgrounA
of_ hills.
Miss Blanche B. Evans exhibits 'The
Knot'; an elder sister trying to unfasten
a little one's shoestrings. It le unpretentious but worthy, and shows advancement.
Miss Sarah B. Hoiden, A.R.C.A., sends
three canvasses, 'I was an Hungered ' 1
'The Hour of Service, Holland,' and The
Poppydeld, Holland.' 'The Hour of Service' is a very striking picture and the
management of the light and cross shades
admirable.
Mitts Etta Watts has 'Moonlight on the
Scottish Coast' end 'A Spring Morning.'
In the first picture the romance of moonlight is cleverly suggested.
Among the architectural drawings are
'The Diocesan College, Montreal' ; 'The
St. Peter's Chureh,Sherbrooke,' and 'Bank
et Montreal, and Seigneurs street, Montreal,' all by Andrew T. Taylor, R.C.A.
Arneld S. Finley, J. Rawson Gardiner
and Charles J. Saxe, of Montreal, send
drawings. The Toronto architects represented are S. G. Curry, A.R.C.A., and
D. B. Dick, R.C.A.
Sculpture hiss only two representative;.
G. W. Hill, of Montreal. exhibits a striking sketch model for proposed monument
to Samuel De Champlain, at Quebec, and
a panel symbolizing wealth. Hamilton
McCarthy, R.C.A., is represented by a
cleverly executed portrait bust of the
Rev. J. Geo. Hodgins, LL.D., ex-deptsly
Minister of Education, Ont., and a portrait medaillien of the Rev. Henry Scalding, D.D

!

A TORONTO ARTIST'S WATER COLORS.

The following natice of the work of
Mr. George Bruenech of Toronto, will be
read with much interest In Montreal.
It is an extract from the 'Court Circular,' of Dec. 21 last, and reads as follows:—
' At the Newmarket House Gallery, 33
Haymarket, Mr. George Bruenech, A.R.
C.A., exhibits water-colors painted in
Norway, Canada and parts of England,
which, one can safely say, with one or
I two exceptions, are the most interesting
and beautifully-painted water - colors to be
seen in London. Mr. Bruenech is at his
best as a painter of sea and sky, both
of which he observes largely. His style
is bold and clear, every detail well and
carefully finished, though not in that too
minute fashion that at once makes a
drawing hard. There is a breadth of
feeling and realism in his finest picture
(43) " Sunset on Hornelen,' Norway"
—in fact, it would be hard indeed to beat
this painting, which is wonderfully true
to nature, conveying at once the impression of the great beauty of the scene.
It is decidedly the gem of Mr. Bruenech's collection, although (26) "Svaerholtklubben, near North Cape, Norway. at
Midnight," (29) "Midnight in the Lofodeu
Islands," and (38) "Midnight Sun
Effect,
Tys Fjord," are all hardly less beautiful
in their coloring and scenery. Mr.
Bruenech is, without doubt, a great artist
as regards the depiction a sea, sky, dis- ance and atmospheric effect. Another
charming picture is (46) " Midnight on
Hyen Fjord," the gloom And weirdness
of the night painted in bold , feeling
line n'

A picture may have great technical
qualities and be displeasing because of
some jarring factor in its cbmposlition,
COMB cynical or morbid lesson, or an
affected sentiment; when the sentiment
its wholesome and comes near to the heart
of i'Sife and these are combined with good
and sufficient work, the picture is a delight both to the connoisseur and the or(Unary observer. Mr. J. W. L. Forster's
picture, 'The Ministry of Love.' 071 exhilaition in the Art Gallery, comes under
the latter category; the technique is excellent, the composition pleasing, and the
sentiment is Close and vibrant to our
daily lives. It Is the beginning of convalescence, joy has ciome to the home*
once more, the erstwhile sick child examines the playthings with a pleased but
languid interest, while the fervid but
quiet ,joy of the mother and the heltIthy
little ones is convincingly expressed. The
chlarisoscum and the coloring shows admirable scholarship; the management cf
the white 'bed and draperies with It reflected tones is worthy of high commendation.
Mr. E. Wyly Grier',s diploma picture,
'A pastoral symphony,' is idyllic in sentiment, the composition 'is full of grace,
the color-tones are pleasing and the execution is masteely. A stringed orchestra j
of three or four girls, a hill-side, a few
sheep, a strip cf sky, have been converted by the brains of the painter Into a
dainty and beautiful pastoral.
Among those present at the Academy
dinner, on Friday evening, besides those
already mentioned were Mr. A. F. Dunlop, R.C.A., and Mr. J.C. Hopkins, R.C.A.
William Raphael, R.C.A., exhibAs two
excellent pictures. 'Winter' is scholarly
In treatment and pleasing in effect. The
murky sky, the wan browns of the bare,
snow-bedecked trees, the pearly grays of
the snow, the sugoestion of frost and the
admirable perspective, make it a vital
end significant piece of work. 'Le Rendezvous,' by the same artist, is a beautiful contrast to the foregoing scene.
The landscape depicts a bat summer day.
The figures are those of two young city
ladies resting, a Newfoundland dog, and
a country cousin carrying a bouquet of
flowers approaching from the distance. In
the variety of detail and breadth of
treatment there is complete realization of theme. The technique is mazaterlY
and the cDmposition vividly seggestive- of
romance.

Pictures at the R. C. A. Exhibition.

The exhibition of the Royal Canadian

Academy of Arts, which is now being held in
the gallery of the Art Association, Phillips
Square, is attracting a goodly number of
those who take an interest in the beautiful
in art. The exhibition comprises close upon
500 works in oil, water colors, architectural
designs, and sculpture. Among the canvases are works by well known artiste, as
well as examples by painters of lesser note.
Many of the pictures have been already noted
in the GAZETTE, but among the collection, at the head of the stairway, are three
small oils by Capt. Bloomfield Douglas, R.
N.R., that are worthy of notice. "The
Wreck of the George Conway" (39), is a
clever piece of work, and "The Bay, S.W.
Point, Anticosti," portrays in fine detail, the
peculiar coast-line of that bleak portion of
the Gulf of the St. Lawrence, whilst "A
Heavy Squall, St. John Harbour, N.B.."
(41) well depicts the leaden sky, and
the
" White Horses" on the crests of the
waves
that portend so much to mariner and landlubber alike. Probably one of the most
noticeable water colors is " A Market Day,
Jacques Cartier Square, Montreal (221) by
J. H. Macnaughton. He also has
a most
admirable sketch entitled, "Old
yaritetMan, Quebec," (224). 9, giC j ) p
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ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY.
Seventeenth Annual Exhibition
Agisim„,.........yietures, etc.,

tf

ART ASSOCIATION GALLERIE.$,
Phillips Square.,

13th MARCH TO 11th

It2.

9 a.m. to 6 pan. Admission, 25c.
Wednesday
Evening, 8 to 10. Matinee on Saturday
at
noon.

SOME OF THTWATER COLORS.
In the centrai gallery has been placed,
as usual, the exhibit of water colors,
certainly a fine collection of paintgs they are. The largest and also one
of the best which adorn these walls is
a very large water color by Mr. William
Brynaner, R. C. A., of this city. It is
entitled "Franck," and is a picture of
a child seated in a chair. The pose is
most natural, and the coloring malls, tic. Mr. Henry Sanclham, R. O. A.,has
also several works in this department,
the most noteworthy, perhaps, of which
are "The Fisherman's Horne," and
"When Greek Meets Grepk." This latter picture is a scene in the Orient.
It is a trial to the death between a
turbaned warrior, who is at bay, and
a group of red fezzed subjects of the
. Sultan. The former work shows a
rocky coast, with the fisherman's home
poised on the racks, well out of the
, way of the swift running surf. The
colorings are vivid, and well suited to
the rugged scene. No. 236 is a marine
scene, tull of life and color, by Mr. H.
Martin. No. 233 is also by the same
artist, and is a marine study. It is
naore quiet in effect than the former,
.but is none the less effective.
'Mr. J. H. Maenau.ghton has added a
couple of pictures to the collection, which
are worthy of more than passing notice. Both are scenes illustrative of
different events in Canadian history. No.
223 is a group of Highland soldiers of
the days of Wolfe and Montcalm.
They have come away from their Highland homes in their kilts and bare knees
and are in Canada amidst the cold and
ice of midwinter. In the picture they
are grouped about the old box stove in
a plain little room while at one side sits
two mild-faced nuns who are busily engaged knitting stockings for the Scotch
soldier boys. The other picture is Jacques
,Cartier Square on a market morning in
'winter. In the foregrbund is the fat
habitant woman and her comfortablelooking husband. Behind them is the
sleigh, hitched to which is a pair of tired
o looking horses. In the immediate foreground, is a prospective customer. The
whole picture has, as a background, the
familiar Chateau de Ramezay and the
City Hall.
Among the other exhibitors are Mr,
Charles Way, who has in "The Basket
Maker" a really fine work. A scene ifi
the Rocky Mountains is the subject of
a picture by Mr. Forshaw Day which is
exhibited. There is also another fine
work by the same artist. Several fine
exhibits from the brush of C. M.
Manly, J. T. Rolph, M. Sanborn and C.
E. Moss are also made.
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axles oflte DomintolTVIFfroyal Canadian Academy endeavours to do for
art in Canada what the Royal
Academy does for British art. It may
be said, perhaps, that it is less eclectic
than the older institution, and freer
from the conventionalities that come
with conservatism and privilege. It
welcomes art of various classes, proyided that it be good of its kind. Its
members may hold very different theories as to colour and technique, and
a method which is new, strange, and
criginal does not prevent a gifted man

or woman from being included within
its companionship. The importance of
such an lustitution to the cause of art
cannot be overrated. Its exhibitions
provide a centre of attraction for budding genius. They likeWise afford a
stimulating means et growth for
painters who are no longer in the pud,
and who but for the periodical necessity of doing something might show a

deterioration of bloom. But their chief
work is undoubtedly the art education
of the people. During the past quarter
of a century this bas had an encouraging development. Something has been
done in the way of showing us that it
is just as well to do things in an
artistic way if we can, and that it is
well to eschew ugliness in colour and
form. Painting is only a branch of
art, but where good pictures are valued the love of beauty follows. It is a
branch which decorates the home and
nurtures the love of natural beauty.

In time it wilt carry its mission of refinement even to those parts of' our
land which are still the habitation of
the prosaic and commonplace.
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/Meg Harriet Ford Describes the Inauguration of this Artistic Gathering—Montreal is Ahead in Art Matters—The Build-
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THE ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY.

ing Which Mr. Gibb Gave to His City—

In another column will be found a
letter from Miss Harriet ' Ford, the
well-known artist, of this city, who is
visiting in the interests of this
journal the seventh exhibition of the
Canadian :Royal Academy, which is
now open in Montreal. In describing
that exhibition Miss Ford of course
speaks from her own standpoint, and

Some of the Pictures Described—Critical

her remarks are intei esting and instructive from the fact that in many
respects she represents several phases
of modern artistic development, and
brings to bear the results of experience
gathered during a series of years in
those countries of Europe where art
has been pursued for centuries, and
where the facilities for art study are,
as a matter of course, much greater
than they are here.
The Royal Canadian Academy is an
evidence that this country has advanced to a point considerably beyond the
early beginnings of a settlement in a
ow land. When the earth has to be
subdued, the forest to be felled, and
the first steps of road-making and cultivation to be painfully taken, there is
not much room for art. But in our
cities the log hut of The pioneer has
given place to buildings of architectural beauty, wealth has increased, and
the artistic instinct which previously
had to spend itself and die amid rude
surroundings begins to blossom, in a

modest and frugal way, perhaps, but
in such a degree as to give promise of
future fruition of much vigour and
refinement. Our Canadian artists have
already produced works which are destined to live, and Canadian art is already spoken of with respect in places
that are far removed from the bound-

Remarks on Portraiture.

The varnishing day and press view
of the Royal Canadian Academy's
seventeenth exhibition took place on
Thursday afternoon last. It proved a
rendezvous for artists, although, in accordance with modern methods, there
v as very little varnishing done. It
was a time for a good deal of discussion, and the "hanging committee"
felt that their hour was come to receive the favourable or unfavourable
comments of their confreres. The
comments are often unfavourable upon
these occasions, for a variety of reasons, but the public at large congratulates, or should congratulate, the corn-

ROBERT HARRIS, R.C.A.
President Royal Canadian Academy.

te e ulon the '77aTIVra-CW6MUM Pao successful. 'There is some very
good work in the head in his portrait
sion of their difficult task. The openof a child in a yellow di ess, but I find
ing and " private view " was on Thurs-

day evening, and in keeping with the
tradition of private views, it was quite
impossible to see the pictures; indeed,
no well regulated person goes on an
opening night with any intention of
trying to see them. There were a
great many people there, and the excellently arranged and well lighted
rooms were thronged all evening.
There was a band in attendance. In
fact the management throughout was
very praiseworthy.
They certainly do these things rather
Letter here than they do them in Toronto, It may Le that the environment in which the pictures are shown
lias an air of stability, and permanent
fitness, which leads one to believe the
exhibitions are not a somewhat uninteresting and unimportant accident in
the year's business; but a serious matter, affecting the community and life
generally. I. of course, don't mean
one individual exhibition, but only in
so far as it represents the art development of the country, and thus to be
looked upon as a subject for serious
attention.
Montreal owes to Mr. Gibb the fine
building, which has almost an European dignity about it, in which are
held the annual shows of the Montreal
Society and the Academy Exhibitions
when held here. It has in It besides
the very fine and well decorated roam
In which the transient exhibitions take
pjace, an excellent reading-room, with
the latest papers and . 4nagaOnes, a
permanent gallery of pictures, and
lofty and well lighted, art sphopla. „As
to the permanent collection, it can, as
yet, hardly be called valuable, either
educationally or aesthetically; nevertheless, it has a fine Peter de Hooghe,
a good Inness, and a Thalen, which
would not disgrace any gallery; and
besides it is a beginning. If some
enterprising citizen would only give us
such a beginning in Toronto! to
return to the present exhibition. Upon entering, the general effect is very
good indeed. The hanging committee
deserves the thanks of everybody concerned for their judicious management
of many conflicting elements, both aesthetic and personal. One exception
might be made in the choice of Mr.
Hammond's picture, No. 69, " Tartrama r Marsh," as the centre of the end
wall, opposite the door. It is hardly
important enough in either treatment
or subject to form the natural nucleus
of the collection.
Mr. Robert Harris, the president of
the academy, is "par excellence"
portrait painter, and in his portrait
of Dr. Shepherd, No. 73, he has done
himself ample justice. It is a very excellent piece of work; life-like, solid,
and simple In effect. The tones are
full of greys, with the warm underglow of flesh. The president is to be
congratulated, I think, in this portrait, for his vigorous, manly, direct
handling, but which is, nevertheless,
full of the "happy accident" of knowledge. Mr. Harris shows also a large
canvas of two boys in a boat; No. 75.
It is strongly felt and strongly painted in " plain air" effect of breeze and
sunshine. I should like more light in
the sea , and more play of colour ; and
perhaps, too, the drawing is a little
clumsy in line; a little lacking in curious research.
The president's portrait of " Mrs.
Peterson" is not as successful as his
men's heads ; but it has a stately
dignity and directness which goes far
te, redeem a somewhat monotonous
colour effect. Whatever Mr. Harris
does commends itself for its absolutely
artistic integrity ; its qualities and
thoroughness. To the ordinary public the first requirement in a portrait
is that it shall be a good likeness.
We have not yet reached thS point
when we will readily welcome portraits simply for their supreme clearness, their technical interest; but as to
II-lose terribly, preternaturally graphic
likenesses generally dear to the sitter's family, the present exhibition,
fortunately, is free from them, and
throughout there is a large feeling for
portraiture promisingly suggestive.
Mr. A. D. Patterson has in all five canvases—a splendid advance both in
number and quality upon last year.
The portrait of :fudge Burton, with
plenty of breadth and originality in it,
is a good balance to Mr. Harris'
Dr. Shepherd. Mr. Patterson is acquiring a grasp and knowledge of his
means which bids well for his ultimate
achievement. His "Judge Ilurton " is
a very successful portrait, and excellently painted. In it and in No. 129
Mr. Patterson shows a large feeling
for form, and line manipulative qualities. His studies of women are not
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fault with a forced contrast such as
that of the yellow and the drab of his
background. It is forced up too
strongly and looks enveloping. But
decidedly the best of his is a portrait
study of " Homer Watson," done for
the pure pleasure of the thing. It is
painted with a certain snap and virility, and frankly calls itself a sketch.
Of Mr. Brymner's portrait of a lady
In black one must speak in qualified
praise. The figure is placed well into
the canvas, but is yet too close to the
frame by reason of too vigorous
contrast and lack of necessary atmosphere. There are unhappy lines about
the 'composition, and the head and
shoulders, in spite of free handling,
lack charm and subtlety. It is, however, a, striking attempt to overcome
the difficulties of the full length.
Mr. F. McGillvarary Knowles has
two portraits, both of them heavy in
colour, but with painterlike qualities.
Mr. Knowles overdoes it a little. I
think. There is such a thing as an effort to do things too well. And these
portraits lack personality and charm.
Mr. Grier this year only shows one
portrait, of a child, about half life-size.
It is clever—clever in handling ; the
head is the best part of it. One could
wish a little more delicacy of construction and flexibility in the hands and
feet. Mr. Grier shows but one other
canvas; accepted, I believe, as his diploma picture. It has much charm of
line and colour--a graceful effectiveness, if occasionally lacking in sincerity and simplicity. It is, in fact, " chic,"
but with much clever and dexterous
handling. Miss Holden touches a
point in recent treatment of such subjects in her symbolic study, " I Was
an Hungered." It does not tell a story,
but it suggests an idea—a number of
ideas—as modern symbolism is supposed to do; it is well painted, and perhaps a little exaggerated in treatment.
In the larger canvas, "The Hour of
Service," Holland, Miss Holden has
struggled with a limited number of
notes, principally in greys and whites,
and has, I think, gone far towards
overcoming her difficulties. Miss
Holden's method is direct, and her
schemes of colours, or effect, are carefully worked out.
Mr. Homer Watson has several canvases, marked by his own personal
feeling and largeness. Mr. Watson is
always interesting, and always strong.
In the freedom and directness of his
aims and in his desire to express with
breadth the large things of nature, the
mystery and charm, the dignity of
things which live close to life, he
probes beneath the surface and suggests primitive simplicity in our ordinary surroundings. There is nothing
forced or artificial in Mr. Watson's
outlook, if sometimes one feels he has
not quite successfully achieved his intention. No. 173 is one of the best in
masterly knowledge of tree form.
"The Wayfarers," No. 174, is the most
suggestive and generally most successful in harmony of tone. Mr. Watson
has in all seven canvases, not all of
equal merit; but all marked with the
hall-mark of his qualities_
Mr. J. S. Graham, an A.R.C.A.. of
Montreal, is a young man, but he is
already on the right road. His
" Tillers of the Soil," No. 58, shows remarkable qualities in both drawing
and colour. Mr. Graham is certainly
a colourist, and his handling is strong
and true. Smacking of hard and conscientious study, accurate but withal
easily used knowledge, we may expect
great things some day from Mr. Graham.
Mr. L. R. O'Brien has several canvases, marked by his delicate manip-

ulation. The best is " Mackerel Fishing," which is freely managed and has

a pleasant suggestion of movement
and wind in sea and sky.
The exhibition is decidedly the best
one we have had for several years, and
it might have been much better were it
not for the lack of work by several of •
the best painters. Mr. Martin, the
water-colourist, and Mr. Ahrens are
both conspicuous by their absence,
while Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Reid are very
inadequately represented, and Miss
M. Bell also. But in my next letter
I shall have opportunity to speak of
many pictures which the harassing
limits of this one prevents me men-

tioning.

HARRIET FORD.

77piC7iirlrull of good work; the detail o
the ships, the sheen of the water, the ut
mosphere and perspective are admiral:a
characteristic and expressive. In the
4/
1,44, seem manner his other seascapes are full
of vitality and .significance. 'Fireside
Reverie.' by Charles E. Moss, lis a worthy
example of domestic genre.
C. 'Macdonald Manly's 'The Wiltshire
Avon' is a very delicately toned and
Not 80 long ago, the delicate art of poetical landscape. In his other exaquarelle was belittled by the worker in ] hibits there is muoh good and unpreoils for insufficiency, but, like all things tentions work; they are deliciously coold
of sterling worth, it has conquered early and quiet and particularly satisfying..
prejudices and has long since taken an 'Shadow River, Muskoka,' by L. R.
honorable place among the arts. It is a O'Brien, is a thing of beauty and a joy
delightful medium for all that is deli- forever; it is full of the charm of trancate, dainty and refined, and there are quil Sioltitude, the brooding effect of stillthose who use it aptly to express ness could scarcely be surpassed. J.
strength, ruggedness and the tragic pas. H. MaoNaughton shows some exceptionalstone. There are about eighty water- ly notable watercolors. 'Frasier's Highcolors in the present collection at the I lenders' has for subject some wounded
Art Gallery, displayed In a little room by soldiers and twe nuns, the latter mendthemselves, and the diversity of subject, ing some garments. The juxtaposition of
difference of treatment and excellence of color, the masterly handling of light and
result, shown here, will make this little • shade and the verisimilitude of the acearner not the least attractive spot dur- tors in the scene make it a good eXaming the exhibition.
ple genre. painting. 'A Market Day,
J. C. Franchere's ' On Lake Chains" Jacques Cartier Square, Montreal,' is very
plain,' has a quiet charm in its subtle realistic and familiar. Miss Harriette
modulations of tone. Forshaw Day's
MacDonnell's 'Quebec from line d'Or' Van Horne Range ' is convincingly cold leans' is light and airy; the city poised
and lonely. His ' Cap Rouge, near Que- between the blue of sky and water is
bec,' has fine technical qualities; the sharmingly effective. In Charles W.
effect of spate, the sky and distance Jeffreys's 'Northern Hills' the bare herbeing particularly good. James L. Gra- bage of the hills, the mounds and holham's pastel 'Study of a Tigress,' is lows, the winding roadway and the pervery realistic; the pose is natural and spective show rare technical qualities and
the coloring true to life. ' Vegetables,' Insight. 'The Old Fairbanks House,' by
by James Griffiths, is an excellent piece Miss Hetty D. Kimber, is delicate and
of still life. In his two studies of flow- delightful. Her 'Brookdale, Cape Breers, the same excellent technical quali- ton,' is a quiet little aquarelle with a
ties are seen; the petals are light, deli- breezy, atmospheric, out-of-doors effect.
cate and semi-transparent as in nature. Miss Alice Livingstone's 'Low Tide' and
E. Hart's Bonsecour at Rouen,' has a 'Wolfe's Headquarters, L'lle d'Orleans,'
distinct •note of originality. 'The Glow are unpretentious but full of charm.
of Autumn' and 'The Decline of Sum- James A. Smith, secretary of the R.C.A.,
mer,' by W. D. Blatchly, are deep and exhibits 'Sunset on the Humber, Toronrich in tone; the perspective is good and to.' It represents the last glory of the
the light well managed. 'A Quiet Cor- sun, when color dies out with the voice
ner ' is sober in contrast, but not less of day, and is very true to nature. 'The
pleasing. F. H. Bridgen's ' Meadowvale Fishmarket, Folkestone,' by Anne StikeBridge' and ' A River Study' are two man, is bright and pretty.
pleasant little landscapes. There is a
The aquarelles of Frederick A. Verner
well counterfeited effect of the gloaming will be deservedly much admired. His
in Henry Carter's 'Iron Mountain, 'Buffalo, Twilight,' Buffalo, Evening,'
Knowlton.' George Bruenech's Svor- and ' Buffalo, Winter' are masterly in
bolt Klubben ' and ' Gjata Mountain,' detail and general effect. In 'Cheswick
Norway, are two bright spots of color Church' are same well modulated
showing much technical skill and ad- brown and gray. His ' Turkeys ' is full
mirable expression. ' Sunflowers,' by of vitality and significance. Indeed, the
Emily Clames, shows knowledge in the whole six pictures exhibited by this
detail of foliage and flowers. The gradu- master are admirably characteristic and
ated background of brown contrasts well expressive. Andrew T. Taylor's Old
Houses and Wharves, Quebec, Evening,'
with the subject.
HenfY Sitifffiffini7 -C7fferVœNest, Menhe- - I s a pretty little nocturne. Charles J.
gan,Maine,' and 'The Fisherman's Home,' Way exhibits A Basket Maker of the
proves him a rare master of aquarelle, Apennines.' It is a 'scholarly piece of
combining as they do completeness of domestic genre, the well painted subordirealization with breadth and variety of nate details giving an air of verisimilieffect. His when 'Greek meets Greek' tude to the scene. William Brymner's
Francies' illustrated in the ' Witness
already has been commended. Miss
Margaret J. Stariborn's 'Spring' is quiet In black and white on Friday, Is attractand pleasing; her `A" Hillside' is full of ing much appreciative attention. It deals
sweet air and spacious suggestiveness. with many technical difficulties and tri'2vening, Purcell's Cove,' and 'Herring umphantly overcomes them. Other meCove,' N.S., by G. Horne Russell, are ritorious work is shown by Henri Bean,
charming pieces of work, the latter very O. R. Jacobi and Miss Annie Macpherson,
simply produced. Joseph T. Ralph's
'Hayes Comixion, Kent,' is a very realrisks and poetical representation of a ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY.
harming English scene. 'Near Oarter
E o
ham Valley, Surrey,' is a very alry,bright Se Vteenth Annual ExhVidil /I 01
Aissaa.„„ oe.Pietures, etc.,
and healtlalul little water color. Two
pastels by George A. Reid, 'A Reverie' ART ASSOCIATION GALLERIES,
and 'Neighbors,' will be observed with
Phillips Square,
pleasure. A 'Reverie' is a pleasing ex- lath MARCH TO 11th
ample sd 'domestic genre; the subordinate
9 a .m to 6 p.m. Admission, 25e. Wednesday,
details give an sir of verisimilitude to the Evening, 8 to 10. Matinee on Saturday after
scene. Miss Katherine S. Fanfold's 'In 11000.

AMONG THE WATERCOLORS

A Notable Corner of the Art
Gallery.

/f

the Woods' is simple and expressive.
In Mr. Matthew's 'Evening in the
Gorge,' the warm browns and greens
cf the foreground are well contrasted with the purple distance, and
the effect cf mist is well suggested.
'Looking down the Road' 1 ,3 a leafy idyl.
Henry 'Martin's aquarelles show an unusual mastery cf water, shipping and
tiaroseuro. His 'Boston Harbor, from
g
pottaiiPle settAlse Wahasts,'__ js
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is often the calie with Mr. Reid's
flesh tones in open air effects, they
are rather grey, lacking in ruddiness,
in brilliancy. Mrs. Reid shows three
small canvases, an advance, I think,
upon last year's treatment of her
same class of subjects. That is to
say, some simple but effective bits of
foreground with oleve,r arrangement

of shrubs, a bit of stone wall, a
glimpse of distance bathed in sunlight.
This year the happiest is a group of
sunflowers in a tangled garden. It
Is very true in general tone.
Mr. Atkinson's largest canvas—No. 4
—is well placed, but mubh less satisfactory than the, smaller ones he

shows. No. 4, a "November Evening," has a disagreeable effect of sky,

The " tonality " is black and cold. A
little canvas with upright trees
against a dull winter sky is a successful harmony in its silvery greys.
Miss Sidney Tully, whose work this
year smacks of a moist, North-of-Eng
land environment, has nothing but
landscapes in the present exhibition.
They are saturated in mist, the sun
shining dimly through the hazy atmosphere. No. 170, " Scotch Mist," is
cleverly managed in the grouping and
drawing of the straggling trees, making a pattern again.st a pearly sky.
It and two others Miss Tully shows
- are -perhaps li-iose-in—hand.lingoi.
arid , little monotonous in colour.
Miss M. Bell, who distinguished herself last year, has only one small picture, an early study of a child in
blue, carving grotesque heads out of
oranges. Anyone who knows Miss
Bell's work will recognize in this at
once the promise of her latex achievements.
Mr. T. M. Martin distinguishes himself as usual by patient and conscientious study of the facts in his large
pictures. But in his case we must
reverse the axiom, and say the parts
are better than the whole. A "Blue
Bill Duck" is the best he shows.
Mr. Challoner has but one canvas— I
the head of a young girl. Carefully
painted, pleasing in effect, it is, how- I
ever, of rather smooth and mechanical quality, without the accomplishinert of that depth of surface which 1
redeems so much work of its class.
One of the successes is a small canvas by Mr. Brownell, "Barren
Lands." If the sky was as excellent
as the rest, an important little picture would have been the result. The
study, management, and painting of
the complicated foreground of rocks
and weeds, serving as scanty pasturage for some sheep, shows a sense of
Possible "breadth with minuteness" I
arguing well for the future. Mr.
Brownell's " Photographex " is leas
happy, although a very meritorious
attempt to render a concentrated
light effect.
The large picture which Mr. Cruickshank calls "Breaking a Road." is
given, as is best, a good place on the
I south wall. As I said last year. the
I lack of artistic unity and handling
it militates against the success Mr.

r Cruiclishank otherwise deserves. In

this canvas are the same merits of
drawing, the same seriousness of pur-

.
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A Second Letter From Miss Harriet Ford—
She Characterizes Methods and Manner—
Styles of Oil Painting Described—The
Water-Colour Department of the Ex-

Montreal, March 17.—In my last
notice I said that Mr. and Mrs. G.
A. Reid were inadequately represented in the pre,sent exhibition of the
Royal Canadian Academy. Nevertheless, CIVIr. Reid has several canvases
and studies in pastels, the most noticeable being that of two children in
a field of daisies. It was, I be,lieve,
exhibited, and well placed, last year
in the exhibition of the Society of
American Artists in New York. It is
pleasing and clever, especially in the
manageme,nt of the difficulties of
masses of flowers and rasses among
which the children a.re half hidden. As

Canadian Academy,
The Village Wood—By Homer Watson, R.C.A., at the Royal
Montreal.

pose. The arrangement is simple and
direct, and, as goes without saying, the
plunging movement of the weary oxen
is excellently felt and rendered.
Mrs. M. E. Dignam exhibits two or
three pictures; one, an elaborate study
of rrses, "Pot Pourri," is effective.
Of the painters who take a first rank
in the exhibition, Mr. John Hammond
is least satisfactory. His best work,
" Tantramar Marsh," is perhaps best
becarise it is less false than the others,
and has a certain largeness in the sky
and slope of the land. But Mr. Hammond's method has become more pronounced since last year, and also the
falseness of his colour effects. The
present clever aspect of things in his
pictures is not the outcome of the
knowledge of cause, but it is the surface mode of superficiality. There is no
structure bone, so to speak, in Mr.
Hammond's work. This thinness is
becoming a marked and disagreeable
mannerism. The quality of colour Mr.
Hammond uses could be equally attained by the cleverly arranged scrapings of a palette. His work lacks
truth, force, insight, seriousness. He
is so good it is worth while saying how
bad he is. There is knowledge of draw_
ing and a good choice of subject, and
it seems a pity that such essential adjuncts towards the making of a picture
should be spoilt ' by insincerity and
trickiness. "Eearly Morning," No. 71, is,
however, a somewhat more sterling
and genuine expression of fact.
It is a relief to turn to Miss Margaret Houghton. Her skill is less sc cc pagailladiAtegr Or less great, than

•
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PORTRAIT OF FRANCIS J. SHEPHERD, M.D.—ROBERT HARRIS P.R.C.A
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I WAS AN HUNGER

D' (I(lA 1T. 23: 35.1—SARAH B. " HOLDEN, A.R.C.A.

Miss Sarah B. Holden's picture, was
hungered,' now on view at the Art
Gallery, depicts a Christ-like child
sitting at the corner of a table partaking
of a simple meal. The face is a sad, reflecOve one; there is the pathos of famine in the child's eyes; haunting care has

set lits mark there. There are, alas, many
such children scattered over the world,
ta w'hcm the naturally Joyous emotions of
youth are fleeting, or have never been.
Miss Holden's picture touches a pathetic
vide of human nature , and teaches a moral
that cannot be too much insisted upon.
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cinesday evening, 8 to 10. Music on Smut...,
day afternoon.

narniiiiind's, from the very fact
that the desire for an accurate i, ecorcl
of the truths of nature dominates her
personality, and with tentative attempts she strives to realize with
frankness the large facts before her.
Her study, No. 84, "A Landscape," is
a broad and veracious readering of
sunlight and shadow. If, perhaps, her
colour is occasionally opaque, in parts
a little rough, one cannot 'ex,pect too
much, and the genuinely pleiaaant tone
and vigorous handling go far to redeem
its faults. Miss Houghton is improving each year. Her figure subject, "Le
Remit; du Midi," has exCellent qualities, although perhaps one reels there
is a lack of warmth in the flesh tones.
The grouping of the several figures is
, exceedingly good.
.,'• 1 have spoken of Mr. McGillivray
- Knowles' portraits, besides which he
has several studies. These are of
various effects and of various places—
Westminster, Notre Dame, etc. They
are all a little hot and forced in colour. Mr. Knowles forgets the qualities of reserve.
"The Drawer," by Mr. Joseph Kidd,
is touched by Monetism. It has, too, a
sense of atmosphere in a rather disturbed state.
Miss Clara Haggerty in her several
studies shows great facility, clever
daylight, and-; excellently studied tone.
' Mr. Henry Sandham is hardly to be
taken quite seriously, although, perhaps, he desires to be so. The sentimental titles he attaches to his frames
forestalls criticism.
Mr. Sherwood is rather better in his
small portraits than elsewhere. But
such an effect as that attempted in
" Hanlan's Point" requires something
rather more than pigment to adequately render it.
Miss Gertrude Spurr has several can17th Annual Exhibition
1
vases seriously studied. No. 164, "On
the G. T. Ra to Galt," is her best in
7. tone and atmosphere.
Mr. Dyonuet has left his heavy and
GALLEIS
ASSOCIATION
ART
excessive greens in No. 45, " Street in
PIWIlps Square,
Sergues, France," for rather pleasant
13th MAILICH TO 11th APRIL.
and harmonlons colour in the greys and
Open daily from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and on Wedne
warm tints of some old houses.
Evenings, from 8 to 10. Music on Saturday afternoo
63
ADMISSION 55e.
To finally turn to the water-colours,
one faces Mr. Brymner's "Francis," a
very successful and telling study in
greens and russet browns. Mr. Brymilea with a. full brush and assured
handling, has managed a very difficult
Annual Exhibitio
and subtle colour scheme with the happiest results. The medium seems to
PICTURES. alsuit Mr. Brymeer's powers, and forces
him to the reticence and delicacy which
are lacking in his handling of the more
vigorous medium. The watercolours, as
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
a whole, are not particularly interesting. Mr. Jeffreys shows several which
13th of March to 11th of April.
have great subtlety and refinement of
Admission 25e Wednesday Evening;
His
colour
feeling and choice of line.
from S to 10.
is often harmonious, if not very powerful. Mr. Matthews also shows three—
one of which, " Twilight in the Glen,"
AT THE TT GALLERY.
has a note of- profound and melancholy
, sentiment. Miss Macdonald's four'
A FINS PAINTING
MR. HOMER WATSON.
studies show considerable Powers of
A. D. Patterson's portrait of Homer
technique and observation. We have,
Watson is freely and sketchily treated,
of course, the usual number from such
well-known men as Mr. Henry Martin
yet it is sufficient. Those who know Mr.
and Mr. Veteier. But when will arise
some one who feels watercolours as a
delicate and charming medium, not to
be forced beyond its powers, but to be
a delight in brilliant bits of colour, or
rapid f nd effective sketches—the impressions of passing life in the streets,
a, mood, an attitude ? It seems from
all quarters that appreciation of the
Improvement in this exhibition upon
the previous ones is heartily and honestly expressed. That is satisfactory.
No one deceives himself into imagining
that we have cause to crow loudly
about the unimportant development, so
far, of art matters in Canada, emin'THE HOUR OF SERVICE, HOLLAN D.'—SARAH B. HOLDEN, A.R.C,A.
ently insignificant as we all know it to
be compared to the development in oldwork is necessarily reminiscent, howart- Ancient Scuipture.1
er and richer countries. But it is well
ever,
but when it is considered that every
the
auspices
of
the
Art
Assoei
tion
'
Under
advance
so
Important
rote
an
as
a
to
healthy development in relation to Can- of Montreal, Principal Peterson, of McGill expression of nature has already been
ada and thiags Canadian as in its evo- Uriversitv, gave, last night, a most enter- rendered admirably en paint by some one
lution to be an expression of national taining lecture on " Ancient Sculpture." or other of the great artists of the past,
feeling and material progress, as the Rev. J. Edgar Hill presided, and long before the wonder is that it is not more so.
neutral ground for cosmopolitan sym- eight o'clock the large hall was crowded,
L. R. O'Brien's ',Mackerel Fishing is one
pathies, a means for the broadening of and by the time the learned speaker had
of the most charming seascapes in the
• life, the dissemination of ideas, the replatform
even
standing
room
ascended
the
finement of manners.
exhibition. The color scheme is subwas at a premium.
HARRIET FORD.
' dued and pleasing, the yacht is poised
with bird-like grace and the light, mist
RT ASSOCIATIONS. .
and atmosphere are the work of a master.
„,Awzgarar---,PHILLIPS SQUARE
Mr. O'Brien has accomplished muc'h
Watson will me-et him a-gain in this canTHE NEW CANVASES AT THE ART a few grays and
Asfe-tle.vas.
greens—and brains.
444 GALLERY.
The 'Hour of service, Holland,' by Miss
Homer Watson follows nature into
a' a
Sarah B. Holden, continues to attract the
many of her devious pathways and inSubject—ANCIENT SCULPTURE,
attention of all who- love serious work Imterprets some of her most esoteric moods
At the -first visit to the present art exWith illustrations.
for us. In the 'Wayside Inn' he has well
The color
hibition the general excellence of the pressed with deep feeling.
contrasts are effective, 'the dim religious
FRIDAY, March 27th, 8.15 p.m.
expressed what is called oolloquially 'a
work seemed the most notable feature
light,' is well suggested, and the sentidirty day.' The wind-blown trees give
and subsequent visits have deepened the
ment is not morbid, but deep. It is one
the key to the mood of his picture, and I
impression. All sorts of problems' have
of the moat distinguished of the genre
all the details, including the ominous
been boldly faced and generally saved
ei•a a a but parts of -a unified whole.
paintings in the exhibition.
with approximate success. Much of the
Mr.
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The Art Association class
will cornmence on Wednesday, October 14th, and
T ill close on Friday, May 14th, under
t ha direction of Mr. William Brymner,
It C. A. 1.1i.e studios are open for work
everY week-lay; and the regular instruction will be given from 9.30 to 12.30 on
the mornings of Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.
The course is, as far as possible, that
adopted in the French studios, which
assumes the fact until one step is well
taken it is useless to proceed te the
text. A thorough study of form being
of first. importance, the student will draw
from the cast in light and shade, proceeding from simple objects, parts of
the figure, etc., to the entire figure
from the antique.
Such students as , in the opinion of
Brymner, may benefit thereby, will paint
from the cast or still-life, and if suffieiently advanced' will work from the
li sing model.
eeibjects for, eomposition will be given
OUT occasionally during the session.
The session for 1896-97 will extend
over two terms, the first term being
om the 14th of October to the 1st of
eloruary, and the second term from
the erd of February to the 14th of May.
Ii will be optional to students to attend by the session, term or month.
,

)

lug of the Art ClasasfA
- /6
T e advanced art classes of the Art Aseeeiation, for the session of 1896-7, will commence on October 14th, under the direction
el Mr. William Brymner, R.C.A., and will
close en May 14th. The course is, as far as
possible, that adopted in the French studios,
and assumes the fact that until one step is
well taken, it is useless to proceed to the
text. The session will extend over two
tenus, the first being from October 14th to
February 1st, and the second from February
3id to May 14th. Two Association scholarships will be offered for competition at the
end of the session, each entitling the winner
to two years' free tuition. The water color
daises will commence on September 14th,
under the direction of Mr. C. E. Moss, and
will continue until the end of October.

Art Association—./)
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l ifelasses in Water Color Drawing
Under the direction of Mr. Criss. E. Moss,
will commence ma MONDAY, Sept. 14th.

GALLERIES OPEN DAILY
Admission 23c.

9 a.m. to 6 p.m

-..
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The Classes in /Water- Color
Drawing, under the direction of
Mr. CHAS. E. MOSS, will commence on MONDAY, Sept. 14th.
-Galleries open daily. I a.m. to 6 p.m. Admaee
Bien. 20 cents.
The Water Color Classes.

The water color classes in connection with
the Art Association of Montreal commenced
eatesterday afternoon under the direction of
Mr. Charles E. Moss. Instruction in these
classes is given on four days in each week,
' and :is from nature when the weather is
favorable. The hours are from 2 to 5 p.m.
on Mondays and Thursdays, and from 9.30
a.m. to 12.30 p.m. on Tuesdays and Saturciays. The first lesson yesterday afternoon
as very
was from nature,)nd he
/f b
profitably spent.
-

fa. 'tyie,/i'
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Phillips Square.

7-6-day the Art Gallery presents a
unique appearance. The walls, instead
of being decorated with the accustomed
In /fplication
te
paintings, are hung with rich and valto Areha140-The
uable tapestries, architectural drawings,
Scone of the Exhibitio.
magnificent specimens of Chinese and
An exhibition of modern industrial Japanese embroideries, reproductions of
art in its application to architecture reliefs in Italian sculpture, antiquated
plaster casts, tile work, fancy
will be held in the galleries of the Art clocks,
screens, intricate samples of wrought
Association of Montreal under the aus- iron work, etc. On the tables and
shelves are arranged various specimens
pices of the Province of Quebec Associ
ation of Architects, opening on Thurs- of Japanese and Florentine bronzes, pottery
and china. Spinning-wheels, anday, 8th of OctOber.
The following work is desired : Stone tique chairs, andirons, lanterns, cenand wood carving, original architectural sors, work-tables, etc., adorn the flooev
models, artistic iron work and metal of t he different rooms.
In the centre of the gallery are cabiwork, ornamental and figure glass work,'
designs for interior decoration, figure nets filled with curios from all parts of
the
world; bronzes from Italy, vases
mosaics, textile fabrics, applicable to infrom Spain., swords and daggers from
terior decoration, etc.,'etc'
The initial idea of the exhibition ia China and Japan, urns and lamps trotris
that the articles exhibited be as far Pompeii, and a choice selection of
as practicable the individual work of bric-a-brac. , Some of these date as 1
the exhibitor. Articles must be de- far back as the thirteenth century. An
livered at the Art gallery not later old Dutch Bible printed in 1664 reclines
upon one of the tables.'
than Friday next.
Samples of stained glass work and
modern industrial art are also scattered around,. and allow of a comparse
An exhibition which promises to be
being, made between the products of the
more than ordinarily attractive will
craftsmen Of the fifteenth and sixteentla
fi
centuries and that of the workmen of
open here the week after next, when
PWL
-.
111P; 591JAR
sea
,lt"E11
to-day.
the Province or Quebec Association of
The drawings are a credit to the Que70
I Architects will hold an architectural
bec Association of Architects as a whoa
There are twenty-six names upon thes
and arts and crans exhibition in the
Preparatory to Architectural arid Artie{ catalogue of architectural drawings, awls
galleries of the Art Association, Phillips
and Crafts Exhibition.
they show a diversity of talent in th4id
square, commencing on
Thursday, 8th Beadirg Room ouen to members 9 a in to 6 p.m work, there being sepia, water color,
October, 1816. This exhibition will conpen and ink, pencil and wash drawings.
sist of architectural drawings, a loan
The' exhibition will remain open
collection of antiques, and modern ina fer )101aSl. s.'s
Association--.n
dustrial art in its application to archiYesterday afternoon the invited guet
tecture. The Art Association of Monand members of the Association Were
Streal have kindly granted the use of
PHILLIPS SQUAREr.i driven to the old Chateau
de JtameSay.j
their fine galleries for the purpose and
Laval University and the Diocesan Colare co-operating vetch the Atehitects' AsGALLERIES CLOSED
lege of Theology, which buildings they
somation in promoting the exhibition.
—Preparatory to—el*
visited thoroughly. The visitors were
Committees composed ol members of the
loud in their praises of the Diocesan
Association of Architets and Art AsTheological College and Laval Universociation have !seen appointed to select
sity, the plans of which were drasn
and arrange exile iits. The architecturespectively the president and secral section will consist of pen and ink
retary of the Association. The party
and color prespectaves, drawings of
then
went, around the mountain and
Reading Room Open to Members
original designs and of sketches in ink
greatly enjoyed the scenery.
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
or color of 'old work.
=SSW
The industrial art section will consist
of stone and wood Carvings and sculpAssociation of Architects.
C
ture original architectural models, art
The sixth annual meeting of the Associaistie iron and metal work, ornamental
tion
of
Architects
of
the Province of Qaebec
'and figure glass Work end original carwill take place today in the New York Life Sixth Alrffinol Meeting Y tens:lay —
toons for same, original designs for wall
Names of ffie Officers Elected,
paper, artistic book binding, colored deBuilding. The sessions will open at 10
The Association of Architects of the
o'clock when the annual report will be read
signs for interior decoration, figure mosates in 'glass, marble or tile, architecand officers eleel&d. In the afternoon the Province of Quebec held their annual
tural Oeranne work, textile fabrics apmbers and invited guests will be driven meeting yesterday in the association's
plicable to interior decorations, etc.
arourd the city, visiting some of the princi- offices, in the New York Life BuildGeneral picture exhibits and also pro- pal buildings': In the
evening a private ing. I Mr. A. C. Hirtchison, the presle
vincial exhibitions have and are being view of the
architectural arts and crafts ex- dent, occupied the chair. The other
held from time to time ; but a purely
architectural and arts and craft exhi- hibition in the Art Gallery will take place. officerns present were: Messes. A. T.
The exhibition will be opened by His Taylor, J. F. Peahodev, Joseph Venne,
bition has not yet been attempted.
The time, it is believed, 4s ripe for such Worship the Mayor and Hon. George A. Joseph Perrault; eUriarles Baillarge,,
an exhibition. A number of industries Drurnmoud, Piesiden of the Art Associa
Robert Findlay, A. 11. Lapierre,
are in existence and are epringing up tion.
/0/ é
E. Tanguay and Theodore Daoust.
that have direct application to the emAfter various matters of interest to
bellishment of our homes and buildings.
the members had been discussed, a
From a want of proper education our
craftsmen and workers as a rule can
tariff of charges was drawn up and
pened Last Night b a
veronly produce second rate things end the
adopted as allowed by law. Two,
sazlone at the Art Gallery.
best things in all tines 'of decoration
of the members, however, doubted
—
and industrial art have and are being
A very interesting exhibition, consist- whether the association had the right
imported. Canada, it is maintained,
ought to be able to produce the best ing of architectural drawings, a loan col- to fix such a tariff without first obherself. The promoters hope that this lection of antiques, and samples of mo- taining permission from the Lieuten-:
exhibition will supply in tome measure
ant-Governor.
such a stimulus not only to the work- dern industrial art in their application
architecture, opened last evening
The following were elected officers)
man to produce, but also to the public to
in the galleries of the Art Association, for the ensuing year: President, A.
to demand and patronize, a higher stan- Phillips
square,
under
the
auspices
of
T. Taylor; lait Vice-President, J. F.
dard of industrial art work.
the Province of Quebec Association of
Similar exhibitions, it is said, lave
Peabody; 2nd Vice-President, A. Rant;
been held in Great Britain land else- Architects.
The opening exercises took the form Secretary, J. Vernie; Treasurer, E.
where, with the happiest results.
of a conversazioue, and the function was Maxwell; Council—A. C. Hutchison,
particularly well attennded, considering H. C. Nelson, J. Wright, R. Findlay,
the cold and disagreeable weather an
C. Baillarge, Quebec, and F. IX. Ben.
the counter attraction of the "General linguet Quebec.'
Craftsmen's Exhibit
Hospital Fair," Addresses were delivAh exhibition of modern industrial art in ered by His Worship
In the afternoon the Quebec meinMayor, who
its application to architecture will be held in formally declared the the
exhibition open, tiers and a number of invited guests
the galleries of the Art Association, Phillips and by the Hon. G. A. Drummond at the drove to Laval University, St. Denis
Square, under the auspices of the Province conclusion of which a visit was paid Street, the Diocesan College
of Theoof Quebec Association of Architects, opening by those in attendance to the several logy, Unieersity Street,
Mount Royal
on Thursday, the 8th October. The follow studios, where a private view of the Park
and Westmount.
many interesting specimens of ancient
lug work is desired : Stone and wood eery
The architects held their private
ing, original architectural models, artistic amd modern industrial art on exhibition'
obtained.
view last evening in the Art Gallery,
iron and metal work, ornamental and figure was
The exhibition, which is the first of its
Phillips Square. The rooms, as usual,
glass work, designs for interior decoration, kind to be held in this city
by the Asfigure mosaics, textile fabrics applicable to sociation of arehiteets, possesses many, were so crowded that those who were
interior decoration, etc.
unique and interesting features. It ex-. able to observe the collection of cuThe initial idea of this exhibition is that ists solely for the purpose of giving pro- rios, antique furniture, wrought iron
the articles exhibited, be as far as practic- minence to the work of the craftsman— grilles, decorative designs and
archiable, the individual work of the exhibitor, it being felt that the work of the latter,' tectural drawings were indeed fortunow ever, much seen and appreciated by ate.
and should bear his or her name. Articles
The
diversity of talent displaythe outside public, nevertheless, bore no
must be delivered at the Art Gallery not mark
of the man whose genius had creat- ed in the architectural department
later than Friday next, the second of Octo- ed it. In
therefore, to allow the was greatly admired.
ber, t he delivery and removal to be at the craftsman order,
an opportunity to exhibit his
expense of the exhibitor. Everycare will be own work under his own name, and not
taken of the work while on exhibition, but under that of his employer, the Assono liability will be assumed for loss or dam- ciation of Architects decided upon holding
age. Forms of entry can be obtained at the the present exhibition, which, if successful will be repeated annually hereafter.
Gallery.
To make the exhibition more interesting
it was also decided to secure a loan collection of antiques, and this has been
successfully açcaunpliahed.

ARCHITECTURAL
EXHIBITION

INDUSTRIAL ART

-

TO OPEN HERE ON OCTOBER
THE 8TH.

Many Interesting Features Promised — Canadian Architectural
Art Expected to Receive Useful
Stimulus.

,

/74%4

ADVANCED ART CLASStg.
Session 1896-97.
CI tsense will commence, on Wednesday, 14th October,
under the direction of MR. WM. BRYMNER, R. C. A.
Class rooms open daily for instruction and study. TWO

OCHOLARSI IPS FOR COMPETITION. Intending
students please communicate with tho secretary as soon
NS possible. 220 30

.
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CITY AND DISTRICT.
lord Mount Stephens' Gift to the
fAArt Gallery. 4i
THE BODY IDENTIFIED.
'The Canadian Pansy Show—Where le
1V1r. Dayton ?—The Pollee Courts.

The Art Association of Montreal has jus;
xseeived the gift of a valuable oil painting
from the Right Hon. Lord Mount-Stephen.
The picture is entitled "Sunday in the
Backwoods," and was painted by T. Feed,
RA., in ;859. The beautiful picture arrived at the Art Gallery, yesterday, with
tbe , following letter addressed to Mr. Robt.
Lindsay,- the Secretary :—
DEAR SIR, —I take pleasure in informing you

-

that I have received irom Lord Mount-Stephen
lor presentation to the Art Association, reed's
' picture "Sunday in the Backwoods." It was
landed from the Parisian this morning, and

be delivered to you, at the Art Gallery, in the

, course of the day.
I am, dear sir,
Yours faithfully ,

:

UN CHEMIN CREUX, EN BRETAGNE.—SUZOR COTE.

JOHN T&RNBULL.

In his letter to Mr. Turnbull Lord Mount-

-

NZ/PL
AINTINGS AT THE ART GA-

Stephen says "I bought this picture some
years ago at Christie's with the intention of
some day presenting it to the Montreal As.
sedation, as it seemed to me that Canada
was thp most fitting place for a picture so r
characteristically Canadian in its subject to •
find its home."
The picture is now on exhibition at the

WOO

-

-744.1 LERY.
414
Henry Martin's 'Shipping at East Boston' is characteristic of this painter's

,

fiRT fISSOGIATIOR,
d ituessam•---...PHILLIPS SQUARE
/ Q6NDAY IN THE BACK

775,

By T FAED,
Presented by Lord Mount-S e en,
NOW ON VIE W—
Galleries open daily. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Admission Et cents.

'THE ICNOT'--GLANOHE B. EVANS.

Art Association--n-

methods. Mr. Martin is a lover of all

/k4ad_

that concerns the se-a and he paints the

PHILLIPS SQUARE.

Sunday in the Backwoods
By T. FAER. 111.A.W4/4:*1
Presented by Lord Mount-Stephen.7 I I
Now on view.

GALLERIES OPEN DAILY
Admission 25a

A FRASER HIGHLANDER AT QUEBEC, 1759. J, H. MACNAUGHTON.
—

fiKT ASSOGIRTION
GALLERIES OF PAIiTIWGS.
Open daily 9 a.m. to 6 pan.
Admission,
25 ceu

Art Association.
4/4,,/9

.-.,PHILLIPS SQUARE!
—

GALLERIES OF PAINTINGS. 13
Open daily. 9 a.m. to 6 p m.

cents.

Art Association----ak

PHILLIPS SQUARE.

Galleries of Paintings.
Open Daily, 9n.m. to 6 p.m. ,k
Admission 250.
WINEMIL.L NEAR ALEMOO R . —FANNY
G. PLI/MSOLL.
'Windmill,' by 7Vliss Fanny plimsoll ; n A
Grey Day,' by Miss Margaret H oughton;
and 'The Knot,' by Miss Blanche Evans.

Admission, ZS

PHILLIPS SQUARE.

alleries of
Paintings

/0

9 a.m. to 6 p.m

Grateful to Lord Mount-Stephen.
At a meeting of the Council of the Art
Association of Montreal, held yesterday, the
following resolution was unanimously
adopted:—
The Council of the Art Association of
Montreal desires to record its appreciation
of the kind gift by Lord Mount-Stephen of a
picture by T. Faed, R.A., entitled "Sunday
in the Backwoods," which will be placed
immediately on view in the gallery, and will,
beyond doubt, be most interesting to the
members and visitors.
The Council desires to return its thattlis '
to Lord Mount-Stephen, and gratefully accepts this gift, which it recognizes as a fresh
proof of Lord Mount- teplvpin"ft kindly interest in this country. 7 /9 („

/
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HE ART ASSOCIATInATI7
The results of the art classes for the
season 1895 - 96 in connection with the Art
Association of Montreal have just been
announced. The winner of the scholarship In the life class is Ethel Arnton, while
Pauline Townsend and Mrs. Fitzgibbon
have gained honorable mention. In the
antique class the scholarship is awarded
to Zotique H. Fabien. All the exhibits
are excellent in character, and are well
worth seeing. The art gallery will be
open free for one week, so that all cart
have an opportunity of inspecting the

exhibits.

OPEN DAILY

fIRT fiSSOGIRTION,

..ozzaraPH1LLIPS SQUARE

1 THE ANNUAL EXHIBITION i OF DRAWINGS
I by the students of the Advanced Art Classes, is

[now open in the new gallery. Admission free.

Li-

Admission 25e.

9 a.m, to6 p.m

ART SCHOLARS1pPA,
/jP/41

The following scholarships/ il the Art
classes for 1895-96 have been awarded by
the Art Association of Montreal: Life
class, Miss Ethel Ariaton; honorary mention, Miss Pauline Townsend, and
Miss Fitzgibbon; Antique class-7,otique
Fabien. The awards were made
known yesterday afternoon.

D
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gARTS AND CRAFTS EXHIBITION ,
The Council of the Art Association of
Montreal has sent a circular to many of
the leading firms of the city respecting the
present Architectural and Arts and Crafts

V;1474$117/40,4,6
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ARTt. AND 1ÏAFTS.
s mess Achieved by the Associa-

A RT ASSOCIATION,
ARGIIITEOTURAL aaP11151 7#811,re.
•VdAr44.5TS
AR
ati iti AFTS
EXHIBITION,

tion of Architects

Including a Loan Collection of Antiques.

OPEN DAILY.
ADIODINION, 05e.
And on TUESDAY anti FRIDAY Evenings
from 8 le 10 o'clock. Admission. 20c.

IN PRESENT EXHIBITION.

ARTS AND CRAFTS 9/11131)3N.
Some of the Interesting ilaitu
f Ves o(
This Year.

WROUGHT IRON GRILLE—BY A. RAZA.

Exhibition.

As this exhibition is specially intended, it says, to encourage and
Stimulate the individual art craftsman by
the exhibition of his work, the Council has
prepared special tickets of admission at the
low rate of 16 per hundred, for the exclusive use of art craftsmen, artisans and 0th-

CLOCK MADE IN DIEPPE IN 1694.
bible of 1664, which one would take
pleasure in opening to examine the type
and printing, but for the numerous placards 'Please do not touch.' Then there

4
WROUGHT IRON HANGING LAMP.

ers engaged in industrial art, and their
families. The Council hopes by this means
and by the co-operation of business men
and influence with their employees, that
many who might otherwise be prevented
from seeing this exhibition will be induced
to visit it.

CURIOUS OLD
OLD BLADES.
are the old scimitars and short swords
which might have been laid beside instead of inside their sheaths, so that the
blades could be seen.

WROUGHT IRON CROSS OF OLD RECOLLET CHURCH.
At the Architectural Exhibition.

The Quebec Association of Architects
have introduced a new and most interesting feature in their annual exhibi
tion, held, as usual, in the galleries of
the Art Association, Phillips square, in
a collection of articles of household furniture, decorations and bric-a-brac.
In the new gallery are fine specimens
of old &otch . Italian and Flemish cabinets and chests, several handsome clocks.
a small but very choice collection of
bronzes, both antique and Oriental, among which we would call special attention to No. 359, Orpheus ; 360, satyr ;
361, Venus, and 366. a charming figure of a child, and to Nos. 375 and 376,
altar pieces ; No. 382, a most interesting vase with dragon handles, and the
graceful variegated bottles numbered
390 and 391 among the Oriental specimens. In this room also are specimens
of Flemish tapestry in wonderful preservation, and most striking in their
decorative effect.
A well selected collection of chairs is
the principal attraction of the old gallery, which consists of specimens range
ing from the seventeenth century, besides copies of an older date, down te
the present. Of special interest are
those of Canadian workmanship, many
of which have a fair age, and reproduce the forms valued m Old France,
while two or three are quite original
in design. The English specimens are
undoubtedly genuine, and those ot the
last century would deserve reproduction in the present for simpliciey and
purity of line and form.
In this room also are hangings, the
most interesting of which is certainly
a marvellous piece of needlework ; (No.
405), either a quilt or table cloth, worked
by Monks in the isle of Thodes in the
XVI century, which however, may
easily be overlooked on account of
the delicacy of color and the minuteness of the esquisite design and
work. No. 403, a Turkoman rug,
is the perfection of sole, deep, rich
color, and No. 409, a piece of modern
Japanese brocade is very charming.
The miscellaneous articles are full of
interest either from intrinsic merit or
association, and though the committee
of the association has made no effort
to form a complete or coneective exhibit in any particular, they have gathered together from a very few hands,
enough to demonstrate the possibilities
of a future exhibition of these lines in
Montreal and more -than enough to en,
sure a pleasant hour to the visitiors.
The exhibition will remain open untie
the end of the month.

fIRT 115506111E0N,
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LAST WEEK OF THE

Among the wrought iron work exhibit
were a number of panels of flowering
plants, done most skilfully by Japanese
artists, also some more useful articles,
such as door knobs and fenders.
Yesterday the Hon. Wilfrid Laurier visited the exhibition, unaccompanied, and it was easily seen that he w: -n .s
much more interested in antiquities than
in architecttiral designs-

ee.
I
sedtkeetural Blew/
e Se retary of the Art Aseeciat'ofi of
Mentreal, Mr. Robert Lindsay, his, at the
direction of the Council, sent a circular to
many of the leading firms of the city in regard to the present Architectural and Arts
and Crafts Exhibition. As this exhibition is
specially intended, it says, to encourage and
stimulate the individual art craftsman by the
exhibition of his work, the Council have
prepared special tickets of admission at the
low rate of e5 per hundred, for the exclusive
are of art craftsmen, artisans and others engaged in industrial art, and their families.
'The Council hope by this means and by the
eo-operation of business men and influeuce
swith their employes, that many who might
otherwise be prevented from seeing this exhiTition will be induced to visit it.
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& CRAFTSB
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Open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., and on Tuesday
and Friday even ngs from 8 to 10 o'clock.
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Admission. 25c.

Art Association----•n
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PHILLIPS SQUARE.

LA -ST WEEK OF

TFIE,t)%0A

Architectural and /Aif5
and Crafts Exhibition.
Open Daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

k40'

And on Tuesday and Friday Evenings, from
8 to 10 o'clock.
Cents.

25

OLD BURMESE CARVING.
At the Architectural Exhibition.

A RT ASSOCIATION,
a. A. 4,7
0 ,44,44Phillips Square.
LAST WEEK OF TREE

AROHITECTURAL and

ARTS aild CRAFTS
,

EXHIBITION,

OPEN DAILY, 9 st.m. to 6 pan.
And on TUESDAY. and FRIDAY Evenings
from 8 to 10 o'clock. Admission. 25e,
26

Comprehensive Illustration of One
Subject Better Than a Series of

Perspective Drawings.

In view of almost insurmountabléeliffical•
ties of adequately " exhibiting " architecture
on the walls of a gallery, the Province of
Quebec Association of Architects is to bee
congratulated on the very suecessful exhibition this year achieved in the galleries of the
At Association, in which with the architectural drawings are combined a loan cohere"
tion of antiques and specimens of modern
industrial art in its application to architec•
ture. The Exhibition will shortly close, and
it may not be amiss to take stock of it to
some extent, now that it has been open for
two or three weeks.
The true and ultimate exhibition of architecture is necessarily the building erected and
completed. In all the other arts, whether
so-called industrial or painting or sculpture,
the exhibition consists of the finished production itself, to he judged of in conception
and realization, in design and in execution.
In architecture alone is this impossible; and
architectural exhibitions in consequence,
labor under great disadvantage in the
indefinable sense of artificiality inseparable
from them. A collection of more or less
pretty drawings of architectural subjects is
not—and never will be—an exhibition of
architecture. Hence the general exhibition going public neither understands nor appreciates
the architectectural rooms of an exhibition,
which are as a rule left sedulously deserted.
Probably a good deal might be done to
remedy this neglect were architects not to
test setitffied with the meagre perspectives
which are relied on to illustrate their buildings. It would in general he far better to
give adequate and comprehensive illustration to a single building, so as to make it intelligible to and "comprehended of the people," than to cover the walls with a series of
perspective drawings, more or less showy,
but inevitably heterogeneous, of a number of
different buildings. Such illustrations would
entail geometrical drawings, and, above all,
plans with larger scale drawings of details and
even models of ornamental work; but it is
certainly conceivable that the public would
thereby be brought to realize much more
adequately than at present the "true inwardness" of architecture, the difficulties
which architects are called upon to grapple
with and solve and the comprehensiveness
of the art which embraces all the arts within itself. In such an exhibition as that suggested, photography would necessarily play
an important part—perspective drawings
have always a fictitious air; they are an
unreal presentment of a building, particularly when colored up for exhibiteni purposes, though they have the advantage of
affording scope for individual faculty of
artistic draughtsmanship, and may present a
building from a standpoint of advantage not
attainable in a photograph. But a photo•
graph is the best interpretation, apart from
a model of actually executed detail, and is
often a much truer presentment of the build.
irg as a whole than a drawing ( which may
be dexterously " cooked " in points of considerable importance).
It is not the purpose of the present article
to criticise the architectural exhibits in detail.
But a word may be said upon the extraordinary diversity shown, not only in design, but
in the mere rendering of perspectives, which
range from rather startling water-colors—as,
for instance, Nos. 14 and 108, or a public
/building (No. 23), emanateas from the Department of Public Works—through all
gradations of monochrome to ink and pencil
sketches. On the whole, the loudest and
most aggressive drawings are not necessarily
the most eitective, for which one may be
thankful; the eye turns ultimately with
greater pleasure to the quieter (and truer)
work. No. 123 is a particularly broad piece
cf pen and ink work, and No. 6, in pencil,
exceedingly clever, but many of the exhibits
are very successful examples of quiet
and
effective drawing. Only three or four plans
are shown, mostly of public buildings,
and
mostly—oddly enough and most provokingly
—separated by the hanging committee as far
as may be from their corresponding eleva.
tions, a blunder worthy of the
traditional
Academy Committee of Pointer's.
-
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QUEBEC ARCHITECTS.
—
rgr. A. T. Taylor lileeted President
if lef

dehe Association. f//0/// 4
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he sixth annual meeting of the Associa.

,
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tie n of Architects of the Province of Quebec
an held yesterday morning in the offices of
the Association in the New York Life
irg. '1 he President, Mr. A. C. Hutchison,:
RCA., SI as in the chair. The other officers
of the Association present were Messrs. A.
T. Tayler, F.R.I.B,A., B.C.A.; J. F.
I's achy, Quelec; Joseph Venire, Joseph Per.
..ult, Charles paillar g e, M. A , F. R S C.,
uebe c; Robt. Tindlay, J. Z. Resther, A.
H. Lapierre; G. E. Tanguay, Quebec; Theo.
Deoiist, besides a great number of members.
'1 he Secretary, Mr. Joseph Venire, read
the minutes of the la:it meeting and the anrual report of the Council, which were
ac'opted. Mr. Jos. Perrault, the Treasurer,
laid his report on the table, which was also
adopted.
A lively discussion took place on the gues s ,
t on of m ariff of charges. Mr. Baillarge
•called the attention of the meeting to the
fact that an architect was not allowed to
testify in his own case, as the other professional men could do. Mr. Reza, seconded
by Mr. M.-, Perrault, moved that this important goestiqueehould be referred to the
new Council, who éhould call a special meetfrig and report as soon as possible. It was
also' Mnanimou8ly decided that the idea of a
Donainiou - 4ssociation of Architects be redeefeireami••••-. PHILLIPS &WARY
ferred to_afe,-PrOkre Cornmittee.
The reqfest of the authorities of the
Mount Sk. lrourrii Institute, who asked the
Associatiote, allow their students to folio*
g<fift ,4
a course of three years, instead of four years,
as taken hito consideration, but no imine•
EXHIBITION.
dials conclusion was arrived at. Letters of
Including a Loan Collection of Antiques.
regret were read, and the secretary anAdmission. 251.
Open daily.
nounced the result of the elections for the
craning year as follows : President, A. T.
Taylor; 1st Tice-President, J. F. Peachy;
2nd Vice-President, A. Raze; Secretary, J. Art Association----shVentre; Triasurer, E. Maxwell; Council,
1440,41... PHILLIPS SQUARE.
A. C. Hutchison, Jas. Nelson, J. Wright, R.
Findlay, C. Ziaillarge, Quebec, and F. X.
Quebec;
Auditors,
G.
E.
TanBerlinquet,
Architectural and Arts
guay and H. C. Nelson.
and Crafts Exhibition
The retiring_president then introduced his
successor, Mr. A. T. Taylor, who thanked
1/0 /.670
—INCLUDING
the members of the Association for the honor
conferredetipo4.him and said that he hoped A Loan Collection of Antiques.
that they wpuld help him to make the AssoOpen Daily, • • • Admission dele.)
mation a flourishing one.
In the afternoon the invited guests and
Quebec men.bers were driven to the old
Chateau de Ramezay, Laval University and Art As
the Diocesan College of Theology, which
buildings they visited thoroughly. The
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
visitors were loud in their praises of the
Laval
and
Diocesan Thee"logical College
Archite rai and Arts
University, the plans of which were drawn
Secretary
and
President
respectively by the
and Crafts
of the Association. The party then went
—INCLUDING —
ofeS
,t)
greatly
enjoyed
and
Mountain
I around the
Anti ues.
of
A
Loan
Collection
the scenery.
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120, is a large pencil perspective, by D.
Ortpti, who iihow s to advantage his mas- Art Associationt( Fly e,,,inique and vigorous style. Another,
No. 6, by the same artist, is particularly
PHIL./ a 1119111UARE4
/ 4 4
werthy of commendation. Close to this is a
Arts
water color of shops in Gilbertsville, N.Y., Architecturali
by H. F. Bigelow, that is very free in handbag and good in color.
and Crafts Exhibition
Two pen and ink drawings, Nos. 41 and
42, by Robert Findlay, is clean, bright and A Loan Collection of Antiques.
good in handling.
Open Daily—Admission 20e.
In No, 89, C. A. Mitchell gives us one of
and Friday Evenings, from
Montreal's old landmarks on Guy street that And on Tuesday
8 to 10 o'clock—Admission 28 e,
will soon pass away and be forgoten. E.
MUSIC ON SATURDAY AFTNENOON.
Maxwell is the largest contributor, having
some sixteen drawings.
Two pen and and ink drawings, by J. D.
EX1114ITION.
Myers, drawn for Brown & MacVicar, are
strong and vigorously handled.
•
.4
4W.)-0
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One of the best pieces of sculpture is Mr.
SOME OF THE INTERESTI d THINGS
Hebert's "Le Rapt." In the same room are
good examples of carved work, wrought iron
DISPLAYED BY THE ARCHIn orb, decorative designs, stained glass and
TECTS' ASSOCIATION.
wall paper designs by Castle & Son and
Arthur Hasley.
The Architectural and Art and Crafts'
This is a brief summary of some of the 431
exhibits. The good outweighed that which
Exhibition now on view at the Art Galwas poor, and there is not the slightest doubt
lery on Phillips square, is beyond a doubt
but that the exhibition will be a great eduas beautiful a display of its kind as ever
show
that
which
is
and
people
cator for the
appealed to cultured taste in Montreal.
house
and
decorative
art
architecture,
best in
It is not, as many are under the impresfurnishing.

RARE

the like, all show that in the matter o
taste, Canada is not behind other con
tries. The collection of antiques is d
verse and most interesting. It compris
European . and Japanese bronzes, sorn
marvellous tapestry, curious furniture

/"itliiir

/1/Loilg

sion, merely an exhibition of highly tech-

fIRT ASSOGUITION

F

ARCWTECTURAL
6
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nical drawings of ground plans, elevations and other designs of the geometrical spider pattern, but a collection that
includes, besides drawings, a number of
antiques that possess both beauty and
interest. The architectural drawings,
again, any not at all so dry as they sound
and will well repay examination by even
those who have not specially studied architectural beauty In buildings. Such can
find a new interest awakened in them by
giving some attention •to these drawings,
showing as they do such a number of

1

—

cottages, pottery, etc. A Flemish tapes
try of the sixteenth century, representin
Diana and Aeneas, is a very fine one.
Another of a later date, of Adam and Eve
in the garden of Eden, show that the.
maker had his own ideas as to both anatomy and natural history. Were he now •
alive, it is probable that ' Punch ' would
employ him for the ultra-comic sketches.
The old clocks are interesting; the notion
of old-fashioned comfort that they convey
is very apparent
Taken altogether, the exhibition is
worthy of the Province of Quebec Association of Architects, who caused its formation, and people should not miss an
opportunity of seeing a display that cannot fail to excite interest.

ARCHITECTURE AND ART.
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PROGRESS OF THE EXhITION—
ITS SUCCESS.

.1Te exhibition of architectural drawings and antiquities has not yet attracted
the public to the extent which its merit
warrants. The comfortable old-fashion-

Exhibit/i7

SPLENDID DRAWINGS AT TIER ART GALLERY.

(6-

The
quarter of Montreal.
sketches of public and commercial buildlugs, churches, private residences and
business

Open Daily—AdmIsaton 25e.

and Friday Evenings, fr4
The private view and conversazione en- And on8Tuesday
to 10 o'clock—Admission 28e.
titled "Architletural and Arts and Crafts Erhibition" under the patronage of "The
• Quebec Association of Architects" was parGREEK 'KALPIS,'
ticularly well attended, considering the
counter attraction of "The Hospital Fair"
From a tomb in Eastern Italy, 320 B.C.
,dmaggava..., PHILLIPS SMARR
and the miserable weather. The gallery was
styles and demonstrating the efforts that
thronged with local talent and a galaxy of
The large room is filled with
are at this time being made to mate
beauty.
antique furniture rugs, tapestry, spinning
beauty with utilitarianism.
—AND-- 4//safi
Afr;a
centre
In the
wheels and clocks.
The sketch of the Board of Trade buildS & CRAFTS F)CH
of the gallery are cabinets filled with
Including a Loan Collection of Antiques.
ing in this city, is architecturally correct,
curios frern all parts of the world; bronzes
Open daily, and on Tuesday and Frid.y even I as may be expected, but the notion confrom Italy, vases from Spain, swords and ings
Admission, 25o.
from 8 to 10 o'clock.
veyed by the drawing, that there is a
daggers irons China and Japan, urns and
France,
tapestry
from
Pomeii,
large space in front of it, is a sad relamps from
minder to the citizen, of the congested
I and a choreé-selection of bric-a-brac. It
would be impossible in a short article to give
state of the buildings generally in the
beautiful
the
all
description
of
the remotest
there.
42
",
as
p...are
PHILLIPS SOUARIN
things that
The drawings are a credit to the Quebec
As sociation of Architects as a whole. Many
of the b upon the-walls have been done byt
--AND-foreign eat. ;.-Anfong the men who shinô, AR S & CRAFTS RXH(BITION
out like ; xt ails arc D. A. aregg, H. F.
Including a Loan Collection of Antiques.
Bigelow, Ç. Maginnis and J. D. Meyers.
Open dsily, and on Tuesday and Friday even;There aretviehty•six names upon the cata- inge
admission. 253.
from 8 to 10
Music on Saturday afternoon.
logue of areliitectural drawings, and th3y
I
show a diversity of talent in their
work, there being sepia, water color,
ART ASSOCIATION,
pen and ink, pencil and wash draw.
ings. Thaise drawings have been placed
AROILITECTURAL ri i 1 ,87 re.
'iron the walls indiscriminately. So:ne
FTS
4,<
e ae.ie ARTS nd
of them have been seen in former exhibitions
EXHIBITION
and rather pall on one through constant obIncluding a Loan Collection of AntIcinee.
servation. The young exhibitors seem to
ADMISSION. 28e.
OPEN DAILY.
have been able to more than hold their own,
And on TeiESDAY and FRIDAY EvanIngs
Front 6 to 10 o'clock. Adkaltston. 11e.
and the vigor shown augers well for archiMUSIC ON SATURDAY AFTERNOON.
tecture in Canada. Such men as A. T. Tablor, C. A. Mitchell, C. J. Saxe, C. B Paterson and S. A. Finley are worthy a placeF
on any ys 111 of an architectural exhibition. A
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ed furniture, its curious old bronzes and
clocks are well worth examining. Sonic
of them indeed would boar more examination than Is allowed, as the old Dutch
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Of the architectural designs the same note meaet to illutigWriftriitrioki aied aacen ltric the mod ern jalsanese • allk errçbrof err
of extraordinary diversity may be safely as architecturai'
rchitectural per ections in the adjoining (407 and 408) in lovely tones (but with atro•
attomed—characteristic perhaps of the reste. room. Not one visitor in fifty, it may safely cious figures), and the grand piece of Japaneta eclecticism and uncertainty (in art) o be guessed, has the least •Iclea that these ese antique wall-hanging (No. 406), where
the nineteenth cent y, but not, therefore; spendrils and panels and columns are design and color alike are perfectly suited to
to be altogether welatmed. It is hard, for integral parts of the architectural designs the material and its purpose. In this we
instarce, to feel convinced in church desig
exhibited. An interesting heraldic panel is have a combination of water (amazingly cming that such different work as Nos. 118 and e, No. 137, the "mantling" being well treated, ventional) and mountains and dragons and
93 (hurg close together), or Nos. 117 and lut the shield itself is not sufficiently in - planets, with tho clouds most deftly Wrought
61. ishieh not only differ radically in design, portant. Two caryatid figures are nicely into a fiery dragon and a splendid stork
but seem essentially antagonistic in spirit, modelled, but the bases and caps seem too above— apparently an allegorical subjestcan be equally suited for, and therefore are small ; Architecturally the figures would hut all treated with the utmost convention
chittcturally interpret, our common Chris- hardly be in scale. A good deal of carved ard in the flat, and as to produce a piece of
-

tian fail h and needs in public devotion. In
this connection the Diocesan Theological
College, but lately opened, may be fittingly
mentioned, a building, the importance of
which, as well as the success of its design,
vs uld have justified a much fuller exhibit
thon the single water color shown. The
restlessness of design already noted mars
many of the buildings illustrated,
arse
is,
perhaps,
the chief defect
of current architectural work here,
as elsewhere ; so many buildings seem
loaded up with all the designer knows. But
many of the exhibits, particularly some of
the country houses, are very quiet and
effective hem their unaffected simplicity.
Of old work a good deal is illustrated,
many of the drawings being delightful
studies. The Old Chapel of St. Benizet, on
the bridge at Avignon, may be instanced as
a ( harming enter color, powerful without
beirg garish. To the same brush is due No.
83, a series of foreign sketches, mostly
towers, very interesting and, as architectural
sketches, excellent. The Rambling sketches
(No, 48) are mostly Italian, forcibly drawn
in ink ; No. 6 9 gives a series of most delicate
and charming pencil notes at Rouen ; No. 62
a street of French towers, also in
pencil, and excellent as a comparai live study of old work. No. 116
may be specially noted and commended
to the attention of young architects on their
travels, as a thoroughly practical and at the
same time artistic series of jottings from an
architect's notebook, all useful and all sufficiently and very charmingly rendered. No.
l66, also sketches (in ink) from Rheims and
'Bruges is good in drawing and practical in
interpretation. The importance of such
careful study of old work cannot be overrated for the architect, both young and old;
its educative influence is only limited by the
understanding and appreciation of the
student and watcher. Of the arts and crafts
exhibits some notes may be deferred to a
seccnd article.
,S. H. C.
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SecoLcl Papa' Upon te Exhibition in the Art Gallery.
,

PROMISE FOR FUTURE
Is Good In Mazy Lthes—The Carved
tend Wrought Iron Work.

In connection with the architectural exhibits illustrative of old work may be mentioned also No. 70, entitled (without further
explanation) " A Street in Old Edinburgh."
This is not an exitting Edinburgh street; but
is a very qood reproduction of old Scottish
domestic architecture, simple yet designed
with genuine feeling for the old work, so
matter-of-fact, and, yet, so quaint and delightful. There are several reproductions in
miniature ef the decorative Moorish work of
the Alhambra, but their small scale models,
elaborately wrought though they are, give
but little idea of the original, which, with all
its faults, is amongst the most graceful wall
I decoration ever devised. Alongside, by way
of the greatest contrast imaginable, is an
original fragment from an ancient Egyptian
tomb, still tenderly colored, and, though
not primarily intended as decoration at all,
an example of the work of some of the best
rem face decorators that have ever lived.
Ot.- In the second section—Arts and Grefte--the exhibition is unfortaoately far from rich;
but at any rate enough is shown to be inter.
estinggoad fraught' with eznellent promis e_
e

for Injure years, when, it is much to be
hoped, this section of „the exhibition will be
constantly enlarged in importance and scope.
Several casts of ornament afe shown —acme ,
tasteful and good, others (especially the
prize work), hardly sa successful; latft it
s eams a pity to have so coriepTifely separated

woodwork is shown, some of it very good,
some rather lumpy in relief ; but perhaps
the wrought iron work is on the whole the
meet interesting exhibition of art craftsmanship. Wrought iron is a fascinating material,
lending itself most readily to individual
treatment, and rarely succeeding in being
quite uninteresting or bad. Not much is
shown, but enough to prove that architects
have artistic workmanship ready to hand.
No. 160 is a nice, spiky, lamp ; No. 161 is a
fine, substantial grille, intended it seems for
a coat-room window in a bank, but missive
enough, one would think, to be the grille of
the bank safe itself. No. 144 fails a little,
perhaps, from the lack of leading lines in the
scroll work, and several exhibits seem hardly
simple enough in treatment ; but the show
is good and gives promise of excellent work.
It is interesting to compare the Chinese
wrought iron work of exhibits Nos. 232 to
235, so entirely different, being almost too
naturalistic and delicate in its interpretation
of nature. By way of confession, too, with
the wood-carving, No. 328—an old Burmese
carving, Is very interesting, the figure full ut
character, if poor in modelling, and the con'relational border very successfully designed.
The third section consists of a loan collectien of antiques, and the Association are
much to be congratulated on the excellence
of the exhibits, got together, probably, hurriedly, yet exceedingly comprehensive and
--teresting. It is impossible to take up the
loua collections in detail, but a few' gen.!
eral notes may not be without some interest.
Of furniture there is a good collection; some
of the larger pieces are admirable specimens
of the arts and crafts of bygone days, as,
for instance, No. 269, a sideboard, very delicate and graceful in its rich oak carving and
contrasting with the heavy and rather over
laden, yet imposing, old Scotch work of No.
2 3 8. No. 348, too, is interesting in a very'
different style, rococo Italian, with broken'
pediment and inlaid marbles. The collection
of chairs, however, is the most striking,
the array being remarkable and all
the specimens interesting, though
of varying degrees of excellence,
acme of the old Canadian chairs, No. 279,
for instance, or 316 and 315, have a pleasant
charm in their quaint simplicity that might
well suggest to a modern designer less
flowery, but not less satistactory lines on
which to work. They compare most favor,'
ably with Nos. 271 and 272, which are Staid
to be French and to have a history, hut are
somewhat ordinary in design. It is a pity
that the catrlogue is not a little ampler in
description and date (if these were forthcoming), as it is scarcely gratifying, as a reward of research, to learn that one exhibit is
"spinning w heel" or another a " highbacked chair;" and it may be doubted if all
the chairs attributed to Chippendale really
deserve that famous pedigree. But many of
these so called Chippendales are admirable
in design, most graceful _specimens of craftsmanship. Nos. 200 and 244, for instance,
may well be compared in their beautiful con.
treats of straight lines with curves and in
the graceful sweep of the arms. These are
but single instances amid many; the whole
collection is well worth study.
In sculpture again a most interesting and
instructive series is provided in small cone.
pass, from the reproduction of the antique
Narcissus, through the ever delightful singrug and dancing children of Luccadella
Robbie (from the Organ Gallery of Florence),
and the charming Flemish cherub's head—so
much less extravagant than the usual
Flemish work of the XVII. century—to the
modern work of Barge and Gardet, masters
of animal modelling, and their unequal rival,
Sean.
In conclusion, a few notes may be added
of the hangings and tapestry that lead so
much lite to the walls of the galleries, and 1
are, in themselves, so interesting. The most
strikieg, at first sight, is No. 402, an excel.
het example of Flemish work, but garish in
color ard false in design to the last degree.
It aims at being a picture, and naturally
fails; pictorially the result is bad, and as a
flat wall hanging the piece is a cantradictiole
of itself. Nos. 311 and 230, also Flemish,
but fortunately faded, are, as hangings,
much flatter in tone and, as hangings, better.
By way of contrast there is a set of very lossu•
tiful Oriental hangingsafrom the lustrous mod.
•

these exhibits from the buildings they ace ern Persian rug (Neta.4Q4lewith a lovalebordeall

-

sus face decoration, entirely suitable for a
lustrous hanging, without the least attempt
to make a picture in a material unsuited for
pictorial effect.
S. H. C.
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LECTIME by LEIGEI R. GREGOR, RI.,
Ph.D. (Heidelberg), Lecturer at McGill

University.
Subject-"Goethe„" with musical illustrations, on
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LEIGH R. GREGOR,

2 B.A., Ph.D. tHeldelberg), Lecturer
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PHILLIPS SQUARe Subject: "GOETHE," wilMMusica) Illustrations
On Wednesday, Dec. ltitli, at 8.16 pan.
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Lecture
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on Goethe.

Mr. Leigh R. Gregor, BA-, Ph. D., of
Beidelberg University, one of the lecturers
at McGill College, will give a lecture in the ft)
Art Gallery tomorrow evening on the subArt Association--=1.
ject "Goethe." The lecture will be illustrated with musical selections. The lecturer's
guied._ PHI LLIF'S SQUARE. ability is well known and an artistic treat is
,t/g/i4spromised. taser
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Galleries Closed.

A LECTURE ON GOETHE
By Professor Gregor at

Reading

Boone Open to Members
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to dusk
Admission 25ets. SiturdayFree.
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Reading Room open to members
till 6 p m.
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SQUARE.

GALLERIES biSEir DAILY
9 a.m. to Dusk.

A-Reading Room open to Members till G pare
Admission 26e—Saturday Free,

-a -u• AISTED-INIODEL. ' (MALE.) - APPLY AT ART
V
kGallery, 23 Phillips square, Friday, 9 &frt. 273

r

in Art.
The advanced art classes in connection
with the Art Association of Montreal are
now well under way. They are under Mr.
Brymner's charge, and it is satisfactory to
note that there is a marked increase in the
number of pupils attending. It might be re •
marked that there is at present a most interesting exhibition of Mr. Brymner's watercolors at Messrs. Scott & Sons' store on
Notre Dame street. They are admirable,
and a number have already been sold. They
are all the work of the artist this past sum.
mere
It has been decided that the galleries of
the Art Association will be free to the public
until the end of December.
An eveht of much interest among the art
community in the city will be a loan exhibi•
tion of water-colors. The Council are now
arranging the matter, and the exhibition,
which promises to be very fine, will be held
some time in January.
Classes
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THIRD ANNUAL EXHIBITION 7////f1
WOMAN'S ART ASSOCIATION
Of
and
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er 7th to 19th, inclusive.
from "Decembw
inclusive.11
Admission free.
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Third Annual Eahibitlon Woman's Art Association of
Ceramics, Tapestries,
Wood Carving and Leather Work,
will be held in the Small Galler y from

December 7th to 19th
inclusive. Admission free.

114A-

the Art

Gallery.

Professor Gregor gave a most interesting lecture last night in the Art
Gallery on Goethe. He was introduced
by Rev. J. Edgar Hill in a few happy
words.
"Dante, Homer, Goethe, Shakespeare,
Virgil stand alone in royal state—Dante,
the poet of the middle ages ; Goethe,
the great artistic mind of the Teutonic
race. Long-lived, prosperous, a statesman, practising more than one. art, .
studying the sciences he was worthy of
the tribute paid him. For his wonderful
gift of narration he thanks his mother. t
'From. my father," he says, "1 inherited'
my physique, from ray mother my cheerful disposition and nay gift of storytelling. His father, who had set his
heart on his being a great lawyer, never
became reconciled to his son's choice of
career, not even when the whole of Europe was ringing his praises. At one
time Goethe became so despondent that
he contemplated suicide, when news
came to him of the suicide of a friend of
hie over a hopeless passion. This was
the turning point in his career. Until
then he had written but fragments, nore
he wrote the "Sorrows of Werther," taking as his hero the melancholy friend
, who had suicided. It was read evers where, and Goethe was famous. A few
years after we read of his contempt In
this work which he caricatured, as di.
also Nikolai, in the "Joys of Werther.'
The poet's friendship with Schiller was
one of the most beautiful in history, and
influenced him greatly. It only ended
with Schiller's death, which, said Goethe,
robbed him of half his existence.
Faust, that great work of a great'
poet, was completed just a few month;
before the death of Goethe. It had
been sixty years in the stocks. For
all these years it had been taking shape
and fragments were being beautified foi"a poem must be excellent or not at all."
Goethe's many friendships with women
is
have greatly influenced his work. H' :
friendahip with Fran Von Stein lasted. 1
for twelve years, during which time all
his writings were submitted to her cri - i
tieism. The letters of this "soul union" 'I
are the most beautiful love letters that
ever flowed from human pen.
in Rome Goethe studied ancient art,
imparting to his poems a pictorial finiel,
which they had not before had. se
Raphael he says: "He never failed I,i i
do what others wish to do." Sicily h,
was charmed with. It took the plate
of Greece, and there for the first titut.
he understood his Homer. tinder the>,
influence of blue skies his genius became. finished, he returned to Weimar changed. in 1832 he died at the advanced

i
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age of eighty-three.
The beautiful songs which illustrated the lecture were sung by Mrs. Leine
and Miss Atwater, and were much en 'lanced. by Mrs. Shaw's exquisite accompaniments. Mise Atwater sang "Zu-.'
leika," as the first number on the musical programme. Mrs. Laing sang "Sehnsucht," and the programme closed with
is duet.

ART ASSOCIATION

A Lecture on Goethe.
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• "Goethe" was the subject of a moat
' nteresting lecture in the Art Gallery last
vening by Mr. Leigh R Gregor, B.A.,
h.D. (Heidelberg), of McGill University. AfEl
ILLIPS SQUARE,
very large audience was present,and the
lecture, which was one in the regular course
given by the Art Association, was listened to
0.00.0„...
—Or—
with evident appreciation. The Rev. J.
Edgar Hill introduced the lecturer to the
audience in suitable words Tho lecture Will open with a private view for members ore
began with a full account of the student life TUESDAY EVENING. J aNIJARY 19th. All
of Goethe at both Leipsic and Stress are cordially invited to join the Association.
bourg. He outlined cleverly the
THE ART ASSOCIATION.
-character of the master poet's parents,
-especially that of his mother, whose
Lcan Exhibition of Water Colors and
cheerful and wholesome disposition and
Is pens c
o
A4
-altogether love y character was especially
dwelt upon. From her, he said, Goethe had
-- i s
nt gezer
advantages th
I inherited his gift of story telling A lengthy bon has over preceeding generations in
account was given of the life at Weimar, of Canada, is that of being able to see, without
the poet's friendship with the Duke and leavieg borne, some of the works of the
Madame de Stein. He described his poetic great masters of painting. It is not long
development, and also dwelt upon his in- since, in order to see the works of any of the
timacy with Schiller and his great liking fn. old masters, it was necessary to visit Europe.
the Scotch poet Burns. Altogether the lee• Now fine examples of many of them ara
tore was a rare treat, and the Rev. 11r. owned in Montreal by men who have generBill, when tendering Mr. Gregor a hearty ously, on many occasions, allowed the Art
vote of thanks, voiced the sentiments of the Association to bring them within reach of
entire audience. One of the particularly en- the public by exhibiting them
in their gallerjoyable features of the lecture was the ies. The exhibition, which is to be formally
musical illustrations. Mrs. Laing and Miss opened tomorrow night, is not by any means,
Atwater, whose musical ability is so well therefot e,
the
exhibition
knewn, gave some delightful selections by that :has been first loan
- held, but is the
Mendelssohn, Rubenstein and Schubert, and first devoted especially to water colora;
each time received great applause. The and the
fact that there are enough good
pianist, Mrs. Shaw, added much to the plea- water colors and pastels in Montreal to make
sure of the evening by her sympathetic ac- such an exhibition possible, shows the procompaniments. ?.*-'2, eft f /7////0
gress taste and culture are making in this
country. It is no small matter to have
within sight fine examples of Turner, Constable, David Cox, Prout, Millet, Decamps,
Forteny, or of the more modern Israels,
Mauve, Boehoom, Maria Brothers, Besnard,
L'Elermitte, Swan, Melville, Walton, not to
PHILLIPS SQUARIET,It
mention all, or nearly all, the names in the
collection. The modern Dutch School is
very fully and well represented, which is to
be Expected, considering the vogue it has at
9 A.M. TO DUSK.
tee present day, but the fine work of the
SATURDAY
FREE
ADMISSION, 25C.
modern French arid English painters is not
Heading Room open to members till overshadowed by it, but looks very serious
and dignified alongside of the
other
facile clever pictures.
There are, besides, a few examples of work by
Canadian, which hold their own.
The public should show their appreciation of
. 44444.4 PH I LLII1 171/117. the treat the Art Association has been enabled to provide for them by going not only
once, but often, so as to make a careful study
of the collection. A picture cannot be under •
steed at the first glance, but must be seen
over and over again. In fact a very good
9 a.rie. to Dusk.
Saturday Free. test of a picture's quality is whether it be
Admission 250,
comes tiresome or whether it improves on
acquaintance. Let all who can, therefore,
Reading Room open to Members till 6 p.m.
make friends with some of the works of the
men whose names only are all that is knowa
to most of us. Those who already know
Association---mk
something of them will not require to be told
to take this opportunity to improve the
PHILLIPS ,SQUARE. acquaintance.
4401
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Loan Exhibition of Wa t er Colors
Will Open with a Private
View for Members, on....

Tuesday Evening. January 19th.
All are cordially invited to join the
-

„

Association.

ART GALLERY'
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The Loan Exhibition to be 0 ened 1
To-Morrow.
The loan collection of paintings, which
is to be opened in the Art Gallery tomorrow evening, appears to far excel
any previous collection ever gathered
together in Montreal. The work of the
masters of the past is there along side
that of the painters of the present. Turner and Millet appear side by side with
our own Brymner and Harris. The treasures of the past, of which so many are
hung in Montreal houses, hid away too
ofte.n from public notice, have now been
brought forth, and one realizes as he
can do in no other way that ours is after
all an artistic city aryl the resting place
of inarly an art treasure.
Turner is . represented by "Fonthill
Abbey," " Wesleydale," Yorks, and
" Florence." Each is of a different
school, yet each possesses the same distinctive genius which made the painter
so beloved of Ruskin. One of the gems
qf the collection is Fortuny's "Eastern
lia!zaar," a very wealth of color. Another
striking picture is "Waiting for an audience," from the brush of Arthur Melville. Perhaps the oldest and most historically valuable picture in the collece
on is Sir W. Paton's "Assassination
James I."

The Art Association and the art lov-

TS of Montreal should be most grateful

THE LOAN
EXHIBI/IONI kmEXHIBITION
or., o,

Wri
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this opportunity of seeing the beau1 art treasures which so many of
fontreal's homes contain. In addition
to the gentlemen mentioned, the publie'
of Montreal are under a debt to the following, who have so kindlyf p!aced the
gems of their collections on view: ;11
George Sumner, Dr. Gardner, Mr. W . .( 1
Murray, Mr. Sam Coulson, Mr. J. Reat
____
Wilson, Hon, G. A. Drummond, Dr. R. F.
Ruttan, Mr. T. B. Brown, Mr. Edward
Holton, Dr. F. J. Shepherd, Mr. J. B.
Cantin, Dr. A. A. Browne, Mr. A. B.
Macfarlane, Mr. W. R. Miller, Mr. W.
W. Watson, Mr. James Gardner, Mr. W.
' S. Paterson, Mr. Hugh McLennan, Mr.
C. E. L. Porteous, :t̀y r. I S., ous on,
lVtr. W. S. Robertson, the estate A. Wilson, Mr. F. W. Parker, Mr. Dan. Gillellelmor, Mr. Fayette Brown, Mr. A. T. Tay• lg lor, Mr. H. J. Tiffin, Mr. David Mor• rice, Mr. Arthur Hodgson, Mr. I. G.
Ogden, Mr. W. T. Leach. Mr. T. E. Hodgson, Mrs. Richard L. MacDonnell, Mr.
C. A. Cantin, Prof. H. T. Bovey, Mr. G.
R. Robertson, Mr. R. Meighen, Mr. Franscios nsMcLennan, and Messrs. W. Scott &

Beautiful Picures
t
t o be
Seen a t, Art Gallery.

•

WORK OF
THE EXCELLENT
•
CANADIAN ARTISTS
Montreal Citizens Who Have Coutributed to the Fine Collection.

The members of the Art Association
and their friends who have received invitations to the private view this evening of the loan exhibition of water colors
and pastels, have a great treat in store.
The collection of art treasures gathered
together is undoubtedly the finest ever
seen in Canada, and will well repay careful and repeated. inspection. In all
184 paintings have been loaned and admirably placed in position in the large
gallery under the personal supervision
of Mr. Robert Lindsay, the popular and
painstaking secretary.
The chef d'oeuvre is undoubtedly Millet's pastel, "La Lecon d'Equitation,"
which has the place of honor. Its coloring is as remarkable as its execution
is beautiful. This masterpiece is loaned
by Mr. James Ross.
Turner—the great Turner—is represented by four paintings, two of his
earlier and two of his later periods.
They are "Florence," lent by Mr. C.
R. Hosmer; "Eontbill Abbey, lent by
Mr. E B. Greenshields; "Ehrenbreita
stein," lent by Mr. R. B. Angus; and
"An Autumnal Morning, Wensleydale,
I Yorkshire," lent by Mr. W J. Learmont.
Two of the most striking canvases on
the walls are Fortuny's "Interior of a
Carpet Warehouse, Morocco," and Arthur Melville's "Awaiting an Audience
with the Sultan." They both possess
an astonishing wealth of color with an
! attention to the veriest detail, which
• stamp them as works of genius. They
are owned respectively by Mr. James
Roes and Mr. R. B. Angus.
The Dutch school seems to predominate
in the collection, but it by no means
ART EXHIBITIONr7
// f
dominates. • Landscape is strongly reA splendid loan exhibition o va
presented, while here and there are rewill be on view at the Art Gallery, presentations of still life which strongly
colors will
Phillips' square, during the next three attract. One of the most remarkable
weeks, the exhibition being formally open- of the small paintings is a dainty bit of
ed this evening, when members are in- work by Taro Okumura, entitled "An Invited to be present. A large ana fashion- teresting Book," the property of Sir
able gathering is expected, as there are William Van Horne. Two Japanese
maidens are shown reclining, deeply inover five hundred members. Then as to tent
upon the volume they are. perusing.
the exhibition itself, it is undoubtedly the I In strong contrast to this glimpse of
finest loan collection_ of water-colore and
the art of the Flowery Kingdom are
landscapes of olden time in England.
pastels ever brought together in Canada,
Among the most celebrated of the pictures from the brushes of John Constahio,
"Clumber;" and of David Cox, "Warare four very fine examples of that strange
wick as e," and "A Scene in Wal es."
master genius Turner. The subjects are
The "Assassination of James I. of Scot, "Florence," "Fonthill Abbey," "Ehrenland," by Sir Joseph Noel Paton,. is a
breitstein," and "Autumnal Morning,
relic of antiquity which is well worth
Wensleydale, Yorkshire." There are two careful inspection, its conception and
beautiful works of David -Cox differing execution is so different from the art
widely in style and execution, but each of this generation.
perfect and demonstrating the versatility • Canada is, on the whole, well repreof his genius. The subjects are "Warwick sented by works of William Brynaner,
Castle " and. "A scene in Wales." A large • Allan Edson, John A. Fraser, Robert
Harris and L.R. O'Brien. Mr. Brymner's
majority of the pictures belong to the rCartload of Seaweed" is among the
Dutch school. The two great artists, Tuit- gems of the collection; he is also repreion and Weissenbruch„ showing many fine sented by "Francis," a delightful life
examples.
.study. Four of the late Allan Edson's
The most striking and valuable work ie charming landscapes testify as to the
the whole collection is a pastel by Millet, I loss suffered by Canadian art in his unentitled "La lecon d'Equitation." Other timely death. Mr. Fraser's "Pool in the
Woods"—another of Sir William Van
works by Fortuny, Copley, Fielding, Con. Home's collection—is startling in its
stable, Mauve, Melville and other great fidelity to nature, while Mr. Harris's
artists can be seen and admired at this "Maple Wreath" is as unique for orihighly creditable and admirable exhibition ginality of design as inspiring for its
of true art.
patriotism. A typical Canadian beauty,
• The view this evening is for members i clad in some gauzy evening costume, 16
wearing a wreath of autumnal maple
only, from 8 to 11 o'clock.
leaves, colored as only nature can color.
•Mr. O'Brien's sole picture is a. study in
flowers, beautiful almost as the originals.
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WATER COLOR EXHIBITION.
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A NOTABLE REPRESENTATION OF
GREAT MASTERS.
The Art Association of Montreal is erel l
titled to view with complacent pride the
'Loan Exhibition of Water Colors' now
upon the walls of the new Art Gallery..
The bringing together of such a notable,
collection of pictures in this pleasing medium reflects the greatest credit upon all
concerned. It speaks volumes, too, for
the diffusion of artistic appreciation
among our weklthy citizens that pictures
of such real merit and in such numbers
should ha ,e found a home in our city.

•

FEEDING THE PET CROW.

Alike to the connoisseur, the student
and the amateur, the exhibition cannot
fail to afford both pleasure and profit,
and increased respect, perhaps, for an
art that not so long ago was the plaything of the dilletante and the butt ofl
the 'art critic.' Looking around upon
the many subjects in this pleasant room,
one meets at every turn works of transcendent merit and a wealth of celebrated
names that one did not expect to find
out of Europe.
To the student especially it will be of
absorbing interest to observe how vary-

• •

••

JOSEF ISRAELS.

ing results have been obtained by different masters, and methods here are many
end manifold and the simple picture- I
lover will find this collection a thing of
beauty and a joy until the day it shall
heve been dispersed. Amongst the niany !
paintings by artists of world-wide celebrity are three Turners, two in his earlier-.
manner, 'Foothill Abbey' and 'Wesley;
dale, Yorkshire,' the former especially
a fine study in composition ; and one,'
`Flerence,' in his later manner—what has,.
been called his 'cadmium period' ;
three have the charm of this greatest oft
;

f(,k
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J H. WFISSENBRUCH—THE OLD MILL.

,

Two Eastern scenes will be sure to attract the spectator and gain his admiration. Fortuny's 'Carpet Warehouse,
Tangiers,' has been seen here before; but
it is a perfect study of its kind, and 'custom cannot stale' its wealth of color and
other merits Arthur Melville's 'Waiting
an Audience with the Pasha' will be new
to most of the visitors, and its many
charms will surely gain their hearty appreciation.
Perhaps J. F. Millet's pastel, 'La Lecon d'equitation,' which occupies the
place of honor, will win the greatest
share of favor. It is indeed a beautiful
and masterly study, and criticism upon it
here would be almost an impertinence.
In Dutch subjects the exhibition is especially noteworthy ; there are many
i examples of Tholen and Weissenbruch,
and the versatility of the former will be
sure to attract attention. The modern
French, English and Canadian painters
are also well represented ; so that no
one who takes an interest in art in general, or the art of aquarelle in particular, can afford to miss this magnificent !
aggregation of serious and beautiful work.
The exhibition is a liberal education, and
should be visited again and again during
I the three weeks it will be open. The
private view to members takes place tonight and the gallery will be opened to
the public to-morrow.
-

;
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Francis McLennan, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Sumner, Mr. S. Coulson, Mr. J. R. Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Stanger, Miss Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. E. Holton, Mr. and Miss
Mailer, Mr. A. B. Macfarlane, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Mackay, Miss Maekay, Mr.,
and Miss Austin, Mr. and Mrs. Fayette
Brown, Mr. and Mrs: Roswell Fisher,
the Misses Fisher, Mr. and Mrs. John
Turnbull Mr . and the Misses Finley,
Dr. and Mrs. Adami, the Misses MacCallum, Miss O'Brien, Miss Thomas, Mr.
and Mrs. Grant, Dr. and Miss Foley, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert; Mr. Charles Holt, Miss
Cochrane, Mr. G. F. C. Smith, Miss
Symmers, Miss Smith, Mr. George Durnford, Miss Durnford, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lewis, Mr. Robert Lindsay, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Tait, Mrs. and Misa
Stevenson, Dr. and Miss Lovejoy, Mr.
and Miss Budden, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. B.
Claxton, the Misses Simpson, Dr. Tait
McKenzie, Dr. Ruttan, Dr. Ridley Mackenzie,, Miss McEachran, Miss Eadie,
Mde. Collin and many others.
Amongst the one hundred and eightyfour water-colors and pastels in this, the
,
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The Private View a Pronounced

41.

Success.
,

COLORS FURTHER DESCRIBED.

i

21

FORTUNN'Y — ARAB SHEIK.

tfiARMING PASTELS AND WATER-

The private view of the Art Association of Montreal, which took place last
evening, between eight and eleven
o'clock, Was a pronounced success. The
pleasant rooms were filled with all that
is best and brightest of Montreal society,
and few, if any, of these occasions have
been so completely satisfactory. Among
the guests were:—Mr. Forbes Angus, the
Miss Angus, Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Hoeriser, Mr. Wm. Brymner, Dr. F. J. Shenherd; Dr. William Gardner, Mr. and
Irs. A. T. Taylor, Mr. W. J. Learmont,
Mr. E. B. Greenshields, Mr. and Mrs.
G. W. Stephens, Mr. W. G. Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Burland, Mr. Jeffrey
Burland, Dr. and Mrs. James Bell, Miss
'Arnton, Mr. David Morrice, Mr. D. A.
Watt, .Mr. C. J. Fleet, Mr. and Mrs.

,-

,

!

I

-
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landscapists and will repay careful study.
Two examples of David Cox also are
worthy of especial attention, as they
show his well-known mastery over styles
as far asunder as the poles in ah especial
degree, the one being treated in his
brcad, strong manner, the other showing a delicate elaboration of detail. There
are two good examples of Copley Fielding
and a Constable that, while charming, is
not characteristic of this artist's work.

.

The well lined walls of the new gallery 76how that there are enough really fine pastels
and water colors in Montreal to make a
be seen too often. Of the iMidern, French
exhibition.
The members' priv
school, liesnard's Etude de Femme, is
view last evening would hardly be the ti
masterly in drawing, and will doubtless
chosen to get a good view of the pietur
delight the student and connoisseur, but
While the evening was a charming one
the subject and treatment are disagreeevery respect, many were able to ge
able from a pictorial point of view, and
but a glimpse of the pictures; it was qui
to the ordinary observer the study will
imposeible to study any one of them. Apere
be distasteful. It is too realistically
from
the crowd in the galleries, the music,
painful for the lover of the romantic and
and the conversation, it was diflicule] at
the pretty. Of Canadian work, there are
times to see the pictures in a good light, for
four pieces by one of our best landscapthe lights overhead were often reflected ] in
ists, the late Allan Edson; a landscape
the glass covering the pictures. All will,,
however, have opportunity of visiting the exhibition in the mornings and afternoons when
the excellent lighting brings out the desired
effect to perfection.
It was shortly after eight o'clock last
evening when the guests began to arrive,
and it was not until after eleven when the
last had departed. An orchestra was
stationed at the head of the stairs, and an
excellent programme of music added much
to the pleasure of the evening. Light refreshments were also served in the large
mL4
Oats room adjoining the new gallery. The
evenivg was generally considered to have
M. VERVEER—FISHING BOATS.
been one of the most pleasant " private
views " on record.
by James M. Barnsley; 'A Cartload of
Among those who were present were Dr.
Seaweed,' by Wm. Brymner; Flowers,'
William Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Tayby Lucius Richard O'Brien of Toronto;
lor, Mr. W. J. Learmont, Mr. E. B. Greenand The Maple Wreath,' by the presishields, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Stephens, Mr.
dent of the R.C.A., Robert Harris. The
W. G. Murray, Mr. Forbes Angus, the
late Alfred William Hunt, who died last
Misses Angus, Mr. T. Brown, Mr. and
;Oar, is represented by Snowden,'
Mrs. C. R. Roamer, Dr. F. J. Shepherd, Mr.
'Welsh Mountain Scene' and On the
Wm. Brymner, Mr. and Mrs. G. B. BurRhine.' These are very pretty and charland, Mr. Jeffrey Burland, Dr. and Mrs.
acteristic pieces by this painter, who
James
Bell, Miss Arnton, Mr. David Moronly just missed a place in the front
rice, Mr. D. A. Watt Mr. C. J.
ranks of his art. Other representatives
Fleet, Mr. and Mrs. Francis Mcof the modern British school are Geo.
Barret, Wyke Bayliss, P.R.B.A., T. Lennan, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Sumner,
Mr. S. Coulson, Mr. J. R. Wilson, Mr. and
Austen Brown, A.R.S.A., R.I., Joseph
Mrs. Stanger, piss Murray, Mr. and Mrs. 4
Little, Stuart Lloyd, R.B.A., Arthar E. Holton, Mr.
and Miss Marier, Mr. A. B.
A.R.S.A., Joseph Milne, Sir Macfarlane, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Mackay,
Joseph Noel Paton, R.S.A., Waller H. Miss Mackay, Mr. and Miss
Austin, Mr. and
Paton, R.S.A., Thomas Poyne, R.I., Mrs. Fayette Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Roswell
Helen Thornvcroft, Edward A. Walton, Fisher, the Misses Fisher, Mr. and Mrs,
Geo. F. Wetherbee, R.I., and Pownoll T. John Turnbull, Mr. and the Misses
Williams. Nearly all these painters are Finley, Dr. and Mrs. Adami, the
seen at their best, and from their work Misses MacCallum, Miss O'Briem, Miss
a good general idea of what is being done Thomas Mr. and Mrs. Gaunt, Dr. and Miss
in British water-color art to-day may be Foley Mr. and Mrs. Robert, Mr. Charles
gathered. The late Anthony Vandyke Solt, Miss Cochrane, Mr. G. F. C. Smith,
Copley Fielding, P.R.W.S., who died in Miss Symmers, Miss bmith, Mr. George
1855, is represented by two charming Durnford, Miss Durnfard, Mr. and Mrs.
pictures, Llangollen, Wales,' and 'Land- Albert Lewis, Mr. Robert Lindsay, Mr. and
scape.'
Mrs. Thomas Tait, Mrs. and Miss Stevenson,
Of the modern Dutch school, there are Dr. and Miss Lovejoy, Mr. and Miss Budfive pieces by Josef Israels, five by Loais den, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. B. Claxton, the
Apol, eleven by the late Johannes Boa- Misses Simpson, Dr. Tait McKenzie, Dr.
boom, rather an old modern, perhaps, as Ruttan, Dr. Ridley Mackenzie, Miss Mche was born in 1817 and died in 1892; Eachran, Miss Eadre, tide. Cornu and many
three by Berne rdus Johannes Blommers, others.
To go into any elaborate criticises of
four by Frederick Jacobus Du Chattel,
three by Jacobus Maris, six by Anton this collection, the first loan exhibition of
Mauve, three by Albert Neuhuys, nine water colors given by the Art Association
by Willem Bastien Tholen, who is very of Montreal, would be quite unnecessary.
popular here; this teen by ,T. H. Weissen. Indeed, criticism of any kind is not needed;
bruch, and a number of others. So that It would seem almost impertinent to at.
in this school, which is now very much tempt it with the grand examples before
in vogue, it will be seen that there is one of Turner, Millet, Fortuny, Decamps,
plenty of scope for study and interesting David Cox, Prout, Maure, Israels, etc,, etc.
Let it be rather to call attention to some of
comparison.
In the past, the public has failed to the more prominent ones in this notable colappreciate the educational advantages ot I lection. The picture that will receive the
such a collection, and the pure pleasure largest share of attention is Millet's pastel,
that may be derived from it; it is to be "La Lecon d'Equitation," which has been
hoped that the attendance at the present lent by Mr. James Ross. It is an exquisite
exhibition may remove this reproach in thing absorbing one's attention and growing
more and more in beauty with study of it.
some degree.
There is also a crayon of Millet's "Mdlle
Emilie Millet" that will attract attention.
ART
WATER /CppORS' There are no less than four Turner's in they
exhibition. Two of them, Fonthill Abbey,
to///9
View of a Magnifint t Loan and an Autumnal Morning are of about the
carne period. Another, No. 154, Florence, is
Exhibition Held Last Evening.
of this [painter's later period, of the time
—
There was a large and fashionable gather: when he painted the Venice Canal and Did
ing in the galleries of the Art Association Leaving Carthage. The exquisite colorin
last evening on the occasion of the private and grouping of the figures command instan
view to members of the loan exhibition of attention.
In a prominent position is one of the mes
water colors. Although this is not by any
means the first loan exhibition held by the remarkable colors in the exhibition, "Pa
Art Association of Montreal, yet this is the Sultan's Audience," by Arthur Melville. I
is a magnificent interior with really marvel
first that has been devoted exclusively to
water colors. The loan exhibitions have lous grouping and coloring. It wd
each year commanded more and more at- be a favorite with many. Another
Oriental
interior
is
that
of
tention until now they are looked forward
Morocco Carpet Warehouse, by Fortany. I
to with great anticipation by all art lovers
has been seen before, yet one could not ti
as a rare artistic treat. As has of
it. There is another and very mu been already remarked one of the smaller example
of this master in an "Ara
advantages which the present generation
as over preceding generations in Canada., Sheik." Two examples of Devid Cat
"Warwick
Castle"
and "A Scene in Wales
is that of being able to see without leaving
home, some of the works of the great mas- apart from the separate beauties of eae
reeve
to
show
the
painter's versatilit
ters of painting. And be it to the credit of those
men in Montreal who own many fine ex- Two scenes of Copley Fielding, one of Co
stable,
and
yet
two
others
of the mode
amples of the old masters, that they so generously lend them that the public may not school, by Swan, are charming. The dra
only have a glimpse of their beauties, but lug in the pastel, " The Wounded Lioness,
may study and examine at leisure if they so' by this latter artist, is very fine.
Weissenbruch, Bosboorn and Tholen ther
desire.
are the largest number of examples. The
thirteen of the former will all, it is safe to
say, be carefully studied, one of his Holland
scenes in particular showing the atmospheric
• ffect after rain.

nineteenth, loan exhibition of the Art
Association of Montreal, there is more
work above the average and less below
it than in any previouiii collection of
Paintings we remember to have seen
here. In the small room, there is a little
sketch. "of Turner's, Ehrenbreitstein,'
not noticed yesterday, that will repay
close attention and give some insight
Into the simplicity of the methods by
which this unrivalled painter often produced his most surprising results. At
first, the little picture does not especially attract one, set amidst the others upon
the walls, but the -most superficial examination reveals the master workman
and its quality appreciates the more it
is studied. A Church Intes:ior,' by
Prout, 'A launch at Chatham,' by De
Wint, and ' The Old Gamekeeper,' by
Decamps, are worthy of snore than passing notice.
Of the moderns, Swan has two notable
studies of lions, At Evening they seek
their Prey,' and The Wounded Lioness,'.
both pastels. These have been exhibited
here before, but they are such perfect
staidics of their kind that they cannot
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fir an exhibItion of tht d1tiT
A good deal of interest will attach to No.
-15;41Z
"The Maple Leaf," for it is a very deliobviously to see the pictures. It is safe
cate portrait by the President of the R.C. A
to say, however, that few of the crowd
Robert Harris. It will repay more than
that thronged the galleries to repletion
ordinary notice. There ate examples of the
work of two other Montreal artists in the last night, saw, or rather were able to
collection. "Francie," by William Brymner, see anything but the crowd. In the hall
r already received a great deal of attention an orchestra played a most enjoyable
has
here, and has been lent by Mr. James Ross programme of dance and other popular
or the exhibition. Another water color by music during the evening.
Refreshments were served in the large
the same artist, "A Cart Load of Sea Weed,
' has already attracted attention, and is lent class room, where ices, cakes and other
sweets were arranged on prettily deby Mr. J. Reid Wilson. The one example corated
tables.
of James M. Barnsley, an excellent lands.
Among those present were : Mr. R.
cape, is lent by Hon. G. A. Drummond. Of B. Angus, Miss Angus, 'Mr. W. Angus,
that gifted artist, Allan Edson, whose un- Mr. and Mrs. James 11039, Mr. and .Mrs.
rtimely death has been a loss to art in OaL19.• E. B. Greenshiel Is, Miss Muriel Greenda, there are four examples. All are char- shields, Mr. Wolferstan Thomas, Miss
Thomas, Miss V an Horne, 11 Iss Aclelside
acteristic and highly prized.
Van Herne, Miss Scott, Mr. and Sirs.
Two examples of the impressionist school
claim attention at once partly on account of C. E. L. Porteous, Miss Porteous, Mr.
Forbes Angus, Mr. Harry Scott, Mr. and
the vivid coloring. Besnard'e pastel, "Etude
Mrs. No:man Riche, Mr. and ,Mrs. K nde Femme," lent by the Hon. Geo. Drum.
neth Macpherson, Mr. and Mrs. John
, mend, is not pretty, yet the wonderful
Logan, Mr. Justice Wurtele, Miss
l modelling of the nude figure must be ad- O'Brien, Mrs. G. W. Stephens, Mr. G.
mired. It fascinates one, as does also the W. Stephens, jr., IVIr. and Mrs. A. J.
Renoir pastel of two sisters, almost above it.
Ferguson. Mr. and 1VIns. Frank Bond,
One of the most attractive of the smaller pic- Miss Muriel Bond, Miss 'Scott, Mr. and
Mrs. Stanger, Miss Alice Murray, Mrs.
tures is the pastel "Autumn" of L'Hermitte.
Five examples of the work of Maure have re- George B. Burland, Lt.-Col. Burland and
ceived admiration from all. They are lent by Mrs. Burland, Mr. and Mrs. John
Turnbull, Mr. and Mrs.
David
I Sir Wm. Van Horne, Dr. Wm. Gardner and
Derme, Miss Macdonald, Toronto; Dr. and
!Messrs. David Morrie, C. R. Hosmer, Mrs. James Bell, Miss Arnton,
Mr .and
E. B. Greenshields and A. B. Mac- Mrs. Ingres, Mr. Genjers, Dr. Craik, Dr.
farlane. Indeed the modern Dutch school MacCallum, the Misses MacCallum, Mr.
is very fully represented. The one example and Mrs. George Marier, Mr. M. Marler, Miss Evelyn Marier, Miss Rodof Prout, a church interior, lent by Mr. R. B.
Angus, gives a fine idea of that artist's work. ! dick, Mrs. Richard MacDonnell, Miss
I
Harriet MacDonnell, Mrs. Pillons SteAltogether the collection is one that reflects
the highest credit upon the Art Associatien. venson, Miss Stevenson, Mr. and Mrs.
That Montreal can boast of such a collection Savage, Miss Selena Savage, Mr. Paul
of masters must be a source of congratulation Lafleur, Dr. Henry Lafleur, Mr. and
Mrs. Francis McLennan, the Misses Mcto all. To all, from the connoisseur to the
Lennan, Mr. and Mrs. John Macintosh,
amateur, the effect of viewing it will be the Mr. Grant Macintosh, Dr. Simpson, the
best. Many a visit to the gallery, and a Misses Simpson, Mr. and Mrs. Turpin,
long one too, can be the only means of ap- Mr. and Mrs. G. Brooke Claxton, Mr.
preciating such an artistic treat. The pubLawrence Williams, the Misses Williams,
lic cf Montreal can do nothing else but show Mr. John Taylor, Miss Beatrice Taylor,
Miss Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. C'hisholm,
'their appreciation of the Association's labors.
1
Prof. and Mrs. Penhallow, Mr. and Mrs.
\ Herrick Duggan, Mr. Durnford, Miss
'Durnford, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Holt,
Miss Bertha Cochrane, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Ross, Dr. and Mrs. Bradley, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert E. Lewis, Miss Keefer, Ottawa; Mr. and Mrs. Lansing Lewis, Dr.
and Mrs. Adami, Mr. Harold Eadie, Miss
Eadie, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Smith, Mrs.
Howell, Mr. A. Howell, Mr. and Mrs.
J. G. Ross, Mr. Skelton, Miss Skelton,
Mr. and Mrs. Prebles Macintosh, Mr. and
WATER COLORS AND PASTELS
Mrs. Campbell Nelles, Mrs. Ferrier, the
Open daily-9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesday even- Misses Ferrier, Mr. and Mr. George
ings 8 to 10.
Caverhill, lVfr. Brynaner, Mr. Hutchison,
Mr. Budden, Mr. P. Budden, Dr. Ruttan,
Admission 26 Cents.
Mr. Walters, Mr. MacMillan, Mr. B.
Sprin,gle, Mr. Meyrands Mr. Learmont
and
Mr. Mathews.
RT. ASSOCIATION,
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AIIT ASSOCIATI O N

-LOAN EXHIBITI6K1-

A /0/04-404Philli pi Square.
LOAN EXHIBITION

40/

WATER COLORS and PASTELS.
Open Daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evenings, 8 to 10.
ADMISSION, 25e.

20

THE
LOAN
2o/ft
laiEXHIBITION.
Art Gallery Open to Members of the Association.
THE PUBLIC OPENING TOOK
PLACE TO-DAY.
Members Who Attended and Viewed
the Pictures._

71//

THE LOAN EXHIBI I /—ON THE R

naNE, BY ALFRED WILLIAM Hi

Lecture
on Architecture.
s

The Province of Quebec Association' of
Architects have arranged for an admirable
course of lectures during the present winter
and epring months. The first of the series
will be delivered on Friday evening next,
January 22, when Prof. Capper, of McGill
Univeisity, will lecture on "The Egyptian
Pyramids and Their Builders." On February
23rd Mr. A. C. Hutchison will lecture on
"The Gothic of Northern Italy." On March
23rd Principal Peterson, of McGill, will he
the lecturer, and his subject will be "The
Monuments of Athens." The lab of the
series will be on April 20th, when Mr. A. T.
Taylor, will lecture on "The Story of an
Illustrious Abbey." All the lectures will b
held in the Art Gallery, Phillips square,
which has been put at the Association's disposal by the Art Association. Another point
of interest is that all the lectures will b
illustrated, and will begin at 8.15 p.m. Th
members oi the4(elissoion are cordial'
invited.
l/1 f
-
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ART ASSICIATIO5
PHILLIPS SQVARE,

.azwax.----..LECTURE.--nzusumns.

1

p

- I;
1 3:tfe co

Subject :—The Egyptian Pyramids and Theii
Builders. with illustrations.
Being the first of the course under the auspice .
of the P. of Q Association of Are5iteet.3.

Friday Evening, Jan. 22nd, at 8.151

A RT ASSOCIATION,

Phillips Square.

Last evening the Loan Exhibition of
water colors and pastels, held in the
Art Gallery, was thrown open to the
members, who, as is their privilege, had
a private view before the admittance of
the general public, which took place today.

"L.4144- LECTURE

4047
/

By PROFESSOR CAPPER.
SUBJECT :

The Egyptian Pyramids dtz their Builders
WITII ILLUSTRATIONS.

Being the first of the course under the Auspices

the P. of Q. Association of Architects.
FRIDAY EVENING, Jan. 21, at 8.15.

vh 7
THE LOAN EXHI TION—AR Al3 SHEIK, BY FORTIITNT.

7K

THE LOAN EXHIBITION—PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST, BY TH. WINDT.

THE LOA_N EXHIBITION— "LIXON A EQUITATION."

dri4.–

INV

l

,

_

I

to4_,

THE LOAN EXHILIBITION—" AT EVENING THEY SEEK THEIR PREY," BY JOHN M. SWAN.

ARCHITECTURE.

were the oldest kind of architecture, and.
the people who built them were allied
to the Punic or Carthaginian race and
originally came from the shores of the
Persian Gulf, finally crossing over, the •
Red Sea to the valley of the Nile, afterwards settling at Memphis. It was
believed that the Philistines mentioned.
INSTRUCTIVE LECTtakE LAST
in the Bible were another branch. The
NIGHT BY PROF.
manners and customs of these people the
physiognomy and other characteristics
CAPPER.
were dwelt upon, after which Prof. Capper proceeded to exhibit some very beautiful lime light picatres of the Pyramids;
A highly instructive and deeply interespecially the Pyramid Medum, which is
supposed to belong to the first king esting lecture was delivered lad evening
of the fourth dynasty. The construction
of the Pyramids was explained and re- by Professor Capper, of McGill Univerference made to the scientific labors of sity, in'the large room of the Art AssoMr. Flanders Petrie. The organizaciation, Phillips square, on 'The Egyption of labor and the Egyptian methods
tian pyramids and their biulders."Ilie
of workmanship were illustrated by the
lecturer, who was accorded a hearty vote
lecture was given under the auspices o44,1
of thanks at the close.
the Province of Quebec Association of *

THE l'IRAMIDS AND
44u4 THEIR BUILDEU
.--

Prof. Capper's Lecture on Egyptian

-

Pyramids.

3

i

A most interesting lecture on "The
Egyptian Pyramids and Their Builders"
was given last evening in the Art Gallery by Prof. Capper, of McGill University, under the auspices of the ProVince of Quebec Association of Architects. The Hon. Geo. A. Drummond
presided and introduced the leeturer.
Prof. Capper in his opening remarks referred to the antiquity of Egyptian civilization, and stated that it could Claini to
be the oldest in the world, as it dated
back to 4000 B.C. In considering the
history of Egypt its architecture also
had to be considered: The Pyramids'
-

,

Architects. The chair was occupied by
the Hon. George Drummond and a numerous and select audience filled every
seat in the room. The chairman nali
ing introduced the lecturer the latte l
commenced by brie fly reviewing the fea-'i
tures Of the early Egyptian civilization
and in the course of his remarks stated
that there were evidences of a high
social life among the Egyptians at as
early a date as 4000 B. C. Althougn 11
their resources for the purposes of art t
were not at all large they displayed great
technical skill in all branches of art.
Two thousand years later the quality of
the technical skill displayed was distinctly poorer than that of toe earlier
times, although the objects of sculpture'
and painting were more numerous. Corning to the pyramids, which Prof. Cap..'
per stated to be the oldest kind of architecture, several splendid limelight illustrations of the pyramids of Ghiseh
were displayed which included views of
their exterior, ground plans, and views
of the interior of the great pyramid.
Although the lecturer stated that he had
never been to Egypt and was therefore
unable to speak of the pyramids from a
personal examination thereof, it could be
seen that he possessed a thorough knowledge of his subject. The wonderful
nature of their construction, the admirable manner in which the dimensions
had been selected, the character of the
masonry, all showed the work of the
master-minds who designed them. The
method of labor organization which hat
been employed in their construction was
touched upon and showed that the
construction of the pyramids was carried
out with faultless precision in the handling of the vast army of laborers who were
employed upon the work, and that, from
the methods probably followed, this construction was most likely, so far from
having been a curse to the nation,' to
have been most beneficial to the people
of the land, as the pyramids were public
works on which the mass of the people
worked during their idle periods caused
by the annual inundation of the Nile.
At the close of Professor Capper's lecture, on the motion of the chairman, a
hearty vote of thanks to the lecturer
was tendered by an audience appreciative of his ability.

;
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1VATER COLORS A, TELS.

Open daily, 9 a.m, to

p.m., Wednesday evenings,

8 to 10.
Ad ILI Sti 011. 25e.

'

)

VIT'Gogrernoi'Veneral ti-rrf about six

Art Association—'

o'clock, attended by Mr. E. Neve, actiar
A.D.C., and remained until the close.
ttet
PHILLIPSI AGyUARE.
Amongst those present were Dean Norman, Miss Abbott, Mr. Robert Harris,
LOXNI EXHIBIkig.
P.R.C.A.; Mr. Wm. Brymner, Mrs, Robert
McKay, Dr. Shepherd, Mrs. Benson, Mr. G.
A. Greene and Miss Greene, Mrs. H. R.
Ives, Mrs. John McDougall, Mr. and Mrs.
Open Daily-9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Geo. Sumner, Mr. A. T. Taylor, Dr. J. G.
Adami, Mrs. Bag, Mrs. Stanley Bagg,
Wednesday Evenings. 8 to 10.
Rev. Mr. Barnes and Mrs. Barnes, Mrs.
ADMISSION, 25 CENTS.
Bell, Mr. Bethune, Miss Blackader,
Mrs Bond, Mrs. Woodruff, Mrs. Hogan and
Mrs. Hammond, of New York; Dean Bovey,
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Brown, Mr. and Miss
G. F. Burnett, Mrs. Caldwell, Mrs. and the
Misses Clay, Mr. E. S. Clouston, Mr. and
:L imPistsictuy;za
Z
ibir4IE
Mrs. G. F. Cooke, Miss Coulson, Miss Crawford, Miss Darragh, Mr. J. Try-Davies, Mrs.
Davies, Mr. and Mrs T. Ridler Davies, Mr.
and Mrs. Denise and Miss Macdonald, Miss
Durnford, Mr. and Mrs. John Fair, Mr.
p.m.
6
Open Daily, 9 a. PA. to
and Mrs. Ferguson, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Findley, Mr. and Mrs.
t!.Wednesday Evening from 8 to 10. Findley and Miss
Roswell Fisher, the Misses Fisher, Miss Galt,
Admission, 25 cts.
Dr. Gregor, Mr. and Mrs. Hague, Mr. and
Mrs. E. P. Hannaford, Mrs. and Miss Hiam,
Music on Saturday Afternoon.
Rev, E. M. Hill, Mr. and Mrs. E. Holton,
ASSOCIATION, square.
A. W. Hooper, Mrs. Hope, Mrs. and Miss
Howell, Mrs. Ingres, Mrs, and the Misses
Irwin, Mr. Joseph, Mrs. Judge and Miss
,LOAN
3
Ludington, Mrs. Kennedy, Mr. and Mrs.
Kingston and Miss Kingston, Miss Laing,
WATER COLORS A4gil 1STELS.
and Mrs. Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs.
1.1 Open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Wednesday evenings, Capt.
8 to 10.
J. B. Learmont, Mr. W. J. Learmont,
Admission 25c.
Mr. Albert Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Lansing
MUSIC ON SATURDAY AFTERNOON.
Lewis, Mr. F. S. Lyman, Mrs. R L.
acdonr ell, Miss H. J. Macdonnell,
CORNER
CUPFOR SALE—OLD FURNITUR
!WEB K. Macpherson, Mrs. MaoTier, Mr. and
ere. Apply at the
22 rga fiapbs izialreeh
26 2 Mrs. D. B. MacPherson, the Misses MoCelArt ()ter dr y,
Mr
lum,
. and Mrs. T. McDougall, Dr. Tait
McKenzie, Mr. Wm. McLennan, Mr. and
TEA A,T THE ART GALLERY.
Mrs. McMaster, Mr. and Mrs. E, Mann,
Mrs. and the Misses Mitchell, Mrs. W. A.
will
ond
Mrs.
Drubs
The Hon. Mr. and
tertain the members of the Art As- Molson, Miss Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. R. C
°elation to afternoon tea on Thursday Nelles, Mrs. and Miss Pangman, Mrs. R,
afternoon in the Art Gallery building, MoD. Patterson, Mr. and Mrs. James Peck,
Prof. Penhallow, Mr. and Mrs. E G. Penny,
Phillips square.
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Peterson, Mrs
Porteous, Mrs. Redpath, Mrs. Reaves, Mrs.
Bielle, Mrs. H. C. Scott, Mr. J. P. Scott,
the Misses Scott, Prof. and Mrs. Scrimger,
the M iSSES Simpson, Mr. Plummer and Miss
PHILLIPS SQUARE,
Plummer of Toronto; Mies Sise, Mr. and
Mrs. W. O. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Spence,
Mrs. Stanway, Mies Herkomer, Mr. S. P.
Me A. Ma" W E
Stearns, Mrs. G. W. Stephens, Mrs. P. S.
Stevenson, Lt -Col. and Mrs. Strathy, Mr.
Loan Exhibition of
James Tasker, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor and
Miss Taylor, the Misses Taylor, Mr. C. L.
Thomson, Mrs. Torrance, Mrs. Turnbull,
Open Daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p
Mrs. Turpin, Hon. Mrs. and Miss Wand,
2aturday Evening from 8 to W. Mr. and Mrs. G. Weir, Miss Whitney, Mrs.
and Miss Wilkins, Mrs. and Miss Miles
Williams, Miss Wilson and many others.
25 eta.
A emission
This is the last week of the loan exhibiof water-colors held by the Association.
tion
RT ASSOCIATION,
Any who has not already viewed this rare
Phillips Square.
and beautiful collection will have but to'.:é'I. tAj ST WEEK OF
n.orrow and Saturday to do so. It has been
LOAN
decided by the Association that the gallery
or 3 1
shall be kept open on Saturday night.
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WATER COLORS' AND PASTELS
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EXHIBiioN
-

AgTFLS.

WATER COLORS AN

Open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Saturday evening from
8 to 10.

Admission 25c.

ss.

i?/ H ART
AN AFTERNOON TEA AT

jae'rALLERY.

r2

0

The Hon. George A. Drus m '1er/in es-dent of the Art Association, and Mrs.
Drummond, gave an afternoon tea yesterday in the Art Gallery, which was
numerously attended, some five hundred
ladies and gentlemen being present. His
Excellency, the Governor-General, arrived about six o'clock, attended by Mr.
E. Neve, acting aide-de-camp.
-

Art Association—

fituu_

GALLERIES OPEN 11AiIY
9 A.M. TO DUSK

Reading Room

Open to Members

trntil 6 p.m.
ADMISSION, 25 CENTS.

'

'

PRINCIPAL PETERSON

will Lecture on TUESDAY EVENING, 23rd
Inst. instead of next month as advertised.
,

SUEJECT. —"The Monuntents of Athens.'

fRT ASSOCIATION,

---

GALLERIES OPEN DAILY

A RT TISSOOTION,
MUSICAL EVEING

DEATH OF MR. W. G. MURRAY.
The death occurred yesterday after a
brief illness at his late residence, Westmount, of Mr. William George Murray, president of the Dominion Type
Founding Company, and for some years
a director in the Richelieu & Ontario'
Navigation Company. Mr. Murray was
a member of the Montreal Snowshoe
Club years ago, when the name figured
with those of the Johnsons, McDougalls,
and Stanleys in the club tramps and annual sports. In his maturer years he
was well known in business circles in
connection with the Canada Shipping
Company, of which he was a dirctor. He
was much interested in the House of Refuge work, and kindred charities, was a
member of the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals, his kindly dis
position leading him to intercede for illtreated animals ors mink occasions. He
was a governor of the General Hospital,
and a member of St. Paul's Church. His
love for art led him to spend much time in
the Art Gallery, and he was an enthusiastic member of the Art Association.
Mr. Murray was a son of the late WUham Murray, who came to Canada in
1832, from Edinburgh, Scotland. The
immediate cause of death was pneumonia
which set in after a severe cold, which
Mr. Murray had contracted early last
week, and which brought the end rather unexpectedly. The funeral will
take pleee -on Thursdp.y, afternoon, at
2 p.m. !f.iiTit/1/2-'1i7

.

114444tHILLII= 13GILJAFRE.
The Annual General Meeting of this Association will be held in the Gallery on Monday, February 22nd, at 5.p.m., to receive
report of the Council for 1896, and to elect
officers for the ensuing year.

:

.

PRINCIPAL PETERSON
Will lecture on Tuesday evening, 23rd Instant, instead of next month, as advertised.
Subject, "The Monuments of Athens."

e of Mr. W. G. Ku 84 1
funeral of the late Mr. Wi/liatu
George Murray took place yesterday aftersoon, frtna his late residence on Hurray
avenue, Westmount. At the house the Rev.
Dr. Barclay, pastor of St. Paul's, conducted
a most impressive service. Among those
who followed the remains to their last restirg place in Mount Royal Cemetery were
'Messrs. Walter Murray and H. E. Murray,'
brothers; Walter Murray, jr., and William
Murray, nephews; William Hall, brother-inlaw, and Alfred Wright, Messrs. Selkirk
Cress, P. Cieghorn, H. Cleghorn, W. Cleg-;
horn, C. J. Fleet, Hon, A. W. Morris", J.
Thom, W. Starke, W. H. Scott, W. H.
Thimpscn, J. B. Good, G. A. Ringtand, R.
Beaumont, W. F. Ramsay, John Ramsay,I
E. Ramsay, Allan Macduff, G. Alex. Gen
don, A. ROSS Rev. R. newton, Rev. Mr.
Lloyd, Gesesi. Marier and M. Williams.
,

ART ASSOCIATION,

I it

I

e

berMr. W. G. M
not er well.known Montreal b sinew
roan has passed away in the person of Mri1
"Wm. George Murray, President of the
Dominion Type Founding Company, and for
some years a director in the 'Richelieu & On•
tario Navigatiou Company. On Friday last
a friend met Mr. Murray on St. James
Street, and he said that he did not feel well,
and would first call to see Dr. Craik, and
.then go home, where he would lay up for a
few days, fearing an attack of la grippe.
That was his last visit to the city, as death
took place yesterday morning at the residence
of his sister, Westmount Villa, the malady
having developed into a deadly case of
pneumonia. Mr. Murray, who was 57 years
of age, was the SOD of the late Wm. Murray,
who was born in Edinburgh, November 30th,
1798, came to Canada in 1832, and who died
in 1874. Mr. Wm. Murray was a memberhl
'Knox Presbyterian Church.

Moishetr hse. last week of the loan exhibi-
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.et g of the
The annual general
members of this association will be held
in the Gallery, Phillips square, on Monday afternoon at 5 o'clock.

but to-day and Saturday to do so. Tt has
been decided by the Association that the
gallery shall be kept open on Saturday
f night.

w s/held
social event q
A v ry enjoyable -)3:3Elent.‘57
yesterday aft einoon at the Art Association,
9 A.M. TO DUSK.
when the President, Hon. Geo. A. DrumReading Room open to member
mond and Mrs. Drummond held an afternoon tea. About 500 of Montreal's leading until 6 p. m. Admission 25c. d
citizens were present, and during the recep.1ien Gruenwald'e orchestra discoursed same
1 s'weet music. Mrs. Drummond, who re-1
ceived the guests, was assisted in making
the affair a success by Mrs. A. T.
Taylor, Mrs. Fleet, Mrs. E. B. Greenshields,
Of Montreal, Phillips Sq.
Mrs. McLennan, Misses Angus, Mrs. James
Ross, Mrs. E. S. Clouston, Mrs. J. Edgar
Hill, Mrs. Adami, Mrs. Hovey, Mrs. Pea—ON— 43/ .
hallow, Mrs. W. R. Miller, Mrs. F. Wolferetan Thomas, Miss Thomas, Mrs. Wheeler,
UE5DAY, FEBRUARY 16t1ii, A897,
the Misses Wheeler, (2); Mrs. Robert
at 8.15 p.m.
Lindsay, Mies Ada Lindsay, Miss Watt,
direction
of Mr. Joseph Gould:
Under
the
Miss McLennan, Miss G. Stearns, Miss
- soc.
Admission
O'Brien and the Misses Roy.

EAL,

,

Any who have not already viewed
Phillips Square., tion.
this rare and beautiful collection will have

P/ 1-4

2

OF N

Phillips square.
The Annual General Meeting of the members of this Association will be held in the
Gallery on MONDAY, February 22nd, at 5
p.m., to receive report of the Council for
1826, and to elect offl sers for the ensuing
year.

'

RT fiSSOGIRTION,

At the Art Gallery Given 13y Mr. and
—

PHILLIPS UARE.

ASSOCIATION
A RT
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tion of water-colors held by the Associa-

AN AFTERNOON TEA
Mrs. Drummond Lord Aberleen

10

FTERNOON

During t re afternoon
r. an'd,/ Mrs.
Drummond entertained at tea, His Excellency the Governor-General being among
the guests. About 500 of Montreal's leading citizens were present, and during the
reception Gruenwald's orchestra discoursed
some sweet Music. Mrs. Drummond, who,
received the guests, was assisted in making
the affair a success by Mrs. A. T. Taylor,
Mrs. Fleet, Mrs. E. B. Greenshields, Mrs.
McLennan, Misses Angus, Mrs. James
Ross, Mrs. E. S. Clouston, Mrs. ;1*, Edgar
Hill, Mrs. Adami, Mrs. Bove', Mrs. Penhallow, Mrs. W. R. Miller,, Mrs. F. Wolferstan 'Thomas, Miss Thomas, Mrs.
Wheeler, the Misses Wheeler, (2); Mrs.
Robert Lindsay, Miss Ada Lindsay, Mies
Watt, Miss McLennan, Miss G. Stearns,
Miss O'Brien and the Misses Roy.
The Governor-General arrived about six
o'clock, attended by Mr. E. Neve, acting
ADO., and remaiped until the close.
Amongst those present were Dean Norman, Miss Abbott, Mr. Robert Harris,
P.R.C.A.; Mr. William Brymner, Mrs.
Robert Mackay, Dr. Shepherd, Mrs. Benson, Mr. G. A. Greene and Miss Greene,
Mrs. H. R. Ives, Mrs. John McDougall,
Mr. and Mrs. George Sumner, Mr. A. T.
Taylor, Dr. j. G. Adami, Mrs. Baerg, Mrs.
Stanley Bagg, Rev. Mr. Barnes and Mrs.
Barnes, Mrs. Bell, Mr. Bethune, Miss
Blackader, Mrs. Bond, Mrs. Woodruff,
Mrs. Hogan and Mrs. Hammond, of New
York; Dean Hovey, Mr. and Mrs. T. B.
Brown, Mr. and Miss G. F. Burnett, Mrs.
Caldwell, Mrs. and the Misses Clay, Mr.
E. S. Coulson, Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Cooke,
Miss Coulson, Miss Crawford, Miss Darragh, Mr. J. Try-Davies, Mrs. Davies, Mr.
and Mrs. T. Ridler Davies, Mr: and Mrs.
Denise and Miss Macdonald, Miss Durnford, Mr. and Mrs. John Fair, Mr. and
Mrs. Ferguson, Mr. and Mrs. S. Findley
and Miss Findley, Mr. and Mrs. Roswell
Fisher, the Misses Fisher, Miss Galt, Dr.
Gregor Mr. and Mrs. Hague, Mr. and Mrs.
E. P. Etannaford, Mrs. and Miss Iliam,
Rev. E. M. Hill, Mr. and Mrs. E. Holton,
A. W. Hooper, Mrs. Hope, Mrs. and Miss
Howell, Mrs. Ingres, Mrs. and the Misses
Irwin, Mr. Joseph, Mrs. Judge and Miss
Ludington, Mrs. Kennedy, Mr. and Mrs.
Kingston and Miss Kingston, Miss Laing,
Captain and Mrs. Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. Learrnont, Mr. W. J. Learmont,
Mr. Albert Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Lansing
Lewis, Mr. F. S. Lyman, Mrs. R. L. Macdonnell, Miss H. J. Macdonnell, Miss K.
Macpherson, Mrs. MacTier, Mr. and Mrs.
D. B. MacPherson, the Misses McCallum,
Mr. and Mrs. T. McDougall, Dr. Tait McKenzie, Mr. William McLennan, Mr. and
Mrs. McMaster, Mr. and Mrs. E. Mann
Mrs. and the Misses Mitchell, Mrs. W. A.
Molson, Miss Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Nelles, Mrs. and Miss Pangman, Mrs. R.
McD. Patterson, Mr. and Mrs. James Peck,
Prof. Penhallow, Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
Penny, Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Peterson, Mrs.
Porteous, Mrs. Redpath, Mrs. Reaves, Mrs,
Bielle, Mrs. H. C. Scott, Mr. J. P. Scott,
the Misses Scott, Prof. and Mrs. Serimger,
the Misses Simpson, Mr. Plummer and
Miss Plummer, of Toronto; Miss Sise, Mr.
and Mrs. W. O. Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Spence, Mrs. Stanway, Miss Herkomer,
Mr. S. P. Stearns, -Mrs. G. W. Stephens,
Mrs. P. S. Stevenson, Lieut.-Col. and Mrs.
Strathy, Mr. Jamee Tasker, Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor and Miss Taylor, the Misses Taylor,
Mr. C. L. Thomson, 'Mrs. Torrance, Mrs.
Turnbull, Mrs. Turpin, Hon. Mrs. and
Miss Wand, Mr. and Mrs. G. Weir, Miss
Whitney, Mrs. and Miss Wilkins, Mrs. and
Miss Miles Williams, Miss Wilson and

!
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first section Royal Canadian Academy Exhibitionof
successful ones being:—ln the
the
those who attended were members
of
second
section
(1if9, Ethel Arnton; in the
1,134, or one -fourth
and
Art
Association,
of
work
(anti ue) Zotique Fabien. The
were the outside public. Taking the Archi
Mrs. Fitzgibbon and Pauline Townsend re- tectural
'Exhibition, the discrepancy was
ceived honorable mention.
2.
classes in still more striking, for 1,906 visits were paid
the
session
of
The
eighth
the
"
Hours
at
A Delightful Couple of
by members of the Association and 295 by
water color drawing commenced on the 14th outside
parties, whilst at the exhibition of.
Held
October,
30th
The Annual Meeting
Art Gallery.
September ad closed on the
water
colors,
which was a most admirable
E.
Charles
under the direction of Mr.
day Afternoon.
one, members of the Association turned out
Mots.
The
weather
was
most
unpropitious
majority
of
An audience including a
was conse- to the number of 1,653, and the visitors,
for outdoor work, and there
only
Montreal's best known people gathered
pupils
than who paid 25 cents each, numbered
a smaller number of
In the Art Gallery last evening to INCREASED MEMBERSH I P quently
during the three weeks that the exhibiusual, but every favorable opportunity of 391
tion was open. These facts seemed to inch- j
spend a musical evening with Mr. Jossketching from nature, either at the wharves
of,
cate that the Association's work must be I
eph Gould and a number of talented
or in the suburbs, was taken advantage
on, if at all, through its membership.
carried
the
Useto be impossible
ladies and gentlemen under his guid- Advocated for Fu rtherIng
and when this was foundthe
The number of non-members of the Associaclass-room.
in
once. The programme, which included
studies
were
arranged
Institution—
of
th
e
fulness
in it was extremely
part songs, piano, 'cello and vocal so"The triennial exhibition of the Royal tion who showed interest
to work in theElection of Officers.
l,s, was wholly classical, but WAS none
Canadian Academy in Montreal opened with small. If they were going
of the' e less interesting on that accOunt. As
members and exedbitors, direction of increasing the usefulness
for
private
view
a
' rule, classical music is calculated to
12th, and Association it must be through the members.
Thursday
evening,
March
on
which had been made in this!,
become rather tedious to all Dut the
The annual meeting oi the Art Associa. closed on Saturday, April 11th. The aver. The suggestions
most cultured and musical, but last Von
direction
had
not
yet taken any form; but;
the
in
work
shown
was
generally
was held yesterday afternoon
age quality of the
night's concert IV MS of a far different
Hon. G. A. held to have been a decided advance on that they would all tend in the direction,
character. The part songs proved once Art Gallery, the President,
making the rooms of the Association
again that Mr. Gould is a past master Drummond, in the chair. The others in of former years. The attendance of visitors of
resort for the members more frequently
in the art of gathering and conducting attendance were Rev. J. Edgar Hill, Mr. was : Members, 4,086; non-members, 1,772; athan
ever before. The usefulness and attrac•
a band of singers, the work of the la- Justice Wurtele, Messrs. C. J. Fleet, E. S. total, 5,858.
might be increased
dies in Schumann's ,`Song of the Couna Clouston, W. McLennan, A. T. Taylor,
"Permission was granted to the Associa- tiveness of the Association
try," and Cherubini's "Blanche of Pro 4 R. B. Angus, E. B. Greenshields, Dr. W. tion of Architects of the Province of Quebec by inviting local artists to send new pictures,
ronce," being especially enioyablett Gardner, S. Bell, Richard White, A. C. to hold a unique and specially interesting etc., occasionally, and from time to time
which carne to town
while the rendering of Morley's twoW. L. Maltby, G. C. Dunlop, J. Try- exhibition in the galleries of the Association, attractive pictureson
hundred year old "Now is the mouth Clark,
the walls of the Art
exhibited
be
might
loan
Torrance,
a
drawings,
F.
W.
of
architectural
Davies, Edward Holton,
consisting
Of Muying" was withotit a flaw. Mrs.
All
that,
however,
was in the air;
exGallery.
and
Drake,
all
kinds,
of
Henderson,
Walter
A.
of antiques
Shaw played as brilliantly as only she James Tasker, Stearnes, A. V. F. Vibert, collection moderrainclustrial
for addition to
Council
of
the
appeal
but
the
in
its
appliart
amples of
can, and gave valued assistance' to Mr. F. Hague, S. P.
the
membership
was
well
worth
consideraThe
exhibition
V.
E.
L.
Porteous,
H.
C.
A
cation
to
architecture.
concerto
for
A. F. Riddell,
Dubois in Saint Saens'
tion. Beyond all question, if that appeal
minor. Miss Mabel Chambers sang laeredith and F. Wolferstan Thomas.
roved a novel and most interesting one, and were successful, it would be the duty of the
sweetly, and Mrs. Laing did full jusThe annual report of the Council of the the results cannot fail to be of great value to
in the shape
tice to Haydn's "Spirit Song."
was read by the Secretary, Mr. all interested in art, and especially art crafts- Council to give a quid pro quo
Association
evening
to the institution in
attractions
additional
of
oppora
an
in part :—
One of the features of the
It
stated,
as
they
were
thus
afforded
Robert
Lindsay.
men,
the
he
was Miss Belasco's rendering upon
of studying good examples of art every way in their power. In conclusion,the
"It is a satisfaction to the Council to rethe loss that
fitting
reference
to
piano of Chopin's Berceuse and Mosz- port an improved financial condition for the tunity
made
industry,
branches
of
their
various
in
work
kowski's Etincelles.
year. The shops are rented to a good and given a stimulus by comparison of their Association had sustained by the death of
At the conclusion of the programme past suitable
The
memberof
tenants.
class
work with that of others to aim at a higher kr. W. G. Murray.
and
thanks
was
tendered
to
Mr.
a vote of
Mr. Justice Wurtele having formally1
Gould and those who lead so ably as- ship has increased in about the same propor- standard of excellence in design and techseconded the motion for the adoption of the l
sisted him by Rev: J. Edgar Hill and tion as the last three years, and the ! nique.
referred to the
treasurer's statement shows that a small , "The reading room and library continue to report, Rev. J. Edgar Hill
was suitably acknowledged.
at the lectures, and
The next item in the syllabus of en- credit balance has been carried forward. I be a source of much satisfaction to the meal- , increased attendance
tertainments under the auspices of the These results are encouraging, but there is : l bers, as evinced by the constantly increasing said that if some additional accommodation
Art Association will he a lecture on another and important duty, in which the attendance; and the many valuable books of could be provided it would probably meet
It had been
March 9 by Prof. Cameron upon " The II Council must ask the co-operation of reference are constantly in demand, The the case for some years . to
t come.
Egypt of the Pharaohs."
have been received during a matter of great gratification ti, fid thai
ifts
g
th e members of the Association. The fo
11 ow
i ng
the lectures in the
public generally is so fully aware , r the year:—Flom Mr. F. Wolferstan Thomas, the public had sttended
Music at the Art Gallery ,
that $ a Dictionary of Artists from 1760 to 1893, numbers they bad.
The Art Gallery was the scene of a smart of the objects of the Association
Mr. A. T. Taylor, in reply to the PresiIt by Algernon Graves, London, 1895, one vol.; dent,
'gathering ou Tuesday evening, when Mr. these require little comment here.and
said that he thought it would be pos'Color
Vision,'
by
Joyce,
from Mr. Francis
Joseph Gould entertained a large audience at acknowledges that the aim is good
the individual Captain W. de Abney, C.B., DOL ,F.R.S., sible to obtain a little more accommodation
worthy of encouragement, but
a musical evening. Mr. Gould was assisted
without much expense.
apt to lose sight of the fact that the re. Loon, 1895, one vol.
by a number of ladies and gentlemen, all issponsibility
The report was then adopted, after which'
The membership during the past four
for the support of the Associa.
conwell-known in musical circles here, who'cello
Mr. R. B. Angus moved; "That the mein.
I, years has been as follows:—
This
results
to
him.
bon
rests
mainly
with
stributed solos, part songs, piano and
bers of the Association have heard with pro s
the want of any personal
1893. 1894. 1895. 1896.
selections. The music was wholly of a classi• a great extent fromthe work which the Coon- Governors.... ....
found regret of the death of Mr. W. G.
20
19
19
23
difficulty
in
entertain.
appeal;
and
this
is
cal character, and the
Murray, and desire to acknowledge the debt
70 69
68 67
would urge on every member of the Asset. Life members ......
lag an audience with music of this descrip- cil
527 565
459 475
Annual members
of gratitude due by the Associatioq to his
systemif
a
confidence
that
full
with
ciation
treat,
however,
tion is well known. It was a
Mr. Murray took a deep interest
made, the membership will be
" In 1896:—Family tickets, 431; single memory.
and one that will not be forgotten by those atic effort is
feels _tickete, 111; associate tickets, 23.
in all matters pertaining to art, and arias for
who were fortunate enough to be present. materially increased. The Council
years connected with the Association, being
that this is the more important as the loan
" The number of visits to the Gallery
The ladies cf the Morning Musicale contri- exhibitions
a member of the Council for the piast 17
are in reality for the enjoyment during the last four years have been:—
of
the
pleasure
the
much
towards
louted
In that capacity his active is terest
the members,—the entrance fees from
1896. years.
1895.
1894.
1893.
evening. Mrs. Laing and Miss Mabel of
in a tintrked
never being sufficient to meet By members.
13,294 14,210 17,212 17,653 in the Association was shown
'Chambers were both in good voice and sang non-members
an appreciation shown by Free visitors.... 1,242 2,306 1,154 3,180 degree. It was chiefly through Mr. Murray
with their usual good taste and expression. the expenses—and
4, 472 that the first building fund a as established,
3,2514,624
a large attendance is the one return Paying visitors.. 3,561
I .7: 4 im Belarco's piano solos, Mr. Shaw's •
can offer to those
"The Council have to regret the removal and his efforts in connection with that fund
and Mr. Dabois"cello solos the .Asaociation
accompaniments
year of Miss Grace in a large measure enabled the association to
us
_ vote of who genero ly lend their treasures by death during the
A hearty
d_. _.
1-,avere also much enjoyed.
of the
I Murray, a life member, and of Mr. Walter acquire the property upon which the new
Thanks was tendered to Mr. Gould on conclu' for the gratification
Apart from this constant contributipounblibey. N. Evans, Mr. E. D. Lacy, Mr. A. C. Leslie, gallery is built. For the last three years
rerion of the programme. On March 9th, exhibitors towards the aims of the Anode,- Mr. E. Lusher and Mr. Forbes Torrance, an- Mr. Murray has acted as honorary treasurer,
- Prof. Cameron will lecture in the Art Gallery
devoting both time and attention to the
tien, we have to report the donation by Lord tuai members."
"pn the subject, "The ,g7t of the Mount•Stephen of Tbomars Faed's valuable i The financial statement showed that the duties of the office. In the death of Mr.
If 2 f7
1
t.Tharoahs."
painting, "Sunday in the Backwoods," so subscriptions to the Endowment Fund Murray the Association has to mourn the
known bit the engravings.
amounted to $31,054.953 . The assets of th loss of one of its oldest and most devoted
j
r
0 5 oef members and the cause of art a true friend."
Mil Association
were put own at
cart e Dow has a so generously cont ibute
The motion was seconded by Mr. E. B.
the sum of $2,000 towards the Endowment which real estate represented $99,394; works
Phillips Square. hand. Mr. J. L. Graham, a student of the of art, $95,356; Tempest Purchasing Fund, Greenshields and unanimously agreed to,
Association, whose promising work has been $68,(00; library, $2,409. The liabilities and on the motion of Mr. Walter Drake, a
—:o:—
lie Annual General eiettIng o he- frequently exhibited on our walls, has been were set down at $35,500, leaving an excess vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Joseph
will be held in the sent to London for more advanced instruc- of assets of $231,535.
The principal liabili- Gould, Principal Peterson, Mr. Leigh R
b
mem ers of this Association
22, at 5,
on MONDAY, Nebtuary'1
e
of a few friends ties were mortgage on new building, $25,- Gregor, and th ladies and gentlemen who
generosity
the
through
Gallery
ti
on
1896
t
rno'.
C
nie
os
receive reperD
' p.m.,totoelect
who confidently expect that he will mate'''. 060; loan from Tempest estate, $9,000 ; bad assisted them in giving lectures, etc.
officers for the ensuing year.
and
On the motion of Mr. Richard White
ally benefit by this opportunity.
balance due Molsons Bank, $1,328, less cash
PRINCIPAL PETERSON
seconded by Rev. J. Edgar Hill, Lord
"The sixteenth sess on of the advanced on hand, $303.
,r
on TUESDAY EVENING,
commenced on October 14th, in
art
will lecture
classes
In moving the adoption of the report, the Mount-Stephen was elected a governor, and
month, as advertized.
Inst., instead of next
charge of Mr. William Brymner, R.C.A., President remarked that in the report an Mrs. W. R. Elmenhorst a life member of th
Subjet " Tho Monumentsof Athens."
who reports that the general work of the appeal was made to the individual members Association, each being nominated by th 5
0-444etArt Gallery Notes2../4 'school has been good, and there is a marked to use their personal influence in the direc- Council.
of pupils attending tien of increasing the membership. But
Messrs. U. C. Dunlop and F. W. Torranc
annual general meeting of he Mein- increase in the numberThe
he'
establishment of here the Association was met with something were appointed scrutineers for the electio
present session.
bers of the Art Association of Montreal will the
afternoon, a modelling class has more than once been of a dilemma, as the popularity of the of officers, which resulted as under:
, be held at the Gallery on Monday
recommended.
Unfortunately, up to the lec'ures given under the auspices of the
President—Hon. G. A. Drummond.
(//: at 5 o'clock.
Vice-President—Sir William Van Horne.
session this has been found impossi• Association had assumed large proportions.
The lecture in the Gallery on Tuesday present
Treasurer—Mr. C. J. Fleet. ILA 4144
the obstacles in the way e- At the last lecture the room was not large
evening will he delivered by Principal Peter- ble to arrange,
7-/b
Members of Council—Messrs E. S. lousI.
want of accommodation and the difficulty enough to hold a number of those desiring
sen, of McGill University, on the subject, ing
'
finding
a
suitable
teacher.
This
year
Mr.
,
to
attend,
A. T. Taylor, D. A. Watt;Dr. Williar
considertoo,
he
supposed
that
a
of
and
of
Athens."
"The Monuments
competent instructor, who has studied able number of the members were debarred Gardner, Dr. Shepherd (for two years), an d
Prof. Capper, of McGill, will deliver the Bill, a
and
has undertaken the duties,
al from attending on that account. There- Mr. W. J. Learmont (for one year in pia
lecture on March 9. The name has been abroad,
under
ten pupils has been working
und fore, if they proceeded to largely of the-late-Air—W---O,---Mazza.j.).4":4eNss
of
class
stated
as
Cameron.
erroneously
his dire ction f or some months past with increase the membership they would have
gratifying success. The study of sculpture a difficulty to contend with in the size of the
•.,
a
Ae;o
i
is so essential a part of the work of .any.art rooms the; now occupied. It bad been mgLECTURE g It a gested the% after all was said and done, the
school that the propriety of makin
An illustrated lecture will be delivered
regular 10-rle(bf the art classes aims of the Association would be most
part
of
the
this evening in the galleries of the Art
of this association „pads no argument. 1 efficiently attained by increasing the inem•
The Lumber of pupilif' wlie attended during, bership; and when it was considered what
Peterson, principal of McGill University,
the session 1895-6 was 31, and up to the was the attendance and amount of support
under the auspices of the Province ,of I present date this session 31. Therewere that the Association received from the outtwelve competitors for the Anociation side public, he thought that there was a
Quebec Association of Architects. Submonuments of Athens.' The
scholarships at the annual competition, the good deal of force in the suggestion. At the
' ject: ' The
chair will be taken at 8.15 by the Hon.
G. A. Drummond.
6
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THE ART
ASSOCIATE.

are in reality for the enleyment of the
tnembers,---the entrance fees from, nonmembers never being sufficient to meet
the expenses—and an appreciation
shown by a large attendance is the one
return the Association can offes to those
who generously lend their treasures for
the gratification of the public. Apart
from this constant contribution by exhibitors towards the aims of the Association, we have to report the donation by Lord Mount-Stephen of Thomas
Fited's valuable painting, "Sunday in
the Backwoods," so widely known by
the engravings. Miss Jessie Dow has
also generously contributed the sum of
$2,00Q towards the Endowment fund.
Mr. J. L. Graham, a student of the
Association, whose promising work has
been frequently exhibited on our walls,
has been sent to London for more advanced rinetruetton throsigh the giverosity of a few friends who confideritlY
expect that he will materially benefit
by this opportunity.

Annual Meeting Held
Yesterday Afternoon.

The Hon. G. A. Drummond presided
at the annual meeting of the Art Association held yesterday afternoon. Among
others present svere the Rev. J. Edgar
Hill, Dr. W. Gardner, Judge Wurtele
and MeaSse, A. C. Clarke, C. E. L. Por' teous, H. V. Meredith, F. Wolferstan
Thomas, A. 14 . Riddell, A. V. F. Vibert, S. P. Stearns, F. Hague, Walter
Era.ke,' A. Henerson, James Tasker, J.
Try-Davies, Edward Holton, F.W. Torrance, G. C. Dunlop, '13: WIAte, S. Bell,
'13. B. Greenshields, R. B. Angus, A. T.
:Taylor, W. DIcLennaa, C. X. Fleet, E.'
S. Clouston and others.
, . Mr Robert Lindsay, secretary, read
l
k he following repott:
to,,the
to th
Council
C •l
r; "It is a satisfaction
to report an improved financial condition for the past year. The shops are
rented to a good and suitable class of tenants. Th enaembershies hae increased
in ab i ut the same proportion as the last,
•three years,.-al the treasurer's state*meals shows that a small credit balance
elies geen carried forward. These results
are arreouraging, 'MA There is another
and .',112Plartant distY. in. Which the Counaosseesi ust ask the co-operation of the
members- of-the-Association. The public
generally is so fully aware of the objects
of the AS§bViaribri that theses require
little comment here. It acknewledges
that the aim is goad, and; worthy of encouragement, but the individual is apt
to lo,e sight of the fact that the rest:ionsIbility for the support of the Association
rests mainly :With him. This nesults
to a great extent . from the want of ,
any personal appeal; and. this is the,
nork twhich the Council would urge on
every member of the Association, with
fuel e nfidence that if a systematic efLoet is *made the naerdlaership will be
naaterially increased.
"The Council feels that this is the
more important as the loan exhibitions
:
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GREEK ARCHITECTURE,
Dr. Peterson Lectures on Architectural

Monuments of Athens Before the
Architects' Association.
Dr. Peterson lectured last evening to
the Quebec Association of Architects on
the "Monuments of Athees." Art, he said,
was part of the life of the Greek people
more so than with any other nation. The .
essence of their art was simplicity, and on
this basis they had built, up a religions
architecture unequalled in all time, while
their works of sculpture and statuary were
the marvel of all ages. Dr. Peterson dealt
chiefly with the architesitural remains of
the period, showing a large number of
views of the buildings of ancient Athens,
which had been the inspiration to the architects of all nations. He also spoke of
the work being done in excavation and
by the chool of Classical Studies at Athens.
4e-
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ADVANCED ART CLASSES.

The Urgent Need for Increased
Accommodation.

•-

-

-

A SATISFACTORY FINANCIAL
STATEMENT PRESENTED.

"The sixteenth session of the advanced art classes commenced on October 14th, in cnarge of Mr. William
Bry-mher, R:C.A., Who reports that the
general work of the school has been
good, and there is a marked increase
in the number of pupils attending the
present session. The establishment of
a modelling class has more than once
been recommended. Unfortunately, up
to the present session this has been
found impossible to arrange, the obstacles in the way being want of accommodation and the difficulty of finding a suitable teacher. This year Mr.
Hill. a competent instructor, who has
stullied abroad, has undertaken the dutiea. and a class of ten pupils has been
working under his direction for some
months past with gratifying success.
"The Andy of sculpture is so essential
a-part of the work of any art school that
the propriety of making it a part of the
regular work of the art classes Of this
association needs no argument. The
number of pupils who attended during
the session 1895-6 was 31, and hp to
the present date this session 31. 6 There,
were twelve competiters for the Asse`si- 1
ation scholarships at the annual corn-'
petition, the successful ones being:: In
the first section (life), Ethel Arnton;
in the eecond section (antique) Zotique
Fabien. The work of Mrs. Fitzgibbon
and Pauline Townsend received honorable mention.
"The eighth session of the classes in
water color drawing commenced on the
14th, September 'and closed on the 30th
October. under the direction of Mr.,
Charles E. Moss. The weather was most
unpropitious for outdoor work, and there
Was consequently a smaller number of
pupils than usual, but every favorable
opportunity of i ketching from nature
either at the wharves or in the suburbs,
was taken advantage of, and when this,
was found to be impossible studies were
arranged in the class room.
"The triennial exhibition of the Royal:
Canadian Academy in Montreal opened:
'with a private view for members and
exhibitors on Thursday evening, March
12th; and closed on Saturday, April 11th.
The average quality of the work shown
was generally held to have been a decided advance on that of former years.
The attendance of visitors was : .1W embers, 4036; non-members. 1772; total,
5858.
"Permission was granted to. the Association of Architects of the Province'
of Quebec to hold a unique and specially interesting exhibition in the galleries of the Association, consisting of
architectural drawings, a loan collection of antiques of all kinds, and examples of modern industrial art in its application to architecture. The exhibition
proved k novel and most interesting one,
and the results cannot fail to be of
great value to all intereeted in art, and'
especially art craftsmen, as they were,
thus afforded an opportunity of studying good examples of art work in their
various branches of industry, and given
a stimulus by Comparison of their work
with that of others to aim at a higher
,

:

-

desirability of increasing the ac-'
standard of excellence in design and the
commodation.
technique.
Mr. Taylor said that this could be
THE READING ROOM.
done at small expense..
"The reading room and library con- THE liNTE MR. MURRAY.
tinue to be a source of much satisfaction to the members, as evinced. by
Mr. Angels moved : "That the memthe constantly increasing attendance; bers of the Association have heard with'
referof
and the many valuable books
profound regret of the death of Mr. W.1
enee are constantly in demand. The
Murray, and desire to acknowledge
following gifts have been received durhe debt of gratitude due by the Associaing the year: From Mr. F. Wolferstan tion to his memory. Mr. Murray took
Thomas, a Dictionary of Artists from a deep interest in all matters pertain1760 to 1893, by Algernon Graves, Lon- ing to art, and was for years cennected
don, 1895, one vol.: _eons Mr. Francis with the Association, being a member
Joyce, 'Color Vision,' by Captain W. de of the Council fer' the past seventeen!
Abney, C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S., London, 1895, years. In that capacity his active inMI6 vol.
terest in the Mil:relation was shown in
"The membership during the past four a marked degree. It was chiefly
follows:
as
. through Mr. Moray that the first
years has been
established, and his
1893, 1894. 1895! 1896, building funcieWres
&forts in connection with that fund'
10
1
20
t:e4tors
23
in a large measure enabled the AssociaLife members 70 69 68 67
tion to acauire the property upon which
459 475 527 565
I Annual members
the new gallery is built. For the last
In 18{6: — Family tickets, 431 ; single
three years Mr. Murray has acted as
tickets,
23.
tickets, 141; associate
honorary treasurer, devoting both time
durand attention to the duties of the office.
The number of visits to the Gallery
In the death of Mr. Murray the Assoing the last four years have been :—
its
1893. 1894. 1895 1896. ciaticin has to mourn the loss of one ofand
oldest and most devoted members
_13,294
14,210
17,212
17,653
By members •
the cause of art a true friend."
t'ree visitors 1,242 2,306 1,154 3,180
Mr. E. B. Greenshields seconded the
Paying visitors 3,561 3,251 4,624 4,472
motion, which was carried unanimous"The Council have to regret the re- ly.
moval by death during the year of Miss
Votes of thanks were accorded Mr.
Grace Murray, a life member, and of Joseph Gould, Dr. Peterson, Mr. L. R.
Mt.
E.
1)
.Lacey,
Evans,
S.
Walter
Mr.
Gregor, and the ladies and gentlemen
Mr. A. C. Leslie, Mr. E. Lusher, and who had assisted them in giving lecMr. Forbes Torrance, annual mem- tures, etc.
bers."
Lord Mount-Stephen was elected a
The financial statement showed. that governor, and Mrs. W. R. Elmenhorst
Endowment
the
subscriptions
to
the
a life member.
Fund amounted to $31,054.95. The assets
Messrs. G. C. Dunlop and F. W. Torof the association were put down at rance were appointed scrutineers for the
$267,035, of which real estate represent- election of officers, which resulted as
ed $99,304; works of art, $95,856; Tem- follows :
pest t'archanin.g Fonds 066,600; library,
President—Hon. G. A. Drummond.
$2,409. The liabilities were set down at
William Van
Vice-President—Sir
$35,500; leaving an excess of assets of Horns.
principal
liabilities
were
$231,535. The
TrSa,surer—Mr. C. J. Fleet.
mortgage on new building, $25,600; loan
Members of Council—Messrs. E. S.
from Tempest estate, $9,000; balance due Clouston, A. T. Toelqr, D. A. Watt, Dr.
Mosons Bank, $1,328, less cash on hand, Williem Gardner, Dr. Shepherd, (for two
$303.
years), and Mr. ,W Learmont (for
one year in place dr the late Mt. W.
INCREASED ACCOMMODATION
G. Murray).
NEEDED.
"

,

The Hon. Mr. Drumnaond, in moving
the adoption of the report, referred to
the neat which would soon make itself:
felt for increased accommodation. At
the Royal Canadian Academy Exhibition, 4,680 of those who attended were
members of the Art Association, and 1,134, or one-fourth, were the outside public. Taking the Architectural Exhitition, the discrepancy was still more
striking, for 1,906 visits were pail by,
members of the association and 295 by
outside parties, while at the exhibi
of water colors, which was a most admirable one, members of the association
turned out to the number of 1,653, and
the t isitors ,who paid 25 cents each, numbered only 391 during the three weeks
that the exhibition was open. The facts
seemed to indicate that the association's
work must be carried on, if at all,
through its membership. The number
of non-members of the association who
showed interest in it was extremely
small. If they- were going to work in
the direction of increasing the usefulness of the association it must be through
the members.
The usefulness and attractiveness of
the association might be increased by
inviting local artists to send new pictures occasionally, and, from time lo
time, attractive pictures which come to
tovon might be exhibited in the Art
Gallery. If the appeal for increased
membership were successful, it would
be the duty of the council of the association to increase as much as possible the attractiveness of the institution. Mr. Drummond concluded with a
reference 'to the late Mr. W. G. Murray.
Judge Wurtele seconded the motion
for the adoption of the report, which
11--ns unanimously agreed to.
The Rev. J. Edgar Hill referred to the
increased attendance at the lectures and

ROOM REQUIRED.

rf/

Vt/f?

Art Association Finds Itself
in a Dilemma,
INCREASE OF MEMBERSHIP.
That is What the Council Thinks
is Desirable.
The Public Does Not Support the

Association, and, Therefore, it
Must Support Itself.

Notwithstanding the enlargement of the
Art Association Building a couple of years
ago the increased membership is making
the necessity for more room keenly felt.
This need was demonstrated at the last
of those excellent lectures which have
been held recently, when the present room
used for those functions was found to be
quite inadequate to accommodate all those
who desired to attend.
All this came out at-the annual meeting, 1
which took place yesterday afternoon at
the Art Gallery. Hon. G. A. Drummond,
president, was in the chair, and there
were also in attendance Rev. J. Edgar
Hill, Mr. Justice Wartele, Messrs. C. J.
Phillips Square.
Fleet, W. McLennan, A. T. Taylor, E. S.
Clouston, R. B. Angus, E. H, Greenshields.
Dr. W. Gardner, S. Bell, Richard White.
GALLERIES OPEN DAtLY,
A. C. Clark, W. L. 'Maltby, G. C. Dunlop,
_ 9 o.n. to G. p.m.
J. Try-Davies, Edward Holton, F. W. TorAdniission 25e.
Saturday Free; rance, James Tasker, A. Henderson, Walter Drake, F. Hague, S. P. Stearns. A. V.
F Vibert, A. F. Riddell, C. E. L. Porteous,
IL V. Meredith. and F. Wolf erstan
Thomas.
-
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9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
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25e,
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Mr. Robert Lindsay, secretary:read th• ti nlimber
who showed-interest in its was extremely
annual report of the Council. It opened 7. small. If they were going to work in
by expressing satisfaction at the financial the direction of increasing, the usefulness
condition of the association. The mem- 4 ef the association it must be through the
members. The suggestions iyhich had
bership has increased in about the same been made in this direction had not yet
proportion as the last three years. The taken any form; but they would all tend
report then goeS on to refer to the de- in the direction of making the rooms of
sirability of every member making a per- the association a resort for the members
more frequently than ever before. The
sonal appeal in order to materially inusefulness and attractiveness of the ass°.
This is ren- eiation might be increased by. inviting
crease the membershiP.
local artists, to send new pictures, etc.,
support
dered necessary by the want of
from the' outside public. The individual. occasionally and frein time to time atwhile iii*owledging that the aim of the tractive pictures which came to town
association is' good, and worthy of en- might be exhibited on the walls of the
couragement, is apt to lose sight of the Art Gallery. All that, however, was in
fact that the responsibilty for the sup- the air; but the appeal of the council
port of the association rests mainly with for addition to the membership was well
him. The council feels that the increasing worth consideration. Beyond all questof the membership largely, is the more im- tion, if that appeal were -successful, it
portant as the loan exhibitions are in would be the duty of the Council to give'
reality for the enjoyment of the members, a quid pro quo in the shape of additional
—the entrance 'fees from non-members attractions to the institution in every
never being sufficient to meet the ex- way in their power. In conclusion, he
penses---ond an appreciation shown by made fitting reference to the loss that
a large attendance is the one return the the association had sustained by the death
Association can offer to those who gen- of Mr. W. G. Murray.
erously lend their treasures for the gratiAfter one or two remarks by gentlemen
fication, of the public.
present, Mr. R. B. Angus moved a reThe donation by Lord Mount-Stephen of solution of regreLat the death` ef Mr. W'.
Thomas Feed's valuable painting, "Sunday G. Murray, which was seconded by Mr.
in the Backwoods," and the generous con- E. B. Greenshields, and carried unanitribution of $2,000 by Miss Jessie Dow to mously. On motion of Mr. Walter Drake
the endowment fund are acknowledged. a vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Joseph
Reference is made to the art classes under Gould, Principal Peterson, Mr. Leigh' R
Mr. \tinhorn Brymner, R.C.A., the Model- Gregor, and the ladies and gentlemen
ling class under Mr. Hill, and the classes who had assisted them in giving lectures,
in water-color drawing under Mr. Charles etc.
E. Moss, the triennial lexhibitioh of the
On the motion of Mr. Richard White,,
Royal Canadian Academy in Montreal, and seconded by Rev. J. Edgar Hill, Lord
.6, Thivrreading
. the arehitectuTakelhibi, • n,
Mount-Stephen was elected a governor,
much and Mrs. W. R. Elmenhorst a life mem4 4t0.'
room VII- Aibtart.1
satisfaktion. The 'follow rig lifts...were re
ber of the association., each being nomincowed during the year t—From :Mr, F. ated by the council.
Th6r , a Dictionary of ArW
Messrs. G. C. Dunlop and F. W. Tortoit; 1893, by Algernon rance were appointed scrutineers for the
tists from 17
Graves, LondoM1895, one vol.; Hons. Mr. election of officers, which resulted as folFrancis Joyce, 'Toler Yision," by Cap- lows :—President, Hon. G. A. Drumtain W. de Abney, C.B.', DOL., E.R.S., mond ; vice-president, Sir William Van
London, 1805, one vol.
Horne ; treasurer, Mr. C. J. Fleet ; mem-1
The rnembership during the past four bers of council Messrs. E. S. Clouston,
years has been as folleWs :—
A. T. Taylor, D. A. Watt, Dr. William
Gardner, Dr. Shepherd (for two years),
'189:I. 1894. 1895. 1896.
10
.
79
20
Governors .. ., ' .. 23
and Mr. W. j. Eearmont (for one year
67 in place of the
68
69
Life members ... .. 70
late Mr. W. G. MurAnnual members —459 47:5 527 565 ray.)
ln 1896 :—Family tickets, 431; single tickets, 111; associate tickets, 23.
The number of visits to the gallery dur.
big the last four years have been :—
1893. 1894. 1895. leee.
Iiy niembers ..11 1,294 14,210 17,212 17,653
Free visitors .. 1,242 2,306 1.154 3,180,, Principal Peterson's Le cture eeore
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Dr. Peterson's Lecture on the City
That Taught the World t e
z t Beautv of Art.

'
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Art Gallery Lecture and Exhibition.
The lecture in the Art Gallery on Friday
evening next will be delivered by Professor
S. H. Capper, M.A., ef McGill University,
on the subject "Egypt of the Pharoahs."
This lecture promises to be one of the most
interesting
the series ;p will be fully
illustrated.
The seven eineth annual speilfg' exhibition
of original paintings, drawings, sculptures,
architectural designs, etchings, designs in
stained glass and china painting, which have
never been publicly exhibited before in
Montreal, will be opened on Thursday, the
1st day of April next, in the galleries of the
Art Association, and will continue for the
month. A great deal of public interest
attaches to this exhibition in Montreal.

d
3 /4 ?

heTlecture delivered last night in the Art
Gallery, under the auspices of the Quebec
Association of Architects, by Dr. Peterson
en "The Monuments of Athens" was of a
very interesting character. Art, he said,
entered more largely into Greek life, public,
mestic and religious, than had ever been
the case with any other people. Aiming
everywhere at the simple and definite, it
cleated an incomparable religious architecture, while in its sculpture arid statuary
it gave expression to theme eternal principles
cf the beautiful true that had made the
law for all succeeding time. If it was Remo
that taught the world imperishable lesson
of government, law and civil order; if
it was to Jerusalem that we must
leek as the cradle of the religion
which had impressed upon the world the
of
ideal of holiness, no less to Athens belonged
the undying fame of having exhibited to
Missions.
rien the beauty of art in all its true perfection. It was in the era of peace that followed
on the triumphant struggle with Persia that
WENT THROUGH THE ICE
Athens attained the full measure of her pu•
laical and artistic greatness. Under the
forraus Pericles she became the school of
Greece and attracted all the most famous
Lady Aberdeen and the Home Helpphilosophers, orators, painters, architects
ers--The Chambre de Commerce
sad sculptors of the lime. This was the age
—The Templars' Enterin which the foundations of a university
tainment.
were hild in Athens. It was, the said, in the
remains of the architectural monuments that
n•n
he wished to direct attention, and there
would be found the greatest examples of
The lecture delivered last evening in the
architecture which, for 2,000 years and
Gallery of the Art Association of Montreal
more, had furnished a model to every civilby Professor Capper of McGill University, .
ized people. Dr. Peterson then exhibited a
was one of the most interesting of the series,
sien-ber of stereopticon views of the
and attracted the usual large and fashionable
buildings on the Acropolis, etc., and dethrong. The theme chosen by Prof. Capper
scribed their principal architectural features.
was " Egypt of the Pharaohs," which he
Nowadays we hardly took the same sentiprefaced by a necessarily brief recapitulatio
mental interest in the Greek people as was
of a previous lecture on the Pyramids. Destimulated, especially by Lord Byron, in the 'Voting his attention to the eighteenth anti,•
days of the War of Independence. The nanineteenth dynasties, which corresponded t
tions of the civilized world, which were
the bronze age, the Professor said there wa
necessarily somewhat restrained in their inno satisfactory evidence of the use o
terest in the proceedings of the Greeks at
iron until the eighth century before
the present time, had another method of 'Christ. The next period was known as th
showing their interest in Athens and in
Ptolemaic dynasty, about 300 years B.0
Greece. Almost all of them had a school of
and in this connection it was pointed o
archaeology
at
work
at
Athens,
the
that some of the later Egyptian work was
Paying visitiirs. 3,561 8,251 4,624 4,472!
Association.
Architects'
Germans
and
Americans
being
in
the
the
'excellent as in the eighteenth and nineteen
The Council had pq regret the, removal'
fore front, the British lagging, pert -dynasties, when Thebes was the capital.
—
by death during the year of Miss Grace
of
Monuments
,
Mr.
Walon
"The
baps
until
recently,
somewhat
behind.
A
lecture
of
and
Murray, a life member,
was the era of great conquest and splend
ter N. Evans, Mr. E. D. 'Lacy, Mr. A. Athens" was delivered last night in the Outside of Great Britain, Montreal,
from a military point of view. Some beaut
C. Leslie, Mr. E. •Ldilier and Mr. Forbes Art Gallery, under the auspices of the through McGill, became the first confui illustrations of the ancient temples
Torrance, annual 'mernbers.
the western banks of the Nile and the tom
of Architects. Art, tributor to the funds by which the
The financial statement showed that the Quebec Association
British
School
of
Classical
Studies
at
Athens
.of the kings were then exhibited. T
! said, the speaker, entered more largely
subscriptions to thelt Endqwnient sFund
was
supported,
so
that
anyeitie
who
visited
amounted to $31,054.95. The assets of the into all phases of Greek life than had Athens in the future could visit the School views of the temple of Karnak were exceed
ingly interesting, especially the approach to
association were put down at $267,035, or ever been the case with any other peo- of Classical Studies and feel that he had a
which real estate represented $99,394; !
the ruins, which had evidently been built
personal
stake
there.
the
simple
He
hoped
that
in
conple.
Aiming
everywhere
at
Tempest
purchasing'
of
art,
$95,3561
continuously by the kings of the eighteenth
works
fund, $68,000; library, $2,409. The
and definite, it created an incompar- nection with every scheme of true liberal
and nineteenth dynasties. This temple
ties were set down at's.$35,500, leaving an Uable religious architecture, while in its education some opportunity, however rewas of mammoth proportions, covering no t
excess of assets of $231,535. The principal sculpture and statuary it gave expres- stricted, would always continue to be prolees than 420,000 square feet, some idea of its
liabilities were mortgage on new building, sion to those eternal principles of the vided for informing the mindwith the literamagnitude being learned in the fact that the
s2 5 ,000; loan from Tempest estate, -$9,000; beautiful true that had made the law ture and the art of Greece and of Rome.
area of one room was 88,000 square feet. A
balance due Molsons Bank, $1,328,- less. for all succeeding time. If it was
Hon. G. A. Drummond presided, and at
'striking feature of these ancient temples was
cash on hand, $303.
Rome that taught the world imperish- the close of the lecture a vet.Sof thanks was,
the immensity of the columns, the average
PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
able lessons or government, law and. on the motion of Mr. A. T. Taylor, accorded
height being from sixty to eighty feet for the
that Dr. Peterson.
The president made a short address in civil order; if it was to Jerusalem
the renain, and from thirty to forty for the side
moving the adoption of the, report. Ele we must look as the cradle of
the
columns. The sculpture and magnificent inremarked that in the report an appeal was ,! ligion which had impressed upon
WILL.
MR.
W.
G.
MURRAY'S
less
to
no
iscriptions were very remarkable, especially
was made to the individual members to World the ideal of holiness,
of
the representations of the kings enclosed in
use their personal influence in the direc-" Athens belonged the undying fame of
r
The
will
of
the
lat
Mr
illiam
membership.
But
having
exhibited
to
men
the
beauty
tion of increasing the
circles or royal cartouches, as they were
the
Of
all
its
true
perfection.
with
some!
has
been
probated.
The
Murray
George
met
4
was
art in
here the association
called. Some beautiful, illustrations of
thing of a dilenama„ as the popularity of remains of the architectural monuments bequests include $500, and a number the temples on the left bank
of paintings to the Art Association of
the lectures -given tinder the auspices .ot of Athens, the speaker said that in them
of the Nile, principally associated,
the association had assumed large pro-1 would be found the examples which for Montreal; $500 to the Verdun Asylum
portions. At the last lecture the room' 2009 years and more had furnished a $500 to the Hervey Institute; $500 to 'with Rameses II., and among the
the Protestant House of Industry and beat of Egyptian art, were given brief.
was not large enough to hold a number! model to the civilized world.
Dr. Peterson then exhibited a num- Refuge; $200 to the Society for the Pre- reference being made to the Pharoahs,
of those desiring to attend, and he supbuildthe
of
of
the
vention of Cruelty to Animals. 2 appeared to have been looked upon as the,
posed that a considerable number
ber of stereopticon views
.members were debarred from attending ings on the Acropclis. etc., and described
incarnation on earth of the Deity. Speaking'
on that account. Therefore, is they pro- their principal architectural features.
of the temples in Southern Egypt, known as"
ceeded to largely increase the membership Nowadays we hardly took the same senNubia, the lecturer pointed out here that
t they would have a difficulty to contend timental interest in the Greek people
these temples were remarkable for the
' with in the size of the rooms they now aes was stimulated, especially by Lord
reason that they were cut out of the solid
occupied. It had !been suggested that,
in the days of the War of Inrock, and for the collosal statues
after all was said and done, the aims
Phillips_Squase
The nation-s of the civil'the association would be most efficiently dependence.
which adorned the facade and the
ized world, which were necessarily some"attained by increasing the membership; what restrained in their interest in the
delicacy of the sculpture. A con--/LECMTJF20 111W
and when it was considered what was proceedings of the Greeks at the pretrast was made by Prof. Capper of thea
the attendance and amount of support. that sent time, had another method of show PROF. S. H. CAPPER, MA., OF MULL UNIVERSITY, temples of Egypt and Greece, showing that
the association received from the outside ing their interest in Athens and in
Egypt of the Ph3r3,ohs,"
Subject
in the latter external beauty and megni.
public, he thought that there was a
With Illustrations,
Greece. Almost all of them had a
fieence was lavished upon the exterior
good deal of force in the suggestion.At: school of archaeology at work at Athens,
AT
8.15
12TH,
1837,
Exhibition
architecture, while in the formal
HUY,
MARCH
the Royal Canadian Academy
in
and. Americans being
mere attention was paid to the interior. The
Admission 25e.
4,086 of those who attended were Mem- the Germans
the British lagging, perforefront,
the
Association,
and
1.134,
of
the
Art
lecture was brought to a close with some
bers
haps
until
recently,
somewhat
behind.
or one-fourth, were the outside public.
very fine illustrations of types of columns,
Britain,
Montreal,
of
Great
Outside
Taking the Arc,hitectural Exhibition, the
Egyptian tombs and their decorations, and
became the first condiscrepancy was still more striking. for through McGill,
sculpture, and drawing attention to the
—PHiLLIPS SQUARE,
Ii e
1,906 visits were paid by members of the tributnr to the funds by whieh the Britcurious conventionalism which was to ha
association, and 295 by outside parties, ish School of Classical Studies at Athens
that anyone who
noted in all Egyptian works of art. Rev.
whilst at the exhibition of water colors, was supported, so
in the future could visit
J. Edgar Hill presided, and at the close of
which was a most admirable one, members visiled AthensClassical
feel
Studies and
the lecture extended, on behalf of the audiOf McGill University.
of the association turned out to the num- the School of personal stake there.
ence, a hearty vote of thanks to Professor
ber of 1,653, and the visitors who paid 25 that he had a
"Egypt
of
the
Pharaohs,"
Subject
the
cents each, numbered only 391 during
Capper.
'With illustrations,
three weeks that the exhibition was open.
the
that
facts
seemed
to
indicate
These
Friday, March 12th, 1897, at 8.15 p.m.
association's work must be carried on. if
ADMISSION — 25e.
at all, through its memberehip. The
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ANCIENT EGYPT.
The Time of the Pharaohs Discussed

43/0/

Prof. I3apper Gave a Lecture
Last Evening.
THE TEMPLE OF KB NAK
Descriptions of Many Wonderful
Ancient Buildings.

Interesting Accounts of the Relics
Remaining in the Land of
the Pharoahs.

A large and fashionable audience greeted Professor Capper at the Art Association
last evening when he ga.ve a most learned
and deeply interesting lecture on "Egypt
pf the Pharaohs."
The Rev. J. Edgar Hill took the chair.
Professor Capper opened by giving a
brief recapitulation of his recent lecture
on Egypt before the Art Association,
as last nights' lecture was a continuation
of the former one. The lecturer dwelt
almost exclusively upon the temple architecture of ancient Egypt, and a large
number of magnificent views illustrating
his remarks were shown, The ruins of the
great Temple .cf Karnak, which is the
grandest of all the Egyptian temples
known to us, were shown in various aspects. The single great halt in this temple covers an area -of 88,000 square feet,
and is the very largest room in existence.
The temple itself is 1,200 feet long by 360
feet broad, with an actual area. of 430,000
square feet. The immense stone columns
some between 60 and 70 feet high, are
covered with hieroglyphics of all kinds. It
is the largest temple in the world and a
grand example of Egyptian architecture
the 'Pharaohs were looked upon as deified men or gods upon earth and of the
Nemeses II. was an especially arrogant
and self-glorified personage. A colossal
statue of this ruler, which is the largest
in the world was shown. It is a matte]
of much conjecture how it became over
thrown. It belongs to the 19th dynasty
end is in a very mutilated condition.
A fact worthy of notice, and which corn' mends general admiration, is that the
magnificent scale of buildings and wonderful workmanship of the ancient Egyptians was accomplished without the aid of
steel or iron tools: Some 6,000 years ago
Egypt was in a state of ver th civilize-tion, and it is only in matter of resources
that the world to-day is in advance of th-at
early time, and is not superior with regard to skill and workmanship. Egypt
is a country of stone not wood, Among
the representations of early sculpture was
one of a prince and his wife, which is
known to have been 6,000 years in existence. To be able to go back 60 centuries and find such remarkable examples of
portraiture, as these undoubtedly are, is
most wonderful.
The pyramids Which are the tombs ef
' the great monarchs of Egypt were also
visited. The ruins of the Temple ni
Luxor, which is next in importance to
Karnak, were most interesting. This
temple was built by the great Rameses II.
who figures so prominently -in Eg-yptiais
history.
Attention was then directed to the different style of temples in Southern Egypt,
being cut out of the solid rock. One,
built by Rameses II is simply sliced out
of solid rock , and at the entrance fiseir
great colossal statues of the king, each
66 feet high, are stationed, These figures
are in a sitting posture and are characterized by their majesty and repose and
generally massive and broad effect.
The lecturer then presented later works
of Egyptian architecture which was shown
to be he a much better state of preservation. Views of the smaller temples to be
found on either Fide of the banks of the
Nile were followed with interest.
At the conclusion of his very able and
instructive lecture, Professor Cap pr
most heartily applauded, and the lev. J.
Edgar Hill conveyed in a few appropriate
I words to the lecturer the very evident
appreciation of the audience for his most
admirable lecture.e_

by Prof. Capper.
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"Egypt in the time of the Pharaohs"
was the subject treated by Professor
Capper last night in his lecture, which
Subject : The Gothic of Northern Italy,
was a sequel, or continuation, to that
With Illustration.
already delivered by him upon Egypt
TUESDAY,
MARCH 23RD, AT 8.15 P.M.
and the Pyramids. The hall of the Art
Under the Auspices of the P. of Q. AssociaAssociation, where the lecture was tion
of Architects.
given, was well filled. The text of
Professor Capper's remarks was illus•
trated by limelight Views of the ruins
and natural scenes to which reference
was made. Ancient Egypt is always
interesting, whether on account of the
part which its rulers have played in Lee= at the Art Galle y/ by
scriptural history, or from the fact that
C. A. Hutchison.
It Is the oldest, or at least one of the
two eldest, civilized nations of whose
records any authentic trace has yet
A lecture on the Gothic Architecture
been discovered. Last night Professor
Capper exhibited a number of lime- of Northern Italy was given, last evenlight pictures illustrating the marvel- ing, in the Art Association Gallery, by
tons proficiency which the Egyptians Mr. C. A. Hutchison. The lecture, which
had attained in the arts of architee- was one of the series given under the
ture and sculpture. The lecturer also
referred to their skill in the ornamental auspices of the Province of Quebec Art
arts, and pointed out that some relics'l Association, was a most interesting one
discovered among the ruins of the tern-; Mr. Hutchison being especially well
pies proved that in some branches of qualified to deal with his subject, havdecorative work the people of the land, ing just returned from a visit -to !talk
of the Pharaohs had been superior to where he had spent several months exall rivals up to the present day. The amining the varions specimens ,to which
lecturer devoted the greater portion of he was able to obtain access. The itechis lecture. to an examination, from turer spoke of the different styles of
different points of view, of the ruins architecture Irons( the seventh century,
of the temples at Karnac and Luxor, on when the classical was in vogue until
the right bank of the Nile.
the eleventh century, when the Gothic
The temple at the former of these was adopted. In the tenth century the
places had been erected by Rame-ses II, architecture was of a complex nature,
of the nineteenth dynasty, and was, even but in the eleventh and twelfth new
in its present ruined state, a striking features were introduced which prepared
monument of the greatness of that the way for the introduction of the
mighty ruler. Prate.ssor Capper point- Gothic style. Another feature of the
ed out the immense size of the temple, time was the color of the materials
the ornamental work laviehed upon its used in the construction of the buildcolumn.s— so opposed to the severe sim- ings, the material used by the Italians
plcity of the Greek style— and the nu- being almost exclusively brick and terra
merous statures of King Rame-ses at the cotta.
capitals. He next exhibited views of
Mr. Hutchison then showed on the
a temple built in Lower Egypt by the screen, with the use of the limelight,
same king, Rame-ses. This enormous some of the most famous buildings of
temple is hewn out of the living rock. the Lombard style in Italy, includingIt contains a number of coloseal statues • the Church of St. Michel at Pavia; St.
of the king, who is represented in a sit- Lenom, in Verona; the Duomo, at Moting pesture, the figuras, thus seated, dena, erected in th-e eleventh century; 1
being sixty-six feet high, and measuring the leaning tower of Pisa, the Cathesome ive te-et from ahoulder to dral of Lucca, and among the Gothic
shoulder. The bodies and limbs are specimens that of the Cathedrals of
after conventional models; but the heads Sienna and Orvieto, and St. Antonio at
are beautiful specimens of art. The Padua, where the architect of the day
sculptors have succeeded in producing evidently attempted to amalgamate the
a living likeness of the monarch, and the Byzantine with the Gothic. Other illines of the features are drawn with the lustrations were a pretty picture of the
utmost delicacy, a most difficult oper- Chapel of the Thorn in Pisa, on the
ation when the colossal scale is consid- banks of the Arno, and the pulpit of
ered.
the Baptistry, photographed in the
The lecturer showed many other_in-__ Museum. in London. The Ducal Palace
teresting views during the evening, and in Venice and other scenes on the Grand
amply deserved the hear iy applause Canal Were very interesting.
whet followed the conclusion of his remarks.

A. C. HUTCHISON.

GOTHIC ART.

ITT/et in the Art Association

othio Arehlteeture..t4U
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last evening, by Mr. C. A. Hutchison, on the
Gothic Architecture of Northern Italy, was
/If -P hillips square." //f,)
eine of the most interesting of the series
'THE SEVENMEEINTI fir
which has been given under the auspices of
the Province of Quebec Association of
Architects. Mr. Hutchison, who has just
returned from a visit to Italy, spoke of the
of the work of Canadian
different styles of architecture from the
Artists will open on V)
-seventh century, when the classical was in
April let
vogue until the eleventh century,
Eni,j forms may be obtained at the Gallery.
I when the Gothic was adopted. In
the tenth century the architecture was
of a complex nature, but in the eleventh and
ah
A
twelfth new features were introduced which
prepared the way for the introduction of the
,r—PHILLIPSrARE,
A teke
I Gothic style. Another feature of the time
was the color of the materials used in the
construction of the buildings, the material
—THE 17th ANNUAL'--S'
'used by the Italians being almost exclusively
brick and terra cotta. The lecturer then SPRING : EXHIBITION
—OF—
showed on the screen, with the use of the
limelight, some of the most famous buildings the work
Canadian
of the Lombard style in Italy, including the
Artists.
Church of St. Michel at Pavia; St. Lenoni,
Will Open on April 1st. r\
in Verona; the Duomo, at Modena, erected in
the eleventh century; the leaning tower of
Entry Forms may be obtained at the pallet."'
of Pisa, the Cathedral of Lucca, and among
the Gothic specimens that of the Cathedrals
of Sienna and Orvieto, and Sb. Antonio at
4
Padua, where the architect of the day evidently attempted to amalgamate the Byzen•
*j—PHILLIPS SQUARE,
tine with the Gothic. Other illustrations
/ _2
were very 'interesting, among them being a
very pretty picture of the Chapel of the GALLERIES CLOSED
Thorn in Pisa, on the banks of the Arno,
PREPARATORY TO THE
and the pulpit of the Baptistry, photographed
In the Museum in London. The Ducal Palace in Venice and other scenes on the Grand
Canal were very interesting.
Reading Rooms open to members 9 a.m. to
Mr. Hutchison was accorded a very hearty 6 p
vote of thanks at the close of his lecture.
t'
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Seventeenth Spring Exhibition.
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EXCELLENT FORTH

TS.

Among Them a Speaking One or
Mrs. H. Montagu Allan—The
Landscapes Not as Good
as Usual.

The seventeenth annual spring exhibition
of the Art Association of Montreal, will
open on Thursday evening with a convereazione and a private view for members.
The notable feature of this year's exhibition
will be the number of fine portraits that will
be exhibited. While?the portraits must be
said to exceed anything seen in the former
exhibitions of this kind, it must be remarked that the landscapes are below the
average, a tact which is to be regretted.
Workmen are now busy in the galleries arranging the pictures, and the work will be
completed today.
A general idea of sere of the more important work in the i coming exhibition
will be interesting. It would require a very
large amount of space to go into detail,and besides a personal inspection of the collection
is needed to give one a correct idea of its
worth and attractivenees. As said before, .
the portraits are the feUtures of the exhibition. Robert _Harris is represented by six.
The portrait of Mis. Ikejlontagu Allan is
among the beet worklifver done, and is au
admirable, even a speaking likeness of the sitter. Other portraits--Thy the same artist
are of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Finley, Mrs.
E. W. Pal ker, Mr. Fairman and
Master Harold Stanley Bagg. The : first
canvas in the exhibition; and one occupying
a most prominent place, is undoubtedly the
portrait of Madame loges, by Jona,ers, the
yourg artist, who has made such a reputa- 1
tiou for himself. He has studied his art for
several y ears in Spain, and his work is decidedly Spanish in treatment. Sergeant, the
portiait painter, has classed him as the
strongest and most promising man of the
younger school of portrait painters. His portrait of Madame Ingres will afford material
for much admiration and for study. He has
several other portraits on view of Lt. 'Col. 4'
.I1ffrey Berland, of Dr. McPhail and of han- I

elf.
Mus Holden is represented by one of the
best things k he has ever done, the portrait of
a child. It is really exquisite, the figure
itself especially so.
J. Hammond has two landscapes and two
eeaseapes on exhibition. They are all very
characteristic work, the seascapes perhaps
being the most strikilig. MaeGillivary
Knowles, of Toronto, ht represented by a
Limber of landscapes aspd by a strong portrait k ketch that will command attention.
Maurice Cullen, the young artist, whose
weak is becoming very popular, has a num•
ber of winter scenes, treated in the impressionist manner, of, in and around Quebec.
His treatment of the floating ice in the St.
Lawrence is strong and vivid.
Suzor Cote exhibits four canvasses. They
are some of his best work, and among the
very best landscapes in the exhibition. O.
Leduc, whose work is always noted for its
marvellous attention to detail, is represented by a pecture that will receive general admiration. His treatment of the subject of a
boy looking over a book is indeed wonderf al
in the manner in which he has brought out
even the fine print.
F. M. Bell-Smith, whose street scenes are
oxecuted with such cleverness and harmony
f color, exhibits several of his most
striking canvacses, among them being Westmirster Bridge, Island Park, Toronto; on
London Bridge and a Grey Day on the
__
. . __
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have been received from 1.1. A. Reid and
Mrs. Reid, of Toronto, who, while Studying
in Spain, did some efeellent work. A very
good figure study represents the work of
Miss Plimsoll, and is of her best. It is to
be regretted that but one picture represents
the work of Homer Watson. He is at present in London, however, holding an exhibition, and for that reason one of our strongest Canadian painters has but the one canvas, which will, nevertheless, be much admired. Among the examples of C. Dyonnet,
all tu his usual good style, are Saltiest at
Labelle, looking down the valley. E. M.
Morris, a new exhibitor, inclining strongly
towards the impressionist school, has several
very clever pictures. Two pictures, one a
moi elight scene, represents the work of W.
Here, and they are excellent. A very strlk:
irg classical figure is the subject chosen by
J C. Pinbey, the new academician. It Is
piewt iul rl ebtse one of the
lleihsend
eousitu:silil lykilanagndo sf oam

,

SOME VICISSITUDES OF CRITICISM
Poetry and painting have this in common, that what is accepted by one is rejected by another; the best work often
seeks in vain for recognition in its' own
generation; while immediate popularity
has not seldom ended in early and hope- i
less obliviôn. Constable fought an uphill
battle, David Cox in life sold his pictures for a song, Turner owed much of
his vogue to his friend Ruskin, and Corot
was not immediately recognized as a
genius; on the other hand, the fact-that
Benjamin West was once president of
the Royal Academy has long been a
standing joke. It is not only the public
that needs to be educated, the critics
have made sad mistakes. Byron was criticised severely, and flouted Wordsworth
and the Lake School in his turn; John
Keats was bitterly assailed by the great'

'

An.eng the examples of this favorite
it net, J. C. O'Brien, of Toronto, are two
( pee ally good scenes, Morning in the Hear.
eel of St. John and Montmorency Falls.
A large portrait cf Maidame Martin, by
J C. riancbere, is clever. "La Oiseuse,"
he H. Beau, is a strong piece of impressionist
Fainting that will surely attract some people. A cloudy moonlight is an effect very
clt veil) worked out by that rising young
ertitt, Atkinson, of Toronto. Mary A. Bell
has two good pictures in children sailing
boats and "An Idyll." Among others who
deEEive special mention are Miss Houghton,
who has several characteristic pajntinga; A.
1). Patterson, of Toronto, who has several
fine portraits, the best being of Sir Daniel
Wilton and Sir Frank Smith.
The w.ater-colors will, as usual, command
a large there of the public attention. The
harmony of color in Mr. Bryrnuer's picture
t of a child, "A Grey Girl," will plaoe this
drawing in the most prominent light. There
are several very fine drawings by the same
artist that deserve great praise. J. M.
Barnsley has a number of his well-known
drawings, as has also Verner. Among the
other prominent exhibitors of water-colors
are Wmdeat, A. M. Lamlie, J. L. Moss, J.
B. Hance, AL Sanborn,is M. Living and
'Llvlrgstor.
here are four lovelyIniniatures siseawn,
hey are of
the work of Mies Ross.
Las Martha MonGillespie, of Montreal;
tagu Allan, the late Duk of Clarence and
the late Prof. Blaikie.
In the neulpture there le a very fine bust of
Hebert, also a
the Hon. L. J. Forget
smaller one of Madame Hbert and a plaster
group of the subject " Co voitises." In this
class, too, there is a veryk clever sketch portrait in clay by Alberta (*Band, a pupil just
now in the classes.
Altogether the exhibition will be a great
treat and during the month that it will remain open will certainly be visited by all
w ho take an interest in art and Canadian
artists.

imcritic of his day ; William Blake's
mortal child's poetry could not find a •

,

•

must be admitted that the pictures as a

whole are poor. There is good, strong
work in portraiture undoubtedly, of in- I
terest to the student and those -who have
knowledge of the subjects; but of landscape and genre painting, which most
COME IF YOU DARE. — R. HARRIS.
appeal to the popular taste, the examples!
are few, and the majority of these are
market; and only a few years ago, John
disappointing. This. notwithstanding,
I Ruskin described Neil Whistler's noeno one who is interested in art in gen1 turtles as ` daubs '—for which an. intellieral and. Canadian art in particular, can
gent. Britishgjhry mulcted him in one
afford to miss this exhibition, for there
So time brings its
! farthing damages.
are one or two genre pieces, and about
multitude of writers
for
of
the
revenges,
C.
DYONNET.
—
SUNSET AT LABELLE
a dozen landscapes, that would reflect
ears the world's ,
whose
in
painters
and
it
issafe
and
its
votaries,
, amongst
credit upon any collection of paintings, asm
praises sounded while yet they werepredict
that
this
young
painter's
re, to
however notable.
Portrait of a ! putation will increase in proportion as
Alphonse Jongers's
The
lady,' has been given the place of honor, his work is more widely known.
the time
and is eminer4ly worthy of it. The corn- gradations of color suitable to
of year he chooses to depict bristle with
difficulties, a pitfall to the many, but
managed by him with seeming ease. As
with his landscape in the last Academy
exhibition, so with his Entree du bois'
in this, it easily dwarfs anything of its
21 3
kind seen here for a long while, and the
i/V,r4-ad
same may be said for three other landPICTURES GENERALL /POOR,
scapes in the room by this artist. Of
WITH NOTABLE EXCEPTIONS.
the latter, however, two of the skies resemble one another, and, in general, the
artist is inclined to ` repeat himself,' both
THE YOUNG STUDENT. - 0. LEDUC.
SOME OF THE PAINTINGS DESCRIBED.
in color and treatment. It. is better to
one
thing
well
than
many
things
inthe very memory of most of
The seventeenth annual spring exhibi- A GREY DAY ON THE THAMES—F. M. do
differently; The unfinished is nothing,' them,' as Walter Pater makes Marcus
oil
paintings,
water-color
drawBELL SMITH.
tion of
Says Amiel; but too much of one thing, Aurelius say in the 'Epicurean,' has vanpall, and ished away 'into that great gulf and
ings, statuary, etc., is now in course of
and painting of subject and ac- even a good. thing, is apt to
position
JPreparation at the Montreal Art Gallery , cessories are equally good and will repay Mr. Cote's gems are of the finest water, abysm of past thoughts." I never saw
of the most various settings: His a sunset like that,' -some one has been
and will be open to the public on Friday. close attention. The pose is easy and 'worthy
still life' work is far above the ordi- said to have remarked of one of Turnadmirably balanced,
colors
to,
tile
graceful,
Montreal,
The Art Association of
that he has not favored the er's works. No,' replied the great
the ormolu table a work of art in itself. nary, and
of it is a fact painter, 'but don't you wish that you
whose administration 'these annual exhiIf one might hint a fault, the back- present collection with -any
ground, beautiful alone, is rather too to be regretted.
bitions are due, has already the majority
could ? ' The reply is not given, the
Mies Holden's Paint me, auntie,' is critic is supposed to have been effectually
of the pictures in place, and the work aggressive in the picture. The same ar- very pleasing and will give elien
on the
or not,
has been well done, both with regard to tist has three other portraits whose
mariy. • '1 he expression and pose are ad- crushed, but whether that was so
walls, notably one of himself,
Turner's answer contains much of the
light and juxtaposition of subjects. The many sterling qualities compel admira- mirable; but, if one were inclined to philosophy of criticism. Great workcavil, the dress of the child seems unhanging will be finished to-day and the tion.
men create their own environments and
stiff.
catalogues printed, in readiness for the
Mr. Robert Harris, president of the nat orally
the Critic Must be in sympathy before he
Dyonnet's
Sunset
at
Labelle,'
his
private view to-morrow evening. Com- Royal Canadian Academy, is also reprecan understand and admire. The late
Boat
-in
Montreal
Harvest
Day,'
and
its
of
paring the exhibition with some
sented with credit to himself and Cana- Harbor,' are diverse and well painted; -lamented Robert Louis Stevenson, as a
cursory
examination,
predecessors, in a
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and from a popular point of view, it

dian art. His portraits of Mrs. H. Montagu Allan, Mrs. Samuel Finley, Mrs.
E. W. Parker, Mr. Fairman and Master
Harold Stanley Bagg, are admirable, and
his Come if you dare ' has a humor of
its own that will be appreciated.
There is a rare charm about Suzor
Coté s art that arouses a sort of enthusi__
.

ease in point, was years before he underthe first is especially full of charm.
Maurice Cullen is an impressionist of stood and 'appreciated Corot; indeed, it
the modern French school and he paints is doubtful if he ever really did apprewhat he sees. One Of his canvases, of ciate him. It is true, too, of the works
ice, 'open water and snow-crowned land- of recognized genius; that many of them
scape is picturesque and impressive; the would peas unnoticed and escape admiraother is too crowded to give pleasure.
tion if it were not for their 'high-sounds,
Mr. F. M. Bell-Smith has several char- jng names'—to be told by authority whet
, acteristic out-of-doors studies, of which to esteem and what to disesteem ie a
! his Grey day on the Thames' will es- great saving of labor. The guide books
pecially appeal to those who know the 'of Europe are the -true arbiters of taste
scene.
with the majority, as Mark 'I wain, L ail
The sculptures, water-colors, re, liu morously
neenta
' I us in his ItM
remainder
of the pal'tures and the
-critics thein-'even the
for
another
occasion,
ust be left
iseaby nbeireans infallt!
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and what is contemned by one genH The ' Nature Morte' of Mr. E. U. LaI oration often excites the admiration of marche is perhaps the beet still-life study
the one that succeeds it.
johu Hammond's ' Herring Fishing'
. and 'Grand Pré,' in the present spring
exhibition, are painted in that romantic
manne‘r of which he has given us so
many delightful examples; only the column of smoke in the former seems too
definite and prosaic a note in a painting
of which the charier principally consists
of its poetry and mysticism. Of ' The
Tantramar,' one is - inclined to say that
Ll Mr. Hammond hall painted a disagreeable day disagreeably. There are such
'scenes and weather, when the sky is a
dirty blue, the clouds raggednopaque and
muddy, the land soggy and an atmosphere of Misery pervading everything
but these are scenes M 'general one likes
to escape, actually ''and in memory. For
'dark day' the writer ; prefers the sentianent of the noble 'Troyan that was the
chef d'oeuvre of one our late loan
exhibitions. Tastes differ, however, and
'Mr. Hammoild's: 'realism will doidatless
appeal forcibly to those in sympathy
with his .point of view.
Mr. W. Michigan's 'Cloudy Moonlight' is all darkly grey and silvery white
and would serve as an apt illustration
to the lines, When the sun dies m t
•
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The Private View and Conversazione.
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STEAMER AT MONTREAL HARBOR—C.
DYONNET.

Mr. F. McGillivray Knowles exhibits
five canvases, all good in diverse ways.
The 'Study of a Girl's Head' is especially
worthy; the expression, color and modelling are all excellent.

--

THE PRIVATE VIEW
daA-

ART ASSOCIATION
t /9,27_
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with the voice of day, and ailence reigns
in the gloom and the ,grey.'‘ His other
exhibits are 'OM Grist Mill Below Quebec' and 'Woodland.'
The work of Mr. ,Tames M. Barnsley
is highly esteemed by all Montrealers; it
is charged with sentiment and the most
poetic feeling, and everything this
'young painter has touched denotes a mind
transcending the ordinary; it has an
originality all its own and is sure to grow
in favor. 'Landscape in Holland, Autumn,' and 'French Landscape' are characteristic of his style.
The foreground in `bin Ravin Sur la
Colline,' by Mr. Suzor Coté, is truthful
and admirable in every way.
Two little 'biter' entitled 'Autumn, Bit
of Como Road,' and 'Hudson Heights,'
' by Mr. Arthur S. Henshaw, are meritorious.
In 'Moonlight' Mr. William Hope has
obtained 'the large effect of space,' and
the silence and the peace of such a time
are admirably counterfeited. There are,
besides, several subtle little truths in
this painting that appeal to one.

6
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MORNING IN ST. JOHN (N.B.) HARBOR.
—T. R. O'BRIEN, R.C.A.

- Iti, MbIsre.°1i:IWolfr eile; *elision, Pbriltitissa Ti!teelsvoeno,

' Mrs. Springle, Mrs. Ernest Judah, Mis s
Simpson, Miss Haultain, Lt -Col. Strathy,
Capt. and Mrs. Coetigan, Mr. r.
H. Carter, Miss Parker, Compton; Mr.
Wm. White, Dr. and Mrs. Yates, Mr.
Fwd. Meredith, Mr. Gordon McOougall,
Mr. and the Misses Ewan, Mr. and Sirs.
it4d --Gaunt, Dr. Le fleur, Mr. P. A Peterson, Mrs.
and the Misses Acer, Mr, McIntosh, Mr. and
A SUCCESSFUL FUNCTION. the Misses Irwin, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Mudge, Mr. and Mrs. Lilly, Mrs. and Mise
Putnam, Lt•Col. and Mn. Jeffrey -Berland, ,
A Large Number Present—Big Col- _Mr. E. Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Renouf, Ales
Saundereon, Mr Kenneth Maopheram, Mise
lection of Portraits—Architec'Macpherson, MIES McRae, Dr. and Mrs.
tural Drawings.
Lovejoy, Mr. A. C. Hutchison, Mr. Saxe,
Mie. Meldola de Sole, the Misses Auerbach,
Miss l'enicit, and many others.
,f; The seventeenth annual exhibition of oil
paintings, water colors, sculpture, etc., was
opened in the galleries of the ArtAsspciatiara of Montreal last evening with a private
view for members and a delightful conversaaerie. Perhaps it would be better to con- At
ning.
the Art Gallery La t
flee one's self altogether to the latter term,
for while the pictures are there, it is but a
The private view for members openvery hurried and unsatisfactory view that
ed the seventeenth annual Spring .Excan be had of them at Buchan entertainment.
No one would go with the idea of seriously 'hibition of the Royal Cariadj oan Acadstudying or examining the pictures at the enay last evening in, the new gallery
"private view." This must be done ab an- of the Art Gallery, Phillips square.
other time, or times, for they will repay a
The number of portraits of well known
very great deal of clone attention.
TLe conversazione, which has become an society people filled the galleries with
established event on the eve of the opening an unusually large crowd of members,
of the different exhibitions, is becoming more nearly every, portrait on the walls had
and snore popular. It is doubtful if any its prototype on the Boor, And there
'other entertainment of a similar character were few of the guests who were not inwculd at this time of the year have called
terested personally in the different picout the large and fashionable attendance
which thronged the galleries for several tures. A great number of beautiful
gowns were worn and the galleries have
hours last evening. It was a delightful seldom, if ever, looked
so gay or smart.
A Private View at the Art Gallery affair frein beginning to end, and will usher A charming programme of
light music'
in one of the most notable spring exhibitions was a great acidition. Refreshments 4
4; This Evening.
which the Association has yet held.
were
served
in
the
large
class
room, the !
—
As remarked several days ago, the por- long tables were decorated with quanThe seventeenth annual spring exhi- traits in the present exhibition are the most tities of crimson geraniums and potted'
bition of the ,Royal Canadian Aca- noteworthy feature. It is perhaps the hyacinths.
The following were amongst those predemy will open this evening at the finest selection of portraits that has ever
sent: Mr. and Mrs. George Drummond,
Art Gallery, with a private view for been seen at such an exhibition in Montreal. Mr. and Mrs.
E. B. Greenshields, Miss
For the artistic public there is a rare treat
members.
in store, for, betides the portraits, there are Greenshields, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Clous e
ton, Mr and Mrs. Montagu Allan, Mr.
The general appearance of the pic- many excellent landscapes.
In china painttures is good. There are a larger num- log also there is a small but very pretty and Mrs. W. R. Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
R. McD. Paterson, Lady Van Horne, the
ber of ,portraits and fewer landscapes exhibit, containing work by Miss MacDon- Misses
Van Horne, Mrs. Gillespie, Miss
than usual. The most noticeable fea- mil, Miss Atkinson, Mr. E. A. Caldwell, 'Gillespie, Miss Abbott, the Misses Angus,
ture of the exhibition is the good qual- Mies1Whiteey, Miss M. L. Miller and Mrs. l Mr. W. Angus Mrs. Wa.nklyn, Mr. and
ity of the ,portraits. Many familiar N cIndoe.
Mrs. Allan Mackenzie, Mr. and Mrs.
names are missing from the catalogue,
Several well-known architects of this city Charles Holt, Miss Cochrane, Hillhurst;
A mongst them are : Wyley Grier, W. have designs in architecture. There are two Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hope, Dr. and
Ilaphael, T. More Martin, 'Miss Tully, deeigrs for the new clubhouse of the Royal Mrs. Adami, Mr. M. B. Bethune, Mr.
tiS6 Carlyle, M. Mattheavs, and James
St. Lawrence Yacht Club, and others of and Mrs. Blackader, Miss Edith
L. Graham. In spite of this, the exhibi- f qual interest. The china
Gault, Mr. and Mrs. Fayette
exhibit is in the Brown, Mr.
t ion is up to the average, and the gaps
and Mrs. S. Coulson, Pro- Liave been well filled by new men, such old gallery, the sculpture:in the old gallery, fessor Cox, Mr. and Mrs. Granville Cunes A. Jongers, James Morrice, Maurice and the miniatures, which were much ad- ningham, Mr. and Mrs. T. Ridier Davies,
mired last evening, are in the room devoted Mr. and Mrs. David Denne, Mr. and
Cullen, and Mr. Morris, of Toronto.
Mr. Robert Harris exhibits a portrait to the water color drawings.
Mrs. G. H. Duggan, Mr. and MrS. A.
ct Mrs. Montagu Allan,which is pleasing
The galleries were crowded last evening D. Durnford, Miss Galt, the Misses
as a picture, delicate and decorative in from about half past eight until half.past Ewan, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Ferguson,
calor. A strong, vigorous head of Mr. eleven. Gruenwald's orchestra were stationed Mr. and Mrs. S. Finley, Dr. Gardner,
Frederick. Fairman is, perhaps, as good on the landing at the head of the stairs, and Mr. and Mrs. James Gardner, Mr. and
as anything he has done. A small por- rendered a very good programme
of music. Mrs. John Grant, Mrs. Greenshields, Mr.
trait of Mrs. E. W. Parker is good.
Grier, Mr. Hampson,
Light
refreshments
were
served
in
the large son, Mr. and Mrs. E. the Misse-d: HampThe most important portrait in point
P. Hannaford, Mr.
glass
room
off
the
new
gallery.
The
conof size and ambitiousness of treatment
and Mrs. W. Hope, Mr and Mrs. Maxima
Is the one by Mr. Jongers. The figure ver sszione may be classed among the most Ingle,s, the Misses Irwin, Mr. and Mrs.
in its black gown with white lace and enjoyable and successful which have been Kennedy, Mr. Paul Lafleur, Mr. W. J.
large black and white Gainsborough held.
Learmont, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Lewis,
hat, sitting alongside a Louis XV table,
Among those who were present were Hon. Mr, and Mrs. R. A. Lindsay, Miss Edith
and with a background of tapestry de- G. A. Drummond and Mrs. Drummond, Lindsay, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Lyman, Mr.
corated with Wattean figures, reminds Rev. J. Edgar Hill, the Misses Hill, Mr. Grant MacIntos ,h, the Misses Beard,
one of the graceful women who peopled and Mrs. Muir, Mr. E. B. Greenshields, Mr. Mrs. Ernest Judah, Mr. HobarteSprin.g-le,
the pictures in the days of Fragnard.
W. Angus, Miss Angus, Miss P. Angus, Lt.-Col. and Mrs. Burland, Dr. and Mrs.
In contrast to this is the portrait of Mrs. Gillespie, Mr. and Mies Gillespie, Mr. MaePhail, Mt. and Mrs. Kenneth Macpherson, Miss Macpherson, Miss Macrae, [
Maxine Ingres, which in strong and
irrile in treatment. The yellow acade- and Mrs. Jsmes ROES, Dr. William Gardner, Dr. R. Tait Mackenzie, Mr. and Mrs.
mic band completing a sombre har- Mr. E. S. Ciouston. Mr. W. J. Learmont, George R. Marier, Mr. de M. Marier,
mony of color. In the portrait of Col. Mr. Morrice, Dr. Francis Shepherd, Mrs. Miss Marier, Mr. H. W. Mayrand, the
Burland, the crimson coat of the uni- Shepherd, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Taylor, Mr. Misses Maison, Mr. Herbert AloLson, Dr.
form is treated with remarkable ability. D. A. Watt, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lindsay, Elizabeth Mitchell, Capt. Mitchell, Mr.
The treatment of the head calls up mem- Miss Lindsay, Miss Pangman, Miss Edith and M;rs.
Campbeli NellesVs., W.
ories of Philip IV of Spain and Veins-. Lindsay, Mr. Carter, Mr. and Mrs. Montagu Nelson,' Misa Nelson.' Ir. J. 0
herty,
quez. The portrait of Dr. McPhail and Allan, Mn, and Mrs. W. R Miller, Mr. and Miss Paunedan, Mr." , . P4:3Zik, Ir. Itrid : '
Mrs.
P.
A.
of the artist himself complete the pic- Mrs. Charles Holt, Miss Cochrane,
'Peterson, Miss Phillips, Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. L. 43 onteous, Miss Em
tures exhibited by Mr. Mangers.
Hilihuist; Principal Peterson, Mies Mar- Plimsoll, Mr. Putman,
Mr. and Mrs.
garet Houghton, Miss Sarah Holden, Mr. Norman Rielle. Mr. 'W. F. Robertson,
end Mrs. Hope, Mr. M. H. Gault, the the Misses Roy, Mr. Jack Savage,
Misses Gault, Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Durnford, Miss Selena Savage, Mr. H. C.
Miss Galt, Mr. Geo. Bamford, Mies Darn- Scott, Mr. Philip Scott, the Misses
ford, Mr. end Mrs. Guy Rose, Mr. and Miss Scott, Mr. and Mrs. David Seath, Dr. '
Woebean, Mr. Frank Redpatia, Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Shepherd, Dr. Simpson, Miss Simpillips Squa rI
Clarence Lyman, M. Alphodse Jongers, M. son, Mr. Haig Sims, ' Mr. and Mr
Ingres, Mrs. Miles Williams Mr. and Mrs. Stanger, Miss Boyd, Mrs. Pillans St
Fayette Brown, Mr. and tirs Samuel Fin- enson, Miss Stevenson, Lt. Col. gind M
Mr. and Mrs. - ' Taylor, Mrs.
SEVT NTEENTH ANNUAL SPRING ley, Mies Finley, Prof. and Mrs. Frank Strathy,
Wig-more, Miss
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Parker, Misns Taylor, Watt, Mr. John Taylor,
Mr. Homer Taylor, the I
...EXHIBITION...
Mrs. and Miss Grier, Mr. and Mrs. Holden Misses Taylor,
Dr. C. W. Wilson, Mr.'
and Miss Holden, Mr. and Mrs. Wit , IT. Budden, Mr. F. Budden, W:7
tc,
Walters,'
Hs, Mr. and Mrs. Stanger, Miss Mr. Henderson, Mr. F. E. Meredith,.
yd,
Mr.
H.
Moison,
the
Mieses
the
Misses
Williams,
Mr.
W.
Monk. Mr.
Op n (Luny 9 a.ns, to 6 p,m. Wedneas
Nelson, Mr. and the Misses Savage, and Mrs. john Logan, Mr. W. Mon-ice,
day Evenings S to 10. Admission 25e1
Re. Principal Rexford, Mr. Suzor-Cote, Rabbi de Sala and Mrs. de Sola, Mr.
Ni'. W. S. Taylor, Miss Taylor, Miss Roy, Travers Allan, Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
Mi. Homey
. Taylor, the Maisee Taylor, Me. Parker, Mr. Holden, Miss Holden, Mr.
and Mrs. Mulholland, Mr. Harold Eadie,
Mr. and Mrs. Birks, and many others. ,

In the exhibition. The modelling and
painting of metal, glass, glazed-ware and
fruit, it would be difficult to excel.
Mr. O. Leduc's 'Young Student' is almost microscopic in its attention to detail and will be studied with pleasure
and relief, after seeing some of the 'slapdashery' that is ,striving to pass as 'art.'
Mr. Kenneth R. IMaepherson's two
small portrait studies have merit and,
perhaps, a subtle humor.
Mr. Charles E. Moss's 'Noontime' is
natural and pleasing; his 'The Harvesters.' 'is small and dainty ; both have
charm and 'grow' upon one with study.
Mi. L R.' O'Brien's' 'Montmorency
Falls' is a very taking' little picture and
his 'Morning in the Herber, St. John,
NB,,' is in his best manner.
Mr. John C. Pinhey's `La Penserosa'
is one of the most ambitious works in
the gallery. The coloring is dainty and
pleasing, the decorative effect is satisfactory, and the landscape of the background adds to the suggestiveness of the
subject. As a question of taste or truth
however, the right arm of the figure
seems abnormally lanky, while the pose
necessitates some ungraceful curves in
the drapery of the bust.
Mr. W. .A. Sherwood's The Little Newsboy,' whether a portrait or not,
is characteristic of the type. The subject has all the confidence and assurance
of the 'gamin' of Hugo and Morrison.
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The private view and conversazione of
N
the seventeenth annual spring exhibition
se•s.N. ,
of oil paintings, water color drawings,
n, ,,
....
N..
\'
sx,
etc., took place last evening in the Att.
\ \
\\N • N
Gallery and was in every way satisfactory. The attendance was large and representative of the arts, professions and
fashion, Gruenwald's orchestra discoursed
sweet music, some of the canvases were
much admired and the evening soon
hued itself away. Among the many
The portrait of Prof. Chapman by Mr.
sent were: The Hon. G. A. Drum Sa and Mrs. Drummond, the Rev. Dickson patterson is the best work he
has exhibited at the Art Gallery
dgar Hill, the Misses Hill, Mr. and this
year.
The
pose
is very
Irs. Muir, Mr. E. B. Greenshields, characteristic and unconventional.
The
Mr. W. Angus, Miss Angus, Miss P. retort introduced in the background sugAngus, Mrs. Gillespie, Mr, and Miss gests the work of the sitter. The porGillespie, Mr. and Mrs. James Ross, traits. of Sir Daniel Wilson and Sir
Dr. William Gardner, Mr. E. S. Clous- Frank Smith by the same artist are
ton, Mr. W. J. Learmont, Mr. Morrice, neither of them commonplace.
sl'FIR: SPRING EXHIBITION—"APPROACHING STORM," BY E. .1)YO.NNET,
Miss Holden's figure of a little child
Dr. Francis Shepherd, Mrs. Shepherd,
is so spontaneous in expression and
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Taylor, Mr. D. A.
Watt, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lindsay, movement throughont, that it is
Miss Lindsay, Miss Pangman, Miss Edith amongst the most pleasing things in
the exhibition.
Lindsay, Mr. Carter, Mr. and Mrs. MonMr. Franc:here's portrait of Mme. Martague Allan, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Miller, tin is well drawn and carefully
painted.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Holt, Miss CochMr. Homer Watson is at present in
rane, Hil'burst; Principal Peterson, Miss London and only sends one picture—
Margaret Houghton, Miss Sarah Holden, number 129, the Old Mill—which is strong
Mr. and Mrs. Hope, Mr. M. H. Gault, and effective.
Mr. Maurice Cullen sends this year, I
thesalisses Gaull sollr„ and Mrs. AD.
for the first time, the results of his
Durnford, Miss Galt, Mr. Geo. Durnstudy of Canadian landscape. He has
ford, Miss Durnford, Mr. and Mrs. GO been painting near Quebec, and two of
Ross, Mr. and Miss Wonham, Mr. Frank his pictures show the river St. LawRedpath, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Lyman, rence filled with floating ice and QueM. Alphonse Jongers, M. Ingres, Mrs. bec in the distance, under' different efMiles Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Fayette fects. The others are lookilig alonethe
Levis shore in
Mr. Cullen's work
Brown, Mr. and, Mrs. Samuel Finley, is very direct,winter.
and he gets his values
Miss Finley, Professor and Mrs. Frank true and strong without any hesitation.
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Parker, He is in the right road, he has only to
Mrs. and Miss Crier, Mr. and Mrs. Hol- continue in it to attain a high place
den and Miss Holden, Mr. and Mrs. amongst landscape painters.
A small moonlight scene by Mr. Wm.
'Wallis, * Mr. and Mrs. Stanger, Miss Hope
is delicate in coloring and full
Boyd, Mr. H. Molson, the Misses Mol- of , tender feeling..
Son, Mr. and the Misses Savage, the Rev.
Mr. Dyonnet has a study of the
Principal Rexford, Mr. Suzor-Coté, Mr. shipping at the Montreal wharf, which
W. S. Taylor, Miss Taylor, Miss Roy, is very gobd. Also a very sunny bri,ght
landscape with two figures in a rocky
Mr. Homer Taylor, the Misses Taylor, foreground.
THE SPRING EXHIBITION—"LEVIS," BY MR. MAURICE CULLEN *.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Smith, Miss Bertha
Mr. Cote has no fear of the heavy
in the exhibition. A portrait of Mr. W.
Stevenson, Mrs. Wolfred Nelson, Miss summer green of July. It is often
Hope is full of life and is a pleasant
Nelson, . Mrs. Sprinkle, Mrs. Ernest Ju- avoided by painters but he has sucpicture
as well as a good likeness. The
ceeded
in
giving
it
in a fine rish
dith, Miss Simpson, Miss Haultain,
Carrier's Horse, Le Jardin des Soeurs
Lieut.-Col. Strathy, .Captain and Mrs. harmony of color in his largest picand
Showery' Weather are all goetd wature No. 21, un
sur la Colline.
Costigan, Mr. T. H. Carter, Miss Park- The same may beRavin
ter colors.
said of the two others.
MORE ABOUT THE PA NfINGS.
er, Compton; Mr. William White, Dr.
Mr.
Manley, Toronto, sends several
Mr. Hammond exhibits one of his
water colors, which show great knowand Mrs. Yates, Mr. Fred. Meredith, Mr. usual hazy effects, where shipping is
ledge of this medium.
Gordon McDougall, Mr. and the Misses shown in a rosy box, also three later
The 'Landscape in Holland,' Autumn,'
Amongst the other pictures in this
Ewan, Mr. and Mrs. Gaunt, Dr. Lafleur, pictures which are exceedingly strong
room,
Mr. Charles E. Moss, Ottawa, has a
in
effect
by Mr. James M. Barnsley, of vihich we'
Mr. P. A. Peterson, Mrs. and the Misses of color. but lack delicacy and quality
little snow scene firmly painted. SchoenAcer, Mr. McIntosh, Mr. and the Misses
present a sketch to-day, will 'be found
ers at Low Tide and several others
A broadly painted sunset by Mr. Reid
show
him to be a water color painter
Mrs.
Henry Mudge, Mr. of Toronto, will be noticed.
mill, Mr. and
attractive in sisbject, color and treatof ability. This year Mr. O'Brien's
d Mrs. Lilly, Mrs. and Miss Putnam,
Several little Spanish landscapes are
ment. Miss Mary Alexander Bell's 'An
water
colors
are
slight
and
small
and
sent
by
Mrs.
Reid,
whose
pictures
of
ieut,-Col. and Mrs. Jeffrey Burland,
do not show him to advantage.
Idyll,' is provocative of mirth and so
roses are so much admired.
Mr. E. Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Renouf,
In An Old Street in Quebec, by Miss
Mr.
Robertson
has
two
pleasing
small
fulfils the law of its ,being'—the inanity
Miss Saunderson, Mr. Kenneth Macpher- landscapes and a
Phillips,
the
upper
part,
white
houses
view of. St. "James
against a blue sky Is good.
of the dolls' eNpression is ludicrous in
son, Miss Macpherson, Mise McRae, Dr. Methodist Church in winter sunlight.
From the Island of Orleans there are
the extreme. The portrait on perceMr. Lucius O'Brien and Mr. Belland Mrs. Lovejoy, Mr. A. C. Hutchison,
several
sketches
of
French
Canadian
Mr. •Saxe, Mrs, Meldola de Sola, the Smith of Toronto are very inadequately
houses
by
Miss
Ma.eDonn
e1.1.
A
frame
Misses Auerbach, Miss Fenwick and oth- represented.
containing three sketches by Miss
Mr. Pinhey's picture "La Penserosa"
ers.
Sanhorne and another sketch of a little
is the most important of the figure
child in the grass in pleasant June
subjects in the exhibition. A girt
weather, are pretty.
dressed in purplish classical drapery is
Mr. Henry S. Carter's Sunset has a
sitting and looking towards the setting
certain poetry.
sun, a lyre in her hand. The whole
Four Miniatures by Miss Eleanor Ross
is fine and in tone and largely treated.
are very delicate in coloring and drawA boy reading a magazine is a maring.
vel of technical ability. Although minThe Sculpture exhibit is as usual small
utely painted it has breadth and rivals
in
numbers, but the quality this year
some of the old Dutch painters. This
is
equal to the painting
is Mr. Leduc's only exhibit.
Mr. Hill's _portrait bust in olay of
Miss Margaret Houghton's children
Miss Tucker is excellent, being free in
playing ca.rds, is orriginal in arrangehandling and treated in a large and dement,as is also the Family Shoemaker,
corative way. His bas-relief of Mr and
which the light is finely managed.
Mrs.
Maxwell together is also clever.
'A straw hat filled with cherries is
Mr. Hebert's portraits in bronze of
cleverly painted by Mr. Sherwood, ToMr. Forget and Mme. Hebert are strestS%
ronto.
and the group, Convortise, is a gbiel
INIiss Plimsoll in a Toiler of the Sea,
composition.
shows much progress from what she
A portrait sketch in clay by Miss
sent in former years, and in it she has
Alberta Clelland shows great promise.
struck a fine gray note.
In the water color room the principal
place is occupied by the Gray Girl, by
Brymner. A little girl seated on
RT ASSOCIATION,
a quaint chair in a natural pose loolsENTREE DU BOIS SUZOR COTE.
Phillips Square.
irig up from a drawing she holds in her
SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL
hand. The treatment is peculiar, belain
by the late Mr. Harry Coulson is
t 44
SPRING EXHIBITION.
ing water color done on canvas in low
well done.
1st April to 1st Hay /
tones and has the decorative effect, of
Miss Margaret Houghton's genre pie.
tapestry. /Ibis is one of the best pictures
PEN DAILY 9 a.m ,
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Some of the Striking Pictures of
the Exhibition.
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tics M. Lambe, Miss Annie M. Lambe,
Miss Alice Livingston, Miss Harriette J.
Macdonnell, Miss Annie E. Moore, Miss
Mary M. Phillips, Miss Annie Stikeman, I
Miss Florence Trenholme, Mr. George
Bruenech, Miss Marie H. Holmsted,
Miss E. May Martin and Miss Gertrude
E. Spurr.
Sculpture, unfortunately, is not popular, although why that is so it is difficult
to determine. Apart from portraiture,
the art is little encouraged and for this
reason such a group as Mr. Philippe
Hebert's Convoitises' is all too rare in
modern work. One can understand why
so little public interest is felt in the
art as applied to statues of public men.

but the title is not well choure
calls the imagery of `The Be
where the burning rays of the aruill:s ,
shine,' etc., rather than the enviunment of Tennyson's poem. Ulysses and
his companions came unto a land of
streams,' of `shadowy pine,' of 'meadows

•

set with galingale,' and above all to 'a
land where all things always seemed the
same.' Mr. Carter has paintled, a romantic scene, but the facility with which
the title of a classic poem is conveyed
to a painting altogether different in sentiment mars in some degree the pleasure
one must take in his work.
Mr. C. Macdonald Manly has gone to
England for the subjects of his pictures,
and especially to that part of it on the
south coast, known to readers of Thomas
Hardy as Wessex.' Mr. Manly's
scenery will be recognized in the descriptions of the great novelist. 'Spring stirred and broke' and 'Hampshire Hedges'
admirably counterfeit the pastoral charm
that is peculiar to the southern counties
from Kent all along to Devonshire.
Mr. Joseph T. Rolph is another painttures have always something to tell us
and The Family Shoemaker' is ever a
Miss Marion
personage of .interest.
Laing exhibits two beautiful flower
pieces, Violets' and Roses.' 'Winter,
Ste. Anne de Beaupré,' by Mr. James
W. Morrice, has a striking originality
and differentiates the painter from the
multitude of copyists. His 'Evening,
`

'

LAND OF THE, LOTUS EATER.—HENRY
CARTER.

A.R.0 A.
seems to lie in the indiscriminate use
of an opaque medium like Chinese white,
by which a virility is sought foreign to
its intent and obtainable only in oils;
so the work loses its translucency, its
animation and is 'hard,' 'dead' and 'muddy' as the sole result of its trespass into
the realm of the more masculine medium.
The water colors in the present spring
exhibition, although by no means epochmaking, average Very well, and bring
before the mind's eye scenes familiar
and unfamiliar in a very pleasing way.
Mr. James -.N .L I3arnsley exhibits five
pieces, including landscape, seascape and
a river scene; some of them are slight,
Paris,' we do not admire--it does not
but generally they have that indefinable
say.
painters
'pull together,' as
something that differentiates this young
Mr. A. D. Patterson has four strik- artist's work from that of his contemnotably
collection,
ing portraits in the
poraries.
those of Professor Chapman, Ph. D.,
MI'. A. E. Boultbee's 'Morning on the
and the Hon. Sir Frank Smith.
Mr. George A. Reid and 'Mrs. Mary
Hiester Reid are represented by tour
paintings each, and the work of these
well known artists is attractive as always.
Miss S. Robertson exhibits `St. James
Methodist Church, Montreal.' Miss
Lilian Tucker has three canvases. Mr.
Homer Watson is represented by The
Old Mill.'
•

er who has gone to England for his scenery, and to that county of it justly called
the 'garden of England." Béddington,
Kent,' gives one a good idea of the picturesque surroundings of a Kentish farm.
`River Wandle' is an idyllic scene that
pleases.
Miss Margaret J. Sanborn exhibits
four unpretentious little drawings, of
which 'Dolls and Dandelions' and 'Old
Apple Tree' are attractive by reason of
their simplicity.
Mr. Charles E. Moss's work is always

The 'pot' hat and the frock-coat are in
themselves sufficient to tame the wildest
enthusiam, while the modern boot, in
sculpture is a thing of ugliness and a
grief for ever,' to parody Keats. What
costume "does and does not do for the
figure may be seen respectively in the
statues of Maisonneuve and Macdonald
in this city. Yet this does not account
for the decline in group work, whether
of men or animals, that is capable of
telling a story differently if not more
effectively than the sister Art of painting. An effort is being made even now
to popularize the Iasite- for work in clay,
marble and bronze, and it is to be hoped
that some measure ef success will attend
it. In the 'Convoitises' the Auctolycus
like 'blarneY' of the trapper and the
cupidity of the Indian woman are well
exiareSsed. Mr. Hebert also exhibits a

distinguished. His 'Between Snowy
Banks,' and 'Roses' will be admired.
The Old Pilot at 1-Tome' is perhaps the
weakest of his exhibits.
'Old St. Germains House, Cote St.
Antoine,' by Mr.. J. H. Macnaughton, is
a winter scene that will be recognized
by all. Mr. Macnaughton also exhibits
'Hay-making.' •

AN OLD APPLE TREE.—MISS M. J.
SAN T3ORN.

bronze bust of the Hon. L. J. Forget
which is a good likeness, although somewhat idealized,
'A Sketch in Clay' is the work of Miss
Alberta Cleland a student. It is wonderfully clever for such early work and
gives promise of a brilliant future for
the young artist. Mr. George W. Hill
exhibits two portrait busts and Mr. Leo
Ansell one portrait bust.
Miss Eleanor M. Ross's four miniatures on ivory are good examples of this j
delightful and once popular art.
There are seven exhibits of modern
work in architecture, two of which are
the Premiated design for the Royal St.
Lawrence Club House,' and 'Building at
Bisley, Eng., for the Dominion Rifle Association of Canada,' by Messrs. Saxe
and Archibald. The other exhibitors
are Messrs. Brown Macvicar and Heriot
Mr. A. F. Dunlop and Mr. J. Rawson
Gardiner.
Miss Florence Atkinson, Miss E. A.
Caldwell and Mies Harriet J. Macdonnell
exhibit some very interesting examples
of painting on china.
-
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WATER COLORS, STATUARY AND

'

MINIATURES.
Once upon a time, someone said that
ater color painting was the dilettante's
protest against the smell of `turps'; but
the point of this satire, if ever it were
very keen; long since has been blunted.
Even so late as the early days of the
British Water Color Society, the beauti4
'ill and dainty art of aquarelle was treatsl to about equal parts of toleration and
contempt, as was photography at a later
date. To some extent, in both cases,
the contempt was deserved, for although
I he best of the earlier water color work
remains unsurpassed, the larges portion
of it was poor in the extreme. The
danger to the art in the present day

1

APPLES-STILL

LIFE.-Z. H. FABIEN.

Thames, near Kew,' is pleasantly reminiscent to the writer, who has 'paddled
and padded' every foot of the way and
can vouch for its trufins
Mr. William Bryinner's stud of 'A
Grey Girl ' recalls his larger work in the
Academy -exhibition. The cleverness of
the experiment is undeniable, and apart
from his use of material, about which
opinions may differ, the sentiment is admirably conveyed. Mr. Rrymner has
other work that gives unalloyed pleasure,
notably, 'Portrait, William Hope, Esq.'
and The Carrier's Horse.'
The Land of th i Lotus :Eaters,' by
ALr penry Carter, , ',right 4‘d pleasing,
, ,

Mr. L. R. O'Brien has s'en drawings
in the exhibition. •`November 'Weather,'
'Evening on Georgian Bay' and 'Fishing
Boats on Bay Chaleur,' are characteristic
and will afford pleasure to the visitor.
Mr. F. A. Verner, who now resides in
England., exhibits two of his effective
'big game' pictures, entitled: respectiVely ,
'Buffalo, Hazy Morning,' and 'Group of
Canadian Elk; Wapiti, Morning.'
Miss Emma "Windeat's 'Cloud Effect'
will please, but her 'Interior' has too
much the effect of having, dressed to be
-

painted.

Among other creditable water color
we note +117 nf Mr. Arthur A.

'Irk

-

Gardner,

Miss Ag-

,

_

L'Exposition Annuelle de Peintures
A L' "ART ASSOCIATION"

Revue 4artiplète du Salon
Notre journal fut le premier h
donner le compte-rendu du Salon
et nous nous Plaisons à reconnaître que tout ce que nos confrères
lent écrit sur ce sujet a été, peu ou
prou, la corroboration de ce que
nous-mêmes avions rapporté.
Nous avions aussi promis de
revenir sur cette exposition parce
que l'énumération primitivement
faite, forcément incomplète et rapide, ne nous avait pas laissé le
temps d'étudier, d'apprécier entièrement les couvres,, ni d'en
dégager des conclusions suffisamment définitives pour nous permettre d'inférer de la marche ascendante ou décroissante du mouvement peintre. Aujourd'hui, et
encore que ce salon ne doive pas
être pria co-mme base absolue,
comme critérium de ce mouvement,
nous pensons néanmoins que ce
qu'il nous offre est suffisant pour
juger, sinon de la valeur, du
moins du faire de la majorité de
nos artistes canadiens.
Prise dans son ensemble, et nous
l'avons déjà dit, cette exposition
est, au point de vue exclusivement national, inférieure à ses
devancières, car malgré tout notre
désir, nous ne pouvons admettre
M. Alphonse Jougers, dont les
toiles sont hors de pair, parmi les
peintres que notre fierté nationale
aimerait à revendiquer.
THE SPRING EXHIBITION—"P EACH BLOSSOM," BY SKELTON.
Nous regrettons aussi que le
presenting the dying day just about Comité ait cru utile d'accepter les
fifteen minutes earlier than the more trop nombreux envois de pensionthickly Salling shadows of the other.
"Quiet waters " is another of Mr. Skel- naires ou d'élèves. Ce n'est assuton's paintings, and, as in all his ex- rément pas là leur place, et nous
More of the Gems at tise Sp
hibits, represents nature in repose. A trouvons que l'exposition de sempicture representing "Winter in ColExhibition.
orado" is somewhat out of Mr. Skel- blables croûtes, pénibles commenton's usual Sine, as snowy fields and
This spring's art exhibit in Phillips slaty skies have no charms for him. The cements de débutants dont la criSquare is, as usual, especially rich in artist's work hors, however, while per- tique reste du ressort de leurs
landscapes, and among the imposing ar- haps not as distinctive as in his other professeurs, mais que rien, absovery natsral, and no one would lument rien ne recommande à
ray of large pictures, those of smaller work is
think of mistaking the scene as represize are liable to escape propos atten- senting winter in climes farther north. l'attention d'un public payant,
The water color portion of this year's n'aurait rien perdu à être élèmition except from those who are, as it
exhibit is particularly well represestwere connoisseurs.
ed.. One of the principal contributors née. Nous voulons bien discuter
Among the latter olass of paintings
is Miss Alice Livingston, who shows five mais encore faut-il qu'il y ait
a
oils
by
Leslie
J.
Skelton,
are five in
very interesting landscapes. There is
former Montrealer, now of Colorado
no straining for effect in Miss Living- quelque chose et qu'une trop fai*rings, Colorado. Mr. Sketton chiefly
ston's work, and in distance, atmos- ble condescendance ne nous oblige
delights in sunset effects, and in this
phere and color, her five paintings are pas à passer notre temps à juger
respect his paintings are unsurpassed by
worthy of all praise.' Miss Livingston
One
off
his,
in
parexhibition.
rO/ny on
has usually been among the largest ex- des travaux d'élVes ou à relever
ticular, representing afterglow on Mt.
hibitors in ceramics , but this year she les fautes grossières dues au manLafayette, in the White Mountains, is
is not represented in that department,
noticeable for its fine composition and
her art classes, it is understood, hav- que de goût, de compréhension,
perspective. The dull red glow on
ing prevented her doing any of that comme h l'inexpérience de jeunes
:the mountain tops and tinging the
work. It cannot be said that the scenes personnes qui foie -de la peinture
i!elouds above, the shadowy effects in
which Miss Livingston has put on canithe ravines below, ail form a picture
vas are not somewhat well worn, repre- une simple occupation de désoeuperfectly true to nature. Another by
senting
as they do sketches around Que- vrée. Nous ne sommes pas là, Dieu
slow
dying
day
peintes,
"The
same
the
bec. Levis and the Ile of Orleans. These
in the west," gives an opportunity for
places, however, have charms that the merci, _pour délivrer des bons
further sunset painting, this time reartist will never tire of painting, and points,ni pour nous occuper de ce
certainly Miss Livingston has done full genre d'amateurs que nous renjustice to their beauties. One sketch
d'école ou
depicts "Old Bouses (sff St. Louis Street, voiyous au'
Quebec," another "Sons le Cap, Que- de famille, mais bien pour nous
bec," a third "Along the Shore, Island
of Orleans," and a fourth "A Gray enquérir du mouvement artistique
day." The latter represents a typical encourage ceux qui considèrent la
day of early autumn, the sky dull
and leaden, while the approaching rain la peinture comme un art, une
shower can be seen whitening the dis- vocation, un métier, et juger des
/
tant mountain.
progrès que notre pays a pu faire
_Fats" i. I ---\ sss
In the department of ceramics—paintings on china—only one other has as sur un terrain où jusqu'ici il n'a
.....—s,-ses
./
••
large a number of exhibits as Mrs. E, hélas ! guère brillé.
„ss" Sdsl-_A. Caldwell. Mrs. Caldwell has on vies%
Pense-t-on, par exemple, que de
a tray, fruit plate. bonboniere, cake
THE SPRING EXHIBITION—"-WINplate, bread, and butter plate, cup and A. Jongers à Fabien, ou de S.
TER," BY S. ROBERTSON.
saucer, bon-bon dish and tea caddy, all
Mile Auerbach, la, transimost delicately colored and in perfect Côté à
taste. The designs, entirely in flosver tion puisse se faire facilement,
effects, are charmingly simple in com- même en tenant compte de toutes
position and have a most truthful color
les circonstances / Et comment,
scheme.
et en quels termes devrait-on parier d'oeuvres qui ne coni k
ni dessin, ni couleur, ni rie
dans lesquelles il est imp_
ercevoir le )
-
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y a là, un effort qui vaille la
peine d'être encouragé, un talent
récompenser. Ou crie h l'absence
de tout intérêt artistique, à, l'apathie d'un public qui somnole h
son détachement absolu des choses d'art, mais qu'a-t-on fait pour
lui donner ce qui lui manque 7
Qu'à-t-on essayé pour éveiller en
lui la curiosité des choses belles
et nobles 7 Se plaindre est aisé,
mais qui doit faire le premier
mea culpa 7
Des peintres m'ont dit "si vous
saviez quel public difficile nous
nous avons, si vous saviez cornbien il se montre revêche à nos
idées, à nos goûts, et combien
précaire est la vie que nous fait
un pareil état de choses. On refu:
se de Doser, on nous offre des prix
ridicules que nous sommes,, de
guerre lasse, obligés d'accepter,:
mais pour lesquels il nous est4
impossible de faire preuvede goût,
d'art. Nous luttons pour vivre
simplement, et ceux qui de l'autre
côté s'en reviennent, pleins du
feu sacré, la tête remplie
d'enthousiasme pour notre art
sont bien vite forcés de laisser
là toutes leurs espérances, tous
leurs rêves dorés, s'ils ne veulent
mourir de faim. Comment, dès
lors, faire de l'art,et que pouvonsnous produire, je vous le demande,
lorsque talonnés par le besoin,
nous acceptons des portraits d'un
métre cinquante de hauteur
raison de 100 dollars et même
moins !
Tout cela est évidemment navrant, mais encore une fois à qui
la faute, si ce n'est aux peintres
eux-mêmes qui n'ont rien fait
pour amener le public à s'occuper
d'eux, de leur art. "Aides-toi,
le ciel t'aidera ", est une maxime
que je livre à la méditation des
intéressés. Ceci dit, je commence.
En entrant dans la salle la toile
qui, immédiatement, inévitablement attire le regard, est le portraitl grandeur nature,d'une dame,
par A. Jongers. Nous résisterons
cependant it notre désir de l'aborder immédiatement afin d'éviter
de commencer par le milieu, ce
qui amènerait la confusion ou
nous ferait faire des omissions regrettables. Nous préférons, pour
plus de facilité pour Ils lecteurs
des NOUVELLES qui désirant, éviter la dépense d'an guide se serviront de notre journal fommed'un eatalogn--, cominenCei par le`
panneau que l'on a it droite en entrant et débuterons par le No. 12
intitulé Vue de Londres par BellSmith,toile d'une bonne venue,encore que la couleur trop épaisse,
pas assez impregnée de ce brouillard humide dans lequel se fondent les contours arrêtés des choses ne l'alourdisse un peu. La perspective manque aussi de profondeur elle est crue, mal noyée.
No. 42—Pommes, Z. Fabien.
,

:

Comme ce n'est pas moi qui suis
destiné A les manger, j'éviterai de
doaaer_eur elles mon appréciation.
No. 38 Uu bateau dans le port de

-Morerefe4.1Xxon t
moi je veux bic.,

mon étonnement e
u bas

o D'

No. 77. Portrait de A. MaePhail, mant, les plans d'eau sont bien
A. Jongers. Cette toile contient rendus, il y a de la vie et l'on y
les mêmes -qualités que la précé- sent circuler l'air. Il serait à dédente. Je la recommande à nos sirer que les arbres droite fusportraitistes, ils y trouveront des sent un peu plus eSibrum-és. Une
enseignements qui pourront leur des bonnes toiles du Salon, et
être profitables. Indépendam- Dieu sait si elles sont rares !
No 2. Vieux moidin près de Quément de la couleur, une chose
surtout est à, remarquer dans tous bec, par W. Atkinson. Pas maules portraits de cet artiste. C'est vais, pas bon non ,plus. Se cote
que, contrairement à la majorité dans la bonne moyenne, mais
de peintres, ses fonds sont pres- comme nous retrouverons cet arque tous uniformes et ne compor- tiste dans d'autres oeuvres plus
tent pas les effets d'opposition et importantes, nous ajournerons
d'ombre d'ordinaire si recherches plus loin notre impression.
No 27. En quartier d'hiver, de
par le commun. Pour toute lumière, un brin de décoloration du Maurice Cullen. Nous sommes
côté de l'ombre portée, décolora- en plein impressionnisme, mais
tion qu'accentue le modèle vigou- du bon. Je ne connais pas Québec
reux et ombré et pourtant noyé, mais il me semble qu'avec des
fondu du contour. Ses têtes ne couleurs pareilles, il devrait n8 e
se collent, ne se plaquent pas sur dégager de la un atmosphère
le fond, elles se détachent et vi- d'une légèreté et d'un lointain
veut. L'on en devine tous les plus riches que ce que veut bien
accusés et l'esprit reconstitue avec nous en donner M. Cullen qui
une étonnante facilite la continui- s'accuse dans cette toile comme
té des contours et du modelé que un coloriste très fi n et très fort,
mais comme un dessinateur insuffil'oeil ne voit pas.
No 70. Sur le Loing en France, sant. Sa carcasse de navire, ses
par W. Hope. Paysage mal dé- premiers plans sont réellement
grossi, une esquisse de laquelle il ldckes et son filet de montagnes
violettes qui, a l'horizon s'estomn'y a rien à dire.
No 30. Décembre, W. Cutts. pent, neus ont parues trop sèches
Les premiers plans sont bons. trop rudes, pas assez flottantes
L'ensemble est intéressant, mais, dans l'air. Cela nuit à la persoh ! les bleus et les violets des pective et la fait paraître trop!
rapprochée. Nous conseillerons
fonds !
M. M. Cullen un peu moins le
No 80. Fileuse Anglaise, de
Knowles. Une femme qui sein- travail au couteau, et un peu plus
ble réfléchir sur la fragilité des de brosse.
choses humaines et des... fils de
No 105. La Penseuse de J. Pinlin. Dessin lâché, couleur accu- hey. Une personne qui a perdu
sant de pénibles irrésolutions. jusqu'au goût de chanter. La
Ms Knowles pourrait-il nous dire position est difficile à rendre, sipourquoi la partie. supérieure du non des plus gracieuses, mais
rouet reste dans l'ombre ; il nous pourquoi M. Piuhey a-t-il cru bon
semble pourtant que la lumière de pétrir ses chairs dans cette
indiquée comme 'venant de droi- pâte couleur lie de vin 7 Que vote, le rouet avait quelque droit tre œil prenne, par exemple, le
d'en avoir sa part. Et la cornette rebord supérieur de la tunique,
de la bonne femme qui semble sans heurt, et par une transition
s'enfoner dans le mur, et le insignifiante, il pourra, avec les
corps qui presque s'identifie avec chairs, se donner un instant l'illusion de continuer l'étoffe de la
lui !...
No 114. Roses dans un vase an- tunique. Cette toile est loin de
cien. Mary Reid. Les roses ont manquer de valeur, et certaines
de la fraîcheur, c'est proprement parties en sont remarquables,
mais timidement peint. De la mais cette teinte violacée gâte
hardiesse mademoiselle ; sachez tout, elle est in-supportable, et
C'est dommage.
oser.
No. 35. Temps menaçant par E.
No. 67 Midi par Ch. Moss. Une
petite fille qui distribue aux vo- Dyonnet, Huns !
lailles leur pitance. Da l'impresNo. 6. Paysage français par T.
sionnisme, des empâtements des- Barneley, Hum ! Hum !
No. 10. Overcome by family cares.
tinés à marquer des insuffisances
de dessin une couleur terne mal- Mary Bell.
gré tous les
' appe s au vert émeDes fumisteries qui visent à se
raude, au cobalt et au céruléen. faire prendre pour un tour de
Quelques parties indiquent pour- force, du décadentisme outrancier.
tant du faire et une certaine ver- Pourquoi ne pas nous rendre pluve de touche. Mais pourquoi re- tôt nos deux bébés de l'année
chercher des tons bruyants et dernière. C'est vrai qu'après les
faux, des valeurs qui déton- bébés viennent les potipées.Si c'est
nent. Ce serait si facile de faire cette gradation que Mlle Mary
plus simple et mieux. Recomman- Bell a goulu observer, c'est bien,
doue au-x visiteurs le tablier de mais à ce peint de N. seulement.
a petite fille : c'est une merveilNo. 66. Portrait dc Mr Ifolden,
e de repassage et de solidité.
par Sarah. Holden.
Maigrement peint. On lit dans
No. 128 Une tête d'ouvrier par
L. Tucker. Figure aux tons cra- le visage les tatonneinents de couyeux et violets. Bonne étude d'en- leur, les inhabilités de la peinture
semble qui promet.
de photographe, correcte, guindée
No. 107 La Cour des lions Al- et propre. Retouchez la main
hambra de Grenade-Espagne. Nous droite, Madlle, le raccourci en
aussi nous connaissons Grenade, est trop court.
et nous n'y avons jamais vu des
No 129. be vieux moulin, par H.
ciels aussi peu transparents, aus- Watson, De loin c'est quelque
si peu profonds, aussi secs et de si chose, de près... Encore un qui
lauvre couleur que celui que croit qu'empâter, c'est peindre.
es présente M. Reid. Le desNo 69. Clair de lune, par W.
, ce tableau est rosai afferrai, Hope. Ce qu'il V an dag hin-eS
Lgle ; ça a dans ce
carton- pâte. ble "

gent mal employé et qui ne rap- mal platée. L'artiste-ers val
porterait rien au tiays ?-Nous eu là quelawee-ettnrçultés, ses emnous chargerons sous peu de dé- paaaanents- ne sont ni trop maigr es
trop chargés. La chaloupe plamontrer le contraire.
cée
au premier plan est d'un heuau
ta
e
Pour en revenir à notre
nous mentiannerons-les feuillages reux effet pour le repoussé ,des bamagnifiquement et habilement teaux du fond. Bonne compositraités la hardiesse de la touche tion. Nous ne pensions cependant pas qu'il existât à Cancale.
traités, franche, sans revenez-y
large
mais nous conseillerons à M. Côté un air aussi lumineux et aurions,
do se méfier des arrangements et cela malgré l'indication do l'aa" de chic " et de s'en tenir sim- teur, la tentation de placer cette
plement à la nature. Nous lui toile dans le Levant ou pour le
dirons encore, allégez vos feuil- moins dans un port du sud de la
lages, faites-y circuler plus d'air, France ou de l'Espagne. Est-ce
nuancez plus vos verts, trop secs bien à Cancale, voyons ?
No 117 .St-James methodistChurch
parfois, variez un peu vos ciels,
S.Roberson.
Pas de dessin, pas de
l'ensemble y gagnera, et vous n'y
perspective, rien de rien. Ne
•
perdrez rien.
No 62. Soir d'été, effet de lune m'en faites pas dire plus.
No. 100. La Chute de Montmodans un village de pécheurs par R.
L. O'brien. De l'eau bien
rency.
Harris. Une fantaisie violette
avec une lune jaune. Pourtant tranquille, bien sage dans leil nous semble, que dans un pay- quelle on aurait quelque difficulsage aussi violet-ça doit se pas- té à se mires, faute -de transie,ser dans Mars cette affaire-la-la ronce et de légèreté.
No. 43 Portrait d'une dame. E.
lune devrait avoir elle aussi opéSi elle est satisfaite, tant
Fosbery.
ré sa petite métamorphose. Pourquoi ne l'avoir pas faite verte. mieux, Pas nous.
No. 11. Bateaux Pêcheurs. Masy
C'aurait été plus drôle, et les
Irlandais eussent été contents. Bell. Conventionnel conaine comPas politique ni logiqite du tout position comme couleur, du
voulu, comme meuble presque
M. Harris.
No 56. Portrait de M. Samuel un effet de découpage. Bizarre
Finley. R. Harris. Un vilain fo atl, autant qu'étrange.
No 84. Etude de tête, F.Knowles.
une couleur de peintre en bâtiment, et comme résulat une œu- Jeune fille, en profil. perdu.
La tête est bien, l'arrangement
vre très médiocre.
No 31. Mou/inen _Hollande. Mary cheveux plaît. Le visage finement
Dignam. Si vous le voulez bien, modèlé laisse voir, deviner tous
ami lecteur, nous passerons au les reliefs et les méplats. Cette
toile nous plaît, elle nous plairait
numéro suivant.
No 40. Etude d'un violon, par plus encore, si l'épaule et le comW. Edson. Même observation que mencement de la ligne du des
étaient plus étoffa, moins maici-dessus.
No 37. Les côtes de Gaspé par gres. Il faudrait quelques touches
Dyounet. Je préfère encore pas- rosées sur l'épaule. Ensuite apser outre, peut-être finirai-je par prendrons-nous quelque chose à1\.
rencontrer de cet artiste dont j'ai Knowles en rappelant que la lipourtant vu de bonnes toiles, des gne du dos a généralement sa naisœuvres capables de supporter le sance entre deux légers renflepoids d'une critique bienveil- ments de chair qui lui ôtent
sa mélancolique platitude.
lante.
No 51. The Tantramar. J. HamNo 59. Portrait de M. Edmond
E. Parker , R. Harris. Toujours la se on d.
Encore du conventionnel, conur, pas de vie, pas de
même coule
transparence dans les chairs. Le ventionnellement conçu, convenmodèle prêtait à quelque chose de tionnellement peint. Quelques
bien pourtant ; c'est beau, jeune. parties indiquent de la verve, de
Faites donc du clair qui soit clair, l'habileté, de " la patte " mais ce
M. Harris, du rose qui soit rose, ciel, ce ciel, Messeigneurs !
No 82. Côtes de France. P.
donnez-nous - de la peau transparente et veloutée. Montrez-nous K no wles.
Pas difficile M. Knowles de brosdes veines, du s'arig qui circule et
n'ailez pas peindre des jeunes' ser des mers comme ça. On
filles pareilles avec des couleurs m'avait cependant laissé croire à
bonnes tout au plus pour des la beauté des côtes de France,
pourquoi venir ainsi me désilluapoplectiques sexagénaires.
No 4. Des pommes par Mlle sionner 7
No 193. Portrait de 'l'hon. sir
Auerbach. Il serait préférable de
prendre un crayon plutôt qu'un Frank intith par A. Patterson.
Cette .. .pos-11 e aMnate n'exeellentes
pinceau, ma,denioiselle. A mon
.etacore une fois,
avis, la coloriste chez vous n'aura
jamais assez de talent pour mas- pourquoi ces tons lultra-sauguius,
d'apoplectique ?:,Qh.1à ces vous
quer les tantes du dessinatenre
No 65. Peint moi, pctit raffit. (l'automne -gels -ale eslen,ge, qui
Baby. Un bébé qui doit être très nous .en. déleareassera .1
Nous ne méconnaissons nu114 .
ressemblant. Le -Visage est expressif, la pâte est claire et nous ment le talent ni les tendanc
n'y voyons pas les affreux tons impressionnistes de M. Patters
tel reux auxquels nos yeux com- mais nous - lui prédisons que
mencent s'Itabituer. Certes, il y jour où il fera main e rouge-d
a des défauts, mais d'excellentes brique, sea portraits y gagneron
No 52. Lever du Soleil,
choses aussi, ça fait bien compeuHammond. Je n'aime pas 1
sation.
No 34. Tour de récoltes, E. charades, ni lés faux Turner.
No 1. Temps nuageux, W Ait
Dyonnet. Glissons mortels...
No 39. Paysaye, par C. East- kinson. Les moutons .0! gri
nuageux, le ciel est gris euagem
lake. Reglissons.
No 44. Esquisse d'un portrait, l'herbe est grise nuageuse, les ai
E. Fosbery. Un lingenaieseer re.;
14s,nrn noSe il es, :t déjà. tout
•

Celà évolue, cela vit et n'a pas le
regard mécanique, la pose automatique de vos bonshommes raides et vitreux. C'est ça, de la_
peinture, c'est ça de l'art et non
de la photographie.
Une observation pour la main
droite qui nous a paru trop foncée,
de tous et dont le modelé nous
semble sujet à retouche.
No 14. Sur un pont de Londres.
Bell Smith. Une opposition... de
visages vus de face, c'est proprement fait, mais que servirait de
redire toujours la même chose. Il
serait bien plus intéressant de
connaître ce qui attire si vivement la curiosité de ces oisifs.
No 50. lierring Fishing. J.
Ha.emond. Encore un faux Turner, préférable pourtant au précédent. Le mélange des deux éléments, l'eau et le ciel, n'est pas
sans quelque habilité. L'horizon
a de la profondeur, la couleur se
tient plus, quant aux matelots, ce
sont de très vagues et très imprécises réminescences -de Ziene.
Travail fait d-e cherches où le conventionnel joue la plus large part.
Ne 21. Une paire de canards.
T. Martin. Ils devaient être frères. L'un, pour une cause restée
inconnue •lueur-fit, l'autre fou de
désespoir .ne vantant pas lui
-survivre, se tua. Et maintenant,
.côte à, côte, désormais inséparables,ces Castor et Pollux-aux pattes palmées reposent en paix.
Que la broche leur soit légère !
No 102. :Professeur Chapman-n.
A. Patterson. Peint à la tire. Un
petit fourneau est mis à -côté tout
exprès pour indiquer où elle fût
fondue.
No 104. Portrait dame,
1870, d-u même auteur. Très sec
et très dur, des contours mal affirmés. Le cou a dti donner bien du
mal pour être si peu réussi. .Cela
sent la retouche et la photograPhNo
nTe. fiS. Departing Day, par W.

Hope. I hope que pour le prochain Salon, ce .Mansieter voudra
bien nous faire voir de l'eau claire,
miroitante et ,propre. Toujours
du marais,-c'est malsain. Et .ces
feuillages, -M. Hope, que poura
rions-nous bien en dire I
No 108. Aquedue de l'Alhambra,
,Mary Reid. De l'impressionnisme d'amateur ou de débutant. Du
vert cru, du bleu cru des ocres,
du céruléen et de -fa terre de
Sienne. Je-demande vingt minutes pour en faire autant et je ne
signerai jamais. Les remarques
que nous avons faites pour la Cour
des Lions peuvent s'appliquer aux
autres toiles de cette demoiselle.
No 17. Une-mélodie oubliée, Bell
Smith. Un vieillard qui joue du
n
n. Je lui donnerai vololo
aviolon.
tiers cinq sous pour qu'il s'en
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No 6. Paysage français. J.
Barnsley.
Un bien gros prix pour -u-ne
Men petite toile. De bonnes
choses cependant mais cent dollars. Brr !
No 83. Orchard in Tregony. F.
Knowles.
.

P
Naos r311. A utomne. A. Ilenshaw.

R
N oe p7a1s.s a;s.
Joueurs -de cartes. Maror et Ho
'Tableat phénoméne. Ils sont

A vendre $75.00. C'est
al No 26. Québec vu de Lévis, die Sherwood.
pour
net'.
même
auteur.
Ces
deux
toiles
11
No 32. A close shave, C. DouSont sans contredit les meilleures
du peintre Québecquois. La der- glas. Bonne petite toile, honnête
nière surtout est absolument re- peinture.
No 73. Sumner fields. M. bugmarquable. Elle corrobore co que
Mon D.eu ! que c'est triste !
ton.
nous disions auparavant de son
No 60. Portrait de Maître Harold
grand talent de coloriste, avec
toutefois cette différence, qu'elle Stanley Bagg et de son chien, par
nous a parue exempte des imper- R. Harris Lequel préférez-vous
fections de dessin si nombreuses du chien ou du cadres
Nos 67-64-94-96. Glissoins mordans l'autre.
M. Cullen est un artiste, et un tels. N'appuyons pas.
No 7. Marine. T. Barnsby. Que
peintre de race. Qu'il s'écoute un
peu moins, que sans diminuer sa voulez-vous que j'en dise It Ce
fougue il ne la laisse pas dégéné- n'est pa,s assez mauvais pour que
rer en laisser-aller, et le Canada j'en parle mal, ni assez bon pour
comptera un peintre dont les suc- que j'en parle bien.
Et c'est assez pour cette fois,
cès ne pourront que l'enorgueillir.
préférant
remettre à dimanche
Jon
gers
No 79. Portrait de A.
prochain la revue des aquarelles,
par lui-même:
No 101. Portrait de feu M. Da- miniatures, sculptures, ainsi que
niel Wilson. A. Patterson. Pein- mes conclusions.
ture de photographe.
G. DE WERTaElYTER.
No 24. Le Mirage, soir d'été.
S. Côté. J'aime moins cela, c'est
trop travoillés On y sent la retouche, et certains feuillages paraissent comme découpés.
No 111. La grille de l'Alhambra.
Très diluée. Revoir précédentes
observations.
No 13. _Island Park, loronto.
Bell-Smith. Peintures de tons
neutres, pas d'air, correct tout au
plus, mais combien froid I
No 99. Le matin dans la baie, St
John. L. O'Brien. Bonne petite
toile sujet habituel de la marine-chromo.
No 55. Portrait de Mrs H. Montagu Allan. R. Harris. Son meilleure portrait, a mon avis. La pâte
là s'est améliorée, les fonds sont
riches et traités d'après la manière
italienne. Toujours, pas de transparence, mais un peu d'air, pas
de moelleux, mais du moins raide,
de la peinture solide si l'on veut
mais moins massive que dans les
autres toiles.
No 23. Un chemin montant. S.
Côté. Changez un peu vos ciels,
accentuez vos terres. Votre chemin estflou, presque cotonneux.
Un peu moins de force ct un peu
plus do poésie dans l'envisagemeut des choses ne rnessièrait pas
non plus.
No. 93. l'Hiver d St-Anne de
Beaupré G. Morrice, un bon point
pour cet élève de Raffaëlli. C'est
bon Monsieur. J'ai dit bon, pas
ase.
parfait.
No. 53. Grand pré, G. Hammoud, trop de réminiscences classiques, trop de fantaisie trop de
d. De
patte, et pas assez de fon
bonnes choses qui indiquent un
tempérament, mais les ciels !
No. 112. Tour de l'Alhambra
M. Reid. Que le bon Dieu vous bénisse Mademoiselle, j'ai déjà donné.
.
No. 37. Le 3 cee,S Te eas
Ilyonnet. Si après cela M. Dyonnet est content de lui, tant mieux.
No 87. Nature morte, E. Lam arche. Des fruits très appétissants.
Travail très consciencieusement
fait, mais nous espérons mieux
encore pour l'année prochaine.
West-ce pas, M. Lamarche ?
No 89. Portrait, K. Macpherson.
Un essai d'impressionnisme que
nous no conseillons pas do poursuivre.
.Noe 85, 20, 123, 73, 127, 116.
',nits travaux de pensionnaires.
No 98. The Harvesters.
7 Le Pr Natif. iS -- T. - Fraie-
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trait de Mme P. P.
ttn par Franchère. Assurénent, ce n'est pas là du grand
'rand art, mais c'est de l'art déjà,
et du solide, et du bon. Cette toile
ant, je crois, justement être con.érée comme une des meilleures
' Salon. M. Franchère est un arte, et un artiste conciencieux
tant qu'habile dont le talent ne
eut que s'affirmer encore. Nos
compliments pour avoir osé sortir
de la banalité des fonds effets
d'opposition. Sur une chaise à
haut dossier, Mine Martin est
assise, un manteau de velours
bleu, d'un bleu très doux, dont le
collet de fourrure grisâtre forme
,un fond de tête bien harmonisé,
est jeté sur ses épaules. La pâte
du visage est claire et transparente, le modèle ferme, et les
légers jeux d'ombre qu'apporte
sur la chair la collerette de fourmille sont bien observés et bien
traités. La robe, d'un dessin
d'étoffe un peu vif, est heureusement adoucie la partie éclairée qui
s'en énonce venant contrebalan/ex, relever, par une note claire et
vibrante, les ombres d'alentour.
Beaucoup de science et de coup
i d'ceil dans cette pose là.
▪ Je n'ai garde d'oublier les
mains, dc bien belles mains remarquablement traitées, d'un dessin et d'un coloris presque impeccable.
' Quant aux étoffes, elles ne sont
ni trop raides ni trop molles, mais
prennent bien le mouvement sans
l'engoncer. M. Franchère nous
prouve qu'il saura faire du grand
art quand il voudra.
No 88. Le jeune écolier par O.
g, educ. Excellent tableau, très net
let très franchement peint. Il y a
de la lumière là dedans, le mouveinent da corps est bien observé,
bien rendu, cette manche de themise est presque superbe ; c'est
bon, très bon. Il y a la quelque
chose et quelqu'un qui s'affirme.
No 125. Tom par O. Staple. Un
chat qui dort. Ne le réveillons
pas.
No 15. Jour gris sur la Tamise.
am Bell-Smith. Tableau char:

I

on-là, "cst incroya- ae
vert
.irait un ace7d6micien de au front ef-tout viol
joues.
naissance, auteur d'un dic- Pauvre monsieur va.!
tionnaire célèbre. W. Hope
No 57. Partirait de M. Finley,
nous présente une mer maréca- B. Harris.
geuse, une mer d'eau sale, pourNo 33. Coucher de Soleil Latant il la rapproprie un tantinet, belle, E. Dyonnet. Nous sommes
rien qu'en un petit coin, afin de marris, de voir que n tre opinion
nous donner la réflection de la sur les toiles qu'expose ce peintre
lune qui, dans le ciel, parait com- ne se modifie pas. C'est consme un point sur un I. Drôle de tamment la même chose ; un desmer, drôle de lune, drôle de cou- sin laché, une couleur mal assuleur
rée, des pochades, des ébauches,
No 5. Paysage en Hollande, par plus que des tableaux. EnJ. Barnsley. Un fouillis de cho- core une fois nous plaçons M.
ses qui ne se distinguent pas,mais Dyonnet bien au-dessus de ce qu'il
qui visent aux grands effets. Et nous montre ici. Nous avons vu
puis vous savez, plus c'est vague, de lui des portraits, des dessins
moins on comprend, et plus ça à d'une valeur sérieuse, pourquoi
l'air d'être quelque chose de très aujourd'hui envoyer des choses
fort.
absolument inférieures à luiNo 69. Venez si vous l'osez, par même, des toiles bâclées en
R. Harris. Une de ses meilleu- une demi journée sur lesquelles
res toiles de genre, celle qui nous il est impossible d'arrêter un
plaît le plus, encore qu'il y ait œil complaisant. Mr. Dyonnet
beaucoup y reprendre. Nous abuse de l'eau, quand il traite
penchons à croire pie ce n'est là son Montreal harbour, il en abuse
qu'un portrait. Un page est plus aussi dans ses Côtes de Gaspé, il
menu, plus délié, plus aristocrate. en abuse encore et toujours dans
No 95. Enfants dans un champ cette toile de Labelle qui est
de coquelicots, par Ea Morris. Je pourtant la moins mauvaise de
l'ai déjà dit, des choses rouges... toutes celles exposées. Je lui
—voir le précédent Numéro. On recommande aussi ses ciels. Par
peut plus mal, M. Morris, mais exemple, je ne sache pas qu'il soit
on peut mieux aussi.
très logique en permettant à ses
No 22. Entrée du bois St-Michel, nuages cuivrés de se fondre avec
par Suzor Côté. Une des meil- le ciel. Il n'y a pas, ce nous semleures toiles du Salon. M. Côté ble continuation, mais superposiincontestablement se place au tion, les nuages étant d'ordinaire,
premier rang de nos peintres payLabelle comme ailleurs, plus
sagistes canadiens. C'est un talent rapprochés de nous, généralement
qui promet et qui tiendra. Nous ils ne s'emboîtent pas et
n'avons rien ici, qui puisse, en devraient faire paraître le ciel
tant que paysage, lui être com- plus haut et plus lointain.
paré. C'est un artiste habile, un Et ces bleus d'eau, d'où viennenttravailleur consciencieux auquel ils ? De la colline de droite. En
il faudra, avec plus d'envolée, un êtes-vous bien sAr, M. Dyounet
peu de légèreté de touche, chose Et ces pins mélancoliques ? Enqu'il acquerra par la fréquenta- core que nous aimions certaines
tion des grands maîtres, et l'étude parties de cette oeuvre que nous
assidue de la nature sous les mul- considérons comme la moins bactiples aspects qui la diversifient.II lée de toutes celles que ce peintre
est désirer que notre pays vienne expose, nous n'admettons pas
en aide des artistes de que ce soit let un tableau, c'est-àcette trempe, et n'hésite pas
dire une œuvre achevée, fotillée,
sacrifier quelques milliers de dol- travaillée, mais plutôt une eslars que l'on accorderaizsous forme quisse laquelle, dans le silence
de bourses de voyages pour leur du cabinet, on a donné, en vue de
permettre de se perfectionner
cette exposition, les apparences
l'étranger, d'y visiter les musées d'un fini hâtif et insuffisant.
et d'y séjourner le temps nécesNo 8. Bateaux pécheurs, Cansaire pour compléter leurs études. ;cale, P. Knowles. Banne petite
Pense-t-on que ce serait là- de l'ar- toile, pleine de lumière mais
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bien vite je passe de peu 1-'16
1117."
-. ont1 des-yeux, mais ne voient pas,
d even r.
ils ont des visages qui ne vivent
No 75. Portrait d'une dame, A. pas, des -chairs qui ne sont pas
Jongers. Sur un fond de tapisse- des chairs. Figés dans des attirie où se jouent des personnages tudes presque -hiératiques, ils atla Watteau, fond à notre .11 1nS tendent, quoi l—Ma foi vous m'en
un peu dépourvu de lointain, se demandez trop—Ne pas oublier
détache une femme gracieuse et de l'aller voir, c'est la curiosité
fraîche, une adorable et mignonne du Salon.
tête éclairée de deux grands yeux
No 49. The Murray River,
noirs, un peu pensifs, juste ce Minnie Gil. Bon travail de déqu'il faut pour ne pas ôter à 'a butant où peuvent se lire quelphysionomie l'ensemble chaman- ques promesses.
trieur et fin qui s'en dégage.
No 124. Eau iras quille, Leslie
Coiffée d'un large Gainsborough Skelton. Même remarque que pour
à boucle argentée et à plums le précédent.
retombantes,elle est revêtue d'ure
No 18. _Portrait, Constance
toilette de soie noire à manches Boultbée. Un monsieur qui a
bouffantes qui ne cachent rien Ce l'air bien content de lui. Nous
la délicatesse d'un corps que l'on aurions mauvaise grâce à être
devine gracile et menu. Assise, le plus difficile.
corps allongé en une position
No 8. La liseuse a la lampe,
exempte de toute pose, où be
Henri Bean. Toile très habile oh
reconstitue le moelleux des lignes
sous l'étoffement froufrouté de l'auteur a su ingénieusement évila soie qui amoureusement plaque, ter de grandes difficultés. Dans
un intérieur bourgeois qui se deses deux pieds d'enfants se jouent
sur une fourrure aux tons gris vine, devant un paravent d'une
et blancs sous eux étendue. teinte vert d'eau très difficile
Deux garnitures d'une dei- obtenir, une liseuse, en négligé
du soir,—jupon de dessous à votelle très ajourée descendent
lants—est assise près d'une table
des épaules qu'elles dessinent,
sur laquelle un livre est posé,
pour s'en venir faire corsage et
éclairée seulement par la lumièr
finir aux accusés de la hanche
crue de la lampe placée devant elle
repose nue la main droite, penencore qu 'habilement masquée par
dant que la gauche, avec tan
un vase violet qui rejette toute
abandon fatigue et charmant peul
la clarté au second plan. Le. desnonchalante et gantée.
sin très correct est sobrement
Rien dans l'attitude n'est com- traité, les ombres bien jetées font
passé ou raide, le mouvemeit valoir à souhait le modelé des
s'indique normal, nullement brus- chairs. Nous trouvons cependant
qué. Cette gente personne, évo- que leur carnation aété trop atbé- cation rayonnante de la femme le nuée sur la poitrine qui tire au
pose pas, elle n'est pas la devaat violet se ressentant,beauceup plus
un objectif de photographe, et le qu'il n'eût fallu ,de l'ombre portée
sacramentel ne bougez plus" du vase. En résumé c'est là une
certainement ne lui a pas été dit. toile digne de n'importe quelle
Sa position est un modèle de Salon et qui laisse présager chez
naturel et de grâce comme sen son auteur les plus belles espévisage un poème de fraîcheur. — rances seulement, défiez-vous de
Regardez ces chairs, Miss Holden, l'impressionnisme par trop ouMMr. Harris, Patterson, regardez trancier M. Beau, défiez-vous en,
bien. Voyez comme cela est ferme, ce n'est qu'une mode, et les modes
modelé, clair, lumineux. On voit passent vite.
sous cette peau courir le sang, m
Nos 121-29-54-41-130-174-90 -16sent la vitalité de la chair frisscn113.
nante, on prévoit le mouvement.
Travaux d'élèves qui se seraient
Cherchez là, dedans vos teints
bien appliqués.
couperosés, vos rouges de brique,
No 29. The Ship's Dock, M.
vos pâtes de cire, cherchez, cherehez. Voyez encore cet air dent Cullen.
toutes les choses sont imprégné-es.
(vite et fiu en 3ème page)
-

-

‘../V atemp,
étonnamment à, un portrait
le étonnamment
1,.4 te ferme, étoffes et chapeaux
V.eis traités. Sans contredit une
b iie toile.
No 76. Portrait, A. Jongers. Un
front bas, étroit, obtu, mangé de
ekeveax noirs, un front qui dénete la stupidité et l'ignorance,
Les yeux morts sans éclat où
Be lit la préoccupation
do paiattre profond et intelligent,
la moustache relevée en croc,
aoustache de fat ou de matamore,
aie bouche que l'on devine bafouilleuse et fausse, un menton
t6tu, bref un ensemble d'où
l'on sent l'intelligence absente,
tel paraît être, dans ses grandes
lignez, le personnage représenté.
Ce tableau bénéficie, et dans
1.1 -43 fret large mesure, des belles
qnaletés de M. A. Jongers.
No 119. . &rayed or Stolen. M.
S'Ingrat:mi, gentillet et propre.
No 21. Un ravin sur la colline.
ri. Côté.
Cette orée de bois, ce sommet de
ce",ine est une des œuvres les
Flue viaies qu'aient exposé ce
peintre Ces terres recouvertes
de ;azon des premiers plans, ce
torreneelo dévalant le long des
pontes, ces pans de terre, tout
cela ait juste. vigoureux et vrai.
Il y a là quelque chose, et l'artiste liCUS lait sentir, devant ce
coin de nature, un je ne sais quoi
de tranquille et de serein qui nous
pén.êt: e et doucement noes remue
C'est certea le plus beau complimeat que nous puissions lui
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No 9. Une Idylle', Mary Bell.
rat revis de Chavannee à l'usage
dee aoudoirs enebs.
No 106. Alcho a Toiler by the
Heir, Fanny Plimsoll. Le plus
grand mer= te de cette toile, si s'en
e3t na, est de venir de Paris. En
tous cas félicitons Mlle Plimsoll
d'aVoir biee voulu so contenter
d'an cadre de bois noir ; nu bon
point mur tant do modestie.
.NCg • 115, 109, 106, 120. Des
plais: nt-cri es.
No 86. oses, M. Laing. raie
bic. beau cadre.
No 92. Rose. sauvages, Miss
C. Muller. Elles sont sauvages,
n eprochez pas
No 118. Le nouveau gamin, W.

OU

PIANO A VENDRE
trés bon marché. S'adresser A
1090 rue De Montigny,
P. X. MOORE & CIE.

pOELES A GAZOLINE
Ha ! Ha ! C'est le temps de vous

icheter un poële à gasoline. Pendant
ie mois, nous vous donnons 10 af s,

l'escompte.
De plus nous avons une gasoline
tupérieure et A meilleur marché que
'année dernière chez

P. GADB015,
1810 Ste-Catherine

V. & M. BOGGIE

Restaurant

Tenu

r276 Rue Notre-Darne, . Montres).
ok,..____BALLE DE POOL___....0
Les navigateurs trouveront chez M. Bougie
in établissement tout a leurs ordres aven
olle salle de pool.

R X. A. RAPIN
e • • •
ART1STE-PEINTRB

?rofessenr de dessin et peinture l'Académie
St-Jean-Baptiste.
Ex-élève du alObre Gérôme de Paris.

)7 Rue St-Jacques, BdatiliWnple.
1E chargera toute œuvre de peinture, tel

que: Tableaux d'église, Nature morte,
" Paysages, etc. Portraits d l'huile au prix
Le $10.30. Portraits au crayon a des prix t rés
nodérés. Une visite est cordialement sollird
itée Encourageons nos jeunes artistes ca•

iadiens.
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DESJARDINS
Tailleurs Fashlosables

1793 Rue Notre-Dame,
Pros de la Rue St-Pierre.
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Comme nous le disions dimanche
dernier, nous ne prétendons pas
ajouter foi A ce qui nous semble être
Mn canard fabriqué par un sportsman dégoté par la ieerto de quelque pari considérable. Nous laissons nos lecteurs juger par eux-

meules.

• aga
Sir Oliver Mowat et ceux qui l'ont
Assisté dans sa tâche ont droit aux
remerciements des veritables sportmen, pour la sage mesure introduite au sénat ces jours derniers A
propos de la limite des saisons de
courses.
Douze jours A la fois et quarante
jours entre chaque saison A la même
piste suffisent amplement pour le
vrai sport, et ôte toutes les chances
e, une certaine coterie de fraudeurs
de donner des saisons qui durent
mois entiers et quiconque connait le turf, se rend facilement
compte du nombre de "touts" et
de gamblers sans scrupules qui patronisent de préférence ces saisons
de longue durée.
Le bill Mowat fera- plus paur établir le turf au Canada sur des bases
solides que toutes les précautions
que pourraient preadro les, jockeyclubs et a.ssoeia,toas.
Cette on060 n'aurons pas •
d'interminables • eisoes de courses A Windsor, me is cesse magnitlque
piste prendra':. va :r ee avec HaAir
o nto)
milton,. Wooaa e (Toronto)
et Fort Erie fonnera un circuit dont
les courses seroat suivies avec intérêt.
Les bourses seront de beaucoup
plas fortes qu'autre fois. Le Cana-

,d-a

.)i
64 A4 A4 A4,444,40*

.--...„

s'a
L'éditeur du Mercury commente
de la façon suivante sur l'entrevue
•cle M. Al. Johnson :
Le Mercury a déclaré lors des
premiers arrangements qu'il doutait que la lutte soit de bonne foi,
se basant sur la manière de procéder des participant.
Les deux boxeurs se sont rendus
leurs quartiers d'entrainement
pans empressement, A peine quatre
tsemaines avant la joute. Même
miras qu'ils se fussent mis A Pceuvre,
divers évènement surgirent qui
étaient de nature A mettre en doute
la bonne foi des combattants.
- En somme l'analyse des procédés
faite par M. Al. Johnson est parfaitement en harmonie avec tout ce
que le "Mercury" auait dit et prédit A propos de cet évènement.

MAC. BOUGIB

VINS, LIQUEURS ET CIRRES H CROIX

vo;

points de vue et vous conclue
.comme moi que tout était
a et eue le résultat serg ,
une nouvelle lutte dans quelques
mois et par conséquent le compléMent de la plus grande fraude qui
se soit jamais accomplie.

et son quipe-raallure de 33 coups A la
m •u e contre 32 pour celle de
Canbridge. A 2.40 le front Barnes
fut pass6 et les Oxfords avaient une
awnce de trois longueurs.
it distance entière de la course
fut parcourue en 12 minutes et 11415
sel mites, le meilleur temps qui ait
éte fait jusqu'à ce jour.
Qxford a gagné cette course pour
la trente et unième fois et huit fois
en euccession dans les derniers huit
ana.
Vue du bateau de la presse, Cambridge fit un effort ABishop's Creek,
qu'Oxford suivit aussitôt avec ses
hommes qui semblaient encore
frais, Ce fut une belle course du
départ A la fin.
Oxford passa le pont HammerSmith une longeur avant Cambridge,
cependant, cette dernière fit des
efforts qni diminuètent la différence
pour quelque temps, mais leurs
fortes s'épuisèrent et les Oxfords
d'iei A la lin de la course, augmentèrent leur avantage jusqu'à trois
longueurs, ayant littéralement gagna la course après avoir passé

Chiswick Eyout.
GAGNANTS DES DIFFERENTES
• COURSES DEPUIS 1829
Temps Par
Am Gagnant
14.30 Pl. Long.
1829 Oxford
1839 Cambridge 36.00 1 min.
31.00 1.46 min.
Cambridge
1839
1841 Cambridge 29.30 1 Long.
1841 Cambridge 32.30 1.04 min.
30.45 13 secs
1842 Oxford
184b Cambridge 23.30 13 secs
1844 Cambridge 21.05 2 Long.
1842; Cambridge 22.00 facile
1849 Oxford (foul)
21.36 27 secs
1854 Oxford
25.29 11 coups
185*1 Oxford
1856' Cambridge 25.50 / Long.
1857 Oxford 22.35 35 secs
1858 Cambridge 21.23 22 secs
1859 Oxford 24.40 Cam. sub
1860 Cambridge 26.05 1 Long.
23.30 48 secs
1861 Oxford
24.41 30 secs
1862 Oxford
23.06 53 secs
1865 Oxford
21,40 26 secs
1864 Oxford
21.24 4 Long.
1165 Oxford
25.35 15 secs
1866 Oxford
22.40 a Long.
1867 Oxford
20.56 6 long.
1868 Oxford

25.25
1869
22.04
1870 Cambridge
gg
23.05
1871
g
21.15
1872
g g19.35
1873
187422.35
22.02
187i, Oxford
1876 Cambridge 20.20
25.08
1e77 Lee,aux
22.13
1 bas Oxford
1879 Cambridge 21.18
21.23
1880 Oxford
1881"21.51
gg
20.12
1832
21.08
188 3gg
1884 Cambridge 21.39
1885 Oxford 21.36
1886 Cambridge 22.29

3

46

11 iC
1
44

2
31 g
3 44
10
facilee.
10 long.
3i 4
3f 44
3 '4
7 44

lv

lare cou,

mille. Mike Haver -

(Hinlrevl

5 A. 1. 1 Herman

Kahn, 103, (Morrison), 5 A 1; 2; Valient, 3. Temps, 53.
Bonna Nit a a aussi couru.
mille. Siegfried,
2ème course,
102, (Garner), 1 A 3, 1; Basouit, 113,
(Wilhite), 4 à 1, 2; Revenue, 113,
(Morrison), 12 ii 1, 3. Temps 1.041
Cremona Briggs, Afternun, Goodwin ont aussi couru.
3eme course, / mille. Tin Cup, 93,
(Wilhite), 2/ A 1, 1 ; Joe Ossot, 101,
(Young), 6 A 1, 2; Nina Louise, 101,
3 A 5, 3. Temps, 1.181.
King Elm, Marchie D., Dunmore,
Bravo ont aussi couru.
4ème course, annulée.
5ème couse, a mille, Frisco Ben,
98, (Wilhite), 7 A 10, (1) ; Nora S., 95,
(Morrison), 3/ hl, (2) ; Mordecai, 193,
(Hinkey), 10 A 1, (3). Temps 51 1 .
Antelope a aussi couru.
6ème course, a mille, War Club,
(Garner), 2/ A 1, (1) ; Dunmore,
(Mills), 2 à 1, (2) ; Play Boy,(Corder),
4 A 5, (3.) Temps 1.06.
Harry Thompson, Sally Morgan,
Selden ont aussi couru.

Bicycle
Schock victorieux
Washington, 3- La course de
bicycle de six jours s'est terminée
ce soir a 10 heures, Se hock q ui gagna
la course avec 1670 milles son
crédit étant 240 milles en arrière du
record établi par Hale au Madison
Square Garden dans la première
partie de la saison : Les cinq p emiers ayant parcouru plus de 1500
milles beneficieront des recettes.
SOMMAIRE

h
A
Sclbhet
Colden
Lawson
Cassidy
Ford
Muller

11667153
115.. 81 30
11455434
593
124

MEN U ES DEPEC
-L'ordre de la Croix Ronge
Constantinople. -se prépare A organiser ses différents services de secours en vue de la prochaine guerre
entre la Grace et laTurquie.
-Le croisette espagnol Teresa
vient de prendre la mer et se rendre
A New-York pour la dédicace du
mausolée du général Grant, le 27
avril.
-Des dégâts considérables ont
été causés par les feux de forêts A
Yarmouth, Mass.
-Le Chronicle de Londres fait un
appel aux amis de la Grèce aux
Etats-Unis pour sonder la légalité
des blocus de la Crète et d'Athènes,
et cela, en envoyant des vivres sous
la garde du drapeau américain afin
de voir ce que feraient les puissances, ainsi face à face, avec un pays
qu'elles n'oseront regenter.
-Les ouvriers de la filature de
soie d'Homestead et Hackensack A
West Hoboken se sont mis en grève.
-Après avoir, assassiné sa bellefille et une de sas compagnons Millard Spencer, un fermier d'Harmony, N.Y., a incendié la maison du
crime et s'est coupé la gorge. Il
n'est pas mort. On le croit fou.

MORT 508ITE
Ottawa, 3. - Pendant que M. L.
Demers, gardien de la Galerie Nationale des Arts, vaquait A ses occupations, il est tombé mort. Il était
âgé de 78 ans. Le défunt était le
père de Mmes A. E. et L. J. Lussier.
Il comptait un cercle nombreux
d'amis.

CONTRE LES NOMS
Ottawa, 3-Le Révérend M. Maxwell a présenté Au parlement hier
une pétition portant de nombreuses
signatures de citoyens de la Colombie Anglaise, contre l'immigration
japonaise, Les japonais sont cause
d'une grande réduction dans les
salaires des ouvriers du pays.
-

ON DEMANDERA L'ABOLITION
DE LA TAXE
L'activité du Montreal Cycle
Board of Trade se fera sentir encore
une fois, la semetine prochaine, car
on doit mettre en mouvement la
question de l'abolition de la taxe
sur les bycicles. Dans chique magasin de cycles, quartier de club,
etc., des listes seront distribuées
afin que les intéressés puissant yapposer leur signature.
Ces listes seront après un certain
temps, présentées au conseil de
ville, par un comité du Cycle Board,
qui fera tout en son pouvoir pour

faire abolir la loi actuelle.

ft PPg OU SANG
T

Madrid, 3 - e colonel Cirujécla
qui commandait la colonne de troupes espagnole esta a assassiné le chef
des insurgés, le général Maceo, vient
d'être nommé adjudant militaire à,

la cour de la Relue

lifgeute.

son c
très doux... ce fut
qu'il devint rageur, dan
miers jours de la semaine passée
il mordillait les tentures, déchirait s
des dentelles... On mit cela sur le,
compte de la jalousie envers un fo:
nouveau venu dans la maison... mai
l'on finit par s'inquiéter, on fit veni
le vétérinaire, le toutou fut mis eu
observation, finalement abattu."
Mlle Jane Plerny a pleuré le peti
animal. Ensuite, conseillée par se
amie, elle est allée A l'Institut Pas
teur, où elle devra se présenter pen
dant dix-huit jours, chaque matin

la va
TAPIS battus et nettoyés
• peur. Il HUE HERMINE.
Telephone 798.
H. N. TABB

FAILLITES
M. Roch Ouimet épicier de cette
ville a fait cession volontaire de ses
biens a M. Charles Desmarteau
comptable. Le_passif est d'environ

$10,000.
A la demande de M. Esdras Lau

zon marchand de Montréal, Mess

Hunt et Barnes, importateurs de
poissons et huîtres, 96 rue McGill
ont hier fait cession de leurs trient
La Banque du Commerce est créancière pour la somme de $ 2,727,79. Le
passif est d'environ $12,000.

FEU IL L'ABBE BOURASSA
•

Hier matin, ont eu lieu A Lon

gueuil les funérailles du Ray. A
Madard Bourassa, ancien curé d
Montebello, P.Q., et chapelain de
RR. Sœurs Grises.

Un service solennel a été chanté
9 heures dans la chapelle de PH6pi
tal des Sœurs Grises, sp6cialemen
décorée pour la circonstance.
Co prêtre distingué demeurait A
Longueuil depuis plusieurs annéet
Après le service divin la dépouill
mortelle fut conduite a la gare d
Longueuil A destination de Mont
réal où elle arriva A une heure d
l'après-midi. Une centaine de mem
bres de l'archidiocèse de Montrée 1
étaient A la gare Bonaventure
l'arrivée du train. Le corps a ét
expédié par le C.P.R. A 4.30 p.m.,
destination de Montebello où
terrement se fera demain.

Achetez au

Boulevard Si. Larnbel

t.

p airs.
No 131. Paysage près de Barmendo 7 France. T. Barnsley.
Inutile d'aller chercher vos modèles si loin M. Barnsley, nous
avons infiniment mieux ici.
No 127. Le Pont Neuf à Paris.
A. E. Boulbée.
Vraiment, c'est gentil de nous
le dire, nous ne l'eussions jamais
deviné. Je sais bien qu'en effet
il y a, comme va, sur la gauche,
des maisons vieilles et hautes
ainsi se flanquant, s'étayant, mais
cette mosaïque de tons, ce ciel,
ces pierres, et surtout les arbres
gouhchés des bords du canal !
Quelle imagination M. Boulbée,
quelle Imagination!
Pas mauvais lavis, mais une
aquarelle, savoir.
No 149. The land of the lotus
eaters. Carter Henry. Paysage
genre décor de théâtre, tapisserie
ou papier peint an choix. Invraisemblable et baroque. Très probablement tiré d'une gravure
de revue. Tout de même de bons
tons cheuds. Cest très mal M.
Carter de s'amuser ainsi, ça peut
devenir dangereux le jour où je
serai en veine d'esprit.
No 191. L'embouchure de l'Humber, à. Toronto. L. O'Brien.
Pas excessivement curieux ni
comme paysage, ni comme aquarelle.
No 188. Between Snowy Banks.
C. Moss.
Neige café au lait. A part cela
je ne vois nul inconvénient à nommer cela Between voir plus
'haut.
o 21 5 .713 iiAlo-Hazy ilforning.
F. A Verner.
Des buffles, et des muffles de
buffles ou des buffles de muffles
(prière répéter ça vingt-cinq fois
de suite.) J'y ai passé un bon
moment. Je vous recommande
tout particulièrement le groupe
du fond, à droite. Ils sont trois
buffles, un d'entre eux a la silhouette d'un éléphant, l'autre
d'un chameau, pardon, le troisième... je vous le donne en
mille... d'une meule de blé qui
témoignerait de quelque envie
"escalader le ciel.
A part cela, ce n'est pas plus
mauvais qu'autre chose.
No 159. Marsh. Hawk. Marie
Holmsted. Un faucon, un épervier, ou un gerfaut je ne sais,
mais une sale bête pour sûr puisqu'on l'a tuée, et que cela a permis A Melle Marie Homlsted de
nous la présenter dans un beau
-

-

. Nous erous ntefois observer que les tons gouachés du visage sont trop crus,
trop lie de vin et que la partie
de la robe qui sur les genoux
tombe, n'indique pas suffisamment le mouvement d'intervalle,
de vide, de creux ; que les touches
de pinceau en sont trop raides, et
que cette partie du vêtement
manque totalement de souplesse
et de légèreté.
No 217 Groupe of canadian Big,
Vernes Préférable sans crontredit au 215 du même auteur. Le
ciel est bien étendu, le fond se
perd et donne bien l'impression
cherchée, placé un peu trop haut
pour nous permettre de juger de
la facture.
No 178. Britford Vale-Willshire
C. Manly.
Les derniers plans de gauche
sont nets, propres, le restant est
quelconque, ni bon ni mauvais,
simplement passable.
No 211.-Derniers jours d'automne. Gertrude Spurr. Une touche très ferme, bien grasse, bien
étoffée pour une femme. Des tons
franchement posés. D'excellentes
qualités ici se révèlent, mais hélas ! le dessin est incorrect et
lâche.
No 142. Le Cape North,, Norvège.
G. Bruenech.
Excellente et lumineuse petite
aquarelle, peut-être un peu faible
dans le traité des roches, mais
d'un tout plaisant propre qui
dans l'ceil se fond bien. Le pinceau
encore qu'un peu débile et frêle a
bien rendu les plans d'atmosphère d'eau et c'est dommage que la
hauteur où l'on a place cette toile
ne nous permette pas plus de
mieux voir.
No 187. Le -vieux pilote fila Maison, Ch. Moss. Ces vieux pilotes
là, sont si amusants à écouter lorsqu'ils vous narrent leurs histoires
de mer, que nous pensons que-Mr.
Moss, n'a dû alors accorder à son
travail qu'une attention distraite
4-L'histoire était si intéressante !
No 190. Paysage d'automne du
même auteur. L'automne ! C'est
parfois désolamment désolant
dirait un symbolique décadent. Si
parfois vous n'en étiez pas convaincus, regardez.
No 145. Le jardin des sc eurs, W.
Brymner. Bonne touche, toile
chaude, de tons vigoureux et
riches mais de dessin mal affermi
et presque insuffisant dans les
airières-plans.
No 220. Beech Trees by the Brook,
F. Verner.
-

dessin et autre chose que du avis.
Si les fonds étaient plus vaporeux
plus s'évanouissants plus perdus
cela n'en vaudrait que mieux
encore. Les tons violets sont un
peu faux, et la lumière ne nous
semble pas avoir été bien épandue.
Bon ensemble.
No 195. Temps de novembre. L.
O'Brien. Croquis, d'une touche
propre et nette.
No 199. Under the eV. Mary
Philipps. Bonne touche, très conciencieux, de l'eff, t, â condition
qu'on n'y regarde point de trop
près bonnes petites études.
No 139. La Fontaine de Villeneuve. A. Boultbée. Mêmes remarques que pour le No 199.
No 20-7. Sketches. Marg, Sanborn.
Croquis qui rappellent probablement quelque chose à l'auteur,
nous rien, touche assez hardie.
Nous aurions aimé,Mlle à voir plus
de travail et moins de cadre.
Nos 166-206-152-205-164-193-169.
Ces petites machines là font toujours plaisir à la famille.
Nos 201-202. Beddington-Angleterre. Rolph. Z. Très bon, non,
mois bon sinOrement. Ls om
brages sont gras, de tons vrais
encore que manquant d'air de
perdu dans leurs feuillus extrêmes. Touche franche, honnête
perspective, mais des défaillances
de dessin nombreuses,surtout dans
le No 202. Travail accusant chez
M. Rolph un tempérament qui,
avec quelques années d'étude,
s'affirmera vigoureux et brillant. Tout ça indique de l'avenir
M. Rolph.
' No 14e. The Carrier's IIor:e.
\V. Brymner. Je n'aime pas ça
du tout, du tout. C'est poncif,
pompier et ressemble comme couleur et dessin à un dessin d'architecte tant c'est sec, raide et empesé. Conçu dans une note terne
et neutre qu'aucune note vibrante ne vient relever, mou, sans relief nous considérons que cette
aquarelle est inférieure au talent
de M. Brymner. L'indication des
modelés du cheval est nulle, les
artifices, les ficelles einployées
pour l'éviter sont par trop grossières. Bref le dessin ,, , q3A vise
la simplicité grande est banal et
très quelconque.'Ça manque de
vie, d'allant. C'est méthodique
correct, bien arrangé et s'il avait
sous les pattes, des roulettes rien
ne pourrait mieux nous donner
l'impression d'un jouet de bois
de Suisse ou de Nuremberg.
No 181. Hamsphire Hedges. C.
-

-

roses qui lamentablement s eurent ; et q e peut bien faire un
cœur sensible et... neurasthénig ue
sinon les imiter !
No 194. Meadows of the Sea,
No 197. Chrysanthèmes, L.
O'Brien. Pas de dessin, mais des
choses qui indiqueraient l'étoffe
d'un coloriste.
'Nos 219, 136, 158, 218, 138. C'est
gentil, et beaucoup de visite a ,
j'en suis persuadé, trouveron ça
très bien, mais j'ai usé toute ma
kyrielle de laudatifs et maisteliant que dire, sinon répéterencore que ce genre d'aquarelles
bourgeoises dépourvues d'art vrai
peuvent rompre assez agréablement l'uniformité d'un mur nu,
que j'en accepterais peut-être,
mais n'en achèterai certainement
jamais. Et pourtant un douteme
vient, est ce vr)siment l'élève
qu'ici je dois blâmer et ne seraitce p s plutôt le professeur ?
No 148. Oats. W. Brynaaer.
Très bon. Des tons riches , tin
modelé ferme, des plans bien rem"lis, une grasse et riche nature,
hardiment rendue, quelques négligences po urtaul.l es la Issa- a! ler,
une perspective écfetirtée, mais un
très bon ensemble, un travaitqui
me plaît et qui aurait plus gagné
encore à être moins revu dans ses
feuillus du fond.
No 208. Highland Cottage. M.
Seymour. Beaucoup d'habileté.
Paysage excellent, un tout bien
fondu qui nous fait songer laux
procédés de l'école hollandal,se
les dégradations d'eau sont juites,
bien raclées, ensemble bien &nifé;
di. . fu,_ O'ctivl a
côté de cela des parties trop itlues, trop cherchées en vue 'un
bon effet. De la nature rev e et
corrigée,.
No 176. Haymaking, Mac
ton. Bonne impression de
cheur, travail très propre,
net, encore que la retouche
lise trop facilement. Manque a
de hardiesse, d'élan, quelt
morceaux sont bien étudié le
beauf roux par exemple, dans ses
parties hautes et charnues. i nsemble très satisfaisant.
No 160. Portrait de MacP; ail,
A. Jongers. Je préfère sa bros e à
sa plume, et de beaucoup.

cours
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encore ,qu'indifférent et hautain
devant la menace. J'ai à ménager
biendes suceptibilités,et A vouloir
formuler des conclusions, même
impartiales, d'essayer de mettre
fi ïl à d'intempérantes admirations,
d'enrayer la fabrication monotone
cela va, je le sens, encore que
mon désintéressement ne puisse
être mis en doute, m'attirer bien
des colères.
Oui vraiment je suis hésitant
parce qu'après tout, que va t-il en
résulter pour ma pauvre et intime
personnalité? Je viens de le dire,
de la inalveillance,de la partiaIiie
pour le moins, nes inimitiés, des
hostilités sourdes, latentes. Mais
bast! autant en emporte le vent !
Et que me font, après tout, ces
piailleries intéressées ! "On ne
fait pas d'omelettes sans casser
des oeufs," nous disait sentencieusement notre vieux professeur
d'histoire militaire lorsque parfois nous témoignions d'un étonnement naïf devant l'énormité
d'une perte.
Pourtant, quelques voix intéressées, très rares heureusement,
cri6 partialité, à l'injustice. Je m'y attendais d'ailleurs.
On est venu me dire : mais MM.
X. et Y. sont de bons peintres
il ont fait ceci, cela, bref d'excellentes choses.
-Eh ! qui dit le contraire répliquais-je,---dès lors ils sont d'autant plus mal venus d'avoir fait
ce qu'ils ont exposé.
Ensuite que m'importe â moi
que MM. X ou Y aient fait d'excellentes chos s eue
destiné a, voir, surs . se,
trout que de médiocres pour
ne pas dire pis... Je ne suis pss
là pour m'enquérir de ce que M
X ou Y ont lait, mais de ce qu'ils
exposent, de ce qu'ils offrent à la
vue du public qui vient de donner son argent. Mon jugement
doit avant tsat se concentrer, je
ne dis pas complètement, sur les
toiles exposées et non ailleurs.
Si MM. X ou Y ont fait des
chefs-d'oeuvre tant mieux, ils sont
d'autant plus blâmables d'avoir
exposé des toiles indignes de leur
talent, et la critique ne saurait
trop le leur reprocher.
En outre, je ne prétends pas
du tout jouer le rôle d'oracle
je ne pose ni pour la compétence
No 203. Portrait de Miss Nic ot- indiscutable ni pour l'infaillibilité.
son. Pastel. Eléanor Ross. Hélas
Il se peut fort bien que je me
trois fois hélas !
trompe. Je suis hélas ! sujet
No 200. The de gamin. Pa -tel. l'erreur comme tout le monde. Or
Powell. Bien hut placé p our si vous me dites : "M. vous vous
-

;

-

,

encore une lois, je ne pos pas
l'oracle, je donne mon jugement
simplement, sans aucune idée de
prosélytisme ; c'est au public,à le
corroborer ou à le réfuter.
Quant h vous MM. X. Y. Z.,
qui vous croyez lésés, vous pensez que j'en torts : Parfait,
c'est votre droit de le dire, mais
surtout votre devoir de le prouver. Faites comme moi, parlez, au
public, confiez-vous à son impartialité, à son jugement.
J'avais été chargé d'une critique sérieuse, je l'ai faite en
toute liberté d'appréciation, de
jugement. S'il en eût été autrement, j'aurais décliné cette responsabilité.
Je sais, oh ! je sais bien, allez,
que pour une première fois le
coup est dur, et que j'ai troublé
la douce et nonchalante quiétude
de bien de petites chapelles,
mais je dédaigne absolument d'entrer dans ces sortes de considérations qui ne sont ni de mon ressort ni de mon caractère.
Quasit à faire une autre critique
que celle que je pensais, nenni ! Je
ne suis pas de ceux qui, sur une
feuille de papier blanc conchenr,
consciencieusement une centaine
d'adjectifs hyperboliquement louangeurs et, au fur et à mesure de
l'énumération d'un tableau y accolent un de ces qualificatifs en
concordance avec le sujet de PceuVTC.
De semblables critiques nuisent
plutôt qu'elles ne servent ; elles
trL
mpentil tiorzta lver6.7o:_d
_e_,I'artiste
sur lui-même
msêemmea eleprponebhIai
ienesupo
r
,

---

-

semaine
pour
mes conclusions.
G. DE WERTIIEMFR.

s r sent surtout aux jeunes
filles,tandis que les couleurs vives
et à grand éclat s'adressent plutôt
aux femmes jeunes, quoique ayant
passé la trentaine, surtout si elles
ont les yeux et les cheveux noirs,
avec la taille souple et mince.
Ainsi les nuances abricot, capuduc, rouge ou orange leur vont a
avir et n'habilleraient très bien
ii une jeune fille, ni une toute
jeune femme, ni une femme aux
londs cheveux et au teint blanc
t rosé.
Disons aux femmes âgées, dont
1 faut beaucoup s'occuper, parce
u'elles se croient parfois dédainées et qu'elles sont Llus embarassées que les autres, qu'ellas
oivent préférer, surtout pou:eurs toilettes de cérém.nie, le
oir et les couleuri foncées.
Les vêtements courts, les corsaei boléro ne recouvrant ?as la
aire, les garnitures de tulle bro6 et même les dentelles, tout
ela est plus jeune que les vêteil ents longs recouvrant entière1111 ent les garnitures de passera:D,
eri, les broderies de perles trt,
êry leb appliques, quelque rithes soient, et qui ne
ont que raremersi l'apanage des
'eui-.7.8 filles. Pou: elles aussi, te
pour les jeunes femmes, la classique jaquette, faisant si bien ressortir la souplesse de la taille
tandis quo la redingote et même
la robe princesse t,eront de préc
rence choisies par les femmes (l un
1ge plus avancé.
Le paletot sac, qui ne va L'en

Bon orps et Calcon a
25e.
Chemise de travail a .
. 25e.
Chaussette de Coton, bonne
qualite,
2 paires pour 15e.

S. A. LAROSE

ri: a•dit à aucun- et à aucun age,
et on le verra aussi bin sur les
épanks d.'ulie fillette de quinze
ans que sur celles d'une femme
-

Avocat et C. R.
•

1586i RUB Notre-Dame

Coin de la ru e Aquedue

,

•

LECTOR LESAGE, L.L. B.

Lanctol

AVOCAT

1586i Rue Notre-Dame,
MONTREAL

Durtal du Soir: 63 rue Drolet.

J. A. BROSSARD, L.L.B.

MAGNIFIQUE HOTEL

AVOCAT

SUPERBES CHAMBRES A COUCHER.

.

• DIX SALONS POUR DAMES

.

Restaurant ouvert jusqu'à minuit.

Cuisine Francaise
SERVICE PARFAIT.

Tel. Bell 2736
Merchants 403

1g12, 1014 i 1121 OTRE-DIN1E & B ST-UBBIEL.
OUVERT LE DIMANCHE
SPECIALITE :

Repas

16 Rue St-Jacques,
Chambres 1, 2, 3.
MONTREAL - - Tel. Bell 1 132

Gwive Desaulniers

RESTAURANT BRUANT

Bfitnbe des

Chambre 36.

.

Montreal.

25 Cote St Larntert, Montreal
Cuisine française IttuSh et (fluer A 25 CtS•
1 soupe, 2 Plats, disert et café.
.
.

.
. Repas 50 cts

,,

NOTAIRES

IRCHAMBAULT & PAQUET
ti

1A1

e.e“.•

in'rri i1Îuiau
58 et 60

NOTAIRES

16084tue Notre-Dame. Coin ST-Gabiiel
Bur

ux du soir

:

AM, ARCHAMBAULT
121
-Denis.
Bell Tel. 6665
C. AQUET. . Sault-au-Recollet
.

PLACE JACQUES-CARTIER

Teléphone 511

.

J. A. DORVAL,
NOTAIRE.

SA RueSt Jacques,
-

ARCHITECTE,

Tel. des Marchands 85-.

Membre A. A. P. Q.

103 Rua St-Fre4avier, Montréal,
Bâtisse du Séminaire

2452

J. N. METIVIER
ENTREPRENEUR
Construction de maisons en Bois, Pierre, Brique

et Enduits. Décorations en tous genre!.

P.

rIence : 3163 rue Notre-Dame.
Tel. des Marchands 12sF.

HEURES DE CONSULTATION:—DC 11 Tirs A.M.
A 2 Lire P.M., tous les Jours.

TELEPHONE BELL

MONTREAL

Entreprise A forfait pour la construction d'une
ms ison, décoration et installation complète, pré te
a Atm occupée.
Bureau et Atelier, 34. run St-Urbain,
uentréal-in n.

COLLECTEUR

M. J. J. POIRIER,
AGENT GENERAL

et COLELCTUER

Lo cation et Collection des Loyers
une 'pédant&

3065 Rite :Totre-Dame,
St- Ounegoside !Montreal

••
Blanchissage
Tapisserie
Peinture
Imitation
Vitrage

Venez nous voir et vous pourrez choisir votre nouveau Chapeaux
du Printemps. Tous les principaux fabricants anglais et américains seront représentés. Rien que des chapeaux de Ta meilleure
qualité. Nous sommes dictateurs de la mode en fait d'articles de
coiffure pour hommes en cette ville, nous l'avons été depuis des
années. Les prix des chapeaux de première classe ne nous ont
jamais empêchés d'avoir des clients. Chapeaux anglais et améri\ cains, Parapluies dé soie, Imperméables, Fourrures à bon marché.

Nos Chemises de C->uleurs viennent d'arriver, avec devants pliss6s, de 75c 1.00. Nouveaux
patro as.

WEST POINT

NAP. ST-CHARLES
468 & 470

RUE ST-LAURENT

Bell
7140
TÉLEPFloNEs . { Marchands - 149
Le collet de " Laurler "20e
50 nou Teaux patrons de collet.

o

Peinture et
r
Decoration de h
Plaisons.
Ouvrage de
aère Classe . .

Le " Clifford*

• - Trois plis de toile.

MM
ODE 1

SPECIALITE :—Decoration d'Eg,lises,
Chapelles, Edifices Publics.

2227

ellAREONNEAU

f,:;"r-LiauFtEri r.

RUE,

-

-a•

8200 Re-so NOTRE-DAP4M

rihotx considérable d'éteffes do
Importateta.

OUVRAGE GARANTI.

Paix MODEREI8.

Rzya,1

Cette compagnie distribue des œuvres d'art
peintes par les maltres de l'école moderne
francase.

drrinstrumen!s de k':d.sricgie t,u{v§i
b4 al. tir Dames et artistes fait
a ordre. Toujours en mains un stock complet d'h.struments nix , ondition les plus raison
stables. Célébres instruments pour Bandes de F. Besson, Lo :tires Augleterre, toujcur

en magaasin.

"85

Cote S8i1t- T, snihent _Mayfrrirl

V. & M. BOUGIE

Tenu par . . .
RestaurantAIAC.
BOUGILI
-

Les navigateurs trouveront chez M. Bougie
un établissement tout, é. leurs ordres aven
jolie salle de pool.

COTE-DES-NEIGES,

F. X. A.

ontreal.

carrihres

de Gtarsits rouge .....

tge4s.,

13TITILIN
Manufactutier et Importateur de ilro rate pour /a
construction en général et la fournituroi

des Cimetières, Gros et D kail.
Estimations fournies sur
demande ....

COTE-DES-NEIGES, MONTREAL
Téléphone Bell, 4666 (Correspondance gratuits
avec Montrégi

CHAUSSURES
2103 Rue gotre-Datuo
.
reiONTREA!..

relanufaeturie. de

Toujours en magasin nr assortiment complet de Ch kutsutes pour Hommes, Femmes ci
Enfants &las prix.
Ouvrage
pratiqr.-e, une cpticialité.
Réparations jatte, sous le plus court ciblai

" ...TaTai

"APIN,
oeoe

ARTISTE-PEINTRE
Professeur de dessin et peinture A l'Académie
St-Jean-Baptiste.
Ex-élève du célébre Gérôme do Paria

97

F. X . DESMARAIS
Marchand et

VINS, [MEURS ET CIMES DE CHOIX

2276 Rue Notre-Darne, - Montreal.
las,.SALLE DE POOL.....'

BUrosa ta et A.C.1iex

Proprièt*Ire de

.

REPARATIONS de toutes sortes Mites ft

Uni[on

Nos, 238, 240 RUE STIACQUES,

e

-

Cucecsseu: de L. Lavallee
. . .

Haute Nouveauté.

(incorporée par lettres patentes,
le 4 Fév. 1894.)
Est ouverte maintenant. Les élèves
sont reçus dès à présent.

La van

Ilas

- STE-CUNEGONDE -

The Canadran

$(11

-•

MARCHAND-TAILLEUR

.

Tout coxpris : grand aseortiment de
vins fine.

ut „t

[1, [ELIGNES

charli Urbains . .

Ce de la Place d'Armes.

.

Entreprise de..

. AVpCAT .

a 25 cents entre 12 et 3 heures.

Salons particuliers

Etablie en 1883. Cette maison depuis ce temps, affaires surla rue SteCatherine, Tailleur de première
classe. Coupe garantie. Les styles
les plus nouveaux.

Chambre 26,

Tt nsforme son populaire
Restaurant en un . . .

.

peur

A, GERMAIN,
Teléphone Bell 250
Bureau du soir : 2264, rue Notre -Darne

2267 Rue Notre-Dame,

. MI,J1 I

rielephone des arc an

=zr._

r 1. I r‘,7,

._1 WILSON SMITH
1.
Cour.

Debentures

ij imbesturewier
s duen
gouvernement, de la

ville, compagnies do chemins de fer, p,
sJ négociées. Débentures de premiers RD
classe applicables a des fonds de garau- t!
r, tics, toujours en mains.
,

Rue St-Jacques, BAI5ue?Ipla. El 1724 Rue Notre-Darne, Montreal. "di4

E chargera de toute œuvre de peinture, tel
que: Tableaux d'église, Nature morte,
Paysages, etc. Portraits ft l'huile au prix
de $10.30. Portraits au crayon A des prix tréa
modéras. Utte visite est cordialement sollicitée Encourageons uos jeunes artistes ca-

S

nadiens.

Achetez au

Boulevard St-Lambert

do fleurs L e fruit n'empêche pas pressions, qui sollicite, charme,
captive le regard.
lalfleur.
Mme Tallien, dont la victorieuse beauté Prit une rose pour symbole, y ajoutait cette phrase :Le

méchant n'y voit que l'épine.
Mine de Genlis écrivit beaucoup pour les enfants, aussi choisit-elle une noisette et ces mots
" Aimée de l'enfance",
Mme de Staël, esprit viril et
même un peu turbulent, se faisait représenter par une lampe :

Je me cousume en éclairant.
Mme de Meulan sut trouver
une violette " Il faut me chercher",
disait-elle. L'impératrice Joséphine, digne épouse de Napoléon,
prenait un héliotrope Vers le soleil, car tel veut dire, en grec, ce
joli nom de fleur.
Alexandre Dumas disait : tout
:

passe, tout casse, tout lasse, G-uizot

prenait une règle pour écusson
La ligne droite est ta meilleure. M.
de Cavour, le grand politique
Italien, écrivit cette phrase
Alere jlammen , " S'active la flamme ". Pour un conseiller royal,
c'est un peu plus modeste que la
1 devise de Mazarin Le temps et
moi. Alphonse Karr a dit Je ne
crains que ceux quej'aime. Mistral,
le poéte provençal, a pris une cigale pour blason: Lou saurera me fa
canto, le soleil me fait chanter.
Rournineux, de Nioles, choisit la
ruine de la vieille tour Magne
:

:

Chas que ovassel trovo suon nie heou,
" chaque oiseau trouve son nid

beau
ghp

".

:<>/ae de yhilosopnie et ae
c. es es

Il n'est pas indispensable que
cet ensemble soit harmonieux. Il
est au contraire tel contraste, tel
discord plus attrayant que l'harmonie trop complète, toujours un
peu froide et monotone.
Telle femme avec des formes
accomplies, les lignes les plus
sculpturales, sera moins séduisante qu'une femme aux traits
irréguliers et qui possède ce je
ne sais quoi d'agaçant et attirants
Ainsi, la piquante brune aux
yeux petits, mais étincelants aux
lèvres lippues, mais d'un incarnat violent, au nez retroussé,
mais spirituel, aux cheveux drus
et noirs, plantés bas, ou la blondinette chiffonnée, de formes mignardes, que ses cheveux ébouriffés font ressembler à, un King's
Charles, excitent la curiosité.
La beauté acquise, c'est la beau.
té empruntée à l'art de se coiffer,
de se vêtir et de réformer les méfaits de la nature. Cette beautéh), toute femme de goût peut l'acquérir. Je dirai plus : celle qui
sait s'habiller, se ganter, se chausser, se meubler, qui a le goût des
futilités et qui en a l'esprit, qui
apporte dans sa tenue, ses gestes,
sa manière de marcher, de parler,
de tenir sa maison, un cachet de
distinction et d'élégance, sera plutôt réputée une jolie femme que
telle autre, réellement belle, qui
ne saurait pas encadrer sa beauté,
la mettre ea relief, qui négligeJ

g

a
d

clairement entendre, je cherche h
donner h ces conclusions, le tour
d'une conversation, d'une causerie, plutôt que l'allure d'un traite saturé d'esthétique pédante ou
hérissé de ternies de métier.

* **

Maintenant, revenons un peu
nos peintres.
J'ai déj à dit quelle déplorable
impression se dégageait de l'ensemble de cette exposition. A
parler vrai, il n'y a pas trentecinq toiles qui méritent les hon
neurs d'une critique, une vingtaine a peine pourraient la soutenir !
On a présenté au public des
travaux d'écoliers gauches, et
l'on est venu lui demander qu'au
sortir de l'étude d'une toile de
A. Jongers, de Côté. de Franchère, de Harris, de Bryniner etc,
il puisse s'entretenir de choses
sans nota, sans dessin, sans couleur, auxquelles il n'hésiterait
probable:vient pas h préférer le
dernier des chromos !
Quant à moi, Quels sont donc
les tableaux qui m'ont arrêté
quinze minutes ; ceux qui m'ont
donne un instant de rêverie, de
vant lesquels j'ai senti battre
nie et le coeur de l'artiste, vécu
une minute de ses émotions créatrices ; où sost-ils
ques milliers de piastres nécessaires h ces vaillants pour leur
permettre do terminer des études
si laboriem,ement, et, pour quelques-uns, si brillamment commencées I
,

nement quelque chose Mt-dessus,
comptez-y. )
M. F.—La nature canadienne est
suffisamment riche pour éviter
un artiste les coûteux déplacements d'un voyage en Europe
dans le but d'en rapporter des
toiles semblables it celles de M.
Knowles, M. Hope et tutti qtkanti.
Madame R—Je donnerai, dans
le No prochain, quelques conseils
sur la façon de juger un tableau.
—Evidenament, la personne qui
"l'Art Gallery Association" avait
été chargée de la pose des toiles
s'est basée, plus sur leurs dimensions quo sur les effets de lumière
nécessaires tt chacune d'elles.Mais
il y aurait tant à dire !
M. Ch.— Nous conseillerons
l'Art Gallery Association de diviser
la prochaine exposition en deux
parties : La première serait consacré aux vrais peintres, aux artistes ; la seconde aux élèves. Le
critique saurait dès lors qu'il
devra baisser ses jugements de
plusieurs tons pour juger de cette
dernière catégorie et nul doute
qu'il n'agisse en conséquence
mais, comme le faisait si sagement
observer " Françoise " dans la
Patrie de samedi, les canadiens
forment une infime minorité qui
jusqu'ici ne leur tt point donné
voix aux chapitre.
Mme D. J'ai l'intention de parler de notre sculpteur Hébert
d'unefaçon moins condensée. Ce
a dit notre grand poète M.
Fn-PkTrt PTTE dans son SA.L034
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nos faibles yeux. Et puis nous
vouions être indulgents.
v
1111r
No 157. Le& trois sœurs. Rockey
>ec. Mountaks. J. Hance. Beaucoup
de travail, de petits coups de
i'ew pinceau, bien patients l'ensemble qui chatouille agréablement
ice reeil procure une bonne impresI
Rion. Travail très consciencieux
mn plans d'eau bien rendus, relad
ement une des bonnes aquarelv
tha les du groupe.
No 143. Portrait de Till. H.
ose Pope. W. Brymrier. Ce vert du
me fond ne nous plait pas M. Brymlis. ner, et ce portrait là est loin
Itur d'avoir la même valeur que l'autre, liceil y suit des tâtonnements,
urk des renforcement de couleur qui
%nt s'ajoutent trop, qui ne se fondent pas notamment dans le vêtema ment; l'aquarelle demande, exige,
fret vous le savez mieux que moi, des
4. tons plus vifs, plus clairs, moins
riZt. repris et vos plaqués de blanc de
ids gouâche sont loin d'aider au reus, lèvement du ton. Ensemble terne
:té- manquant de fuyaht dans les
ché lignes, de jet.
!

;
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latIl me reste maintenant la tâche
arla plus difficile à remplir, me rérce
sumer, condenser mes sensations,
(Te synthétiser mes impressions et
e1déduire de manière à .prouver
ceux qui ont bien voulu me redes connaître quelque connaissance
lue des choses d'art, que leur confian'un ce, au moins â cet égard, pouvait
me
être plus mal placée.
y - Je ne me dissimule pas que
ne. c'est là, une tâche bien lourde,
cet très lourde et très délicate, surim tout pour un débutant, un étranger comme moi presque sans re•'
-

êtes trompé," je vous dirai
bien possible." Si vous m'indiquip mi, et que j'acquiesce, je
serai le premier â en convenir.
Mais il ne suffira pas simplement
de me le dire pour que je le croie
et j'ai bien, ce me semble, moi qui
ai signalé la faute, quelque droit
deffiander qu'on m'indique,qu'on
me démontre où et comment je me
suis trompé.
J'ai conscience d'avoir noté mes
impressions sur ce Salon le plus
impartialement du monde. Ne
connaissant personne, n'ayant de
relations personnelles avec aucun
des peintres-exposants, mon jugement,mes critiques, n'ont pu être
influencés par aucune considération de camaraderie ou de sentiment.
J'ai donc jugé comme j'ai pensé, indiquant les endroits faibles
ou ceux que je considérais comme
tels, les faisant presque toucher
du doigt, et j'invite, ceux qui
maintenant fulminent, à me relire
attentivement ensuite.., h revoir
leurs toiles.
S'ils sont vraiment des artistes,
s'ils possèdent seulement deux
onces de sentiment, de couleur, de
métier même, il ne leur sera pas
difficile de s'apercevoir que ma
critique pêchait plutôt par excès
de bienveillance, et que partout
où le moindre brin d'herbe, correctement traité, m'a permis de
contrebalancer l'effet d'observations déplaisantes à, l'amour-propre, je l'ai fait avec empressement,
dans un but d'atténuation, autant
que d'encouragement.
—Et puis vraiment a quoi servent toutes ces criailleries, ces
envois de personnages officieux ;

Aimées de printemps, on reviendra donc de nouveau au collet et
à la jaquette, ne pouvant trre4erien de mieux comme vetemeni,s
de demi-saison. I (.?,.
Comme a,,rniture de corsages le
figaro et le boléro, se partagent
la vogue.
A ce propos,je dois dir eune fois
pour toutes,la différence qui existe entre l'un et l'autre qui semblent avoir le même aspect et la
même forme... Cette différence est
bien simple et facile h apprécier,
et voici en quoi elle consiste ; le
boléro a des manches et le figaro
n'en a pas... A part celà, c'est à
peu près le même vêtement. Le
figaro n'est presque jamais semblable à la jupe : la mode actuelle
veut au contraire, que le boléro
soit de même étoffe et de même
nuance, et celh surtout depuis que
l'on tente de discréditer les corsages non semblables aux jupes. Le
Coléro est un corsage et suit la
loi commune.
Le figaro a donc une nuance
plus habillée que le boléro.
Il est parfois difficile d'établir
des catégories de toilettes pour
les jeunes filles, les jeune femmes,
les femmes plus âgées, et quelquefois les fillettes.
Tout gît à, peu de choses près
dans les nuances ; la coupe, les
étoffes, les formes étant presque
toujours les mêmes... Il y a des
couleurs jeunes et des couleurs
plus vieilles, comme il y a des
garnitures annonçant le printemps
de la vie, comme d'autres en indiquent le déclin.
1ous ies nuances daines,
comme le rose pâle. le bleu ciel,
le mauve ou la couleur paille
-

femme est celle de la coiffure.
Bien que les chapeaux ronds
soient, aujourd'hui, acceptés sur
li011Ueb
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il ne reste, pour coiffure habillée,
que sur les jeunes têtes ; et, dans
les circonstances dont nous parlons, pour visites ou coiffures 4e
cérémonie, il ne reste que la capote ou le chapeau fermé pour les
femmes âgées. LN encore, les ornements doivent différer suivant
l'âge, et les fleurs, les roses surtout et les rubans feront florès sur
les jeunes têtes, tandis que les
plumes, les draperies de velours,
les aigrettes, etc., se multiplieront pour celles dont on admirera
plus le chapeau que le visage.
Pour toutes, à mon avis, la voilette est indispensable ; mais les
voilettes noires, moins jeunes,
sont cependant jolies sur toutes
les figures.
Il faut être bien jolie et avoir
un teint bien pur pour supporter
le contact d'une voilette blanche.
JULIETTE
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Maison du
Bon Marche.

S. A. LAROSE
2267 rue Notre-Dame
Coin de la rue Aqueduc.
LA MAISON PAR EXCELLENCE POUR LES

JOBS

Bon Tweed a habillement valant
50e nom

,
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Le plus souvent,nous nous son
mes contentés de les énumérer,
sans y joindre aucun commentaire, ou bien nous les avons salués
au passage d'une plaisanterie anodine, ce qui valait encore mieux
que de les condamner au silence ;!
Les intéressés ayant marge pour
nous octroyer un brevet d'incompétence ou nous accuser de jalonce dont, entre nous, ils auraient bien tort de se priver.
C'est pensons-nous, la première
fois qu'une r-vue complète du
Salon est donnée h Montréal. Si
nous y joignons un brin de-critique, c'est d'abord afin d'eu rendre
la ecture moins arid,, puis de provoquer chez le grand publ:n4 ut
mouvement de curiosité, d'intérêt. d'éveille chez ll la sensation d'art, de prouver arz artiste6 qu'on s'intére4se A leurs travaux, et qu'il ne tiendrait c,u'h
eux de faire naltrro, de cultiver nu
loouvement dont il. eront les
premiers h bénéficier, et que nocs
nous tiendrons pour satisfaits
d'avoir provoqués.
Nous avons donc évité les critiques acerbes, sauf, ,;:ourtant, lorsqu'il s'agit d'oeuvres qui n'ont
viaiment aucune raison valable
il 'êtres offertes h l'admiration d'un
public payant.
Nous ne critiquons pas simplement
p.ur critiquer, mais bien dan, le
but d'amener le puolie à apprenere à juger de la valeur d'une cea-, h se défier de ses engouements
Irraisonnés, et à, rendre justice au
mérite. Nous voudrionn le secouer
si te roeur, es,ser eu un
mot A ce qui est un coté, et on
d.s do la vie intelleelue& d'an peuple.
Aux grincheux, &ceux auxquels
t'ana citique dépinit, h ceux qui
*Teignent l'étrde attentive de ce
rin'ile ont fait, nous dirons nous
tommes journa.istes, et notre deroi/ est d. renseigner le peblic
Inia la va4ur de co que vus lui
préatintez. Noes devon, lui dire
ai la c,se vaat la peine d'être
si elle ine.ite le déplacemint, la dépense qu'elle extge,
-
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AQUARELLES
g

No 196. Le Matin dans une baie cadre avec des fonds multicolores
de Georgie. O'Brien. Croquis, sou- La patte gauche, la griffe, les
venir qui peut très bien ne pas
être sans valeur pour son auteur.
No 167. Roses. Living Marion.
Alas ! faeor roses ! Trop diluées,
cotonneuses marquent d'arrêtés
dans le dessin de fermité dans
la couleur.
No 221. Les derniè) es feuilles.
John W. Watte. Quelque chose
quine sent pas la copie de chromo
mais la nature. Très bon travail
qui toutefois laisse deviner chez
l'artiste ttil esprit un peu trop
poseeeefléclei, ran g6 meticuleux.
None voudrions plus de fougue, de
hardiesse. Le ciel manque de profondeur, les fonds pourraient être
Phan bleues. L'impression resseutie.est,eoramentdirai-je bien, trop
correcte, régulière, elle n'émeut
pas ; plus de laisser aller de moelleux n'aurait pas nui.
No 132. Ferme à Eglington. Martin E. Des hésitations, des gaucheries même, mais somme toute
un ensemble qui peut aller.
No. 213. La baie Prout's Neek.
Stikeman A. Ou ce quell es°

serres si vous voulez qui se
referment comme dans les dernières convulsions de l'agonie sont
tout un poème de pénétrante
observation et d'intense émotion !!!
Mais je n'aurais vraiment jamais
crû quo tant d'efforts fussent
nécessaires pour envoyer ad patres
l'insection ou la puce, qui semble
avoir tant embêté cet intéressant
carnassier Mystère et gendarmerie !
No 144. Petite fille en gris. W.
Brymuer. Lt plus grande aquerelie du groupe, a coup sur une
des meilleures, celle qui indique
de l'étude, du savoir et de l'acquis, encore que parfois tout cela
ne tende au tour de force. La
teinte grise générale est habilement maintenue quelquefois même au détriment de la vérité, les
tons encore que bien dégradés sont
rêches ; nous eussions préféré
les bleus-verts moins secs, plus
riehes et plus gras.
Bref,de cette œuvre, il s'énonce
un, artiste non arrivé certes. lapes
_

No 140. Penzance. Cornwall, W.
Blatchly. Gentillet.
Nos 154, 211, 135, 168. D'aquarelles !.... ignorantes, C'est le
cadre qq'on salue.
No 184. Roses blanches. Annie
Moore.
Ah ! oui qu'elles le sont, blanches, anémiques même. Et puis
comment diable voulez-vous qu'il
en Mt autrement : ce verre est si
petit et doit contenir si peu
d'eau ! Any More, Meule, any
more. C'est trop triste.
No 151. Iceland poppies, Bertha
Cochrane. Médiocrité... dorée.
No 174. La Maison de René Pelletier, 1689. Ile d'Orléans. Mace
Donnell. Honnêtement dessiné,
honnêtement peints • Charmant
souvenir A conserver, cadeau de
bon goût A, offrir aux amis. Tout
est la bien propret, bien gentiment lavé. Travail d'une per:
sonne très pondérée et très sage et
laquelle nous tirons notre plus
belle révérence.
Nos 189-172-204-162-177-186-197
141 - 171-155 - 163.134 210-180-147.
224. J'espère, un de ces jours, et
dans une famille où l'on m'aura
fait l'honneur d'une invitation A
diner, retrouver quelques-unes
de ces... aquarelles que le chef de
la maison complaisamment offrira
A mon admiration comme d'une
chose dénotant chez Melle sa fille
un talent aussi précoce que peu
-ordinaire. Le tribut d'éloges dont
alors je le congratulerai sera en
raison directe de la somptuosité
du repas offert... et de la facilité
de la digestion.No 165. La Coupe, Tadousac.
Annie Lambe. Charmant ferme
ee, triAir,Ailtrtfift,12, vnn,

Manly. Bon amateur, arriv
avec du travail, de l'étude et p
d'observation encore.
No 175. Bateau de bois, Quel
McDonnell.<tee-No 133. Paysagt Otsaga,
York, Barnsley J.ee
No 170. Sous 14 cap. Al
Livingstone.
No 212. The Willepos. Stikems
Annie.
No 151. Icelanayrappies. Ber
Cochrane,
Je les cite, c'est' quelque ch
déja. A méditer l'aphoris
de Pascal. Je peins... donc je si
C'est la seule ,- affirmation de le
!raison d'être.
No 132. L'hiver au Central I
, New Ydrk. Marqué vendu. T,
mieux, tant mieux.
No 223. Effet de nuage. Em
Windeat. Reste keavoir si l'e
obtenu était bien l'effet chercb
- No 179. The iriort of the
C. Manly. Bon aepect, les foi
sont bien lavés, bien rend
lutrête des montagnes va s'al
nuant ; beaucoupetrop, de Li
de méticulosités, ?Veau, esa
rendue, mais l'enieemble est fi
teur, presque riche Plus de ela
diesse dans le traieee i plus de fo
deus les premiers Ians, ferait
chose exn
cette aquarelle
lente.
.
NO 153. Une y du Castel
Monts St Agathe Cox. Ceci(
probablement par portière d
wagon en ',reversant un ponte i
impression plus qt'une vue, oi
lit une touche ferme et,plei
Nous eussions détiré voir de
artiste, quelque ttevail plus
portant.
.
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D faut retenir d'un artiste
non ses troubles ni ses défaillances, mais sa prise de poisScission des choses, ce gui fait
de lui un Atre joyeux et fort..
Eu résumé ce sont des anisées de volonté au travail clt
meditation, de réflexion solitaire, de créations enivrantes
qui font "artiste vrai.

Non je ne veux pas fouiller,
n. o n je n'ai été, moi qui ne connais
personne et que presque personne
-ne eounalt, ni partial ni injuste,
du moins eciemmente Que demain
par exemple, ceux 'que ma critique a le plus maltraites exposent
une toile, une oeuvre forte, simple
comme la vie, vraie, triste ou gaie
comme:bulle, et ils verrotet alors ce
qui je saurai en dire.
Aux impreeeionnistes, aux partisans, h ceux qui tendraient à me
croire inféodé ou enregimenté
eous quelque bannière, je dirai
—Jo ne suis d'aucune école
main les admire tontes dans les
Item/tait respectives qu'elles peuVent m'offrir.
J'ai le plue profond respect de
la Deneee. de la conception,. cornne aies proceues ne cnacnia _et ne
recoeie.aie ;Fie le deeet de juger
résultat. Mais ce droit, je le
revendique complet, absolu.
Je professe en un mot, en peinture comme en littérature, l'éclectisme le plus profond ; j'admire
ce qui est beau et bon ; quelle
qu'en soit la provenance ou l'étiquette. Il se peut, que l'on me
reconnaisse une préférence, une
prédilectionemais elle n'ira jamais
jusqu'il me rendre partial envers
les ceuvree qui n'en refleteraient
tas l'expreseion.
;

Il est évident que, sous prétexte de peinture et d'impressionnisme, des personnes,—en vérité,
je ne puis dire des artistes--nous
ont prétsent6 des choses impossi'bles.Et je le demande aux peintres
eux-memes, aux amateurs d'art
est-ce bien vraiment d'encourager ces braves gens à perdre ainsi
leur temps, à gâcher de la toile,
de l'argent pour le simple plaisir
de broyer des couleurs ou de paraître étrange /
Est-ce chose méritoire quo
de complimenter ces pauvres hères
qui peut-être se croient du talent
et, tôt ou tard désillusionnés par
le constant insuccès, crèveront
misère ou crieront " charité "
Pourquoi ne pas leur dire,
quand il eu est temps encore
" Vous n'êtes pas peintres, vous
n'avez ni vocation, ni âme, ni ceil,
ni couleur. Vous ne • savez ni
sen tiTiFaroir. irai-Lee autre chose."
Comaien, Dieu de Dieu, combien ne cerveaux surchauffés,
tromp( en par le compliment banal
et pc-. cotiteux de l'indifférent ou
de I intéressé, pourraient retro , , or le calme et la tranquillité,
si en n'avait fait accroire 6 leurs
:malheureux possesseurs que dans
enrs oeuvres il y avait peut-être
l'éclosion denn génie I
, Pourquoi, de ces impuissants
qui ne créeront jamais rien, , ne
pies diriger les pae vers d'autres
carrières, crn, s'ils veulent absolument peindre, a ur pauser d'art
commercial, d'ornement, de décoration t
Je songeais à tout cela en ce e
templant mélancoliquement l'amas de peeeelaines entassées relut'et que rangées sur une petite table
et que le catalogue décore du nom
ne " CHINA."
Je les ai TTICS ces pauvres assiettes, j'en ai regard5 la décoration ee, de suite, avec - n regret
d'y lire tant d'efforts inutiles, je
niP suis, par la pensée, reporte
ver-s notre bien aimé pays de
France.
-

En un coin ensoleillé et" tranquille, hors la ville, avec de
I grands bosquets et des murailles
toutes blanches ruisselantes de
lumière chaude, une grande bâtisse aux angles vitrés, aux larges baies où, sous les entablements scintillent des plaques de
faïence colorée, est enfouie, noyée
dans un amas de verdures SOMbres c c'est l'école industrielle
d'art, une des pépinières de la'
France commerciale artiste. C'est
là que se dessinent les inclinations que s'élaborent les sélections,
et oiatileve, qu'aucune envolée
n'appelle vers le eeteitetd art sera
dirigé dans une voie parallèle,
glorieuse,encore que moins idéale.
De cette ecole il sortira dessinatenu artiste-décorateur, ornemaniste distingué ; il fera peut-être
des chefs-d'oeuvre sur de simples
assiettes en tous points semblabics fe celles que, mélancoliquement, je contemplais, daine la
grande salle, sur la petite table.

Combien dev0;44
e Milean germe
parmi nous bruissent et espèrent
Que de volonté, de labeur représentent ces multiples dessins de
plume qui dans les journaux surgissent, œuvres de modestes
ayant en pour seul maitre leur
instinctive vocation, la vue habituelle des choses I Que de talents
perdus, égarés, dévoyés, qu'un
rien d'étude, un bout d'exemple
eussent peut-être montés au pinacle, ou ramenés dans le droit chemin t Et, je ne fais pas ici allusion aux travaux—d'éleves ou
d'amateurs sans ame—qui impudemment s'étalent dans de larges
cadres dorés. Là, il n'y a rien
que la gloriole du paraître. Ce
n'est pour ceux-ci que je demande la création d'écoles, de musées,
mais pour ces humbles qui peinant tout nn grand jour h gagner
la pitance quotidienne, s'asseyent,
le soir venu, en leurs heures de
loisirs, devant un objet quelconque, un coin de nature, et gauchement s'essayent à, le reproduire.
Presque constamment je me suis
trouvé devant des dessins plus ou
moins correcte, deneet den couleurs plus ou moins bien étendues, mais, et 6 l'exception de
quelques toiles, rien ou peu de
chose, n'est venu me soulever,
me faire vibrer, communiquer
cette chaleur qui se dégage d'une
œuvre fortement pensée, empreinte d'une poésie pénétrante et tendree.
Bien des choses étaient correctes peut-être, mais combien froides !
Oui, la pensée, l'émotion, de
presque partout je les ai constatées
absentes, et si parfois je pus lire
d'excellents dessinés, je me suis
rarement senti enveloppé de la
poésie mystérieuse des choses qui,
au supreme degré, doit émaner de
l'ceuvre du véritable artiste.
Savoir penser, rêver, être
ému ! Se sentir petit, abîmé,
écrasé per la sublimité sereine de
Pceuvre ee Dieu, par la tranquillité majestueuse du Grand Tout !
Y lire ',eut ce qu'un cerveau d'artiste, de peintre doit savoir y lire,
rattacher cela h son Aine par les
mille fils ténus de la pensée, de
l'imagination ; faire passer de son
cœur l'émotion qui sur la toile
sera ut vie, voilà ce qui fait
l'artiste vrai ; las autres ne seront
jamais que de froids et pales virtuoses du pinceau.
Le peintre est, avant tout un
poete—malheur 11, lui le jour où il
l'oublie.
Oui, j'ai pu lire dans vos ceu-

vres de fortas instructions, du savoir-faire, de l'acquis un travail
acharné, de kt persévérance,
mais
'
j'ai demandé, J'eusse voulu moins
'et plus encore : de l'éducation.De
l'éducation haute et généreuse
qui élève au-dessus des m a
térialités et la laisse insensible aux
qu'en clira-t-on des petitesses, l'éducation qui ne permet h la pensée de se reposer que sur des sujets noblement vrais et gracieux.
Cette éducation VOUS no l'avez pas
et il vous la faut absolument, incitapensablement si votas avez l'ambition d'être jamas des artistes. Et
je vous conseillerai, puisque d'aucuns de vous ne l'ont demandé, la
lecture de nos grands pottes, de
ceux qui ont le plus souffert, sans
distinction d'école ou de philosophie ; je voue coneeilleria Jans philosophes, nos grande orateurs religieux, nos Chateaubriand, nos
Bernardin de St Pierre, etc., etc.,
et par-dessus tout, Cooper l'ainerienin Cooper, que personne n'a
dépassé dans la peinture de ce
que la Nature renferme de puissamment ,fort comme de tend ement doux.
Alors, seulement alors, nous
passerons devant vos toiles, rêverons de vos reveries, penétrant
avec vous dans ce que je pourrais
appeler le sentiment,
des choses ; alors, seulement alors,
n'One fo- rcerei comprendre,
parce qu'auparavant vous nous
aurez obliges e, sentir.
C'est le un sujet sur lequel j'aimeraie e plus longuement m'étendre, mr,i.• j'ai-test a dire,- tant do
pointa e traiter que je me vois
forcé d'être bref partout.
***
Du ceté Canadien-leranezeis, plusieurs artistes sollicitent l'attention.
Ce sont des vocations innées,
developpées par de très sérieuses
études qui amplement proue-eut A
quiconque veut voir qu'il y a lit
l'étoffe de grands artistes. Malheureusement, la situation de fortune de ces jeunes gens ne leur
permet pas la continuation de ces
études et les oblige A consacrer
plus de temps au métier, A la préoccupation du vivre, qu'e l'art
pur. Jusqu'ici, on les a laissés se
débattre seuls, sans aide, sans
encouragement d'aucune sorte
contre les difficultés de chaque
jour. Ce fut un peu pour leur
bien ; la lutte est indispensable
autant que vivifiante et l'artiste
prend mieux conscience de luimême dans le combat et la solitude.
Ils sont ainsi quatre ou cinq
obstinément luttant, tous jeunes
et vibrants de vie.
Bientat pour eux sonnera
l'heure fatale on définitivement
ils devront choisir leur chemin,
leur genre, A l'excluaion de tout
autre.
Mais ils sont pauvres, très pauvres! Ardents travailleurs, s'étant
faits eux-mêmes, ayant donné a
tous des preuves de persévérance,
de travail, d'aptitudes, de capacité, lee tu tee-eue-rit arreeetiaet
dans leur essor par la sempiternelle et misérable question d'argent, et leur talent naissant, A
moins de probabilités hypothéthiques, est destiné, faute d'aliments, àpiétht.er sur place, a végéteoru.
Pourquoi ne pas aider ces jeunes pleins d'avenir et de confiance I
Pourquoi le gonvernemene
ferait-il rien pour Phonnear et la
geoire de iM48 I
Pourquoi un pays comme le nôtre, aspirant A une nationalité, ne
commencerait-il pets e, l'affirmer
par la plus belle des choses : le
talent
Pourquoi, nous qui parlons de
dépenser 60.000 dollar pour envoyer parader A, Londree des hem :
mes qui n'auront d'autre métrite
quo d'avoir cinq pieds six pouces,
ne trouverions-nous pas les quelJ'en connaie de eeux-là, tous
les jours j'en cotoie, tous les jours
e lis l'effort, vois la poussée, et
de coeur applaudis h l'indoinptable ténacité de ces infinimeat
petits qui, bien avant lee parti-

sans, bien avant les politiciens,
note feront -dans' le monde notre
nationalité ; non la nationalité
d'étiquette on d'ambassadeurs,
mais celle que donnent les penseurs et les caeateura dont la postérité, sur le granit, jalousement
burine le noie/ celle qui biee
haut, faisant sonner le - génie
notre race, alepellera l'attenti .
de tout ce qui éclaire de tout i
qui rayonne sur ce coin de nei:
qui si loin va eaperdant dans 1
mystérieuses régions de l'inconnu. C'est de- ceux-lii que nous
viendront notre liberté, notre
éducation ; ce sont ceux-1A qui,
par le pinceau ou par la plume,
nous enseigneront lee litages henz018 que doit aveeir nu grand peuple.
Jo reviendrai sur cette créa
tien d'éeolee industrielles d'art
car j'y vois, pour nous surtou
Cauadiene-Friteeede héritiers dei
sentiments artietequee de la rnten
patrie une seurce de profits e
d'enviable réputation.
eieei C
Et les aqnet elles, parlens en A)
peu deenqilarreleui, dé ces chromo
A la main, chettiel'oetivre de lecie
et de patieuee: enéticulosite.
heu de jetiseeeneeeis, de coups e
pinceaux vifs tailégers, de uot:
cleires
vibrt de vie au lio
d'allant, de foie ae, car ici il e
faut, et beaucoup, on nous sert di
lavis d'architeuee, ou des choe
dams leaquellease lisent lu prée
cupation de Ki rigOr le détale. le it
au tebie.0 fleee eaeidaTeeFra-iii
Yourquon par ,a cr e ion se
Et cela. suint e la patience p"
1
bourses de voyage, ne pas donner A
ble, la retouche laborieuse
ee sujet, A reparler (Vanta
:es
Lees persévéra le moyen de porpoint que perteie ea en devie
, .er hunt, parmi les Intelligencee, ' choses.
douloureux: ! mes paire
I le nom de notre pays vénéré et les I Mlle D--J'irai volontiers voir
amis, que puis-je bien :roue
I aetreiedee—chaeun, eu retour ce tableau. Veuillez m'indiquer
Sinon vous reneeyer aux cours de , de ces eatieuragements, à l'envoi le jour et l'heure.
Cieeri, aux inéeziodee de Robe:t de trois toiles qui serviraient
M. F. S.—J'ai tenu un compte
etc.
d'embryon A un musée municipal
Je ne vous qeetterai cependaet I dont la création de pluie en plus parfaitement rigoureux de toutes
103 circonstances et sais, autant
point ni brusquement, sane vos s'impose
que
personne, dans quelles condirappeler que l'a i earelle ne souffre
Qui donc, à bien bon marché,
tions
travaillent nos artistes. Je
paslaretoacho. Elle aima, je vote mon Dieu ! voudra jouer chez
le reitere, les tons frauen net, noie le rôle de Mécène et offrir a n'ai eu garde de l'oublier dans
propres, fermement donnés ; I son pays les prémices d'une glo- ma critique.
G. DE W.
exige du brio; de la maestria
rieuse réputation A laquelle son
surtout, un deeein impecceeeee,i,;eee none, ennoie deee 1-IL utanvous n'avez pa.s ici le recours el I lire ; éternellement resterait accola pâte pour nuesquer Ice négle lé,
genette de votre tracé. Beaucoue
Vous, Monsieur Laurier, vous
de maîtres, et dc e plus grands, oie , qui tant 4 cœur avez notre gloire
dit aussi : " Ne considérez pzi netionale, vous dont on nous a
l'aquarelle connne un fine, u'ee parlé comme d'une personne
faites paie des oeuvres ingénieuse éprise des choses d'art, voilà une
ou patientes, le querelle n'était I œuvre paciiique et grande à lagéneralement — eimf pour quelque:1i quelle votre nom devrait s'attaexceptions — q) ').;ne ébauche,
cher,une œuvre qui s'élevant bien
dégré, que le prélude de la peinte e audeasus des mesquines querelles
et l'huile."
de partialonnerait à votre souvenir,d'incontestables droits a la reQue l'on regar le, entre autr
coenaissance de la Postérité.
les oeuvres de Dubuffe et de Lel
Et re uand toutes ces grandes queles plus acheveee Elles ont tout
_ en, - sel-ennuie n e e ;ne-uni-en •
qa feet peinrue preeqee
ehefs-d'ceoure du genre, la coulee • pees, évanouies,alors on se rappel.en eat fraîche, le dessin parfait lerait que vous fûtes, Monsieur, le
pionnier d'une œuvre vraintent
pourtant, ça à l'air cbro
canadienne, vraiment nationale.
C'est trop fini, trop léché, et
ne laittee pa., nialgré tout, pi le, , et on louerait mieux que votre
pression d'une chose complet', I initiative, mieux encore que voCela manque do consistance, de vil tre générosité, votre inébranlable
intérieure. Tournez maintenat 1 foi dans notre avenir.
"r (Aytr,1 -1: Var Delealle,deigaeuni ,I . —G. DE Viezurianuale.
le sujet n'est plue le mente, je .41
P. S. Je terminerai ici ne voue
sais, mais comparez cette touc laiel
hardie, heurtée, toute de coteI lant pna abuser de la patience de
traetes qui laisse une impressiorialu ee lecteurs, mais je compte revenir sur ces questions d'art qui
fo
rte que l'essans difficulté co
plète, 3. la fignoierie de Le préc intimement se lient à celles
d'éducation, d'enseignement.
dente, puis tirez vous-même
Jusqu'ici, si l'on s'est occupe,
faire respectif de ces différer
de ces grands problèmes, ce fût
artistes le conclusion qui s'i
plus comme argument politique
poe.e.
Jo ne parlerai pea de l'emploi eu faveur de tel ou tel parti qu'au
de vue purement National.
defecteenx do l'an tel que lfaire de beaucoup d'exposauei I Je me réserve de les envisager
l'indique ; cela ne rentre poie, essentiellement sous cet angle
dans mes tettributione, aussi ree r et, autant que me faible compéverrai-je i cet égard, aux profee tence me le permettra, de les
sours compétents, ou aux traite traitor avec l'inapartjalité d'un
spéciaux nia piétention n'étau esprit complètement désintéressé.
paa de feire un cours d'art, mai Jo reviendrai egnlement sur la
do jeter simplement quelques ja proposition qu'émet notre gente
lone qui serviront plies tard à n
et sympathique confrère " Peaurepérer si besoin est.
eoile " dane le très spirituel araelge qu'elle a eensecre au Salon.
,
ic e *
J'attends pour cela quelques renseignements que l'on m'a promis.
Je fats cette étaide un peu a b
toits rompes, currente calamo, sa s
CORRESPONDANCE.— M. Ch. D.
grand souci do bics me suie;
--Cela fera le sujet d'un prochain
sans préoccupation d'aucune rh
article. La matière est trop riche
torique.
et nécessite trop de développeDésirant avaat tout ne fa
ments ; mais j'écrirai bien certai,

-

agréable de savois-quèrques devises de nos femmes de lettres modernes Y
La brillante .Etincelle avait un
oiseau bleu, les ailes déployées et
poitrine percée d'une flèche
SaiYnant dans l'azur. Son successeur Parisette, a donné sa devise,
Jitstice, vérité à Simple Revue qu'elle a fondée. Leila Hanoitm prend
une étoile fixe : Semper eadem,
"Toujours la même." Nelly Lieulier En travail, repos. Gyp, l'audacieuse et spirituelle romancière,
dit "Et puis après V'
-

.

:

:

rait pls conscience de son pou.
voir et de sa valeur.
Donc, j'affirme que pour être
belle, il suffit de le vouloir ; -et
toute femme qui connaît sed véritable mission, DoiT le veu/oir.
Conserver sa beanté, c'est en
même temps conserver sa santé et
prolonger sa vie ; car la beauté ou
l'harmonie esthétique des formes
est le reflet de l'harmonie qui préside aux fonctions organiques. Il
appartient donc à l'hygiène de
fortifier et d'ennoblir cet barmoneux ensemble. Toutefois, il ne
ietiBt Pas de soustraire la. 1.)eaut,
cette fleur délicate, à toutes les
cc -Dusses physiques,ilfaut.encore
a préserver de toutes les tempês morales.
Une femme qui veut être longem ps belle, doit s'appliquer à êtaHr un parfait équilibre dans sou
oeuf, dans son esprit, comme
ans son organisme. L'hygiène du
orps et l'hygiène do l'âme feront
one Poljet de deux chapitres spélaux dédiés aux femmes.soucieues de retarder le moment de la
ort morale comme de la mort

<"''.15trra7:44*-04'.'liiiire- --tru c are trr tre tzt iriumlripliartib -nisiall- - et— en- --iêndant ainsi De la Ville de Terrebonne.
.sseuses les fonctions d'assiTelephone Bell 1212.
atien oti de désassimilation

r

-

)hysique.
-11>rn-

rps ;
i i bit en ne rejetant pas tous les
jeiks les- détritus qui S ; auvainti-

orale, c'est l'âge oh elle cesse
e plaire, oh l'ongle implacable
e la vieillesse marque son visae, éraille ses paupières, creuse

'es rides sévères là oh so jouaient
e gracieuses fossettes, dessine
ur ses tempes autrefois si pures,
'inexorable patte d'oie, cette
rife du temps. Pour elle, la,
nort qui annéantit l'être tout enier est souvent moins douloureue que celle qui lui enlève sa
osait& Est-il étonnant q'uelle
misse se résoudre à vieillir Et
comme nous comprenons ses an.
oisses devant la première ride
et le premier cheveu blanc ! C'est
ourquoi nous venons l'aider
repousser cette horrible vieillesse
ont le nom seul assombrit son
harmant visage.
Qu'on me parlonne donc, en
aison du but, le langage médical
u'il nie faudra parfois employer
our apprendre à mes belles lecriees les moyens de prévenir la,
aladie, qui est la plus funeste
ennemie de la beauté ; car les
ouffrances physiques so réflètent
tir les traits qt_felles allongent,
ur le regard qu'elles éteignent,
ur la peau qu'elles ternissent ou
uperosent.

A.

dans les intestins, y fermokent et déSerminent un
ez-e_fauffement et un malaise Or

-

-

nétal
lloit en surexeitantoutre mesure
nor 3 3375f:hue nerveux par les
se lois, .lies préoccupations pénib1 s, les veilles trop prolongées,
ents ..-,- le plaisirs trop excitante.
Lt-jolie femme est faite pour se
.•

la fatigue, elle fera désirer sa
pi sence, y paraîtra un peu tard,
2t e qnittera de bonne heure
oit enfin et surtout en portant
h- rouble dans tout notre organ ime par les fièvres des passio .,s,
p; les ébranlements nerveux
q:. elles causent.
mites ces fautes, si elles se
ri ouvellent fréqueinment,_ finisa t par affaiblir épuiser les org: isations les isius robustes .
ri e produit insensiblemant,
po. gressivement, une altération
d la vie ; -alors est rompu cet
h moule ix cncert do nos ori galles, cette pondération nécesaire entre le système sanguin qui
pXside à la vitalité organique et
ll'' ysteome nerveux qui préside h
Il sensibilité, une excitabilité ex,

-
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Chambre 26,
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Haute Nouveauté.

OUVRAGE GARANTI.
PRIX mougalca.
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blattudseturier et Importateur do Granite pans'.
I construction en gènèral el la fourniture
des Cimetières, Gros et Détail.
Estimations fournies sur
.... demande ....
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Pein,ure-

Imitation
„ 0 „ Vitrage

NAP. ST-CHARLES
TELl-2PHONES . .
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Bell
{

Marchands - 1 4i)

Peinture et
Decoration de j PRIX
Maisons.
9-7 Rue St-Jacques, BdeUligtiole.
filOBE8ES
Ouvrage de
(NE chargmra de toute œuvre de peinture, tel
".1. que: Tableaux d'ég:Ise,. Nature morte,
i&re
Classe
.
Paysages, etc. pectrans a l'huile au prix
St-Jean-Dentiste.
Ex-F....lève du cèlèbre Ger'Orne de Paris.

-

L-

de $10.4.. Portrait* akt cre,you.A des prix trèt
rnoderès. Une vta'to est cordialement soli!.
eit4e Encourageons nos jeunes artiste* Car

oadiens.

11PC.
4:5~1,401..~P,P40,Waiittolejectomt
, 4,1,
-

74F-ITelif

16- Rue St-Jacques,
Chambres 1, 2, 3.
MONTREAL - - Tel. Bell 11'68

Gonzalve Desaillniers
.. AVOCAT. .

Bâtisse des chars Urbains

. . .

0 0

..

Nous avons reçu tous les nouveaux
Chapeaux de la saison. Nos Chapeaux sont beaux, ils sont bon
marché aussi parce que nous les
aclift ons en gramle
d'acheter votre nouveau Chapeau
pour étrenner votre habillement neuf
de Printemps, venez nous voir. Nous
sayons plaire, et notre devise est
"Satisfaire — de la tête aux pieds. 'g

Chambre 3.6.

Gdte de la Place d'Armes.

Montreal.

NOTAIRES

:

.‘RCHAMBAULT S._ PAQUET
108

4

Rue Notre-Dame. Coin ST-GabrM

nureaux du soir

Teléphone
:

ARcnAMBAULT
;27 St-Denis.

.

.

.

Bell Tel.

Cie ere x I Cie

6firsi.

O. PAQUET. . . Sault- au -Recolleit

M J. A. DoRvAL,
NOTAIRE.
No. 80 RuoSt.-Jacques
Tel. des Marchanda.*

MONTREAL

COTE-D13.6,NEIGES,
Montreal.
Peprietaire de Carrières
, de Granits rouge,
rose et gris.

5

Profe.ssenr dc de.ssin et peinture â l'Aoad4mis

AVOCAT

MARCHAND-TAILLEUR

a1400

t,

4-613 et 4713 RUE ST-LAURENT

ARTISTE-PEINTRE

NOTAIRES

L CHARBONNEAU

u

Mootreak

F. X. A. APIN,

-

-

ET ClaitEl CE

es.....__SALLE DE POOL_..,.....'

Teléphone Bel/ 25:13ureau du soir : 2264, rue Notre -Dernf•

.

,es„ e.ve Mi état mr-iadif enfla adfuel ou donne le nom de malaise
ierveux ou névrose.

'

Bladetissag

TEL°. 1-10U-Gre.)

2276 Rue Notre-Dame,

1586i Rue Notre-Dam

montrer, pour aller dans le monde
dfnt e-ile est l'ornement ; mais
c.cume elle doit avant tout redou-

ke.staura-

Les navigateurs_ trouveront cher, M. Bougie
nn etal,lissmnent tout a leurs ordres avert
jolie salle de pool.

GERMAIN,
Avocat et C. R.

letit

-

L'hygiène, c'est essentiellement
'art de se bien porter, l'art de
aintenir l'être dans un parfait
quilibre, et do le mettre ainsi
'abri de toutes les maladies.
L'hygiène nous apprend h vivre

-

Telephone des Marchande 981

•

-

-

-emfarcte, ia 'mort
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molécules organiques de no-

-

-

-

-

c-siclence: 3153 rue Notre-Dame.
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COLLEOTEUR,

has. Lavailée

M. J. J. POIRIER,
AGENT GENERAL
et COLELCTUER

Suoceeseur de A.

Importateur.

t-C4snegoratie Miosstrozsal
•

.

.

lavallea

.

d'Enstruments de. Musique. U.M.7.

I ccation et Collection des Loyeri

3065 Rue Notrc-Dam,3,

rue St-Laurent.

REPARATIONS de toutes sortes fn.i tes a bref (Mal. Violons
oe Ur Dames et artistes fait
)1 ordre. Toujours en roc.ins un stoeh rer.pl.a
06 1èbres instruments pour oandeS d'Instruments aux condition les plus raison,
de Y.

en

magassin.

Besson, Londres Angleterre,

tOujOl.r

35 Cote 1-Joint-Lambert, MONTREAL.

Point de' iniSvrei4Wd'indécieions t
on sent l'intensité du vouloir et la fermeté du pince:in de l'artiste. Aussi, ce
eoin de campagne solitaire, palpite t
il réveille chez vans mille réminiscences ; il vous chuchotte à l'oreille queT,!
L'Art Gallery du Phil lip-4 Stiviere et • que idylle gracieuse ou attendrie, fait
devenu, depuis que l'exposition artistiflotter aux yeux de votre imagination
ue du printemps y est ouverte, le ren•
on ne sait quels lambeaux de rêveries
ex-Vous du beau monde .et des ainelointaines et depuis lengtemps oumirs de peinture et de sculpture.
bliées.
J'ai naturellement suivi la foule, et
Ce petit ruisseau qu'on devine plutôt
-je ne m'en repens point.
qu'on ne voit, serpentant dans les her• Non Pas •que Feeposition soit bien rebes et filtraut SOUS les tourbes, est
inarquable comme ensemble, oh ! grand
d'une vérité que j'oserais appeler naïDieu, non! Mais on y voit quelques oeuve, tant elle est sincère.
vres de valeur, et •la constatation d'un
Du premier coup d'oeil, il nous met
f.f
peson progrès dans notre pctit monde
A la pensée ces délicieux vers du Metartistique compense amplement pour le
tre :
désappointement que le reste peut nous
. aire eprouver.
Une eau coulait fraîche et creuse
: Inutile de dire que mon attention s'est
Dans lea mousses de velours,
dirigée tout d'abord vers les oeuvres
Et la nature amoureuse
iiipostess• •par uos compatriotes • canaChantait dans les grands bois sourds
diSes-franuais. On a beau être large
dans see idées • et ' admettre volontiers
Enfin s il'y a la de 'l'émotion, du senque l'art et , le talent n'ont pas de pa.
timent. •
trie, les sienesont toujours les siens, et
Je n'ai pas l'autorité qu'il faut pour
la confraternité qui résulte des affinité
dire : Voici un chef-d'oeuvre ; mais
droite.
de race et de langue a
chacun sait que 'Ce sont la lea princiQuelle a été mou impression ? Je l'expales qualité (pli tant los chefs-d'oeuprimerai en deux mots : elle a été A la
vre ; et si je n'avais A écouter que mon
fois consolante et pénible. Consolante
admiration, cette toile ne s'étalerait
par la qualité des oeuvres, mais .eompas 'ailleurs que deus un salou canableu pénible par le nombre, et desexpo.
dien-fra n es is.
sauts et de leurs travaux !
Les trois antres paysages exposes
Songez-y e messieurs,: sur 289 numéros
par M. Suzor-Ctlite, sont aussi d'une
. du catalogue, 19 seulement eiortent une• belle venue, surtout "I'Eutree 'du bois
..signature canaclienne-fra.ntiaise ; etSeur
de Saint-Michel", une vigoureuse étu. 95 exposante, nous en- comptons -huit de d'arbres, qui se 'détachent superbe.
•Est-ce le la proportion oit Meus f,ievriona! ment dans une atmosphère sereine,
être sur • le tereeiu artistique vis-A-vis, hardiment découpés sur Un ciel slair,
!de nos compatriotes d'origine britanniet s'en dégageant pleins de relief et de
que, 110116 qui affectons souvent .de laisporeux affecté.
ser aux autres les préoccupations mes
poreux, affecte.
centiles pour diriger nos efforts et 'nos.
Encore une fois, c'est la nature bien
ispirations' Ore les choses' de l'idéal ?•,'
comprise et hardiment acceptée telle
. Nous • •ttiuS t'alitons •souvent d'avoir
qu'elle est, sans faux-fuyants et sans
&rite du géSie Artistique de la France t
les procédez', de savoir-faire qu'eu est
st-ce de cette façon que nous-en:tees convenu 'd'appeler habiles.
'one le' démontrer ?
*
On ,retrouVe dans les paysages de
Mais je m'arrete; le sujet m'entrateel' notre jeuute, c6tneittftiette,! lieaviconti411
tit trop loin.
temperamMent de Itateese•as:
J'ai dit que Mins comptions huit ex.
.T'ajouterai que M. !Stizor-COte - n'exposants ; voici leurs noms par ordre du
celle pas setilemente dans le paysage
nombre d'oeuvres exposées : Dyonnele,
il fait aussi' le bortret "d'une tacon
six paysages et marines ; Suzor-COVS
saisissante. Il doit exposer, ces jourstee paysages ; Flebert, doux 'titistes
ci, dans la vitrine de MM. Scott anti
greunes•Franchère, en portrait et Sons, rue Notre-Dame, le portrait de
u. et•Ledue, chaerm uni Mlle Lavergne, la telle du député
paysage Bea
Menu de genre ; LernFirche•et Table
d'Arthabaska, un pastel que je recoinacun une .nature morte,
mande aux amateers.
OA sont Bourassa. Cimelre Huot, Ent
Le sujet était bien digne de tenter
gène Hemel, Repli:Sei:Charles Gill, Pa-- un artiste, et l'artiste a été véritableSaint-Charles,
epin, Fronderetlie,.
R
ment A la hauteur du sujet. Sou oeuaist, Laisse, Ben veau, Del•faisese, De.
eet pétillante de verve et d'inspirto.? Un tend (l'entre eitee e• fite res.
ration.
!Élise, et je dirai- lin mot dans nn instant
Si .j'avais quelque influence auprès
de celle eectosion . qui nie ecnible: jas
des lienailnes qui nous gouvernent,
eu'A. plus aleph informe, lin ostraeisme
leur dirais : 'Voilà un grand artiste en
i)Pn" jteeei fiable. .
herbe ; c'est .un travailleur, iessvail'-. Liwteautreseonti.restés sous leur lente,. lent • il ne manque A son talent maPourquoi '? Ne se plaindront-ils pas quelgistral que quelques années' de plus, A
que jour d e l'apathie de leurs compaPerisspour achever de se intrir au sotriotes pour lee choses de l'art ? Avant
leil du grand art donnez-lui quelqueski if une population s'intéresse aux choses
mies des miettes qui tombent de la. ta,ii l'art, il faut lui en donner le goût.
ble où tant de médiocrités de tout
Ili h qui Cette tâche incombe-t-eile, sigenre font si bonne chère, et TOUS auen aux artistes ? Si ceux-ci ne trie A:B- rez probablement doté .hit pays d'un
A Pae, ou dédaignent le suffrage de grand maître. La tentative en vaut
os contemporains, de quel droit se
la, peine I
ndraient-ils qu'on les ignore '?'
Ainsi que je l'ai dit plus haut, M.
eue (-enliser . que ces messieurs, en Dyounet au talent si sympathique a.
elstenant ainsi, manquent A ou devoir exposé six petites toiles, paysages et
patriotique,. car leur abstention fait ré- marines.
jeillir un certain discredit sur la sasse
M. de We•rterner, qui a fait une •tués
es leurs compatriotes de même origine. sérieuse étude du Selon, a sans doute
C'est un des cas !OEA la solidarité nette- été un leeu trap sévère pour lui ; mais
tale exige que chacun paie de sa peril faut l'admettre, bien que les nouvelsonne.
les oeuvres de notre ami ne manquent
Quoi qu'il eu Soit, comme je n'ai I ne pas de mérite, elles ne valent certaisalon—
m'occuper, dans cette revue de
nement pas ce que M. Dyonnet nous
l'espace et le, temps . me manquent pour a( fait 'admirer dans le passé.
oeudes
complète—que
une 'étude phi s
J'ai chez moi un petit paysage de lui
vres exposées Par mes compatriotes es- que Iteffaëlli entre autres, a fort adnediene-francais, ma tache s'en trouve
miré, il y a deux ans, et qui mérite de
considérablement simplifiée. A quelque
l'are. Que M. Dyonnet reprenne son
chose malheur est bon.
pinceau et avec dit travail, il nous
Commençons par les peintres, et— . A "dansera, l'année prochaine, l'occasion
'tout seigneur tout honneur—par M, Su- de Ta.eclamer sans restrictions.
zoc-CeLé.
M. Tranchém figure avec honneur
Je vous présente sia vrai peintre e,pes- peinai les meilleurs exposants. Son
sieurs. Et quand, après avoir stationné portrait de Mme Martin est une oeutoue a tour devant son "Entrée du bois vre de mérite qui brille per plusieurs
de Saint-Michel", A Nicolet, son " Mi- très solides qualités, et, dans certains
rage d'un soir d'été", et son " Chemin detail, par des valeurs de premier mmontant", vous vous arrêterez captive il
par une véritable admiration, en face
M. Pralichère est na 'artiste d'un tade la belle telle qu'il a intitalee" Un ra- lent très distingue, et A qui l'avenir
vin sur la colline', si hésitant que TOUS' réserve de nombreux succès.
soyez A escompter l'avenir, vous ne
M Leduc lui est un peintre très dits
pourrez sons empêcher de dire avec Brute à apprécier. Il lui manque sans
mie r
doute la haute inspiration et le coup
--iTtleSbies,, ea Seest cette fais a un tie pinceau génial ; mais quelle pertesmettr d nous est ne.'
tien dans les détails
VoilA du paysage vrai, du paysage
Si le trompe-l'oeil kilt (le l'art vénature; poétiquement conçu et large.
ritable, je dirais que •-• jeune cornment brassé.
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retiegrrliffes 8g Red& tàlet de ne pas
patriote n'ti7kil
A Paris. Malheureusement le trompe- reeonnattre chez lui, un grand fonds (le
l'oeil n'est qu'une oeuvre de patience connaissances techniques, et une imparet de dextérité ; ce n'est pas de l'art. tialité de jugement tout à fait bers de
question.
Trils, curieux tout de, même cette
Ecrivain élégant etespirituel, il a la
tite pile de livres, ce istiaga.zine miteouvert, avec cette nianehe de chemise. compétence du métier: un esprit derme
On se sent porté à y toucher pour s'as- de toute malveillance s systematique,
le coup d'oeil juste. Sou étude ne pent
surer si c'est bien de' la peinture.
Le tableau expose par M. Beau, quoi- que faireedu bien â ceux même qu'il a .
,qu'en pense M. de M 7 ertetner, ne me un peu Maltraités.
Je termine par une Seule réflexion, au
selalt pas.
Que voulez-vous, on aura beau dire, sujet de 3L Larose.
Le tableau dont l'entrée lui a été recet art-IA n'est pas vrai, il n'est pas
file& m'est inconnu mais je sais ce
'•da.ns• la nature.
Les mattres impresslonistee ont fait que M. Larose pentsfaire ; et, s'il n'a.',
! ! de belles choses. A défaut de sensation 1OE4s été, cette fois.. tirep awdessotte,tle
pilla définie, ils nous donnent la-rets/ore je n'liét,*, pas.
la (sensation du 'lui a fait Mie
quelquefois
Lein de' moi l'idée que cette injuettee
relie ; et..le rêve a sa place dans la
gamme APS iMpressions humaines, je puisse être due A des considérations i
le sais bien. Miiis le défaut de 'l'école mesquines de race sire de erOTanOef.'
c'est de n'avoir aucune formule. De mais, • jade 'répète, si l'oeuvre de M.
la l'incohérence, l'exlravagant,' le bi- Wierose n'est pas tout I fait indigne de
zarre et le baroque à l'état de système. lsi„ il y a lit iujustiee incontestable
Les belles lignes, des franches eon- rai . tandis qu'on refneeit la sienne, o t
lems, l'interprétation eincSre des cho- admettait d'emblée une foule de toile
ses, vieux jeu que tout cela ! L'art s. que, j'en suis elle M. Larose ne sign
c'est d'épater le boargeois". Ceux quii„ rait pas, et avec reisie.
LOUIS FRECHETTE.
n'admirent pas ne sont ires initiée, voilà tout. Ce sont des profanes.
I' III nie semble entendre e perler UOLS
ellets poètes der-adents qui,' pour posteTBIBUNE LIBRE
ferigiiialite. oie taut
gt l'ineeniprehensible on este Iittersice.
.44,44*-- .rA, 14174'
F)0 tous les tableaux de celte (f..1-00
Art
Lettre
sur
l'exposition de
ceposes au Salon, .c'est •incontessil Se
Association"
Ment celui de M. Beau qui est le nions
. mauvais ; mais je regrette de voir ie
jeune artiste, qui a déjà fait preuve 1 . Monsieur le Rédacteur,
d'un talent si sincère et rie si bon aloi,
'Si j'ai accepté avec tant d'empressese perdre dans les ineptes d'une mode
ment la geacieuse invitetiik que voes
qui ne sera jamais uuCe' mellite:Station
lestiez bien me faiTe, d'écrire dri.elln Pied
sérieuse de l'art.
1*IS nwu enjet de 1,'Expostleion. de peintes
Arrêtons-nous un ine nt deisint la
toile exposée par M. Imatche. ' Tes, e',st que j'ai cr ll que rocoue-toit
était excellente de dive autre <lisse gut
une nature morte : unejarre, liii Pot,
ee 'gui a été dit sur celles quiI l'eut prénue bouteille et des fruits. njet banal
eedée. ,
s'il en fut, et qui fait thet k la mtiniSIl est tout ,naturell, que lorsqu'une ex're beaucoup moins banale dont il est
ixesition• s'ouvre, fût-elle toute petite et
traité.
modeste comme la nôtre, les journaux
Il y a là un talent réel qui ne peut
l'annoncent à lents lecteruns. Il est peut.manquer de se dfavelorekr eyee
être aussi naturel que si lets lecteurs s'y
rience et le travail. On y s'est de la
intesessent on leur donne une essOce de
hardiesse, du brio ; 'le pinceau est 'vioctrupte Tendu qui permette de savoir elli
ril et la palette vibrante.
qu'uis critique pourra bien dire de M.
Mais il y a aussi des défauts. Les
X. et tie M. Z. Ce cempitle rendu ne sera
tons pourraient être tout esse vigoujamais que l'opinion individuelle du
reux sans être aussi crus ; quelques dérédacteur qui peut-être plus ou moins
tells de perspective laissent aussi A désirer ; il me semble que tout cela man- . apte A parler d'art. ' La critique pennes
être bienvefirkinte eu este*, parfois jusque us peu de fondu, de vaporeux, de
te et 'sauvent inutile, elle sera presque
poésie en-fiu. Mais,' en somme, je re rétoujours partiale. AIS.me avec les meilpète, il y a là du talent ; et Une nouvelle tentative du jeurie peintre sera leures intentione,de critique d'art est mal
grd lui plein de préjugés. Il appartient,
couronnée d'un succès ' plue complet.
Passons aux sculpteurs.... pardon, an par goût, plutOt A une école qu'à ri ne
sculpteur. Ai-je besoin de nommer Hé- autre. 11 a des relatiens amicales a isc
tel exposant et des rapports plutSt
bert ?
froid avec tel autre. Il ignore souvent
• Sa pièce la plus inapertaute de cette
si tel artiste en est ses debuts,ou, dans
„tannée est .un baste en bronze, graurieur nature, de l'honorable L. Je For- une époque de trarestion , et de est:met:lement. Il ne tient aneun 'compte de son
get. C'est une tete solidement campée,
oit l'artiste a su rendre avec la vérité tempérament, se déconcerte devant certaines audaces, s'irrite de certaines tiI reeticulense des traits, la mâle prestannxiclites. Quelquefois A fait des joual de
ce et l'expeeseion de •phYsionoruie 'si
! sympathique du nouveau sénateur. mots, agrémente sa critique d'en certain esprit, tant cela, 601113 peStesie
C'est nue oeuvre robuste et vivante.
'Bien gracie:1X et bien vivant aussi, d'instruire le public et de donner des
conseils au peintre. Estree bien till,
te petit .buste de Mine Itébdrt. Belle etrra huent. „faire l'éducation aTtistigne
eitude, franc modelé, ressemblance
"une ville entiére et le critique n7exe.
I frappante, que demander de plus it nu
1 gére-t-il pas su mission ?'
1 buste ?
Thu se:11'111ot du petitegroupe."Convoij • i' D'ail:Ruts de qui lui vient-elle '? 'l'as
, des artiietes assurément, 'car s'ils sent
1183e1. ." Hettert cherche toujours ses in•stii- ! eeusiblee eux éloges' ils ne sont pats
.rations datie l'histoire du pays : je l'en. . Moins • sensibles aux mauvais cornet!.
félicite.
, neents et ils savent quelle fantaisie
La charnittute compoeitime qu'il nette' 1 preeitre a leur distribution, Mitiede veu*i
offre aujourd'hui est une espèce de syn- admettre un instant: que cette eritige
thèse anecdotique de la civilisation sue Soit juste, impartiale, 'utile an peint
rcpéenne s'introduisant Sous le tvigteatn pourra-teil la déeirer étalée dans es
de l'enfant de • la forêt, dans la personties journal si elle blesse son, aanour-prospire!eI
d'un beau courreur des bois, la parure,: le Me T'appelle, lore de mon. séjour e
de fausses_ perles tentatrices S. la main. I Italie qu'un excellent artiste et éer
Une très folie conception, bien symbo- vain, Malec> Calcierini, y renonça apr
lique et bien suggestive.
un premier essai.
Hébert n'a pas besoin de compliAu point de vue du putiliie le résn'itat
ments.; il s'affirme de lui-même : "Ego I cherché n'est jamais obtenu. L'aie-se
noMinor leo ?"
assez berné ce pativrettublie en Teillent '
Je voudrais avoir plus d'espace A. nia i faire de force son éducation. Car que)!
disposition peur parler de M. Jongers, reste-t-il de 'tontes Ces phrases 'deus la un compatriote de France, trop récem- mémoire du lecteur si ce n'est la eensa-.
ment arrive dans le pays, pour que je tien d'un éreintement général 'et dequele
me permette de le réclamer comme un
quels éloges ? Dui a-teen appris la m
des nôtres.' C'est un virtuose du pinnitre de jageT par Idienêtue et ne re- 1
ceau et dont l'oeuvre est sans conteste
viendra-t-il pas tout seul devant unie7
la plus importante du Salon.
oenvre d'art g& l'aura ému, ou eurts)*
J'aurais voulu aussi consacrer quel. évoqué un beau passage, une scène at,
ques lignes A la critique de M. de Wei'. tendriesante, lune figure qu'il devine reS
temer,, publiée dans "Les Nouvelles" semblente. Car c'est pair le setntiment.
de dimanche deTEUPT. Pt Oui a. Soulevé' qu'on touche les niasses. Même ii, Paa
, beaucoup de commentaires.
le public se passionne souvent pour une
1 M. des iVertemer n'a sans doute au-- oeuvre d'art médiocre au point de vue
rune pretentien et n
(purement technique et gai dira s'il a
serait pas offensé getin Fe permit de tort ?
avec lni quelques points d
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'difficile, vous IT.P-ii4eindre fierait
impossible.
Nous attendrons d'avoir vu les
varier-os œuvresde iip
ec gintre pour
nous faire d'elles une idée d'ensemble.
--No. 58—Portrait de M. Pairman,
E. Harris. D'une couleur mate
où se lisent les petits coups de
pinceaux, les retouches. L'oreille
nous parait aussi d'un dessin tr'
négligé. Nous remettrons noti
jugement sur cet artiste apr
l'étude complète et comparée de
ses autres envois.
No 45—Paysage de Fosbery E.
Une ébauche très quelconque
que je livre à la méditation du
jury qui a refusé le tableau de
Larose.
No. 78—Portrait da Colonel Jeffrey Burland, signé,
ALPHONSE JONGERS.
On retrouve dans ce portrait,
notre avis un des plus beaux du
salon, les tors frais déjà remargrés dans celui d'une dame. C'est
une toile de haute allure ; le
fond s'harmonise bien et donne
au corps une lumière adoucie
comme tamisée, qui enveloppe
les choses d'air et les rend vibrantes de vie. Le visage franchement,
nerveusement peint, plein d'une
clarté qui n'est due à aucun artifice de fond ou d'accessoires,
indioie un artiste sûr de lui. Une
observation pour la main droite
d'an effet disgracieux et d'un
traité assez néglige par rapport_
aux autres parties de Pceuvre.
Notons encore une trop grande
raideur dans le bras droit ; les
ombres du dessus de la male.
gauche ne perdraient rien a 'Aile
atténuées. Telles qu'elles sont,
elles paraissent indiquer, dans la
main, lue concavité anormale. Ce
tableau que nous avons déjà signa1,
traité dans une tonalité
chaeo qui rappelle la manière
dc Velasquez. Que l'on compare
un instant le faire de Harris avec
celui de Jongers et que l'on conclue.
-

-
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ssister
cette audition unr(l
itiu"
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Jus les points de vue.
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BE glIAPEUERIE-1

Une nouvelle compagnie vient de
ormer pour le commerce de dédes chapeaux et fourrures. L'onbure de ce nouveau magasin aura
t samedi prochain, le 10 Avril
ourant, au numéro 1533 de la rue
te-Catherine, coin de la rue Jacues-Cartier.
Les patrons de ce nouvel établisement où le publie est bien certain
[e ne trouver que les dernières nou'eautés de la saison, sont : MM. F.
C. Perrault et J. Urgel Perrault.
M. F. X. Perrault, une figure bien
mime, une personnalité bien popuaire dans le monde commercial, a
té pendant dix-huit ans le princi[al commis de la maison de fourures Chas. Desjardins & Cie. Il a
[ne expérience d'audela de 25 ans
[ans le commerce spécial dont il va
'occuper pour son propre compte A
partir de la semaine prochaine.
M. J. Urgel Perrault apporte à la
pociété son large contingent d'exPérience dans le commerce de gros.
1 a passé, en effet, treize années au
erviee de la maison Fitzgibbon,
pehafheitlin & Cie qui, comme on
ait, fait un commerce très étendu.
Dans ces conditions, le public a
entes les garanties possibles d'être
ien servi et à des prix exceptionels : c'est lui, en somme, qui ben&
clora dans la plus large mesure do
expérience des deux associés qui,
e leur côté, par leur connaissance
pprofondie des ressources du marhé dans leur branche spéciale, sont
Lt
rE dia._!river rapidement au succès.

I

*

.

Le Baume Rhumai
One de souffrances, que d'ennuis
n P éviterait en prenant quelques
oses do 13 cutine Illtu mal au pre.aier
iimptenne de grippe. Remède actif,
Ir, et sans rival.

a

MN/

difficultés, dttii" de' •rairces qu'offre
notre pays, de l'aprea,lutté eleour la vie,
trouvent le moyen (le fairf de l'art pour
l'art.
Après tout, il y a du Calent et de l'étoffe
chez nos artistes canadiens ; je le consta
tais avec un indicible plaPir en faisant
l'autre jour le tour du Salon. Ils y sont
représentés, parmi cette multitude d'Anglais, par le petit nombre, mais ils n'ont
d'inférieur que la quantité, cela se voit du
premier coup d'ceiL
Commençons par les œuvres de M. Alphonse Jongere ; ce n'est,pae. un Canadien
tout el fait, mais c'est tonffOmme, puisqu'il est Français, et ses Portraits forment
certainement les plus beaux succès de
l'exposition.
Son portrait de femme occupe une place
d'honneur et il la mérité .4 tous égards.
C'est A la fois plein de chailie et de distinction et la compositioq' est vraiment
réussie. Quelqu'un reniearquait près de
moi que le corps paraisséit mal assis ou
plutôt pieuté sur le baseiva. Moi, je trouve
mon tour que la jolie feitune met peutêtre de l'ostentation à faxe scintiller les
bague3 qui ornent sa inaite*droite,_ Il est
certain que je lui préfère 1 gracieuX abandon de la gauche, ignorant probablement
encore le mouvement orgueilleux de la
droite.
Mais elle est exquisestiut de même la
petlte dame; le modèle ‘ét6lee tête est très
trèt.ehearamilie4lie4ontaiers se
dét'echent admirablement ir lé fond de la
toile A lia ; Watteau et resSortent en une
gamme chaude, enveloppante. C'est superbe
de dessin et de coloris.
Le portrait de M. Maxime Inires peint
par le même artiste et eon propre portrait
sont surprenants de vérité; tout à l'heure
nous songions A Velasquez, ici noue nageons
en plein Rembrandt et il est facile de reconnaître que M. Jongers' ,a fait une étude
approfandie des deux grands maitres.
Dans les deux derniers .portraits, l'artiste a pu donner libre cours A son pinceau
puissant et peu flatteur.
En effet, pas très beaux les modèles,
niais n'insistons pas.
M. de Werthemer, le premier littérateur
qui ait encore fait au Canada, une longue et sérieuse critique de l'art, arrange un
des modèles surtout, de la belle manière
" tête inintelligente, bouche fausse, front
dénotant la stupidité, etc, ftc."
J'en ai été amusée, car . enfin, qu'est-ce
que cela peut bien faire .Avec les qualités
de ]'oeuvre? et si celui quia posé a réellement tous ces défauts; n'ests-ee pas encore
une qualité de plus pour ?artiste qui a su
si bien les reproduire ?
,CN 0 'QUE DU LUNDI
M. Jongers s'est aussi peint lui:même.
P
Je suis toujours étonnée qu'un peintre se
Moi aussi, j'ai visité le Salletr.‘'ie f
choisisse comme modèle ; Pour cela, il faut
En amateur et en curieuse plutôt qu'en
se mettre devant un miroir; n'est ce pas ?
oonnaisseur, je me hate de le dire tout de
se regarder, se regarder... Non, je n'en resuite en commençant.
viens pas, et cette idée rais' fait toujours
Aussi bien si j'émets une opinion sur
rire.
.quelques tableaux, ce n'est pas dans l'inM. Franchère expose Le portrait de matention de poser au oritique, mais pour
dame P. P. Martin, "une des meilleures
donner simplement ma façon de penser sur
toiles du salon" dit un connaisseur et j'en
' la manière dont telle ou-telle toile m'a
suis ravie, car cette opinion coïncide avec
frappée.
4
la mienne. Mais, je vous préviens que
Chacun est libre d'exercer son propre
l'artiste m'est sympathique et qu'on en
jugement, et l'impression qu'il nous en reste
dira jamais, A mon avis, assez de bien.
ne peut décidément être si poissée (m'on
Toute partialité de côté, cependant, ce
ne la puisse communiquer ai,ix autres.
portrait est ressemblant et d'une facture
1;l'ailleurs quand on aime la peinturetrès habile. La tête et leslnains sont bien
! et qui ne l'aime pas—le suas artistique, n modelés ; la robe, le manteau et la fourInné dans chacun de nous, trompe rare- rure traités en maître, ne
; diminuent en
ment sur le mérite intrineèque d'une i
rien cependant l'intérêt que l'on porte au
ï oeuvre ; Je vais donc tâcher de l'exercer de vi-age.
, mon mieux, ce bon sens .t a coup sûr sans I Son Printemps a Pair atharmé d'être
mauvais préjugé aucun, car je n'ai que la
peint par l'artiste. Il est akai de dire que
: plus vive sympathie pour cette phalange cette saison est représentée sous les traits
de jeunes artistes, qui, en. dépit de grandes
d'une fick:t-tête Jejeune ;fille. Le chaIl y a, d'ailleurs. autant de tutinièl';
de voir qu'il y a d'individus, et votiloie
I ramener a un seul, type idéal, toute oetre
vre d'art est une pure folie. La persoue.
milité de 1:artesee et ejoue le plus gran
'rôle et l'on peutiatvoir une égale adinea si
ration pour les oeuvres en apparenc(0
les plus diyerses. L'imitation est un)
aveu eritnPuissanCe et' cesse de nous intéresser. Voilà ne qu'il faut que le puMie sache. Voila sur quelles bases il I
doit asseoir son jugement. Le choix des
motifs, les differences d'exécution, la
recherche de let luminosité, la préfarene
ce pour les effets gris ou colores,
monie décorative des tons, marquent
dans chaque tableau la préoccupation
spéciale de l'artiste, dont il faudra 'nécessairement tenir compte. Pourra-t-on
les blamer de leur choix, opposer les artistes entre eux pour les détruire et
conclure que puisque leurs oeuvres
n'ont pat let marnes qualités ou toutes
les qu,alitas, elles sont forcément mauvaises. Ce serait un piètre raisonnetuent et le public a trop . de bon acn,s
pour s'y méprendre.
• J 'at d'ailleurs constaté, et je ne suis
pas le seul, que les plus tranchants et
les plus -dogmatiques ne sont pas ceux
,qui en savent beaucoup, mais ceux qui
commencent a peine a savoir quelque
chose. Xe ne crois pas avoir lu de critiques d'art plus acerbes, plus injustes
que celles des alaves, mêmes médiocres.
Quant au public, dont l'éducation n'est
pas encore achevée par les critiques, il
se contente ordinairement d'atre indulgent. .
Que veulent donc les peintres et les
scillpteurs qui exposent leurs oeuvres
l'Art Association,' sinon d'être jugés
par -un Public non circonvenu et bien' veillant. Certes, je ne raclame pas une
dmiratiott sans bornes polir nos traa
taux. Personne, mieux mie l'artiste' luimême, n'en connaît -les Mante intimes,
les parties faibles, qu'il Se promet toujours d'éviter dans l'oeuvre prochaine,
mais personne ne sait mieux quelle somme de travail, presque toujours cons, ciencieux, chaque tableau représente'..
Et, si les oeuvres magistrales sont rares, est-il sans intérét de noter- l'effort
de ceux qui par !contraste réhaussent
succès des plus forts. Et si l'on parle
d'éducation artistique du public, je dirai que c',est› une tache COI nous »pari lent, que nous ne . voulons aucun ins
termédiaire entre lepublie et none, que
si quelqu'un est appelé a former le goat I
de notre population, ce ne peut être
critique dont •le labeur est né.gatia
C'est a TiOS etpositionsa a définit des
'musées' d'oeuvres des umetres, que nous
eenvions, eu toute madestie, ceux qua
l'Art intéresse et qui veulent sincère.
ment s'associer a sa marelle et a son
progrès.
Voila, M. le,rédacteur, ce que je tient
it dire en mon nom et au nom de tout
mes confrères, dont l'opinion m'est con
une, à l'occasion de l'onvertnre de cetti
exposition et vous prie d'agréer mec,
I meilleurs remerciements, ainsi que l'exJ
, pression de ma haute .considération.
DYONNET.
Montréal, 8 avril, 1897.
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fleurs, les ihains sont brossés
gentiment ; tout cela eat parfumé, ensoleillé, mignon. "Genre un peu bonbon"
dites-vous ? N'importe, lee bonbons, tout
le monde les adore. La figure n'est pas
assez jolie à, mon goût. Voyons, M. Franchères, parmi toutes vos connaissances,
vous auriez pu trouver, j'en suis sûre, de
plus délicat minois.
Quand je vis pour la première fois une
toile de M. Suzor Côté, chez M. Scott,
il y a déjà do cela quelques années, Piro•
pression que j'en ai gardée' est demeurée
ineffaçable.
C'était une nature morte : une botte de
fraises A demi renversée. J'ai d'abord cru
que quelqu'un, entrant acheter un tableau,
l'avait déposée là et qu'un malheureux hasard l'avait jetée par terre. L'illusion était
Complète ; c'était criant de réalisme et en
Pecrivant l'eau m'en vient encore à la bouche.
J'ai donc examiné avec une sensible plaisir les toiles que M. Côté exposent au Salon, cette année, avec déjà un brin de partialité en leur faveur.
Ce sont des paysage, tous très jolis, d'une
exécution soignée, représentant des coins
de terre où l'on aimerait à vivre toute sa
vie. L'artiste s'y révèle d'une habileté
rare et d'un talent supérieur ; on sent qu'il
y a là un avenir.
Ceux qui s'obstinent à chercher partout
la petite boite noire, disent quo ses ciels
sont à peu près tous les mêmes. Et qu'importe, s'ils sont beaux partout I
Ou dit encore que ses études de la nature manquent de sincérité ; il pourra
d'ailleurs partager ce reproche avec Corot
de qui on a déjà remarqué qu'il peignait
l'eau plus limpide que la nature.
Et pourtant, je me récrie ; jamais on
nous fera la nature trop belle ; demandezle à ceux qui ont vécu " près de la Terre,
de la bonne, saine, belle et verte terre
comme disait Guy de Maupassant. J'ai
déjà vu des Entrées au bois comme celle
que vient de peindre l'artiste.' C'est bien
cela et en la regardant il me vient des
senteurs d'herbes et de pins, qui font ré
Vr...

Ce que je reprocherai A. M. Côté, par
exemple, c'est de n'avoir pas exposé de
natures mortes. Et pourquoi' aussi n'avoir
pas mis au Salon, ce ravissant portrait /de
jeune fille—Mlle Lavergne, d'ArthabaSka,
me dit-on--que j'ai vu chez Scott? S'il est
ressemblant, le modèle fera tourner la tête
à beaucoup de personnes. Déjl, deux fois,
malgré tout mon flegme, j'ai rebroussé
chemin pour l'aller regarder encore.
Il ne manquait qu'un artiste à la gloire
d'Arthabaska, ce pays fécond en hommes
éminents et eu femmes charmantes ; depuis
quelque temps déjà, il ne lui resete plus
rien A envier.
M. A. U. Lamarche expose une nature
morte. Une seule toile M. Lainarche ? en
vérité, ce n'est pas assez. L'an prochain,
il faudra davantage où l'on vous accusera
de rêver sur le pinceau. Quel écueil que
le rêve pour les artistes I carie le pressens,
it leur place, je ne ferais rien autre chose.
Le tableau de M. Lamarche indique un
vigoureux talent ; j'y applaudis de tout
cœur. Sa nature morte est très enlevée
d'une facture solide et hardie " qui ne rappelle eu rien le trompe-l'œil" pour nie servir de l'argot du métier. Je me suis arrêtée longtemps A la regarder ; ces raisins
sont superbes, les pommes, j'en conviens
pouvaient être plus appétissantes, mais,
c'est l'hiver, et elles ont perdu leur fraiche
coloration.
" Voilà certainement la meilleure nature
morte de toute l'exposition'', écrivait un
critique dans le " 'Witness" et un pareil
témoignage encouragera, je Peeeateaptre
-
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jeune effilT,Inffigailler ferme à l'avenir.
Quand je serai riche, M. Laneirelici,votie
aurez nia première commande.
Salut A. La liseuse de M. Henri Beau
composition pleine de charme et de don
poésie. Cette toile, d'après les confrères,
enchante par son coloris -délicat et ta déliciense haftriefile de l'ensemble. J'avtiae
qu'il faut être du métier pour la comprendre dans tous ses détails. On serait tenté
de reprocher à, la liseuse, cette teinte violette, très prononcée, qui baigne son épaule, quand on ne doit qu'admirer l'ingéniosité aVec laquelle l'artiste a sa rendre
les rayons de la lampe à abat jour, luttant
avec la clarté du jour mourant, qui vient
du côté opposé.
Trouver le ton vrai est, dans ces conditions, parait-il, une des plus grandes difficultés, et un tour de force quand une fois
il est saisi, par l'artiste consciencieux.
M. Beau vient de faire à Paris, une exposition particulière où ses œuvres ont
été fort goûtées. Un brillant avenir l'attend dans la ville-lumière, ce dont je l'en
félicite.
Le jeune écolier, par M. O. Leduc. Un
petit bijou quo cette toile et que j'admire
sans restriction. Ce n'est pas la preMière
fois que j'ai l'occasion de regarder les œuvres de M. Leduc et elles m'ont toujours
captivée par la netteté, la grâce, le goût
délicat du dessin, c'est ravissant et bien
traité.
Il semble A. tout le monde que le savant
critique duralon a étéStrop sévère, dans
Les Nouvelles pour M. Dyonnet. Le coucher du Soleil d Labelle, à mon humble
avis du moins, méritait une mention plus
flatteuse.
Les toiles de M. Dyonnet, ne sont peutêtre pas et la hauteur de sou talent ; cela
pourrait être mieux, c'est évident, mais
elles dénotent tout de même du savoir et
un tempérainent d'artiste, et tout lelmonde
sait encore que M. Dyorinet peut faire beaucoup mieux. On dirait que l'artiste a exposé avec une arrière-pensée de c'est-bien
assez-bon-pour' vous qui l'a induit en erreur.
L'an prochain, M. Dyonnet, il faudra se
reprendre et nous donner des œuvres parfaites.
Nous 'avons lette; d'artistes canadiens
que ceux dont je viens d'éntnérer les
oeuvres. Pourquoi n'ont-ils pas tous
exposé
On me dit que M. Larose s'étant vu refuser une toile, a retiré les autres. C'était
très digne assurément mais je regrette
tout de même n'avoir pu lire son nom
dans le catalogue.
J'aurais voulu voir le tableau ostracisé
par le jury de l'Exposition et je me suis
même rendue à son atelier dans cette intention, M. Larose était absent.
Il s'agite beaucoup de polémiques autour de ce tableau; si j'étais autorisée fe
donner un conseil, je dirais à l'artiste d'exposer sa toile, qui menace de faire beaucoup
parler d'elle, en quelque endroit où le public puisse la voir et juger de son mérite.
A ceux qui sont prêts A reprocher dans
cette circonstance, à messieurs les anglais
un excès de chauvinisme, je ferai remarquer qu'ils sont,apris tout, chez eux à l'Art
Gallery, et qu'en somme, d'est faire acte de
pure courtoisie que d'ouvrir leur salon 4une exposition de toiles canadiennes.
Chez nous, le sens - artistique et musical
est beaucoup plus prononcé que chez nos
compatriotes de langue anglaise et cependant ceux-ci font plus d'efforts pour
la culture et le développement de leurs
ressources artistiques. oa sont 'nos galerie d'art ? nos sociétés musicales? lea
Anglais pourraient répondre The Art
Galery, The geilharinonic.
.
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a garden of fiowers, whilst another
satd that he felt as if he would not
be surprised to see the portraits and
people in the pictures walk out of their
trames. . .friand there the work
that had inspired all the younger
Nite elbeebeellesubs'Orelbelessseas slie ette
French painters, Bastian-Lepage,
"But then on the other hand, such a nan-Bouverie, and hosts of otuers.
Ou prétexte volontiers de notre côté le
I had seen little of Manet's work peepicture as the "Rape of the Sabtnes,"
nanquo de fortune. D'accord, mais alors
cold, sham, pseudo—classic and withviously as Ma-net's, and knew very
You
can
life.
of
musons-nous 5. ceux qui en ont et faisons
tle about him. Almost Cl I knew then
out any of ,the vigor
hardly believe that the, two kinds ot was that ne was the Inventor of purple
les prodiges. Par exemple, pourquoi les
shadows. I found then that he had
work are by the same man. David ne2 acadiens ne feraient pas partie, en qualité
lieved in his classical pictures such as also invented one of our creeds, "Plein
the "Rape of the Sabines" and taught Air." Plein Air means that instead of
le membres, de l'Art Association du square
his pupils in this way. Such portraits painting a figure in the house with a
Phillips t Ils y auraient alors nob-seulement
ait; those of .Mme. Reeaimer, and the studio light when you wish to show it
if,/,‘,/ /
Pope and his picture of the Coronation as doing something outeide, you should
iroit s cie cité, mais une occasion excellente
01 Napoleon were only done under com- peint the figure as It would appear in
l'y protéger, d'aider et de faire rendre juspulsion. .
. By his strong individu- the open air. The painting of open air
ality be made the greater number ot his ,daylight was one of Manet's offences to
tice aux artistes de notre nationalité.
contemporeries to See as he did, and they the so-called classics. This open air
L'iuée est respectueusement soumise.
were so macler bis epell, that they dared and the titre ac - ions of living figures
not do otlaerWise than as he dictated.
moving in this cut-of-door light were
J'avais l'intention de ne parler que des
Mit the younger generation began., to Manet's discoveries
As Elisha
tire of the' classic story aird - classic pose. picked up Elljah's mantle, SD Monet inpeintres canadiens ; je ne crois pas faire
So when, in 1819 nericault exhibited his herited Manerc's. The Dames are very
d'exception en mentionnant M. Maurice
"Raft: of the 'Medusa," the, picture was
apt to get eonfused one
hailed by the young men, but by very similar and
Cullen, qui est un pays tout comme nous,
the other. The latter is still alive.
much the reverse by- the authorities. with
Monet addiayant en plus un bon nom irlandais, qui
This picture was offered to the If Manet invented daytight,
.
men have called'
Gcwernment for a very small sum, but ed sunlight. These "1" wo of painting geame le rend, ai-je besoin de le dire, déjà
It vas only bought for the na,tiorf after Into existence the kind
trèc sympathique.
Gericault's death. It, now bangs in the erally recognized as impressionist. . .
Louvre and is the first decided mark But the term impressionist was applied
Un impressioniste consciencieux de
cf the, beginning of the new movement originally and equally with Manet to
l'école moderne française que M. Cullen.
in painting, which has been styled with Degas Raffaeli and Whistler, as well as
Mr.
Last evening, In the Art Gallery,
I he similar movement in literature, the latterly with Monet to Forain, Ren'olle
Je ne pourrais jamais vous rendre l'effet
William Brymner, R.C.A., delivered a "Romantic 'Movedient." The next pic- Pizzaro, Tisley, Mary, Cassat, Berthe *
extraordinaire de ses tableaux. Ses scènes most delightful and interesting illusof importance was Delacroix:8 "La Morrisot and Rodin the sculptor. Now,
are apparently entirely
d'hiver sont d'une puissance de coloris trated lecture on Impressiondism, before Paroue of Dante." which was exhibited all these menone
another. What, then.'
in 1822. Delacroix was then only '23 different from
étonnante ; on sent qu'il peint ce qu'il voit one of the largest audiences of the se- years old—seven years younger than
is the Unir that connects these different.
et comme il le voit, avec le seul souci de rtes of lectures given this winter. This Gericault, who died in 1824. at the age m'en and places them in a groin) apart?
to the The first and principal tenet common to
subject, which is of almost vital im- ot 31, leaving the leadership
rendre sincèrement la nature.
younger man. This year of Geric,ault's all is an intense love of and respect for
portance lu the art world, is one little death was the year in which :John Con- nature and determination to give the
C'est un genre que, sauf les connais- underetood here. Or rather was little
stable, the English landscape painter, exact character, as they themselves ses
seurs, on n'est pas disposé A aimer ;
it, of what they paint and its charac-,
understood. It is safe to say that after exhibited some pictures in the salon,
the celebrated "Hay teristic lighting, mevements and surpremière vue, je vous le répète, l'efe t en Mr. Dleymner's paper, "Impression and amongst which was Billot,
a friend of roun-dings.
Warn" Frederick
est extraordinaire. Naturellement, je parle Impressionists," its aim and their be- Delacroix, relates how the latter sucIn conclusion, Mr. 13rytnner said : " I
at
Constables
more
appreciated
and
symceeded
having
a
look
feel that the impressionists, Manet and
avec les vulgaires profanes, ma science ne hefts, will be
was
the
exhibition,
and
landscapes"
before
Monet,
Degas , Whistler and R a if arl i ,
pathized with in 'future.
s'élevant guère au-dessus de la leur.
so struck by their brilliancy and with
After a few general remarks, In which the way in which the' textures ot oh_' have this livingness, sincerity and geaiM. Cullen n'en est pas à ses débuts, il a the lecturer shotwecl that the surprise iects were rendered, that he returned Inverness in common with ail areat !are+
lets. For an. artist to MS greet M'At'
su se faire remarquer déjà au Salon de of yesterday is the common place of to- home and nearly entirely repainted his at least be true to his own nature and
which
was
lying
Massacre
de
Scia,"
"
express fearlessly what bas been born
the
Paris et le gouvernement français lui a day, he said: "Impressionism is
almost finished in his -studio. Among
Into say.
him
He may be r
bon witik
acheté, en 1895, un tableau qu'on admire modern manifestation of the eternal the notes Delacroix has left is this
the great mind and powerful • Imaghia
the living and felt, and "Peen to see Regniex, at whose house ti-on of Michael Angelo, or with tue
fight
between
aujourd'hui au palais de l'Elysée, dans les
the dead and , stereotyped; between the T have once more seen a sketch by Con- mind that gets its delight from simple
appartements du Président de la répu- work of men who see and think for stable. It is admirable, astonishing. things as did Chardin's. But each will
This Constable does me much be greater in proportion to its gifts
blique.
themselves, and those who inherit their good."
being true to itself. If a man
dried.
It
is
cut
and
and
thoughts
The influence of Constable, Delacroix, from
Les bustes de notre éminent sculpteur eyes
dues this he will be original in a t
In part stil] 'experimental, but experi- Paul Huet. and Bonnington, led French
way
whereas if he tries to be original
canadien, M. Philippe Hébert attirent en- ments and attempts to solve new peob- Painters, to return to.nature and leave
he will probably onIy produce grointeresting and
surely
more
lents
are
of
lifeless
classical
landscape
the
cold,
core l'attention des visiteurs. Ici il n'y a likely to bear more fruit than repetiBertin and Aligny. The socalled Bar- tesque things end he false."
During the lecture Mr. Brymner
pas A critiquer, on s'incline et on passe.... tions of things already known or %yen bizon school, composed of Millet, Rousdone by a predecessor. What Phicle'as
and Diaz, who did live at Barbizon, showed sixty-three pnotographs of picSon groui3e en plats° est superbe comme did is as good as it can be; your imita- seau
tures,
illustrative of the history of art
and Corot, Daubigny, Trovon and one
from the time of Cima-bue to the pres
tout ce qui sort dit ciseau du mettre, mais tion of it will be bad.
or two others, such as Jules Dupres,
ent day.
The Romantic movement of 1830 in
not live at Barbizon, sprang
le motif, hum I n'est-il pas un peu corsé ? France and the pre-Raphaelite, move- 11- ho did
from the influences just described.
Ceci dit en tout bien tout honneur pour ment of 1850 in England corresponds
The Barbizon painters
Mr. Brymner on Impressionlorr.
with the impressionist movement of toand its
notre distingué compatriote, qui me compte _, day in the sense that they all three are had developed into a school,
The last of the sertes of interesting lectures
followers had fallen into the abyss of
. The fol- that have been given under the auspices of
depuis longtemps parmi les plus sincères a rebellion against conve.nti,on and a Blackness and Bitumen.
serious attempt to return to nature for lowers of David, with Ca,banal and Bon- the Art Association during the winter
admirateurs de son talent.
•inspiration and to be set free from getereau for leaders , were doing pretty menthe were delivered last evening, Rev. J
Je termine. Pas avant cependant d'avoir Academic Rules and Traditions which figures without reference to naturo. Edgar Hill in the chair, by Mr. Willis
are felt in all three cases to be stifling
than the nature they saw in Aca- Bremner, RCA., who spoke on "linprea
rendu hommage it nos jeunes artistes ca- art and killing it with paralysis. . . other
derny models when Edouard Manet ap- eionism." He spoke of the adverseness witl
Before
going
further
it
will
be
necesnadiens ; il y a chez eux du souffle, de
peared on the scene. When he was 18 which new discoveries generally were re.
he became a punit of Thomas Couture ceived,
l'inspiration, du talent. Hélas I ont-ils ts .?ie
and then went on to refer to some of
palli
facts
yconnected
ollndsw
principal
ryptr (i) eGa
and continued with hinaT -going through
chez noue un milieu propre A développer history of painting, from its revival in the ordinary academic work for six the impressionist pictures seen at the recent
art
exhibition.
He gave a history of the
present
day.
I
the 13th century to the
years or more. After leaving Coude si belles aspirations ? Non, sans doute i Want
you to notice how art, as we fol- ture's studio, Manet visited the prin- revival of painting in the thirteenth century,
ce serait donc faire acte du plus pur patrio- low ils history through the centuries, cipal galleries of Germany and Italy. and touched on the several schools that
resembles Antaeus, the Lybian Giant. George Moore in describing Manet and sprung therefrom—the Gothie, Early Retisme que d'aider à la complète réalisation Like
him, every time it touches Mother his method of work says: "Manet naissance, High Renaissance, and
the DeEarth, it becomes strong. And, like paints his whole picture from nature,
de ai belles espérances.
cadence in
him, it is only possible to strangle and
his instinct to lead him aright the rise Italy—subsequently touching on
Notre digne premier ministre, l'hon. M. kill it When it leaves nature and for- trusting
of
the
French
school
and the
through the -devious labyrinths of seLaurier a promis que son gouvernement gets to keep its foot firmly planted in leetion. Nor does this instinct ever rcmantic and pre Raphaelite movements,
the ,ground. Leaving nature means in fait him, there is a vision in his eyes and then showing how out of these the im•
protégerait l'art, et il tiendra parole.
art 'epetition and conventionality.
which he calls, nature, and Which he preesionist school had arisen. There were,
Ce sont des protections intelligentes
Here followed a short and trenchant peints unconsciously as he digests his be said, only two kinds of painters—those
study of painters and their art down to food, thinking and declaring vehement- who showed us what they saw and felt, and
comme celle-là qui ont plus fait pour illus- 'the
end of th 3 18th century. Contin- ly that the artist should not seek a those who were followers of someone else
trer le règne de Léon X A Rome et celui de uai 1g, Mr. Bryinner said: "Art had reach- synthesis but should peint merely what and an echo of the past. The
impressionist
a low ebb when David was born. he sees." Manet died in 1883. I rememLaurent de Médicie à Florence, que toutes ed
He was the painter of the Revolution, ber the exhibition of his works, which said: "Whatever we do, hotus get the charIce tactiques habiles d'une politique con- and exerted a tremendous influence
saw at the Beaux Arts the following acter of the person or scene." To be an lmover his contemporaries; and French art year. One man said it affected him like pressionist required an enormous amount o
sommé e.
observation. An artist to be great must, a
to-day -ms ip debted to him -for some of
FRANÇOISE.
least, be true to his own nature and e
the good î it, 'as well as for eom.e ofj
its undeeiftible qualities. When youlti
press fearlessly what had been born in I
look at his portrait, of Madame Recamier
to see. :s'aie?, s-10/La,
you feel that David was no commonplace
The lecture *ras illustrated *Mi a numt
k
man. So with his portrait of Pope Pius
of stereopticon views, showing exemples
VIL where the painting is strong and
painters of the various schools.
Phillips Square
vigorous and the character of the man
e
ittalk---PHILLIPS Sip(1/ RH
pressed.
wonderfully

Et Four la culture intei
lseCtielle, oilsont
Fos bibliothèques publiques? mais je ne
veux pas toucher cette nole aujourd'hui,
elle m'entraînerait dans trop de longueurs.
-
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Lecture on Impressionigiil.
Brymner, R.C.A., at
the Art Gallery.
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The Story of an Illustrious Abbey
the Subject of Hie DiscourseCommunity of Thought
of Architccture.

/10,5411411-7--PHILLIPS SQUARE,

have been,lor the age in Which it was built,
a magnifioent conception, and was a triumph
-of faith and devotion, combined with wonderful constructive ability. Its size, on
meagre accounts, was enormous, covering
nearly the whole area of the present Abbey.
Of hart lward the Confessor's church very
little remained today, but there were still
pillars and pieces of architecture which could
be placed at that period. King Henry the
III. made an addition to the Confessor's
church, in the shape of a Lady chapel, which
was dedicated to the young king at
his coronation ; and being an ardent
devotee of the architecturai art he con.sidered the idea of building an entirely new
abbey far more splendid than the other.
This structure, so far as it was carried out,
Was said to be of incomparable beauty, even
In that great age of arta The choir, the east
• ad of the abbey, with the ambulatory and
nhapels, the chapter hourse, and at least the
outmost bay of the nave, were completed by
Ring Henry, and Btia exit, Edward I.
VMS credited with continuing the struce.
true, and some of it was carried on by
Edward II. and Edward III. About
the end of the 14th century Abbot
Witt neon continued the process of construction, arid in 1602 King Henry VII.
began his magnificent chapel on the site of
the Lady chapel, erected by Henry HI.
The present western teawees and gable were

"There is a community of thought and
sentiment linking us with a golden , chain,
the architectural expression of all ages and
oil raoes." These were the opening wfirds
of Mr. Andrew J. Tat lor's lecture on "The
Open Daily 9 A.M. to 6 rs.m.
Stary of an Illustrious Abbey," delivered at
Wednesday Evening, 8 to 10. the Art Gallery last night.
This spirit of community, the lecturer
AwniissioN 25 CENTS.
IF)
Went on to say, had worked amongst earth's
Tea on Friday and Saturday Afternoons.
earliest builders from the time of the construction of the Tower of Babel on the plains
of Shiner. "This spirit," the lecturer went
en to say, 'worked amongst earth's earliest • dded, 4IWBir Christopher Wren about the
builders i0 brick and mortar on the plains of year 1718, and with a few minor exesptione
Shiner when they essayed to rear the Tower the abbey had been completed entirely withof Babel; it seized -on the boulders on the in the last few years. Nothing had been
,illiips Square.z
banks of the Nile, and the Sphinx speaks to done to the main structure of the abbey to
us still of eternal silence and peace; it car- alter it materially, and thus it stood at the
ried human-headed winged bulls to stand present lime.
7-4iE
on the /marble pedestals of Nine— BY —
The lecturer then proceeded to give an
veh; it raised the Parthenon on the elaborate but interesting account of the
A. T. TAYLOR, R.O.A..
Hill of Athens—still exqueitely beautiful architectural beauties of the abbey, blended
SUBJECT—Tim Story of an Illustrion4 mil in its ruins; it inspired the chisel of
with many degreasions into architectural
Abbey, With Illustrations..
Phideas to give shape and embodiment to history to embellish his theme, and teeming
TUESVAY, APRIL 20TH, AT 8.15 P.M.,,
those splendid processional figures fit neck- with beautiful passages of architectural
Being the last of the series under the auspices, lace for the Goddess Athena; it bade the description.
of the P. of Q. Association of Architects.
MOOTS build their gorgeous mosques and
The abbey, be said, for the benefit of those
alhambras, tied in the gloomy north, rose at who liked definite figures, including Henry
its wren:nand abbey and cathedral with their VIL's chapel, was 530 feet long externally,
iretted cloisters, lofts, groined roofs, flying and the width across the traneeepts was 263
buttresses, spires and pinnacles. Con- feet; the nave was 38 feet 9 inches wide and
.1;,--PHILLIPS SQUARE,
Ill
epicuours amongst these stands a venerable 101 feet 8 inches high inside. The height of
:
4144T–EGT'UFT
pile—the story of which, it will be my en- the western towers was 225 feet. In this
—BY—
/1
deavor, however imperfectly, to bring before connection he added that, of English
you this evening." The speaker then direct- cathedrals, York covered the greatest area;
ed his remarks to a description of the Abbey Winchester was the largest, and Westminp.m.
8.15
at
20
Tuesday,
April
'
Church of St. Peter's, Westminster, the sub- ster came fourth in point of length and area.
—SuE3JEcTject of his lecture. There was no spot of ground
Of the abbey the speaker said he confessed
litustrious
an
Abbey
The Story of
In the British Empire, which ought to m at once that the lease interesting portion of
with Iliumtrations.L so dear to every Englishman. While the it was the exterior. It had been ruined by
Being the Last of the Series under the auspices abbey did not possess the grandeur of many so called "restorers," who would have been
of the P. of Q. Association of Architects.
_ _ other similar architectual works, it was better named "destroyers." It was far less
solemn, noble, venerable and in perfect effective than many a smaller chapel. It had
A RT ASSOCIATION,
sympathy with the genius of the English no central tower, and therefore no main
BP
y hillips Square.,
people; it was woven into warp and woof of feature to dominate the whole structure as
LECTURE
the texture of English history and might at Lincoln, Canterbury, Salisbury or NorA. T. TAYLOR, R. C. A.
almost be said to be part of the English eon. wich. This was much to be regretted, as
• TUESDAY, April 20, at".15/P.m.
so 7
SUB.TECT : tee
ettution. Seventeen centuries clasped hands the balance of composition of a high central
and encircled the abbey.
The Story of au Illustrtoui fAkbey
tower or spire, and subordinate western
wITR ILL IJSTRATIONS.
The mists of antiquity shrouded its towers or spires was always felt to be emiB leg the lest of the series under the ausrdoes'of earliest history, but it was said that some
nently satisfactory. Sir Christopher Wren
the P. of Q. Association of Architects.
where before the year 200 A.D., a small rude had adopted the same idea in St. Paul's,'
19
Christian church was built on Thorney with its magnificent central dome, and the
Island on'possihly the site of a temple to two beautiful campanili towers.
A4aVirt Gallery Lecturée.q
Apollo, just as tradition credits Sc. Paul's
The continental builders gave more promi•
Almost interesting series of area
lecteres, instituted by the Association of with being built: on the site of a temple to nence to their western towers and made
Architects, will be brought to a close by a Diana. A Roman sarcoAagus found on the their central feature of lighter design, more
lecture to be given in the Art Gallery, Phil- site, as well as other remains of like nature, of the character of the ache and less imlips square on Tuesday evening next, the Indicated that there must have been a portant, and he- could not think that many
Cth inst., Mr. Andrew T. Taylor, pre- Roman station there; but in course of time of their compositions suffered thereby. If
'sident of the Architects' Association. HisH r the tide of Roman supremacy had to ebb, it were possible to rear a lofty massive
subject is "The Story of an Illustrious end the Saxons surged over the country tower and spire at the crossing of the uayo
Abbey," with illustrations. The chair will again, and sharing the fate of many other 1 and transcapts of Amiens, of 'Notre Dame tit
be teken by E Wolterstan Thomas at 8,15g spots, Thorney Island fell back into its Paris, in harmony with their magnificent
western fronts, instead of the fieches now
_ wee original desolation.
The next glimpse we had of its history was existing, we would have magnificent buildings
when Sebert, king of the East Saxons and a that would be almost unrivalled amonget
b
convert to the Christian religion, proceeded all other mediteval creations. The lecturer
to restore the ruins of the old church or build remarked that a central tower had been con441t , PHILLIPS SQUARE,
a new one on Thorney Island to St. Peter. templated by Wren, as gathered from a re.
41EVENTEENTIVi
The lecturer recited the interesting legend of port made by him on the condition of the
/7
the supernatural coneeeration of the abbey, abbey, at the time he created the two
how on the night before it was to be conse- western towers. Other architectural parib
creted by bliletus, the bishop of London, a ticulars of the abbey's construction were
fisherman who had occasion to approach the I treated of in an entertaining manner.
Open Daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The famous coronation chair and stone on
Wednesday Evenings 8 to 10 edifice late at night discovered it ablaze, as
If lighted by a thousand tapers, and heard which all the kings and queens cf England
heavenly words and muele that ravished his had been crowned since the time of Edward
Tea on Saturday Afternoon.
soul.
L and other interesting things existing in
The earliest document referring to the and abent the abbey were described. At
abbey, dated 785 Al)., was a conveyance by the east end of the ritual chair was the grand
Affe, King of Morde, of tome land to St. screen, a noble piece of work, the eastern
Peter, and the "people of the Lord dwelling side of which dated from the 15th century
in Therney." Then again the abbey suffered and had carvings illustrating incidents in the
Square./ /
at the hen& ef the Dines, and, after the life of the Confessor. In front of this and
ft
/4/
lapse of a century, was again rebuilt by King also behind it was a very precious and
Edgar. Edward the Confeseor, whc,se palace unique piece of mosaic pavement called
SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL
was contiguous to the abbey, set his heart ou i Opus Alexandrinum, formed of rare marbles,
rearing a noble monument to himself on the of which there was but one other piece Of a
Isle of Thorney, and about 1050 he eimilar kind in England.
"'sell Daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
replaced the old church by a new one.
The illustrious memories of the abbey, its
Wednesday EveningsS to 10l.
This was the first cruciform church mighty dead, its monuments and tombs,
walls
and
In England ; its massive roof,
were graphically dwelt upon, and its variTea on Saturday Afternoon.
Turners standing in marked contrast to the ous chapels and chambers described. ln rebeausta
_ most ferring to these particulars the lecturer re•
Saxon wooden rafters and
s„
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marked that the ineongruities in the mettle:1
rials muet strike every one. It was truly
cosmopolitan in taste, as in creed and nationality. Many names were found of thme
who reflected little credit on the illustrious
edifice, and many names were missed
of those who would have added
lustre to its history. For want of
proper and wise oversight, monuments had
been admitted, which were felt by every one
to be singularly out of place, and not in
touch with the genius and spirit of the archi.
lecture of the abbey. Dean Stanley was
quoted in reference to the speaker's remark
as to the absence of names from the abbey as
saying; and with this quotation the lecture
closed : "Westminster Abbey is, as Dr.
Johnston said, the national resting.
place of those great men who have
no bond elsewhere; its nietropolitel position
has in this respect powerfully contributed to
its fame. But even London is or ought to
be insignificant compared with England,
even Westminster Abbey must at times
yield to the more venerable, more enduring
claims of home and of race, These quiet
graves far away are the poets' corner of a
yet vaster temple, or may we take it another
way and say that Sbratford-on-Avon and
Dryburgle, Stokepogis and Grasmere are
chapels of ease united by invisible cloisters
with Westminster Abbey itself."

WESTMINSTER ABSEY,

r

An Interesting Lecture Given at the
Art Gallery by Mr. Andrew

i4.0121,1 J. Taylor.

The last of this season's course of Art
Association lectures was given in the Art;
Gallery last evening, when Mr. Andrew
J. Taylor gave an address on "The his
tory of an illustrious abbey." The subjec
of the lecture was the Abbey Church o
St. Peter's, Westminster, and was mos
interesting and instructive. For seventeen centuries the Abbey had existed,,,and
there was no spot of ground in the British Empire, which ought to be so dear
to every Englishman. In addition to
its historical and traditional history 'the
lecturer gave an elaborate and extremely
interesting account of the architectural
beauties of the Abbey. Of the English
cathedrals Winchester is the largest, al
though York covers the largest area, and
Winchester comes fourth in point of
length and area.
The illustrious memories of the Abbe',
its mighty dead, its monuments and tomba,
and many wonderfully interesting things
in and about the Abbey were described.
Mention was made of the famous carom.
tion chair and stone on which all the
kings and queens of England had been
crowned sinew, the time of Edward T.
"Westminster Abbey is, as Dr. Johnston
said, the national resting-place of those
great men who have no bond elsewhere;
its metropoilital position has in this re •
spect powerfully contributed to its fame.
But even London is or ought to be insignificant compered with England, even
Westminster Abbey must at times yiell
to the more venerable, more enduring
claims of home and race, These quiet
graves far away are the poets' corner of a
yet vaster temple, or ma.v we take it another way and say that Stratford-on-Avon
and Dryburgh. Stokepogis, and C-ra„smere
are chapels of ease united by invieivile
cloisters with Westminster Abbey itself."
_
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he a fternoon tea, which Miss RoidIIt is
'The 1897 98 session for the advenned art
he exhibition of work done by the p pils
of the antique and life classes of the Art giving in the Art Gallery next Tuesday after. classes in connection with the Art AssociaAssociation during the past season is now on noon in honor of the members of the British tion will commence on October 15, under the
Phillips Square.
view in the new gallery, and is of a most in. Medical Association and the ladies accom- direction of Mr. William Brymner, R, C.A..
ttr,
teresting character. The work on the panying them, promises to be one of the and will close on May 13. The session will ,
general average is very good, and both pupils most enjoyable entertainments of a very gay extend over two terms, the first being from
-and teachers must be congratulated ou the week. The galleries are an ideal place for October 15 to February 1, and the seemed
successful results of the season. The work entertaining, and the company on Tuesday trim February 2 to May 13. Two assoc ia
Robert N. Montgomery. who has won the will be a fashionable one His Excellency tion scholarships will be offered for comOpen Daily, 9 a.m. to of
scholarship in the life class, shows a great the Governor General will be present and petition ab the end of the session, each en.
6 p.m
deal of promise. In the antique class Janet will receive the guests with Miss Roddick. titi-zig the winner to two years' free tuition.
May Powell and Helen Galloway tdoNicol All the members of the Art Association and 1 be water color classes, under the direction
are awarded the scholarehme jointly, and their families are invited to the tea. There of Mr. O. E. Moss, will commence on Sep.
ADMISSION 25 Cents, their
work is, needless to say, most satiefac e should be no misunderstanding on this point, ember 13 and continue until the end of
e tory. While these are the more fortunate 'for all the members and their families ara October.
ones of the class the work of the other mem- 'cordially invited to be present.
bers is excellent, and will be viewed with in.
tercet as showing the results of very careful
MISS RODDICK'd rEA.
9
'training. There is also on view in the
gallery the work of several former meat I An Enjoyable Entertainment Given
,Phillips Square.
Squaot.
berg of the class, notably those who have
t en the Art Galicry.Ayeti
/
/11-Yr efr-r
won scholarships. There are a number of
.?.1ECIAL GENERAL 3.19E jliC
afternoon tea given by dies o isk, members of this Association will
-examples also of the work of the modelling
be held in th
Gallery, Phillips Square, on Tuesday, October
nlass, which has been under the direction of sister of Dr. Roddick, 01. P., president of the
12,
at
5
clock,
for
the
o
purpose
of
authorizin
Mr. Hill. The results have been very British Medical Association, in the Art Gal. the sale of the propel ty, being '163.3
St Catlie
-pleasing to him, and they certainly show Imy yews resit. afternoon, may be characterrine St.. part of number sixteen hundred and
11677) on the official elan of the
Reading Room open to signs ut much ability in several cases Tee ized as a distinct success. Au afeernoon tea, seventy-seven
exhibition is a free one, and the public are although a popular form of entertaining one's St. Antoi , e Ward, Montreal. This property
acquired under Sheriff s sale to protect a
members 9 a.m. to
invited to pay it a visit. On the conclusion Mends, is not always the m enjoyable was
mortgage.
of this exhibition the Art Gallery will take affair in the world. It is only after one ties
ROBERT LINDSAY, Secretary.
p.m.
ou its usual quiet summer aspect, and there gone to a great many such entertainments,
and
seen
what
a
small
proportion
of
them are
twill be nothing further of a public nature
4,,„„,,„
really pleasant, that one appreciates a well Art Associatio
until the annual fall exhibition.
arranged afternoon tea. Just such a one
014
4.---PHILl.
UA
eriNR. eSi i
was that given yesterday afternoon in h-mer
of the ladies accompanying the many Eng1;e
Ars V itfgs G .2:Z a NZ
,
l
njl
bl4i
lish, United States and Ganadien doctors no w the Gallery. Milli s, Square , on Tue(Isda ,1
attending the meeting in Montreal. Those afternoon, Oetebe? 12
at
o'clock,
the purpose of autth.rIz
ho
iig five e sale of
who were present yesterday afternoon can
Square.„///f/
rte.
Property,
being
2633
'
St
.
-th
Catherine
o
have an idea of, the gigantic proportions
Street, part of number sixteen hundred
e
of the task of giving a tea for and seventy-seven (1670 on the official plat 1
WATER
COLOR
CLASSES.
something over a thousand people. Spacious of the St. Antoine Ward, Montreal.
Of Drawings by the Students of the Advanced
This property was acquired under Sher
The Out-Door Sketching Classes under the as the galleries of the Ara Association are
.Art Classes on view in the new gallery, Ma
iff's Sale to protect a mortgage.
direction cf Mr. 'harles E. Hoes, A.R.C. A.., will they were taxed to teeir utmost during the
17th to 22nd. Admission Free.
ROBERT LINDSAY,
conam nee on Monday. September 13th. For
Secretary.
progress of the tea, which was from 5 (saint 7
Galleries Open Daily. 9 a.m. to 6 pan. particulars apply at the gallery.
f0
o'clock. Miss Roddick was stationed near
Galleries Open Daily, 9 a.m. to 6. p.m.
the entrance to the new gallery, and for twe
1Art Association
25 Cittla
hours was steadily engaged in welcoming th-s
condemns stream of guests. About 6 o'cleolt
SQU REion
the galleries were almoet crowded, ami T be Opened at the
Art Association -46alika
the lights were turned on the scene
when
f/
Next Week.
si*--PHILL.IRS
y AfRE. was a brilliant one. There were a great
seQ
-many medical men present, and the majority
One of the most novel exhibitions ever
/cf the ladies who are accompanying them held in this city, and one which will
of Drawings by the Students in
were also present. Montreal society was I
CL S
the Advanced Art Classes, on
very largely represented, and altogether it doubtless prove a source of great delight
The outdoor s HEAVE( ING CLASSES unview in the New Gallery. May
was ere of the most representative gather. to all entomologists, will shortly
dor the direction of SIR. CtIARLES F
he held in the galleries of the Art Asso
MOS8, A.B.C.A., will commence on MoN.
17th to 22nd. Admission I rce.
iegs that has been seen here for some time.
cistion Philips square, when the Denton
»AY. SEPTEMBER 131h. For particular s
Galleries open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m apply
His
Excellency
the
Governor-General
and
collection of butterflies and moths will be
at the gallery. Galleries open daily 9 a.
rah
hie staff arrived before six o'clock, as did also be placed on view there. Some
to p m. Admission, 25c.
striking
Lead
Lister
and
she
Misses
Lister.
Refresh
examples of protective coloring and
Association Clit.s44(V#)
'Tents were served in the large class room mimicry will be shown, one of the best
Th e eighth annual award of scholarships
BUTLER/VS. THE
947 MONTEEAL.-- just cif the new gallery, and here one could
being known as the
Inachis,
was made on Saturday. Each scholarship At about half.paet nine of this evening of the see very often the most animated and Among other examplesKallima
are the .Paplio
entitles the winner to two years free tuition M- h cf February last plaintiff's wife fell on an-Along scenes of all. The task of carrying Agestor, Panais, Tytra, Hypolimnas Misin the school and are competed for at the the sidewalk opposite the Art Gallery, a cup of coffee or an ice in one hand atari sippus, Dermas Chrysippus, Limenitis
g ere; of every eeetion. The successful comPhillips square. About a week later she was something to eat in the other, through a Disippns, and the Daniels Archippus. The
petitors are:-Life class, Robert H. Mont- preroaterely delivered of a dead child. crowded room, is, to
say the least, a terrify- collection consists of many of the finest
pemery; antique class, Helen Gallo way Mc- Damages are now sought to the extent of is g ere, and it was funny sometimes to see and rarest butterflies and moths of the
world, and is exhibited by W. D. Denton.
Jatet May Powell, equal. A one e5.000. The bad and slippery condition of the manoeuvres of the men
in picking their
ear scholarship was awarded to each, with the eidewalk le said to have caused the aoci- way from the tables to some remote corner of Wellesley, Mass. The collection will hi
on
view from November 15 to 27 luau
rthe privilege of competing again for another 7 dent. Three carters standing on the opposite of the room where the ladies were comfort. sive.
"year. The competition and other drawings side of the street sew Mrs. Butler get up able enteoneed. The young ladies who preare now on view and the galleries are open reed walk away with her hand to her side, as sided ever the table did mach in making this
A rt A ssociation
if Inrt. None of them crossed over, as part-of the entertainment a success. It was
free for one week ending May 22nd.
indeed was not needed. But the fact leaves not until close upon seven o'clock before the IA
them unable to speak of the existence of any last ot the guests had departed. It was an
tr,,--PHILLIPS SQUARE
special defects in the condition of the side- auspicious opening to the many social events
AFT ASSOCIATION ?ASSES.
1/44-tad-wa‘k. They confire themselves to the general that were to follow, and Miss Resnick must
AoltA3--/3
The eighth annual awe .c1 of 'Art As- assertion that, in their belief, it was slippery. 1 certainly be congratqlated upon its great
sociation sehesierships was made on So, to a greater or less extent, must succe sm.
BUTTERItIES.
Saturday. Eagle scholarship entitle be ell winter sidewalks. On the day in
le
the winner to two years free tuition i n
gee-mien
there
had
been
mild
weather
with
a
the school, arid art competed for at th drop in the thermometer towards evening.
The Denton Collection of Butterflies ami
end of every session. The successful
Moths from all parts of the world will be
competitors are: Life class-Robt. H. The secretary and the caretaker of the Arts
on exhibition an the new gallery from
M ontgomery. Antique class---H elms Union testify to th e special care given to the
ohillips Square.
November 15th to 27th,
Galloway McNicoll, Janet May Powell, sidewalk. Mr. Lindsay is constant in his
equal. A one year scholarship was instructions to have it maintained in proper
Galleries open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
NOED ART CL
awarded to each, with the privilege of arid safe order. On the evening of the 16th
, Admission-26 Ueuts,
compitIng egeen for argstaer year, The i a lecture was given in the rooms. Over 500
SESSION 1897 98.
competition and other drawings are . persons attended. Not one of them fell, nor
These classes will commence on Friday. 15th
now on view, and the galleries are was a single complaint made. talr Lindsay October, under the direction of MR. WILLIAVI
open free for one week ending May 22.1., was himself present and would have had PRYNNER, R.C. A. Class Rooms open daily
for instruction and study. S udents are granted
I special reasen to notice if the walk was the privileges of Associate Members during the
At4 Fati_LI PS SQL)
slippery and to have given the necessery session. Two Scholarships fop compsIntending students please communiorders for ashes or sawdust. It is impossible tition
Association,„,
cate with the Sc cretary as soon as possible, I :7
tOIRITION OF
to hold that there was negligence or al
Tho Denton Collection of Butterflies
z355)UARE. dangerous condition of passage for persons
Moths
from all parts of the world will bean
o
on feat. It must be also said that there dote
exhibition in the New Gallery
from Noven
seem improvidence and risk of danger la a Art Association-m ina,
ber 15th to 27th.
men, within a fortnight of her co tfine•
Galleries open Daily from 9
a.m. to
p.m.
SQUARE.
ment walking unattended on a winter's -yen(I
Monday
and Wednesday Evenings
irg when the footing is so insecure and fa is
ADVANCED ART CLASS ES •
8 to 10.
Admission, 25 cents.
Open Daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
are so frequent. The action must be disSESSION 1897-98. $P
missed.
These Classes wiR Commenc
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Advanced Art Cla,Ses
SESSION 1897-1898.
These Classes will commence on EBIDAT, 1311e
October. under the direction of DR.
lerymnee. R. C. A. Class rooms open daily for instruction and study. Students are granted the privileges of
Associate Nlembers during the Session. Two Scholarships tor Competition. Intending Students please

commanicate with the Secretary as soon as possilde.

97.

n RI.
DAY, 15th OCTOBER, under the direction
of MR. WILLIAM BRYMNER,
Class Rooms open daily for instruction au I
study, Students are granted the privileges
of Associate Members during the Session.

! TWO SCHOLARSHIPS FOR COMPET1.

TION. Intending students please communicate With the Secretary as soon as pos.

SOCIATI 0.N

Phillips
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EXHIBITION OF BUTTERFLIES.
The Denton Collection of Butterflies
and
Moths, from all parts of the world,
will be
on exhibition in the New Gallery,
from
November 15th to 27th.
haiicries Open Daily 9 a.m. to 6
Monday and Wednesday Evenings, p.m.
8 to P
ADMISSION, 28c.
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M5thy Rare and Splendid iSrpecimens
on View in the Denton Collection.
,

o•

ITPAILLIPS SQUARE.

An unusual and really beautiful exhibition
in Montreal at present is the Denton collection of butterflies. It was opened in the
galleries of the Art Association yesterday
afternoon, and has charmed all who have
already seen ib. Usually such exhibition
are interesting only to collectors and naturalists ; this collection must have interest and
enioytnent for every intelligent person.
There are five hundred specimens in all, and
--among them are some of the fineeb and rarest
butterflies and moths in the world. Tney
are grouped together very artistically on
boards, and take up three aides of the new
gallery. Mr. William Denton, of Wellesley,
Mass.,: whose exhibition it is, is an
enthueiast, but he is very modest of
speech. He does not laud his collection
as being the very finest in existence, the most
valuable, or the largest. But what ho does
say le that in no collection are the specimens
finer or in better condition than in his own,
and this ibis not difficult to believe. One of
the peculiar charms of it is that not one
single specimen is torn, untidily mounted, or
in any way disfigured. Local collectors will
r find "food for thought)" in studying the Den.
ton patent tablet, on which each butterfly is
mounted. There is no dust or breakage, and
the antiquated method of Impaling with a
pin iu done away with altogether. It is impossible to give a true idea of the interest of
the exhibition in a few words; a visit) must
be paid to the galleries by all those who
wish to understand ib. There are butterflies
from all parts of the world, South America,
Australia, India, Europe, Ceylon, the Southern States, Borneo, China, Japan, Java, as
well as some of the moat beautiful of
the species in our own land. Certainly the
most interesting specimens are what
Is known as the Kallima Inachis. When
flying Ibis quite attractive, but when at rest
It so closely resembles a dead leaf as to be
almost indistinguishable. There are several
others of this example of protective mimicry
and coloring. The specimens horn South:
America are of the most brilliant description.1
From India, it seems, cornea most of the rich !
looking specimens. Some of the color effect
are exquisite. The opal, green and gold, and
many others show different colors in different
tights. There are many curiosities, too, in
the willeetioti, notably the death's head,
moth, of Europe; the alpine moth, of Switzerland, found in the mountains away up beyond
the snow line; the owl moth and innumerable
others. The collection will remain on exhibition until the 27th instant. It is certain to attract a very large number of

GALLERIES OPEN DAILY.
—0 A.M. TO DUSK.—

ADMISSION, 25 CTS.
Reading Room

SATURDAY, FREE.

open to Members till 0 p.m.

11111111n

Art Association,,,,ok
7QUARE.

00 //
9 a. m. to dusk.

Admission 25eSaturday free
Reading room open to members till 6 p. m.

Showing this species open and closed, resembling a dead leaf.
beautiful and infinitely, neater than tion may be seen in `Melanitis Ismene,'
is possible by the 'antiquated method o f `Heliconius Erato,' and others.
Every quarter of the globe seems to
impaling with a pin.
A striking example of protective color- have been searched in making up this
more

ART.
Mr. Robert Lindsay on the tear
'

Among Montreal Artists.
Montreal people, with here and there a

' notable exception, do not give Canadian
.

PAPILIO PHILOXENUS, INDIA.

collection. Here is the `Morpho Cypris,'
from South. America, called 'King of
All,' on account of its brilliant blue coloring, a specimen that flies very high
and can only be caught when it descends
for moisture. There is the `Ornithoptera Priamus,' from Java, of large size
and extreme beauty,' and the very rare
specimen, 'Ternemalpus Imperialis,' from
the Himalayan Mountains, India. The
species, Parnassius Apollo,' from the
Alps, found dead on the snow, and the
Owl butterfly (Caligo), which frightens
its enemies away by its resemblance to
that bird, are both interesting. A most
brilliant appearance is presented by specimens from Japan, China and Borneo,
and the beautiful coloring on some of the
Indian specimens resembles very much
the delicate tints on India shawl designs,
for which indeed they doubtless served
as models.

CALIGO, SOUTH AMERICA, CALLED
THE 'OWL HEAD.'

jug and imitation is shown in the Kallima Inachis. When flying, this butterfly
is very attractive, the outside coloring

of the wings being a dull purple and
yellow, with white spots; when at rest
it so closely resembles a dead leaf as to
be almost indistinguishable, and thus es-

BEAUTIFUL BUTTERFLIES.

-

Rare Forms and Woiderfut

P#-- HILLIPS SQU AR Z.

A

Coloring to be Seen in the

EXHIBITION OF BUTTER
WigLI /S.

Denton Collection.

,

'

artists the encouragement deserved. 'This
was the opinion expressed by Mr. Robert,
Lindsay, secretary of the Art Assoiiation, of Montreal.
Canadian artists are, perhaps, mat
great ; their names in many ins tances are
not known beyond our own borders ; but
in spite of this they wee te-day painting
pictures vastly supez boa to much of tile
tuff which has corne frcan abroad and
been sold here tit good figures.
Mr. Robert Harris, pie sident of the R.
C. A., has been pretty steadily occupied
with commissions, not only from Mon-treaters, but also from New York.
One of the notable events of the year
in art in Montreal is theadvent of Mr.
Alphonse Ringers, whose work attracted
so much attention at the last spring ex-

•

hibit.

Several important pictures have been
added to p irate collections. For instance, a Rembrandt, two or three constables, one by Joseph Israel, by James
Maris and a Goret. A fine Turn—'--+s-'also been purchesed by a Montreal gentleman and will probably come mit to I
G'anada in the course •of a year.Se
The classes of the Art Association
1897 show a decided increase in member.
ship over last year.
Mr. William Bremner, director of
classes at the Gallery, is now devoti
more time to water-colors and Is maki
a sucrons of ft.

/

A
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James M. Barnsley, to whom Gass
is indebted for many of our most ple
bog piernres. is still in row. heaitiu
r' Mr. R. E. Beau is now in Parie
fillin
commissions obtain d in Canada.
Miss Mary A. Ball, A. R. C. A., an
other Montreal artist, is in the south of-

;

,

•
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The Denton Collection of Butterflies and
Probably in no collection of these
Moths from all parts at the world will be
PAPILIO BUDDHA, FROM INDIA.
sects in exister-ce are shown finer specie
on exhibition in the new gallery from
mens or in better condition than those of capes its enemies among the birds and November 15th to 27th,
reptiles.
This
butterfly
not
only
resemGalleries open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
. the Denton collection on view now and
Monday and Wednesday ev,nings, 8 to 10.
until Nov. 27 at the Art Gallery. There bles the color and shape of a dead leaf,
but also imitates so closely the fungus
Admission-25 Cents,
are five hundred specimens in all, composing butterflies anctmoths of all shapes,
-fure.,THE BUTTERFLIES. ;1 V4
sizes -and colors, representing almost every l
family, tribe, order and sub-order. It
The exhibition of butterflies and moths
now on view at the Art Gallery will close
is the pride of the exhibitor, Mr. William
this week. Thursday, Thanksgiving Day,
Denton, of Wellesley, Mass., that no
the galleries will be open as usual from 9
single specimen is torn or in any way
to 6 o'clock.
disfigured. Each is mounted on Hie
Denton patent tablet, which not only
protects the specimen from dust and
breakage, but puts it into shape at once

T

—

A VALUABLE GIFT.

ORNITHOPTERA PRIAMTIS, JAVA.
Six and a quarter inches from tip to tip.

growth to be found upon these leaves
that in some specimens three distinct
species of fungi may be recognised.
Specimens illustrative of the law of varia.

.1.04

McGill Governors Present

University With the Denton Collection of Butterflies.

England.
Mr. Edward Dyonnet, A. R. C. A., director of the classes at Monument National, is busy in bis studio.
Mr. James L. Graham, A. R. C. A., is
continuing his studies in Scotland,
hayIng passcd through the Slade School, Lon-

don, last winter.
Mr. John Harlan-1;0nd, R. C. A. i still
continues to paint his well known landscams at his studio here in the city.
Miss Sarah B. Holden, A. R. C. A., 1.3
once more in Paris.
Miss Margaret Houghton, A. R. C.
and Miss Fanny Plynasoll are alsoA.,
in

Paris.

Miss Lillian Tucker has opened a studio
In Westm aunt.
Miss MaeDonnell and Miss Phillips are
both, teaching and remain prominent figures in the Woman's Art Aes)ociation.
The Art Association of Montre-al is
ing a most satstactory year. Aboutclosthr
middle of January a loan exhibition will
he held and it gives promise of being very
successful.
The exhibitinn just closed in the rinser
Institute Ball attracted considerable
attention. The pictures exhibited were
the work of Mr. Maurice Cullen of Mont-

The Governors of McGill University have
-nrchased the Denton collection of butter- real. They represented pioturee of the
hies, which has been on exhibition for the impressionist school. Some of the hest
landscapes and animal studies. One
east few weeks at the Art Gallery, Phillips were
of the most interesting additions to
THE ART ASSOCI4TI N.
square. The collection is one of the most Montreal's
art is the statue of Her Ms104—
-valuable of its kind on the continent, and lesty at the entrance to the Women'
Last week of the exhibition of
'D enton Will be removed
College
on
street. . It is ta
immediately to the Peter
Collection of Butterflies and Moths, Thursi gift of LordSherbrooke
Strathcona end the worS
day, Thanksgiving Day. The galleries will Tiedpath museum.
6f
H.
R.
11.
Princess
Louise.
be open as usual from 9 to 6.
,

ACTIAS LUNA, MASS., U.S.

(e?

GALLERIES OPEN DAY,

KALLIMA INACHIS, FROM INDIA.

,

people.

SSOKON,.

-
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striated value. -mkt among the many'
landscapes that Win charm the art critic
., into unreserved commendation is Tholen'se
"Evening on a Dutch Canal." The artist
has caught in color the secret of northern
twilight. The pale waning light and the
quiet Shadows in the water, the fading
landscape, and (the tender gold of the am„c/a/444M,
set in the distance, are all exquisitely interpreted on canvas.
In addition to the oils there is a small
but beautiful collection of bronzes and
pewters lent by Mr. R. B. Angus, Mr. J.
A. Jongers, Dr. William Gardner, Mr. A.
T. Taylor and Hon. Geo. A. Drummond,
Onslow Ford's "Study of a Girl's Head,”
with its beautiful oval and 'tender expression is a valuable bronze, while Voulot's
"Figure of a Lady" is also extremely pleasing.
On the whole, Montreal is to be congratulated on' having in its possession such a.
collection of old masters and exeellent
moderns. It is seldom such a collection
The Exhibition Will Last for a can
'be shown by a city in teis new world
of ours, and all art lovers two a debt of
Fortnight.
gratitude to their owners for an opbortueity of viewing a number of good pictures.
The gentlemen lending pictures to the
The twentieth Loan Exhibition of the colleatkm are Sir William Van Horne, Mr.
James Bess, Hon. G. A. Drummond, Mr.
Montreal Art Association opened last night
W. J. Learmont, Mr. C. R. Hoemer, Dr.
with a private view for members and Frank Shepherd, Dr. 'William Gardner,
guests of the Association.
During the Mr. R. MacD. Paterson, Mr. James Cre.
therm Mr. R. B. Angus, Messrs. W. Scott
evening the Victoria Rifles orehestra ren
& Sons. Mr. Forbes Angus, Mr. Hector
dered a very pleasing programme of music,
Mackenzie, M.' J. Reid Wilson, Mr. F. L.
and title throng of fashionable people pre- Weinklyn,
Mr. George Sumner, Mr. E. B.
sent had the dubious privilege of drinking Greenshields, Mr. S. Coulson, Mr. ()harles
in Music and Art at the same time. We Hope, Mr. W. W. Ogilvie, Dr. A. A.
wonder what Mr. Ruskin, would say about Browne, and Mrs. W. R. Miller and Mrs.
Geo. Benson.
that? For there are now several works
The exhibition will last until February
in the Montreal Art Association's galleries the 8th.
which are worthy of a closer study than
the crugh of a "private view" permits.
Undoubtedly the most remarkable painting in the exhibit is Daubigny's beautiful
"Return of the Flock." We remember
seeing this striking canvas in London,
Private View at the Art Gallery Last
two years ago, where it fittingly occupied
a place of honor, and won for itself an
Night.
established Position in the art-world.
Critics have generally agreed that it is
Daubigny's beet work. It represents a
low yellow iharvest-moon rising over the A
SPLENDID COLLECTION OF
dusky moorland's, while a shepherd and
Ins bleating herd return home through
FINE PAINTINGS.
the gathering tw ilight. The atmosphere,
the twilight Illusion, as excellent, easily reThere was a "private view" to memcalling Daulaigny'si Parisian subtlety of
bers on the occasion of the opening of the
touch. But perhaps most people would
twentieth loan exhibition of oil paintings
prefer to linger over Rembrandt's fine
portrait "The Acitniral," with its black In the galleries of the Art Association of
Rembrandt back-ground and its beauti- Montreal lest evening.
ful Rembrandt mystery and riehness of
Leading society people were in attendtint and colOr, that the old eighteenth ance. The exhibit
of famous masterpieces
century Dutch school alone seemed to
is equal to that held under the auspices of
have mastered. These 'two pictures are
certainly the two most remarkable in the the association for many years. So many
exhibition, although there are many others valuable oils are but seldom gathered toof great excellence. Eugene Carriere's gether in one gallery, and they afford
"Mother" is a small but exquieite piece an opportunity for study that any one
of work. Of the four constables on view, interested in art can ill afford to lose
but one, that entitled "Hampstead Heath" sight of such an occasion.
is at all worthy of our greatest academiAll the famous schools are represented.
cian. The canvas is a delicate little sane The
pictures include specimens of the art
mer landscape, with its soft English dietarioe redeeming a certain carelessness of Di Gainsborough, Landseer, Constable,
design. There are two Corots on exhi- Corat, Halbein, Reinbrandt, Mauve,
bition, one an admirable landscape that Millet, and Romney.
The gentlemen lending pictures to the
the fathers of impressionism must have
collection are Sir William Van Home,
lived to regret, and the other an excellent Mr.
James Ross, Hon. G. A. Drummond,
landscape entitled "Les Gaulois." There Mr. W. J. Learmont,
Mr.
is a, perfect little "View of the South Dr. Frank Shepherd, Dr. C. R. Homer,
William GardCoe tt of 'England" by Bonington, with ner Mr. R. MacD. Paterson, Mr. James
it's summery, misty, indistinct sea-haze, Crathern, Mr. R. B. Angus, Messrs W
most \cleverly done. Cuyp's "Marine," Scott & Sons, .1r. Forbes Angus, Mr.
is an' excellent specimen of early, seven- Rector Mackenzie, Mr. J. Reid Wilson,
teenth century sea-painting. There are Mr. F. L. Wanklyn, Mr. George Sumner,
Mr. E. B. Greenshields, Mr. S. Coulson,
two Gainshoroughe on view, the portrait Mr.
Charles Hope, Mr. W. W. Ogilvie,
of "Mrs. Seroope-Egerton being particular- Dr. A. A. Browne, and Mrs.
W. R. Milly valuable, and Gaingborough at his best. ler and Mrs. Geo. Benson.
A "Portrait" by Haes Holbein is also an
In a.aticion to the alisi there is a small
excellent, example of that Teutonic mas- but beautiful collection of bronzes and
ter's work. Another valuable por- pewters lent by Mr. R. B. Angus, Mr.
trait is Hoppuer's "Captain Young, A. Jongers, Dr. William Gardner, Mr. A.
H. M. S. " a large canvas, of nerfect T. Taylor and Hon. Geo. A. Drummond.
Such an exhibition must surely appeal
coloring and draiwing. Josef Israel s "in- to every
one of artistic mind, and
is
terior," is a beautifully done study of a safe to predict that for the next it
f t
Heel:all fisherman's cottage, while Kau'. night the galleries of the Art Associa-4
tion will be filled to overflowing.
.04 3 Woman in Early Germain Costume"
is made valuable by the exquisite beauty ' The attendance exceeded five hundred.
of the girl's face. There is a mediocre The Victoria Rifles orchestra rendered a
programme of music and refreshments
Lendeeer called "The Poacher," and Sir were served in the
old gallery. The exJednia Reynolds' already famous "Robin ecutive committee of the present loan exel to." is to be seen once more. Three ex- hibition is composed of Hon. G. A.'
e' llent cant eases of Neauve are in the Drummond, Mr. R. B. Angus, Mr. E. B.
dery, and one Millet, "The Shepherdess," Greenshields Dr. Wm. Gardner, Dr.
mall minting not without a certain as- Frank Shephery and Mr. A. T. Taylor.
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course of lectures under the aus.
s of the Province of Quebec Issu' ,itifo,
elation of Architects will be held in the 1 i' JO,
Art Association's gallery during the
Twentieth Loan Exhibition of
present winter. The three lectures cornprising the course are as follows.:
the Art Association.
"Pompeii" a city of the first century,
with illustrations, by Prof. Frank D.
Adams, M. A. Sc., Ph. D., on Thursday evening, January 27th.
"13runelleschi" with illustrations by
WORKS OF OLD MASTERS.
Prof. C. W. Colby, M.A., Ph.D., on
Thursday evening, February 24th.
"Ancient Rome" with illustrations by
Prof. S. H. Capper, M.A., on Tuesday A Brilliant Throng Present at the
'evening,, March 29th.
"Private View" for Mena,
This Will undoutedly be a most in'teresting course, the lecturers ail uei ay;
bers Last Night.
prominent in uniyersity and literary
circles here. The lectures will begin at
evenquarter
past
eight
o'clock
each
a
, ing and the members of the Art AssoThe 20th loan exhibition of oil paintciation are cordially invited to attend.

"Ms t

LOAN EXHIBITION.
A special loan exhibition of paintings
will be held in the galleries of the Art
Association, Phillips square, opening on
Tuesday next, the 25th instant, at halftpast eight o'clock and continuing the
following days, from nine to six o'clock
nd on Wednesday evening.s from eight
on Tuesday
: to ten o'clock, closing
'afternoon, February 8th.
exhibition
during
this
, The galleiies
' will be open to members and their
friends exclusively, The friends of
members will be admitted only on presentation of a ticket of 'introduction,
not available on the opening evening.
Tea will be served every afternoon
between four and six o'clock. As is
always the case in the loan exhibitions
of the Art Association here, the "privote view" for members next Tuesday
evening, will be a fashionable affair. It
-always a most delightful event.

ings in the galleries of the Art Association, of Montreal, was opened last
evening with a "private view " to
members.
These private views are always delightful, even if the pictures themselves do not play the all-important
part. People who go to the private
views take but a hasty glance at the
paintings, the crush, the talk and the
general brilliancy of the assemblage
puts it quite out of the question that
a serious inspection of the paintings
be made.
Luckily, however, ample ta.ne is offorced tor those who wish to study
the collection, for the exhibition remains open for two weeks. It is neatless to dwell on the beauty and value,
of the present exhibition beyond saying
that it is of that high standard which
for years has marked the loan exhibitions held at the Art Gallery.
There are in Montreal very many
works of art, of almost priceless value.
Indeed, it has been said that for a city
of its size, Montreal has in its midst
a rarely fine and beautiful collection
of paintings. It is to the credit of
thiose men who own them that they
have enough of the public spirit to
place them on exhibition for the public
good.
So many valuable oils are but seldom gathered together in one gallery,
and they afford an opportunity for
study that any one interested in art

'

AN ART EXHIB I N.
—
al loan exhibition f aintings
A
will be held in the att Association Galleries, opening on Tuesday, the 25th
inst.,at 8.30 p.m.,and following days from
9 to 8, and on Wednesday evenings from 8
to 10, closing on Tuesday afternoon, February 8th. The Galleries during this
exhibition will be open to members and
theis friends exclusively. The friends of
members will be admitted only on presenl tation of a ticket of introduction, not
vailable on the opening evening, signed
a member; these tickets, to the numof 5 for each member, can be had
In the secretary on application. Tea
1 be served every afternoon between 4
Id 6.

.

can but ill afford to Lose sight of.

In the present exhibition there are
ninety-two pictures, specimens of the
famous schools and the work of s -nrie
of the most famous masters. Gainsborough, Landseer, Constable, Corot,
Millet,
Holbein, Rembrandt, Mauve,
Romney—there aire specimens of all
these and other celebrated men, and
very many of them are classed among .
the best works of the painters.
The gentlemen lending pictures to
the collection are Sir William Van
Horne, Mr. James Ross, Hon. G. A.
Drummond, Mr. W. J. Learmont, Mr.
C. R. Hosmer, Dr. Frank Shepherd, Dr.:
William Gardner, Mr. R. Moot). Pater-,
son, Mr. James Crathern, Mr. R. B.
Angus, Messrs. W. Scott & Sons, Mr.
Forbes Angus, Mr. Hector Mackenzie

A AN EXIIIBIT30/9
A special can exhibition of paintings
will be held in the Galleries of the Art
Association, opening on Tuesday next, at
8.30 p.m. following days from 9 to 6, and
evenings from 8 to 10, clos'
on Wednesday
ing on Tueedaiy afternoon, February 8th.
Afternoon tea will he served each afternoon
from 4 ;to 6. Only members and friends
will be admitted, the latter on signed
tickets of introduction, five of whic(11 can
be obtained by each member.

Art Association
0—PHILLIPS
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Mr. J. Reid Wilson, Mr. F. L. Wanklynl
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Mr. George Sumner, Mr. -E. B. Greenshields, Mr. S. Coulson, Mr. Charles'
Hope, Mr. W. W. Ogilvie, Dr. A. A.
Browne, and Mrs. W. R. Miller and Mrs:
Geo. Benson.
Some exquisite portraits are in thG
collection, notably Rembrandt's picture
"The Admiral," owned by' Mr. James
Ross, and a magnificent
Sir Joshua Reynolds familiar "Robinetta" is again seen and there are two
Romney 'portraits. A very fine example
of Sir Edwin Landseer's work is "The
Poacher." It would indeed be difficult
to describe, without going into it at

Members of the Associat ofi are
reminded that a special exhi.
billon of Paintings kindly
loaned for a short time will great length the mass of exquisite WOrti
rns the walls of the new
now ado
open Tuesday Evening, which
gallery.
January 25th.
to the oils there is a
In
addition
1
!

small but beautiful collectid'h of bronzes
and pewters lent by Mr. R. B. Angus
Mr. 'A. Jongers, Dr. William Gardner
ASSOCIATION,
I Mr. A. T. Taylor and Hon. Geo. A.
r stuys s nara, i Drummond. Such an exhibition must
surely appeal to every one of artistic)
mind and it is safe to predict that
for the next fortnight the galleries ot
LOAN
the Art Association will be filled to
'
overflowing.
Members are reminded that there will be
The private view to members last
Musical'
Selection
each
day
from
4
to
a
evening was certainly a most enjoyable
also be served. Complimentary event. Nearly five hundred guests were
Tea
the
be
obtained
at
the elite of Montreal's society.
present
friends
may
tickets for
The galleries were brilliantly lighted
and the scene during the -evening was

r- 1
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an exceedingly beautiful one. The
Victoria Rifles' orchestra rendered a

very enjoyable programme of music
and refreshments were served in the old
gallery. The executive committee of

the present loan exhibition is composed
of Hon. G. A. Drummond, Mr. R. B.

mbtirs of the Association are emintled, Angus, Mr. E. B. Greenshields, Dr. Wm.
Gardner, Dr. Frank Shepherd, and Mr.
it a special Exhibition of Paintings, kind
for a short time, will open on
A. T. Taylor.
is.
•

ned

TESDAY EVENING, JAN.

25th

THE ART

see

Society Turns Out for a
Private View.

A FINE LOT OF PICTURES.

LOAN EXHIBITION.
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Second

13 to 23.
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MONTREAL, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1897.

RT ASSOCIATION
CLASSES.
n Hour With the Teachers And the
Taught.WORK DONE BY THE STUDENTS.

the rare case there is the highest talent,
seriousness of purpose, and the ultimate
adoption of the art as a profession.
As Mr. Brymner (who is walking about
his studio, pipe in mouth, the while the
afternoon sun, coming over the dull
housetops, pours in through the window
in a stream of glory, lighting up the face
of a dainty lady who seems as if She
might step out of her frame at any mo-

ment)—rensarks:
'A very small proportion of those who
begin the study of art ever reach eminence as artists. And if the number of
artists produced, in proportion to the
number of pupils taught, were the mark
of the success, or non-success, of a teacher, the whole business would be such a
lamentable failure that no one would
have the courage to go on teaehing (hawing any more. But the producing of artists is only a secondary work. The
primary object of an art training is to
teach people to look at nature intelligently—to teach them, in fact, to see nature at all; to look at pictures intelligently; to make them see that the only
interest in a picture may not be its prettinees—the prettiness is not necessarAy
an advantage, on the contrary—but that
the thought dharacter, form of expression are all of greater importance.'
That eminence be not attained, then,
is no proof, in the estimation of Mr.
Brymner, that time has been lost in art
training. If the truth of form has been,
in any measure, realized, the gain is vital.
The student takes with her into her life
new capacity, ta see things in right relations, to enjoy manifestations and expressions the meaning of which is lost
upon the uninstructed mind and eye.
As a requisite for admission to study
some knowledge of drawing is required.
The work done in the class room is all individual work. The teacher has no interest either in forcing the work of the
student 02 doing it himself, and calling
it the talent of the student. There is,
-first of all, drawing from the cast in light
and shade, proceeding from simple objects, parts of the figure, etc., to the entire figure from the antique.
This is the preliminary stage, and even
here unfitness will now and then painfully disclose itself. Self-discovery will
oftenest be made when the student wilr
voluntarily retire from the class. In young
people there is the desire to paint pictures without the drudgery of learning to
draw. Ni. Moss finds this in his water
color classes.
'Sometimes I find that the student who
desires to sketch from nature cannot draw

regulations, and has achieved fame without going to school. This is the rare
case, and the almost constant law of
worthy result is painful toil. The Art
Association classes do not set themselves
to make artists. 'That is nonsenae, you
know,' Mr. Brymner says. 'It is not
necessary that everybody should paint,
that everybody should be able to paint.
In fact, it would be rather a nuisance
were this the case. I prefer to call the
teaching we give the classes the finishing
d a plasticity which will respond to of the education. We put persons simevery direction and inspiration.
ply in the way ; if they feel it in them
Art is not didactic, and yet it offers a that they should give up all and enter
ecious teaching. It never thinks of the ranks of the profession, hoping for
eminence, then the training we give them
enforcing dogma, and yet it has not will be efficacious in making it easy for
merely aesthetic, but moral significance. them to undertake that larger education
!ere be those who say that art can which Paris or Rome will complete.'
hate the hrase "making artists,"
li- er be either moral or non-moral ; on
said Mr. Moss, with a fine scorn. It is
a other hand, it is indubitable that absurd. It is impossible. The utmost
ary healthy expression of art makes you can do is to put the tools into the
hand, assist the eye and perception
7 grace, refinement and uplifting.
What, for example, is the influence of there is value in this ; it is educative in
its effect ; it is direction which may be
upon an industrial community ? Our influential in effect ; but you do not
n environment in Montreal is a strenu- make the artist.'
II one.. We are, in the main, a workIf, however, the artist be born, an art
ng people, with little leisure to cultivate education is a means of grace. To the
the graces of life. Those who, by their individual it means a revelation of truth
ergy and prescience, have amassed
be, h a istenee (amid otherealth, have exhibited a truly won er- wise never have been suspected. It
ul spirit of generosity. They have pro- farges a delightful bond between the huled feature comforts for the dis- man spirit and that which informs nassed ; alleviations for sickness and ture. It invests common things with
;ease ; a quiet resting-place for old worth and grace. It adds to the zest
ge iti-Indigence and helplessness.
and desire of and for life. It induces
It is more noteworthy still that they a large content. It is the antidote for
have, through their encouragement of idleness and peevishness and ennui. And
art, offered an evangel of culture to the he or she who has been vitally touched
°immunity. The Art Association has by an art education is very literally a
been the creation of a small group of new creature.
rominent citizens who appreciated the
The benefit is not confined to the in>enediction of grace it might become to dividual. In not a few instances memhe community. The art classes, under bers of our art classes have prosecuted
he capable direction of Mr. William their final studies in Paris ; have themselves become teachers, bringing around
them young people drawn from our best
classes who, imbibing the instrtction offered, stand henceforth in the social and
domestic relation for what is refine
giaceful and sympathetic. If this experience could be indefinitely repeated
it would tell at last upon the race with
signal effects. In the limited sphere it
is perhaps only an intangible influence,
but note this, that wherever there is a.
scholarly appreciation of the beautiful,
this in time will have a telling effect
upon everything the community uses and
enjoys. This influence is found in improved architecture, which more and
more seeks to express truth in stone ; in
decorative effects, in the furniture of the
home, in the displacement of the vulgar
chromo on the walls. The shoemaker
makes a common shoe beautiful because
of art influence in the community.
The students in our art classes arc
naturally drawn from what may be called
our leisured class, which is of necessity
small in an industrial community. For
the most part they are young ladies, who
CLASSES—STUDYING
desire the crowning grace of art in their ART ASSOCIATION
FROM AN OLD MASTER.
education. The men are working down
town, making money. Art is not an ina straight Ilne. I impress upon them the
vestment ; it is love taught to see ; the
necessity of learning to draw in Mr.
'quid
down
town
always
expect
a
men
classes before they think of
pro quo,' and money will at least, by- Brymner's
raine.'
joining
good
pictures
which
E.
Moss
have
procure
and
Mr.
Charles
and-by,
eaer
Mr. Brymner's class will probably num?.en sustained by the same men who shall bless the community.
may, through the
life,
elevates
the
tone
of
Of the majority of our art students the ber about thirty. You
el that art
ns manners, and opens up a new world will hear nothing. That is not aid of the artist, get a glimpse of the stuI d of enjoyment to all who have feel- expected. In some cases the hope is dents at work. Each proceeds with her
for, and appreciation of, the beau- the small one of doing a bit of work, to own work, in her own way, except for
which the name may be attached for hints now and then bestowed. by the
Cs a like poets, are born, not made. foolish pride and the delectation of teacher. It is thus that the calibre of the
friends. Again, there is self-deception, student is most readily proved. The sift! then a genius has scorned to
lainself under the yoke of rules and the awakening from which is painful. In ing process goes on silently, until, in
brief space, the class resolves itself into a
certain fixed number who proceed with
their work in earnest. Mr. Brymner is of
opinion that if they had more oasts—plaster casts—of classic sculpture, as they
have in many schools upon the Continent
—copies, say, of the Elgin marbles, and of
the famous sculpture of the Louvre—it
would be a great benefit to them. Casts,
for the purposes of the students, are almost as good as the originals. The cost
of these would not be large.
The next step is to paint from the cast
or still life. This is engaged in by those
students who, in the estimation of Mr.
Brymner, have shown not merely proficiency, but such comprehension of the character of art, as would justify profounder
study.
After this there is modelling from clay,
and here we see how. earnestly the students proceed with their work, each pursuing and ex-pressing lais or her thought
through deft manipulation of the material. It is a pretty sight to note the
serious young faces, bent over their tasks,
each doing individual work, expre ssive
of her measure of 'ability, each proving
by the fidelity with which the contours of
form are followed, her fitness for the
more significant work of the life-class
which follows.
The final advance is to the living
model, or life-class. This class-room is
shown by our artist. The work here offers
the supreme test of knowledge and adaptability. The model, a male, stands beT ASSOCIATION CLASSES—THE FIRST LESSON IN MODELLING.
The dellnitions of art are as numerous
d tantalizing as those of poetry. It
he apprehension of the right relation
proportion of things. It is the
1.
Lining of the eye to see beauty in comm. aspects. It is the expression of
Pe rfect form. Art postulates a finely
sympathetic nature, a love—an untutored love, it may be—of the beautiful,
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ART ASSOCIATION CLASSES—THE LIFE CLASS ROOM.
fore the students, semi-nude, upon a
raised platform, in the pose which is to
be worked into the t wo:position of the
students. Here, again, a le work is left
to the insight, the sympathy, the apprehension of the student, with, of course,
the oversight and ready helpfulness of
Mr. Brymner, which is expressed in the
form of suggestion chiefly.
-Whether in the drawing, modelling, or
life-class work, what is noted is the s e r iousness with which even the youngest
students takes herselS and her work. A
pin might be heard to drop in any of the
rooms. At the same time, this association
leads to a camaraderie which is much
relished when work is done, and it is permissible to indulge a pleasant intercounse,
to which a certain piquarcy is given, only
possible to the cosmopolitan spirit of the
artist,.
The -Class, in its several branches of
work, numbers, as has been stateu, about
thirty. The number has been stationary
for some years. It would be sensibly inacreased, doubtless, were it not for the
classes of which a considerdrawing
free
able number avail themselves. The art
classes represent those who can afford
to pay fees for their education.
The students may congratulate themselves upon a congenial environment.
The two large rooms—the drawing class
is on the ground floor and the modelling
and life class room upstairs to the right
at thefirst landing—are admirably adaptcd for the purpose in . view. They are
situated as 'nearly north as was possible
so as to admit of the best light. This
streams in from four large windows upon
the cast and model, giving the sense of
cheerfulness and placidity, while, at the
saine time, encouraging accurate and
'sympathetic work. When the rooms
were visited Mr. Brymner was engaged
in posing the model—this time a lady.
The students were preparing for work.
They looked bright and animated. .The
rno elling class is partitioned off from
the life class, both being conducted in
the same apartment. Modelling is exceedingly interesting work, and not a littie taste and skill have been shown by
several of the students in this department. Examples were scattered about,
faithful replicas of the original casts,
showing that the students have made
much progress in this branch of their
education.
In the drawing class downstairs new
students are being placed, Mr. Brymner
nicely adapting the cast to the ability—
an eye or a nose or a hand or an arm,

indicating the measure of knowledge.
New-corners are a little timid, but there
is no more sympathetic teacher than
Mr. Bryinner, and - all' nervousness soon
vanishes.
'The majority of the members of our
classes,' Mr. Brymner remarks, 'retire
when the course is through to Private life.
As I say, we are not making artists. We
are simply aiming to complete the education by a certain knowledge, the employment of whieh will afford a constant
delight. Most people look upon art as a
kind of show business. There is nothing
in them to respond to the character
which a picture discloses. Those who go
through our classes will be benefited in
their individual lives by what they have
learned, even if they never paint. They
have received a new idea about form and
beauty. They have been taught to see
that common things may have a beauty
ot their own. The roofs of those houses
are common enough, but what a baptism
the sun pours over them ! The influence
of those who have been through our
classes extends to the family circle, if not
beyond. But there is another aspect of
art which has a commercial significance.
There are free classes in Montreal for
young men who are engaged at trades—
the stained glass, the lithographic trades,
for instance. These draw from models and
casts, and the result of their training is
seen in the work at which they make
their living—in the way of embellishment
and decorative effect.
'In a word,' says Mr. Brymner, 'you
cannot make an artist, but art training
exerts an influence upon the individual
life; it enlarges the -view, and reveals a
world of beauty and proportion.'
Mr. Moss has commenced his water
color classes under favorable auspices.
The programme is to go out sketching
(weather permitting), the teacher directing and inspiring the work.. '
The golden autumn is the favorite sea
son for work, whét the woods are ablaze
with glory. Even when the leaves are falling, a pensive beauty is found which the
sympathetic nature and the trained eye
will transfer to the sketch book with
fidelity and insight. The influence of this
out-door work is at once physically,
aesthetically and morally healthy. Under
the guidance of the .teacher nature is
studied at once with love and apprehension of her las- s and processes. The training of the hand and eye has its complement in the newly awakened tenderness
felt for every sight and sound in open

ART ASSOCIATION CLASSES—THE LAST LESSON OF THE SEASON.

spaces where loving relationship is sustained to the common mother, who
only be known through love
mains true that=
'One impulse from a vernal woo
Can teach you more of man,
Of moral evil and of good.
Than all the sages can.'

In the wanderings of the class
beauty spots of -t
The work, however, is not
still aspects of nature, but re
those animate scenes of life and movement and strenuous endeavor which may
be encountered in a metropolitan city.
And so it will fall out that, under the
guidance of Mrs Moss, a certain numbei
of the class will go down to the wharf ,
and make sketches of the ;ships and th(
people, noting the bits of humor oi
pathos which may there be diethe sympathetic and u
; Bonaecours mar is r
I our ancient memorial ,
which has significance to the mind ant

I

I éSTV
-

Of course, there is this difficulty,' a!
Mr. Moss explains, that some student(
wish to sketch before they are able te
draw. It is one thing to have an idea
and another to be able to give it right
expression—such expression as shall con
form, through verisimilitude, to °Heim'
identification and perception in the mind
There is a desire now and then to put ol
pretty colors without -knowledge as tl
whether there is a correspondence between the thing produced and that whici
has been seen. The idea of out dooi
work, upon bright days, has a certain ap
peal in it; and perhaps in every cas(
there is not sufficient seriousness of pur
pose, but upon the whole, the influence(
that operate upon the mind, coupled
with a certain training of the eye, hass
undoubted value fo t the individual. One
might say that it makes for the enlarge
ment of the soul. The soul is the gifl
of God; but it can remain narrow eithei
through the lack of opportunity or idol
ence or non-adaptability. It is ridicu
bus to think of making artists ; but the
experience gained gives a new significance
to the outlook, to life. Art is not it
the nature of an investment. There are
many things in one's life which cannot
be tabulated, which bring no return it
money. And yet these things may be
vital to the life and thought. True arl
has nothing to do with the money esti
mate' of things. It does not mean cc
much that one shall paint some pretts
thing and hang it up on the wall, as that
it shall be an influence in the life. Firs-i
of all there must be a finely sympatheti(
nature, and then there must be plasticity
Two men may describe a thing, but on
will see the thing with what in
be called a finer sense. Re wi
have deeper insight ; he will reach t(
the heart of it. So it is with thos(
who study art. In the apprehension of
the truth and beauty of form, there u
a value which is not confined to the
individual. You see all over this con
tinent the extension of this influence it
the making of common things beautiful
Even if the thing be a shoddy thing, 1
it have a beautiful form. _Nnte_wh
varied forms of beauty you will find u -Poi
the counters of the dry goods stores
how the feeling of art is expressed at las
in every kind of decorative and archi
tectural work. Surely this demonstrate
that art is of value to the community in
the raising of the general tone of lif
and thoughts and inculcating the love of
what is beautiful and true and graceful
In this sense art is a general benefit. 1
is first of all an impartation to the ind
vidual, whose • nature, through its infl
ence, is enlarged.' After this, there
whether consciously or not, the givi
forth of help and benefit to others.'
Our art classes deserve to be bet
known and appreciated. Mr. Bryran
at the head of the school, and Mr. M
I directing the water-color class, are
ently wholesome in their wcs
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THE MONTREAL DAILY WITNESS.
ht, expressing a proper scorn for
decadent, exotic and sensuous in art,
..ich can he made,( as it has been
adel, to paader to what is ignoble and
moral. 'Mr. Moss is especially charm; ,..ith oar Canadian scenery, of which
\sil as seen a good deal, having, during
, summer, been attached to the staff
he Governor-General upon the itiny of the latter. In speaking for la
ent of his experience in France Mr.
s remarked upon what seemed like
over-development of art on the one
d, while on the other, the general
of the community seemed to bear no
Fes-eastidence to high ideals, and said
the simplicity and conservatism of
and methods which distinguished Cans, were among the most precious
I Ma of the young nation.
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N INTERESTING ANTIQUARIAN
DISCOVERY.
he recent recovery of some remains
the famous triremes of the Emperor
,erius, which lie at the bottom of
kc Nemi, is of great interest both to
jets and antiquaries. The Lake of
situated about seventeen
es south-edit of Rome, is formed by
crater of an extinct volcano. Upon
broad bosom once floated the magnint pleasure-house of the luxurious and
entions Emperor, Tiberius Claudius
ero, who, leaving his duties at Rome in
he year A. D. 26, retired the year followng to the island of Capraea, where he inulged in the greatest sensuality. His
917 ,e of luxury and display was exhibited
-the two famous triremes which bear
name, and the remains of which now
buried in the lake of Nemi. The dis.
very referred to consists of the finding
f several massive metal mooring-rings
rid tops of stakes by which the vessel
could be moored to the quay. The rings
' fixed in the mouths of bronze heads
liens, wolves, and Medusae, by the
eth of which they are retained in their
oper places. These bronze heads are
irvellously modelled, and the faces arç
iaracterized by a life-like similarity to
he animals represented. Despite their
crig immersion in the mud of Lake Nenni
The
., re all perfectly preserved.
tc Lr.
;
sale by public auction, and
sale of the estate will doubtless inle the remains of the famous Tibe-essels which now lie at the bottom
ake.
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ART ASSOCIATION CLASSES-THe. ANTIQUE CliaeSS ROOM.
the island of Hayti is described and one
scene shows the Vaudoux worship of the
'Margot,' by Sidney Pickering ('Hudson barbarous natives among whom cannibalLibrary,' Putnam's), is the story of a ism is still practiced.
young English girl of unfortunate birth
A CHILD'S 'TRIBULATION.'
who married a Russian Anarchist with
'The
Odd One ' (Revell Company, Towhom she had very little in common.
is another attractive child story
ronto,)
and-when
secret
marriage
was
kept
The
the
author
of 'Probable Sons.' Little
by
the Anarchist was sent to Siberia he forbede hs wife o follow him. So she lived Betty is called the odd one in her family
two Older chadfen who
in France, first as an art student, and becauae there are
are
inseparable,
and
two younger ones.
spending
all
the
money
nurse,
a
then as
she could spare in sending books, - etc., to The lively dispositmn of the family is
Siberia. As she was supposed. to be un- slickly perceived:

words had nover been spoken—never been
heard.

LITERARY REVIEW.
STORIES IN PAPER COVERS.

The curious tile of one of Jahn Oliver
Hobbes's books, 'The Gods, Some mortals
and Lord Wiclaenham' (Unwin's Colonial
Library,) gives little clue to its contents.
Lord Wickenham is not the hero and
mortals have _more do:with the plot
than fate. Simon Warre thinking he can
never win Allegra marries Anne. Anne
is poor and ° unhappy and he thinks he
will be doing a kindness to marry her.

married she had several admirers, end after it turned out that her marriage with
1512G h_mrshist had laer an illegal one al-

Besides, her beauty has a certain fascination for him and he thinks her good and

kmso§t ,912 majpg sg& sf
-

o wed upon ladies; but, for the first time church
door he learns from her own lips ter all, more than one was ready to reits history, the University of Durham
ibout to mark its appreciation of fem- that she is neither. His life for a couple

store the poor woman to a respectable

ni ne erudition in this way. The lady of years is one long bulden which he position by marrying her. Her story is
ingled out for the distinction is Miss bears with a certain stoical courage. Then one of silent suffering, but ends happily.
ne Harrison, whose researches into
Anne runs away and Simon dies of the
'The Man of the Family,' by Christian
overwork in wish he has sought to Reid ('Hudson Library,' Putnam's) is a
drown his pain, and his friend, Lord pretty romance of the sort in which all
Wickenhans. mareie's Allegro,. The 'motif' alesep a,as
le.elae_,Iaseesd and have interesting
is that giving up a higher ideal for a adventures. 'The man' in this câse was a
lower one may have far more tragic con- girl who went in man's attire:to find a
sequences than are anticipated. Most family treasure in Hayti and so pay off a

Giuseppe Verdi, the veteran composer,
celebrated his eighty-fourth birthday on
Sunday, Oct. 10 last. Verdi was born on
Oct. 10, 1813, at Roncole, at the foot of
the Apennines, some seventeen miles
north-west of Parma. At a very early
period he evinced the keenest pleasure
in. music, Which his parents, who kept a
tumbledown inn, cultivated assisluims 1
When her beloved dog dies, the affec- At the age of ten he became office-boy
tionate little girl refuses to be comforted a grocer in the neighboring town
extremefor days, but some one suggests that this Busseto, and, as his master was
ly musical, the lad continued his studies
is 'tribulation,' and she is able to rewith such effect that he succeeded the
joice in being at last in the middle of the organist of his native village at the age
text.'
(50 cents.)
of eleven, and seven years later became a
pupil of tfhe conductor of the theatre off
RANDALL'S ISLAND.
La Scala. Having married his old ern'Walled In,' by William O. Stoddard ployer's daughter, he migrated to Milan,
es(Revell Co.), tells how some boys
where on Nec. 17, 1839, his first opera,
caped from a reformatory school. Al- `Oberto,' was produced. `Ernani' was prothough the story has a manly tone, and duced in London in 1845 and `Nabucess' in
the chief plotter is shown to have been
wrongfully sent to the reformatory, an
escape from the hands of the law does
not seem just the right material to make
a heroic adventure of, for the edification
A description of the
of the young.
House of Refuge on Randall's Island,
New York, may interest older readers in
(75 cents.)
the book.
STUDENT STORIES.

'Reminiscences of Student Life and
Practice,' by the late Dr. E. D. Worthington, of Sherbrooke, is published by
the Sherbrooke Protestant Hospital, Dr.
Worthington having wished the proceeds
to go to the funds of that institution.
It is full of humorous stories, some grim
enough, too, of the medical student life
in Quebec and Edinburgh long ago, and
the hardships of a doctor's practice in
this province when the railway was a
novelty. Dr. Worthington thinks he
was the first to wear a Canadian blanket
suit in the streets of Edinburgh. He
had unthinkingly put it on because the

evening was damp, and was soon surrounded by a crowd of jeering small boys
inquiring 'the extent of knowledge my
"mither" had of my wanderings.' MediDouglas and Molly have been lions for cal practice in those days consisted largehours, and Bobby and Billy two monkeys, ly in 'letting blood,' and several odd inand Fyn been the man. I'm tired of being
cidents are told in this connection. And
mdi; tiRd 1St Palfl s11.9_, Dp, I've here is what a lady said of the clinical
nearly
pulled
broken a jug and basin, and
a cupboard over, and spilled a bottle of thermometer : 'Whenever he puts it uncod-liver-oil all over Billy's hair, and upset der my tongue I feel it go right through
nurse's work-basket, and then I ran away me, up and dowiii my neck. It is such
and carne down here. You don't know how
a cute little thing, too—it just tells of

tiring it is to be hunted by four animals
all at once Sophy is running after
all of us. I don't know who she pretends
to be, but when I left her she was sitting
yhrg,.
unr- cire--fiorrT

In spite of so much romping Betty
sighs for real companionship and is delighted When she gets a present of a beau-

"reek mythology and antiquity have won What is this you are asking?' And he
r her the respect of scholars abroad as understood her too well to beg her forell as at home. On the council of the giveness.

who had been moved by what she thought
necessity to play a masculine part, and
thinking 'Yvonne' quite as charming as
'Henri,' decides at once to marry her. As

whom she speaks as to many others of
her fear that she may not go to heaven
because she has not 'come out of great
tribulation.'

It was as though those wild and foolish

a background to this rather slender story

'If you've been through tribulation. you

She understood him too well to say—

Ielleiaic Society and the committee of
he British Archaeological School at Athna Miss
Miss Harrison has done much good
-ork; while she is also a corresponding
einber of the Berlin Archaeological In-

(Lute.
HE NEWSPAPER AS A COLLEGE.
The opinion entertained by a great
nany more or less prejudiced persons
hat a good newspaper office is the best
hcol going seems to gain some juatificatftjneu pu.soug,tu, u Uit.t.:vviy
:sued volume of essays and discourses
President'Eliot. Discussing whereModern education has failed to do all
ti was expected of it, Dr. Eliot says
things
in wnicn
fo
:
ese, then, are are four

itself exactly how you are.'
IN THE NEW CAPITAL.

'In the New Capital, or the City of
Ota in_ 1999,' by John Galbraith, is
a story on the lines of 'Looking Backward.' The author suggests that Canb
aristocracy,
ut
t
an d.
will have
ave
that no titles will be hereditary. The
single tax will bring about a great im-

77,:„:7,_:_,77„.7:7____.__._
___,_ __::,,_,_,
,._,_,_, _

....,_z____,,,__,.,,•,..,____

individual youth should be more thoru.gbly trained, if his judgment and reasonng power are to be systematically deeloped; observing accurately ; recording
orrectly ; corapa:ing, grouping, and inferir,g justly; and expressing cogently the
esults of these mental operations.

To observe accurately and record corctly are the particular things in which
ery reporter for .1 good newspaper is
kled every day, and he does not get
his busiriess without getting pracice. almost as regular, in comparison, inerence and cogent expression. If pracice in these things is the best thing for
he judgment and reasoning power, we
,ught to be thankful that so much of it
,oes to equip the newspaper man for his
omentous job of superintending all cretion. There is no class of Men in the
untry whose state of mind is of moae
portance to us than the newspaper
m. It is a comfort to be able to infer
in the statements of authority that
e is no class that is in a better way
rive its mind developed. Of course,
upils are not scholars, and the fact
newspapers constantly print macte reports and draw unwarranted inn , --s ohly means that the task is
iffieult, and that the learners do
t work.—'Harper's Weekly.'
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the same city a year later. Other
followed including 'I Masnadieri,"11 Trovatore; and 'La Traviata. His more
recent works include 'Otello' and 'Falstaff,' the latter being written at the mature age of eighty-two. 'Verdi leads a retircd life; he is an early riser, and is devoted to gardening. He has always been
religious and his life throughout has been
a blameless one; numerous philan
works, in particular the hospital
seto, owe their existence to his

come.

AD v ERTISEMENT S.

'300 Solid Hymns' is a selection by H.
L. Hastings from the well-known book
'Songs of Pilgrimage,' and . may be used
with that book or alone. The words
and tunes are clearly printed, and single
copies may be had from twenty cents.
(Scripture Tract Repository, Boston.)
The compiler says : 'Let us sing less and
sing better, using tunes which breathe

aiosapatilia
ensen

emotion and devotion, and solid hymns

Any sarsaparilla is sarsapa-

which are worth reading and remembering, which have sense as well as sound.'

rilla. True. So any tea is tea.

A 'Manual of Physical Drill' for the
United States army has been prepared
by Lieutenant Edmund L. Butts (D. Appleton 4S, Co.), with the object of systematizing physical training in the army and
furnishing a practical guide that will
enable any officer to give regular and
beneficial instruction in drill. Illustrations are given of a variety of exercises,
and special instruction with regard to
running and jumping. Many trainers
might find something useful in this compilation.
THE 'CANADIAN MAGAZINE.'

ART ASSOCIATION CLASSES-A CORNER IN THE LIBRARY.

-

A SMALL HYMN BOOK WITH TUNES.

PHYSICAL DRILL.

O

SIGNOR VERDI, AGED EIGHTY.
FOUR.

must be nearly ready for heaven—the bible
says so.'
'Aye, do it? Let's hear, missi; for sure,
I've had my lots o' woe, and the Lord do
be marciful!'
For a second time that afternoon Betty
repeated the text that was so occupying
her mind and thoughts. . . 'It's the first
Part that's so difficult to me, but it must
be quite ea3y for you. The end of it -fits
us all, but the tribulation doesn't fit me.'

of the book is a clever study of the char- mortgage that threatened the Louisiana
acter of a light woman, not a very ele- home of mother, grandmother and sistars. tiful dog to whom she confides all her
the country
vating or attractive study though per She started on this daring and difficult secrets. During a stay in
them a provement in industrial conditions, such
she
makes
other
friends,
among
haps as much so as the theme would ad• business without knowing how daring
mit. Anne is pictured as so very super- and difficult it was, but a wealthy tourist young lady, whose singing suggests to the seems to be the general theory of the
child's mind a story of an angel, which book, and better industrial conditions,
ficial that she can say good things and took a fancy to the 'pretty boy' and'helpwith the abolition of the liquor traffic,
do bad things with no special feeling of ed in finding the treasure. This friend she tells to her brothers and sisters.
'She put on a straw hat and a grey dress, will make social life happier and purer.
incongruity and no sense of guilt. The was afterwards greatly puzzled by the
she took off her wings and folded them The view taken of the liquor traffic is
other eharacters stand out finely against 'boy's' svriting a farewell note to say that
Up.'
that it could be gradually done away
thia strange background of a tawdry he would never be heard from again, and
'Where did she put them?' demanded
with by requiring individual drinkers to
mind. Even when the rumor of a fatal by learning subsequently that there was Douglas.
'Down a well,' was the prompt reply. 'It take out yearly licenses to buy liquor by
accident to Warre brings Allegra to visit no man connected with the family in
was a dry well, and she put her white the glass, the license to be held only durhim and the surprise puts him so much which he had become interested. His dress and crown in it. She did them up
ing good behavior. The various points
off his guard that he speaks madly of investigations prove satisfactory in the In a paper parcel and put her name ou.'
are worked out with some ingenuity.
elopement, the thread of their noble end, for he finds the brave young woman
Another friend is the grave-digger, to (Toronto News Co., 40 cents.)
friendship is not broken:
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The 'Canadian Magazine' for October
has a paper on 'Days of rest of prehistorM man,' by R. G. Haliburton, and
one on 'The Royal Society of Canada.'
by Dr. J. G. Bourinot David Christie
Murray concludes his criticisms of contemporary fiction, and says some bright
things, such as this about Miss Wilkins
'Such a set of stubborn, self-willed and
uncomfortable people as are gathered together in these pages could hardly have
lived in any single village in any quarter
of the ;world. They are drawn with an
air of truth which is not easy to resist,
but if they are really as accurately
studied as they seem to be, Pembroke
must be a place to fly from.'

So z.,:y flour is fic,ur. But gradcdiffer. Yon

want the best. It':

so with sarsaparilla. There are
grades. You want the best. If
you understood sarsaparilla as
well as you do tea and flour it
would be easy to determine.
But you don't. How should
you? When you are going to
buy a commodity whose value
you don't know, you pick out
an old established house to
trade with, and trust their experience and reputation. Do so
when buying sarsaparilla.

Ayer's Sarsaparilla has been
on the market so years. Your
grandfather used Ayer's. It is
a reputable medicine.

There

are many Sarsaparillas—
but only one Ayer's. It
cures.

-
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There are, also on ealribition smile admirable bron zes and pewters, while
Messrs. Scott & Sans exhibit some of
their beautiful and almost priceless eastern rugs, of 'which one example, composed throughout of silk, ite alone wortat
about seven hundred dollars.

PART ASSOCIATION.

M/f

A FINE LOAN EXHIBITION.

-

REMBRANDT, DE \VINT UGENE
CARRIERE AND W. B. THOLEN.

Last night the members of the Art
aaeociation had the privilege of a pnrate view of the twentieth loan exhibitil n of oil paintings in the new gallery.
TI' response to the invitation issued was
na st gratifying, alike from the point of
Many Present at the Opening Night.
view of numbers and appreciation. The
function, indeed, proved to be one of the
There has never before been in Mont,most brilliant in the annals of the asso- real so fine a collection of pictures as is
ciation. The gathering was representa- to be seen in the new gallery of the Art
Associatioh this week.
tive at once of the position, wealth and
On Tuesday evening the opening night
aesthetic culture of our prominent citi- of the Annual Loan Eithibition, the galgenies
were thronged ith members and
zens. The lights had been arranged
their guests, the crowd being so dense
with great care and the scene in the gal- that it is to be feared not many pictures
l.ery—what with the large numbers, the were seen except living ones.
Miring tise evcning in the old gallery
handsome toilets of the 'ladies, the oui- refreshments were partaken of to the
mated conversation of the groups Fa- strains of an orchestra and of many
thered in front of the pictures, and the tongues.
Amongst those present were:
soft strains of music—was a notable one.
Mr. R. B. Angus, the Misses .Angus,
Some of the pictures are already fami- Hon. George A. Drummond, Mr. Huntley'
Drummond, Mr. E. S. Clouston, Mr. and
liar to Montrealers, through previous ex- ,Mrs. Louis Sutheriated. Mrs. Porteouse
iibitions, but the majority are seen by Miss Porteous, Mrs. Gillespie, the Misses
Gillespie, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. F erguson,
the public for the first time. The col- Mr. de Mader, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
lection is particularly strong in portraite, Meredith, Mr. Fred. Meredith, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Lindsay, Mrs. Lindsay, Miss
and when it is mentioned that Gaiesaar- Lindsay, Miss Jamieson, Mr. Harry Janigh, Rembrandt., Sir Joshua Reynolds, mieson, Dr. Deeks, Mr. and Mrs. Riddell,
Romney, Maas, Ho.ppner, Holbein and Mrs. Irwin. the Misses Irwin, Mr. Sprin-e
gle, Hon. Mr. Justice and Mrs. Wur-e,
Hals are in evidence, the value and sig- tele, Mr. P. Lafleur, Dr. H. Lafleur,
n ificance of the collection are indicated. and Mrs. Logan Mr. and Mrs. H. Scott,Dr'
lee portraits, indeed, seem to monopo- Simpson, the Misses Simpson, Miss Dunlize the attention, and that of the 'Ad- can, M. and Mme. Ingres, M. Jougers,
miral,' by Rembrandt, marked by all his Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Macpherson, Mrs.
Wymore, Miss Watt, Dr. Craik, Dr.. Shepcharacteristic strength, coloring and mo- herd, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Reille, Mrs.
tif, is especially fascinating. The figure Walker, Miss Gundlack, Mr. Wilis full of power, while the flesh tints ham Brymner, Mr. Philip Scott,
are so rich as to proclaim the master in me Misses Scott. Mrs. Jack Allen,
3. markedly individualistic expression of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gault, Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Gault, Miss Gault, Mr. and
ris peculiar genius.
Dr. Rutta n, Dr. and
'Robinette,' by Sir Joshua Reynolds, Mrs. A. T. Taylor,
Mrs.
Bell, Miss Grace Robertson, Mr. Wm.
is a gem, while Gainsborough, in the porRobertson, Mr. and Mrs. Creighton Nash,
trait of Mrs. Seroop Eger-ten, is seen Mr. Stearns, Miss Stearns, Mr. and Mrs.
with all his delicacy and charm of touch Bottereil, Miss Botterell, Miss Sy-miners,
and treatment.
Miss. Smith, ,Lieut.-Col. and Mrs. Cole,
There are two pictures by Corot, while Dr. and Mrs. Buller, Mr. and Mrs. Coulfillet is strikingly in evidence with his son, the Misses Roddick, the Misses Clay,
iliepherdessa a small canvas, which, Miss Mabel Pampa:clan, Miss Werinifree
Mr. H. Budevertheless, reveals the power, tech- Dawes, the Misses Brock,
Smith, Dr. and
ique and simple poetic feeling of the den, Miss Budden, Mr. and Mrs. HebMrs. Wm.. Gardner, Mr.
-at artist, who was so long neglected den, Mr. and Mrs. Macmaster, Mr. Jos.
-ing the period of his best work. Panginan, the Misses McGalaum, Miss
ere are four pictures by Constable, of Lyman, Mr. Gait, Miss Haaweal, Mrs.
steh 'Hampstead Heath,' and 'Haunt Kennedy, Mr. J. Kennedy, Mrs. McDome
the hermit,'
an, the most attractive. gall, Mr. W. F. Robertson, Mr. and Mrs.i
i,
hie apple orchard in spring,' and the Robert McDougall, Dr. and Mrs. Macand Mrs. Grant Stewart, Mr.
'aeturn of the flock,' by Daubigny, are donald, Dr.
and Mrs. Ami Geoffrien, Mr. Matthews,
ah large canvases. The former is not- Miss
Emma Maltby, Mr. and Mrs. Mcable for vividity, and the sense of fresh- Duff, Miss Kirby, Mrs. Gault, Mr. Robert
ness. 'The poacher,' by Landseer, isi: Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Cantin, Misses Ward
notable for its fidelity, while the 'Interior ,Mr. and Mrs. J. Ross, Dr. Brown, the
of a fisherman's cottage,' and 'The Misses Brown, Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Peterpeaceful home,' by Israels, are marked son, Mr. Carter, Miss Ashford, Mr. and
Renouf,
by truthfulness, and a sont of still pathos, !Miss Donahue, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James
the apprehension of which grows with,1 Merle. Langlois, Mrs. Hovey, Mr. and
Peck, Dean and
study. ' In the garden,' and the 'Fete
Mrs. David Seath, Mme. Nilka, Mr. and
ehampetre,' by Montieelli, have been seen Mrs.
Marling, Miss Gertrude Hampsion,
before. They are fairly ablaze witti Mr. and Mrs. Buchan, Miss Henderson,
color, and notably illustrate the special Lieut.-Col. and Mrs. Borland, Professo!
features of this artist's genre work.
and Mrs. Penhallow, Mr. and Mrs. Pilii There are, in all, some seventy-nine pic- low, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. E. Greenshields
turee, of winch the most notable have Dr. Adami, Mr. and Mrs. Chisholm, Mrs,
Mr. Cantlie„
simply been indicated. While the por- Frank Bond, Mrs. Caldwel„
Mr. and Mrs. T. Ridler
traits are conspicuous for their num- Mr. Try Davies,
Davies, Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Dunlop, Dr.,
ber and the exalted names associated Finley, Dr. John Gardner, Mr. and Mrs.
with the, presentment, land and sea- Haig Sims, Mr. and Mrs. Thos. Hodgson,
sea pea are both numerous and excellent. Mr. W. White, Miss White, Mr. Grant
The hanging ha.s been carried out svith Macintosh. Miss Macintosh, Miss Mea
t
Mr. Mayrand, Mrs. Mar in, the
great taste and care, and affords the Eachran,
most pleasing contrasts. 'While the old Misses Martin, Dr. Martin, Mr. Wm.s
Weir
masters naturally receive the most at- Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey
Wheeler and Mr. G. W. Steps
tention from the admirers and critics, Miss Amie
the work of the minor painters on view hens.
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The position of honor in the present
Loan Exhibition of paintings is occupied
by Rembrandt's 'The Admiral,' No. 61,
lent by Mr. James Ross. Rembranclt's
fame as a painter and etcher is universal
and the exhibit is a very choice specimen
of his work. As a quaint critic of the
past says, `All his works are good, but
we find more "quality" and "taste" in
his portraits than in his other subjects.

erwiae. The Warm transparent haze
given by the principal light is so skilfully transfused, that we hardly know
where it commences or where it ends.'
It is only during the past thirty or forty
years that many of the myths have been
cleared away from the life of this great
and original, painter, Rembrandt Barmens Van Rijn. He was born near
Leyden in 1606-'7 or '8, and died in 1660.
It is said that he was a pupil of Jacob
Izakzen Van Zwanenburg, of Jak Pinas,
and of Peter Lastman. Some of his biographers have described him as a miser
end some as a spendthrift, but neither,
seems to have been correct, and for a'
long time it was thought that he had
died in Sweden.
'The Cornfield,' Peter De Wint, No.
21, lent by Mr. D. F. Angus, is an oil

,

!

.

THE LOAN EXHIBITION—'THE ADMIRAL.'
By Rembrandt. Lent by Mr. James Ross.

.

,

N

noteworthy, and the collection, as a

,,k14q1E LOAN EXHIBTIOW/7/1.-

choie, when studied at leisure, as will be

ossable during the next fortnight, canet fail to be singularly educative in its
•ffect upon the community.
Those who have kindly contributed to
he exhibition include : Sir William Van
Horne, Mr. James Ross, the Hon. G. A.
Drummond, Mr. W. L. Learmont, Mr.
C. R. Homier, Dr. Frank Shepherd, Dr.
William Gardner, Mr. R.. McD. Paterrem, Mr. James Crathern, Mr. R. B.
Angus, M essrs. W. Scott & Sons, Mr.
Forbes Angus, Mr. Hector Mackenzie,
Mr. J. Reid Wilson, Mr. F. L. WankIlrp,
yn, Mr. George Sumner, Mr. E. 13.
areenshielda, Mr. S. Coulson, Mr. Chas.
Hope, Mr. W. W. Ogilvie, Dr. A. A.
_rowne, and Mrs. W. R. Miller and Mrs.
eorge Bowan.

-

'The loan exhibtion of paintin at
the Art Association is attracting very
;much attention and the attendance
iduring the fortnight in which it is
i open, promises to be even larger than
in former years.
; The galleries are open from 9 a.m.
to G p.m. and on Wednesday even.
log from 8 to 10 o'clock, until February
'8th. Each afternoon there is music
nd tea and a more charming afterlpeon cannot be spent than in attending
he At Gallery. All members of the
sSocjatien are, of course, at liberty
o a end as often as they please and
Tare entitled to a number of complim.en;aary tickets for the introducing of their
.'falends.
'

.It

'

;
.

^
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'

We cannot study the best examples without being impressed with the feeling how
uch our great Reynolds must have studied and admired them. We do not
mind saying that he was in a great Measure indebted to Rembrandt for many of
those wonderful examples of "color"
painting which gave a new life, a kind
of inspiration, to the English school of
his day.' Rembrandt had many methods
of painting. In some examples the texture
is smooth, as if rubbed down; in others,
wiry, as though the first coloring had
been scraped with a sharp knife, and afterwards glazed with a layer of transparent color, the high lights and promMenses being subsequently expressed by
broad and liquid strokes of the pencil.
He did not always trust himself to 'inipasta ' for effect, for he bas left a few
'powerful and effective heads Which are,
comparatively thinly painted; the features especially are marked in with thin
dark strokes of the pencil. But the
variety of his technique, though fascinating enough, would fill a big book.
The great power of Rembrandt's portraits is seen in the eyes; it is they that
give that marvellously illusive appearance
to a fine example, particularly if the picture has a glass before it. Although
his pictures are always intrinsically
painted, yet much of the pleasure they
give would be lost were it net fôr their
fine coloring, and for the glorious effect
-s a -ht and shade'—sometimes exhibited
,

,

color gem by one who usually painted in
water colors. Peter De Wint descended
from a Dutch family, which had settled
in the United States and was born at
Stone, in Staffordshire, 1784. He first
studied under John Raphael Smith, the
engraver, and afterwards entered the
Royal Academy School in 1807, where he
occasionally exhibited until 1828. He
was made a full member of the Water
Color Society in 1812 and here most of his
works appeared. The level country of
Lincolnshire had great charm for him
and he hardly ever drew his subjects
f rem any .other source. He married a
sister of Hilton, the historical painter;
died in 1849 and was buried at the Savoy
Chapel. Many of his water color drawings are in the South Kensington Museum and twenty-three of his drawings
were bequeathed to the National Gallery
in 1880.
'The Mother,' No. 8, lent by the Hon.
G. A. Drummond, is by a contemporary
genre painter-, Eugene Corriere, who was
born at Gournay-sur-Marne, Seine-etOise, and was a pupil of Cabanel. He
received a medal of the third class in
1885. Among his best known works are
the 'Young Mother,' 1819; 'The Nymph
Echo,' 1880: 'Kiss of Innocence,' 1882;
Two Friends' and 'Marguerite,' 1884;
`Sick infant' and 'The Favorite,' 1885.
Mr. Drummond's picture in the gallery
is an example of effectively telling a story
most nearly touching humanity by a
Sparse use of color.
William Bastien Tholen's Dutch Canal

93
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The Barbizon School,'
or the Men of 1830.'
Many of those who visit the present
loan exhibition at the Art Gallery will
take their pleasure, as It were, on the
wing, and find hooey, like the bee, in
every open flower ; some will be especially attracted to the noble portraits of'
tho.ee who are, as Browning sings, in 'A
Toccata of Gallupi's' :—

' "Dust and ashes!" so you croak

it, and I
want the heart to scold.
Dear, dead women, with such hair, too—
what's become of all the gold.
Used to hang and brush their bosoms? I
feel chilly and grown old.'
The greatest charm of the exhibition

to others will lie in the landscapes,
'where the blue butterflies visit, the
thyme flowers and the wind sighs in
the groves.' For these, the field is a
fertile one, and especially so in its exert:pies of that French school, which, led
by the example of Constable, returned
to nature and threw behind it in great
measure the pernicious influences of the
academy. In this Barbizon School,' or
'Men of 1830,' as it is indifferently known,
the revolutionists of landscape painting,
it is custoanary to include Corot, D'au- 1
bigny, Dupre, Troyon, Diaz, Jacque_
Rousseau, and others, and of these, only
Diaz end Rousseau are unrepresented in
this collection. Of Corot, there are two
examples; of Dupre, three of Daubigny,
two; Troyen, one; Jacque, one; of the
inspiration of them all, Constable, there
are four examples, end of their great
contemporary, Millet, there is one example. Here, then, is a wealth of material for consideration of the student
and the picture lover which few other
cities the size of Montreal could present
for their consideration and esteem. Barbizon, as all lovers of art know, lies on

THE LOAN EXHIBITION— DUTCH CANAL—EVENING.'
,

By

Bastien Tholen. Sent by Wm. Gardner, Esq., M.D.
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The country is fiat, and the village ccraslats of one long street, which commences
at a group of farm buildings and ends in
the forest. About midway down this
street, on the way to the forest, Millet's
home stood, on the right of the road.
Millet rests in the little cemetery of
Chailly, acmes the plain from Barbizon,
near his lifetime friend, Theodore Rouse
seau, who, is also buried there,
A contemporary writer, Mr. W. H.
Low, draws a 'pleasant picture of these
'men of 1830' at Barbizon; and they are
called the men of 1830,' by the way,
because it was about that time that their
Influence began to be felt in the salon.
He says, wrAing more particularly or
Rousseau Of the life of Rousseau, as
the head of / the little colony of painters,
who for longer or shorter periods resided
at Barbizon, much could be said if space
permitted. It is pleasant to think that
the more prosperous Rousseau helped
with purse and influence his comrades,
and that, by nature sad and irritable; be
was always considerate of them in the
many discussions which took place. Corot,
ill at ease in the revolutionary atmosTiber*. made an occasional appearance.
Diaz, he of the meridianal extraction,'
Iturbulent and emphatic, stamped his
wooden leg, and was as illogical in debate as in painting. Charles Jacque,
with the keen smile and the facility for
absorbing ideas from the best of them;
Ziem even, who painted Venice for some
years in the shades of Fontainebleau; Dupre, whose nature expresses itself in
deep sunsets gleaming through the oaks
of the forest; Daubigny, the youngest of
the group, and the snore immediate forerunner of landscape as it is to-day, then
winning his first success ; Decamps, who
later sometimes left the Imperial Court,
domiciled for the moment at the palace
of Fontainebleau, and brought his personality of a great painter who failed for
lack of elementary instruction, among
them; Daumier, the great caricaturist,
and possibly greater painter, but for the
engrossing character of the work which
first fell in his way,—all these and more
made up the constantly shifting croup.'
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THE LOAN EXHIBITION—' THE MOTHER.'
By Eugene Carriers. Lent by the Hon. G. A. Drummond.
,
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THURSDAY, Jun. 27th, at 8.15,
Being the first of the course under the auspices of the Province of Quebec Association
of Architects. as

.

Prof. Frank D. Ada s,

ANCIENT POW I
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47,

To Adamte of McGill Un
gave
a most interesting and InstructIve lecture

POMPEII
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS,

Thursday, ianary, 27th, at 8.15.

Being the first of the Course under the ans
ces of the P. of Q. Association of Architects.

ART ASSOCIATI ON,

th e gallery of the Art
on "Pompeii" in
Association lest evening under the Auspices of the Province of Quebec AssociaXI-LIPS SQUARE/
tion of Architects. 'The lecturer dealt
with the recent discoveries in that anLOAN EXHIBITION.
/4/
cient city, and spoke of the work of exMembers are reminded that there will be a
ploration going on therein at the present musical selection each day from 4 to 6. Tea
day. He illustrated the most Interesting will also be served
Complimentary tickets for friends may be
spots and places with magnificent views, obtained
on application at the gallery. v
and showed the interiors of some of the
houses as they appeared 1700 years ago.
WOW* W a
Specimens of ancient pottery and other
ART GALLERY.
Implements were also shown. About 500
people attended the lecture.
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SPLENDID EXAMPLE OF DIAZ.
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A ssociation.
0—PHILLIPS SQUARE.

LOAN EXHIEWHON.
Members ere reminded that there will
he a MUSICAL SELECTION each day
from 4 to 6. Tea will also be served.
Complimentary tickets for feends may
be obtained on application at the Gallery.

Since the article on the 'Barbizon
School' was written, this morning a
splendid example of Diaz has been lent
to the Art Gallery by Mr. George A.
Drummond. It is a woodland scene,
painted in 1874, and is one of the most
charming landscapes in the present loan
collection.
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THE LOAN EXHIBITION—LANDSCAPE.
By Corot.

Lent: by Mr. Jas. Ross.
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THE LOAN EXHIBITION- RETURN OF FLOCK.'
By Daubigny. Lent by the Hon. G. A. Drummond.
,

LOAN EXHIBITION---` ROBINET_
By Sir Joshua Reynolds. Lent by

Mr. W. J. Learmout.

THE LOAN EXHIBITION- LANDSCAPE AND SHEEP.'
By Jacque. Lent by Messrs. W. Scott & Sons.
,

THE LOAN EXHIBITIO'N-PORTRAIT OF
CAPT. YOUNG, H.M.S.
By Hoppner. Lent by

the Hon. G. A. Drummond.

4r14.4
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THE LOAN EXHIBITION---MRS. SCROOPE
EGERTON,

By Gri-isborough.

Le it by Mr,- W. J.

THE LOAN EXHIBITION-L' COMING STORM.'
By Dupré. Lent by Messrs. W. Scott & Sons.

fils 'r THE ART GA LERY
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exarrff '31e of Irtariiis
portrait
1 A. Drummond.
by Hon. G.
hung,
is

The one
— —
..
magnificent
lent
It is well
and
another specimen of the Dutch school
of portrait painting,
which Montreal is
..
fortunate
n
in possessing.
iy Oinne t Tli-et
igphrtaisce
of
the almost endlesseatures of the resent
he portraits, of the
exquisite Holbein lent by Mr. R. B.
Loan Exhibition.
Angus, the fine example of Sir Henry
Raeburn, and which differs so
widely from the other portraits.
Another
picture particularly striking in its lifePAINTINGS OF GREAT VALIYE like effect is the portrait by Nicholas
. Maas, of the
Dutch school, entitled:
n••n•••41n11.
"Old Woman With Bible."
In a prominent place is the
one example of Sir
Many of the Most Famous Master
Landseer, "The
" Poacher," lent Edwin
by Mr. C. R. Hoerner.
Represented
Characteristic
The dog stands out very vividly from
; the
surroundings and the drawing
Work.
Shows great fidelity to nature.
There
are f wo very large and beauIN.,••••••n-•- n
tiful pictures by Daubigny, "Return of
the Flock" • and "Apple Orchard,
As the annual loan exhibition o
' Spring."
Both are charming in the
paintings progresses at the Art Gal- extreme, the
freshness of the apple orlery, the interest in it increases, an(i' chard being delightful. They
are
it is not unlikely that when it comes to among the most admired pictures in
the collection.
a close on Tuesday next, many people " Two
Monticellis also attract attenwill awaken to the thought that they tion, the smaller canvas, "In the- Garden" being exquisite in treatment and
have missed a rare and unusual treat.
design. The one example of Millet has
The present loan exhibition is the ' all the delicacy
and charm of this mas20th which has been held in the galler- ter. It is a small canvas, lent by
Mrs.
Geo.
Benson,
ies of the association, and it is not goand is entitled. "The
Shepherdess." The collection is foring too far to say that it is the bast.
tunate in having na less than four exPeople in Montreal do not appreciate • amples of Constable, a man whose
work is each day increasing in appre—perhaps, the high excellence and great
ciation and value.
value of such an exhibition, or at least
None of the landscapes can approach
there a,re many who do not. Montreal in many respects that of the one example
of Tholen, "Evening on a Dutch
is rich in pictures; examples of the
• Canal" is restful, and the simple poetic
famous schools, the great masters, are feeling charms
one at once.
owned in this city, which is said for its
Of Anton Mauve there are three
size to be unusually prominent in the beautiful examples showing the master
hand in every touch. They are from
world of art.
the collections of Messrs. E. B. GreenWhen owners of these sometimes ' shields, W. J. Learmont, and Hon. G.
priceless canvasses consent to put them A. Drummond,
en exhibition for the public benefit, it I But space forbids the going into very
is but the artistic community that will ' fully of the merits of this grand
appreciate the generosity of the ast, collection. One can turn from the
and its ,value. To any one however, Danbigny s and the Carots and the
Mauves to fine examples of Bosboorn,
1 with the love of the beautiful, the pre, sent exhibition will appeal most strong- the Maris (Jacobus and Matthys) Is:
ly and nowhere can an afternoon of raels, Marake and Henner. The comleisure be spent in more profitable mittee in charge of hanging of -Use
study or enjoyment than in the gal- pictures deserve every praise, every
credit on the artistic fulfilment of their
lery on Phillips square.
In all, there are seventy-nine can- duty.
Each afternoon there is a program-me
vasses on the walls, everyone of them
worthy of close study, and making up of music given by the ladies of the
a collection of rare value and beauty. Morning Musical Club, and tea is servIt needs but to mention the name of ed. The attendance so far, has been
large, and the Art Association may
Gainsborough, Sir Joshua Reynolds,
Rembrandt, Thoolen, Monticelli, Millet, look upon the present exhibition as
the
most satisfactory in every sense
IVIceuve, Romney, Landseer, Hoppaer, of the
word.
Holbien, Franz Hals, Daubigny, Corot,
—
Constable, even in that extraordinary
oiler to sum up in one's mind the beauty
of the collection.
ilVlontreal is indeed fortunate in being able to hold an exhibition of such
a. character. Larger and wealthier
les on the continent could make no
ch a display.
The place of honor in the present ex- The Loan Exhibition Closes on
nibition is Undoubtedly that given to
the magnificent -Rembrandt, lent by Mr.
Tuesday.
James Ross. The work of a man who
ui_cloubtedly stands at the head of the
Dutch school of tainting, will create
the greatest interest among connoisseurs here. It is entitled "The Admiral. ' and is rich in color. basides showing that wonderful transparency of FINE LOT OF CANVASES FROM
shadow and softness in blending which
characterizes all his work,
MONTREAL
In America, where Rembrandt is so
highly prized, and where but few, comparatively, of his 'great works exist,
It is satisfactory to note that so excellent an example is owned in MontTuesday will see the close of the annual
-teal.
The exhibition is particularly, rich in loan exhibition at the Art Gallery
,portraits, which to many persons are Phillips square, and in all truth it may
of absorbing interest. There are three
i.of Romney's, "Lady Aylesford," "Sum- be said that: it Is the best of the score of
!. mer Time," and "The Hon. Mrs. such exhibits held in the last twenty
--Wright." • The latter will appeal to
years.
-Inany as the strongest.
When one considers that Montreal is
e Romney has had a remarkable re°viva' in our day. For a long time still comparatively young and that the
his fame was overshadowed by that
of his great contemporary, Sir Joshua city cannot compare in wealth with the
eynolds. Ail three pictures are bril- grzat centres of either the old or the IrENV
Rant in effect, and certainly among thee world, it is really remarkable what
most notable in the collection. r! quantity of fine canvases are to be seen
Sir Joshua Reynolds' "Robinetta," here. When gathered under one roof, as
lent , by Mr. W. J. Learmont, is, per- seventy-nine of them now are, a lover of
haps, the painting over which the art has really an opportunity of judging
greatest difference of opinion exists. It what the rarely gifted men of two cenis snfficient to some people that it ia 'turies have given us in the way of paintthe work of the leader of the English ings.
school of portrait painting; for that
One has but to skim througYf the names
reason it must be heresy, rank heresy, of the artists whose work is represented
to even criticize it. Yet to many it There is Sir Joshua Reynolds, who poswill not appeal very strongly, and one sessed the gift—or was it a fault
makexcuse will be that "they are not suffi- ing everybody beautiful. Them wasof
Gainsciently educated in art to appreciate
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THE LOAN EXHIBITION—HON. MRS. WRIGHT, BY GEORGE ROMNEY.
(Lent by Mr. R. B. Angus.)

ART COLLECTION.

0/1 5HOMES.

Of Gainsborough, there are two examples, a landscape and a portrait. The
portrait has that high color noticed in
'all the faces of the beautiful or fashhenable .women he portrayed, and
which even now have the brilliancy of

niai.

.

WOMAN WITH BIBLE, BY NICHOLAS
MAAS.
Sir W. Van lionne.)
borough, who painted fashionable women
—
as they loved to be painted—full cf dash
however, give but a faiiit idea
and color. Rembrandt is represented by ofThese,
The attendance so far has been most
what really is to be seen lu the exhiMr. Ross' paipting, "The Admiral," and
bit for the Montrealers owning fine works gratifying and the programme by the
which perhantq outranks anything in the, of art have
Ladies' Morning Musical, which is given
been even more generous than
exhibition. Then them is Millet and Landevery afternoon, has proved a decided atseer and Hoppner and Franz Hals, one of usual and the result is that one will he traction.
co.mpelled to go far and search diligently
the greatest painters that Holland has for a
better group of paintings than are
ever produced.
now being exhibited.
'
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'naps more frequently of artificial light. 13.fr, is a good example of a painter who
His effects of depth without darkness, has come prominently before the picture.
and his lovely tints of gradation, which loving public during the past few years.
may be studied in his small interiors, His biography has yert to be written, but
give space and relief to the inferior parts ho gained the bronze medal at the Exof his backgrounds, where other painters position Universelle, Paris, 1889, and the
, too often leave mere paint—heavy and gold medal,- first class, at the Exposition
opaque.
Internationale des Beaux Arts, Munich,
' Rembrandt always sought to avoid rank 1892.
and painful contrasts. He was very fond
The galleries are open from 9 a.m. to
of a rich brown, with its neutral tints, 6 p.m., and on Wednesday evening from
and even in his most ambitious cabinet 8 to 10 o'clock, until Feb. 8. Each afpictures, he was not lavish with his col- ternoon there is music and tea. All
ors. `He so contrived his brilliant ef- members of the associatim are a, itbfects of "light and shade,"' says Fred erty to attend as often as they please,
Peter Sequier, writing thirty years ago, and are entitled to a number of compli'as to give a share of the charm to every mentary tickets for the introduction of
part, either by direct reflection or oth- their friends.

THE LOAN EXHIBITION-' THE CORNFIELD.'
By Peter De What. Sent by D. Forbes Angus, ESQ.

1ts" cananattee.
Works
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'Your committee further recommend
:hat it be enacted by the Counci3:
'1. That no member of the Finance
.7ommittee shall be on any other standng committee.

'2. That every ward should be repre;ented on either the Finance or the Public Works Committee.'
Remarks on the report were made by
several members of the Council, Aid. Costrawl' stating that the amalgamation of
the Water and Roads Cornrnittees would
make things too heavy for one body of
aldermen.
Aid. Stevenson moved in amendment
that the Finance be amalgamated with
the City Hall, the Roads with the Scavangina, Fire with Light, the Parks and
Ferries and Mount Royal Park, and that
the Police, Water, Markets, and Health
Committees remain as at present.
-Aid. Martineau moved in sub-amendment that the report be referred to the
Charter Revision Committee.
The sub-amendment was, however, lost
on division by fourteen votes to eight.
Finally Aid. Stevenson's affnc -nclment
was carried on the following division:—
Yeas — Aid. Laporte, Sadler, Dupre,
orner, Grothe, Renea.ult, McBride, Savgnac Ouirnet, Charpentier, Penny, Ar_hardbault, Costigan, Stevenson, Prefonarne, Rain:Nine, Martineau.-17.
Nays—Aid. Wilson, Marsolais, Beauoleil, Brunet, Jacques.-5.
The Council then proceeded to the
onsideration of some other matters.
A protest was read from Mr. H. B.
limes against the candidacy of Mr. F. M.
uillvari.. on the around that he had not

that'every society bringing out otaildr/en must register and have permission
fri)m government, must provide a permk.nent home or shelter 'to which they
may at any time be returned, and the
got, ernment must inspect the books four
times a year. Child emigrants were the
very best kind for they were sure to assimilate with the life of the country.
Miss McLeod, of the Victorian Order
of Nurses, was then called upon to ihONV
the progress of the plans. It had been
decided, she said, to start at once with
two nurses. Toronto had already begun with six. In Ottawa a small house
had been taken, ready furnished, and a
superintendent and three nurses were at
work. The superintendent had a salary
of five hundred dollars a year and the
nurses in training received six dollars a
month. The superintendent manages
the house, lectures to the nurses on
hygiene, monthly nursing and general
helping of the poor. The services of
the nurses were expected to be largely
preventive. One ingenious plan is to
keep in the house a supply of bed ticks
and pillow ticks. These may be borrowed by the poor in emergency cases, filled
with chaff, straw or whaltever is most
convenient and form a cheap, clean.
healthy bed. Sheets, pillow cases and
covers could also be provided. fhese
would always be thorotteify cleaned in
the home before being used a second time.
The nurses, before being engaged, must
have a two years' course in one of the
city hospitals, six months in a maternity
hospital and then six months' special
training under the superintendent of the

LOAN EXHIBITION.
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CONSTABLE, GUARDL MONTICELLI
The loan exhibition, which closes today, is rich in groups or schools of painters, who were related in time and object. and it is also rich ig contrasts.
Thus there are Constable, the lover of
wind and weeping skies; Guardi, the
painter of palaces and people shimmering in the sunshine, and Monticelli, who,
in lake and chrome, bids us live and be
glad while young life is before us.
John Constable, 1776-1837, has long
been recognized as one of the great artists of all time; but his own generation
was not so persauded. He learnt much
from Wilson, knysdael and Claude, but
it was 'only when h began to paint what
he himself saw .tiaat his work obtained
its unique value. His sa.ying, that 'Ideal
art in landscape is all nonsense,' was the
lever that threw down. much academical
superstition. Truth in its broadest and
finest sense was his only aim, he studied
the country intently and untiringly, sac' rificing mere detail to the larger necessities of tone (`the most seductive and inviting quality a picture can possess,' ha
said), striving always and with wonderful Success to reproduce the sentiment (4
what he saw; flooding his canvas with
lights and shadows as he found them,
end faithfully setting down nature as
she revealed herself to him, in many of
her most alluring moods. His best pictures were painted around East Bergholt,
in the Stour Valley, Su ffolk, where he was born, but his repetition oil manner
and subject do not so much imply a. limited range as a continual striving towsrds perfection. His pictures created
a profound sensation, when two of his
larger canvasses were exhibited in Paria
in 1824; he received, a gold medal from
Charles X., his pictures were honorably
hung in the Louvre, and, as we have
stated in the notice of the Barbizon
school, much of the best work ei -i....cceeding French landscape artists owed its
inspiration to him.
Francesco Guardi, 1712-179, was a
Venetian painter, and a pupil of Canaletto, whose style he followed so closely ‘tthat
his pictures have been very frequently
attributed to his more famous master.
There are, however, differences—Canaletto being intrinsically the higher master,
while Guardi is noted for spiritual touch,
sparkling color and picturesquely sketchy
cd figures, in these respects being fully
the peer of Canaletto. He had extraordinary facility, three or four days being sufficient to produce an entire
Thus he produced a great number of pictures, many of which are to be found in
England; seven are in the Louvre, and
seven of exceptional merit are in the
Manfrini Palace, Venice.
The work of Adolphe Monticelli, 1824s
1886, French, reflects the artistic ferment
of his surroundings in a marked degree.
In some of his pictures he used a very
gaudy palette and oftentimes seems to
have mistaken gay colors for gaiety.
Nevertheless, some of his `rosepink and
yellow' pictures are very pleasing, as
may be seen by No. 58, 'In the Garden,'
lent by Mr. C. R. Homer. He had an
original way of looking at things and
Perhaps unduly accentuated this in his
methods of recording his impressions
but better the effectation of originality
than a slavish plodding in other men's
footsteps. Another of Monticelli's pictures in the Gallery is No. 59, 'Fete
Champetre,' lent by Mr. R. B. Angus.
The Constables in the exhibition are
as follows: No. 9, 'Hampstead Heath,'
lent by Mr. James Crathern; No. 10,
Tlatford Mill, near Wilby Lott's House,'
lent by Mr. W. J. Learmont; No. 11,
'Haunt of the Hermit,' lent by Mr. C.
IL Hosmer, and 'Hillside Landscape,' lent
by Messrs. W. Scott & Sons. Francesco
Guardi is represented by No. 9 9, San
Georgio, Venice,' lent by Sir William
C. Van Herne, K.C.M.G.; No. 30,
'Venice,' and No. 31, 'Venice,' lent by
Messrs. W. Scott & Sons.

THE LOAN EXHIBITION—PLOUGHING, BY ANTON MAUVE,
(Lent by Hon. G. A. Drummond.)

THE
By Montieelli.

Lent by Mr. C. R. Hostiles.

THE LOAN EXHIBITION— HILLSIDE '-ANDSCAPE.'
,

By Constable. Lent by. :Messrs.

W. Scott & Sous.
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HE LOAN EXHIBITION—STUDY OF A DOG, BY SIR EDWIN
LANDSEER, R. A., LOANED BY MR. C. R. HOSMER.

THE

The annual loan exhibiton of the Montreal Art Association will, close

LOAN EXHIBITION— SAN GEORGIO, VENICE.'
,

By Guardi. Lent by Sir William Van Horne, K.C.M.G.

(1:*

The dance given last night by the stuck
ents attending the art classes at the
Art Gallery to artists and their friends

ART ASSOCIATION,

was an unqualified success throughout.
Among those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Robt. Lindsay, Mr. and Mrs. Jno.
Taylor, Mrs. Hagar, R. Harris. P.R.A.,
Jno. Jongers, D. Deyonet, W. Brymner,
Mr. and Mrs. James Hance, Mrs. TayMembers are reminded that the loan exhibilor, Mr. Kennett McPherson, Mr. Artion win close on Tuesday, Fe ..ruary 8th, at
thur FIenshaw, Miss Norris, Miss Tucksix o'clock:
el-, Miss Irwin, Miss K. Irwin, Miss
.1 II I Ms
Hagar, Miss Belle Hagar, Mrs. Smith,
Miss King, Miss Robertson, Miss Scia
I, ter, Miss Lovell. Miss Powell, Miss Dassociation
vis. Miss Rea, Miss Haswell, Mr. M.
A
Robertson, Mr. J. W. Cook, Mr. G. H.
#--PHILLIPS sQUARa
Montgomery. Prof. Capper, Mr. Toole,
Mr. Baille, Mrs. Z. H. Fabien, Miss
Pangman, Miss Davis, the Misses Cie- land, Mrs. Nash, Mr. A. G. Raney. Mr.
R. G. Matthews, Miss Simpson, Miss
Fenwick. Miss Hyman, the Misses LaMembers are reminded that the loan
vigne, Miss Clay, and many others.
exhibitions will close on
Mrs. Robt. Lindsay, Mrs. John Taylor
and Mrs. Hagar acted as chaperons.
Tiesday, February 8,
Dancing took place in the new gallery,
which had been neatly and nrettily deat six o'clock.
corated for the occasion. Supper was
served in the life class studio. The
dance programmes were nicely gotten
up, the covers being adorned with pen
RT ASSOCIATION,
and inlesigniybygtails of the gal-
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LOAN EMI 11 It liTRON,
Members are reminded that the Loan
Exhibition will Close an TUESDAY,
February S. at eight o'clock.
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.

Lecture Before the
Art Association.

SUBJECT IS ABLY HANDLED.

1-19
• in
HAR S, F.R.C.A.
Lee ,reiby ROBERT
Early Florentine Paint.

Work of Giovanni Angelo, Botieelli

errs, with Illustrations.

and Illustrated.

SLUM Ecr—some

Thursday, February 17th at 8 p
1 I IS I i I I

'9939.

Tbe lecture by Robert Harris, P.R.C.
A.., in the Art Association Hall, last

rt A ssociation „.„,
A ___
ry

4 6_

a—PHILLIPS SQUARE

1

and Andria Del Sarto Explained

f44.4 4 . alt

CTURE /7°
BY

Robert Harris, P. R. C. A.
Subject—"Some Early Florentine Painters," with Illustrations.

Thursday, Feb. 17th,

8 15 p.m

:-"ele_JRRIS' LECTURlie
in
11 obert Harris, P.R.C.A.,
the • Art

-

soturd in the gallery of
• lation on Thursday evening, taking
as his subject, "Some Early FlorenThis will undoubtedtine painters."
Ay be one of the most interesting events
artistic circles. and
in
season
Of the
lready is being anticipated with the
The lecture will
greatest pleasure.
Members of the
e fully illustra,ted.
are
requested
to come early
Association
Thursday, owing to the limited
• on
reating capacity of the gallery.

1
,

,.

-

Jalt,

night, proved a most delightful affair,
and was listened to by a large and cultured audience.
His subject, "Some_ Early Florentine
Fainters," was one which some might
think could be made but indifferently
Interesting, but from the lecturer's
opening remarks until their close, he
held the undivided attention of the audience.
The lecture was charmingly illustrat-

ed with illuminated views, exhibiting

to-morrow night. It has been very successful, both from the point of view of the
magnificent works, Q f work displayed and the attendance. All in all the ex-

hibition was the most successful
in the history of the Association.
_
Being an artist, at twenty years cif ferent, but also noble tendencies, a
age he entered the Dominican Order number of pictures were thrown on the
of preaching friars. His life was rot screen to illustrate the foregoing part
eventful. It was a record of quiet days of the paper.
Proceeding, the life and work of Sanof a deeply religious man, whose activity concentrated itself in the effort dro Bodeen( were then dealt with.
to give his emotions -permanent ex- This artist wail born In Florence in
pression through the language of art. 1457, about two years after Angelico's
Before speaking of the character of death. Placed with a g‘Adamith first
his works, a brief sketch of the posi- where it was supposed his gIri or
tion of Italian painting at the time, drawing wOuld be useful, he soon fund
was given, and the traditional reli- his way among the painters. Ilia fagious, scientific, and naturalistic tendencies then active in art, were pointed out. The connection of the men In
the religious orders with art was also
alluded to.

The convent which Angelico entered
was situated in Fiesole, close to Florence. The beauty of the prospect from
this place, with the Valdarno, Florence
and the Appenines blue in the distance,
can never be forgotten by those fami-

liar with it.
Shortly after Angelico took the vows
•

the disputes about the papacy forced
the brotherhood to - remove to Foligno,
St.
of
near Assisi, the birthplace
Francis, and the gracious landscape
scenery, loved by the Umbrian artists.
The great gifts of Angelico were soon
recognized in his order, and over all
Italy.
In 1436, when he was about fifty years
of age, the brotherhood moved to the
convent of San Marco, inFlorence.
The works of its decoration with
paintings, was at once undertaken by
him. Many of these still exist in a good
state of preservation. Altar pieces, and
so forth, from his hand, also found
their way into various churches, his
order, of course, deriving any profit
when paid for.
The great cathedrals and churches
were, at this -time, rapidly rising in
all parts of Italy. They formed the
great field for the efforts of the painters, and works executed by them were
compared, as are now the works of artists in the current public exhibitions.
Angelico undertook a series of frescoes,
in the cathedral of Orvieto, never, however, completed by him. Late - . in his
life, Pope Nicholas V, persuaded;, .hin
to go to Rome, and 'part a chapel 14
the Vatican. These pictures from the
life of St. Stephen, still exist, perhaps
the most mature fruits of his genius.
These, as all his works, exCept those
in tempera, are genuine fresco.
A description of the processes of
fresco painting as practised by the
Italians, was here given. Owing to
the qualities of deliberation in designing and promptness and decision in executing, which its practice demanded
and developed, can be traced many of
the mo-st valuable characteristics of the
great Italian painters. Thoroughness ,
it called for continually, and sound
drawing as the first essential of good
art.
Efforts were often macle to promote
Angelico to the archbishopric of Florence and other positions of importance.
He persistently refusbd all advance
nient of this kind. He died in Rome In
the year 1455. A description was here
given of the character of this painter's
art, and his position as the most typically religious painter of the Christian
schools dwelt on. The great beauty of
his personal character was also noted.
The lecturer also, at some length,
pointed out in what manner the primitive character of his works and its
many technical weaknesses can coItiee‘th_xx p
nit'sci,a
h
ehnsoosnsm
etnm
skasee: rsonenqoauf eel feistdsi om
sl:elo aoTnplm
toueseasi
h riifl vi;eolecylrt:. g
:mrstebhe ua
ai tttt.i

many of the notable works of the
painters whom the lecturer spoke of,
and these, illtistrations were accoml
pa.nied by appropriate words of explanation and comment from the speaker.
By a reference to his sepuchral monument in Santa Maria Sopra Minerva
in Rome, the lecturer introduced the
first painter of whom he treated. This expressio ns,!
was Fra Giovanni Angelico, called
errors
"il Beata," who was born near Florsonic
ence in the year 1387. Of his family,
rapi
ctur
the only thing known is that many of
After
them held important eeclesia -tical po- this connection enlarged upon.
constrasting Angelico's work with some
sitions.
of the art of the epoch, showing dif-

ther then placed him with Filippo Lippi, one of the greatest artists then in
Florence.
Though Boticelli was much influenced by his master, his style is exceedingly personal. The powers of art
had been much enlarged since the days
of Angelico, and the rapid advances of
painting at the epoch can only be paralleled by the amazing progress of
science in our own time.
Art was hurrying on under the impulse of classicism, and the naturalistic and scientific tendencies. Painting
was now no longer devoted exclusively
to religious purposes. Pictures found
their way into the houses of citizens,
and became important factors in secular. culture. The effect of the revival
of classical learning and the recovery
of the monuments of antiquity were
here taken up.
Boticelli soon appeared to be a successful artist. We hear of his getting
into trouble at one time, however, as
having fallen into heresy in one of his
pictures. 'After painting very numerous works in Florence, he was called
to Rome by Pope Sixtus the Fourth.
There he, in company with other Tuscan artists, painted the lower band of
frescoes which runs round the Sistine
chapel below the works of Michael Angelo on the roof.
Here attention was drawn to the different qualities of these works—of
which Boticelli was director, and of
which he executed three—and the
works of Michael Angelo.
Leaving Rome with honor and profit,
Boticelli returned to Florence. A
very improvident man, he took no care
of his money, and sometimes suffered
in consequence. In Florence he took
to illustrating Dante whose poems were
his constant delight, and on which he
wrote a commentary. He was an enthusiastic adherent of Savonarola, and
a noted member of the piagnone or

complainers. His last days were sadly passed in want and sickness. He
died in 1510.
In some ways he was of a gay light
disposition and numerous of his practical jokes are recorded, nevertheless
both his peculiar religious convictions
and the character of his work show a
nature strongly tinged with melancholy.
Of his pictures many remain, both frescoes and easel pictures. They are of a
most poetic character, for he possessed
a truly imaginative mind. His more mature work is also marked by intense
dramatic power and a tone of strong
gesture and forcible expression. His
pictures, and, especially the
earlier ones, are marked by
a peculiar beauty quite his,
own. His works have had a very
marked effect on many of the English

Painters of the present day. After
dwelling shortly on this a number of
illustrations of Boticelli's pictures were
thrown on the screen.
The lecturer theapeaking of the eRecution of the great preacher Savonarola,
In 1486, where no doubt Boticelli was
present, added that in the crowd of
people was also in all Ifltellhood a
little boy of ten often called the last of
all the really great Florentine paint-

Y
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ers. This was Andrea del Sacto born
in Florence, 1486. His master was Piero
di Cosimo, an able painter, an enthusiast for the classical tones of the
renaissance but a decided eccentric.
Andrea del Sarto from the first, displayed a most extraordinary aptitude
for art, doing all things easily by a
kind of happy instinct. Though he
lcarnt much from his master, many
other influences helped to form him.
" The works of Michael Angelo, of Leonark do da Vinci and of Fra Baltolomeo had
all added new impulses, which counted
In the formation of his style. These influences were indicated at some length.
From the very first, the most sanguine hopes appear to have been entertained of his future. His affable
companionable character made him
hosts of friends. Born of poor people,
' he was, however, the possessor of true
refinement. Content with little, he was
always badly rewarded for his works,
but working with wonderful ease, he
' supported those of his family dependant upon, without difficulty. -Jest, however, as, his prospects were
- of the highest kind, he persist4d in marrying a most beautiful, but far from
eatimable girl whose husband had just
died. Her beautiful face constantly
recurs . in .his pictures.
In common with most of his fellow
n,artists in Florence, Andrea del Sarto, at
..ione time went to Rome, He did not,
f•however, stay. The influences of the
great city did not seem to suit him and
he quickly returned to. his native Florence. There he produced a great
, many works, some of them admirable
beyond expreSsion.
These were for rulers of the church,
monks and lovers of art, who all seemed
to vie with each other in seeing that
they paid no more than was actually
necessary So keep the wolf from the
door, Francis the First, having seen
and admired some of his paintings, persuaded him to go to his court. There
for a time he tarried in honor and prosperity. His wife Lucre.zia, however, by
her letters from Florence, induced him
to return. Promising to go back soon,
he left France. The king entrusted
"him with a sum of, money which he
was to employ in purchasing works
of art.
On this, the wily Lucrezia soon set
her hands and the money being gone,
-Andrea left Florence no more. During
the next ten years of his life, he produced many master-pieces. In the
Church of the Annunziata, -the convent
of the Scalzo, and other places in
Florence, are to be seen many of his
frescoes in wonderful preservation. No
greater .master of fresco than he ever
lived. Some of his celebrated easel
pictures were also- alluded to, and the
fact of his - steady improvement to the
-last noted. He died of the plague,
alone'and deserted, at the age of fortyfive in the year 1531, was buried in the
Church of the Annunziata, where a
marble bust marks the place,
in his day, there were nismerolis literary and artistic clubs in Florence, of
s o iree of whicti hg was a valued member.
A mock berme Greek soera is still pre- ,
served which ha read at one of their,
sleetings. The general culture of te
an artists of the das: IS Weil known.
ie position of And,rea del Sarto in art
very high. Hi - sname with his eonuporariesswais "Andrea the faultless,"
1.n drasvi.ng, coloring, in everything, he
to be admired. In sense of beauty
he yields to none and he is so admirably unaffected and at the saine time
so full of grace.
Here followed some general remarks
as to the quality of the painter's works
and the relation it bore to other work
of the time. Andrea del Sarto was a
man unfortunate in many ways, . his
character ha-s often been misunderstood.
His gentle kindly nature made it imPossible for him to assert - himself in
life, but he has always been highly
valued by those able to appreciate
him.
His wife, Lucrezia, whose lovely
face looks out from so many of his
canvasses, appears from the accounts
his pupils give, to have had a bad influence over him. He seems to have
remained completely under her fascination.
The lecturer concluded with some
general remarks as to the delight and
Improvement artists and lovers of art,
must receive from studying and trying
to attain the point of view from which
the great works of the past were produced.
Pictures on the screen were then
shown illustrating the last section of

EARLY PAINTERS.
is74

Mr. Robert Harris, P. R. C. Ai., on
Florentine Artists.
LIFE AND WORK OF THREE
NOTED PAINTERS.
"Some Early Florentine Painterd " was
the subject of a lecture by Mr. Robert
Harris, P. R. C. A., at the Art Associa-.
tion Hall, last evening. Mr. Harris spoke
upon the life and works of three of the
great painters of Florence, the lecture be.
ing illustrated with views. The iirst
painter introduced was Giovanni Angelico. This Friar artist was born near
Florence in 1387, and at the age of twenty entered the Dominican Order. Shortly alter Angelico took the vows disputes
about the Papacy forced the brotherhood
to remove to Foligno, near Assisi, the
birthplace of St. Francis. The great
gifts of Angelico were soon recognized in
his order, and over all Italy.
When he was about fifty years of age
the brotherhood moved to the convent of
San Marco, in Florence. The works of
its decoration with paintings, was at
once undertaken by him. Many of these
still exist in a good state of preservation.
Altar pieces and the like, from his hand,
found their way into various churches.
Efforts were made to promote Angelico
to the archbishopric of Florence and other
positions of importance. He persistently
refused all advancement of this kind.
He died in Rome in the year 1455.
Saciadtro Boticelli was born in 1457 and
he was placed under the direction of
Filippo Lippi, one of the then great artists of Florence. Boticelli soon became
a successluil artist. After painting inumecrous works in Florence, he was called to
Rome by Pope Sixtus the Fourth. There
he, in company, with other Tuscan artists, painted the lower band of frescoes
which runs round the Sistine chapel below the works of Michael Angelo on the
roof. Leaving Rome with honor and profit, Boticelli returned to Florence. In
Florence he bock to illustrating Dante
whose poems were his constant delight,
and on which he wrote a commentary.
He was an enthusiastic adherent of Savonarola, and a noted member of the
piagnone or complainers. His last days
were sadly passed in want and sickness.
He died in 1510.
Andrea del Sari* born in Florence,
1486. His master was Piero di Cosimo, an
able painter. Del Sacrto from ithe first displayed a most extraordinary aptitude for
art, doing all things easily by a kind of
happy instinct. The position of Andrea
del Sarto in art is very high. His name
with his contemporaries was "Andrea
the faultless." In drawamg, coloring, in
everything, he is to be admired. In sense
of beauty he yields to none and he is so
admirably unaffected and at the same
time so full of graoe.

IT NEEDS NEW IIONIS

BRUNELLESCHI.
Lecture on the Famous Ai- "hoot

gyp--

-

by Professor Colby.

Crowded Classes

at the

Art

Association
A very interesting lecture was given by
Prof. Colby, of McGill, Thursday night, in
the Art Gallery, under the auspices of
SUGGESTIONS ARE ASKED FOR
the Quebec Association of Architects.
The subject of the lecture was "Brumagnifincllesehi,y -the architect of the
cent dome in Florence. The Professor
Reports of the Various Officers Read
spoke of the conditions under which the
famous arehitect worked. He regarded
at the Annual Meeting
him as the exposent of classicism and as
the leader in abandoning the gothic styla
Yesterday.
of architectute for that more suited to
of
the
naspoke
tradition.
He
Italian
tare of his training and of the fourteen
The 'annual meeting of the Art Asyears he had spent among the classical
moinurrucits of Rome. He also referred sociation of Montreal-- was held in the
to the friendships which Brunelleschi
association rooms yesterday afternoon.
formed, and of his world-famed compatiThe President, Hon. G. A. Drummond,
ti-on with Ghiberti.
Professor Colby them emphasized partibeing absent in New York, the chair
cularly the work of the great architect was occupied by Mr. D. A. P. Watt.
structural
upon the dome, taking up the
Balloting for new officers resulted as
work, and referring to the careful supervision he had exercised upon every part follows: President. Mr. James Ross,
of it. The lecturer contrasted this work Vice-President, Mr. G. A. Drummond,
with that of the Pantheon at Rome, and Treasurer, Mr. C. T. Fleet.
S. Sofia at Constantinople.
Voting to fill the places of the six reBrunellesehi's other works were principally basilicas and palaces, and special tiring council members, returned the
reference was made to the Pitti and Ric- following gentlemen: Rev. J. Edgar
cardi palaces and the S. Spirito basilica.
Hill, E. B. Greenshields, W. J. LearProfessor Colby concluded his able' and
interesting lecture with some general ob- mont, Wm. McLennan, David Mornes,,
servations regarding the life and charac- and Sir William Van Horne.
ter of Brunelleschi. The meeting was
The annual report set forth severa
presided over by Rev. J. Edgar Hill, and interesting facts in connection with the
nearly 400 people were present. The next progress of the association. The steady
and final of this course of lectures will groAN th of the association it was rehe held about the 29th of March, when marked had this year become so proProfessor Capper, M. A., of McGill, will nounced as to Leave no doubt of its
lecture upon "Ancient Rome."
usefulness and popularity, and to en-
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courage its friends and patrons to
further exertions.
The membership had increased from
475 in 1190 to 750, the number at present on the roll, and necessity for
grrater accommodation was beginning
to force itself to the attention of the
association. This fact was remarked
upon by Rev. J. Edgar Hill. in com- I
menting upon the report and the attenti on of the meeting Was directed to the
necessity of providing further a-ccommcdation, particularly for lecture purposes.
`i- he chairman also- remarked npon
this point and invited suggestions for
meeting the necessity. Tho. sps.fe asrfulable for class work, says the report,
is entirely too restricted, and the gallepits are quite - inad.-qaate for ekinbi-

ticae and !ectures for even the present membersh ip.
Speaking of the monetary situation of

the association, the report says: "The
financial results of the year, as shown
by
the treasurer's statements, are sa-,
Reading Room open to members till
tisfactory, there being a surplus of re:6 p.m.
venue over expenditure; but the usefulness of the association is still restricted by the Asery heavy intersst charge, .
which absorbs too great a proportion'
of the revenue. Were it freed from
/
SQL1 AR
this incumbrance, a sum of about $1,600
Februa y 3 h,1998.
would be at the disposal of the counThe Annual General meeting of the mem. cil, which would materially increase the
heu s of Ibis Association will be held In the Gal - active work of the association. To.
lery, Phillips Square, on Friday afteknoon,
effect this, a sum of $35,000 would ceMarch 4th;al 5 o'clock.
Business—To receive the report of the Coun- quire to be raised and applied to the
ART ASSOCIATION,
Phillips square.
ell for 1897, and to elect officers for the ensuing payment of the existing mortgages.
year.
• The amount ef assets is stated
r
ROBERT
LINDSAY, Secretar3 e4 8274,375.5 4, and liabilities at $34,929.00;
LECTU P E
showing an excess of assets amount , '
—BY—
ing to $239,446.54, and made up as foie;
oh
lows:—
Gibb bequest.. ..
$46,285.00",
SUBJECT
OF MONTREAL, 41
Tempest bequest. .
\ 93,314.12" BR UNELLESCHI,"
0—PHIL.L.IPS SQUARE. Endowment fund.. t 35,911.41e
WITH ILLTJSTRATIONS.
February 28th, 1898.
Capital account.
. \63,935.29 ,
The Annual General Meeting of the memIn connection with the growtiji of the
THURSDAY. FER. 24t14 at 8.15 p.m.
bers of this association will be held in the Galassociation, the folio-wing tablé giving'
lery, Phillips Square, on Friday afternoon,
the -membership during a period of;
March 4th, at five o'clock.
Business—To receive the report of the C01111^ four years may be- inters-sting:oil for 1897, and to elect officers for the ens*.
1894 1895 1$ S97 "
lug year.
Governors.. ......... 20 19 19
ROBERT LINDSAY.
Life members..
.. .. 69 68 67
681
Secretary.
Annual M
emers..•
b
.. 475 527 565 625.
0---PHILLIPS SQUARE
Regict w'as lexpliessed the teptiPi
of the 'removal by death' during the,
year of the following associates: Mr.
BY
0
— .610
l J. • H. R. Molson, a governor; Mr. W.
G. Murray, a governor and councillor;
titialwii
Prof. C. W. COLBY, 11.A., Ph.D. Montreal's Eighteenth
Mr. Robert Benny. Mr. Alexander
Commence
on
April
4th.
Subject :—
Ewan, Mr. Rufus :Fairbanks, Mr. G,
AV. Hamilton, Sir joSeph Hickson, Miss
13RUNELLESCHI, with illustrations.
The
eighteenth
annual
spring
exhibition
A.
Livingston, Mr. Henry Lyman. Mr.
Thursday, Feb. 24th, 8.15 p.m
-the paper.
of the Art Ass5ciation of Montreal of Owen McGarvey, Mr. Joseph Mulholel.S1•131n•
-----original -paintings, drawings, sculptures, land, and Mr. G. W. Reed, annual memArchitectural design etchings, designs in bsrs.
ART ASSOCIATION.
After the adoption of the annual
stained glass and O' hina pa:luting, which
re-port, Mr. C. J. Fleet offered a reso401 , PHILLIPS 51Q1UARE.
The Art Association of treal will have never been .publicly exhibited before lution to authorize the council to- dishold their annual general meeting in the in Montreal, will he opened on Monday, pense with any property of the assoGallery, Phillips Square, to-morrow after- the 4 1h day of April next, in the gaNeries ciation, acquired at sheriff's sale, withnoon at five o'clock. Officers for the ensuing of this association, and closed on Sature out the sanction of a special meetin.g of
year will be elected and the report of the day, !the 30th day of April.
the associates as at present provided.
Council
for 1397 presented.
As this involved an amendment of the
_
With Illustrations.
by-laws it was found that it could be
THYRSDAY, FEBRUARY 24th, at SAS
accepted -as a notice of motion onlz_to
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annual'The number of pupils attending the Artig,
niZeting.
Classes this year has been very much in-e
Mrs. M. H. Gault and Mr. George
creased, and the outtlity,of wait keeps Taal :
Iles were admitted as life members of
to a fair standard.
the association. .;
If more room were available, it would be
• A cordial vote llit thanks was tenderwell, it is suggested, to add an Elementary
ed to the retiring president, and to the
Drawing Class to the school, and also a
other officers of, the association for
class in design; but with •the present accomServices during the year.
modation no such additions are possible.
The following gentlemen were preMore good casts are urgently required. Two
! sent: Messrs. G. F. Burnett, R. B.
life-sized casts from the large figures of
- Grindley, H. Joseph, J. Try-Davies,
the Elgin Marbles, some masks and busts,
George Durnford, W. Angus, Mark- would make a sufficient
addition foi' the
land Molson, A. C. - Clarke, Dr. Lappresent. The number of pupils is thirtythorn Smith, A. larQwnin g , F. Hague,
five.
in Macdonald Oxley, Thomas Hiam, D.
The Gallery vras enriched by the beA. Watt, W. J. Lcarmont, Rev. J. Edquest of eight paintings from the late
':- gar Hill, Dr. J. Shepherd, C. J. Fleet.
Mr. W. G. Murray.

NEEDS GREAIEJI
ACCOMIC\TIONI
Art Association
Association Work
Much Hampered
For Space,
PAST YEAR VERY SUCCESSFUL.
„44,4,4,4

Je

44-A-r-Watt-Elected President-The Financial and other

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
The amount of assets is stated at $274,875.54, and liabilities at $34,929, showing
an excess of assets amounting to $239,446.54, and made up as follows: Gibb
bequest, $46,285; Tempest bequest, $98,314.82; Endowment fund, $35,911.43; capital accolant, $63,935.29.
Mr. Fleet gave notice of a motion of a
proposed resolution authorizing the
Council to dispose of any property of
the Association acquired at sheriff's sale,
without the sanction of a special meeting of the Association as at present pro-'
vided.
Mrs.. M. H. Gault and Mr. George Has

were elected life members.
The eighteenth annual Spring Exhibi-

tion of original paintings, drawings,
sculptures, architectural designs, etchings, designs in stained glass and china
painting, which have never been publicly
exhibited before in Montreal, will be opened on Monday, the 4th of April, and
closed, on Saturday, the 30th of Awn.

ART ASSOCIATION.

7,

1

ANNUAL MEETING STKRDAY.

Drummond, being in New York.
Those present were: Messrs. G. F. Burnett. R, R. Grindley, H. Joseph, J. TryDavies, George Durnford, W. Angus,

n

Markland Molson, A, C. Clarke, Dr. Lapthorn Smith, A. Browning, F. Hague,
Macdonald Oxley, Thomas Mara, W. J.
Learmont, Rev. J. Edgar Hill, Dr. J.
Shepherd and Mr. C. J. Fleet.
a. aa
The officers elected by a formal ballot
were as follows: President, Mr. James
Ross; vice-president, Hon. G. A. Drummond; treasurer, Mr. J. C. Fleet, Q. C.
Members of the Council—Rev. J. Edgar
Hill, Messrs, M B. Greenshields, W. J.
Learnaont, Wm. McLennan, David Morrice, and Sir William Van Horne.
The annual report was of a satisfactory character.
MORE ACCOMMODATION NEEDED.
The steady growth of the Association,
in every way, has become so pronounced
as to leave no doubt of its usefulness
and popularity, and to encourage its
friends and patrons to further exertions.
The membership has increased from
475 in 1890 to 750 to-day, and there is
every reason to believe it will continue
in like proportion, but any further increase at once necessitates some provision for greater accommodation. The
space available for class work is entirely too restricted, and the galleries are
quite inadequate for exhibitions and
lectures for even the present membership.
The financial results of the year are
satisfactory, but the usefulness of the
Association is still restricted by the
heavy interest charge, which absorbs
too great a proportion of the revenue.
Were it freed from this incumbrance, a
sum of about $1000 would be at the disposal of the Council, which would materially increase the active work of the
Association. To effect this, a sum of
$35,990 would require to be raised and
applied to the payment of the existing
mortgages.
At the annual spring exhibition, the
ter exhibited were 132 oil paintings, 91
colors and pastels, with a few architectural studies, sculptures and miniatures
011 ivory, also a quantity of decorated china.
r he attendence was 3,619. The Water
olor Loan Exhibition consisted of 184
viubiects, represerting 86 artists.
,'
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Mr. James Ross Elected
President for 1898.

ADMISSION abets. SATURDAY FREE
Reading Room open to members till 6 p.m.
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REPORTS OF THE OFFICERS

The Annual SprinE'''tiliibition
.

Association Must Provide Increased

W111 Open on Monday, April 4th.

Accommodation.

All work Intended for exhibition must be
delivered at tho gallery, unpacked, by Sa bir-

day, March 26th. Entry forms may be obtained

on application,

The regular annual meeting of the- officers
of the Montreal Art Association was held
yesterday afternoon, du the rooms of the
Association. In the 'absence of the president, Mr. G. A. Drummond, the chair was
occupied by Mr. D. A. Watt. The annual
report, read by the secretary, was a most

RI ASSOGIIIT1014,
4/
PHILLIPS S U RE.

intersting one.

The past year, said the report, might be

said to have marked an-other stage in the
Annual spring Exiiibitio N If open on
progress of the -association, inasmuch as
APRIL 4th. All work intended for
the council, after a period of only seven MONDAY,must
be delivered unpacked at the
years, finds itself again face to face with exhibition
Gallery
by
Saturday,
26th March. Entry for
the question of -more accommodation.
may be obtained on application.
The membership has increased from 475
In 1890 to 750 to-day, and there is every
reason to believe It will continue in like t
proportion, bait any further increase at once
necessitates some provision for greater accommodation. The space available for
class work Is entirely too restricted, and
PHILLIPS SO U RE.
the galleries are quite Inadequate for exhibitions and lectures for even the present
membership.
The finanel a I results
of the year are
•
,oeture by PROF. S. H. CAP P ER , M.A.
satisfactory, but the usefulness of the as- ANCIENT
ROME, with illustrations,
sociation is still restrleted by the very Tuesday, March 28, at 8.15
p.m. Under thiar
heavy interest charge, which absorbs too auspices of the Province of Quebec Association
great a proportion of the revenue. Were It of Architects.
freed from this incumbrance, a sum of
about $1,600 would be at the disposal of
the council, which would materially increase the -active work of the asoclation.
To effect this, a sum of $35.000 would require to be raised and applied to the par4,*--PHILLIF'S SQUARE,
ing of -the existing mortgages.
The 17th annual spring exhibition of the
4kt.
works of Canadian artists was held during
the four weeks of April. The works ex
Whited were es [Sol-lows: 132 OW paintings,
ii,n BYleob,
94 water colors and pastels, with a few
architectural Studies, sculptures and miniatures on ivory, also a quantity of decorated china.
—ANCIENT ROME—
Early in the year the association made a
Tuesday, March 29,,
new departure for Montreal by holding a With Illustrations.
At 8.13 P. M.
lean exhibition of water - colors. The exUnder the auspices of the P. of Q. Associaperiment was eminently successful.
The number of pupils attending the art tion of Architects.
classes this- year has been very much Increased, and the quality of work keeps up
to a fair standard. The usual scholarships
, 4 CA RT ASSOCIATION ./
were awarded last spring, after a good
he last lecture, in the cours Ofcompetition. The two annual scholarships
are found to be of benefit In securing the lectures given under the auspices of
continued attendance In the school of those the Province of Quebec Association of
pupils who leave made the greatest pro- Architects, will be held in the Art Asgress in their work. If more room were sociation's gallery, Phillips square, toavailable, it would be well to add an ele- morrow (Tuesday) evening.
mentary drawing class -to the school, and - Prof. S. N. Capper, M. A., will be the
also a class in design; 'but with the present lecturer, and his subject will be "Anaccommodation no such additions are possi- cient Rome."
It will be fully illustratble. A larger lecture room Wes also needed.' ed
and promises to be one of the most
Mrs. IL M. Gault and Mr. George Iles
were admitted as life members of the tisn $nteresting and instructive lectures ever
given in the g- alleries. The lecture will
soc lotion .
Relating for new officers resulted as fol- begin at 8.15 and all members of the
lows: President Mr. James Ross; Vice- Art Association are invited to attend.
The eighteenth annual spring exhibiPresident. Mr. G. A. Drumm-ond: Treasurer, Mr. C. .7. Fleet.
tion of the Art Association of MontVoting to fill the places of the six retir- real will be held in the galleries, Philing council members, returned the follow- lips square, beginning Monday,
April
ing gentlemen: Rev. J. Edgar Hill, E. B.
and closing Saturday afternoon,
Greneshlelds, W. J. tearmont, Wm. Me. 4th,
'April
23rd.
Lerman, David Morriee, and Sir William
A great deal of interest is always
Van Horte.
attached to th ese Spring exhibitions,
and this year promises to he a very
, line one as a
great deal of good work is
being exhibited. The opening of the
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Reports.
The annual meeting of the Art Association of Montreal was held in the Art
Gallery yesterday afternoon. Mr. D. A.
Watt presided, the president, Hon. G. A.

Art Association—wok

The Art Association of Montreal held
its annual meeting yesterday afternoon,
at the rooms of the Association on
Phillips square. In the absence of the
Hon. G. A. Drummond, the president,
the chair was occupied by Mr. D. A. P.

Watt.
The annual report that was submitted
revealed a very satisfactory condition of
things, steady progress continuing to be
made.
The member4hip had increased from
four hundred and seventy-five, in 1890, to
seven hundred and fifty, the number at
present on the roll, and necessity for
greater accommodation was beginning to
force itself upon the attention of the
association.
In respect to the finances of the association the report contained the following:—
'The financial results of the year, as
shown by the treasurer's statements, are
satisfactory, there being a surplus of revenue over expenditure; but the usefulness of the association is still restricted
by the very heavy interest charge, whiell
absorbs too great a portion of the revenue. Freed from this encumbrance,
a sum of about $1,600 would be at the
disposal of the council, which would materially increase the active work of the
association. To effect this a sum of $35
000 would require to be raised and applied to the payment of the existing mortgages.'
-

The amount of assets is stated at
$274,375.54, and liabilities at $34,929.00,
showing an excess of assets amounting
to $239,446.54.
Regret was expressed at the death during the year of the following associates:

Mr. J. H. R. Molson, a governor; Mr.
W. G. Murray, a governor and councillor; Mr. Robert Benny, Mr. Alexander
Ewan, Mr. Rufus Fairbanks, Mr. G. W.
Hamilton, Sir Joseph Hickson, Miss A.
Livingstone, Mr. Henry Lyman, Mr
Owen MeGarvey, Mr. Joseph Mulholland
and Mr. G. W. Reed, annual members.
The election of officers resulted as follows:—President, Mr. James Roes; vicepresident, Mr. G. A. Drummond; treasurer, Mr. C. J. Fleet.
The undermentioned gentlemen were
also elected to fill the places vacated by
the six retiring members of council:-The Rev. J. Edgar Hill, Mr. E. B.
Greenshields, Mr. W. J. Learmont, Mr.
Wm. McLennan, Mr. David Morrice. and
Sir William Vain Home.
At the close of the meeting a cordial
vote of thanks was tendered to the ria
tiring officers of the association.
a
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Galleries Open Daily,

a.m. to dusk.

Admission 25c. Saturday Free.
Reacting Poom open to members till (3 p.m.
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Members alone. These events are not
only interesting occasions, but social
events of some note. Each Saturday
-afternoon during the exhibition there
will be a programme of music.

Ak RT ASSOCIATION,

4 c40 71T:7i%
Gafilleriles' Cllosed
114.

HE ART ASSOCIATION
f

exhibition on Monday evening April 4th,
as usual, be the private view for

AL.

Gaillletties open dally,
9 a.m. to dusk.
ADMISSION, 25 CTS. SATURDAY FREE.

Phillips Square.

Preparatory to the Eighteenth Annual
Spring Exhibition,
Reading Re)m open to members, 9 a.m.
to G p.m.
29
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ON ANCIENT ROME,

LAST OF THE LECTURES.
—
Prof. S. H. Capper, of McGill, Talks on trot. Copper Delivers a Very Interest;(44444 /4„ ing Lecture.iiisAk,
Atp
o ncient Rome701 /....
—
The Spring Exhibition Whi
The final lecture of the course given unhe last of the present season's
on Monday Next.
course of lectures givigh in the Art der the auspices of the Quebec Association
Gallery, Under the auspfees of the pro- 'of Architects was delivered last evening
The Art Association of Montreal will,
vintoe of Quebec Assoola.tion. of Ar- in the Art Gallery, by Professor Capper,
chitects, was delivered last night by of McGill University. Professor Capper beginning Monday, April 4, open its aunal
spring exhibits of oil paintings and
Professor S. H. Capper, of McGill University, who dealt with the subject of dealt in a scholarly and convincing manner water colors.
This will be the 18th spring exhibition
"Ancient Rome," his remarks being with the fascinating subject of "Ancient
Illustrated by a number of stereopti- Rome," and illustrated his execellent lec- held by the Association, and it promises
to
be well up to the usual high standard.
con views.
ture by a number of stereoptican views.
The committee have, for several days,
The lecturer gave a somewhat hur- In introducing his subject the lecturer
ried survey of Roman archaeology, and gave a brief, -but lucid explanation. of been busily engaged arranging the canvasses, which, from the point of numbers,
though the manner of treatment, the Roman architecture.
is somewhat behind last year. In quality,
lecture being given under the auspices
however,
the standard is well maintainThe lecturer then went on to speak of
of a professional body, was somewhat
ed.
technical, the crowded audience that the origin of Rome, stating that there
The exhibit is particularly strong in
had gathered to listen to Professor were inimeraue pieces of evidence tint te s portraits; for instance, Alphonse Jougers
Capper nevertheless evinced consider- earliest settlement
Rome was pastoral, has eleven upon the walls and Mr. Harris
able interest in what was said regard- touched on, its growth, cleseri ass
has eight. Besides these, there are a numing the one-time mistress of the world. nificent palace of Agustus, i efer,red to the ber of others which will prove of inIn commencing his lecture, Professor palace
crest to the public.
of Tiberius, the palace of Caligula,
Capper remarked that the first lecture
of the course dealt with "Ancient Pom- the Flavian sakes, etc., alluded to the
peii," the excavations of which had randaliem that had been perpetrated in
throwh a very complete light upon Ro- more modern times by quarrying the builc.
man domestic arrangements, Roman ings, of ancient Rome for building stone,
art, and so on. Nowhere could the showed how the mania for scribbling on,
atoman house and Roman private life
monuments existed, even at that early
be seen as they could at Pompeii.
In ancient Rdme we had not the date, and pointed out that some of the
same intereet in domestic architecture. inscriptions thus made afforded very inThere was only one ancient Roman ttresting reading. In conclusion, he
house tolerably perfect in the modern briefly described the principal architectural
city. The interest in ancient Rame was features of the Forum.
in a somewhat larger sphere than that
On the motion of Rev. J. Edgar HO,
of Pompeii; it was in the sphere of public who
presided, a vote of thanks was acbuildings, public architecture and public life of the metropolitan city of the corded Professor Capper and the Province
of Quebec Association of Arelaitects.
world in ancient days.
The lecturer then went on to speak
of the origin of Rome, stating that,
there were numerous pieces of evidence that the earliest settlement of
Rome wais pastoral, touched on its
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
E
growth, described the magnificent palace of Augustus, referred to this palace
of Tiberius, the palace of Caligula,
AALLER I ES CLOD,
the Flavian palace, etc., alluded to the
A LIST OF THE EXHIBITORS.
vandalism that had been perpetrated in Preparatory to the Eighteenth Annual Spring
more modern times by quarrying the ExhibitIon.
Reading Room open to members, 9 a.m.
buildings of ancient Roi ne for building
Portraiture a Strong Feature of the
stone, showed how the mania for scria- to 6 p.m.
existed,
even
at
bling on monuments
that early date, and pointed out that
Hanginzs --- Some of the
SPRING EXHIBITION.
some of the inscriptions thus made afforded very interesting reading. In
Subjects.
40
conclusion, he briefly described the
principal architectural features of the SOME OF THE PICTURES AND THE
Forum.
MEN WHO PAINTED TH:EM.
To artistic Montreal the annual spring exOn the motion of Rev. J. Edgar Hill,
hibit of the Art Association is always a
who presided, a vote of thanks was acProcorded Professor Capper and the
thing of interest. To those who would
The pictures that will form the eigh- scarcely come under the caption
vince of Quebec Association of Archiof artistic
tects.
teenth annual spring exhibition, which
it is still of interest, for the private view
opens on Monday next, are already in which takes place this evening to the memtheir places on the walls of the picture bers and their friends, has become an annual
gallery, and, speaking generally, they are social event of no little importance.
For the past eighteen years the Art Asa very poor lot. There are some strikProfessor Clapper's Lectu e afore ing exceptions, however, and among these sociation of Montreal has given its members,
exceptions are the picture of Canon Elle- patrons ana friends an opportunity
the Architects' Association.
of judging what has been done in
good, painted by Mr. Robert Harris, the
course of the twelve months
P.R.C.A., and the one of Robert Craik, by the artists of Canada.
And it can
Professor Capper's lecture upon "Ancient M.D., LL.D., painted by Mr. Alphonse
Rome" last night concluded the present Jongers. Mr. Jongers also exhibits por- be said that the public has shown a due appreciation,
for
the
exhibit is almost invarseason's course of lectures given under
the auspices of the Quebec Association of traits of Mrs. A. A. Browns, Mrs. Yates, iably well attended.
In the point of number the oil paintings
Architects. During his remarks, the pro- Mrs. Masson, Mrs. Fayette Brown, Mr.
fessor made a comparison between Pompeii Major and Mr. W. Scott, of Messrs. W. hung this year are hardly up to that of last,
and R oesaiyin,n anan am an mamammm Scott & Son. Mr. Harris exhibits, be- though in portraituer there is a very strong
and Rome, saying that the excavations in sides the picture of Canon Ellegood, showing both in numbers and merit. Howthe former place had thrown a very coin- painted in commemoration of the fiftieth ever, it must not be gathered from this
statement that the walls are by no means
plete light upon the art and domestic ar- anniversary of
his ordination, portraits bare , for there are 118 oils in all, and these
rangements of Romans, and that nowhere
could the private life of the Romans be of Messrs. Robert Lindsay, John Ham- are the work of forty-nine artists.
seen as they could at Pompeii. In Rome, mond, R.C.A., and T. B. Brown, Miss
THESE EXHIBITORS.
on the other hand, one could not enter in- Stevenson Brown, and 'The Miniature,'
Those who are exhibiting this year into the study of domestic architecture to 'Young Canadian' and 'The Nihilist.'
the same extent, there bing only one tolMr. William Brymner exhibits 'Rober- clude Carl Ahrens, J. Archibald Brown,
Brymner, who beside two oils, has a
erably perfect ancient Roman house in tine,' a red-headed girl with a green dress
that city. In ancient Rome the interest against a blue background, also the 'Lode number of water colors hung; Suzor Cote,
Maurice Cullen, Edmond Dyonnet, E. L.
was in matters of a more public nature,
such as public architecture, public life, and Star' and some very pleasing water France. J. L. France, J. L. Graham, Arthose magnificent buildings which still colors. Mr. Suzor Cote exhibits 'Onions,' mand Guery, John Hammond, Robert Harstand to mark the ancient glory of the 'Lilacs,' 'Wild Duck' and 'Landscape ris, O. R. Jacobi, Alphonse Jongers, F.
fallen Empire. The speaker made refer- Evening.' Some of the other exhibits McG. Knowles, T. Mower Martin, E. M.
ence to the origin of Rome, saying that are : Maurice Cullen, 'In Winter Quar- Morris, C. E. Moss, A. D. Patterson, John
there was evidence that the earliest settle- ters' and 'Drawing Ice' ; James L. Gra- C. Pinhey, George A. Reid, Mary H. Reid,
ments must have been of a pastoral char- ham, 'The Rector's Garden' ; James M. Lillian lucker, F. A. Verner, Homer R.
Watson, Etta Watts and Emma S. Winacter. He spoke of the growth of the
city, describing the magnificent palaces of Barnsley, 'Gathering Wild Flowers,' deat.
'Winding
the
Nets,'
'A
Misty
Day'
and
etc.,
palace,
Caligula,
the
Flavian
A canvas which is sure to attract much
Tiberius,
and alluded to the vandalism of modern 'Evening' ; Charles E. Moss, R.C.A., por- attention is a life-sized portrait of the
Rev. Canon Ellegood. This is certainly
times in the quarrying of these ancient trait of William Kingsford, LL.D.
one of the best pieces of work from Mr.
buildings, to procure stone for the erec- John C. Pinhey, R.C.A., portrait of an
of
the
present
different
buildings
tion of
old man ; George H. Reid, R.C.A., The Harris' brush. Another picture by the
time. He spoke of the interesting inscrip- Foot Bridge' ; Mrs. Reid, 'Roses' and same artist, which has been commented
upon in a most favorable manner is a
tions on the monuments,arches, and stones,
and in conclusion described the print pal 'Moonlight in June' ; T. Martin Mower, medium sized work entitled "Young CanR.C.A., The Old Pioneer's Story,' and ada." This is a distinctly characteristic
architseteral e.stese,
lecture was illustrated throughout by lan- others ; O. Luduc, 'Still Life' ; Kenneth picture. Mr. Harris has eight pictures on
tern views, and a large audience was pre- R. Macpherson, 'Solitude.' Other art- exhibition.
sent.
ists fairly represented are : Lillian TuckAlphonse Jongers, whose portrait work
On the motion of Rev. J*. Edgar Hill, er, Homer Watson, P. L. Conturier, Pat- 1 since he has been in Montreal has atwho presided, a vote pi thanks was ac- tison, with 'James Aikenhead' and tracted much attention, has eleven piccorded Professor Clapper, and the Protures hung. All of these are painted with
vince of Quebec Association of Archi- 'Prince Krapotkin' ; John Hammond, vigor, dash and character.
R.C.A., William Hope, A.R.C.A., O. R.
tects.
Jacobi, R.C.A., F. McGillivray Knowles,
R.C.A., and F. M. R.C.A.
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THE SPRING- EXHIBITION.
The Rev. Canon Ellegood. by Robert
Harris.
Chas. E. Moss has three exhibits
portrait of William Kingsford, MID
'
"The Goose Girl," and the "Melodies
the Forest."

Edmond Dyonnet's pictures are five in

number and include amont them "St.

Fereol Road," "Las Laurentides" and
"Cattle Returning Home."
Maurice Cullen is exhibiting three paintings as the 'fruits of some winter work'
about Quebec. These include "In Winter
Quarters," "Drawing Ice" and the
"Louise Basin." Mr. Cullen has well
known aptitude for depicting winter
scenes, and these three will in no way
detract, from his reputation. In fact they,
are among his best.
SOME OF THE PICTURES.
O. R. Jacobi has two characteristic was'i
ter scenes, "Boating on the Humber" and' t
an "Afternoon on the Humber."
William Brymner is exhibiting but two
oils, and it is a pity that there are not
more. One is called "The Lode Star," and
the other "Robertine." The former, while
decidedly unique and out of the ordinary,
is none the less attractive and is sure tesi
command the attention of visitors.
Suzor Cote his four pictures, which a
in no way behind his usual good work.
,Tohn Hammond has on exhibition foni,
oils, which include "Gasperean Valley' and.
a "Sunset, Holland."
George A. Reid, who at one time was
a large exhibitor, has a characteristic wood
scene, entitled, "The Fort Bridge."
V. McGillivray Knowles has three pie,
times hung, and these include "Linaehouse
Reach, Thomas River," an unusually goo
water scene.
Etta Watts is exhibiting two oils, "Earl
Autumn, Berthier, P.Q.," is an effective bi
of canvas.
John C. Pinhey has on exhibition
study, entitled, "With Driftwood Beache
in Past Spring-tides, we Light our guile*,
Fires." This study of a head is a pain0
ing of great merit, and while there is a
most endless detail, it has lost none of it
effectiveness thereby.
Homer Watson has five oils on exhibi
and all of them are done with the sam
artistic touch which has long distinguishe
-

-

his work.

f
F. M. _Bell-Smith, of Toronto, exhibits
four pietures and all of them are creditable. Among them are "On the Saguenay,"
" Piccadilly," and " On the Thames." The
latter is probably the best of the lot.
Mrs. E. A. Caldwell lies two water colors which have been greatly admired. "A
Bit of Montreal Harbor, is one, and the
other is entited a "Gloomy Thought."
Murray Prendergast, one of Montreal's
young artists, has six pictures upon the
walls. Three of these are portraits and
go to show that the artist has done careful. causcientious work and will be heard
from later.
R. G. Mathews is another of the young
exhibitors. He has two drawings in black
and white, one entitled "A Study" and
the other "Summer Evening." The former
is a good bit of work.
Miss Mary M. Phillips has three pictures and all of them are a credit to that

THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
An April Day, Phillips Square, by Dr. R.
Tait McKenzie.

RIGHT SCENE IA
T ART GALLERY
4-

-

In "A Summer Evening in Champagne," !
Mr. Guery has captured, with his subtle
brush, that tantalizing and elusive French
7
atmosphere -which one sees in another aspect in his "Falling of The Leaves," The
canvas is merely a glimpse of a wheat-field
and a bare grey lane, but the picture is Annual Spring Exhibition at
perfect. The sun and shadow lie tothe Art Gallery.
gether on the slope of yellow grain. There
is a glimpse of distant straw stacks, and
a windmill and tatched roofs, ruddy and
golden, with the light of the setting sun. IS g NOTABLE COLLECTION
The sun itself is not in the picture (as
the ordinary artist would have ordered it)
but the long shadows tell plainly enough Many Fine Examples in Oils and
that the summer evening is drawing to a.
Water Colors—Members' Private
close. Amid tha grain glimmer a few
scarlet poppies, said corn-flowers, and in
View Last Night.
the grey distanee to the left, a flock of
lady's skill.
sheep are huddled together.
Mr. L. R. O'Brien...4g Toronto, has four
Another picture that is -deserving of parThe 18th annual spring exhibition of
unusually tine water colors in the ex- ticular mention is Mr. Leslie J. Skelton's
hibit. Mr. O'Brien has the faculty of beautiful "Prairie Sun-set." This small the Art Association of Montreal was
making water in a manner which is posiopened last evening, with a private
tively wet to the eye and in all of his pic- canvas, excellent in color and distance, is
certainly one of the gems of the exhibition. view to members.
tures this is brought out with rare skill.
These 'three pictures seem particulartly
The present exhibition is, in many
C. E. Moss has 'contributed one water
color to the exhibit. This is entitled worthy 'of mention because, in each, one respects, a notable one. It is, undoubtfinds -atmosphere, sentiment, idea—art, no edly, the best showing seen at a spring
"The Basin, Bonsecours Market."
Dr. R. Tait McKenzie, with his rare fact, an± not mere artifice. There are, exhibition; and in one point, any way,
skill for depicting little bits of familiar of coursee geanyagtoker admirable canvasses,
scenes in a picturesque manner, has four pictures which, Many will protest, are of the rem-arkably 'fine collection of porspecimens of his work in the exhibit and equal merit to these. One of these is traits that adorns the walls, the preall of them are good. The best of the four Cote's study of
a "Wild Duck," one of sent year will stand out alone and dishowever, is "Windsor Corner." This is
a night scene brought out with unusual the cleverest and misfit remarkable studies tinct as being an occasion of particuin the exhibition. Mr. John Hammond 's lar merit.
character.
There are a goodly number of pastels on marine, entitled "Morning," is also an en - I What is, erhaii, the most interestexhibition. Chief among them Robert celient canvas, with its sdft coloring and' in g plicture in • the several galleries
Harris' picture of Mrs. Taylor, George A. its delicate mist effects. Mr. Sidney
Reid's "Twilight and the New Moon," Tully's " Jeanne," is a quaint that have been given over to the e xW. A. Sherwood's "St. Bernard," S. S. study in girlhood, with admirable hibition, le the portrait of the Rev.
Tully's "Phoebe," and Edith Woodhouse's drawing
and calor. Mr. Homer Wat- Canon Ellegood,' by Robert IlafriS, R.
"Portrait."
C.A., painted in commemoration, by
The art of China painting is represent- son has fine canvasses on erdhibition,
ed in the exhibit by work from six artists none of Which will add greatly to his re- the way, of- -the 50th -anniversary of his
and include Florence Atkinson, E. A. putation. The best of the five is his ordination. Not only can it be said
Caldwell, Mrs, David Crawford, H. J. "Mill Ford," because in this picture the ; that the portrait is well-nigh perfect,
MacDonnell, and Elizabeth Whitney. artist's eccentricities in coloring are less ; but it is also the general opinion that
Miss MacDonnell has eighteen pieces on conspicuous than in lois other cane the artist has excelled hismelf in this
exhibition including tiles, plaques, etc.
,instance. In the likeness itself, arid»
Mrs. Caldwell has eight beautiful sasses. Miss Edith Woodhouse's "Por- in the coloring and technique, it is in 1
I specimens of her work which are greatly trait" is an excellent study of a giel's bead, its way, a masterpledè. In all there'
admired. There are three vases and a with the drawing and the flesh tints al- are seven Harris portraits in the exhijardiniere and stand which are the ad- most faultless but spoiled by a sort of baton. That of Miss Stevenson Brown
miration of all who have seen them.
washed-out bricileginst background. Of will also be singled out for admiration
In sculpture the exhibitors are Alberta Mr. Bell-Smith's work, the most attractive and praise. In the graceful pose of the
Cleland, George W. Hill, Hamilton Macis his little water-color of "The Row, figure, and the softness and ,delicacy of
earthy and Raymond Masson.
the flesh tints, and the color of the
Hyde Park." Mr. Caldwell's water-color, dress fabric, the artist has been most
"A Bit of Montreal Harbor," is also good-. successful. It is a good likeness, hardly
Miss Hetty Kiniber's three "East River" flattering, perhaps, yet the whole effect
scenes are worthy of especial mention, as is a charming one. Of the several
A/4
is also Mr. R. T. Medienzie's little "April smaller - portraits • by -the same' artist,
Day in Phillips' Square." Mr. Tully's pas- that of Mr- Robert Lindsay is particularly good.
tel entitled "Phoebe" is an admirable litAlphonse Jong ers had no less than
le
and most remarkable ten portraits on view, most of them of
among the architeetural studies are Mr. S. well-known people. They are all in
Arnold Finley's "Studies Abroad," and this artist's characteristic style, the
"Pen and Ink Sketches." Among the casts, style of the 'Spanish school. There 1$
Mr. Raymond Masson's two heads will be a fascination -about-eaeh--of- his porthe first to attract attention,' and win traits that is really interesting, and
they will bear the closest study. The
praise. Mr. Wm. Bry mner's "The Lode large canvas of Dr. Craik, dean of the
Star," is an exquisite piece of work in faculty of medicine of McGill, is Paroils, with its beautiful mystic face gleam- ticularly fine.
A very beautiful little study of a head
ing through shimmering mist. This canThe Exhibition is a Very Interesting vas is one ofa the
few showing any origin- Is the one example that John Pinhey,
ality of touch and- idea. Mr. Maurice Gush. R.C.A., has on exhibition. It is decidOne—Local Pictures.
ben' three large canvasses are works edly the best thing that he has shown
here, and is among the most attractive
which appear to have been executed with canvases in the present exhibition.
the exclusive use of a wash-day blueing
Homer Watson, R.C.A., has five
The Eighteenth annual spring exhibition rag, and are remarlealble only for their canvases on exhibition. The work of
of the Art Association opened last, even- bizarrerie of line and color. Miss Gorges this artist is well known, its delicacy
ing with a private view. During the even- Defosse's "Chateau De Itarnezay" shows and charm is familiar to all. No. 112,
ing a large and fashionable gathering took splendid drawing and atrocious coloring, "Squally Weather; with Fishing Boats
the first hurried glimpse of this year's but still it is worthy of a better place Running to Harbor," will be a favorite.
There are but two oils by William
Canadian art-work. Much taste had than it received when it was skied- over
a Brymner, R.C.A. No. 11, "The Lode
been used and infinite trouble had been corridor door. Mr. Z. IL Fabien's "Des- Star," is a
striking canvas; a wierd littaken to procure a satisfactory arrange- sert is a remarkably -clever study of tle face peering
out of a star-lit sky. It
ment of the numerous pictures to be ex- fruit, and Mr. M. -C. McConnell's
is
peculiar,
but has a striking effect.
"A Grey
hibited. For there are always certain Day," is also extremely good.
James Barnsley's work is always good,
pictures, and particularly in amateur work,
Among -the portraits are many the critic always commands attention. No. 6,
a small landscape in Holland, is excelwhich, if placed, together, simply bang may quarrel with,
and yet the great ma- lent. No. 7,
"Thury, France," is also
and fight like two Kilkenny oats hung over jority of
spectators will admire, is Mr. good. Some remarkably fine work has
a line. The committee had obviated this Sohn C. Pinkey's
old man's face, with its been done by Maurice Cullen. His
. clash of color as much as it was possible
strength and depth of nexpression. Both strongly impressionistic style has beto do so, an-d the result was not unpleasing.
Mr. Robert Harris and Mr. Alphonse Jou- cdme familiar here, and has won almost
By far the two most remarkable and gers
have numerous portraits -on exhibi- universal admiration_ His three picmost admired oils on the gallery walls are
tures are all of scenes in the vicinity of
Armand Gu.ery's "The Falling of The tion, some of them good', and several of Quebec, and all of the winter season.'
Leaves," and "A Summer Evening in them mediocre. Mr. Harris's "Canon No. 22, "Drawing Ice," is particularly
Ch.ampagne." They are both large can- 011egaecl," and "Miss Stevenson Brown," Striking; but all three will be admired.
Bustaan his reputation, while Mr. Jonger's
The work of Edmund Dirorinet, R. Q.
vasses but they are both as good in quality
.,
a-s they are great in quantity. In the portraits of Dr. Craie, and W. Scott, and thatshows marked improvement ever
ekhibited last year. Of his five
"Falling of the Leaves," the artist has Dr. Adami are three excellent examples canvases, No. 28,
"Cattle returning
of
his
art
at
its
'best.
almost!
the
caught with marvellous skill
hbme," is, perhaps, the best.
The exquisite but limited exhibition ot vray Knowles'
intangible autumnal atmosphere of a contilarge canvas, "Limenental October. In the foreground runs china was equally interesting. Miss Flor- house Reach, Thames River," has been
a limpid reed-grown stream, wand.ering ence Atkinson, Miss Harriette MacDoin- accorded a commanding position, and
th clever and very thorough in its treatthrough mingled dark and yellow foliage rieli, Mrs. David Crawford and several
ment. O. R. Jacobi has two canvases,
an-d green rushes. A -number of geese, other ladies have very dainty little speci- 4eslie Skelton three,
and Mary Hiester
excellently grouped, swim lazily in this mens of work an exhibition.
noid, A. It. C. A., two. The panel of
Taking it altogether, the present exhibi- l'oses by the latter artist is excellent.
little stream, and in the remote distance,
through the half-hare trees glimmer a tion is certainly an interesting and notable
cluster of bouse-tops. On the surface of one. If there is much mediocrity, there
the water lie a few fallen leaves, scarcely is also -much that is excellent.
needed to tel lthat it is autumn time.

I TII TH E ARTI3TS.
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Auspicious Opening nf;
the Spring Exhibit
Last Night.
•

'

The Art Gallery is at all times a place
-ief delight—a place wherein one can dream
dreams, if they are in such mood, or be'e cime inspired with the loftiest ambitions
-for, wherever the eye rests there is evi-dence of art and culture in sonic form or
mther. Last evening, on the oécasion
gthe 18th annual spring opening, the Ait
! Gallery presented a most brilliant spec
tacle. The galleries were thronged with
members and their friends, and the pre.
sence cf the elite of Montreal society in
these domains of art, decked oat in its
fairest dress and with cecry accessory to
I make the charra of the occasion complete,
made up an altogether delightful ensemble.
Strains of sweetest music mingled with
•
the soft laughter and low murmur of many
voices.
The centrai point was, undoubtedly, in
front of Mr. Harris' magnificent portrait
of the Rev. Canon Ellegood, and it was
good, indeed, to see the rev. gentleman in
person, beaming and smiling at the congre
tulations showered upon him by his hosts
of friends.
If one may judge from numbers, and the
interest and enthusiasm displayed by all
present, then the opening last evening was
an immense success. The presence of nany
, fair women attired in silken robes ornamented with flashing jewels, and set oil,
in contrast by the gentlemen in then
dignified evening
sombre, but withal
dress, must, invariably, produce pleasing
I results, and with an artistic setting, such
as can only be found at the Art Gallery,
then the scene must be seen to be fully
appreciated.
THE WATER COLORS.
The water colors and drawings on view
this year number ninety-three in all, and a
number of them are worthy of special mention.
Some of the younger artists are now exhibieing for the first time, while the older
and more experienced men and women have
a goodly display. For instance, William
Brynmer, who is too well known to need ita
introduction, has eight water colors on exhibition. Chief among these is the " Picture Book." This is a large picture for a
water color, and has for a subject two
young girls leaning over a book. The general style is much the same as Mr. Brymner's
large water color exhibited last year, though
perhaps all in all it is not so pleasing.
Among the others by the seine artist!are
" An Irish Cottage," " London Bridge,"
"In County Kerry, ' and an "Old Canal in
Belgium," all works worthy of more than
a pitssing glance.
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CULLEN.
THE SPRING EXHIBITION—IN WINTER QUARTERS BY MAURICE

A. JONGERS.
SPRING EXHIBITION—"PORTRAIT OF W. SCOTT, ESQ.," BY

G

.r - 77:-- r

Needless to remark, the "private
Charles E. Moss, R. C. A., has a
large portrait of Dr, Kingsford. Hia view" last evening was a most successstudy of the nude in No. 87, "Melodies ful affair. It can hardly be said to
of the Forest," is very striking. He have been an occasion for the close obhas shunned idealizing, but has given a servation of the pictures themselves
picture that is well worthy of the clos- but many opportunities are given for
est attention. Verner's picture of "Buf- this afterwards. There was a large
falo, Winter Evening," is undoubtedly and fashionable gathering of people,
an attractive picturg, if rather pecu- well-known in society and artistic cirliar in treatment. As usual the draw- cles here. The galleries were brilliantly lighted, an orchestra was stationed
ing is extremely good.
The collection of oils is rivalled by in the hallway, and refreshments were
the beautiful collection of water colors served in the old gallery. Many of
and drawings. In all there are ninety- those who had pictures on exhibition
seven exhibits in this class. The names were present, and it was altogether a
of William Brymner, Bell-Smith, Barns- most delightful event.
ley, France, Moss, Robert Harris, Harriette MacDonnell and Verner, may be
mentioned among the many exhibitors
Association ,..ek
as being singled out for especial
praise. Robert Harris has a charming
O—PHILLIPS ,.S9LIARE
pastel of Mrs. A, T. Taylor. It is one
of the most charming colors 1,, the
room. William Bryrnner is better represented in water colors than in ails,
and his eight drawings are all very
a
picture
book,"
No.
127,
is
"The
, fine.
very clever water calor on canvas. It
can hardly be classed with his other
work, so different is it" in treatment
°RI L TH TO 23RD.
and in other respects. It will certainly
command much attention. Murray
—
Prendergast has six colors, all of them Open Daily-9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
good; No. 193, "Fantaisie," is, perhaps,
Wednesday Evenings-8 to 10.
the best. Harriette MacDonnell's work
Admission 25e. Music Saturday AfterIs admirable. E. A. Caldwell has two
very dainty little colors, good in color- noons.
_
ing and treatment, and the same might
be said of many of the others.
One has to turn back again from the
smaller room to the large gallery,
where the oils are so well hung. To
PHI LLI PS SQUARE.
admire again, perhaps, the fine portraits and the pictures already mentioned, to note the excellent work that John
Hammond, R. C. A., James Hance,
- April 5th to 23rd.
Sozor - Cote, and so many other
Open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesday
Canadian artists have on exhibition
Evenings, 8 to 10. Admission, 25 cents, Music
this year.
There are some very interesting ex- Saturday afternoon.
hibits in the architectural department.
In this line the pen and ink sketches
by S. Arnold Finley are particularly
RT ASSOCIATION, Square.
attractive, and show decided talent.
—PnifP
There are six exhibits of sculpture. Alberta Cleland, George Hill, Hamilton
MacCarthy, R. C. A., and Raymond
Masson are the exhibitors.
The prnall, but exquisite collection of
China will be seen with great interest.
APRIL 5th to 23nd.
Harriette MacDonnell, E. A. Caldwell,
Open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Elizabeth Whitney, Mrs. David CrawWednesday Evenings, 8 to 10.
ADMISSION, 25 cents.
ford, and Florence Atkinson, have all
Music Saturday Afternoons.
several very dainty bits of work, ad
the
collection
i$
pity
that
a
it is only
Ot larger. ,4164,4.
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SPRING EXHIBITION—"ARRIVAL OF A HERRING BOAT," BY J. L. FRANC'
-

others, and needs no apolegy. Gifford
and Ruskin erred, in such notable cases
as Keats and Whistler, and such critics
as these do not grow on every tree.
Bearing this in mind, if one has come to
the deliberate opinion that the present
exhibition is a very pOOT one, speaking
generally, one has a right to express the
faith that is in him, if it is not a duty
so to do. It would not be fair to take
Mr. Jongers's work, for or against this
position, because Mr. Jongers has been
with us only a season or two, and is
so on about to leave us ; he is a comet
which does not belong to our system.
But, even so, Mr. Jongers's work is at
least no better than it was a year
ago. There is an unwarrantable
locate in some of his hest exhibits, as
may be seen in the merest apology for
hands in the portrait of Dr. Crailt, and
almost the absence of any body to the
head or Mr. Scott. Vandyke and sonie
of the other great masters used 'to employ lesser painters to do this kind of
work, but Mr. Jongers neither does this
nor does 'he do it himself. Mr. Jansen.,
who will yet do great things, seems ta
be straining after the 'tone' of an 'old
master,' a tone which has been effected by
age alone, so that some of his studies
seem more like copies than original works.
Passing from Mr. Jongers, Who is such a
workmen that he can afford to accept a
little criticism, to Mr, Pinhey, one has
to note the very opposite fault, that of
,
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Deptford Reach, is ihborhood
ma! Docks,
of Shadwell and the'
one who knows that k n . ows quito
well that there is no such water there
and that no such boats as Mr. Knowles
has painted ever sailed upon it. If 'a
rose by any other name would smell as
sweet,' certainly another title would better have suited Mr. Knowles's picture,
to say nothing of its other impossibilities. It is true that Whistler and the
Pennells. among others, have idealized
some of the unlovely places of the
Thames, but they did it in a different
and a much bettor way. The very green
gunwale of Mr. Knowles's boat is in
itself enough to make one laugh or weep.
Turn we to Mr. Verner, who exhibits a
picture called 'Buffalo, Evening.' 'Undoubtedly Mr. Verner 'takes himself seriously, and, if he does not, the authorities mu.st do so, or they would not have
accepted his painting. Mr. Verner has
done this sort of thing before, aye, hundreds of times, as nearly as possible the
'very identical thing,' and, of course, it
is not an indictable offence; but, can
any one seriously contend that work of
this Sort has any value, as could not be
just as well done with a brush and stencil plate ? Very well, then, or ill, as
the case may be. Mr. Hammond shows
us `Gaspereau Valley,' a rather pleasing
picture, with some merit, but spoiled by
a badly painted foreground ; his 'Morning' and Evening' are reminiscent of

---:
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LIMEHOUSE REACH, THAMES RIVER.
BY F. aVIcGILLIVRAY KNOVV LES.
-

SPRING EXHIBITION.
94/9
k4SECOND NOTICE
-
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If one were asked to criticise a confectioner's goods s oshatever their color,
shape and quality, it could, at least, be
aid of them, after the manner of the
set thrush,—"Sweet, sweet, sweet;'
this would be true, and might sanshe confectioner. In the same way, conng a picture of little merit, it is
sy to make some platitudinous remark
hat shall be, like giving sugar to a
ary, a grateful offering to the painter
the same degree. For instance, there
, of necessity, in every picture, light
and shade, perspective, color, etc., of
some sort or other, and it is only necessary to add to these substantives a few
outworn, saccharine adjectives and one
%as learnt the art of 'pleasing the paint.
er.' At least, if the painter is not
pleased, he is supposed to be ; he has
only been given his sugar 'with the oth'ers,' and to complain would be invidious,
if not black ingratitude.
But if this attitude may he taken in
c'esidering the attempts of a happy
family of amateurs, it can hardly be
claimed that it conduces to 'light and
' leading' when serious work is offered
for criticism. And surely such serious

it
,

work is offered at the present Spring
Exhibition, work that should be judged
upon the broad lines of merit, and not
the narrow ones of toleration, because of
mere locality. That a picture has been
painted in Montreal, rather then in
Glasgow, London, or Paris, makes it
neither better nor worse, per se, and
there is no necessity to tolerate poor
work on this account. Our painters, almost without exception, have received
some European training, many of them
have worked in the studios of the best
masters, and what is good enough far
Europe should be good enough or us—
neither more nor less. Indeed, after a
sufficient training, in landscape work, the
effect of locality has been to produce
something notable, in the past, as may
be seen in the Work of Old Chrome, Constable, David Cox, and numbem of others. But these men were content, aye,
loved to work about the places that they
knew, until every smile and tear were
known to them ; they did not search the
ends of the earth far 'fresh woods and
pastures new'; and until our own men
localize themselves in the same way, (a
few have done so with success), they
can scarcely expect to do work of great
or lasting value.
If one, with time and patience, and
dome knowledge, sits down to consider
seriously the value of a painting, to him,
and afterwards expresses his serious opinion of that painting, even if his judgment is at fault, it has its value, if only
as a standpoint for the departutre of

_

BY HOMER WATSON.
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YOUNG CANADA,'
BY ROBT. HARRIS, P.R.C.A.
tao much detail. Mr. Pinhey, indeed,
has so elaborated his subject, thtat one
can almost count every individual hair
on its head and beard, as well as mark
the most trivial line of its face. The
names put'to pictures do not always explain themselves. Why Mr. Pinhey has
called this head, With driftwood beached in past spring-tides, ive light our sullen fires,' instead of 'Retrospection,' or
some such matter, is best known to hintelf, it certainly is nut apparent.
Leaving the human' part of the gallery, with. a word of recognition for Mr.
Harris's 'good family portrait work, let
us turn to the landscapes. A picture by
Mr. F. McGillivray Knowles, whiCh he
calls, .`Limehouse 13.,eaelt, Thames River,'
occupies a prominent place in the gallery,
and has • sonic decorative qualities, at a
sufficient distance; but when it is borne
in mind that Limehouse Reach extends
from the Lower Pool to the beginning of
-

AFTER THE STORM.

:,11440,4 ."1"''''''744"Ot'r?•, .....

mueb:that he has done before, and are
pleasing in a decorative sense, but from
the point of view of truth, they tell you
less than nothing.
Homer Watson's 'After the Storm'
and 'Grand River Woodlands' have same
pleasing qualities, but to be candid, they
suffer from the usual Watson fault of
'heaviness.' Mr. Sezer Coté has pain
ed a good picture of 'Onions,' and, of
course, those who love good pictures of
onions, as the Texan judge said of lynchbig, are looking for 1,i st that sort of
t1sin ; Mis 'Lilacs' and 'Wild Duck' are 1
geed in their way, and his 'Landscape,
Evening,' is 'not so bad.' But to those
who, as the Vviiter, looked for somettnng
especially good from Mr. Coté, as the
years went by, basing their judgment upon bis past work, find his present offerings disappointing. Mr. Cullen's Drawing Ice' is nearly the best
painting we have seen of his, and among

THE TOWER BRIDGE.
BY Y. M., BELL-SMITH.
those who have &ihihited for several seasons, Mr. Cullen. seems almost the only
'one, in landscape, who has made some
forward movement. There are other
Wontreal painters that may be noticed
later, but Mr. Armand Guery ha's sent
H us two pictures from Paris, 'The Falling
fi.)f the Leaves,' and 'A Summer Evening
;:in Champagne, France.' These are the
most striking canvases contributed by
what may be called an outsider' and
would make effective °lies for a
cottage wall ; but when a photographic
lens shall be able to focus Moos,
it will show us every bit of the feeling
that there is M the latter; and thei_com7
-

-

-

-

position of the former is one of the stock
examples of the `chromo'; one feels, if
one could only scare off those geese, that
one would have done some good in the
world.. And these are only a few of the
pictures upon which the writer has based
his opinion that the present exhibition
a very poor one.
Our pen and ink work to-day represents. 'Young Canada,' by Robert Harris;
'The' Picture Book,' by Wm. Brymner
Study of Head, by R. G. Matthews; 'After the Storm,' by Homer Watson; 'The
'fewer Bridge,' by F. M. Bell-Smith, and
`Limehouse Reach, Thames River,' by F.
McGillivray Knowles.

SPRING EXHIBITION—"A YOKE OF OXEN," BY EDMOND DYONNET.

SPRING EXHIBITION—"SUMMER," BY MRS. E. L. FRANCE.

THE PICTURE BOOK.'
BY WM. BRYMNER, R.C.A.
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PRING EXHIBITION—" Still Life," by
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It would have been nattl to expect' t
to find in the songs of .the Americans AR
the national feeling vigorously Lepressed
but rarely had the writer
struck the patriotic chord, and American loyalty found voice in "Yankee
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the Art Ask, ation by Mr. orman T. Rielle's ectdre
Fefore
Norman T, Rielle.
the Art Association.

at

really nothing distinctly American In our
songs of to-day. To this McDowell was

the exception, but his works represented
only a small portion of competent American writers. In conclusion, he said the
Americans must be admitted to rank very
high. but compared with the composers
of the past, that was another question.
The Americans had touched the highest

fame, but no American had fully established his claim to be called great. The
times, he said, produced great men , and
they were now preparing a fit atmosphere
for a great man when he should come.
The lecture was interesting and well attended, and at Its conclusion a hearty
vote of thanks was tendered the speaker.

Mr. Norman T. Bielle,- last • evening
lectured in the Art . Gallery, dri "some
'American Songs an-d Song-writers,"
liefere -a large and -highly fashionable
audience, which was throughly interested- in his remarks. • The lecture was illustrated with examples from each of
the writers to whom the lecturer referred, these examples being finely
rendered as solos- by a couple-of ladies
nd a like number of gentlemen.
He Said that what was demanded

trom the song-writer, was a sympathe
tic knowledge of other- languages and
literature, as well as of his own, and
,

i.Vrtf
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In a lecture on "Some American Songs
an d Song Writers" in the Art Gallery last
T. Rielle treated his
- night, Mr. Norman
,hearers to an interesting sketch of the
'natural talents required by the true artist in ballad writing, and the comparisons
in point of excellence attained by the
"Americans aa against composers of other
nations. He derined the ideal song writer
as not altogether ambitious in thought or
' de:Sign, but filled with a sympathettio
knowledge of other languages and litera.'
ture besides his own. His production must
in any event be both artistic in form and
original In thought. With few exceptions
the English ballad was a failure in this respect, and the American not much better.
They had rarely struck the patriotic chord
looked for from a nation of vigorous thinkers. Probably in "Yankee Doodle," "The
Star Spangled Banner" and an adaptation
of "God Save the Queen" the American
sentiment showed itself, but there was

The Art Association have a rded the
following prizes in connection with their
advanced art classes:
Miss Mary S.Norris has received the degree in the life class and an honorable
mention to Miss Eveline Clay in the sanie
class. Honors in the Antique class were
equally divided between .Miss Candide
Bienyenue and Greta Murray. The work
of the pupils is now on view at the gallery,
to which the public are admitted.
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compositions th-at should express, in a
4
brief -and ,original way, the motives con - ,
ceived under these influences. Ambi- OPEN DAIL 9 A. TO 6 R
toua in thought or in design, the songAdmission, - - - 25 cents.
writer was not required to be; but his,
song must in any event be artistic

form, and abeve all, it must not be bon-

Art Association

rowed.—
With these demands the English bal-,
%144,PHILLIPS/SrAR.S.,
lad-writer failed to comply, with some
few slight exceptions. The general

spectacle of English blad
al composition
and ballad singing Was at present a son-

IT one. It must ha allowed that to
these same song-writers was largely
clue file lever recurring question: "Are
the nEngliell a musical nation?".
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" Some American Songs
ad S o n g;)yyftprs "

IN QUEBiti .

QUEBEC, June 7)—The great Art Ex
Doodle," "The Star-Spangled Banner,"
and an adaptation of "God Save the bition which has been talked of for so
Queen." There was nothing distinctly time past is now opened in the new Y,
American about the songs of our clay. [ C. A. Gymnasium building. This will
We found some few songs, however, like
those of MacDowell, that were distinct- I a great opportunity for Quebecers to s
ly American, and he (the lecturer) some celebrated paintings by Gabriel M
knew",' of no other that contained their 'Israels Constant Troyon, Sir E. Landse
feeling, They represented a very small Constable. Sir Thomas Lawrence an
portion of the work of th,' song-com- others. These great pictures have bee
posers who were the reflection of the I loaned by Sir W. C. Van Horne, Hon.
competent American musicians writing A. Drummond, Messrs. W. W. Ogilvi
today, but they showed fairly some of C. R. Hosmer,
W. Scott, R. B. Ang4
the leading characteristics.
He then went on to speak of Chad- and the Art Association, and expreasion
of
the
liberality of those gentlemen gf
wick, Smith, Nevin, MacDowell, Johns,
etc., and in cOnclusion, said that among frequently heard.
The
exhibition is very extensive, an
contemporary song-writers the Americans must be admitted to rank very, *comprises a military display of old a
high, and they were, on the whole, the' odern armor, ammunition in its verb o
best school, possibly, today. But as lorms of construction, Maxim quick fir.
compared with the composers of the ing and other guns,
historicals relics
past, that was another question, and medals,
trophies, etc., connected with tha
one in which we got little help from the
part
of old Quebec's history which
cri-tics of their own nation who had studear to every Canadian's heart. Ther
died them most. •
Is
also
a most attractive exhibit of old
.A,s to the greatness, the composer
an
must be judged by the level he had at- hand-painted china, mosaics, ceramic a
tained -and the number of times he had objects and Oriental curios, which *ad
reached it, The Americans had touched draw large numbers.
the highest fame, but no American had
fully established his claim to be called
great. They were, however, preparimT,
fit atmosphere for a great man when
he should corne.
On the motion of the chaiman, Rev.
0,01.PH I LLI PS SQUARE,
J. Edgar Hill, a hearty vote of thanks
was accorded the lecturer.
ATER COLOR CLASSES.
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Out-dour SKETCHING CLASSES undele
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Citauees E. moss, RI' A...,
N
iT1 :?o nr -ipma er gec oulMr.
ca ritvilty.rsadt sid,r ; (Te Akeie
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particulars
Galleries open dat
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Mr. Norman T. Ri-elle expounded the art
of song writing before the lange and nppreciative audience which had congregatt; p.m.
•IIMISMIX118WrialnWONNOWNW7411
ed in the gallery of the Micmteeal Art Aseociation lest evening. Mr. Rielle's lecture was enriched with :pleasing illustraArt
waft
tions from the works of the different writers under discussion.
(44.01.—PHILLIPS SQUARE
Mr. Rielle, in his lecture, stated that
what was demanded of the -modern songwriter was a. sympathetic knowledge ut
other languages and literatures than his
own. In both a .brief and original way
the motives coineeived under these influences ehould be expresse-d- in the artise's
compositions. Ambitious in thought or in
design, th-e song-writer was not required
Reading room open to members from to be; but bis song must, in an-y event, be
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
a-ntistic in form. Above all, it mu-st not
be borrowed.
With these demands the English balladwriters with sonie few slight exceptions
1/44
b
SQUARE failed to comply. The general spectacle of
Englieh ballad composition and ballad singing was at present a sorry one. It must
be allowed that to these same songewritees
wa-s largely due the ever-recurring question "Are the English a musical nation?'
It would, have been natural to expect
to find in the songs of the Americans the
nkational feeling vigorously expressed, hut
rarely had -the writer struck the patriotic
chord, and American loyalty fou-nd voice
in "Yankee_ Doodle," "The Star-Spangled
Banner," and an adaptation of "God Save
PHI LLIPSTUARE.
the Queen." There was nothing distinetly
4
American- about the songs of our day. We
found some few songs, however, like those
of MaoDowell, Which were distinctly
OPEN DAILY, 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. American. They represented a very small of Drawings by the students in the Advances0
Classes, is on view i the New Galles
portion of the work of -the song-compos- Art
Admission, 25c. Saturday, Free.
May 12th to 20th, Admiesion Free. ,\
ers who were the reflection of the competent American musicians writing to-day,
GALLERIES OPEN DAILY 9 A.M. TO 6 P.4
Association
but they showed fairly some of the leading
characteristics.
01644.410--pH/Lups SQUARE?
The lecturer then went on to speak of
Chadwick, Smith, Nevin, MaleDoevell and
04461*--PHILLIPS SQUART
Johns, and, in conclusion, said that among
contemporary song-writers the Americans
,y
must be admitted to rank very high. They
1
were, on the whole, the best school, DOS- by the Students in the Advance Art
Mr. Norman T. nielle, B.A., B.C.L. sibly, to-day. But as compared with the Classes is on view in the New Gallery,
composers of the past, that was another May 12th to 20th.
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.
question, and one in whieh we got little
ADMISSION FREE. \\*\
help from th-e cri-tics of their own nation
Galleries open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Who had studied them most.
As to his greatness, the eoeppereer must
be judged by the level he had attained, and
g S.
p the number of times be had reaehed it.
The scholarships in c nnection with
11....PHILLIPS SQUARE.
The Americans had touched the highest
the advanced art classes of the Art Asfame, but no American had fully estab- sociation
SOME AMERICAN SONGS/
of Montreal have been awardlished his claim to be called great. They ed as follows: Life elasis, Miss Mary S.
SONG-WRITERS, 476
ere. however, preparing a fi i atmosphere Morris; honorable mention, Miss EveBy MR. NORMAN T. REILLE, B.A., If.C.Lk, for a great m-an red-sen he should come.
line Clay. In the antique class the
With illustrations.
Ors the motion of the chairman, Rev. J. Misses Candide Bienvenue and Greta
Murray
were equal. Thé pupils' work
TUESDAY, MAY loth, AT S.1S P.M.
Edgar Hill, a hearty vote of thanke eras
is now on view at the gallery, to which
accorded th-e lecturer.
the public are admitted
awnSO
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WATER COLOR CLASSES.

I

The out-door Sketching
Classes, under the
direction of Mr. CHARLES
E. MOSS, R.C.A.,
will commence on
THURSDAY, September
lath. For particulars apply at the Gallery.
Galleries open daily 9 a.m. to
6 p,rn.
ADMISSION 25 CTS.
—

Ad anced Art Classe
These classes will closn9i8in
on
ce

Friday, 14th October,
Under the direction of

Mr. WILLIAM BR,YrINER, R. C. A.

Class Rooms open daily for instruction and
study. students are granted the privilezes
of
associate members during the session.

Two Scholarships for Competition.

Intending students pleakte cornmuMcate with
the secretary as soon as possible.
215 30
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ART GLASSES.
It is contemplated organizing an Elementary Class for Children attending school,
either in the afternoon or Saturday morning. Those desirous of attending kindly
leave their names at the Gallery. 6

Art A ssociation
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14.1.414---PHILLIF'S "SeWARE.

ADVANCED ART CLASSES, 1898-99.
These classes will commence on
FRIDAY, 1c."-/
14th October, under
the direction of Mr,
ha m Bryninor, R.C.A.
Class rooms open daily'
for instruction and study. Students are grant.:
ed the privileges of associate members during,'
the session, 'Iwo Scholarships for competition,
Intending students please communicate
the secretary as soon as possible.
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ADMCED ART CLASSESPIW9g 99
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These classes will commence on Friday.
14th October, under
the direction of Ma..
WILLIAM IlaymNga, R.C. A. Class rooms
op a
daily for instruction and study, Students a
granted the privileges of associate member,
during the session. Two Scholarships for
corn
petition. Intending students please commuul
cate with the Secretary as soon as possible.
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building was tilled to overflowin lad
Of
.A..,
Cox,
evening, when Professor J.

The old gallery of the
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1898-99.
J
These Classes will Canute "d on
FRIDAY, 11th ouroBErt.
Under the direction of
MR. WILLIAM BRYNNEIR, R.C.A.
Class Rooms open daily, for instruction and
study. Students are granted the privileges
of associate members during the session.
Two Scholarships for Competition.
Intending students please communicate
with the secretary as soon as possible.
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There was not half space eno gh in the
t Association rooms last eveningy to
commodate those who desired to attend the
lecture of Dr. Gregor and listen to the musical programme which was furnished. Dr.
Gregor treated Heine's life and work as
exemplifying the intellectual supremacy and
moral defects of the Jewish race( develop' ed by fifteen centuries of persecution.
I Heine's disappointments in love gave the
key to his lyrics, and the speaker analyzed
at some length the well known cycle from
the Buch der Lieder. Several of the songs
of which Dr. Gregor spoke were beautifully
sung. The programme was arranged by
'Mr. Joseph Gould and included songs by
Mrs. Laing, Mr. Wilkes, Miss Atwater and
Mr. Barlow. Mrs. Shaw was the accom-

The rooms of the Art Association
were crowned last evening, when Pro- McGill University, delivered his lecture on
fessor Cox lectured on "Cambridge."
Cambridge. in fact so Many were anxious
From seventeen years residence in to hear the lecture that numbers had to
Cambridge as scholar and fellow of be turned away, as even the standing room
Trinity and Master of, Cavendish Col- near the doors was pre-empted.
lege, Professor Cox was thoroughly at
Çhe lecture was a charming one, Prof. Cox
home with his subject, and was able possessing the ability to impart to his
to enliven it with many university tra- auditors much of his enthusiasm and reditions and stories, and personal remin- verene6 for this historic and beautiful
iscences.
place, where he spent seventeen years ot
After briefly sketching the begin- his life a,s undergraduate, fellow of Trinity
. flings of the university in the twelfth College and master of Cavendish College,
centnry, he referred to the foundation
The descriptions given of the architecture
SOCIA.TIOINT, or the principal colleges, and drew at- of the different buildings anti of the charmItention
to
the main features and asso- ing beauty spots surrounding the colleges,
Phillips Square
ii A
ge I ciations of the college buildings, of were greatly enhancegl by the beautiful ' panist.
ADViN46ED AND ELEMENTAR
r which beautiful views were thrown
CLASSES, 1,S9S - 99./, 1./) i
slides used in illustration. Prof. Cox exThese classes will commence oi Fyh ity, Upon the screen. Professor Cox went pressed his indebtedness for the loan of
•
of
MIL,
on
to
describe
under
the
diLeetion
the
part played by the these to.11ev, Principal Adams, of . Bishops
.14th October,
WiLmAn BRY5INER, R.C.A. Class rooms op3n i University in English history, and the College, Lennoxville, whom. he congratuHeinrich ein liven by"
The
lecture
are
study.
Students
daily for instruction and
developments of the national life with
Mr. Leigh R. Gregor, of McGill Univergranted the privileges of associate memberS. which great Cambridge names were as- lated on his recovery from his recent ill*city, in the Art Association rooms last,
during the session. Two Scholarships for coon- sociated-the Reformation, Puritanism, ness. Prof. Cox traced the founding of the
college in the twelfth century,- the foun- light was well attended and thorough'
petition. Intending students please communi,
toleration,
the
progress
of
natural
possible.
as
as
soon
cate with the Secretary
dation of the principal colleges and the imi
„, science, and the evangelical revival. portant part played therein by women, enjoyed. The ,prognamane was as follows:
1. 'fah Grade Nieht"..
- He told some amusing storle$ illustrat- and the developments: of national life which
Mrs. Wilkes.
lug the degradation to which the uni-' had their inception in these colleges. The
Fin
2. (a) "Aim Meer".. .
verslities sank at the beginning of the 'phases through, which
the
University
had
Wang".... ... .Jens
"Debra
daine
NMI
pa
square,
Monday,
(b)
century, and showed how nobly they passed and its present high standing were
Art Gallery, 23
ectob, r, at 9 cm.
Mrs. Laing.
had risen from it. The development of ably outlined and the University ideal
set
scientific research, local examinations forth in a peroration of great beauty and
3. "Auf Eleugein des Gesa.nges"
Mendelssohn
I : ART ASSOCIATION for schools all over the country, the
university extension movement, and the
Mr. Barlow.
movement for the higher education
4. "pas sneer hat seine Perlen
le al. . of women had all originated at CamCLASSES,
S. P. Warren
ANTED - A MALE MODEL. APPLY
Ilionday
bridge.
W
Y Art Gallery, Philjisquaie
lf cincinh.n.
surpLIIIIENTAIt
Miss Atwater.
464 1
ff
/
Ad
morning,
at
9
o'clock.
lofty
peroration
he
imaged
the
In
a
A Class in ARTISTIC ANATOMY, under
5. "Duett, "Ich barb' sin Truman gethe direction of Dr. R. TAIT McKENZIE, university ideal, and showed how CamSolaumatnit
rweint"
will be held on Monday Afternoons at 4.30 bridge graduates carried something of
Mrs. Dating and Mr. Wilkes.
o'Clock, commencing November 14th. Fee the spirit of the place throughout the
Association
`8
Montreal
* **
65.00 for the Course of ten lessons, for Stu- length and breadth of the land, conPhillips Square. 4y;
dents attending the regular classes, $3.00.
cluding with a reference to the work
Elementary
Drawing
Class
will
be
in
An
McGill might do and the rsyerence
Fq a
ART ASSOCIATION
held on Tuesday and Thursday Afternoons which her benefactors would be held -.1144.111i-u
from 3.30 to 5 o'clock; Fee, $4.00 per month; by generations to come.
By LEIGH R, GREGOR, B.A,, Ph,D,,
$6.00. 9
for two in a family,
' The Rev. Edgar Hill, who presided,
ouplAttphillips Square,
of McGill University,
briefly expressed the appreciation of
the audience, which was accentuated
Subject-"Heinrich Heine, 97
by a hearty round of applause.
In acknowledging the Ompliment, On Friday. December 16th, at 8.15 pin
ART CLASSES,
9 A. M. TO DUSK.
Cox expressed MO indebted • With programme of Heine's Songs, prepared by
A lass in ARTISTIC ANATOMY, under the Professor
slides ta..,j, Principal
direction of DR. R. TAIT MCKENZIE, will be ness for the
Mr,
Joseph Gould.
he'
held on Monday afternoons at 4.30 o'clock, corn- Adams, of Bishop's ColleX,Avhorn
Free.
;mencing November 14th. Fee $5.00 for the« congratulated on his recovery fronii
course of ten lessons, for students attending the his recent severe illness.
Of
Reading Room open to Members till
regular classes, $3.00.
montreal,
An Elementary Drawing Class will be held
6 p.m.
and Thursday afternoons from 3.00
.
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Admission 25c. Saturday

,

on Tuesday
to 5 o'clock ; Fee, $4.00 per month ; to: two
a family, $6.00.

k
THE ART ASSOCIATION

714.444,1‘2_IONTREAL.
ZIERT CLX4 S q?, 1898-99.
SUPPLEMENT Y RCULAR.

A Class in Artistic Anatomy, under the
direction of Dr. It. Tait McKenzie, will be
beld on Monday Afternoons at 4.30 o'clock.
commencing November 14th. Fee $5.00, for
the Course of ten lessons, for students attendtag the regular classes, $3.00.
wilt be held
An Elementary Drawing Class
on Tuesday and Thursday Afternoons from
3.30 to 5 o'clock. Fee $4.00 per month; for
two in a fatally, $6.00.
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MONIAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 28, AT 8.15*
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By PROF. J. COX, M.A.,
Of McGill University.

Subject, -

- " CAMBRIDGE,''

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS,

ART ASSOCIATION,
Phillips Square,

Monday Evening, November 28th,
- AT 8.15-

20//iii

1_,BOPPLJR_Er
By Prof. J. Cox, 1111.231.
of McGill University,

Subject

-

"CAMBRIDGE,"

With Illustrations,

ART ASSOCIATION,
igetAifi Phillips Square,

31:(t
40

GALLERIES OPEN A Y,
9 a.m, to dusk.

Admission 25c.Saturday Free.
Reading Room Open to Members till
6p
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LEIGH R. GREGOR, B.A., P

OF MONTREAL.

Or Met.40.1., UNIVERSITY.
Professor Cox Shows Whhe Great
SURSECT,
"HEINRICH HEINE,"
Institution Has Done for the Advancement of Learning in 800 Years. On FRIDAY, December 16. at 8.15 PAIL
With programme of Reines songs, prepared
Professor Cox, who has been seventeen
years in evidence at the famous seat of by Mr. Joseph Gould.
learning on the Cam, first as undergradu- 1000. ate, next as Fellow of Trinity, and after.
wards as master of Cavendish College, deThe ,.e Edgar
.
Hilf,‘ in/introducing
livered an interesting lecture on "Cam- Dr. Gre. or. at the Art Association
bridge," at the rooms of the Art Associa ' rooms', last night, was obliged to apolotaon, before a large audience last evening. gize to the audience because many of
He traced the history of the university , those in attendance were unable to
from its foundation in the twelfth century, obtain seats. Dr. Gregor treated
and discussed.the.origin of the various col- Reines life and work as exemplifying
leges, and pointed out with the aid of a the intellectual supremacy and moral
screen, their main features, associations defeets of :the Jewish race, developed by
and famous sights. The part played by fifteen centuries of persecution:. He laid
upon . Heine's disappointments in
the university in the development of na- stress
love ns giving the key- to his lyries,
tional life, in such movements as the Re- 1 and analyzed at some length the wellformation, the development of Puritanism, known cycle from the Buell der Lieder.
toleration, the progress of national science Several of th.e ',songs of which Dr.
and the evangelical revive! were dealt Gregor spoke were beautifully sung.
with. The learned professor enriched his The programme arranged by Mr. Joseph
c.escriptions by university traditions, Gould, was as follows, Mrs. Shaw, actstories and personal anecdotes and remin- ing as accompanist with her usual symiscences, some of which were of a highly pathetic skill:amusing chat-actor--especially those relat- "Ill ne'er complain," (Ieh grolle
nicht).. ....,.. .. .. .. ...Schumann
ing to the low estate into which the great
Mr. Wilkes.
institution of learning had fall!en at the
beginning of the century, and showing how "By the Sea," (Am. Meer).... ...Franz
marked had been the advance since then. "0 pres5 thy elic.ili,"(Tsihn,
d e-ine Wang).. .. .. .. ...T-ens:en
The leettirer found time to dwell upon the
Aira. Lain.
development 'of scientific research, the es... __
"On
Wings of- Song," (Auf Finetablishment of the Cambridge local exami-geln de's Gesa,nges)....Mendelssohn
nlitions all over the country, and the-pro-
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aalieries Open baflly
9 a.Z11. to dusk.

-

ADMISSION. 25e,

SATURDAY FREE.

Reading Room
OPEN TO MEMBERS TILL 6 P.M.

R T ASSOCIATION

-1141,4L-PH I LLI PS SQUARE.

GALLERIES OPEN DAIL
9 A.M. TO Di.JSKOlp
Admission, 25c. Saturday, Free
Reading Room open to members tin 6 p.

ART ASSOCIATION
hillips Square.,t
• • EXHIBITIO • •
Now on view at tlie Gallery, a collec-

tion of Paintings in Oil and Water Color

by Canadian Artists. Open daily from

Mr. Barlow.
gress of the university extension movement
and the movement far the higher educa- "The Sea bath its Pearls," (Das 'Meer hat seine Perlen)....
tion of women. Before drawing his refS. P. Warren
m arks to a' close he made an appreciative
Miss Atwater.
reference to McGill and to the reverence
"I
went
while
I
was
dreaming,"
in which her benefactors would be held in
(Ich hab'im Traum gegenerations to come. The lecturer was ac..Schumann
weinet)..
corded a hearty round of applause at the
Mrs. Laing and Mr. Wilkes.
suggestion of the Rev. Edgar Hill, who pre.
Though a duet is not :the most suitsided .Professor Cdx,
renrying to
this compliment, expressed his nelmowledg- able setting for the words of the last
lyric,
it was sung with exquisite taste
ments to Principal Adams of Bishop's Coland feeling, and the last stanza had
lege, for the use of the slides.
manifest delight
to be
'

9 a.m. to dusk.
Admission Free This Week.

.

ART ASSOCIATION
PHILLIPS SQUAREI

,

Now on view, at the GALLERY, a Collec to
of Paintings in 011 and Water Colours by Can
repeated, to the
Man Artiste.
:the audience, if somewhat to the
OPEN DAILY FROM it AM. TO DUSK.
/triment of the artistic' completeness
Admission Free This Week.
of the song. But the encore nuisance
though
the
insistis ever with us. and
PHILLIPS SQUARE. nce of the audience is not to be cointheir appreciation was thorERIES OPEN DeLY, fended,
ughly deserved. Both from the artisio
and
the
intellectual points of view,,
9 A M to Dusk.
he evening was one of rare enjoyment.:

RT ASSOCIATION
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Admission 23e. Saturda

:

/Os

ree.`1,

kt Dr. Gregor's suggestion the audi-f,

READING 1100M open to Members till enee sent a message of sympathy to Mr.]
Joseph Gould, in his illness, and coni
gratulated him upon his improved- health.

,6 p.m.

EALS AT THE
r\(\1111
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I

,
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Miss Abbott
Abbott and Mr. du Domaine have
Pleasure in announcing that the first of
their Series of Four Vocal and Instrumental Recitals will take place on Tuesay evening, January 10th, at the Art
Gallery. rhey have been fortunat e
I era ugh to secure the services of the celebrated Baritone, Dr. Hopkinson, of
Baltimore, for that evening, and are confident that they can assure their subscribers of a very great musical treat.
Doctor Hopkinson is an artist of varied
powers, a brilliant and sympathetic singer,
: mid equally great in broad, dramatic efects, and an the tenderest delioacy of the
, iciest ballad. The notices of his work
from all the musical centres of the United
States give him the highest praise. This
vill be his first appearance in Montreal.
, Applications for subscriptions will still
e received by the Lady 1: atronesses, the
ecretary, 305 Stanley street, and at the
tar Branch Office, St. Catherine street.
.he Recitals will be given at intervals of
bout a fortnight, and will be duly announced from time to time.

i
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Picture-loving public of Montreal. Mr.

,

William Brymner, R.C.A., with twentyfour pictures, is the largest exhibitor.
As an artist whose work has something
mere than the ordinary degree of vitelity, Mr. Brymner, is worthy of careful study. His work impresses one by
the simplicity of subject, out
of which
he can ifiake a pleutre excellent in tone
composition and color, and at the same
tin le interesting in the general feeling
corveyed. His material may be but a
single tree outlined against a summer
Sky, a prosaic barn standing alone
in a
field, or a little patch of sunlit country
road, yet !he shows in all, 'how beautiful

IART EXHIBITION.
Work of Canadian Artists at
the Art

. ;,!‘

Gallery.

• best produc4!iorts h Pliflfbadifea:"are " St.
Anne's Falls" (1) and "Salt Marshes," N
8. (16). his sketch of Louise Basin, Que
, bee, s also am effective piece of work,
but it does not evidence the high stain faro
of merit which i•s characteristic of the twa
landscape views already nrialled.
Leaving Mr. Brymner, the eye of the
visitor will naturally find a pleasing restjag-place on the -ten oil paint:ngs which
Mn, Maurice Cullen contributes. Thanks
to the excellent taste shown by the gen..)
tlennan in charge of the hanging arrange
ments, the ails contrast most pleasantly
with the water oolors. Mr. Ou-l'en
in ideas, and he expresses them well:
an eanvaa. Ilia work is seen to- advan.tage in "Evening—Banp•re" (2), "Wharf j
at St, Joathini" Oh a painting of the 1
raPida above St. Anne's Falls (1) which.repreeents in oil the scene depicted b
Mr. Brymner in water colors. Mr.
len's snow and ice scenes are partie
good.
Next in order came the works of Mr
William Edson, son of the late Mr. All•anl4.
Edson, who tin his day was a Canadian
artist of repute. His work is promising!
for one so young in years—he is said to!
be hardly out of his 'teens" yet—but it
would be the sheerest flattery to pretendal
that it Val3 on the same standard as
the works of the artists already discuss.,
ed.
Mr. James Barnsley has seven pictures
on exhibitio.n. best are 5, 6 and 7,
"Landscape in, Holland," "In the Gleamin
•g," and,
'At Thury, France"—all landscapes in oil. "The Lighthouse Ship" )1
(3) and "The Lifeboat" (4) are bla,ck
an-d white -drawings, which indicate that
the artist has a tine -taste and, a pretty
fancy.
Nearly the largest, and certainly a vela;
striking group of pictures came from the
easel of Mr. L. R. O'Brien, R.C.A. This
artist's work is well known to Canadians,
He sympathizes with nature, but interJoy 'arnit ataa 01 noiadaaxa ne si
„asaarell anew ota„ epootu aaptatz
a aie emus Cetsaf stateresie coif seatd
there you get a touch of softness combined with strong scenic effect. "Cap Oiseau,
St. Lawrence River," gives a capital idea
of the bold and striking features of Canadian scenery.
Mn. C. J. Way, R.C.A., who has wandered somewhat from grace by seeking ;
from the Swiss mountains the inspiration ;
which might have been obtained nearer
home, shows fine artistic ta-ste in hia
"Sunset, Fraser River," "The Great Glacier of the Selkirks," and the "Van Horne
Range from the Field." His best war
is a fine painting, which shows the
F"ee
sec River with Mount Baker in the Dastance" (5).
Mr. Hammond, whose pictures always
sell well in Montreal, is represented on ly
by three, which he values at from $250 to
$50. The exhibition, it must be confeascd, would have been poorer but for those 1
three--"Evening, St. Jahn, N.B.," "Light I
and Shade," and a landscape.
Mr. William Hope is represented by a
classic landscape in oil—quiet in tone but .
strong in general effect.
Mn, J. L. Graham, who is an associate
of the Academy, exhibits three pictures,
two in oils and a pastel. The one en- !
titled "Returning from Work" is thei
most creditable
Mr. Z. H. Fabien, who bas achieved a
high reputation for studies in still life, is
presented by "A Study of Onions," and
'n-epresented
'A Study of Sawbitl." Both are excellent
rocks in their own. way,

singultffinipouppip plc - fogme tbroarh breaks ielkhich the
.
turcs whose omission iron-1'4.0;e ! . cala-. 1.6'4 Right thaleits.
R. C. Way exhibits a nunile r of. logue would have been an advantage.
of very !
The' majority of the pictures shown* pfetures, none of which area certain
!parked merit. They show
may be regarded as the summer's work, ack of aerial perspective, and most,
of the artists, done in theopen earl li
lit might be said lack depth and dietmystery of
del
when summer was at its height and na- lInce and all theightful
nature. The most pleasing in the exture in gay habit and lighthearted }cubit
is, perhaps, a clever sketch of
moods. Bringing back to memory, as}. Iklontrealr
fo
e im
d
a tnhe riv
they do, dreams of long,delightful
clever
drawn
accurately
the etudieo
rrw s le
still life are exhibited by
days that held no terrors of bitter frost
Z. H. Fabien, but they are not
!11/41r Z.
or biting winds and holding forth
studies
hcpe of a warm and blessful summer more interesting than such
to come, these pictures are particularly 'generally are.
;
Perhaps, among the most interesting
enjoyable- at this time,' when nature'
set ins to be in her most Unkindly !exhibits to be noted are the series of
mood. If for this reason alone, apart pictures by. Mr. William Edson, not
flank the enjoyment to be derived from. go much because of actual achievement
for though, in parts, undoubtedly
studying good pictures, the present exin parts they are certainly the rehibition at the Art
Gallery will be good
vers
e:—but
on account of their excellent
round welcome, and any !time spent
there, the pleasantest possible interlude promise for the future with further
stumars:
and widened experience.'
In the
general round of winter gaie'William Edson is still quite a
ties.
Of the work exhibited, most is from young man, hardly yet out of his teens,
He
is a son of Mr. Allen Edson, who
the brush of artists well known to the
in his day, was a Canadian artist of
hibitIon is

LERY
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A holiday •exhibition of oils and water
colours by Canadian artists is how open at
the Art Gallery, Phillips square, and the
pictures will .remain an free exhibition the
remainder of the week, while next week
charge of admission will be made. Thea
: hibition contains a trifle less than a
red pictures, and among the exhibitors
e Mr. William Brymner, Mr. Maurice
uffen, Mr. Robert Harris, Mr. L. R.
'Brien, Mr. C. J. Way, Mr. Z. H. Fabien
1 Mr. William Edson.
The largest exhibitor is Mr. Brymner,
- has twenty-four pictures hung, and are fully up the this artists well, earned
utation for good work. Among the
-etures Mr. Brymner has exhibited are
Louise Basin, Quebec;" "Group of Birch• St. John, N. B.;" "St. Anne's Fall:"
unlight." St. Joachim, P.Q.; "A Gray
ay," 13caupre; "A. Sunny Road," and "A
lack Schooner."
Mr. Cullen exhibits !ten pictures, and
ill of them have received nothing but
; praise from the visitors. One particularly
interesting feature is a comparison beween Mr. Brymer and Mr. Cullen's work.
ome of the pictures of the two artists
rere painted from the saine point of vatit: ge, and at the same time, and the treat*await of the subjects from the points of the
two artists is most i•ntereatieg.
' The work of Mr. Z. H. Fabien, who ex, hibits two. pictures of still life, has been
very highly spoken of.
' Mr. Robert Harris. president of the R.
• C. A:, exhibits ten pietures, which are up
to h i s Usual high" standard.
Mr. L. R. O'Brien has twenty paintings
on exhibition, and Mr. C. J. Way also has
a number.
Mr. William Edson. who is a son of Mr.
Allen Edson, has several pictures on exhibit.

-

emisiderable note.

For the remainder of this week the
exhibition is open free, during the following week a charge for admission
will be made.

Ca 0

'
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they may be, pictorially treated.

His
sketch of Louise Basin, Quebec (No
3), group of birches (No. 7),
and St.
John, N.B (No. 4), are all charming
little pictures bearing unmistakably the
Imprint of all the good qualities that
characterize Mr. Brymner's work. In
the sky of the latter sketch (No. 4),

THE ART EXHIBIT.
o di

—4>
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-

:
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The first Christmas exhibition of oils
and water-colors by Canadian. artists, held
under the auspices of the Art Association
of Montreal, may not be considered great..
from a numerical standpoint, but the standard of the work is high — considerably
the artist has caught very sticcessfully
that a soft vaporous atmospheric
ci- higher, althotigh. !we speak with some refact of clouds, with a success that proservation on the point, than that usually
duces a really beautiful picture.
seen at the spring exhibition. This is acThe !rapids above St. Anne's Fall,
counted for by the fact that practically
the same `artist, is an exceedingly by speaking only artists who have achieved
good
piece of composition and has
much reputation are represented on the
depth and brilliancy of color.
All told, not more than a hundred picOther excellent sketches exhibited by Mr. Brym- tures invite the attention of connoisseurs,
ner are: "Sunlight," St. Joachim,
but many of these are not only new but
P.Q.
(No. 5), "A Grey Day," Beaupre (No. exceedingly meritorious- productions.
It
9), "A Sunny Road" (No. 13),
is
to be hoped that the new departure on
"A
Black
Schooner" (No. 18).
part
the
of
the
association
will
prove
a
Mr. Maurice Cullen, who exhibits ten
success, and will be beneficial alike to the
pictures, is a painter of open air nature with a more than usually keen artists and the public. Nothing is wantjudgment of color value in landscape. ing in point of courtesy and, attention on
His work is hung almost next to Mr. the part of Mr. R. Lindsay, the secretary
13iymner's,. and as painters work along of the association, to make the exhibition
different lines, it is an interesting study worthy of patronage and support.' It will
, be open to the public until :fuesday next,
to compare them. Mr. Cullen
is a
Painter who undoubtedly has strong and it is to be hoped that the public will
ideas in his art, and expresses them avail themselves of the opportunity of see
sincerely, in his work. His extensive -ing some really choice examples of Canknowledge and accurate massing of co- • amen art.
Most of the pictures exhibited are the
lor, are seen to advantage in a study
of an evening at Reaupre, wherein
remit of work done during the summer,
the
wl.ole gamut from highest light to when nature was in her gayest mood and,
deepest shadow is worked out with per- when winter was yet far off. They are
• all grouped with taate and skill—in fact,
fect success. Another sketch by
the it wouat be
same artist, a study of a wharf
impossible to priaiee too- highand a sun-splashed road is one of the ly the arrangements which have been made
brightest and most pleasing bits of color to set ott l, . advantage the work of every
in the room (handicapped, however, by • artist.
the carved !wood flame containing it). .Robert Harris of Montreal, the
Mr. Cullen also- exhibits an oil painting
p
t of the R, C, A ., is th e artiat
any Canadian Artists Ex- of
the rapids above St. Anne's Falls, whose work first claims attention. ate has,
painted
simultaneously
as
readeas
of The llama('
hibit Summer Work.
with Mr. Brymdoubtless
ner's picture.
amemiber, just rationed fromm
trip to ,
Mr. Robert Harris, Montreal, preslurapean art centres,- Where are caught
dent of the R.C.A., also exhibits
feealj
snepinatidas
ana
new'
types
of
charten
FROM BRYMNER'S BRUSH
414-. PI-II Lai PSUE.
pictures all of which show a
that
stimulat- a.cter. P.; must be acknewlesiged s\lr.
ing advance in this artist's work. It Harris's strength dies in iles portraiture—
was with expectations
somethihasa that he is seen ta !better advantage iu
new artistically that Mr.of
Harris's manyll his -Character studies than in his land: Now on view, at the GALLERY, a Coueetion
R.
L.
Maurice Cullen, Robert Harris,
of Paintings in Oil and Waterisolours by Canaadmirers looked to the result
of hiali! ! ecepee. Just observe that "•Study of a dian
trip to the art centres of Europe,
marked
arked in the elite-OPE DAILY
O'Brien and Others Also Among
and 'Lau() Girl's
ILY FROM 9 A.M. TO DUSK.
sa
they will by no means be disappoint
d llogue No. 3, a wonid!ertidily; expressive
Even those who have failed to find op-, piece of work, ravealing, WI to speak, theAdmission 25c.
the Contributors.
preciation for his previous work, unless very soul of the subjeet. The
"Tyrolese,"
with a qualification, can have
mn•••n•n••n
nothing No. 4, is also a fine -study. Mr. Harris.
but praise for what he has brought whe.n in Europe reproduced several of the
A Christmas exhibition of oils and home. His exhibit consists chiefly of caavatases -of elai
squez, but Wiese he has
pe:rtrait studies, all excellent. One rot ,exhiaited. His lUernia.'n
studies are "A
Water colors by Canadian artists was study
,
111ps Square
particularly,
that
of a girl's Woiman's Head" and a "Bavariten. Peas'opened at the Art Gallery, Phillips head (No. 1), is
especially noteworthy.• ant." We cannot give !the same commendasquare on Tuesday.
••••EXHI 1 1 N••••
Mr. Harris has handled his subject tion to "Crawford's Falls" (7), or
"SunNow on view at the gallery, a collection of
The exhibition is a small one consist- with brilliancy and skill, and the pic- set, Lachine tan•al" (8).
ture is
•While Mr. Barris eon teats himself
ing, altogether, of less than one hun- success. a clever and complete artistic
Mr. Harets also exhibitls a a modest ten 'pictures, Mr. William with,
Bryandi ed pictures, but it is distinctly ere- very clelicatily sketched
pastel of a fer, R.C.A. well know•n to the
By Canadian Artists,
ditable to the artists represented. It is grey, misty day near Riviere du Loup public of M.-antreal, rushes in art-loving
baldly wita
a couple of dozen—all water-colors. The Open Daily from 9 a in. to Dusk.
moreover, much above the average of (No. 10), which is very pleasing.
Mr. L. R.
R. C. A., who oamlaasitiori and coloring are meritorious,
Admission 25c.
! its immediate predecessors and com- shows twentyO'Brien,
pictures, is an artist who nid while the subjects as
at geenrail rule
prises a larger proportion of really seeks, it would seem, to see nature
in !re familiar to -country life, they are treatgood and progressive work, among the her more exaggerated moods. He is srI
a way that -rai -them above the
more pleasing in the few marine stud- adrnary level. Most atses
exhibits.
these water-eolore
s
which
he
shows,
than
in
his
landare-typical
of Canadian scenery — "OH
A few of the works hung do not, per- .' acapes, 'which too often, both
in
Barns ," "A Wet Day,"
a "A Grey
haps, impress one as being above the e Position: and execution, verge upon the
'"An Old House," acmes
common-place, but these are decidedly bizarre. Probably the most enjoyable Read," : "S'llseds"• "Salt Marshen,"
"Sleeps
in his exhibit is No. 16, an Un- and S011ikikanesSys'
ln the minority; on the white, the ex- 'i pieta!
.W_411}99a.,44.'tw
eit study of a girl in a hameurrounded by: masses of rich
.
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The audieniertivilrg o deliighiteit ;;Ith Mr.
Du Dernaline'si selo, Fentaiell Ficoieseiee,
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THE ABBOTT-DU DOMAINE RECITAL.

The Recital Given by Miss Abbott and
Mr. du Domaine in the Art
The recital in the Art Gallery la.t eveni sile. Gallery.
ing, given by Miss Abbott arid Mr. du
Domaine, was a most successful affair. It
was the third of the series, and fell not
The second in the series of vocal and in- a whit behind the other performances,
either
in attendance or the artistic merit
strumental recitals being given this winter
displayed in the rendition of the various
by Miss Abbott and Mr. Du Domaine, took numbers upon the programme.
piece last evening in the Art Gailery, PhilThe audience last evening was large,
. lips Square. These artists were assisted by fashionable and thoroughly sympaithetie.
Mes. Sea:bury C. Ford. and Profeseor J. H.
The appearance of Mrs. H. de M.
i Dubois. This quartette certainly excell e d Harvey had been looked forward to with
themselves in the presence of the large and considerable interest. She made an exfaehionable audience gathered in the Art cellent impression upon theaudience. Her
Gallery last 'evening, It as a compliment to appearance is most prepossing, and tendMiss Abbott and Mr. Du Domaine that to ed to make the critics lenient towards anYi
few were deterred from attending the reci- little deficiency evident in her technique.
tal by the fatigue occasioned by the ball
Time work of Miss Abbott and Mr. du
1 of the Royal SL .Lawrence Yacht Club. It Domaine was thorough and very enjoy' was corne time after the advertized time able. The sonata, by Rubenstein, (op. 13),
when the performance commenced. The and the "Dense Tzigane" were two of the
proeramme, althosigh only containing ski best numbers on the programme.
numbers, was artisticallV complete and very
Mrs. Harvey's songs were well selected.
ecomorehensive. It was almost half past tcn The madrigal, by Onammaide, Godard 's
'clock when Mrs. Ford sang her last nunsBerceuse and the "Serenade de Don Juan"
.. One of the most noticeable and were those apparently best appreciated by
raiseworthy features of the recital was the the audience.
•lose attention paid to every part of the
arefully selected programme. Where everyne of the performers acquitted themselves
.o creditably it is a difficult matter to make
.omparisone, but the audience seemed•parti- h ?ilesti
PHILLIPS
AFIEulaely to enjoy Professor Dubois' repetition
)EC'T UAL4E ON
..:f the Intermezzo movement of lammed
• Lalo' e - Concerte, i the four songe by 'Mrs.
Ford in No. 4, of the programme and Mr.
By MR. HENRY EDWARD KREMBIEL,
Du Domaine's violin solos"Fantaisie Ecosof New York,
seise," by Max Brucb, and the Spanish
Assisted by MRS. H. E. KLIEHDIEL, Soprano,
Dance, by Sarasate. The arduous duties of
February 13, 1899,
on
MONDAY,
•
accompanist were performed with that skill
A-r 8.15 P.M.
and attention to details characteristic of
all Miss Abbott's work. The smallness of
the chamber hardly permitted justice to be
done to one or inure of the selections. This
seemed to be true of one of the violin solos.
•
PHILLIPS SQUARE,
The first number was a violin and piano
by Mire Abbott ad Mr. Du Domaine. The firSt movement, Allegro Bi,4$
solute, by Edward Schutt, op. 44, was given
with dash and brilliancy, but the audience
seemed -te prefer the Canzonetia con Veria-
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Shakespeare's Songs

zioni.

By Mr. Hebry Edward Krehbiel,
.

Mrs. Seabery C. Ford received an encore
of New York,
when she sang " Die Mainacht," Op. 43,
Assisted by Mas. H. E. KRERBIEL, Soprano.
No. 2, J. Brohms; "Maine Liebe it Grua,"
On Manday, Feb. 13th, 1599,
Op. 63, No. 5, J. Brahms, and "Gipsy
AT 8.11 P.M.
Songs." Op. 55, Nos. 4 and 7. Anton
pleasing
stage
a
•
Dvorak. Mrs Ford has
manner, and last night speedily won the
hearts of her audience. She has a sweet,
highly cultivated soprano voice, which apARE,
peared to 'better advantage, perhaps, in
/0 2
'her second group of selections. In Hook's
"Listen to the Voice of Love;" the complete control which she had over her voice :
was abundantly manifest. Foote's " A
Members of the Association are
Song of Fotir Seasons" contained fortissimo
reminded that Special Exhibipassages which exhibited her strength and
tion of Paintings, kindly loaned,
volume, while the delightful "Si mes vers
avaient des ailes," by Reynaldo Hahn disfor a short time, will open
played its sweetness and flexibility. In
Saint Sean's "Le bonheur est chose leger,"
Ales. Ford performed some difficult technical passages, which were extremely ef7
fective. Mrs. Ford's voice became some
what 'husky towards the end of her solo.
Tosta's "Good-'bye." Thi e . was hardly to
be wondered at considering it was her
.."=LIES SQUr.
ninth selection. It was one of the gems
of the evening, however. In one or two
passages she was not well supported by the
LOAN EXHI I ION.
violin obligate., while Singing Gounod's
"Sing, Smile, Slumber," which was perof the Association are reminied
Members
lisps the weakest number on the prothat a Special Exhibition of Paintings kill
gramme.
ly loaned for a, short time, will opal.
Professor Dubois won great applause for
MONDAY EVENING, February 20th.
Isle vielineello solo. The intermezzo movement of 'Sautes work was undoubtedly one
of the geins of the evening. A dominant
tone of Redness ran through this, which
seEmed to anneal to the nudienee. The
PHILLIPS SQ AWE.
grnee and delicacy of the movement Was
ialith flilly interpreted. Tliere was mere
scone for Professor Dubois to disinlay his
technique in the Prelede- Allegro Maesitese,
end the Introdection-Ronda. bet hei‘e there
Members of the Association are reminde d
wee occasional bit of ragged work not ap- that a Special ExhibitiOu of 'Paintings, kindly
loaned
for a short Mae, Will open
parent in his interpretation of the inter-
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H. E. Krehbiel Before the Art

6IN

flonday Even'g, Feb. 20,

Art AssocfiaUorn,

The lecture at the Art Association,which
was given on Monday was unique in 'the
fact that the lecturer, Mr. H. E. Krehbiel,
handled the subject in a manner which
was all his own. In fact, those who attended the lecture on "Shakespeare's Songs
and Dances." would say, if the honest
truth be told, that they hardly knew what
to expect; but not losing sight of the fact
that the scholarly Mr. Krehbiel was to talk
to them, they were sure of something good. Y
With the assistance of Mrs. Craw, who
played the dances. and Mrs. Krehbiel, who
possesses a good soprano voice, and who
rendered the songs of Shakespeareie day
with all the pathos and simple expression
which suits them so well, the lecturer
managed to bring up before his audience a
very clear idea of what the music contemporary to the great writer really was.
Que-en Elizabeth may have been, and undoubtedly was ; a very busy woman, and
she may also have eaten with her lingers,
but nevertheless she was a musician of no
mean ability. Then again there was Henry VIII. He had time between his intervals of gaiety and cares of state to become fairly accomplished in the music of
tho day and so it went all through thee
-history of the great pacipie who live.d a.riA 4
worked and sang and played in the early 1
days of England. Shakespeare in his many
plays had shoftwn himself a master of
the music of the day, as he was indeed
the master of all else which brains and
culture cap give: He understood music as
no poet Once his day had understood it.
He never failed to use the right term in
the right place, and in 36 of his 37 plays
there is at least a reference to music.
Then again there was the music of the
common people: Each trade had its own
song; the carman of the 16th century
whistled his distinctive melody, and so on
through the list.
The twelve numbers on the programme
were all the music and song of Shakespeare's day, and if he did not sing and
play them himself he was at least familiar
with them. Some of these tunes. have even
come down to the present day, -and are
now in use in hymn books, though their
identity has been practically lost to the,
generality of people.
The lecturer in his opening remarks dwelt
upon the fact that the English were the
most musical people on the face of the
earth. To-day they spend more money
for music than any other nation, and at
the same time there is a quibble, and they
ask: "Are we re-ally musical?"
Mr. Krehbiel has a manner of 'bringing
the old music of Shakespeare's day and
the audience of the present into common
accord. He does not attempt to soar ovee
the heads of the un'nitiated— and this
could be so easily accomplished. Instead,
he brings thé modern audience and the
old music together on a common footing,
and though this may shock the sensibilities of the extremely artistic, it is non.
the less effective.
The enunciation of Mrs. Krehbiel in her
songs, lent their enjoyment. Without
hearing the words of the selections Much
would have been lost to the audience.

KREFIBIEL LECTURE,
iet
!'ork Critic on

tt
a

pore's Songs and Dances.
ART GALLERY WELL FILLED

Little at the Theatres This 'Week—

M A.

a

lectuftiir, Mr. Krehbiel, has a

style of his awn; seine people would
say he has no style at all. Certainly
he has none of the convontious of the
platform. Though ilia lecture is all
written, he talks in the most familiar
conversational style, and sometimes descends to slang. "Any old thing" is, in
Mr. Krehbiel's view a phrase Shakerrpeare would have used in his comedies
if -he had written in the present day.
But this, is perhaps only Mr. Krehbiei's
\ray of bringing Shakespeare up, or
rather down, to date for the- benefit of
a modern audience. In- his phrases and
his manners, the great New York critic is not Elizabethan. There is no oldfashioned courtpsy about him when he
asks a lady to sing or play. He merely
remarks in an off-handed way, "We
wil! now hear so-and-so."
But these minor exceptions made, it
must be acknowledged that Mr. Krehbiers lecture was one of rare interest
and instruction. He knows music
thoroughly, he knows his Shakespeare, he knows the great E.1zabethan times. He has intelligence, insight, sympathy. There is a quaintness
about his manner of treatment not unsuitable to the subject. He has a sense
of humor, and is often exceedingly droll.
The musical people in/the audience were
pleased with his treatment of Eliza-bethian music, admirably reproduced in
the dances played by Mrs. Shaw, and
the songs. of Mrs. Krehiriel. The
Shakespeare students felt -that new light
was thrown- on many passages hitherto obscure. The people who study
neither 'music nor Shakespeare were instructed and amused, both by what Mr.
Krehbiel said and by the way he said
it. Altogether everybody was pleased,
and same were a little mystified, - because the lecture WRS not all that they
had expected.

ArEHE ART GA.TY
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=Triew of the Twe rstfLoa,n
Exhibition of Paintings Last Evening..

The principal feature in this year's loan
exhibition of paintings in the art
gallery,
of whieh a private view was given
to the
members of the Art Association and
their
friends last evening, is the "Sylvia"
portrait of Sir Joshua Reynolds.
It illustrates the work a the father of Engligh
portrait painting in the zenith of his faine,
and additional interest attaches to it by
reason of the fact that it is one of the
comparatively few full length poxtraits
which owe their origin to the great master. The painting is the poetic idealized
Portrayal of pitre and innocent childhood,
arid it is invested with the loveliness which
characterized Sir Joshua's best creations.
It forms part of the very fine collection
of Mr: James Ross, who has lent it for
this occasion, and is likely to attract as
much attention as the Rembrandt he recently exhibited. .,Ais interesting feature
of the exhibition are six canvasses by Jean
Baptiste Camille Carat, the renowned master of what is known as the Barbizon
school. These paintings come from the
private collection of G. A. Drummond,
Messrs. W. W. Ogilvie, Hector Mackenzie *
James Rees R. B. Angus and W. J.
Learmcint. Another well-known painter
of the Baliaizon school, who outlived. Caret
by three years, but was some twenty
years his junior, was Charles Francois
Daubigny. is represented by two canvasses,
lent by R. B. Angus and W. J. Learmont. The genius of the modern Dutch
painter, Jacobus Moris, is fittingly illustrated by seven pictures belonging to the
Hon. G. A. Drummond, Dr. W. Gardner,
Messrs. J. Read Wilson, ,Tames Ross and
W. J. Learmont. Two interesting compositions from the easel of George Innes.
a modern American artist, who has began
to achieve distinction, are on view. There
was a very large attendance at last evening's private vieW, and time exhibition
was pronounced as successful as any of
the twenty that have gone before.
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This Evening.

Mr. H. E. Krehbiel has a•well established reputation: on this- continent as a
musical critic, and it was a matter of
course for him to be greeted at the Art
Gallery last night by a crowded au-
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OF PAINTINGS.
Open daily

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Wednesday evening 8 to 10.
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A WORK OF ROMNEY' S

2)

a anerir:memermPtioweiNfiNeglar
of "Circe,'

model for his naintings
"Sensibility," "Cassandra," among a
large number of others.
op/
Ttomney's mind teemed with designs
for important work, which was start- 1DR. TICWIi.IN SCION
ed, but to be cast aside. His best works
Valuable Painting Now at the are historical incidents and portraiture.
In the former he neglected all unnecesArt Gallery.
sary episode or trivial ornament and
emphasized the story upona. single
.11.n•n•n
group of figures, conceived in an ele- MISS ABBOTT ANDA. DU DOM AINE'S
vated spirit of dignity and beauty. His
RECITAL.
LOANED BY MR. JAMES ROSS female portraits are all lovely, delineated with theadelicacy and taste of the
A few Single Tickets for this EvenGreek.
Romney will ever be recognized as an ing may still be had at Star Branch
One of a Number of Notable Works of excellent and sympathetic draughts- Office, St. Catherine street.
man, a wonderful master of color and
Art Recently Added to Mr.
a sound and accomplished painter, who
never in the slightest offended the finest
Ross' Gallery.
taste in his art.
The closing years of this great
master's life were passed under most
them," sounded on all sides. Congratulapainfully
pathetic circumstances. To Successful Event Given ast tight
An additional charm has just been
tions for recoveries from la grippe were
his gratitude to a woman who
by Miss Abbott and Mr. du Dogiven to the already interesting little show
him devotedly through a
frequent, and it is safe to say that there
ar- had nursed
of
paintings
bY
Canadian
maine.
collection
her.
long and serious illness he married
1..ive not been many as pleasant teas this
tists, at present on view at the Art He deserted her shortly after their
.son as that among the pictures. ReGallery. A picture by Romney, one marriage, and for thirty years comirashments. were served in the old gallery,
The first of Miss Abbott's and Mr. du
municated wtih her only upon two ocof the really great English painters of
and here a number of the guests congrethe end of his life Domaine's vocal and instrumental recitals
Casions.
Towards
parties,
sipping
the
fragrant
bevgated in
the end of last century has been loan- he was stricken with a painful malady, was held at the Art Gallery, Phillips
erage, chatting and listening to the orchesed by Mr. James Ross, and will be which culminated with his becoming Square, last evening. The projectors of
tra. Among those present were noticed
this series of entertainments for the Monthopelessly insane. His faithful wife,
on view during the present exhibition.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ross, Mr. and Mrs.
for him had never
The picture forms one of a number of whose devotionthe thirty long years, real public should feel well satisfied with
fioswell Fisher and Miss Ritchie, Miss
ceased during
the results so fai, attained. In the first
Laidlaw. Mrs. E. B. Greenshields, Mr. ! notable paintings which Mr. Ross has came at once to his help and tended
place, the gallery was filled to almost its'
1.11(.1 Mrs. P. A. Peterson, Dr: Shepherd,
him
with
loving
care
until
his
death.
added recently to his own splendid colcapacity by one of the best audiences
Mr. and Miss Stikeman, Mr. and the
lection. Examples of Romney's work Such a story of wifely love and de- which has turned out to any function this
)1isses Turnbull, Dr. Abbott, Mr. R. Macvotion ha's seldom been known. Romnnell, Miss H. Macdannell, Mr. and Mrs. ! are scarce GR this continent, that at ( ney died at Kendall on November 15th, season. Men and women prominent in soD. Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Ives, Miss M. present on exhibition in the Art Gallery 1802.
ciety were everywhere present, and they
Themas, Mrs, Strathy, Mr. and Mrs. Ham- being one of the very few ever seen in
In connection with the above it is showed by their close attention and libeaford, the Misses Roddick, Miss Redpath,
rumored that Mr. Jamles Ross has eral applause that the fine programme set
Montreal.
brought home with him, together with before them was duly appreciated.
De. and Mrs. Gardner, the Misses ])urn- The picture is a three-quarter length
Mrs.
Charles
Porteous,
Mr.
Wm.
the above picture by Romney, examples
bird,
Dr. Hopkinson, of Baltimore, is a bariKingstop, Mr. and Mrs. George Durnford, open air portrait of Lady Sullivan. She of the work of Turner, Bourne-Jones
the Misses Gairdner, Mr5 hail Mrs. is seated in a half reclining position,' and other famous artists. These, it tone singer who has won favour in his
own country, and it is well deserved. SelJames MeNa.b, Mrs. Kin-g, Miss Budden,
Viit h body to the front, and her head • is said, will be exhibited at the next
loan exhibition in the Art Gallery. dom has an audience in—the city had the
Mrs. Wm. Adelson Macpherson, Mrs. Trenwell back 'to the left shoulder.
The Should it prove true this will be most pleasure of hearing a voice of such power,
holme, Mrs, Wigmore, Professor and Mrs.
Ponliallow, Mrs. Mills, Mr. Meredith Be- !pose shows excellently the beautiful con- welcome news ta the artistic- public in. sympathy and depth. Dr. Hopkinson is
thune, Mr. and Mrs. Chisholm, Mrs. ! tour of the neck. The subject is draped Montreal, and the next loan exhibition also blessed with an 'extrentely clear entinJanice Ferrier, Mrs. Hugh Wonham, M.
in a robe of tender creamy white, re- will be laelted forward to with every elation, which renders his songs even more
and the Misses Woreham, Miss May Rey- " lieved with delicate touches of color at anticipation of pleasure.
A notice of the 'Xmas exhibition of Pleasurable. The four first songs rendered
others. Mr. Lindsay, the
nolds and a host
shoulder straps and girdle. paintings by Canadian artists at pre- by him were in German, and the selections
the secretary, and Miss Pangman received The wrists,
girdle is almost entirely hidden by sent o-n view in the Art Gallery ha-s showed to advantage in the tongue of the
the guests, with their usual kindness.
the left arm, which lies across the body, already appeared in the columns of The Teuton, Without knowing the gentleman
the hand resting upon the right wrist. Gazette. Through an oversight, how- personally . it would be immediately said
An informal reception was held yesterday
The left hand is firmly and beautifully ever, mentien of three of the exhibitors that he was a master of the language.
afternoon from four till six o'clock
painted; the slender tapering fingers, was omitted.
When he rendered the Plaintive melod
at the Art Gallery, Phillips square, to
of the right though gracefully inMr. John Hammond, R.C.A., an artist
which only members of the association redicated
are painted in a manner a trifle from Sackville, N.B., shows three ex- of Eugene Field's "Little Boy Blue" the
ceived cards. About three hundred peoslip-shad.
amples of his weak. NG. 1, Evening, was a suspicious brightness in many eyes,
ple promenaded through the spacious
I galleries and viewed the fine Christmas
The face is one of great distinction St. John N.B., shows some boats pil- and even a tear here and there, and then',,
and beauty, crowned with masses of de- ed curiously up into the form of a after this came the martial "Marching
! exhibit of oils and water colours by Carlo(
adian artists. A picture which was a licately united light auburn hair, en- 'pyramid, while a number of figures are Along,' which, with his rendition. est ev! centre of much attuaction was that of
twined with a strip of light gray rib- dimly discernible. The composition is eryone's pulse throbbing faster and faster,
' Lady Sullivan, by Romeny. It is judgbon, in which Iouches of blue are most effective and the picture is bathed in and brought colour to the cheek.
ed to be one of the finest works of art
deftly blended. The warm diaphanous rich glow, reminding one a little of a
in America,and was loaned by Mr. Jas.
The programme opened with a. sonata for ii
Ross for the exhibit. The tea table was flesh tints of the face and neck, tend- Constable, though the manner of paintprettily decorated with flowers, and was erly painted, form an excellent contrast ing Is very different. A very luminous violin and piano, and the artistic ren—i
laden with all the good things of the sea- with the delicious creamy pearl - bor- sky reflects admirably the water. Seen ditIon by Miss Abbott and Mr. du Domaine t
son, which were duly appreciated. Dur- dered gown. The beautiful draping of from a little distance, this is effective was pleasing in the extreme. Mr. du Doing the reception the Victoria Rifles orthis dress across the body reveals the and pleasing, a little eloser inspection maines other numbers included "The
chestra discoursed an enjoyable programme of music, and an exceedingly ' charming contour of the form beneath reveals a rather extraordinary tech- Swan," Saint-Saens, and "Rhapsodie Honwithout a trace of vulgarity or dis- nique. No. 2 is a study in light and groise," Hauser, His work throughout
pleasant two hours were spent. Many
shade. Muddy, sloping banks, between
smart costumes were worn. Mrs. A.
play.
was remarkably proficient.
Strathy looked particularly well in a
The portrait is painted in the open air which a sluggish stream flows fitfully,
Miss Abbott, as acedmpanist, showed ,
London gown of Kitchener blue cloth,
and
which are capped with masses of
against
a
background
of
dark
tree
beautifully embroidered, with the bodand a,long straggling stretch herself to be thoroughly in accord with
ice opening over a full vest of mousseline trunks and dusky autumnal foliage. In vivid green
the background to the spectator's right of trees outlined against the sky, form the work at hand, and at ail times was
he sole, diamond ornaments. Mrs. Jeffrey Burland, handsome tailor made cos- there is a, delicate suggestion of distant the subject. The picture gives one the ' sympathetic and true.
Tho programme was of just the right
landscape, with cornfields, and blue, Impression of having been originally
tume of green cloth, ermine trimming.
and wore a hat of green velvet. Mrs.
cloud-kissed hills rising up towards a painted as a mono-chrome, upon which length. It was of sufficient brevity to
Dennie, silver gray satin, velvet toque,
lovely sky, and one great patch of masses of color had afterwards been ensure 'the fact that there would be no
with ostrich tips. Mrs. Lennox Mills.
black satin, embroidered with jet. Miss shadow wherein rich shades of orange, lavished. It is a curious picture, not i nattention, and then again it was long
brown, and green are massed in a most altogether u , npleasing, though- it is marEstelle O'Brien, pretty green costume,
enough to do full justice to the particired considerably by the hard mannervelvet hat of same shade. Miss Bell Ha- , effective and pleasing manner.
The picture will remain on view for
gar, black silk, bodice of buttercup sat- .
isms of the trees and the ungainly pants, and leave the audience In 'the full
power—the height—of its enjoyment.
In and lace trimmings. Among' the
s"hort time only, and the opportunity of straddling line of horizon.
guests were : Hon. James O'Brien, Miss seeing should not be missed by those
'Mr. James L. Graham has also three
The programme was as follows:
Mr.
Roswell
Fisher,
Mr.
Robt.
0'13rien,
to whom good pictures are a source of pictures on view. Na. 1 is a poetical
Turnbull, Miss Turnbull, Dr. Howell,
pleasure and delight. It is an excel- study of a laborer returning home after 1—Sonata (Violin and Piano Greig, op. 13
Mr. Dunlop. Miss Dunlop, Mr, and Mrs.
Miss Abbott and Mr. du Dornaine
lent portrait, and a beautiful picture tall, burdened with the implements of
Marling, Hon. Justice Wurtele, Mrs.
Songs for Baritone.G. Von Mentz.
Miss
Estelle
worthy
in every respect of its famous his calling. No. 2 is a landscape paint- 2—Four
Garrett (New York),
(a) "Heimliche Grusse,"
O'Brien, Mrs. Smith, Miss Bell Hagar, 1 :,auther.
ing of a yellow field in which a number
(b)
"Mondna,cht,"
Mrs. and Miss Grier, Miss E. Warren, ROmney was born at Dalton-le-kUr-I of cattle a-re grazing, with farm sheds
(c) "Anathema,"
Miss McGarry, Mr. and Mrs. Beaudrv. .nes
s Lancashire, in December, 1734. in the back ground. The cattle are
(d) "Ergebung," .
Elliand, op. 9
A. Watt, Mrs. tl
Mr. and Mrs. Bishop, Dr.Miss
peveloping early a taste for painting. good, but the picture an the whole gives Prologue .... "I
Leoncavallo
Lindsay. Miss Lindsay ,
Dr.
Hopkinson
Mr. and Mrs. Meighen, Mrs. A. E. Roe, he was placed under Steele, of Kendal, one the impression of being a little too 3—Violin Solo .."The Swan,".. Saint Saens
Mrs.
H.
Davis,
Mr.
Crarrin.‘,.
an
artist
of
note
at
that
time, from sketchy. No. 3 is a pastel couched in
Miss Bell,
Mr. Ernest du Domaine
Mr. Hannaford, Miss Stone, Miss Wig- a whom he received his first lessons. In a similar, but warmer key.
4—"What is Love?" .......... Ernst
more, Mr. and Mrs. Wolferstan Thomas, i 1773 he visited Italy with Ozias HumMT. William Hope is represented by
(Written
for and dedicated to Dr.
.
Mrs. Gilmour, Miss E. Gilmour, the:
s phrey and after two years' absence, a single picture, a tenderly painted
Hopkinson.)
Misses Lambe, the Misses Savage. Dr.
"Oh,
for
a
Burst of Song!" .Allitsen
and Mrs. Elder, Dr. Frank Shepherd, Dr. established himself in London, until landscape in tones of cold grey, with a
`Mirage,"..
Liza Lehmann
W, Gardiner, Prof. and Mrs. Penhal- 1797, when he removed to Harasiead. single figure in the middle distance.
"Alt Heidelberg,"..
.. Jensen
The exhibition, it is understood, closes
low, Miss Archibald, Miss G. Robertson, During this time he divided public pa"The
Little
Boy
Blue,"
..
_Nevin
Mrs. R. MacDonnell, Mr. and Mrs. Ross, tronage with his two famous contem- on the 7th of January.
"Marching
Along!"
.
:VI
Valerie
White
Mrs.
and
alr. and Mrs. Barry Scott, Mr.
poraries, Sir Joshua Reynolds the
Dr. Hopkinson
E. K. Greene, Geer Wallington Ste- , prince of painters,' and Gainsborough.
5—Violin
Solo,
"Rhapsodie
Hongroise,"
ss
a.ylot,
hens jr Win. I omer
The story of Romney's life from the The exhiibiltion of oils and water colours
... .Hauser
Taylor !Miss Hunter, Mr. and Mrs.
by Canadian artists at the Art Gallery,
Mr. Ernest du Domaine
beginning to its unha.ppy close is not a
Trenholme, Mr. and Mrs. Minden Cole,
— Baritone Solo, "Angelic Salutation,"
6
Phillips
Square,
is
much
appreciated
by
Mrs
Peverley,
Mr.
Burnett,!
pleasant
one.
It
has
been
fittingly
de'
Mr. 'and
Gounod
the large number 'of people who frequent
Marier, Rev. Mr.
scribed as one of marked success, and
' Mr. find Mrs. George
ohligato—Mr. du Domaine.)
'rose piss-sant quarters dail y. D uring
anallatrs. *Seaford, Mr. Gibb, Mr. Gibb.. singular selfishness. He will ever be
Dr. Hopkinson
McArthur !Miss Hilda Brotherhood: the
the
past
week
the
number
of
visitors
has
remembered in connection with the fair
!! Misses Roddick, Miss Clay, Major Lybeen increasing, and much admired have
and frail Emma Lyon, who, as Lady
- man, the Misses McCallum, Mr. and Mrs.
been the pictures by Mr. Wm. Bryinner,
Hamilton exercised a curious influence
Hadrill. Mr. and Mrs. Porteous, Mr. and
R. C. A., who on this omasion is
Mrs. D. McCaskil, the Misses Smith,
over him, and Lord Nelson alike. She
in all 24
the larges exhibitor
Miss Brock, Mr. Lyman, Miss Maepharwas his favorite model, and one whom
pictures. /44_
lane, MI.TsWotlie,rs on, and many
repro He
of
painting.
he
never
tired
others_ ,044,.. jp•
,lneed her face und;. , r many idealized
disguises. the best lehown being 'A Baca,

Aiirt

AsAn exhibitibn of Pictures a
Sociation rooms is always certain to draw
a large number of people, and when there
is a tea given in addition, it is needless to
say that everyone who can makes an effcrt to be present. The "at home" on
Monday afternoon was, as usual, a thoroughly successful function. One ! met so
many happy, cheerful people, people who
knew all about art, people who knew
nothing, but much about gowns, tea, and
talk, people who did not care for either
at or tea but came to study the living
pictures which at such a gathering are as
much to be admired as those upon the
!walls. "Happy New Year, and many of
.
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A Private View for `Members Last Evening of a Small
But Excellent Collection of Masterpieces.

'

.
!

The members of the Art Association and
their friends enjoyed a private view of the
t scanty-first Loan Exhibition of paintings
last night in the Art -Gallery, Phillips
square.
The rooms were crowded with the elite
of Mentreal soeiety. It is estimated that
about three hundred must have attended
the function. It was almost impossible,
mi-lug to the crush, to subject the various
pictures on exhibition to anything like a
careful examination. The Gallery will be
open, however, for some weeks, during
which, the pictures may be studied and
enjoyed at leisure. Refreshments were
served and an orchestra rendered pleasing
seleotions during the evening.
The canvas attracting most attention was
probably that of Sir Joshua. Reynolds'
"Sylvia,'" lent by James Ross, Esq. This
work! shows Sir Joshua at his •best, although this artist has been called the s'ave
and master of colouring, and colouring, if
once attained in 11 It degree,
generally distains subordination and
engrosses the whole attention. In this
excellent examp'e, as in others of
Reynolds' masterpieces, notably "Nelly
O'Brien," he avoids using many colours.
and the tints used are indefinitely blended
and varied, so as to appeal to the intellect
well as th e emotions.
Among the pictures which attracted much
attention were: an example by Constable,
"The Old Mill." lent by the Hon. G. A.
'iDrrussinond, six beautiful canvases by
jean Baptiste Cainille Corot. entit'ed
Landscape," "The Fisherman," "Twilit," "Landscape," "Femme a la Vonane" and "Figure," loaned respectively
' the 'Hon. Ga A. Drummond, W. W.
gilyie, Mr. Heetor Mackenzie, Mr. James
as, Mr. R-. -B. Angus and Mr. W, J.
'ear:slant.
The characteristics of the Dutch school
,e're represented bv Albert Cuyp's!"Dutch
sly," lent by Mr. James Craithern.
1oha an Bart-hold CI angkind's little canvas,
:rho Skaters," ,lent by Mr. C. R. Hos•
•er Albert II. C. Neuhuy's
Sheep Shearing," lent by Mr. James
'Interior of Fisherman's
isinern. and
ouse," lent by Mr. J. Reid Wilson; WO"Landscape," lent
Tholen's
Bastion
111
Dr. Win. Gardrets "Dutch Harbour,"
t by Dr. A. A,. Browne:. "Sand Dunes,"
Band. lent by M. Ja.m,es. Crathern;
and Dunes. Scheveningen," lent bs Mt.
. J. Learanont;' Weissenbruch's "Land.
ADC. lent by Dr. A. A. Broivne; "The
.rand." (water colons) lent by Dr. Win.
1ardner: "Landscape." lent by Mr. Geo.
•

-

,

;

,

.

"

-A canvas attractins much attenien was
of William Etty, RA., (1787-1849),
titled "Bivouac of Cupid and His Cam.any," lent by Mr. R. B. Asians. This
is an excellent example of the famous
English. mister's wonderful drawing and
grouping. The reflections, the high lights,
the bright bits of colour, the soft, warm
deep shades are very noticeable in this
c Tea flail.
"The Portrait of •a Lady," he' Jahn
lloppner. RA., lent by 'Mr. C. R. 'Erosmer, had a cons ta n t group of admirers
iiit
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THE PRIVATE VIEW,
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Lo4n Exhibition at the Art
Gallery.
BY SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS

Gem of the Collection Is His Painting "Sylvia "—Other Artists
Represented.

Thé 21st loan exhibition of p a intings
opened in the Art Gallery, Phillips
square, last night, with a private view
for members of :the Art Association and.
she's

during he evening. Another portrait,
"Susanne," by Gabriel Max, lent by Mr.
;T.Reid. Wilson. hung in a very conspicuous place, was greatly admired. The
rich brilliant colouring - and wonderful !
flesh tints were much comnumted upon.
Other pictures, continually surrounded
during the evening, wereTurner's "Sunrise," lent by the estate A. Wilson, Van,.
Marcke's "In the Marshes," lent by Mr.
W. W. Ogilvie, and "Constantinople," by
Ziem, lent by the estate A. Wilson. The
last mentioned picture was a detailed
study, exhibiting most delicate and happy
effects.
In these works were exemplified the laws
of the composition of a picture requiting
-that it should be reducible to one subject
or action and to one individual instant of
time tin this action.
An American artist George Innis, exhibited two paintings, "Sunset," lent by Mr.
R. B. Angus, and "Sunset over. the Hills,"
lent by Mr. James Ross. This artist's work
received much favourable notice, and gives
evidence of great promise. Some of his
pictures offered at the Clarke art sale, in
New York hiet week,obtained good figures.
Nearly all the pictures exhibited in the
eminently successful exhibition in the Art
Gallery last evening, were good examples,
and indeed, emphasied the fundamental
principle
design or conception in painting. It isn design, and in design alone,
that niait can recognize those operations
of imagination and judgment which eonstitnte the ideal of art and show its high
line-age as the off-spring of philosophy
and the sister of poetry.
Among -those present in the Art G-allery
were noticed Sir William and Lady Dawson, Mr. Angus W. Hooper, Miss Grace
Robertson, Mr. George Reaper Mr. E. S.
Olouston, Lieut.-Colonel and Mill. Strathy,
Mr. an-d Mrs. I'. A. Petersen Mr. and
Mrs. H-ugh A. Allan, Mr. J. B. Allan, Mr.
and Mrs. 13. T. Tooke, Professor Capper.
Rev. E. 1. Rexford. Mr. and Mrs. C. Ernest Gault, Miss Gault, Mr.- an-d Mrs. W.
IVIcLea Walbank, Dr. and Mrs. H. B.
Yates, Senator an-d Mrs. j.O. Villeneuve,
Dr. Ridley McKenzie, Mr. W H. C. Mussen and Miss Mussen, Mr. 'Stewart and
J. JJ. M.
Dr. G
the Misses Stewart.,Gunn,
g Mrs. Pangmain, Mies Pangman,
Dr. Tait McKenzie, Mr. A. A. Browning,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Finless Mies Finley,
Miss Delle Hagar, Mr. and Mrs. Smith,
Mr. W.- Robertson, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Coulson, Mx. an-d Mrs. W. W. Ogilvie,
Major and Mrs. A.Haig Sims,Mr. and 1Virs.
Thomas Fysche, Mr. John Daugall, Captain Pope, Mr. and Mrs. James Crathern, Miss Saxe, Mr. T. C. McGregor, Mr.
Granger, Mr: Justice, and Mrs. Wurtele,
Miss Estelle O'Brien, Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
Dawson, Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett, Rev. Dr.
and Mrs. Barclay, Rev. J. Edgar and Mass.
Hill, Mr. R. W. Shepherd. Miss Monck
Miss Lily Barry, Dr. W. Gardner, Dr. F.
J. Sherherd, Mr. Homer Taylor, Mr. an-d
Mrs. D. A. Watt, Mr. Robert Lindsay,
Mr. William McLennan,Mr. J. Reid
Wile-on, Mr. an-d -Mrs. David Penne,
W. de M. Marier and Miss Merger, Miss
Belle Oswald, Dr. J. Leslie Foley, Dr. F.
A. L. Lockhart, Lient .-Col. and Mrs. Fred.
Massey, and Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Wanklyn.

_

•

Although the -exhibition is. by no
means a large 'Me de exceedingly interesting, containing -wit-latin its small
compass several noteworthy canvases
and o-ne production -by a master acknowledged by competent authorities to
equal in taste, gTace, facility a-nid happy
invention-, in -rilchrtSks and VI harrpozy
of color, the greatest masters of the
renowned a-gee. This is -Sir Joshua
Reynolds, the father's British painting," who is represented at the exhibiti en 'by a portrait of a sweet little girl
whom he has called "Sylvia."
This picture which tau-strates the
great master's work at its maturity, is
interesting from the fact that it is one
of the -comparatively few full length
portraits which owe their origin to his
genius. It is of a type which had ever
special attraction for him, the poetic, idealized portrayal of pure and innocent -childhood; and it is- Invested
with all the arties-s' loveliness whi

characterized his creations.

'

,
:

"Coe

SYLVIA.'
By Sir Joshua Reynolds.

Th- plreture 'whiCh has been lent by
its owner, 'Mr. James Ross-,. forms the
crowning attraction of the exhibition.
Hardly le-es interesting, however, are
six paintings by Jean Baptiste Cam-tile Corot, 1796-1875, the great master,
of the Barbizon school, whose incom-'
parably beautiful landscapes have earned for -him undyin-g fame. Truly it has
been said th-at "the charm of a picture
is the affection that the artist expends
upon -it anid with Corot, love, incessant
longing for that whielh satisfi-es theheart—spreads over every part of his
composition." The six canvases by
which he as represented have been lent
from the private colle-cillons of. the Hon.
G. A. Drummond', Messrs. W. W.
0-gilvie, Hector Mackenzie, James Ross,
R. B. Angus and W. J. Less-mont.
Charles Francois Daubigny, 1817-1878,
the -contemparary of Corot, and also a
painter of the famous Ba-rib-iron school,
is represented - by two beautiful pictures lent by Messrs. R. B. Angus- and
W. J. Learmont. Jacobus Maris, a
noted painter of the modern Dutch
school, is represented by seven pictures
the property 'of Messrs. the Hon. G.
A. Drumm-on-d, Wm. Gardner, M.D.,
(2); J. :Reid Wilson, James ROSS and
W. J. Lear-mont (2). Examples of the
modern Dutch school from the -brush of
Johannes Bos'boom, 1817-1892,; Joihann
Darthold Jangkind, 1819-1891; Henrik
Willem Mesdaz, Albert Neuheys,
Willem Bastien Thole-n, an-d J. H.
Weissenbruch, all lent from the priva-te
collections of citizens of Montreal, a-re
also included in the catalogue.
There are also on view two composttiens from the brush of George Inness,
a quite modern American artist, whose
work, although well and favorably
known abroad, is only just beginning to
be appreciated b-y his own countrymen.
This was attested by the success
which attend- cd the sale of those of his
pictures offered at the Clarke art sale
in New Yark last week. This was in
itself a rather remarkable sale from
the fact that it has In all probabilities
set a standard of value for American
paintings; even if it has not it will
certainly have a considerable influence
alu
uture.
f eofAmerican artists'
- up
e t..1.it e
oorn
ke the
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A Brilliant Openi

v

Ni ght.

BRIEF MENTION OF THE PAINTINGS.
The twenty-first annual loan exhibition
of paintings and private view for members and friends of the Montreal .Art
Association, was held last evening at
the gallery, Phillips square. It was attended by the culture, wealth and fr.shion of Montreal, and was one of the
most brilliant of the many assemblies
which have gathered in the rooms of the
.

Art Association. Some six hundred invited guests were present, and these
thoroughly' enjoyed the feast that had
been prepared far the eye, the mind, and
the ear. Quivron's orchestra played

charming selection of music, and the

light refreshments were much sore-

ciated.

The comparative modernity of the
paintings and the prevalence of landscape are the two principal features cf

the exhibition. There is one efample
of Jacob G. Cuyp, about the real year
of whose birth there is some doubt, but
whose period is usually given i7.s 15Th1619; but the others range from a beautiful Reynolds down to J. M. Swan and
'W. B. i'holen. The collection includes
a very good Etty, a fine Constable, a
good Ziem and Van Marche, and a very
fair specimen of Turner's 'cadmium'
period, and the general average is high
but there is no particular picture that
stands out from the rest so decidedly
as did Ta oyons masterpiece of two ye
ago, and one misses some of the
-

-2,•Q
,

r

r

last year, such it's i ugh, 1
Coardi, Franz Fiais, Holbein, Israe Is,
Landscer, Linnell, Mauve, Millet, Rae- I
burn, Rembrant, Romney, Ruisdael, I
Thomson, Van De Velde, Richard Wil-

I.:'Of

- I

. while-Vû

t,edto
i'luibrfen

L.

(3'rultçnus
#feitvn,
'''t11,60
Another very e swat tea was given at
the Art Gallery, on Sa,turday, from 4 till
6. An orchestra furnished delightful
music in the old gallery where the tea
was served. Every one agrees that the
Loan Exhibition is the most interesting
thatims• been held for a long time. Among
those present were. Miss Crawford, Miss
Cun•dill, Mrs. Graham Dunlop, Mr. and
Mrs. J. G. Ross Miss Morrow, Miss
Monk, Mr. F. S. 'Lyman, Mrs. H. Lyman,
Dr. and Mrs. Stirling, Mrs. Stranger,
Mr. and Mrs. Turpin, the Misses Fisher,
Mr. and Mrs. Bentham, Mr. and Mrs.
Harris, Mr. Learmentrs. Wigmore,
Miss
L
Miss Watt, Miss Ludington,
Baker, the Misses Angus, Dr. Fry. Mrs.
S.
an-d
Mrs.
Murray, Mr. Mayrand, Mr.
Bell and Mr. Garland.

.

son, and others. To look a gift horse I
in the mouth is, however, proverbially
ungrateful, and the society in making its
choice doubtless endeavored, so far as
possible, to present examples that had
not been seen in previous exhibitions.
This it has succeeded in doing, end beyond the fact that the number of Corots
and Tholens and Maris, especially thé
Tho lens, makes such a collection as
this a little lopsided; there is no room
for criticism that is adverse, but rather
everything to admire. It is, however,
the lover of landscape only who will
really reVel among these canvases, the
visitor wInirmost admires portraits and
genre subjects will be disappointed.
PHILLIPS/11.5ARt E.
There are two examples of A. Monticelli,
1824-1886, in which, especially one, the
colors are not quite so riotous as usual,
and they are painted down more- within I
the range of ordinary understanding.
Members are reminded that the Loan I
The Barbizon School is represented by
Exhibition will close on
Corot, Rousseau, Decamps, Jacque, and I
Daubigny; Troyer', Diaz and Dupr6, of 1
this school, are not represented this
at 6 o'clock.
year, while Ziem, who painted Venice
for some years in the shades of rontainebleau, is represented by a good example
of his style in a presentation of Constantinople..
g a----phin_L/ s E,ARE.
It was the fashion some little while
.3
i ago for Canadians to buy the works of
the Antwerp painter, Tholen, and these
and many others continue to be firm
admirers. • Connoisseurs of a different
taste do not deny that he can paint
9 a.m. to G. p.m.
you dirty water and muddy hanks most
realistically, and is indeed an artist in
brood effects and sombre hues, but these
Admission
do not admire him. • Fortunately, this
is a free country, in art as in other matters, and those who ' cannot stand'
Tholen have an opportunity to .scothe
their perturbed feelings with Constable,
4 14.4
PHILLIPTUARE4
or'Va.n Macke, or Etty. Many landscapists, indeed, will give the first place 1
in this collection to the example of Constable, if only for its grand sky. Who
9 A..M. to 6 P.M.
paint a sombre sky like this nice.,Mild
,r, where the clouds really fly across it,
Admission 25 cents
' linger broodingly, or discharge themLANDSCAPE.'
Ives in rain ? His skire are no paintBy
Jean
Baptiste Camille Corot.
of
pigment
and
' things, a mere matter
facile brush; they move and the wind
East night's concert was ono of the
the motive force; they, dissolve, and
PHILLIPS SQUARE
roost thoroughly enjoyable or the serain;
when,
ries The soloist upon this occasion
:you may hear the patter of
UWRE
HILLIPS
S
THE
ANNUAL
ROYAL CANAD.
F'
his
singing
and
Heinrich,
Was
Mr.
Max
I at length, the light breaks through them;
Was undoubtedly the outstanding feaACADErlY EXHIBIFIN
IAN
your spirits rise as they do when a bright
as
a
ture of the concert. Mr. Heinrich
artfcrn aiiir succeeds a gloomy morning,
WILL OP 'N ON — 11'431i
singer is too well known to require any
and you are warmed as with a real sun.
very comprehensive eulogy. A proFRIDAY.
APRIL 7th, '89
and
But this is merely rhapsodising!
found and subtle appreciation of the
in the Galleries of the Art Association.
come
a
and
so you shake up your faculties,
sentiments expressed in his songs,
Works intended for Exhibition must be deetrong and, sympathetic interpretation
down to earth again, and then you
livered at the Gallery not later than Tuesp.m.,
Wednes6
to
are
the pe-edominant features Of his art.
Daily
9
a.m.
know, after all, that it is only pigment Open
day.
March 2Sth.
umber last night
e ce
as hi first n
h
and hard work, and, yes—and genius !
Evening, 8 to 10.
day
Germanstudent
songs,
by
J.--"Na
cycle
of
Several of the Carets are familiar, and
Victor Von Scheffel, set to charming
I
taking them as a whole, those Who are
music by Adolf Jensen. These songs,
lik
rn
to E.
PHILLIPS
unfamiliar with the works of this masso thoroughly typical of German student
LAST OF THE SERIES.
life, savoring of his loves, feuds, and The
ter are not likely to view these specimens
Royal Canadian Academy.'
of
with very great enthusiasm. The:* are,
Exhibition will open on
Mr. Max Heinrich Sings at Last ambitions, of his Bacchanalian rioting
and of his thirst, a great and glorious
course, Coro-ts and Corots, as may be
FRIDAY, APRIL 7th,
in
Dom
Night's
Abbott-du
in
an
unassuageable
thirst,
were
sung
while
it
seen in this exhibit, and
absolutely delightful manner by Mr. in the Galleries of the Art Association.
ii Recital. gl
is true that Daubigny is said to have
was
preWorks Intended for exhibition must be da.
Heinrich. Each of the songs
said, in envious admiration, '11e puts
ceded by an Interesting anecdotal note livered at the. Gallery not later than
of
tie
series
of
last
everything
T e41 ourth and
nothing on the canvas, and
of explanation and a reading of an DAY, MARCH 2Stli.
instrumental recitals given English translation.
is there,' Robert Louis Stevenson's cous- vocal and
,
Abbott
and
Mr.
Du
Domain
Miss
17
The playing of Mise Abbott an-d Mr.
in has told us that the great wordthe Art Gallery last night Du Dam-aine was again thoroughly arpainter could never see anything to ad- - took place in
an unusually large and fashion- tistic and finished, emphasizing the
before
4JPHI LLIPS SQUARE.
mire even in Corot's best work, so that able audience.
favorable impression created in the prethe Philistine is in good company. I it Is with very genuine feelings or re
wEvivvilDAy EVENING, Ma ch 291.14 1
ceding concerts.
Besides the artists mentioned above, gret that those who have derived so
At S.15
recitals
the picture lover will have an oppor- rnuch'real pleasure from thesean
EJECT
UR
embers,
t
h 4144,n-a gentleend.
tier
o•
realize
that
they
are
now
at
tunity of seeing specimens of the vork of
players.
°
men,
Miss Abbott and Mr. Du Domaine are
By Professor F. P. WALTON,
Gabriel Max, J. Maris, J. II. Weissen- heartily
the
upon
to be complimented
brucli, L. Hermitte, Delacroix, J. Stark, high standard of excellence maintained The musicale and fia e o icloci tea at the Dian of the Faulty of Law, McGill University,
Art Gallery yesterday afternoon was the
Snhject—"OXFORD. , With Illustrations
H. W. Mesdag, Jongkind, J. 1'. Pyne, throughout the concerts, and upon the
most largely attended of any held during
A. Neuhuys, E. Bondin, and Hoppner; commendable discretion which in every
Vanby
portrait
A
Exhibition.
the Loan
and this brief notice would be very in- case, marked the choice of the soloist.
dyke now occupies the place of "Sylvia"
complete without especial mention of a The success which the series just
and is greatly admired. It is owned
ended
has
achieved
cannot
but
be
graby Mr. Angus. During the afternoon,
very fine specimen of the work of our
labored in its
have
tatitipl-PHILLIPS SQUARE.
those
who
totifying
Mrs.
Frank Ramsay contributed to •tho
own particular artist, Robert .Harris,
Whether IVIiss Abbott will
musical part of the programme by singwhose paintings we all so much admire, o.ttainmen,tk
ing. Miss Glassford also sang and Mis-;
éônisidei it Suffiëient tii.n ensure the prosand whose recent work has increased our Psrity of a similar venture In the future
'Walker and MiSa Fortier Tlilayea solos.
—AT 8.15— 41$
admiration. Mr. Harris's bust of Mrs. remains to be seen. There are already
The exhibit ' will cloSe en Saturday,
1
March 11th, with a aye o'clock tea to
I John Galt, of Winnipeg, will compare rumors to the effect that she is confavorably with anything in the gallery.
templating the inauguration of another
the members and their friends.
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TWENTY-FIRST LOAN EXHIBITION
OF PAINTINGS.

series, although perhaps not for some
little time. If, as LS hoped, these rumors receive confirmation, the success
of the second undertaking may be

looked forward to with a certain
amount of assurance. That it would

not in the least tend to diminish the
success of another similar Series of recitals, if they were carried out upon a
larger scale and upon, perhaps, a less

conservative basis, is almost equally

OPEN DAILY, 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
certain.
EDNESDAY EVENING, 8 to 10.

3 Rs,'

i

ART ASSOCIATION

Doan
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Exhib t
-
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University,

Subject

AR E.

g.

of the Faculty of Law, McGill

With Illustrations

Members are reminded that the
Loan ExhibitioR will close on Saturday, March 11th, at 6 o'clock.

.

"Oxford,"

-

SUNSET'

SUNSET OVER THE HILLS '—BY GEORGE INNESS.

As41LTotASSOClipION,
Squ4t/f,

U
lf ps

Gallery closed preparatory to opening of

ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY
EXHIBITION.

Art
Aszcclato
edam

PHILLIPS SQUARE.

The Royal Canadian
Academy Ex11
7 1 ion
-

FRIT DAY, A r
WILL PN
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AT'EtIl3A_V", A_PIRTL.
SOME FINE PICTURES

/4—
To be Seen at the Royal Cana.
dian Academy's Exhibition.
GOVERNOR-GENERAL WILL ATTEND OPENING CEREMONY
THIS EVENING.
The exhibition of the Royal Canadian
Academy of Arts, the opening ceremony
of which takes place this evening, will,
give general satisfaction to all those who
believe that Canadian painting i,,s_ yet destined to take a hig'h place in th'e cosmopolitan World of art. The hanging committee has done its work so well and
the, general first effect is so good, that
he visitor may be excused at wondertg for the moment if it is not a Eu'•opean gallery into whirls he has strayed;
nd, certainly, when examination in detail commences, the critic will find in•vidual pieces of work which would
race any collection or exhibition.
In
• e place of honor stands the chef
''-oer..vre of the president of the academy,
r. Robert Harris.
It is a portrait
• roup of Mrs. C. E. L. Porteous and her
hree children, and it would be impos•
sible to praise it too highly.
It is a delightful piece of work, 'fulfilling all the
nditions of a good picture, and worthy
rank not only with the best contenuo portrait groups, but rivalling
uch of the work that passes for unattainable among the moderns when it is
labelled 'old master.' Bravo, Mr. Hass! It is an honor to be the fellow'tizen of such a workman.
Following Mr. Harris in order of
erit comes the work of.Measrs. Homer
"at-son and Maurice Cullen. Mr. Watn will find it difficult to do anything
r than his strong and true 'Cross.
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BY GEORGE INNESS.

Loaned by Mr. R. B. Angus.

Leaned by Mr. James Ross.
ing the Ford'; and his 'Old Stone Bridge
and 'Landscape and Sheep,' are almost
as good in their way. These pictures
put Mr. Watson upon a very high plane
indeed. Mr. Maurice Cullen is another
painter who, equally with Mr. Watscin,
has 'arrived,' as his `St. James's Tower,
Montreal, by Moonlight,' and 'Craig
Street, at Night,' will bear sufficient
witness. These pictures of Watson's and
Cullen's would be picked out in any
vallery in the world for exceptional
merit, and they need only to be ,seen to
be admired, alike by the technician and
the simple lover of the beautiful. The
young painter, Z. H. Fabien, also makes
an advance with his still-life work, his
'Study of Fish,' being especially delightful and worthy of all praise.
Among the other work in the gallery
whose merit appeals to one on a first visit
is Mr. W. E. Atkinson's 'Old Street in
Sluis, Holland," Frosty Morning, Dartmoor,' and 'Evening,' Mr. Bell Smith's
The Chancellor, Leanchoil, B.C.,' and
other line pieces of mountain scenery;
Mr. Brymner's really delightful Early
Morning in September,' Mr. James M.
Barnsley's 'Marine' (which needs a little
attention); Mr. W. Cruikshanks's 'Sundown,' Mr. E. Dyonnet's 'Storm Effect
on the St. Lawrence,' and a Sunset in
the Laurentides,' Mr. France's 'Road to
Berthier' and. Mr. France's 'Old fashioned Garden,' Mr. W. Hope's 'Moonrise,
Bord a Plouffe,' several of Mr. john
1Hammond's characteristic works, Henry
Juliens 'Let Retour,' Edmund Morris's
'Landscape, Cote de Beaupri3,' Clara
Muntz's 'The Widower and his Daughter,'
T. Mower Martin's 'A l'air of Mallards.'
The decorative work of Mr. G. A. Reid
and the flower pieces by Mrs. Reid, 'Autunin' and 'Twilight of Life,' by Mr.
Sydney Strickland Tully, and many more
thaiinust be left for mention .Until a. future occasion. The most highly satisfactory feature of the exhibition to those
who follow art critically will be the fact
that Canadian 4rt has at length emerged,
in several striking instances, from the
rut of provincialism and is worthy of being criticised from a cosmopolitan paint
of view; and that it does not need, as in
theliast, te crave the favor of tOltiqtion.
Among the names which will be tirst
missed frosts the present'exhihitioOre
those of Messrs. Jongers, Shor otofé.
Patterson and Wiley Greer.
The water-color room contains some
charming work. but a »'• this
must also be left for anoth4r occasion.
The reception this even in Promise., to
be one of the most enjoyable events of
the season. His Excellency the Governor-General is expected to arrive punctually at nine o'clock and will be presented with an address by Mr. Robert
Harris, the president. His Excellency
Will briefly reply, and then pictures, conversation and refreshments will help
to pass a delightful hour or so. To-morrow morning the Royal Academicians
meet to elect one full academician iind
several associates. If it were not that
several of the academicians and associates
live out of Canada and have not kept
themselves informed regarding contemporary work, there is no doubt but that Mr.
Maurice Cullen would be elected an associate to-morrow, and, even as it is,
there is very little doubt about it. He
thoroughly deserves such recognition at
; the hands of the academy.
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artists amongst its members. It ;apor betokened the influence Of ideas iie- the formation of a Canadian national real. pleasure, to experience. It must
be admitted, that as is almost inpeared to be very essential to the protiye in the greet art centres. Since then school of art. But in their endeavor to also
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rilliant Opening of the Exhibition—Lord Minto in 1
His Speech Touches on National Character in Art.
The nineteenth annual aid:tit:aim of the
Royal Canadian Academy of Arts was officially opened by Lord Minto, last night.
Most of the eight hundred invitations
sued for the occasion were accepted; the
interest attached to the presence of the
:vice-regal party being largely instrumental
in bringing together a greater manlier than
is usual, even at a private view.
In consequence the sPacious rooms
were uncomfortably crowded by nine
o'clock.' The favourite canvases of the
e,olleottion, the portrait group of Mrs. Porteous and her dhil:dren, the two landscapes by Homer Watson and Mr. Knowles
"The Last of the Harvest" Were constantly
surrounded by little groups of admirers,
even when the crush was so great that a
conscientious criticism was impossible.
On arirVal, His Excellency and Lady
Minto were received in the Library by the
members of the Academy and by Mrs. liarn Mns. George Drummond, Mrs. Graham, Dunlop, Mrs. Reid and Mrs. C. T.
Ttylor. After 'the formal 'presentation of
:1 he ,miesn,ber,s of the Academy and the
Limited of the Association, everyone adjourned to the Galleries for the serious
business of the evening. When Their Excellencies were seated on the dais, Me. Harris gave a sketch al the history of the Academy, the reasons for its foundation 19
years ago and the artistic necessity there
is for its continued existence and well

Mrs. liobert Harris, black silk and chiffon.

Miss May Reynolds, black net.
list Monk white silk trimmed with
'
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Mrs. Ridley Davis, blue satin.
Mist Van Horne, black silk and lace r,
violets.
Mrs Lansing Lewis, heliotrope satin, diamonds.
Mrs. A. J. Ferguson, dove coloured satin.
Miss Luddington, lavender silk and
white lace.
Miss Ritchie, black satin trimmed with
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CRAIG STREET AT NIGHT,' NO. 32—MAURICE CULLEN.

cerise.
Mrs. Bentham, black net.
Miss Bessie Hall, red silk.
Doctor Maud Abbott, black satin and
pink chiffon.

„jbeiro .
: Lord and Lady Minto who had already
epent 'part of the afternoon in privately
viewing the collection then made a tour
of the tra01/1.4 before returning to the
Windsor ,where they will remain until this
.

NO. 15. EARLY MOONRISE IN SEPTEMBER.'WM. BRYMNER, R. C. A.

morning.

SOME OF THE GOWNS.
in addition to the artistic importance of
he occasion, the affair was most brilliant
socially. The gowns worn were for the
most part handsome, though many ot..
those present affected the satin skirt and
light blouse combination that is seen so
much at the theatres lately, and is so
much more comfortable than ordinary eveting dress in a crowd..
,^ Toady Minto Was, as usual, perfectly
dressed. in a black satin gown, opening over
a sequined ,panel of white and a twist
Of turquoise blue velvet in her hair. She'
' wore magnificent diamonds and • carried a
superb bouquet of Pink roses.
Mrs. George Driimithorld wore cream satin brocade, Point lace and diamonds.
Mrs. Campbell Nelles, blue satin, chiffon and diamonds.
Mrs. Louis Sutherland, sapphire blue
velvet, trimmed with pearl passementrie,
diamonds.
Mrs. Shaughnessy, black net, embroidered with sequin over yellow silk.
\ Mrs. Grdham Disolop,, white satin, trimla* diamonds.'
Mrs. P. A. Petellion, blue brocaded
oa tin.
Mrs. Jeffrey Burlind, grey brocade,
„einbroidered with sequins, diamond orna,rpents.
Miss . McCallum, black net and cerise
:itplvet bodice.
14d‘fiss Grier, blue satin.
.
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RO At CANADIAN ACADEMY
20th Annual Exhibition.

Open Daffy, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evening, Sto10
ADMISSION, 25 cents.

ART NOTES.
MR. MAURICE CULLEN YONV AN
-

A. R. C. A.
Mr. Maurice Cullen was elected an
A. R. C. A. on Saturday on the first
lot, and the academy is to be congratuThe picture of
lated upon its choice.
Mr. Cullen's reproduced in the 'Witness'
on Saturday, entitled Craig Street a
Night,' has been sold, for Mr. Cullen's
own price, $150, and it is well worth dour
hie the money. Mr. F. S. Challoner, the
well-known A. R. C. A., was elected an

academician on Saturday.

.

A

We may praise by name, we -must
blame only in the lump,' wrote a London art critic recently, who, no doubt,
had had his knuckles rapped severely for
speaking out the faith that was in him
but this mode of criticising, although
easier and more pleasant for the critic,
especially when he knows the artist
scarcely subserves the cause of art in
general, and is decidedly not fair in the
end to either the painters or the public.
When a picture is well done, from a
workman's point of view,the evil is not si
great, because the public may be depended upon to pick out the subject
which pleases it, the painter and critic
notwithstanding; but when the work it
elf is poor, and the composition unruceful or even ridiculous, sttik tice

t

.

of it is 'necessary in the interests of bet- 1,
ter work and general culture. As Mr,
Harris said in his address at the opening
of the present exhibition, ' It is not alone
on the artists of a country that its art
depends. That art is, alter all, to a
very great extent, time reflex of the taste
of its people'; and he went on to say
that without intelligent and sympathetic
discrimination on the part of their fellow countrymen interested in art, the
efforts of the artists are futile. Jet ii
man feel smile reasonable confidence that
the best things he produc.:s will he received as such by the ptIblic,' said Mr.
Harris, ' and a power will be at once intraduced effective in raising the quality
of the yearly exhibitions.' All this is
true, and it is because of it that it is
necessary .to discriminate between the
good, bad and indifferent.
It is the mode to blame the hanging
cotinpittee for crowding the walls with
canvases, and, from an aesthetic point
of yieWl: the-present fashion is without
defence; at the same time, it must be
borné in mind that art depends for its
support upon the ' average, and mil
upon the most higIily cultuti-1, and
•

.

es.11s his picture, No. 79, 'Hero findin
the bod of Leander'; but surely this
l a misnomer. He should rather have I
" called it 'Hero after finding the body of 1
Leander.' if it were necessary to paint
and name it at all. The artist has 1
clic sen a moment when Hero has cono
pletely covered her fa-ce with her hands,
and is not capable of seeing or finding
anything. Indeed, the title, on seCond
thoughts, ought to be further amended,
and called, 'Hero finding part of the
body of 'Leander,' for only one arm and
what, perhaps may be a head, are apparent in the picture. It puts one in
mind of the artist who had a emmnission
to paint a picture of the Red Sea for
the miser who beat him down in pries;
'Where are the Israelites?' asked the
patron, gazing at the finished picture.
• All gone over,' replied the painter deinurely. 'Well, where are the Egyptians,
; then?"All drowned!' Mr. Knowles
calls his exhibit, No. 78, 'Psyche,'
again without any apparent justification.
According to Mr. Knowles, Psyche was
a studio model, not particularly beautiful and with a strong cadmium cast of
countenance. We are told in the legend
that Venus put Psyche to death because
she had robbed her of her son, Cupid,
but that Jupiter granted her immortality at the request of Cupid. The
artist has plainly chosen just this moment, for there is Charon apparently
prepared to row her across the Styx and
not particularly pleased to be kept waiting. As for Psyche, she is in no hurry,
;ill her attention seems to be concentrated upon a gold casket she carries in
her hand, which possibly contains the
deeds of her goddess-ship, or more probably her jewellery. The lay figure with
its impossible Coloring and all the ac-'
cessories, like a photographer's backgrounds, prove that this picture was
painted in a studio under a strong arti
ficial light, and one wonders why Mr.
Knowles wasted his time upon it,when so
much that is beautiful awaits his pencil' at
Iris very doors, as it were. The world
has had enough and to spare of these
• hackneyed • subjects taken from the
Grecian mythology, everu if they be well
painted. Get out - into the fields, Mr.
Knowles, or failing that, if you must
deal with the past, • you may find plenty
of notable subjects in the history of your

own country.
Mr. Wm. Hope's work in the present

exhibition is some of the best that he
has done. He exhibits four pieces, of
which 'Evening after Rain,' and 'Ap-

Storm,' with 'Moonrise, Bord
NO.63. 'PORTRAIT GROUP, MRS. C. E. L PORTEOUS AND CHILDREN:- aproaching
Plouffe,' shows signs of careful study and

ROBT. HARRIS, P. R. C. A.

until the average of workmanship and mercial phrase) by the exhibition of such
culture is raised, exhibitions will be subjects. Mr. Harris is capable of becrowded as at present. This, notwith- ing great with the figure, the highest and
standing, if, out of the 259 pictures, etc., most difficult art of all, and his successes
on the walls of the two rooms, the odd are likely to be in this direction. Mr.
59 had been rejected, the standard of the Harris should be content with this, so
whole would have been raised.
far as the public is concerned ; no man
Mr. Robert Harris's portrait group of is expected to le great in everything.
MrS..C..E. L. Porteous and childi en, con- ;. Neither will Mr. Cullen increase his
tinues to be deservedly very much ad- reputation by such an exhibit as ' A
mired, and no one who has seen his re- ‘. study.' lu his own line of work he is
c•ent work can help being struck with excellent, almost great; but plenty of
the broadening effect his studies in Ant- Painters could have done A study' just
werp; Munich, and Madrid has had upon as well and better than Mr. Cullen.
it. There are economy of means and
One of the pictures reproduced to-day
certainty of touch and that individuality is Mr. William Brymner's Early moonof arriving at effects called style now , rise in September' which—ii wrongly printseen in his portrait work which differen- . ed in the catalogue, ' Early morning in
tiates it in a marked manner from his September'—a very grave difference. This
previous efforts, good as most of those , is the only canvas exhibited by Mr.
were in their way. Mr. Harris, indeed, Brymner this season, but it is a very
'*'as fortunate in the „time of his jour- delightful one, and gives one an Oliver
ney; he. had travelled the road which ail .. Twist-like appetite for more.' There is
great artists have to pursue, painters or a silvery, atmospheric charm about this
other; hard work, constant striving, picture; the color scheme is very tender
knowledge gained pike by piece, had put and dainty, and the scene, time of year
him in the position not only to Appre- and time of day, convincing; altogether,
ciate the best, but to be able to forge
just the kind of picture one would like
into an amalgam with his own and thus to add to one's collection.
produce a metal (to borrow a metaphor
Why was Mr. Challoner elected an
from the smiths) capable of being ham, Academician last Saturday? Let any
mered into a keener, more flexible, and critical person contrast his work in the
more polished weapon. In 'Mrs. l'or. present exhibition with that, say, of Mr.
teous and 'her, children' the cOmPosition, Atkinson, and surely he will conclude
expression, disposition of light and shade, that a grave injustice has been done. •
flesh tones and accessories, are equally \Mr. Challoner's painting of 'Rachel's
pleasing and convincing, and the impasto Tomb' is not bad, but it is no better and
(colors laid on thick and bold) is very quite as obvious as hundreds of others
rich and scholarly. Mr. Harris's Pot.- on the saine subject; his 'When the
rait of the late Robert Hamilton' is an- Lights are Low,' is . fair; but what can
ther good piece of work, as is his char- be said of his ambitious ' Conscience
A• 'Study of a head'; but The vision makes cowards of us all'? No doubt, Mr.'
Pere Brehoeuf, martyred in the Jesu- Challoner wished to show us a great
onor
a burglar, presumably, by the
s Huron Mission, 16 4 9,' will please criminal,
appearance of the loot under his arm;
One of this artist's true admirers,' and
instead he has depicted a kind of 'Little
he only waters his stock 0,, a corn•s ter,' grown old, and rather feeble.
'dons. And-' 4 h6w, it may be askl
is artist, pan sinner such as hi

1

satisfactory performance.
The 'Outward Bound,' of Mr. John
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NO. 55. FOGGY DAY, BRITTANY.'.--j. L., FRANCE.
supposes he reffe-sents, and such an aged
Hammond, has some- Pleasing decorative
surlier, too, have a conscience which is no qualities,
but it is too reminiscent of
more than eighteen and supposed to be much of his former
work to entitle it to
beautiful? Surely crime would have much esteem.
This peculiar style of. Mr
made it ugly and age so wrmkled and de- atrmond s work
is now indeed too well
crepit that at least it couldn't have known; it has
'floated' without a pair of wings? The later period; a flavor of Turner -in-Bi
but Mr. Hammond has
grass and mad are painted as if lined, made
this particular stencil plate his
with 'Dutchman's Pipe,; and has the own
property. In London some years
burglar's right-hand pocket caught alight, ago there used to be
a picture painting
or what is that so suspiciously like smoke factory,
and it may exist to the present
issuing from it? ht rast this picture day. A
frame would. be made sortie.
with Atkinson's 'Old Street in Slums, Hol- hundreds of feet
long (with plenty • :of
.and, elegiac in tone and quality, suffused divisions, about
1Y. inches wide by two
with modern Dutch feeling, and at tile inches thick, and
a foot apart), upon this,
saine time strikingly original;
aket most the canvas would
be stretched, and
of his other work, too, and make the
ed, and then
the 'artists' would go to
sa me comparison, and then decide who
work.
Th
e
first man used one quickhad the beat 'right to be <diosen for h
•
r3
color, and the next another and
by his fellows.
And this is only one so mg
on,
and
almost before the last one
instance of several.
Like the London had put in
the finishing touches, the
Academy, it is not the first time our
whole
would
be cut up in sections, put
academicians have made this mistake,
through wrong influences, and it does not into shoddy frames and sent wit to be
sold in the cheap auction rooms. Now,
redound to their 'credit.
no one would accuse an artist of Mr.
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ifammond' s skill and reputation of producing his work in any such fashion as
this, but really there is so little to choose
between some of his exhibits during resent years that the art lover may well
be excused for calling his attention to the
fact. And. while upon this subject, do
you not think, Mr. Verner, with all due
deference, that the public may be excused for growing a little tired of your
eternal 'Buffaloes' of the wild and woolly
West, painted for some years past now
in a London studio?
1 Mr. James M. Barnsley's 'Marine' has
a pleasing, silvery tone, and is quietly
•truthful, and his three other oils and
•two water colors will please his many
.

,

admirers.
,

.

In the water color room, Mr. Atkinson
is again to the fore with some good
work; Mrs. France's 'Summer,' here reproduced in pen and ink, is pleasing
Miss Hawley's work is clever, especially
her 'Cleaning Brass,' but her tigares
might be better; Mr. O'Brien's two
pieces are charming, and Mr. Martin's
work will not want for admirers.
The catalogue is a distinct advance
upon former years. It contains some
very satisfactory reproductions in half-;
tone, and will be prized as a souvenir.
Congratulations.
•
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Of courte you have been to ue Art
Gallery. No matter how busy you were
you have squeezed in time to go. No
Matter how languid you felt you summoned up strength to carry you to the door.
Ouse there you have 110 need of strength-the hypnotism of all the good things will
support you as you make the tour of the
walls. How proud we should be of the
splendid works ! They did it--those brave,
cheery men and women .of the brush,
they are of our people. Someone eh...
may buy the pictures, but they are ours
to look at far the present, and no one
can ever rob of us of the essence of beauty
which we absorb, through our senses, winchs
filters through our mentality and becomes, 1
down in our very selves, a part of us.
Poetry, sentiment, little snatches of lit ea
great love sang, hints of comedy, bitter
tragedy, all the bratve, strong, sweet things
of life are thrown upon, the canvases.
You cannot do more than nibble at the
exhibition Perhaps, but the nibble is wonderfnlly sweet, and I arri sure you are
longing, as I am, for a great big bite. Y ou
can have your choice—mural decoration,
portraiture, rugged mountain scenery, summer landscapes, the dream of some artist
'written with colors and his brush, the
sea-, the blossoms, the earth' waste
Place.s and its pleasant gardens. If you
are an artist you can talk your jargon
and, see all the painter saw or meant, or
meant to mean. lf you are just a plain
body with a tatste for beauty, howevei'
it is dressed, you will go apd wander .
aanong these poems on canvas and be
thankful you ere alive and able to see
paintings as well as hear grand opera.

I

.
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In the Galleries of the Art Association,

Phillips square.
Open daily. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
Wednesday Evenings, 8 to 10.
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Admission, 25 cents.
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A cultured art critic and collector of
this city, who saw the recent exhibition
of American paintings in New York,
gives it as his opinion that there was no
single picture in that collection equal in
1snerit to Mr. Harris's portrait group, or
Mr. Cullen's 'Craig Street at Night.' This
1 is very high, praise, indeed, considering
that some of the American painters
have a well-deserved international reputation; and a further proof that Canadian art will shortly gain more than
local fame is the fact that several of our
native painters, notably Suzor Coté, will
he represented this year in the Paris
Salon, and that right worthily. There
are, :indeed, at the present time, half a
dozen Canadian painters whose work
Is worthy to rank with any contemporary
art; several of these have a distinct note
of originality, and in spite of those who,
either because of ignorance, envy, or
preténd, that we are too young
or too commercial in spirit to develop
an art which is worth a second thought,
it is More than possible that in a few
years this country will have a. school of
painters second to none in Europe. All
the conditions are favorable to this
opinion. In the good men we have already there is the nucleus of a great
school, and some of our young painters
will disappoint their admirers very much
if they do not achieve universal fame.
It is the fashion for some obscure writers
to decry their own country from every
point of view, and especially to hold up
its culture to ridicule, and these need
not be very much considered, excepting
that they may perhaps influence those
who are as ignorant and indifferent as
themselves ; but those, on the other
hand, who recognize the intrinsic value
of the work many of our painters are
now doing will do their best to foster it
by patronage and intelligent criticism.
In Glasgow, that eminently commercial
city, there is now a school of painters
recognized as second to none in England, or on the Continent, and its high
reputation was gained in despite of .its
own people; there are several American'
born painters who are members of the
Royal Academy, and a dozen others
whose work would be a credit to that
institution; and there is every reason to
believe that, in a few years, if they desire it, some of our men will be welcomed",
as members of the chief artistic institus
tion of the British Empire. All that is
needed now is that purse and pen shall
be placed at the service of all that is
worthy.
,

TWILIGHT OF LI.FE.'
Miss Sydney Strickland,

A.R.C.A.

'r&Iti.

11..1

SLIMMER.'
Decorative Panel , G. A. Reid, R.C.A.
Besides the notable work in the preMr. James M. Barnsley exhibits four
sent exhibition, there is much that has pictures, of which his delicate and dainty
been conscientiously conceived and ably 'Marine,' ha-s been noticed in a previous
carried out. Mr. G. A. Reid in his criticism. This is perhaps his best exdecorative panel, 'Summer,' has obtained hibit in the gallery this year, but his
other work is worthy of consideration,
and his 'Landscape, France,' will please
his admirers. Mr. Barnsley's many
friends will be pleased to learn there
is now some hope that. he will in the'
near future be able to continue his artistic career, and his past work is guerdon of noble pictures in the future.
'Cote de Beaupre,' by Edmund Morris,
is one of those little impressionistid
pieces of work which gives delight be
cause of its out-of-doors feeling, in contrast to work which is more finished
Mr. Morris has been very successful in'
riving a general impression of a scene .
that appealed to him, and that its truth
is recognized by those who know it in
actual fact will be sufficient commendes
flou.
Misa Sidney Strickland Tully, A.R.C.A.,
is a lady artist of whom Canada has
every reason to be proud. This painter
has five subjects in the present exhibition, of which_ 'Twilight of Life ' is perlisps the most striking. The subject of
BEAUPRE—EDMUND
this picture has evidently been reading
A.R.C.A.
some comfortins passages from the bible,
very pleasing results by the simplest
which she holds upon her knees; but
means. The segment of a circle, a few
now her thoughts have wandered into
tree stumps, a sheep or two, a couple
the past; childhood's days are re-incarof graceful girls, some warm tints apnated; and the ghosts of those who inpropriate to the subject,, a suggestion of
fluenced her life hover about her in mema landscape, a simple llafy border, and
ory.
that is all. It is, however, sufficient,
Mr. R. G. Matthews is well knonm in
and the result is a very charming piece
this city as a clever pen and ink artist
of decorative work,,,

NO. 71, OUTWARD BOUND•'
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JOHN HAMMOND, R. C. A.
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THE ART SCHOLARSHIPS.
The Awards Made in the Ai1Z and
Life Classes.

• LANDSCAPE,' FRANCE.
Mr. James M. Barnsley .
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i Four d his black and white subjects
I are on exhibition in the present collection, of which a Portrait of a Young
Lady,' reproduced in these columns, is
from a sketch by himself.

Royal Canadian Academy
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ART SCHOLARSHIPS.
The scholarships in connection with
the advanced art Masses of the Art

Of the 2 tf.1-rinual Exhibition.
Galleries of the ART ASSOCIATION, PHILLIPS
SQUARE.

Association Were yesterday awarded
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e i vir, many
noon
.Sathr
oisiters at the Art Gallery, where the
spring exhibition still continues to attraet.people. The music, the five o'clock
Loa, the spring gowns, against such a
lateltgreund, make the time all too short.
F. M. Knowle's painting of Hera finding
the body of Leander, seemed to be a favorite during that afternoon, while in the
ail many paused to study the decoration panels designed. I* Gustav Hahn, ot
Toronto, end the dainty set of tiles done
by Miss Mmodiennell, of this city. Saxe
and Ardhilhald have two sparkling watercolor perspectives that cause much favortie comment. Altogether this exhibition is the best for many seasons.
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of the 2Orn ANNUAL EXHIBITION, In the
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GALLERIES CLOSED.

week, and the public are informed that
this is positively the liaitt vee of the ex.
hibit. 444444 6

9 A.M. to 6

p.m.
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1899.
The Annual General Meeting of the members of this Association will be held in the
Gallery, Phillips Square, on THURSDAY
Afternoon. June 22nd, at 5 o'clock,
ROBEFtT LINDSAY, Secretary.

ifv,42- 20 OF

THE ART ASSOCIATION

t

MONTREAL, -

PHILLIPSE,
it

June 20th; 1.4399. , • . '

Tho Annual General feeting of the Members of this Association will be. held in.tho
Gallery, Phillips Square, on Thursday afternoon, June 22nd, at five o'clock, 1 ..;'

ROBERT LINDSAY, \
Secretary.
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EXHIBITION OF DRAWNGS
By the Students in the advanced
Art Classes, is now on view in the
Old Gallery, May 15th to 20th.

lo

ADMISSION FREE.
Galleries Open 9 A. M. to 6 P. M.

ART ASSOCIATION/0 f

REPORT IS SATISFACTORY
Subscriptions to the Endowment
Fund of the Institution Amount
to Over Thirty-six Thousand
Dollars.
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7nnual Exhibition of Drawings

T1
By the Studeots in the Advanced Art Classes:
is now on view in the OLD GALLERY,
MAY 15th to 20th.

ADMISSION Frtri.T.T1,1‘

Reading Room Open to Members
THE ART GALLERY.
The Art Gallery will be open all this

"

SQUARE

ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY

weismom
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of the 20th Annual Exhibition. In the Gal.
leries of the Art Associ.atioa, Phillips
square. Open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesday evening, S to 10.
Admission, 25 cents.
Music Saturday afternoon
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as follows: Antique class, first, Gustave Monet • hot (_
, afble tion, Edward Boyd. 47
.0 $.-Life clas — irst, Ev li e clay and
F. W. Hutchison, equal ; honorable
mention, Ada Kelly And Mabel Sclater.
There were nine .competitors in the antique and 17 in the life class.

Ala

,ast

PORTI1AfT OF A LADV-11. G.

The scholarships in connection with the
advanced art classes of the Art Association
were yesterday awarded, as follows:
Antique class: First, Gutstave Monet;
honourable mention, Edward Boyd.
Life class—First, Eyeline Clay and F. W.
Hutchison, equal; honourable mention, Ada
Kelly and Mabel Sclater.
There were nine competitors in the 41and 17 in the life class.

2144o..„1_11=
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! Galleries open 9 am, to 6 p.m.

The annual meeting of the Art
Association was held yesterday ai tern Oan
under the chairmanship of Mr. E.

S.
Clouston, Mr. Robert Lindsay was
secretary, the other Ofheers in attend-

ance being Messrs. W. Learrnont, W.
Gardner, D. Mortice. A. T. Taylof,
and C. J. Fleet. The others present
were Mr. Justice Wurte e, Messis.
Bennett, James TaSker, J. Try-Day:es,
C P..Sclater, A . Mitchell, C. S. J. Phillips, R. A. Becket, Edgar Judge s D.
Robertson, W. F. Torrance, J. Mani.
IL Joseph, W. T. Castle, T. H. Carter,
A. Browning Prof. C eit; R. Harris, Geo.,
Iladrill, Colonel Butler, 'and Dr. Ada.mi.
Secretary Lindseey reperlel that It
had been found necessary to amend
the by-laws, and he read the alterations,
made by the council. One of these,
changes raised the $5 annual fee le $10
for such members as were admitted t
the associations with the'r famdies.
'
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GALLERIES Cl, ED,
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It - *its mewed to refain'thrarr
lffeatne.§e•of ireperia Athens and a
Mr. 'Ni gh' 'Piet e.47-Mr,-; MaltbY,
but this was voted down.
All the
a shrine for the statue to her proelinendmente were thtn adopted "en Mrs.. Gault, Lt.-Col. J. H. Burland,
Mr. George Iles, $100 each; Rev. R. W.
tecting goddess, Athena. Fall. pio
loc."
than two thousand years, althatIgh
Norman, $25,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
Lieut.-Colanel J. H. Burland was enThe report also' states that in the
the building was more than once re- es
iantmously admitted a life-member of future the- financial and working y-ear
CLASSES.
COLOR
modelled,
and became first a Christian !
the association.
the association will end May it,
church and afterwards a IVIohanistseThe OUT-DOOR SKETCHING CLASSES
, The assepal electlens then took place of
instead of December 31, and the andan nu-osque, the sculptures seem to
of Mn. Casasss E. Moss.
:•ith , the following real:It:nual meeting will be held in the under the direction
have remained substantially uninR.C.A., will commence on THURSDAY, Sept.
President, Mr. James Ross; vice-pre- month of June.
jured except from the ravages of time,
sident, Hon. G. A Drun'smond; treasur14th. For particulars apply at the Gallery.
and the loss of the central group in
er, Mr. C. J. Fleet, Messrs. R. B. AnGalleries open daily 9 a.m. to dusk.
the east pediment. In A.D. 1687, durgus, E. S. Clouston, Die Wm. Gardner.
ADMISSION. '25 cents.
ing the selge of the Acropolis by the
Dr. F. J. Shepherd, A. T. Taylor, and
Venetto-German army, a bomb fell
1), A. Watt were re-elected as councilARE
through the roof of the Parthenon,
PHILLIPS
ii,e
P el
lors.
igniting the powder which the Turks
A very satisfactory report for tbe
had stored there and blowing up all
year 1898-99 was laid on the table. Rethe centre of the building. The diss
ferring to the number of members, it
estrous explosion was folio-wed by
; stated that council was compered ts
-the even more ,disastraus attempt
limit it at 800 for the present, os the
of the victorious army to carry off
'galleries have been sSM occasions Mewsas booty some portions ot the
ventently overcrowded; which is Proof Open Daily 9 a, ni. to 6 p, m.
These classes will coMmence on Friday, 13th sculptures that their .cannon had Os.
; of the rapidly increasing love and
direction
of
MR.
WILLIAM
the
October,
under
ready injured. What was left rieknowledge of art in Montreal.
ADMISSION 2.5e.
BRYMNER,M.C.A.
maimed exposed to weather, vandalism,
The eighteenth Nsnual spring exhiClass rooms open daily for instruction and study.
and neglect until Lord Elgin, in 1801bition was held frotS April 4 to 23, 1898,
Students are granted the privileges of associate mem1802, obtained leave to carry it off 10
opening with a pile:ate view for members during the session. Two scholarships for competition. Intending students please communicate with the England. This he did and thus earnbers and exhibitors, 118 oils, £4 water
221 30
secretary as soon as possible.
ed the gratitude of all who have since
PHILLIP1JARE.
colors, and pastels were accepted, also
learned to appreciate at their true
Sonic architectural drawings and sculp•
/ valu.e
the "Elgin marbles." The casts
ture, and a small exhib - Lof decorated
winch have just been added to the
china. The sales were less than usai.
Art Gallery are from two of the most
The attendance waS s of members 3,115;
/..PHILLIPS SQUARE
famous of the "Elgin marbles." A -part
nen-members, 626; total, 3,741.
Open Daily, 9 A.M. to 6 r. 31.
ADVANCED ART CL7110
At the loan exhibitions, last winfrom the inherent beauty and value
1899-1900. 11
of these two fragments, they are adter, many remarkalisle wo-iks of ne Admission - - - .25 ets.
These Classes will commenc Lii
great masters were shown in public for
ditionally interesting on -account of
-1
direction of
the
OCTOBER,
under
13th
the first time in this city.
the controversy that has been w.a.gest
MR. WILLIAM BRYMNER, R.C.A. Class
; The exhibition of 1899 opened with sn
around them ever since people first
rooms open daily for instruction and study.
evening reception, which we.; ye; y
began to write upon the famous sculpStudents are granted the privileges of assolargely attended on February 20. and
Two
session.
ture of the Greeks. That from the'
ciate members during the
:W/9
SQUARE
,4
4#
44351-11LLIPS
continued for three weeks, (-toeing Sawestern pediment ts commonly knosvrtt
scholarships for competition. Intending
1`•
"WATER
COLOUR
CLAse
students please communicate with the Secreturday, March lie Fifty-four i ointas Cepnisus or Illissus, a river god,.
tary as soon as possible.
lags were exhibited, representing thirThe Out-door SK ETCHING CLASSES under
from the beautifully flowing, undulatty artists. Atteedsnee of members, the direction of Mr. CHARLES E. MIS -',
ing
line-s in which the graceful recline:wid conunence on THURSOA
4 : 386; non-members, 2,006; total, 6.392.
bent figure is carved; and frein the,14th. For particulars apply at
SEPTEMBER
The last session opened on October the Gallery.
fact that the scene of the action which"
14, 1898, and elesed May 12, 1899. FiftyGalleries open (tally 9 a.m. to dark.
takes place on this pediment was
ne pupils attended the classes.
marked by the encompassing eirse
, Admissiof,, s 25 ets.
There were twenty-seven competiseUs, A1R89E4.44(14.1 f
tizSisQ
ivan ce:I LALri tPS
ti-es Cephisus .and Illissus. Recent
tors for the scholarships, which were
These Classes will commence on FRIDAY,
a uthorities, however, including Fortawarded as folloves'es .lil•rit OCTOBER, under the direction of
wangler, the great Genrrian scholar,
Class
RCA.
BRYMNER,
Mn.
WILLIAM
In the life elasCEVeline Clay and
CLASSES TO RE U E.
venture to differ with this interpretaand study.
-Rooms open daily for instruction
F. W. T3utchison.;pitqual, scholarship
tion. arguing -that it is inadmissable
Students are granted the pi i vilegcs of.asso—
44
for one year -eaeht e .- Honorable menTwo
session.
the
elate
members
daring
to
suppose that Phidias would h-ave
outine
s
.t Association Anno
tion to Ada KelltiltAnd Mabel SciaSiiholarships for competition. Intending
introduced river dieties into a Scene'
ter. Sengs; --for the Coming Session.
Students please communicate with the
representing the Acropolis where
In the antique elOS , -Gustave Monet.
ticerotary as soon as p ossil)
there were no rivers.
first, honorable mention to Edward
With regard to the other figure
Boyd. • .;
Announcement is made by the Art
the angle of the eastern pedi
from
The number of , pupils has been Association of Montreal for its session
ment
and commonly known as Theseu*, greater than in forer years and the of 1899-1900, which Will begin Friday,
SQL/
ARE
PHILLIPS
there is even a more marked div-erg-r
sexhilbtion of drawings showed a good October 13. s and continue until Friaverage of Work fully equal to that of day, May 11, under the direction of
enCie- This figure has been called bsse' •
Anatomy Class.A9 / 41
any previous year. various writers Hera:ales, Dionysusis
Mr. William Bryanner, R.C.A., and in
A class in Artistic Anstosny, under the ire .Dr. R. Tait Macklenzie gave a course it the routine for th-e nineteenth year
Olympus, Pan and Bacchus. This figtion of DR. rt. TAIT MACKENZIE, will be held
4.30
o'clock,
comof ten lectures on anatomy, which is set out. The studios in Phillips
ure is by far the most perfect of any
mi Monday Afternoons at
mencing November. 13th. Fee-$5.00 for the
were attended by twenty-eight pupils. square, will be open for work every
of the fragments. The figure accord-i
Course of ten lessons.'
Miss Alberta Cleland taught elemen- week-day, and regular instructions
ing to Furtwangler, is that of a pow-:
tary drawing class- on Tuesdays and will be given from 9.30 to 12.30 o'clock,
erful youth, with. mu-scies steeled by.,
Elementary Drawing Class.
Thursday afternoons, Instructor Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornexercise and with short close cropped
Charles E. Moss, 'RCA., had charge ings.
An Elementary Drawing Class will be held
hair. He reclines upon a reek over
Tuesday amid Thursday afternoons from 3.31
, of the water color 6- 1ass from Septemwhich he h'as spread the skin of a
The course is, as far as possible,
to 5 o'clock. commencing November 2nd. Fet
ber 5th to October 11th. the work being
wild
beast, and over that his cloak.
French
studio-a,
$4.00 per menth.
chiefly out of doors. Fifteen pupils at- that adopted in the
which assurnies -the fact that until
— The left hand held a bronze attribute
tended.
and his feet had a covering of the
WW0
NEW CASTS.
A series of lectures given during the one step is well taken it is useless to
same metal. leurtsvangler, after exwinter months proved so attractive proceed to the next. A thorough
d
Ts o valuable aniAt
intensely
plaining the weakness of all other
that much difficulty was expeyienced study of form being of first importesting casts from the antique have
interpretations, states that the figure
ance, the student will draw from the
In giving seats 7 e audiences.
recently been added to -the collection
could only be me-ants to be that of
The following'' ,. .. ;. 'ations have been cast in light and shade, proceeding
of casts in the Art Gallery. The two
Ieephalos, the beautiful hunter. In
from simple objects, parts of the figure,
received;-latest acquisitions are reproductions
this interpretation, he adds, every From James Morgan. Esq., and the etc., to the entire figure from the anof fragments of the most famous
thing in connection with the figure is
, , artist, oil painting, 'Misty Moonlight," tique.
sculptural corn-positions that the
explicable.
The skin is just the charby Benjamin Foster, 1898, (36 x 30).
Such students as, in the opinion of
World has ever known; the pediments
acteristio of a hunter and it is pre'Bequeathed by the late Mrs. James Mr. Brymneit, may benefit thereby,
of the Parthenon at Athens. They
cisely to a hunter that the covering
Hutton, "In memory of my beloved will paint from the -cast or still-life,
corne from Bruchbia.na, in London,
of the feet also is -appropriate, as l8
husband and the ,interest he felt in and if sufficiently advanced will work
and were taken direct from the orialso
the strong beautiful form, the'
the Art Association," - the following six from the living model. Subjects for
ginals, which are now in. the British
; oil paintings:-"Whistle and I'll Come composition will be given out occasionathletic head ;and the--rocky ground ,i
Museum. The originals of these
to thee my Lad," by J. Mitchie: "View - ally during the session.
whereon
he sits. No one who is incasts, the so-called Theseus, from the
In Wales," by James Peel, R.B.A.:
terested in, -an.d Who loves the true'
session for 1899-1900 will extend ' eastern pediment, and the so-called
The
. - "Market Scene." by J. Van Schendel;
and beautiful in art, sh-ould miss seethe first term being
Illissus or Cephisus, rroiss the; western
"The Acquittal." by Abraham Solo- over two terms,
ing those reproductions of the masterfrom October 13 to the 1st of February,
pediment, represent the sum of all
inca; "All Fours," by J. C. Waite;
pieces of the most - wonderful artist
term from February 3
that Greek -sculpture attained in the
"Home with the Rairns," by J. C. and the second
who ever lived.
It will be optional to
male
figure
3.
the
human
to
May
'rendering
of
' Waite.
students to attend by the session,
up to the time of the wonderful artisThe membership during the past four term or month. Fees, in all cases paytic revival that marked the suprem.,years has been as follows:able in advance, have been fixed for
11ITI
NDR PICTU1
ac-y of Pericles in the Athenian state.
/e I
1898
at $40; for the term,
It was at this tim-e that Phidias-, the
Tolley the members of the Art As1895. 1896. 1897. to June the full session
The
$25; and for the month at $10.
famous Greek sculptor, became the
sociation of Montreal will be given
18
19
19
18
sGovernors
classes are held in the studios of the
director of Pericles' magnificent
an opportunity of seeing the Turner
66
67
68
Life members 68
allowed
are
and
students
association,
the
adornment
of
Athens.
for
schemes
which has been on exhibition at
Annual momliroom
and
reading
the
use
of
the
was
pre-eminently
above
Phidias
bers., 527 565 625 716
Messrs. Scott & Sons during the
brary, and free admission to the galall other ancient sculptors as a creatpast week. This picture has been
;• The subscriptions to the endo;wspent
leries during the continuance of their
Although the sculp- removed to the Art Gallery and will
form.
or
of
ideal
amount
to
$36,111.43.
The
r fund DOW
studies. Two association scholarships
ture of the Parthenon was not his be on view all day. By the kindness
; largest subscriptions are: Lord Strathwill be offered for competition at the
greatest work, what remains of it is of Messrs. Wallis & Son of the French
cone and Mount Royal, $6,000; Mr. R.
the
each
entitling
the
session,
of
end
all that has ever come down
Gallery, Pall Mall, London, a fine
' B. Angus, $4,500; Mies Orkney, $4,000; winner to two years free tutlon.
modern days in the original marble. painting by James Maris will also be
Mies Jessie Dow, $2,500; Miss Dow,
Mutilated and fragmentary as even on exhibition during the day. DurThe sketching classes, under the di$2,000; Mr. John .MacGillycuddy, $1,the remains of -this great temple are, in g the afternoon an afternoon tea
500; Mr. W. G. Murray, $1,311.50. The rection -of Mr. Charles E. Moss, R. C.
they preserve uncontaminated the will be given by the members.
A., began Thursday, September 14, and
'proceeds of the at fair brought $2,direct impress of Phidia-s' genius and
will close October 14. Instrfictions
949.93. Mr. Heetoe Mackenzie, Mr. J.
truthfully portray the character of
will be given on Monday and Thursday
W. Tempest, Mr. W. R. Elmenhorst.
;—
the highest period of Greek sculpture, The first tea of the season given by ,thel
The Robert Wood Studentship, per from 2 to 5 o'clock in the afternoon,
which has never been excelled. Of , president and management of the Art
Mr. W. Drake, Mrs. Dow, Mr. James ond on Tuesdays and Saturdays from
all the sculpture on the Parthenon the ! Association to the members, took place
Ross. Mr. E. B. (ireenshield.s, $1,000 9.30 to 12.30 o'clock in the morning.
most beautiful an-d famous was that
on Saturday from four to six o'clock.
each; Messrs. J. H. R. Maison, F. The classes will he held out of doors
'Volferstan Thomas, James Burnett. whenever the weather is favorable.
Two pictures, Turner's "Raby Castle,"
on the tap pediments whereon were
and "'The Mill," by James Maris, which
d Senator G. A. 151'11nm-ion& $500 The clagses in artistic anatomy will
, svenderfully told in marble by the
: Miss Grace Murray, $450; Mr. A. be held under the direction of Dr. R.
were on exhibition attracted great attengreat Greek sculptor the mythological
Harris,
John
Messes.
will
meet
every
and
and
of
Athenae
tion and elicited praise and admir4
birth
Vim', $275;
Tait McKenzie,
stories of the
Moore, S. CarSley. A. F. Riddell, Monday afternoon, at 4.30 o'clock, be- '' the strife of Posideon against Athenae
ation from the guests, of whom there'
Mise Ethel FrotUinghain, ginning November 13. The elementwere over four hundred present. During
for the land. Very meagre and very
R. Miller, Mrs. John McDou- ; ary drawing class will be held Tuesthe aftern on tea was served in the Old
precious are the only remains of these
r). Forbes Angus, Mr. F. L. , day and Thursday afternoons from
Gallery.
famous compositions. The Parthenon
Edgare'Mill
dedicated
to
5
o'clock,
beginning
November
and
was built by Titinus
3.30
the
the
monument
to
Miss
Alberta
Cleland
being
as
a
in
B.C.
438
2.
teacher.
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Saturday seemed t h . cc< wen set niai ri
for Art and Tea, both with capital letters.
There was the Turner at the Art Gal
: dory. nui]
incidentally tea SS tell thero
the private view at the Women's
Art A:tsuciatiou. ami there were f,ttir
five afternoon teas at private house.
tho Montreal Free Library tea. Every. ,
one was going to something—by everyone,
a few hundreds of persons arc referred te
—and Saturday was quite a busy afternoon.

* * *

In spite of the number of ether attractions a great many people went to the
Art Association. There is everything ahour
I his place which makes for enjovment. The
handsome entrance, the well lighted giltlevies, the air of refineinent and eniturc
which 'impresses one always, and on Salmi-pay the attraction of a picture by a gi'r-at
master. Tea was served during the a ternoon, and there were friendly greeting;
and _ chats. Amongst the many present
he course otr the afternoon were Jrid ,r ,
'and Miss Archibald, Mrs. Bell, Miss Ambrose, Mr. and Mrs. Saud. Bell, Mr. and
•.,iNtisses Btlackader, Mr. and Mis; Cramp.
"Mr. and Mrs. T. 'tidier Davies, Mrs.
A. Drummond. Mr. and Mrs. Fertnison,
Dr. and Miss Shepherd, the Misses Gairdner, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Gairtloor„ Mr.
and Mrs. Arch. Gaunt. Mrs. and the Misses
Gillespie, Mt. and Mrs. Hannatird. Roy..
rigor and Mrs. Hill, Mr. Angus Hooper.
My. ami Mrs. - Horneo Joseph, Mr. J.
teph, Mr. and Mrs. Grant MicIntosh.
H. Te- mail, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Greeashields, Mr. W. G. Lyman, the Misses Way.
M and Mrs. Leslie Gault, Mrs. Milieu!
Lindsay, Miss Lindsay, Mrs. Caldwell, Mr,
and Mrs. Campbell Nelles, Mr, and Mr.-:
J. J. M. Pangman, Mr. and Mrs. Stewart
, Munro, Dr. Morrow, Miss Morrow, Mrs.
Put nam.

THE ART GALLERY.
4 .5
The Christmas Exhibition

iS Now

Open.
The Christmas Exhibition of the Art As-

sociation, Phillips sq., opened on Saturday
and will continue until Tuesday, January the second, the hours being 9 a.m. until dusk daily. The exhibition consists of
Pictures by Canadian artists, and is a
most interesting one ,among the exhibitors
being Messrs. William Brymner, Edmond
Dyonet, Robert Harris, Maurice Cullen and
C. J. Way, and Harriette J. MacDonnell,
and Mary M. Phillips, all of Montreal; Mr.
John Hammond, of Sackville, N.B.. and
Mr. Charles Mors, of Ottawa.
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Lecture
71.40,0140.
MR. RUBIN GOLD. AR
PHILLIPS
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Dir. Colorado College Conservatory of Music.
Subject: "THE VALKYRIE."
The Second Music-Drama of Wagner's
Tetralogy "The Ring of the Nibelung," with Pianoforte

Illustrations.

Tuesday, Dee. 10, at S.15 p.m.

PHILLIPS SQUARE

*//// P-C

Loan Exhibition.
Members of the Association are reminded that a Special Exhibition of
Paintinga.icindly loaned for a short time,
w il 1 open

Art Assoch'atfion,

OPEN 9 a.m. UNTIL DUSK.1)
Admission Free.

"THE VALKY IE " `,.1)

/Si—

ItZfhtubin
Goldmark at the Art Gallery.

Int resting Lecture

, MUMPS $0:4IJ

•

ART ASSOCIATION.„,
JII:uLLI PS sQuARE,p /
IA Classes 190
The Classes will re-open on WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 3rd, undor the direction of Mr.
William Bi - yin ne r, R. C.A. o Scholarships
for competition. C1SSS MOMS are oirtn daily
for Instruction and study. Intending i.tmlon'
please communicate with the Seeretary.
1.0tIlefxwwwno•

s

ART. ASSOCIATION...
PHILLIPS SQUARE

/1144441----1 /

Art Classels,1200
The Classes will re-open on Wednesday.
January 3rd, under the direction of Mr. William Brymner, R.C.A. Two scholarships for
competition. Class rooms are open daily loi Instruction and study. Intending studentz
please contain scoretary,

pE.

1
— '/'/'
LOAN EXHI vrroN.

4-

Members of the Assooiatioa are reminded that a Speoial Nxhilation of Paintings,
kindly loaned for a short time, will open,
FRIDAY EVENING;- JAN. 19th.

.LOA
N EXHIBITION.

n
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-
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P;irecto: Colorado College_C2ns rya Ty
Apl 4,1,,C": of Music. {p a IL- 4 4.
ivarojeet: , 6 THE VALK RI ,'?
The second musie-drama of Wagner's Tetragy "The Ring of the Nibelung," with piano)i-te ttlastrationS, WI
t ES .» A I", DeceMber 19th. at S.15 p.m.

r)

ART ASSOCIATION...

A Collection of Pictures by
Canadian Artists is now on
view at the Gallery.

yel/

PHILLIPS SQUARE,

Friday Evening, January 19th.

FRIDAY EVENING. JAN. 19th.

Mr Rubin Goldmark's exposition of
"The Valkyrie," at the Art Association
rooms last night, was unique,
Has the Honor to Announce Four
whether regarded as a means of inVocal and Instrumental Rec
jt
. als,
a ] struction or entertainment. He befoïtetr.,,TOTHE
BE HELD IN
20
1 ' gan by explaining Wagner's conception of the music-drama, and of the
RT GALLERY, Phillips 5 re
"leading motives" he employed to give
musical expression to the chief charAt 8.15 P.M. ;
acters, ideas, and objects. He then
Beginning the Second Week in January
sketched the myth or the NibelungenSubscription Lists at the Star Branch
lied, and indicated the relation of the
nice, St. Catherine Street, and at Muss
parts
of the Wagndrian tetralogy to
' BBOTT'S residence. 419 Guy Street
. Single Tickets for the Series. 95.00.
each other. While A6ach opera was
Family Tickets for 2, Sand 4 persons,
complete in itself, i3, knowledge of
itS,00, 811.00, 614.00.
what had gone before was necessary
Subscribers arc requ3sted to send in names
to the perfect comprehension of each
'and addresses without delay.
of the three parts of, the triology. The
prologue, "The Rhine Gold," was,
therefore, dealt with in some detail,
1Tt E TURN
and the "leading mbtives" illustrated
Those wha have not already seen
on
the piano. This brought the lec'the magnificent example of Turner
turer to the subject of the evening,
that has been in Montreal for the
"The Valkyrie," the 'second part of the
past few weeks, may still see a. Tho
tetralogy, or the fi rst of the triology,
authorities of the Art Gallery have
if "The Rhine Gold", is regarded as an
\secured permission to retain the pieintroduction. Mr. Goldmark sat down
tur c on exhibition for a few days
to the piano, and proceeded to give a
longer and it may be seen upon any
very able analysis ot words and music.
day this week between the hours of
By making each motive clear, an-d
10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
bringing the melodies into relief, he
showed haw each incident and character is portrayed musically, as well as
THE ART GALtRY,
dramatically, in the vinera, and at the
4/4 44W..n — /#
same time brought the music within
Lecture on "The Valky e'V—A Christthe comprehension of those who are
not
Wagnerian enthusiasts. Perhaps
Exhibition.
mas
there were some present who could
not discern in the music all the lecturMr. Rubin Goldmark, dirdetor of the
er sought to express, but his sympathy
oiorado College Conservatory of Mus- - and intelligence were infectigus, and
c, will deliver a lecture in the ; even those, who were not admirers of
noms of the Art Association on Tues- ; Wagner, and know little of his oplay, Depember 19, upon "The Valkyeras, felt that they had had a pleasant
and profitable evening. Mr. Goldde." This is the se'&ind mustc-drama
f N\rag,ner's Tetralo4y, "The Ring of , mark's skill with the piano and his luNibelung." M.t,,,Goldtriark will
cidity and force as a lecturer made a
difficult task come easy to him, and he
,itistrate his lecttire: rwith pianoforte
fully retained the attention of his auelections.
dience for nearly two hours. The
Commencing Saturday, December 16
piano
may seem a very poor substihere will be held lat - the Art Gallery
tute for an orchestra, especially for
Christmas exhibibiold of pictures by
Wagnerian opera, but it was wonderful
anadian artists. The exhibition -will
what Mr. Goldmarli was able -to do
ontinue until Tuetday, January 3.
with it. He was very warmly applauded at the close by a crowded audience,

ECM by Mr. RUBIN GOLDMARK

Members of the Association are reminded
that a special Exhibition of Paintings, kiadlf
loaned for a short time, will open

Christmas aibition

MISS ABBOTT

RT ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL,

ART AS'SOCIATION
4, ,,,ukutu PS SQUARE,' Imp
LOAN EXHIBITION.

A loan exhibition of t e works of the
Maris brothers (Matthew, James and
William) was opened in the Art Gallery last evening and will continue open
until Feb. 3.
There are also twenty-four canvases
shown of Horatio Walker, national aca-.

demiciln of New York. Mr. Walker,
who was present last evening, was born
at Listowel, Ontario, and his work has
been much admired; especially his studies
of cattle. James Maris is well known
to all art lovers of Montreal, by individual or, several piece, but this present is a unique opportunity of studying
the life work of this master as a whole,
and the public will doubtless not need
to be urged to take advantage of it.
Amongst the principal exhibitors are
Dr. Win. Gardner, with six examples of
James Mars's work; Mr. W. J. Lear.
mont, who has also loaned six of this
artist's canvases; Mr. C. R. Hosmer,
four; Mr. , James Crathern, three; the

Hon. George A. Drummond, Mr. C. R.
Hosmer, Mr. James ROSS, Dr. A. A.
Brown, Mr. J. Reid Wilson, Mr. R. B.
Angus, Mr. Geo. Sumner, Mr. E. L.
Pease, Mrs, W. W. Ogilvie, Mr. Samuel
Coulson, Dr. F. J. Sbephard, Mr. Edward Holton, Mr. J. Reid Wilson, Mr.
NY. E. Montrdre, Dr, A. T. Sanden, and-

Mr. Geo. A. Hearn.

'

GOOD, LOAN EX1177TION.

1-44-44411---- 2 / 00-1-5
Opened Last Evening a t Art Gallery—Well Attended by the
Members.
Last night the loan exhibition at the galleries of the Art Association was opened by

a private view for members of the Art Association only. In spite of the unpleasant
weather there Was a large number present
and much interest was expressed in the
pictures exhibited. The paintings include
a collection of the wo.rks of Horatio Walker
and a special loan exhibition of paintings
by James Matthew -and William Maris.
The evening was most enjoyable, for besides the pictures to- admire, there was excellent music, sniffled by Quivron's orchestra, and refreshments were served in the

small gallery.
H-oratio Walker, who is a National Academician of New York, is a Canadian, a
native of Li.stowel . Ont . He is represented
by twenty - four pictures, which include some
animal studies, also scenes ln French-Canadian pastoral life. The work of the Marts
brothers show good examples of the modern Dutch landscape school. In all there
are -about fifty examples of their work on
view. No one should miss the opportunity
of seeilig these pictures while they remain
at the Art 'Gallery.

Art Association
PHILLIPS SQUARE.

— ypt
22nd LOAN EXI 1 ITIION
OF PAINTINGS.
,

-

OPEN DAILY 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
WEDNESDAY EVENING, S to 10,

*..
2:111 LOAN ZX/toeTM
ART ASSOCIATION..

PHILLIPS SQUAP

Of Paintings

Open Daily 9 am, to 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evening, 8 to DM
Undeterred by the unpleasant weather and
in spite of the fact that there were many
counter attractions a-large number of the
members of the Art- Association and
their friends gathered at the Art Gallery

last night, the occasion being the open-

ing of the Loan_ Exhibiton. In the artificial light,which rfeeessarily dims their
beauty of colouring, and owing to the
crowds which congregated before
them, an adequate idea of the pictures
could hardly be obtained. The collection
however, is undoubtedly well worth seeing emasisting as it -does of a large num
her „of examples of the work of James
Matthew and William Maris, the we
known ,artists whose work is well know,
as partaking of what is best in the mod
ern Dutch school; and of a number oi
pictures by- Horatio Walker, N. A. Mr.
Walker is a. Canadian and his work
which deals largely with French and Canadian subjects shows fine drawing and
a splendid appreciation of values. "His
Prodigal Son," attracted much attention
last night and received much praise, not
so much for the central figure, as for the
clever effects by which the swine lying
crouched at the Prodigal's side, are made
to stand out from a background of which
they seem part. All the animals drawv
by Mr. Walker are full of life and movement; his oxen and horses stand squarely
on their feet. There is no
weakness in his treatment of
his subjects Which is full of rig
our at all times. The work of the Maria'
brothers is almost too well known to I
need comment, and Montreal is fortunate in possessing so many connoisseurs
-with an appreciation of these admirable
artists. Among the principal exhibitors
were Dr. Wm. Gardner, Mr. W. J. Learmont, Mr. C. R. Roamer, Mr. James
Crathern, . Hon. Geo. A. Drummond, Mn,
James Ross, Dr. A. Brown, Mr. J. R.
Wilson, Mr. R. B. Angus, Mr. George
Sumner, Mr. E. L. Pease; Mrs. W. W.
Ogilvie, Mr. Geo. A. Hearn, Dr. A. T.
Sanden, Mr. 'W. E. Montrose, Mr. Edward Holton Dr. F. J.
Shephard, and Mr. Samuel Colson.
Among those present were Mr. R. B.
Angus, Dr. Shepard, Dr. Geo. Armstrong, Dr. and Mrs. Gardner, Dr. and
Mrs. Buller, Mr. and Mts. E. B. Greenshirilds; Mrs. Wallace Wa A, Mr. Angus •
-

;

-Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. W . R. Wonham,
Mrs. A. Brown, Mrs. R. I : MeLea, Miss
MeLea, Miss Louie Boulter, Miss Derick,

Mr. and Mrs. Campbell Nellés, Mr. Justice
Archibald, Mrs. Archibald, Miss Archibald, Mr: A.'Browning, Mr. Maurice Cullen, A. R. C. A,, Mrs. Peverley, Miss
Evelyn Peverley; Misa Edith Atwater, Mr.
and Miss Cramp, Miss Irwin,- Mr. and
Mrs.' James Peck, Mrs. and Miss Wilkins,
Miss Ritchie, Mr. Lansing Lewis, Mrs. R.
W. Reford„ the Misses Van Horne, Misa
M, MacCallum, Miss Roddick, Mr. and
Mrs. P. Gilbert, Madame Cornu, Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Lafletir,' the Misses Huntier,,.
Mr,. 44a .Mrs. F., H. Matheson-, Miss Laidlaw, Mrs. E. A, Caldwell, Prof. and Mrs.
Colby., the Misses Lamb, Miss
Beard,' Mr, Franchere, Miss Low,
Miss Hill, Mrs. R. Samuel,
Miss Bell, . Mr. Markey, Mr. James Ross, .
Mr. Walter Lyman, Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Grant, Miss Grant, Mr. and Mrs. Herrick Duggan, Mr. and Mrs. Boissevain,
Mr. Lempriere Thomson, Mr. J. B. and;
Mrs. Learmont, Mr. William Learmont, I
Prof. Capper, Mr. Jongers, Mr. and Mrs.
Dodswell (London, Eng.), Mr. and Mrs.
Porteous, Mr. and Mrs. Harling, Mr. and
Mrs. G-eo. R. Hooper, Mr, and Miss
Lindsay, Mr. and Mrs. Bentham, Miss
Estelle O'Brien, Mr. and Mrs. G
raham.
Dunlop, Dr. and Mrs. Simpson, Lieut.Col. and Mrs. Minden Cole, Mr. Thomas
Peck, Miss Drury Mr. Dyonet, Mr. and'
Mrs.. Ferguson, Dr. and Mrs. Stewart
Nichol, Dr. Blaekader, Mr. C. Blackader,`4
the Misses Blackader, Mr. and Mrs.'
Clarence Lyman, Dr. Paul Lafleur, th
Misses Ferrier, Mr. Geo. Sumner,
Frank Heaton, Miss Burnet, Miss Tayl
Miss H. Young (Milwaukee), Miss
Ske
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor, Archdeaeo
Longhurst, Dr. and Mrs. Finley, M
Strathy; Mr. jlad 11177alconer an
many others.
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A NOTABLE COLLECTION OF THE

WORK OF THREE FAMOUS
DUTCH BROTHERS,

no one will therefore affirm that because
there are spots on the sun, the Pull
gives no light. James Maris was an
honor to his generation, an artistic
force whose influence has been and will
be far-reaching, and of this there is plenteous evidence even in the present collection.
One of the most noble canvases irt
this exhibition is `No. 30, Early Morning, Amsterdam.' Noble, becanse it is
so simple, so direct and true. One
feels all the influences of that first cold
gray light, associated with the sea coast,
and its fascination is not for a day,
but for a lifetime. Indeed, it is so
little ` tricky' that its great merits
might easily be missed upon a casual
survey; but the peace of it, the truth of
it, the beauty of it, are as lasting as a
classic piece of musk, or a really great
poem. Another work which is `
satisfying,' although faults might be
found with parts of its execution, is
` No 29. The Fisherman.' It is a quiet
little corner of the world, where many
a busy and anxious man would like to
be ; no sound is there, but the ripple of
a sluggish stream, trickling over the
sand; the dark trees breathe peace, the
old boat is a home, the water-weeds reveal their outlines idly one by one, and
the fishes are too lazy even to be caught.
It is a nook far from contention, where
man might come into close communion
with the ideal. Several-little figure studies there are, too, which in their inception reveal the soul of a great man,
as well as that of a consummate artist,
and there axe landscapes other than
those mentioned here which will repay
visits again and yet again.
Of Matthew Maris, there are four examples, and of William Maris, eleven.
Of Matthew, it has been said; that he
is ` all exquisite'; too exquisite, one fancies, to be satisfied with his own actual
powers. There is a charm of quality,
however, inalienable from his work. Indeed, some consider him the greatest
Dutch painter, or, rather, artist, of his
time. His little pieces, both legendary
and landscape, display perfect taste in
color, tone, texture and composition, although many of them are rather phantasmal. William has been described as
a positive, high-glistening fellow, great
on white cows'; but, although he does
not take rank with either of his ix r e st •
Sr brothers, he has, as the Catalogue as
sures us, a certain 'charm of his

One of the most notable, if, indeed, it
is not the most notabld, of recent exhibitions of paintings is now on view
at the art gallery, and should attract
the attention of all students of aesthetic
achievement. It is a loan collection of
the works of the famous Maris brothers;
James, in a broad sense, the greatest of
the three,being represented by thirty-five
canvases. Such an exhibition was advocated in the 'Witness' shortly after
the death of this great painter, and we
therefore regard the consummation of
our wishes with peculiar pride and plea '
sure. Montreal has every reason to be
gratified that within the walls of our
city there should be found such treasures of human skill, and the connoisseurs who have lent these works for the
pleasure and profit of the public deserve
its warmest thanks. These works, however, require to be regarded sanely and
with due discrimination. It is no flattery to the laborer, whether he works
at the top or the foot of the ladder, to
label his work with one unvarying
phrase. Even Homer nodded, and it
is probable that he knew it. So, also,
it is probable that if James Maris were
reincarnated, and were to walk into our
art gallery to-say, he would not regard
with unalloyed satisfaction every canvas which is signed with his name. At
the same time, with the work of one
who has rightly won no inconsiderable
niche in the temple of modern art, nothin g can be lightly passed by ; because,
every canvas muet possess, at least, a
psychological interest, and, with further study, that which upon a first view
will be artistically disappointing, may
afterwards justify its inception and exe.
cution. One thing that must strike all
candid observers id this collection is the
entire absence of meretriciousness. James
Maris does not depend upon the literary tradition, but goes direct to nature
for his inspirations. Here is no rosychecked peasant child, carrying a big
loaf of bread; no Leander, crossing the
Hellespont ; no Psyche, no sick child, ne
heart-broken mother, no Knight of the
Round Table. No, James Maris does
•
not depend upon other men's ideas and
imported sentiment to help out poor Do ling About the esent
drawing and impossible coloring, and
Loan Exhibition.
therein is indeed a great deal to be
thankful for. Nature is his mistress, The Exhibition Is One That No City
nature is his inspiration, and his tradion This Continent of Montreal's
tions are of those who drank at the
prime fountain of all art, notably, ConSize Could Duplicate.
stable, and his followers of the Barbizon school. James Maris, indeed, as
has been said before, is the typical modern of his School, standing there for the It is the opinion of many comperevolution of ideas that is called Con- tent
art
connoisseurs
that
of
stable in England. For him, as for all
the
modern
schools
of
Constable, in his youth, landscape was Painting
best
art
investa view of the forms of trees and houses rnent is the
the modern Dutch school.
completed by the letting down behind
them of a far-away curtain of sky. For Judging by the loan exhibition of
him, as for Constable, grew the idea of modern Dutch work, just now on view
I landscape as sky first, on which the at the Art Gallery, this opinion is
I other things were softly bosomed ; of held largely by many of Montreal's
sky, out of which the clouds stream over art patrons. This exhibition is a
r the spectators' head, and whose wet airs really remarkable one. It is one in
reach his face; of sky as an everywhere which the city as a whole may justly
penetrating power, silvering the up- take considerable pride. Upon the
td1rned face of the soil, of buildings, of good taste
and true artistic discrimwater;and swallowing by the
brilliancy of its presence the ihmortant ination of those of her citizens who
details of the world. His clouds, there- have loaned the pictures, it reflects
fore, are Moving, living things and not In unstinted measure. Probably in
the mere backgrounds which disfigure no other city of Montreal's size upon
canvases which might otherwise ap- this continent would it be possible to
proach greatness. That his execution hold so thoroughly representative an
was as great as his conception is not exhibition of the work of one of the
lonerally admitted. As a well-known finest exponents of the modern Dutch
student' 'find &Hie of his works has school, James Marls. The marked
faid Working about in "tacky'
paint, or thrashing on his color with leaning in favor of modern Dutch
an effect of dryness, or hustling his work, which the present exhibition
shapes too rudely, he misses the most shows to exist in Montreal, is neither
exquisite rendering of atmospheric de- a fad nor a passing fashion. Long
velopment; he attacks better than he , before this school was brought probefore the Annerican public
finishes.'- Let the local student regard minently
at the Chicago World's Fair, it was
his work in the light of these remarks 1 no novelty in Montreal. Her
art Pa nd judge of their truth. But while I trons had survived the first stages of
real
discrimination
is
at
Atempt
their hobby, when theatrical, ostenta-

art that would abide by reason of its Horatio Walker's pie ure, the Globe of
says :—"Mr. Horatio Walker, the
seriousness, sincerity and truth. In the Toronto
well - known Canadian artist, who for nagny
'Work of the Dutch school, all these yehrs
has resided In New York, has au 'ttt - ;
characteristics were found blended. tractive exhibition of his paintings in the
Serious, solid, sincere, truthful—Dutch
Montreal Art Gallery just now. This is
national characteristics—the character- I, the first time Mr., Walker has had a disistics of Dutch art. From the time g play of his pletutes in this country, a
the old Flemish painters ceased to It would be very gratifying to the peo
Insipidly imitate the Italian masters of Ontario. Ids native province—for
of the decadence, down through Ru- Walker Is a native of Listowel—If the exhibition could be continued in Toronto when
hens, Rembrandt, Hals, Pleneman, the
people of Montreal have exhausted its
Koekkock, and Israels, to James Marts pleasures." The fact that the pictures are
—whose works constitute to a great loaned from different collections would
extent the present exhibition—the probably make it impossible for Toronto
Dutch school has been distinct, spon- to have the pleasure of seeing the paintings.
taneous, independent.
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There9iitte4Yrtérnoo ea at the Art
Gallery on Saturday, when the members
and their friends will again admire the pie
lures in the loan exhibition.

few
others, could be sold in Holland today for more than double what they
cost their present possessors.
Jacob Maris, of whose paintings 36
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The exhibition of palst1gno
held at the Art Gallery 't 11 remain open
until February 3rd, and through the courtesy of the secretary, Mr. Robert Lindsay,'
the pupils attending the evening classes of
the Council of Arts and Maimfactures will
have the opportunity of visiting the exhl
bition for the nominal sum of live cents.

of an art that can never became passe.
A CHANCE FOR PUPILS. — Through
Judged from a pecuniary standpoint the kindness of the secretary of the Art
Its examples have never retrogressed Association of Montreal, Mr. Robert LindIn value. The old paintings when in- say, the pupils of the evening classes of the
dUbitably genuine, are often worth Council of Arts and Manufacture, will have
their weight in gold. The later exam- the opportunity of visiting the fine exhibiples, the work of the men of the pre- tion of paintings which is being held at the
sent day—the Maris brothers, among Art Gallery, Phillips Square, for the nomothers—are consta.ntly rising in the inal sum of five cents. This privilege was,
estimation and valuation of the true granted at the request of one of the memcollector. It is not an exaggeration
bers of the board, Mr. F. E. Meloche, and
to say that works of Jacob Maris,
the aliittLsaicretary. J. P. L. Berabe.
Maude Israel-s, Bosiboorne, an-d a
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IT IS DEMOCRATIC.
Dutch art is of the people and for
the people. The home, the burghers'
horde, not the palace, is painted. The
artist of the lowlands paints nature
as he sees it truthfully, lovingly.
Strained idealism, the exquisite, chiairy, mythology, have no place in
Dutch art. Their portrait painters
in the past depicted the faces
men
who had done something in the world;
painted them solidly, seriously, as
they were. With them the stolid.
podgy bourgeois were seldom polished.
with the dust of unreal elegance.
Truth, simplicity, dignity, were and
are the golden rules of Dutch art—

are on view at the loan exhibition,
was thoroughly reiMesentative of the
modern Dutch school, and undoubtedly
one of it greatest followers. He was

the eldest of the three brothers Maris.
He died only last year, at the ripe
age of 52. His two brothers, Matthew

and William, survive him. Of their
work, hardly less noteworthy than
their brother's, much also is shown.
SIOME POWERFUL PICTURES.
Of the canvasses which represent
James Maris at the exhibition several
are remarkably powerful pictures. His
great forte was undoubtedly the painting of water and sky. In nearly all
his pictures, these are treated with the
most consummate skill. A more beautifully painted sky than that in No.
17, "The Beach Scheveningen," one
can scarcely imagine. The pendulous
stillness of the great, soft, vaporous
cloud, is strikingly real and truthful.
This picture, and another, No. 30,
"Early Morning, Amsterdam," show
well how much a great artist can do
with few materials. In No. 17 there
is nought but wide expanses of sky
and sea and beach, a cluster of boats,
Indicated in the distance, one or two
figures trudging towards them in the
middle distance. In No. 30, a poetical
gray scheme of light, there is only a
large boat in the foreground, with a
solitary figure rowing off, and the cit./
just discernible in the distance through
the morning mist. All the rest, as in
the other, is sea and sky. Yet, in each
picture there is everything that is necessary, nothing has been omitted that
would make a harmonious whole. There
is less in these pictures than in probably any other two in the room, but
there is a feeling of peace and restfulness about them that impresses one
powerfully. Of the others, No. 8, "The
Canal Bridge," and No. 4, "Dodrecht
Cathedral," stand out most emphatically. In the former, there are the
same soft vaporous banks of clouds
and a stretch of canal water, washed
In with a master painter's stroke in
the most wonderfully accurate perspective. In this picture a strikingly

beautiful little bit of relieving color Is
found in the coat of a figure in the
foreground. In No. 4, a wild, stormy

night is depicted. A dark and troubled
expanse of sky, with heavy wind-tossed
clouds, lit up in places by the evening
glow. The tower Of the old cathedral
—which, placed back into the canvas
with -masterful skill, increases the sense
Of space—rising like a rock, stands out
Impressively against the threatening
sky. Around itsOase the sleeping
town clusters as if for protection. A
F eelIng of
raging,' elements pervades
\

"

his canvas. Ni-e 1 in conception,
iowerful in execution, it appeals to

Ms's emotions more strongly than proably any other in the gallery.
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J EDGAR RILL, DAP,
Subject :

The Scottish UniversMes,
'With Numerous Lantern Views.
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/
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J. E
1 1411 elivered.
-

an interesting lecture last evening in the
gallery of the Art Association on 'The
Universities of Scotland.' He traced
the progress of the present Scottish University system from the inception of the
first down to the last founded of those
institutions, giving a brief description of
each, namely, Si. Andrew's, Dundee,
Glasgow, Aberdeen and Edinburgh.
In regard to Aberdeen University Dr,
Hill remarked that at the present moment a grea!, scheme of renovation and
extension for Marischal college was on
foot, in which Lord Strathcona, the
lord rector, was taking an active interest. At a meeting held on Jan. 12
last, His Lordship advocated the extension of the college on the Science side s.
and quoted' what had been done so sud l
cessfully in that direction by the good'
friends. of McGill.
•

-
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SCOT UNIVERSITIES.
ArfiVnterestine g l'tture

Rev. Dr. J. Edgar Hill.

THE SCOTTISH UNIVEB SITIES.
/iG1.)
the Rev.
2
An Interesting Lectur1
by
Edgar Hill, D. D.
,

J.

"The Universities of Scotland" was the
title of a very instructive lecture deliver-

ed

INFLUENCE ON THE NATION
.n•••••n••••n•nn•

1

No Country on Earth Has the Same
Number of University Students in
Proportion

to Population.

last night in the Art Gallery by the
Rev. J. Edgar Hill. D.E., M.A., pastor of
•
1
St. Andrew's Church.
A large audience listened to the remarks
of the reverend gentleman, which were in
the main descriptive. He first referred to
the early university life of Europe, and to
the renaissance period connected therewith,
and then went on to speak of Scotch universities in particular. From the very
first, he said, the great topic of discus.:
sion by principals and professors was ways
and means, but financial straits could not
auench the ardour of the Scottish spirit
for learning. Since the foundation of her
universities no nation had made a better
use of the opportunities they offered. Their
doors had been opened to the humblest as
well as the highest in the land. The parochial divisions instituted by Queen Margaret and the parochial school system instituted by Knox had had a good deal to
do with the development of the education - I
al spirit among the Scottish peasantry.
The reverend gentleman then proceeded
to briefly refer to the foundation and fortunes of the Scottish universities—St. AnDundee, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Edinburgh, of which the first named is the
oldest—and showed several good stereopticon views of the same, which added much
to the appreciation of the lecture. Speaking of Aberdeen, he said that at the present moment a great scheme of renovation and extension fôr Marischal College

A lecture that proved highly interesting in its character was last night
delivered in the Art Gallery by Rev.
Dr. J. Edgar Hill 'nfider the title of
"The Universities of Scotland." He
'commenced by referring to early university life in Europe and to the rennaissance period connected therewith,
and then went on, to speak of Scottish universities. .rrom the very first,
Ito said, the great topic of discussion
- by principals and
professors was ways
and means; but financial straits conld
not quench the ardor of the Scottish
s.pirit for learning. Geographically, in
those days Scotland lay under great
disadvantages. Before the foundation .
of her first university numbers of
Sco.ttish youth had studied at Oxford
and Cambridge; but they were not popular, probably because the strained relations frequently existing between the
two countries made social intercourse
was on foot, in which Lord Strathcona,
unpleasant,. Consequently the young
the lord rector, was taking anisetive 1n4
Scot with a desire for learning genterest. At a meeting held on the 12th ult.
erally betook himself to some continental school, far the Scat and the His Lordship advocated the extension a
the college on the science side, and quoted
Frank were always friends, probably
'because of their mutual , dislike to what had been done so successfully in that
direction by the good friends of McGill.
England. Though late In its influence
upon Scottish life and character, the
In conclusion, Dr. Hill - said that 359 of
rcnnais•ance found at last a genial
the most competent and learned men of
home upon Scottish sail. Since the
the country were engaged in the univen,
foundation of her universities no nacities as professors, lecturers, demonstra.
tion had made a better use of the adtors, etc.. and at their feet sat 6842 of the,
vantages they offered. Their doors
best of the nation gaining instruction to
had been opened tg, and eagerly
equip them for the efficient discharge of ,
thronged by, the humblest in the land,
as well' as the highest. The parochial
their duty as professional men or worthy
divisions instituted by Queen Marcitizens. Of the latter number 393 were
garet and the parochial school system
young women desirous of increasing their'
instituted by Knox had had a good
educational efficiency at Aberdeen and
deal to do with the development of
Glasgow, and of these 90 were students in
the educational spirit among the Scotmedicine. Women were also studying at
tish peasantry.
St. Andrew's and at Edinburgh:, He exThe rev , lecturer then proceeded to
pressed the belief tat there was no counbriefly refer to the foundation arid fortunes of the Scottish universities—St.
try on the face of the earth that had the
Andrew's, Dundee, Glasgow, Aberdeen,
same number of university students in
Edinburgh, of which the first named
Proportion to the population. It had been
is the oldest—and showed several
stated within the last year that, as comgood stereopticon views of the same,
pared with England, the number of uniwhich added muCh to the appreciaversity students in Scotland was about five
tion of the lecture. Speaking of Abertimes that of Enfcland, compared with the
deen, he said that at the presnt mopopulation. It was impossible to realize
ment a great scheme
renovation and
exenstion for Marisehal college was on . what these figures meant in the life, culfoot, in which Lord Strathcona,the lord
ture and development of the Scottish peoof the
rector, was taking an active interest.
ple. but the results in the elevation
At a meeting held on the 12th ultimo,
national life and character must be enorhis lordship advocated the extension
mous.
of the college on the science side, and
quoted what had been done so successfully in that claeCtion by the good
.friends of McGill.
PHILLIPS SQUARE
In conclusion, t110 gentleman
Said that 359 of the most competent
1141. 1
.and learned men in tne country, in
their special subjeetS; were engaged
In the Scottish univ'ersifits as professors, lecturers, or OSSistants in teachOpen daily . 9 R.M. to 6 p.m.
ing in di•vinity, law,- medicine, arts;
science, and at their 'feet sat 5,842 of
71.1i - Wednes lay. evening 8 to La
the best of the nation' gaining instructlin4to equip therii4e4., the•efficient discharge of • thdr .t11143r••••:fs Professional
un- u n . tea
:
A very pleasant —
men or worthy citIgens. Ot the latter;
was given at the Art Gallery on Saturnumber 393 were ytning women desirday afternoon, when the members of the
ous of incrrasine their educational'
Association and their friends were affordefficiency at Aberdeen and Glasgow, - .
ed an opportunity to see the
pictures
at
of
and of these 90 were students in
collection
splendid
medicine. Women were also studyingi
present on exhibition, and to
Tea
was
servat St. Andrew's and:at Edinburgh. He
hear some excellent music.
expressed the belief that there was no.
ed in the Old Gallery, and an orchestra
country in the face -of the earth that
stationed on the dais at the end of the
had the saine number of university
room furnished a number of popular sestudents in proportion to the populalections during the afternoon. Between
tion. It had been stated within the
five and six o'clock the Ladies' Morning
last year that, • as compared with
Musical Club gave a delightful programvocai_and instrumental music.
England, the number of university
which was greatly appreciatea. The .
students in Scotland was about five
times that of England, compared with
bers included a selection arranged to,
two pianos, by Mrs. A. Murray and Mrs.
the population. It was impossible to
Shaw, a vocal solo by Miss Mills, a piano
reklize what these figures meant in
solo by Miss Miles, and a vocal quartette
the Ole, culture and development of
by Mrs. Gifford, Mrs. Williams, Miss
th e tgeottish people, but the results in

a
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Loan Exhibition of Paintings.
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elevation of the national life and
cter must be enormous.
usual vote of thanks was ac-'.
the lecturer,. on the motion of
aid M-acmester.
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Saunderson and Miss Mills. The rooms
were crowded throughout the afternoon
between seven and eight hundred people
having availed themselves of the oppor-'1,
tunity to be present.

• The same fault must be found With
No. 7, Sheep Washing,' otherwise
really beautiful wor14,, but here aga:n
UAIE
PHILLIPS
the light is focused upon the animals
fk`e2
too obtrusively, and the picture to that
extent is spoiled.
In many of these
canvases the sanie fault is apparent. It
is as if the artist had said, How can 1
arrange the `inise-en- scene' so as to best
show off my pigs, or sheep, or oxen ?'
His contrasts, too, in many of his comOPEN DAILY 9 A.M TO 6 P.M,
positions, are too violent , as in No. 59,
WEDNESDAY EVENING 8 TO 10
Sand Pits,' where his sky is too red
and blue and brown to accord with his
ground work. In prices such HA these,
he has subordinated the whole to the
part, and with this evident intention
PHILLIPS SQU4 E.
has forgotten, or has disdained to reMember, that it is the highest art to
/1-4:t4,61
17/1 /P12
conceal art; but there are other of his
22nd
works which have not even this failing.
• In No.. 57, for example, 'Woodcutter,'
the figure takes its proper place in the
landscape, and the conception equalo
the Workmanship. The seine may be
Pamtrings.
said of No. 52, Tree-Fellers at Work,'
which is strong and virile, and poetical,
in a somewhat maseuline fashion. No.
Open daily 9 a. m. to 6 p. tn.
56, Moonlight,' is again most satisfacWednesday Evening 8 to 10.
tory, because, here, once more, the figures are not obtrusive, and the comART ASSOCIATION...
position has been conceived as a whole.
In No. 74, ' The Harrower : Morning,'
. PHILLIP:in./
the woebegone horse appeals to our sympathy; he has evidently been dragged out
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of his bed too early; but the landscape.
is good, especially the effect of the

light breaking above the horizon. No,'

ADMISSION 25c.

Reading Room Open to Member,

65, ' A Spring Evening : Shepherd and
Sheep,' is evidently true, but loses by its

very realism, the- sheared sheep looking
too much as if they were soon- to be
turned into mutton.
In 71, 'A Sty,'
the pigs are very evidently pigs, and
from its point of view, no fault could be
PHI LLIPS SQUARE
found, rather, it is worthy of all praise.
Daily
In 72, Hauling the Log,' only the usual
to this class of composition
9
iv objections
can be made, it is too realistic; the
ADMISSION, - oxen are really "working so hard that
25 cts.
one would like to see them have the
Reading- Room open to members till
chance to rest awhile.This, however,
6 P.M.
.111n11•17:
is less the fault of the painter than the
ideas inculcated by the Humane Sodir
st4.4-1
HORATIO WALKID
g-"rt)
INTINGS. ciety. No. 73, 'Plonghing,' is One of:
In the recent loan exhibition of the the least pretentious, as well as one of
three Maris brothers, at the Art Gal- the most complete of Mr. Walker's
No. 58, The
lery, there were also sonic pictures by works in the gallery.
Horatio Walker, N.A., who, although First Snow,' a water color, is technically I
now resident in New York was born and more especially in conception, very
at Listowel, Ontario, in 1858. The Maris fine. The perspective and the sense
pictures have been returned to the homes of loneliness and barrenness it would
of their various owners, who kindly lent be difficult to excel. To sum up, it
them for the pleasure and profit of the may be said that Mr. Walker rarely fails
public, but the Walker paintings are in his execution, that his conception
still on view and will remain in the gal- sometimes equals it, and that where he
lery for several days longer, so as to fails to make a perfect whole is where
give Montrealers who have not seen ' he conceives a picture from the point
them a chance to become acquainted of view of his animals needing a strongly
with the work of a fellow-countryman. contrasting setting. This meaning may
There are twenty-four pieces in all, and be made clearer if Mr. Walker's 'Oxen
these now occupy the new room entirely, Drinking is contrasted with Swan's
so that a wide space separates each pic- 'Lioness and Cubs,' now on view at
ture, and they are seen to the very best Messrs. Scott & Son's. Mr. Walker
advantage. It is one of the worst fea- is undoubtedly a very., strong painter;
tures of modern exhibitions that the in animals, ' facile princeps'; and his
craving of the public for quantity causes exhibit as a whole is certainly one of the
the various hanging committees so to best that we have seen. Finally, the
crowd the walls as to spoil the effect 1 views here expressed are honest, and
of even the best. Mr. Walker's pie, may be taken for what they are worth.
tures do not now suffer in this respect
and the improvement is most marked.
It would be easy enough to praise this
artist's work as a whole, for it is cerPHILLIPS SQUARS.
tainly of a high order of merit; indeed,
some of our best local talent has enlegized it.* the expense of much of the
Maris Work, and to run counter to' the
WILL PE OPEN
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opinion of even a minority of the 'pro-

fession' may have the appearance of
presumption on the part of a layman.
Nevertheless, this verdict is here boldly
challenged, because, although James
Maris sometimes fails in execution, he
never fails in lofty conceptions; \vhereas, Mr. Walker often fails in conception and very rarely in execution. James.
Maris subordinated a part only to give
full poetic expression to the whole, and
was rarely, if ever, theatrical; Mr. Walk.
en arranges his effects to bring out
strongly one particular part, and the
result, at times, approaches the melodramatic. In No. 55, for instance,
Oxen Drinking,' the landscape is arranged with the sole intent to throw a
strong light upon the cattle, making the
effect of the whole theatrical, and less
than a true work of art, because of its
evident intent.
'
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All work intended for exhibition must
be delivered (unpacked) at the gallery by
Saturday 10th March. Entry forms may
be obtained on application.
-

THE SPRING EXHIBITION.
The nineteeth annual spring exhibition
of original paintings, drawings, sculptures,
architetural designs, etchings, designs in
stained glass and china paintings, which
have never been publicly exhibited before
in Montreal, will be opened at the Ar

Gallery on Friday, the 10th day of March
-next, in the galleries of this association
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April.
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Will open on Friday, March 16th. Ali
work Intended for exhibition must be delivered unpacked at the Gallery not later than
Saturday, leth March.
Entry Forms may be obtained on application.
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be delivered (unpacked) at the gallery by
Saturday 10th March. Entry forms may
be obtained on application.
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Mr. William Shakespeare Lectured on
Subject Last Evening at Art
Gallery.
The Art Gallery was well filled last evening with a highly fasionable audience on
the occasion of the appearance of Mr. William Shakespeare, the eminent English
vocal teacher, under the auspices of the
Ladies Morning Musical Club.
That club seemed to catch the inspiration of just what would attract the public
taste, and it certainly required a strong
attraction to make people leave comfortable firesides on such a night. They certainly followed the lecture's words with
marked attention. When it is remembered
that his lecture was the result of a. lifetime of observation and study, it can easily
be imagined that every crisp sentence that
fell from Mr. Shakespeare's lips contained
an axiom full of value and worthy of le •
log memorized and utilized. The first part
of the lecture was perhaps the most important, for it dealt with voice production.
The second part was devoted to expression
and interpretation, which are always to a
great extent dependent on the natural taste
and capacity of the individual. In the
matter of voice production, he naturally
spoke at most length on breathing, saying
that the attitude of posing the body forword and holding the arms extended and
the elbows in, was a good way to practice
breathing, for it prevented the use of the
wrong muscles of the upper chest and
shoulder, and brought into play the powerful mu.soles of the back and the assistance
of the belt of dividing tissue of the diaphragm, thereby increasing the available
air space and the muscular control of the
store inspired, in the proper economy and
force of the expiration. He also laid great
stress In finishing a note and not letting it
die for lack of breath, but closing the
Sound, with open throat and mouth, vritfh all

the muscles of the throat and the floor of
the mouth perfectly free and relaxed, the
lower Jaw immoveable and the face in a
reposeful expression, free from constraint
or grimace. It is probable that the precepts which he enuncited would be the
text for much private practice and study,
and cover the matter of many hundred
dollars' worth of instruction.
Mr. Shakespeare illustrated his lecture
with selections from one of Mozart's operas, and "Waft Her Angels," from Handel's "Jephtha," and while the effect was
most beautiful, it is safe to say most of
the audience attended most to the detailed
points in connection with the useful and
interesting remarks which had preceded
them.
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All work intended for exhibition must

MR. JONGERS.
From Mr. Harris's portraits on
turns naturally to those of Mr. Alphonae Jongers, of which there are no
less than ten on view. It is difficult
to arrive at a just appreciation of
Ni'. Jonger's work. His portraits, although they catch the eye and hold
the attention from any part of the
room, do not attract one powerfully.
In all of themMr. Jonger seems to
be constantly experimenting; seeking
after some effect which he does not
quite seem to have attained in any
of them. Apparently, his object is
to escape all hardness and precision
in his portraits; a most worthty object, provided the attainment of it
40es not mar the result. Whether or
iiot, it has in the present instance
had best be left to the personal opinion of the visitor. . In No. 60, a
portrait of Mrs. Jeffrey 13urland, the
artist seems to have achieved the
greatest meed of success. It must
bem
understood from this that any
rot
r
of Mr. Jonger's work is not of a very
high quality. All of it is, but it
hardly satisfies one's expectations regarding the developments of Mr. Jonger's style.
Togethar with these portraits on this
svail them' arc a series of four small
landscapes that draw attention more
by their monotonous similarity than
by any inherent virtue. In all of them
the student of modern French landScope work will detect a distant fiavon of Corot's work, which evidently
occupied the attention of thp artist
when they were executed. All of
them . (Nos. 110, 111, 106, 103), are by
Mr. Homer Watson. What is however, by far the best example of this
artist's work, and, indeed, almost the
finest landscape in the exhibition, is
in another part of the room. This is
No. 107, called "Memory of a Scotch
Town," and like all memories of Scotland, rain figures in it prominently.
The picture shows more originality
and is altogether more pleasing than
any of his other contributions.. The
leaden grey, rain laden sky, carries
-conviction with it, and is a really fine
bit of coloring. Altogether it is a
'picture worthy of careful attention.
MR. BRYMNER'S WORK.
Almost alongside it is a landscape
by Mn, Brymner, painted in a radically
different key. This, No. 12. "At SunSet," is Mr. Brymner's best contribution, and is also one of the most successful landscape studies he has painted. It is excellent in composition and
color, and is bathed in an unmistakeable atmosphere. Another larger canvas, No. 11, similarly
composed; a
Sheet of water in the foreground in
Which some trees and cottages are reflected is also an exceedingly clever
bit 'of, work.
It is a picture distinctly
of the "impressionist," type, and might
almost be called a solVed problem in
color values,
but nevertheless as a
pitcure it is distinctly pleasing.
In
additiqn to these mentioned a group

Open daily 9 am. to 6 p.m. Wednes
evenings 8 to 10. Amission, 25 etc.
L

Music Saturday afternoons.

SPRING EXHIBITION.
It Was Opened at the Art
Gallery Last Evening.
MANY GOOD PICTURES.
As a Whole the Exhibition Is Up
to the Standard of the Best
Of Bygone Years.

Last night the annual spring exhibition of oils and' water-colors by
Canadian artists, opened in the Art
Gallery, with a private view to members of the Art Association. The
event was distinctly a society affair,
after the manner of all private views
of art exhibitions, and was fully as

successful and enjoyable as those of
former years.
Of this year's exhibition it must be
said that while it differs in some respects from its immediate predecessors, it fully maintains the standard
set by the best of them. Its outstanding feature is the predominance
of portrait-work, figure and genre
subeicts. Landscape pictures, except
for one or two brilliant examples, are
in a distinct minority. Among the
landscapes exhibited, however, one
looks in vain for anything wholly
mediocre. In this respect, the present
exhibition makes a distinct advance.
Neither can much . be found in the
purely portraiture work to carp at, although with some of it, it is difficult
to sympathize. The general impression conveyed by a first glance around
the exhibition is a distinctly favorable
one, and closer inspection only enhances one's first impression. Upon
every wall something is found worthy
of admiration and study, while only
at wide intervals is a really discordant note struck. Owing to the nonarrival of catalogues yesterday until
a late hour, the entire exhibition cannot be adequately described in this
notice. It is only possible to touch
upon a few of the more important pictures contained in it.
MR. ROBERT HARRIS.
Among these must certainly be included sonic of Mr. Robert Harness
contributions. He is represented by
several canvases, the finest undoubtedly • being No. 47, a strong portrait
of the Hon. W. H. Tuck, chief justice of New Brunswick, full of char-actor and individuality. This is fully
up to the level of Mr. Harris's best
work. Another is a fi gure study entitled "Canadian Adventurer, time of
Maisonneuve." The subject is strongly handled, and bears evident traces
if the result of the artist's recent
visit to Spain, but it is scarcely as
spirited in feeling as the subject suggests. Nos. 48 and 80, portraits of a
little girl, daughter of 'Mr. George
Smithers and portrait of a lady (unnamed) represent quite another style
of painting. Both, but especially the
little girl's portrait bring Sir Joshua
Ileynedds' work into the mind's eye.
Both pictures have been delicately
and sympathetically painted, and must
be considered successful in their own
particular vein, though they lack the
strong individuality of the artist
Which characterizes No. 47.

canvaaes contributed by Mr. Suzor,
,

Cote are worthy-6T study. Mr. Cote
is a French-Canadian, who is steadily
carving (or rather painting) for himself a reputation in the French capital. Amongst the pictures by which
he is represented is one that was hung
in the last Paris Salon, No. 20, called
simply "Pastourelle." It is the lire
size figure of a girl standing holding
in her hand a branch, her feet partially hidden by the weeds and flowers of a field. It brings strongly to
mind the work of a great modern
French painter, Bastien, Lepage, whose
work evidently, influenced Mrt - -Cote.
In itself the picture is almost too big
and purposeless to be attractive, but
ought to be seen as it po,rtrays well
a certain phase of contemporary
French work. Mr. Cole's other pictures, No. 21, 23 and 24, are quite different. In all the draughrnanship is
almost too evident, while the wealth
of almost photographic detail abounding in the first and last, rather detract from than add to one's enjoy-

ment of them.
Space compels one to omit mentionlog in this notice many pictures which
will be mentioned in another.
THE PRIVATE VIEW.
Last evening there was a Private
view for members and their friends.
Owing to counter attractions the attendance was not so large as in former years, but this enabled those present to better enjoy the pictures. The
Victoria Rifles orchestra during the
evening discoursed pleasing selections.
Among those present were Major and
Mis. George Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. E.
S. Clouston, Rev. Dr. Campbell, Mr.
and Mrs. A. Halle, Dr. Hamilton, Mr.
and Mrs. Wright, Mr. J. S. Buchan,

and Mrs. b. T. Irish, Mr. A.
oie, Mrs. Coltyill, Dr. and Mrs. Cain eron, Mr. W. Brymner, Mr. Ives, Mr.
' E F Surveyor, H. Taylor, Misses
Taylor, Miss Tucker, Mr. Gardner, Dr.
and Mrs. A. A. Brown, Dr. F. J. Shepherd, Mr., Mrs. and Miss Porteous, Mr.
Norman Rielle, Miss Rea, Dr. F. Morley Fry, Professor and Mrs. Bovey, Mr.
and Mrs. Dunlop, Miss Dunlop, Mr.
John Taylor, Mr. L. Sutherland, Mr.
K. McPherson, Mr. H. L. Putnam, Mr.
J. Macdonald Oxley, Mrs. Peterson,
Mrs. F. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. R. Lindsay, Miss Lindsay, Mr. D. •enne, Dr.
Nichol, Mr. Robert Turnbull, Mr. and
Mrs. Macintosh, Mr. and Mrs. H. Fry,
Mr. Delfosse, Misses Irwin, Mr. C. A.
Meincke, W. Stanway, Mr. and Mrs.
Falconer, Mr. and Mrs. George Hadrill, Mr. J. A. U. Beaudry, Dr. H. B.
Yates, Mr. A. Charles Buchanan, Mr.
B. Hal Brown, Dr. H. S. Birkett,
Misses Loub, Mr. and Mrs. L. Sutherland, Mr. W. R. Granger, Mr. J. Morgan, Miss Morgan, Mr. Robertson,
pr.

Miss Robertson, Mr. and Mrs. Macintosh, Prof. J. B. Porter, Mrs. Barn-. 1
ley, Rev. Colborne Heine, Mr. Thomas
Harling, Miss Angus, Mr. W. Angus,
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Lindsay, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Hutchison, Mr. W.Currie,
Miss Currie, Mrs. Robirt Reid,
Dr.
Tait Mackenzie, Mr. Edwin Cox, Mr.
J. Rankin, jr., Dr. W. G:'Throsby,
J. S. Buchan, Misses Sewell, DI-. Stanley Weir, Dr. J. C.Nichol, Mr. W.
Hanson, Miss Hanson, Dr. Foley, and
Mrs. John Rankin.
.1

AMONG THE PICTURES.
The Spring Exhibition of the Art
ASsociatio n.4fr ,

e
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SOME OF THE CAlt SSES DESERVING SPECIAL MENTION.
The 19th Annual Spring Exhibition of the
Art Association of Montreal, opened last
evening with the 'usual Private view,
which was very well attended.
Portraiture is easily the feature of the
exhibit this spring. Alphonse Jongers,
Robert Harris and one or two more have
been very industrious during the past year
or so, and the result is shown on the walls
of the Art Gallery. For instance, Mr. Jongene' work on exhibit , numbers ten
paintings in all, and nine of these are portraits, while the tenth, Na. 67, is a sketch
of a child. The fact that these portraits
are of the Most part of well-known men
and women by no means detracts from the
interest of the work—this was shown by
the groups about the portraits last evening.
Mr. Jongers is first of all a daring painter.
He studies for effect and usually obtains

it, but sometimes at the expense of the
likeness. •"A magnificent painting," said a
well-known critic last evening, "but a poor
portrait." No. 60, a portrait of Mrs. ,7effrey Burland. is perhans the best of Mr.
jongers' work on exhibit. In this he has

manipulated his colours in such a manner
that while the portrait is preserved he
has eliminated all hardness and apparent

Precision.
Mr. Robert Harris' exhibit contains two
portraits which attracted considerable attention, No. 47, a portrait of the Hon..
W. H. Tuck, is a fine bit of work and No.
50, which is in reality an idealized portrait
of an English girl, is certainly a beantiful
picture and well 'worthy of the praise which
was bestomed upon it last evening; of
No. 48, however, so much cannot be said.
This is a portrait of Francis, daughter of
Mr. George Smithers, and while an effective
bit of colour work, and said to be a good
likeness, is nevertheless defective in draw-

ing. Mr. Harris' Canadian Adventurer, No.
49, was much admired and the painter has
succeeded in obtaining soft, fine effects, but
these unfortunately are hardly suitable to
the subject at hand which seems to call for
sturdier handling.
Mn, Dyonnet's portrait of Mr. Harwood,
.

M. P., No. 29, is worthy of mention. This
work, while far from attractive at first
glance is well modellel and the execution is

excellent.
Very naturally the work of Suzor
now of Paris, late of Montreal, got a Cote,
deal of attention, and particularly thegreat
lifesize picture of the French Peasant
girl. This
pairiting, No. 20, and entitled "Pastourelle,"

we exhibited at the last Paris Salon. This
is a. bold, striking work of a
peasant child
in the fields of her native land. Mr.
Cote's
other works include a portrait of an old
Breton, No. 24, and No. 21, entitled'
"L'Amateur." The latter painting contains
almost endless detail and loses much thereby, while No. 24 is well worked out and
effective.
Miss Lillian Tucker, who is an ex-pupil of
the gallery and a young painter of some
merit, has a portrait, No. 102, Miss M. Ned
The picture shows careful exeention.

Q

n t'
Avorl: Mr, if omer a t
son naturally comes into much prominence.
His work is represented by seven paintings,
and they are all of unusual merit. Mr. Watson has the faeulty of obtaining denth,
strength and • volume in his work, and at
the same time them is a distinct character
to his work, For instance No 100 "The
Limestone Ridge," is a• strong, sturdy work,
well-drawn and well coloured,
Mr, Wilbent Brymneest exhibit always
attraete attention , . and last evening was no
exeeption to the general rule.
Exhibited among the water colours is a
fresco intended for part of a decoration of
a dining-room in a country house. The piece
is well balanced and decorative, though
exhibited, in such a place, hardly brings out
the good points of the work. it needs the
surroundings for which it was made to give
proper tone to it, Mr. Beyraner's other work
includes four very good landscapes, the
notable one being No. 11, entitled, "Clearing Weather, Beaueme."
Mr. William Hope has three oils which
received much favourable comment last evening. There are none of them pretentious
works, but all are good and show clearly
that Mr. Hope is instinctively an artist.
Miss Mary A. Bell exhibits "When Seeing
Rides Through the Wo.eis." a \tank Whic h
attracts favourable tottaiient. This is a
picture of
)e
colouring is chaste and the composition excellent.
The exhibit of water colour this year is
not above the average, either as to numbers or quality. Dr. R. Tait McKenzie has
one water colour of particular merit. This
a; a scone on Craig street in November.
, in black and white Mr. R. G. Matthews
has three very creditable pictures. One is
a portrait of Mr. J. S. Buchan, Q.C., another a portrait of a lady, and the third a
"Lady With the Chaste Spirit," is perhaps
the best of the three.
The exhibit of china painting this year
is unusually good, and contains many pie.
ces of merit in this particular line of work.
Among the exhibitors might be mentioned
Mrs. E. se. Caldwell, Mrs. D. 'Crawford,
Miss H. j. MacDonnel and Mrs. Fred.
AI clndoe.
''--—

of eulture. With few exceptione greet
relists have been few in any single generation, but there have been a dozen periods when work in general has reached
a very high average and has been permeated through its various gradations
with the power of the beautiful and the
remote. Considering the present exhibition from the point of view of progress,
encouragement comes from two sources,
fruition and omission. In the ease of
the latter, especially, the gallery is to be
congratulated, because in years past
there have appeared upon its walls 'oboe'
whiCh would have disgraced the auction
rcome of Curtain Road, London, where
a shilling a 'equate foot is a high price
for a 'work of art! Not, that there are
not still some things which tend greatly
to lower the average. But, as a noted
character of fiction frequently 'remarked,
thanks be,' some of the most trite and
persistent and mediocre of the exhibitors
in former collections are now either absent or play a very minor part. An expression of opinion upon individual
iniintings will follow in due course, it is
sufficient here to remark, that while the
averagehigh, much of the
rubbish of former years is absent, that
the best of our painters are seen at their
best, and that the re-appearance of Cote
and Jongers is most welcome. The exhibition excels in portraiture and is
weak, excepting a few names, in landscape. '['hit constant weakness in landscape is not encouraging to our art outlook, because it may well be doubted
whether we shall for a considerable period be able to keep more than one portrait painter of distinction with us. Unless under very exceptional circumstances
portrait painters who are able, wh'ether
by wealth or talent, to live in the environment of old-world culture, are little likely to slave away in the atmosphere
of the 'new rich,' who, even themselves,
The opening of the 19th annual Spring EX: generally bestow -their patronage in Euhibitiou of paintings at the Art Gallery, rope, because of a high-sounding' name.
Phillips Square, last night was very large. But with landscape painting there are
ly attended. An excellent orchestra was
stationed in the Old Gallery, h l'It differences for the reason that after the
refreshments were served throughout the landscape painter has received a really
evening. Among the many persons pre- sound training, the mountains, the woods
sent were: Mrs. Louis Sutherland, Mrs. and fields and stream-s and the ever
P. A. Peterson, Mr. E. S. Clouston, changing skies, must evermore be his
the Misses Angus, Mr. and Mrs. G. R. three graces and his nine muses. NeiHooper, Miss Grace Robertson, Mr. and
Mrs. AV. Hope, Dr. and Mrs. Browne, ther is he so dependent upon having a
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Ives, Mr. and Mrs. clientele immediately surrounding him.
Eugene Lafleur, Mrs. C. Porteous, Mr. ihe portrait painter must follow his patNorman Rielle, Miss Luddington, Mrs. ron' and dwell in the neighborhood of
H. Miles, Miss E. Peverley, Mr. and Mrs. fashion and wealth, but the landscape
Campbell Hellos, Miss Hannaford, Miss painter may paint home scenes end '—
Saxe, M1RS K. Agnew, Miss Mackay, Miss
Armstrong, Miss E. Atwater, Mr. Gran- deed, can scarcely hope to make an abiding reputation otherwise, and may then
ger, Prof. Bovey, Mr. Court, Mr. an
Mrs. Turnbull and Miss Turnbull, Mr. send them to any art centre or market
and Mrs. Buchan, Miss Henderson, Dr. that he may desire. Chrome, Constable,
and Mrs. S. Nichol, Miss Nichol, Mr. Corot, Jaines Maris, are only 'a very few
and Mrs. Lindsay. Miss Lindsay, Mr. examples in illustration of this stateHarrower. Mr. and Mrs. Gnaedenger.
Miss Davidson, Mr. A. Cowan, Mr. and ment, and that Canada has no preMise Blackadder, Mr. E. Cox, Miss Bro- eminent landscape painter is certainly
therhood, Mise Boyd, Mr. J. Acer, Dr. not the fault of our glorious scenery, nor
Armstrong, Dr. Hamilton, Dr. Byers, because of the absence of an art atmosthe Miesee Porteous, the Misses Drury, phere.'
Lt.-Col. Burland, Dr. Shepherd, Mr.
At the private view. last, evening the
Bethune, Miss L. Tucker, Dr. and Mrs.
large ae
Maodonell. Miss Taylor, Mrs. Coghlan, attendance was not so
Mr. and Afrearry,Mr.Reeorder Weir,Rev, but the occasion was much enjoyed by
Abbott Smith and Airs. Smith, Miss those present. The 'Pastourelle' by
Amos, Mrs. Girdwood, Miss Girdwood, Suzor Coté, the portraits by Robert
Mies Rae, the Messrs. Rae, Mr. A. Starke Harris and Alphonse Jangers, the landMiss M. Bell, Miss Grier, Miss Hamilton, scapes by Homer Watson and Maurice
Mr. W. Brymner. Mr. Beaudry, Misa
Hague (Ireland), Miss Coghlan, Dr. Kerr, Cullen, were especially admired, as was
Mrs. Irwin, Miss Irwin Mies E. Hurst, the work of Wm. Brymner and a few
Mr. Hyde, Mr. P. Seeth Miss Dawson, other painters
Mr. R. G. Matthews, and Dr. P. Rut
MeKanaaa.
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Our occasional art exhibitions are veinable, not only because they mark the
steps in the progress of individual artists,
hut, more especially, because the rise or
fall of our art as a whole therein pertedtmile cut. enges public 31 gmen .ar
as the individual is concerned, to lie
privileged to watch the early bud of
promise expanding its petals into the
fulness of the ideal flower has many
fascinations, both Suzor Cote and .Aeleurice Cullen have given us this opportu-•
nay; and, almost within a Instruin, Robert Harris's art has expanded into an ale
roost perfect flower; but whether our
art as a whole fills the common ways
of life with the reflection of some far-off
brightness,' or whether it continues to
reproduce common things in a contmon
way, is surely of more concern to our
resent and our future rank as a people
.
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• Still-life work is not a very distinguished fern). of art; but the public desires it, and is willing to pay for it, and
the artist who has the necessary skill
uses it to provide bread and butter until recognition in more elevated walks
of art comes to him. Suzor Cote is
an example of this. It is well-known
that from his still-life studies he was
enabled to save enough money, with
much care, to pursue his studies in
Paris, his meritorious landscapes bringing him little reward or fame, and as
the pot must still boil, lie occasionally
glees us a still life now-a-days.
Such
a piece' is No. 21, `L'Amateur;
It is
painted with all his old force and skill,
but it is too much ereiveded with heterogeneous material td be pleasing, as a
composition. Tho stuffs, weapons,
statues, pictures, etc., are skilfully rana,
ei

.

tiered, a een eepara y, but us Kin
of subject is ever justified, from the
point of view of a picture, it certainly
is not so in this instance. No. 20, 'Pastourelle,' is as very different matter, although the great attention to detail in
the foreground carries a flavor of that
earlier work. It is a Salon picture, and
French of the French, of course, considering its associations. The accuracy
of the wild flowers fades away into the
heats of a summer day, and it is all
real, out-Of-doors, luminous, atmospheric, palpitating. Even without the
figure of the peasant child, with her
perspiring face facing the observer, it
would be a picture to admire, with its
detail of flOW2fri and weeds and its re.
freshing outlook upon nature. Indeed,
the figure, admirable as it is from one
point of view, usai too much of a studio
pose, perhaps, lias too obviously been
introduced for effect, is too uncompromising, to be entirely pleasing. It is
a reality, nevertheless; painted out-ofdoors, truthful, and not the calciumlighted cadmiunadiscolored, pseudo'
classical lay figure that some of our
painters seek to impose upon us. No.
22, 'Solitude,' is an unmistakable Cote,
with its cool greens, so difficult to handle by the majority, but by him manipulated with 'admirable skill. A few
trees and undergrowth, a pool touched
at its near edges with vivid light, the
last lingering glow of the sun in the
sky, and the haunting sense of corning
darkness, make up a picture that it
does one good to look upon. No 24,
the portrait of an old Breton, is another good Cote. It is beautifully
painted, color, modelling and expression approaching the perfect. Mr.
Coté s work has been absent from the
gallery for several years; the art of
Montreal has been the poorer because
of this, and it is good to see it here
once more.
Homer Watson is, as usual; strongly
represented, and he is without a doubt
one of the best landscape painters we
have; but it must be confessed that his
work continues to be too heavy and
gloomy and pigmentai, and that to see
too many of his canvases at a time
gives one a sense of depression. His
work has force and individuality, and
undoubtedly has many fine technical
qualities; but in most of his pictures,
leaving out the color, one has a sense
that he has used a graver's tool rather
than the brush. His foliage is always
stiff, and no matter what kind of tree,
all have a family likeness. Neither does
lie ever succeed in steeping 'his trees in
1 air and light, so that the sunshine ill; ters through their branches, and for
this reason his pictures are rarely luminons; but, rather, are stiff, even
wooden and opaque. This is especially
noticeable in Nos. 106, 109, and 111,
where.the same storm seems to have
stiffened much the same trees, in much
the same way, and in exactly the seine
direction. No. 107, 'Memory of a
Scotch Town,' is decidedly one of his
best. It is indeed a luminous and
truthful picture, of exactly the right
sentiment; the dripping houses and
foreground would be difficult to excel,
but the clouds are unconvincing. Skies,
indeed, are Mr. Watson's weak point,
and he usually hides the greater part
of them with heavy trees. No. 112,
'Moonrise,' is pleasing, although it has
the same old, heavy, wind-blown, Watson trees, and the moon is rather obtrusive, and the sky is a mere backg
os time mec'
dramatic about it all. Still, it is pleasing, and as the work of a new man
would have been hailed with almost unqualified delight. No. 110, 'November
in the Clearing,' is a very beautiful picture. Indeed, take' any single picture of
Mr. Watson's, and the same remark
mi ght
P painter
he only misses the front rank because
lus work lacks vivacity and variety.
Mr. Brymner's work is always interesting, not only because of its 'achievements, more especially because of its
aspirations. Mr. Brymner is a man of
many artistic moods, and, therefore, is
always experimenting, both in manner
e-nd matter. We have seen him mix
up two or three mediums in a former
exhibition on one canvas, and with some
success; but in the present exhibition
he turns his serious thoughts to oils.
No. 12, 'At Sunset,' is one of the very
best things that he has accomplished
.
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recently, and it is pleasing 1.o see the
legend 'sold,' upon it. The influence of
Maurice Cullen is apparent, and in its
impaeto there is an utter disregard that
the price of colors and their fixings have
gone 'away up,' but the painting is without a doubt a good one, the greens soft
and rich, the sentiment that of the
gloaming, on the Whole undeniably
dreamy and pleasing. No. 11, 'Clearing
Weather, Beaupré,' has been mach
praised; but it seems to the writer
merely a bold experiment. It is indeed AO broadly painted that it may be
said to be unfinished. That it has a
certain piquant attraction is undeniable,
but this is rather on account of its audacity than because of its intrinsic
merits. The foreground foliage and the
sky are rather 'messy,' and the assumption of boldness in the hills and houses
is attained because these are merely
blocked out. The position of the elmdows in the perspective leaves room for
argument. Notwithstanding what has
been said, however, this picture is distinctly in advance of any of the 'leaf
on leaf' atrocities. The eye sees nature in the mass, without doubt, only,
in this instance, Mr. Brymner seems
rather to have gone to the other extreme. Nevertheless, his courage is
refreshing and deserves commendation.
Why the two paintings of Mr. Laeose, No. 69, 'Plants in a City Greenhouse,' and No. 70, 'In a Conservatory,')
were admitted into the Gallery,
a puzzler. As illustrations in a florist's
almanac they would be in exactly the
fitting place. They are most certainly
carefully and correctly painted in almost every detail; but detail can no
more make a picture than a floor board
can make a house. They would be admirable in an illustrated catalogue; but
they are the worst kind of examples to
the student. It is surely time that our
judges should show a wiser discriminetien. It is not a certain amount cf
crowded space that the student and art
lover seeks, but 'pictures,' However,
as a very clever example of what not
to do, these may be commended.
.
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TgLaiflgsfrfarg exhiWob‘roe Monti real Art Aseeciation is this kMoing attracting !more than the annual Intereet taken by
picture lovers in this city. Visitors Are nuMemos, and a number of sales are being
made, whilah proves that a discerning piiiilie is appreciating the honest efforts of the
workers. The exhibition Is open daily from
nine no six o'clock. On Wednesday even.
lags from eight to ten o'clock. On Saturday afternoons -there are the additional attractions of a good band and the IndLspensable -cup of tea.

* * *

Without doubt the most staking canvas
on the walls ta &tzar Cote's "Pastourelle,"
exhibited at last nisei. salon in Paris. It
Is a lairgepancl, and Shows a young peasant
girl ;standing in an open field. The color
Is pleasing, also the subject, but we cannot
help wishing for a little Mt more of the
field. The frame crowds in and encroaches
too much on the figure. Mr. Coto also
shows two portraits, Nos. 23 and 24, "An
Interior," and a very charming landscape,
No. 22, "Solitude."
Mr. Cote has been appointed one of the
judges of the Fine Arts Section of the
Paris Exposition. He has studied under
the went men of the day at the Ecole del
Beaux Arts, under Bonnet, and at Juliens,
under Jules Lefevre. He won silver and
bronze medals at Oolowasse Academy, first
prize for composition and drawing at the
"Grand Concours" ait Julien's in 1898, when
competition was divided among over five
hundred students. His pictures are much
sought for among collectons, both In Paris
und Montreal. Canada feels justly proud
of the honor conferred on her artist.
* 4; *
Portraits are a pronniiiient feature this
year, and out of a total of 115 oils, 24 arc
portraits or studies of heads. Mr. Alphonse
Joug-ers monopolizes a large portion of ono
of tire main walls With Iris exhibit. of no
less -than ten portraits of Montreal people.
CrIties almost come to blows over Mr. j oug-ers' work; the discussion generally wages
most fiercely between -those wit% desire a
likeness (and a true one at that) and those
who think that a pleasing eoinbmartion of
i
color and a -graceful pose are all thjrj

at

3ç,
1 ueseSsary in a prat. A criticism given

Ltsing's dainty 'littie. lait of
clover 'is well managed and effective—the
baekgeound a trifle dark,
"Pigeons," NO. 71, 'by O. Leduc, are wed
painted and the coloring of the pige Ma's
pleasiliag. Mr, Leduc has chosen pigeons
of that lovellY tint commonly knOwn
pigeon. gray.
• .5•
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of anything approaching sculpture in the exhibition
is a bas relief study of a nude skater,
in clay, the work of Dr. Tait McKenzie, and presumably very correct anatomically. More work of this nature
would be found very welcome in these
The only eitniple

lately In an EngLigh magazine on a portrait
In the Royal Academy, and written as a
bit of conversation oventheaed at an
reems rather appropriate in the pmts.
eat instance, and endorses the opinions of?
exhibitions.
Many visitors to the gallery.
Architecture is exceedingly scantily
its Lady larehouse," said Jacynth to
represented, there being only three exhibitors. Messrs. Hutchison & Wood
ThereId. "Mr. 'H , aster doesn't think It's
contribute colored elevations Of the
like her."
new McIntyre block, and of a design
sI date say it is, if we could see it," said
for alterations to the Merchants Bank,
Thorokl, hopefully. "The present method
the most important exhibits.
of the portrait painter—leaving out the
What architecture lacks is amply
face—is a little confusing to the eld-fashatoned for by China painting, which
Some hing More About
toned, that is alb Many of us are still
section is unusually large, but, as
usual with china painting, of limited
so much under the yoke of Philistinism
Spring Exhibition.
interest. The principal exhibitors are
that we are arocustomed to recognize our
A. Caldwell, Mrs. Taylor Bailey,
friends by their faces."
MUCH INTEREST TAKEN E.
Margaret M. Boyd, Mrs. D. Crawford,
Mr. Jougers' most ardent admirers must
H. J. MacDonnell, Mrs. Fred. Meinadmit that the morbnitlezza of his flesh tints
doe, Mrs. Henry Miller, and Mrs. Allen
is not pleasing to the normal eye, and that
Weagant. In all there are over 75
a
Large
Exhibition Is Drawing
pieces exhibited.
nature can not afflict so many of his sitters
Number of People—Some of
with such painful •complexions.
Mr. Robert Matteis' portrait of the Hon.
the Pictures.
W. IL Tuck, Chief Justice of New Brunse
Public interest , in the spring exhibiwick, occupies the place oit honor on the
tion at the Art Gallery increases daily.
eml wall, and is one of the finest he has
Since it opened a '‘veelc ago last night Much Clever Work Sent to Art Exproduced. The aa,aornowlaus background is a
bition by Gentle77x.
the galleries have been thronged with
happy inspiration. Most dainty and pleas.
ifre;
visitors, the attendance on Wednesday
lag in color, pose and eamposition, are Nos.
night being particularly good, fully jus- IN TEE CHINA D P ItTI1IIENT
SS and 50, "Portrait Frances, daughter of
George &slithers, Esq.," and "Portrait" untifying the decision of the authorities
MANY ESPECIALLY GOOD REnamed. Both are reminiscent of Sir Joshua
to keep the exhibition open Wednesday
SULTS IN EVIDENCE.
and Romney.
night of each week. This afternoon,
annual spring exhibition of paintThe
Mir. James M. Barnsley has four smell
when afternoon tea and music will ings, sculpture, etc., which is now in prooils which are very much admired. No. 3,
enhance the enjoyment of the pictures, gress at the Art Gallery, Phillips square,
"Basin de la Bastille," is low In tone, but
another large crowd is expected. Only Is resulting in the large amount of good
foil of subtle richness, No. 4, "Sunset,"
a very few of the pictures have as yet work done by women being very favoursimply glows with luxurious tints, and anfound purchasers but it is still early ably commented upon by visitors.
derntath it hangs Na. 5, entitled, "Snow at
It is rather singular that the gems of
to look for the little red stamps that
Auners, near Paris," most delicate in treatthe collection are so unpretentions in size
bring the artist joy.
meat. Mr. Barnsley possesses great natural
as to make a close scrutiny of the walls
taste n selection of subject, and when, if
Amongst those •pictures which have necessary in order to find them. There is
Wandering monad the gallery in an aimless
riot already been noticed in these co- nothing more exquisite on exhibition in
Art% tare. rif la awitsat ay wake own,
lumns are a number of interesting the oils room than the clay dish of clover,
tire, restful scene, appealing ta any poetic
landscapes by Mr. Maurice Cullen and done by a Montreal artist—Miss Marian
Instinct one may possess, the catalogue
Mr. William Hope. The work of Laing. The white and purple of the pet1 will as a general rule inform its reader that
these
artists is always conscientious als, the green of the leaves, the delicate
the painter he seeks for is Ramaley.
•
and good. In the present exhibition grace of the stems are done with so subrit
tly true a touch that the little picture is
each is represented by three canvases.
Ar. Wildiani Rrynmer's No. 15, 'Part
Of these a sketch of the "Custom sure to catch discerning eyes. It makes
Decoration for a Dining. Room in a counHouse," Montreal, by Mr. Cullen and expectation of the flowers' evanescent
try House," does not get . fair play in its
"A Summer Day at St. Andrews, N. sweetness instinctive, so well has the artis-ten-ion in the serail gallery; no more 'do
B.," by Mr. Hope, are more strongly ist done her work.'
the water colors hanging in that same antehandled than the others, but all have
"Scarborough, Old Town," and Betchmany of the qualities that distinguish worth, Surrey"—sketches by Gertrude E.
seem. - The Decoration" kills. the "Water
sound outdoor work. A large and ( Spurt—deserve
Colors," and the "Water CoiorS" kill "The
and receive from those disrather ambitious canvas by Mr. J. C.
Decoration," and the deep ugly . color
Franchere, a local artist, No. 38, a log visitors more than a passing glance. In
the wails MI bath "èntirely," 6$ a Dublin
marketing scene on Place Jacques Car- the latter the green of the hedgerows. the
Fusilier might remark with pertinent elmtier, attracts a considerable amount of dun of the quiet cottages of the country
water
colorists
are
to
be
!Jessie. If the
attention. It is successful more in folk, and the attractive perspective of the
torever ' condemned to that squall room for
the promise it holds forth than in any winding road have been caught with a fiit attains. The canvas is crowded delity which will be, appreciated by all
the exhibition of their works, why not give
with figures, many of which are who know Surrey.
them a More .suitable baekgroutud?
cleverely painted and adjusted, but
The light is as bad as St ican be, and
Miss Caroline Farncomb contributes to
some of which are most discordant.
the apace entail's so nineh crowding that
Notably, a little girl in pink in the the paintings in oil a charming stir iiy —
landscapes are faithfully reflected in neighforeground of the picture. Nor does "Some More, Please," and other w men
boring portraits, ainsi vim versa. In this
the drawing of the City Hall in the represented in this division are Miss a,ry
present exhibition could not the architec.
background convince one either of its A. Bell, of England ; M. Alberta Cleland,
solidity or that' it is - erect. On the of Montreal ; Miss Minnie Gill, of Lennox-'
tural exhibits, the china. painting, and black
other hand the accuracy and skill with ville ; Madame V. J. Grignon, of Ste. Schoanti white have all been Shown to better
several of the figures are paint- lastique; Patti Jack, of Ottawa, whose
advantage in the small room, and M.T. „which
ted, the feeling of animation and sketch of a Highland interior, Trossacks,
Brymner's work arid the water colors been
brightness make it noteworthy. Mr.
Scotland, is a gem in its way; Mary H.
suitably animal d In the old gallery, screen. 'Pranchere contributes two other picReid, of Toronto ; Lilian Tucker, Ella
lag off a portre a for their dialktY?
tures, Nos. 39 and 40, but this is his
Watts, and Annie M. Way.
Mr. Brynanera work in oils Includes sevmost important -effort.
In the department devoted to water coleral landscapes of great merit. No. 12,
MR. BARNSLEY.
ours, women again are represented by ad"At Sunset." is full of sentiment, and is
There are also a number of landsuggestive of Dassbigny in color. "Cedars,"
scapes by the late Mr. .13.1rnsley, 3ne mirable work, among the exhibitors being
of them a canal scene in Paris (No. 3), Eurilla Loomis, France; Annie MacVicar,
No. 14, is rich in sunlight, and should cerM. Phillips, Margaret Sanborn, Anbeing especially characteristic of the Mary
tainly prove a delightful possession for a
nie Stikeman, Lilian Tucker and Annie
artist
in
his
strongest
mood.
Mr.
Way, of Montreal; Bertha Cochrane, of
town drawing room, Where we are shut in
Ludger Larose and Mn.. Joseph St. Hillhurst, P.Q.; Ethel R. Heoven, of Toso often by OUT cold winter winds.
Charles exhibit each a couple of call - ronto, and Hetty D. Kimber, of Sydney,
Mr. William Raphael, an old favorite in
vases, which demonstrate a singular C.B. Miss Way's sketch, "Elm Trees," is
Montreal, only sends two pictures, but both
apathy of imagination, and lacicing among the best work of the collection, and
any other quality, are not powerfully Miss Annie MacVicar's "Souvenir of Bic"
ate well up to the mark. Many would like
will be appreciated by all who have visitinteresting. The former's canvases ed
to own ins little "Yorkshire Terrier" in the
that place.
are of plant life, drawn and colored
flesh or an the canvas, and how true to
AMONG THE CHINA.
with
photographie
minuteness,
and
an
"Habitant" Ere Is "A Smoke Before StartIn the department devoted to china, Mrs.
utter disregard of harmony, While the
Allen
Weagant,
Smith's Falls, has six
leg," Nos. 80 and 87.
latter's are his oW4-portrait, and a cor- really exquisiteof
pieces of work—a lustre
"The Cloud," No. 88, by George A. Reid,
ner of a studio,. Also presumably his
dish, with mother-of-pear effect; a lustre
own. Neither, 116Wever, has inspired nut dish, with shell effect; a Dresden
R.C.A., "is a very curious cloud. So is the
a very thrilling effort.
china dish, with old ivory effect; a bonrest of the picture. Bizairre in every sense
bon box; a lustre frame and a rose plaque.
The water color section of the exhiof the ward.
Of these, the lustre nut dish Is a rather
bition is large, ‘Many oi the picMr. Wialiam Hope, A.R.C.A., is to be conmarvellous
reproduction of the delicate
tures exhibited are pleasant, but only ,
gr at u lat ed en his three pictures. Refined I a few
tinting of the sea-shell to the lay mind, and
are marked by any strong indi- Mrs. Weagant's work, as a whole, has atin subject, handling and composition. His
viduality. Among those which leave 1 tracted much admiring attention. Other
greens are well managed and true to maan impression upon the visitor, more exhibitors here are Mrs. Taylor, Margaret
lasting than the rest are a couple of M. Boyd, E. A. Caldwell, Mrs. D, Crawture. Ilas "Hay Making," St. Andrew's,
ford, Mrs. T. Darling, Fanny M. Day,
summer sketches. by Mr. Brymner,
N. 8., is very chaeming, and the color of
Mrs. C. W. Dean, Miss J. Harper, Miss
Nos. 121 and 122: No. 129, "Old - FaMi' new 11.101W11 'hay delightful to the eye.
Hunsicker, H. J. MacDonnell, Mrs. Fred,
shioned Garden," a very bright and
McIndoe. Mrs. J. W. Marling, Mrs. Henry
are
two
'interesting
Nos. 50 and 56
cheerful bit of color by Miss E. L. Miller, Miss Lilly Ogilvie, Miss Seybold,
p:e,ltures from the brush of Miss Patte Jack,
France; Nos, 142, 143 and 144. water and Miss H. Young, all of Montreal, and
GietrNva. 'The Highland Interior," with
colors by Dr. Tait McKenzie, amateurthe exhibit, as a whole, speaks volumes for
the curious 'basket for holding the fire, re.
ish, but pleasing, and in one case No. local talent. The attendance has been highs
ly gratifying, and the agreeable weather
iesdis many sacia an old contage in Scotlisasf., 144, "Craig street by night in Novern- has
resulted thus far in gradually increasLber," very successful: and Nos. 158
and 159, two impressions of Scottish ing numbers every day.
scenery: Nos. 158 and 159 are by Mr. M.
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THIRD NOTICE.

Wandering around the Dominion

lieuse of Commons, a week or two ago,
the writer had admired some of the
really fine portraits of living and deadand - gone statesmen, which grace its
walls, when he chanced to come upon

the portrait of Lord Aberdeen, painted
by Alphonse Jongers, The picture was
unmistakably his, and the name recalled an old enthusiasm. When Jongers
first came to Montreal, only a year or
two ago, his great technical ability,
taking his youth into consideration, and
more especially the foreign quality of
his work, perhaps, justified a welcome
that few strangers receive or have a
right to expect. His achievement was

high, his promise was greater, and now
it is interesting to inquire whether his
art has advanced. whether it has only
marked time, or, whether it has actually
retrograded. The picture in Ottawa was
disappointing, not because it was not a
likeness, for Mr. Jongers has never been
very successful in this respect, but be'
cause it was merely a suggestion. the

ghost of a man, and not an actual creature of flesh and blood.. He has ten

canvases in the present exhibition, seven
of which depict women, and there is
nearly the same doubt of their reality
as in the case of Lord Aberdeen. Swinburne tells us that 'Fair strange faces of
women, frill of dim doubt, and faint
scorn; touched by the shadow of an obscure fate; eager and weary as it seems
at once; pale and fervent with patience
or passion; allure and perplex the eyes
and thought of men.' These words
were used to describe certain designs of
Leonardo Da Vinci's, which the youthful Swinburne saw at Florence and one
suspects that Jongers has aimed to produce much the same result. Symonds
tells us of Leonardo, `When an old man,
he left Mona Lisa on the easel not quite
finished, the portrait of a subtle, shadowy, uncertain smile. This smile, this
enigmatic revelation of a movement in
the soul, this seductive ripple on the
surface of the human personality, was
to Leonardo a symbol of the secret of
the world, an image of the universal
mystery. It haunted him all through
his life, and innumerable were the attempts he made to render by external
form the magic of this fugitive and
evanescent charm' Pater says, 'Two
ideas were fixed in him, as reflexes of
things that had touched his brain in

childhood beyond the measure of other
impressions—the smiling of women arid
the motion of great waters.' Mr. Jongers's women also smile, all of them,
but with him, it appea:s to the writer,
what is meant to be enigmatical approaches the superficial; he does not
take a character as it is and sound its
stops; but seems to present these all in
some preconceived and not very esoteric

way of his own. Nearly all of his paintings in the gallery have the same photographer's pose and smile, as if he had
told his subjects to try to look their
very best while being painted. His
paintings, too, are more the reflections
of humanity than humanity itself, dine
memories rather than actualities.
That his technique is good and that his

work has a real charm, we have conceded, and as `the way to perfection is
through a series of disgusts,' dissatisfaction will almost certainly inspire in
him a deeper insight into character.
His most successful pictures in the gallery are Nos. 58, 62, and 67,
Maurice Cullen, one of our most pro-

mising landscape painters, is very poorly represented in the present exhibition.
His eXhibition of summer work was indeed strong and virile and markedly
original and one regrets that he is so
inadequately represented on the present occasion. No. 25, 'On the Lower
St. Lawrence,' is rather dirty and disagreeable in color ,and no attempt is
made at composition. No. 26, 'Sunse,,
Lake of Two Mountains,' is a symphony
of ptfrples, greys and yellows, and the
picture is suggested rather than painted.
No. 27 , 'Custom House, Montreal,' i4
replica of a larger painting, very goo,

3
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in its way, shewing the Custom House,
some barges, a stretch of water and the
tiret signs of approaching winter.
Two of Mr. Barnsley's four canvases
are sold and the merit of his work deserves such recognition. It has a
charm all its own, especially in its tonal
qualities, and it is poetical, if one May
so transfer the language of one art to
another, to a degree. No, 2, 'Fishing
Nets, East Gloucester,' is very charming,
with its greys and blues and browns, and
it is redolent of the seacoast. No. 3,
`Basin de la Bastille,' is a genuine picture, a smoky-grey tone predominates
and it is atmospheric and harmonious.
No. 5, 'Snow at Aniers, near Paris,' :s
a very pleasing winter landscape, in
which the roadway plays a prominent
part; it is bleak and bare, with a last
touch of the sun in the sky, and has the
tonal fascination which characterises all
of Mr. Barnsley's work.
In the death of Mr. L. R. O'Brien Cariadian art sustained an irreparable loss.
He was truly one of the most vivacious
and pleasing of our painters, and those
who are privileged to possess any of
his works may consider themselves the
favorites of fortune. Mr. O'Brien was
never oppressed by his style and neither
does it ever oppress others, a verdict
that could not be given even in the case
of some of our more considerable painters. His work is rarely, if ever,
gloomy, and, although, perhaps, his insight into nature cannot be said to have
been very deep, he was often, nevertheless, able to look below the mere surface of things, and he almost never failed to compose and paint a picture of
lasting beauty and value. Nos. 77 and
78 are two %farines, greens and blues
and greys, with a solitary yacht in each.
They are simple, but truthful and
charming. No. 79 depicts a steamer at
her wharf and other craft. The greys
of the sky and water, contrasted with
the more positive colors of the shipping
make up a very delightful picture.
No. 80, browns and greys, is very beautifully rendered, the hazy distance is exquisite, but the foreground seems to
have been done rather carelessly. It
•is satisfactory to note that of Mr.
. O'Brien's exhibits several are sold. They
are a good purchase, both from an artistic and a commercial standpoint.
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mark, or unless there iS something more
than usually qpaint or interesting in the
character of the painting or the subject.
Whether, apart from those universally
known and whose features are universally sought after, a mere portrait should
ever find a place in an exhibition of art
has often been discussed, pro and con,
and there is something to be said on
both sides. In the case of so eminent
a painter as Mr. Harris, one would not
like to be deprived of any of his most
successful work, and, in this sense, the
eehibition of nearly all his portrait work
is justified. No. 47, 'Portrait, the Hon.
W. H. Tuck, Chief Justice of New Brunswick,' is justified in this sense to the
stranger to the subject, who cannot discourse upon its likeness. No, 48, 'Portrait, Frances, daughter of George Smithers, Esq.,' is distinctly reminiscent of the
eighteenth century school of portrait
painters, and that it is, perhaps, equal
to much of the work of that period is
sufficient praise. No. 49, 'Canadian Adventurer, time of Maisonneuve,' is more
pleasing than virile, more agreeable than
real. No fault can be found with itg
tone and technique generally, but the
subject must have been rather a lounger
in drawing-rooms than the hardy adventurer, or, he is, perhaps, merely
masquerading in the character. One
suspects that his mouth had more to do
with his reputation than any actual daring. No. 50 is an unnamed portreite
again in the eighteenth century style,
very good example of Mr. Harand
ris's later work. The eyes are large and
expressive, the mood thoughtful and convincing, the modelling and pose excellent, the coloring of the flesh pleasing,
the background very effective, and the
chiaroscuro scholarly. No. 51, 'Study of
a Head,' is one of the canvases Mr. Harris brought home from Europe, and one
of the first to give indications of a more
mature style. It is the head of a griz-
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,
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zled old veteran, with sunken eyes and
wrinkled skin, grey locks and with quite
a Continental flavor. In the present exhibition Mr. Harris compels our admiration, but lie has been even better represented on some former occasions.
Thve are other canvases in the exhibition, not referred to in these four notices, that are worthy of some consideration, but it must be confessed that inequality of tone mars many of them.
Either the skies are divorced from what
is mundane or there is such a crude
mingling of 'color values that any other
merits the pictures may posses wane,
fade and die away.
-

'The end of all technique is tone. What
$/
shall it profit a man if he plays upon the
violin a thousand notes where another
t -nr7e-ek of the rint/4:gibition
plays five hundred, if one hundred of opens to-day at the Art allery,'Phillips
his thousand is out of tune ?' Such is Square. The attendance during the past
the opinion of one of the best of the fortnight has been far above the average,
modern critics of music. One may _anti Ate interest taken in the various exknow the notes of the piano well I hibits sthAws-that Montreal TS atrvancIng in
enough, the knowledge is easy to acquire, aft matters, and art culture. The galleried;
but the metallic sound of the stricken are oven daily to the ,public from 9 to 6
string is not the end of piano technique, o'clock:. On Wednesday evening from 8 to
and neither is the laying of heterogene- 10 o'clock. On Saturday afternoons there
ous colors side by side the end of the 1 ta an excellent band and also afternoon tea.
r technique of painting. One of the worst The cup of afternoon tea Is a. happy
xam pies of offences against tone in the thought, and most refreshing when fatigued
present exhibition is J. C. Fran- with the -standing, about -entailed fit a piechere's 'Place Jacques Cartier.' Here ti:re gallery. The sales -are progressing nt
are heterogeneously mingled yellows, a steady rate, and as the exhibition Is adpinks, blues, browns, lakes, greens vertised to close on Apaiil 7, there Is not
and greys. Sentiment is absent, lintels time left in which to make a selectone plays no part in it, and the whole tion. Metures of a smaller size than usual,
shocks one as does a gaudily dressed, particularlY among the oils, are in the
vulgar woman. It is as garish as majority this year, and are therefore more
Frith's 'Derby Day,' that once so popu- suitable to the average purchaser who lives
lar picture, and that Mr. Franchere's In the average .sized house; there are many
painting has many admirers proves that to choose from, both iii oils, water colors,
the general taste has made little advance- Imlack and white and pastel, also sonic very
ment. The sacks, the onions, the sun- beautiful ornaments among the decorated
shades, the green cabbages, the rhubarb, china shoWu lu the old gallery.
the poultry, are almost as correctly out**
lined and modelled as if they had been
Jim time passing away of Mr. Lu-chus
photographed, While the telegraph poles O'Brien, R.C.A., Caned-a has lost one of
and the City Hall appear to have re- her most loved painters. In no part of the
ceived a push from a Titan and to be Dominion were his works, both in oil and
oppling over.
water color, more appreciated than in
There is an occasional individual who Mentreat This spring's exhibition Is sadirnis thrilling delight in poring over an dcced -by the thought tinit It is the first
album of strangers and nonentities, hat
held here sin -ce this death. rive oils anti
he majority finds it rather depressing.
three water colors represent. his welt
In a gallery where portraiture is rife, hanging In
tee galleries.
the individual is pleased to recognize his
friends and acquaintances, but the gen- 'real- no more the beat e* the gun,
Nor the furious winter's rages;
eral public is not very much interested.
lholt thy worldly task bast done.
Home art gone, and te 'en thy wages.
That is to say, unless the subjects are
den lads and girls all must.
n ore than Ordinarily men or women of
-

I %,

Me.X. sWeepers, .come to dust,

, ft

•

Fear no -more the frown o' the grimt
Thou art past the tyrant's stroke;
Care no more to- clothe and eat,
To thee the reed Is as the oak.
The seeptre, learning; -physic, must
AM follow this, and come te dust.

Pear no more the lightning flash,
Nor the all-dreaded thun•der4one;
Fear mot ,slander, censure rash,
Thon hast tinish'd joy and mea-n;
Qubq eonsummation have.
And renowned be thy grave."
*

*

*

No. 75, "Peasants Washing Clothes,
France," James W. Mortice, leu pleasing
both 'composition and color, but there Is
a great lack of atmosphere—the Water in
the background hangs almost like it curtain behind the line of wasting.
No. 38, •"Plaee Jacques Cartier," is -a
pinture that attracts the housekeeper's eye
with interest, for Mr. Franehere has chosen
for his subject "Market. Day" in that plet uresque old hit of o-ur lower town. "'Vim
habitant" is th.ere with his minions medley
of vendable material and -the purchasers are
there absorbed in making a geed bargain.
No. 39 by the sanie artist is fees% in handling, .and pleasant in cedar an-d pese.
Mr: Joieeph St. .CIharles sends only two
eontributions in oils, 'his own portrait and
a very carefully painted "Corner of 'Studio."
Mr. Homer Watson Isms seven pictures.
With 10 exception of No. 107, 0 .Memory of
a Scoteh Town," Which Is delightful, the

remaining -six are monotonous in comp-collion and color, well painted, as Is all Mr.
Watson's work, but lacking in Interest and
originality of subject.
"Alas, poor water colors," exhibited under . the distressing conditions of an excruciating backgraund, bad light, and much
too small a room. ROW different will they
look trimeas thepr purchasers mit them up
lui suitable surroundings. Who -will eanfees
to the selection of those fiats for walls
and ceiling?
N.R., P. M. Bell - Smite, -13.C.A.,. has but
two in this room. Nos. 119 and 120, both
displaying fine atmospheric effects in the
Selkirk-s. With the exception Of his ;;
"D
eua
cu,ccoration for a Country House," Mr.
Brymner 'also has but two water colors,
which like Mr. Bell-Smith's are representath- e - atmospherie subjects, but chosen
!from the Lower St. Lawrence—a 'far cry
from the Selkirks."
R. Tait Mackenzie's "Craig Street in November" is the best of the three he leis
ou exhibition. His "Apple -Blossoms," No.
143, are rather unreal in -color and not sufficiently suggestive of early summer, the !
foliage too dark and gloomy.
•
I
Mr. -Charles J. Way,. RCA,, has two
large water :colors hanging side by side en
the main *all, and occupying the position
of honor. They can be seen to the best
advantage by - standing. outside the room
and looking through the Main entrance
doer. Iii these pictures we have an opportunity of -comparing Italian and .Camtdian
tints, and of judging their simildriy. Mr.
- WaY has
a very soft -toned -HTinlowillng
Charcoal, Venice," No. 172.•
Strange that this year there is only one
exhibit of seuipture. A small bas relief clay, Time Skater," No. 187, modelled by
Ittoow
.T .ait McKenzie.' It hangs in the small

Gurilda Loomis France has au attractive
water eelor entitled "Old Fashioned. GOden," -The scheme of coloring is fresh and
-

dainty, the Mot of tbe house is slightly
prominent rather forcing itself fouira
instead of being subservient to the flower-,
of the foreground. , The -subjects of .M.
Arthur Pox's three sketches call for lama
canvas and broader treatment, and would
have S110)V11 10 better advautage if
ed in one franse-. There are a numbetr of
distinctive features hanging in the waleT
color coons that are too small for a public
exhibition. The artists woulil have done
more justice to themselves by working on
at least double the scale. The saine P7applies to the pikes asked in some
tustances—$5, $6, $8. Deduct -the price of
the frame, then the commission for selling lie paper or Cal s- the 4.v se iney
be, the paint used (not umeh, it must be
allowed), and ealcalate what is left Lou'
profit. Artists should unit undervalue their
work sent to an exhibition. Better mark it
"Not for sale."
Nos. 158 aud 159 are two striking water
colors by Mr. M. Seymour, "Loeh Aehray"
Is poet' 1 far in trea Went and (mien ''Ta
t album Hold" is attractive in every respeet.
The e etsemy clouds utmost effective.

rirrXrtérni-;Crifrlerlitffliernom

Eng- 1

I land six (..xaMples of Ids brush whleh
have received favorable continents front nu- i
mereus visitors. Nos. 165 and 196 are the 'I
favorites, and hang close to emit other_ i
i "Black and white" is almost as neglected I
1 as sculpture, there being in this depart1 ment but three exhibitors. Joseph St.
, Charles sends two studies In charcoal, Nos.
• 177 and 178. John C. Hutchison, a very
I small No. 173, - "Eventide," and 11, G. Matthews three pen and Ink sketches. The
checks in No. 175, "The Lady with the
Checked Skirt," are decidedly too "Week
and white." The black squares particenrly. - With the "black and white'' hang
sottie of H. J. MacDonnell's interesting
works on • tiles, "The Head of an Indian
Chief," in dull reds; "Notre Dame Street,
1804," in tones of yellow, and a small one
of "The Old Tow - eus in . the Priests' Farm.!'
In delft blue.
*

**
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The Exhibition CLOSES
on SATURDAY, April 7.
Galleries open daily 9 A.M. to 6 P.M
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SPRING EXHI13141)0y,
/772
The Attendance Thii/y ear
Has
Broken the Record.
The annual spring exhibition of the Art
Association of Montreal will be brought to
a close this evening. This y,ar the exhibition has been a great success, both in
regard to attendance and the number of
paintings exhibited. The canvases have
not been quite so large as those of the past '
few years, but they have been 'quite as
numerous. The increase in the attendance
is attributed to the fact that this
year the
exhibition has been held a month earlier
than formerly. During the past three or
four years the exhibitions have been held
In April in order to prevent a clash with
the annual exhibition of the Royal Canadian Art Association. It is possible that
in view of
this year's success the exhibitions may permanently be
fixed for March
In each year.

n1•111•1•111.-

it-

/

The spring exhile r/At the Art Gallery
eleses this evening ea 6 o'elock. No doubt
the spacious gablerles will be thronged al
.day with picture lovers, anxious to take
last leek at the work of ova Canadian arttits. Many of the pictures are to be sent
on 41.t. .onee to St. John, New Brunswick, fer
the exhibition to take place In that My
under the auspices of the Young Men's
Christian Association. As usual on Sataar e
days, there Will be an excellent orchestra
this .afterueen, end tea will be served from
four to six o'clock. The attendance this
year has been most encouraging; an inetease of numbers in the visitors and nonreembers Shows the 'Interest taken by the
general public in artistic matters. Sales
also have been .made above the average.
There are still many beautiful works without the little red stamp that Indicates
"Sold." Let us hope that before six o'clock
this evening we may see many a frame
with that little touch of red tucked in one
of its Corners. That little additional ornament that gives joy to the arthat's heart,
not only for the pecuniary results it entails, nbut more for the gratification that
his honest efforits for truth and beauty bave
been appreciated.
* *
Architecture is represented this year by
the exhibits of 'only tour arChirteets. Why
La this? Architecture Is surely one of the
moat important branches of the fine arts
and should be a prominent feature in all
exhtbitions. No. 185, "Workmen's Houses
for the Montinerenel Cotton Mills Co.," Is
interesting in every respect. The work! man is to have a pretty dwelling as well
as a comfortable one, and the anagnifieeut
surroundings of this block of buildings .01:rt
not be hurt by the juxtaposition of an um,
eighty Tow of depressing, monotonous
workmen's homes—too often to he seen
the neighborhood of our large working Centres.
•
* •
The names of many well-known Canadian artists are missing this spring from
the catalogue, among them ',McGillivray
Kroveles, Miss Tully, Mies Houghton, W.
D. Dietchay, Laura Marty, Florence Carlyle, Z. H. Fabien, John Hammond and
weevil others. These antists were, with
one or two exceptions, represented at the
Royal Canadian Academy Exhibition In
Ottawa. and no doubt will also be represented at the !coming one in St. John, New
Brunswick. Mr. Sandham has also overlooked us; perhaps he considers he has
dune enough for 'Montreal in sending us
his fellow-townsmen's canvas, No. 82,
"The Soul's Awakening," by Walter Gillman Page, Reston. Mr. Page is the only
artist from the States who has work on
the wails, although, on looking through the
list of artists' addresses, I find that work
has been sent from both England and
France. As with several other exhibitors,
Mr. Dyonnet shows but two pictures this
muse both portraits, and of both may be
said that they are refined in feeling, and
combine delicacy with power. His sitters
are to be congratulated. Mr. Maurice Cullen has three email oils painted in his usual
broad manner. The Sore of rich viler and
of vanishing effects has made him rather
careless about his drawing. "Still Life"
has been somewhat neglected. Rene Bellveau's Nos. 7 and 8 deserve more than a
h er eto glance. .
"Mere Light," No. S.'s:I, J. L. France, is
very charming. This, the most difficult of
all subjects, in this Velure is well aae
ianged, painted, and made full of Interest.
Attention Is called to Nos. 69 and 70,
"Studies la a Conservatory," by Fudger
Larose, painted with less detail and more
prvarefut carelessness they would have been
melee attractive; anal to No. 57, "St. Denis,
Richelieu River," a very summery
picture. Also to No. 44, by J. W. Gray,
"A Bend in the Brook."
No. 42 and No. 48, "A Roadside Picture,"
and "At Milking Time," are the best things
Mr. James T. Graham, A.R.C., has painted
for two or three years. Mr. Graham is now
Iii England.
Another "Moonesise,".No. 94, by G. Herne
Russell. Is weil done, and the composition
good. The Scene is laid in Herring Cove,
N.S. Mary Holster Reed's Dame lu a cutelogue is always 'welcome, but our Dower
painter "par excellence" has sent but one
number tu flowers, "Chrysanthemmes." and .
they are not up to tilie.ai- erage of her flower
le 'Ilse scale of dull yellow to Ted, red

tO 1ADOWD, l,

hendsoine, lest moie slat able
to a still life of heavier material thau the
graceful, delicate dIwyenatheneuens. The
upper portion of No. 91, "Full Moon, July,"
Is very sweet and poetical, but the haystacks and field do not satisfy. Charles
J. Way's No. 115, "Birch Trees, Cap a
l'Aigle," is full of warm sunlight; sheep
Outing lights on the white bark and in
the foliage just loaing 'Its summer green,
help to make a pleasant Canadian landscape refreshing to Mok et during the
stormy winter weather we had during the
first two weeks of this exhibition.
* * *
The water colors of Robert F. Gagen,
A.R.C.A., end C. nMaedneselti Manly, A.R.
C.A., both residents of Toronto, 'deserve
more than a passing .natice. These lovers
of nature make us ilong for :summer and
the wildflowers. No. 138, "The Old Orchard," by Hetty D. Kienber, le painted
with her accustomed grace. H. J. .MacDonnell shows three typical Canadian
sketches, Nos. 139, 140, 141.
Charles G. Maas, R.C.A., La represented
by Nos. 150, 151 and 152. Of these "Minding the Net" Is bp far the best and most
important. ,
It is not surprising that the decbration of
china and glass as an artiatic pastime
should be grow-lug ha favor in Montreal,
es it undoubtedly is, when one considers
how greatly improved are the conditions for
tiring the work of decorators and painters
over what they were a very few years ago.
Kites are now numerous where china can
be fired well, and at a trifling cost, and
many enthusiastic lovers of the art have
procured kilns for themselves and do their
own firing—which is the most satisfactory
method, but, of course, far more expensive.
The display of china painting this spring
cannot be said to equal in technique or design that of previous exhibitions. There
Is too mach paint, and to little china.
Too much color, gaudy in tone, and too
little originality in design. Too much gold,
toe many jewels and enamels, too little
time spent in putting them on. An exhibition held in the Small Gallery by the
Women's Art Association three or four
years ago contained work of a higher standard in every respect. This state of
things should not be, advance should be
made and that at a good pace. Montreal
should not lag behind Toronto and other
cities of the Dominion in decoration of
china and glass. There Is no decoration of
glass displayed in the tollection,
Mrs. T. Darling's claret jug, No. 218, Is
dainty in color, and painted with extreme
neatness and care; so Is her plate, No. 219.
Her work contrasts favorably with some
of the pieces surrounding it, where dust
ana even brush hairs have been fired in,
completely marring the decoration.
Mrs. Henry Miller's tankard and stand
are extremely handsome, and so is her chb=
eolate pot. Her plaque, roses and fruit
plate, N'o. 250, are painted with great taste
and skill and 'necessary time has been given
to the work to ensure success.
Mrs. Allen Weagent, of Smith's Falls,
'shows some very pleasing bistre effects, and
Miss Lilly Ogilvie a very prettily-painted
fruit plate In an old Dresden pattern, where
the china itself has been allowed its fair
share in the scheme of decoration. This
last remark also applies to a dessert plate
near it, violets, by Mrs. 'Bailey Taylor.
Mrs. T. A. , Caldwell's No. 201, turquoise
blue cup and saucer, and Belique vase, are
considered the prettiest bits lu her collection of 13 pieces. teIrs .D. Crawford is one
of the neat, 'careful workers, and so is
Mrs. Ms:Judas; both ladies send a number
of pieces. The Ming of their work is excellent. The harmonious combination of
tints on Miss H. Young's tube bottle is excellent, but the figure on the lid is much
too large and spoils, by the error in composition, one of the prettiest articles in the
exhibition.
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Large Audience See s' ' Fraulein
Stolle's Wonderful Pictures.

The Art Gallery was crowded last' evening, when Franklein Stolle, • under the auspices of the Wonsens Art Association, gave
an interesting lecture on the pictures in
the Dresden Gallery. The lecturer spent
.several years in the preparation of the pictures that were .shown and her work Is a
grand achievement. The smallest as well
as the largest pictures of the gallery were
faithfully reproduced in .colors and the aurheum was given a splendid idea of what
the originals really nre. Several of the
famous pictures from the other European
galleries were also eeproduced, and altogether the evening proved it meet pleasant
and Instructive one, as the lecturer had
many interesting Observations to make
about easel picture as it was put on the
renvois. A similar lecture was given this
afternoon in the High School for the benefit of tilisupils.
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gCHOLARSHrOS 71%
1
Awartied in Conneetiqn w ith the
1

Art Gallery Classes.
The seventh annual award of
scholarships was made on SaturdeY
morning at the Art Gallery. The
scholarships are given by the Art Association, and are competed for at
the end of each school year. Each
scholarship entitles the winner to two
years' free tuition at the school. Orss
is given to the antique, the other to
the life class. The competition is decided by the best drawing done 'in a
given time and without supervision at
the end of the session, together with
the genes - al progress shown by the session's work. The competition was decided as follows: —
Antique class—Marie Anne Proulx.
Life class—Berthe Lemoyne, Helen
Galloway McNicoll, equal; to each af
whom a one-year scholarship was
awarded. Special mention for timedrawing, Eveline Clay. Honorable
mention, Edward Boyd.
Besides these, during the winter a
member of the Art Association kindly
offered two prizes, one of $30 and one
of $20, for the best study of the figure
from life, done in any medium.
First prize—M. Alberta Cleland.
Second prize—Berthe Lemoyne.
Honorable mention—Eveline Clay.
The drawing of the ten competitors
for these prizes, with those of the
scholarships and other drawings are
now on view. The galleries are open,
free, for one week, ending May 19th.
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by the Students in the Advanced Art
Classes, is now on view in the New
Gallery, May 14th to 19th.

Admission Free.
Galleries open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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The next exhibition of n est taking
place in Montreal will be that of the advanced classes of thefl Art Association Phil..
lips. Square, under the direction of Mr.
William ,Brymner, R.C.A. These classes_
close early in May, and the wort done by
the students during the winter will be on
view during the week following the closing.

Gallerie 72f
Paintings

Open Daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL.
Owing to special circumstances the
council of the Art Associations , have
found it advisable to postpone Use
a nual meeting until September.04
,

THE ART ASSOCIATION.
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Owing to special circumstances the Council of the Art Association have found it
The seventh annual aware of scholarships advisable to postppne_ th%,,a,langal meeting
was made on Saturday morning at the Art until September. 4.5/k / 4-'12
Gallery. The competition was decided as
follows:
Antique class—Marie Anne Pro ulx.
THE ORIGINAL DESIGNS.
-Life class—Berthe Lamoyne, Helen GalloAll who have read "The Habitant"
ray McNieoll, equal; to each of whom a and Dr. Drummond's other Canadian
one - year scholarship was awarded. Special
diolect stories and poems, will be inmention for time-drawing, Eveline Clay.
terested in a, little collection of picHonourable mention, Edward Boyd.
tures at present on view in the Art
Besides these, during the winter a mem- Gallery.
The pictures are the origber of the Art Association kindly offered inal designs from
which the Illustratwo prizes, one of $30 and one of $20, for tions that lend so great a charm
to
the best study of the figure from life, done
Dr.
Drummond's
book,
have been rein any medium.
duced.
They are monotones in oil,
First prize—M. Alberta Cleland.
with the exception of one or two waSecond prize—Berthe Lemoyne.
ter-colors, and
are all exceedingly
Honourable mention—Eveline Clay.
strong sketches.
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TIleAnnual Exhibition ofIrawings
.

By the Students in the Advanced Art Classes'
Is now on view in the New Gallery, May
14th

to 19th.

ADMISSION FREE.

Galleries open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

One le especially
striking, a water color study of the
head of an old French-Canadian habitant. The collection numbers about
twenty canvases in all, and have been
specially lent to the Art Gallery by
Dr. Drummond, whose property they
are. All of them are signed F. S.
Coburn, a Canadian artist. They will
remain on exhibition for a few days
longer, and should b seen by all who
have read the book. -.164 oe

o
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--(1. es.- THE ART GALLERY.
The galleries of the Art Association on
Phillips square will be open free to the
public on Labour Day from 10 a.m, to
p.m. The sot of monochrome drawings in
Oils and water colours illustrating "The
Habitant,"by Mrs. L. S. Coburn,which have
been lent to the society for some time
by Dr. Drummond, have been en to the
pip
Siierbrooke exhibition. /
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THE ART GALLERY:.
The galleries of the Art Association
on Phillips square will be open free
e public on Labor Day from 10
to 6 p.m. The set of monoe drawings in oils and water
colors, illustrating "The Habitant," by
Mrs. L. S. Coborn, which have been
lent to the society for some time by
Dr. Drummond, h eve been sent o the
Sheabrooke exhibitian.4411-rai ifasp
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painting Class-A Patntincf Class (fro /11--BY
the Draped Model) will be hel on Wednes
day and Friday afternoons, from, 2 to 4 o'clock - PROFESSOR CHARLES W. COLBY
OF MCGILL UNIVERSITY.
commencing Nov. 2nd. Fees, $0 per month
Elementary Drawing Class-The Ele •
SUBJECT,
mentary Drawing Class will commence No
vember 1st, and will be held on Tuesday am
"
Thursday afternoons, from 3.30 to 5 o'clock
WITII ILLUSTRATIONS.
Fees, $4 per month.

Court Life in the Italian Renaissance."
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Art Associat o Classes.
PAINTING CLASS.
A Painting Class (from the Draped Model)
will be held on Wednesday and leridey Afternoons, from 2 to 4 o'clock, commencing November end, Fees, $0.00 per month.
ELEMENTARY DRAaWING CLASS
The Elementary Drawing Class will commence November let, tend will be held on Toes.
day and Thursday Afternoons, from 3.30 to
o'clock. Fees, $4.00 per month.

Thursday, Dec. 6, 1900, at 8.15 p.m.
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..LECT U RE. :Val
BY

PROFESSOR CHARLES W. COLBY,
of McGill University.
SUBJECT
'Court Life In the Italian Renaissance.'
With Illustrations.

Thursday, Dec. 6th, 1900
At 8.15 p.

DR. COLBY'S LECTURE.
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DR. COLBY'S LECTURE.
Dr. Colby, of McGill University, lectured

at the Art Gallery last night upon the subject of the Italian Renaissance, before a
large audience. The fascinating topic wits
skilfully handled by the lecturer, who drew ,
vivid pictures a the condition of societ
in the Italian republics, and the social an
political changes wl leh h a lei ed th

The Art Gallery was crowded with
an unusually large audience last evenlag to hear Dr. Colby's lecture on the
-1'mi...1.1)7Qy4a5
period of the Italian Renaissance.
revival of learning./t
Students of literature and art, who
;
i A R COLOUR CLASMW-The Outare mope or less familiar with the
-)) door sketching. Classes under the direction
- of Mr. Charles E. Moss, R.C.A., will coin.
subject, found in the speaker's words
mense Thursday, September 13th.
a mine of information, while in all,
ART GALLERY CLASSES.
For particulars apply at the Gallery.
there was awakened a feeling of the
sgtrAttE.
Today, Mise A. Cleland opens her inten,sest interest, During the fif1
1 - Galleries open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
elementary classes in painting at the teenth and sixteenth centuries, as the
Admission 25 cents.
Art Aseociation Gallery, Phillips lecturer pointed out, Italy was filled
square, they will be held every Tueswith painters, sculptors, and archiday and Thursday from 3.30 to 5 p. tects, who worked unceasingly, and
.
bi
in. during the winter. Mr. V. Bryni- produced masterpieces which are as,
PHILLIPe
il2UAR3
ner, R.C.A., will hold classes for ad - seciated with our most elementary
vanced stuitents in painting from the knowledge of art. Such names as
ADMISSION
Cts.
WATER COLOR " SSES. draped model, beginning tomorrow. Brunelleschl, Donatello, Leonardo,
They are set down for Wednesdays Michel Angelo, Raphael and Titian,
Reading Room Open to flembers till
1 The outdoor SKETCHING CLASSES Unand Fridays. The other regular art remain as one of the most remarkable
6 p.m.
der the direction of MR. CHARLES E.
classes are in full swing with a very manifestations of the renaissance.
$S, R.C.A., will commence on TRUESgood attendance, and the programme
The spirit of the court life of Italy ,
Y, SEPTEMBER 13. For particulans
of lectures on art and music, which
and of despotism was vividly depicted,
pply at the gallery.
as in former years will be held durand the association of art therewith.
Galleries Open Daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
PIIILLIPS SQUARE.
ing the winter,. will e p ,blished shortOther worldliness was the quality of I
ADMISSION, 25e.
soul
which won the most unstinted ,Annual General Meeting
ly. 9-01t-4
'
/x*I" praise.
The mediaeval thirst for
of the flembers
fame was something that in our cold of this Association will be held in the GalWANTED -- A MALE MODEL. APPLY A
day, is impossible of comprehension,
'era, Phillips Square, on Saturday After.
t
I Art Gallery, 23 Phillips square, MoreN
noon, December 15th, at 5 o'clock.
Morning, November 12th, at 9 o'clock. 283 1. y ' The Italian Renaissance worked
a
Business-To receive the report
V r- vast change in
the
FLILLLpS SQUXIttçvt-'17
standards of breeding, Council for the year ending May 31st,of1900,
or the daily intercourse of equals and to elect officers for the
AT THE ART GALERY.
ensuing year.
was then made a fine art. Florence.
Advanced Art Ciasses, 1900-1901.
ROBERT LINDSAY, Secretary.
41,41,1444--- — * trrnciy.)
December 12th, 1900.
under Lorenzo the Magnificent; Milan,
Whit tile Classes Are' Doling for Mantua
These classes will commence ou
and Ferrara, great and
October 17th, under the direction of Wednesday,
Mr. William
This Year's Pupils.
wealthy as they were, did not surBryiuner, E. C. A. Class rooms open daily for in.
struction and study. Students are granted the privipass Urbino, which had neither comleges of associate members during the session. Two
merce, agriculture, nor manufactures.
PHILLIPS/St:MARE. 1
echolarships for competition. Intending students
Now that the classes at the Art GalIts
founder, Frederick of Montefeltro,
please communicate with the secretary
as soon as
lery in Phillips Square are in full
. possible. owned
a
library
which
cost
• 224 30
30,000
duswing a complete course in paineing
cats, and built the largest palace of
and drawing is open for those who
his age. The desideratum for a cour9 a.m. to duck.
care for them. There are elementary
tier
of Urbino was no mean one. He
classes for beginners, so arranged that
ADMISSION-25c.
knew
Greek
and Latin well, and could
la _,_pitiL1110S
children can attend them after their
speak familiarly of their literature and
READING ROOM open to members till
school-work is clona From these , philosophy.
He
was a skilful horse- 6 p.m.
the next step is to the classes for
man;
he
could
use
his
sword,
and
he
drawing
from
casts, which meet three
These classes will commence on WEDNESmornings a week, under Mr. W. Brym- had a technical knowledge of military
DAY, OCTOBER 17th, under the direction of
ner, R.C.A. The association has a operations. He could write verses,
MR. WILLI,AM BRYMNER, R.C.A. Class
sketch, play several musical instrurooms open daily for instruction and study.
THE ART GALLERY.
very fine collection of casts, including
Students are granted the privileges of associtwo from the Elgin marbles, the Apollo ments, and talk with wit and eloz
ate members during the session Two
G
quence.
He
must
have
good
taste
in
Belvidere
and the Venus de Milo, which
ceti n He, o
scholarships for competition. Intending
turdress, and it was desirable that he
was
one
of
a
set
sent
students please communicate with the Secreover by the
day
.Afternoon.
should be a thorough master of some
tary as soon as possible.
Emperor Napoleon HI. These may
art or craft. Above all, he must
be drawn by the students at any tlme
though instruction is only given three have courteous ,mareners and perfect
The annual meeting of the Art Astimes a week, while a class in painting self-control.
sociation of Montreal was held on
44461 pHiLf.../75.14,4v7) E is
Leonardo da Vinc and the court
held on Wednesday and Friday aflife of Milan Sere' revivified by Dr. Saturday at 5 o'clock p.m. President
ternoons.
James Ross occupied the chair. The:
Lastly, there is, for those who are Colby, with the syiripathetic insight foliowin,g gentlemen were
present'
sufficiently proficient, the living model of the scholar. - Todching the women W. McLennan, D. A. Watt, W.
These Classes will commence on WEDNESto draw from on every morning, ex- of the Remassance, e and their dress, Learmont, Rev. J.
DAY OCTOBER 17, under the direction of
Edgar
Hill,
D.D.,
cept Saturday. The whole course is the lecturer lead, an interesting pas- E. S. Clouston, A. T.
MR.' WILLIAM BRYMNER, R. C .A. Class
Taylor, Dr.
sage from a letter of the Marchioness
designed with the idea of giving a
rooms open daily for instruction and study.
Gardner, R. B. Angus, J. L. Mailer,
of Mantua, descriptive of the marthoroughly sound and practical course
Students are granted the privileges of assoH. Joseph, Dr. Tait Mackenzie, W.
in drawing and painting. The prin- I riage of the Emperor Maximilian, with Angus, J. C. McArthur, James
ciate members during the session. Two scholTasker,
arships for competition. Intending students
ciples and practice are taught on the details, which, as the speaker humW. J. Turpin, W. I. Gear, 13annell
Please communicate with the Secretary as most approved methods, and those wild orously remarked, showed much the
soon as possible.
have benefited by them will be able to same spirit as those which are sent Sawyer, Louis Skatfe, C. M. Holt, R.
turn their skill to any practical use for insertion in newspapers of today. ! J. Wickenden, Hon. Judge Wurtele, F.
they may desire with very little spe- The downfall of Ludovico Sforza, , W. Barlow, J. Try Davies, C. "E. L.
AT THE ART GALLERY.
cial training.
through his colossal mistake of in- Porteous, Lieut.-Col. Cole, V. E. MitThe Advanced Art classes of the Art
Besides .these classes, organized by viting the French to seize Naples, was chell and G. A. Campbell.
Association will begin next WednesThe annual report showed the posithe Art Association, instruction in
alluded to in concluSion.
day, October 17, at the association's
urbino and Milan were more typical, tion of the association to be a satisdrawing life is also givefi in the Philrooms, Phillips Square. They will be
lips Square gallery by the Royal Can
Dr. Colby said, than Florence and factory one, financially and otherwise,
under the charge of Mr. William
With a balance of $1,1A92 for the year.
adian Academy. For admission to Rome, but it calla not be said that
Brymner, R. C. A., and will be held
them the only qualification is merit,
when one had learned one court, or Three exhibitions were held during the
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
and there are no fees. As in the
year, and three lectures were delivertwo, or three, that he had learned
mornings, from 9.30 to 12.30. Mr.
ed. Mr. Brymner's report showed
case of the Royal Academy schools in
them all. The Italian courts differed
Bryrnner will also form a class for
London, the candidate for entry must in this individuality, from the German that the art classes were exceptionally
painting from the draped model on
submit specimens of his work, and if counts of the seventeenth and eight- large. The number of members for 1
Wednesday and Friday afternoons,
he is thought to show sufficient profieenth centuries. Against the more 1900 is 736, exclusive of 64 life memfrom 2 to 4, beginning on November
ciency to be likely to profit by the
unfavorable side of Puritanism, Ita- bers.
1 2nd, and Miss Alberta Cleland will hold
The first exhibition for 1901 will be
lian court life, at its best (the court
class he Is admitted without further
an elementary drawing class on Tuesquestion. Most of the students are
life of Urbino, for instance), is a held on New Year's afternoon. Th ie
day and T.hurs ay afternoons from
given their preliminary training by lasting protest. "For In Renaissance season the exhibitions will not be ee
November 1st. 4114,12//gy/f,pt,
the Council of Arts and Manufactures, Italy, to be surly and to be sour were large, ranging at from 15 to 20 picat
the Monument National, where the not considered the marks of
tures; which will be kept for about
• '-'-'
gentility
instruction is also free.
three days.
or even of goodness."
ART CLASSES.-The Advanced Art
-e
Mr. James Ross was elected pree 1 At the close of the lecture, Dr.
classes of the Art Association will begin
dent again, Hon. G. A. Drummon
DR. COL:BY TO LECTURE.
Colby had thrown upon the screen a
next 'Wednesday, Oct. 17. Mr. William
vice-president, and C. J. Fleet, trsalarge number of photographs from
On Thursday, December 6, Dr.
Brynaner, R,C.A., will be in charge. A new
surer. The council for the next two ,
W. Colby will lecture before the mein- i e cuts and engravings of the ancient
class for painting from the draped model
years is as follows: Rev. J. Edgar Hill,
will be formed. The elementary drawing b ers of the Art Association, Phillips ,masters, inducting several pictures D.D.:
B. Greenshields, W. J. Learclass will be and the
of Miss . S quare, upon "Court Life of the Le- 'Vhich not commonly seen by coont,E.
Win. MacLennan, Vincent Mereourists, btiii , as they are, from the
an Renaissance." 2.1.100 rap
Alberta Cleland. /2//0/i/Vt,
filth
and
Sir Wm. C. Van Horne.
+fore obscure galleries, and
1 11
r
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CLASSES:

I.
Mr James, Ross

oted
President at the Annual
Meeting.

THE REPORTS OF THE WORK
Were Considered Most Satisfactory
--The Classes Exceptionally
Large.
Mr. James 4oes was re-elected President
of the Art Association of Montreal at its
annual meeting on Saturday afternoon. The
Hon. Senator ,Drummond and Mr. C. F.
Fiset were eleeted vice-president and treasurer, respectively; while the following were
nominated to seats on the Council: Rev.
F. Edgar Hill, D. D.; E. B. Greenshields,
W. J. Leitrim:nit; Wm. McLennan, Vincent
Meredith and Sir Win. C. Vail Home.
'the annual report showed the position of
die association to be a satisfactory one,
iinancially and otherwise, with a balance
ef $1,394.92 for the year. Three exhibitions
were held during, the year, and three lectures were delivered.
The revenue derived from the higher annual subscriptions has enabled the Finance
Committee to meet the following increased
,expenses:
In accordance with recent amendments
to the City Charter the exemption hitherto enjoyed by the Asosciation as. an Educational institution has been withdrawn
and a taxation of $437.50 exacted.
The building has been raft in thorough
repair and the Galleries have been renovated ad re-decorated.
Mr. Brymner reported that the classes
were exceptionally large during the session
of 1899-1900. A model posed five days a
week as in the previous winter. A sketch
class was held every Wednesday afternoon.
Besides the quick sketches a subject was
given out every week far composition, in
which branch of study much more interest
was shown than .formerly.
Several pupils left last summer to continue their studies in Paris. It is gratifying
to hear that the' have taken good places
of the schools they were attending. This is
especially true of F. W. Hutchison, who
won one of the Art Association scholarships last year.
The membership of the Association for
1900 was 815, made up of 15 governors, 64
life members and 736 annual members. The
total enrollment last year was 800. Over
24,000 people passed through the galleries
last year.
The first exhibition for 1901 will be held
on New Year's afternoon. This season the
exhibitions will not be so large, ranging
from 15 to 20 pictures; which will be kept
for about three days.
-

ART ASSOCIATION MEETING.
Was Held Saturday—M ints Ross
Elected President—Balance of
$1,394.92 on. Hand.
The annual meeting of the Art Association of Montreal was held on Saturday at
5 o'clock p.m. President James Russ occupied the chair. The following gentlemen
were present: W. McLennan, D. A. Watt,
W. J. Leannont, Rev. J. Edgar Hill, D.D.,
E. S. Clouston, A. T. Taylor, Dr. Gardner,
R. B. Angus, J. L. Mader, H. Joseph, Dr.
Tait Mackenzie, W. Angus, J. C. McArthur, James Tasker, W. J. Turnip., W. L
Gear, Bannell Sawyer, Louis Skaife, C. M.
Holt, R. J. Wiekenden, Hon. Judge Wurtulle, F. W. Barlow, J. Try Davies, C. E.
L. Porteous, Lieut.-Ool. Cole, V. E. Mitchell and G. A. Campbell.
The annual report showed the position
of the association to be a satisfactory one,
financially and otherwise, with a balance
of $1,394.92 for the year. Three exhibitions were held during the year, and three
lectures were delivered. Mr. .Flryinner's
report showed that the 'art classes were
exceptionally large. The number of members for 1900 is 736, exclusive of 64 life
members.
The first exhibition for 1903 will be held
on,New Year's afternoon. This season the
exhibitions will not be so large, ranging at
from 15 to 20 pictures; which will be kept
or about three days.
Mr. James Ross was elected president
gain, Hon. G. A. Drummond vice-presient. and C. J. Fleet, treasurer. The
council for the next two years is follows: Rev. J. Edgar Hill, D.D.; E. B.
Greenshields„ W. J. Learmont, Win. Mac.
Lennon, Vincent Meredith and Sir Win.
C. Van Horne.

Classes will re-open after the Xmas
Holidays as follows
Advanced Art Class, 'Wednesday, January 2nd, 9.30 a.m.
Painting Class, Wednesday, January 2.

2 p.m.

Elementary Class, Thursday, January
3rd, 3.30 p.m.
A class in Artistic Anatomy under the
direction of Dr. It. Tait McKenzie, will
commence on Monday, January 7th, at
4.30 p.m. 306 8

TWO FAMOUS PICTURES
On View in Montreal—A Remarkable CoinoideI
.

The Council-of the A
A Association

has deeided to -hold a number of small
loan exhibitionsehpeng the winter, instead of one or tWo larger ones, as has
been the enatliteChitherto. It is a
new departure and should be received
with great satisfaction by the members of the association and others. It
will afford an ever recurring opportunity for seeing ,many of the good
pictures that have, recently been added to the ma.gnificent private art collections in this city, and in a more
satisfactory way than hitherto. Whete
many pictures are crowded together,
conflicting with each other in motif,
color, and treatment, injustice is liable
to be done to them, and many, especially the smaller ones, do not receive
the attention and study they deserve.
With a fetv at a time mere space can
be reserved, and each picture can be
individualized. So far as it is possible, the endeavor will be to have
the pictures grouped in schools, or at
least to hang together such as are
akin.
The first of these exhibitions which
opens this afternoon, in the Art Gallery, is devoted chiefly to the English
school, of that splendid period which
embraces Sir John Reynolds, Romney, Turner, and others. Where all
the pictures are so worthy of close
study, it is not the intention at present—even if it were possible—to individualize them, This is only a brief
and hasty notice to invite attention
to a specially interesting point about
two of the pictures exhibited, viz:—
The Sea piece, by Ruysdael, belonging
to Mr. James Ross, and one of the
pictures by Turner entitled: "The
Port of Ruysdael," the property of the
Hon. G. A. Drummond. Diligent
search by students of Turner ha - s
failed to find any such port as Ruysdael, and it was long thought that
the subject was purely an imaginative one, affording an opportunity far
those splendid sky and sea effects that
Turner revelled in, and in which be is
peihaps unequaled. It was not uncommon for the classical school of
landscape painters to give retnantic
names to their pictures, taken from
classical legends, thus investing them
with the additional charm of literary
association. We have many examples of this, in Claude, and Turner's
own Mercury,
r:' and Argus, so well
to as hil, and his Ulysses
known
his Dido and
deriding PolyPhi-hus,
Carthage, liii'Gkdeln of the Hesperides, and other Are cases in point.
'Hamerton'e'ekillanation of the 'title
is that Turner ltd a great degree of
respect for some of the old masters,
and in his life . 0 Turner he goes on
to say: "It is li.re'ry probable that besides the convitience of having a
name of se-Me sort for an imaginary
seaport, Turner l enay have intended to
honor the netrinory of his predecessor
in art." 'This explanation is not
wholly satisfactery, and a MOTO " probable one hat been suggested, by the
remarkable ebineidence of these two
pictures con-ring to Montreal ,quite
.fortintously gadliInclependently of es-eh
other, '-"and tlitis l affording a unique
opportunity et studying them together.e
The explanation now first suggested
by the owner of the Turner picture is
an extremely interesting one, anl it
Is this: It is a well known feet that
Turner had a friendly rivaliy with
other gm - eat -landscape painters, and
was not averse to measuring his at-

they should be hung in the national
of
'gallery side by side with two
.Claude's.He had also agreat ad!
'entration for his contemporary. SlothAid, and at one time painted in the
It is known that Turner
settee style.
wase familiar with this picture, by
tt
linv$aael and that beateinfre'd
greatly; the subject appealed to him
.

,

-

and what more probable than that he
said to himself—as in the case of
Claude: "T. avill paint a picture like
that, and show that I can do it better."
It is not a copy, as a glance at the
two - will show at once, but retaining
a general impression of Ruysdael's
picture, he passed it through the
alembic of his own mind, and when
he had completed it, as a tribute to
the underlying and formative idea,
Failed it: The- Port of Ruysdael. This
is in all probability the true solution
of what has puzzled many art critics
and writers. So fond was Turner of
this subject that he painted two pictures of it, one in 1827, when he was
at the zenith of his powers, and it is
this picture that Is now exhibited
here: and the other (which is now in
the National Gallery), about 1844. It
is very curious, and affords an interesting example of the action of coincidences that these two pictures, so
interwoven, should both find their
way to Montreal, with all the rest of
the round globe to choose from; and
by their local juxtaposition suggest
the source of Turn,er's inspiration.
As these pictures will only be on
view for two or three days, the opportunity should not be lost of seeing
a very delightful little exhibition.
A. T. T.

AT THE ART GALLERY.

,,/"'

ex:tifelligirnilifriwexcellent
•

ample of his crisp and precise work
and mastery of technique. Richard
Parkes Bonington promised to be one
of the most remarkable painters of his
day, but his death at the age of 27 cut
him off before he had time to do more
the
He was
than make his mark.

first of the romantic school and though
French
an Englishman by birth the
claim him for their school. Mr. W. J.
Learmont lends his "Cavalier," which
represents a half-length figure in a
black cloak and black hat and flowing
plume, with the light striking in his
face with a Rernbrandlt-like effect.
Raehurn's poiltralt of D. McoDonald,
M.P., also belonging to Mr. W. 3. Leeris fresh in color and carefully
m'ont, Is
and exactly painted, while a good specimen of Hoppner's work is sent by
Mr. James Crâilhern.
portrait of a child from the collection.
of Mr. C. R. Hosmer, iss rich in tom&
and 'Old' Ci-ornes 'Lock Rouse, Nor ;
wich,' belonging to Sir William 5 Van'
Horne, has a fine sunset effect.
Not a picture in the collection but
Is worthy of attention and this exhibi4q
Hon of oharacteristic and excellent
-works by painters of the first rank
speaks highly of the value a the private galleries of the citizens of Montreal.
-

LOAN EXHIBITION,
Exquisite Colleetfori Now
On View at the Art
ei'y

0.n•••

Mora About the Present Loan

FROM THE CITY'S COLLECTION

A small but very interesting exhibition of pictures by the English mas-

Montrealers Given an Opportt
of Seeing the Treasures Collec
by Her Leading Citizens_

ExhibitiWit

ters was opened yesterday at the Art
Association, and will be on view today
and tomorrow. Some sixteen examples of the works of such landscape
painters as Turner, Constable and
Ruysdael, and such portrait painters
as Reynolds, Raeburn and Romney,
are lent by their owners, and give an
excellent opportunity to study the
styles of first-rate men.
Sir William Van Horne exhibits
three C,onstables, the most Important
of which is the large picture of the
"Vale of Dedham." It is most remarkable for its effect of distance
and light. Though there is great detail in the woods and hedges, the eye
is carried on to the village, and
church tower in the middle distance.
and miles beyond to the outlet of the
river. Sky effects' were always a
favorite study of this artist, and both
in this picture and "The Old Mill,"
lent by the Hon. G. A. Drummond,
the building up of the clouds and the
gleams of sunlight are well worthy of
attention; in fact, in "The Old Mill,"
the chief interest lies in the contrast
presented between the dark mass of
the old building, and the sunshine
bursting out behind it. Three of Turner's pictures are on view. A small
sketch of Shakespeare's Cliff, Dover,
owned by Sir William Van Horne, will
well repay study. It is characteristic of his later manner, and the bold
treatment of four different qualities
of white in the sky, sea and cliff is effective and original. In his "Helvoetsluys," loaned by Mr. James Ross,
the painter has displayed a marvellous power over distances and has skilfully disposed a mass of shadow in the
foreground to ,heighten the light of the
rest of the picture. "The Port," by
Ruysdael, has a peculiar interest as
avowedly painted for comparison with
Ruysdael's "Dutch Harbor." Perhaps contrast rather than comparison
is suggested. The Dutch master's
work is heavy and sombre; great
clouds of inky blackness are built solidly up, and the only light' is from the
dashing spray in the middle of the
picture. On the other hated, the English artist has depicted the storm just
blowing up, or just over; the whol ,
tone is lighter, and the sea is in foam

instead

of heavy waves.

Amongst the portraits are Sir Joshua
Reynold' Hon. Mrs. Spencer as 'Contemplation' end Lady Donoughmore,
sent by Mr. R. B. Angus and Mr. C.

R. Hosmer. The first stows the influence of Titian and Remihrandt and
is remarkable for the richness in color and the opposition of the premier
figure and the dark background. Lady
Donoughmore's poftrreit is more characteristic of its painter_and has all the
graceful lines in the drapery and CI
tresh color of his usual work.
Angus also contributes Romne

The galleries of the Art Associa
hung to-day with a small but ve
resting collection of paintings, the
many .noted English masters,
Landscape painters such as
Ruysdael and Constable, portrait p
such as Sir Joshua Reynolds, R
Opiet, and Romney, ant animal p
such as Landseer, are represented
of the best of their productions.
The pictures have been loaned by
ment Montrealer's, and form a very ma
able collection.
Sir 'William Van Horne exhibits three of
Constable's masterpieces, of which the
"Vale of Dedham" is perhaps the best, the
colour scheme and the light and distance
effects being superb. The detail is also beyond criticism, while the sky end cloud
effects are .most remarkable, 'The Old
Mill," -and a small sketch of Shakespeare'
Cliff, Dover, are worthy of a ea:end sere
tiny, for they reveal in a very stritell
manner the beautiful light and shade e
fects, and the tharp contrasts for wh
Constable is noted. The treatment of
latter picture especially is very eleta
the colouring of sky, sea and cliff bet
exquisite in the extreme, and eel true
nature as it it Dossible for such to be wIr
one remembers that all these are paints a.
nothing more.
Mr. James Ross exhibits another of Constable's famous works in the picture "Helvoetsluy's," a painting that cannot fail to
rivet the attention of the onlooker and
the lover of art and nature.
"The Sea Piece," one of Ruyedael's productions, is also loaned by Mr. Ross. It
is a remarkable picture in many respects,
and Is fully equal in several particulars,
notable in its delicate tints and its fidelity to nature, to the best of Constable's
water scenes. "The Port of Ruysdael," ny
Turner, is probably one of the most interesting pictures on exhibition, for it has
given rise to considerable speculation as
to whether the picture represented an actual, or an imaginary scene. Geographical
students have never yet been able to
locate a port of that name, and it is
thought by some that Turner's subject was
a purely Imaginative one.
The portrait paintings include Sir Joshua Reynolds' "Hon. Mrs. Spencer as 'Contemplation,' " and "Lady Donoughinore,"
loaned respectively by Messrs. R. B. Angus and C. R. Host-a -T. Romney's exhibits
include "The Hon. Mrs. Wright." a famous picture in many respects. "The Cavalier" of Parkes Bonington,, depicts a romantic scene, and one that cannot fail to
attract the sympathetic attention of all
the romantically inclined, The figure
shown is clad in typical cavalier costume,
and the pose and bearing are excellep•
The shading about the head and fa
exceedingly good. Another picture
same artist is worthy of note
portrait of "D. Mettoeel
portraits are loans.
mont. There Sr
deserving of
number
child.

AmongsT ' oi present were:—Mr.
W. J. Learmont, Rev. Dr. Barclay, Mr.
Mrs. and the Misses Currie, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Harris, Miss Pangrnan,
MUMPS SQUARZ A
Mr. and Miss MacVicar, Miss Cameron,
/1/51Y
Mr. and Mrs. James McDougall, Mr.
and Mrs. Hague, Hon. Judge and Mrs.
Members are reminded that the Loan Ex. Hall, Hon, G. A. and Mrs. pru:rnmond,
Mr., Mrs. and the Misses R. B. Angus,
Whitton closes TODAY.
Mr. J. Try-Davies, Mr. and Mrs. D.
Forbes Angus, Mr. and Mrs. E. F.
Hetden, Mr. J. B. Abbott, Mr. and
Mrs. G. R. Mader, Mr. ;and Mrs. Jas.
Ross, Mr., Mrs. and the Misses David
 4441 ._PHI,171PS Safi ;RS Robertson,
Prof. Adams, Mr. T. Rldler
r /
Davies, Mr. C. F. Dawson, Mr. and
Miss Holden, Mr. W. H. Mayrand, Mr.
and Mrs. H. R. Ives, Mr., Mrs. and
Miss Sclater, Dr. Alexander Shirries,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Beattie, the Misses
Derick, Mr. and Mrs. W. Bentham,
9 A.M. TO 6 P. NI,
Mr. G. T. Dunlop, Mr. and the Misses
Members are reminded that the Loan Irwin, Mr. and Mrs. Judge, Miss Edgell, Mrs. Drury, Mr. W. Thornice,
Exhibition closes to-day.
Mrs. J. Mulholland, Mr. and Mrs. William Stanway, Mr. W. B. and the
Misses Bethune, Mr. and Mrs. Birks,
Rev. T. Everett, Mr. and Mrs. J. Fair,
Miss Ludington, Dr. and Mrs. J. W.
Sterling, Miss Payne, Mr. A. T. Taylor, Mr. W. S. Murphy, Mr. and Mrs.
G. C. Mathieu, Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
P
L Ij s
Blackader, Mr. F. C. and Miss Budden,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Falconer, Mr, Mrs.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS.
and Miss R. Lindsay, Mrs. R. A. LindReading Room open to members till 6 p.m. say, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Mudge, Mr.
and the Misses Homer Taylor, Sir Wm.,
Lady and the Misses Van Horne, Miss
G EXHIBITION.
;Micheson, Mr. and Mrs. Campbell
will hold their
AMsociation
Nelles, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lafleur,
Flir
i
'annual spring exhibition of original Mr. S. Arnold Finley, Dr. Fry, Mr. and
designs,
etc.,
not
paintings, sculptures,
Mrs. Charles Byrd, Professor and Miss
Cox, Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Fisher, the
before publicly exhibited in Montreal,
,from Wednesday. March 6th, to SaturMisses Macfarlane, Mr. P. W. Nelles,
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Whitehead, Mr. and
day, March 23. Exhibitors must hate
their works delivered unpacked at Mrs. Kenneth Campbell, Mr. and Mrs.
allery, not later than Wednesday, J. A. Gillespie, Mr. and Mrs. James
tary 27, and varni3177 day will Wright, Mr. and Mrs. C. Curd and Professor S. H. Capper.
If Fi
iesday, March 5.The Dutch school is the most strongly represented at the exhibition, and
EXHIBITION.
its landscapes, portraits and interiors
ntor loan exhibition of are well exemplified. A fine picture of
ast.rs will be held at the Art the sand dunes at Scheveningen, by
, Phillips square, from February Tholen, lent by Mr. W. J. Learmont,
28. The schools represented with an Immense sense of distance, may
the English, Frerash and Dutch, be mentioned amongst the first-class,
n water colons and oil, and as Bisschop's "Girl in Church," belonging
about fifteen to twenty works
to Mr. C. R. Hosmer, is a typical porexhibited. On Thursday night, trait, and Israel's ;Interior of a Fisherry 21, a reception will be held man's Cottage, sent by Hon. G. A.
inbers of the association only, Drummond, shows the detail that is
public will bo admitted
the characteristic of a Dutch interior. The
lays of the exhibitio n4 API
exhibition is also strong in the English
pre-Raphaelite School. Two of Watts'
paintings show bOth the strength and
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Exilibition.

weaknesses of that imaginative artist,
while a group of five pictures by Burne
Jones, Albert Moore and Rossetti, are
well worthy of study for their beauty

and grace.
'The French artists rearesenled are
Benjamin Constant, Harpiguies, L'Her- I
anitte, Paeini and Raffaelli, The Hero 'dinde of the first is one of the most
;striking paintings in the collection and
rivate view Thursday Evening,February the face is most remarkable for it's
strength
and ;character, while the "Time
commencing at 8.15,
ion daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., and Friday and of Day" of Raffaelll is boldly original
and prefers vigor to grace. George
iday Evenings, 8 to M.
.osing Tuesday, February 26th, at 6 p.m.
Fuller's "Romany Girl," and Albert P.
Ryder's "Temple of the Mind," are examples of the rising school of American

/i„.0,,

AT THE ART GALLERY
•

Loan Exhibition Is Opened by
a Private View.
nn••nn•••n•nn•••nnn

THE DUTCH SCHOOL LEADS

artists.
The exhibition will be open every day
to Tuesday, February 26.

LOAN EXHIRITION
FORMALLY OPENED
ty
2

• n•n•n••••nnn•

Most Strongly Represented, but
There Are Several Good Ex-

/ /f of

Reception and Private View Last

Night at Gallery—Twentysix Fine Paintings.

amples of Other Schools.
•n•nnnn•

A large number of the members of

the Art Association and their friends
attended the private view and reception held last night in the Phillips
Square Gallery in connection with the
second winter loan exhibition. The
s of the permanent collection
a removed from the new room,
examples of the work
ave taken their
, freshments
the

The second of the winter loan
Hens was opened last night at the Art Association by a private view and reception.
A large number of members and friends
were present. The twenty,six paintings
forming the exhibition are in the new gallery. The smallness of the number makes
it easier to examine the paintings carefully than when the walls are crowded,
and the eye is confused by masses of color.
The pictures are loaned by-the-Hon. G. A.
Drummond, Mr. C. R. Homer, Mr. Jas.
Ross, Mie C. E. L. PorteOus, Mr. Fee l,.
Pease, Mr. James Crathern, Mrs ncan
McIntyre, Mr. W. J. Learmont, Mr. J.
Reid Wilson, Mr. R. B. Angus, Mr. A. A.
` 'iron, and Dr. ea. A. Browne, all well
"ri lover;, who possess valuable
-

Gillespie, Miss Bayne, Miss Cox, Miss L.
Brown, Miss Costigan, Miss M. Phillips,
Mr. and Mrs. Alex. Faulkner, the Misses
Irwin, Dr. H. D. Hamilton, Miss Derick,
Mise Cameron, Mr. J. Try-Davies, Mr. A.
T. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Mann, Miss Mann,
Mr. and Airs. E. Lafleur, Mr. and Mrs. E.
C. Gault, Mr. and Mrs. P. R. Gault., Mrs.
W. Stanway, Miss Mitchison, Mr. and Mrs.
FL R. Ives, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bucks,
Lieut.-Col. and Mrs. Cole, Mrs. Boulter, the
Misses Boulter, Miss Pangman, Mrs. James
Wright, Mrs. Jackson, Miss Jackson, Miss
Piers, Miss Gould, Mr. &later, the Misses
Sclater, Mr. Mayrand, the Misses Maccallum, Miss Priestly (England), Mr. D. Maccallum, Mr. and Mrs. Campbell Nelles, Mr.
R. Lindsay, Mr. Shorey, Miss Shorey, Mr.
and Mrs. A. P. Murray, Mrs. John
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Louis &Rife,
Dr. Alexander and Mrs. Johnson,
the Misses Johnson, Miss Ludington, Miss
Adams, (St. John, N.B.); Mr. 1. Budden,
Mr. W. Thornloe, Prof. and Mrs. F. D.
Adams, Mr. W. j. Learmont, Mrs. Lindsay, the Misses Currie. Mrs. F. N. Findlay, Miss H. Taylor, Mr. S. Arnold Finley,
Mrs. G. R. Mailer, Mr. J. Abbott, Mr.
and Mrs. H. Wallace Stroud, Miss Platt,
Miss Mary Bleach (Hazleton, Pa.); Miss
Porteous, Mrs. Wilkins, Miss Wilkins, Miss
A. Henderson, Miss AlcLea, Mr. Bethune,
Miss Bethune, Mr. and Mrs. Anson McKim. Miss Monk, Miss Sewell, Mr. A. L.
White, Mr. Wm. Harrison, Mr. E. Dvonnet, R.C.A., Mr. Phillips, Miss Ada MowIan, Dr. Wm. Gardner, Miss Rae, Mrs. J.
S. Buchan and many others.

The Dutch Isaitter% represented by
-twelve paintings of landscapes and in
teriors, the work of Christop Bisschop,
TheaPhile de Beek, Josef Israels, Leys,
William Bastien Tholen, and J. H. Weissenbruch. There ard two Burns Jones'
Day and Night, two by Albert Moore, the
Beginning of the Story and the End of the
Start, a Rosette, and two pictures by
Watts which the admirers of his work
studied with much enjoyment. The
French artists are Benjamin Constant,
Harpignies, L. Hermetic, Pasini, Raffaelli.
Two American artists are represented by
George Fuller's Romany Girl, and Ryder's
Temple of the Mind. One of the most
striking pictures is Benjamin Constant's
Herodiade, lent by Mr. Drummond.
Around this was a crowd all evening. The
Roadway, by Hoek, and Moonlight, by
Harpignies, were delightful pieces of work.
The symbolism in "Day" and "Night" is
worth studying. Several Dutch interiors
are particularly pleasing, and a Dutch
Canal, Evening, is restful and harmonious.
The exhibition will he open until Tuesday
next, from nine till six, and on Friday
and Monday evenings from eight to ten.

ADMIRED PICTURES.

41./249ky
Large and Fashionable' Audience Thronged Art Gallery
Last Evening.

LOAN EXHIBIl ION

AT ANNUAL LOAN EXHIBITION
Twenty-Six Masterpieces Contributed
by Art-Loving Residents of
Montreal,
The spacious galleries of the Art Associa-

tion of Montreal were filled last evening
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exhibition of paintings. Seldom, if ever,
has a private view been more largely attended. The four walls of the, new gallery
were given up to the exhibition, and the
management was fortunate in securing the
loan of an extremely intereSting collection
of paintings.
During the evening refreshments were
served in the old gallery and the orchestra
of the Victoria Rifles played numerous enlivening selections.
While the loan exhibit is net over large,
there being twenty-six examples in all, the
Montreal gentlemen who are the fortunate
possessors of works or real merit gave of
their best. The painting to attract the most
attention was the Benjamin-Constant,
"Herodiade," and the general opinion last
evening was that Senator George A.. Drummond could consider himself exceedingly
fortunate in possessing so fine an example
of the great French artist's work. The
canvas, showing a woman of the eastern
type, half barbaric, with strong determined
chin, sensuous mouth and deep savage eyes,
sits in a contemplative attitude, elbow on
knees and chin on hands. There is strength
in every line. Benjamin-Constant considers
this painting his masterpiece, and since the
picture was purchased by its present owner
the artist made a trip to this country for
the special purpose of having it once more
exhibited in Paris.
Other examples of the French school in
the exhibition are by Henri Harpignies,
Raffaelli. L'Hermitte and Alberto Paeini.
"Moonlight by Harpignies. and also loaned by Senator Drummond, is a canvas
which grows upon one. Cold and neutral,
there is still about it a great deal that attracts.
The two examples of Burne-Jones' work,
No. 4 and No. 5 in the catalogue, and loaned by Ni', James Ross, give excellent opportunity for the study of this famous artist. In this school of pre-Raphaelites are
also example,e of the work of Albert Moore
and Dante Gabriel Roseetei. Pear Moore
was the man who died without fame and
then years afterwards it was found that he
should have been made a member of the
Royal Academy. The Dutch school is well
represented, the most prominent perhaps
being Bissehop's "Girl in Church," the property of Mr. C. R. Hesmer. The
characteristic Dutch interior is represented by Israel's "Interior of a Fisherman's Cottage,"
and "Interieur de Peeheur." In the Dutch
landscapes "The Dutch Canal: Evening,"
by Tholee and loaned by Mr. William
Gardner, attracted a great deal of ;favourable comment.

A WORTHY SELECTION OF PAINTINGS FROM THE HOMES OF
• MONTREAL CONNOISSEURS.

W/1/P/

The second loan exhibition of paintings this year was inaugurated last evening, at the gallery, Phitlips square, as is
cuitomary, by a private view for members and friends of the Montreal Art Association, The present exhibition compares very favorably with' those of former years, the majority of the pictures
having been absent from former selections. In some past exhibitions, the
idea has been to give the public the opportunity of studying the works of some
particular school of painters, such as the
English eighteenth century portrait 1
painters, the Barbizon school of landscape painters, or the modern Dutchmen.
In the present selection, however, no
mission of this kind is attempted; it is
small, but diverse, and, as a whole, most
excellent. In the twenty-six subjects exhibited, there chances to be eleven that
are of Dutch origin, but it is a long journey from Israels to Weissenbruch or
Tholen, and the two latter are responsible for seven out of the eleven Dutchmen. There is in the present exhibition
no example of Reynolds, Gainsborough,
Romney, Constable, Corot, Millet, Troy-....
en or Maris, to say nothing of Franz
Hals, Rembrandt or Velasquez. On the
other hand, there is a superb specimen
of the work of Benjamin Constant,
'Herodiade,' lent by the Hon. George A.
Drummond; a most satisfying Israels.
'Interior of Fisherman's Cottage,' also
lent by Mr. Drummond; two ideal canvases by George Frederick Watts, 'Crealion of Eve' and 'First Whisper of Love,'
lent respectively by the Hon. George A.
Drummond and Mr. R. B. Angus, both
beautiful and worthy of prolonged attention; two interesting allegorical pieces
by Burne-Jones, `Day' and 'Night,' lent
by Mr. James oss;
R
a water-color study
of Dante Gabriel Rossetti's 'Figure with
passion flowers,' lent by Mr. Ross; two
characteristic panels by Albert Moore,
'The beginning of the story,' and 'The
end of the story,' lent by Mrs. Duncan
McIntyre. Both of these have been exhibited on a former occasion, but they
are distinctly worth seeing more than
once or twice. There is other interesting work, lent respectively by Mr. C. R.
Homer, Mr. C. E. L. Porteous, Mr. E.
L. Pease, Mr. James Crathern, Mr. W.
J. Lean twat, Mr. J. Reid Wilson, Mr.
A. A. Wilson, Dr. A. A. Brown and Dr.
Wm. Gardner, and the fact that
the
homes of our connoisseurs can continue
to furnish such Variety to each succeeding exhibition is a surprising IA ibute to
the art wealth of Montreal.
The orchestra of the Victoria Rifles
was M attendance, and refreshments
were served in the old gallery. The
ex1 bibition closes on Tuesday next, Feb.
26.
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Private view Thursday evening, February
21st,
commencing at 8.15.

Open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
Monday

and

evenings, 8

to 10.

Friday

Closing Tuesday, February 26th at 6 ILm.
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AT THE ART GALLERY!
'

Something About the Present
Loan Exhibition.
INTERESTING PICTURES.
-.-

Good Examples of the Dutch,
American, French and English Modern Schools Are
Shown.

The second winter loan exhibition at
the Art Gallery is especially strong in
paintings of the Dutch school. Its
portraiture is represented by Christophe Bisschop's picture of a girl in
church, in which the accuracy of the
detail of the still life is very remarkable. The embroidered cushion, the
large Bible, the bag with its silver
buckle are worked out in great detail,
and the painstaking minuteness of this

school is well exemplified. In Josef
Israel's Interior of a Fisherman's Cottage also the fig-ures are the main interest, and the contrast between the
weather-beaten old salt and the little
child whom he is amusing is well
brought out. The landscape painters,
represented are Theophile de Bock,
William Bastien Thelon and J. H.

ENGLISH ARTISTS.
lakeIG EXHIBITIONS.
Burne-Jones, Moore, Rossette, and
rrow is 'varnishing day' for
Watts are the English artists repre- the spring exhibition of the Art GalRosetti's "Figure with Pas- , lery. On Friday evening will be the
sented.
sion Flowers," a water color, is re- private view for members of the Art
markable for its sentiment and the Association, and the artists exhibitdaringness of Its color. On each side
ing and on Saturda.y the /entice-1es
of it stand Burne-Jones' "Day," and will he opc-n to the public. k,/ .3//ir
"Night." In the former a beautiful
youth, every line of his figure alive
with grace and energy, with lighted
MIS ICHTENSTEIN
torch, opens the door of day, and
shows the busy world beyond; in the
DeloCi
an IIlt erelin g V
re
other a woman with flowing draperies Deli'/ers
drowsy with sleep, and with exJohann Sebastian Bach.
on
tinguished torch,closes the door to
hide a peaceful moonlit sea. Two deMiss Clara Lichtenstein, of the Royal
corative panels of Albert Moore's are
exhibited with these, "The Beginning," Victoria College, gave a very interestand "The End of the Story," in which ing lecture last night before the Art
the figures and theirdrapery are Association upon Johann Sebastian
gracefully treated.In G. F. Watt 'e Bach, the man and the musician. It
two pictures his idealism comes out was illustrated by the lecturer herself,
very strongly. In the "Creation of Mr. Deseve and Miss Lois Shepherd,
Eve," the interest is centred in the with the performance of selections
wonderful coloring of the clouds of from the composer's works. The Rev.
glory that surround her head. The Dr. J. Edgar Hill occupied the chair,
drawing is, as in others of his works, and the Art Gallery was filled with a
rather eccentric, but the general effect large and appreciative audience.
Miss Lichtenstein explained that her
Is excellent. In the "First Whisper
in the pride of choice of a subject had been dictated
of Love," a youth
by
strength, is suffering the first attacks ingthe desire to spread the understandand love of a great artist, the
of Cupid. A very fine contrast is knowledge
of whose works was, as
drawn between the strong face of the
necessary to a musician as an acman just beginning to listen and the
anxiety betrayed on the countenance quaintance with Hamlet to a poet. It
was terrible to think that many people
of the boy, as he tries to ween his
regarded his fugues as nothing but
victim from the tack of his ordinary noise, an

—

life.
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opinion which was due to
the neglect of his compositions for
the piano in preference for those written for the organ, and afterwards
adapted by other hands.
Infinite scorn MISS Lichtenstein
threw upon the new physical force
school, with much muscle and little
art, and more than justified it by playing a few bars as they are, and as
they ought to be interpreted. Each
was a wonderful composer, anticipating nearly all the effects of his successors and it has been said of him that
music owes him almost as much as
Christianity to its founder. The life
of Bach was then sketched until he
wrote his preludes and fugues, which
Miss Lichtenstein illustrated by playing five with the utmost taste and
delicacy. The rest of his career was
next described, and after a short but
Interesting analysis of Bach's Sonata
for pianoforte and violin, No. 2, in A
major, the" composition was rendered
by Mr. Deseve and the lecturer. The
rest of the evening was almost entirely devoted to the perforffiance of
other of Bach's writings. Miss Lois
Shepherd sang a couple of his songs
with excellent feeling and method. Mr.
Deseve played the Aria on G string,
and the prelude from the second violin sonata, and Miss Lichtenstein gave
two other selections of typical works.

HISS L CHTENSTELN2X IMMTURE.
,'
There Was a very large audience present
in the Art Gallery, Phillips Square, last
night, when Miss Clara Lichtenstein, of the
Boyal Victoria College, road a very interesting paper on Johann Sebastian Bach,
the man and the musician.
The lecture was illustrated in a most
delightful manner by selections from the
great composer's works, rendered by Miss
Lichtenstein, Mr. DeSeve, and by Miss
Lois Shepherd, who sang two of Bach's
songs most pleasingly.
In the course of her lecture Miss Lichtenstein dealt not only with every posaiHe phase of the composer's works, but
gave an interesting sketch of the man who
by indomitable courage and persevertui?.e,
and a sublime disregard of money, gave his
best to the art he loved, and finally
reached the pinnacle of fame from which
no one can dislodge him. The lecture
was highly appreciated by those present,
and Miss Lichtenstein is to be congratulated upon awakening among her hearers
a new and personal interest in. the great
COMPOSer,

SPRING EXHIBITION.

—
Some of the Pictures Which Made
Interestinty5
—

/le/

The spring exhibition of,' t e Art Association is ais good a one as has been
seen in Philips Square for many yearsel
Most of the pictures have been sent nil
by Montreal artists, as the Royal Can-i
adian Academy at Toronto, and other
exhibitions have to some extent attracted works which might- otherwise
have been shown here, but in spite- of
this the collection is well up to the

average.
The president of the Royal Canadian
Academy, I Mr. Robert Harris, has sent
Exhibition.
nine pictures, of which all but two are
, portraits. Mr. James Ross is repreReading Room open to members 9 a m. 4:14
Weissenbruch. The canal of the last
sented in a very easy and natural
pan.
named, with its reposeful evening air 6
pose, and the pictures of Mrs. Hayter
and the excellence of the presentaReed and Prof. Dupuis may be mention of the twilight glow, may be partioned. Mrs. A. F. Riddell's likeness
ed....PHILLIPS
as
the
Q AR2
Ocularly
mentioned, as well
O
bears a certain Iresemblance to the
tiam
same artist's Sand Dunes at Scheveninportraiture of the great masters of the
t LLE
gen, in which the dull, dreary wastes, fil
last century, and the coming storm on
the sense of limitless distance,
the Gaspe coast, by the sanie hand, is
very good, indeed. Mr. John Hamare
re admirably painted. Weissenbruch'e
water color sketch of Old Dordrecht
mond, R. C. A., contributes seven picand
typical
Dutch
water
scene,
tures, all but two of which deal with
is a
Preparatory to the
depicts the harbor, with its sleeping
the fax East; his Sunrise on the Bay
shipping peering through the mist, and
of Fundy, and Blackfeet Encampment
Twentieth Annual Spring
are remarkable for their clever treathalf lighted up by the moon breaking
Exhibition.
ment of the sky. Miss Florence Carthrough the drifting clouds. Another
lyle, A.R.C.A., has sent a most daring
artist of the same school, but of an Reading Room open to Members-9 a.m.
conception in the poster style 'A Porto 6 p.m.
earlier age, is Baron Jean Auguste
tuguese Girl," and Mr. J. G. Franchese
Henri Leys. He was the master of
has painted a Ja.panaise Comedienne,
Alma Tadema, and displays in his carewith a most delicate appreciation of
fully composed "Game of Draughts"
the , effects of flesh and drapery.
PHILLIPS sqUAIRE.
the same attention to detail for which
Mr. W. Brymner, R.C.A., has given
his distinguished pupil is famous.
ImmegNEIMSZSVari
this year most of his attention -to -1
AMERICAN ART.
water color, but he sands four admit- - 1
BY$...0I
14 American art is represented by
able oils, amongst which may be menBACH'
CLARA Lic TiN'STEIN1
George Fuller's "Romany Girl," and
tioned the "Sunrise at Dort," and tho
Of
the Royal Victoria College. fs 7
"Brooklet." Mr. McGillyray Knowles,
Albert P. Ryder's 'Temple of the
S abj —" JOhltilll Sebastian Bach,"
Mind," both of which are noteworLast, night the members of the Art As- 11.C.A., has, in his picture of the"
The Man and the Musician.
thy. The first is a well-known pic- Wednesday, March 6, 1901, at 8.15 p.m.
sociation enjoyed a greet treat in the artis- "Thames near Gravesend," caught tho:
tic musical lecture given by Miss Clara dull cold London day wiith great skill,
ture, and has a fine tone, large general
treatment, while the second bears the
Lichtenstein of the Royal Victoria College. and Mr. John C. Pinkey, R.C.A., has
impress of a most original mind. The
It was Miss Lichtenstein's first ap- Painted a fine head in his "Father in A
Israel."
soft summer moonlight as it shimpearance alone before a Montreal audience,
Mr. Horatio Walker, M.A., is a
SQUARE
mers on the river in the middle disalthough she has lectured to the Ladies'
tance is rendered with amazing skill,
Morning Musical, and assisted at Miss Ab- Canadian by birth, though artistically
4
LIPS
soft
a
hidden
by
has become connected with th ti
.h.e.
are
while the hills
bot's recitals. The fashionable audience
TJnitcd States. Two of his works are;
mist far away.
which filled-the gallery appreciated fully
Amongst the French works is Benthe knowledge and skill, of the speaker, as shown; his "Lime-kiln by Moonlight"
She
is most remarkable for the clever disjamin Constant's "Herodiade."
well as her sympathetic musical illustraOf the ROYAL VICTORIA COLLEGE.
petulant,
position of the light and shade, and
tions. Miss Lichtenstein is a pleasant
sits with herhandsome,
ready
to
SUBJECT
tigress
a
the contrast presented by the heavy
like
cruel face,
speaker. Her enunciation is clear, and her
rug
the
hand
clutches
One
spring.
"JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH," manner very charming. In addition she niasses of cloud against the muon,
while his other picture is a spring paswhich covers the seat, her feet seem
THE MAN AND THE MUSICIAN, t• looked most attractive in black lace with a
toral, which stands out for its delito beat the ground, and her whole
knot of violets. Mn Dese•e and Miss Lois
6th,
1901,
cate coloring and its sense of the
sVVednesday, Nlarch
figure is full of scarcely suppressed ImShepherd assisted with selections, both inand
rich
coloring
is
poetry of morning light.
Al 8.15 p.m.
patience. The
strumental and vocal. The chairman was
most
the
of
one
In the small room Are some ninety
the picture will be
the Rev. J. Edger Hill.
water colors, and in th a old gallery
popular in the collection. As true to
Miss Lichtenstein pointed out that most
the architectutal drawing and handpeople are deficient in a proper apprecialife, but conceived in a totally difpainted china find a place. Tonight
ferent spirit is J. F. Raffaelli's "Time
tion of the music of Bach, who was a great
stpuARE.,Wri
44or1111m1rs
imof
the private view is held and tomorrow
composer. His work was, as a rule, underof Day." Here is one phase
is open to the public.
pressionism combined with close obTHE TWENTIETH ANNUAL valued. His piano compositions were neg- the exhibition
, 1-Marsavau
an
Just
life.
every-day
servation of
lected
in
favor
of
those
for
the
organ.
SPRING EXHIBITION
ordinary workman,beautiful in noThe speaker demonstrated how certain
thing, has sat down for his morning
Will open with a rILIVATE VIEW for selections should be played, and observed
an
draught, and_ is being 'served by
that
physical force was apparently often
ity
IBITORS,
on
Mlinintra and EXHIBITORS,
ordinary aubergiste. The action is
considered of more impcetanee than art.
.
DAY EVENING, March 8th, at 8.15.
ti4 1:4ILLIPS SQUA9,;117‘
as
original
treatment
faithful end the
Miss Lichtenstein touched in an interestIt is skilful. The ordinary grey daying manner upon the life of the great reinlight is wonderfully rendered, and the
poser, and, when his preludes and fugues
general effect, that of a colored chalk
were reached, the lecturer played several
9th March to 23rd.
drawing. H. C. Harpignils' MoonPHILLIPS SQUARE.
charmingly. Bachis sonata for pianoforte
light, is an instance of his strong and
and violin No. 2, in A major, was given
OID'Elni DAILY, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
preparatory to the Twentieth Annual Spring
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direct manner, which earned for him
the prize at the Salon in 1897, a unusual honor for a landscape painter.

The Tweritieth Annual Spring
Exhibition

by Miss Lichtenstein and Mr. Deseve, preceded by an analysis. Miss Lois Shepherd
sang with much sweetness several songs of
the great composer, and Mr. Deseve interpreted on the violin several selections
Will Open With a Private V iew for, Miss Lichtenstein, by her lecture and play
big, has placed Johann Sebastian Bach inMembers and Exhibitors on
!in interesting light before those who heard
FRIDAY EVENING, MARCH 8111' her last night.
At 8.15 p.m.

Art Association of Montreal.
fi
Twentieth Annual Spriarg

Monday and Wednesday Evenings
8 to 10
ADMISSION

215cts.

Music Saturday Afternoons.

r. THE PRIVATE /VIEW SPRING EXHIBITION

than
Mr. ,Hammond's exhibit Is of more

*MEOW "I's

•
Twentieth Annual Spring Exbition Opened
n•nn•n••+•••n

AT THE ART GALLERY.
Largo Attendance of Members
and Their Friends Enjoyed a
Creditable Exhibition of
Canadian Artists.
•n•••n•n11111.n•nn

The private view of the twentieth
annual spring exhibition at the Art
Gallery was held last night. As usual
all the pictures of the permanent collection have been moved into the old
gallery, and the oil paintings are exhillaited in the new gallery, while the

little room in betwen is devoted to
the water colors and black and white.
The architectural drawings and
the china are placed in the old gallery. A very large number of exhibitors, members of the association and
their friends, attended the exhibition,
and as at other private views, if the
pictures were not the entire attraction,
a very pleasant evening was passed.
Some of the productions of the modern
'echool aim at broad effects and are
not finished in detail. To them distance lends enchantment, and it is
not easy to apnreciate them with a
dozen or so people moving about in
front of them. Neither is it possible
to study subtle effects of light and
shade and discuss composition and
g oloring with half a hundred people
standing round and talking of all
hinge in general and nothing in parcuter. Still the little red tickets that
gan to appear in the frames as the
ening wore on showed that some
ople at any rate were attending to
business of the show, and with
Victoria Rifles Orchestra discusssweet music in the old gallery
d ices and talk refreshing body and
nd, a very pleasant evening was

Campbell Nelles in Meek and cerise, Miss
G. Bishop in pink, Miss E. Armstrong in
pale blue, Mrs. E. Lafleur black lace, Miss
Mills in white, Miss Phillips in black lace,
Mrs. Cox in black, Miss Cox black net,
Miss Lindsay in white, Mrs. Sheldon StePictures.
phen, a beautiful blaek and white gown,
Mrs. Ernest Gault in blue, Miss Liehten.
stein black lace, Mise Beard in blue, Mrs.
Last night an Invitation to the private Ba.:rnett cream satin and renaissance lace.
view of the spring exhibition was the sigSOME NOTES ON PICTURES.
nal for the gathering of a large and
fashionable crowd in the Art Galleries.
'rite opening night of the Spring ExhibiThe early birds who arrived soon after the tion at the Art Gallery Is certainly not the
hour named, 8.15, bad the best view of the occasion on which a careful examination of
pictures, and congratulated themselves
made.
that they had done so, for the galleries the pictures can be
A few notes, taken before the great crush
filled rapidly. The principal pictures were
in the new gallery, while a number of of the evening began, will but faintly inin store for picturewater and black and white pieces were us dmate the pleasure
lo vers during the next three,weeks, during
the small room, and the ceramics and archi- which
the exhibition will be open.
tects' colors in the long gallery. The orchesOn looking over the catalogue it is pleatra was stationes there, as well as the re- sant to fled some new names on the list.
froidement 'ta.bles which were decorated Since the last catalogue was printed, two
•with jars of tulips and daffodils As is of our hest known men have laid down
usual at private views, the principal in- their brusih for ever as far as this world
Monsieur Jacobi, a Canadien
terest centred in the people. The pictures, Is concerned.
passed away recently In Toronto,
one could see later en at leisure, but not veteran,
at an advanced age, and only a few weeks
the same collection of individuals. The ago the many friends throughout the Doportraits by Mr. Robert. Harris, P.R.C.A., minion of Mr. Charles G. Moss, gipf Ottawa,
attracted the most notice, and were greatly were Shocked and grieved to hear .of his
admired. The artist, himself, was present unexpected death at the early age of 41.
Pcrtralts are the strong point In the oils
and disproved the old proverb by hearing
year, and a marked advance in (re
much good of himself, or his work, from this
painting of them is happily to be noted.
those unconscious of his proximity. The Among those exhibiting in this particular
portraits of a former popular Montrealer, branch of work are Monsieur G. Delfosse,
Mrs. Hayter Reed, of Quebec, and those Mon. E. Dyonnet, Mrs. Eastlake (Mies M.
of Mrs. Louis Sutherland, Mrs. James Bell). Monsieur Fauchera, Mr. G. Resselli
ROSS and Mrs. A. F. Riddell are all well Mr. Charles Gill, Mr. Wiekenden. Mr. Wiekenden exhibits one portrait of much inhung and command notice.
terest to lovers of Art Literature, that of

A Large and Fashionable Crowd
Admired Fine Collecri7 of

4/5 /p/
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,:

THE PEOPLE PRESENT.

mon,gst those present were:—Mr.
J .Learmont, Rev .Dr. Barclay,
, Mrs. and the Misses Currie, Mirs
ngma.n, Mr. and MSG MacVicar,
ss Cameron, Mr. and Mrs. James
1::sougall, Mr. J. B. Abbott, Mr. and
s. G. R. Marier, Mr., Mrs. and
sses David Robertson, Mr. C. E.
twson, Mr., Mrs. and Miss Sclater,
. Alexander. Shirries, Mr. P. Laor, Recorder and Mrs. Weir, Mr.
d Mrs. J. Beattie, Miss Derick, Mr.
d Mrs. W. Bentham, Mr. E. J.
rlyle, Dr. R. Tait Mackenzie, Mr.
C. Smith, K.C., and Mrs. Smith,
r. G. T. Dunlop, Mr. and Mrs. Judge,
. W. Thornsioe, Mrs. J. Mulhol-

Franchere, Miss Jordan, k Miss Phillips,
. Clarence G gnon Mr. K R. Macpherson, Mr. Charles Gill. Mr. J. C.

Hutchison Mr. and Mrs. Henry Miller,
Ntss. Fred. McIndoe, Mr. R. G.
Mk thews, Mr. W. S. Maxwell, Miss
Ansiie Stikeman, Mr. G. A. Meagher,
Mr.s, Stirling Malloch, Mr. Joseph St.
Charles, and Mlle. Therese Martin.

the late Philip Gilbert Hamertsn. Still

tures will no doubt :prove to he as great
favorites as of yore and the "Sunrise"
with its fleet of fishing smacks is one of
the attractions of the collection.
dip
miss Florence Carlyle has taken a
,

C. lier
Into the sea of color with a large
"Portuguese Girl at Cape Cod," is less
and is
other
contribution
than her
le
plea s i ng, clever and strongly painted .
that
we
even if we are still so blind, beach socanyelnot see the sea so blue, the
low or the flesh tints so dark—but that
Is our migfortune.
s
Mr. wrinam Brymner, R.C.A. show
four attractilve ,landscapes, painted In his
usual broad manner. A small canvas of
"Haymaking" attracts many admirers.

'A little Snow Scene entlffed "Outromont
in winter" by M. Gergon of Ste. Schdlas.
tique, Is worthy of more than a passing
glance. It lis strange that in "Our Lady
,

of the Snows" so few Canadian drains

e tr
e r for the expression of their
icalit orporea
a pi aal
Mr..Horarlo Walker, N.A., has only two
pletures, both representative of the varied
character of his work. "Spring Ploughing" is delightful, although the weird character of the limetsurners is more attractire to many.
WATER counts AND CERAMICS.
is alThe crush in, the water color room
ways so great that it is nigh impos,sible
The
seen.
should
be
they
as
things
to see
most Important picture is a pastel by Miss
clever
pastels
Toronto.
Some
of
Tully,
and
bang underneath, of Dutch children Sevwomen, the work of Mrs. Eastlake.
sumeral of Mr. Moss' pictures, painted last
mer in England, attract much interest ated
are looked at with saddened eyes. Mr. H.
Martin shows two' fine specimens of his
work iii No. 150, "St. Marks, Venice," and
No. 149, "St. Jacques, Duppee." Mr. M.
Matthews has four good water colors of
Rocky Mountain scenes. No. 103, J. Abbott, "A Belgian Water Mill," is painted
with much taste, that most necessary Of
all qualities needed by a water colorist.
Gurilda France bas, as usual, a dainty fig
ure in a dainty garden, and 127, "A Come
try Window,' Is bfoad and Clean. Mr. C.
Macdonald Manly, Miss H. J. alacDonnell
and Mr. W. Bryrnner are all exhibitors In
this room in water color. Marc Antigua, a
new-corner, shows some miniatures and
some exceLlent designs are Shown in black
and white for the Richelieu & Ontario Navigation Company offices. la the Old Gallery, on screens, are to be found the architectural designs, the exhibitors being
Messrs. A. T. 'Taylor, Cox and Amos, and
A. Maxwell, whose design for a "State
Barge" takes one back to fairy history and i
mediaeval splendor. Messrs. Castle & Sons
show designs for memorial windows. and
C. Gagnon two designs for magazine co'-re.
Two clever posters, under the "State,
Barge," cannot fail to attract attention.
ahe exhibit of decorated china IS decidedly an improvement on that of last year, aithough Montreal is still far behind the
cities of Ontario in this beautiful and fassl
emitting work. There is a great lack o '
individuality and of original design ami
our china painters, and too much copying
from published designs In the various acidstie magazines. A large jar by Mrs. SLIler
is handsome and well done, and stands in
the centre of one table. Two under glaze
jars, In dull blues, by Miss Jordan, are also
handsome and restful to the eye, which is
apt to grow weary of much color and
much gold. Miss IlesSon . ,s work is dainty
and refined, and shows care and thought.
Among the exhibitors are Mrs. Caldwell,
Mrs. Darling , M. Boyd, Mrs. Browne, E.
Cassils, F. Hagar. Mrs. McIndoe, whose
pretty tea set deserves much ,praise, and
several others whose work calls for a ni ire
careful notice than can be given ruder

Life subjects are very much in the minorThere were some very pretty gowns ity, but have sonie clever examples in the
worn last night, but evening dresses were form of two studies of game. Flower Subnot de rigeur, and a large number appear- jects are also few and unimportant.
No. 70, "Maple Leaves," by Stirling Maled in afternoon dress. The question "What lock,
catches the eye with a pleasant fasshould we wear," was easily answered, be- cination an entering the Gallery devoted
cause almost any style, simple or the re- to the exhibition of oil colors. It cannot
verse, would be matched. Amongst the be ON erlooked by the most careless of visitors. The artist. a new-comer, has in a
large number present were Sir
Hingston, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harris, clever ineuner and with excellent technique
before one a delightful representation
the lady in white satin; Rev. Dr. Barclay, pin
of a typical Canadian early autumn day.
Miss •McArthur, in, black; BRV. J. Edgar Our
marveloqs sky of blue is there, and
Hill, Miss Hill in black lace, Mr. and Mrs. the glorious tints of our maple tree In gloA. Ferguson, Mr. Millbury Budden, Mr. rious decay blends with that peculiar blue
Arthur Piers, Miss Nora Piers, Mr. and In all they crying beauties of a perfect
Mrs. Sheldon Stephens, Mr. and Mrs. G. harmony.
F. Benson, Miss 'Watson (Scotland), Mr.
PORTRAITS BY THE PREISIDENT.
and Mrs. George Marier, Mr. P. A. PeterMr.
Robert Harris, President of the Royal
sen, Mr. and Mrs. James Wright, Mr. and Canadian
Academy. exhiihits 8 portraits;
Mrs. William Bentham, Miss Gault, Mr n genre study, and an attractive landand Mrs. C. Ernest Gault, Prof. and Mrs. scape. Where all are so good it is diffiCox, Miss Cox, Miss Hanson 5 Mr. F. Ly cult to make, a selection bat the "vex
Man, Miss Dorothy Lyman, Miss Ferrier, poptili" is veering to the opinion that Mr.
is finding his vocation after ail in
Rev. E. Rexford, Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Dun. Harris
painting of child life, and certainly his
lop, Mr. and Mrs. William Stanway, Miss the
portraits of children in the present collecDora 'Macdougall, Mrs. W. M. Ramsay, tion would be difficult to surpass. One
Miss Ramsay, Mr. and Mrs. James Laing, turns from the Tittle maiden with her pet
Dr. Maud Abbott, Mr. Robert Lindsay, dog under her arm, to the future KitchenMiss Lindsay, Miss G. Hunter, Miss E. oil at his gun rind from both to the dear
little Caddie nestling close to his beautiful
Holland, Mr. C. Gaudet, Miss Oakeley, mother,
and find equal delight in all three.
'Miss Cameron, Miss Maud Parkin, Miss The two larger portraits of "fayre ladyes""
Lichtenstein, Mlle. Milban, the Misses both so well known in Meatrol attract much the couditions of Opening Night.
Gardiner, Mr. Dyonnet, Mr. and Mrs. Eu- comment, occupying respectively the place
gene Lafleur, Mr. Paul Lafleur, Miss A. of honor on opposite walls of the gallery.
the absolute truthfulness of the
Movlan, Miss Warren, Mrs. Sintan, Mrs. Apart from'both,
eritieism is divided on the
in
Liddell, Mr. and Mrs. W. Stroud, Rev. likeness
subject of the scheme of colors; the maDay Baldwin, Miss Ludington, Mr. and jority of critics last night was certainly
Mrs. W. R. Grainger, Miss Mills, Miss At- agreed on one ,point, viz: that in the selecwater, Miss Phillips, Mr. R. G. Mathews, tion of tones for a background, the lady In
Miss Mathews, Mr. Arthur Browning, MSS blue carried the day, despite the attractive
of yellow and purple evolved
Ashford, .Mrs. Bannel Sawyer, Mrs. Alfred emnibinattion
from the basket of violets, so daintily held
Brown, Mr. W. J. Learmont, Mr. and Mrs. by
iplu3- 11Pady in yellow. Mr. Harris' picture
Currie, the Misses Currie, Miss MaeVicar, of "The Banjo Boy," meth its soft backbition
Mr. and Mrs. I). Robertson, Miss Robert- ground og blues, greens and grays wee anson, Recorder and Mrs. Weir, Mr. and other anchor of interest to the moving
Mrs. John Beattie, Dr. Tait Mackenzie, the throngs of last night's e ntertainseent.
411 reds 44cl ..pin4S, syhat asfunnyssels.
Misses Bethune, Mr. S. Arnold Finley',
Miss Ida Bouffer, Mr. and Mrs. C. Gurd, ture." excialmed a young lady, on catch- SOCIETY AT THE PRIVATE VIEW,
Miss Jordon, Mr. and Mrs. H. Miller, Miss ing laigla of a 'Mandolin Player," No. 93,
Newton, Miss Sewell, Mr. W. B. Blaek- by St. Charles. "The alamiolin Player"
Is certainly rather startling, almost Mep- Art Gallery Quite Inadequate to
ader, Miss Blackader, Miss Nellie Parsons histophellan
at
first glance, 'but only at
(Toronto), Mr. J. Abbott, the Misses Ste- a first glance; a a
dew minutes careful examiDisplay the Paintings Shown
phen, Mr. Stikeman, Miss Stikeman, Miss nation, and a very clever scheme of color
Pangma,n. Miss Everett, Miss Olive Is revealed .and also a clever handling of
Last Evening.
Bishop, Mr. and Mrs. Campbell Nelles, difficult material. Monsieur St. Charles
is to be
Dr. Deeks, Mrs. George Brown, Miss Dar exhibits two other pictures, andspring.
The annual springg exhibition of oil paint.
ragh, Mr. and Mrs. &later, the Misses congratulated on his work this
ewater
er Inv black and white dra
VERY PLEASING LANDSCAPES.
Beard, Mrs. Irwin, Miss Irwin, the Misses
paintings
rchit ectural work
Fisher, Miss Leslie, the Misses Peverley,
Another artist whose work shows derided opened at tre
Gallery last evening with
Miss Durnford, Mr. Bethune, Mr. and Mis • advance this year Is Mr. K. Macpherson.
Lachlan Gibb, Miss Gibb, Mr. and Mrs . Mr. Macpherson has Owns possessed the a private view. As is usual the function
Slessor, Miss Brown, Mr. Adams, Mr faculty, frequently sacking in landscape proved an attractive one and throughout
the evening the galleries were thronged
Brymner, R.C.A.; Mr. and Mrs. Burnett , painters, of Choosing bis subject well. No.
"Pool in the Woods" is pleasing in with the members and their friends. Of
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Mudge, Mrs. George 68,
the
forein
every way, his old birch trees
Marier in black with paleblue, Mr. ground well drawn, strong and vigorous, as course the pictures were not the only attracStaeway in black lace, Mrs. R. W. Reford are old birches, while the younger trees tion, for where there is bright life and acZn black satin and lace, Miss Stephen in beyond the pool, show delleacY of form tion and the crowd is made up of hanrose color, Mlle. Milhan in ere.arri satin and and color. sir. Macpherson exhibits an- comely gowned women and clean-cut men
it must indeed be a handsome painting
soa sme.
orange velvet, Miss
black
. Liehtenstein
.
No. 83, "Corner of a Verandah," by Mrs. which will attract any special notice from
lace,
sy W.
H. Reid of Toronto, is very charming.
man tin white, Mrs. James Laing in whit e Mrs. Reid's work finds many admirers in the ever moving ever restless crowd.
satin, Miss Peverley, pale pink and white 'Montreal, and her pictures are Aseelcome additions Pon the walls of our galreries.
Mrs. W. Bentham in black and silver,
.... Ms/6.
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id, Rev. Dr. and Miss Edgar
Il, Miss Oakley, Rev.. Mr. Day,
aldwin, Mr. R. J. Wickenden, Mr. and
rs. William Stanway, Mr. W. B. and
e Misses Bethune, Mir. and Mrs.
rks, Miss Everett, Mr. J. Fair, Mr.
• 13rymner, R.C.A.; Mr. Robert Hari, P.R.C.A., and Mrs. Harris, Miss
rdington, (Mr. A. T. Taylor, R.C.A.;
and Miss W. B. Blackader, Miss
.MeLea, Miss Parker, Mrs. Jarvis,
ss Clara Lichtenstein, Mr. F. C. and
iss Budden, Mr., Mrs. and Miss R.
ndsay, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Mudge,.
iss Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace

,Miss King, Miss Riddell. Mr. J. C.

he has given
usual interest this year for China,
painted
us scenes from Japan and
picwith his usual skill. His ,Canadian

OPENED LAST NIGHT

nt by all.

-crud, Mr. and MA. Campbell Nellcs,
s and Mrs. iEugene Lafleur, Miss
o x, Mr. S. Arnold finley, Mrs. James
Miss E. Beard, the
M. Barnsley,
Mr. . F.
MisesMacfarlane,
Mr. Henri Bleau,
W. Nelles,
M iss Ida Boullter, Mr. and ;Miss Boyd,
M r. and Mrs. James Wright, Mrs.
George Brown, Miss M. Cleland, Mr.
and Mrs. C. Gurd, Mr. Edmond Dymelt,
A. R. C. A.; Mr. C. W. Dennis,
Mr, G. 'Howe Russell, Mr.
Georges Delfosse, the Misses Fisher,
,Mr. Arthur Rosairi. Mr. J. LS France,

'

MANY PORTRAITS.

fy...Vriot
Art Association s Spfing ExhiIs Strong in This
Department.

-
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•
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•

wherlITRIFiirhicrifte exhi

bited i& the nee gallery and, of course,.
, orin triE main ettrac3ion, are not above',
the average. A fec ,several years past the
exhibition is particularly strong in portrai.
tore. Mr, Robert Ilayris,: President of the
Royal Canadian Aqademy, has conitributed
no less than seven, the majority of which
are of well-known Montreal people; while
Mr. Edmend Dyonnet, R. C. A., has his
naine attached to six portraits.
Mr. Harris' work includes a portrait of
Mrs. James Ross, one of Mrs. Hayter Reed
and one of the daughter of Mr. Geo. Smithers. The latter, a portrait of a child with
a dog in her arms, is altogether a charming
canvas.
Mr. Harris' "Banjo Boy," a portrait of a
youth, clad in a dilapitated though pictures- I
que costume, is decidedly attractive.
Mr. Dyonnet's work includes portraits of
Mr. O. M. Gould Dr. R. Boulet, Mr. A.
Macpherson and Mr. Chas. Gill. The latter
canvas is perhaps the finest bit of work
which as come from this well known painter for some time.
Horatio Walker, N.A., by the way is
a Canadian, whose work is almost unknown in Canada, but who has earned a
foremost place in the United States, was
represented by two pictures. One "The
„Lime Kiln, Moonlight," has striking ef'fects and was looked at with attention by
the artists themselves, but, however, is
not a picture which attracts the layman.
His other, a smaller, and altogether less
Pretentious canvas, entitled "Spring Ploughing," No. 99, is a work which shows in every
line and detail that Horatio Walker's methods might well be studied by some of
our local artists.
Mr. William Brymner, R.C.A., has as
usual given up a great deal of his time to
the production of water colours. He Las,
however, font- charming oils, the "Brooklet" being Worthy of special commendation.
Mr. John Hammond, R.C.A., contributes seven oils to the collection, the principal ones being "Sunrise. Bay of Fundy,"
"Blackfeet Encampment," and "On the
River at Canton."
Mr. Kenneth R. Macpherson is exhibiting
two pictures. One, entitled "Pool in the
Woods," is of excellent tone and colour
and altogether an attractive painting.
Mr. William Hope, A.R.C.A., has two
oils on view, both being excellent. No. 64,
'York Beach, Maine," is a large canvas of
good composition, the sky effects together
with the water, being particularly good.
Some of the work of Mr. G. Horne
Russell attracted considerable attention,
his No. 86, "The Captain of a Life Boat
Crew" being generally commended. His
No. 85, an attractive marine, is also worthy of special mention.
Mr. Henri Beau has seven paintings
hung. The most noteworthy of which is
perhaps No. 10 entitled "Spring." In
this Mr. Beau has contrived to bring out
some sunshine effects in an original and
!striking manner.
Mr. Robert J. Wieltenden is represented by two oils, one of which "The Canadian
Woodsman" is hardly worthy of the space
it occupies.
THE WATER COLOURS.
The water colours are as usual hung in
the small room between the old and new
galleries and the space which is devoted
to the collection is utterly inadequate. It
must, to say the least, be disheartening
for the artists who have works of merit on
exhibition to see their pieces huddled together in a wee bit of a room hardly large
enough to contain one-tenth of their number. And than again the lighting of this
room is altogether insufficient to do justice to the work. It seems as if some arrangement might be made whereby better
facilities could be given. There are eighty
odd water colours hung in this room, and
it is fair to say that not one third of them
was even glanced at by last evening's audience, while as a matter of fact many of
them were well worthy of close study.
For instance, Mr. Brymner has no les
than eight pictures in this room, whilb
there are also eight works from the brush
of the late Charles E. Moss, R.C.A.
Architecture and design, as well as china
painting, had space in the old gallery, and
the exhibit of the latter is particularly

targe.

twin.
ay6r Liht 2
'Ortiesi 71,31371TefflirinPrecraxhibiThall Mr. an
V. MeLea Walloopk, tions as one of the 'vices of art.' The
'Dr. R. Tait McKenzie, Mr. and Mrs. exhibits in the Phillips square Gallery
Campbell Nelles, Miss M. Phillips, Mr. ate classified into 102 oils, 86 water Coland Mrs. H. Wallace Stroud Mrs. John I ors, 3 black and write wo,rk, 17 archiLiddell, Mr. and Mrs. F. S. tyman, Mr.
' 2 sculptureind near:
eture ad design
and Mrs. A. D. Blackader, Mr. and Miss'
70 separate examples' of amntmng ou
Currie, Mr. and Miss MacVicar, the Rev.
Dr. Barclay, 'Mr.. and Mrs. A. Falconer, china.
One of the most interesting eompa
Mr. and Mrs T H Newman Mr. R
Wickenden, Mr. Edmond Dyment, Mr. sons in the gallery is that between No.
and Mrs. R. C. Smith, Mr. Recorder and 98, 'The Lime Kiln, Moonlight,' by Ho..';
Mrs. Weir, Mr. and M119. Bentham, Mr. ratio Walker, N. A., and No. 64, 'York
W. Brymner, Miss Lichtenstein, Mrs. Beach, Maine,' by William Hope, A. R.
McIndoe, Mr. and Mrs. McArthur, Mr. C. A. ln Mr. Walker's painting, as in
bited
and Mrs. Clarence Lyman and many oth- much of his work previously exhi
here, there is an element of the melodraers.
matic, a love of strong contrasts, and a
view of nature rather from the outside
than from within. Mr. Hope's' picture
shows a different quality, and his marine
seems to be the expression of a mind
saturated by the vague vastness and mysteries of many seas rather than of one
sitting down to paint in some favorable
moment of contrast. This knowledge
of nature and sympathY with her in retirement rather than when she shows a
fine frenzy is also present in Mr. Hope's
No. 65, 'Evening, Back River.' Mr.
Walker's 'Spring Evening,' while it is a
gem of its kind, without any touch of
the theatrical, still misses that inner
and deeper understanding which it is I
given to few to feel, and very few indeed
to be able to express. This quality, however, is the difference between a painting that is truly great and one that just
misses being so, and it is worthy to be
noticed that we have an artist who is
eventually capable of producing a masterpiece. Mr. Hammond's `Blackfeet Encampment,' reproduced to-day, is very
charming in tone, and Mr. G. Horne Russell's 'Captain of the Life Boat Crew' is
very happy both in its individuality and
its expression of a type.

A PRIVATE VEW
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OPENING OF THE SPRING ART EX-

ty

The twentieth annual spring exhibition
at the Art Gallery was opened last evening with a private view for members of
the Art Asosciation, exhibitors and their
friends. As usual, the opening was
quite a brilliant social event. The rooms
were well filled throughout the even-

,
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ART ASSOCIATION,

_ PHILLIPS 1U 1n RE.
:

TWENTIETH ANNU "tiPRING
EXHIBITION410*
9th March to 23rd.

Open daily 9 A.M. toil P.M.
Monday and Wednesday Evenings 8 to 10.
Admission 25 Cts. Music Saturday after110011A.

ROYAL CANADIAN ACADY EX-

HIBITION.4

NO. 86 — CAPTAIN OF THE LIFE B

mg, and although the pictures were nnt
the exclusive subjects of conversation,
they were generally discussed. The oil
paintings are hung in the new gallery,
the permanent collection being all moved
into the old gallery, where the ceramic
exhibit also finds a place. The water
colors are hung in the smaller room between the galleries. The Victoria Rifles
orchestra furnished ' music during the
evening, and ices and other refreshments
were provided.
Among those present were Sir William
and Lady ilingston, Mr. W. J. Lear-

•

mont, Mr. and Mrs. E. Gault, Mr. and
Mrs'. Leslie Gault, Mr. and Mrs. William I
Stanway, Mr. and Mrs. Stuart, Lieut.Col, and Mrs. Minden Cole, Miss Oakeley,
Mr. J. R. Dougall, Miss Cochrane, the
Rev. E. I. and Mrs: Rexford, Mrs. and
Miss Cox, Mr. and Mrs. Duggan, Mrs.
and Miss Peverley, Mr. and .Mrs. R. N.
King, Miss Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Bannell
Sawyer, Dr. J. Edgar Hill and Mrs. Hill,
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Dunlop, Mrs. and
Mrs. John Fair, Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harris, Mr.

THE EXHIBITS.
We have to find the same general fault
with the present spring exhibition as
with former 'ones, that is; that it is too
large. We fully appreciate the difficulty
of the Academy in its selections, and we
have even some sympathy for its tolerance in certain cases; but it would appear that the standard of judgment
might be raised, since, after the practical
boycotting of the ‘show by many of the
better western men, the number of works
finally chosen, of one sort or another,
still amounts to 279. The academicians
can demand a certain amount of wall
space. and must be left to be their own
critics, to a certain extent, as to the ovality of the work they show to the public,

(To the Editor of theitne‘s.')
Sir,—In your notice of March 9 on the
spring art exhibition in Montreal you
say: 'We fully appreciate the difficulty
of the Academy in its selections,' and
further on you say else: 'The academicians can demand a certain amount of
wall space,' etc.
I fear your readers will conclude from
the above remarks that this is the spring
exhibition of the Acadenly, whereas it is
one organized by the Art Association of
Montreal, and in which artists are in
vited to exhibit, but with the management and arrangement of which they
have nothing to do. I may mention
that the spring exhibition of the Royal
Canadian Academy will be held this year
in Toronto during the month of April.
R. C. A.
Toronto, March 11, 1901.

but the tyro ie altogether in the hand d

of the comniittee, and leniency in this
regard is often rather weakness than
kindness. If the number of oils had been
kept down to fifty and the water colors
to forty, everybody would have been better satisfied, excepting those whose work
would have been rejected. The fault
of too little discrimination, however, applies to exhibitions all over the world,
and has grown to be such a nuisance at
Paris that one of the most considerable
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SPRING EXHIBITION.

Pira44 —
ANOTHER GLANCE A 0 NI05 THE
GALLERY.
The work of Stirling Malloch

is not-

able. Undoubtedly No. 'Maple

Leaves,' is a very charming painting,
eminently likeable. Technique is not

land ogres are not pleasant people to
live with in pictures.
Mr. George A. Meager's little canvas,
No. 75, 'Cupid on the Ice,' is a modest
work, even in the opinion of, its creator, since he only asks $25 for it, and.;
yet there is a delicacy of feeling, a lightness and grace about it, which one could
consider every little while without tiring.
Mr. T. Mower Martin:a 'The Golden
Gate, California,' No. 74 11 is a very good
example of a style of work that has very
rightly gone out of fashion. One wave
of that vast, mysterious sea, whose form
is ever changing, and which is typical
of all unrest, is here aet down as stiffly
and almost as truthfully as if it had been
photographed. The colors come from
Mr. Martin's unvarying 'palette,' and

iro•••nnnn,..

'

the whole of a painting, although it must
necessarily fail if good workmanship is
lacking, but in this work the ideas are
well expressed, and one would have to
be very captious indeed to find any
fault. The spirit of the lighter moods
of an autumn day has been caught in a
happy moment, and the two little 'elves'
have all the fairy wistfulness of spring.
There is nothing here to offend an d very
much indeed to please, and it is really
'nice' in that sense. The artist may be
congratulated upon this and other of his
work in the gallery.
When a painter has spent so much
time as Mr. Wickenden has done upon
his exhibit, No. 101, 'The Canadian
Woodman,' one would certainly much
rather praise than blame it. Unfortunately, that is not possible. It is not
a work of art at all, in any sense; it has
not one aesthetic quality, and the committee ought to have rejected it. A little more of the beauty of the
forest and a good deal less red
shirt, axe, wounds and chips, would
have made this canvas more endurable. Tl o artist's talent would be
better employed in such work as his No.
102, 'Portrait of the late Philip Gilbert
Hamerton.' Violent, red-shirted, wood-

the tone of the picture will not displease
his admirers.

Mr. Kenneth R. Macpherson's 'A Pool
in the Woods,' No. 68, is a pleasant canvas. It represents a pool, one might

,

almost say a puddle, among the trees,
grass turning from green to brown, silver-grey tree trunks, and a suggestion of
distant foliage. There is nothing strange
or deep about it, but there is a fine sense
of being out-of-doors, and no effort to be
mystical.
There are six exhibits by James M.
Barnsley, landscapes and marines. There
is always some poetry of feeling about
this young painter's work, and no mean
execution, whatever be the subject, and
he has a sense of 'tone' with which few

i

I

are gifted.
It Is gratifying to be able to commend
the truth ai F. McGillivray Knowles's
'The Thames near Gravesend,' No. 67,
since the truth of some former work of
his taken from that river was challenged. There is very little that is 'gay' in
color or spirit to be seen on the Thames
between Gravesend and for some distance above London Bridge. More usually one finds dreariness inexpressible.
but Mr. Knowles has chosen the normal
and has succeeded in his intentions.

Asst.r.sactrase.

Art Association
SQUAREN4,,,
LAST WEER OF THE 20th AN BAL
SPRING EXHIBITION

Closing March 23rd.
Open daily O ft. m. to 6 p. m. Monday and Wednesday evenings 8 to 1,0. Adulissiou 25 cents.
Must,
Saturday afiernoon.
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WALTER S. PERRY, M.A.
Art Director of Pratt Institute. Brooklyn,
Subject :

" SARACENIC ART"
NO. 74.—' THE

GOLDEN GATE, CALIFORNIA..'—T. MOWER MARTIN, SZ. U. 4,

With Illustrations.
Friday, March 22nd, 1901, at 8.15 lama.

WATER COLORS

Soett
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Those on Ehl ition lu
the Arc Gallery.

Eighty-five water cold's are crowded into the small room of the Art Gallery, and are of somewhat uneven
merit. Most of them are, of course,
landscapes, but there are also a few
portraits, figure paintings, and architectural drawings. Mr. Joseph St.
Charles sends three crayon portraits,
which are boldly executed, and a pastel of a lady by Mr. Sydney Tully
shows an admirable effect of light.
The work of the late Mr. Charles E.
Moss, R.C.A., whose unexpected death
removed a few weeks ago a painter'
well known in Montreal, is represented
by eight sketches. Most of them deal
with the peaceful picturesque scenery
of England, but one is a fine study
of sky and water, with one wave
breaking "over the bar." Mr. William Brymner, R.C.A., has exhibited
on the other hand the like pastoral
scenes in Canada, and has caught the
• quiet of the country very well. Three
clever pastels by Miss Eastlake, of
Dutch children in their quaint costume are clever examples of the poster
style, and Mr. Henry Martin, Aelt.C.A.,
Is represented by two careful and detailed architectural studies. Four
bold landscapes of the Selkirke and
other mountain otts scenery, are from
the brush of Mr. M. Matthews, R.C.,A.,
while Mr. Frederick A. Verner,
A.R.C.A., evidently leans towards atmospheric effects. In his "Twilight"
and "Bison-Morning," the half-light of
the closing and breaking day are sucoessfully treated, and a "Sunset near
Sandwich" is a contrast of a dark
clump of trees standing out against a
glowing red sky.
Three black and white drawings also
find place on the crowded walls, Mr.
Ramil Barre exhibiting some delicato j
work in six illustrations, and Mr. John
C. Hutchison a very careful pen anict
ink sketch of Wells Cathedral.
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ESSENTIAL QUALITEE A WORK
OF VALUE.
A story went the rounds of the London
papers some ten or fifteen years ago
which is illustrative of one view of art.
A painting had been hung on the line in
one of the Royal Academy exhibitions,
representing a wheatear (bird) poised
upon an ear of wheat. As the story
went, the picture had been praised generally by the critics and was much admired by connoisseurs,' until an old countryman and his wife came to town and
chanced to see it. His criticism was
brief, but was accepted by many as most
conclusive. 'What fool painted that?'
he enquired. 'Why, everybody down
in our parts knows that when a wheatear settles on a wheat ear, the stalk
don't keep straight.' However good the
' picture may have been, it was spoiled
for the countryman because the wheat
stalk was not bent, and those who study
a painting for correctness of detail only,
will agree with him. Yet over-elaboration ot detail, where no choice is made,
and the trivial is set down at wearisome
length, is one of the worst faults of
many landscapes. Given equal technical
ability, that painting will be the best
where the conception is the broadest and
the insight the deepest. Like the great
writer, the great painter has learnt the
paint, art of 'leaving out.' The poet or
er who cannot excite the imagination of
; others is second-rate. This does not
mean that to paint flowers, a trailing
vine or a group of weeds, with loving
care is not well worth the labor, but
even in these partial studies, mere photography is not the end to be aimed at.
there must be selection, appreciation
of form and color, and an individualism
of treatment. If these are absent, the
result will be gross and worse than useless. A landscape or marine which is
transferred to canvas in hard outline,
without any imagination or feeling, or
any appreciation of the manifold mysteries of nature, has no right to be in a
gallery to-day. Nature is so many-sided
and appeals to the senses from so many
Milts of view, frowus, smiles, tears,
beauty, awe, mystery, what you will,
that the keenest aesthetic pleasure is to
be derived from a view of her set down
in a painting that has the least subtle
quality. One gives another impressions
according to the quality of one's
mind, This one seee tnet a curling e
,

.

WILLIAM HOPE, A. R. C. A.
of all the welling, vast expanse betore
him, which is there and gone in a moment, and he sets it down in hard immovable form; another sees beyond all
this, space, movement, mystery, mood,
and his canvas reflects the imagination
which moved him to grasp these wonders. The ordinary painter does not
even set down what he sees, only what
he has been taught to see. A tree is
seen in broad masses, not as leaf added
to leaf; when one gazes on the seashore,
one does not see every blade of grass
that is growing in.the sand, nor every
crevice in a heap of rocks, nor every
outline and marking in a group of
weeds. Yet that is the kind of work
so many of our painters waste their tithe
upon and which disfigures so many of
our galleries. The opposite fault, of
course, is impressionism run mad, which
is often only an excuse for mere daubing.
A painting which only excites common
or vulgar feeling is no more 'aesthetic'
than is the slavish imitation of woods,
which is sometimes called the 'art of
the grainer.'
With the very best intentions to find
much that is good in the gallery, the
writer has been able to discover only a
very few pieces that are not either trite,
shallow, or altogether barren of ideas.
Mr. Wm. Hope's 'York Beach, Maine,'
is one of the most notable exceptions.
There are some human beings that you
can sum up in a phrase, and a good many
pictures that have nothing to reveal, but
Mr. Hope's paint has some quality of
you something to
complexity, 11,, d

think about. Whether you like it in or rather, they all look as if they had
whole or in part, you do not get ac- been 'stippled.' In heat effects this motquainted with it all at once, and its de- tled appearance is suggestive of 'paltail and intention are worth stopping to pitating air,' but its repetition is no a
inquire about. Mr. Hope has not been virtue.
afraid to try to paint clouds either, as are
Mr. Brymner's most ambitious p
the majority of artists, whose clouds in is 'The Brooklet,' No. 17. It reminds
general are without meaning or inten- faintly
of a `Suzor Cote,' at a firat
tion, not clouds or sky at all, in fact, glance, but the greens are leaner that'
only flat backgrounds. Mr. Hope's clouds Cot's 'rich, fat greens,' as Robert Louis
are convincing, and his scene could not Stevenson would say. Mr. Brymner's
have been painted without them. There 'Sunset at Dort,' No. 20, is pleasing on
are spots on the sun, and not everybody the whole, but the objects on the water
will agree with Mr. Hope in this or that and their shadows • eem to iangle somedetail, but that Mr. Hope is well on what among themselves. His other exthe broader, better way, that leads from hibits are No. 18, 'Haymaking' (sketch),
the shallows into the profundities, 'no- and No. 19, 'Haymaking.' Both are likebody can deny,' as it is usual to observe able and unpretending 'notes of nature.'
when singing the good qualities of a
No, 31.—Portrait of Mrs. John Stairs:
good fellow.
by Mary A. Bell F,astlalze, A.R.C.A. will
Mr. Stirling Malloch's work is also please those who like a scheme of eolOr
notable for insight, and an avoidance of in which blue predominates. The large
the petty. We have quite fallen in love patterned background, in purple and
with his idyllic, No. 70PMap1e Leaves,' green, is rather distracting, but the exand his two Novembr pieces are the
expression of a poet in paint. They are pression and pose of the subject are diswell done, suggesting reflection
atmospheric, of just the right tone and tinctly
sentiment, and treated at just sufficient of not too grave a character.
The still life work in Zotique H. Fabreadth to avoid the trivial. Mr. Malloch
is a Scotch painter, who has only lately bien's No. 32,;,\''L'Interieur de la Maison,'
is meritorious and recalls he fact
come to Montreal, and this is the first
time he has exhibited in the Gallery. It that his 'still life' was very much above
it is to be hoped he will now remain the ordinary in his first youthful exwith us, as we have very few indeed of hibits.
_
JAL_
his peers.
Mr. Henri Beau, Montreal. exhibits
seven pieces, very varied in subject, and
not without merit, but they all suffer
from the commea..flialt of 'spottiness,'
,
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NO. 70. MAPLE LEAVES.'..-BY STIRLING MALLOCH.

FRom. THE PORTRAIT OF SON OF GEO. CAVERHILL, ESQ.

By

Robert Harris, P.R.C.A.

THE BANJO BOY.
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-VISITED THE ART QALLERY.
Their Excellencies Lord and Lady
Minto paid a visit to the spring exhibition at the Art Gallery yesterday
morning. They were received by Mr.
Harris, P.R.C.A., Mr. R. Lindsay, the
secretary, and the members of the
council of the Art Association. Hon.
Sydney Fisher, Dr. Peterson and Rev.
Dr. Edgar Hill were also present, and
Their Excellencies expressed themselves much pleased with the •ctures
gcv
In the exhibition.plit.0
-

LEC E IN TIE A GALLERY.
An n resting lecture
edracenic Art
was delivered last evening at the Art Gallery by Mr.' Walter S. Perry, director of
the Art Department of the Pratt Institute,
Brooklyn. The chief characteristics of
Saracenie Art, decoration and colour, were

By

Robert Harris, P.R.C.A.

out. In domestic architecture the
special features were the dame, the balcony window and the grille in the porch.
In the Alhambra, at Grenada, Saracenic ar-

pointed

chitecture reached its highest point. '.i. he
horseshoe arch, the stalactite decoration,
the use of fountains in the courts, and the
coloured geometric ornamentation, were
Worked out to perfection. The lecture was
illustrated by views of Constantinople, Cairo
and Spain.

Art Association,
.164pHILLIPS SQUARE.
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SAARDAY, MARCH 23rd, ii0/
LAST DAY of the TWENTIETH ANNEAL
SPRING EXHIBITION.

Open nt 9 a.m., closing at 6 p.m.
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L'Art à Travers les Siècles

ART ASSOCIATION,
PHILLIPS UA1tE.

4 SARACENIC ART

9S/
GALLERIES OPEN DAILY

b3P Mr. Walter
LeMe-levered
'

.

S. Perry at the Art Gallery.
Mr. Walter S. Perry, director of the
art department of the Pratt Institute,
Brooklyn, lectured last night at the
Art Gallery upost Saracenic Art. He
pointed out that decoration was its
principal feature. and that marvellous
color, now mellowed by Ume, was another characteristic. The figures of
men and animals were forbidden by
their religious law to the Mahometans,
and they had, therefore, been
driven to adopt and develop with extraordicary success, the geometrical
figures, and had shown the utmost skill
in working in the character of their
alphabet in mural ornamentation. In
domestic architecture special features
were the dome, the balcony-window and
the grille in the porch. They are found
its all cities where the Mahometan
faith has held sway, whether in Europe, Asia or Africa. Their streets
were exceedingly narrow, and at Toledo the few carriages were said to be
only able to get along by means of ruts
worn in the houses to fit the hubs of
the wheels. In the Alhambra at Grenada, Saracenic architecture reached
its highest poiint. The horseshoe arch,
the stalactite decoration, the use of
fountains in the courts, and the wonderful colored geometric ornamentation
were worked out to perfection. Moreover, the windows were pierced in such
a way as to afford beautiful views of
the country round, framed ln the wall
about them. The origic of the different characteristics of the Saracenic
style of architecture may be 'traced.
The dome comes from Constantinople,
the balcony-window from the East, and
the wall paintings, with their brilliant
coloring, arranged so that no large
I space is covered by any one tint from
, the rugs that used to be hung up. The
whole lecture woe illuetrated with excellent views of Spain, Cairo and Constantinople.
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L'ART SIGNIFIE LES ASPIRATIONS D UN PEUPLE,
dit M. W. Brymner, hier soir, à la
galerie du carré Phillips.

Admission, 25c.
tm.ntZiç—'t3

THE HISTORY OF ART.— MYilham
Bryuiner, IL CA., Is to lecture oefre the
Art Association at their gallery on Wednesday evening next, on "Some Epochs in
the History of Art." Ile will give a historical review of the different national
sclhools of art from the early Venetian and
Florentine painters to the present time, and
will give especial attention to the influence of one school upon another and the
way they have been Influenced by h is-

M. William Brymner, l'excellent professeur de dessin et de peinture a, récole rIo Carré Philipp's, a donné hier
soir . en la gallerie de la "Art Association", une très intéressante et très instructive conférence sur l'Art 4 travers
les siècles, et l'influence que les civilisations et les religions ont eue sur l'art,
Comme illustrations, les chefs- d'oeuvre
de la peintwe et de la sculpture défilent devant les yeux du public, proje-

torical events.

difiRY.
Lt E IN THE ARTIVI

Il est très difficile d'expliquer ce que

c i est au juste qu'une œuvre d'art. La
majorité des prétendus connaisseurs

sont satisfaits d'un tableau, s'il rend
l'aspect estérieur des choses. Ils feraient aussi bien de se pâmer à l'au-

dition d'un morceau de musique où les
chansons des oiseaux, les cris des hétes ou la voix du vent dans les arbres
seraient seuls rendus. Les merveilles
de Michel-Ange, ir ce compte, seraient
tés sur un immense écran par la lanter- inférieurs aux bonshommes
habillés du
ne magique-1 Les grands maltres de cha- musée Tussaud,
ces figures qui se rapque école y sont représentés.
tellement de la vie que les viTous passent les Grecs, Phidias, prochent
leurs adressent la parole.
Praxitèle et ceux dont les chefs-d'oeuvre siteurs
Mais qui donc fait qu'un tableau est
seulement nous sont parvenus, ceux dont une
œuvre d'art et se distingue de la
la postérité a disputé le génie à, l'ou- photographie?
Qu'est-ce que l'Art?
bli, mais ne nous a pas transmis les Voila Une
à laquelle il est
noms. Vénus de Milo, Apollon, le Fau- bien difficilequestion
de répondre. Plusieurs, déne, l'Enfant Spartiate, Achille, servent
de sujets à M. Brymner pour nous finitions de l'Art de la peinture ont

Next Wednesday evening, Mr. William
Brymner, R. C. A. will lecture before the
members of the Art Association at the Art
Gallery, the subject being "Some Epochs
in the History of Art." The lecture will
be illustrated with a lar e number of
views.
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WillEVErymner to Le lite Next
Wednesday Evening.
—

Mr. William Brymnsr, R. C. A., will

lecture before the Art Association at
their gallery, Phillips square, on "Same
Epochs in the History of Art," next
Wednesday evening.
Mr. Brymner will give an historical
review of the different national schools
of art from the early Venetian and
Florentine painters to the present time,
'and will pay especial attention to the
influence of one school upon another
and the way in which they have been
influenced by historical events, and

prouver que ce que les Grecs cher- été données. Charles Blanc a dit: "La
chaient avant tout dans l'interprétation peinture est l'art d'exptrimer toutes les
de l'âme au moyen des réalide leur art, c'était la beauté plastique, conceptions
la perfection dans la forme. Le carac- ta de la Nat ire re;oAse
une
surface
nlan
tère d'un personnage est rendu par les sur
formes
et
lair
Grecs au moyen des proportions du leurs
corps, de l'attitude et du mouvement. leur." Emile Zola en donne 1
Les tableaux et les statues de l'école tion suivante: "Un coin de
Italienne, au contraire, disent bien que vu à travers un tempérament
les aspirations de l'humanité ne sont faut qu'un artiste soit ému d
national charatteristicz. The lecture
plus les mêmes. Raphaël avec ses qu'il voit pour paevenir à err
will be illustrated, aad a large numVierges, Léonard de Vinci, Perugini Bo- autres par son œuvre. Rare.
ber of views of famous paintings is
et 'le divin Fra Angelico, subis- bon tableau est une copie fi
ticelli
likely to be of exceptional interestA
c'est un ,y,état d'Ai
sent l'influence du Christianisme. Leur choses:
ART OF THE EAST
bon artiste ne doit pas s
art
s'applique
à
rendre
un
autre
idéal
sV/14 /
ce qu'il voit, de re
ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL que la forme. Que leurs œuvres s'ins- d'imiter
LECTURE ON SARACE ART BY
pirent ou non, des sujets religieux, ils mes superficielles; il faut
10440phiiiips s(„„a ;.;.",,i;goi,
peinent en chrétiens, en croyants. La sur son œuvre un rayon d
MR. WALTER S. PERRY.
forme est souvent maladroite, simple, Et cette pensée ou cette dc
A lecture on San te-ente Art was -delivered
originale et neuve,
naive, Mais si l'enveloppe matérielle être
at the Art Gallery last night by Mr. Walter
SUBJECT :
est négligée, toute la vie des sujets sem- la rendre par des procédés
S. Perry, director of the art department of
46 Soule Epochs lu the History of Art.”
the Pratt Institute, Brooklyn. Assisted
originaux
et neufs:
ble se concentrer dans l'expression..
Compared and illustrated.
stereopticon views, Mr. Pratt traced the
Le jeune peintre
Très intéressant, ce défilé de chefsqui est habile, s
development of Saracenic art to -its splen- WEDNESDAY, APPIL 17th, 1901,
de lui, dont la manière est facile, in
d'oeuvre.
did climax. It had a religions characterisAt
805
p.m.
the
case
with
no
other
school
tic which was
C'était vraiment une bonne aubaine te facilement un maitre ou s'inspi
in such à degree. The laws a Mohammed
que d'assister à l'évolution séculaire trop servilement d'une école: il ni
forbade the use of figures of men and anides arts sans bouger de son siège, en pas plus loin que l'habileté; al
RT ASSOCIATION
mais. so designs were spzeimens of highly
profitant des observations et des re- que d'autres, plus sincères, ont des
developed geometrical art. This restriction
OF MONTREA L/
produced the three great domestic features
marques de William Brymner, cet artis- buts plus pénibles, luttent, patauge
iirri
PIOILLIPS SQUARE. Ir
of the school, the dome, the balcony winte de haut mérite, ce lettré délicat.
trouvent enfin leur voie et arriv
//
BY N
dow and the grill in the porch.
LECTURE
"Mon but, a dit en terminant M. plus tard à la gloire, il ne sera ja
WHllam
R.C.A. Brymner, a été d'essayer de vous prou- qu'un médiocre.
SUBJECT:
ver que l'art d'un pays ou d'une époIl en est ainsi pour l'art d'une
"Some Epochs In the .91Istory of Art.'
que résulte des aspirations de ce pays tion. Si c'est un art sincère et gran
ART ASSOCIATION,
COMPARED AND ILLUSTRATED,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.
ou de cette époque. L'art synthétise les il est habile, hésitant à ses débuts,
WEDNESDAY, April 17th,1901, nt 8.15 p.1.
nations et les siècles.
passe par de longues d'années d'effort,
RDAY, MARCH 23rd,
S
Il ne faut pas s'enfermer dans le cer- il porte ses fleurs et ses fruits dans
ILAAS'r 13A."1"./Oyi, d ,
cle étroit d'une admiration et l'éblouissement des pleins midis.. ,
OF TITE
déclarer que l'art de Michel-Ange il tombe en décadence, et meurt. puis
n'est pas bon parce qu'il n'est pas grec,
Et l'art d'une nation, comme celui
TWENTIETH ANNUAL SPRING EXHIBITION
ou que Rembrandt est mauvais parce d'un individu, doit être l'expression des
FQUIIipa Square'
Open at 9a.m. Closing 6 p.m. Music lu the
qu'il ne ressemble pas à Titien. Le tra- pensées et des sentiments de cette naafternoon. Admission 25 cents.
114-014 —
vail d'un grand maitre ou le travail tion. Ce n'est pas le peintre à lui
LECTURE 7 /pl
seul,
d'un peuple est bon précisément parce qui créé les beaux tableaux, ce n'est
By WILLIAM BRYNNER,
qu'il n'imite rien.
SUBJECT
pas le poète à lui seul qui fait
"Some Enochis in the History of
Beaucoup, en regardant un tableau, immortels: ce sont les nations le sers
qu +exArt." compared and illustra ted.
ne pensent qu'à ce tableau, et le jugent priment leurs pensées et leurs émotions
.:21 ..LIPS SQUAr
Wednesday, April 17, 1901.
bon ou mauvais sans le comparer à par la voix de leurs grands poètes et
AT
d'autres tableaux et sans se demander de leurs grands peintres. Après
eux.
quelles circonstances l'ont inspiré. Ils viennent
les générations, qui
ont tort. Ce sont les circonstances qui les légendes; et. autour d'eux,créent
LAST DAY
flotcréent les écoles ; l'Art est le résultat te l'atmosphère vital de l'enthousiasme
of the Twentieth Annual
PAINTINGS OP CHARLES E. MOSS des sentiments, du gord, et des pensées dont leur âme s'est nourrie,
et dont se
SPRING EXHIBITION. One hundred water calotins frcun the 'brush d'un peuple.
nourrit rame de leurs admirateurs
of the slate Charles E. Moss, R.C.A., are
Open at 9 a.m. Closing at 6 pan.
1 •n••881ma
now being exhibited at the Art Gallery, 1..
Music in the Afternoon.
big spiritti al beauty ;
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'Phillips Square. Mr. Mass, who died last
winter after a short illne.ss, was won known 4 i'VetiftafttYMNE tZe'f'URE.

The last of the Art Association lectures

'Montreal's artistic set as a painter of
ability. The exhibition is for the/petea

for the season was given by Mr. William
Brymer, R.C.A., In the Art Gallery Wednesday. Roy. Dr. J. Edgar Hill presided,
and a large and interested audience listened to the lecture, which was Instructive.
The fact which Mr. Brymner particularly
wIshed to impress was that every nation

1,13.0

EXHIBIT OF WATER COLORS.
An exhibition of 100 water color
drawings finished and unfinished, by
the 'late Mr. Charles E. Moss, R.C.A•,
• is now opon in the new pallery of the
Art Gallery, Phillips' square.
Mr.
Moss was well known in Montreal,
both as a painter and the teacher of
the autumn sketch class, and died
miter a short illness last winter. The
exhibition is for t7 ben_efit, !of, his
widow and children. At4

F

and every period has expression in the art
of the nation, that therefore the art of ont
country coula, not be judged by the same
ideas as that of another. Art is native to
the locality in which it is produced.
This fact was illustrated by a review of
the art of ancient Greece, the Italien Renaissance, the Spanish, Flemish, and Dutch
schools. Thus the Greeks aimed at expressing beauty of form ; the painters of the
earlier part-qt tle....Benatesattea. at express/

b 0L,

the disturbed nies
of Florence infiuenced its painters to a
style very different from that of the
peace- I
loving Venetians, content to accept lite
as
they found it. The Spanish school showed
the influence of the Inquisition; the Dutch
artists painted pastoral scenes and domestic incidents. A large number of reproductions of celebrated pictures and statues
were shown on the screen, illustrating the
-

national characteristics and ideals of the
different periods of art as exemplified in
the works of the great masters.
In conclusion, the lecturer urged that all
pictures should be judged as ah' expression
of the. nation's 'thought and experiences.

Something more than an accurate representation of objects was required to elevate
a picture to a work of art. Painters
the hands by which a people expressesare
its
feeitings, tastes, and experiences.

(

k
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L ECTURE IS__INI

0TIING

Mr, rymner Disc s es Some
Epochs in History of Art.

Mr. W. Brymner, R. C. A., gave a
very interesting lecture last night at
the Art Gallery upon Some Epochs in
the History of Art,"
The Rev. Dr.
Hiil occupied the chair, and briefly
introduced the lecturer, who said that
every nation and every period had its
natural expression in its art; and to
try to force it into any alien form
prodused as poor results as the attempt to acclimatize the apples in the
tropics or the daisy in the Alps. This
[ dictum was well exemplified by a review of the art of ancient Greece, the
Italian Renaissance, and the Spanish.
Flemish and Dutch schools. A large
number of reproductions of great pictures and statues were thrown on the
screen, illustrating the national characteristics and ideals of these different styles of arts.
The lecturer then urged that all pictures should be estimated from the
family and national point or view. True
art is the result of the thought, taste
and feelings of a people and the art of
our period should be compared with
that of another. Art is not the mere
accurate copy of nature or Madam Tussand would be the greatest of the
world's artists. The true artist conveys the feeling he has experienced,
and makes us understand his' standpoint. Perhaps his standpoint is onesided and not natural, but his standpeint is
is honest, and he really sees
What he reproduces. Thus an artist
although he imitates nature and re
nroduces its external
forms, must
hrow the lightof his individual
' t upon it. It must he his own
t and no imitation of any maswever great,and a young
should be content at first to
if thus he -feels his way to
simself.
tion's-art must in its begin'ent to deliver "the burning
of prophecy by the stamips of infancy," if in the end
the expression of the thoughts
gs of its people, told in their
nage. As John Addington
has said, behind poets and
:owd the generations of the
ers, and around them floats
atmosphere of enthusiasms
heir own souls and the souls
'ethren have been nourish[
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> me Epochs in the Hi,. o y of Art—
A Painter Must Put Himself Into
His Work.
'Some Epochs in the History of Art,"
the title of an illustrated lecture at

n••n101111.
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A Collection of Sketches

*mid;

In Oil and War Colors
by the late ZIr'iy*

6.

CHARLES E. MOSS, R.
A.
Now on view at the gallery. Open

daily 9 asm to 6 p.m.

rt AssocfiatilorD

4
- 'HUMPS SQUARE.*fi417

9

A Collection of Sketc es,
Oils and Water Colors, by the late

CHARLES E. MOSS, R. C. A.,
Now on view at the Gallery.
OPEN DAILY 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

r

ART ASSOCIATION,
4*-1, ta(

PIIILLIPS,Q ARE.

A Collection of Sketches ii Oils anti

Water Colors by the Late CHARLES
E. MOSS, R.C.A., now on view.at
the Gallery.
Open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

EXHIBIT F CLASS WORK

1

Exhibit at the Art Gallery Is Most

forimfititeresting.4071

the Art Gallery.

From the exhibition of work by the
late Charles E. Moss, R. C. A., at Art
Gallery, Phillips square. A hundred of
his paintings and sketches are on view,
and are very interesting, as showing his
work at various stages of its progress.

et Gallery last evening, the speaker
n L•g Mr. William Brymner, R.C.A., of

is city. Rev. Dr. Hill was chairman far
(he occasion and introduced the lecturer.
Mr. Brymner, in introducing his lecture,
said that every nation and every period
had
its natural expression in its art; and
'
to try to force it into any alien form produced as poor results as the attempt to acclimatize the apples in the tropics or the
daisy in the Alps.
' All pictures should be estimated from
the family and national paint of view.
True art is the result of the thought, taste
and feelings of a people ahcl the art of our
, period should be compared with that of
another. Art is not the mere accurate copy
of nature or Madam Tussaud would be the
greatest of the world's artists. The true
artist conveys the feeling he has experienced, and makes us understand his standpoint. Perhaps his standpoint is one-sided
and not natural, but his standpoint is honest. and he really sees what he reproduces.
Thus an artist although he imitates nature
and reproduces its external forms, must
throw the lie.'t of his individual thought
npor it. It must be his own 'thought and
no imitation of any master, however great,
and a young painter should be content at
first to be feeble, if thus he feels his way
to realize himself.
ahn Addington had said behind poets
painters crowd the generations of the
'h makers, and around them floats the
1 atmosphere of enthusiasms in which
ar own souls and the souls of their
thorn have been nourished. A large
nber of reproductions of great pictures
statues were thrown on the screen, ilCrating the national characteristics and
als of these different styles of arts.
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Sketch es and Studio o View at

Sketch of cattle and woodland, by Moss.

i

The Art Gallery exhibitih ‘f work
done by the pupils attending their
junior antique and life classes is so
arranged the progress of the students
during the year can be noted. The
drawings of each of them are grouped, with dates attached, and the two
scholarships offered annually by the
council are given partly for the improvement shown and partly for a
time study made without supervision
at the end of the session in the case
of the antique class form a cast, never
before drawn by any of the pupils,
and in the life class from the living
model. These time drawing's are also
exhibited with the regular work of the
year of each pupil. These studies
rosin the regular work of the classes,
but there are also on exhibit compositions for picture and posters, studies of heads in oil, and quick sketches
done in pencil, pastel and pen and ink
and water colors. All the work shown
has been done during the year, and
is a most creditable showing in the
right direction.

At the Art Gallery this week there
will be an exhibition of the work done
by the art classes during the winter.
Three hundred and fifty sketches and
studies are hung in the new gallery,
and give a very good idea of the painstaking work performed.
In water colors there are some studies of still life, and a few landscapes,
but most of the painters have attempted portraits. The poster style is represented by designs for the Horse
Show, the annual spring exhibition or
magazine covers. Mr. Clarence Gagnon shows a clever frontispiece for
"The Poster" magazine, with a Japanese artist at work as its subject; he
also exhibits some monochrome illustrations. The work in oils deals mainly with portraits and studies frost the
life, and there is a very large collection of pencil-drawings from casts or
the living model.
The result of the competition for
scholarships is a follows: Life class,
Edward Boyd and Clarence Gagnon,
equal; antique class, William Clapp.

'
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GALLERIES OPEN DAILY
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Sketch by the late Charles E. Moss.

ART ASSOCIATION,
SQUNRE.

ST/ pi
THE NNUAL EHIIBITION OF OHAVIIHOS,
By the Studonts in the Art Classes is now on
view tu the new Gallery, May 20th to 25th•
ADMISSION FREE.
Galleries Open

1

9 min. to 6 Wm.

i

n,

ART GALLERY WILL RE OPEN.
The Galleries of the Art Association o
Phillips Square, will be open free to the
a from 10 a.m. to 6
public on Labour ilir
P.m- Sag-0/1
,

At/

LABOR DAY AT GALLERIES.
The galleries of the Art Association.
Phillips square, will be open free to
the public Labor Day o 10 a.m. to
pi
6 p.m.

1,f,

n

- - -25c
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Art Assodation t
• PHILLIPS SQUARE

c/Zitiks.
SKIETCHENU
An Outdoor Sketching Class

in Oils, unStir the direction of Mr.
Edmond Dyonnet,
R.C.A., will commence on
FRIDAY.
Sept.
13th.
For particulars, apply at
the Gallery.
Galleries open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ADMISSION ..
•.
_25 CENTS.

9

ART

1.t Association

ASSOCIATION,

4/fin

Sketching Cldss.

An Outdoor Sketching Class in Oils, under
the direction of Mr. Edmond Dyounet, R.C.A,,
will commence on - Friday, September 13th.
For particulars, apply at the Gallery.
Galleries open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ADMISSION-25C.

L,

1 ART ASSOCIATION,
' Ai I i1.1,s it's si BARB.

rICCIE-ILINGV PASS.

Su it:

An outdoor sketching class in oil s, under
the direction of Mr. Edmond Dyonnot,
R. C..A ., will corpulence on Friday, September 13th.
For particulars apply at the Gallery
Galleries open dally, 9 a. tn. to 6 p.m.
, Admission, 25e.

t
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ART ASSOCIATION C! ASSIES.
The Art Association has issued its customary circular with reference to classes.
The session begins on October 16th, and
closes on May 16th. The studios are
open each week day, and regular instruction is given on the mornings of Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, The classes are
held in the studios of the association, and"
students are allowed the free use of the
reading room and library and admission
to galleries. Mr. W. Brymner,
has a painting class twice weekly, and
Ir. E. DyonnOt, R.C.71., will conduct a
sketching class from. September 12th to
October 12th. Miss Alberta Cleland will
have charge of ah elementary drawing
class, to be held Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons, commencing November 5th.
Intending studepts should communicate
with the secretary, Mr. Robert Lindsay.

.

Class

Wednesday next, in charge of Mr. Win.
Brymner, R.C.A. They will subsequently
meet on every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings from 9.30 to 12.30 o'clock.
A painting .class from the draped model for
more advanced students will begin November 2, and is to be held Wednesday and
Friday afternoons, from 2 to 4 o'clock, and
Miss Alberta Cleland also has an elementary drawing class, meeting Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 3.30 to 5 .o'clock, beginning
November 5. The association is preparing
a series of lectures for the winter, a list
of which will be issued shortly.
PROFESSOR. MORSE TO SPEAK.
The first lecture of th r Art Association's course for this season will be
given at the Art Gallery Wednesday
evening, October 30. Prof. Edward
S. Morse, director of the Peabody Institute, Salem, Mass., will speak on
"Household Art in Japan." Professor
Morse is also curator of the Japanese
section of the Boston Museum of Art,
and is thirefge autoyity on this
subject. 41,
AZ I, 0/

i

19

MR. MORSE WI'LL LECTURE.
"Household Art in Ja,pael is the subiect.of a lecture to be delivered before
the Art Association of Montreal, Phillips Square, Wednesday evening at 8.15
o'clock, by Mr. Edward S. Morse, M.A.,
Ph.D., director of the Peabody Academy of Science, of Salem, Mass. Mr.
Morse comes highly recommended and
his lecture should be of interest.

OF MONTREAL,
ART ASSOCIATIONSQUARE.
,IPS

S. MORSE, A.M.,
ttre rEDWARE
.4 1
m of
Ph. D., Director of the Peat dy keadey
Science, Salam, Mass. LP VA/
Subject:

ART ASSOCIATION, A
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"HOUSEHOLD ART IN JAPAN,"

Wedinesday Evening., October 30th, 1901i
AT 8.15 O'CLOCK.

1O-12 Art Association, Montreal
OF

VC

Classes Will Commence on

SQUARy:

Wednesday, October 16th
Under the Direction of

MR. WILLIAM BRYMNER, R.C.A.
For full particulars apply to the Secretary,

ART ASSOCIATION,
rnmEips,00,

A

JAW/Pi

EDWARD S. MORE, A. M., Ph.D.
Director of hic Peabody Academy of
Science, Salem, Mass.
ST.JBJECT

:

"Household Art in Japan"'
ARE.

go Pi

a" t'W

— ilikTURE By

,

ADVANCED ART CLASSES, I901.1902
Classes will commence on WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 16rn, under the direction of MR.
WILLIAM BRYMNER,R.C.A.
For particulars apply to the Secretary.

6 W

ANTEp — MALE MODEL. APPLY AT
Art. Gallery. 23 Phillips squire, Wednes/0/1 0/2 2
day, 1Gth October, At 9 am.

WEDNESDAY EVENING, Oct. 31 \- -5
At 3.15 O'clock.

HOUSEHOLD ART
IN THE ORIENT
,t/o4oPi-e

•nn•n•n••1111M

ART CLASSES TO rS,UME
4,•141
—
—

Asbo61ation to Begin ts"rwenty.
first Year Next Wednesday.
—
classes will,
The Art Association
Wednesday, open for their twentyfirst year, in charge of Mr. Wm.
Brymner, R. C. A. The classes will
meet Monday, Wednesday and Friday
mornings, from 9.30 to 12.30 O'clock.
A paintnig class from the draped model for more advanced students will
begin November 2, and is to be held
Wednesday and Friday afternoons,
from 2 to 4 o'clock, and Miss Alberta
Cleland also has an elementary drawing class, meeting Tuesdays and
Thursday from 3.30 to 5 o'clock, beginning November 5. The association is
preparing a series of lectures for the
winter, a list of which will be issued
shortly.

(-

ssociation

Ô
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.Advanced Art Classes 19
Classes will commence on

W, n

Oct. 16th, under the direction of .i. r. Win.

Brynmer, R. C. A.

t. For particulars apply to the secretary.
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One of the wittiest and most interesting lectures to which the members of the

AT THE ART GALLERY
Dr. Edward Morse iseussee
Household Art in Japan.
•n•••nn•••n•••nn•••

LECTURE IS ILLUSTRATED

known.
The tree trunk separates two recesses, not symmetrical after our terrible custom., but of unequal depth

and

distance from the floor. In one
the "tokonoma," or "place of rest,"
which was originally the bed-room,
Science Is Greeted by a Large
are one or more hangings according
to its size, with pictures in their midAudience Which Shows
dle. The lines of these hangings and
the positions of the pictures are orIts Appreciation.
dered so as to give the best possible
n11111,mn
effect from the floor, upon which the
family sit. There is no attempt to
"Household Art in Japan," waS exdeceive the spectator, but the artist
tries to give the idea of the growth,
plained last niglht by Dr. Edward S.
the life, the emotion of the thing re- .
Morse, director of the Peabody Acapresented as simply as possible.
demy of Science, Salem, Mass., at
It may be a morning mist, a bud-'
in,g flower, a flying bird; in every case
the Art Gallery.
the spirit is seized and set clown, alDr. Morse was for many years prothough with the human figtires the
fessor of zoology at the Imperial
JaPanese are perhaps less successful.
These pictures are not left to hang
University of Japan, and is thoroughand bore their owner all the year
ly acquainted with all the ways of
round, but are altered every few
the Land of the Rising Sun. He,
weeks and half forgotten before they
appear
again.
moreover, lectures in a delightfully
Beneath the picture
stands a large vase with a cherry
humorous strain, so that the evening
branch or other flowering tree, which
was one of the most pleas-ant ever
will last for a week at a time.
spent by the Art Association.
SHELVES WITH BRIC-A-BRAC.
England and America, he said, have
In the other recess stands shelves
no domestic art of their own; their
with pieces of bric-a-brac, such as •
black lacquer boxes or vases, but
bric-a-brac almost entirely comes from
the continent of Europe, while their. here, toe, hateful uniformity is studiously avoided, while moral mottoes
souvenirs are made in every place
from Confucius or some other sage
hang
overhead. On the floor are
except In those where they are sold.
mats,
tbree feet by six, and the size
In Japan every little hamlet proof every room is described by the
duces its own artistic work, and everynumber of them it will hold as an
body knows how to appreciate it.
eight, tenn, fourteen mat room. They
Their taste is not ours for they have
fit tightly together, but can be arsubdued tints and produce beautiful reranged so differently that they are
sults by a close copy of nature and
never monotonous. Moreover, the
great ingenuity.
carpenter, knowing the exact dimen'to
It would be impassible for us
sions of the house by the number of
its mats, can get change our ways, but the Japanese
precis?. size of
wood required, an there is no waste
might teach us much. The back of
in sawing off ends and fitting.
their houses are in the front, and
Most of the houses have no winthe front in the back, consequently
their best rooms are not in the dusty dows, as the whole side of the bous
can
be slid out; but now glass ha
sancstreet, and the cook from the
been introduced, and is let into th
tuary of her kitchen can bargain with
the market people on the public thor- walls at the height a person sitting on the ground would require, and
oughfare.
sometimes a circular window is seen
JAPAN'S BEAUTIFUL GARDENS:
with a vine trained on a trellis outIn our cities the backs of the finest side, so that the light comes througl,
houses are sacred to cats, and are in all shades of green according temarred by the prospect of someone the number of leaves that intervene.
The lecturer then read some letters,
else's backyard. In Japan., even in
which showed the wonderful kindtfae mast busy quarters, every house
has a beautiful garden and looks ness and sympathy for art of this peoacross at the beautiful garden of the ple, who are yet such brave soldiers, - and showed a number of views of
house on the next street. The poorJapan and its life. The gardens were
est family manages to make their
the especially illustrated, and also the
•
back premises pretty, and even in
temples, with their wonderful carving
most squalid parts the gardens are
and ornamented gables, which justihavens of rest.
It matters not haw small the areas fied Marco Polo in calling Japan the
are, they are laid out so skilfully that land of the roofs of gold.

Director of Peabody Academy of

a few square yards seem many acres;
and artificial ponds, stone lanterns;
Art Association have listened was given
last night at the Art Gallery by Dr. Ed- fantastically cut hedges, quaint
ward S. Morse, director of the Peabody bridges and cleverly built hills by
Academy of Science, Salem, Mass., who their artistic lack of symmetry, give
the idoa of size and distance.
spoke upon "Household Art in Japan."
The ponds are often dry, but the
There was a large audience and the lecture was followed with close attention. plants set in them reflect the light as
Those who listened realized with shame though there was water and the rocks,
their deficiencies in the matter of taste. brought from 75 or 100 miles, are fashThey were taught something of the beauty ioned into hills that have all -the air
of simplicity in decoration, for the aver- of nature. In one garden, Dr. Morse
age house, according to Prof. Morse is asco.nded an artificial slope, 75 feet
something unspeakably dreadful With its high, and then saw what seemed a
conglomeration of colors and ornament. lawn for another 75 feet. On Ocam--.
They also learned that their front door Ming it he found it was made of trees
and drawing room should be at the back, ranged in sizes from six inches to
away from dust and noise of traffic, and nearly 100 feet high.
The houses are most simple, and at
the kitchen should be in front where the
cook might 'comfortably bargain with the first seem to bear a pernetual air of
baker and fishmonger in them street. Also the people being gone away and
that breaking straight lines in the ar- everything to let. The remits are
rangement of rooms was a duty. The separated by sliding screens and can
back yard, instead of being devoted ta be thrown,into one if necessary. The
the family washing, tomato cans and mis- partitions are of paper andif a hole
siles thrown at objectionable cals, should
is made in them an artistically cut
be a graceful garden or miniature park, I paper flower covers it up. At the
and that screens would do away with top is a beautifully pierced • carved
slamming doors. The possibilities of mats work, by which ventilation and early
were presented vividly, and the beauty rising is secured, and some artistic
of plain smooth wood, as opposed to the subject such as a landscape, a scene
horror of painted or stained material, on from _mythology or a pine tree is
which a grain was represented with the sketched upon them. Even the plastaid of comb and tooth brush, was pointed er is artistic, Sometimes it is mixed
out.
with chopped hemp to give it a glaze
or with iron dust for a rich broWn
hue; sometimes ground up shell adds
a sparkling lustre, but always the
tints are quiet and 'subdued.
EVEN POSTS ARE ARTISTIC..
In the middle of one side of the
room stancb a post, not cut straight
and severe, Out with all the irregular...,

_14/

,

ity of nature. It is a tree with the
bark stripped off, and is all the more
valued, If it has worm hOles or fungus
stain or any other natural deform! ity. In fact, the Japanese
carpenter
• loves to employ just the timber a
western workman would reject as imperfect and the enormity
of first
painting wood and then treating it
With toothbrush and comb to produce
an artificial grain is absolutely un-

HOUSEHOLD ART, 3 /Arojoi
WHERE JAPAN EXCEL
Dr. Edward S. Morse Lectures at t
Art Association.

Dr. EdwardS. Morse, director of
Peabody AcadeinY of Science, Salem, Ma

gave a very instructive and entertain

illustrated lecture at the Art Gallery I
evening, on "Household Art in Japan."
For many years Dr. Morse was profes s
of zoology at the- Imperial University
Japan, and during that time gathered
great deal of information of the cust
and ways of the people. The lect
showed that while neither England
America had arty domestic art of their
every little hamlet ih Japan produce
own artistic work and everybody In
how to appreciate it.
A Strange feature, he said, to be no'
in Japan was that the back of their
are in front, and the front in the
In this way their best rooms are not in
dusty street. Then again, eVen in th a s
busy quarters éverY house bas a beau(
garden and faces a beautiful garden of
licaiSè on the next street. The hou
while simple, are very artistically arrani
Everything about it even to the plaster
artiStic. A great deal of room is take
with shelves covered with pieces of b
nac. Tlicz.ti are so arranged' as to se
the rooria to advantage.
.

-
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\ ART ASSOCIATION PUI !: 1.1 11471ARE.
Art Association Classes—Painting Class.
The Painting Class (frOm the Draped Model)
will( -mimetic° November 1st, and he hold
Wednesday a? Fr
rno us Fees,
$0.00 per month. .411 ,
$f
Ar/O
ELEMENAI
Tf
Y folittwis c ASS.
The Elementary Drawing Class will be held
on Tuesdays and Thur. dlys from 3.00 to 5
p m., commencing November 5th. Fees,
$1.0a per month.

on

Alex. trohni
-,

tz

Lecture.
ih• pi

he second of tlae
t ssbciation leeturcs will be delivered at the Art Gallery,
Phillips Square, on Wednesday evening of
next week by Dr. Alexander Johnson, viceprincipal of McGill University. Dr. Johnson will speak on Dublin University.

to,

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL,
4tED,

3

s SQUARE. ti .:;(01

BY ALEX. JOHNSON, M.A., LL.D.
Vice-Principal McGill University,
Sabsiect—"DUBLIN 'UNIVERSITY,"
with illustrations..

Wednesday Evening, Nov. 27th, 1901,
at 8.15 o'clock.

Art Association
OF motNTia EAL
ip Scii-letre

tav
'Alexr. Johnson, M.A., LL.D.,
Vice-Principal McGill Univers' y.
--- SUBJECT —vi rrgoi
"DUBLIN UNIVERSI

Dinner is

served in hall at '5 o'clock,
which is really a quarter past, because the college clock is always different from any other. Grace before and after meat Is
recited by one
of the seventy scholars from
the pulpit erected for the purpose. Each
table is a mess and
elects its president, who has tb order the food upon
a certain allowance
per week, from
Which one penny for bread
and one
penny for beer is subtracted each day.
At 9 o'clock every evening there is
roll call which every student is supposed to attend, and after it the gates
are locked. Everyone must
be in by
midnight under pain of punishment
and the names of all entering between
9 -and 12 o'clock are recorded by
the
porters. Attendance at Sunday
morning chapel and four week-day
services Is compulsory, but a service
with a sermon counts as two.
The library contains 250,000 books
and 2,000 valuable manuscripts. Once
it was also the museum and in 1704
Possessed the skin of a notorious Tory
who had been hanged and stuffed with
straw. However, its present librarian
bewails the facts that "this interesting relic does not now exist." The
fellows, who answer to the McGill
professors, are eleoted upon examination. About one v5eancy occurs a
year and ten of the best graduates of
each year are granted the means of
oontinuing their studies for six years
with a view of training up a steady
supply of competent ipen for the position.
.
The -lecture was ,illustrated by excellent views of the' College and some
of its distinguished, alumni.

'

With Illustrations.

Wednesday

ure on Dublin
At 8.15 O'Clock."Dublin University" wa _tof,4i s b ect of
an interesting lecture by Dr. Alexander

Evening, November 27, 1901

DR. JOHNSTON TALKS OF
OLD DUBLIN UNJVÇRSITY

dtC-

-

Léot, re

WV"

Before Art /Association
Is Interesting and, at Times,
Most Amusing.

Johnson, at the Art Gallery, last evening.
Dr. Johnson gave a sketch of the university, which was founded at the time of
Queen Elizabeth, after which he spoke of
the college life. all examinations
were oral, now most of them are writteri.
Orals certainly induced readiness and fluency, but were hard on the nervous man.
The library contains 260,000 books and
2.000 valuable manuscripts. Once it was also
the museum, and in 1704 possessed the skin
of a notorious Tory who had been hanged
and stuffed with straw. However, its present librarian bewails the fact that "this
Interesting relic does not now exist - The
fellows, who answer to the McGill professors, are elected upon examination..
About one vacancy occurs a year, and ten
of the best graduates of each year are
granted the means of continuing their studies for six years, with a view of training
up a steady supply of competent men for
the position. The lecture was illustrated,'

Who

MR. ROBERT LINDSAY,
has for eleven years been Secretary of

E SECRETARY OF NEVI/ SECHETA
THE ART ASSOCIATION T7 ( `g fi T
IISSOCIARK
3 Arr.,
03/4/

Dr. Alexander Johnson, vice-principal of McGill, gave an interesting and
amusing lecture on Dublin University,
before the Art Association at the Art
Gallery last night. It was founded
Robert
in the time of Queen Elizabeth, whose
'name is mentioned daily in the grace
after dinner in hall, although she
did nothing more than grant the charter. The corporation of the city gave
1
28 acres of land, which had once belonged to a monastery, on the borders
of the town, but which are now in the
very heart of the business district.
The university was thus always ProThe Announcement is to be Made at
testant, but in 1794, it opened every
faculty, but the theological, to men
_.../OF" MONTREAL.
• the Annual Meeting at 4 o'clock
. 1 of all denominations.
Passing on to speak of the college
To-day.
Squa e
life, Dr. Johnson warned his audience not to '''rrke their ideas of it
Mr. Robert Lindsay, secretary of the Art
from the adventures -of Charles O'Malusk.
Association, will at the meeting of the rsley. They may have been possible
once, but now things are very differsociation this afternoon resign the secretary9 Ei .M.
ent. The aspiring student must first
ship of that body, after many years of valuSelect a tutor from the fellows, who
Admission 25 Cents. 16k
able service. Mr. Lindsay, who has been a
acts as his guide and adviser, but not
Reading Room open to members till 6
life member of the association for the past
his teacher. His first experience of
twenty years, was made secretary in May,
college life is a breakfast with his
1890, and only gives up his active conn_tctutor, after which he proceeds to the
tion with the Art Gallery by reason of the
entrance examination. Formerly ell
ART
fact that his business as stock broker reexaminations were oral, now most of
tAitl"ffILIsgiumicn.
quires too large a share of his time.
them are written. Orals certainly
Mr. Lindsay was a stock broker in the
induced readiness and fluency, but
old days, havirtg first a seat on the Montwere hard on the nervous man. Thus
real Stock Exchange, back in 1879. In the
when three men :Word being exa - nined
9 A.M. TO DUSK.
' dull years following, Mr. Lindsay gave up
in astronomy and one had declared
the business for a time, t.o again take it up,
ADMISSION, • - 23 Cents, T`-n
the sun went round the earth and the
rejoining the exchange some five or six years
others the earth Vent round the sun,
Reading Room open to members till 6 p.ral' ago.
the third replied i'Sdenetimes the one,
Always a lover and a keen appreciator of
and sometimes - the other."
the -beauties of art, Mr. Lindsay's interest
The men in colleigal live in sets of
THE
ART
ASSOCIATION.
in the Association was at all times wholerooms, consisting Of two bedrooms, one
souled and earnest, and he will be missed
p/
sitting room, a pantry and a coal box.
by
those who have for years been attached
Mr. T. Abbott Appoint d S cretary to
They buy and cdolt their own breakto the Gallery, be they constant or only
fasts anct teas, gild are looked after
Replace Mr. Lindsay Resigned.
occasional visitors.
by "skips," Who rare , either men or
In the years in which Mr. Lindsay lias
Mr. J. Abbott is now secretary of the
women of prepostéroUS age, Whose
been attached to the Art Gallery in the
Art Association. This selection was made
weakness of leg iS'iMde tip by strength
meeting
the
council
held
yesterday
at
capacity
of secretary, the growth of tba
afterof tongue. A doubliYenter door is supnoon, when the question of filling the va- I institution has been very great indeed.
posed to keep outl noP.ses and yisitorS,
cancy, caused by the resignation of Mr.
Back in 1890 the premises of the Art Asbut Dr. Johnson (melted two cases,
Robert Lindsay, arose.
sociation were far smaller than at present,
wherein the anisé-- was not excluded,
Business engagements compelled Mr.
the new addition to the gallery being adwhile the owner 'of the rooms was.
Lindsay to surrender the position ; hence
ded in 1893. Tn that space of time the
In the first case 'a ' rieading man was the meeting and the election of Mr. Abbott. membership
of the Association has been
disturbed by a liutel-player beneath Mr. Lindsay will occupy the office until doubled
and many valuable works have
the end of this month, and the new secreand only silenced"Ifirn by retaliating
been added to the collection.
tary will assume the duties at the beginwith a garden-roller over his head,
• At a meeting, which is called for this
ning of the new year.
when he was asleep. In the other a
Mr. Abbott is a son of the late Sir John - afternoon, it is expected that a successor
man Jumped, out of bed to take in his Abbott, and is engaged in the practice of to Mr.
Lindsay will be named.
milk, and let the door slain behind
law. He has been identified in artistic
circles for some time.
him; anti the skip with the key could
The annual meeting of the Art Associanot be found for hours, and the day
tion will be held next Friday afternoon at
-s very cold and stormy.
4.30 o'elock.

Art Association
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the Art Association.

Mr.

1 i /

Lindsay Will
Resign His Position
as Such,

HAS HELD IT FOR TEN YEARS Mr. Robert Lindsay Resigns After
Having Long held the
Office.
'GREAT PROGRESS MADE
DURING THAT TIME
Some of the Additions to the
Equipment During Period
of His Secretaryship.
Mr. Robert Lindsay, who succeeded Mr.
John IVIaeGillicuddy as secretar y of the
Montreal Art Association, has resigned
after eleven years service, during which
he gave much of his time and brought his
knowledge of art to the improvement of

the association. The post of secretary
is

a labor for art's sake only, and Mr. Lindsay's resignation is due to the demands
of business upon his time. YeAerday afternoon the association appointed Mr. J. Abbott secretary. This appointment will be
ratified at the annual general
of
the association to be held next meeting
Friday.
TN LAST ELEVEN YEARS.
The eleven, years Mr. Lindsay served the'..;
Art Association coverlet' important period
of progress in the work ot the institution
and in the development of appreciation' of
art in Montreal. Private coilections have
been enlarged and enrichqd, the works i4
the walls of the Art Assoc:11160r have been
added to and there has been grea4 awakening of the community with respect to
art.

.
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ART EXHIBITIONS.
Every year there have been splendid art
- exhibitions. Canadian art has been shown
in the spring, and handsome -ill ices given.
in 1893 the prize hat amounted to $1,
425. The loan exhibition has been one
t'e atures each 'year, and has enabled the art lovers of this city to see
masterpieces &Om abroad and splendid
paintings irom the private galleries of
this city which cannot' be seen by the
public at any other season of the year.
Perhaps the most -important of all the
exhibitions was one which took place
only a few months after Mr. Lindsay's
appointment. Millet's famous Angelus
was on the way to rew York to be
. shown there, and had to seek a refuge
I in Canada until „the United States customs regulations could be met. Advantage was taken of the circumstance to
have the tfameuS canvas huhg in the Art
Association gallery. It drew great
crowds.
Every year there have been lectures
by people prominent in the art world,
that
and it is the popularity of these
adopt the 800forced, the association toattendance
beThe
membership rule.
not
came so large, all who wishpd could the
Find places in the galleiy to hear
lectures.
-

exhibitions last year were visited by 2,446 persons. Owing to the increased
rate of insurance on the building and
contents, it is stated that no more large
loan exhibitions will be held, for the
present, at all events. The report further stated that the art classes had not
been so well attended as before, but the
work done showed earnestness of
purpose and was equal to that in former
years. Good accounts had been received of former pupils who had gone to
Paris and elsewhere to continue their
studies.
The Association at present consisted of

15 governors, 63 life and 712 annual members
The financial statement, which was of
a most satisfactroy character, showed a
a balance on hand of $1,676.15.

Galleries Open O ily
9 A. M. TO

DUSIL.dola i

I260

ADMISSION

Reading Room open to members
—

The Annual General Meeting of the
Members of this Association will be held
in the Gallery, Phillips Square, on Friday Afternoon, Deeem er 1 th, at 4.30
Of
o'clock.
BusiefEss—To recei e th report.of the
Council for the year ending May 31st,
1901, and to elect officers for the ensuing
year. ROBERT LINDSAY,
December 10th, 1901.Secretary.

SIR WILLIAM VAN HORNE
ELECTED TO PRESID,ENCY
A est Atssociation of Mobtreal Also
Receive Report of Affairs
for Year.
—
The annual meeting of the Art Asso-

ART

Treasurer—Mr, C. J. Fleet.
Councillors for two years—Messrs. R.
B. Angus, E. S. Clouston, Dr. Wm.
Gardner, Dr. F. J. Shepherd, A. T.
Taylor and D. A. Watt.
The annu:a.I report reviewed the two
loan exhititions, which were visited
by 2,446 persons, and the regular spring
exhibition, at whIch the attendance
wa-s 3,755. Mr. W. Brymner, R.C.A.,
reported on the art classes, whieh we:not s-o well attended as in the year before. The work, however, w as successful, an-d past pupils are doing well
elz:ewhere. Gordon Mackenzie had a
figure picture and Miss Lillian Cameron in the Salon last spring. The
death of Mr. Charles E. Moss, RCA.,
last January, who had been the inuctor of the water color classes, is
deeply regretted. The presentation of
ar. oil painting, "Widowed, but not
Forsaken," by the artist, Miss 'Sara B.
Hold-en. A.R.C.A., is recorded. The
!
mber
w
ship
as: Governors 15 . life
memb.ers, 63; and annual -members, 712.1
The financial statement shows an in- I
crcase of $10,694.34, including a balance
of $2,730.82,- an-d an expenditure of $14,018 19, leaving a balance of $1,676.15.
There were present at the meeting,
council, Messrs. James Ross H B
Meredith, R. B. Angus, W. McLennail. 'kV. J. Leaernont, Rev. Dr. J. Edgar
Hill, D. A. Watt, Dr. W. Gardner,
C. J. Fleet, E. S. Clouston, A. T. 1,
Taylor, and Dr. F. J. Shepihe.rd. Men- I
bers: .1. Try-Davies, Richard White, i
Thomas Craig, C. M. Holt, Hon. 'J.
K. Ward, Lieut.-Colonel G. B. Bur- !!
lard, Alex. Mitchell, C. M. Holt,,
Forbes Angus. David Morrice, Ed. Ir- -'
win, Andrew Haile, G. F. Burnett R.
Harris, P.R.C.A., Rev. G. Abbott
Smith A. F. Riddell and R. W. S.hepheid.

REVIVES THE' - OLD CUSTOM
44/
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A dmission 2 Uents.
Reading Room open to Members
till

6 P.M.

e on

New Yeaes Day.
New Year's Day':
as usual, be
celebrated by recePtfons in the afternoon and evening. The president and
council of the Art Association has invited the member:ee the Gallery at
4 o'clock, and sonle r ypecial paintings
have been loaned f8r the occasion and
will be on exhibition. The council
have not y.et completed their list, but
among those already promised are a
figure by Sebastian del Piaanbo, which
has never yet been exhibited in Monts
real, an old woman by Rembrandt,
and tw-o examples of the work of
James Maris. The early Dutch school
will be represented by a picture of
Pieter de Hooch, and the art of
Whistler and Kera will be contrasted
by an example of each. There will
be one of Weis-senbrueh's landscapes,
work of L'Hermitte's and.

AbM•sk
0

H

RIVions to ze,1-1e1

PHILLIPS' SQUARE,

Galleries Open

The president and mem6ers Of the council of the Art Association have extended invitations to the members for a special exhibition in the gallery of the association at
4 o'clock New Year's afternoon. Among
the principal paintings are a figure by Sebastian del Piarabo. which has never yet
been exhibited in Montreal, an old woman
by Rembrandt, and two examples of the
work of James Maris. The early Dutch
school will be represented by a picture of
Pieter de Hooch, and the art of Whistler
and Kerel will be contrasted by an example
of each. There will be one of Weissenbruch's landscapes, as also fine specimens

RIS

and perhaps also fine specimens of the

ASSOCIATION,
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ciation uus held yesterday afternoon,
in the Art Gallery. Mr. James Ross
was in the chair, and in his opening
remarks regretted that the 125 per
cent. increase on t'he insurance of the
buildings, and 375 per cent. on their
contents mn-ado It impossible to have
of the work of L'Hermitte and Rossetti.
such large loan exhibitions as were
held last year. It wa.s hoped, however, not to drop them entirely. The
council
regretted to accept the resigPIC
)
nation of the secretary, MT. Robert
Most
of an eisq.Lindsay, who had served the associaat the Art -Association to-morrow were got
tion faithfUlly for ten years, and uninto position to-day, and the new secreder whose care the membership had
tary, Mr. J. Abbott, worked untiringly.
largely increased. In Mr. J. Abbott,
The works are mainly/ loaned by members
however, they had a successor who was
of the council, and while not numerous,
well k.nown to theism, and w-ho would
are important enough to make a very intake great Interest in the work. The
teresting exhibit. The complete list of.
officers were then elected for the year
painters shown are Holfbern, Rembrandt,
a:3 follows:—
Herbert, Pieter de Hrgh, Guardi, Van
Prasident—Sir William Van Horne ,
G-oyes, L'Herraitte,,Maris (two specimens),
Vice-president—Mr. E. • B. GreenRossetti (Mr. James Ros4eelebrated ex-

-

1 6 p,m.

Art Association
mONTREAL...

j TRW.

somP fifirrs.

In the annual report of 1$91 the council !

"regretted the very narrow circle of tho s e
Some impoitant canvasses were hung
interested in the • work in proportion to during Mr. Lindsay's time of office. Mr.
t he city • s population. Out of a population
Harris donated three water colors
of over 200,000 the a.sociation has only Jbhn
by E. A.' Heller. Mr. H. J. Tiffin pre500 members, and of th c se. only a cornp.Iraa "Descent from the Cross" by
tively small number take an active interest sented
H. Meyers. Barnsley's "Last Rays" was
in the work." In that year there were purchased by members. The Tempest beless than Mid hund.red family and single quest contained many valuable pictures.
tickets sold, the attendance at the exhibi- The committee purchased "The Sand
tions was small, the lectures were but Dunes of Scheveningen," by Thoku, and
poorly patronized.
of Dutch art by Pieter de
Since 1890 interest in art has grown an old specimen
For this $6,500 was paid. A
steadily and so rapidly that the Associa- Hooch.
Zugel was presented by Mr. W. R. Elmtion in less than ten years had to recognize hum
st, an Innes by Mr. James Ross. Lord
It in a most emphatic fashion. In 1899 Mount-Stephen
"Sunday in the
the Association was compelled to limit its Backwoods" bypresented
Filed. Mr. W. G. Murmembership in spite of large additions to ray gave eight pictures
by Ranger. Thomthe wall and floor space built in 1893.
son, Thoku. DeBnel,. Banffe, Van Sarst,
Bright and Monticelli: Mr. Jamese MorINCREASE IN MEMBERS.
gan, "Misty Moonlight," by Brieam FosThe Council in 1899reported that "the ter, and Mrs. James Hutton gave glx
LOAN
rapid increase in love and knowledge of pieiu- es by Re chie, Peel, Van Sehendel,
rt in our city has -been the cause of so Soloman arid Wait.
rea an influx of members to the associaIt Is intereseting to note that during
tion that the agileries have on. occasions Mr.
Lin il seersieve ship 239,000 visits
been inconveniently overcrowded,. and the we paid to the gallery.
Council have been very reluctantly compelled to limit the number.ot 'members to
800 for the present. The wall space: se,itin4 capacity at dectures, and class robins
T AZOCIATION,
40/
have all been.. taxed to their fob .extent
MONTH
daring the • past year and a' half, aid acTh An ual General Meeting of the mein'
commodatiem is 'needed to enable our art bers of this Association
be held in the
school to develop its powers for instruc- (gallery, Phillips Square. on Friday Aftertion, not only to the pupil. but to the pub- nonn, December 1:3th, t .1.30 o'clock.
11-uslness— To receive the report or time
lic, who are also .students."
Council for the ear endin g M mv 8 it, 1901
to elect officers for the ensiling year.
and
THE TEMPEST BEQUEST.
ROBERT LINDSAY, Secretary. /
In 1 893 the associatlou received its
December luth, 1901.
most important bequest. It carne at an
opportune time. 4-he legacy of money,
t.aintings and ground ULU tie by Mr.
IATION TO MEET. 1
t_senaiati Gibb in 1877' had been fully utilThVatÇxThl general meeting of the I
ized. When the will of Mr..). W. Tem•vill
pest was mid, it was found the Art As- Art Association, of Montreal,
sociation was richer by a -twenty thou- be held in the Art Gallery, Phillips 1
sand dolllar collection of paintags and square, this afternoon at 4.30 o'clock,
water colora and a revenue of $2,590 from the chief business being to receive the
a trust fund of $70,000. The revenue report of the council for the year
was designated by the terms of the be- ended May 31, 1901, and to ale c):
for the ensuing term.
quest for the purchase of pictures for
the gallery. The large augmentation of
income encouraged the association to extend its accommodation, and a $45,000
.ART ASSOCIA ION
wing was added. The newgallery was
formally opened in November of 1693 by
fr
trit:440
— /If
Lord Aberdeen, who with Lady Aberdeen
OFFICERS ELECTED A T 11 ANwas made a patron of the association.
NUAL MEETING.
THE ENDOWMENT FUND.
The annual meeting of the Art AssoThe endowment fund has increased substantially during Mr. Lindsay's secretaryciation was held yesterday afternoon,
$13,it
amounted
to
only
when
the following -officers were electship. In 1890
829, while last, year it was almost three
ed :—
President—Sir William Van Horne.
times as much, being $36,111. The levaVice-president — Mr. E. B. Greennue increased front $16,000 to almost thirassets
a
year.
The
dolars
shields.
ty thousand'
increased irom 8114,548 to $ 9 7,857, and
ITreasurer—Mr. C. J. Fleet.
Councillors for two years—Messrs. R.
in works of art the increase in value
association's
fifty thousand dollars. The
B. Angus, E. S. Clouston, Dr. Win.
collection in 1890 was valued at $56,000,
Gardner, Dr. F. .1. Shepherd, A. T. Tayand in 1900 the valuators estimated its
lor and D. A. Watt.
worth at $103,000, or almost twice as
The reports showed that the two loan

Rossetti. ‘,

Art Association
EQUARU.
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Classes will
AT CLA SSES _The
open aflithe Xmas

Holidays as follows:

',-

$0 it pi

Advanced Art Class—Fri ay, anuary 3rd,
9.39 h.int.
Painting Class—Friday, January 3 ' , 2 p,m,
Eiementary Class--Tharsday, Sannary

3.3 0 Attu
-

H4WMpo.

amples) and Weissenbouch.
The pictures will remain on view to the
general public until Thursday afternoon.
Now that the rise of insurance rates makes
extensive loan exhibitions almost impassible, this small but select codlection is one
of the best opportunities local art lovers
will get of studying pictures outside of the
permanent

ELEVEN GREAT pICTURES

441 ///io

0151Are R piresented at
Art Gallery Exhibit.
The New Year's Day reception nt
the Art Gallery this year wee made
notable by the exhibition me -eleven
picturse by great pointers.' Nearly
five hundred membere cf the association and their friends were present In
-

.

the course of the afternom, and examined the pictures, which will be on
exhibition again today.
It would seem superfluous to refer
to the details of the lives of - such great
artists as those represented by the
splendid examples of their works now
exhibited, an-d criticism of their work
would be Impertinent; but a glance at
their careers may prove of interest to

many.
Rembrandt Van Been .was born at
Leyden in the year 16H or 1607. While
quite young he abandoned his books

and began to study with one Savanenburgh, who Merely taught him how
to Use his colore and brushee, an-d
made no impression on his character.
Nor d-id his inaster at Amsterdam,
Laseman. with whom he remained only
.few months, returning to Leyden to
becoMe his own master, and one of the
greatest and most original .artistes.
Prosperity attended him, and he
married the beautiful Sa-skia, dau,ghter of an advocate; but, strangely
enough, his good fortune deserted him,
and his magnificent collection of jewels
-pictures, hangings and plate had to be
sacrificed; and the resit of his life was
spent in an obstinate tstruggle with
adversity. He never really recovered
frai-n the blow, and died in 1669, one of
the first two truly original artists
which Holland produced. Frans Hals,
the other, was a little older than
• Rembran-clt, and he also made aid
art all his own with little preliminary
teaching. These two opened that extraordinary line Which made Dutch
-art a "school" all by itself, unlike any
other in the early part of the 17th
century.
The exam-ple shown is a most characteristic and interetsting specimen of
this great master's original method of
painting; true and forceful, suited to
the expression of the sent:indent he felt,
and glowing with the well-known golden light he was so dexterous in using-

'Siinplicity too, that most difficult
attainments, is in evidence in this
fine picture.
Hams Holbein, whose "Portrait of a

Man," it exhibited, was one of the
most prolific workers of his time, and
Yet absolutely no trace can be found
Of eareless or hurried work among hie

wonderfully finished, almost polished.
works—portraits upon portraits, m- os tly
-

painted while in England, as court
painter to Henry the Eighth. Born in
Basle, In 1487, he early commenced

work under his father, and oontinued
with little tuition to paint mural and
altar work, as well au portraits, until
he left Basle In 1517, chiefly on account
of disturbances, which than occurred,
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The speieial f4,ns the exhibit of
!imong °tint's. After remaining in
and \\ 01 until
eleven loaned pietiires,' many of them being
Antwerp for sema time he returned
1527, when he went to England with
by the world's greatest artists, having been
to Thu Hague in 1871, and now lives
an introduction to Sir Thomas More.
borrowed from the owners for the occasion.
in Brussels. He first exhibited In
He obtained much work at this time,
The artists whose work was thus brought
1874 in the Salon "A View af Ambut interrupted it by a visit to Basle
within view of the public were a Remmost
the
sterdam." He is, one of
to see his wife and family, who had
brandt, Holbein's "Portrait of a Man," Gerbeen in some privation. Returning to _favorite of modern artists and his
ard Terburg's "The Portrait," a landscape
pictures are eagerly sought after. A
England in 1531, he took up his work
by an Van Goyen. a fine specimen of
fine example was exhibited. last Yeall
with undiminished energy, and later
Pieter de Hooch's work, one by Francesco
aid attracted great attention. He is
on, in 1536, wasiappointed court painter
Guardi;
two paintings by Jacob Marie;
remarkable and hardly te' be excelled
to Henry the Eighth. During this
"The Pastoral Scene, by John Henry Wesin his, rendering of cloud effects, and
appointment he executed some of his
senbruch; "Les Lavandieres du bord
hia work reveals the closest out-doom
meet magnificent work.
de la Marne." by Leon Augustin
study of nature and of the misty
After a short journey to Basle, his
Lhermitte, and Rosetti's "Girl with Passion
rolling cloud-forms alinost only to be
great and promising life was eut off
Flowers."
seen in Halite:id. Hia method is forin 1543, when he died of the plague in
Refreshments were served and the music
cible and broad, but with a degree of
London.
of an orchestra served to enliven the occafinish or ratbar of completeness in
The most notable qualities of Holsion. During the winter the Art Associahis effects which is a distinguishing
bein are well exemplified in his "Portion intends holding two or three loan exmark of hiest'wcrk.
trait of a Man," The minute, yet not
hibits. A fortnightly tea at the Gallery,
The two pictures shown are fine
labored, finish of the face, the marvelwhen
a few notable works will be shown, is
examples of his thoughtful, taatural
lous rendering of the hands, and the
also contemplated.
,exquisite flesh tints contrasted with
work, and also show hie versatility in
treatment of quite different subjects.
the sombre cloak and cap, are in the
ELEVEN GREAT PICTURES.
Thu beautiful sombre greys and the
most characteristi , 'style of this great
—
artist.
great masses of moving clouds are
Loaned to the Art Association For the
wonderfully treated in both of these
The "Portrait" - y Gerard TeiVirg,
Year
Entertainment
pf Its
New
beautiful pictures.
lays to perfeCtion
or Ter Bomb, di unassuming
and
;14„.afrept-Many Friends. 4/ / lp
the well balance
John Henry Wei.eaenbruch was a.
even treatment fot which this artist
Pupil- cf Van Hove, and afterward
A large and fashionable / gthering
is justly admired.'sBorn at Zwolle beof Shelfhout. His manner is graphic
thronged the rooms of the Art Association
tween the years 1603 and 1617, he stuand forcible; his interpretations of
between faur and seven yesterday and
died under his father, Geert Ter Borch,
nature, plain and spontaneous, the rezd at the roan collect-ion of great masFse
for a short time, bat, like other great
sult of intense love of outdoor life
s, to an acoompaniment of coon songs
and original artist; he struck out for
and study of eveiy mood' of nature.
wad classics from an orchestra in the north
himself and went to Amsterdam and
His particularly strong point is his
room, and with intervals for the discussion
Haarlem. There he felt the influence
of light refreshments. The entire south
management and concentration of
but
retained
Hals,
of the great Frans
room of the gallery was occupied by the
light ou the stretches of low lying
his own simple, straightforward, uneleven loaned pictures, thus affording amcountry or fiat, sandy beaches,. One
pretending style. Always earnest and
ple space for an appreciative study of each
of his favorite effects was that of a
painstaking, he travelled a great deal
one
without distraction from its neighbors.
deep blue expanse of sky with but
the
great
world
of
in order to see the
A great picture is a great trust. It is
small cloud drifting over it. Weissenmasters, and made a thorough study
generally felt now that the owner of such
bruch ía a contemporary of Israels
of Titian, Rembrandt and Velasquez.
work is under a moral obligation not to
Rcelofs and Dosboom, who, with him,
In 1646 he was at Munster, and bewall it up from public view forever in a
new school
a
have
created
practically
Diplomatic
Circle.
the
came painter to
room from which the ordinary art-lover
in Dutch art.
It was in 1648 while there that he
is excluded. However, if it is a duty inThe "Pastoral Scene" exhibits in a
painted the great portrait picture of
cumbent on the owner to place his pictures
marked manner the power of this artne Munster Peace Congress, now in
occasionally on public view, it is generosity
soft,
light,
tist
in
of
practically
concentration
the National Gallery. He
of a high type that makes him willing to
pellucid atmosphere, and in broad
originated the class of interior pictures
risk them in transpartation and exhibition
treatment of the great expanse of
and the painting of satin dress, so
in a public gallery uninsured. That is
beautiful
picccuntry delineated. A
much used by Miens and Metsu.
what several members of the Art Assoture, "Les Lavandieres du bord de la
Terburg died in , 1681 at Deventer,
ciatian Council did yesterday with pictures
leaving behind him works which will
Marne," is the example shown of the
that migth fetch anywhere from thirty to
never cease to captivate by their unwork of Leon Augucein Lhermitte, n
seventy-five
thousand each. It is absoluteassuming simplicity of subject, and
notable/ living French artist, who was
ly irnposisible at present rates for the assowas
perfection of treatment.
born at Mont Saint Pere. He
ciation to insure very valuable pictures.
Jan Van Goyen, born at Leyden in
a pupil of Lecoq de Botisbaudran, and
A GREAT PASTEL.
a follower of the Barbizon 'school,
1596. died at The Hague in 1656. He
I was a pupil of Esias Van de Velde whose influence is traceable in the
Decidedly the most interesting ,piçture
1616.
after
having
studied
under
about
treatment and drawing of his figures.
in -the gallery was Leon Lhermittes 'Les
various artists of no great repute. Few
Himself a peasant, as Millet was, his
lAvandieres," probably the largest and
men can be said to have surpassed
intimate knowledge of peasant life has
centainly the finest, pastel ever exhibited
nim in his quiet landscapes, painted
extremely natural
helped
him
in
the
in Montreal. A group of figures, rendered
feeling.
The
beautigreatest
srith the
delineation of that life and its work.
somewhat in the Barbizon manner,
:u1 cloud masses art rarely excelled,
This picture is one of the finesta'pasgrouped in the foreground on the ri
Ind the gilden warmth imparted to
tels that has ever been brought to
bank, in cool cloud-shadow, while the dis-"
ais work flows over the picture in soft
this side of the Atlantic. It ic certance is lit up with marvelously brilliant
oellucid tones. Nothing could be more
cf
most
striking
example
The possibilities of the delicate
tainly
sunshine.
the
rue to nature and more expressive of this great artist's werk that we have
art of pastel on a large scale have never,
his great artist's work than the landbeen better exemplified.
seeing.
'ape exhibited. He left much exqui- , had an opportunity of
La Ghirlandata, a typical Rosetti, is
Rossetti, whose "Girl with Passion
e work behind him, chiefly landwell known to Montrea 'ere. In spite of a
Flowers" is exhibited, was born in 1828,
pe.
totally impossible left wrist an-d apparentand died in 1882. He did not begin to
'eter de Hooch, one of the most orily 'dislocated cellar-bone, it is a perfect
paint seriously till 1848, and his efd artists of any country, was born
color-poem, with sensuous beauty in every
tone,
givformed
pale
in
forts
were
at
first
about
1632.
He
lotterdam
Line of the face, the strange curved harp,
works
ing no promise of the radiant color
style from a study of the Very
the masses of Rowers, above all in the
Which afterwards became his main
Fabritius and Rembrandt.
wonderful 'hair.
chavasterisic, and which is so impreslittle is known about the life of this
Next to the Ghirlandata was a Weissensive in the great picture now shown.
teat master, and 'his works were
broch,
a wide stretch of flat country, so
his
time,
but
long
Rossetti
was'
the
founder
of
the
Prefor
a
glected
worked out as to make every feature a
Raphaelite movement, so-rcafled, and a
nius prevailed in the end. The dispoint of interest, from the drifting smoke
member of the P.R.B., or Pre-Raphaelguishing feature about de Hooch
of the horizon to the cottage in the foreite Brotherhood, which had for its
his wonderful painting of sunlight.
ground,
a clever rendering of expansivemembers, among others, Hunt, Millaits,
this even Claude and Rembrandt
ness and light.
not surpass him. His painting of
o ad Woolner.
Jan Van 0-oven's landscape, extremely
in a
He at first turned his attention to
s of light across a room or
gray, quiet 'arid leisurely, was in marked
in yard, as in the magnificent specimystical
sacred
subjects,
but
abancontrast.
Van Goyen, who lived in Leyn exhibited, is marvellous. He was
doned this, and after an interval of
den, at the Hague, from 1596 to 1656, is
y fond of red in various gradations.
me!
dissatisfaction, found his present
not very well known to Montrealers, and
worked principally in Delft and
thod, which would seem to be firsit to
the exhibition of one of -his best works is
Haarlem, where he died in 1681. His
become
imtbued
with
the
sentiment
of
!
quite
an event.
work is much sought after, and but
some
passage
of
emotional
poetry,
then
An interior by Pieter de Hooch, of
of
the
few specimens are on this side
to draw in a design, and finally with
whom the gallery already pos-sesses a fine
Atlantic.
triumphant ease to fill in the outlines
specimen, was a fine example of the study
The fine example, shown of the
with
radiant
color.
of
intimate home life and the microscopic
His work, though
great
work of Francesso cGuardi, the
some of it may have been open to crirendering of detail and sharp sunlight, in
follcwer of Canales fully expresses his
ticism, as eccentric, has never been
which de Hooch was a pioneer. Next to
peculiar genius. He was born in
surpassed in two great departments of it another piece of strong detail was the
1712 and died in 71703, leaving many
the
Venetian canal scene of Francesco Guardi,
painters' faculty, imaginative sensnlenclid evidences of his skill in plcg, rather decadent 'follower of Canaletto.
timent and wealth of color.
/tiring Venice, belotved of the VeneThe east wall contained two works of
tians. Venice, thOugh declining at
Jacob Maris and the three great portraits
this period, bad not grown lees beauof the exhibition. Of lite latter space altiful, and of all things the Venetians
a lows no further description than that they
-loved to have ',minted their own beauare among the finest examples extant of
tiful buildings and) pageants plfased
Terburg, Rembrandt an td Holbein, and-that
/
them /nest. Canale was eminently a
their preseneehin Nt.on real is essentially
pointer of Venice, and painted with
• necessary to t e cl aim we can make with
atmosphere
and
for
space
a feeling
strong ah-ow of reason that this is the sec_ ,
and with a mastery that inaTte his Eleven Masterpieces Which Were und artistic city on the continent, exceed ,
later
work so characteristic. Guardi,
Loaned for the Occasion Were ed in wealth tif private g.alleriee by Niew
rri the 18th century, with the same
York alone. Both of Maris' landscapes
subject, gave it 'a more picturesque
are gems, the first for broad and rich treaton Exhibition.
treatment with art eye io what might.
ment of an imposing city and river scene,
Among the public entertainments yester- the second for a wonderfully soft and
he called instantaneous, effects, and
thus anticipated in a manner both day, the most notable, perhaps, was the misty rendering of a country bridge. The
the romantic and impressionist paint- New Year's reception at the Art Gallery. b y. painters of the exhibition Maria
liermitte, are well worthy of their
's of our cwi centuiy.
Some five hundred ladies and gentlemen an
Jacob Maris, one of three talented t9ok advantage of the invitation to tloo--1 and associates.
—
inay
hrothers, was born in The Hague in function, which was held from lour to six It is announced that the assiaitatien
ild three or four similar shows duringHe was, a pupil successively of o'clock in the afternoon.
possible
series
ine winter, with a
of fortand Van Hove,
erfus Strobel,
the yeat

A RECEPTION Jifr--/C-7.144.
AND EXHIBITION
AT ART GALLERY

. nightly teas and an occasional chamber
' concert.

GREAT PICTURE'S EXHIBITED.
At the New Year's Day reception at
the Art Gallery yesterday some five
hundred members and their ft-leads passed a very enjeya,ble afternoon. Eleven
pictures by great painters ma-de the occasion especially noteworthy, the naines
represented including tRembrandt, Bans
Holbein, Gerard Terburg (or Ter
'larch), Jan Van Goyen, Pieter de
Hooch, Franresco Guardi, James Marts
(two examples), J. H. Weissenbrucih,
Lhermitte and Rossetti. The pictures
were on exhibition again to-day. It
is understood that the Art _Association
intends to hold three or four more loan
exhibitions during the winter, and is
also contemplating fortnightly teas, (at
which one or two notable works will be
shown), an-d two or three chamber canoerts. Nothing is definitely decided,
however. The annual exhibition of th
Royal Canadian)..%p iademyi be he
4
in the spring.44,

PRS FOR ART Si7DENTS
/ p
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Gal em'Competition t Ee in the
.l'a.ntique anal From Life.
The art classes of the Art Association have resumed work. The instruction provi ,Ted forms a u' on/ pl et et
course in art, av it includes he-gin s '.
antique, life an tt painting classes, .
is suited both to those who intend
fallow an artistic career professionally
and to those who desire a knowledec
of st'z as one of the essentials of a
really liberal ed,ication, and as the
key to a great deal of the Ma/atrial .
Prizes of considerable
slide of life.
value are offered this session to the
members of the classes, asd two
scholarships of two years' free tuition_
one i the antique an--J the aliter ,
the lifesoleas, are lb be competed !,
'fbets , e are a-warded for drawing t I
memo-del, combi ned wadi the ge:n.erall
work throughout the session. The students have all the privileges
of members of the Art, Asts , osiation.
They are entitled to the use of the
readi rug rossm , a din! s si on to the loan
exhibitions, the annual spring exhibition, which will probably this year
include the Royal Canadian Academy's
and the leeltures. The quality of the
/1st r uct Ion is s I:own by th e 8.11C C.E
of pupils of these (lasses in Paris and
Some of them hic, - e gaine-4
sidon.
zes wi thin a v y few weeks
their arrival. and they have had their
piotures accepte , d for the Salon and
other 'well-known exhibitions.
Their
suecesa has certainly
been on the
average as rapid
aad as g- rear
those oho have fiAudied from the be- '
ginning- in a Paris atelier.
In 111
Art As, soctia tion classes, in fact. M-ont
real possesses a school of art whish
gives
excellent
opportunities
to
vttudents, and it is surprising that it
ts not attracted more suppor t.

At a meeting of the Council of the
Art Association, the resignation of the
president, Sir William Van Horne, and
the vice-president, Mr. E. B. Greenshields, who were elected at the annual meeting, were received and accepted. Mr. R. B. Angus was elected
president, and Dr. William Gardner
vice-president.
The change will not
affect the standing committees appointed at the annual meeting.
•
ART ASSOCIATION CONCERTS.
The date of the first Art Association
chamber concert lias been fixed for February 26, and In view of the great interest
taken lu, the concerts admission will be by
special ticket, which members must apply
for in advance. There will be two concerts this season, and the association intend-s to make them musically important
by introducing a new quartette, equal to
the best that Montreal has ever heard.
The "afternoon tea" arrangements are also
well under way. A few good pictures will
be on show at each, and there will probably be ief readings on th e an ta exemplified.
.00

Art Association
i

La

PS SQUARE

Galleries Open baily 9
a.m. to Dusk.
ADMISSION, 25 Cents
Reading Room Open to Members till 6 p.m.

s/

r
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TEA AT THE ART GALLERY.
The president and council of the
Ant Association will entertain the members at afternoon tea in the Art Gallery this afternoon, from 4 to 6 o'clock.
A prrramme Of musdi77ill be provided. /IA
wilt giy -

Intitafa.

L.

ART ASSOCIATION RIVE TEA.
council of the
The president and
Montreal Art Association, entertained
the members of the society, and their
friends, to an afternoon tea yesterday
in the Art Gallery, from 4 to 6
o'clock, a large gathering being present. Quiveron's Orchestra discoursed
music during the afternoon. The
tables were prettily decorated with
floral designs and the room presented
a most attractive appearance.
The president and council of the Art As-

sociation entertained the members at a
very enjoyable and largely attended tea
at the Art Gallery yesterday. Tea was
served in the old gallery at a number of
small tables decorated with flowering
plants. An excellent orchestra stationed
on the platform played throughout the
afternoon, Among those present were Mrs.
Campbell Nelles, the Misses Gillespie, Miss
Hall, Miss Grace Robertson, Mrs. James
Wilson, Miss A. Van Horne, Dr. Maud Abbott, Mrs. J. Burnett, Mrs. Lindsay, Miss
Lindsay, Mrs. Jamieson, Mrs. Wankiyn.
nss Angus, Miss Scott, Mrs. G. Wilkins,
Mrs. J. T. Hagar, Mrs. Gilmour, Masi. M. de
Bola, Miss Willett, the Misses Irvfin, Mrs.
John Macfarlane, Mrs. Ryde, the Misses

Fetherstonhaugh, Mrs. C. E. Gault, Miss
Ritchie, Miss Gundlack, Miss Piers, Miss
Constipe, the Misses Murray Smith, Miss

Mussen, Mrs. Hugh Glassford, Mrs. Newman, the Misses Newman, Miss E. Shorey,
Miss A. Shorey, Miss Roddick, Miss Kennedy, Miss Homer Taylor, Mrs. James
Laing, Miss Durnford, the Misses White,
Miss Ludington, Miss M. Cameron, Mrs.
Gnaedinger, Mrs. Richard Barry, Miss
Beatrice Loughran (New York), Mrs. Liddell, Mrs. Bannon Sawyer, Mrs. C. Holt,
Mrs. Everett. Mrs. N. C. Smillie, the Misses Currie, Miss Norman, -Mrs.
Nichol, Miss Ashford, Mr. E. S. Clouston,
Dr. J. Edgar Hill, Dr. Ross, Dr. Morrow,
Mr. J. Abbott, Mr. Humble, Mr. Louis
Skaife, Mr. R. Lindsay, Mr. R. Harris, Dr.
Gardner, Rev. Mr. Everett, Mr. J. Beaudry, Dr. Hovey, Mr. Angus Hooper, Mr. G.
Dunlop, Mr. C Holt, Mr. Surveyer and
many others. .5•/.,
-7e:r__ 3
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ACADEMY TO SHOW

W ORKS

Exhibit Will BHeld
Montreal March 20.

Aniu,61.

1.

in

The annual exhibition of the Canadian Royal Academy, which will be
held March 20, in the Art Association,
promises to be one of the chief spring
events.
All paintings, drawings, sculpture,
architectural designs and designs in
stained glass, must be delivered, unpacked, at the gallery, not later than
Wednesday, March 12.
The titles of pictures must be placed
on the back of each frame, with the
name and address of the artist. Varnishing day will be Thursday, March
20, and the annual opening assembly
will be held in the evening. The
council meeting of the Academy will

be held in the gallery March 21, at 10
o'clock, and the' general' assembly at
the close of the 'council meeting.
amoliNsam•n•••nn•
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OF MONTREAL
Iss re
xt,t4c4 LECTURE BY It/2/02
.

BUNKI0 MATSUKI, Bos 6n, Mass.
(

Subject :

"Japnese Flower Arrangement,"
With Illustrations

Friday Evening, Feb. 21st,
At 8.15 O'clock.

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL,
4 11 4*

R.
E
.ECWJ'a mlgi "4/87ftiL

'BUNKO MAT OKI

rj

BOSTON, MASS.
"Japaitesellower Arrangement"
with illustrations.
FRIDAY EVENING. FEB. 21st. 1902 9
At 8.15 ()Tien.
•••n
EXHIBITION.—An interesting exhit-7 ,;,
Hon of oils, pastels ana enamels by Mr. It:.
11. Eastlake, R. B. A., and Mrs. Eastlake,
will be held next week at the Art Gallery.
Mrs. Eastlake, better known as Miss Mary
A. Bell, is an old Montrealer, and has made

a name forAerself a

child life.
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LECTURE UPON,
PASSION PLAY

c6litt;anese Flowe'11172-nten'ient. A CHARMING LECTURE.
On Japanese Flower Arrangement, By
Quaint and interesting was the lecture on
t/ln r
,, __
Bunkio Matsuki, in the
"Japane,se Flower ArrangeMent, given at
'i ',.//-- GallerY• 11
the Art Gallery last evening by Mr. Buns 1H.14.4a.
liio Matsuki, now of Boston, and formerly i Last night the'ASrt Gallery w a led when
Rev. Dr. J. Edgar Hill introduced Mr. Bunof Japan. The lecturer of the evening appeared before his audience in national cos- ' kin Matsuki, of Boston, who gave a most delightful lecture on Japanese Flower Arrangetume, composed of black and gray silk garaient, which is a science teaching the beauty
ments, in cut something between a woman's
of simplicity. The lecturer, who has a charm"kimono" and a college gown. Mr. Matsuki
ing manner, speaks fluent English. He wore'
his native costume, a kimono.
is not a professional lecturer, but merely an
In beginning, the speaker gave a little,
educated gentleman from Japan, now doing
sketch of the tea ceremonies which are careI
business in the city of Boston. Ihs speech,
fully observed in Japan. Tea is drunk bY
which at times was somewhat broken to the
several friends from one cup, which Mr. Bun'unnecustorned ear, was .decidedly pleasing,
kio Matsuld considered no more strange than
and there was an ingenuousness about the
the custom of kissing among other nations.
Flower arrangement is one of the a coom.d.
matiner in, which he discussed the people
plishments learned by both men and women,'
and the customs of his native land.
and
it is taught young girls as music is In:
To the Japanese the flower means rsstly
this country. All are supposed to understand,
more than to the Anglo-Saxon. The arthe rules, and there are many teachers, some'
rangements of flowers in Japan is a portion
of them engaged in other occupations, such
as are not • usually associated with art. The
of every lady's educatiefi, much as_mtisic.is
lecturer's sister was taught by a pawnbroker.
by
no
means
here, and, indeed, the men are
"Think of it," said Mr. Hankie 'Matsuki, "a
above cultivating this art. The garctens
pawnbroker." Beautiful ideas of art and
of Japan are simple affairs compared witii
good taste are instilled early into the minds
the hothouse and conservatory of the rich
of the young by these lessons. The lecturer
spoke in a most interesting manner of the
Anglo-Saxon, indeed, such luxury is unproper way to arrange hlossoms,•eot bunched
known in Japan. At the same time the
together, but singly, or only two or three
Japanese appreciation of flowers is much
together, but these few flowera must be propmore widespread and 'general. If a man has erly arranged. In using three blossoms, all
ten thousand dollars With which to build should not be alike, or face the same way.'
himself a home—three thousand of this will A diagram on the blackboard showed the
go into the house, and seven thousand in top blossom with bead raised, the next'
farther out and half way down,,
the gardens—in Japan. Flowers are not stretching
and the lowest, a bud. This Is called Heaven,
placed squarely in the centre, but near the Human
and Earth, the Human coming beedge of the vase, in this eastern country. tween Heaven and Earth.
Again, the Japanese would not jumble a
Speaking of nasturtiums the lecturer said
lot of flowers together into an indiscrimin- they should not be compact, but loose and
graceful. A vine should never hang perfectly
ate bouquet. The Japanese is as artistic straight,
but should curl up at the end. Mornand dainty in the arrangement of his flow- ing glories are also considered very beautify'
ers and shrubs as is the Parisian belle with and graceful.
her wardrobe. The lecturer illustrated his , In arranging flowers in a Japanese house,
lecture with rapid and clever drawings upon special attention should be paid to the alcove
to the house in which hangs a panel. If the:
a blackboard.
the floral arrange-,
-
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Rev. A. W. Martin Speaks to a
Large Audience in Art
Gallery.

,

,
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inane] picture is bright,
Went should be subdued, and vice versa, It
Is a compliment to ask a young lady to arrange flowers, and impolite to refuse. A
pretty compliment to an admired young lady
is to present her with foliage only, indicating
that she herself is the flower. The sterns
should never be crossed, but straight, and
this is an important point.
The speaker said that soft water was better
for flowers than hard. In conclusion Mr.
Bunklo Matsuki said such a study meant
having taste in other matters as well, and
Inftanced the arrangement of shop windows,
pdying a compliment to the windows of

mpteaasameaomismf

LECTURE 1S INTERESTING
— 1/2-/P

Bunkio/Matsuki Talks of Japanese Flower Arrangement.
Mr. Bunkio Matsuki, of Boston, delivered .a most interesting lecture last
night before the Art Association on
, "Japanese Flower Arrangement." He
wore his national costume, a grey silk
petticoat, pleated in front, with an upper garment of black, with hanging
sleeves, not unlike a college gown.
Flower arrangement in Japan is one
of the polite accomplishments for
ladies, as music is in European countries, and a graceful compliment is to
invite the guest to arrange the flowers,
while if a lady, of whom the host is
enamoured, calls, it is well to have
only a flowerless shrub as a token that
the visitor alone is the blossom. The
custom arose partly from Buddhism,
and partly from the tea-drinking ceremony and is about 500 years old. It is
correct, he said, to ask a few intimate
friends to drink tea from one cup,"
"and if," said the lecturer, "you think
this strange, it is not more so than
your custom of kissing."
Flowers always accompany this ceremony and a most elaborate system of
rules has been formed as to their arrangement, every town having its pro-

Messrs. Morgan.

Last night an audience which filled the
•Art Gallery to the doors listened with
•reverence and deep interest while the
Rev. A. W. martin of Tacoma, Wash.,
gave a history of the world-famous Pas
sion Play at Oberammergau, 'and a dc
scription of the play as he saw it in A
gust, 1900.
Thelecture was illustrate,.
with fi ne stereoptic
on views.
It was interesting, to learn that the
highest ambition of every Child in the little village boasting 1,400 inhabitants is
to take a part at some time in the Pasaeon Play, and needless to say the grandest possibility is to be chosen by the
committee ol nineteen to be the Christus.
The parts are studied with the greatest
care, the last Christus studying "Ben
Hun" in German to understand the ideal
of the auttlior. No married woman can
ever take the part of Mary. and a romantic story was told of the last young woman taking the part, whose lover, paler
at her postponement of their marriage until after the play, to which she so long
looked forward, married another woman.
As soon as the play ended the young girl
entered a convent with a broken heart.
Mr. 'Martin began 'by describing the
quaint houses and the winding streets,
and sketched the arrival and 'housing of
tthe 4,000 visitons, who can only secure
tickets if they have lodging in the village.
The order and reverence of the large
crowd is remarkable, the spirit of the
easion being caught by the stranger fro
the people of the place.
The lecturer gave a brief history of tl
performance, which grew out of th
Church educating the people by picture,
sculpture, miracles and mysteries, pageant
and dramas, until the Passion Play Ara
originated in 1634. The 'present vers,
following the 0,ospe1 'according to
Matthew was 'arranged by the villa
priest, Rev. Joseph Daisenberger, b
1799, who died in 1888.
A nurriber of beautiful pictures of
Christ, Mary, St. John, St. Peter, J
and other characters, were shown, a
words about each of the actors. NN4all villagers, adding to the interest.
The 'theatre in which the play is
is spacious and well arranged. The
is open to allow a view of the di
hills, and nepresents the • meadow
Jerusalem, with a sight of the house
Annas and Pilate, and the streets thr
which the crowds throng. The penf
ance begins at five a.m. for the perf
ers, who meet for prayer before dre.
for the play, which commences at e
lasting eight hours, with an intermi
caf an hour and a half. The scene.:•
preceded by tableaux from the Old
merit which find a parallel in the
Filch as the expulsion from the G
the serpent in the wilderness, at
death of +Samson. The sacred at
gins with the entry into Jerusalt
ends with the Ascension. Picture
trial of Christ, the °golly in the
the crucifixion and resurrectioi
shown, end it was easy to believe
turer that the presentation of the
Play, given with reverence and 4ilemnit
by people who have lost themselves
their parts, produces on the spectator
deep timpressaon.
Rev. D. J. Edgar Hill was chairman.
and introduced the lecturer as a foi-nier
Montrealer.
;
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The Passion Play: Oberam ergau.
With Stereopticon Views.
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At 8.15 O'clock.
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"The Passion Play: Oberammergau"
is the subject of a lecture to be delivered - at 8.15 o'clock this evening in
the Art Gallery, Phillips square, by
Rev. A. W. Martin, M.A., of Tacoma,
Wash. The chief points in the lecture
' will be illustrated by stereopticon
I views. Mr. Martin is personally farniliar with his subject, and the lecture
should he one of the best of the course
\

fessors of the art. His own sister was

taught by a pawnshop keeper, who instructed her in such matters as the
following: If three flowers are to be
used their blossoms should be of unequal lengths, the highest being called
"Heaven," the next one the "Human
Being," and the shortest, to be placed
on the other side of the tall one,
"Earth." "Earth" must look up to the
"Human Being" and the "Human Being" to "Heaven." "Earth" should be
a bud, while the other two should be
In different stages of bloom. Leaves
always must be used and the natural
tendency of the flowers attended to.
Thus the nasturtium should be allowed to droop; flowers of different sorts
should never be clumped together in a
bouquet, and any hanging tendril
should be gracefuly turned upwards at
the end.
The lecture was illustrated by clever
rapid sketches on the blackboard, and
Mr. Matsuki gave a few practical suggestions as to the care of flowers. He
Said rain water should be always used
in prefernce to river or well water,
and the blooms will last much longer
if the end of their stems be burnt,
with sulphur especially.

The Oberammer

1-

assion Flay.

A most interesting il ustrated lecture
on the Oberammergau Passion Play was

delivered in the Art Gallery last night by
the Rev. A. W. Martin, of Tacoma, Mich.
The speaker reviewed at length the causes
which led up to the portrayal at certain
regular periods by the pious peasant folk
of Oberammergau of the leading incidents
connected with the life and sufferings of
Christ.
The play as last presented, the lecturer
said, was written by the Rev. Joseph
Daisenberger, until 1888 the cure of the lit-

tle village of Oberammergau. It was singularly well written. the Bible narrative,
as found in the Gospels, being well adhered to; and, as a rule, faittifully followed.
The lecturer then went on to describe the
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play, and the manner of its performance.
The theatre wherein the presentations
take place, with its magnificent background of mountain scenery was referred
to at length, some excellent views being
shown of the appointments of the stage
and platform, etc. Each of the seventeen
scenes connected with tile play were described In a minute manner, and the audience thereby secured a good idea of the
remarkable character of the play.
During the evening the lecturer illustrated his remarks by stereopticon views
of the principal incidents and characters
connected with the play.

-

••/- EXIIIBIT AT ART GALLERY.
An interesting exhibition of oils,
pastels and enamels by Mr. C. H.
Eastlake, R. B. A., and Mrs. Eastlake,
will be held next week at the Art
Gallery. Mrs. Eastlake is an old Montrealer, and better known as Miss
Mary A. Bell, and has made a name
for herylf as ainter off D teh child
life. Asoss,

ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTRE
lal ilyrif 'CLIPS squARE.

'Au EXIIMITION
OILS, PASTELS and EN
will be held at the ART GALLERY Ir
LAKE, R,B.A., and M.A. MUM, tiv`

from Tuesday, March 4th, to Saler'
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CONCERT.—The first of the'

rLECTURE ON PASSION PLAY ART GALLERY EXHIBIT
1.7/1.1P2_
)ky 4.4
A CREDIT TOA, TISTS
Rev'.4\dr. Martin Spleak Before
the Art Association.
—
Rev. A. W. ' Martin, of Tacoma,
WaSh., delivered an exhaustive lecture
' on the Oberam.mergau Passion Play
last night before the Art Association.
He described the surroundings of the
village with its winding streets and
frescos houses, and spoke of the
wonderful orderliness of the four
thousand visitors who poured in for
two nights to witness the plaYi .
The lecturer then sketched the history of the performance. The church,
in order to educate the illiterate peasants, resorted to sculpture,paintings, processions, and finally dramas.
The Oberammergau play was writ-'1
ten by Rev. Joseph Daisenberger, the
village cure till 1888, and is singularly
faithful to the narrative 'and text of
St. Mathew, and the decennial performances were instituted in 1634.
The theatre, built in 1890, is open
behind the stage, showing the mountains beyond. In front is a platform
representing the Meadows before
Jerusalem, on one side of which is
the house of Annias, ort4 the other the
house of Pilate, with 'gates opening
: into the streets of the 6ity on each
side of the real stage' where the performance goes on. A number of views
of Anthon Lang, the Ofiristus, Joseph
Meyer, the former CIITIStus, and other
, characters were shOgyn. •
_ Tire- lecturer then' ,/described the
seventeen scenes, eA2it of which is
preceded by a tablaaA rrom a parallel
passage in the Old 'Te*ment, and a
chorus. The story Of the Passion begins with the entry into Jerusalem,
and ends with the Ascension and the
whole is performed with, a reverential
dignity and sympathy that produced
the profoundest impression on all who
I ow it.
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s(nd Mrs. Eastlak.e liow Excollent Pictures and Pastels
and Work in Enamels.

Pictures, pastels and enamels, by
Mr. Charles H. Eastlake, R.B.A., and
Mrs. Eastlake, better known in Montreal as Miss M. A. Bell, were shown
last evening at a private view at the
Art Gallery, where the exhibition will
be open to the public during the week.
The enamels, designed by Mrs. Eastlake, and carried out by Mr. Eastlake,
attracted a great deal of attention.
They are worked in Limoges enamel
on gold, silver and copper, and have
an excellent decorative effect. Thus
a beaten copper bowl as translucent
enamel ornaments or a pendant and
• necklet nave curious devices worked
on them in the same medium. There
Is a transparency about the coloring
that produces beautiful and unusual
effects and is particularly suited to
mediaeval designs, such as the "Hail
Mary," No. 7, in the catalogue.
Mrs. Eastlake's pastels have an atmosphere peculiarly their own. They
deal in the main with
the quaint
scenes of Dutch life and especially the
doings of the junior part of the population.
They are bold and original
and have a great decorative value; as
for
example,
the
pre-Raphaelite
"Head," No. 32. The light and
shades are very skilfully treated. In
No. 5, "Winter Afternoons," blue shadows of trees strike across the snow
in the foreground and in No. 14, "In
the Orchard," the effect of sunlight
on the hair is original and clever. Perhaps this is even more marked in the
Picardy Saints' Day, No. 36, in which
the transparent veils make the problem more difficult, and in No. 9, a
"Dutch Girl," the fabric of her headdress is very daintily rendered. Breeziness and life marks a good many of
these studies, as in No. 27, "Brother
and Sister," while a beautifully tender
/ ONTREAL expression is on the face of "The
hin -p
Young Mother," No. 16. One of the
best in the exhibition is "Along the
Canal," in which quaintness and decorativeness are happily blended.
Mr. Eastlake shows several small
impressionistic sketches in- oils after
ill be held at the ART GALLERY, by
the French school, as well as several
II. Eastlake, R.B.A., and M. A. Bell,
important paintings. His "Dutch
Fishing Boats," is vigorously executed
s. Eastlake), from Monday, the 3rd.
and the reflection -in the sandy pools
2ch to Saturday. the 8th March.
of the red and brown sails flapping in
the breeze is excellently represented.
A Normandy Hillside has a beautiful
• '8:xhibition at Art Galler
soft haze over it, while the restful
Art Gallery last evening t e pubfeeling of "Autumn," No. 3, is remarkits first opportunity of seeing the
able.
astels and enamels by Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Eastlake also exhibits a large
Eastlake. Mary A. Bell, now Mrs.
oil "Annunciation." Its tone is quiet
Ike bears an enviable reputation as
soft and the picture is full of
and
List in Montreal, her former work bedeep religious feeling
.
The Virgin sits
uch admired whenever exhibited.
with a face full of adoration and awe,
vork now exhibited is along new lines
are
while an angel is dimly seen speaking
great extent. The enamels which
his message into her ear.
led by Mrs. Eastlake and carried out
IIMINn111Man
r. Eastlake attracted much favorable
IAin
AMIINInn••••11
worked
Lent. The pieces are
s enamel on gold, silver and copper,
lave an excellent decorative effect.
FIRST CONCERTA S:CPESS
a beaten copper bowl, enamel ornaor a pendant and necklet have cur—3 /fr.t.
same
in
the
vices worked on them
Loin.rt Association trtertains
There is a transparency about
wring that produces beautiful and
at the Art Gallery.
effects and particularly suited to
il designs.
are a large number of pastels exThe first chamber concert under the
the subjects being chiefly child
auspices of the Art Association, of
iolland, and they indicate clearly
Montreal,
was given last night at the
s. Eastlake made the most of her
Art Gallery, in Phillips Square, and
ilties while abroad. The work is
proved most enjoyable in every re,lo.bold and original, and grows upon
spect. There was a large attendance
ne. 7...e light effects in different pastels
and the audience was appreciative and
;re distinctly clever.
liberally applauded the various numMr. Eastlake exhibits several oils of the
mpressionist type, and Mrs. Eastlake exbers. The singing of Mrs. George S.
hibits one large oil, "The Annunciation."
Cantlie, nias excellent, including
"Sans Toi," of D'Hardclot, and "But'0099J,CHAMBER CONCÈR,T.„
terflies," of Corbett. She was prewith a bouquet of beautiful
Last nit thechanaer coneett sented
flowers.
Mr. Emiliano Renaud
given under the auspices of the Art Assorendered
Liszt's Polonaise, No. 2, on
ciation took place in the Gallery, Phillips
Square and was attended by a number of the piano and his performance was
pleasing. A sonata for violoncello
the members. The concert was most enjoy•
able; the several numbers being received and piano, Op. 32, Saint-Saens, by
with hearty applause: Mrs. George Cantlie, ; by Messrs. J. B. Dubois, and E. Lavigne, was a ohartning number. A
who sang so charmingly at the Victorian
Order Conversazione,•was heard to great. quartette, No. 17, in C major, Mozart,
by Messrs. Deseve, Dubois, Taranto
adA antage in "liane Toi" Dr. Hardlot and
and Zimmerman was rendered with
Corbett's "Butterflies." A beautiful bongreat spirit and feeling and was innet was presented et the end of the song.
Emillano Renaud, gave Liszt's Polondeed an excellent number.

pees of the Art Association was held last
night at the Art Gallery, proving an enjoyable entertainment, which was listened
to by a large audience. Mrs. Geo. Cantile
sang "Sans Toi," of D'Hardclot, and Corbelt's - .buiterilies." Mr. Emiliano Renaud rendered Liszt's Polonaise, No. 2, on
the piano. A sonata for violoncello and piano, Op. 32, Saint-Saens, by Messrs. J. B.
Dubois and E. Lavigne, was an excellent
number. A quartette, No. 17, in C major,
Mozart, by Messrs. Deseve, Dubois, Taranto and Zimmerrap.an,was,7n,ered with
spirit and feeling.4—
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,• No. 2, on the piano and his perform.
was pleasing. A sonata for violonand piano, Op. 32, Saint-Se.ens, by
.13. Dubois, and E.Lavigne,
charming number. A quartette,
n C major, Mozart, by Messrs. De.
bois, Taranto and Zimmerman
with great spirit and feeling.
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ANTED — MODEL (MAN) 40/11. ART
class. Apply at Art Gallery, 23 Phillips
square, Monday, March 10th, at 9 a.m.
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The Galleries are Closed, prepa atory
to the opening of the Royal Canadiau
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MANY ATTENDED PRIVATE VIEW
An Improvement This Year in Number and Quality of the Works
Shown.

Academy Exhibition.
Works intended for exhibition
be delivered at the Galleries not latex
than Wednesday, March 12th.

rt Association

The twenty-third exhibit of the Royal
Canadian Academy was opened at the Art
Gallery last evening with a private view,
which was entirely successful from • more
than one standpoint.
First and most important, the present
exhibition is not only one of the largest
ever held by the Royal Canadian Academy,
but it is also in many respects one of the
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The galleries are closed urepa7tory to
YAlt.../aill4. 10 3 All..
the
opening of
ROYAL CANADIAN
ACADEMY EXHIBITION
Works intended for exhibition must be
delivered at the Galleries not later than
Wednesday, March 12th. \QP

best. There is an evenness about the whole
exhibit this year which is exceptional.
There are fewer paintings, perhaps, to attract attention at the expense of all others
than in years past. At the same time the

SECOND CHAMBER CONCERT.
The second chamber concert of the
Art Association will be held the first
week in April. It is also hoped a
loan exhibition will be held towards
the middle of that month, which has
had to be postponed on account of
the Royal Canadian cademy's exhi/3
bition.
EXHIBIT AT ART GALLERY: 1‘
The annual exhibition of the Royal
Canadian Academy will be held at the
Art Gallery, opening to the public
March 21, for a fortnight. The private view for those invited by the
Academy will be the evening before.
A large number of important works
have been already sent from all parts
of Canada, and will be passed upon
by the hanging committee in a day
or two. It promises to be one of the
best exhibitions of recent years, and
the standard attain-as to be
a high one."r-•

general standard shows a decided
itm ent. So large is the entry list that the
ommittee found it necessary to utilize
b oth sides of the gallery as well as the
small apartment which is located between
the two. The water colours, pastels, pen

and' inks,crayons, miniatures and architectural designs occupy that portion of the
gallery ordinarily reserved for the Art Association pictures, while to the oils is deotecl the remainder of the wall space,
both in the remaining gallery and in the
small apartment between. This gives the
water colour painter a better opportunity,
for up to the present, pictures of this nature have been stowed away, tier on tier
in the small room, until it Was utterly impossible to obtain even an idea of the relative merits or true value of the exhibit.
FUNCTION WAS A SUCCESS.

Of the ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY
will open with a Private View for Members

Last evening's function was an unqualified
success, the gallery being thronged from
early until late. Quivron's orcheRtra played in the old gallery, and during the evening reffeshments were served in the large
class room. In style and subject there is
great diversification in the oils, indeed it
would be hard to say which painting attracted the most attention \ last evening.
, In a prominent place hangs Mr. William
Hope's "Eastpost, Maine." . This landscape,

At 8
Thursday EVe'g, March 20th,oak.
0' 1

No. 91, showing Eastport from the water,
aims at a light effect which is worked out
in an exceedingly clever manner. It is to
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Annual Exhibi ion
and Exhibitors on

all intents and purposes a picture of sky
and water; in effect, sombre and subdued.
Mr. Hope has four one on exhibit, but No.
94, which by the way has been sold to Sir
Thomas Shaughnessy, is unquestionably the
best.

ilti-A41.; Tr ART

't °morrow is Varnishing Day for the
exhibition of the twenty-third Royal
Canadian Academy exhibition, at the
Art Gallery, and the hanging comCANVAS ATTRACTED MUCH ATTENmittee is wearing itself old with the
attempt to find the best lights, for all
TION.
the pictures and prevent any of them
"Bathers at Capri, Italy," No.'21, by W.
killing any other. Two hundred and •
Blair Bruce, is an alnbitious canvas winch
fifty works will in all be exhibited,
attracted no little attention last evening. It
and the standard of merit promises
is about 4x7 and shows three nude figures
to be a high - one. The private view
in the surf. There is plenty of 'colour in
n- ill take place tomorrow night.
\\K the waves and sky. The sand is wet and

ROYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY
23rd Annual Exhibition.
In the Galleries of the ART ASSOCIATION,

A kA dteryhillips Square..//

Wdaily,
lpevenings
-

day

9 a.m. to
8 to 10.

9

6 pan. Monday sail

Admission, - 25 cts.
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ROYAL CANADIAN

Pi4i4CADEMY,1/24,"
23rd AnnuaI Exhibition
In the Galleries of the Art Association,
Phillips Square.
OPEN DAILY, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday and Thursday Evenings, 8 to 10.
ADMISSION, 25e.
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the figures artistically treated. The canvas,
by a Hamiltonian, took a gold medal at
the Pan-American exposition.
The landscapes by Mr. E. Dyonnet, R. C.
A,. five in number, are certainly among the
best from the brush of this gifted Canadian
artist, and, while neither large nor ornate,
exhibit rare talent. No. 49 is "The Mountain Road," a winter night effect with the
city in the distance.
Mr. James L. Graham exhibits three
landscapes, No. 78 "Carting to the Village,"
receiving a great amount of attention, particularly from the artists themselves. This
is a small canvas showing two horses, two
carts and two men. The men axe moving
and so are the horses. There is life in
every figure.
F. W. Hutchison, who is certainly a
young artist of unusual promise,. contributes four specimens of his work, "Brittany Woman," "March Landscape," "Moonrise" and a marine. Another Montreal
painter who contributes work which received favourable cemment is E. F. Boyd.
He exhibits two numbers "Snow," and "A

Garden."

THE PORTRAITURE SECTION.
The contributors to portraiture are many
at the present exhibit, there being no less

than twenty pictures; nine artists being represented. Mr. Robert Harris, the president of the Academy. has four on the walla,
a portrait of Mrs. W. W. Watson, one of
Mrs. G. W. Stephens. a mother and daughter, and a picture of Mr. G. M. Kinghorn,
Mr. E. Dyonnet, contributes a portrait of
Mr. C. E. L. Porteous which for tone, colour and #neral modelling attracts • a great
deal of attention. The work is certainly
among the best. Florence Carlyle, A. R.
C. A., exhibits two portraits, Edwin S.
Carlyle and Mrs. Ernest Smith. This artist's work is vigorous and striking. Mr.
Bell-Smith, R. C. A., in No. 10, tin original
sketch of Queen Victoria, from life, has
an exceedingly interesting picture. This
painting, which was done from life, in 1897,
is an excellent example of this well-known.
artist's work, and will attract great attention wherever shown. Mr. Bell-Smith has
also five other canvases on the walls.
Mr. J. Colin Forbes has two portraits,
one of Mr. John Murphy, and the other
a likeness of Miss Baumgarten. J. C. Fran-

chers also contributes two, one of Hon.
Judge Mathieu, and the other of Hon. Senator Dandurand. Mr. A. D. Patterson has
three, of Mr. E. D. Armour, K. C., Mrs.
Frederick :Nicholls and Sir Oliver Mowat

J. W. L. Foster contributes two, W.
Cruikshank one, and J. St. Charles, three.
THE WATER COLOUR
Among the water colours are many showing unusual talent, in fact, the exhibit this
year is particularly strong. One of the best
is No. 182, by A. K. Brown, A.R.S.A.,
"Ludlow, England." Another excellent one
by the same artist is No..183, "Shrewsbury,
England." William Brymner, RUA.,
four striking habitant figures worktributes four
ed out on a perfectly white ground, while
W. St. Thomas Smith's Nos. 237 and 238
are both spirited pictures which would attract attention anywhere. Mr. Brymner's
four studies of the habitant were all sold
last evening. Mr. H. M. Clark, a young
English artist, who has but lately come
Out to Canada.exhibits No. 190,"Cemaes Bay,
Anglesea." This picture has merit. Mr.
R. G. Mathews contributes four portraits
in chalk, all of which attracted a good
deal of attention last evening. One, a picture of Mrs. Patrick Campbell, as the
notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith, was sold last
evening to a prominent banker.
No. 281, "The Lady and the Dragon," by
S. Kirkland Tully, is a pastel of unusual
qualities; indeed, it is one of the finest
things in the exhibit.
The contributors in the line of sculpture
include examples by Dr. R. Tait-Mackenzie, Florence Emily Ward and John A.
Wilson. Dr. Mackenzie exhibits "The
Sprinter," and, as a keen critic remarked
yesterday afternoon, "the man is prepared
to run for his life."
There are five contributors in the mi niature department, among them being Elizabeth A. Caldwell with five, Edith Hemming with two, Fanny G. Plimsoll, three;
Mary E. Wrinch, five, and Marc Antigna,
a group of eight miniatutes under one num-
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ber.
Architectural work is also well represented, there being fifteen exhibits by eight

individuals or firms.
The exhibit will be open to the public
until April 12.
THOSE WHO WERE PRESENT.

Among the many wearers of handsome
, gowns were: Lady Shaughnessy in embroidered black chiffon over -White silk; Mrs.
barnuel Finley, gray satin brocade, trimmed with white lace; Mrs. Louis Sutherland, black with trimming of pale blue
chiffon; Mrs. E. B. Greenshields, black sequined net with white lace on the bodice;
Mrs. F. Stephen, gray satin brocade; Miss
• Stephen, red satin; Miss S. Stephen, white
,

satin with garniture of white roses; :Miss

Roddick, black satin and lace; Mrs. Campbell Nelles, black crepe de chine with cream
lace applique, and rose velvet; Miss Came'
rom, cream crepe de chine; Miss Grace Robertson, princess gown of white lace over
white silk; Miss A. Van Horne, black lace
! over black, with jet sequin trimming; Mrs.,
' 11. R. Ives, silver pallletted net over white
! silk; Miss Homer Taylor, pale blue silk
'. with insertion of white lace; Mrs. :Frank
Boller, yellow satin brocade with trimming
of white lace; Mrs. S. Coulson, gown .of
tucked pink silk; Miss Nora Piers, black
lase over black; Mrs. David Burke, black
with touches of white; Miss Isobel Burke,.
in black; Dr. Maud Abbott, black silk and
lace with pink roses; Mrs. R. :Harris,
black satin and lace; Mrs. -James A.

Wright, gray silk trimmed with lace;
jas Ha:nnaford, in black; Miss F. Wil- , rose silk and chiffon, trimmed with
roidery; Mrs. Dunton, black lace over
te silk; Miss M. Baker, black lace over
h; Miss Hale, white gown with garniture of pink roses; Miss Brotherhood,
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The exhibition this year will bear
The present exhibition', as we commented yesterday, is the very best we have
competition with any of its predecespicseen here. There have been individual
sors, and an improvement in the- gentures as good, some artists, including noeral standard is apparent. There is
table names, have been even better repmore serious work, and the pictures
resented, but the general average has
never been so high. The composition of
seem more distinctly the production
suffered
litthe Hanging Committee has
of professional artists than interested
tle change for years past, and the presamateurs. In number, too, there is
comthat
the
proves
ent high average
an improvement. One side of the
mittee was less lacking in taste than in
gallery has for the first time been
material. In the past, as in the presgiven up to the water-colors, and the
ent, it was necessary to strike an averarchitectural designs and miniatures
age to get any exhibition at all, and the
are also displayed in this room. The
fact thatthis year it has been possible
light
Is far brighter than in the litto eliminate so much poor work proves
tle middle room, and there is consein the most convincing fashion that Cacade; Mrs. A. T. Taylor, black sequined
quently a much better opportunity to
art is on the up grade. We iir.
gown with pink roses; Misa Ritchie, black nadian
'see Item.
rive at this conclusion with much gratia.
lace and black silk; Miss S. Sutherland,
The pictures are as diversified in
cation, because it has been necessary in
black with touches of pale blue; Miss Ada
style as In subject. The 'serious
the past to be sharply critical. No task
Lindsay, white silk With garniture of white
purpose
of the English school and the
could be more ungrateful than to slate
flowers; Miss Murray Smith, white silk;
cleverness of the French are both exsuch a gentle calling as that of the paintof
Archibald,
black
with
touches
Mrs. S.
emplified, impressionistic studies and
er, or rather the results produced by one
pink; Mies E. Peverley, white mousseline following it. No one knowing the nights
carefully finished paintings are side by
ameblack
and
Ludington,
study,
in
and lace; Miss
side, and the romantic subject is reand days that have been spent
thyst brocade; Miss Arrostrong„ pale blue even to produce the poorest work, the
presented as well as the decorative design.
and black gown; Miss Edith Atwater, pale labor, 'the devotion, the self-sacrifice
even, that is represented in the producgreen mousseline de Soie; Mrs. Liddell,
PORTRAIT PAINTERS LUCKY.
black silk grenadine over black; Miss tion of any Canadian work of art, can
The portrait painters have claimed ,t
help feeling a twinge, almost of remorse,
Eglauch, in black and yellow; Mrs. Grimpronounce the refair amount of the space, though not
ger, gray and white gown; Miss Cramp, in when it is necessary tohopeless.
The last
as much as has sometimes fallen to
sult as trivial, had or
black with touches of white; Miss Gardner,
it often in
their share Two schools are repreblack lace over rose silk; Miss Kate Camps. verdict is terrible, because
hard
slap
only
insented in the work of the president,
eludes a tragedy. A
bell, in black and white.
it,
vigorates
youth,
which
has
all
before
Mr. R. Harris, and Miss Carlyle, A. R.
Those who received invitations to be pretime of life 'This will not
C. A. The delicate sentiment of the
sent included: Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Angus, but at a certain
of
diagnosis
the
sir,'
is
dear
all,
do
at
former
is contrasted with bold clevW.
Nelles,
and Miss Angus, Mr. Frank
an incurable malady. And the worst of
erness of the latter. In No. 87,
Mr. G. B. Cramp and Mies Cramp, Lieut.- it is that the impossible painters are
"Mother and Daughter," Mr. Harris
Col. and Mrs. J. H. Burland, Mr. and Mrs.
very often the best of good fellows, who
gives an expression of sweetness and
E. P. Hannaford, Miss Hannaford, Mr. and follow art in spite of all vicissitudes, and
grace
and seems to pay the greatest
Cstp
Mrs. A. D. McTier, Professor S. H. Judge
who learn never, or too late, that he is
attention to bringing out the charper, Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Campbell,
mistress
that
will
never
smile
upon
a
acter of his sitters, while Miss C,arMathieu , Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Mathieu, Mr. them. We have marked such cataslyle is content to catch the main feaHiam, trophes in this city over and over again.
and Mrs. C. R. Homer, Mr. George
ture of hem subjects with
Mr. and Mrs. F. May, Mr. and Mrs. Hodg- It is the 'heart sick for hopes that are
mum of effect in each villikusinalixnieson, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Robinson, Dr. and forever and ever deferred. The dealing
She
seem'S imbued with the spirit of
Mrs. A. D. Blockader, Miss Blackadér, with such people is a difficult problem,
Sargent and we ts it with great skill.
Mr.
Lieut.-Col. and Mrs. F. Minden Cole,Mrs. if one has only a grain of human sympa.
In No. 91, "The Threshold," she has
thy. There came to town only some two
and Mrs. Eugene Lafleur, Mr. and
carried out the same idea to rather
Robert Lindsay, Miss Lindsay, Rev. Frill- OT three years ago an Italian with a
greater
detail, and the portrait of Mrs.
cipal and Mrs. MaciVcar, Mr. and waggon load of pictures which he had
'Ernest Smith, while having a splenAmerBev.
G.
of
South
republics
in
the
painted
Miss
Lilley,
Mrs. E. A. Lilley,
-did air of life, might puzzle a scienMrs. L. ica. Frankly, they were rubbish, but
and Mrs. Abbott-Smith, Mr. and
tist in its anatomy. An interesting
he was such an adorable fellow and so
O. Armstrong, Miss Armstrong, Mr. and persuaded that he was a great painter
picture from every point of view is a
Mrs. S. Carsley, Mr. and Mrs. S. Carsley,
small portrait of Queen Victoria
Miss that it would have been almost, if not
Mr. and Mrs. Alex. Ramsay, and
sketched
from life in 1897, by Mr. F.
nuite, murder to try to disillusion him.
Ramsay, :Mrs. Evans, the Misses Evans, So the critic, who had spent a most pleaM. Bell-Smith, R. C., A., and Is the
Trenhohne,
.
Mrs.
Mr. Justice and
only example of that artist's work in
Mr. sant afternoon with him, finding him
Mr. W. J. Learmont, Miss Learmont,
that time. Mr. Colin Forbes, R. C.
G. mistaken in scarcely anything except the
and Mrs. J. Colin Forbes, Dr. W.and value of his own work. and who had ndt
A., has bent two portraits that are
Throsby, Dr. R. Tait McKenzie, Mr.
rather hard in tone and among others
the courage to tell him frankly that he
Mrs. S. Finley, Mr. S. A. Finley, Dr. H. D. had made a mistake in his calling, set
are Mr. Wickenden's Mrs. George
Mrs.
R.
C.
Holden,•
and
Hamilton, Mr.
to work to write up a pleasing account of
Fairchild, jr., Lieuten ant-Gocernor
Prof. and Mrs. Scrimger, Dr: T. G. Rod- his adventures, and left any appreciation
Jette, and Hon. L. Gouin, by Mr. J.
dick, M.P., the Misses Roddick, Mr. and of his pictures severely alone. When
St. Charles, A. R. C. A., and Judge
Mrs. Frank Stephen, the Misses Stephen,. they next met he anticipated the paintMathieu,
and Senator Dandurand, by
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Sclater, Dr. F. Fry, er's reproaches, but instead, to his as.'
Mr. J. C. Franchere.
Mr. E. S. Clouston, Rev. Principal and. tonishment, the artist displayed a catas7i
Genre pictures, perhaps, take up
Mrs. Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick and logue of an auctson sale of his works,
less space than migat be, expected.
Miss Bacon, Mr. and Mrs. Shorey and Miss and prefacing it was the writing of the:
Mr. W. Blair Bruce's "Bathers at
Shorey, Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Wickendem newspaper man, word for word. ,ITie
Capri," is one of the most prominent,
Mr. L. P. Thompson, Miss Grace Robert- artist displayed it with pride, and the
and was awarded a gold medal at the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Turnbull,
Mr.
writer
has
been
wondering
ever
since.
son,
Pan-American Exhibition. It reprearid Mrs. H. E. Suckling, Mr. and Mrs. E, The incident shows that even the newssents thre.e..nude .fensale figures sportpaper critic has his difficulties, and, perW. Onaedinger, Mr. Angus Hooper, Dr. an
ing on the Sea-shore. The coloring
Mrs. Hovey, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Binks, Mr.: haps, even more than that, that there
is bright and vivid, as the surf break.s
and Mrs. T. Hagar, Miss Hagar, Mr. and are few so poignant tragedies in life as to
in the sunlight, and the golden-red
Baldwin,
Dr.
pursue
without
knowing
it
until
too
late
Rev.
Day
Mrs. W. C. Lyman,
hair of one of the women stands out
Lafleur, Prof. P. T. Lafleur, Mrs. and Miss 1 all art for which one is entirely unfitted.
boldly. The wet sand is well treated
Battersby,. Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Ives, Mr. The application might easily be applied
and the figures are full of animation.
and Mrs . Wanklyn, Miss Watts, the Misses from the general to the specific instance
A
panel of Mr. W. Cruickshank, R.C.
Dow, Mr. Justice and Mrs. Hall, the Misses .1 even in the present exhibition, if it were
A., of a nymph and dolphin has a
Hall, Mr. R. B. Gilmour, Mr. and Mrs. K.'•;1 not that those in authority prove that
fine decorative effect, while Mrs. Eastit. 'There are, however,
Campbell. Mr. D. A. Macpherson, Madame I they recognize
lake has sent an excellent example of
of some of our older painters that
Cornu, Mrs. J. Faine Dr. and Mrs. Ori• faults
her work, "The Enchanted Wood."
ought not to be allowed to pass, because
Mr. and Mrs, D. Burke, Miss Burke, Mr. they have some knowledge of their trade
Mr. R. J. Wickenden has produced a
M. Burke, Miss Darragh, Mrs. Beard, the and some poetry in their dispositions, and
fine effect of restfulness in his "Sleep
Misses Beard, the Misses Hunter, Mr. and yet they still persist in doing over again,
Poppy-Crowned,", while Mr. F. A.
Mrs. Currie, the Misses Currie, Mrs. Nolan ad nausea,rn, the things that were well
Verner, A. R. C. A., exhibits a chardeLisle, Mr. and Mrs. Musser', the Misses enough when they did them first.
acteristie picture of buffalo, pawing
Mussen, Mr. and Mrs. Grant Macintosh, L
I'the snow-clad ground. Mr. Brymner,
_
Mr. W. J. Maxwell, Mr. Homer Taylor, the
R. C. A., sends an admirable study
Misses Homer Taylor. Mr. and Mrs. James
of the h, ead of an old woman withered
McGregor, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Turpin.
with years of toil, and another
Mr. Bethune, the Misses Bethune. Mr. and The loyal Canadian4Oactemy weather-beaten schooner captain. of a
Miss
Mrs. Hebden, Mr. and Mrs. W. Hope, Mr.
Laura Mu.ntz, A. R. C. A., has in "Inand Mrs. W. Agnew, Miss Agnew, and
spiration," and "The Little Scribe,"
ives Friends First View.
many others.
two pictures remarkable for their
Pictures on Exhibition This Year color effects and delicacy.
Seem More Distinctly the ProLANDSCAPES NOT LACKING.
ART EXHIBITION
The landscapes cover the Dominion
duction of Professional
—
from east to west, as well
The Private View
a Bril.
as many other lands. The subjtets
Artists.
are very diverse and many of them
liant Event.
Th, tacitly-third annual exhibition
will repay examination. Mr. W.
Hope, A. R. C. A., shows a considerable
of the Royal Canadian Academy, was
advance
The private view in the Art Gallery
opened last night
with a private "Eastport,on his previous work. His
Maine," is beautifully soft
laet evening was a brilliant event. The
view
to
exhibi- in tone, and shows the town in
the
members,
galleries were thronged for three or four
deer
tors and their friends.
The rooms shadow, with the sun rising behind
hours, and the .groups of ladies in handHe
some evening gowns, set off by the con- of the Art Gallery were thronged till
also has two small pictures with
Oonstable-like effect. Another picventional 'black of the gentlemen, movmidnight by those who came to see
ture that is likely to attract attention
ing before the piinturedined walls made
their own or their friends' pictures.
is "Sunrise in the Bay of Fundy," by
a beautiful and animated scene. The
Mr. John Hammond, R. C. A., a fine,
oil-paintings i.n the new gallery drew
Whether their attention was not disperhaps the largest CTO Irds, although
tracted to other matters before long soft morning mist is just being dispersed by the sun, and the effect is
the water-colors an i mirniakures claimMr.
W.
ed large nuarbees of admiring spestato:s. is another story, but at any rate with excellent.
Brymner's
.orciheastra in Abe old gallery furnish- Quivron's orchestra playing in the "Thunder Cloud" is a ftne study of
ed music, anti one of the oless rooms
old gallery, they spent a pleasant cumulus clouds Working up on a summer day,
and there are the usual
had been converted into a refreshment
evening. Refreshments were served
s-.'enee from the Rockies. The effect
in
inrwo

black gown wiLJ., of reel; Mrs. Mathieu, black lace over white silk with
touches of coral pink on the bodice; Miss
J. Grsnt, string coloured lace gown over
cream silk, with trimming Of IllOss green
velvet; Mise Burnett, princess gown of
white lace and chi ff on; Mrs: F. Hutchinson, pink chiffon with touch of amethyst
velvet; Miss Edith Shorey, white brocaded
silk with trimming of silver, and pale pink
velvet; Miss Durnford, black lace over
black silk; Miss P. Porteous, black lace
with jet sequins; Miss MacVicar, lawn brocaded silk; Mrs. E. Lafleur, pink brocade;
Mrs. F. Minden. Cole, gray and pink bro.
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caught by Me: E. Dyannet, R. C. Au portraits In 'chalk of Mrs. Craigie,
and a charming sunshine effect is seen Mr. George Ariess and Mrs. Patrick
In the corner of an old square in Mr. Campbell. The miniatures are the
P. T. Hart's "Scene in Brittany."
' least satisfactory part of the exhibiThe water colors are many and va- tion, being, with one or two excepried, embracing every variety of sub- tions, very bard in tone. There are
Mr. W. Terymner, R.C.A., has also the usual architectural designs,
ject.
some striking studies of peasant type, and a few examples of sculpture.
absolutely without background. Mr. •••••••••••••MfaV
R. G. Mathews shows four excellent

ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF THE
RV+ DIÇANADIAN ACADEMY
Mr. Bell-Smith, R.C.A., exhibits a unique'
The event of this season in the Artistic
world of Montreal je without doubt the ! Sketch. from Life of Her late Majesty
L'xhibition now being held in the galler- ! Queen Vietoria, wad& attracts many of the
fee of the Art Association, Phillips Square, visitors. The likeness is good and pleas' which opened with a brilliant Assembly • jug. Mr.. Bell-Smith has- likewise some
on Thursday evening, when a private view cherriain - g bits of old England among his
was given to a large number of invited colkotion.
Eva T. Bradahaw has two refined studies1
guests. This Exhibition must not be confounded with the Annual we held here ' of flowers Nos. 18 and 19 "Violets" and
every spring, under the auspices of the "Roses."
The positions of honor this year are given,
Art Association; being of much greater
importauce and entirely different in ad- to the works of Mir. Wm.. Hope, Mr. !Blair
ministration, in that it is the annual ex- Bruce, and Mr. Harris, president R.C.A.
The large picture 94, Eastport, Maine,'
hibition of the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts, which society holds its exhi- NV. Hope, is attracting much attention,
bitions in the cities of 'Toronto, Ottawa, and deservedly so. Mr. Hope has come
ne asind Montreal in turn, so that it is now to, the front this year with the stride of
at ! two years since we, in Montreal have nad
a giant, leaving much of the dilettante be- !
aind him. He also exhibits saine good
1 an opportunity of seeing the works of the
.Acadamicans, and of such nonmembers w ork smaller editions.
Mr. W. Blair Bretee's No. 21, Bathers
their
Society
whose
work
they
consider
of
'
of sufficient merit to exhibit with their ai Capri, Italy, is the moat important pie; tore in the collection, and won a gold
own.
Although the headquarters of the Aca- medal at the Pan-American Exposition.
members
hail
from
the
! 'The exalcsring of the landscape is almost
Toronto
demy is in
all parts of the Dominion, therefore the kaieideaearac in itat brilliance, the compopresent collection of pictures cannot be eition and the arrangement et the figures
but more strictly retpresentative of Cana- graceful, and the flesh tints admirable.
Miss Florence Carlyle's A.R.C.A. work
dian art, than what is to be seen at any
of our ordinary Spring Exhibitions which is always clever if a trifle peculiar. No. 33,
are more local in character. The hang- "lihoughts," will, no doubt be the favorite
ing committee are, as a general rule com- of her pictures with the majority.
MT. Suyor Cote, exhibits three oils
posed of artists, nonstudents of the city
in which the exhibition is being held, and and one pastel, No. 272, Soir d'Arage. His
the effect and aim of the Academy is to ! landscapes invariably give pleasure; alraise the standard of excellence each sue. ! though occasionally a trifle hard, partial.seeding year and therefore sees more pic- " laxly in the painting of the tops of trees
tures sent in for approval and a corres- against the sky.
.Mr. Cruileshank, R.C.A., sends two pigponding increase sn the numbers of rejections. A Royal Canadian Acadamican times. No. 39, "Nymph and Dolphin," a
has the privilege of exhibiting 10 specimens decorative panel which is to be fauna in
of his handiwork, provided they are ac- the sartell gallery, and a portrait painted
in his usual manner of Denald G. MeNth.
cepted by the committee, but a nonmem
for four. The-beristcdopa
Three oils by Miss F, A. Dawson bear the
announcement sent to artists calls for labels of the Paris salon, Na. 42, "Le
Paintings, Drawings, Sculpture, Architec- Galatea" is !the moat interesting of these
tural designs, ancl Designs -for Stained aerious studies of peasant life.
Two more studies of peasant life are to
Glass.
•
*
*
b-e found in the large gallery, painted by
Mr.
Henri Fabien, 53 and 54. Interieure
No doubt the number of visitors during the next few weeks will be unusually d'une Chamniere and Vieux Breton, Finisterre. They might almost be called studies
great, for there has been rather a dearth
blue.
of Exhibitions at the Gallery for some iaA
striking and excellent portrait of
time back, the new rates of fire insurance Johnvery
Murphy, Esq., is ,to be found in the
involving too much of an outlay to engallery, and is the work of Mr. Cohn
able the Council of the Art Association mall
to hold their customary Loan Exhibition Forbes, R.C.A. Mr. Forbes, also exhibits
'three landscapes and a portrait of Miss
of valuable paintings.
On , entering the galleries the visitor is Baumgarten.
The work of Mr. Harris, the president,
at once struck by the varied character
this year, conaists of four portraits, a
of the work displayed, and also that the genre
subject, and a landscape. The porfact is evident, that more • individuality
trait of Mes. W. W. Watson, No. 85; hangs
is known as the new gallery and in the opposite
to Mr., Hope's large landscape. A
two very important steps in the progress
very charming a:nd dainty production is
of Canadian Art. The display of work the
pantradt
of "Mother and Darualiter," in
both
of
is larger than usual, the walls
is a
galleries being covered, as well as those the painting of dhildren Mr. Harris
90, "Oriental Dealer,"
of the small gallery connecting them. Oils pastinester. In No.
of
the
greens
harmonies
and
„the
blendings
and sculpture are to be found in what
desired in
is known as the new gallery and in the and pinks leaves nothing to be
Flna 11 one, in the old gallery are hung the matter of luxuriant tones and delicate
the Water Colors, Miniatures, Architec- contrasts.
Among the smaller piotares on the water
tural Designs, Pastels, Charcoal Drawings,
specimens of Illuminating and Heraldic color wall are two dainty views of Montdevices, also two brasea scenes far elec- real, Nos. 205 arid 206, -by Miss H. Kiniber.
tric lights; at the end o.f the room ar- One of thee numbers represents us in winranged on a screen are three very charm- ter garib, covered with the mantle of Ogr
ing oils, the work of Mr. James Barneley Lady of the Snows, the other in summer
and which are marked for sale, although ament, both charming souvenirs far my
not included in the catalogue , lady's boudoir."
Net far off are four of Mr. William
The use of the old gallery for hanging
the water colors, a neve departure this Brymner's, R.O.A., strong stashes of
year, gives great satisfaction to the water French-Canadian habitant figures, two of
which seem to stand like sentinels on
color painters, whose works were never
seen to the best advantage in the small either side of :the "Village Street," by
Mies
H. J. MaeD.onnell, perhaps they lived
room, where the light was poor and lack
of awe necessitated a most damaging in one of the quaint whitewashed houses
in that street. Mr. Brymner's habitanta
over-et-wading. A minor innovation and
are certainly the beet work he has shown
one of great benefit to the tout .ensemble
in the appearance of this exhibition, is so fer in water color pure and simple, the
!figures
rely entirely on their merits of
works
the method of numbering the
shown; formerly small white tickets, with ! drattaehtsmanship and -technique in coloring
the numbers printed on them in black for their excellence, the backgrounds being
left altogether to the imagination: a rather
made empty little spots on every frame;
peculiar hendlitg of such !subjects:
theee *tickets are now replaced by labels
Mr. Bryinnea has an ail in the new galwhich ara muca, more harmonious and
lery which attracts much attention, g harquite as easy to. read and do not detract
vest scene in the Island of Orleans, where
in any WAY from the picture. The care
the picturesque oxen are still used for
anti thought in all the arrangements must
dragging
Loewy loads. Mr. Bremner is not
exhibitors,
no
detail
be appreciated by the
so levapy in No. 24, "Girl in Fastern Cos.
ever so trifling seems to have been omittotries' 'The pose is awkward, and the
ted by those entrusted with the onerous
seheme of coloring diecordent. Nos. 26 and
duties involved in the hanging of the pica
27 "A Sshaoner Captain" and "Heed of an
tures.
O'l'd Woman" are well done and faithful
studies, but unattractive as a pleasure to
be -carried awiagaeae ..
.

nted by but
ese
pr
re
Ar i iteeture is
we must
46remember
s
eight exh ibitors, but
no spethat the architect 's work requires
Club
Raquette
"L ac
hibition
1
na
ex.
f.
House," 242, the design of Mr. A.shelDunlop, invited us to rest under the
ter of its cool verandahs, let us hope
to,
the wily mosquito does not also wish
of a
rest there with us, but a faint hint
in
the
eurroundings
of
mosquito lurks
water and wood.
will repay a careA screen of miniatures
the
ful examination, they are placed inMiss
same gallery as the water colors.
Plimsoll sends from Paris three very
charming specimens of her work. Miss
Edith Hemming's selection is aleo geod.
of painting
Other exhibitors in tnis classcase
contains
are Marc Antigua, whose
Weinch
and
aXiss
eight specimens.
UM. Caldwell.
* * *
Among the few passtele is a crayon portrait of Mrajor Pelletier, No. 280, by Mr.
J. St. Charles. It is strange that none
of our portrait painters have seen fit to
in their unipaint
anyrof
our
ms
soldiers
for for this exhibition. What more
etriking costume could any one wish to
paint than the uniform of Strathcona's
Horse, to say nothing of the magnificent
physique to be found under the uniforms
of our various contingents returned from
the South Afriean. war? Let it not go
down to posterity that no Canadian soldier was painted by a Canadian artist.
The finie of Saegents' portrait of General Iasi Hamilton is world wide. Where
are the portraits of the heroes af Peardeberg.
Some clever portraits are shown by Mr.
R. G. Matthews and have attracted much
attention. Mies Tully's "The Lady and
Dragon," is well drawn and colored.
Mr. Brownell, R.C.A., is represented
this year by only one canvas, but it is
m
one occuping a pro inent
an important
*
*
*
position on the main wall. "Salome,"
be described as 'a symphony in yelThe studies of still life are not as runner- may
lows, browns of a tawny hue—it is strange
oats as 'usual, but the quality makes up for that
of the comparatively few . great picthe lack of quantity. Two large oils by
ture*. in the collection three artists should
Ms. Charles RUA of "Hares," 100, end have chosen the far East for their themes.
"Ducks," 101, look well in the small galAn interesting little Still Life hangs
levy, and are carefully painted. The back- near
"Salome" !by Clarence Gagnore and
ground far the hares, a b.irch tree, is well
in the corner of the same wall. is a spiritthought out and most effeetive.
Among many to be noted, but for which ! elf team of horses by Miss E. Ridwit, Toronto and entitled "A Fresh Team alerts"
space and time compel silence, are the The !country lane through which the horses
works of 'Mr. F. McGillivray Knowles, MT'. are going is fresh and green, the whole
T. Mower Martin, RCA. ; Mr. F. W. Hut&aeon, Mr. Edmund •Morris, A.R.C.A.; composition well balanced and pleasing
Miss Laura Muntry, A.R.C.A., and Miss in every respect.
*
*
*
Tully, A.R.C.A.
of
Sculpture
are to be
Under
the
head
Time 'portrait of "His honor Sir Oliver
Mcwatt," in his gorgeous uniform, by-Mr. found only the names of five exhibitors.
by
Dr.
Tait
Mackenzie,
and
`'The
Sprinter,"
Patterson. R.C.A., demands atte tion
is favorably criticized, Mr. Patterson s has certainly plenty of the needed action.
Other exhibitors are Marc Antigua, Paul
other portraits are also satisfactory.
A. Walston.
Beau, F. Ward arid John
Mr. Reid, R.C.A., has but one exhibit in
*
*
*
ail, No. 130, "Music," decorative panel,
it is in.
catalogue
looking
over
the
On
which might also have been named a
to note that the number of ai-study of the nude, it is soft, gracious and teresting
tists represented is ninety-seven, of which
spirituelle in treatment.
Mrs. Reid bee nine pictures, a large nuns- number, forty-one are residents of Montexhibition,
No.
139,
"Oct-oreal, thirty-one of Toronto, five of Otbee far any one
two of Westbet," is most pleasing, and the coloring of tawa, two of Quebec and remainder
are
mount. The homes of the
the tree Changing from yellow to copper, , scattered
Dominion.
the
widely over
cleverly handled. Mrs. eRiel has au:weeded
easy
one,
an
of
a
critic
is
not
The
task
where so many fail, in the expression' of
our gorgeous autumn foliage without a and it becomes more difficult in proportion
as time and space are limited, only a few
hint af glaze or crudity.
cursory notes can be taken and hints
Mr. !St. Charles, A.R.C.A., sends three given.
Much meritorious work must persitrengly painted and interesting portraits,
farce be left unnoticed and also, much
which are welt placed.
Mr. Biota:lily's, 176, 177 and. 178 are of the class that "Savage Ruskin" would
three very charming, water colors, and Mr. , have wished to stick his tusk in.
G. L. Patterson's little English bits are Attention can only be drawn to candelightful, particularly No. 230, "The Old vaeses that require a little more than a
hurried glance to enjoy their beauties,
Town, Norwiek."
pickMr. A. K. Brown, A.R.S.A., has also . and a little assistance given in the
ehesen England for h-is motif, sending 182, ing out of a few geins from quiet corners
where
their
unobtrusive
positions
may
aLudireaa England," walk "Shrewsbury,
entail partial neglect.
lh,gland."
The reader is advised to visit the ExMr. Robert Gave-n, A.R.C.A., exhibits
five water colors, all of merit and of varied hibition as often as possible. it is the very
best
that has ever been held in Montréel,
character.
Mr. J. B. Abbott's 168 and 169 are paint- 1 and compares most favorably with those
elf with care and taste, essentials that do I held in the great cities of our cousins
across the line. Much of thei (w rk shown
not always walk hand in han-d.
Three Water Colors by the late Mr. 1 is far above the average and ould hold
own anywhere. Oana-da
nay well be
Charles Moss are much admired, 224, "A its
and Montreal doubStreet in Chester," is most interesting proud of her artists,
majority
of
the
those anthat
and drtleas will find a home in Mont- ly proudher
citizens.
real, here so many of the travelling coin- tists are
muni y never leave England until they
h-ave accomplished a visit to Chester, the
quaintest par excellence of all quaint old
towns.
Mr. Reid's water colors are fascinating
—the whole four being twilight effects—
so enchanting to look at, so difficult to
transfer with paint to paper. The, central
picture of the water color collection is
No. 238—Low Tide, Katwyk. Holland,
painted by W. St. Thomas Smith. It is
well worthy of its position of honor, inc
teresting in subje t and the treatment
rich in color.

Of Me, Dronnet's R.C.A. portraits, No,
much
i of C. E. L. Porteous, Esc'
in its praise -can headly be wr:i, too The
and
the
likeness is excel-lent, the pose easy
tone harmonious. 1 his la one o e
ing portraits cf the. exhibition. MrDyonnet also exhibits several landscapes,
of which No. 48, "Moonlight," attracts
much attention.
No. 52, "The Etielhanted Wood," by Mrs.
Eastlake, is clever and prettily composed,
Mrs. Eastlake also exhibits in the water
color gallery 274, "Sea Music," also attractive.
Mr. Atkinson, A.R.C.A., late only one
canvas on the wal Ithis year, but that canvas deserves a better position than the one
assigned to it. His "Group of Sheep," No.
2, should be hung more on the level of the
eye to be thoroughly enjoyed.
Mr. James Graham, A.R.C.A., delights
in painting cattle and sends three pictures
in which they are prominent, 76, "Dinner
Time in the Stable," is well thought out
and eigmessed, exception must be taken to
the black and white dog in the foreground
as being a diacordant note in the harmonies
of-browns, the stiffness pf its attitude also
gng in Essex," No. 77, is
offends. "Plouhi
more pleasing, but here Mr. Graham has
allowed his Canadian eye to carry with it
to England too mndh memory of our clearer
skies which are not seen in the Motherland.
Mr. Hammond, R.C.A., has four large
oils painted in leis usual mannee, a manner
much appreciated by -the art lovers and
critics cif Montreal.
Mr. Percival Tudor Hart is not so happy
in tie two pictures sent in this spring as
in some of his former exhibits. 91, "A
Scene in Brittany," and 92, "A Spring Da-y
in Brittany." The composition and arrangement of light and shade in the larger
cenyas is bad, and his sheep are certainly
of a most attenuated and forlorn looking
breed.
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EXCELLENT ART WORKS
ON VIEW AT GALLERY.
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leoyed Canadian AcoAte re Exhibition Is Said to Be the
Best in Years.
The Royal Canadian Academy works
of the new R.C.A., Mr. W. Hope, and
the two new A.R.C.A., Messrs. J. G.
Franchere and W. St. Thomas Smith,
fully justify the recognition bestowed
on them by their brother artists. Mr.
W. Hope's large canvas, "Eastport,
Maine,' hangs in the place of honor on
one of the walls of the new gallery and
attracts a great deal of attention. It:
is an excellent study of atmosphere
and light. The town lies in deep shadow, and as the sun sets behind the
hill a soft evening effect is gained
by the light lingering in the sky and
reflected from the scene in the foreground. His three other smaller pictures are also excellent.
Mr. J. G. Franchere, A.R.C.A., one
of the best known of the French artists of the city, has sent portraits of
Judge Mathieu and Senator Dandurand. The likeness of each has been
well caught, and the pose is natural
and easy, while the official robes of
the Judge are skilfully arranged and
add a touch of color to the picture.
He also exhibits a graceful painting
of "Le Modele," No. 68. Mr. W. St.
Thomas Smith, A.R.C.A., is represented by two sea-scapes, 237, 238, in •the
water color section. In both the
lowering skies and an angry sea have
been faithfully reproduced. They are
very clever studies of cloud effects
and the curious light of heavy weather.
Another pleasing sea-scape is No.
189, Mr. B. Stanley Clarke's "Coast
Scene." The worst of it is a feeling
that the same ship and the same
headland have been seen before. It
is admirably done, but it shares the
conventionality that so many of the
water colors labor under. The "DeepSea 70%hers," of Mr. Robert F. Gagen,
A.R.C.A., honorably mentioned at the
Pan-American, at any rate, has caught
the many hued shades of the Atlantic
rollers and hints in the background at
the water mfwyp aterS4n kawrg kag
the waste of waters beyond. Mr. J.
Colin Forbes, R.C.A., in "Piling
Clouds," No. 58, done in oils, prefers
a calm sea. Great masses of cloud are
steadily rolling up with all the rich
color of sunset and are reflected in
the waves in the foreground.
No one, however, can complain of
lack of originality in Mr. E. L. Paterson's pictures. They are a bold
combination of pastel and water-color,
which is certainly effective. The tinting is rich, and the effect of rosy light
catching the tops of the house is well
contrasted with the shadows below.
The pastel lines, however, are hard,
and in his - Summer Fantasy," 232,
the draughtsmanship ,00mewhat
faulty, though it not without its de' corative value. The most satisfying
in the old gallery is Mr. S. Strickland Tully's pastel, The Lady and
the Dragon," 281. The color scheme
is warm and soft, and the tone values are finely given. It represents
the delicate profile of a lady against
a rich red background with the shining yellow scales of the dragon seen

beside her.
Perhaps the best of the water-colors
is 182, a view of Ludlow, Eng., by
Mr. A. K. Brown, A.R.S.A. The foreground is a trifle uninteresting, but
the light is beautifully managed.
Some trees In the middle distance
stand out sharply and distinctly, and
the effect of a cloudy summer day is
very well expressed. A like happiness in suggesting climatic conditions is shown in the London sketches
of Mr. F. M. Bell-Smith, R.C.A., 174,
175. Here, however, it is the smoky
atmosphere of the great metropolis;
.St. Paul's is seen through the soft
haze of the river, While Hyde Park
corner appears on a rainy day with
the reflection from the wet streets,
and the distant houses growing in
distinct in the mist. Mr. J. B. Abbot's two sketches, 168, 169, are charming studies from nature. They are
delicately finished and give a pleasant
restful feeling.
Among the oils, impressionistic
painthIQ take up a large share of
room. Miss Carlyle's clever portraits
attract a large amount of attention
and show the possibilities of this
style in a field to which it is less
often applied. The "October" of Miss
May II. Reid, A.R.C.A., 139, is a bold
piece a work in which the autumnal
foliage is produced with the appearance of rematkable ease.

)

Two of the most important genre
pictures are the eastern girl of Mr.
Wm. Bryinner, R.C.A., 24, and "Salome"; 20, by Mr. Franklin Bronwell,
R.C.A. The former represents a girl
half sitting, half reclining, with an
easy attitude. The color scheme of
reds and browns is very harmonious
and carries out the restful idea of the
figure. Its tone is soft and the execution good, the texture of the different materials of the graceful draperies being well produced. "Salome"
is more vigorous • a treatment, the
Prevailing tints being black and gold.
The dark olive skin and black hair
of the girl harmonize well with the
shining gold of her raiment, and there
is an air of passionate possibilities
about the pose. Mr. Brymner, in
"The Thunder Cloud." 22. has also a
very clever landscape with a storm
slowly gathering. while Mr. James M.
Barnsley's smooth mellow treatment
of a hazy atmosphere makes "Near
Beauvie, France," one of the best of
this year's pictures.

ART EXHIBITION
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All are happily agreed that this
year's exhibition is one to be proud of,
and that Canadian art is no longer at
the stage when we spoke about it humbly and had grave fears for its future.
It has by no means reached this stage
like the dark southern night, in Coleridge's 'Ancient Mariner,' which came in
one stride, but it has been a long and
difficult journey in which many humble
travellers have fallen by the way. h is
no reproach at all to say that our work
is growing more `professional,' or even
that it is still reminiscent of other masters and schools. The painter's art is
eminently one for laborious nights and
days and the devotion of a lifetime, and
there never really was any place in a
gallery, for those who seemed to have
learned their notions of drawing and
painting frein the kind of goad old
'body whom Thackeray describes in the
'Newcomes.' As, for 'Imitation,' we 1:now
that Sir Joshua defended it in a wellknown paper, and that all work of what
kind soever is founded upon what has
gone before. As he says, 'Genius begins not where rules abstractedly taken
end, but where known 'vulgar and trite
rules have no longer any place.' It is
at this point that Genius discovers rules
by its own peculiar observations, and in
painting, especially, it is by being conversant with the inventions of others
that one learns to invent. That our
own painters 'are beginning to discover
some originality, are forming a style,
and, fortunately, in most cases, not a
slavishness that works continually around
one idea, happy or otherwise, is apparent. Half a dozen names might be
-mentioned of those who know what they
want to do and how they mean to do
it, and, if the present promise is fuifilled, their inventiveness, for some years
to come' Will keep pace with mere mechanical dexterity, although the latter,
when all is said and done, must always
be the excuse for the thing. Great
ideas cannot be conveyed without the
power of expression. That is true
enough to be trite.
There are certain paintings among the
oils that demand attention because of
*their size and because of their excellence. Such are Mr. Harris's portraits,
Mr. Bruce's 'Bathers at Capri,' Mr.
Hope's 'Eastport, Maine,' Mr. Brymner's
work and that of half a dozen others.
But most of these are sadly difficult to

31. --' THE THRESHOLD,' BY M S FLORENCE CARLYLE,
A.R.C.A.
-
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'see by reason of the glass Which coy
them and which reflects all the obi
in the room. Thus, in Mr.. Ho
richly painted 'Eastport,' one is aftr
ed to the largesse it promises of tone
sentiment even at a distance, but the
Pleasure of the nearer view is much disturbed by meeting all the ghosts of the
sculpture crowded into it. By the way,'
one is pleased to learn that Sir Thomas
Shaughnessy has bought this work, so
creditable to Canadian art, but one debates whether this covering of canvass is
really necessary, or whether it is only a
fad imported from abroad. In London,
it is certainly necessary to protect paintings in this way, because the air is
charged with killing properties, but this
cannot be the excuse in our pure atmosphere. The large pictures naturally
eclipse the smaller ones in a measure, as
Campbell, the poet, tells us that garden
flowers eclipse those of the field. All
pictures are garden flowers, of course, as
they are the result of the art of man,
and yet the large canvases seem to fall
into the category of roses and lilies, or
even hollyhocks, which attract at once
by reason of their bulk, while sonic, the
smaller ones, may, without much straining of metaphor, be compared to the liverwort, the wildings of April, or to violets, and ether shy flowers of the seasons, which require to be sought eut.
Among these are sonic delightful little
winter nocturnes by Mt. Dyonnet—alI though it is perhaps rather a strain of
!metaphor to talk of wild flowers in the
heart of winter. That, notwithstanding,
they are charming productions, and gazMg upon them one feels like declaring
with the poet, ' Let winter comeSelet
polar spirits sweep the darkening worfd,'
Or one might declare with Burns, ' An
lang's 'the nicht frac e'en to morn, I'm
sure it's winter fairly.' Or with Souehey, 'Nor undelightfnl now to roam.' One
can see that Mr. Hyonnet has enjoyed
producing these little gems and that he
is quite familiar with the spirit of our
braw winter nishts.
Another painter who is increasingly
worthy of attention is Mr. Graham. He
has chosen to interpret the poetry of
common things in low tones and his
treatment of 'the ploughing scene and
the interior of a stable in this exhibition proves that some day he will come
to his own. , His 'out-of-doers scene's have
all the seriousness of a Mullet's, and he
owes nothing to what is meretricious or
merely facile. We 'note with pleasure
that his 'Ploughing, lieeex,' is sold. Mr.
G. Hoene too, has one of his
paintings ornamented with one of those
.ed marks that show the most tangible
rt of appreciation. It is called 'A
inely Shore,' and bath hare and in his
o landscapes we frankly consider that !
has found the right way, which only
este to 'be pursued to bring its reward.
s is a nymph more reserved than that
many, and she breathes a softened
in While playing on oaten stop her
estoral song. The week of Mr. Bannsey is always very likeable. We do not
remember one of 'his 'little paintings that
had not something of true charm about
it, 'and they remind one somehow of
'the landscapes that J. J. might have
painted, !that gentle friend of the dashing 'Clive Newcome. His No. 6, Affietrrgie,' is sold. Mr. F. M. McGillivray
Knowles is well .represented by 'Sunlight \and Shadow,' the 'Last Load,' and
two othes works. His 'S'unlight and
Shadow' has a distinct and pleasing
note of its own, it is a sort of brunette among the beauties. The thistles
and down in the fureground are just
enough insisted upon, the scheme of
color is plaisant with its warm ochres
and, greens and purples, the perspective
is good and the composition pleasing.
The Last Lead' is very poetically
treated and there is not the least strainleg after effects.
Suzar Cate is represented by three
works, of .which No. 37, `L'Etang des
' Vaux' is a striking picture with a feeling of spate, of loneliness, and the coining on of night. It has many beauties
ill its tree-painting and reed-fringed
eaters, but both in color and composition it is 'rather too reminiscent somehow of a much inferiorly painted work
that publishers were fond of reproducing in the eighties. 'La Clainiere du
Bois' is a good example of a style in
which Ms Cote is facile princeps, and
it is so near to one of nature's most
pleasing moods that it grows on one. 'Tin
Coin Abandonne' ie another good Cate,
admirably treated. No. 84 is a very
Pretty Hammond in somewhat different
key of colar from that when he usually affects. It is less pronounced and
the composition is not SO obvious as
1113, Or rather, perhaps, it as less
miniseent In Mr. Bry.mner's land9NAVOS there is tiS be noted a decided
increase of power. He knows his own
mind better and is closer to nature. In
!
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NO.1.31—` ROSES' (DOROTHEA) BY MISS MARY H. REID A.R C.A.
the 'Ihundec Cloud' there is a fine
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sense of space and atmosphere, and this
ART EXHIBITION.
feeling is the stronger perhaps because
the subject is somewhat sketchily treat4
2
elaboration would have died.
Continuing OUT exammiti of the
minished its better qualities. 'Girl in smaller oil 'colons in the gallery, more
Eastern Costume" is frankly a studio than a pawing wand 'is due to Mr.
experiment and one suspects - that Mr. Hope's 'Clearing Land,' 'Stumping' and
Brymn!er painted it more especially for
'Approaching Thunder Storm.' In his
the sake af the Indian dress warn by the larger mark, 'Eastrpoet, Maine,' there are
acgirl. That is well done, as are also the
to be found splendor of color end
cessories, and the °hid fault, of the pic- breadth, 'which differs vastly from careture is the model, who has a face that lessness, of formsbut in these small
studies such handling would have been
could not be made eastern, abstracted
and impenetrable. Mr. Brymner's 'Hayout of place, and so while there is nathmaking, 'Lower .St. Lawrence,' again pre- ing pernicakity about them, we find
serves the freshn'ees of nature, while (Much cane as to detail of the foliage and
his two studies of heads are distinctly branching of trees, and what has been
good, that of 'the old woman being fell aptly called 'the still life of the wood.s.'
Mr. Hope graduates his work to the size
of character, but nut exactly pleasing.
Laura Muntz's 'Little Scribe' is a dear of the frame, and there are no misfits.
little chap while in 'Inspiration' the figure These three small canvases one of them
looks trulY inepired, although here again almost a miniature, are painted in sober
the reflections in the glass rather in- greys and greens and browns and with
terfere with one's appreciation. Ides rase delicacy and truth. He understands
Eastlake'e 'Enchanted Woad' is in a tone as Constable understood, it., as 'the
manner She affects with great success, most seductive and inviting quality a
and it is quaintly pleasing with its tptieture can possess.' And what else can
green ba.cked toads, light green tree matter .whea a picture 'jars' on one?
trunks, light brown ground or floor, pus. But when tone is found in work of this
pie background, and little and somewhat onanzieter, combined. with poetic sentipre-Raphaelite figure dad • ta 'laid'. Miss ment, power of generalisation and knowCarlyle is decidedly clever; one had al- ledge of detail, one recognizes a painter
most said 'smart.' Her portrait work who is carrying forward the best ta-ad i,
has something of the chic of the French Cons of the British school. In 'Clearposter, still she has great famility with ing Land,' the group of •aiees fis
her brush and is likely to do something modelled; in 'Stumping,' cane is taken
very good when some of the superficiali- with the branching Of the foliage, while
ty of youth has disappeared. The lady 'Approaching .11.1underr Storm' is 'sa'in 'Thoughts' is surely brooding over very, windy, delicious.' They are full of
something ambitious and worldly, and classical feeling, considerable in performif we understand the meaning of 'Thres- ance and even more abundant of prohold' aright it is one of those subjects anise. The Academy is to be congnatse
that art might well leaVe alone, lf lated upon its new R. C. A.
the subject .in `Theetshold' is inevitably
The two productions of Mr. Percival
dying of consumption, to have that Tudor-Hart, 'A Scene in Brittany,' and
canvas'
on
'A
Spring Day in Brittany,' are curious.
'dread and awful thing' fixed
only adds 'to the world's hopelessness. One may say of them, with mare truth
Henri Fabien's 'Vieux Breton, Finis- than big enemies said of Conetoble's
terre,' is an early attempt at a genre 'Waterloo Bridge,' that he lies painted
picture by a still life painter. All the them with his palette knife only. They
accessories ore well worked out, but the ate worked cuit with all the inevitable
old, blue-smocked peasant with base nests of an Edgar Allen Poe's cryptogram
legs and wooden sabots is quite subsi- and mark follows mark as regularly as
diary in the picture and is less concesv- piece iflOHOWS piece in a pattern of moed of as life than still life. That is saic. Strange to say, however, the renot to say that the work $a not decided- sult approaches 'normality, although the
ly good of its kind and it is (Usti's:Sly method is so bizarre. As a tour de
interesting as the study of an interior force they are well worth attentkm, alof a gent to which most of us are though they may not be recommended
strangers. Miss M. Evelyn Rident, an for slavish imitation. Soraeone has easel
'A Fresh Team, Herte,' shows us a that Van Goyen is grey, Russde.el
pleasant green English lane and a team brown, Hobbema 'olive, and Cuyp blonde,
of four horses that are deekledly net but Mr. Tudor-Bart is patchwork, and
wooden ones. Miss Rident only nine- very clever patch work. too.
teen and she has made a genuine success
is a real
for one so young. Each horse
study and each la gs life and movement.
Miss Rident also shows her love for rind
knowledge of horses in 'The Queen of
Spades' and 'The Wicked Cease fram
Troubling.'
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Mr. F. W. Huitehin'Son deserves notice. His work is not overburdened
with sentiment—we suspect he takes it
pretty MUCIL QS he 'finds .it—but it does
mot -want' for truth and some skill
handling. His 'March Landecape' shows
us a few hare trees in th'e foseground
rising from grass, sere as the snow has
left it, brown ploughed upland rising to
the i ilsa.ekground of inn farm buildings,
and a sober slcy, lighting-at th.e. hotioan.
It is typically March anu carefully paint,
ed. ;His mistime is rather a slap dash
affair; 1.101t .parrticul4rŒy attractive,
the water, as Galileo is reported by the
rustic philosopher Ito have said of the
earth, 'do move,' and that is 'certainly a
major virtue 'in a painting of the sea.
.We prefer these two studies tomuch
that is more pretentious. The artist onservss and he doesn't 'flounder out of his
i

cterO'th.

MT. Bell-Smith is represented by five
small oils, that of Queeu Victoria being
tinost interting, as 'it is a sketch from
life. The old soldier depicted in 'One
of 'the 600' is 'typical of the Crimean veteran, whose 'hobby is beer,' and he has
quite the normal history of many of his
des& after the war is over.' This nainter's most attractive exhibit is perhaps
'Twilight on the Thames,' e scene near
the Houses of Parliament. It its a
nocturne in grey and gold and a hint of
green and is very likeable. In 112, Mr.
C. Macdonald Manly 'paints for us a
`Golden Pathway of the Sun.' • The billowy clouds are charmed with rich yellow and the stream, flowing towards lies
from 'under the background of trees,
meanders., 'yeIlow, glorious, golden,' and
floats and flows over its winding course
as the banners did over the battlements
in Bode imaginary castle. Mr. Edwin
Morris has the impreesionist eye for color and the broad, view of nature that
does not find it acsiount in detail. There
is nyuCh to be said for this point of
view, only it is rather apt to be carsied to the other extreme. 'Cote de
Beanpre' pictures the edge of a harvest
field 'in 'the foreground, a valley in 'pur e
ple shadow- and a distant hill oatphing
the light. 'A Harvest Field' is probably'
taken frOm the saune locality. This toes
starts with a harvest field, but the vialley is broader and the distant hills beyond are dark. .Mte Morrits'e, Work s ,
always imteresting'istired .it- has an ititttrac
'Con Of its own that the exhibition
.would be much the poorer without.
Glass and rassis tee very pretty things
to paint, and Miss Florence Woodman
paints them very prettily. There are
'tithes when one .vaould rather listen to a
prelude than to grand opera., and these
graceful things are well worthy of
passing admiration.
-
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Another word in conneotion with the
oils. It is the fate of all artists to play
themselves out at some time or another,
if they only live long enough. ' The:
brain lodes its invetniveness, the hand
lacks its power, the .eye sees olsocuroly.
mis is tillet ease -with those originally
versatile and sound, they reach their
apogee, they have nothing more to tell
us, and we trace their gradual dieelMe.
If at their best, they are men of one
idea and happen to lait upon something
they consider striking,' their endleas
repetithins are either positively painful,
OT 'wholly without interest. After a cortain age one 'is what he ihas been. A man
who :haa once pleaded should certain*
go on pleasing as long as he may,
but even in the case of a painter of the
eminence of Alma Tadema, one met in
the Royal Acad-einy year after year the
same old, marbles and claie' foal Greek lay
figures, which were well enough .,vhen
they were fregh, perhaps. At home
we meet periodically the -same old, metdioorities—the same old ,manner, the
same old method, the same old lack of
inspiration—the same indeed to the last
detail.. 'Noah's ark animals, Sham Indians, namby-pamby subject-pictures;
landscapes •'whose colors are SO Obstreperous that they threaten to leave 'rile
canvas, where they 'cannot repose, and
come out and Eft you; :portraits of in•

.

Ihaijiing a Personal quality, and .tvIrietli

•

while not artistic in a greet sense, are
frankly preferable to anuidh so-called par'trait painting. This pleasing union of
art and mechanism indeed 't'ak'es away
the last excuse for poor painting, !for
the only excuse it ever had was to preserve the semblance of the living for
posterity. George Bernard Shaw has
told us that he prefers lofa photograph by Frederick Evans and Farley
Lewis to anything done by .Holbein,
Rembrandt or; Velesquez, but his ego;
tishical sincerity only proves that he
laclos .the sense -of great art, which 'permits no interruption of the oreave
stwiss whidh passes ;from the first impression to the finished work.' There 'is'
one 'portrait in 'the present emhib.ition
'labored. that almost every bristle of the
beard may lie identified, they are hostile as the 'quills upon the fretful porcupine,' and we have heard much mistaken enthusiasm spent upon lit. Said
a recent visitor, 'That's a fin-e bit of
• work, if you like; -why, the artist hasn't
missed a thing!' From this 'slating' we
expressly 'exclude Mr. Dycinnet's 'Portrait of C. E. L. Porteous, Esq.,' which
is Painted with reserve and force; Mr.
1 Howis's' partaits, which are on a plane
of excellence about which 't- haire can be
no cavil, although there -is- nothing
remarkable here as 'Mrs. Porteous end
her children,' and; several others Who
have been mentioned already. Mr. C.
A. iReid's decorative panel., 'Musk,' has
the repose of line and th
-

No. 46. Portrait of, C. E. L. Porteous,Esq.,
By .(Mr.Dycsanet,

.

finite labor, minute detail, hard, crude
color, en absence of all ,suggestion and
feeling, or 'overwrought sentimentality;
sunsets and sunrises in the same old
key of color, the same obvious composition the same old stencilplate manner. .0n expects ,meet them, and
here they are, only; fortunately, they
are in less 'aggressive numbers than 11611al It is the mannerism of even the
best work after a 'certain time that
makes the obtservation of the rise of a
alew talent so refreshing.
There are only twenty-seven portry'is
out of a total of a thandred and sixtyseven canvases in the present exhibition,
a striking commentary upon the dnewastimg popularity of landscape art. In
tcriith the ordinary ;portrait of Male llitumanity appeals very little to the public
other than the friends of the subject,
or unless' the subject 'is very widely
known and. discussed. For the ordinary
portrait has neither the power of calir
nor the subtlety of suggestion it more
often than not is minus the 'subtle eraR
of brushwork,' ;and it expresses a resemblance rather physical than metal. It
loaves nothing to the imagination„tthere
is no 'golden obscurity,' and 'St might
just as have been a colored photograph. The idea is ;to 'catch the obvious
likeness, and of character, salient or
many-angled, there is no attempt at
revelation. Such things assassinate
'mystery—end feeling, the great en-d of
-ell art 'whatsoever, finds no place in
them. They ere as u,nsioulful as 'the
'sharp, bright :picture' of the early photographer Which the latter-day photographer repudiates. (Indeed, the 'ar- •warmth of ;color, the `demitints,'
which'
tist-photographer' of to-day, 'principally ore 'the most agreeable qualities
in a
by
mechanical
means,
of
.00
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'panneau elocaratif.' Aims. Reid is reprePORTRAIT OF THE HON. SENATOR DANDURAND.'
'skilful
blurring
of
the
whole
field
sented by nine exhibits, One of which,
J. C. FRANCHERE.
'aria through the use of imperfect focus, and her beautiful panel of roses, was
an artful bedevilment of what might be rtraited in the 'Witness' on Thursday
":called the normal process of developing hot. There are sixty 'individual paint-the exposed plate,' does produce results
ens exhibiking in oils.
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Sorbists and Quinte 0 Are Well
Received by Audience.

NO. 140
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' A FRESH TEAM, HERTS.'

EVf- 11 TE (ECTIIRE.
The Royal Canadi‘ Academy's exbidon at the Art Gallery will be
en on the evening of Tuesday and
hursday, next week, instead of Mony and Thursday, on account of the
st of Rev. F. J. Steen's lectures, the
ubject of which is "The Renaissance."

ODERN ART OFL ORIENT
- 3/4/
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ow School Will E ibif Its
Paintings in Montreal.

a collection of
An exhibition of
ghty-five modern Japanese paintings
longing to Mr. Bunkio Matsuki
held at the Art Gallery, beginning
It will illustrate the new
pril 21.
thon! of Japanese artists who have
opted to a considerable extent Eurodistinof art, as
-an canons
uished from the severely classical
only
alhool, and those who have
wed a few western ideas to influce their style.
Mr. Matsuki will be remembered as
having recently delivered at the Art
Gallery an interesting lecture on " Japanese Flower Arrangement."
The second chamber concert for the
members of the association will be
held the evening of April 21.

OYAL CANADIAN ACADEMY.
AST WE EJi

the 23rd ANNUAL EXHIBITION in the

Gallemes of the ART ASSOCIA.TIO
Phillips Sonare.(0/4(
'Men daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuescroy ad
evenings 6 to 10.
25 cis.
Admission, •

rusk

,

Saturday afternoon

EXHIBITION
fit
Ri/

Y'AL CANADiAN ACADEMY.
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Open daily 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday and
hursday evenings, 8 to 10.
Admission. 25e.
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BY MISS EVELYN M. RIDOUT.

Among the artists whose work was sold
'during the exhibition are James M. Barns)ey, William Brymner, Florence Carlyle,
Clarence A. Gagnon, James L. Graham,
John Hammond, William Hope, C. McDonald Manly, Laura Mutz. G. Horne Russell,
Gertrude E. Spurr, J. B. Abbott, F. M.
Bell-Smith, F. H. Brigden, C. W. Dennis,
Hetty D. Kimbsr, F. McGillivray Knowles,
Harriette J. Macdonald, R. G. Matthews,
and Mary A. Raslake. Taken altogether
bta
the prices oined,
and, after all is said
and done, this is the main thing, were excellent.
A notable feature this year was the acceptance of Ceraics for
adeplirb
tare nothere t ofore
indulged
n y the
Royal Canadian Acodemy. These were entered and catalogued under the head of
xnimatures. and attracted considerable attention. The portrait on porcelain is practically a new departure in Canada, though
A Number of Can
work of this nature has already attracted
considerable attention in the United
Disposed of at the
,States. Owing to the difficulties, which
have to be contended with, such as firing,
'etc., artists have been backward about
Exhibition.
itaking up this particular branch. How'ever, the work in the gallery this year
promises much for the future. Among
AN INCREASE IN INTEREST those
who exhibited work of this character
,were: Elizabeth A. Caldwell and Fanny G.
This Was Shown by the Increased At- 'Plimsoll.
tendance and in Many Other

AT-TYEXHIBIT °LOSES.
Saturd y Ava1osing day of the
spring exhibition of the Royal Academy, and the Art Gallery was
thronged all day long. The exhibition
has proven succesiquI, the attendance
has been large, and sales recorded
show that much interpt is being taken
in the work of Canadian artists.*

\

ENCOURAGEMENT
TO OUR ARTISTS
-

4% ases

Ways.
The twenty-third annual exhibit of the
Royal Canadian Academy of Arts, which
opened at the Art Association Gallery, this
city, on March 20th, closed on Saturday afternoon.
The exhibit has been in every respect the I
most successful ever held under the auspices of the Royal Canadian Academy, and
the officers of this corporation, together
with the many artists who have contributed, are to be congratulated thereon. The
many hundreds who visited the gallery
within the past three weeks express the unanimous opinion that Canadian artists have I
gone a distinct step in advance.
The Hanging Committee,' in judging of
'what was worthy, accomplished this most
delicate undertaking in a manner to bring
credit to themselves. Of course, here and
there over-indulgence , brought about, no
doubt, by a wish to encourage, resulted in
the hanging of sonic few oils and watercolours which are not up to the standard
Of excellence set by the great majority.
However, these pictures are fortunately
few in number, and do little to detract
from the exhibition as a whole.
Another favourable sign is the large
amount of public attention which the exhibition attracted. The records go to show
that the attendance during the past three
weeks was more than double what it was
when the Royal Canadian Academy held its
last exhibit here in 1899. Then, again, the
sales at the gallery were phenomenally
large. Of the oils hung, some twenty were
disposed of at prices ranging from $500 for
Mr. Hope's "Eastport, Maine," purchased
by Sir Thomas Shaughnessy, down to the
modest little canvas, which went for $25.
For the water colours, there was even as
large s demand, some twenty being disposed
of during the exhibit. It is said by the
'gallery officials that the sales are fully
double what they were in 1899. Again, the
portrait painters secured numerous orders,
notably Air. Dyonnet, whose portrait of
dr. C. E. L. Porteous received so much
favourable comment.

The second chamber concert of the
soson was given last night at the Art
Glalery, Phillips Square, and proved
enjoyable. There was a large attendance of the members and friends,
and the gallery was thronged. The
programme was an excellent one, and
those who contributed included the
foremast local talent. The programme
began with Beethoven's Kreutzer Sonata, for piano and violin. Messrs.
Emiliano Renaud and Deieve were the
performers, and rendered the selection
Admirably. Mr. F. Barrington Foote
sang two songs, one recitative and one
from Ernani, "Infelice e tuo ore-dive."
This was given in good
le, Mr.
Foote being in good voice.Mr.
Renaud followed with two of his own
pianoforte compositions; a ramance,
and valse de concert. Both were excellent numbers and were warmly received by the auditors. Miss Jeanie
Rankin's two songs, were "The Arrow
and the Song," and a flower song, both
of which were sung in a pleasing
manner. The final number was a
Schumann quintette, in which Messrs.
Renaud, Deseve, Dubois, Taranto, and
F. Gruenwald participated. Mr. F.
H. B. Blair acted as accompanist.
mow.

EXHIBITION OF
7440/41—JAPANESE
)4/
Japanese art as we knoveit, classical
Japanese art, is dead. It is still prac-

ticed by some clever artists, but it no
longer develops; it has become a system of rules and principles rather than
a living expression. It is what pre- .
Raphaelite work is to us Occidentals of,
to-day, and any revival of it would be'
as artificial as Victoria pre-Raphaelitism.
What, then, is to be looked for from
Japan ? What contribution will she
Make to the things we see and the way
we see them ? The clearest answer
Montreal has ever found to this question will be found to-day at the Art Association, where about one IP• ,flred
water-colors, by prominec-- Japanese
artists of the present day and the modern school are hung in the New Gallery. Twenty-two of them are by a
single artist, Miyake, who has evidently experimented with every method
and every style in his endeavor to find
expression for Japanese genius in non' Japanese painting. Some of his experiMents are unsuccessful, but all are conscientious and interesting. , In one or
two, notably the "Japanese Garden in
Pm1317,4 ,t4QTARE.
Morning," the Westerner will be forced
to admit that he has found an entirely
new and faithful expression for the
spirit that dominated old Japanese art,
to allow of removal of the Royal Canadianthe spirit of quiet and simplicity and
/Academy Exhibition sod to praisers for ties
the worship of strong, well-balanced
EXHIBITION OF JAPANESE PAINTINGS.
lines.
Reading Rootn open to members from 9 a.m. to
In the art of old Japan there was no
6 p.m.
attempt at rendering atmosphere. In
the best of these productions of the
modern Tokio school, atmosphere is the
chief element. The half-lights and
mists of early morning, early spring,
PS 3O UARE.
depths of woodland, are the subjects
that they make the most of. It is not
g distinctively Japanese art, and the
•
visitor who expects a revelation of
To allow of removal of the ROYAL
something totally new between heaven
CANADIAN ACADEMY EXHIBITION
earth will be disappointed. But it
ana
and to prepare for the EXHIBITION
Is not a slavish imitation of OccidentalOF JAPANESE PAINTINGS.
Ism by a great deal.
Reading-room open to members f rom
A large number of the pictures are
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
"transitional," and betray little but a
fixed determination not to paint a la
Japanese. Scattered among them,
however, are half a dozen pictures by
Yoshida., every one of which is a marlityARE.
.Vel Of softness in coloring and 'harmony in design. Yoshida and Ozawa
2
whose best Fujiyama is on the nortl,
wall, seem to have excelled all theli
by leading Japanese Artists
'competitors in adding to a brilliant
will commence on
modern technique that instinct for th
TUESDAY, APRIL 22nd, \\
simple and significant line that is the
and continue for two weeks.
glory of old Japan. Other works
_
which /should not be passed over are
Mitsuttitni's "Lotus Pond," on the Bout
wall, two bridge and river studies by
Mitsutani and Maruyama, and the en
tire collection of architectural studie
-PHILLIPS SQUARE.
of the great Nikko temple. The lat
AN EXFIIBITION OF' -144-4- 1,--,
ter are not significant as an art de
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WATER COLORS
BY LEADING
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Japanese Artists
Will commence on TUESDAY. April 22nd.
and continue for TWO WEEKS.

velopment, for excepting its marvel
lolls perspective the old school was al
most perfect in its detailed portrayal o
architecture, and the new school look
photographic, but the subjects are o
great beauty.

/

itt

Figure studies of any importance are
rare, and most of them lack the clever
j though exaggerated posing which we
!associate with Japan. A "Fortuneteller," by Yoki, and an interior by
Kamakogi, also notable for its smoky
atmosphere, are exceptions. There are
some very good bargains to be picked
up by anyone who wants a picture that
Is decidedly out of the common.
And the contribution of Japan of today to the world's art ? It is too
early to say yet, but the indications
are that Japan will give us a watercolor school that will be national and
characteristic, and will do some\ things
better than the rest of the world.
Among these things will be the carrying on of the old Japanese principles of
line designing and the rendering of an
Island atmosphere that is probably
more like the misty beauty of England
than any continental country can
1
give. After all, this is merely a corroboration of the hopes aroused in Canadian art lovers by the work of Saito,
the young Japanese genius of Toronto,
whose tragic death a few years ago cut
short a career of infinite promise.

EFFECTS OF OCCIDENTAL
D
EA ON ORIENTAL ART
i
ts trated in CollOCUOld of Japan

-

ese Water Colors at the

4104 aftpanese

Art Collection
There is now at the Art Gallery, P
square, an interesting collection of Japanese water colours, which will be on exhibition for the next two weeks. The pictures,
many of them of decided merit, are a
strange. mixture of Oriental and Occidental
art. The fiat perspective of Japanese art,
as usually seen, has entirely disappeared,
being displaced by the Western methods,
which produce depth entirely unknown in
Oriental art of the old days.1
The points in which the Japanese excel
are still retained. The soft tones, the delicate shadings, and the attention to detail
are still apparent, while in a number of
cases the Japanese artist has adhered so
closely to the Western ideas that it is practically impossible to point out any differences between them. Taken as a whole,
the exhibit is most creditable, and is well
worth a visit:
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Open Daily, 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
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ADMISSION, 25e.

ART GALLERY EXHIBITION.
A great treat is afforded by the
JaPafiese exhibition now being held
at the Art Gallery. Many have seen
the Miyake, Shusen and Soki,
aped are full of the beauties
temple
picin
the
detail
of
tures, the delicacy of the rural
scene, and several have purchased examples of them. No one should miss
this opportunity of seeing those beautiful and intersting works, and should
make a point of visiting them soon,
as the exhibition will close Saturday
afternoon, when there viii be a Japanese tea, with music.ayilitluv
JAPANESE ART.—The present exhibit of
Japanese paintings at the Art Gallery.
which has been attracting considerable attention for the past two weeks, will close
on Saturday afternoon with a tea to the
members and their friends.
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Last Week of Exhibition 9i Water
Colours by Japanese Artists.
Galleries open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Admiaaim, 55e.
Saturday Afternoon Husic and
Japanese Tea.
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Admission 25e.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON — Hustle au
Japanese Tea.
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SKETCHING CLASS

Y

An Out-Door Sketching Class,
In Oils, under the direction of Mr. Edward
Dyonnet, R.C.A„ will be held for one month
commencing

Thursday, May 15th,
For particulars apply at the Gallery.
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An Outdoor Sketching Class in Oils under the
direction of lnr. Edmond Dyonnet,
will be held for one month, commencing Tit VBS.

DAY, May 15th.
For particulars apply at the Gallery.
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SKETCHING CLASS' OUTING.
Mr. E. Dyonnct's R. C. A. sketching
class in connection with the Art Association, made Its first excursion yesterday.
A satisfactory number of
pupils have joined it.
It will continue for a month, and be resumed
for another month In the fall. The
1 prizes for the annual competition of
the art classes held during the winter will be awarded today, after which
the wor of the pupi s will be ex;

ART ASSOCIATION
THE SCHOLARSHIPS
IPS
417
91.
AWARDED IN THE
ART CLASSES GALLERIES OPEN iAtiY
9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

The Art Association Classes Closed
To-day and the Results of the
Competitions Announced.

Adsnissions5e

Art Association

The art classes in connection with the
association have closed with a competition
—141:11ILL,111 ;?Li_ARe.
for scholarships and prizes, which Were
awarded to-day, after a most painstaking
and thorough discussion of the work submitted, which is of distinct merit, and
j #2
shows, in many cases, great progress during the past year. The scholarship in the
life class was awarded to Miss L. M. Moir,
of Ottawa, whose work shows excellent progress, and is strong and convincing.
Miss Ethel Durntord was first in the an9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
tique class, and deservedly wins her honAdmission
25c
ours.
A prize of $40 for the best drawing exe flat it disinfects.4,41,...E4../4,
hibited, the gift of a member of the Associaion, was won by Charles Gagnon.
SHOW WORKS
GALL:ER-T.
In the competition of designs or composiThe Art Gallery, besides its ordinary
tions for a picture, Mr. E. Boyd won the permanent collection of pictures, has
prize with a composition-entitled "The Peni- on exhibition several of the works of
tent!'
Mr. W. Eirymner, R.C.A., and Mr. J.
On the whole, the work of the classes has Hammond, R.C.A., that were on view
been quite up to the standard,and it will at the spring exhibition of the Royal
be on exhibition on Saturday the 17th inst.,
Canadian Academy. There is Mr.
free to the public.
Brymner's large oil, "Girl In Eastern

Galleries
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Open Daily
.

---i:.1-11L,LARS SQUARE.
SPECIAL EXHIBITION OP

Art Gallery.
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An interesting collection of modern
Japanese water-colors will be opened
tooay at the Art Gallery and will remain on exhibition for a fortnight.
They illustrate the effect of Occidental
ideas on Oriental art and many of
them are excellent from the artistic
point of view. The old Japanese fiat
Perspective has entirely given way to
western canons and it is in the Pre cision of detail, the delicate shading
and the softness of tone that the Pic tures reveal their origin. One artist
has kept one national characteristic,
another another; some of the sketches
seem to represent the transitional
period and some are frankly experimental, while a few are so akin to our
own notions that it needs the evidence
of the signature to prove that they
are not the production of a western
artist. The effect of the exhibition is
excellent and there are many pictures
shown that would do credit to any
collection.
on
No. 70, a street scene, by Oshita,
seems to blend the sharp detail of the
'old Japanese school with moiern
perspective, while II. Yosnida, in 80, a
land scape, and 73, Twilight, has been
entirely successful in catching tne
impressionistic method with most
happy results. Another very European one is Mitsutani's bridge, 78; the
hard lines that the so characteristic
of Japanese art are entirely absent,
t hs. river banks are indented gracefully and naturally, and it needs the
strange architecture of the base to
show It is a Japanese scene. In Miyaki's l'emple Garden, 22, formality once
more reappears, and the perspective
seems still somewhat fiat, but it only
makes it rather quaint and the tone
Is beautifully soft. For this quality
however, H. Yoshida's "Ayase River
in Winter," 72, and Miyaka's coast
scene, 14, will probably bear off the
palm. In one a bank of snow, in the
other a beach of sand are treated most
delicately and 'the subtle tints of nature are rendered most sympathetically.
In Miyaka's morning scene, 1, the
atmospheric effect of the rosy sure
Just dissipating the cold grey mist is
happily caught, and tit( water and
hank are excellent. A mass of foliage
on the left seems, perhaps, a little
woolly, but it would need a Japanese
to say authoritatively if this ivére
really so. Still it is in the treatment
of foliage that the old school comes
out most clearly. There is too conscientious faithfulness to life and hard
es are allowed to have full sway.
, Oshita's "Summer Field," could
wer have been painted by a westner, and in Miyaka's 8, while the !
ual blooms are treated most modnly the stalks are given undue proinence.
A large number of sketcdtes of the
mple of Nikko show the Japanese
SKill for color and derail, while the
petepectiv0 is correct, but even here
few of the pictures show a tendency
o a broader treatment. Two excellent
siteriors are the work of H. Yoshida,
). and T. Kanikogi, 81, while on the
her hand some others seem to be
trlanssitional, as Matsui's "Moonlight,"
and are of very vassiss. merit.
Il ,they are very interesting a7Sld, 4 tes
oie exhibition is well worth a visit.
ne examples a Japanese poster
k will also be shown.
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By the Students in the Art Classes is now on view
in the new Gallery, May 19th to 24th.

ADMISSION FREE.
Galleries open 9 a.m. to G p.m.

Art Association
01144,

F.I !ILIAC'S sQUAREL

The itina1 Exhibition
5
of Drawin s
By the students in the Art Classes is now
ykel sl•glwaraillia. .1. ay 19th to
.iew kiptit
Galleries open

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.\

LIFE CLASS BEGINS WORK
Exhibition of Pupils' Work to Be
at Gallery.

teld

19) a

ez

4 r oz.

Costume," his water-color of an old
woman's head, and two other small
works. Mr. Hammond shows his
seascape, "Sunrise in the Bay of
Fundy," and a Dutch landscape.
C

P
AVOGLIE OFGALLERY.

new catalogue of the permanent
collection of the Art Galley has just
been issued. It is well arranged, and

its value is enhanced by the notes appended to the names of the artists
represented; where possible the dates
of the birth and death, the school of
art to which they belong and -a few
biographical notes are given. The
catalogue is arranged under the head
of the different bequests, and donations; is bound In brawn paper and
has on its cover a classic design representing the muse of painting gazing through the portel of a gallery. I
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he Art Gallery classe 4 r ow over
and the annual competition for prizes
and admission to the Royal Canadian
Academy's life class is in progress. An
exhibition of the pupils' work, showing
the progress of each one during the
session, will be held about May 15.
It is also proposed to hold a exhibition during the summer of the pictures
of representative Canadian artists for
sale. The best men of the Dominion
will be invited to send two pictures
and the collection should be most interesting. The plan has already been
tried in such places as Newtyn and St.
Ives, Cornwall, England, where there
are - regular colonies of artists, and has
been found a great success. It will
of course be of advantage to the artists, but it will be of great value to
the number of Americans who visit
the Art Gallery in • he-summer, and
either know nothing of Canadian art
or do not know where to look for the
work of native artists. The exhibition
will, it is hoped, be open about the end
of May.
Mr. F. Dyonnet, R.C.A., will hold an
outdoor Sketching class in oils for one
month, from May 15. He will choose
suitable spots within easy reach of
the city, and they will be visited. The
class will be held again for a week in
the fall.
The lecture list for next winter is
already under consideration, and in
spite of the great difficulty of securing the best men, it is hoped that the
association will be able to engage lecturers, not connected with any bureau, who have a personal knowledge
and interest in the subjects which they
treat,
NIMENIR

1 iii

Plans for Plein-Air Oil Classe'
The Illustrated
Lectures.
It is about three years .iince the Art

A.ssociation of Montreal issued its la:-;t
catalogue of the permanent collection
in Phillips Square, so that even though
there has been little change in the collection itself since then there was ample excuse for the issue of the new
one, which was placed on sale on Wednesday. It is an admirable piece e
editing, exhibiting not a single error
any significance, and is much full
than its predecessors in its biographical and critical notes.
A collection of 370 items, however, Is
large enough to benefit by an index,
which could easily have been added in
three pages. The catalogue is in the
order of the numbering of the exhibits, and the exhibits are numbered
in groups according to gifts and bequests to which. the association owes
them. The (irrangement esosn within
most of these groups is not alphabetical. The casual American, with a
craze for lanes, might easily skip
through the catalogue without observing that this city possesses one of
the Newburgh geniuses, most tYPicn
and telling works. The Dutch lover
observing a Verboeçklioven in the Gib
bequest, will be pardonably annoy
at having to look through forty-ni
pages for the same artist's "Far
yard Scene" for puiToses of colon.
ti on.

(
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14The cover of the catalogue is an extrenrly delicate and well-placed design by .Mr. Abbott, the secretary of
the Association, who is to be complimented on his responsibility for the
entire production. It would not la
fair to criticize him for not parrticularizing the two or three works in the
gallery which are of somewhat doubt fui anthenticity.
It is a deplorable fact that an organization such as the Montreal Art
Association is never materially enriched except by the death of some
munificent patron of art. 7There is
not a single patron of art in the Province whose death should be desired by
any true, lover, of the brush; but it is
cad that no one has been moved to
shuffle off, not this mortal eoil, but
a few thousdnd canvasses since the
lamented death of Mr. W. G. Murray
In 1397.
PLANS OF THE ART SCHOOL.
The art students of Montreal are beginning to scrape their palettes and
take their brushes out of turpentine.'
There will be plein-air sketchingclasses for a month, in oils only, une
der the tutelage of Mr. Dionnet, beginning thie middle of September.
Water color classes there will be none,
to the great disappointment of many
students, owing to the impossibility of
getting an instructor nearer than To, ronto. The regular classes begin in the
middle of October, with every prospect
of a larger attendance than last year.
Arrangements for the public illustrated lectures are well in hand. The
series will probably run to six, all of
a more or less popular character, and
ill begin at the end of October. The
isociation's Saturday teas will again
a regular institution, and may be
2companied by short talks by ex:arts on special pictures. As the finaces of the association are good it is
(peeted, that the loan exhibitions
ill be larger and more interesting
loan ever.
Among the season's announcements
should not be omitted one of great jm:pertance to the physical if not the
. aesthetic welfare of visitors. The
nerpendicular chairs of the gallery
by the kindness of a friend, been
,ed by seats constructed with an
human anatomy. Bodily torno longer inevitable when sitThe
.,e• and gazing at the pictures.
/'
provement to the large gallery as a
ital room can hardly be over-esti-

Art Gallery Free Labour Day.
s usual on Labour Day, the Montreal
Gallery will be open to the public on
iday, free of charge. The number of
' rile who annually take advantage of this
?ortunitv of viewing works of art is such
ciation is glad to respond to
Lt the AAo
,e well defined desire_eef the D9olie for
a
exhibitions.j„
,
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THIS YE/ R CLASSES AT

T4 ART ASSOCIATION

The Art Association advanced art
classes for the Session of 1902-1903 open
on Wednesday, October 15, under the
direction of Mr. BrymMer, R.C.A. 'The
classes will continue until Friday, May
15. Classes in elementary drawing,
sketching in oil and painting from the
draped model make up the course.. As
far as possible, the course is that at4.-n
opted in the French studios, which is
based upon the theory that until one
step is mastered thoroughly it is use'ess to go on to the next. A thorough
study of form being of the first importance, the student will draw first
from the cast in light and shade, proceeding from simple objects, parts of
the figure, etc., to the entire figure
from the antique. Two association
scholarships will be offered for competition at the end of the session, each
entitling the winner to two years' free

OCIATION,

/p2 Phillips Square.
...

G CLASS in oils, under the
gement of Mr. Edmond DYonnet, R.
. will commence on Monday, the 15th
mber instant, and continue .until
50 October next.

rticulars apply to The Secret

connAleated, and finally become utterly del
based. Such ls the state, held the lecturer,
of the prevalent style of art, and a new country should aim at strength and truth before
it alms at delicacy and complication.
Every change in religion or popular belief
has altered the style of decoration. Early
Roman art added exterior decoration for the
building's sake; the early Christian basilicas
were, for Pure contrariety, decorated on the

offered for competition at the end of
the session, each entitling the winner
to two years' free tuition. A sketching
class, in oils, under Mr. Edmond Dyonnet, R.C.A.,„ will begin Monday, September 16.
,

Inside only. The Koran said he who represented a living thing must provide it with a
soul at the Judgment Day, or be dragged on

Decorative art was treated by Mr.
C. Howard Walker, of Boston, at the
Art Gallery last night, in an original

his face to hell; so Mohammedan art returns
to conventional schemes and intricate skeleton forms. Gothic ideals were, at the same
epoch, purely naturalistic, and in the same'
way the Reformation of Luther and the refinement of the Renascenic had left their
marks on the decorative arts.
The lecture was concluded by the exhibition
of a large number of views illustrating the
development of decoration from the simplest
to the most complicated forms, and its use
In actual buildings.

and suggestive manner. Mr. John
Abbott introduced the lecturer, who
decoration
a th
the
h rr
eteoe
hde
d out that
mthew,
laws, o whether
follows h

,

,
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ri Association5
Phillips Square

Advanced Art Classes. 1902-1903.
The Classes will commence on Wednesday, October 15th, under the direction of
Mr. William Brymner, R.C.A. Two scholarships for competition. Class rooms open

daily for study.
For particulars apply at the Gallery.
I

IP WALKER DISCUSSES
PMR.

ART ASSOCIATION CLASSES.
The Art A ssoctation classes of 19023, will open Wednesday, October 16,
under the direction of Mr. William
Bryinner, R. C.A. There will be two
terms extending from October 15 to
February 2, and February 4 to MaY
25. Instruction will be given Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9.30 a.
m. to 12.30 p.m. Two scholarships are

ART CLASSE S TO RESUME. (,.11
The advanced art classes of the A t

Association, under Mr. William Brymner, R.C.A., will be resumed next
Wednesday. Sessions will be held every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday from
9.30 to 12.30 o'clock. A painting class
from a draped model will be held also
under Mr. Brymner Wednesday and
Friday afternoons, from 2 to 4 o'clock,
beginning November 5.
Intending
students should cor
h the
Secretary at once.•fiiP//e4le

DIFFERENT TYPES
OF DECORATIVE ART
„Siorfrç
9

Mr. C. Howard Walkor, of
Boston, Lectures at

y

A RT ASSOCIATION,
1-1

1.14,444P•ii Lt.,'

.SO.
Ukt-Z9.
Art Association Classes — ai ting

Art Gallery.

INFLUENCE OF RELIGION
Every Change in Popular Belief Has

Altered the Style of Decorative
Class, t
#' 1_Art.
A Painting Class (from the Dr pad Model)
will be held on Wednesday and Eriday afterMr. C. Howard Walker, of Boston, lecturnoons, from 2 to 4 o'clock, commencing
ed at the Art Gallery last evening before a
November 5th.
The advanced Art Classes are held every good sized audience, upon the subject of
Decorative Art." While- more or less
Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings,
from 9.30 to 12.30. The Class Rooms are open technical, the evening's talk was thoroughly
enjoyed, and Mr. Walker not only proved
daily for study.
For particulars, apply at the Gallery.
himself to be well informed upon the subject
at hand, but also able to place facts betore
his hearers in an attractive manner.
After an introduction by Mr. John Abbott, the lecturer began with speaking of the
utility of decoration, and then he placed before his hearers the four general schemes or
„it
taking them along from the very earIifl T types,
hest period up to the present.
Th e first scheme 3S 01 l entai, a number
of objects carefully balanced against each
other, and floating down through ether to
the',earth, the second is the earliest form
used by the peoples of nearly all the globe,
and
represents the stratifications „of the
Mr. C. Howard Walker Discussed
earth by means of belts and bands. Then
there is the crystalli.zed form, a number of
Subject at Art Gallery
units balanced about one centre, developing through the equilateral triangle to hexaLast Night.
gons, octagons and even pentagons, and
lastly there is the imitation of the growth
of living things springing from the ground
The art, science and scope of decoration
upwards.
THE GREEKS AND DECORATION.
was discussed by Mr. C. Howard Walker, of
The Greeks were the first to use decoration
Boston, at the Art Gallery last night, in a
Merely for its beauty. To the Egyptian all
most interesting manner. The lecturer was his ornaments had a religious symbolic value,
Introduced to the fashionable audience by Mr. and his house was decorated with things
John Abbott. All decoration, the lecturer that reminded him of his religious belief.
Once, however, beauty alone was studied in
said, may be reduced to four simple types.
decoration, all systems follow the same
The first is Oriental, a number cf objects stages; first, they are an improvement on
carefully balanced against each other, and some earlier form, strong and true; then
floating down through ether to the earth, they are developed further, while maintainthe second is the earliest form used by the ing their strength; next, they became delipeoples of nearly all the globe, and repres- 'rate and refined, then weak and complicated, and finally become utterly debased. Such
ents the stratifications of the earth by means is the
state of the prevalent style of art,
of belts and bauds. Then there is the crystal- and a new country should aim at strength
iced form, a number of units balanced about and truth before it aims at delicacy and
one centre, developing through the equilateral' !complication.
triangle to hexagons, octagons and even penINFLUENCE OF RELIGION.
tagons, and lastly there is the imitation of
Every change in religion or popular belief
the growth of living things springing from bas altered the style of decoration. Early
the ground upwards.
Roman art added exterior decoration for the
Discussing the evolution of decoration, Mr.
building's sake; the early Christian basilicas
Walker said that the Greeks were the first were, for pure contrariety, decorated on the
to use decoration merely for its beauty. To inside only. The Koran said he who rethe Egyptian every ornament had a religious presented a living thing must provide it
with a soul at the Judgment Day, ou be
symbolic value, and his house was decorated
;dragged. on his face to hell; so Mohammedan
with things that reminded him constantly of art returns to conventional schemes and inbis religious belief, and especially of the tricate skeleton forms. Gothic ideals were,
god Osiris. As soon, however, as beauty
at the same epoch, purely naturalistic, and
alone was studied in decoration, all systems
in the same way the Reformation of Luther
evolve In the same way. First, they are an and the refinement of the Renaissance had
improvement en some earlier form, strong left their marks on the decorative arts.
The lecturer illustrated with lime light
and true; then they are developed further,
and black board, demonstrating particularwhile maintaining their strength; next, they
ly where one type ran into another, an
become dielente and refined.then weak and where one period left off and another beg:
•
-

THE EVOLUTIONS Of
•

1 IIE
DECOPA

•

„

DECORATIVE'tRT,PLAN
—

Lealture at the Art Gallery' by
Bostonian Is Along
Original Lines.

simplest or the greatest forms are

examined; moreover, there is a close
relation between these laws and the
laws of mechanics and of organic

growth.
All decoration may be reduced to
four types, or it will be restless and
disturbing. The first is Oriental, a
number of objects carefully balanced
against each other, and floating down
through ether to the earth, the second
is the earliest form used by the peoples
of nearly all the globe, and represents
the stratifications of the earth by
means of belts and bands. Then
there is the crystallized form, a number of units balanced about one centre, developing through the equilateial triangle to hexagons, octagons
and even pentagons, and lastly there
is the imitation of the growth of living things springing from the ground
upwards.
The lecturer discussed the necessity
of correcting the effect of diagonal
lines by others counter to them, and
urged that the beginnings of decoration were wholly practical. A man
made a pot of the simplest form and
added a horizontal line across it to
strengthen its weakest part; it remained for the artist and poet of his race
to see in these useful devices anything of beauty. Next came the.picturing of natural objects in picture
language, and from the representation,
as nearly as possible, things as they
were, an advance was made to SYinbolisrn. We may deem the drawings
of the heavens, the rain and the mountains by straight lines and triangles,
as conventional, but really the people who so represented them were doing it as well as they knew how.
Symbolism showed the hour of the
day by the position of the sun in relation to a fixed unit, and the importance of a thing was sometimes expressed by repeating its symbol, or
by making it very big. Thus, if the
suet was to be given prominence many
suns might be drawn, or the Egyptians would show their King very big
when speaking to his merchants or
soldiers, small when he met the priests
and quite little when in the presence
of the gods.
The Greeks were the first to use
decoration merely for its beauty. To
the Egyptian all his ornaments had a
religious symbolic value, and his house
was decorated with things that reminded him of his religious belief, and
especially of Osiris. Once, however,
beauty alone was studied in decoration
all systems follow the same stages;
first, they are an improvement on
some earlier form, strong and true;
then they are developed further, while
maintaining their strength; next, they
become delicate and refined, then weak
and complicated, and finally become
utterly debased. Such is the state._
held the lecturer, of the prevalent style
of art, and a new country should aim
at strength and truth before it atm4
at delicacy and complication.
Every change in religion or popular
belief has altered the style of decoration. Early Roman art added extenor decoration for the building's sake; ,
the early Christian basilicas were, for'
pure contrariety, decorated on the in
side only. The Koran said he whorepresented a living thing must provide it with a soul at the Judgment
Day, or be dragged on his face to hell;
so Mohammedan art returns to conventional schemes and intricate skeleton forms. Gothic ideals were, at the
same epoch, purely naturalistic, and
in the same way the Reforma tion
of
Luther and the refinement of the Renascenic had left their marks on the
decorative arts.
The lecture was concluded by the
exhibition of a large number of views
illustrating the development of decoration from the simniest to the most
complileited forms, and its use in actual buildings.

I
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ANNUAL MEETING
The Designs

//lift;

or the

rieport of a Succêssful

Strathcona and Sol-

Year's Work Is Dis-

diers' Memorial.

cussed.

The designs for the Stratheona and SolDR. GARDNER PRESIDENT
diers' Memorial, which it is proposed to
erect on Dominion Square, are now on exhibition at the Art Gallery. Most of them The Association Has Now $16,000 to
reached the city on Friday and Saturday
Expend on Pictures—Election of
laet, while a few arrived to-day. They are
now awaiting the inspection and scrutiny of
Officers.
the committee charged with the selection
-.—
of a design for a memorial, and as soon as
The annual meeting of the Art Associathis has taken place and the award '.has tion
of
Montreal
took
place
yesterday afbeen made the task of carrying out the ac- ternoon at
the Gallery, Phillips square.
cepted design in bronze and stone will be
Mr.
R.
13.
Angus
the
president
of the
undertaken by the successful sculptor. It association, presided,'
and Mr. J. B. Abbott
is hoped to have the memorial in position acted as secretary. Those
present at the
by the autumn of 1903.
included Messrs. E. B. Greenshields,
The models on exhibition are extremely meeting
W.
J.
Leareiont,
H.
V.
Meredith,
jellies
varied in character, and some original deMorgan, Richard White, William Angus,
signs are shown. Among the competitors are It.
C. Nelles, C. M. Holt, Robt. Lindsay,
some of the best sculptors in Canada and 'Robt.
the United States. It is expected that the DD., Harris, CMG., Rev. J. Edgar Hill,
Dr. F. J. Shepherd, J. H. Joseph, F.
award will be made shortly after the return
Lyman, C. E. L. Porteous and D. 'Norof Principal Peterson to Montreal, as he S.
is one of the members of the Committee on rice.
Mr. Angus stated that the work of the
Design.
past year had been brought to a most successful conclusion'. The cash balance was
vow nearly $3 000 as compared with $1,600
SHOWS MEMORIAL DESIGNS.
a year ago. there was now on hand the
The designs for the Strathcona and
sun). of $16,000, which could be utilized to
Soldier's memorial, to be erected in Dopurchase pictures during the coming year.
minion square, are on exhibition in the
He had no doubt but that the money would
Art Gallery. Several prominent sculp'he
well spent and that the members would
tors have sent in designs and the cor''
have the benefit of some new works of art.
tnittee will not find it easy to make
Mr. Angus referred to the very successful R. C. A. exhibition held some months

selection. They will await the arrivai
of Principal Peterson bey)-sinaking
a final choice.
-/

fakeas. s

-

The number of pictures hung was
larger than ever before, and the number
of sales exceeded that at any former exhibit. The president also reterred to the
difficulty of holding loan exhibitions, while
the rate of insurance was so high. In
closing, Mr. Angus paid a nice compliment
to Mr. Abbott, the secretary, whom, he
said; had shown great ability in the manago.

LECTURE ON ORGAN MUSIC.
"The History and Development of
Organ Music" is the subject of the
second lecture in the course of the Art
Assodfation. It will be delivered next
Monday night by Mr. Wallace Goodrich, of Boston. In order that it may . agement of the association's affairs. The
be illustrated on the organ it will be chairman also stated that he had been
given in St. Paul's church, Dorchester made president of the association to fill out
street. Mr. Goodrich is the organist of the unexpired term of Sir William Van
Trinity churesh, Boston, and to the Horne, and he would be glad to see a presisymphony concerts, so that he is an dent elected who could give the affairs of
the association more care and attention
acknowledged master of the instruthan he had been able to do.
ment. ilissfistAC 2.,A0,2.
One ballot was cast for the officers, resulting as follows: Dr. William Gardner, presiLECTURE ON ORGAN MUSIC.
dent: Mr. C. J. Fleet, vice-president; Mr.
A lecture of much interest to lovers W. J. Learmont, treasurer; councillors,
of music was delivered last night by Messrs. E. B. Greenshields, Sir William
organist of
Mr. Wallace Goodrich,
He treated Van Horne„ C. R. Hosmer, R. B. Angus,Trinity Church, Boston.
Dr. J. Edgar Hill and H. Vincent Mereof organ music, and dealt with Gerdith.
man choral and French church music,
A hearty veto of thanks was then proposand concluded by playing Bach's D
ed to Mr. Angus.
minor, with fantasie.

2.
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GA —IIERIES OPEN b L .
'
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9 A.M. TO DUSK.

Admission - - - 25 cts.
Reading Room open to members till 6 p.m.

. ART ASSOCIATION MEETING.
The annual meeting of the Art Association will he held at the Art Gallery, Friday afternoon, Decemiber 12,
at 4.30 o'clook. The officers for the

coming year will be elected and the

report of the old council brought up for
P doption. In consequence of the Orlellgoa non of the gallery by the designs
and medals sent in for the Soldiers'
and Strathcona memorial, it has been
, next to impossible to hold any exhibition of pictures for the members
during the early part of the winter.
3 t is, however, intended to have a
loan exhibition begif
n ing New Year's
Da Y. f
4
7 sii /210

s” -44 -
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ART ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL
The Annual General Meeting of the
members of this Association will be held
in the Gallery, Phillips Square, on Friday
Î Afternoon. December 12th, at 4.30 o'clock.
BaRieess — To receive the report of the Council
for the year ending May 91st, 1902, and to elect
s fur the ensuing year.
D., cember dth, 1902.

J

. Aleirerji salary.

•
'

AN EXCELLENT Y EAR
Dr. W. Gardner Is Eleoted to the
Presidency at, Annual Meeting in the Gallery.
An excellent year was reported yes terday at the Art Association's annual
meeting in the aGlIery, Phillips square,.
Mr. R. B. Angus was in the chair, and
ir his °petting estatement explained
that he was retiring from that office,
as he had only taken it to fill an unexpected va.eancy. There wat not
only an Increased balance on the seaseoss's work, but, the Temple bequest
halhalso $16,000 In hand, and hoped an
opportunity would be paesented during
the corning year to expend It in adding
to the association's eollection.
Mr. Angus referred to the heavy rate
of fire insurance as hilVdering the holding of loan exhibitions. However,
there had been several successful
minor exhibitions, and 'the- Royal .Canadisin Academy's gisit had attracted
much interest, and had resulted in
more sales than any of their previous
exhibitions. He concluded by a reference to the efficient and careful
way In which Mr. J. B. Abbott had
acted as secretary.
The report of the council stated that
there was sonie . fall-Sof in the "membership, due mainly to the death of
a number of the members. The insurance on the property of the asso e
elation has been adjusted and consolidated. The valuation of the buildings
and contents was thoroughly revised,
and a proper schedule and description of the seine prepared, accepted
by the companies insuring, and at
tached to each polticy., Î This -arrangement cleared away all contradictions
in the policies, and has placed the insurance on a satisfatory basis. It was,
however, impossible to get any reductionhi
the high rate changed.
Great and discriminating interest
was taken in the exhibitions held, more
especially that of the Royal Canadian
Academy. There Was an increased aPpredation of our own artists' work,
which evinced much improvement and
originality.. The groWing importance
of the work -of Canadian artists and
Its advance'• were quite strongly in
evidence at the exhibition held last
March,
The Art classes are, however, not as
well attended as their merits warrants, and the council would urge. the
co-operation of the members in creating an interest in them.
The members attending the exhibition were Eastlake exhibition, -mem-hers, 944; paying' vieitors, 50; complimentary tickets, 44; total, 1,038.
Royal Canadian Academy, members,
3,163; visitors, 1,750; total, 4,911.
'Japanese e3thibition, members, 1,013;
paying visitors, 161; total, 1,174.
There was also a large , attendance
at the New Î Year's Day loan exhibition.
The statement of the treasurer, showed a revenue of $18,257, of which $1,676.15 was a balance from the preceding
year, and an expenditure of $15,369.80.
leaving a balance of $2:887.20.
The following' officers were elected:
Pessident—Dr. W. Gardner.
Vice-president—Mr. C. Fleet, K.C.
Treasurer—Mr. W. J. Learmont
.
„Councillors for two years--Me.ssrs.
E. B. Greenshields, Rev.' Dr. J. Edgar
Hill, H. V. Meredith. Sir W. Van
Horne, R. B. Angus, and. C. R. 1/4V mer.
Those present at this meeting were:—
Messrs. R. 13. Angus. C. J. Fleet,
Robert Lindsay, Dr. W. Gard,
nor. R. Harris; C.M.G.; P.R.C.A., A. T.
Taylor, R.C.M.; Rev. Dr.' Edgar Hill,
W. J. Learm ,ont, A. H. Joseph, C. M e
Holt, H. V. Meredith. Dr. - F. 1.
Shepherd, F. S. Lyman, K.C., Morrice, E. B. Greenshields, K.C., James
Morgan, C'. Brotherhood. W. Angus,
R. Campbell NelléS Pore
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By E MUN
D M. WHEELWRIGH
Of BOSTON, MASS.

Subject :

BRIDG ES"

Wiatitlione.
inueir

On MONDAY, DEC. 15th ,1902,
AT 8.1s P.M.

LECTURES ON BRIDGES
FROM ARTISTIC POINT

L/92,

Mr Wheelwright DieclaCres America Has Much to Learn
From Old World.

In the mention of Mr. EdmillJd
Wheelwright, of Boston, who delivered an isseresting illustrated lecture
last night in the Art Gallery, on
"Bridges," we on the American co-ntinent, on both sides the line, are very
much behind Europe in the artistic
treatment of waterways, docks and
bridges. He thinks that we show to
poorer advantage inscosnparison with
Europe in this regard than in almost
any other.
We had made wonderful progress in
many ways, and in civilization, but in
the matter of making our waterways
decerss even respectable, and of using
them to their best advantage, we had
been very " neglectful. He expressed
the hope that the improvement which
was going an at the Montreal water
frork would be a thing the like of
which would be more commonly done
throughout Canada and the United
States.
Rev. Dr. J. Edger Hill introduced
the lecturer, who gave
a
general .
sketch of bridges, coniprising the Ro--4
man, mediaeval and Renaissance, consIdered some modern bridges of stone
and reviewed what has been done in
artistic steel bridges, showing shut
there was an aesthetic side, which on
this -side the water had been disregarded too much. He referred to t
bridges built by the early Romai
and said that in WeeCern Eur
bridges were the only structure wl
remained in the use for which t
were originally designed.
Of all the great works of pag
Rome only the bridges were of u'
ity to man today. But although
Romans were grand builders, tu
were very fond of sham -work, a
when they worked in soft ground II
carried the foundations for She bri
piers to an Insufficient depth and u
very clumsily the rip-rap protect
Which was necessary to prevent
undermining of the piers. But
spite of defective foundations, ma
Roman bridges had -stood intact, a
were in use today.
He spoke of the Romans as bain the first to use - the arch in large
works, showed several examples of
mediaeval bridges, and then touehed
on steel structures. Stone, he - maid,
was most valuable, on account of its
massiveness, stabilaly and power t
resist the elements, but it was ,
ferior to metal, for economy, facilit
of construction and ready adaptabilit
to various
situa tion's.
Sseelha
therefore, greatly, supplanted stone
modern bridge building, the latter in
tonal being now only used in ti
construction of municipal bridges.

The annual report, which was unanim
adopted, states "that the membership
is not quite so large as last .year, but this
may be accounted for by the deeply regretted death of the large number ot esteemed
members, among them the late 111arquis
of Dufferin and Ave, at one time our Governor-General. An important feature in the
business of the year was the adjustment
end consolidation of the insurance on the
property of the association. The valuation
of the buildings and contents was thoroughly revised, and a proper schedule and description of the saATIC prepared, accepted by
the companies insuring, and attached to
ART ASSOCIATION,
each policy. This arrangement cleared away
all contradictions in the policies, and has
IIILL1
s4
2,
placed the insurance on a satisfactory basis.
The council regret, however, that they
have been unable j
t obtain any reduction
9 t..rtif. TO DI:Sli.
in the very high ra s charged for it, which
are still being asle.d.
Admission
- • - 25 cts.
"It has been noticed with much gratification that a keen and discriminating inter- teous.14.ading Mom ,pen to member., till 6 p.m.
est was shown by the members and by the
,publie generally, in the various exhibitions
which were held; and more especially in ART ASSOCIATION
that of the Royal Canadian Academy, at
which there was a marked increase in the 0-0 OF MONTREAL
attendance. This increased interest was
IhliIip scIssiaire.
also shown by the greater appreciation of
LECTUFT
our own artists' work, Which evinced much
improvement and originality. The growing
/
imeortance of the work of Canadian artists Edmund NU Wheelwright, .Esq.
and its advance were quite strongly in
Of BOSTON, MASS.
evidence at the exhibition held in Merch Subject, "BRIDGES,"
with illustrations,
last."
On 'MONDAY ' December 15th, 1902, at 8 15 p. m.
The total subscriptions to tie building
end endowment fund now amount to $36.Bu. The annual subscriptions mounted
to $5,885, and the entrance fees to $376.
ously
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MR. G.W. HILL CARRIES
THE FIRST PRIZE
t i /LID 2...

41

4.9a
-

Exec —
tives of Stra lic6na Me
morial Fund Iv.ake Two
Awards in Competition.•

Mr. Peers Davidson, secretary of
the executive committee of the Strathcons and South African monument
fund, gave out the following statement
yesterday, as to the competition lately
held for two prizes offered for the best
designs for a memorial to be set up
in Dominion Square:—
"The first prize, $250, offered for the
best design in connection with the
Strathcona and South African monument has been awarded by the committee, on design to the model bearing the number 28, and marked "Anglo- ,
Saxon." This model will also be ret ommended to the Executive Committee as the one which, with certain
modifications to be agreed upon, will
most adequately and worthily carry
out the purpose of the proposed monument. It is the work of Mr. George
W. Hill, as sculptor, in conjunction
with Messrs. Msixwell, architects.
"The second prize, $150, has been
awarded by the sanie committee to a
sketch design for an arch, the work
of Mr. Andrew T. Taylor.
"It has been arranged, with the kind
permission of the Art Gallery committee, that the whole collection of models
and designs entered for the competition
shall be on view to subscribers and
the general public at the Art Gallery
on Tuesday and Wednesday of next
week.
"Thereafter, the executive committee
will meet on Wednesday afternoon, to
consider further procedure In the matter."
.10

I

REC r-rsItiatb,RY.
The Art Association will hold a reception in the Art Gallery, Phillips
Square, New Year's Day, from 4 o'clock
to 6. The Ladies' Morning Musical
Club will provide a programme of vocal and instrumental music and there
will be a collection of pictures on exhibition. A loan exhibition of works
of the first order of merit is also planned by the association for about January 9. There will probabay be a reception given that evening for the
members, and the pictures will remain'
on view for the public for a fortnight.

xhibition of Paintings./
At the New Year's reception f the

Montreal Art Association there will be on
exhibition a collection of Dutch and Scotch
paintings which have been in Toronto for
the past three months. The collection has
been much admired by such Montreal art
r lovers as have seen them, and they are corning to this city at the special request of 61k

William Van Horne.

l'ITREAL.
NMI 9 54:0M E
01
le exhibition
"R"neeember
Tor'oi
of Dutch and Scotch paintings collected
by the .Women's Art Association, and
Which have been on view here for the past
PA I

.

—
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three months, will be Sent to Montreal
week to be exhibited in the Art As

next
tit

•.,:e0Ciation rooms there at the urgent re
nest of Sir Win. Van Horne.
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FIrt Associatiorl of Moqtreal,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.

MR. & MRS. DRUMMOND
Request the pleasure of the Members' company
at a Five o'clock Tea, at the Gallery, on
Tuesday Afternoon, March 31st.
4.30 to 6.30.

*1000110H
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COURSE OF LECTURES
TO BE HELD IN THE

ART GALLERY
PHILLIPS SQUARE

-

MONTREAL

The members of the Art Association are cordially invited

1.12e firt Fissoeiatiop of Mortreal.
INCORPORATED

1860.

For tl?e Ernouraç?emv)t apd promotior)

Fige

of t12R
.

prts.

GALLERIES PHILLIPS SQUARE.

Your support of the association, by becoming a
member is earnestly desired by the Vouncil. She annual
subscription which may commence at any time is ‘5.00,
or for a family p7.50, and membership includes not only
the privilege of the galleries, reading room and library,
but also all lectures and exhibitions.
She association was founded and is supported for
the public benefit, and co=operation in its success is a duty
wh,ich, sh,ould be recognized as personal by all Witizens.
Shere is no formality required for membership

beyond sending in your name and address to the
99ecretary.
ROBERT LINDSAY.

!Province of Quebec
Association
Of Architects.
1898.

Course of hectures
TO BE HELD IN THE

ART GALLERY,
PHILLIPS SARL.

-

-

.tt

MONTREAL

The Members of the Art Associatiort are
Cordially Invited,

MARCH 29th, AT 8.15.

Ancient Rome"
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.
PROF. S. H. CAPPER, MA.

FEBRUARY 24th, AT 8.15

"Brunelleschi,"
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.
PROF. C. W. COLBY, MA • PH D.
MO -IN- a.

IM,MO-AMH INV-Mt NM-MV. MIN la-M-M-•n•-•MJIM,”-MI/ MN-M-amt-vvy. INM4M-Vw-M

JANUARY 27th, AT 8.15.
"

Pompeii"

A CITY OF THE FIRST CENTURY.
PROF.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

FRANK D. ADAMS, M.A,Sc., PH D.

Art 1 issociatiori of Montreal,
-

t‘ 1ssocid1104

PHILLIPS SQUARE.

,

OF MONTREAL.

MR, & MRS. DRUM1vIOND
Request the pleasure of the Members'
Company
at an Afternoon Tea, at the Gallery,
on

Thursday, February 4th,
4,30 to 6,80,
ASSOCIATE MEMBER.

ASS OCid %
OF

MONTREAL.

190 4.
rcinii

BOtnit

anti family.

SECRETARY.

ASSOCIATE MEMBER,
SECRETARY.

PHILLIPS SC/PARE.
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LECTURE

By

-

the Eminent French Artist,

J. P. FR A F"F" AËL-1—i,
411.

firt Gallery,

THURSDAY, MAY 2nd, AT S.13 P.D.

--

,e4,/agdaell., /hit PHILLIPS SOU

10 ASSOC/di/oh

Special Exhibition of Desi
os444- 4$4 4 BY "Aide-
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WALTER CRANE
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1898*
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COLLECT
THE PERMANENT

Open daily, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ADMISSION,

25c.

1(
DURING EXHIBITION WEEK,

ASSOCIATE MEMBER.
SECRETARY
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23 Phillips Square,

the Art .ASSOCiAti011
of Montreal.

23 Phillips

S

MONTREAL_
MAY 14th. 1000.

NOTICE.

ART CLASSES--1809---1900.
SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION.
SCHOLARSHIPS.

----ANTIQUE CLASS----MARIE ANN PROULX. (no.2a)

The Competition in the Antique Class will
begin on Thursday 19th April continuing on

every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday until the
-----LIFE CLASS----BERTHE LEMOYNE (no.4) & HELEN GALLOWAY McNICOLL (n0.19) equal.
SPECIAL MENTION FOR TIME DRAWING --EVELINE CLAY (no.8)

HONOURABLE MENTION ---EDWARD BOYD.(no.10)

8th May inclusive.

Intending Competitors please give in
their names.
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square.

ART CLASSES. .1000..
A MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION OFFERS 1,50.IN
PRIZES,THERE WILL BE A FIRST PRIZE OF 00. AND
A SECOND PRIZE OF t2C.
THE FIRST PRIZE TO BE AWARDED

TD THE BEST AO

STUDY OF A FULL LENGTH NUDE FIGURE; THE SECOND
PRIZE TO THE SECOND BEST,
THE FIGURES MAY BE DONE IN ANY MEDIUM AND
OF THE ORDINARY ACADEMY SIZE.
THERE WILL BE A PRELIMINARY COMPETITION IN
WHICH ANY PUPIL CAN TAKE

PART I THE EIGHT BEST IN

THIS FIRST COMPETITIONILL ALONE COMPETE FOR
THE PRIZES.

JUDGES,
ROBERT HARRIS P.R.C.A.
WM.BRYMNER R.C.A.
E.DYONNET R.C.A.

23 Phillips Square,

MONTREAL,

MAY 20th. 1001.
ART CLASSES ---1000 - --1001
SCHOLARSHIPS.
---ANTIQUE CLASS -

WILLIAM H CLAPP.( no.0)
---LIFE CLASS---

EDWARD BOYD.(no.7)
EQUAL.

CLARENCE GAGNON.(no.4)

23 Phillips Square,

MONTREAL,

MAY 20th. 1001.
ART CLASSES ---1000 - --1001
SCHOLARSHIPS.
---ANTIQUE CLASS-

-

WILLIAM H CLAPP.( no.0)
---LIFE CLASS---

EDWARD BOYD.(no.7)
EQUAL.

CLARENCE GAGNON.(no.4)

'eçt

e

ASSOejaci
v
OF MONTREAL.

1902.
pssoeiate Member.

retary.

23 Phillips Square.

MONTREAL, 1st.January,1CO2

LOAN

1.

.

•

4.

5.

EXHIBITION

GOYEN, Jan Van
Landscape.
——o—

Hon : G. A. DRUM. ION D

Grand Canal.

Han: G. A. DRUMMOND

Portrai', of a Man.

R.B.ANGUS

Interior.
— — 0 —-

Hon:G. A. DRŒLIOND

GUARDI, Francesco

HOLBEIN, Hans

HCOCH,Pieter De

LHERMITTE,Leon

Les Lavandieres do bords de la Marne. W.GARDNER,'.I.D.
6.MARIS,Jakob

A.Cornor in Amsterdam.
V.J.LEARMONT

7.

*

MARIS,Jakob
The Bridze.

JAMES R.WILSON

Pottrait of a Lady.

R.B.A1IGUS

REMBRAT1DT VAN RYN.

C.

ROSSETTI,DANTE GABRIEL
Girl,With Passion Flowers.
——o——
10. TERBURG, Gerard
'Portrait.
yn-7.ISSZNBRUCH, John Henry
Pastor ti Scene.

JAMES ROSS

R.B.ANGUS

JAMES R.WILSON

rt pssoeiatior) of Illor)treal,
PHILLIPS SQUARE.

ART ASSOCIATION CLASSES, I896-'97.
AID.

• ••••

THE ADVANCED ART CLASSES,
SIXTEENTH YEAR.

The Session for 1896-'97 will commence on Wednesday,
October t4th, and will close on Friday, May 4th, under the
direction of MR. WILLIAM BRYMNER, R.C.A. The Studios are
open for work every week-day; and the regular instruction will be
given from 9.30 to 12.30 on the mornings of Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.
The Course is, as far as possible, that adopted in the French
Studios which assumes the fact until one step is well taken it is
useless to proceed to the next. A thorough study of form being
of first importance, the student will draw from the cast in light
and shade, proceeding from simple objects, parts of the figure,
etc., to the entire figure from the antique.
Such Students as, in the opinion of MR. BRYMNER, may
benefit thereby, will paint from the cast or still-life, and if sufficiently advanced will work from the living model.
Subjects for composition will be given out occasionally
during the Session.
The Session for 1896-'97 will extend over two terms, the
first term being from the 14th of October to the 1st of February,
and the second term from the 3rd of February to the i4th of May.
It will be optional to Students to attend by the session, term or
month.

Fees, in all cases payable in advance, have been fixed for
the full Session at $4o ; for the term at $25; and for the month
at Sm.
The classes are held in the Studios of the Association, and
Students are allowed the use of the Reading Room and Library,
and free admission to the Galleries during the continuance of their
studies.
Two Association Scholarships will be offered for competition at the end of the Session, each entitling the winner to two
years free tuition.
WATER COLOUR CLASSES.

The WATER COLOUR
MR. CHARLES

CLASSES,

under the direction of

E. Moss, will commence on Monday, mth September,

and continue until the end of October.
Instruction will be given on four days in each week, and
will, when the weather is favourable, be from nature. Students
will be entitled to attend on two of these days on payment of
$9.00 monthly, or $12. 00 for the term (seven weeks), students to

elect when joining the class the days they wish to attend, such
election to be binding during the time of study. Single lessons
will be $1.25 each.
The days appointed for instruction are, Monday

and

Thursday, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., and Tuesday and Saturday, 9.30 a.m.
to 2.30 p. tTL
ROBERT LINDSAY,
Secretary.
MONTREAL,

July, 1896.

NOTE.—Intending Students should communicate their

names to the Secretary as soon as possible.

I SOME OF THOSE PRESENT.
.mong those present were: Mrs. James
,ss,:the Misr,-es Van Horne, Rev. Dr. Baray, Mrs. C. R. Whitehead, Miss Price
Quebec), Hon. Geo. A. and Mrs. Drumloud, Mr. Robert Harriss, R.C.A., and
Harriss, Rev. Mr. Everett, Dr: and
Its. Stirling, Mrs. Gillespie, the Misses

Tistie stITN:gfh against theirs, k7oris1our
of his own powers, he was not afraid
- to compete with masterpieces of illustrious prede(!essors and contompo_
raries. • He esm., cially set himself to
rival Claude—his Liber Studiorum being undoubtedly sugsrested by Claude'?,
Liber Veritatis, and as (2verptorie
, knows, he bequeathed two of his tiie-H
allikg_JA.PILSLIL,S12Rdition 111241
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